
Thursday, February 03, 2022 
AREA BOARD REGULAR MEETING 
(virtual meeting via videoconference) 
4:00-6:00 p.m. 

Page 1 of 4 

MEMBERS PRESENT: Glenn Adams, Cumberland County Commissioner, JD; Leigh Altman, Mecklenburg County Commissioner, 
JD; Heidi Carter, Durham County Commissioner, MPH, MS; Maria Cervania, Wake County Commissioner, MPH; Carol Council, 
MSPH; David Curro, BS; Dena Diorio, MPA; Vicki Evans; Amy Fowler, Orange County Commissioner, MD; Lodies Gloston, Vice-
Chair, MA; Ted Godwin, Johnston County Commissioner; D. Lee Jackson, BA; John Lesica, MD; Lynne Nelson, Chair, BS; Gino 
Pazzaglini, MSW LFACHE; Pam Silberman, JD, DrPH; Anthony Trotman, MS; and McKinley Wooten, Jr., JD  

APPOINTED MEMBERS ABSENT: David Hancock, MBA, MPAff; Donald McDonald, MSW; and Samruddhi Thaker, PhD 

GUEST(S) PRESENT: Jeff Barnhart, McGuireWoods Consulting LLC; Denise Foreman, Wake County Manager’s office; Yvonne French, NC DHHS/DMH 
(Department of Health and Human Services/Division of Mental Health, Intellectual Disability, and Substance Abuse Services); Paige Rosemond; and Pamela Wade 

ALLIANCE STAFF PRESENT: Brandon Alexander, Communications and Marketing Specialist II; Joey Dorsett, Senior Vice-President/Chief Information Officer; 
Angel Felton-Edwards, Senior Vice-President/Population Health and Care Management; Kelly Goodfellow, Executive Vice-President/Chief Financial Officer; Cheala 
Garland-Downey, Executive Vice-President/Chief Human Resources Officer; Ashley Holmes, Integrated Health Consultant II; Veronica Ingram, Executive Assistant 
II; Joshua Knight, Director of Internal Audit; Mya Lewis, Waiver Contract Manager; Mehul Mankad, Chief Medical Officer; Shawn Mazyck, Senior Vice-
President/Provider Network; Beth Melcher, Senior Director of Clinical Innovation; Ann Oshel, Senior Vice-President/Community Health and Well-Being; Sara 
Pacholke, Senior Vice-President/Financial Operations; Brian Perkins, Senior Vice-President/Strategy and Government Relations; Monica Portugal, Chief Risk and 
Compliance Officer; Robert Robinson, Chief Executive Officer; Matthew Ruppel, Senior Director of Program Integrity; Sean Schreiber, Executive Vice-
President/Chief Operating Officer; Ashley Snyder, Director of Accounting and Finance; Tammy Thomas, Senior Vice-President/Business Evolution; Sara Wilson, 
Chief of Staff; Carol Wolff, General Counsel; Doug Wright, Director of Community and Member Engagement; and Ginger Yarbrough, NCQA Accreditation Manager 

1. CALL TO ORDER: Board Chair Lynne Nelson called the meeting to order at 4:02 p.m. She welcomed four new members: Commissioner Leigh Altman,
Commissioner Amy Fowler, Dena Diorio and Anthony Trotman.

AGENDA ITEMS: DISCUSSION: 
2. Agenda Adjustments There were no adjustments to the agenda. 
3. Public Comment There were no public comments 
4. Chair’s Report Chair Nelson reported the following: 

• Per Alliance Policy G-1: Board of Directors Conflict of Interest, annual disclosures are needed for all Board members by March 31.
Members may contact Monica Portugal, Chief Risk and Compliance Officer, with questions about the form or policies.

• The annual Board budget retreat is part of the agency’s budget process and is scheduled for Monday, March 21. It will be a hybrid
event with lunch at 12:30 and presentations from 1:00 to 3:00. Kelly Goodfellow, Chief Financial Officer, will provide additional
information including how to RSVP.

5. CEO’s Report Mr. Robinson reported the following: 
• Starting February 7 staff will begin a phased approach to returning to the office; the last phase is expected to finish in May 2022.
• As requested by Board members, Mehul Mankad, Chief Medical Officer, provided an overview of 2019 and 2020 data on suicides.

Dr. Mankad also reviewed the agency’s efforts to combat suicide, emphasizing access to care. The presentation is saved as part of
the Board’s files.
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AGENDA ITEMS: DISCUSSION: 
6. Consent Agenda  A. Draft Minutes from December 2, 2021, Board Meeting – page 5 

B. Client Rights/Human Rights Committee Report – page 10 
C. Quality Management Committee Report – page 52 
 
The consent agenda was sent as part of the Board packet; it is attached to and made part of these minutes. There were no comments 
or discussion about the consent agenda. 

 
BOARD ACTION 
A motion was made by Dr. Silberman to adopt the consent agenda; motion seconded by Dr. Lesica. Motion passed unanimously. 

7. Committee Reports A. Consumer and Family Advisory Committee – page 57 
The Alliance Consumer and Family Advisory Committee (CFAC) is composed of consumers and/or family members from Durham, Wake, 
Cumberland, or Johnston counties who receive mental health, intellectual/developmental disabilities, or substance use/addiction 
services. This month’s report included draft minutes and documents from the following January meetings: Steering, Durham, Wake, and 
Johnston. 
 
Doug Wright, Director of Community and Member Engagement, presented the report on behalf of CFAC Chair, Jason Phipps. Mr. 
Wright shared that CFAC’s revised by-laws will be presented for approval and thanked the Board for the continued recognition of the 
importance of including CFAC in Board meetings. He also shared about interest meetings in Orange and Mecklenburg counties to 
establish local CFACs in those areas. Once voted in by the CFAC steering committee, these new local CFACs will meet and develop 
their own charters. Mr. Wright also shared about training on the Ombudsman, concerns about the Innovations waitlist, and allocation of 
new Innovations waiver slots approved in the North Carolina budget. The CFAC report is attached to and made part of these minutes. 
 
BOARD ACTION 
The Board received the report. 
 
B. Executive Committee Report – page 112 
The Executive Committee sets the agenda for Board meetings and acts in lieu of the Board between meetings. The Executive 
Committee’s actions are reported to the Board at the next scheduled meeting. This month’s report included draft minutes from the 
previous meeting and a reappointment recommendation. Chair Nelson reviewed the recommendation. 
 
BOARD ACTION 
A motion was made by Mr. Pazzaglini to recommend to the Durham Board of County Commissioners the reappointment of Carol 
Council to Alliance’s Board; motion seconded by Mr. Curro. Motion passed unanimously. 
 
Chair Nelson also shared that the Executive Committee met with the four recent appointees to the Board. She reviewed the typical 
appointment process which includes the Executive Committee interviewing applicants and forwarding recommendations to this Board 
for review, then the Board forwards recommendations to the respective Board of County Commissioners for final approval. Considering 
the unique appointment, Chair Nelson recommended that the Board accept the recent appointments.  
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AGENDA ITEMS: DISCUSSION: 
BOARD ACTION 
A motion was made by Vice-Chair Gloston to accept the appointments from Orange and Mecklenburg Counties (Commissioner Amy 
Fowler, Commissioner Leigh Altman, Dena Diorio, and Anthony Trotman); motion seconded by Mr. Pazzaglini. Motion passed 
unanimously. 
 
C. Finance Committee Report – page 115 
The Finance Committee’s function is to review financial statements and recommend policies/practices on fiscal matters to the Board, 
including reviewing/recommending budgets, audit reports, and financial statements. This month’s report included documents and draft 
minutes from the previous meeting and a request to approve a budget amendment, which requires super-majority approval. 
 
Gino Pazzaglini presented the report on behalf of David Hancock, Finance Committee Chair. The Finance Committee met directly 
before the Board meeting. Sara Pacholke, Senior Vice-President/Financial Operations, reviewed the budget amendment, which she 
and Mr. Pazzaglini shared are common occurrences. Ms. Pacholke reviewed potential reasons for budget amendments per NC 
General Statute 159-08; this budget amendment relates to additional funding with Orange and Mecklenburg counties’ realignment with 
Alliance in December. The Finance Committee report is attached to and made part of these minutes. 
 
BOARD ACTION 
A motion was made by Mr. Wooten to approve the FY22 budget amendment 1 to increase the budget by $349,500,867.00 bringing the 
total FY22 budget to $923,449,490.00; motion seconded by Vice-Chair Gloston. Motion passed unanimously. 
 
Kelly Goodfellow, Executive Vice-President/Chief Financial Officer, provided an overview of the March 21, 2022, budget retreat, which 
will be held virtually and in-person. She shared that it will focus primarily on Medicaid funding and not state funding.  

8. Closed Session(s) BOARD ACTION 
A motion was made by Mr. Curro to enter closed session pursuant to NC General Statute 143-318.11 (a) (1) to prevent the disclosure 
of information that is confidential and not a public record under NCGS 122C-126.1; motion seconded by Commissioner Fowler. Motion 
passed unanimously. 

9. Reconvene Open 
Session 

The Board returned to open session. 
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AGENDA ITEMS: DISCUSSION: 
10. Special 

Update/Presentation: 
Supporting Youth 
with Complex Needs 
– page 128 

Beth Melcher, Ph.D., Senior Director of Clinical Innovation, provided an update on Alliance initiatives to respond to the needs of youth 
who have multiple and complex needs and who interface with DSS and other systems. She provided background including partnerships 
with Wake and Cumberland DSS (Departments of Social Services) to address complexity needs for specific youth.  
 
She reviewed a comprehensive plan to address gaps in service continuum and reduce the number of youths needing out of home 
placement or reduce the duration of that placement. Additionally, part of Alliance’s efforts include a regional child facility-based crisis, 
designated beds in Mecklenburg, creation of group home crisis beds, and expanding the capacity of rapid response and transitional 
therapeutic foster care bed as well as developing a mobile outreach engagement stabilization. She reviewed early intervention strategies 
and recent legislation, Senate Bill 693 to support youth, and potential next steps. The presentation is saved as part of the board’s files.  
 
BOARD ACTION 
The Board received the training/presentation. 

11. Adjournment All business was completed; the meeting adjourned at 6:02 p.m. 
 
 

Next Board Meeting 
Thursday, March 03, 2022 

4:00 – 6:00 pm 
  

Minutes approved by Board on March 3, 2022. 
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ITEM:   Draft Minutes from the December 2, 2021, Board Meeting 
 
 
DATE OF BOARD MEETING:  February 3, 2022 
 
 
BACKGROUND:  The Alliance Health (Alliance) Board of Directors (Board) per North Carolina General 
Statutes 122C is responsible for comprehensive planning, budgeting, implementing, and monitoring of 
community based mental health, developmental disabilities and substance use/addiction services to meet 
the needs of individuals in Alliance’s catchment area. The minutes from the previous meeting is attached 
and submitted for review and approval by the Board. 
 
 
SPECIFIC INFORMATION FOR BOARD REVIEW (if applicable/available):  N/A 
 
 
REQUEST FOR AREA BOARD ACTION:  Approve the draft minutes from the December 2, 2021, meeting. 
 
 
CEO RECOMMENDATION:   Approve the draft minutes from the December 2, 2021, meeting. 
 
 
RESOURCE PERSON(S):   Lynne Nelson, Board Chair; Robert Robinson, CEO 
 

 

Alliance Health                               
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

Agenda Action Form 
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Thursday, December 02, 2021 
AREA BOARD REGULAR MEETING 
(virtual meeting via videoconference) 
4:00-6:00 p.m. 

 

Page 1 of 4 
 

MEMBERS PRESENT: Glenn Adams, Cumberland County Commissioner, JD (exited at 5:24 pm); Heidi Carter, Durham County 
Commissioner, MPH, MS; Maria Cervania, Wake County Commissioner, MPH; Carol Council, MSPH; David Curro, BS; Vicki Evans; 
Lodies Gloston, Vice-Chair, MA; David Hancock, MBA, MPAff; D. Lee Jackson, BA (exited at 5:45 pm); John Lesica, MD; Donald 
McDonald, MSW; Lynne Nelson, Chair, BS; Gino Pazzaglini, MSW LFACHE; Pam Silberman, JD, DrPH; and McKinley Wooten, Jr., JD  

 
APPOINTED MEMBERS ABSENT: Ted Godwin, Johnston County Commissioner; Samruddhi Thaker, PhD; and three vacancies 

   
GUEST(S) PRESENT: Jamezetta Bedford, Orange Board of County Commissioners; Denise Foreman, Wake County Manager’s office; Yvonne French, NC 
DHHS/DMH (Department of Health and Human Services/Division of Mental Health, Intellectual Disability, and Substance Abuse Services); Jeremy Hicks, Clifton, 
Larsen and Allen, LLP; Pamela Wade; and Rachel Webster, Clifton, Larsen and Allen, LLP 
  
ALLIANCE STAFF PRESENT: Ashley Snyder, Director of Accounting and Finance; Brandon Alexander, Communications and Marketing Specialist II; Joey Dorsett, 
Senior Vice-President/Chief Information Officer; Doug Fuller, Senior Director of Communications; Cheala Garland-Downey, Executive Vice-President/Chief Human 
Resources Officer; Kelly Goodfellow, Executive Vice-President/Chief Financial Officer; Veronica Ingram, Executive Assistant II; Wes Knepper, Senior Vice-
President/Quality Management; Shawn Mazyck, Senior Vice-President/Provider Network; Mehul Mankad, Chief Medical Officer; Sara Pacholke, Senior Vice-
President/Financial Operations; Brian Perkins, Senior Vice-President/Strategy and Government Relations; Monica Portugal, Executive Vice-President/Chief Risk 
and Compliance Officer; Robert Robinson, CEO; Matthew Ruppel, Senior Director of Program Integrity; Sean Schreiber, Executive Vice-President/Chief Operating 
Officer; Jennifer Stoltz, Administrative Assistant III; Tammy Thomas, Senior Vice-President/Business Evolution; Sara Wilson, Chief of Staff; Carol Wolff, General 
Counsel; and Doug Wright, Director of Community and Member Engagement 
  
1.  CALL TO ORDER: Board Chair Lynne Nelson called the meeting to order at 4:05 p.m. 
 

AGENDA ITEMS: DISCUSSION: 
2. Agenda Adjustments There were no adjustments to the agenda. 
3. Public Comment There were no public comments. 
4. Chair’s Report Chair Nelson requested that Board members complete an upcoming survey to gather background and expertise of current Board 

members. That information will be used to confirm current composition of board members and aid in filling vacancies. She also shared 
that the Board plans to resume in-person meetings in February pending public health guidelines. 

5. CEO’s Report Mr. Robinson reviewed highlights of the December 1, 2021, realignment of Mecklenburg and Orange counties to Alliance’s catchment 
area. Cheala Garland-Downey, Executive Vice-President/Chief Human Resources Officer, provided a staffing update related to this 
realignment and the pending implementation of NC DHHS’ Medicaid Transformation/Tailored Plan in 2022.  
 
Mr. Robinson also announced a sponsorship of a weeklong community event, For‘Em on the Hill Community Conversations, on 97.9 
WCHL in Chapel Hill. This event includes community conversations from public safety, social justice, education, healthcare, and 
business. Dr. Mehul Mankad, Chief Medical Officer, will participate on a healthcare panel on December 6 at 5:00 pm as part of the 
healthcare panel. Additional info can be found at https://chapelboro.com/forumonthehill.  
 
Mr. Robinson provided directions to drop off gifts or donate online (https://toysfortots.org/donate/Default.aspx) for the agency’s annual 
Toys for Tots gift drive. Alliance’s Office of Legal and Public Affairs and Veterans Affinity group are sponsoring the event. 
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AGENDA ITEMS: DISCUSSION: 
6. Consent Agenda  A. Draft Minutes from November 4, 2021, Board Meeting – page 4 

B. Executive Committee Report – page 8 
C. Quality Management Committee Report – 14 
  
The consent agenda was sent as part of the Board packet; it is attached to and made part of these minutes. There were no comments or 
discussion about the consent agenda. 

 
BOARD ACTION 
A motion was made by Dr. Silberman to adopt the consent agenda; motion seconded by Vice-Chair Gloston. Motion passed 
unanimously. 

7. Committee Reports A. Consumer and Family Advisory Committee – page 18 
The Alliance Consumer and Family Advisory Committee (CFAC) is composed of consumers and/or family members from Durham, Wake, 
Cumberland, or Johnston counties who receive mental health, intellectual/developmental disabilities, or substance use/addiction services. 
This month’s report included minutes and documents from recent Steering, Durham, Wake, Johnston, and Cumberland meetings.  
 
Doug Wright, Director of Community and Member Engagement, presented the report and provided an update from previous CFAC 
meetings. He noted review of the Human Rights Committee training, providing input on the Olmstead Plan and assistive technology, as 
well as continual review of the CFAC by-laws and relational agreement with Alliance. The CFAC report is attached to and made part of 
these minutes. 
 
BOARD ACTION 
The Board received the report. 
 
B. Audit and Compliance Committee Report – page 147 
The purpose of the Audit and Compliance Committee is to put forth a meaningful effort to review the adequacy of existing compliance 
systems and functions and to assist the Board in fulfilling its oversight responsibilities. This Committee also develops, reviews, and revises 
the By-Laws and policies that govern Alliance. This report included revisions to the By-Laws, which were submitted to the Board prior to 
its November 4, 2021, meeting as part of the required thirty-day notification. The revisions were also reviewed by the Executive Committee 
during its November 15, 2021, meeting. 
 
Committee Chair, Dave Curro, introduced Carol Wolff, General Counsel. Ms. Wolff provided an overview of the proposed by-laws 
revisions. Chair Nelson shared an additional recommendation from the Executive Committee’s review of the proposed revisions.  
 
BOARD ACTION 
A motion was made by Mr. Pazzaglini to approve the by-laws with the recommended revisions and additionally, to change the effective 
date of Orange and Mecklenburg counties’ realignment to December 1, 2021; to strike substance abuse and replace it with substance 
use; and to strike NCQA from Quality Management Committee citation and replace it with NC DHHS contract; and to keep current 
member composition (instead of the proposed composition revisions); motion seconded by Vice-Chair Gloston. Motion passed 
unanimously. 
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AGENDA ITEMS: DISCUSSION: 
 
C. Finance Committee Report – page 158 
The Finance Committee’s function is to review financial statements and recommend policies/practices on fiscal matters to the Board, 
including reviewing/recommending budgets, audit reports, and financial statements. This Committee also reviews and recommends 
policies and procedures for managing contracts and other purchase of service arrangements. An annual audit is a requirement of the 
Local Government Budget and Fiscal Control Act (GS 159-34) and Alliance’s NC DHHS-DHB contract. This month’s report included 
documents and draft minutes from the previous meeting. Also, the auditors presented the results of the June 30, 2021, audited statements 
including time for questions. 
 
David Hancock, Committee Chair, introduced a contract recommendation. The Finance Committee report is attached to and made part 
of these minutes. 
 
BOARD ACTION 
A motion was made by Mr. Curro to approve a sole source exception allowable under NC General Statute 143-129 (e) (6) and to 
authorize the CEO to enter into a contract with Atcom Business Technology for speech recognition and surveys for the phone service 
for an amount not to exceed $48,300.00; motion seconded by Chair Nelson. Motion passed unanimously. 
 
Mr. Hancock introduced the auditors from Clifton, Larsen, and Allen: Jeremy Hicks and Rachel Webster. Mr. Hicks shared that he and 
Ms. Webster provided a detailed report to the Finance Committee earlier today; he shared that the auditors issued an unmodified 
opinion, which is the highest level of assurance auditors present. Mr. Hancock congratulated Finance staff for excellent work. The audit 
presentation is saved as part of the Board’s files.  

8. Closed Session(s) BOARD ACTION 
A motion was made by Mr. Pazzaglini to enter closed session pursuant to NC General Statute 143-318.11 (a) (1), (a) (3), and (a) (6) to 
prevent the disclosure of information that is confidential and not a public record under NCGS 122C-126.1, to consult with or give 
instructions to an attorney in order to preserve the attorney-client privilege, and to consider the qualifications, competence, and 
performance of an employee; motion seconded by Mr. Curro. Motion passed unanimously. 

9. Reconvene Open 
Session 

The Board returned to open session. 

10. Special Updates/ 
Presentation(s) 

A. County Realignment Update  
Brian Perkins, Senior Vice-President/Strategy and Government Relations, presented the update; he noted that additional details were 
presented earlier in the meeting during the CEO report. The presentation is attached to and made part of these minutes. 

 
B. Legislative Update  
Brian Perkins, Senior Vice-President/Strategy and Government Relations, and Sara Wilson, Chief of Staff, presented an update on North 
Carolina’s state budget; they highlighted parts of the budget that are applicable to Medicaid, NC LME/MCOs (local management 
entities/managed care organizations), and persons served by Alliance. The presentation is saved as part of the Board’s files. 
 
BOARD ACTION 
The Board accepted the updates. 
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AGENDA ITEMS: DISCUSSION: 
11. Adjournment All business was completed; the meeting adjourned at 6:01 p.m. 
 

Next Board Meeting 
Thursday, February 03, 2022 

4:00 – 6:00 pm 
  

Minutes approved by Board on Click or tap to enter a date.. 
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6B 

 
 
 
ITEM:   Client Rights/Human Rights Committee Report 
 
 
DATE OF BOARD MEETING:  February 3, 2022 
 
 
BACKGROUND:  The Client Rights/Human Rights Committee is a Board Committee with at least 50% of 
its membership being either consumers or family members that are not Board Members. This Committee’s 
functions include the following:  reviewing and evaluating Alliance’s Client Rights policies at least annually 
and recommending needed revisions to the Board; overseeing the protection of client rights and identifying 
and reporting to the Board issues which negatively impact the rights of persons served; and reporting to 
the Board at least quarterly. 
 
This report includes draft minutes from the previous meeting. 
 
 
SPECIFIC INFORMATION FOR BOARD REVIEW (if applicable/available):  Receive minutes and 
supporting documents from the January 13, 2022, meeting. 
 
 
REQUEST FOR AREA BOARD ACTION:  Receive the report.  
 
 
CEO RECOMMENDATION:  Receive the report. 
 
 
RESOURCE PERSON(S): Donald McDonald, Committee Chair; Doug Wright, Director of Community and 
Member Engagement 

 

Alliance Health                               
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

Agenda Action Form 
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  Thursday, January 13, 2022 
 

BOARD HUMAN RIGHTS COMMITTEE - REGULAR MEETING 
     Virtual Meting Via Videoconference 
4:00 p.m. – 5:30 p.m. 

 

Draft minutes may be submitted with the monthly Board packet. Minutes will be approved by this Committee at a later date. 
Page 1 of 3 

 

APPOINTED MEMBERS PRESENT: ☒Marie Dodson, ☒Dr. Michael Teague, ☒Patricia Wells, ☒Ira Wolfe, ☒McKinley Wooten, Jr., JD 
APPOINTED, NON-VOTING MEMBERS PRESENT: William Cunnigham 
BOARD MEMBERS PRESENT:  
GUEST(S) PRESENT: ☒ Damali Alston, Director, Network Evaluation 
STAFF PRESENT: Doug Wright, Director of Community and Member Engagement, Starlett Davis, Member Engagement Specialist, Ramona Branch, Member 
Inclusion Specialist Noah Swabe, Member Inclusion Specialist, Erica Asbury, Member Inclusion Specialist, Todd Parker, QM, Incident & Grievance Manager 
 

1. WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS 
 

2. REVIEW OF THE MINUTES - The minutes from the October 21, 2021, meeting was reviewed; a motion was made by Marie Dodson and seconded by 
Dr. Michael Teague  to approve the minutes. Motion passed. 

AGENDA ITEMS: DISCUSSION: NEXT STEPS: TIME FRAME: 

3. Provider Report Cards 

Damali Alston, Director of Network Evaluation was in attendance 
and gave a presentation on Provider Report Cards: 
 
Hospital Inpatient Medicaid MH 
The percentage of discharges ages 3 through 64 who were 
admitted for mental health treatment in a community-based 
hospital, state psychiatric hospital, or facility-based crisis service 
that received a follow up visit with a behavioral health 
practitioner within 7 days if discharge- benchmark is 40%  
 
Hospitalization Substance Use Disorder 
The percentage of discharges ages 3 through 64 who were 
admitted for substance use disorder treatment in a community-
based hospital, state psychiatric hospital, state ADATC, or 
detox/facility-based crisis service that received a follow up visit 
with a behavioral health practitioner within 7 days if discharge- 
benchmark is 40% 
 
30 Day Inpatient Readmissions 
The percentage of readmissions for all individuals ages 3 
through 64 that occur within 30 days of discharge from the index 
admission for mental health or substance use disorder treatment 
in a community-based hospital, state psychiatric hospital, state 
ADATC, or detox/facility-based crisis service that received a 
follow up visit with a behavioral health practitioner within 7 days 
if discharge- including individuals that who are admitted to the 
same facility or another acute care facility included above 

N/A   
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AGENDA ITEMS: DISCUSSION: NEXT STEPS: TIME FRAME: 
Follow ups after discharge from an inpatient level of care keeps 
individuals healthier and drives positive care outcomes- early 
follow-ups can help detect post-discharge medication reactions 
and reduce hospital readmissions 
 
These score cards are shared monthly with facilities 
There are currently incentives for some facilities such as a rate 
increase if they can meet their metrics on the 7 day follow up  
 
Provider Score Cards 

• ACT Billing Report  
• TCL Billing Encounter 
• Data entry into NCTOPPS  

NCTOPPS is a state run platform that houses outcome and 
performance data on individuals that are receiving enhanced 
services for mental health and substance use disorders 
 

4. Grievance Review 

Todd Parker, QM, Incident & Grievance Manager presented on 
the Q1 statistics for Grievances: 
 

• 71 (43%) Grievance Members –Legal Guardians 
• 71 (43%) Internal Employee Concerns –Alliance Staff 
• 20 (12%) External Stakeholder Concerns -Outside 

entities  
• 3 (2%) Compliments 

 
Quality of services account for 27% of complaints/grievances, 
and Access to Services complaints account for 19% 
 
72 (44%) Submitted by LME/MCO staff 
72 (44%) Submitted by Members- Legal Guardians (Grievances) 
 

Ongoing   

5. Incident Review 

Todd Parker, QM, Incident & Grievance Manager presented on 
the Q1 statistics for incidents: 
 
Wake County continues to have the highest percentages of 
incidences, followed by Durham, Cumberland, and Johnston, 
with the lowest. Most incidences that were reported occurred in 

Ongoing   
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Respectfully Submitted by:  

 
 
                                                                                                                                                                              
Click here to enter text.            Date Approved  

AGENDA ITEMS: DISCUSSION: NEXT STEPS: TIME FRAME: 
PRTF (Psychiatric Residential Treatment Facility) and IIH 
(Intensive in Home) services.  
 
90% restrictive interventions were from physical restraints 
67% of Restrictive Interventions were from PRTF Programs 
38 injuries were reported 
15% of all incidents fell under abuse/neglect/exploitation 
37 deaths were reported during Q1 
27% of the deaths reported were due to terminal illnesses 
 

• One (1) Plan of Correction was issued during Q1  
• 13 Late Incident emails sent for 1 late report submitted 

 

6. Announcements/Other 

William Cunningham (Mecklenburg County) has submitted his 
application, and this will go to the Board for consideration of 
appointment 
 
Doug Wright will be retiring effective March 31, 2022 

   

 
7. ADJOURNMENT: 5pm:  The next meeting will be April 14, 2021 from 4:00 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. 
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FY2021, Quarter 1 (July 2020 – June 2021)  
 
 

Holly Hill Hospital, LLC 
Scorecard 
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2 
 

 
 

The percentage of discharges 
for individuals ages 3 through 
64 who were admitted for 
mental health treatment in a 
community-based hospital, 
state psychiatric hospital, or 
facility-based crisis service 
that received a follow-up visit 
with a behavioral health 
practitioner within 7 days of 
discharge. 
 
 
 
 
 
*Exclusions apply including, but not 
limited, to eligibility criteria, discharges to 
Hospice and other Residential Services, 
and readmissions within 7 days. 

Follow-Up after Hospitalization for Mental Health 
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The percentage of discharges 
for individuals ages 3 through 
64 who were admitted for 
substance use disorder 
treatment in a community-
based hospital, state 
psychiatric hospital, state 
ADATC, or detox/facility-based 
crisis service that received a 
follow-up visit with a behavioral 
health practitioner within 7 
days of discharge. 
 
 
 
*Exclusions apply including, but not 
limited, to eligibility criteria, 
discharges to Hospice and other 
Residential Services, and 
readmissions within 7 days. 
 

Follow-Up after Hospitalization for Substance Use Disorder 
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30 Day Readmissions 
The percentage of readmissions for all 
individuals ages 3 through 64 that occur 
within 30 days of  discharge from the 
index admission for mental health or 
substance use disorder treatment in a 
community-based hospital, state 
psychiatric hospital, ADATC, or 
detox/facility-based crisis service.  
 
This includes individuals who are 
admitted to the same facility or another 
acute care facility included above. 
 
*Based on NCDHHS Performance Measures 
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Follow-up after Hospitalization for Mental Illness 
Follow-up after discharge from an inpatient level of care keeps individuals healthier and drives positive care outcomes.  
Follow-up with a behavioral health provider is vital to ensuring the individuals’ transition to the home, work and community 
environment is supported and that gains made during the hospitalization are continued.  Early follow-up can help detect post-
discharge medication reactions and reduce hospital readmissions.   

TIPS FOR SUCCESS 

  Ensure all individuals have scheduled, verifiable follow-
up appointments with a behavioral health provider within 
1- 7 days of discharge from an acute inpatient setting.  
Visits that occur on the same date of discharge do not 
count toward the measure.  

 At discharge, provide the individual with detailed 
information about the follow-up visit, including the 
behavioral health provider name, physical address, 
phone number and website and/or email address. 

 Verify with the individual that the aftercare plan is a 
good fit (e.g., transportation is not problematic, time of 
the appointment will work, etc.). 

 Behavioral health providers should be given detailed 
information about the individual, including alternative 
phone numbers or contacts. 

 A weekend discharge should not be a barrier for making 
sure the aftercare appointments are in place at the time 
of discharge. 

 

 An aftercare appointment with the individual’s primary care 
physician should not be the only appointment in place upon 
the individual’s discharge from an inpatient level of care. 

 Discharging the individual solely to a group home, assisted 
living facility, Alcoholics Anonymous, or Narcotics 
Anonymous is not an appropriate discharge plan. 

 An individual should not be discharged from a facility with 
instructions to set their own follow-up appointment.  

 Explain the benefits of aftercare to the individual, parents, 
caregivers and/or guardian, so they understand the 
importance of keeping these follow-up appointments. 

 The Alliance Access Call Center can assist with 
scheduling appointments with community behavioral 
health network providers, and can assist you with any 
scheduling challenges before the individual is 
discharged, if needed. 

 24-Hour Access and Information Line 
Call (800) 510-9132 
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Carolina Outreach 
ACT Encounter Billing Report 

FY21  
 
 
Encounter Billing refers to utilization of billing code H0040 22 (ACT Encounter) following the paid ACT service 

code H0040. 
 
 

Encounter Billing Carolina Outreach Alliance ACT Network 

Quarter 1 95% 76% 

Quarter 2 91% 92% 

Quarter 3 89% 90% 

 
 
 

Encounter Billing for TCL Carolina Outreach Alliance ACT Network 

Quarter 1 93% 72% 

Quarter 2 91% 93% 

Quarter 3 92% 91% 

 
 

ACT NC TOPPS Bi-Annual Updates 
January – June 2021 

 
 

In Alliance’s network, 764 ACTT bi-annual updates were completed January – June 2021. 
 

Carolina Outreach completed 316 ACTT bi-annual updates January – June 2021. 
 

                

In the past 3 months, what best describes 
your employment status? 

Full-
time 

Not in labor 
force/not 
seeking 

Part-time 
work (<10 

hrs/wk) 

Part-time 
work (11-34 

hrs/wk) 

Unemployed
/seeking 

Carolina Outreach (July – December 2020) 1% 50% 3% 6% 40% 

Alliance (July – December 2020) 2% 59% 3% 8% 28% 

Carolina Outreach (January – June 2021) 1% 47% 4% 4% 43% 

Alliance (January – June 2021) 2% 58% 4% 8% 29% 

 
 
 

In the past 3 months, how often did you 
participate in positive community/leisure 

activities? 

A few times More than a few 
times 

Never 

Carolina Outreach (July – December 2020) 65% 15% 20% 

Alliance (July – December 2020) 64% 12% 24% 

Carolina Outreach (January – June 2021) 62% 8% 30% 

Alliance (January – June 2021) 63% 10% 28% 

 
 
 

In the past 3 months, how often did you 
participate in recovery support or mutual 

aid groups? 

A few times More than a few 
times 

Never 

Carolina Outreach (July – December 2020) 5% 1% 94% 

Alliance (July – December 2020) 7% 1% 92% 

Carolina Outreach (January – June 2021) 5% 5% 90% 

Alliance (January – June 2021) 9% 3% 89% 
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How supportive has your family and/or 
friends been of your treatment and 

recovery efforts? 

No 
family/friends 

No 
response 

Not 
supportive 

Somewhat 
supportive 

Very 
supportive 

Carolina Outreach (July – December 2020) 0% 90% 1% 4% 5% 

Alliance (July – December 2020) 1% 56% 3% 20% 20% 

Carolina Outreach (January – June 2021) 1% 90% 0% 5% 4% 

Alliance (January – June 2021) 2% 59% 4% 17% 20% 

 
 
 

Since the last interview, have you visited a 
dentist for a routine checkup? 

yes no no response 

Carolina Outreach (July – December 2020) 2% 8% 90% 

Alliance (July – December 2020) 7%   37%  56%  

Carolina Outreach (January – June 2021) 1% 9% 90% 

Alliance (January – June 2021) 8% 30% 63% 

 
 
 

Since the last interview, have you visited a 
physical health care provider for a routine 

checkup? 

yes no no response 

Carolina Outreach (July – December 2020) 7% 3% 90% 

Alliance (July – December 2020) 29% 15% 56% 

Carolina Outreach (January – June 2021) 7% 3% 90% 

Alliance (January – June 2021) 28% 13% 59% 
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Q1 FY22
Complaint Analysis
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CATEGORIES
Complaint: (Internal and External Stakeholders)
An expression of dissatisfaction about any matter other than decisions regarding requests for 
Medicaid services

Grievance:
A member or legal guardian’s expression of dissatisfaction about any matter other than decisions 
regarding requests for Medicaid services

Internal Stakeholder Concern:
An Alliance staff member’s expression of dissatisfaction about any matter related to service provision 
or Alliance functions. 
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Complaints and Grievances Overview

Q1 FY22 yielded 165 entries

• 71 (43%) Grievances – Members/legal guardians

• 71 (43%) Internal Employee Concerns – Alliance staff

• 20 (12%) External Stakeholder Concerns – Outside entities

• 3 (2%) Compliments
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TOTAL RECEIVED

Internal Concerns
94

Grievances
83 

External
29

Comps
4

TOTAL REPORTSTOTAL RECEIVED

Internal Concerns
93

Grievances
89

External
27

Comps 
1

TOTAL REPORTS

Grievances
74

Internal Concerns
53

External
25

Comp
3

TOTAL REPORTS

Grievances
84

Internal Concerns
71

External
34

Comps
2

210

Q4 FY21 Q3 FY21 Q2 FY21 Q1 FY21

212 191 155
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Nature of Issue Definitions
Reporting Category Definition

Abuse, Neglect and 
Exploitation 

Any allegation regarding the abuse, neglect and/or exploitation of a child or adult as defined in  
APSM 95-2 (Client Rights Rules in Community Mental Health) 

Access to Services  Access to Services as any complaint where an individual is reporting that he/she has not been able 
to obtain services

Administrative Issues any complaint regarding a Provider’s managerial or organizational issues, deadlines, payroll, 
staffing, facilities, etc.

Authorization/Payment 
Issues/Billing PROVIDER ONLY

Any complaint regarding the payment/financial arrangement, insurance, and/or billing practices 
regarding providers

Basic Needs Any complaint regarding the ability to obtain food, shelter, support, SSI, medication, transportation, 
etc.

Clients Rights Any allegation regarding the violation of the rights of any consumer of mental 
health/developmental disabilities/substance abuse services.  Clients Rights include the rights and 
privileges as defined in General Statutes 122C and APSM 95 -2 (Client Rights Rules in Community 
Mental Health)

Confidentiality/HIPAA Any breach of a consumer’s confidentiality and/or HIPAA regulations. 

LME/MCO Functions  Any complaint regarding LME functions such as Governance/ Administration, Care Coordination, 
Utilization Management, Customer Services, etc.

LME/MCO Authorization/ 
Payment/Billing

Any complaint regarding the payment/financial arrangement, insurance, and/or billing practices of 
the LME/MCO

Provider Choice Complaint that a consumer or legally responsible person was not given information regarding 
available service providers.

Quality of Care – PROVIDER 
ONLY

Any complaint regarding inappropriate and/or inadequate provision of services, customer services 
and services including medication issues regarding the administration or prescribing of medication, 
including the wrong time, side effects, overmedication, refills, etc.

Service Coordination between 
Providers

Any complaint regarding the ability of providers to coordinate services in the best interest of the 
consumer.

Other Any complaint that does not fit the above areas.  
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Nature of Issue/Type 
(Top 6)

• Quality of Services  - 27% of all Complaints/Grievances
• Access to Services - 19% of all Complaints/Grievances
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Source: Who submitted concerns?

• 72 (44%) Submitted by MCO staff
• 72 (44%) Submitted by Members or Legal Guardian (Grievances)
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Complaints Against Alliance

18 Complaints Against Alliance
Nature of Issue Description

14 LME/MCO Functions • Primarily complaints against 
Alliance staff

3 Authorization/Payment/Billing –
LME/MCO Only

• Reimbursement issues
• Billing/Payment flexibilities during 

COVID

1 Compliment Grievance and CC Staff 
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Human Rights Issue
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Chart1

		Confidentiality/HIPAA

		Basic Needs

		Client Rights

		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation



2

3

4

21



Sheet2

		

		Row Labels		Count of Service Type

		Outpatient Services		35

		Crisis - Inpatient		29

		Community Support Team		15

		Psychiatric Services		12

		Assertive Community Tx Team		9

		Accces/Screening, Triage and Referral		8

		Crisis - Facility-Based Crisis Program		4

		Intensive In-home Services		4

		Opioid Treatment		3

		Peer Support Services		3

		Clinical Intake		3

		Medication Administration		3

		Crisis - Mobile Crisis Management		3

		Psychosocial Rehab		2

		Substance Abuse Halfway House		2

		Crisis Services		2

		Crisis - Behavioral Health Urgent Care Center		1

		Care Coordination (MH/SA)		1

		Substance Abuse Intensive Outpatient		1

		Crisis - Emergency Department		1

		Child & Adolescent Day Tx		1

		Grand Total		142





Visualization 1

		Grievance ID		Current Owner		Received Date		Complainant last name		Complainant first name		Source		Category		Grievance Type		Service Type		Other Service Type		Disability Type		Age Group		Provider		Is Medicaid		Patient		Race		Ethnicity		Gender		County		DOJ Issue ID		Residential Issue ID		Residential Location		Residential Type		Issue Discussed		Permission to Use Name		Grievance Info		Comments		Followup Referred To		Non Investigation Outcomes		Grievance Followup		Date Resolved		Followup Resolution		Resolved By		Summary Of Issue		Followup Final Disposition		Active		Submitted		Withdrawn		Days to Resolve

		11668		Todd Parker		04/01/2021		FOSTER		LAVAR		Consumer		Grievance		LME/MCO Functions		Accces/Screening, Triage and Referral				Multi-Disability		Adult		Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		0		262328 - FOSTER, LAVAR		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Member called and reported that Rosa Joyner, Access Coordinator, was rude to him.  Member stated that Rosa would not allow him to explain his problem with requesting a specific driver through Modivcare. Member stated that Rosa hung up before he could finish speaking.		Member reported that Rosa should not be rude and should do her job.
CORRECTIONS:  Changed nature of Issue to LME/MCO Functions, Add Alliance as provider		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8076		04/13/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member called and reported that Rosa Joyner, Access Coordinator, was rude to him.  Member stated that Rosa would not allow him to explain his problem with requesting a specific driver through Modivcare. Member stated that Rosa hung up before he could finish speaking.
Member reported that Rosa should not be rude and should do her job.
PT: Lavar Foster			DOB:  11/06/77			ID:  262328
This writer contacted complainant at the number provided. Writer reviewed the information related to member’s complaint with him. Complainant confirmed that the information was accurate. Complainant added that the staff was rude to him and the vendor on the 3-way call. He says his appointment got canceled because of what the staff did. He did confirm that that he was able to get the appointment scheduled after the call with the staff. He indicated that the staff in question told him that she deals with crisis. He attempted to convey to staff that this was a crisis but was not heard.
Writer explained the next steps in the process informing him of the Ack letter he will receive. Writer also explained that any personnel/HR actions taken are confidential and will not be shared with him Complainant expressed that he understood. He shared that he’s never had to file a grievance on anyone before but staff was “flamboyant with it”.  Writer verified complainant’s address. Complainants zip code was incorrect in the grievance. Writer made the correction.
Writer composed and mailed the Ack letter. Writer will contact Nancy Kent (Ms. Joyner’s supervisor). 
T. Parker, I&G Manager

4-12-21
Caller researched to find the call in question. Writer located CID: 571964 and read the call notes. No information reviewed indicated conflict with the caller and the CC staff. Writer emailed Nancy Kent, supervisor of Rosa Joyner to share complainant’s concern:
•	Staff was rude to member
•	Staff would not allow member to explain his issue thoroughly 
•	Staff hung up on member before he could finish speaking
•	Member’s appointment was canceled because of staff’s actions
Writer asked Ms. Kent to respond to listen to the call and respond to the concerns listed.
T. Parker, I&G Manager

4-13-21
Writer received an email response from Ms. Kent. She shared that she has listened to the call and it does not appear the staff in question acted in the manner the complainant expressed. She shared, “at no time was she rude, talking over him or not listening. At worst she was trying to figure out what he wanted”. She further shared that she did not see any issue in the call he made later. Ms. Kent attached the calls in her email to this writer. Writer also listened to the calls and is agreement with Ms. Kent’s assessment. Writer will resolve the grievance based on this information. Writer composed and mailed Res letter. No further action required at this time.
T. Parker, I&G Manager		Non-issue		1		1		0		12

		11669		Kristie White		04/02/2021		James		Yvonne		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Access to Services		Assertive Community Tx Team				Multi-Disability		Adult		B & D Integrated Health Services		1		90928 - BAILEY, MICHELLE		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Received a call from Durham County EMS (Gina Mejia), who were currently present at members home due to 911 call due to MH concerns.  EMS staff purpose of call was to obtain contact number of mobile crisis. EMS staff reports member is currently linked to B & D and receiving ACTT services.  EMS staff contacted B&D ACTT crisis line for assistance as member did not meet criteria to be taken to hospital.  Reporting member denies SI/HI and AVH.  Upon contacting B & D crisis line; EMS staff informed by B&D crisis line staff to take member to hospital.  EMS staff reports they did make ACTT team staff aware member does not meet criteria to be taken to the ED; B&D staff informed again to take to ED.  As a result, EMS staff requested mobile crisis contact information for MH staff to present F2F with member; since B&D ACTT refused.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8087		04/23/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Michelle Bailey Patient ID: 90928 DOB: 03/27/1992
Received a call from Durham County EMS (Gina Mejia), who were currently present at members home due to 911 call due to MH concerns. EMS staff purpose of call was to obtain contact number of mobile crisis. EMS staff reports member is currently linked to B & D and receiving ACTT services. EMS staff contacted B&D ACTT crisis line for assistance as member did not meet criteria to be taken to hospital. Reporting member denies SI/HI and AVH. Upon contacting B & D crisis line; EMS staff informed by B&D crisis line staff to take member to hospital. EMS staff reports they did make ACTT team staff aware member does not meet criteria to be taken to the ED; B&D staff informed again to take to ED. As a result, EMS staff requested mobile crisis contact information for MH staff to present F2F with member; since B&D ACTT refused.
04/05/21-Internal employee concern against B&D re. not fulfilling first responder duties (ACT). KM Appeals Coordinator
04/12/21-Sent acknowledgment email to internal complainant YJames about this internal concern sent in. Called JReed at B&D about this internal concern. Sending concern element email to him to be returned to me no later than 04/19/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/20/21-Reached out to provider via email stating needing information in order for timely conclusion to this internal concern. Per JReed he would be sending this information in tomorrow. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/21/21-Received the information along with full investigation and office notes. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/23/21-Per review of information given from B&D per their internal review EMS contacted team that member did not fit the criteria to go to the Emergency Department via ambulance. Member denied any intent to harm herself or others and was assessed that she did not meet IVC criteria at that time. Member agreed to meet with ACTT team the next day. On 04/02/21 member presented to Duke ER reporting “seeing demons in the sky”. Member was released the following day and visited by the ACTT Psychiatrist the following day. The member was non-complainant with her medications and they have assured the member safety with a plan for her to return to long acting injectionables to decrease the need for emergency services. The provider sent office notes also to substantiate they follow-up with this member and followed protocols to get this member safe and provider services she needed. Sent internal complainant resolution email and closing the concern as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		21

		11670		Hillary Vandewart		04/05/2021		ROTH		GLENDA		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Peer Support Services				Multi-Disability		Adult		Cottage Health Care Services, Inc.		1		90497 - ROTH, GLENDA		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Glenda reported that Cottage did not provide the needed services and felt that they were billing her Medicaid while assisting her with what she needed.  
Member notes that her number is 984-528-0859		CORRECTIONS: Changed Provider Licensure to Not Licensed, Changed Nature of Issue to Quality of Services, Changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8083		04/27/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Glenda reported that Cottage Health Care Services did not provide the needed services and felt that they were billing her Medicaid while assisting her with what she needed.  
Member notes that her number is 984-528-0859
[PT: Glenda Roth				DOB: 2/14/84				ID: 90497]
4/7/21
This writer called and left detailed voicemail for complainant requesting a call back to discuss grievance (outgoing VM message confirmed it was correct number).
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
4/8/21
This writer received VM from Ms. Roth from previous evening. This writer contacted her again by phone and spoke to her briefly regarding her concerns. She stated that she felt that the provider was getting paid by Medicaid but wasn’t “doing what they were supposed to be doing.” When this writer inquired further, she stated that they did not help her find a house and wouldn’t take her where she needed to go. This writer informed her about the grievance resolution process and she stated that it was find for us to share the concerns with them. She stated that she did not share her concerns with them specifically but just cancelled the services and told them she didn’t want it. She stated that this was last year and that she had at least 2 different peer support workers. 
She informed this writer that she had a new provider with Upward Change and that she was pleased with these services although she stated that she was trying to get more hours. This writer thanked her for the information and confirmed her mailing address. This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement letter.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
4/20/21
This writer called provider and requested to speak with James Todd, Clinical Director. This writer was told that he was not currently in the office but was able to leave a message with staff who answered phone. This writer informed her that I would also send him an email letting him know that I reached out.
This writer then sent an email to Mr. Todd letting him know that I had attempted to reach him to discuss a grievance. Due to the lack of information given by complainant, this writer went ahead and shared details of concern and advised him that we wanted to give them the opportunity to respond but to feel free to reach out if he would like to discuss further.
This writer requested a response by 4/27/21.
This writer received a call back from provider who inquired as to whether this was a recent grievance and pointed out that member had been discharged for quite some time. This writer confirmed that it was a recent grievance but that we understood that she was no longer a Cottage consumer and was currently receiving services elsewhere. This writer assured Mr. Todd that we understood that there was not much “actionable” to be done as the member is no longer receiving services with them but that we did just want to give them the opportunity to respond. He thanked this writer and stated that he would be following up.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
4/27/21
This writer received a response from Mr. Todd which can be summarized below:
•	Member was last seen for peer support services on 11/12/20. Member’s services ended abruptly per her request. 
•	Upon discharge, client was living in an apartment as housing was stable at that time. She was interested in identifying a larger dwelling that could accommodate her growing family at that time.
•	Member was linked and met with housing specialist, where she was provided with several resources and assisted with applying for the targeted housing program. She was also accompanied to appointments with private landlords and apartment property managers in the community. 
Based on provider’s response, it appears that due diligence was provided to member and services were provided in accordance with service description. Based on this, as well as the fact that member has since been connected to another provider that she is happy with, this writer plans to resolve grievance.
This writer contacted complainant via phone to share provider’s response. She thanked this writer for the follow-up. This writer confirmed again that member was happy with current services and she stated that she was but wasn’t sure if she would be able to continue to receive peer support. This writer encouraged her to follow up with provider. 
This writer thanked her again for sharing concerns and informed her that the matter would be resolved and tracked. This writer then composed and sent resolution letter. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Non-Issue		1		1		0		22

		11671		Hillary Vandewart		04/05/2021		ROTH		GLENDA		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Peer Support Services				Multi-Disability		Adult		VOICE Therapeutic Solutions, PLLC		1		90497 - ROTH, GLENDA		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Glenda indicated that the provider only saw her one time and no more than that.   She indicated that they were scheduled to take her to get food and clothes.  They would not transport her due to the fact that she had a child with her. Best phone number is 984-528-0859		CORRECTIONS: Changed Grievance Against to Provider and Provider Licensure to Not Licensed, Changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8084		04/27/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Glenda indicated that the provider (Voice Therapeutic Solutions) only saw her one time and no more than that. She indicated that they were scheduled to take her to get food and clothes. They would not transport her due to the fact that she had a child with her. Best phone number is 984-528-0859
[PT: Glenda Roth				DOB: 2/14/84				ID: 90497]
4/7/21
This writer called and left detailed voicemail for complainant requesting a call back to discuss grievance (outgoing VM message confirmed it was correct number).
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
4/8/21
This writer received VM from Ms. Roth from previous evening. This writer contacted her again by phone and spoke to her briefly regarding her concerns. She stated that she only saw the provider “maybe one time” but that she didn’t move forward with them because they wouldn’t allow her baby to be in the car. She stated that they informed her that these were the rules and so she did not move forward with their services. 
She informed this writer that she had a new provider with Upward Change and that she was pleased with these services although she stated that she was trying to get more hours. This writer thanked her for the information and confirmed her mailing address. This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement letter.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
4/22/21
This writer called main Voice Therapeutic Solutions office at 888-557-4080 and asked to be connected with Dr. Kemi Amola-Hill. Spoke with Michelle who informed this writer that Dr. Hill was not currently in the office but that she would text her with my information and have her call me back. This writer thanked her and provided call back information.
This writer received a call back from Dr. Hill. She confirmed the provider’s policy that they only transport clients, not family members. She stated that this is due to insurance, etc. She reported that if management finds out that this was requested that they do reach out to the consumer to reiterate the policy. This writer advised that it might be a good idea to inform clients about this ahead of time if they don’t already do this. She stated that she would look into this. This writer asked if she could share their policy and confirmed her email address to send the info. She agreed.
This writer then emailed her with request. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
4/23/21
This writer received response from Dr. Hill including the below documentation:
•	First 3 pages of the Intake packet the client signed that gives provider consent to transport her as the client (no other parties are mentioned)
•	Policy on transportation for VOICE employees, including:
o	You are only authorized to transport VOICE clients. Family members, friends etc.  of the client are not approved for transport. Multiple clients can not be transported at the same time. In addition, your personal family members, friends etc. are not allowed to be transported while providing services to VOICE clients.
•	Discharge form - the client was informed at the time of our policy and requested discharge because of it (stated she was going to another provider)
Based on provider’s response, it appears that provider was following policy with regards to transportation of member only. Based on this, as well as the fact that member has since been connected to another provider that she is happy with, this writer plans to resolve grievance. This writer did provide suggestion to provider to inform consumers about limitations of transport prior to start of services.
This writer contacted complainant via phone to share provider’s response. She thanked this writer for the follow up and she indicated that she understood that this was the provider’s policy but agreed that it would be helpful for consumers to be informed of this policy up front.
This writer thanked her for the info and informed her that the matter would be resolved and tracked. This writer then composed and sent resolution letter. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		22

		11672		Todd Parker		04/05/2021		EASTER		JIM		Consumer		Grievance		Basic Needs		Assertive Community Tx Team				Multi-Disability		Adult		A Better You Foundation, Inc		0		11409 - EASTER, JIM		Unknown		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Test				Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8073		04/05/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		test				1		1		0		0

		11673		Todd Parker		04/05/2021		Webb		Tina		Family Member		External Stakeholder Concern		LME/MCO Functions		Intermediate Care Facility				Multi-Disability		Adult		Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		1		291964 - STENZEL, DANIEL		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		1		In-State		Supervised Living 5600 A (Adult with Mental Health Concerns)		1		1		CID: 572237 Grievance #11673-- 4/1/2021 6:11:26 PM
CALLER: Tina Webb 
MEMBER: Daniel Stenzel
DOB: 12/26/1954 (Age: 66) 
PHONE: 910-977-0275
ADMIN COUNTY: Cumberland 
INSURANCE: Tricare/Medicare/Medicaid
Caller is seeking help to stop calls from Alliances' staff ( the description sounds like a Peer Specialist) to her family, for her brother who resides in an assisted living facilty in Moore Co.  She states his Medicaid may still be monitored by Cumberlannd Co.   She states the family is receiving calls from a lady who states she can help her brother live independently; she states she works for Alliance; she has informed the family that she does not need permission from a POA to help her brother; the caller states she will continue to pursue her brother to assist him with or without the families consent.   The Caller states her  brother's  mental and medical conditions dictate his inability to live on his own.  Caller states her brother's PCP determined him to be a danger to himself or other's.  The parent's of the member have been POA since 2010 ( now the caller is a Special POA) and her brother is unable to successfully live on his own,  The caller states she was informed by the court system, her brother did not need guardianship as her type of Special POA was sufficient to manage as a guardian and she does not need any other documentation to make decisions for her brother.  Caller is willing to file a grievance on Alliance for the persistent calls that may lead to her brother being removed from the safety of his current residence.
MENTAL STATUS: denied SI, HI, AVH, and Use
MENTAL HEALTH HISTORY: Schizophrenia and other disorders
SEVERITY: NON-THRESHOLD, Service Requested - NO, 911/CIT Criteria Met - NO, Reporting a Threat Criteria Met - NO
DISPOSITION:  Third party call, member not present during call.   Screener explained role of MCO and briefly discussed the TCLI program.  Screener explained nature of Alliance Crisis Line.  LC encouraged caller to attempt to determine the name, agency, phone number, and other identifying details of the caller which could be used to locate them.  LC filed the greivance on callers behalf.  LC determined the staff of concern is Miketta Hines.
SCREENER: D BREESE LCMHC, LCAS, CRC 4/5/2021 8:47:32 AM		CORRECTIONS: Changed complainant name to reflect that of complainant and changed Type to External Stakeholder Concern. Updated address for complainant		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8086		05/03/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID: 572237 Grievance #11673-- 4/1/2021 6:11:26 PM CALLER: Tina Webb MEMBER: Daniel Stenzel DOB: 12/26/1954 (Age: 66) PHONE: 910-977-0275 ADMIN COUNTY: Cumberland INSURANCE: Tricare/Medicare/Medicaid Caller is seeking help to stop calls from Alliances' staff ( the description sounds like a Peer Specialist) to her family, for her brother who resides in an assisted living facilty in Moore Co. She states his Medicaid may still be monitored by Cumberlannd Co. She states the family is receiving calls from a lady who states she can help her brother live independently; she states she works for Alliance; she has informed the family that she does not need permission from a POA to help her brother; the caller states she will continue to pursue her brother to assist him with or without the families consent. The Caller states her brother's mental and medical conditions dictate his inability to live on his own. Caller states her brother's PCP determined him to be a danger to himself or other's. The parent's of the member have been POA since 2010 ( now the caller is a Special POA) and her brother is unable to successfully live on his own, The caller states she was informed by the court system, her brother did not need guardianship as her type of Special POA was sufficient to manage as a guardian and she does not need any other documentation to make decisions for her brother. Caller is willing to file a grievance on Alliance for the persistent calls that may lead to her brother being removed from the safety of his current residence. MENTAL STATUS: denied SI, HI, AVH, and Use MENTAL HEALTH HISTORY: Schizophrenia and other disorders SEVERITY: NON-THRESHOLD, Service Requested - NO, 911/CIT Criteria Met - NO, Reporting a Threat Criteria Met - NO DISPOSITION: Third party call, member not present during call. Screener explained role of MCO and briefly discussed the TCLI program. Screener explained nature of Alliance Crisis Line. LC encouraged caller to attempt to determine the name, agency, phone number, and other identifying details of the caller which could be used to locate them. LC filed the greivance on callers behalf. LC determined the staff of concern is Miketta Hines. SCREENER: D BREESE LCMHC, LCAS, CRC 4/5/2021 8:47:32 AM 

PT: Daniel Stenzel		DOB:  12/26/54			ID: 291964
4-9-21
Writer called complainant to discuss the grievance with her. Complainant stated she just wanted the staff to stop calling her. She shared that staff overshared personal information with her stating that she had been in and out of prison. Staff insisted that complainant’s brother should be on a track to live independently. Complainant shared that her brother is in no condition to live independently. She shared that staff continues to insist her brother needs PSS and she does not feel he needs the service. Complainant shared that she has a POA over brother’s treatment and living situation. She is pleased with where brother is currently living and fears that if the staff continues to “put it in his head” that he can live independently, he will believe it and try to leave the facility where he currently lives. Writer inquired about the POA and asked complainant also has guardianship. She indicated that a judge told her she did not need guardianship. This writer informed that with a POA he will not feel comfortable sharing any clinical information with her but should be able to address her concerns without getting into details about member’s tx. Writer explained the grievance process and that he will be determining who the staff is and contacting staff’s manager to make them aware of the issue. Writer did not share that he knew who the staff was as it appears the insert user determined the staff was Miketta Hines after speaking with complainant. Writer explained that he will not be able to share any disciplinary with complainant as that information is confidential. Complainant expressed that she understood and that she just wants the staff to stop calling her. Writer verified complainant’s address (145 Big Bear Trail #393, Sky Valley, GA  30537) and informed her that she will be getting an Ack letter from him. Writer will compose and mail the Ack letter on Monday.  
T. Parker, I&G Manager
4-12-21
Writer composed and mailed Ack letter to complainant. Writer will contact staff’s supervisor, Paul Brossoie to make him aware of the complaint. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager

4-12-21
Writer composed and mailed Ack letter to complainant. Writer will contact staff’s supervisor, Paul Brossoie to make him aware of the complaint. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager
4-28-21
Writer emailed supervisor, Paul Brossoie, to make him aware of the concerns raised by complainant: 
•	Staff (Miketa Hines) calls sister of member repeatedly demanding that member receive Peer Support Services
•	Staff insists that member can live independently when that is not something family feels he is able to do
•	Family is concerned that the staff’s insistence on independent living will influence member to attempt to leave his current placement 
Writer asked supervisor to provide a written response to the concerns. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager

5-3-21
Writer reviewed information provided by the supervisor (Paul Brossoie). According to information received, member no longer qualifies for the service. Staff has attempted to contact member to discuss service options but he will not answer her calls. Supervisor indicates that no further communication with sister/complainant is necessary as her POA does not allow input on member’s treatment or services. 
Writer composed and mailed a Resolution to complainant. No further action.
T. Parker, I&G Manager		Nonissue		1		1		0		28

		11675		Kim Ware		04/06/2021		WALDMAN		LISA		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Access to Services		Outpatient Services				Mental Health Only				Securing Resources for Consumers, Inc.		1		'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Member called for CCA appointment today. She was last seen at provider agency 11/2020 and was discharge for missing too many appointments. I contacted the agency today to see if member was able to return and was told the agency policy is one year until someone can return. Limited agencies taking new referrals in Durham County and member had extenuating circumstances of working in the field until losing job recently.One year seems excessive for being discharged for missing appointments.		CORRECTIONS: UNCHECKED ANONYMOUS; CHECKED YES FOR MEDICAID BASED ON AGENCY CONTRACT; ENTERED COMPLAINANT NAME; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO NOT LICENSED; SOURCHE CHANGED FROM CONSUMER TO MCO STAFF		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8103		04/15/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member called for CCA appointment today. She was last seen at provider agency 11/2020 and was discharge for missing too many appointments. I contacted the agency today to see if member was able to return and was told the agency policy is one year until someone can return. Limited agencies taking new referrals in Durham County and member had extenuating circumstances of working in the field until losing job recently. One year seems excessive for being discharged for missing appointments. 
*NO PT ID
4/16/21Inforaot submitted indicates that the complainant contacted the provider directly regarding alowinga ember to concern. The member had been discharged for missing too many appointments. Agency indicated that its policy is one year wait. Based on agency's response to complainant, it appears that agency is following its protocol. No trend or issue regarding the policy noted at this time. Case to be closed. Ack.Res emailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		9

		11676		Kristie White		04/06/2021		GRIGG		KENDALL		Other		External Stakeholder Concern		Quality of Services		Child & Adolescent Day Tx				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Yelverton's Enrichment Services, Inc.		1		567558 - BRAVOSANDOVAL, JUAN		White		Unknown		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		The following emailed letter was rec'd today fr: Wake Co. Public School, Baileywick Road Elementary School Principal, Kendall Grigg:

From: Kendall Grigg _ Staff - BaileywickES <kgrigg@wcpss.net>
Sent: Tuesday, April 6, 2021 12:08 PM
To: Erica Hemphill _ Staff - CounselStudentSrv <ehemphill@wcpss.net>
Subject: Confidential
 
On Friday, March 10, we discovered that our student who attended half days at Yelverton was spending his entire afternoons watching You Tube videos that are neither educational nor relevant to social emotional learning.  The student revealed this information during a debriefing that followed an outburst. The information was verified in the history of his WCPSS device.  The browsing history indicated continual use of the device to access gaming and social media sites over multiple days. The history is time stamped and corresponds with the times of attendance at Yelverton. 
 
The student also shared that he did not attend any group or individual sessions where he learned strategies for self-control or dealing with his emotions. He stated that he only slept, played Roblox, and watched You Tube while there.  He also expressed that he wanted to stay at school to learn and be with friends rather than going to Yelverton.
 
I informed the parent and she stated that he would no longer be attending the program.  The parent asked for assistance in obtaining outside support. 
 
Yelverton was contacted for a schedule.  They reported that he was in sessions throughout the afternoon. 
 
Kind regards,
 
Kendall Grigg
Principal
 
Baileywick Road Elementary School
9425 Baileywick Road
Raleigh, NC 27615
(919)518-0090
The information in this grievance was reported by the ct's school principal.		CORRECTIONS: TYPE CHANGED FROM GRIEVANCE TO EXTERNAL STAKEHOLDER; ENTERED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8088		04/29/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Juan Bravosandoval Patient ID: 567558 DOB: 12/17/2013
The following emailed letter was rec'd today fr: Wake Co. Public School, Baileywick Road Elementary School Principal, Kendall Grigg: From: Kendall Grigg _ Staff - BaileywickES <kgrigg@wcpss.net> Sent: Tuesday, April 6, 2021 12:08 PM To: Erica Hemphill _ Staff - CounselStudentSrv <ehemphill@wcpss.net> Subject: Confidential On Friday, March 10, we discovered that our student who attended half days at Yelverton was spending his entire afternoons watching You Tube videos that are neither educational nor relevant to social emotional learning. The student revealed this information during a debriefing that followed an outburst. The information was verified in the history of his WCPSS device. The browsing history indicated continual use of the device to access gaming and social media sites over multiple days. The history is time stamped and corresponds with the times of attendance at Yelverton. The student also shared that he did not attend any group or individual sessions where he learned strategies for self-control or dealing with his emotions. He stated that he only slept, played Roblox, and watched You Tube while there. He also expressed that he wanted to stay at school to learn and be with friends rather than going to Yelverton. I informed the parent and she stated that he would no longer be attending the program. The parent asked for assistance in obtaining outside support. Yelverton was contacted for a schedule. They reported that he was in sessions throughout the afternoon. Kind regards, Kendall Grigg Principal Baileywick Road Elementary School 9425 Baileywick Road Raleigh, NC 27615 (919)518-0090 The information in this grievance was reported by the ct's school principal.
04/06/21-External- against Yelverton’s- member on you tube during program using school device.KM Appeals Coordinator
04/12/21-Reached out to principal Kendall Grigg at 919-518-00and she said no therapy has been given. They have been working with strategies and he said he does not even want to go there. That partial day he said he just goes to sleep and just does You tube videos and he goes on about the shows he was watching. Once they looked into the school device and it confirmed this information. They reached out to Yelverton and they said that was untrue and gave them an extensive work plan they do with the child.  I verified address and let her know we will be researching this information. Sending acknowledgment letter to Attn: Kendal Grigg.  Also called Sherrie Campbell at Yelverton’s Enrichment about this concern and sent her concern element email to be returned to me by 04/19/21 to scampbell@yess2hh.com . KM Appeals Coordinator
04/29/21-Received response from Yelverton’s Enrichment on this grievance issues and per provide the student did not bring a computer or school devise to the Day Treatment Program on a consistent basis. The device became a distraction for the program needs and caused the student to be easily distracted. They stated the student attended group and individual sessions with the team members. They believe the student had demonstrated some progress and the guardian requested a discharge due to the report of the school, prior to that time there had been no major issues with the relationship between the guardian and the day treatment staff. The actions and next steps in order to prevent this is listed, “1. Individual schedules will be developed for each student based upon their arrival time, age group, as well as specific needs. 2. Group and individual session schedules will be provided upon request for professional and natural supports as requested. 3. Team members will request that either school devices are left at home or school during day treatment hours or that internet times are suspended to ensure that the consumer remains focused and is not distracted.” They also sent daily notes from day treatment staff. It appears they did do what they were supposed to do and now since the member is no longer with this provider they should follow those next steps/actions for next member to help elevate this from happening again. Reached out to the external complainant Kendall Grigg(Principal)  and left message several times to discuss resolution and sending resolution letter and closing this concern as Corrective: Provider initiated corrective action. KM Appeals Coordinator		Confirmed: Provider initiated corrective action.		1		1		0		23

		11677		Kim Ware		04/06/2021		Newns		Ashley		Consumer		Grievance		Access to Services		Crisis - Mobile Crisis Management				Multi-Disability		Adult		Daymark Recovery Services, Inc.		1		757700 - Newns, Ashley		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		Member reports that she called the provider directly for mobile crisis services. She was evaluated by telephone and reported that the result of the evaluation was that she should go to the hospital. The member and the representatives of her residence/outpatient provider informed the mobile crisis clinician that she had no transportation. Mobile crisis clinician said that transportation would be arranged. Member waited for more than one hour for transportation, and during this time, the director of her residence and other staff called Daymark several times to check on the transportation arrangements. The Director said that she spoke with a supervisor who said that she did not know about this case. Other responses included that Daymark mobile crisis management does not provide transportation. The staff and Member finally called Alliance Health Call Center and were assisted in getting a CIT officer to come to the facility to pick up the Member and take her to a hospital ED or crisis center.		CORRECTIONS: DISABILITY CHANGED FROM MH ONLY TO MULTI		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8094		04/21/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member reports that she called the provider directly for mobile crisis services. She was evaluated by telephone and reported that the result of the evaluation was that she should go to the hospital. The member and the representatives of her residence/outpatient provider informed the mobile crisis clinician that she had no transportation. Mobile crisis clinician said that transportation would be arranged. Member waited for more than one hour for transportation, and during this time, the director of her residence and other staff called Daymark several times to check on the transportation arrangements. The Director said that she spoke with a supervisor who said that she did not know about this case. Other responses included that Daymark mobile crisis management does not provide transportation. The staff and Member finally called Alliance Health Call Center and were assisted in getting a CIT officer to come to the facility to pick up the Member and take her to a hospital ED or crisis center.
ASHLEY NEWNS  ID: 757700 (DOB: 12/2/1997)
4/721 Case assigned.(K.WARE,QAA)
4/8/21 Call to number listed for member (252) 352-3129; left vm.(K.WARE,QAA)
4/13/21 Call to (540) 250-0491 another number listed…no answer and no vm. Information indicates no permission to use name when discussing the matter with the provider. Unable to determine if member was hospitalized or back at placement. Acknowledgment letter mailed to address listed: 1800 Williamsburg Rd. Apt. 5C Durham, NC 27707.(K.WARE,QAA)
4/14/21 Call; no answer; no vm. No response from complainant to date.(K.WARE,QAA)
4/16/21 Call to (540) 250-0491; no answer; no vm.(K.WARE,QAA)
4/21/21 Review of information indicates note entered 3/30/21 for a level 2 consumer behavior; CPS involvement and placement of infant child with “kinship care placement". No indication of current location of member at this time. Member had been in residential treatment via CASCADE (group living moderate) and SACOT. This writer made call to complainant at (540) 250-0391. Message indicated the number has been “changed, disconnected or no longer in service.” Based on no response from complainant, contact attempts made, case to be closed and the matter of concern tracked for potential trends. The QM department plans to monitor the matter in the event that similar concerns are submitted regarding the agency, requiring further review or action as appropriate. DISREGARD letter to be mailed to complainant at address listed. Any subsequent contact from or with complainant to be noted in follow up. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		15

		11678		Kim Ware		04/07/2021		NARA		BRENT		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Educare Community Living Corporation - NC dba Community Alternatives North Carolina		1		199585 - BLUE, SAM		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		1		In-State		Level IV		1		1		Service Consultant Brent Nara emailed Tierria Brown, QP at Educare Community Living Corporation (tierria.brown@rescare.com) on 3/8/21 and again on 3/22/21 to request Sam Blue’s service documentation for the dates 12/1/2020-2/28/2021 and his signed short range goals effective 3/1/2021 in order to complete quarterly monitoring assessment. Ms. Brown did not respond to Service Consultant’s request. Service Consultant followed up with a request for assistance to resolve contractual concerns with Provider Network Development Specialist supervisor Cristina Phillips. Service Consultant’s request was assigned to PDN Development Specialist Bill Young, who emailed Ms. Brown to follow up on Service Consultant’s request and to request that documentation required be sent to Service Consultant by EOB on 4/1/21. Ms. Brown did not send the documentation. Service Consultant followed up with Mr. Young, who directed Service Consultant to submit an internal concern. Service grids for Residential Supports Level IV AFL for the dates 12/1/2020-2/28/2021 and signed short range goals effective 3/1/2021 are needed to resolve this concern. Thank you for your kind assistance.		CORRECTIONS: COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO CHANGED FROM MEMBER'S;NATURE CHANGED FROM LME/MCO FUNCTIONS TO ADMINISTRATIVE; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO DHSR		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8109		04/19/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Service Consultant Brent Nara emailed Tierria Brown, QP at Educare Community Living Corporation (tierria.brown@rescare.com) on 3/8/21 and again on 3/22/21 to request Sam Blue’s service documentation for the dates 12/1/2020-2/28/2021 and his signed short range goals effective 3/1/2021 in order to complete quarterly monitoring assessment. Ms. Brown did not respond to Service Consultant’s request. Service Consultant followed up with a request for assistance to resolve contractual concerns with Provider Network Development Specialist supervisor Cristina Phillips. Service Consultant’s request was assigned to PDN Development Specialist Bill Young, who emailed Ms. Brown to follow up on Service Consultant’s request and to request that documentation required be sent to Service Consultant by EOB on 4/1/21. Ms. Brown did not send the documentation. Service Consultant followed up with Mr. Young, who directed Service Consultant to submit an internal concern. Service grids for Residential Supports Level IV AFL for the dates 12/1/2020-2/28/2021 and signed short range goals effective 3/1/2021 are needed to resolve this concern. Thank you for your kind assistance.
SAM BLUE    ID: 199585   (DOB: 2/20/1949)
4/13/21 Staffed case with Incident & Grievance Mgr T Parker. Review of information indicates that PND Specialist emailed the same QP as the complainant with no response. Plan is to follow up with PND Specialist, Bill Young regarding next steps by PND in that QM will be tracking the matter per protocol.(K.WARE,QAA)
4/19/21 This writer made call and spoke directly with the assigned PND Specialist, Bill Young regarding the matter. This writer inquired of actions taken by PND thus far. Mr. Young confirmed that he had emailed the same contact person as the complainant with no response. This writer inquired if a “read receipt” was attached to the email to which he responded no. This writer inquired if he needed assistance in locating an alternative contact person above the QP. He indicated that the protocol was to email and if no response refer to QM. Mr Young inquire if this writer wanted him to call the contact? This writer explained the role of QM, recommended a read receipt as well as gave Mr Young a contact person to include the Program Mgr as well as the name given by Program Mgr, staff Jermaine Kearney. Per Mr Young he emailed, but had not called the QP. This writer has recommended that if no response from the contact person to follow up with this writer. Case to be closed based on case consult and follow up with PND Specialist with PND to follow its protocol and responsibilities in the matter. Case to be tracked for potential trends by QM. This writer made call to internal complainant and explained actions taken thus far. Ack/Res to be emailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		12

		11680		Kim Ware		04/07/2021		HASKINS		JULIA		Guardian		Grievance		Administrative Issues		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Guardiantrac, LLC dba GT Independence		1		98640 - SIMMONS, GEORGE		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Guardian, Mrs. Julia Haskett forwarded an e-mail to Service Consultant at Alliance Health (Kim Fien) on 4/1/2021 chain that took about two weeks for GT Independence Employer of Record to resolve a technical problem they were having with the EVV app. Emails went back and forth, with guardian continuing to ask for a solution and answer before QP finally entered a tech support ticket (and then the issue was fixed that same day).  

Guardian tried to resolve by asking was two weeks a typical turnaround expectation for any future tech support needs and she either wouldn't answer or gave a non-answer, so Guardian asked to speak with her supervisor. That was last Friday, March 26 and Guardian has yet to receive a response.Attached an email thread		CORRECTIONS: UNCHECKED FROM PT; CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME FROM MEMBER'S; CHANGED LICENSURE TO NOT LICENSED; SERVICE CHANGED FROM CARE COORDINATION TO INNOVATIONS; NATURE CHANGED FROM QUALITY TO ADMINISTRATIVE		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8100		05/06/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Guardian, Mrs. Julia Haskett forwarded an e-mail to Service Consultant at Alliance Health (Kim Fien) on 4/1/2021 chain that took about two weeks for GT Independence Employer of Record to resolve a technical problem they were having with the EVV app. Emails went back and forth, with guardian continuing to ask for a solution and answer before QP finally entered a tech support ticket (and then the issue was fixed that same day).  

Guardian tried to resolve by asking was two weeks a typical turnaround expectation for any future tech support needs and she either wouldn't answer or gave a non-answer, so Guardian asked to speak with her supervisor. That was last Friday, March 26 and Guardian has yet to receive a response. Attached an email thread
GEORGE SIMMONS   ID: 98640  (DOB: 8/6/1998)
4/12/21 Call to complainant; left vm message.(K.WARE,QAA)
4/14/21 Call to complainant; no response to previous message left. Review of information indicates that the complainant received what was requested, however, she was upset regarding the amount of time it took to resolve initially. Acknowledgment letter mailed to complainant to address listed.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/3/21 This writer contacted the agency’s QA Specialist, Silvia Reyes to make her aware of the concern, requesting that an internal review be conducted in the matter.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/4/21 Call to complainant; left vm message.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/6/21 To date, no response from complainant. This writer made call to Ms. Reyes regarding an update in the matter. Per her report, she believes that the matter is a training issue. She reports that they have a system set up where the matter should be addressed in a timely manner. Ms Reyes plans to follow up with this writer with a written response in the matter. She plans to continue to monitor the matter via training and supervision. This writer made call to AH Service Consultant, Kim Fien and spoke with her regarding the concern. She reports that the complainant usually responds better to email. She reports that she believes the matter was settled it was just that it took so long. She reports that the provider did respond to the complainant. The complainant had expressed to her that she wanted it to be tracked and noted somewhere. She reports that the complainant has indicated that she would like to transfer to another provider of EOR when available. Based on nature of concern, response from the QA Specialist and consult with AH Service consultant, case to be tracked and closed. Any subsequent correspondence received or communication to be noted in follow up		tracking		1		1		0		29

		11681		Kristie White		04/07/2021		Howard		Rachel		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Clinical Intake				Mental Health Only				The HOPE Centre for Advancement, LLC		1		'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		[CID: 572645] Submitting just in case- potential concern around billing practices but LC is unsure if she fully understood what staff was saying.  LC attempted to make a referral to The Hope Centre for Advancement for a telehealth IPRS assessment.  Staff confirmed that they are offering telehealth but said that members must come to the office and the provider (doctor) will be remote.  LC advised that this member was only looking for therapy via telehealth, not seeking psychiatric services.  Staff reported that member will still have to see the doctor, stating that the initial assessment is with a nurse practitioner and then she meets with doctor and doctor makes the treatment recommendations.  Concern is if every new consumer is first assessed by a NP and then the doctor instead of the initial assessment being by a social worker or licensed clinical mental health counselor.  When Access makes referrals it is for a comprehensive clinical assessment by a clinician, usually a social worker or licensed professional mental health counselor, and then clinician makes direct referral to psychiatrist if needed.--R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8095		04/19/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		[CID: 572645] Submitting just in case- potential concern around billing practices but LC is unsure if she fully understood what staff was saying. LC attempted to make a referral to The Hope Centre for Advancement for a telehealth IPRS assessment. Staff confirmed that they are offering telehealth but said that members must come to the office and the provider (doctor) will be remote. LC advised that this member was only looking for therapy via telehealth, not seeking psychiatric services. Staff reported that member will still have to see the doctor, stating that the initial assessment is with a nurse practitioner and then she meets with doctor and doctor makes the treatment recommendations. Concern is if every new consumer is first assessed by a NP and then the doctor instead of the initial assessment being by a social worker or licensed clinical mental health counselor. When Access makes referrals, it is for a comprehensive clinical assessment by a clinician, usually a social worker or licensed professional mental health counselor, and then clinician makes direct referral to psychiatrist if needed. --R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC
04/07/21-Internal- against The Hope Centre for Advancement- referrals for CCA completed by nurse practitioner. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/12/21- Did not really understand this issue from internal complainant and reached out to seek clarity on this concern. Per internal complainant, “The concern is around the agency’s billing practices with new consumers. The staff member I spoke to said that new consumers are assessed by the agency’s NP and then referred to the psychiatrist for a psychiatric eval and the psychiatrist makes the treatment recommendations. Even though this member was seeking therapy only she was going to be assessed by the NP then psychiatrist instead of just having a CCA completed by a LCSW or LCMHC. When Access makes referrals a CCA is first completed by a clinician, typically a LCSW or LCMHC, and the clinician makes the treatment recommendations which may include a referral to a psychiatrist for a psychiatric eval. If this sounds like an improper billing practice. “Consulted with SIU since possible improper billing issue and per SIU can follow same procedure It does not appear that every consumer is being seen by the Dr., though almost all consumers are being seen by the NP. NP’s are qualified to perform Comprehensive Clinical Assessments. Sending acknowledgment email to internal complainant and called provider to discuss this concern at 919-383-0426 and sent concern element email to tpatterson.hope@gmail.com be returned by 04/20/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/19/21-Received response from provider on this and per the provider the overwhelming impact of this pandemic continues to impact the staff at this agency. It is accurate at this time telehealth is the primary mode of services being offered due to pandemic. Individual and group therapy sessions are both. The agency is practicing the guidelines by the CDC which are inclusive of temperature checks upon the front door entrance, mask required, social distancing at all times, frequent cleaning, hand sanitizing (wash and hand sanitizer throughout the building) of the building and minimizing of consumers inside the building at one time. Therapy at this agency must be recommended by the licensed clinician (LCAS) to the provider for a psychiatric evaluation. Once this evaluation is complete, it is then the process of potential therapy and/or medication management.  This evaluation is essential as consumer's may or may not require medication management.  In this particular encounter, the consumer was started on medication management in efforts to have a more increase effective outcome in therapy session(s).  Once a referral is confirmed, consumer is scheduled for a clinical intake proceeded by a comprehensive assessment. The assessment is completed by the agency's LCAS who makes the recommendation to the provider. When the Access Department makes referrals, it is for a comprehensive clinical assessment by a clinician, usually a social worker or licensed professional mental health counselor, and then clinician makes direct referral to psychiatrist this is the agency’s protocol. Sending a resolution email to internal complainant with this information since the provider is following proper protocols. Closing internal concern as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		12

		11682		Kristie White		04/07/2021		Nunn		David		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Access to Services		Outpatient Services				Mental Health Only		Adult		Carolina Outreach, LLC		1		284098 - ALNAKEEB, SALEH		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		CID 572675  -  LC received call from Kelly with Therapeutic Alternatives Mobile Crisis team. Kelly reports member, his son, and an Arabic interpreter were on the line. Reports member was recently hospitalized at Cape Fear Valley Hospital. Upon discharge, he was set up with Carolina Outreach and had been attempting to access services for the past 3 weeks with Carolina Outreach. Caller reports member was told that Carolina Outreach does not have interpreter services for Arabic, and would be unable to serve member. Caller seeking additional service options. LC filing internal stakeholder concern after speaking with supervisor Jenny Edwards, who reports it is the Call Center's understanding that Carolina Outreach should have access to interpreter services as this is a standard part of provider contracts.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8093		04/26/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Saleh Alnakeeb Patient ID: 284098 DOB: 02/15/1966
CID 572675 - LC received call from Kelly with Therapeutic Alternatives Mobile Crisis team. Kelly reports member, his son, and an Arabic interpreter were on the line. Reports member was recently hospitalized at Cape Fear Valley Hospital. Upon discharge, he was set up with Carolina Outreach and had been attempting to access services for the past 3 weeks with Carolina Outreach. Caller reports member was told that Carolina Outreach does not have interpreter services for Arabic, and would be unable to serve member. Caller seeking additional service options. LC filing internal stakeholder concern after speaking with supervisor Jenny Edwards, who reports it is the Call Center's understanding that Carolina Outreach should have access to interpreter services as this is a standard part of provider contracts.
04/07/21-Internal- against Carolina Outreach- agency reports not having interpreter services and unable to serve member. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/13/21- Sending acknowledgment email to DNunn about this internal concern. Called Carolina Outreach about this internal complaint spoke to Jalen Darden about this internal concern and emailed QM@carlinaoutreach.com  to be returned by 04/20/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/26/21-Received provider response to this internal concern. Per provider” they have policy & procedures in place for an interpreter service. Their staff connected with Saleh Alnakeeb and ensured that they are fully educated on the interpreter services and their staff is available to connect their clients to interpreter services. “Sending internal complainant resolution email and closing this concern as tracking.  KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		19

		11684		Kristie White		04/08/2021		ACCOO		DEJANETTA		Consumer		Grievance		Access to Services		Community Support Team				Multi-Disability		Adult		Carolina Outreach, LLC		1		243109 - ACCOO, DEJANETTA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		CID 572838  Consumer seeks to file a grievance regarding services with Carolina Outreach in Fayetteville NC.  She has been trying to avoid this but has no other option at this time.  She needs coordination of care, linkage to PCP, has been waiting for weeks to hear back from her team although she has left many messages.  She should be receiving counseling, not prescribed meds for MH reasons but is taking medications for other medical reasons.		Consumer is homeless, living in a motel at her own expense since having surgery on her spine two weeks ago. Service history in Alpha indicates she has been receiving CST steadily with this provider since 1/2021 and in 2020 for five months.
05/17/21-Corrected to Access to Service KM Appeals Coordinator		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8097		04/30/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Dejanetta Accoo Patient ID: 243109 DOB: 07/08/1980	
CID 572838 Consumer seeks to file a grievance regarding services with Carolina Outreach in Fayetteville NC. She has been trying to avoid this but has no other option at this time. She needs coordination of care, linkage to PCP, has been waiting for weeks to hear back from her team although she has left many messages. She should be receiving counseling, not prescribed meds for MH reasons but is taking medications for other medical reasons.
04/08/21-Grievance- against Carolina Outreach- agency unresponsive. KMack Appeal Coordinator
04/09/21-Called Dejannetta Accoo at 910-583-0200 about this grievance and verify information and address and left message. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/13/21-Called Dejannetta Accoo about this grievance with no answer and left message. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/14/21-Called again to speak to member with no answer and left message. Received a call from a provider office stating I had been leaving messages at wrong voicemail. Track down CID 572838 and called member at 910-753-4316 about this grievance. Member upset since Carolina Outreach is not returning her calls and she has been trying to contact them since Sept 2020. She is living in a motel and she said she is supposed to get help with Section 8 voucher. She just had a neck surgery just 3 weeks ago and can not be homeless again. She states the address we have on file is old and she is homeless she said I can send the acknowledgment letter to PO Box 36249 Fayetteville NC 28303. Called Carolina Outreach and sent email to QM@carolinaoutreach.com due back to me by 04/21/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/28/21-Received CST notes on member and per the provider internal review. Per provider the member has been contacted and serviced with CST consistently, the last billed service was 04/21/21 where staff assisted member with her housing application. During sessions with the member staff has consistently provided information regarding waitlist, fees and other requirements for obtaining permanent housing and provided the member with several listings from resources such as www.gosection8.com .Per their response it seems they have done all they can to assist member in her housing needs. Calling member with no answer to discuss this resolution. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/30/21-Reached out to member again to discuss this resolution with her and closing this grievance and sending member a resolution letter and closing this grievance as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		22

		11685		Hillary Vandewart		04/08/2021		BROWN		CHARICE		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Caring Hands and Supplementary Enrichment Education, LLC		1		49870 - STOLPA, CHRISTINA		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Care Coordination staff submitting concern about the providers use of Specialized Consultative Services which appears to be used as therapy/counseling to the member. Member and AFL provider have reported that virtual meetings occur approximately 2x/weekly with SCS provider. SCS is intended to be used to meet the member and develop the behavior plan as well as to train provider staff, family, and other natural supports on the use of the behavior plan. The SCS provider is also able to provide subsequent follow along supports/updates to document the services and make adjustments as needed, but it appears that the member is receiving regularly scheduled/ongoing counseling throughout the plan year in addition to the development of the behavior plan. If member requires counseling, Care Coordination staff can support the member to find a counselor in the community.
Staff concern that Specialized Consultative Services is not being utilized as outlined within Clinical Coverage Policy 8P.
Service definition for SCS enclosed.		CORRECTIONS: Changed date to reflect inserted date, changed to internal employee concern, changed complainant info to reflect internal employee, changed Service Type to Innovation Services (non-residential), changed Nature to Auth/Payment/Billing		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8089		05/05/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Care Coordination staff submitting concern about the provider’s use of Specialized Consultative Services which appears to be used as therapy/counseling to the member. Member and AFL provider have reported that virtual meetings occur approximately 2x/weekly with SCS provider. SCS is intended to be used to meet the member and develop the behavior plan as well as to train provider staff, family, and other natural supports on the use of the behavior plan. The SCS provider is also able to provide subsequent follow along supports/updates to document the services and make adjustments as needed, but it appears that the member is receiving regularly scheduled/ongoing counseling throughout the plan year in addition to the development of the behavior plan. If member requires counseling, Care Coordination staff can support the member to find a counselor in the community.
Staff concern that Specialized Consultative Services is not being utilized as outlined within Clinical Coverage Policy 8P.
Service definition for SCS enclosed.
[PT: Christina Stolpa				DOB: 4/22/87				ID: 49870]
4/12/21
This writer reached out to Tanya Held (Compliance/SIU Supervisor) via email to request a case consultation as the concern appears to be an allegation of “waste.”
Tanya replied that member is authorized for 480 units of SCS (5/1/20 – 4/30/21), and they have billed 384 units during this timeframe. They are billing the face-to-face code, however, rather than the GT modifier that should be used if services are being provided virtually.
She also noted that staff of this service must hold appropriate NC license for physical therapy, occupational therapy, speech therapy, psychology and nutrition; board certified behavior analyst –MA; master’s degree and expertise in augmentative communication; state certification in assistive technology and state certification in recreation therapy. 
She advised that this writer proceed with resolution process, perhaps ask for notes to assess if staff are qualified to render the service. If they are not, SIU will want to investigate further. If they are qualified to render the service, perhaps provide technical assistance about billing codes with GT modifiers to reflect telehealth, and inform them if SCS is being used for therapy only, there may be more appropriate resources the Care Navigator could assist with linkage to.  
This writer thanked her for the feedback and asked if checking staff signature/credentials would be sufficient to determine whether staff are qualified to provide service.
This writer then proceeded to send acknowledgement email to internal complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst

4/26/21
This writer called and left voicemail with Ms. Lucia Hinton (Executive Director) at 919-519-4985, informing her that we had received a concern and that I was calling to share the information with her. This writer also sent an email to her at kareinghands@gmail.com with concern information and a request for a response by 5/3. This writer encouraged her to call me back to discuss at her convenience.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
4/27/21
This writer received voicemail from Ms. Hinton and returned her call. This writer discussed the concern with Ms. Hinton and asked that she look into the matter. She reported that she would need to look into the issue further and would get back to this writer. She also confirmed that she would look into the billing issue as she did state that they were doing primarily tele-med. This writer thanked her for looking into the issues and asked that she reach out with any questions. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/3/21
This writer received a written response from Cedrika Holliday, Director of Operations, which can be summarized below:
•	SCS is not being used for therapy nor counseling. 
•	Counseling is not needed at this time.
•	She has had some increased behaviors and feelings due to some family issues and a death that has impacted her behaviors, however the Behavior Plan has supported her well.  
•	When and if virtual session occur, GT modifier code will be billed.
This writer thanked her for the information and requested supporting documentation (recent service notes) in order to complete review of matter. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/5/21
This writer received supporting documentation from Ms. Holliday and reviewed. This writer noted that notes were signed by Larry Hines with credentials which appear to note “PhD.” This writer shared the information received with Tanya Held (SIU/Compliance) and asked for her assistance in determining whether or not this staff was qualified to provide the service.
Tanya confirmed that he was able to provide SCS. 
This writer then composed and sent resolution email to internal complainant. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		27

		11686		Kim Ware		04/08/2021		BARRETT		SAMUEL		Consumer		Grievance		Access to Services		Community Support Team				Mental Health Only		Adult		Carolina Outreach, LLC		1		254141 - BARRETT, SAMUEL		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		CID: 572883 4/8/2021 5:23:13 PM
CALLER: Samuel Barrett
DOB: 7/28/1964 (Age: 56) 
PHONE: 9107051097
ADMIN COUNTY: Cumberland
INSURANCE: IPRS
MENTAL STATUS: denied SI, HI, AVH, and Use
MENTAL HEALTH HISTORY: CO CST
SEVERITY: NON-THRESHOLD, Service Requested - NO, 911/CIT Criteria Met - NO, Reporting a Threat Criteria Met - NO -Grievance Recorded. -Information request only.
DISPOSITION: Grievance against Carolina Outreach, Person St in Fayetteville. He has not made complaint with CO yet. Prefers that his name is not used during grievance. His complaint is that his case management concerns have not been met recently. The agency last had contact with him over a week ago. LC recommended that member speak with CO supervisor.
CALL STATUS: CLOSED
SCREENER: S MICHAELS LMFT 4/8/2021 5:30:38 PM		CORRECTIONS: CHANGED PERMISSION TO USE NAME TO YES PER MEMBER		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8085		05/04/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID: 572883 4/8/2021 5:23:13 PM
CALLER: Samuel Barrett
DOB: 7/28/1964 (Age: 56) 
PHONE: 9107051097
ADMIN COUNTY: Cumberland
INSURANCE: IPRS
MENTAL STATUS: denied SI, HI, AVH, and Use
MENTAL HEALTH HISTORY: CO CST
SEVERITY: NON-THRESHOLD, Service Requested - NO, 911/CIT Criteria Met - NO, Reporting a Threat Criteria Met - NO -Grievance Recorded. -Information request only.
DISPOSITION: Grievance against Carolina Outreach, Person St in Fayetteville. He has not made complaint with CO yet. Prefers that his name is not used during grievance. His complaint is that his case management concerns have not been met recently. The agency last had contact with him over a week ago. LC recommended that member speak with CO supervisor.
CALL STATUS: CLOSED
SCREENER: S MICHAELS LMFT 4/8/2021 5:30:38 PM
SAMUEL BARRETT  ID: 254141     (DOB: 7/28/1964)
4/9/21 Case assigned. This writer received a forwarded message from member requesting a call regarding his grievance. This writer made call (910-705-1097); left v message requesting return call. This writer received return call form Mr Barret. The case entered indicates no permission to use name when discussing the matter with the provider. Mr Barrett indicated that his name could be used but that he just did not want to get anyone in trouble. He reports that he hasn’t heard from anyone and needs to know what is going on in his case. He reports that the team was helping him at first and suddenly no one is calling. He reports that he has requested senior living housing. He reports notifying them of the property her found and was suppose to get a call back. He reports that he did not get a call back or responses to his texts or calls. This writer explained the role of QM and next steps. Mr. Barret indicated that he had on today, called and left a message with a supervisor at Carolina Outreach. This writer confirmed mailing address for member.(K.WARE,QAA)
4/21/21 This writer contacted Carolina Outreach QM and requested that an internal review be conducted and feedback submitted to this writer.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/4/21 This writer emailed Jalen Darden, QM Specialist, to inquire if there were any updates to the matter. The agency response indicates the following: "Per the internal review, this Samuel Barrett has been contacted and serviced with CST consistently. The last billed service date was 5/2/21 where staff discussed and assisted the client with housing. During recent sessions with the client, staff has consistently provided information regarding waitlist, fees, and other requirements for obtaining permanent housing and provided the client with several listings from resources. Staff will continue to support the client in these needs and communicate consistently. Please let me know if any further information is needed." Agency response indicates contact with member as well as explaining the process involved and resources available. The agency plans to continue to monitor the matter. This writer has recommended agency continue to document efforts and respond to member contacts. This writer made call to complainant. Mr Barret confirmed that he had been contacted by the provider and does not plan to change providers but remain with Carolina Outreach and in touch with his staff. Resolution letter mailed to complainant. No further action by this writer at this time. The matter will be tracked for potential trends in the event that similar concerns are submitted regarding Carolina Outreach.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		26

		11687		Kristie White		04/09/2021		MCRAE		TARA		Consumer		Grievance		Access to Services		Psychiatric Services				Mental Health Only		Adult		Greater Image Healthcare, Corp.		1		693868 - MCRAE, TARA		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		[CID: 572976  ]  Call was escalated to LC at   12:54 PM  on 4/09/21
CALLER'S NAME/Relationship: Tara McRae--SELF
DOB: 11/24/80
ADDRESS: N/S
PHONE: 910-303-7919
COUNTY: Cumberland
INSURANCE: Medicaid
MENTAL STATUS:  BPAD.    SI/HI: Denies.   AVH: Denies.
MENTAL HEALTH HISTORY: Open to Cumberland MHC for therapy; open to Greater image, ostensibly for meds; however they are declining to provide meds for client unless client does at least six therapy sessions at GI prior to receiving meds.  
SUBSTANCES: Denies.
MEDICAL/PCP: N/S
MEDICATIONS: Running out of meds. Greater image is declining to provide med mgmt. Is open to therapy currently at another agency. Has ten day supply of BPAD meds. Divalproex 500mg am and 750 mg pm; (Depakote); risperidone—unclear of dosage. Seroquel—unsure of dosage (for sleep). Prozac—has stopped taking but might resume again--20 mg qd.
SEVERITY:  Non threshold.  No crisis needs. 
DISPOSITION: LC explained selecting a different agency to address med refill needs. Caller plans to work ongoing w/ Cumberland MHC to reinstate caller to receive med mgmt after having had some attendance issues.  Writer provided Carolina Outreach WIC info; client plans to present on Mon 4/12/21 to discuss needs; agrees to bring her medication bottles to that visit. LC explained crisis resources and the 24/7 availability of AH Access. 
Writer filed a grievance on member’s behalf to report member concerns about current provider Greater Image Healthcare, which are as follows: Provider insisted client participate in six therapy sessions prior to being able to have her medications refilled; meanwhile she would have run out of meds by then. Client is already open to a therapist at Cumberland MHC—Executive Pl, and she does not wish to change therapists. Member states that Greater image is run very poorly and their client communication re: appts and needs is poor. Caller agrees to callback by AH QM Dept to discuss these concerns.--DC Rhyne, LCSW-----------		05/18/21-Corrected to Access to Service. KM Appeals Coordinator		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8101		04/27/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Tara Mcrae Patient ID:693868 DOB: 11/24/1980
[CID: 572976] Call was escalated to LC at 12:54 PM on 4/09/21 CALLER'S NAME/Relationship: Tara McRae--SELF DOB: 11/24/80 ADDRESS: N/S PHONE: 910-303-7919 COUNTY: Cumberland INSURANCE: Medicaid MENTAL STATUS: BPAD. SI/HI: Denies. AVH: Denies. MENTAL HEALTH HISTORY: Open to Cumberland MHC for therapy; open to Greater image, ostensibly for meds; however, they are declining to provide meds for client unless client does at least six therapy sessions at GI prior to receiving meds. SUBSTANCES: Denies. MEDICAL/PCP: N/S MEDICATIONS: Running out of meds. Greater image is declining to provide med mgmt. Is open to therapy currently at another agency. Has ten-day supply of BPAD meds. Divalproex 500mg am and 750 mg pm; (Depakote); risperidone—unclear of dosage. Seroquel—unsure of dosage (for sleep). Prozac—has stopped taking but might resume again--20 mg qd. SEVERITY: Non-threshold. No crisis needs. DISPOSITION: LC explained selecting a different agency to address med refill needs. Caller plans to work ongoing w/ Cumberland MHC to reinstate caller to receive med mgmt after having had some attendance issues. Writer provided Carolina Outreach WIC info; client plans to present on Mon 4/12/21 to discuss needs; agrees to bring her medication bottles to that visit. LC explained crisis resources and the 24/7 availability of AH Access. Writer filed a grievance on member’s behalf to report member concerns about current provider Greater Image Healthcare, which are as follows: Provider insisted client participate in six therapy sessions prior to being able to have her medications refilled; meanwhile she would have run out of meds by then. Client is already open to a therapist at Cumberland MHC—Executive Pl, and she does not wish to change therapists. Member states that Greater image is run very poorly and their client communication re: appts and needs is poor. Caller agrees to callback by AH QM Dept to discuss these concerns. --DC Rhyne, LCSW-----------
04/09/21-Grievance- against Greater Image- agency declining to provide meds for member unless she attends 6 therapy sessions prior to receiving the meds; poor communication. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/15/21-Found member number off call center log called 910-303-7919 spoke to Tara Mcrae and she has switched to another provider but she wanted to report if they needed medicines and she already has a therapist and currently actively going to therapy they are trying to convert me to their office. I currently go to Cape Fear Mental Health. I have appointment for April 27, 2021 at another agency. The program requirements should be listed so client knows what to prepare them for if they need medication quick. Verified her address and number and let her know I would be sending an acknowledgment letter. Called Greater Image Healthcare at 910-321-0069 spoke to Sharon and she said sent this concern element email to greaterimagehc@yahoo.com to be returned to me by 04/22/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/26/21-Called Greater Image to follow up and spoke to Gloria Johnson and she said she did the investigation. She said the nurse was out sick that she needed additional information. She is sending this information today. Our CQR committee is requesting this information due to medication being involved. Received the information requested and per provider they do not have 6 visit max before seeing members for medication management. They reached out to member also to ask who told her that and she did not have an answer. The provider sent consumer rights and responsibilities information and also the urgent routine wait appointment time policy.  KM Appeals Coordinator
04/27/21-Called Tara Mcrae and her phone is no longer in service. Sending a resolution letter of the information that the provider provided and closing this grievance as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		18

		11688		Hillary Vandewart		04/09/2021		Keely		Diana		Consumer		Grievance		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Crisis - Inpatient				Mental Health Only		Adult		UNC Hospital		0		738217 - Keely, Diana		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		CID 573011
Diana Keely 12/12/1987
919-869-6420
Grievance is Against
UNC  Hospital  107 Sunnybrook Road Raleigh NC

Member phoned stating that she is receiving bills for services while in UNC. (10/23/2020 – 11/2/2020).    She is not able to pay these bills, she does not have the income to pay these bills.  She thought she was being treated as an uninsured member and that the state would pay for her bill.  Member is upset that she keeps getting bills.  Member is currently in UNC hospital.		CORRECTIONS: Connected member to grievance, changed Priority to Routine, Checked Grievance Against to Provider, Checked NO for discussing with agency/giving permission to use name		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8092		04/21/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID 573011 / Diana Keely 12/12/1987 / 919-869-6420
Grievance is against UNC Hospital: 107 Sunnybrook Road Raleigh NC.
Member phoned stating that she is receiving bills for services while in UNC. (10/23/2020 – 11/2/2020).    She is not able to pay these bills, she does not have the income to pay these bills.  She thought she was being treated as an uninsured member and that the state would pay for her bill.  Member is upset that she keeps getting bills.  Member is currently in UNC hospital.
[PT: Diana Keely				DOB: 4/9/21				ID: 738217]
4/12/21
This writer reviewed claims in Alpha which appeared to show that Alliance was billed/paid for these services. This writer then reviewed notes in Jiva which indicated that Tammy Ramirez is the current hospital liaison for this member. This writer then reached out to Tammy via email to share the concerns with her and see if she can assist as member is currently hospitalized.
Tammy replied and informed this writer that is aware of the concern, and that she spoke with the social worker from UNC WakeBrook on Friday about it.  She shared that she assured the social worker that Diana has IPRS funding and it has paid for her inpatient stays.  The social worker from UNC was going to help Diana reach out to UNC.
This writer thanked Tammy for the information and asked if she could share the social worker’s contact I info in case this writer needed to follow up to confirm the issue had been resolved. She replied with name and contact info: Kandis Kelly, phone: 984-974-4865, email: Kandis_kelly@med.unc.edu. 
Due to consumer being hospitalized, this writer went ahead and composed acknowledgement letter to member.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst   
4/19/21
This writer reviewed notes in Jiva to see if any updates had occurred based on the social worker assisting member in reaching out to UNC. This writer noted that Tammy Ramirez had continued to research the issue and was able to confirm internally (via Cathy Stephenson, Network Development Supervisor) that member should not have received a bill for her inpatient stay at UNC Wakebrook. This information was shared with social worker as well as UNC UM contact.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
4/20/21
This writer received an update from Tammy Ramirez that bill may have been for primary care services provided while member was in the inpatient unit. Tammy shared that she met with the member and informed her that Alliance Health paid UNC for her stay in the inpatient unit and that she does not know why she got a bill. She asked if this writer would mind being copied on an email to the UNC WakeBrook FBC Clinical Supervisor, recommending that the member contact UNC Patient Relations as there is not anything that Alliance can do about the bill. This writer agreed and confirmed that she could copy me on this correspondence. 
Tammy sent email to UNC (copying Cathy Stephenson and Karen Gaul) outlining all of the efforts that had been made and recommending that they assist member in calling Patient Relations and let Alliance know of the outcome. Efforts made by CN:
•	Researched Alpha paid claims.  UNC billed Alliance Health for Inpatient Hospitalization (3 way contract) for dates of service 10/24/2020 through 11/1/2020.  Those claims were paid by Alliance Health.
•	Met face-to-face with Diana in FBC on 4/12/2021 and explained to Diana that not only has Alliance Health paid for her previous UNC inpatient hospitalization, but also her outpatient services with Monarch and previous inpatient hospitalization with Holly Hill Hospital.  I informed Diana that I am not sure why UNC would be sending her a bill when her hospitalization was paid by Alliance Health.
•	Consulted with my Supervisor, Karen Gall, about the issue and reached out via email to Judy Gooding with UNC. Judy reported back via email that she spoke with her manager and there was little they could do.  Judy indicated her manager would speak with her manager about the issue.
•	Consulted with Alliance Health Provider Network Supervisor, Cathy Stephenson, who indicated that Alliance Health members should not receive bills for behavioral health services. Cathy reported that Brandy Morton, UNC Director of Government Billing & Follow-up with Hospital Patient Financial Services, Jessica Fahey, Manager Physician Revenue Cycle with UNC Physicians, Lindsey Ward with UNC, advised in 2019 that Alliance Health members may get a bill for primary care services, but should not receive bills for any behavioral health services.  Alliance Health expects that members are being told upfront that they may receive a bill for primary care services, so that they may give informed consent.  
UNC (Laura McDaniel) responded that they would follow up and keep us posted on the outcome.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
4/21/21
Acknowledgement letter was “returned to sender.” 
Consumer is still hospitalized. Care Navigator has confirmed that issue has been thoroughly researched and findings communicated to member. UNC has agreed to assist the member in contacting Patient Relations in order to find out why they are sending this bill to the member. Based on this, this writer will go ahead and resolve grievance at this time. Updates from UNC will be included in grievance follow-up. Unable to send resolution letter due to address on file being incorrect (letter returned).
No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		12

		11689		Kristie White		04/12/2021		ROSCOE		FRENCHIE		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Outpatient Services				Mental Health Only		Adult		Carolina Outreach, LLC		1		87434 - ROSCOE, FRENCHIE		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		Frenchie Roscoe is asking to remain Anonymous to Provider Carolina Outreach
Frenchie Roscoe is seeking to file a grievance against her CST with Carolina Outreach  which include Staff Freddie Bell,  Bianca A, and Crystal Outlaw.  Caller states that at the prompting to CST Staff Freddie Bell she was referred to Temporary Housing Program through Community Provider. The Temporary Housing Program is connected with a program called Reinvestment Partners that is designed to assist Consumer’s with accessing safe, stable affordable housing. Consumer states prior to moving she was living with a friend who allowed her to stay until she found her own place.  Caller is supported by SouthLight Peer Support Specialist Staff Margaret Mangum during the call. Consumer states was not fully educated on resources regarding housing as other tenants were. Consumer states as she attended Program and followed recommendations she learned from other Tenants of resources in which they were program which ultimately led them to securing housing. Consumer states she provided information to her CST as she learned about with the hopes she would soon find housing as well. Consumer states it did not resort to her securing housing. Frenchie Roscoe states she also had to provided information to her team more than once as her team would indicate they were not in receipt of documents which led to Consumer missing deadlines and housing opportunities. Frenchie Roscoe states she on more than one occasion had to speak with CST Staff on conference calls with her Attorney regarding documents that were submitted to CST. Consumer states when she began to confront CST about her concerns CST would be angry and confrontational. Consumer states as a result she feels CST has created a hostile environment and have acted retaliatory towards her. Consumer states she was recently informed by CST AHP will no longer be paying for her to remain in temporary housing. Consumer states she was not being informed as to why and her Temporary housing Staff also questions this action. Frenchie Roscoe states she was referred by her CST Freddie Bell and gave up a temporary housing situation with a friend with the hopes this opportunity would lead to housing. Consumer is now facing homelessness with only a 2 week notice.  
ADDRESS: 2517 Guess Rd Durham, NC 27705  PHONE NUMBER:  919-869-5730				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8105		04/28/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Frenchie Rosoe Patient ID: 87434 DOB: 05/16/1968
Frenchie Roscoe is asking to remain Anonymous to Provider Carolina Outreach Frenchie Roscoe is seeking to file a grievance against her CST with Carolina Outreach which include Staff Freddie Bell, Bianca A, and Crystal Outlaw. Caller states that at the prompting to CST Staff Freddie Bell she was referred to Temporary Housing Program through Community Provider. The Temporary Housing Program is connected with a program called Reinvestment Partners that is designed to assist Consumer’s with accessing safe, stable affordable housing. Consumer states prior to moving she was living with a friend who allowed her to stay until she found her own place. Caller is supported by SouthLight Peer Support Specialist Staff Margaret Mangum during the call. Consumer states was not fully educated on resources regarding housing as other tenants were. Consumer states as she attended Program and followed recommendations she learned from other Tenants of resources in which they were program which ultimately led them to securing housing. Consumer states she provided information to her CST as she learned about with the hopes she would soon find housing as well. Consumer states it did not resort to her securing housing. Frenchie Roscoe states she also had to provided information to her team more than once as her team would indicate they were not in receipt of documents which led to Consumer missing deadlines and housing opportunities. Frenchie Roscoe states she on more than one occasion had to speak with CST Staff on conference calls with her Attorney regarding documents that were submitted to CST. Consumer states when she began to confront CST about her concerns CST would be angry and confrontational. Consumer states as a result she feels CST has created a hostile environment and have acted retaliatory towards her. Consumer states she was recently informed by CST AHP will no longer be paying for her to remain in temporary housing. Consumer states she was not being informed as to why and her Temporary housing Staff also questions this action. Frenchie Roscoe states she was referred by her CST Freddie Bell and gave up a temporary housing situation with a friend with the hopes this opportunity would lead to housing. Consumer is now facing homelessness with only a 2-week notice. ADDRESS: 2517 Guess Rd Durham, NC 27705 PHONE NUMBER: 919-869-5730
04/12/21-Grievance- ANONYMOUS- against Carolina Outreach-agency CST created hostile environment after she got her attorney involved due to CST denying not receiving documentation from her; did not assist with finding housing. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/16/21-She is upset and Crystal Outlaw called her this week and she is rude to her. She said that Carolina Outreach is  going to drop your services due to not being to meet her needs. She was supposed to have a group session at 11:00 am no call and how can they be so rude and tacky with my services. I want to stay with Carolina Outreach since she has been with them since 2016. Crystal Outlaw is really rude and has a ghetto attitude. I am currently homeless due to them putting me since I am voicing my opinion they put me out. She said I can send the acknowledgment letter to PO box 621 Durham NC 27702. Reaching out to Carolina Outreach spoke to Jalen Darden about this grievance and  sent concern element email to QM@carolinaoutreach.com to be returned to me by 04/22/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/27/21-Received information from provider Jalen Darden at Carolina Outreach about this grievance. Since the member wanted to be anonymous they gathered from speaking to the three specific staff listed in the grievance and acknowledged their standard practice when connecting members to housing services. Temporary housing is a way to assist clients to be transitioned to permanent housing but is is noa guarantee. The CST has ensured that no hostile environment or retaliatory actions has been portrayed to the member. It was really hard to really target the specifics regarding to temporary housing payment due to the anonymous issue. I feel per information that was given Carolina Outreach has done their due diligence to help member with housing issue. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/28/21- Called member and received no answer to let her know of the providers response. Sending grievance resolution letter and closing this grievance as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		16

		11694		Hillary Vandewart		04/12/2021		WOODALL		GLORIA		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Community Support Team				Multi-Disability		Adult		B & D Integrated Health Services		1		220239 - WOODALL, GLORIA		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Johnston		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Grievance in the members own words..."I do not approve of the way they do not return phone calls, the do not let me know nothing about nothing".  She feels like the CST team lead is not able to answer questions. She does not get return calls from her team.  Member had her lights cut off on 4/12/2021 after a member of her CST had agreed to help her get her bill paid last week. She reports that her CST does not come to her home to see her. They are not providing her assistance with locating a new housing option including looking for Assisted living placement.  She believes her CST is not willing to go to court regarding her eviction on 4/14/2021. She is asking for assistance to help advocate for herself in court.		CORRECTIONS: Updated mailing address, Changed Residential to NO, Changed Licensure to Not Licensed		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8110		04/19/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Grievance in the members own words..."I do not approve of the way they do not return phone calls, the do not let me know nothing about nothing".  She feels like the CST team lead is not able to answer questions. She does not get return calls from her team.  Member had her lights cut off on 4/12/2021 after a member of her CST had agreed to help her get her bill paid last week. She reports that her CST does not come to her home to see her. They are not providing her assistance with locating a new housing option including looking for Assisted living placement.  She believes her CST is not willing to go to court regarding her eviction on 4/14/2021. She is asking for assistance to help advocate for herself in court.
[PT: Gloria Woodall				DOB: 4/25/61				ID: 220239]
4/14/21
This writer attempted to reach complainant by phone (910-514-7843). This was not a working number. This writer then researched within Jiva to see recent number listed by inserted user, and tried this number (919-604-1673). This writer was unable to leave a message due to voicemail box being full.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
4/19/21
This writer called and spoke to consumer via phone. She stated that she didn’t have a CST team with B&D and she never saw them and never heard anything from them. She stated that she was changing providers and there was no changing her mind. She stated that her lights got cut off because they wouldn’t take her to pay her bill. She then stated, “don’t even call me to talk to me about it. Bye-bye” and proceeded to hang up on this writer. 
This writer was unable to verify member’s mailing address due to abrupt call ending and member speaking over this writer. This writer updated mailing address based on most recent PCP as well as Jiva and Insurance listing in portal to: 500 N Ryals Street Apt 3b Benson NC.
This writer then sent acknowledgement/disregard/resolution letter to complainant due to her refusal to discuss grievance. This writer will include contact info in the event that she changes her mind and would like to move forward with a grievance. No further action needed at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		DISREGARD Letter sent 4/19/21		1		1		0		7

		11695		Kim Ware		04/13/2021		WILLIAMS		julia		Parent		External Stakeholder Concern		Quality of Services		Outpatient Services				Mental Health Only		Adult		NC Recovery Support Services, Inc.		1		39858 - WILLIAMS, WILLIE		Unknown		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		Caller is the mother of adult member. The member is his own guardian. Caller reports that the member needs to be in the hospital due to his MH symptoms, and that he is at risk while in the community. Reports that he was discharged from hospital on 3/18/21 after a court hearing, and that he has a court order for treatment. Reports that the member is supposed to be seen by his provider 4 times per week, but has only been seen once since his discharge, on 3/22/21. Caller reports that the provider refuses to assist the member with housing or with vocational concerns. Reports that member has court pending for 2 separate incidences related to his MH symptoms, one for trespassing and one for assault while he was responding to AH. Caller reports that member has been asked to leave the hotel where he was staying due to his disruptive behavior toward staff. Caller does not know where the member is currently.		CORRECTIONS: CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME FROM MEMBER'; SERVICE TYPE CHAGNED FROM UNKNOWN TO OUPT		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8123		04/29/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller is the mother of adult member. The member is his own guardian. Caller reports that the member needs to be in the hospital due to his MH symptoms, and that he is at risk while in the community. Reports that he was discharged from hospital on 3/18/21 after a court hearing, and that he has a court order for treatment. Reports that the member is supposed to be seen by his provider 4 times per week, but has only been seen once since his discharge, on 3/22/21. Caller reports that the provider refuses to assist the member with housing or with vocational concerns. Reports that member has court pending for 2 separate incidences related to his MH symptoms, one for trespassing and one for assault while he was responding to AH. Caller reports that member has been asked to leave the hotel where he was staying due to his disruptive behavior toward staff. Caller does not know where the member is currently.
WILLIE WILLIAMS   ID: 39858   (DOB: 2/6/91)
4/15/21 Call to complainant; left vm message.(K.WARE,QAA)
4/22/21 Call to complainant; no response. Information entered in the queue indicates no permission to use name when discussing the matter with the provider. Unable to verify mailing address; unable to mail acknowledgment letter and no response from complainant to date.(K.WARE,QAA)
4/26/21 This writer made call and spoke directly with complainant. This writer confirmed that complainant is the mother not the guardian. This writer explained limitation of exchange of information due to HIPAA, however was able to listen to concerns. She is very upset that her son is not receiving the help needed and that he is out Outpatient Commitment and the agency has not followed through on protocol. The mother was adamant that no one was doing their jobs in that her son is on OPC , should not go to jail, but to the hospital. She reports that she has called the magistrate and was told that he hospital is in charge of release. She reports that the provider is aware and still does nothing but say they have attempted to call him. She reports that he son is paranoid with phone calls and sometimes takes the battery out of the phone. This writer inquired if the limitations of information given to her may be due to HIPAA. The complainant is angry and states she does not know where her son is and that he is psychotic. This writer inquired regarding ivc to which she explained she knows what it is and has done it before, but she should not have to do it since he is already on OPC. She reports that when taking his medication he does well but he is not taking his medications, showering or shaving. She reports that she tells him if he comes to the house at a certain time he can eat dinner because she will cook for him. Complainant continued to explain that her son did not want a "white doctor and didn't like the doctor". She was upset that he had gone to another agency previously and had o issues and didn't know why they changed him to a new agency. She reports attempting to changed her son to anew provider but the provider told her that her son could not be transferred until 90 days were up. This writer reminded complainant that HIPAA limits any exchange of information, that generally the QM protocol is to contact the provider regarding concerns and request followup for concerns regarding AH members, however, in this instance she would not be provided any information due to this writer’s inability to confirm with her that her son is an AH consumer or any other information. The complainant indicated that she records names, dates and times so that she will know all the people that did nothing for her son. The complainant confirmed her mailing address and permission to use her name because she says that she has spoken with everyone and they all “act like they don’t know”. This writer reminded complainant of IVC as well as AH 24 hr access. Concern Medicaid acknowledgment letter mailed to complainant.(K.WARE,QAA)
4/26/21 This writer made call and spoke with Krystal Glenn with NCRSS regarding the matter. Per discussion the information was emailed directly for review and response to kglenn@northcarolinarecovery.com. This writer received email correspondence from Ms. Glenn indicating the following: “I hope you are well. Mr. Williams had a clinical assessment on 3/17/21. On 3/22/21, Dr. Blackburn and hospital transition team met with Mr. Williams at a park to develop his Person Centered Plan to submit for CST services. During that meeting Mr. Williams made it very clear that NCRSS was not to discuss anything with his mother regarding his treatment and he was not going to give her consent to be involved with his care. After that initial meeting, Dr. Blackburn made repeated phone attempts to contact Mr. Williams and each time his phone was not in service. Dr. Blackburn learned on 4/15/21 that Mr. Williams had been in jail for three or four days before being released later on that day. 4/21/21 8:58am Dr. Blackburn called to check in with Rachel, Care Coordinator at Alliance. He provided a brief update on Willie Williams and stated that we had tried to reach out to him late last week when we learned he was released from jail but was not able to reach him. Rachel reported she would also follow up with hospital transition team to see if they were able to reach him. No contact has been made with client since 3/22/21 in spite of multiple attempts.”
4/29/21 Agency information indicates attempted contacts with member a well as no consent to speak with mother regarding his treatment. Review of information available indicates AH CC involvement. Information indicates collaboration between Hospital Transition Team, NCRSS ,AH CC, and jail liaison. Effective 4/28/21 JIVA notes indicate continued attempts to locate and speak with member. Notes reiterate that member explicitly told him (Dr. Blackburn/NCRSS) that he did not want him communicating with his mother.” Information also indicates that AH CC has not received the OPC for member and has not been able to provide it to the provider. AH CC plans to “monitor for the duration of the OPC”. Based on information available, agency efforts and collaboration and complainant not being the guardian, case to be closed. No follow up call made to complainant at this time based on previous conversation, explanation of QM role, next steps. Concern resolution letter mailed to complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		16

		11696		Hillary Vandewart		04/13/2021		STEPHENS		JOCELYN		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Access to Services		Outpatient Services				Unknown Disability		18-20		MONARCH		1		244957 - PAYNE, KADEN		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Care Coordinator put in a referral with Monarch (350 E Holding Ave, Wake Forest NC location) on 3/26/21 for outpatient therapy for member. Care Coordinator made contact with parent on 4/8/21 who stated she had not been contacted by Monarch. Writer called Monarch at 2:55pm and remained on hold for 18 minutes before speaking with a representative. Once connected, Care Coordinator was informed that two attempts were made to reach member's mother and that member's mother would need to call in and reschedule. Care Coordinator requested to conference in member's mother to schedule another appointment while Care Coordinator and representative were on the phone so that an appointment could be scheduled as soon as possible and without the long hold time on the phone. Care Coordinator was informed that it was too late for member to be put into the queue as it was after 3pm. The representative stated member's mother would have to call back another day in the morning as early as 8am and be put into that day's queue for a  call back. Then member will receive a call at some point in the day to complete the intake. Care Coordinator requested an appointment to ensure member and his mother would be available given work and school obligations and was informed that appointments are only given after member's are established.		CORRECTIONS: Changed received date to match inserted date, changed to internal employee concern, changed complainant name to internal complainant, changed complainant address to reflect internal complainant, Changed Disability to Unknown (no dx in Alpha)		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8098		05/07/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Care Coordinator put in a referral with Monarch (350 E Holding Ave, Wake Forest NC location) on 3/26/21 for outpatient therapy for member. Care Coordinator made contact with parent on 4/8/21 who stated she had not been contacted by Monarch. Writer called Monarch at 2:55pm and remained on hold for 18 minutes before speaking with a representative. Once connected, Care Coordinator was informed that two attempts were made to reach member's mother and that member's mother would need to call in and reschedule. Care Coordinator requested to conference in member's mother to schedule another appointment while Care Coordinator and representative were on the phone so that an appointment could be scheduled as soon as possible and without the long hold time on the phone. Care Coordinator was informed that it was too late for member to be put into the queue as it was after 3pm. The representative stated member's mother would have to call back another day in the morning as early as 8am and be put into that day's queue for a call back. Then member will receive a call at some point in the day to complete the intake. Care Coordinator requested an appointment to ensure member and his mother would be available given work and school obligations and was informed that appointments are only given after member's are established.
[PT: Kaden Payne				DOB: 7/2/03				ID: 244957]
4/14/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement letter to internal complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst

4/7/21
This writer contacted the agency’s Incident and Complaint Specialist, Cornelius Powe (704) 858-1729 to make him aware of the concern. He confirmed that he was the appropriate contact for sharing this information and confirmed that he would look into the matter once the details were received. Information emailed to Cornelius.powe@monarchnc.org for review and response to include actions taken or to be taken to address the concern—deadline of 4/14 for response.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
4/19/21
This writer followed up with Cornelius via email as no response received at this time. He replied that he would follow up internally and provide a response ASAP.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
4/22/21
This writer received feedback from Cornelius that they had been attempting to reach out to the member with little luck and inquiring as to whether this writer had another contact number for him. This writer responded by clarifying that the concern was internal and that we are looking for a more general response to the concerns raised (i.e. long hold times, process for scheduling CCAs, barriers to getting consumers access to treatment). This writer also requested policies/procedures for taking referrals, scheduling CCAs, etc. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
4/23/21
This writer received an update that, while they were still working on the response to general concerns, that they had been able to reach the member and confirm that she had been able to schedule appointments at the Fuquay office (med mgmt. and therapy) and that she was satisfied with this outcome.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
4/29/21
This writer followed up to request an update on when we can expect to receive the full response (i.e. to more general issues with call center).
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
4/30/21
This writer received a response from provider which can be summarized below:
•	Provider recently brought on a VP of Customer Experience to assist with performance improvement with the call center. They also added a Director to the call center for direct supervision and quality control and to focus solely on the improvement of call center.  They are currently reviewing call center reports on hold times and response times and putting plans in place to correct.
•	Monarch has also recently added more therapists in the past 2 months to increase capacity and improve access to care. They recognized a need based on response to pandemic as well as clients being seen virtually which was also a change in process. 
This writer reviewed provider response and determined that this issue would continue to be tracked. The provider appears to be taking actions to improve issues with the call center and QM will continue to monitor.
This writer then sent resolution letter to complainant. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		24

		11697		Kim Ware		04/13/2021		Lassiter		Tomegue		Guardian		Grievance		Quality of Services		Intensive In-home Services				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Pride in North Carolina, LLC		1		195945 - LASSITER, ALESHA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Johnston		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		[SEE CID: # 573332] April 13, 2021 9:35 AM MEMBER NAME: LASISTER, ALESHA DOB: 04/14/2006 GUARDIAN / COMPLAINANT NAME: Tomegue Lassiter – Aunt/Legal Guardian; JOHNSTON, Medicaid Only ADDRESS: 517 Deer Flag Ln. Clayton, NC 27577 PHONE #: 919-333-0078 

Complainant, Tomegue Lassiter, is highly concerned about her 14-year-old niece and lack of progress being made in IIH treatment with Pride of NC.  On 4/11/21 the complainant became aware that member has been going AWOL at night from the home and suspects she has been having sex with grown men. Guardian reports prior to starting Tx with Pride the Tx team was aware of the member’s promiscuity and prior involvement with a 23-year-old man and pending charges against him. On Sunday, 4/11/21, guardian was made aware that Alecia had told her IIH counselors Brad and Tina on at least two separate occasions that she had recently left the home at night without permission and engaged in high-risk sexual contact with strangers. When Ms. Lassiter confronted the Pride IIH supervisor, Brad, he admitted that the counselors were aware of the incidents, but did not alert Ms. Lassiter because they were not required to and that it would break confidentiality between them and the member. Ms. Lassiter is very concerned about the quality of care being provided as the member is 14-years-old and she feels that the provider should have at least brought it up in a family session so there could be consequences and further interventions made to prevent continued high-risk Bx. Ms. Lassiter has requested the provider make a referral for out-of-home placement and stop outpatient counseling as she feels Brad and Tina have done more harm than good as they are trying to “be her friend”. Ms. Lassiter has started setting the house alarm at night.

-C. Helm, LCMHC, LCAS, MAC		CORRECTIONS: AGAINST CHANGED FROM OTHER TO PROVIDER		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8170		05/12/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		SEE CID: # 573332] April 13, 2021 9:35 AM MEMBER NAME: LASISTER, ALESHA DOB: 04/14/2006 GUARDIAN / COMPLAINANT NAME: Tomegue Lassiter – Aunt/Legal Guardian; JOHNSTON, Medicaid Only ADDRESS: 517 Deer Flag Ln. Clayton, NC 27577 PHONE #: 919-333-0078 Complainant, Tomegue Lassiter, is highly concerned about her 14-year-old niece and lack of progress being made in IIH treatment with Pride of NC. On 4/11/21 the complainant became aware that member has been going AWOL at night from the home and suspects she has been having sex with grown men. Guardian reports prior to starting Tx with Pride the Tx team was aware of the member’s promiscuity and prior involvement with a 23-year-old man and pending charges against him. On Sunday, 4/11/21, guardian was made aware that Alecia had told her IIH counselors Brad and Tina on at least two separate occasions that she had recently left the home at night without permission and engaged in high-risk sexual contact with strangers. When Ms. Lassiter confronted the Pride IIH supervisor, Brad, he admitted that the counselors were aware of the incidents, but did not alert Ms. Lassiter because they were not required to and that it would break confidentiality between them and the member. Ms. Lassiter is very concerned about the quality of care being provided as the member is 14-years-old and she feels that the provider should have at least brought it up in a family session so there could be consequences and further interventions made to prevent continued high-risk Bx. Ms. Lassiter has requested the provider make a referral for out-of-home placement and stop outpatient counseling as she feels Brad and Tina have done more harm than good as they are trying to “be her friend”. Ms. Lassiter has started setting the house alarm at night. -C. Helm, LCMHC, LCAS, MAC
ALESHA LASSITER    ID: 195945  (DOB: 4/14/2006)
4/20/21 Call to complainant; guardian (919) 333-0078. Left vm message requesting return call. Acknowledgment letter mailed to address listed.(K.WARE,QAA)
4/26/21 Received return call form complainant. Discussed her concerns, role of QM and next steps. She is upset with the staff “brad and tina” who did not inform her of information discussed in session with the member that were dangerous. She has since added alarms to detect if member leaves without permission due to history of behaviors.(K.WARE,QAA) 
5/4/21 This writer made call and spoke with the agency’s QAQI Training Director, Nicole Springer (910-833-4004). This writer made her aware of the concerns submitted by the guardian. This writer requested that an internal review be conducted and findings submitted to include actions taken or to be taken regarding the concerns as well as plan moving forward with member’s service provision. Per discussion, the information was emailed directly for review at NSpringer@pridenc.com. 
5/6/21 Agency response received indicating reasons for not disclosing the information. The agency also since conducting an internal investigation found out the age of one of the males mentioned in the situation.  Per report:  “I asked that they contact me first if they deemed the case investigate able so that i could then inform Alesha and her Guardian. However, before this occurred Alesha was able to find the courage to self-disclose her behaviors and unfortunately the Guardian was upset with myself and Lisa and was unable to have a rational conversation with us. The report was not included in her record but was going to be included if the case was deemed reportable as I felt disclosure of the client's actions would be a violation of trust and confidentiality unless it was considered for investigation. Also, during this time disclosure of the second male age 23 was never disclosed and a second sexual partner was not discussed. It appears this was the result of the investigation. 
There have been no reported issues on the new Intensive in-home team since the switch. 
An incident report was not completed. Brad has been asked to submit an incident report for the police reporting and has been reminded of the incident reporting guidelines and timelines. “
5/12/21  This writer made call and spoke with Ms Springer regarding information submitted. Based on agency response, to include corrective actions steps taken to address the concerns,  and police involvement,  case to be closed and tracked. The agency has confirmed the matter and taken corrective actions. The agency has reported submitting a level 3 Incident report regarding the matter. This writer reached out to QAA Diane Sofia. She confirms that it has been submitted in IRIS. She is reviewing it and plans to put it in the database. The IRIS database info shared with this writer from Ms Sofia info indicates the following: “Alesha divulged that she was sneaking out of the home to engage in sexual activity with a boy. It was eventually deduced that the boy was
18 yrs old and supervision/ consultation with supervisors was arranged based on NC age of consent laws being unclear related to reporting. Reporting was established on April 5th with respect to inquisitive action. Staff was informed that that the incident would be investigated but staff was released from the case by guardian and incident report was missed due to the complex and chaotic nature of
the reporting and uncertainty of specific actions to occur. This report was filed late due to an oversight and not an intentional denial to fulfill reporting requirements.” AH QAA Diane Sofia will review for appropriateness of submission and all required elements. This writer made call to complainant, Ms. Lassiter, to discuss action steps taken in regards to the concern and confirming that she plans to continue to work with agency and the changed IIH team. Resolution letter mailed to complainant. No further action by this writer at this time. *NOTE: Documentation submitted exceeds file limits. See K Ware if needed.(K.WARE,QAA)		CONFIRMED-CORRECTIVE ACTIONS TAKEN		1		1		0		29

		11698		Hillary Vandewart		04/13/2021		WILLIAMS		LENORA		Consumer		Grievance		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Crisis - Inpatient				Mental Health Only		Adult		UNC Hospital		1		280802 - WILLIAMS, LENORA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Johnston		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		member getting bills from UNC Physicians Smithfield for hospital stay Oct 22-27, 2020--has Medicare and Medicaid --offered grievance and directed to discuss with UNC				Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8111		04/30/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member getting bills from UNC Physicians Smithfield for hospital stay Oct 22-27, 2020--has Medicare and Medicaid --offered grievance and directed to discuss with UNC
[PT: Lenora Williams				DOB: 12/12/63				ID: 280802]
4/19/21
This writer attempted to reach Ms. Williams but there was no answer—left general VM requesting a call back.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
4/20/21
This writer attempted to reach Ms. Williams a second time and was able to get ahold of her. She was just waking up and this writer attempted to get as much information from her as possible, but had difficulty. This writer inquired as to whether or not she had discussed the matter with UNC and she stated that she had tried but then mentioned her blood pressure going up (unsure if it was due to stress of trying to reach someone re. bills). This writer shared with her that I would follow up with the billing department at Alliance to find out more information and would be in touch with her regarding what I was able to find out. This writer confirmed her mailing address and shared that she would be receiving correspondence acknowledging the grievance. She thanked this writer for the assistance.
This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement letter.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst

4/26/21
This writer recently received assistance from Dr. Michael Zarzar at UNC Hospital with a similar billing issue. This writer inquired with him via email if he was able to help with this issue being that it was the Johnston Health location. He replied and informed this writer that he contacted patient relations, and that they could try and help. He asked that this writer email them at patient.relations@unchealth.unc.edu and include basic information: patient name, date of birth, date of service, and a nutshell summary of the complaint/request. They will then notify Johnston.
This writer thanked him for the assistance and sent email to patient.relations@unchealth.unc.edu with the associated information.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst

4/27/21
This writer received a voicemail from Donna Ladd at UNC Patient Relations Department. She informed this writer that the matter had been forwarded to the billing supervisor and that they were looking into the issue and would be in touch. She left her call back number as 984-974-1935.

This writer called Ms. Ladd back and spoke with her about the status of the grievance. She informed this writer that Dr. Zarzar is working directly with the billing supervisor, Kimberly Hall, to try to get to the bottom of the issue. She stated that it appears that the member was not billed for the hospital stay but was the bill may have been “professional billing.” They are still looking into this and trying to determine how to resolve. This writer thanked her for the information and let her know that I’d await more info from her/UNC.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 

4/30/21
This writer received an email from Ms. Ladd which reported that an error had been discovered in the account and this has been resolved. Her account now reflects a zero balance for this hospital visit. Ms. Ladd shared with this writer a letter that has been sent to Ms. Ladd which informs her of this. 

This writer then contacted complainant, Ms. Lenora Williams, via phone to share this information with her. She thanked this writer for the assistance. This writer then composed and sent resolution letter. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Confirmed--Provider initiated corrective actions		1		1		0		17

		11701		Kim Ware		04/13/2021		Allen		Lindsay		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Outpatient Services				Unknown Disability				Pride in North Carolina, LLC		0		'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Johnston		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		This is not a grievance but a quality of concern as Pride in NC may not be aware of the limitations of IPRS funding or the use of Federal Block Grant funding for those individuals who are undocumented.  This came to my attention after a Care Coordinator reached out to Pride in NC  and asked about funding streams for those members who are undocumented and the response was that they use IPRS funding.		CORRECTIONS; TYPE CHANGED FROM EXTERNAL STAKEHOLDER TO INTERNAL; nature changed from access to authorization/pay/billing		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8127		05/05/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		This is not a grievance but a quality of concern as Pride in NC may not be aware of the limitations of IPRS funding or the use of Federal Block Grant funding for those individuals who are undocumented. This came to my attention after a Care Coordinator reached out to Pride in NC and asked about funding streams for those members who are undocumented and the response was that they use IPRS funding.
*no pt id
4/20/21 Call to internal complainant; Lindsay Allen regarding her concerns. This writer inquired if she was aware of a written rule to be utilized in the matter. Ms Lindsay reports that she does not know of but has heard this is the case.
4/22/21 Staffed case with Incident & Grievance Mgr., T Parker. Plan is to reach out to SIU for rule/procedure regarding the matter.
4/27/21 This writer contacted T Held, SIU supv. She has referred this writer to AH eligibility and enrollment Supv Tasha Jennings for consult.
5/4/21 This writer contacted Ms Jennings. Per her response AH does not knowingly enroll undocumented consumers.
5/5/21 Based on nature of concern and case consult; case to be closed and tracked. Ack/Res to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		22

		11702		Kristie White		04/13/2021		DIXON		ALBERT		Consumer		Grievance		Basic Needs		Residential Services (include Innovations)		Supervised Living Low		Multi-Disability		Adult		MONARCH		1		280863 - DIXON, ALBERT		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Johnston		0		1		In-State		MH Apartment - Supervised		1		0		Albert called me and requested I file a grievance against his supervised living low provider Monarch. Albert reports that staff have not been checking in regularly with clients leaving them without the assistance they need. Albert reported he had to call the fire department to have his fire alarm cut off because he was unable to get assistance from the provider. After calling he was told not to call the fire department to fix the fire alarm again. Albert reports he has talked with the provider about his needs and feels they are not being addressed for him and with several others in the complex. Albert also reported putting in a maintenance request almost 30 days ago to have an outlet that's coming of the way fixed and shortage in the light. Albert stated that no one has come to look at or fix the needed repairs. Albert reports QM may contact him via the number provided for additional information but does wish to remain anonymous when discussing the concern with the provider. Please feel free to contact me with any additional concerns or questions as well at 984-227-9192		05/18/21-Corrected to Basic Needs. KM Appeals Coordinator		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8108		04/30/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Albert Dixon Patient ID: 280863 DOB: 10/04/1947
Albert called me and requested I file a grievance against his supervised living low provider Monarch. Albert reports that staff have not been checking in regularly with clients leaving them without the assistance they need. Albert reported he had to call the fire department to have his fire alarm cut off because he was unable to get assistance from the provider. After calling he was told not to call the fire department to fix the fire alarm again. Albert reports he has talked with the provider about his needs and feels they are not being addressed for him and with several others in the complex. Albert also reported putting in a maintenance request almost 30 days ago to have an outlet that's coming of the way fixed and shortage in the light. Albert stated that no one has come to look at or fix the needed repairs. Albert reports QM may contact him via the number provided for additional information but does wish to remain anonymous when discussing the concern with the provider. Please feel free to contact me with any additional concerns or questions as well at 984-227-9192
04/16/21-Grievance against Monarch re quality of care concerns at supervised living residence. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/19/21-Called Albert Dixon at 919-437-3733 to discuss his grievance and verify address to send the acknowledgment letter. Member stated the concern was about Monarch not helping fix things around the complex. Member had a hard time talking and expressing himself about this information. Called Monarch spoke to Brenda DeBerry on this concern and sending her concern element email to be returned by 04/26/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/28/21-Received information in response to concern outlined in grievance. Provider sent proof of maintenance tickets that the tenant submitted. Per the provider finding they support provider independent living adults and they check on members twice a month and they check in with them every week. During that time the go over the member’s personal plan and goal completion and actions toward outcomes. They state they fixed Mr. Dixon’s outlet over a month ago and was told about another outlet being broke also and submitted a maintenance request for both. Per provider states that when maintenance went to fix the member did not answer the door. They discuss the members needs and he said he has a social worker helping him get home health aide and physical therapy. They also have an on-call schedule that can be utilized for emergency situations. It appears they have done what they are suppose to help members needs. They have also explained that if they need more attention or a higher level of care they can assist the member. I reached out several times to discuss this information with the member with no answer. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/30/21-Called member again and left message to discuss this resolution.  Closing this grievance and sending a resolution letter explaining this information to member. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		17

		11703		Hillary Vandewart		04/14/2021		Parker		Todd		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Outpatient Services				Multi-Disability		Adult		Johnston County Public Health Department		0		706866 - PICKENS, ROBERT		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Johnston		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		This concern is submitted on behalf of the CQR Committee following the review of the member's death. Following the review, the committee has the following questions for the provider:
Questions related to the management of this member’s OUD:
-	What was the goal of treatment: abstinence or harm reduction?
-	Was Naloxone offered?
-	Did you check PDMP?
-	Was education provided on risks associated with mixing alcohol and opiates?
-	Was he offered MOUD? Barriers to treatment?
-	Was he provided with education on risks associated with use of Fentanyl?
-	Was he educated on Never use alone approach?
-	Did you check UDS as part of his treatment monitoring?

If any of the above were not done, please provide explanation and document the next steps that will be implemented to improve care for patients with OUD?				other		Worked with Provider for resolution		8162		05/06/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		This concern is submitted on behalf of the CQR Committee following the review of the member's death. Following the review, the committee has the following questions for the provider:
Questions related to the management of this member’s OUD:
-	What was the goal of treatment: abstinence or harm reduction?
-	Was Naloxone offered?
-	Did you check PDMP?
-	Was education provided on risks associated with mixing alcohol and opiates?
-	Was he offered MOUD? Barriers to treatment?
-	Was he provided with education on risks associated with use of Fentanyl?
-	Was he educated on Never use alone approach?
-	Did you check UDS as part of his treatment monitoring?
If any of the above were not done, please provide explanation and document the next steps that will be implemented to improve care for patients with OUD?
[PT: Robert Pickens				DOB: 3/31/80				ID: 706866]
4/19/21
Based on complaint being filed by the CQR committee to request documentation follow-up, this writer will not send an internal acknowledgement email and will instead just reach out to provider with documentation request.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 	
4/29/21
This writer researched within Alpha portal and determined that Clinical contact at Johnston County Public Health Department is Avis Dublin, 'avis.dublin@johnstonnc.com.’ Due to fact that request is simply a list of questions from med mgmt department, this writer emailed Ms. Dublin to ensure that she was the appropriate contact for this type of issue. She confirmed. This writer then sent list of questions to her for review and response by 5/6.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/6/21
This writer received response from Dr. Kimberly Johnson, which included answers to each question, along with opportunities for improvement, as well as supporting documentation, which can be summarized below:
•	Goal of treatment was abstinence from alcohol (only reported using opiates during one telepsychiatry visit).
•	Naloxone not offered.
•	PDMP was checked.
•	Education was provided re risks of mixing alcohol and opiates.
•	He was prescribed naltrexone but this was stopped when he was unable to afford it. He was not offered MOUD.
•	He was not educated on risks associated with use of fentanyl.
•	He was not educated on Never Use Alone approach.
•	Did not check UDS as part of monitoring as this was being checked by DSS. They did not receive info from them (though they did have a release).
•	Opportunities for improvement:
o	Educate staff about the potential use of long acting naltrexone in patients with OUD (not just AUD). 
o	Educate staff to offer all patients struggling with substance use disorder a referral to Johnston Recovery Services.
o	Educate staff about the importance of offering naloxone samples and prescriptions to any patient who endorses using opiates.
o	Educate staff that naloxone should be offered the first time the patient reports or endorses opioid misuse.
o	Educate staff about the potential use of UDS especially as more patients return physically to office.
o	Remind staff that UDS is available for any patient and may be useful for those with substance use issues.
o	Remind staff about the importance of sharing Patient Safety Materials. 
o	Educate staff about the Never Use Alone 1-800 phone number and how patients can easily access a safety net if they are going to use opioids alone.
o	Remind staff of the importance of educating patients about the danger of fentanyl being included in drugs of abuse.
o	Prepare a flyer which can be given to patients to share the Never Use Alone phone number. 
o	Discuss with case managers the importance of sharing information with and obtaining information from other agencies when appropriate releases are in place.
o	These will all be addressed at next all staff meeting.
This writer then sent provider response to Todd Parker, Incident and Grievance Manager, to be shared with Clinical Quality Review Committee.
This writer then resolved case within Alpha and any further correspondence from CQR or provider will be documented in portal follow-up. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Undetermined--Requested information provided to CQR committee for potential follow-up		1		1		0		22

		11704		Kim Ware		04/14/2021		Gibbs		LaKenya		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Caring Hands and Supplementary Enrichment Education LLC		1		30718 - PENALOZAMAGANA, ERENDIRA		White		Unknown		Female		Not Defined		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Provider  A Caring Hands  continued to bill retainer payments for member passed 12/31/20 and previously exceeded the 3- 30 day period.  LaKenya Gibbs, MA, CMC 4/14/2021		CORRECTIONS: DISABILITY CHANGED FROM DOES NOT APPLY TO DD ONLY; NATURE CHANGED FROM ADMIN TO AUTH/PAY/BILLING		other		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8106		04/16/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Provider A Caring Hands continued to bill retainer payments for member passed 12/31/20 and previously exceeded the 3- 30 day period. LaKenya Gibbs, MA, CMC 4/14/2021 
ERENDRIA PENALOZAMAG   ID: 30718  (DOB: 7/24/1998)
4/16/21 Case consult with T Held, Special Investigations Supervisor. Per consult, SIU will be conducting regular audits of retainer payments to identify any that have been made in excess of the limit after 12/31/2020. Complainant may be informed that Office of Compliance will be auditing these claims to recover overpayments. Ack/Res emailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		UNDETERMINED- REFERRED TO AH SIU FOR REVIEW AND ACTION		1		1		0		2

		11705		Kim Ware		04/14/2021		Parker		Todd		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Substance Abuse Intensive Outpatient				Substance Abuse Only		Adult		Southlight Healthcare		0		34752 - VAUGHAN, WESLEY		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		This concern is submitted on behalf of the CQR Committee following the review of member's death. After reviewing the death, the committee has the following questions of the provider:
Questions related to the management of this member’s OUD:
-	Was MOUD offered to him? Barriers to treatment?
-	Was Naloxone offered?
-	Was he provided with education on risks associated with use of Fentanyl
-	Was he educated on Never use alone approach?
-	Did you check UDS as part of his treatment monitoring process?
-	Who coordinated his care and what type of care was offered to him besides SAIOP group sessions?
If any of the above were not done, please provide explanation and document the next steps that will be implemented to improve care for patients with OUD?		CORRECTIONS: DISABILITY CHANGED FROM MH ONLY TO MULTI; LICENSURE ENTERED DHSR		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8125		04/27/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		This concern is submitted on behalf of the CQR Committee following the review of member's death. After reviewing the death, the committee has the following questions of the provider: Questions related to the management of this member’s OUD: - Was MOUD offered to him? Barriers to treatment? - Was Naloxone offered? - Was he provided with education on risks associated with use of Fentanyl - Was he educated on Never use alone approach? - Did you check UDS as part of his treatment monitoring process? - Who coordinated his care and what type of care was offered to him besides SAIOP group sessions? If any of the above were not done, please provide explanation and document the next steps that will be implemented to improve care for patients with OUD? 
WESLEY VAUGHAN      ID: 34752     (DOB: 5/28/1969)
4/21/21 This writer contacted Kristen Cain, agency's Clinical Quality Director to make her aware of the request. Per discussion the information was emailed directly to her for review and response to caink@southlight.org.(K.WARE,QAA)
4/27/21 Email correspondence from Ms. Cain received to include agency response as well as supporting documentation. Information forwarded to Incident & Grievance Mgr, T Parker for submission to  CQR per request. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		UNDETERMINED-referred to CQR per request		1		1		0		13

		11706		Kim Ware		04/15/2021		wilkie		jessica		Parent		Internal Employee Concern		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Psychiatric Services				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Alexander Youth Network		1		656386 - ZIGLER, ASHLYNN		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Franklin		0		1		In-State		PRTF		1		0		This writer was made aware on 3/29/2021 that individual's mother, Amy Zigler, pulled individual from the PRTF due to an incident of individual being physically assaulted by a peer while left unattended by staff. This writer spoke with mom and got details about the incident. Mom reported that the two children had been having issues all day and staff sat them outside to try and work out their problems alone. Staff watched from the window, per mom's report. The other child knocked individual down on the concrete and started hitting her in the face. Mom reported that staff did not call and tell mom, but individual called and told mom about 30 minutes after the incident. This writer contacted the facility director, Leonard Shinhoster, to discuss this. Leonard reported that staff did leave the children unattended due to forgetting a mask and going back inside to get the mask. The physical attack did occur when staff left the area, but per Leonard, the staff was watching the girls from the window. This writer also informed Leonard that individual's mother reported that individual had head lice while in the facility for two months and that this was not treated properly and individual continues to have this issue. Leonard reported that he was not made aware of this and will look into it. Leonard reported that individual's mother contacted DSS and filed a report and the DSS investigator is onsite at this time to start an investigation. Leonard reported that this writer will be updated on the outcome of the investigation. 
This writer received an email update from individual's mother on 4/14/2021 informing that individual disclosed a sexual assault by a male peer in the cottage that individual was staying in. The male peer was older and would assault individual in her room while staff was watching television and not paying attention. Mom reported individual told staff about what was happening with the older male peer and staff told individual she was lying. Mom reported that she has reported these incidents to law enforcement and the PRTF has been made aware. This writer is concerned about safety of other children if these types of incidents are occurring, and being reported by the children to staff, and staff are not following up. These children in this facility also should not be left unattended to solve their own conflicts without staff assistance and supervision.				DHSR		Referred to External Lic or State Agency		8130		04/28/2021		Resolved/Completed		DHSR		This writer was made aware on 3/29/2021 that individual's mother, Amy Zigler, pulled individual from the PRTF due to an incident of individual being physically assaulted by a peer while left unattended by staff. This writer spoke with mom and got details about the incident. Mom reported that the two children had been having issues all day and staff sat them outside to try and work out their problems alone. Staff watched from the window, per mom's report. The other child knocked individual down on the concrete and started hitting her in the face. Mom reported that staff did not call and tell mom, but individual called and told mom about 30 minutes after the incident. This writer contacted the facility director, Leonard Shinhoster, to discuss this. Leonard reported that staff did leave the children unattended due to forgetting a mask and going back inside to get the mask. The physical attack did occur when staff left the area, but per Leonard, the staff was watching the girls from the window. This writer also informed Leonard that individual's mother reported that individual had head lice while in the facility for two months and that this was not treated properly and individual continues to have this issue. Leonard reported that he was not made aware of this and will look into it. Leonard reported that individual's mother contacted DSS and filed a report and the DSS investigator is onsite at this time to start an investigation. Leonard reported that this writer will be updated on the outcome of the investigation. This writer received an email update from individual's mother on 4/14/2021 informing that individual disclosed a sexual assault by a male peer in the cottage that individual was staying in. The male peer was older and would assault individual in her room while staff was watching television and not paying attention. Mom reported individual told staff about what was happening with the older male peer and staff told individual she was lying. Mom reported that she has reported these incidents to law enforcement and the PRTF has been made aware. This writer is concerned about safety of other children if these types of incidents are occurring, and being reported by the children to staff, and staff are not following up. These children in this facility also should not be left unattended to solve their own conflicts without staff assistance and supervision.
*DUPLICATE 11655 SUBMITTED BY GUARDIAN
ASHLYNN ZIGLER   ID: 656386   (DOB: 12/23/2012)
4/15/21 This writer contacted the internal complainant Jessica Wilkie in regards to her concerns and to verify that she is the complainant in that it was entered as a grievance. She confirmed that she is the complainant and is very concerned regarding the PRTF due to having other members at the facility. This writer informed Ms Wilkie that the mother had filed as well and the action steps taken to date regarding the case. This writer informed Ms. Wilkie that her concerns will be linked to the mother’s case.
4/16/21 Case consult with Wes Knepper regarding the case. This writer gave update on actions taken to date to include contact with the guardian and report filed with DHSR. To date, DHSR investigation results have not been received. Per consult plan is to follow up with DHSR to inquire if onsite investigation has occurred and actions taken in an effort to determine next steps for AH. This writer received forwarded emails received from the complainant. This writer made call and left message for Lynn Grier , DHSR Branch Manager for the Foothills Region (704-596-4072) requesting return call. Based on intake number and contact number given in letter received by DHSR, this writer made call to the MH Licensure Certification section and left message requesting return call; the voicemail indicated that staff are working remotely and to email the information directly if needed. This writer emailed to request contact and update on the case to include whether or not DHSR has been onsite to date: mhc.support@dhhs.nc.gov. Response from DHSR staff indicates that the request has been forwarded to the intake manager who will be reaching out to this writer. This writer filed a patient safety concern with The Joint Commission. The case has been assigned # 63689XJM-83813AQX. Email correspondence received from The Joint Commission confirming receipt and request for additional information. This writer updated information requested. Per Joint Commission: “Please be aware that in line with our Public Information Policy, we cannot provide you with the organization’s response.” 
4/20/21 AH Notification of Provider Action received indicating effective 4/20/21 (until further notice) Alliance has suspended referral for PRTF services at this location effective immediately).(K.WARE,QAA)
4/28/21 Any subsequent correspondence received from DHSR or Joint Commission to be noted in follow up. Based on AH Compliance involvement, referral to DHSR and Joint Commission as well as police involvement, case to be closed. Resolution emailed to complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		UNDETERMINED-REFERRED TO DHSR		1		1		0		13

		11707		Kim Ware		04/15/2021		Gibbs		LaKenya		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Caring Hands and Supplementary Enrichment Education LLC		1		27029 - KANG, JOHN		Asian		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Provider A Caring Hands continues to bill retainer payments for member.  Provider has utilized or exceeded the maximum number of retainer payments. LaKenya Gibbs, MA, CMC 4/152021				other		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8107		04/16/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Provider A Caring Hands continues to bill retainer payments for member. Provider has utilized or exceeded the maximum number of retainer payments. LaKenya Gibbs, MA, CMC 4/152021 
JOHN KANG    ID: 27029   (DOB: 11/2/1979)
4/16/21 Case consult with T Held, Special Investigations Supervisor. Per consult, SIU will be conducting regular audits of retainer payments to identify any that have been made in excess of the limit after 12/31/2020. Complainant may be informed that Office of Compliance will be auditing these claims to recover overpayments. Ack/Res emailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		UNDETERMINED-referred to SIU		1		1		0		1

		11708		Hillary Vandewart		04/15/2021		WALTON		VERONICA		Consumer		Grievance		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Outpatient Services				Mental Health Only		Adult		FERNANDEZ COMMUNITY SERVICES, INC.		1		24714 - WALTON, VERONICA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		CID: 573731 4/15/2021 1:17:27 PM
CALLER: Veronica Walton
DOB: 9/17/1981 (Age: 39) 
PHONE: 919-841-6475
ADDRESS: 330 Gilman Ln., Unit 100, Raleigh, NC 27610
ADMIN COUNTY: Wake 
INSURANCE: Medicaid
CALL PURPOSE: Caller is seeking claims information in reference to her previous provider, Fernandez Community Center.   Member states FCC refused to update her on how many sessions they had billed.  Client reports her new therapist states there are no more billable hours for her to use for services.  Member attempting to determine why no hours are available if she only had 2 or three otpt sessions with FCC.
MENTAL STATUS: denied SI, HI, AVH
MENTAL HEALTH HISTORY: Dx=None known
SUBSTANCES: last used marijuana this morning
MEDICATIONS: NONE
SEVERITY: NON-THRESHOLD, Service Requested - NO, 911/CIT Criteria Met - NO, Reporting a Threat Criteria Met - NO
DISPOSITION: LC confirmed 09/24/20 was the assessment date.  Caller reports she participated in sessions with FCC on  10/10/21, 11/07/20, 11/20/20.  The therapist informed her she was unable to provide additional sessions at that time due to personal challenges.  She would begin services at a later time.  The member reports she located a new therapist, Nanette Floyd Patterson in December 2020.  Member requested claims info. from this LC.  LC informed the member of the paid claims notated in Alpha.  LC  noted FCC submitted 18 claims from 12/03/2020 - 04/12/2021.  Member states she had not received services from FCC since 11/20/2020.  LC will submit a grievance and fraudulent claim Grievance #11708.
CALL STATUS: CLOSED
SCREENER: D BREESE LCMHC, LCAS, CRC 4/15/2021 2:10:11 PM		CORRECTIONS: Changed Nature to Auth/Payment/Billing, Changed Disability to MH Only (per CCA)		other		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8112		04/20/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID: 573731 4/15/2021 1:17:27 PM
CALLER: Veronica Walton
DOB: 9/17/1981 (Age: 39) 
PHONE: 919-841-6475
ADDRESS: 330 Gilman Ln., Unit 100, Raleigh, NC 27610
ADMIN COUNTY: Wake 
INSURANCE: Medicaid
CALL PURPOSE: Caller is seeking claims information in reference to her previous provider, Fernandez Community Center.   Member states FCC refused to update her on how many sessions they had billed.  Client reports her new therapist states there are no more billable hours for her to use for services.  Member attempting to determine why no hours are available if she only had 2 or three otpt sessions with FCC.
MENTAL STATUS: denied SI, HI, AVH
MENTAL HEALTH HISTORY: Dx=None known
SUBSTANCES: last used marijuana this morning
MEDICATIONS: NONE
SEVERITY: NON-THRESHOLD, Service Requested - NO, 911/CIT Criteria Met - NO, Reporting a Threat Criteria Met - NO
DISPOSITION: LC confirmed 09/24/20 was the assessment date.  Caller reports she participated in sessions with FCC on 10/10/21, 11/07/20, 11/20/20.  The therapist informed her she was unable to provide additional sessions at that time due to personal challenges.  She would begin services at a later time.  The member reports she located a new therapist, Nanette Floyd Patterson in December 2020.  Member requested claims info. from this LC.  LC informed the member of the paid claims notated in Alpha.  LC  noted FCC submitted 18 claims from 12/03/2020 - 04/12/2021.  Member states she had not received services from FCC since 11/20/2020.  LC will submit a grievance and fraudulent claim Grievance #11708.
CALL STATUS: CLOSED
SCREENER: D BREESE LCMHC, LCAS, CRC 4/15/2021 2:10:11 PM
[PT: Veronica Walton				DOB: 9/17/81				ID: 24714]
4/19/21
Due to this being an allegation of fraudulent billing, this writer requested a case consult by Tanya Held, SIU/Compliance, via email.
Tanya confirmed that SIU would be taking this due to the nature of the grievance.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
4/20/21
This writer contacted complainant via phone and left generic voicemail requesting a call back. This writer plans to inform Ms. Walton that the concern has been referred to another department within Alliance Health for follow-up.
This writer emailed inserted user, Debbie Breese (Access) informing her that the case had been referred to Compliance/SIU as well.
This writer received a call back from Ms. Walton and shared with her that, due to the nature of the concern, this had been referred to another department within Alliance and she would likely be hearing from them soon. 
Case will be closed based on SIU investigation. Ack/Res letter sent to complainant. No further action required from QM. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Referred to SIU for review/ follow-up		1		1		0		5

		11710		Kristie White		04/15/2021		Parker		Todd		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Outpatient Services				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		El Futuro, Inc.		0		727093 - DominguezCinto, Waytmi		White		H= Hispanic, Other		Female		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		This concern is submitted on behalf of the CQR committee following the review of the member's death. Please contact the provider request the following:

•	Request all documentation in the medical record to be submitted for review; we have the therapist’s notes.  
•	Request copy of current crisis plan. 
•	Request copy of safety plan referenced in the internal review.				Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8102		04/21/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Waytmi DominguezCinto Patient ID: 727093 DOB: 09/05/2006
This concern is submitted on behalf of the CQR committee following the review of the member's death. Please contact the provider request the following: • Request all documentation in the medical record to be submitted for review; we have the therapist’s notes. • Request copy of current crisis plan. • Request copy of safety plan referenced in the internal review.
04/16/21-Internal- El Futuro, Inc- CQR request for information. Spoke to Gulny Sarelli Rossi about this information needed for CQR committee and sent concern element email to grossi@elfuturo-nc.org  be returned back by 04/22/2021. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/20/21-Received information from El Futuro an provider states they had sent all this information to Diane Sofia and I reached out to her also to get what she had. Also, provider faxed medical records and emailed additional information. Sent to TParker to get reviewed by the CQR committee. Closing as undetermined and will put any additional request in follow-up. KM Appeals Coordinator		Undetermined-CQR Request		1		1		0		6

		11712		Kim Ware		04/16/2021		hodge		Sandra		Parent		External Stakeholder Concern		Quality of Services		Community Support Team				Multi-Disability		Adult		B & D Integrated Health Services		1		396782 - Corey, John		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Johnston		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Caller is Sandra Hodge, Parent, but not legal guardian of John Corey. Caller reports that she is calling in regards to the services her son has received from B&D. Caller reports that she is dissatisfied with the services. Caller reports that her son is blind and needs a mentor and someone to work with him on skills. Caller states that his team does not come out to render services like they should and they don't follow up with the family as they should. Caller states that she was told by B&D staff AL that they were supposed to come out this Wednesday. No one came. Al called her son and told him that they would be out Thursday and no one came. Caller reports that she has placed 3 unanswered phone calls between AL and a supervisor named Tony. Caller reports that AL did call her back but she couldn't really understand why they never showed up both days because Al couldn't explain why. She is upset and feels insulted by B&D. She reports that she has asked for interpreting services (she is deaf) so that she can be a part of the treatment and they have not found one yet. Caller states that in the past the team has popped up unannounced while her son is sleeping and that upset him. Caller reports that there are rules in her home and she needs to know who is coming to her home and when. Caller had made mention that she tried to reach another staff member named Terri Warren who has also failed to call her back. She has reached out to individual team members and called the office and everyone tells her that someone will be out or call her back and they never do.		CORRECTION: TYPE CHANGED FROM OTHER TO EXTERNAL STAKEHOLDER CONCERN (PARENT NOT GUARDIAN); LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO NOT LICENSED; SERVICE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO CST; DISABILITY CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO MULTI; NATURE CHANGED FROM OTHER TO QUALITY		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8117		05/07/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller is Sandra Hodge, Parent, but not legal guardian of John Corey. Caller reports that she is calling in regards to the services her son has received from B&D. Caller reports that she is dissatisfied with the services. Caller reports that her son is blind and needs a mentor and someone to work with him on skills. Caller states that his team does not come out to render services like they should and they don't follow up with the family as they should. Caller states that she was told by B&D staff AL that they were supposed to come out this Wednesday. No one came. Al called her son and told him that they would be out Thursday and no one came. Caller reports that she has placed 3 unanswered phone calls between AL and a supervisor named Tony. Caller reports that AL did call her back but she couldn't really understand why they never showed up both days because Al couldn't explain why. She is upset and feels insulted by B&D. She reports that she has asked for interpreting services (she is deaf) so that she can be a part of the treatment and they have not found one yet. Caller states that in the past the team has popped up unannounced while her son is sleeping and that upset him. Caller reports that there are rules in her home and she needs to know who is coming to her home and when. Caller had made mention that she tried to reach another staff member named Terri Warren who has also failed to call her back. She has reached out to individual team members and called the office and everyone tells her that someone will be out or call her back and they never do
JOHN COREY    ID: 396782  (DOB: 2/22/1989)
4/22/21 This writer made call to complainant and was able to leave a vm message with answering service.(K.WARE,QAA)
4/22/21 This writer received a return call from complainant, Ms Hodge via telephonic device. This writer explained the purpose of call and role of QM. Ms Hodge is not the guardian. Member is an adult. This writer spoke with member who gave permission for discussion of issues of concerns. Via the telephonic device/service this writer was able to speak to both the complainant and the member. Complainant reports that services are "awful", issues with frequency of services. She kept asking the member to confirm the dates of service which were limited dates. She reports that the provider pops up for unannounced visits which causes issues for member who may be sleeping and unaware that they were suppose to come. The member confirmed. She reports that at team meetings she is having to ask her son what they are saying because they still have not gotten an interpreter. This writer explained next steps to both the member and complainant.(K.WARE,QAA)
4/2/21 Acknowledgment letter mailed to complainant.(K.WARE,QAA)
4/26/21 This writer contacted B and D QM Director, Jeremy Reed to make him aware of the concern. This writer emailed the concern information directly for review and response to jreed@bdbehaviorlahealth.com.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/3/21 Agency response received indicating the following: "The CS Team report that they have made multiple attempts in the past week to reach him to no avail. He hung up on the TL on two occasions last week. The Team previously scheduled an team meeting two weeks ago via telephone per John’s request due to COVID concerns. John did not keep the appointment.
Outreach efforts have been attempted by CST administrators as well. The team is currently attempting pop up visit this week.
Mr. Corey is unmedicated.
John did not sign a release for his mother at intake. During his most recent conversation with CST administrators, John reported that he wanted to sign a release and have his mother listed so she can speak with the Team regarding his services. He has not kept any of his appointments, so a physical release has not been obtained.
The team attempted to make face to face contact with Mr. Corey on 4/29/2021. Mr. Corey refuse to meet with them when they arrived."(K.WARE,QAA)
5/5/21 This writer received notification from Incident & Grievance Mgr, T Parker, that complainant had called and left him a message requesting assistance with locating another provider. Case consult regarding case and steps taken thus far. This writer made call and left vm message for complainant via the answering service.
5/6/21 This writer made call and spoke with complainant. She reports that she wanted to add to her concern that she is angry with the agency for an unannounced visit. She reports that it is her house and she has rules. This writer attempted again to explain that the son is the member and may have appointments that have been scheduled and not followed through based on agency response. Complainant was adamant and reported that she checks his phones so that is not true. This writer again explained that the complainant is not the guardian and may not be aware of appointments made and missed and that the provider coming unannounced was an effort to see member face to face and obtain a written ROI. The complainant was angry and frustrated as this writer explained and began to interrupt this writer. This writer explained that she would receive a resolution letter in that the concern had been processed and the action steps taken. This writer referred complainant to the AH 24 hr access and information line for assistance for her son, who is his own guardian, to locate an alternative provider of choice as well as resources available. The complainant mentioned other “case managers” that are supposed to be helping her son. She was adamant that they are supposed to be picking him up and taking him out to breakfast. Again, this writer explained that it was not a required component of CST. The complainant confirmed again that the member does not take medications and sleeps all day and that he should be doing something. This writer referred complainant to member and collaborative efforts of those involved as well as roles and determining the appropriate level of care or services. This writer also explained that the member can request referral for care coordination. The complainant inquired if this writer knew of any group homes. This writer referred complainant to the DHSR listing. The complainant inquired if Alliance would be available in Maryland if her son moved there. This writer explained the Alliance Health catchment and that this writer has no knowledge of resources available in that area.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/7/21 Review of information available in JIVA regarding member indicates that member was previously considered for independent housing…. “he prefers staying closer to his mother, though their relationship continues to be contentious at times. John struggles to maintain his appointments with CST staff, often taking naps during the daytime hours and not answering his phone when contacted for sessions. John continues to use CBD oil to help with depression symptoms and he reports using meditation as his coping mechanism. He has been educated on the importance of maintaining his mental health stability, but continues to be resistant to the team???s effort to link him to medication management. John is connected to the blind services and the team will be working closely with the blind services staff to assist John with/monitor services they plan to provide virtually due to COVID-19 restrictions.” Based on agency response and plans to continue to attempt to connect with member, referral to AH Access for assistance in locating an alternative provider of choice, case to be closed. Agency indicates offering its due diligence in service provision and attempts. Resolution letter to be mailed to complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		21

		11713		Hillary Vandewart		04/16/2021		WOMBLE		THERESA		Guardian		Grievance		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Child (0-17)		I Innovations, Inc.		1		88524 - HENRY, MARDASHA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		1		In-State		Level IV		0		1		Mardasha reported to her guardian today that while she was living in the group home with I Innovations, she was forced into her bedroom by other residents, who were touching her groin area and inserted a phallic object into her rectum. Mardasha reports that staff were notified and did nothing about it. She reports that a girl named Emily was one of the people touching her. Mardasha's guardian will be reaching out to CPS in Sanford to report the issue. Theresa Womble (919-519-7883) is her guardian. 
Mardasha is not currently in the group home and is living with her guardian in Durham.		CORRECTIONS: Changed complainant info to reflect guardian		DHSR		Referred to External Lic or State Agency		8113		05/06/2021		Resolved/Completed		DHSR		Mardasha reported to her guardian today that while she was living in the group home with I Innovations, she was forced into her bedroom by other residents, who were touching her groin area and inserted a phallic object into her rectum. Mardasha reports that staff were notified and did nothing about it. She reports that a girl named Emily was one of the people touching her. Mardasha's guardian will be reaching out to CPS in Sanford to report the issue. Theresa Womble (919-519-7883) is her guardian. 
Mardasha is not currently in the group home and is living with her guardian in Durham.
[PT: Mardasha Henry				DOB: 9/23/04				ID: 88524]
4/21/21
This writer contacted complainant and acknowledged that the grievance was received by QM Department. She was unclear on the details of what happened and put the member on the phone who also was unclear. Mardasha reported that Emily and another resident touched her and “put a stick up her butt.” She reported that afterwards, they went to the park and there was blood on the car seat. She stated that staff asked her what it was and she reported it was her period. It is unclear if she told staff the truth or not. 
Guardian went on to discuss what led up to her removing Mardasha from the home—issues with cleanliness of room, etc. 
She shared that the incident had to have occurred between October and February as this was when she was at the home.
This writer inquired as to whether or not guardian had contacted CPS about the matter and she stated that she hadn’t yet. She explained that she wasn’t sure how to navigate this and that Carolina Outreach might be helping her with the process. She reported that she wasn’t sure if she should contact CPS or if Tara Moore (CN) should do so and this writer shared that I could follow up with Tara. This writer also encouraged her to contact the Department of Health Service Regulation Complaint Intake unit and advised that we would be doing the same. This writer provided her with this number.
This writer shared grievance process with her and confirmed mailing address. She thanked this writer for the assistance. This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement letter.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst

4/22/21
This writer staffed case with supervisor, Todd Parker. Todd advised that this writer touch base with Care Navigator to determine whether or not she had contacted CPS. This writer agreed with supervisor that DHSR Complaint should be filed. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
4/23/21
This writer reached out to Care Navigator, Tara Moore, via email, to see if she could provide any background on the situation.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
4/28/21
This writer received feedback from Tara Moore, who confirmed that the guardian (with the assistance of NC START) did file a CPS report. Since NC Start was the agency notified about the incident, they took that on. 
Tara also agreed that the timelines were fuzzy and that she could not attest to whether or not the report was a reliable one. She stated that she felt some of the things she reported were farfetched, however, she does feel that some unsafe things happened while she was at the group home. This writer thanked her for the feedback.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/4/21
This writer called DHSR complaint intake unit and spoke with Kim. She entered the grievance for this writer and stated we would receive correspondence in the mail regarding any next steps.
This writer staffed case with supervisor who advised that this grievance could be resolved. Provider did not submit incident which indicates that they were not made aware of this incident. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/6/21
This writer attempted to reach Ms. Womble via phone—left message requesting a call back. This writer composed and sent resolution letter as appropriate entities have been notified of alleged incident and member is no longer residing at group home. Further correspondence from complainant will be included in resolution follow-up. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Undetermined--Referred to DHSR for investigation		1		1		0		20

		11714		Kim Ware		04/16/2021		COMACHO		NANCY		Guardian		Grievance		Quality of Services		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Ultimate Family Home Care, Inc.		1		66119 - VAZQUEZ, ANDRES		White		M=  Hispanic, Mexican American		Male		Johnston		0		1		In-State		Supervised Living 5600 A (Adult with Mental Health Concerns)		1		1		This writer received call from member’s guardian of person, sister, Nancy Comacho, 919-696-0654, where she reported that Lillian/Ultimate is requesting $1,968 in back pay. She reported that Ultimate attempted to become member’s payee, but were denied. She reported their mother is member’s payee.  She reported they have paid every month for member. She reported that member was receiving $723.00 and was paying Ultimate $657.00 and having $66.00 for allowance. She reported on January 1st member was approved for$773.00, but they have not seen that amount and stated they have offered to show Ultimate the statements that they have not received $773.00. She reported an email from Lillian referenced member being approved for $814.00 on May 1st. She reported Ultimate is wanting $802.00 for February, $593.00 for March, and $591 for April; member reported Ultimate was paid for this month in cash. She reported February’s rent was prorated because member moved in on the 10th (paid $600.00). She reported that she has left a voicemail with DSS, Barbara Massey, who was guardian of member in February. She reported that she has submitted a copy of the guardianship paperwork to social security in order to get/obtain information about member’s benefits. She reported that member is doing well in the group home. She reported she has not received an eviction notice either. She was agreeable to this writer filing a grievance. She is agreeable to having someone contact her to obtain more information. She was also provided the information to make a grievance at the state level through NC Divisions of Health Service Regulation.		CORRECTIONS: ENTERED PT ID; DISABILITY CHANGED FROM MH ONLY TO MULTI; NATURE CHAGNED FROM QUALITY TO AUTH/PAY/BILLING		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8119		05/14/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		This writer received call from member’s guardian of person, sister, Nancy Comacho, 919-696-0654, where she reported that Lillian/Ultimate is requesting $1,968 in back pay. She reported that Ultimate attempted to become member’s payee, but were denied. She reported their mother is member’s payee. She reported they have paid every month for member. She reported that member was receiving $723.00 and was paying Ultimate $657.00 and having $66.00 for allowance. She reported on January 1st member was approved for$773.00, but they have not seen that amount and stated they have offered to show Ultimate the statements that they have not received $773.00. She reported an email from Lillian referenced member being approved for $814.00 on May 1st. She reported Ultimate is wanting $802.00 for February, $593.00 for March, and $591 for April; member reported Ultimate was paid for this month in cash. She reported February’s rent was prorated because member moved in on the 10th (paid $600.00). She reported that she has left a voicemail with DSS, Barbara Massey, who was guardian of member in February. She reported that she has submitted a copy of the guardianship paperwork to social security in order to get/obtain information about member’s benefits. She reported that member is doing well in the group home. She reported she has not received an eviction notice either. She was agreeable to this writer filing a grievance. She is agreeable to having someone contact her to obtain more information. She was also provided the information to make a grievance at the state level through NC Divisions of Health Service Regulation. 
4/22/21 call to complainant; no vm available.(K.WARE,QAA)
4/23/21 This writer contacted insert user to get the patient information as it was not listed in grievance. Call to complainant; no answer; ack letter mailed to address listed.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/5/21 This writer made call and spoke directly with complainant Ms. Nancy Camacho. Ms. Camacho was angry with the group home stating that her brother has received a 30-day discharge notice from the group home. She is upset that the agency is not working with her regarding payments that they say are due. She repots that she is not responsible for the payments. This wrier recommended contact with the Social Security Administration. She reports that she contacted them and that they have adjusted the type of social security benefits her brother was to receive so that the group hoe would be eligible for backpay only to April, but that it was not her fault. She continued to express anger that the group home would not work with her. This writer inquired if the complainant had received the agency’s discharge policy upon admission. She reports that she did not put her brother there but his DSS guardian did. She reports that her mother is the payee and she is the guardian. This writer explained that AH could not require the group home to keep her brother nor involved in the payment issue. This writer inquired if she had found other placement for her brother in that she has already received notice of discharge. She reports receiving a list from Alliance but had not looked for placement. This writer explained the role of QM and next steps, however, explained that payment issues were not in the purview of AH. This writer recommended the contact DHSR and SSA. Ms Camacho confirmed her corrected mailing address and permission to use her name when discussing the matter with the provider.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/12/21 This writer made call to agency and spoke with CEO Lilliam Okoro-Ezuma (919) 880-3144 regarding the grievance. Per Ms Ezuma, the agency sent the letter of discharge for 3 reason which were listed in the letter: 1. Challenges with medications- the guardian refused to allow the use of the pharmacy that the group home utilizes; it is a licensed pharmacy that delivers meds, helps with any med issues 2. The member was referred to PSR and was approved; guardian refused to insist that the member go. Member refused which impeded on continuity of care for member 3. Nonpayment-the group home applied for Special assistance and was denied due to he type of funding that the member had; the mother was called and refused the home becoming the payee. Ms. Ezuma also reports that it was challenging with the guardian and payee being different and the mother had difficulty with communicating. Ms. Ezuma explained that she attempted to work with the family however, it has not worked out. She explained that the family has received a listing of available group home placements for member. Agency indicates following its protocol in the matter. This writer made all and spoke with member’s assigned AH care coordinator, Michele Fidler. She is aware of the matter and reports that she has explained to the guardian that AH would not be involved in the payment issue and has she referred her to DHSR. She reports having the same conversations that this writer explained. Per her report she has given the guardian a list of group homes and that she has contacted several on the list for her. She has expressed to Ms Camacho that she may have to consider other placements in the catchment and has been willing to assist in the matter She reports that AH Community Health Worker, Shelly Chandler is also involved in assisting in placement. She reports speaking with Ultimate group home CEO and hearing from her the discharge issues. She reports that Ultimate has been cooperative in providing any paperwork needed for transfer of member. She reports that the agency attempted to work with the family.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/14/21 This writer made call to Ms. Camacho. Although she is still upset, she confirmed working with the AH staff to find placement for her brother and with SSA regarding funding which has been adjusted. Based on agency actions, consult with AH care coordination, recommendations made to complainant, case to be closed. Agency indicated offering its due diligence in the matter. Resolution letter mailed to complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		non issue		1		1		0		28

		11715		Kristie White		04/16/2021		BROWN		HEATHER		Consumer		Grievance		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Psychiatric Services				Mental Health Only		Adult		Carolina Partnership in Mental Healthcare dba MindPath Care Centers		1		32205 - BROWN, HEATHER		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		Heather Brown Consumer 919-737-4805 with Mind Paths was seen by Psychiatrist Ms. Paula M. Leif who was employed with Mind Paths. While in care Consumer's Medicaid was not billed and Consumer is now being billed for services. Consumer is unable to pay bill in which she is being assessed. Consumer has made efforts to get Provider to submit billing to Alliance for payment in which Agency if refusing.  Caller states she has informed the Agency she is unable to pay the bill. Agency has informed Consumer she may be discharged from services if her bill is not paid. Caller is concerned as to why Mind Paths will not bill for service as she was made aware the Psychiatrist who has since left is a Medicaid Contracted Psychiatrist.   Address:  5608 Thea Lane Unit A Raleigh, NC 27606				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8115		05/11/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Heather Brown Patient ID: 32205 DOB: 08/14/1979
Heather Brown Consumer 919-737-4805 with Mind Paths was seen by Psychiatrist Ms. Paula M. Leif who was employed with Mind Paths. While in care Consumer's Medicaid was not billed and Consumer is now being billed for services. Consumer is unable to pay bill in which she is being assessed. Consumer has made efforts to get Provider to submit billing to Alliance for payment in which Agency if refusing. Caller states she has informed the Agency she is unable to pay the bill. Agency has informed Consumer she may be discharged from services if her bill is not paid. Caller is concerned as to why Mind Paths will not bill for service as she was made aware the Psychiatrist who has since left is a Medicaid Contracted Psychiatrist. Address: 5608 Thea Lane Unit A Raleigh, NC 27606 
04/19/21-Grievance against MindPath Care Centers re. billing issues. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/20/21-Called member for clarification and information on this grievance with no answer and could not leave a message. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/21/21-Called member again with no answer and phone would not let you leave a message. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/22/21-Called member again and her phone is not answering and not accepting any voicemails. Per case consult with TParker since no answer from member send additional information letter to member. Per looking at claims none are file for member from Carolina Partnership dba MindPath. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/11/21-Never received information to resolve this grievance. Per more information letter sent the member had until 05/10/21 to get back with me on this grievance. Closing as undetermined due to lack of information from the complainant. KM Appeals Coordinator		Undetermined due to lack of information.		1		1		0		25

		11717		Kim Ware		04/18/2021		Godwin		Lynn		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Access to Services		Crisis - Emergency Department				Unknown Disability				Johnston Memorial Hospital Authority dba Johnston Health		0		'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Johnston		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		I received a call this  afternoon from the mother of an adult male/Johnston County/Uninsured who reports they were given Alliance's information after being at the emergency room for 3 to 4 hours with her son who was coming off of alcohol. The caller reports her son drinks 18 to 24 beers a day and there is no time when he is not under the influence.   She also voiced that he has been making statements about wanting to die and go to be with Jesus.   They were told by the ED staff that the hospital does not offer detox inpatient services.   They told the member he has high blood pressure.  They provided member a prescription for Librium but told him not to take it unless he completely stops drinking.  They were told to contact mobile crisis and Alliance regarding a referral to Walter B Jones in Greenville.   I am filing the concern because when the hospital, with whom we do have beds contracted,  is saying they will not detox uninsured people from ETOH,  it leaves Johnston Residents no local alternatives for a safe detox.  The hospital did not offer to make a referral for member to Walter B Jones or any other facility.  He was just returned home.		CORRECTIONS: SOURCE CHANGED FROM FAMILY MEMBER TO MCO STAFF; DISABILTY UNKNOWN; AGAINST CHANGED FROM OTHER TO PROVIDER		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8139		04/29/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		I received a call this afternoon from the mother of an adult male/Johnston County/Uninsured who reports they were given Alliance's information after being at the emergency room for 3 to 4 hours with her son who was coming off of alcohol. The caller reports her son drinks 18 to 24 beers a day and there is no time when he is not under the influence. She also voiced that he has been making statements about wanting to die and go to be with Jesus. They were told by the ED staff that the hospital does not offer detox inpatient services. They told the member he has high blood pressure. They provided member a prescription for Librium but told him not to take it unless he completely stops drinking. They were told to contact mobile crisis and Alliance regarding a referral to Walter B Jones in Greenville. I am filing the concern because when the hospital, with whom we do have beds contracted, is saying they will not detox uninsured people from ETOH, it leaves Johnston Residents no local alternatives for a safe detox. The hospital did not offer to make a referral for member to Walter B Jones or any other facility. He was just returned home.
*no pt id
4/29/21 Based on nature of concern, the concern will be tracked for potential trends in the event that similar concerns are submitted regarding the provider. Ack/Res emailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		11

		11719		Hillary Vandewart		04/19/2021		Webb-Gladden		Ann		Guardian		Grievance		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Crisis - Inpatient				Multi-Disability		Child (0-17)		Holly Hill Hospital, LLC		1		647359 - CASTO, EVIE		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		QA Analyst was notified by guardian that she had additional concerns (separate from grievance #11639) which had been communicated to Care Navigator and Holly Hill Clinical Director. See below and for email correspondence from guardian to Care Navigator and HHH:
I found out several things when I picked Evie up yesterday. 
 
1.	She told me she didn’t have shoes while at HH because they had a zipper on them. So, for 3 weeks no one thought they should call and ask me to bring Evie shoes? Plus, her coats had zippers so does that mean she did not get to wear her coat. She came out wearing a coat with a zipper. 
 
2.	Evie had on clothes that weren’t hers. That’s fine but she said she had them because she didn’t get the clothes, I brought her? She said she guesses the clothes I brought were put In storage? 
 
3.	I believe it was the 1st week when Evie scratched up her arms with the paperclip. A gentleman did call and tell me What had happened. I asked how she got the paperclip and he said she could have got it from the nurse’s station or found it in the gym. Evie told me when I picked her up that she stole it from the nursing station. 
 
4.	Said she had a panic attack, but the Adults did not believe her. 
 
5.	Evie can fudge the truth and I know the kids are there for issues . Also, Evie started a fight the day before the 2 kids got into a fight with her and left the bruise on her shoulder. I am trying to say I know it get rough sometimes. Which is why adults should be watching the kids. 
 
She did complain about her shoulder and head hurting for several days. I thought she was being over dramatic till Evie showed me the bruise on the shoulder still left over from a week ago. I asked how long the fight went on. She said for a bit because another kid had to get the adults attention. Evie said the Adults were in the corner playing on their phone .  I can overlook the above 4 issues but not this. I want the this investigated ASAP. I want to see the video tape of the incident.  I want to see what the Adults were doing while the fight was happening. 
 
Anne Webb

She also shared the below on 4/18/21:
New Hope just called me and told me Evie has covid. They made her take covid test Thursday as part of admission. Seeing as Evie as been at Holly Hill for 3 weeks. I am assuming she got it there.				DHSR		Referred to External Lic or State Agency		8116		05/19/2021		Resolved/Completed		DHSR		QA Analyst was notified by guardian that she had additional concerns (separate from grievance #11639) which had been communicated to Care Navigator and Holly Hill Clinical Director. See below and for email correspondence from guardian to Care Navigator and HHH:
I found out several things when I picked Evie up yesterday. 
1. She told me she didn’t have shoes while at HH because they had a zipper on them. So, for 3 weeks no one thought they should call and ask me to bring Evie shoes? Plus, her coats had zippers so does that mean she did not get to wear her coat. She came out wearing a coat with a zipper. 
2. Evie had on clothes that weren’t hers. That’s fine but she said she had them because she didn’t get the clothes, I brought her? She said she guesses the clothes I brought were put in storage? 
 3. I believe it was the 1st week when Evie scratched up her arms with the paperclip. A gentleman did call and tell me what had happened. I asked how she got the paperclip and he said she could have got it from the nurse’s station or found it in the gym. Evie told me when I picked her up that she stole it from the nursing station. 
 4. Said she had a panic attack, but the Adults did not believe her. 
 5. Evie can fudge the truth and I know the kids are there for issues. Also, Evie started a fight the day before the 2 kids got into a fight with her and left the bruise on her shoulder. I am trying to say I know it get rough sometimes. Which is why adults should be watching the kids. 
She did complain about her shoulder and head hurting for several days. I thought she was being over dramatic till Evie showed me the bruise on the shoulder still left over from a week ago. I asked how long the fight went on. She said for a bit because another kid had to get the adults attention. Evie said the Adults were in the corner playing on their phone.  I can overlook the above 4 issues but not this. I want this investigated ASAP. I want to see the video tape of the incident.  I want to see what the Adults were doing while the fight was happening. 
She also shared the below on 4/18/21:
New Hope just called me and told me Evie has covid. They made her take covid test Thursday as part of admission. Seeing as Evie as been at Holly Hill for 3 weeks. I am assuming she got it there.
[PT: Evie Casto					DOB: 12/13/07				ID: 647359]
4/22/21
This writer called and spoke with Ms. Webb-Gladden briefly to let her know that we had received the grievance and to see if she had gotten any kind of a response from HHH. She replied that she had not heard anything and they were supposed to have responded to her by the end of yesterday 4/21. She said she is worried that it is taking them so long to reply and feels that they might be hiding something. She is also concerned about the fact that the adults aren’t wearing masks properly which put her daughter at risk. 
This writer informed Ms. Webb-Gladden about the DHSR Complaint Intake Unit and advised that we would be sharing this information with them and encouraged her to do the same. She asked that this writer send her an email with this information as she was at work and needed to get off the phone. This writer agreed.
This writer then composed email with DHSR phone number as well as acknowledgement letter and sent both to complainant. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Undetermined--Referred to DHSR for investigation		1		1		0		30

		11720		Hillary Vandewart		04/19/2021		Elkins		Samantha		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Clinical Intake				Multi-Disability		Adult		Restoration Family Services, Inc.		1		554510 - Elkins, Samantha		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Johnston		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		[CID: 574132  ] 
CALLER'S NAME/ ROLE/ NUMBER: Samantha Elkins DOB 4/24/1995
ADDRESS: 401-B N. Green St Selma, NC 27576
PHONE: 910-434-9375
SAFETY SCREENING: Denies SI/HI/AVH/SU. No crisis needs. Hx of PTSD and BPAD.
COUNTY, if gathered: Johnston
INSURANCE, if gathered: Medicaid
PURPOSE OF CALL: Grievance and provider info
RESOURCES/Staff recommendations: 
SEVERITY: Non-threshold. 
COMMENTS / NOTES: Provided at least five agency contacts for OPT MH services and possible psychological testing. Member will call providers directly to explore options. Client filed grievance against Restoration Family Services alleging client was not called in advance when her CCA was cancelled by RFS due to the MD being ill. Member took off work that day to do the CCA. Also reports she does not agree with the initial diagnosis assigned by the clinician at RFS when client was eventually assessed. Was diagnosed w/ anxiety/trauma. Caller believes she also should have been diagnosed w/ psychosis, and believes the clinician was inexperienced and did not do a good job with her. Writer filed the grievance on member’s behalf.--DC Rhyne, LCSW-----------------		CORRECTIONS: Updated Address, Changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8118		05/13/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		[CID: 574132] 
CALLER'S NAME/ ROLE/ NUMBER: Samantha Elkins DOB 4/24/1995
ADDRESS: 401-B N. Green St Selma, NC 27576
PHONE: 910-434-9375
SAFETY SCREENING: Denies SI/HI/AVH/SU. No crisis needs. Hx of PTSD and BPAD.
COUNTY, if gathered: Johnston
INSURANCE, if gathered: Medicaid
PURPOSE OF CALL: Grievance and provider info
RESOURCES/Staff recommendations: 
SEVERITY: Non-threshold. 
COMMENTS / NOTES: Provided at least five agency contacts for OPT MH services and possible psychological testing. Member will call providers directly to explore options. Client filed grievance against Restoration Family Services alleging client was not called in advance when her CCA was cancelled by RFS due to the MD being ill. Member took off work that day to do the CCA. Also reports she does not agree with the initial diagnosis assigned by the clinician at RFS when client was eventually assessed. Was diagnosed w/ anxiety/trauma. Caller believes she also should have been diagnosed w/ psychosis, and believes the clinician was inexperienced and did not do a good job with her. Writer filed the grievance on member’s behalf.--DC Rhyne, LCSW
[PT: Samantha Elkins				DOB: 4/24/95				ID: 554510]
4/23/21
This writer called and spoke with member regarding her grievance. She stated that she was never informed that her CCA was cancelled. She waited on the phone for an hour. When she called, she was told that he was sick. The provider agreed to reschedule at 8am one day so that she wouldn’t have to take the day off of work. 
During this appointment, she noticed the clinician didn’t asked a lot of the same questions she is normally asked. She was told that he was new. After 2 weeks of no contact following the assessment, she contacted the provider to get her diagnosis info and was told that she was diagnosed with PTSD and anxiety. She was confused about this as she has been diagnosed with psychosis around 4times. She reported that she felt symptoms of an episode coming on (vibrations, zoning out, things were looking funny to her), she also told him that she had been diagnosed with this in the past. She reported that he focused on family history, childhood, but not on her symptoms. When she talked about this, he would redirect. 
She said that the assessment felt more like therapy. She stated that she didn’t feel that he was able to properly diagnose. She said she felt she needed urgent help at that time and wasn’t able to get it. She said she makes impulsive decisions at times like this and she ended up quitting her job. She did state that she has a new plan moving forward and has an appointment to get developmental and psychological testing done. She has another job lined up. She doesn’t want clinician to be fired, but feels like she didn’t get the help she needed and wants to ensure that this doesn’t happen to someone else. 
This writer thanked her for the information and let her know that we’d be in touch. This writer composed and sent acknowledgement letter to complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst

5/4/21
This writer called Patricia Price Quality Assurance Director, at 919-938-9502 x6. This writer shared the a summary of the grievance and she reported that she believes the clinician being referenced in the grievance is no longer with the agency. This writer shared with Ms. Price the process for resolving grievances and asked that she confirm her email address and that she could review and provide a formal response by 5/11. She agreed. This writer then sent concern elements for her review/response.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst

5/10/21
This writer received a response from Renee H. Jones, President/CEO (rfs@restorethefamily.org) which can be summarized below:
•	Acknowledgement that the initial appointment was cancelled due to an emergency with the therapist.
•	Report that President/CEO personally offered an appointment for that afternoon since she had taken off work, but that member stated it was fine and she could reschedule for another time as long as it was before 9am. 
•	Appointment was rescheduled from 4/6 to 4/8. The therapist was new to RFS but had been a licensed social worker since 2010. 
•	President/CEO reviewed the assessment and agreed with the diagnoses.
•	Therapist stated that he would not and did not redirect member when she tried to share information about symptoms.
•	Diagnoses were assigned based on how she presented at time of assessment. 
•	Assessment was provided (this was not billed as member was not enrolled in Alpha at the time).
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst

5/13/21
This writer reviewed assessment provided. Assessment does reflect that member discusses “psychosis” however diagnosis are PTSD and Anxiety Disorder. 

This writer called complainant and shared provider’s feedback with her. She thanked this writer for following up and stated that she had an upcoming appointment for psychological testing later this month. This writer shared that we would be closing case and monitoring it moving forward and she thanked this writer for the assistance.

This writer composed and sent resolution letter. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		24

		11727		Hillary Vandewart		04/20/2021		TROY		CARI		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Community Support Team				Multi-Disability		Adult		MONARCH		1		20050 - HILDEBRAND, CHRISTOPHE		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Vance		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Christopher is approved for 10 hours per week of community networking.  I checked claims today and in February and March they were consistently overbilled each week.  I followed up up with the provider and she plans to correct that over-billing, but also wanted to file a grievance to ensure that these hours were paid back.  These were the hours billed each week starting the first week of February, so as you can see they overbilled by 5-6 hours almost every week: 15, 15, 16, 10, 11, 15,15,15.    QP contact: Michelle Lawrence: Michelle.Lawrence@monarchnc.org  : 919-633-6380		CORRECTIONS: TYPE CHANGED FROM EXTERNAL TO INTERNAL; CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO FROM MEMBER'S; AGAINST CHANGED FROM OTHER TO PROVIDER, changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8121		05/10/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Christopher is approved for 10 hours per week of community networking. I checked claims today and in February and March they were consistently overbilled each week. I followed up with the provider and she plans to correct that over-billing, but also wanted to file a grievance to ensure that these hours were paid back. These were the hours billed each week starting the first week of February, so as you can see they overbilled by 5-6 hours almost every week: 15, 15, 16, 10, 11, 15, 15, 15. QP contact: Michelle Lawrence: Michelle.Lawrence@monarchnc.org: 919-633-6380.
[PT: Christophe Hildebrand			DOB: 1/10/74				ID: 20050]
4/26/21
This writer emailed Tanya Held (SIU/Compliance) to make her aware of this concern and also to request a case consult. 
This writer sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst

4/27/21
This writer received a response from Tanya indicating that Appendix K flexibilities “allow for an increase in service hours from what is in the person-centered plan without prior authorization for this time period,” however the provider must complete an addendum to services form to reflect this. She suggested that this writer verify that the provider submitted this and if not, to ensure that they were aware of the self-audit process.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
5/7/21
This writer reached out to Cornelius Powe, Incident and Complaint Specialist, via email to share concern information, as well as to share information regarding addendum to services form. This writer requested that he inform this writer once over-billing had been corrected.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
5/10/21
This writer received confirmation from Cornelius that he had forwarded the information and request to the appropriate staff for follow-up.
This writer composed and sent resolution email to internal complainant to make her aware that QM will be informed once claims are paid back. This writer will include updates from provider in follow-up section of portal. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		20

		11728		Kim Ware		04/20/2021		SMITH		CANDICE		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Service Coordination between providers		Crisis - Inpatient				Multi-Disability		Adult		Holly Hill Hospital, LLC		0		2424 - KUNGU, DANIEL		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		While member was hospitalized at Holly Hill Hospital, I provided HHH SW with information about community provider, Southlight CST. I also notified the CST lead about member's hospitalization. CST Lead called HHH but did not hear back while member was hospitalized. I received confirmation from unit SW that she had received my notification that member was connected to CST. The member discharged yesterday (4/19/2021) with a discharge plan reporting he had an appointment at Monarch. Southlight was not listed nor notified of discharge. No discussion was made with me (HL) or CST Lead. Upon further investigation, there was no appointment confirmed with Monarch and instead the HHH SW wrote a time down without making the appointment with Monarch. I have reached out to the SW to inquire if there was a reason that the d/c did not include Southlight. No response received yet but I can update if one is given.This is a continual issue with HHH - discharging to Monarch without an appointment, disregarding current provider connections despite multiple attempts to notify them.		CORRECTIONS: ENTERED PT ID; DISABILITY CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO MULTI; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO DHSR;NATURE CHANGED FROM QUALITY TO SERVIE COORDINATION		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8128		05/11/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		While member was hospitalized at Holly Hill Hospital, I provided HHH SW with information about community provider, Southlight CST. I also notified the CST lead about member's hospitalization. CST Lead called HHH but did not hear back while member was hospitalized. I received confirmation from unit SW that she had received my notification that member was connected to CST. The member discharged yesterday (4/19/2021) with a discharge plan reporting he had an appointment at Monarch. Southlight was not listed nor notified of discharge. No discussion was made with me (HL) or CST Lead. Upon further investigation, there was no appointment confirmed with Monarch and instead the HHH SW wrote a time down without making the appointment with Monarch. I have reached out to the SW to inquire if there was a reason that the d/c did not include Southlight. No response received yet but I can update if one is given.This is a continual issue with HHH - discharging to Monarch without an appointment, disregarding current provider connections despite multiple attempts to notify them.
DANIEL KUNGU   ID: 2424   (DOB: 6/16/1983)
4/23/21 Acknowledgment emailed to internal complainant. Response received from complainant indicates that complainant heard back from the Social Worker after submitting the concern and that she had reported to her that the member declined all appointments and referrals. She indicates that she is still concerned that “it’s best practice to include the enhanced providers or at least notify me, but I did want to provide you with that update.” This writer made call and spoke with the agency’s Risk Mgr, Marcy Cortez, in regards to the concern. Per her report it may take time to review recent concerns due to staffing change and replacement for exiting staff being in 3 weeks for the Dir of Risk Mgmt. Per discussion the concern information was emailed directly for review and response at marcy.cortz@uhsinc.com. This writer has requested that agency response be received within 5 business days of receipt of the notification.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/7/21 This writer made call and spoke with AH Network Development Supervisor, Cathy Stephenson to make her aware of the concern. Ms Stephenson explained that she is a part of the AH team that meets with HHH regularly regarding issues, barriers and strategies. Per her report, she plans to make the CEO aware of the concern and QM involvement in the next meeting scheduled for 5/11/21. Per discussion this writer will follow up with her regarding the meeting. This writer contacted Mary Cortez to inquire regarding any updates. She reports working on the concern response and apologized for the delay due to staffing shortage.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/11/21 Case to be closed based on agency notification as well as Provider Networks notification and involvement with agency. Case has been staffed with Incident & Grievance Mgr. T Parker who has indicated case should be closed and tracked. Any subsequent correspondence received from agency to be noted in follow up. Resolution emailed to internal complainant.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		21

		11729		Kim Ware		04/20/2021		ROSENTHAL		GREGG		Guardian		Grievance		Quality of Services		Crisis - Inpatient				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Holly Hill Hospital, LLC		1		725578 - ROSENTHAL, BASTIAN		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Bastian received treatment at Wakebrook CAS, WakeMed, and Holly Hill Hospital due to aggression.  I spoke with his grandfather Gregg Rosenthal, who is also his guardian, as a routine call we make to remind consumers of aftercare appointments.  Mr. Rosenthal reported that he and Bastian were at Carolina Outreach Behavioral Health Urgent Care Center at the time of my call.  Mr. Rosenthal is extremely unhappy with the care that Bastian did not receive during his hospitalization.  Mr. Rosenthal said he is an excellent advocate for Bastian and has contacted his senator and written the President and Vice President in an effort to advocate for better care for Bastian.  Mr. Rosenthal reported that HHH overmedicated Bastian and gave him injections in his legs to calm him down. Bastian came home with bandaids on his legs.  Mr. Rosenthal used the terms "abandoned him" and "abused him" in referring to the treatment Bastian received at HHH.  Mr. Rosenthal is considering suing HHH.  Mr. Rosenthal reported that HHH overmedicated Bastian to keep him calm and discharged him that way.  He reports that Bastian did not receive any help at WB CAS, WMC or HHH.  The reason they are at CO BHUC now is because Bastian's medications were messed up.  He reports that Bastian has received more help at CO BHUC in the past few hours than he received for a month at HHH.  Mr. Rosenthal reported that the HHH doctor only spoke with him for 5 minutes when Mr. Rosenthal thought it was important to be able to provide more information to the doctor.  The discharge paperwork HHH sent home with Bastian provided very little information and was not helpful.Mr. Rosenthal spoke calmly throughout our conversation and wanted to submit this grievance.  Bastian was on an involuntary commitment order, so he had to be hospitalized.  Mr. Rosenthal is extremely unhappy with the way Bastian was treated throughout the process, but particularly with HHH.  Mr. Rosenthal is cooperative and will be glad to provide any additional information needed.  Bastian's grandfather is his guardian because Bastian, his mother and brother were in a car accident; Bastian was the only survivor.  Bastian is going to be evaluated for a possible traumatic brain injury.  I did not think to ask Mr. Rosenthal specifically if he discussed his complaints to HHH.		CORRECTIONS: UNCHECKED FROM PT; CHANGED COMPLAINANT'S NAME FROM MEMBER'S		DHSR		Referred to External Lic or State Agency		8129		05/19/2021		Resolved/Completed		DHSR		Bastian received treatment at Wakebrook CAS, WakeMed, and Holly Hill Hospital due to aggression. I spoke with his grandfather Gregg Rosenthal, who is also his guardian, as a routine call we make to remind consumers of aftercare appointments. Mr. Rosenthal reported that he and Bastian were at Carolina Outreach Behavioral Health Urgent Care Center at the time of my call. Mr. Rosenthal is extremely unhappy with the care that Bastian did not receive during his hospitalization. Mr. Rosenthal said he is an excellent advocate for Bastian and has contacted his senator and written the President and Vice President in an effort to advocate for better care for Bastian. Mr. Rosenthal reported that HHH overmedicated Bastian and gave him injections in his legs to calm him down. Bastian came home with bandaids on his legs. Mr. Rosenthal used the terms "abandoned him" and "abused him" in referring to the treatment Bastian received at HHH. Mr. Rosenthal is considering suing HHH. Mr. Rosenthal reported that HHH overmedicated Bastian to keep him calm and discharged him that way. He reports that Bastian did not receive any help at WB CAS, WMC or HHH. The reason they are at CO BHUC now is because Bastian's medications were messed up. He reports that Bastian has received more help at CO BHUC in the past few hours than he received for a month at HHH. Mr. Rosenthal reported that the HHH doctor only spoke with him for 5 minutes when Mr. Rosenthal thought it was important to be able to provide more information to the doctor. The discharge paperwork HHH sent home with Bastian provided very little information and was not helpful.Mr. Rosenthal spoke calmly throughout our conversation and wanted to submit this grievance. Bastian was on an involuntary commitment order, so he had to be hospitalized. Mr. Rosenthal is extremely unhappy with the way Bastian was treated throughout the process, but particularly with HHH. Mr. Rosenthal is cooperative and will be glad to provide any additional information needed. Bastian's grandfather is his guardian because Bastian, his mother and brother were in a car accident; Bastian was the only survivor. Bastian is going to be evaluated for a possible traumatic brain injury. I did not think to ask Mr. Rosenthal specifically if he discussed his complaints to HHH
BASTIAN ROSENTHAL   ID: 725578   (DOB: 10/18/2012)
4/23/21 Made call and spoke at length with complainant regarding his concerns. He is very upset with the system and states that HHH overmedicated his son and gave him injections in his legs to calm him down. He does not believe that he received any type of treatment only sedated to keep him calm. He reports that the psychiatrist and staff at HHH  had minimal conversation with him regarding his son's history or background information that may have been useful in treatment. He reports that he adopted his grandson as his son after he was in a tragic car accident that he was the only survivor.
4/23/21 Call to HHH Dir of Risk Mgmt, Marcy Cortez and made her aware of the concerns. Per discussion, the information was emailed to marcy.cortez@uhsinc.con for review and response to include findings, actions taken or to be taken to address each matter and changes made to avoid the occurrence in the future as applicable. This writer has also requested supporting documentation. All to be submitted within 5 business days of receipt of this notification.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/4/21 Agency response received indicating contact with complainant, confirming "multiple medication interventions for management of aggression and agitation as he continued to pose a threat to himself and others", also noting that his IVC stay was extended due to continued safety, stabilization, and medication mgmt. Member's treatment included group therapy sessions, a recreation therapy assessment and a behavior mgmt plan. The agency indicates multiple contacts by nursing staff with the guardian as well as contact by the clinician; a telephone meeting to discuss the member's discharge planning, after care instructions and crisis plan instructions. The medications were discussed at time of discharge including dosages, etc...Member was discharged due to no longer meeting involuntary commitment criteria per policy & procedure. In regards to the bandages on member's legs at time of discharge, the agency indicates "Bastian’s skin was assessed at time of admission and there is no indication of open areas. There are no incident reports or nursing notes that indicate a skin injury requiring band aids.  Children routinely go outside on the playground equipment for fresh air time.  Band aids for minor skin issues are routinely given out at the nurse’s station.  We cannot substantiate or refute the presence of band aids."(K.WARE,QAA)
5/11/21 This writer staffed case with Incident & Grievance Mgr T Parker. For future reference this type case would be referred to CQR, however, at this stage in the case continue to process without referral at this time,(K.WARE,QAA)
5/19/21 Review of information in JIVA confirms member has been connected to a provider and receiving services. Based on the nature of concern, although complainant was referred to DHSR, this writer made all to the DHSR complaint intake unit and filed a report with staff "Vee". This writer included information needed as well as the complainant's contact information. As per protocol, this writer will receive correspondence regarding DHSR investigation status. This writer made call and spoke with Mr Rosenthal to make him aware of the action steps taken. Mr Rosenthal thanked this writer and confirmed that his son is receiving services at this time. He expressed his willingness to discuss the matter with DHSR.  Based on referral to DHSR, HHH notification and internal review submission, case to be closed, tracked and monitored. Any subsequent correspondence received from DHSR to be noted in follow up. This writer recommended HHH continue to monitor the matter and document. This information will be tracked for potential trends. Resolution letter mailed to complainant.(K.WARE,QAA)		undetermined-referred to DHSR for investigation and action		1		1		0		29

		11730		Hillary Vandewart		04/20/2021		Acebo		Justin		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Service Coordination between providers		Accces/Screening, Triage and Referral				Unknown Disability		Child (0-17)		Best Day Psychiatry and Counseling, PC		1		759994 - WALKER, NATHANIEL		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		I have been contacting contact Best Day Psychiatry & Counseling, Fuquay Varina 919-567-0684 (O), 919-567-0692 (F) for the past two days without response from the office manager (Sheila) who is responsible for new patient referrals.  Noted referral was faxed on 04/19 and two voicemails were left, and two more messages were left on 04/20.  TCN has been in contact with UNC Wakebrook staff about the referral and SW, Adelmar Winner at UNC Wakebrook 984-974-4380 was also going to call Best Day on 04/20 as TCN has been unsuccessful in reaching this provider and the member is set to discharge back to home on Wednesday, 04/21.		CORRECTIONS: TYPE CHANGED FROM GRIEVANCE TO INTERNAL EMPLOYEE CONCERN, Changed Nature of Issue to Service Coordination Between Providers, Changed Disability to Unknown (no dx listed in Alpha)		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8120		05/10/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		I have been contacting contact Best Day Psychiatry & Counseling, Fuquay Varina 919-567-0684 (O), 919-567-0692 (F) for the past two days without response from the office manager (Sheila) who is responsible for new patient referrals.  Noted referral was faxed on 04/19 and two voicemails were left, and two more messages were left on 04/20.  TCN has been in contact with UNC Wakebrook staff about the referral and SW, Adelmar Winner at UNC Wakebrook 984-974-4380 was also going to call Best Day on 04/20 as TCN has been unsuccessful in reaching this provider and the member is set to discharge back to home on Wednesday, 04/21.
[PT: Nathaniel Walker				DOB: 5/5/07				ID: 759994
4/23/21
This writer sent acknowledgement letter to internal complainant and also inquired as to whether communication from staff had been received as of yet. Justin responded that the hospital was able to get an appointment but he never heard back from anyone at the provider’s office.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst

5/10/21
This writer called and spoke with Karen Matlack, Admin Director at 910-323-1545 re concern. She thanked this writer for the information and stated that she would look into the matter and see if there might be a technological problem with voicemail, etc. She said she would get back to me once she has more info. This writer thanked her and confirmed her email address is k.matlack@faypsychassoc.com. This writer sent details to her email and will await her response.  
This writer received the a response from Ms. Matlock a short time later which indicated that a chart was created the member on 4/20 and an appointment was scheduled on 4/21 for 5/12. From what she could tell, it appeared that the voicemails/fax were received and the request for the appointment was processed by 4/21.  
This writer thanked her for the feedback and composed and sent resolution email to internal complainant. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		20

		11731		Hillary Vandewart		04/20/2021		Jordan-Oliver		Rasheeda		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Multi-Disability		Adult		RHA Health Services NC, LLC		1		263185 - CASTRO, AMBER		White		H= Hispanic, Other		Female		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		It was noted during routine monitoring of member's (A. Castro #263185) short range goals were signed on 3/3/2021 however effective 3/1/2021.

·         RHA submitted billing for 3/1/2021 and 3/2/2021 for Day Supports Services T2021 and Supported Employment H2025.

Per Clinical Coverage Policy 8-P, 7.2.6 Short-Range Goals, Task Analysis/Strategies- Service providers, Agencies With Choice, and Employers of Record are required to: c. ensure short-range goals and task analysis or strategies are in place prior to plan implementation.
A recoupment of funding for the total of $245.20 for the 10 units billed for Day Supports and $29.56 for the four units billed for Supported Employment is due.  I have emailed the provider regarding these findings.
Please see the last page of the short range goals which include the LRP and QP signatures.		CORRECTIONS: Connected Patient to Grievance within portal, changed Source to MCO staff, Changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8122		05/14/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		It was noted during routine monitoring of member's (A. Castro #263185) short range goals were signed on 3/3/2021 however effective 3/1/2021.
RHA submitted billing for 3/1/2021 and 3/2/2021 for Day Supports Services T2021 and Supported Employment H2025.
Per Clinical Coverage Policy 8-P, 7.2.6 Short-Range Goals, Task Analysis/Strategies- Service providers, Agencies With Choice, and Employers of Record are required to: c. ensure short-range goals and task analysis or strategies are in place prior to plan implementation.
A recoupment of funding for the total of $245.20 for the 10 units billed for Day Supports and $29.56 for the four units billed for Supported Employment is due. I have emailed the provider regarding these findings.
Please see the last page of the short range goals which include the LRP and QP signatures.
[PT: Amber Castro				DOB: 2/21/93				ID: 263185]
4/26/21
This writer sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst

5/10/21
This writer followed up with complainant to see if she had gotten any response/updates from the provider regarding the recoupment. She replied that she never received a response from them. 
After researching within portal and RHA website, this writer determined that the most direct way to contact appropriate location’s director would be via email. This writer sent email to Tammie Hollingsworth (tammie.hollingsworth@rhanet.org) requesting an update, as she has already been informed of the requested recoupment. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/13/21
This writer continued to research and noted a phone number in member’s ISP for QP, 910-739-1468. This writer called and was transferred to Tammie Hollingsworth. She stated that she had sent that request to her supervisor and apologized for the delay. She requested this writer’s phone number and stated that she would call me back hopefully later today. This writer thanked her for the assistance.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/14/21
This writer received the below response from provider:
I am sending this update for the incident of billing on 3/1 and 3/2 because the person support was in the home and service was being provided.  Due to COVID we did have some scheduling issues with getting signatures from guardians.  The plan was done virtually with the Care Coordinator and the paperwork was sent but not returned.  We went to the home to pick up the plan and didn’t realized that the guardian(grandma) had put the pickup date.    
This writer shared this feedback with Tanya Held (SIU/Compliance) and asked how to proceed. She advised not to push back on this. I would ensure they document this error/explanation in the member’s record (preferably on the Short Range Goal section of the plan). 
This writer thanked her for the feedback and reached out to the provider to share this information. This writer then sent resolution email to internal complainant. 
No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		24

		11732		Hillary Vandewart		04/21/2021		Dunn		Schiwanda		Guardian		Grievance		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Child (0-17)		Nu Visions Group, LLC		1		123792 - FLEMING, SHANESE		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		1		In-State		Level III		1		1		Caller stated that on 04/13/2021 she called the group home to discuss with staff that Carolina Outreach had reached out to her about a physician/medication appointment.  Caller stated that the person on the phone began acting in a rude manner.  Caller stated that the staff member began cursing and stated that the staff at the group home wasn't going to "put up with consumer's f***ing mess."  Caller stated that the person went on to state that she had read in the record that Shanese had become aggressive with caller at one point before placement.  Caller stated that the staff member made the statement to caller, "That is when you should have choked the f***ing sh** out of her."  Caller stated that she became very concerned that her daughter was in a very unsafe environment.  Caller stated that she notified Sarah Thomas at AH, Franchesca Golson at Carolina Outreach and Chevan Williams at DSS of the incident and expressed that she was going to go to the group home and discharge her daughter from the group home's care.  Caller stated that she then went to the group home on that date and brought her daughter back to her home in Raleigh.  Per caller the name of the group home is Cultivating Minds.  Address of the group homere is 324 Third St in Belmont, NC 28012.  Caller stated that she may have been talking to the person to whom the grievance is directed on this phone number, 646-342-8924.  Caller agreed to be contacted if further information is needed (919-986-5897).		CORRECTIONS: Changed complainant info to reflect guardian, Changed Nature to Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation due to guardian's fear for member's safety, Changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8126		05/17/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller stated that on 04/13/2021 she called the group home to discuss with staff that Carolina Outreach had reached out to her about a physician/medication appointment.  Caller stated that the person on the phone began acting in a rude manner.  Caller stated that the staff member began cursing and stated that the staff at the group home wasn't going to "put up with consumer's f***ing mess."  Caller stated that the person went on to state that she had read in the record that Shanese had become aggressive with caller at one point before placement.  Caller stated that the staff member made the statement to caller, "That is when you should have choked the f***ing sh** out of her."  Caller stated that she became very concerned that her daughter was in a very unsafe environment.  Caller stated that she notified Sarah Thomas at AH, Franchesca Golson at Carolina Outreach and Chevan Williams at DSS of the incident and expressed that she was going to go to the group home and discharge her daughter from the group home's care.  Caller stated that she then went to the group home on that date and brought her daughter back to her home in Raleigh.  Per caller the name of the group home is Cultivating Minds.  Address of the group home is 324 Third St in Belmont, NC 28012.  Caller stated that she may have been talking to the person to whom the grievance is directed on this phone number, 646-342-8924.  Caller agreed to be contacted if further information is needed (919-986-5897).
[PT: Shanese Fleming				DOB: 7/12/06				ID: 123792]
4/26/21
This writer called and spoke briefly with complainant. She stated that she was driving and on the way to an appointment but that she should be available to discuss later this afternoon after 1pm. This writer agreed to try her again then.
This writer received a call back from complainant and confirmed that the information we received was correct. She stated that she did not have the name of the staff member who she spoke with but that she had alerted the owner of her concerns and they apologized and stated that they were going to “deal with that employee.” This writer thanked her for this information, confirmed her address, and informed her of the grievance resolution process. She thanked this writer for looking into the matter.
This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement letter. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst

5/10/21
This writer called Nu Visions and spoke with Ms. Thomas who attempted to connect this writer to Director, Ladonia Scott. She was not available, but this writer was able to leave a message for her to call back regarding grievance. 
This writer also confirmed the best email address for Ms. Scott and was provided: Info.nuvisions@gmail.com. 
This writer sent email with information related to grievance and a response deadline of 5/17/21.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/17/21
This writer received response from provider which can be summarized below:
•	Confirmation of call on 4/13/21 at ~10:30am.
•	During the call, parent requested an update regarding behaviors. Staff advised parent that no extreme behaviors had been exhibited. Support and reassurance was provided to parent. Encouraged parent that member was still getting acclimated to the milieu. 
•	At ~6:38pm, parent came to facility unannounced stating that she had spoken to the state who advised her she had the right to discharge her child at will.
•	At no point during any communication was profanity used. 
This writer asked for clarification as to who spoke with member and received confirmation that Dr. Tashlyn Thomas, FNP and QP was the staff who spoke to her and she confirmed that the full extent of the conversation had been shared. She stated that she communicated with her again on 4/14/21 and there were no issues. 
Based on provider’s response, it does not appear that they were able to substantiate any wrongdoing by staff. This writer contacted guardian and shared provider’s response with her. She reported concern that they were not admitting to the conversation and stated she felt more needed to be done.
This writer shared with her that she could contact DHSR Complaint Intake unit to file a concern if she wanted and she stated that she would like that information included in her resolution letter.
This writer composed and sent resolution letter to complainant. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		26

		11733		Hillary Vandewart		04/21/2021		Parker		Todd		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Outpatient Services				Substance Abuse Only		Adult		Morse Clinic of North Raleigh, PC		0		11660 - CORNELIUS, WALTER		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		This concern is submitted on behalf of the Clinical Quality Review Committee following the review of documentation related to the death of member. As a result of the review, the med team has the following questions for the provider:

1)	Mr. Cornelius received his last dose of Methadone in clinic on 1/5/2021 prior to his 1st hospital admission. It appears that he missed 6 days of methadone dosing from 1/6 to 1/11 due to hospitalization. Could you please explain your decision to dose him with methadone 60 mg on 1/12 and then 50 mg on 1/13 given recent cardiac arrest and QTC 600? After missing 5 or more doses of methadone should he have been regarded as a new methadone induction and given a lower dose? He had no methadone in the hospital. Was there an opportunity to start him on Buprenorphine right away instead of reintroducing Methadone? Do you have a policy that outlines methadone dosing after missed doses?

2)	Potential deficiencies in documentation that should be reviewed and addressed by the provider:

-	There is no evidence that higher LOC (including ADATC) was offered to this high risk/medically complex patient. 
-	No documentation of which opiate/dose (if any) was given to him in the hospital and when last dose was given
-	No documentation of inquiry about his opiate/medication/drug use after d/c from the hospital
-	It is documented that Dr. Ditmer spent more than 50% in counseling during the 1/13/2021 visit, but no documentation on counseling topics was found  
-	No documentation on education/instructions on how to manage cravings/withdrawal symptoms during the period of transition from methadone to buprenorphine 
-	Was information/education on Never use alone provided?
-	It is unclear if his access to Naloxone was confirmed and education of family members on how to use it was offered (if appropriate)
-	Do they utilize a cardiac risk assessment/management plan? Was the cardiac risk assessment done for this member and where it was documented? 
-	Do risks/benefits of restarting methadone (in context of recent cardiac arrest and QTC 600) were discussed with Mr. Cornelius? If yes, could you please provide documentation?

Please send information and any supporting documentation to Todd when received.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Age Group to Adult, Changed Is Medicaid to No		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8186		05/13/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		This concern is submitted on behalf of the Clinical Quality Review Committee following the review of documentation related to the death of member. As a result of the review, the med team has the following questions for the provider:
1) Mr. Cornelius received his last dose of Methadone in clinic on 1/5/2021 prior to his 1st hospital admission. It appears that he missed 6 days of methadone dosing from 1/6 to 1/11 due to hospitalization. Could you please explain your decision to dose him with methadone 60 mg on 1/12 and then 50 mg on 1/13 given recent cardiac arrest and QTC 600? After missing 5 or more doses of methadone should he have been regarded as a new methadone induction and given a lower dose? He had no methadone in the hospital. Was there an opportunity to start him on Buprenorphine right away instead of reintroducing Methadone? Do you have a policy that outlines methadone dosing after missed doses?
2) Potential deficiencies in documentation that should be reviewed and addressed by the provider:
•	There is no evidence that higher LOC (including ADATC) was offered to this high risk/medically complex patient. 
•	No documentation of which opiate/dose (if any) was given to him in the hospital and when last dose was given
•	No documentation of inquiry about his opiate/medication/drug use after d/c from the hospital
•	It is documented that Dr. Ditmer spent more than 50% in counseling during the 1/13/2021 visit, but no documentation on counseling topics was found  
•	No documentation on education/instructions on how to manage cravings/withdrawal symptoms during the period of transition from methadone to buprenorphine 
•	Was information/education on Never use alone provided?
•	It is unclear if his access to Naloxone was confirmed and education of family members on how to use it was offered (if appropriate)
•	Do they utilize a cardiac risk assessment/management plan? Was the cardiac risk assessment done for this member and where it was documented? 
•	Do risks/benefits of restarting methadone (in context of recent cardiac arrest and QTC 600) were discussed with Mr. Cornelius? If yes, could you please provide documentation?
Please send information and any supporting documentation to Todd when received.
[PT: Walter Cornelius				DOB: 6/18/81				ID: 11660]
4/26/21
Based on complaint being filed by the CQR committee to request documentation follow-up, this writer will not send an internal acknowledgement email and will instead just reach out to provider with documentation request.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/10/21
This writer sent concern elements to Billie Amrstrong Avery, Program Director, via email with a request of 5/17 for a response.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
This writer received a full response to each question along with supporting documentation. They also provided the below action steps:
1.) Ensure that the ASAM criteria and ASAM sheet is filled out for all reinstatements and a specific note reflecting the findings in the client file.
2.) Have available “Never Use Alone” at key areas (waiting room, counselor offices, medical offices) 
3.) Increase the detail in the notes reflecting education and counseling provided.
4.) We strongly believe that it was the car-Fentanyl that killed him, not the methadone. If he was dosed at his full 120 mg at Wake Med and at the Morse Clinic of North Raleigh, would it have prevented his return to use with car-Fentanyl?  No one knows how severe the QTC prolonging effects of car-Fentanyl derivatives can be (not ethical to study).  Switching to Buprenorphine may have caused a return to use as well.  If he was going to die of methadone toxicity/Torsade’s, he would have done so during the time he was dosing at 120 mg daily for about 2 months – not missing a dose.  Let’s not blame methadone – that’s how stigma happens. The Medical Examiner’s report received March 17th indicated Accidental  Death due to complications of drug intoxication including fentanyl and methadone.
This writer compiled documentation and sent to Todd Parker, Incident and Grievance Manager, to be shared with CQR Committee for review and follow up if needed.
This writer then resolved grievance within portal. No further action required at this time. If further correspondence received from CQR, this will be included in concern follow-up
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Undetermined--Referred to CQR Committee for Review/Follow-up		1		1		0		22

		11734		Kim Ware		04/21/2021		SMITH		CANDACE		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Service Coordination between providers		Crisis - Inpatient				Multi-Disability		Adult		Holly Hill Hospital, LLC		1		420998 - GREEN, MICHELLE		Black/African American		Not Defined		Female		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Member has been transferred multiple times in the facility during her inpatient stay. She transferred to a unit I cover around 4/19 and I was in contact with the ACTT QP Dominique with B&D. Dominique shared that the member has set fire to her room in a boarding house and did not have funds to pay for the repairs and was unable to return to the place without paying for the repairs. This is the members second fire setting incident. HL inquired about member's status on Monday, 4/19, and was told that she had just transferred and little was known about her (per the unit SW). No d/c date was indicated. I called the unit SW on 4/20 giving information about the member, the ACTT team, and concerns about placement at discharge. No response received. Per the census on 4/20, member's entire unit had transferred and another SW was covering. Member was not listed as a scheduled discharge. HL emailed that SW for information and then was notified by Dominique with B&D that the member was discharging to a shelter today (4/21/2021). She said she was going to try to find her.

My chief complaint is that no appointments were scheduled with ACTT (per Dominique) and no notification or communication was given to ACTT nor to me as the liaison.		CORRECTIONS: ENTERED PT ID; disability changed from does not apply to multi;nature changed from quality to service coordination; licensure entered dhsr		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8164		05/11/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member has been transferred multiple times in the facility during her inpatient stay. She transferred to a unit I cover around 4/19 and I was in contact with the ACTT QP Dominique with B&D. Dominique shared that the member has set fire to her room in a boarding house and did not have funds to pay for the repairs and was unable to return to the place without paying for the repairs. This is the members second fire setting incident. HL inquired about member's status on Monday, 4/19, and was told that she had just transferred and little was known about her (per the unit SW). No d/c date was indicated. I called the unit SW on 4/20 giving information about the member, the ACTT team, and concerns about placement at discharge. No response received. Per the census on 4/20, member's entire unit had transferred and another SW was covering. Member was not listed as a scheduled discharge. HL emailed that SW for information and then was notified by Dominique with B&D that the member was discharging to a shelter today (4/21/2021). She said she was going to try to find her. My chief complaint is that no appointments were scheduled with ACTT (per Dominique) and no notification or communication was given to ACTT nor to me as the liaison.
DUPLICATE # 11728
MICHELLE GREEN  (ID: 4220998 ) DOB: 7/8/1980
This writer made call and spoke with the agency’s Risk Mgr, Marcy Cortez, in regards to the concern. Per her report it may take time to review recent concerns due to staffing change and replacement for exiting staff being in 3 weeks for the Dir of Risk Mgmt. Per discussion the concern information was emailed directly for review and response at marcy.cortz@uhsinc.com. This writer has requested that agency response be received within 5 business days of receipt of the notification.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/7/21 This writer made call and spoke with AH Network Development Supervisor, Cathy Stephenson to make her aware of the concern. Ms Stephenson explained that she is a part of the AH team that meets with HHH regularly regarding issues, barriers and strategies. Per her report, she plans to make the CEO aware of the concern and QM involvement in the next meeting scheduled for 5/11/21. Per discussion this writer will follow up with her regarding the meeting. This writer contacted Mary Cortez to inquire regarding any updates. She reports working on the concern response and apologized for the delay due to staffing shortage.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/11/21 Case to be closed based on agency notification as well as Provider Networks notification and involvement with agency. Case has been staffed with Incident & Grievance Mgr. T Parker who has indicated case should be closed and tracked. Any subsequent correspondence received from agency to be noted in follow up. Resolution emailed to internal complainant.(K.WARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		20

		11735		Hillary Vandewart		04/21/2021		Wachira		Lucy		Provider		External Stakeholder Concern		Service Coordination between providers		Crisis - Inpatient				Multi-Disability		Adult		Keystone WSNC, LLC dba Old Vineyard Behavioral Health Services		1		435790 - Gray, Kaleepha		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Ms. Gray was admitted to Old Vineyard on 3/29/2021.  Per Jiva notes, Easter Seals UCP ACTT and the Alliance Hospital Liaison, Marvin (Yves) Saint-Cyr, provided the ACTT contact information to coordinate a safe discharge plan.  Per notes and writer's communication with ACTT staff since discharge, Marvin and ACTT staff sent emails and left voicemails multiple times without response during the hospitalization.  Ms. Gray was discharged to an unspecified shelter with no aftercare scheduled except the instructions to contact ACTT. The team has not been able to locate her in the community and member's mother is also unable to make contact with her.  ACTT staff reported Ms. Gray has a high risk of danger in the community based upon her lack of safe housing and severe mental health symptoms, especially if she is not taking her medications as prescribed.  ACTT staff agreed to be contacted to provide additional information for grievance:  (919) 861-1600 option 2.		CORRECTIONS: Type changed from Grievance to External Stakeholder Concern and updated Complainant Info, Changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8200		05/20/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Ms. Gray was admitted to Old Vineyard on 3/29/2021.  Per Jiva notes, Easter Seals UCP ACTT and the Alliance Hospital Liaison, Marvin (Yves) Saint-Cyr, provided the ACTT contact information to coordinate a safe discharge plan.  Per notes and writer's communication with ACTT staff since discharge, Marvin and ACTT staff sent emails and left voicemails multiple times without response during the hospitalization.  Ms. Gray was discharged to an unspecified shelter with no aftercare scheduled except the instructions to contact ACTT. The team has not been able to locate her in the community and member's mother is also unable to make contact with her.  ACTT staff reported Ms. Gray has a high risk of danger in the community based upon her lack of safe housing and severe mental health symptoms, especially if she is not taking her medications as prescribed.  ACTT staff agreed to be contacted to provide additional information for grievance:  (919) 861-1600 option 2.
[PT: Kaleepha Gray				DOB: 11/27/91				ID: 435790]
4/27/21
This writer contacted Easter Seals ACT team at 919-861-1600 (option 1 is ACT option, not option 2 as stated in grievance info). This writer left detailed message for ACT staff connected to this line (Vanessa), stating that I was calling in reference to concern against Old Vineyard and to please have ACT Team Lead call back.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
4/28/21
This writer received VM from Lucy Wichera at 919-604-7781. This writer returned her call. She reported that this issue had happened twice with Old Vineyard discharging the member without coordinating with ACT team leading to member not being able to be located. The first time, she was discharged to a neighbor of her mother’s home and ended up walking to her mother’s house (mom had a restraining order against member). Shortly after this, she ended up back in the hospital due to an altercation. At this point, ACT team has no idea where the member is and is very concerned as she is vulnerable. She stated that AJ Patel is the med. Provider and that he would be willing to speak with this writer further, his number is 984-328-2070.
Lucy agreed that she could be listed as complainant and provided her contact info:
Lucy Wachira, lucywachira@eastersealsucp.com, 4000 Wake Forest Rd Suite 200, Raleigh, NC 27609
This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement letter.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst  
5/11/21
This writer attempted to reach Susan Keel Anderson, Director of Performance Improvement and Risk Management, at 336-794-4386 to share concern details with her. This writer was unable to reach her at this number and sent email as this is usually the easiest way to contact her.
This writer sent concern details to her with a deadline of 5/18/21.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/14/21
This writer had not heard back from Susan Keel Anderson, so again tried to reach by phone. This writer was successfully able to reach her and confirm that she had received concern. She asked if there was any was that she could wait until 5/21 so that she could review with CEO, however this would be too late for this writer (this is due date). This writer told her that, as long as we had some initial feedback by 5/18, that should be sufficient and then we can update once she has had a chance to review with CEO. She agreed.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/18/21
This writer received a response from provider which can be summarized below:
•	On 4/8/21, Clinician (Megan Stone) spoke to a member of the ACT crisis line and provided patient’s discharge plan to include the name of the shelter to which she discharged.
•	Easter Seals ACT was faxed her discharge information on 4/8/21 at 8:45am. 
•	Clinician reached out to the ACT team and left a voicemail on 3/31/21 at 2:54 with 919-783-8898 for discharge planning. 
•	Request to ensure that the team is contacting the below numbers to connect with the appropriate team member at Old Vineyard:
o	336-794-6880
o	336-794-3550
•	Member was medication compliant when she left Old Vineyard. On day of discharge, she had reached max. hospital benefit and was not an acute risk to herself or others.
Provider also included supporting documentation which included discharge paperwork, as well as documentation of coordination of care/attempts to contact East Seals. Based on the provider’s response, it appears that there might be some clarification needed when it comes to contact information for both providers. 
This writer then contacted complainant to share response at 919-604-7781. She answered the phone but stated that she was in a meeting and would need to call this member back. 
This writer researched member in Jiva and noted that member has been located and is currently at Maria Parham Health hospital.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
5/20/21
This writer has not received a call back from complainant.
This writer composed and sent resolution letter and will include any future correspondence in concern follow-up. Resolution letter includes confirmation of which phone numbers to contact at Old Vineyard to be connected to the appropriate clinician for coordination of care. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Non-Issue		1		1		0		29

		11737		Kim Ware		04/22/2021		IRWIN		BRIDGET		Guardian		Grievance		Quality of Services		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Makin' Choices, Inc.		1		262930 - PILLSBURY, DUSTYN		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Bridget Irwin, Dustyn's mom/legal guardian, got into a physical altercation with staff Shameka on 4/22/2021. She reports that staff yelled at her the day prior and told Ms. Irwin to get off of her property. Shameka came to Dustyn's home in the morning of 4/22/2021 and two verbally fighting. Dustyn was reporting that staff wouldn't help him make food (remove cellophane covering) and was being mean to him. Staff and parent were upset with one another and staff started yelling at Ms. Irwin and put her finger in moms face. Ms. Irwin reports feeling threatened and that staff was going to hit her so she grabbed staffs hand and heard a snap. Ms. Irwin stated she wasn't sure if it was a nail or the bone but as soon as she heard that she let go. Staff then proceeded to grab Ms. Irwins hair, push her against a car, scratch and bite Ms. Irwin. Ms. Irwin reports that she was yelling at her to get off and let go of her. She reports that after yelling at her to get off several times she grabbed staffs hair to pull her away from  her and this pulled off staffs hair/wig. Ms. Irwin is filing a police report and pressing charges. Ms. Irwin would like staff to be added to the registry. Staff's husband is an AFL provider for another Innovations client with another agency and Ms. Irwin is concerned for this members safety and quality of life.Bridget Irwin 308 Myers Court Fayetteville, NC  28311 (910) 303-7173 (C) Pillsburybridget68@yahoo.com

Makin’ Choices Sybil Hinton, QP 910-578-7201 sybilhinton@aol.com		CORRECTIONS: UNCHECKED FROM PT; CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO FROM MEMBER'S; nature changed from abuse/neglect to quality; licensure changed from unknown to not licensed; disability changed from dd to multi		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8133		05/07/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Bridget Irwin, Dustyn's mom/legal guardian, got into a physical altercation with staff Shameka on 4/22/2021. She reports that staff yelled at her the day prior and told Ms. Irwin to get off of her property. Shameka came to Dustyn's home in the morning of 4/22/2021 and two verbally fighting. Dustyn was reporting that staff wouldn't help him make food (remove cellophane covering) and was being mean to him. Staff and parent were upset with one another and staff started yelling at Ms. Irwin and put her finger in moms face. Ms. Irwin reports feeling threatened and that staff was going to hit her so she grabbed staffs hand and heard a snap. Ms. Irwin stated she wasn't sure if it was a nail or the bone but as soon as she heard that she let go. Staff then proceeded to grab Ms. Irwins hair, push her against a car, scratch and bite Ms. Irwin. Ms. Irwin reports that she was yelling at her to get off and let go of her. She reports that after yelling at her to get off several times she grabbed staffs hair to pull her away from  her and this pulled off staffs hair/wig. Ms. Irwin is filing a police report and pressing charges. Ms. Irwin would like staff to be added to the registry. Staff's husband is an AFL provider for another Innovations client with another agency and Ms. Irwin is concerned for this members safety and quality of life.Bridget Irwin 308 Myers Court Fayetteville, NC  28311 (910) 303-7173 (C) Pillsburybridget68@yahoo.com
Makin’ Choices Sybil Hinton, QP 910-578-7201 sybilhinton@aol.com
DUSTYN PILLSBURY   ID: 262930   (DOB: 4/26/1991)
*DUPLICATE 11752
4/27/21 This writer made call and spoke with complainant regarding her concerns. This writer explained the role of QM, confirmed permission to use complainant’s name when discussing the matter and mailing address. Ms. Irwin explained that she was assaulted by the staff and that the staff should not be working with anybody. She reports that when APS came to her home to investigate her after she was reported by the staff, her son started explaining several issues regarding staff. Ms. Irwin reports that the staff and her husband were mean to her son, that the staff would sleep on duty and would not help him prepare his food or hot chocolate eventhough he shakes due to Parkinson’s.  She went on to explain that he has several medical issues and only as 6 months to live. Ms. Irwin is upset that the staff is still working and that the agency did not terminate her explaining that any altercation was between the two of them and not the agency. Ms Irwin filed two grievances in order to give more detail. She filed # 11752. This writer explained that AH does not terminate staff at provider agencies. This writer continued to attempt to understand where the “assault” occurred. Per complainant’s description it appears to have been a physical altercation between the two with both involved in the exchanged of blows. Per her report, she has filed a police report and is in touch with APS. She reports that the APS worker plans to contact AH to file a report as well. This writer explained that AH does not go out to personal homes to review in that Dustyn does not receive residential services with the agency. She explained that he goes to the staff’s house regularly. This writer inquired if the staff’s home was a licensed or unlicensed residence. She explained that it was her personal home, but that the staff had spoken with Dustyn about assisted living and asked her not to talk to him about assisted living because he is unable to care for himself and he would lose some of his benefits. The complainant is still very angry about the assault and stated again that the staff Shameka should not be working with clients. This writer explained that AH is unable to determine termination of staff at provider agencies. Per her report she was told by agency that no incident report was filed or action taken in that it did not involve the member. She reports that she stopped with the altercation when she heard a “crack” sound and thought it was a finger nail or bone of the staff. Complainant explained that member has several medical issues and has 6 months to live. This writer explained that the complainant’s two grievances would be combined in that they were duplicative in nature. This writer recommended that complainant continue to work with the AH cc regarding service provision for Dustyn. She reports that she is working with her and pals to change providers in the best interest of Dustyn. This writer made call and spoke with the assigned AH care navigator, Brenna Ozment. She confirmed the information discussed noting that she is unsure of the expectation of the complainant in that she continues to be upset that the staff still works at the provider. She repots that she has discussed the case with her supervisor. She plans to continue to provide coordination of care and service provision for member and assist with locating alternative provider of choice. She reports that the situation was explained to her as a mutual physical altercation as well. She reports that she has followed up with agency and staff did not report injuries from the altercation although the complainant reported hearing a “crack” sound and unsure if it was a broken bone or nail. Ms Ozment also shared that the complainant has said that the member has 6 months to live for approximately 3 years. This writer explained QM role and next steps to include contact with the agency.
4/28/21 Acknowledgment letter mailed to complainant to include 11737 and 11752.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/4/21 This writer made call and left message for agency’s CEO, Rachelle Brooks-Blue (910) 483-2002. This writer also emailed the CEO to confirm that she is the correct person to contact rbblue@earthlink.net. This writer received a call from complainant. Ms Irwin explained that she had additional information. She reports that her son has told her that the staff, Shamika drives recklessly and drinks and drives which can be proven because she had a speeding ticket. This writer again attempted to explain that AH has no purview in such matters but that the information would be added to the report. This writer received a return call from Ms. Brooks-Blue and discussed the concerns. Ms Brooks Blue expressed frustration in the matter. She reports that the staff is still employed with the agency with no plans of terminating her. She reports that the mother has refused services to date and that the agency has reached out to confirm that she wishes her son to be discharged. First call the mother indicated that she was tired and would talk later. Second call, she indicated that they were going out to town and to call her back. Since the altercation, it is reported that the member has been without services. She reports that the agency continues to offer coordination of care and transition to another provider although the parent has not cooperated with these efforts. Per report there is a court date due to the mother pressing charges against the staff. Ms Brooks-Blue reports that she believed that her staff would be making an APS report due to concerns regarding the mother and the husband in the home. She reports that concerns are for Dustyn not receiving needed services and that this same staff had worked with him for at least 3 years with no issues. She reports that the staff indicated that the mother was asking the staff for money that she did not give her. She reports that after the altercation the mother was going to the staff’s place of work and personal home demanding money and “wanting to fight”. Per discussion, none of the issues mentioned pertained to the members services. She reports no concerns regarding the member’s treatment by staff. Per Ms. Brooks-Blue, the information she has is from supervision and discussion with the staff involved as well as calls from the complainant. Ms. Brooks-Blue expressed concern for the member. Per discussion, the grievance information was emailed for review and response to include actions taken or to be taken to address the concerns.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/5/21 This writer made call and spoke with AH Brenna Ozment with update regarding grievance. Ms. Ozment was able to indicate notes in JIVA regarding her attempts to explain complainant. This writer explained that the complainant called again to add that the staff is a reckless driver etc… which does not pertain to AH or the member. She reports that both she and the state have attempted to explain that the matter is a legal matter between her and the staff involved in the altercation. Staffed case with Incident & Grievance mgr T Parker. Plan is for case to be closed in that the matter does not involve the member, involves police, a court date and is not in the purview of AH. Call to complainant; left vm message.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/7/21 Call to complainant; no response. Based on actions taken  and case consult with Incident & Grievance Mgr, T Parker, case to be closed. Any subsequent contact with complainant to be noted in follow up. Resolution letter to be mailed to complainant indicating action steps previously mentioned to include both 11737 and 11752 in that 11752 was duplicative. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		non-issue- matter is not in AH purview		1		1		0		15

		11739		Kristie White		04/22/2021		KEITH		JEFFREY		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Crisis - Facility-Based Crisis Program				Multi-Disability		Adult		Holly Hill Hospital, LLC		0		21509 - KEITH, JEFFREY		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		I made a routine call to speak to Mr. Keith to get him connected to outpatient services.  He wanted to file a formal complaint against Holly Hill Hospital (HHH).  On 4/11/21, he went to Wakebrook CAS for help with his depression.  He was placed on an involuntary commitment order (IVC) and transferred to Holly Hill Hospital which he said was “the worst possible place for him.”  He reported that Wakebrook, Holly Hill Hospital and other MH providers in this area know him well.  Mr. Keith reported having trouble with benzodiazepines, and the first thing they did at HHH was give him Ativan.  Dr. Lopez at HHH is the one who ordered it, and Dr. Lopez knows Mr. Keith’s history and should have known better.  He said that he a severe history of benzodiazepines.  Mr. Keith reports being in a blackout for two days (due to being on Ativan) and lost his wallet and credentials.  He reported he tried to call Holly Hill Hospital and was told they would give Dr. Lopez the message he called.  He said that this hospitalization has set him back and did not help him at all.  He is connected with Carolina Outreach now and reports that his therapist and doctor are really helping him.  Mr. Keith said that he would provide any documentation or information we need to support his complaint.  He will allow us to talk to Carolina Outreach to get a better understanding of what happened.		I think Mr. Keith would give permission for you to use his name when talking to HHH, but I cannot remember actually asking him if we could.  He was quite animated when sharing this information.
05/18/21-Corrected Service type to crisis facility based crisis program. KM Appeals Coordinator
5-20-21
This writer attempted to contact complainant at the number provided. Writer was again not able to leave a voicemail as his mailbox was full.
T. Parker, I&G Manager		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8131		05/11/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		I made a routine call to speak to Mr. Keith to get him connected to outpatient services. He wanted to file a formal complaint against Holly Hill Hospital (HHH). On 4/11/21, he went to Wakebrook CAS for help with his depression. He was placed on an involuntary commitment order (IVC) and transferred to Holly Hill Hospital which he said was “the worst possible place for him.” He reported that Wakebrook, Holly Hill Hospital and other MH providers in this area know him well. Mr. Keith reported having trouble with benzodiazepines, and the first thing they did at HHH was give him Ativan. Dr. Lopez at HHH is the one who ordered it, and Dr. Lopez knows Mr. Keith’s history and should have known better. He said that he a severe history of benzodiazepines. Mr. Keith reports being in a blackout for two days (due to being on Ativan) and lost his wallet and credentials. He reported he tried to call Holly Hill Hospital and was told they would give Dr. Lopez the message he called. He said that this hospitalization has set him back and did not help him at all. He is connected with Carolina Outreach now and reports that his therapist and doctor are really helping him. Mr. Keith said that he would provide any documentation or information we need to support his complaint. He will allow us to talk to Carolina Outreach to get a better understanding of what happened. I think Mr. Keith would give permission for you to use his name when talking to HHH, but I cannot remember actually asking him if we could. He was quite animated when sharing this information. 
Patient: Jeffrey Keith Patient ID: 21509 DOB: 01/30/1968
04/22/21-Grievance against HHH re. prescribing Ativan despite a history of issues with benzos. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/23/21-Reached out to Jeffrey Keith at 919-268-9054 to discuss this grievance and no answer and his voicemail was not accepting any more voicemails due to it being full. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/27/21-Called again to discuss grievance concerns with member and member did not answer and voicemail is still full and is not accepting any new messages. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/28/21-Called Jeffrey Keith at 919268-9054 and Dr. Lopez knows my allergic reaction to benzodiazepines and it just knocks me out. During this IVC Dr. Lopez put him on this medication and released and then he blacked out and left and eventually got home and he had lost his wallet and had no idea where he had been. Verified his information and address and sending him an acknowledgment letter and called HHH spoke to Eric Krauskopf at 919-231-5330 to discuss this grievance and sent him concern element email to be returned to this writer by  05/05/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/04/21-Called 919-231-5330 to check on if this response can be sent back to me and Eric Krauskopf is no longer working with HHH. Called Marcy Cortez 919-250-7212 since she took over his role. I need to get this back as soon as possible due to timeframes for this member. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/06/21-Received a call from Marcia Cortez about this member and no allergy listed Ativan per his chart. I let her know that if she can send that chart and she is sending response today. She is backed up due to taking over files for Eric Krauskopf and will be sending the response as soon as she receives the member file. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/11/21-Per consult with TParker this is a state member and due to it having to be out by 05/13/21 I can close in doing further research in Jiva and file found from Dr. Lopez and no allergy to to Ativan noted. Reached out to Carolina Outreach also and they state they did not have any allergy of Ativan on file. Provider Holly Hill are still running behind due to staffing issues and will send any files and investigation to substantiate no evidence of this drug being given to member and will attach this information in follow-up. Called Mr. Keith with no answer and left message for a call back and sending resolution letter and closing case as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		19

		11743		Hillary Vandewart		04/23/2021		Thornton		Calvin		Provider		External Stakeholder Concern		Confidentiality/HIPAA		Unknown				Does Not Apply				Rainbow 66 Storehouse, Inc.		1		'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		[CID: 574884] Caller is an employee at the Rainbox 66 Storehouse Durham location at 706 Rigsbee Ave.  Caller yesterday discovered that Director Gia Abrassam has been sharing personal information about him to other employees, e.g. sharing with other employees that he is on unemployment.  Caller feels that his privacy has been violated and wants to know if this constitutes a HIPAA violation.--R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC		CORRECTIONS: Changed Disability/Age Group to Does Not Apply as this is not regarding a member, Changed Nature of Issue to Confidentiality/HIPAA, Changed Medicaid to YES		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8142		05/11/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		[CID: 574884] Caller is an employee at the Rainbox 66 Storehouse Durham location at 706 Rigsbee Ave.  Caller yesterday discovered that Director Gia Abrassam has been sharing personal information about him to other employees, e.g. sharing with other employees that he is on unemployment.  Caller feels that his privacy has been violated and wants to know if this constitutes a HIPAA violation.--R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC
[NO PT ASSOCIATED WITH GRIEVANCE]
4/28/21
This writer contacted complainant, Calvin Thornton, 919-519-5932 and spoke to him briefly. He stated that he was at an appointment and asked if he could give this writer a call back. This writer agreed.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
4/29/21
This writer did not receive a call back from complainant. This writer called and left message for complainant. Based on information provided, this concern does not appear to be within Alliance’s purview. The information shared by Director in question does not appear to be that of an Alliance member and also does not appear to be protected health information. This writer composed and sent combined Acknowledgement/Info Needed letter to complainant as more information would be needed to determine how to proceed. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/3/21
This writer received a return call from Mr. Thornton. This writer advised that he contact the company’s HR department to share these concerns and also advised that the Dept of Labor typically handles issues between an employee/employer. Mr. Thornton thanked this writer and asked if he could update me once he speaks with HR. This writer stated that would be fine.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
5/11/21
This writer staffed case with supervisor and he confirmed that this was not within Alliance’s purview. He advised that this case could be closed.
This writer composed and sent resolution letter to complainant. If further correspondence is received, this writer will include it in the concern follow-up within the portal. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Non-Issue		1		1		0		18

		11744		Kim Ware		04/23/2021		REED		CHERYL		Parent		External Stakeholder Concern		Quality of Services		Crisis - Inpatient				Multi-Disability		Adult		Holly Hill Hospital, LLC		1		264797 - FORTE, LAVENDER		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Caller is member’s mother, Cheryl Reed - 910-337-6732. Caller is not legal guardian, but reports she has been trying to get guardianship. Caller is seeking a Care Coordination referral and would like to file a grievance against HHH. Reports member was admitted to HHH at the end of March after calling 911 and reporting she had killed her grandmother. Reports HHH attempted to discharge member two weeks ago, but caller refused to take her as member continued to appear psychotic and HHH had not put her on an injectable medication. Caller reports asking again for HHH to put member on an injectable medication at that time. Caller reports HHH discharged the member yesterday (4/22/21), but member continues to show psychotic symptoms. Caller also reports that when she went to the pharmacy today (4/23/21) to pick up the member's oral medications (is also on Risperidal injection), the prescription had just arrived at the pharmacy and had not yet been filled. Caller is also concerned that she asked HHH to refer the member to a specialized service facility, and member reported wanting to go to a different facility, but a referral was not made. Caller reports speaking with Amber Wilson, HHH director of clinical services, and that she has been helpful. But caller states the doctor at HHH did not follow the clinical recommendations of Amber Wilson during member’s admission.CID 574910		CORRECTIONS: CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO FROM MEMBER'S; SOURCE CHANGED FROM FAMILY MEMBER TO PARENT		Not Defined		Referred to External Lic or State Agency		8143		05/19/2021		Resolved/Completed		DHSR		Caller is member’s mother, Cheryl Reed - 910-337-6732. Caller is not legal guardian, but reports she has been trying to get guardianship. Caller is seeking a Care Coordination referral and would like to file a grievance against HHH. Reports member was admitted to HHH at the end of March after calling 911 and reporting she had killed her grandmother. Reports HHH attempted to discharge member two weeks ago, but caller refused to take her as member continued to appear psychotic and HHH had not put her on an injectable medication. Caller reports asking again for HHH to put member on an injectable medication at that time. Caller reports HHH discharged the member yesterday (4/22/21), but member continues to show psychotic symptoms. Caller also reports that when she went to the pharmacy today (4/23/21) to pick up the member's oral medications (is also on Risperidal injection), the prescription had just arrived at the pharmacy and had not yet been filled. Caller is also concerned that she asked HHH to refer the member to a specialized service facility, and member reported wanting to go to a different facility, but a referral was not made. Caller reports speaking with Amber Wilson, HHH director of clinical services, and that she has been helpful. But caller states the doctor at HHH did not follow the clinical recommendations of Amber Wilson during member’s admission.CID 574910 
LAVENDAR FORTE  ID: 264797   (DOB: 9/22/1997) DUPLICATE 11747
4/26/21 Call to number listed; left vm message.(K.WARE,QAA)
4/29/21 Call to complainant; explained the purpose of call and role of QM. THIs writer explained that the discussion was limited due to HIPAA and that complainant is not the legal guardian.  Complainant very angry and upset that daughter is still  psychotic exhibiting aggressive behaviors responding to internal stimuli and that HHH would not take her back stating they did not have a bed. She reports attempting to IVC herself, but the magistrate refused stating that HHH had just discharged her 2 days prior. Reports that her daughter signed a release to explain everything that has happened including that member is taking meds and still exhibiting symptoms and has laid on the side of the road. Complainant reports being stressed and upset and wanting to help her daughter and no one is listening. This writer inquired if she had reported her concerns to DHSR in regards to her daughter's treatment while at HHH and gave her the complaint intake unit. This writer also referred complainant to Joint Commission in regards to her daughter's treatment. She reports that she is mainly concerned that she was discharged when she should not have been and that after speaking with someone on the phone at HHH and attempting to bring her daughter back they were turned away. She reports that the family has video of her daughter giggling ,crying and talking to herself. Ms. Reed is upset that no one from Alliance or anywhere has called to help. This writer confirmed complainant’s mailing address. This writer reminded Ms. Reed of the limitation due to HIPAA and her daughter being her own guardian. Ms Reed reports she continues to attempt to get guardianship. This writer explained that, generally, a provider agency that is assigned would reach out to members directly for services. This writer explained that the two concerns submitted would be combined due to being duplicative in nature. She reports that it was a continuation and her seeking help. This writer confirmed that Ms Reed had the number to DHSR complaint intake unit and noted the Joint Commission information. Ms Reed also reports being aware of the IVC process. Acknowledgment letter mailed to complainant.
5/3/21 This writer contacted HHH Risk Mgr, Marcy Cortz and made her aware of the concern and per discussion emailed the concern directly for review and response to marcy.cortez@uhsinc.com.
5/7/21 This writer reached out to Ms. Cortez to clarify patient information. Per Ms. Cortez, she is experiencing delay in follow up due to short staff. This writer received notification from AH Incident & Grievance Mgr, T Parker requesting status update of case due to case being presented to the AH Clincial Quality Review team on 5/12/21 for review and clinical recommendations. This writer indicated that the concern information has been submitted to the agency for review and follow up. Protocol is that upon receipt of documentation and response from agency that the information is to be forwarded to the CQR team.
5/11/21 Initial review by AH CQR indicates review in JIVA noting that member did receive injection, however, was prescribed additional oral med and difficulty in obtaining. Upon receipt of response this writer will forward to CQR.
5/12/21 CQR requested information pertaining to agency policy related to prescribing discharge meds and credentialing providers for Medicaid services. Information to be submitted upon receipt.
5/18/21 This writer contacted Ms Cortez for an update in the agency’s internal review. Per her report, she has had multiple concerns and information requests from Alliance Health and is attempting to complete the internal review for this case with plans to follow up with this writer shortly. She apologized for the delay and indicate that she takes each inquiry seriously and making every effort to complete the requests.
5/19/21 Review of information available in JIVA indicates AH CC involvement and several attempts made to contact member with no response. AH CC confirmed that member was a no show for initial appt scheduled at time of discharge for 4/27/21. Another appointment was scheduled for 5/6/21. To date, no contact has been made with member after multiple attempts. Most recent AH CC contact attempt was 5/17/21. Due to the nature of the concerns, although complainant was referred to DHSR, this writer made call to the DHSR complaint intake unit and filed the concern with “Vee”. This writer gave information available including the mother’s contact information. As per protocol, this writer will receive follow up of the investigation from DHSR. This writer made call to complainant for follow up purposes; left vm message requesting return call. Based on DHSR report filed, agency notification and request for internal review, AH care coordination involvement, case to be closed. Any subsequent contact with complainant or correspondence received from DHSR and CQR review to be noted in follow up. Information received from HHH to be submitted to CQR per request.*please note duplicate 11747		undetermined-referred to dhsr and cqr for review		1		1		0		26

		11745		Kristie White		04/23/2021		Johnson		Crystal		Guardian		Grievance		Access to Services		Medication Administration				Multi-Disability		18-20		MONARCH		1		98888 - ROBERSON, JAELUN		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Member's LRP contacted Monarch.  Monarch advised the member's LRP to have at the urgent care clinic by 2pm at Reggie's instruction the member and residential provider arrived at 12:30pm. He was not triaged upon arrival for safety and was told he could not be seen.  Doors were locked at 1:30pm prior to the posted closing sign of 3pm.  Administrative staff stated that provider would only see people on Friday and they were at capacity.		05/18/21-Corrected to guardian name Crystal Johnson/Guardian.KM Appeals Coordinator		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8160		05/12/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member's LRP contacted Monarch. Monarch advised the member's LRP to have at the urgent care clinic by 2pm at Reggie's instruction the member and residential provider arrived at 12:30pm. He was not triaged upon arrival for safety and was told he could not be seen. Doors were locked at 1:30pm prior to the posted closing sign of 3pm. Administrative staff stated that provider would only see people on Friday and they were at capacity.
Patient: Jaelun Roberson Patient ID: 98888 DOB: 09/05/2001
04/23/22-Grievance against Monarch re. lack of access to urgent care. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/26/21-Left a message for member to call about more information on this grievance. KM Appeals Coordinator 
04/27/21-Left another message for member to call to clarify information for this grievance filed. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/30/21-Attempted to call member for the third time leaving a message with still no response. Sending Ack/More Information grievance letter to receive more information about this grievance gave member until May 10, 2021 to get this back or closing this grievance. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/12/21-Never received call back on this member grievance for the additional information needed. Per the additional information letter, the member had until 05/10/21 to respond. Closing this grievance as Undetermined due to lack of information. KM Appeals Coordinator		Undetermined due to lack of information		1		1		0		19

		11746		Hillary Vandewart		04/23/2021		Jordan-Oliver		Rasheeda		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Great Expectations Day Facility and Enrichment Program, LLC		1		255630 - OWENS, TAMMY		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		On 3/17/2021, writer requested documentation from QP/Director, Terrance Pope, via email to complete the quarterly monitoring update as required by Clinical Coverage Policy-8P.  Writer requested routine documentation be submitted by 3/29/2021.  Another request was sent on 3/31/2021 for the same information.  Writer also called again on 4/23/2021 to notify provider of final attempt to collect information.  The provider was non-adherent the previous quarter as well (December 2020).  Writer requested routine quarterly documentation on 12/17/20; again on 12/30/20 via email and phone call. Front desk staff (Florence) stated Mr. Pope would get the information over to me.  Information was never received.  Provider Network Development referral has been completed and Bill Young has been assigned to assist.  Requesting this concern kept for tracking purposes.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8124		04/26/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		On 3/17/2021, writer requested documentation from QP/Director, Terrance Pope, via email to complete the quarterly monitoring update as required by Clinical Coverage Policy-8P.  Writer requested routine documentation be submitted by 3/29/2021.  Another request was sent on 3/31/2021 for the same information.  Writer also called again on 4/23/2021 to notify provider of final attempt to collect information.  The provider was non-adherent the previous quarter as well (December 2020).  Writer requested routine quarterly documentation on 12/17/20; again on 12/30/20 via email and phone call. Front desk staff (Florence) stated Mr. Pope would get the information over to me.  Information was never received.  Provider Network Development referral has been completed and Bill Young has been assigned to assist.  Requesting this concern kept for tracking purposes.
[PT: Tammy Owens				DOB: 2/10/63				ID: 255630]
4/26/21
Per indication within concern, Provider Network Development has been notified and concern was submitted for tracking purposes. This writer composed and send ack/res email to internal complainant confirming that this would be coded as tracking. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		3

		11747		Kim Ware		04/24/2021		FORTE		LAVENDER		Family Member		External Stakeholder Concern		Quality of Services		Crisis - Inpatient				Multi-Disability		Adult		Holly Hill Hospital, LLC		1		264797 - FORTE, LAVENDER		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		****Addition to Grievance 11744****
Member's mother called stating she would like to add to her grievance (11744) against Holly Hill Hospital from 4/23/21. Caller reports her pharmacist told her that the prescribing doctor at HHH for her daughter's medication is not a Medicaid provider, so the prescription can not be filled.		CID 574999CORRECTIONS: NATURE CHANGED FROM OTHER TO QUALITY		other		Referred to External Lic or State Agency		8199		05/19/2021		Resolved/Completed		DHSR		****Addition to Grievance 11744**** Member's mother called stating she would like to add to her grievance (11744) against Holly Hill Hospital from 4/23/21. Caller reports her pharmacist told her that the prescribing doctor at HHH for her daughter's medication is not a Medicaid provider, so the prescription can not be filled.
LAVENDER FORTE ID: 264797   (DOB: 9/22/1997)
4/26/21 Call to number listed; left vm message.(K.WARE,QAA)
4/29/21 Call to complainant; explained the purpose of call and role of QM. THIs writer explained that the discussion was limited due to HIPAA and that complainant is not the legal guardian.  Complainant very angry and upset that daughter is still  psychotic exhibiting aggressive behaviors responding to internal stimuli and that HHH would not take her back stating they did not have a bed. She reports attempting to IVC herself, but the magistrate refused stating that HHH had just discharged her 2 days prior. Reports that her daughter signed a release to explain everything that has happened including that member is taking meds and still exhibiting symptoms and has laid on the side of the road. Complainant reports being stressed and upset and wanting to help her daughter and no one is listening. This writer inquired if she had reported her concerns to DHSR in regards to her daughter's treatment while at HHH and gave her the complaint intake unit. This writer also referred complainant to Joint Commission in regards to her daughter's treatment. She reports that she is mainly concerned that she was discharged when she should not have been and that after speaking with someone on the phone at HHH and attempting to bring her daughter back they were turned away. She reports that the family has video of her daughter giggling ,crying and talking to herself. Ms. Reed is upset that no one from Alliance or anywhere has called to help. This writer confirmed complainant’s mailing address. This writer reminded Ms. Reed of the limitation due to HIPAA and her daughter being her own guardian. Ms Reed reports she continues to attempt to get guardianship. This writer explained that, generally, a provider agency that is assigned would reach out to members directly for services. This writer explained that the two concerns submitted would be combined due to being duplicative in nature. She reports that it was a continuation and her seeking help. This writer confirmed that Ms Reed had the number to DHSR complaint intake unit and noted the Joint Commission information. Ms Reed also reports being aware of the IVC process. Acknowledgment letter mailed to complainant.
5/3/21 This writer contacted HHH Risk Mgr, Marcy Cortz and made her aware of the concern and per discussion emailed the concern directly for review and response to marcy.cortez@uhsinc.com.
5/7/21 This writer reached out to Ms. Cortez to clarify patient information. Per Ms. Cortez, she is experiencing delay in follow up due to short staff. This writer received notification from AH Incident & Grievance Mgr, T Parker requesting status update of case due to case being presented to the AH Clincial Quality Review team on 5/12/21 for review and clinical recommendations. This writer indicated that the concern information has been submitted to the agency for review and follow up. Protocol is that upon receipt of documentation and response from agency that the information is to be forwarded to the CQR team.
5/11/21 Initial review by AH CQR indicates review in JIVA noting that member did receive injection, however, was prescribed additional oral med and difficulty in obtaining. Upon receipt of response this writer will forward to CQR.
5/12/21 CQR requested information pertaining to agency policy related to prescribing discharge meds and credentialing providers for Medicaid services. Information to be submitted upon receipt.
5/18/21 This writer contacted Ms Cortez for an update in the agency’s internal review. Per her report, she has had multiple concerns and information requests from Alliance Health and is attempting to complete the internal review for this case with plans to follow up with this writer shortly. She apologized for the delay and indicate that she takes each inquiry seriously and making every effort to complete the requests.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/19/21 Review of information available in JIVA indicates AH CC involvement and several attempts made to contact member with no response. AH CC confirmed that member was a no show for initial appt scheduled at time of discharge for 4/27/21. Another appointment was scheduled for 5/6/21. To date, no contact has been made with member after multiple attempts. Most recent AH CC contact attempt was 5/17/21. Due to the nature of the concerns, although complainant was referred to DHSR, this writer made call to the DHSR complaint intake unit and filed the concern with “Vee”. This writer gave information available including the mother’s contact information. As per protocol, this writer will receive follow up of the investigation from DHSR. This writer made call to complainant for follow up purposes; left vm message requesting return call. Based on DHSR report filed, agency notification and request for internal review, AH care coordination involvement, case to be closed. Any subsequent contact with complainant or correspondence received from DHSR and HHH review to be noted in follow up. Information received from HHH to be submitted to CQR per request. Resolution letter mailed to complainant.(K.WARE,QAA)		UNDETERMINED-REFERRED TO DHSR AND AH CQR		1		1		0		25

		11748		Kristie White		04/26/2021		Nara		Brent		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Educare Community Living Corporation - NC dba Community Alternatives North Carolina		1		199585 - BLUE, SAM		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		1		In-State		Level IV		1		1		After receiving assistance from Provider Network Development Specialist Bill Young, Service Consultant was able to obtain Sam Blue's signed short range goals and service documentation needed to complete quarterly monitoring assessments. Documentation was sent by Marika Whack, director of Educare Community Living Corporation, on 4/23/21. Upon review of short range goals, Service Consultant noted that Sam's goals were not signed by his guardian Katherine Ruiz prior to plan implementation (3/1/21), but were signed on 4/23/21. According to Clinical Coverage Policy No: 8-P, the provider is responsible with ensuring that the treatment plan (i.e. short range goals) is signed by the legal guardian prior to implementation. Provider requires education on this requirement at the very least, and pay backs may be deemed to be in necessary, although Service Consultant realizes that nearly two months of billing being paid back would be a high price indeed to be paid for this mistake. Service Consultant was also informed that the former QP, Tierria Brown, who would have been the professional responsible with ensuring short range goals were signed, left the agency in March 2021, and it may have been beyond the provider's immediate control to correct this mistake or compensate for it after the fact. Service Consultant completed this internal concern due to documentation not being in compliance according to our requirements, but understands that this may have been an honest mistake due to staffing transition, and does not want the provider to be unduly punished by the mistake of a former staff person.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8161		05/05/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Sam Blue Patient ID: 199585 DOB: 02/20/1949
After receiving assistance from Provider Network Development Specialist Bill Young, Service Consultant was able to obtain Sam Blue's signed short-range goals and service documentation needed to complete quarterly monitoring assessments. Documentation was sent by Marika Whack, director of Educare Community Living Corporation, on 4/23/21. Upon review of short-range goals, Service Consultant noted that Sam's goals were not signed by his guardian Katherine Ruiz prior to plan implementation (3/1/21), but were signed on 4/23/21. According to Clinical Coverage Policy No: 8-P, the provider is responsible with ensuring that the treatment plan (i.e. short-range goals) is signed by the legal guardian prior to implementation. Provider requires education on this requirement at the very least, and pay backs may be deemed to be in necessary, although Service Consultant realizes that nearly two months of billing being paid back would be a high price indeed to be paid for this mistake. Service Consultant was also informed that the former QP, Tierria Brown, who would have been the professional responsible with ensuring short range goals were signed, left the agency in March 2021, and it may have been beyond the provider's immediate control to correct this mistake or compensate for it after the fact. Service Consultant completed this internal concern due to documentation not being in compliance according to our requirements, but understands that this may have been an honest mistake due to staffing transition, and does not want the provider to be unduly punished by the mistake of a former staff person.
04/26/21-Internal- against Educare- auth/payment/billing issue. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/05/21-Sending ack/resolution do to internal complainant reaching out to Provider Network person Bill Young on this issue and per QM process sent Ack/Res email to internal complainant and closing this as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		9

		11749		Kristie White		04/26/2021		STEPHENS		JOCELYN		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Access to Services		Crisis - Behavioral Health Urgent Care Center				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		MONARCH		1		727160 - BARTLETT, MADISON		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Member was discharged from HHH to Monarch Behavioral Health Urgent Care (BHUC). Family went to BHUC and was turned away for assessment because member is not on medication. They were given the 1-800 number to call and told that the appointment would be virtual. Member’s father stated member prefers face to face therapy. When the admin CC followed up with Monarch for 7-day challenge information, Monarch stated member did not make appt when in fact they attended but were turned away. The issue is Monarch is not assessing and referring members who are not on medication even if they were just discharged from the hospital. They are also not making an attempt to schedule with a provider who sees members face to face per member preference.		CORRECTIONS: CHANGED TYPE FROM GRIEVANCE TO INTERNAL; SOURCE TO MCO STAFF		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8193		05/25/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member was discharged from HHH to Monarch Behavioral Health Urgent Care (BHUC). Family went to BHUC and was turned away for assessment because member is not on medication. They were given the 1-800 number to call and told that the appointment would be virtual. Member’s father stated member prefers face to face therapy. When the admin CC followed up with Monarch for 7-day challenge information, Monarch stated member did not make appt when in fact they attended but were turned away. The issue is Monarch is not assessing and referring members who are not on medication even if they were just discharged from the hospital. They are also not trying to schedule with a provider who sees members face to face per member preference.
Patient: Madison Bartlett Patient ID: 727160 DOB: 02/07/2007
04/26/2021-Internal- against Monarch- agency not assessing member after hospital discharge. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/18/21-Sent internal complainant acknowledgment letter and called Monarch and spoke to Jennifer Smith at 104-322-5058  about this internal concern and sent her concern element email to jennifer.smith@monarchnc.org  be returned to by 05/25/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/21/21-Called Jennifer Smith at 704-322-5058 to see if she received the concern element email. She let me know that she transferred this information to Cornelius Powe and he would return by due date of 05/25/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/25/21- Received a response from Cornelius Powe, Incident and Complaint Specialist at Monarch. Per the Monarch Director of Outpatient Services stated, “I spoke to the father on 5/19 regarding Madison's hospital discharge appointment on 4/16@1030.  The father states that they arrived for their appointment and their Covid screening was completed and then they were told that they were "full for the day". The father states that they were then given a number for the Monarch 800 number to call.  It appears there was a breakdown in communication between the two parties.  The father never stated they had a scheduled hospital discharge appt.  So, when it came time for the client to be seen, they were not available for telehealth therapy because they were gone and considered a 'no show'.  The father stated they were receiving services elsewhere. I did apologize for the miscommunication.  It appears the Urgent Care staff thought they were walk ins and they would be able to get seen quicker through the VOA, it could be a couple hours through the urgent care on a walk-in basis.  Currently Monarch has no "face to face" visits which is what the family is and was requesting.  The workflow at the Urgent Care is currently being restructured for operational processes to avoid further miscommunication.” It seems it was a miscommunication on both ends with the member and Urgent Care staff. Communicating this information to the internal complainant. Sending a resolution email to the internal complainant and closing this concern as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		29

		11750		Hillary Vandewart		04/26/2021		FAISON		TENIKA		Consumer		Grievance		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Developmental Therapies				Multi-Disability		Adult		Specialized Services & Personnel, Inc.		1		85163 - FAISON, TENIKA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		[SEE CID: # 575137] April 26, 2021 11:23 AM [Direct ACD Call] COMPLAINANT/MEMBER NAME: FAISON, TENIKA DOB: 06/13/1993ADDRESS: 5012 CAPE BRETON DR., Apt 204 RALEIGH, NC 27616  PHONE: 919-450-7034

GRIEVANCE: Member is calling to file a formal grievance against Specialized Services & Personnel, Inc.. Member was receiving personal assistance services. Member reports that about 1 – 2 months ago personal assistance worker Shante Johnson Specialized Services & Personnel, Inc., drove the her to the ATM to deposit her disability check. Once the deposit was made, member reports Ms. Johnson asked the member to withdraw $200 to give her complaining she was not paid by the agency enough. Member reports that when she refused to give her the money, staff then assaulted member and member was force to defend herself. Staff member reportedly called the police to “claim victim”. Sharon Atwater, staff’s direct supervisor, did not take member’s concerns seriously although the staff member was suspended during the investigation. The internal investigation resulted in the member’s claims being dismissed. Mary Sullivan (supervisor of Ms. Atwater) accused member of making false allegations stating that Ms. Johnson is their “best worker”.  Member made an APS report against Ms. Johnson which was also deemed as “unfounded”. Now the agency is refusing to provide services to the member stating they are now “afraid” to send staff out to work with the member. Member is unhappy that the staff member who assaulted her is still employed with the agency and that the provider agency is now refusing to provide service to her in retaliation for her making an APS report. Member is concerned that if this happened to her, it may be happening to other members who aren’t “as high functioning as I am and won’t say anything”.  --C. Helm, LCMHC, LCAS, MAC		CORRECTIONS: Changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8189		05/17/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		[SEE CID: # 575137] April 26, 2021 11:23 AM [Direct ACD Call] COMPLAINANT/MEMBER NAME: FAISON, TENIKA DOB: 06/13/1993ADDRESS: 5012 CAPE BRETON DR., Apt 204 RALEIGH, NC 27616  PHONE: 919-450-7034
GRIEVANCE: Member is calling to file a formal grievance against Specialized Services & Personnel, Inc.. Member was receiving personal assistance services. Member reports that about 1 – 2 months ago personal assistance worker Shante Johnson Specialized Services & Personnel, Inc., drove the her to the ATM to deposit her disability check. Once the deposit was made, member reports Ms. Johnson asked the member to withdraw $200 to give her complaining she was not paid by the agency enough. Member reports that when she refused to give her the money, staff then assaulted member and member was force to defend herself. Staff member reportedly called the police to “claim victim”. Sharon Atwater, staff’s direct supervisor, did not take member’s concerns seriously although the staff member was suspended during the investigation. The internal investigation resulted in the member’s claims being dismissed. Mary Sullivan (supervisor of Ms. Atwater) accused member of making false allegations stating that Ms. Johnson is their “best worker”.  Member made an APS report against Ms. Johnson which was also deemed as “unfounded”. Now the agency is refusing to provide services to the member stating they are now “afraid” to send staff out to work with the member. Member is unhappy that the staff member who assaulted her is still employed with the agency and that the provider agency is now refusing to provide service to her in retaliation for her making an APS report. Member is concerned that if this happened to her, it may be happening to other members who aren’t “as high functioning as I am and won’t say anything”.  --C. Helm, LCMHC, LCAS, MAC
[PT: Tenika Faison				DOB: 6/13/93				ID: 85163]
4/29/21
This writer called member at 919-450-7034 and left generic VM requesting a return call.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/3/21
This writer called and spoke with Ms. Faison regarding her concern. She stated that Shante admitted that she hit her, but she is still employed by the agency which she feels is not right. She also reported that APS was not able to substantiate the concern. This writer inquired as to whether or not she was interested in receiving services from the provider and she stated that she was looking elsewhere but that her main concern is regarding this staff remaining employed there due to concerns about safety of other members. This writer thanked her for the information and informed her about the grievance resolution process. This writer confirmed her mailing address and told her that we would be in touch.
This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement letter to complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/12/21
This writer confirmed that Incident Report for this incident was submitted via IRIS. This writer emailed Jessica Killette, QA Analyst (Incidents) to request copy of incident report and any associated documentation.
This writer received the below documentation:
•	APS Findings which indicated that case was closed and there was no finding of abuse/neglect.
•	Investigation report from provider which stated that provider was not made aware of allegation until 2/11 during team meeting (incident alleged to have occurred on 2/2). At this time, member had reported to APS and refused to discuss with provider.  Provider was aware that staff had contacted supervisor as well as CIT officer on 2/2 due to verbal and physical aggression from member.
•	IRIS Report from provider (as well as another provider, Community Partnerships).
•	Police Report. 
Based on a review of information provided, this allegation was not supported by the provider or APS. The staff person denied ever touching the consumer as well as any request for $200.
Upon learning of the allegations, the staff was placed on suspension until information could be gathered. There was insufficient evidence to substantiate the allegation and APS was also unable to substantiate. Based on this, staff was allowed to continue to work with the agency. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
5/17/21
This writer called and spoke with Ms. Faison regarding her concerns. This writer explained to her that we reviewed the provider’s investigation and confirmed that all appropriate notifications had been made. This writer shared that the staff staying employed with the agency was the choice of the agency and not within Alliance’s purview to control this. She indicated that she understood. This writer thanked her for the information and shared that we would be tracking this concern moving forward to ensure that this type of issue does not reoccur. She thanked this writer for the assistance and stated that she had been connected to a new provider, A Small Miracle and was waiting for them to have an opening. 
This writer then composed and sent resolution letter to complainant. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Non-Issue		1		1		0		21

		11751		Hillary Vandewart		04/26/2021		GILL		Garry		Guardian		Grievance		Access to Services		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Autism Society of North Carolina, Inc.		1		271142 - GILL, PAUL		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		Caller reports that he has been waiting on a listening device for over a year for Paul. Reports that he is getting the run around. He states that he has been in touch with Alliance staff Nikki Edwards who has been in direct contact with Autism Society. Caller reports that the Autism Society told Nikki that the device was in Cumberland with their staff named Mr Blue who was learning to use the device to train the Gill family. Caller states that he asked for some updated information after months had passed and states that the tracking on the device determines that it is lost. Caller reports that the last time he spoke to Nikki was about 2 weeks ago. Caller reports that no one will call him back and he wants/ needs assistance.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8146		05/24/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller reports that he has been waiting on a listening device for over a year for Paul. Reports that he is getting the run around. He states that he has been in touch with Alliance staff Nikki Edwards who has been in direct contact with Autism Society. Caller reports that the Autism Society told Nikki that the device was in Cumberland with their staff named Mr. Blue who was learning to use the device to train the Gill family. Caller states that he asked for some updated information after months had passed and states that the tracking on the device determines that it is lost. Caller reports that the last time he spoke to Nikki was about 2 weeks ago. Caller reports that no one will call him back and he wants/ needs assistance.
**DUPLICATE OF 11756**
[PT: Paul Gill					DOB: 3/18/2000			ID: 271142]
4/27/21
This writer received notification from Wes Knepper (QM Director) that he had additional information to share regarding this grievance and also that another duplicate grievance had been filed from complainant about same issue (11756). This writer received correspondence from William Etheridge (supervisor of member’s Care Navigator) who reported the following:
•	He spoke with complainant and tried to explain to him that Alliance could not stop payment to a provider and Quality Management would investigate. He was agitated and told William that he didn’t know anything about the billing process.  He tried to explain that ASNC was not providing a billable service assisting with getting an Augmentative Communication device.
•	He was not receptive to any advice given to him about the Grievance Process and stated that nothing would happen.
•	Following this conversation, William reached out to ASNC and informed them that the guardian was extremely upset regarding the situation.  
•	ASNC reported that their IT department is sending a new loaner to their Fayetteville office. William recommended them to link with NC Assistive Tech Project to get some additional loaners that may assist Paul. 
•	Guardian is requesting an audit be complete on ASNC or that billing be stopped.  He also wants to hear from William’s supervisor about his frustrations. Jeff recommended that William reached out to PND to make them aware, which he did. 
This writer also received feedback from Provider Networks that PND nor Monitoring would be following up on this as it is not a contractual concern. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
4/28/21
This writer received forwarded voicemail from Mr. Gill which was left with supervisor, Todd Parker, Incident and Grievance Manager. He was irate on the voicemail and demanding “several grievances” be filed” due to provider’s “shenanigans.”
This writer requested a case consult with supervisor before moving forward in contacting complainant.
This writer discussed case with supervisor and he advised that this writer touch base with provider prior to reaching out to complainant. He advised this writer find out:
•	Was the promise really made?
•	Has it really been this long? 
•	What is going to be done about this?
This writer then reached out to Tim Ferreira, Director of Quality and Compliance at ASNC via phone (800-442-2762 x 1117) to make him aware of grievance. This writer informed him of situation and asked if he would be able to assist and expedite the process. He agreed that he would look into it and would update me as soon as he could. This writer thanked him for the assistance.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
4/30/21
This writer received response from Mr. Ferreira which can be summarized below:
•	Concern is accurate.
•	The offer of loaner device was made around Feb 2020 (right before COVID and office closed).
•	In Oct 2020, the CC inquired about the device and it was requested through IT and sent to Greensboro location. When staff went to retrieve the iPad, it could not be located.
•	At this point, there was an additional communication failure and the family was not appropriately notified of the status of the loaner request.
•	New staff started several weeks ago and has spoken with guardian a few times to apologize, provide a status update, and encourage to work with CC to connect with appropriate resources.
•	The iPad has been reordered and expedited.
•	Mr. Ferreira acknowledged that the offer to lend the device was probably ill-advised from the beginning as they are not a vendor or provider of these devices, do not have speech language professionals on staff, and are unable to provide ongoing training of the device.
•	Provider will continue to encourage guardian to utilize the appropriate service for a purchased device.
•	Provider acknowledged that the failure in communication was on their part and hope to have this rectified soon, with the device order being rectified. 
•	Staff member (Lindsay) reported that she spoke with guardian and has kept him updated on the current status and was able to have a productive conversation after apologizing to him. 
This writer thanked Mr. Ferreira for the assistance and asked if there was a timeframe that they expected the expedited device to arrive.
He initially responded that it would be delivered within the next 2 weeks, plus or minus a few days. He then emailed again and stated that they should be able to deliver to the family on 5/12.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
5/3/21
This writer contacted Mr. Gill to acknowledge receipt of grievance. This writer shared with him that provider acknowledged communication lapses and that the loaner was to be delivered by 5/12. He began discussing how ASNC dropped the ball when the staff member took another position and they were without staff. He reported that the new girl knew nothing about the loaner and there was no hand-off. Additionally, the fact that the IT department took a $1000 item and supposedly dropped it off in Greensboro, but no one signed for it and it disappeared. He stated that he guarantees that they haven’t instituted a policy as a result.
Mr. Gill started relaying other problems had with ASNC previously. He stated that there were issues getting full hours and had to call the governor’s office at one point to solve a previous issue. This writer had a difficult time following some of the concerns and complainant was highly agitated throughout the conversation—voice raised, using profanity throughout call.
He stated that the provider was unresponsive. He said, “they are contractors. Run an audit on their books.” He reported they have a history of “passing the buck.”
He then began to state that he wants to know what they are paying CAP workers. He feels that “something is wrong.” 
He mentioned a previous staff who would be on his “Safeway parking lot list.” He then mentioned having to “lose it” with Fayetteville ASNC director in order to get what he needed. 
He then reported issues going back to even getting services in the first place. Stated Alliance “hasn’t been doing great either.” Started saying that Alliance doesn’t know how things work and should be able to walk members through how to get services, what is needed, etc.
Feels that providers are lying about services, not providing services, and Alliance needs to audit them. 
This attempted to share information regarding various internal departments who monitor providers. This writer brought complainant back to matter of loaner and stated I’d be in touch. He agreed that there was nothing else to be done until the deadline provided by ASNC. This writer shared I’d be in touch with him to ensure that this is done. This writer confirmed with Mr. Gill that second grievance could be withdrawn due to being duplicative in nature. 
This writer informed Mr. Gill that I would get back to him regarding some of the more systemic concerns that he has and will potentially be able to connect him with someone else internally (supervisor? Maybe Compliance?) He thanked this writer and agreed.
This writer withdrew 11756 due to duplicative nature. 
This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement letter to Mr. Gill.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/4/21
This writer staffed case with supervisor, Todd Parker, Incident and Grievance Manager. He advised that this writer provide the member with the Confidential Fraud and Abuse Line: (855) 727-6721. He advised that this could be sent to Mr. Gill in the resolution letter.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/14/21
This writer followed up with Tim Ferreira via email to confirm that the device had been delivered.
Tim replied and confirmed that device had been delivered on the 5/12 as promised. He added that staff has also been working on getting staff in to office to provide training on the device. Guardian has had regular communication with staff and has been very receptive. She plans to check in with him weekly as well as continuing to advocate for appropriate service (ATES) so that a formal evaluation can be done and a device purchased that meet's member’s needs.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/21/21
This writer reviewed Jiva notes and saw recent communication between Care Navigator and Mr. Gill. Mr. Gill confirmed that device has been received but is still waiting for staff to be trained. He also stated that his doctor will write a prescription for a PECS device (Picture Exchange Comm System).
He also noted concern about losing a staff member, which CN followed up about (provider has two potential staff members he is trying to prepare for the case and has told Mr. Gill this). Provider stated that they would follow up.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
5/24/21
This writer composed and sent resolution letter to complainant based on provider’s response and direction from supervisor. Provider was able to get the device delivered and Care Coordination team is assisting with other requests/concerns. This writer included phone number for Alliance Fraud Waste and Abuse hotline for complainant to report concerns about Compliance issues/his request for provider to be “audited.”
No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Confirmed--Provider initiated corrective action		1		1		0		28

		11752		Kim Ware		04/26/2021		IRWIN		BRIDGET		Guardian		Grievance		Quality of Services		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Makin' Choices, Inc.		1		262930 - PILLSBURY, DUSTYN		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Grievance already submitted regarding physical altercation between Dustyn's mom Bridget Irwin and staff Shameka Drew McMaymra. This is an additional grievance including additional concerns from LRP Bridget Irwin. She was informed by provider QP Sybil Hinton that since altercation did not physically involve Dustyn (he was present and altercation happened in front of him) that no Incident report would be filed and staff would not be fired. Parent is concerned that this is not best practice. 

Parent has filed a police report against staff. Staff has filed an APS report against parent and DSS is investigating. DSS Tameka Hendrick District 014; (910) 677-2596. 

Parent reported that while DSS case worker met with Dustyn he shared information about staff behavior that needs to be included in this grievance. Such as: 
Staff Shameka's husband is an AFL provider. When Dustyn was receiving services as staffs home the staff Shameka would frequently sleep and her husband who is an AFL for another member would tell Dustyn to not bother/wake up staff Shameka. 
Dustyn  got on the phone and reported to Care Navigator that staff would not help Shameka would not help him prepare his meals. He has Parkinson's and shakes and he said that she would not help him make his hot chocolate and told him to go do it by himself.
Bridget Irwin
308 Myers Court
Fayetteville, NC  28311
(910) 303-7173 (C)
Pillsburybridget68@yahoo.com

Makin’ Choices
Sybil Hinton, QP
910-578-7201
sybilhinton@aol.com		CORRECTIONS: UNCHECKED FROM PT; CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME FROM MEMBER'S; DISABILITY CHANGED FROM DD TO MULTI; NATURE CHANGED FROM ABUSE/NEGLECT TO QUALITY; AGAISNT CHANGED FROM OTHER TO PROVIDER; ENTERED NOT LICENSED		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8132		05/07/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Grievance already submitted regarding physical altercation between Dustyn's mom Bridget Irwin and staff Shameka Drew McMaymra. This is an additional grievance including additional concerns from LRP Bridget Irwin. She was informed by provider QP Sybil Hinton that since altercation did not physically involve Dustyn (he was present and altercation happened in front of him) that no Incident report would be filed and staff would not be fired. Parent is concerned that this is not best practice. Parent has filed a police report against staff. Staff has filed an APS report against parent and DSS is investigating. DSS Tameka Hendrick District 014; (910) 677-2596. Parent reported that while DSS case worker met with Dustyn he shared information about staff behavior that needs to be included in this grievance. Such as: Staff Shameka's husband is an AFL provider. When Dustyn was receiving services as staffs home the staff Shameka would frequently sleep and her husband who is an AFL for another member would tell Dustyn to not bother/wake up staff Shameka. Dustyn got on the phone and reported to Care Navigator that staff would not help Shameka would not help him prepare his meals. He has Parkinson's and shakes and he said that she would not help him make his hot chocolate and told him to go do it by himself.
DUPLICATE # 11737
4/27/21 This writer made call and spoke with complainant regarding her concerns. This writer explained the role of QM, confirmed permission to use complainant’s name when discussing the matter and mailing address. Ms. Irwin explained that she was assaulted by the staff and that the staff should not be working with anybody. She reports that when APS came to her home to investigate her after she was reported by the staff, her son started explaining several issues regarding staff. Ms. Irwin reports that the staff and her husband were mean to her son, that the staff would sleep on duty and would not help him prepare his food or hot chocolate eventhough he shakes due to Parkinson’s.  She went on to explain that he has several medical issues and only as 6 months to live. Ms. Irwin is upset that the staff is still working and that the agency did not terminate her explaining that any altercation was between the two of them and not the agency. Ms Irwin filed two grievances in order to give more detail. She filed # 11752. This writer explained that AH does not terminate staff at provider agencies. This writer continued to attempt to understand where the “assault” occurred. Per complainant’s description it appears to have been a physical altercation between the two with both involved in the exchanged of blows. Per her report, she has filed a police report and is in touch with APS. She reports that the APS worker plans to contact AH to file a report as well. This writer explained that AH does not go out to personal homes to review in that Dustyn does not receive residential services with the agency. She explained that he goes to the staff’s house regularly. This writer inquired if the staff’s home was a licensed or unlicensed residence. She explained that it was her personal home, but that the staff had spoken with Dustyn about assisted living and asked her not to talk to him about assisted living because he is unable to care for himself and he would lose some of his benefits. The complainant is still very angry about the assault and stated again that the staff Shameka should not be working with clients. This writer explained that AH is unable to determine termination of staff at provider agencies. Per her report she was told by agency that no incident report was filed or action taken in that it did not involve the member. She reports that she stopped with the altercation when she heard a “crack” sound and thought it was a finger nail or bone of the staff. Complainant explained that member has several medical issues and has 6 months to live. This writer explained that the complainant’s two grievances would be combined in that they were duplicative in nature. This writer recommended that complainant continue to work with the AH cc regarding service provision for Dustyn. She reports that she is working with her and pals to change providers in the best interest of Dustyn. This writer made call and spoke with the assigned AH care navigator, Brenna Ozment. She confirmed the information discussed noting that she is unsure of the expectation of the complainant in that she continues to be upset that the staff still works at the provider. She repots that she has discussed the case with her supervisor. She plans to continue to provide coordination of care and service provision for member and assist with locating alternative provider of choice. She reports that the situation was explained to her as a mutual physical altercation as well. She reports that she has followed up with agency and staff did not report injuries from the altercation although the complainant reported hearing a “crack” sound and unsure if it was a broken bone or nail. Ms Ozment also shared that the complainant has said that the member has 6 months to live for approximately 3 years. This writer explained QM role and next steps to include contact with the agency.
4/28/21 Acknowledgment letter mailed to complainant to include 11737 and 11752.
5/4/21 This writer made call and left message for agency’s CEO, Rachelle Brooks-Blue (910) 483-2002. This writer also emailed the CEO to confirm that she is the correct person to contact rbblue@earthlink.net. This writer received a call from complainant. Ms Irwin explained that she had additional information. She repos that her son has told her that the staff, Shamika drives recklessly and drinks and drives which can e proven because she had a speeding ticket. This writer again attempted to explain that AH has no purview in such matters but that the information would be added to the report. This writer received a return call from Ms. Brooks-Blue and discussed the concerns She reports that the staff is still employed with the agency with no plans of terminating her. She reports that the mother has refused services to date and that the agency has reached out to confirm that she wishes her son to be discharged. First call the mother indicated that she was tired and would talk later. Second call, she indicated that they were going out to town and to call her back. Since the altercation, it is reported that the member has been without services. She reports that the agency continues to offer coordination of care and transition to another provider although the parent has not cooperated with these efforts. Per repot there is a court date due to the mother pressing charges against the staff. Ms Brooks-Blue repost that she believed that her staff would be making an APS report due to concerns regarding the mother and the husband in the home. She reports that concerns are for Dustyn not receiving needed services and that this same staff had worked with him for at least 3 years with no issues. She reports that the staff indicated that the mother was asking the staff for money that she did not give her. She reports that after the altercation the mother was going to the staff’s place of work and personal home demanding money and “wanting to fight”. Per discussion, none of the issues mentioned pertained to the members services. She repots no concerns regarding the member’s treatment by staff. Per Ms. Brooks-Blue, the information she has is from supervision and discussion with the staff involved. Ms. Brooks-Blue expressed concern for the member. Per discussion, the grievance information was emailed for review and response to include actions taken or to be taken to address the concerns.
5/5/21 This writer made call and spoke with AH Brenna Ozment with update regarding grievance. Ms. Ozment was able to indicate notes in JIVA regarding her attempts to explain complainant. This writer explained that the complainant called again to add that the staff is a reckless driver etc… which does not pertain to AH or the member. She reports that both she and the state have attempted to explain that the matter is a legal matter between her and the staff involved in the altercation. Staffed case with Incident & Grievance mgr T Parker. Plan is for case to be closed in that the matter does not involve the member, involves police, a court date and is not in the purview of AH. Call to complainant; left vm message.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/7/21 Call to complainant; no response. Based on actions taken and case consult, case to be closed. Any subsequent contact with complainant to be noted in follow up. Resolution letter to be mailed to complainant indicating action steps previously mentioned. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		undetermined- issues not in AH purview		1		1		0		11

		11753		Kim Ware		04/26/2021		CURRIE		JAMES		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Outpatient Services				Multi-Disability		Adult		Behavioral Counseling & Psychological Services, PA dba The DWI Center		1		260087 - CURRIE, JAMES		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		caller is calling seeking to file grievance against provider due to other clients in program constantly threatening caller and caller is fearing for his safety.caller was offered to be transferred to another provider. caller declined. caller stated that he filed a police report.		CORRECTIONS: DISABILITY CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO MULTI; ENTERED NOT LICENSED; SERVICE TYPE CHAGNED FROM UNKNOWN TO OUTPATIENT SERVICES		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8135		05/14/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		caller is calling seeking to file grievance against provider due to other clients in program constantly threatening caller and caller is fearing for his safety.caller was offered to be transferred to another provider. caller declined. caller stated that he filed a police report.
JAMES D CURRIE     ID: 260087   (DOB: 6/16/1960)
4/28/21 This writer made call and spoke directly with complainant regarding his concerns. Mr. Currie is very upset and frustrated about conflicts and altercations that happen on the agency grounds and during meetings with no one intervening or trying to make changes. He reports that he has brought this to staff attention with no resolve. He reports that he should not have to change providers as has been suggested to him by others because he has been going to the provider for over a year. He is also concerned that he has not received his certificate of completion. He reports that upon receipt of his certificate he would consider a different provider. He reports that he has been called names regularly and another member put his finger on his face. He reports believing that it stems from  a woman he use to date that is in the group that has said bad things about him. He reports witnessing another client throw a brick at staff and no changes have been made to how the agency handles situations. Mr. Currie reports this as stressful and affecting his treatment. This writer explained next steps, confirmed permission to use name when discussing the matter with the provider and mailing address. This writer explained that the grievance submitted by him today will be linked (11760). Acknowledgment letter mailed to complainant.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/5/21 This writer reached to agency to inquire regarding agency QM. This writer made call to agency CEO, Janet Cardassi (910) 391-3054 to notify her of grievance submission. Ms Cardassi reports that she is retired and attends weekly team meetings. She reports that Tonya Pone is the QA/QI manager. Per discussion, this writer will follow up with grievance information. 
5/11/1 This writer made call to agency to confirm Ms Pone’s email address and contact information.(K.WARE,QAA) 
5/12/21 Per discussion the grievance information was emailed directly for review and response to include both Ms Pone and Ms Cardassi: janet.cardassi@gmail.com and everythingiwant2b@hotmail.com. Per Ms Cardassi, the matter will be discussed in team meeting and Ms. Pone will follow up with this writer.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/14/21 Per agency response, no physical altercations occurred, disputes were diffused and group rules reviewed. Per protocol, “if the conflict does not resolve, then we will refer the recipient out to another agency.” In the instance referenced, the 2 were separated and individual sessions held outside of group and complainant was asked to leave the premises. In regards to certification, the agency has planned a ceremony in June 2021 now that COVID restrictions are lifting. The agency has addressed the matter with both he complainant and the other member with which he has had conflict and followed its protocol. This writer contacted Mr. Curie to discuss action steps taken. He has no plans of leaving the agency. This writer informed member that if in the future he needed assistance with locating an alternative provider to contact the Alliance Health 24 hr access & information line. No further concerns noted at this time. Resolution letter mailed to complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		non-issue		1		1		0		18

		11755		Kim Ware		04/27/2021		KING-TORRES		RENEE		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Community Support Team				Multi-Disability		Adult		B & D Integrated Health Services		1		8640 - SANDERS, DERRICK		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		Renee King-Torres Transition Coordinator with TCL is filing concern after numerous reports from the consumer-Derrick Sanders.  First reported to TC on 03/15/2021 that he has not had much contact with his team only the peer support.  TC had difficulty with communication with team and due to this, the appeal letter that was needed for the consumer for Willard Street may have been submitted past the timeframe.  Other housing opportunities have been presented to the team for the consumer to apply but the team have stated that the consumer has not been responsive to them.  The consumer continues to inform TC that the provider keeps changing team members and he never knows who he is working with, it is very confusing.  TC spoke with Al Peoples from B & D ACT on 04/21/2021 to discuss the consumer's concerns about the team changes.  We agreed that a meeting with be appropriate Mr. Peoples gave TC the date and time of April 26th at 1pm.  TC set up the zoom meeting and notified the appropriate people.  No one from B & D showed up to the zoom meeting.  The consumer expressed his frustration with the team and asked to be transferred to a new provider.  The care coordinator is working to assist with this process.  RKTORRESBA 04.27.2021		CORRECTIONS: CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO FROM MEMBER'S; CHANGED SOURCE FROM CONSUMER TO MCO STAFF; LICENSURE CHAGNED FROM UNKNOWN TO NOT LICENSED		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8185		05/13/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Renee King-Torres Transition Coordinator with TCL is filing concern after numerous reports from the consumer-Derrick Sanders. First reported to TC on 03/15/2021 that he has not had much contact with his team only the peer support. TC had difficulty with communication with team and due to this, the appeal letter that was needed for the consumer for Willard Street may have been submitted past the timeframe. Other housing opportunities have been presented to the team for the consumer to apply but the team have stated that the consumer has not been responsive to them. The consumer continues to inform TC that the provider keeps changing team members and he never knows who he is working with, it is very confusing. TC spoke with Al Peoples from B & D ACT on 04/21/2021 to discuss the consumer's concerns about the team changes. We agreed that a meeting with be appropriate Mr. Peoples gave TC the date and time of April 26th at 1pm. TC set up the zoom meeting and notified the appropriate people. No one from B & D showed up to the zoom meeting. The consumer expressed his frustration with the team and asked to be transferred to a new provider. The care coordinator is working to assist with this process. RKTORRESBA 04.27.2021
DERRICK SANDERS   ID: 8640   (D0B: 9/22/1980)
5/4/21 Review of the information submitted indicates that the member has been referred to alternative provider for services. This writer contacted the agency’s QM Director to make him aware of the concerns, requesting that an internal review be conducted and findings submitted to include actions taken to address the maters of concern.
5/13/21 This writer received email correspondence from Mr Reed. Per review, it was confirmed that a zoom meeting that was scheduled was missed due to miscommunication. Per report, the team made several attempts to assist Mr Sanders although limited in housing options due to previous behviaros. The agency indicates offering its due diligence in assisting with communications with landlord to avoid eviction. Due to member’s aggressive behaviors toward female team members, agency team staff changes were made. The new male team member did begin working with member to address his housing issues. Per agency report, the staff attempted to meet with Mr. Sanders to discuss potential housing options identified by Alliance Health, however, his response was reportedly “I don’t feel like it today.”. The team indicates ongoing attempts made to engage member with no response. Per report the agency was informed that the member was referred to another agency. B and D repots attempts to confirm with member with no response, however, plans to move forward with the discharge process. Agency attached documentation regarding service provision. This writer recommended agency ensures communications, scheduling, follow up and monitoring of such matters. Ack/Res emailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		16

		11756		Hillary Vandewart		04/27/2021		Gill		Garry		Guardian		Grievance		Quality of Services		Unknown				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Autism Society of Cumberland County		1		271142 - GILL, PAUL		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Mr. Gill stated that he has been promised a speech device (loaner) from ASNC to train Paul on how to use it and to determine if he would be successful with this communication device before investing in a device that he would own.  Mr. Gary Gill stated that he has not received it after 2 to 3 years of promising to get him one.  Mr. Gill is very frustrated and wants the CN to file this grievance to have action taken when providers do not follow through with their promises.  Mr. Gill is requesting a billing audit even after the CN explained to him that ASNC does not bill for the loaner device this is a courtesy service but he still wanted this grievance filed.		5/3/21
This writer confirmed with complainant that grievance can be withdrawn due to being duplicative in nature with #11751.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Not Defined				8147				Not Defined		Not Defined		Mr. Gill stated that he has been promised a speech device (loaner) from ASNC to train Paul on how to use it and to determine if he would be successful with this communication device before investing in a device that he would own.  Mr. Gary Gill stated that he has not received it after 2 to 3 years of promising to get him one.  Mr. Gill is very frustrated and wants the CN to file this grievance to have action taken when providers do not follow through with their promises.  Mr. Gill is requesting a billing audit even after the CN explained to him that ASNC does not bill for the loaner device this is a courtesy service but he still wanted this grievance filed.
**DUPLICATE OF 11751**
[PT: Paul Gill					DOB: 3/18/21				ID: 271142]
4/27/21
This writer received notification from Wes Knepper (QM Director) that he had additional information to share regarding this grievance and also that another duplicate grievance had been filed from complainant about same issue (11756). This writer received correspondence from William Etheridge (supervisor of member’s Care Navigator) who reported the following:
•	He spoke with complainant and tried to explain to him that Alliance could not stop payment to a provider and Quality Management would investigate. He was agitated and told William that he didn’t know anything about the billing process.  He tried to explain that ASNC was not providing a billable service assisting with getting an Augmentative Communication device.
•	He was not receptive to any advice given to him about the Grievance Process and stated that nothing would happen.
•	Following this conversation, William reached out to ASNC and informed them that the guardian was extremely upset regarding the situation.  
•	ASNC reported that their IT department is sending a new loaner to their Fayetteville office. William recommended them to link with NC Assistive Tech Project to get some additional loaners that may assist Paul. 
•	Guardian is requesting an audit be complete on ASNC or that billing be stopped.  He also wants to hear from William’s supervisor about his frustrations. Jeff recommended that William reached out to PND to make them aware, which he did. 
This writer also received feedback from Provider Networks that PND nor Monitoring would be following up on this as it is not a contractual concern. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
4/28/21
This writer received forwarded voicemail from Mr. Gill which was left with supervisor, Todd Parker, Incident and Grievance Manager. He was irate on the voicemail and demanding “several grievances” be filed” due to provider’s “shenanigans.”
This writer requested a case consult with supervisor before moving forward in contacting complainant.
This writer discussed case with supervisor and he advised that this writer touch base with provider prior to reaching out to complainant. He advised this writer find out:
•	Was the promise really made?
•	Has it really been this long? 
•	What is going to be done about this?
This writer then reached out to Tim Ferreira, Director of Quality and Compliance at ASNC via phone (800-442-2762 x 1117) to make him aware of grievance. This writer informed him of situation and asked if he would be able to assist and expedite the process. He agreed that he would look into it and would update me as soon as he could. This writer thanked him for the assistance.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
4/30/21
This writer received response from Mr. Ferreira which can be summarized below:
•	Concern is accurate.
•	The offer of loaner device was made around Feb 2020 (right before COVID and office closed).
•	In Oct 2020, the CC inquired about the device and it was requested through IT and sent to Greensboro location. When staff went to retrieve the iPad, it could not be located.
•	At this point, there was an additional communication failure and the family was not appropriately notified of the status of the loaner request.
•	New staff started several weeks ago and has spoken with guardian a few times to apologize, provide a status update, and encourage to work with CC to connect with appropriate resources.
•	The iPad has been reordered and expedited.
•	Mr. Ferreira acknowledged that the offer to lend the device was probably ill-advised from the beginning as they are not a vendor or provider of these devices, do not have speech language professionals on staff, and are unable to provide ongoing training of the device.
•	Provider will continue to encourage guardian to utilize the appropriate service for a purchased device.
•	Provider acknowledged that the failure in communication was on their part and hope to have this rectified soon, with the device order being rectified. 
•	Staff member (Lindsay) reported that she spoke with guardian and has kept him updated on the current status and was able to have a productive conversation after apologizing to him. 
This writer thanked Mr. Ferreira for the assistance and asked if there was a timeframe that they expected the expedited device to arrive.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst				0		1		1		(44,313)

		11757		Hillary Vandewart		04/27/2021		HARTLEY		JULEE		Guardian		Grievance		Access to Services		Outpatient Services				Unknown Disability		Child (0-17)		Edward A. Rubes Jr. LPC		1		556434 - EVANS, SHAWN		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		This is a resubmission of a previous grievance (11633) which was resolved due to lack of contact from complainant:
Mother Is calling to file a grievance against Cleveland Counseling Center, specifically Edward A. Rubes Jr. LPC and assigned therapist Karen (last name unknown). Mother reports she and child’s father are in a custody battle. They have a court order granting joint custody. The order indicates both parents are to have access their son’s information associated to parenting and major decisions about medical, mental health treatment, school etc... Father initiated MH treatment with Cleveland Counseling Center in October of 2020. Since that time, mother has requested access the same information Shawn’s father has access to regarding therapy session, goals and progress. Mother reports she has been redirected to speak with her ex regarding any information she may need because he is the one who signed consent to treat and they are not allowed to share information with mother due to HIPAA laws. Mother has repeatedly offered to sign whatever she needs to be able to consult with the provider as she feels her ex is not being truthful with her. When mother showed Edward Rubes the copy of the joint custody agreement he stated, “I don’t care what that says, it doesn’t change anything” indicating that they are bound by HIPAA laws regardless of her status as the child’s mother and joint legal guardian. After speaking with Edward numerous times, he finally gave mother the phone number for the assigned therapist, Karen. When mother reached out to the therapist to get an update about her son’s treatment, she again sited HIPAA and refused to speak with mother. On 03/15/21. Mother decided to attend a session her son told her he was scheduled for. Karen, the therapist, was reportedly extremely rude and was “acting like I’m the problem” as per mother’s report. She stated that Karen made her feel she did something wrong without ever having talked to her about her son and their relationship. Mother states the therapist is “clearly siding with my ex” without knowing her side of the story. Mother had wanted to be involved in her son’s therapy as she agrees her son “has been through a lot”, but was prevented by her ex and Cleveland Counseling Center staff. Mother is nervous about an up-coming court date Monday 03/22/2021 and feels the Cleveland Counseling Center may present unknown information to paint her in a poor light. Mother adds she is very unhappy with the lack of professionalism of the Cleveland County staff.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8134		05/17/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		This is a resubmission of a previous grievance (11633) which was resolved due to lack of contact from complainant:
Mother Is calling to file a grievance against Cleveland Counseling Center, specifically Edward A. Rubes Jr. LPC and assigned therapist Karen (last name unknown). Mother reports she and child’s father are in a custody battle. They have a court order granting joint custody. The order indicates both parents are to have access their son’s information associated to parenting and major decisions about medical, mental health treatment, school etc... Father initiated MH treatment with Cleveland Counseling Center in October of 2020. Since that time, mother has requested access the same information Shawn’s father has access to regarding therapy session, goals and progress. Mother reports she has been redirected to speak with her ex regarding any information she may need because he is the one who signed consent to treat and they are not allowed to share information with mother due to HIPAA laws. Mother has repeatedly offered to sign whatever she needs to be able to consult with the provider as she feels her ex is not being truthful with her. When mother showed Edward Rubes the copy of the joint custody agreement he stated, “I don’t care what that says, it doesn’t change anything” indicating that they are bound by HIPAA laws regardless of her status as the child’s mother and joint legal guardian. After speaking with Edward numerous times, he finally gave mother the phone number for the assigned therapist, Karen. When mother reached out to the therapist to get an update about her son’s treatment, she again sited HIPAA and refused to speak with mother. On 03/15/21. Mother decided to attend a session her son told her he was scheduled for. Karen, the therapist, was reportedly extremely rude and was “acting like I’m the problem” as per mother’s report. She stated that Karen made her feel she did something wrong without ever having talked to her about her son and their relationship. Mother states the therapist is “clearly siding with my ex” without knowing her side of the story. Mother had wanted to be involved in her son’s therapy as she agrees her son “has been through a lot”, but was prevented by her ex and Cleveland Counseling Center staff. Mother is nervous about an up-coming court date Monday 03/22/2021 and feels the Cleveland Counseling Center may present unknown information to paint her in a poor light. Mother adds she is very unhappy with the lack of professionalism of the Cleveland County staff.
[PT: Shawn Evans				DOB: 2/19/14				ID: 556434]
4/27/21
This writer received a VM from complainant and returned her call. This writer was able to discuss grievance with her and informed her that a new grievance would be entered as the previous grievance was withdrawn due to lack of contact (11633). She explained that she hasn’t been able to access her voicemails and has works most days until 3pm so this is why she has been difficult to get into contact with. This writer asked for an email address as an alternate form of contact and she provided: juleemhartley@yahoo.com. 
She explained to this writer that, according to the court order, they always had shared legal custody. The court order says specifically that she is “supposed to know everything that he knows.” She referred to “incident” that occurred prior to this which led to her only having custody on Wednesday nights. She did not want to spend that night in therapy which is why she didn’t originally participate in the therapy. She reported that court order now says that they are supposed to take turns taking him to therapy and that custody is 50-50 (her visits are no longer supervised). She also stated that the provider told her ex about the complaint and he is now sending her nasty text messages. She stated that she does not want to work with this provider and is working on changing providers. This writer stated that we would at least work to get her access to the documentation she needs.
This writer informed her that I would email her so that she could respond with the court order/documentation. She thanked this writer. This writer will create new grievance in portal since previous grievance was resolved due to lack of contact. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
4/28/21
Writer composed and sent acknowledgement letter to complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst

4/30/21
This writer received VM from complainant stating that she was having issues sending the documentation via email. This writer returned her call at 984-238-6463. This writer provided technical assistance regarding secure email and told her if she still couldn’t get it to send, that I could provide her with a fax #. She agreed to try again this afternoon.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
5/12/21
This writer has still not received court order. This writer followed up with Ms. Hartley via email and provided her with fax # in case she is still not able to get email to work.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/17/21
This writer has not received any documentation from complainant. This writer checked Jiva to see if custody documentation had been uploaded to Documents tab. While reviewing recent Jiva notes, this writer found note from UM which indicated that a reauthorization had been submitted due to “Patient’s mother was found deceased of OD—patient was a witness to that…”
Due to complainant being deceased, this writer will close case as undetermined (due to lack of information provided). NO further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Undetermined--due to lack of info from complainant (deceased)		1		1		0		20

		11758		Hillary Vandewart		04/27/2021		BROWN		CHARICE		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Residential Services (include Innovations)		Community Networking		Multi-Disability		Adult		Rouse's Group Home II, Inc		1		75802 - FEHDRAU, ALANDERSON		White		H= Hispanic, Other		Male		Avery		0		1		In-State		Supervised Living 5600 C (Adult with Intellectual/Developmental Disabilities)		0		0		MCO Staff completed review of services/claims and saw that while the member was an inpatient at Holly Hill Hospital beginning 07-28-2020  to 08-13-2020. The residential provider continued to bill for residential services and community networking.

The provider (Rouse's) billed and was paid for residential services for 7 days including: 07/28/2020, 07/29/2020, 07/30/2020, 07/31/2020, 08/01/2020, 08/02/2020, and 08/03/2020.
The provider (Rouse's) billed and was paid for community networking services for 4 days including: 07/28/2020, 07/29/2020, 07/30/2020, and 07/31/2020.
The member was hospitalized on 07-28-2020, so there is a possibility that before being taken to the hospital, the member may have been able to receive community networking services on 07-28-2020.
Waiver services billing information included as well as the billing for Holly Hill Hospital.		CORRECTIONS: Changed to internal employee concern, changed complainant info to reflect inserted user, changed type to Auth/Payment/Billing, Changed Disability to Multi		other		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8136		04/28/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		MCO Staff completed review of services/claims and saw that while the member was an inpatient at Holly Hill Hospital beginning 07-28-2020  to 08-13-2020. The residential provider continued to bill for residential services and community networking.
The provider (Rouse's) billed and was paid for residential services for 7 days including: 07/28/2020, 07/29/2020, 07/30/2020, 07/31/2020, 08/01/2020, 08/02/2020, and 08/03/2020.
The provider (Rouse's) billed and was paid for community networking services for 4 days including: 07/28/2020, 07/29/2020, 07/30/2020, and 07/31/2020.
The member was hospitalized on 07-28-2020, so there is a possibility that before being taken to the hospital, the member may have been able to receive community networking services on 07-28-2020.
Waiver services billing information included as well as the billing for Holly Hill Hospital.
[PT: Alanderson	Fehdrau			DOB: 5/17/86				ID: 75802]
4/28/21
This writer reached out to Tanya Held (Compliance/SIU) for case consult due to allegation of inappropriate billing.
Tanya replied that SIU would take this case as it was an allegation of fraudulent billing.
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement/resolution email to complainant. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Undetermined--Referred to SIU/Compliance for review/follow-up		1		1		0		1

		11759		Kim Ware		04/27/2021		Cates		Tammy		Guardian		Grievance		Quality of Services		Community Support Team				Multi-Disability		Adult		B & D Integrated Health Services		1		21147 - PARKER, SEAN		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		CID575443. April 6th Kimberly from member's CST at B&D (Case Manager) about a hotel room for him for $400+ for him and his girlfriend to stay in because he is homeless. Mother/guardian has restraining order against him. Member's mother tells CST staff she cant afford his and staff member get's angry via text messages which mother has saved, and some phone calls, Mother eventually end communication's with staff person. Son is on disability for $795 a month, husband as rep payee budgeted $320 for him to spend so money would not run out. CST staff wanted B&D to become rep payee for member and issues arose form this. Son would give away all items he bought and them run out of money per mother and then they'd have to spend more money to replace those items. Father would payout money and then get it back from member when his SSDI check would come in. When mother told CST staff told mother they were "stealing from them". Mother reported he's spending money on "things he wants and doesn't need". Mother says everything is in writing and kept track of and son has to repay them. Katina Williams CST team lead finally calls mother back on April 6th, mother informed about fighting with Kimberley the CST Case Manager. Katina said she'd have Kimberly removed from member's case. Next day Katina calls and says it's been handled as of April 7. From April 7th to this past weekend of April 24/25 she's continued to be in contact with member via texting and phone calls. Saturday CST Case Manager Kimberley talked to  member's biological father who is not part of member's life and does not have guardianship and she gave PHI to him. No releases have been signed. Mother tells Katina yesterday 4-26-21 that Kimberly is still in contact with her son. Katina said she will speak to Kimberley again and not to have any contact with anyone else. Today mother sent Kimberly a text to stay away from her son, mother also sent message to Katina. Mother said B&D was fired before and this was a second chance. Son is only on one injection and no other medication.		CORRECTIONS: Updated complainant info to reflect guardian per Call Center notes, corrected phone number		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8154		05/17/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID575443. April 6th Kimberly from member's CST at B&D (Case Manager) about a hotel room for him for $400+ for him and his girlfriend to stay in because he is homeless. Mother/guardian has restraining order against him. Member's mother tells CST staff she cant afford his and staff member get's angry via text messages which mother has saved, and some phone calls, Mother eventually end communication's with staff person. Son is on disability for $795 a month, husband as rep payee budgeted $320 for him to spend so money would not run out. CST staff wanted B&D to become rep payee for member and issues arose form this. Son would give away all items he bought and them run out of money per mother and then they'd have to spend more money to replace those items. Father would payout money and then get it back from member when his SSDI check would come in. When mother told CST staff told mother they were "stealing from them". Mother reported he's spending money on "things he wants and doesn't need". Mother says everything is in writing and kept track of and son has to repay them. Katina Williams CST team lead finally calls mother back on April 6th, mother informed about fighting with Kimberley the CST Case Manager. Katina said she'd have Kimberly removed from member's case. Next day Katina calls and says it's been handled as of April 7. From April 7th to this past weekend of April 24/25 she's continued to be in contact with member via texting and phone calls. Saturday CST Case Manager Kimberley talked to  member's biological father who is not part of member's life and does not have guardianship and she gave PHI to him. No releases have been signed. Mother tells Katina yesterday 4-26-21 that Kimberly is still in contact with her son. Katina said she will speak to Kimberley again and not to have any contact with anyone else. Today mother sent Kimberly a text to stay away from her son, mother also sent message to Katina. Mother said B&D was fired before and this was a second chance. Son is only on one injection and no other medication.
SEAN PARKER  ID: 21147   (DOB: 6/28/2000)
4/29/21 Call to complainant; left vm message.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/4/21 Call to complainant. Complainant explained that she is the legal guardian and that she has made her husband her successor because she is dying; heart issues and cancer. This writer explained the purpose of call and role of QM. Ms Cates reports that she is not angry with the whole CST Team. She reports that Katina, the team lead, has stepped in and done a lot of work with Sean. She reports that he is unable to come to her home due to her older son having a restraining order against him for assaulting the granddaughter who resides at the home. She reports that the member, Sean is not properly medicated. Ms. Cates reports that she made the agency aware of staff “Kim” attempting to become payee and accusing her of misusing Dustyn’s money which she reports she does not need and attempted to give this writer a list of items purchased for the member using his money. Ms Cates offered to send this writer receipts which this writer declined indicating that it was not necessary in regards to the grievance submitted. She is upset that the one staff is not listening to requests regarding member’s medications or treatment and that he still has symptoms. She reports that agency staff “kim” does not know what she is doing and she will sue her. She reports that if AH does not do anything she will be suing “Kim” This writer explained that AH does not fire staff at agencies nor file suits against individual staff or legal matters between agency and member. Ms Cates also offered to send text messages that prove that PHI was shared. This writer referred to the concern and QM role as well as ensuring that the member was receiving appropriate services based on agency contract with AH. Ms. Cates confirmed mailing address and permission to use her name when contacting the provider. This writer contacted the agency’s QM Director, Jeremy Reed and made him aware of the concern, requesting that an internal review be conducted and submitted to include actions taken or to be taken regarding the concerns. Acknowledgment letter mailed to complainant.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/13/21 Agency response received including actions taken to address the concerns. The staff mentioned was no longer working with case. Per report there had been discrepancies with funding requests. Agency reports that a meeting was scheduled with the complainant to discuss the matter and the complainant canceled indicating an emergency. Agency  reports working with member and currently providing support while in detention. This writer has recommended continued monitoring of the matter,  continued documentation of service provision as well as addressing any HIPAA concerns with staff.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/17/21 This writer made call and spoke with complainant, Ms Cates , to discus action steps taken in the matter. This writer explained that at any time if there was a need for locating of an alternative provider of choice, to refer to AH 24 hr access and information line. Ms. Cates thanked this writer. Resolution letter mailed to complainant. No further action by this writer at this time. This matter wil be tracked.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		20

		11760		Kim Ware		04/28/2021		CURRIE		JAMES		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Outpatient Services				Multi-Disability		Adult		Behavioral Counseling and Psychological Services, PA		1		260087 - CURRIE, JAMES		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Caller reports concerns with his current provider Behavioral Counseling. Caller states that they are allowing another client in group to harass him. Caller reports that he has been harassed verbally and physically by Steve gamble. Steve put his finger in his face/ right cheek. Caller states that  Joyce Underwood McNeil is newer to the group and she and Steve like to tag team him trying to start trouble.  Caller reports that he is finding it harder to overlook.  States that he has talked to Mr Jacobs at least 3 or 4 or more times.  Mr. Jacobs sks to let him handle it and the member has continued to do this.  Caller states that this has been happening for about 1 year.  Caller states that he does this type of things to other members and staff.
Caller also wants to know why he has not received a certificate. He is also interested in looking into his contact hours and seeing how close he is to completion. His biggest concern is why they wont provide him a safe and healthy place that’s conducive to his recovery.		CORRECTIONS: SOURCE CHANGED FROM ANONYMOUS TO CONSUMER; NATURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO QUALITY; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO NOT LICENSED; SERVICE TYPE CHANGED FROM NKNOWN TO OUTPATIENT SERVICES		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8137		05/14/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller reports concerns with his current provider Behavioral Counseling. Caller states that they are allowing another client in group to harass him. Caller reports that he has been harassed verbally and physically by Steve gamble. Steve put his finger in his face/ right cheek. Caller states that Joyce Underwood McNeil is newer to the group and she and Steve like to tag team him trying to start trouble. Caller reports that he is finding it harder to overlook. States that he has talked to Mr Jacobs at least 3 or 4 or more times. Mr. Jacobs sks to let him handle it and the member has continued to do this. Caller states that this has been happening for about 1 year. Caller states that he does this type of things to other members and staff. Caller also wants to know why he has not received a certificate. He is also interested in looking into his contact hours and seeing how close he is to completion. His biggest concern is why they wont provide him a safe and healthy place that’s conducive to his recovery.
*DUPLICATE 11760
JAMES D CURRIE     ID: 260087   (DOB: 6/16/1960)
4/28/21 This writer made call and spoke directly with complainant regarding his concerns. Mr. Currie is very upset and frustrated about conflicts and altercations that happen on the agency grounds and during meetings with no one intervening or trying to make changes. He reports that he has brought this to staff attention with no resolve. He reports that he should not have to change providers as has been suggested to him by others because he has been going to the provider for over a year. He is also concerned that he has not received his certificate of completion. He reports that upon receipt of his certificate he would consider a different provider. He reports that he has been called names regularly and another member put his finger on his face. He reports witnessing another client throw a brick at staff and no changes have been made to how the agency handles situations. Mr. Currie reports this as stressful and affecting his treatment. This writer explained next steps, confirmed permission to use name when discussing the matter with the provider and mailing address. This writer explained that the grievance submitted by him today will be linked (11760). Acknowledgment letter mailed to complainant.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/5/21 This writer reached to agency to inquire regarding agency QM. This writer made call to agency CEO, Janet Cardassi (910) 391-3054 to notify her of grievance submission. Ms Cardassi reports that she is retired and attends weekly team meetings. She reports that Tonya Pone is the QA/QI manager. Per discussion, this writer will follow up with grievance information. 
5/11/1 This writer made call to agency to confirm Ms Pone’s email address and contact information. 
5/12/21 Per discussion the grievance information was emailed directly for review and response to include both Ms Pone and Ms Cardassi: janet.cardassi@gmail.com and everythingiwant2b@hotmail.com. Per Ms Cardassi, the matter will be discussed in team meeting and Ms. Pone will follow up with this writer.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/14/21 Per agency response, no physical altercations occurred, disputes were diffused and group rules reviewed. Per protocol, “if the conflict does not resolve, then we will refer the recipient out to another agency.” In the instance referenced, the 2 were separated and individual sessions held outside of group and complainant was asked to leave the premises. In regards to certification, the agency has planned a ceremony in June 2021 now that COVID restrictions are lifting. The agency has addressed the matter with both he complainant and the other member with which he has had conflict and followed its protocol. This writer contacted Mr. Curie to discuss action steps taken. He has no plans of leaving the agency. No further concerns noted at this time. Resolution letter mailed to complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)				1		1		0		16

		11761		Hillary Vandewart		04/28/2021		Gibbs		LaKenya		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Guardiantrac, LLC dba GT Independence		1		23092 - JIMERSON, ARTHUR		Unknown		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		On 4/1/2021 and 4/8/ 2021 SC contacted Jarvis James (jjames@gtindependence.com) with Guardiantrac, LLC dba GT Independence and EOR Nicole Jimerson (nicole.jimerson@yahoo.com) requesting a copy of member’s quarterly documentation/progress note for the months of January - March 2021 so I could complete a documentation review. I also requested an update on member’s health and well-being, services, behaviors, and any other concerns.  SC did not receive the documentation.   Request for Assistance to Resolve Contractual Concern referral form has been sent to Provider Networks.  LaKenya Gibbs, MA, CMC 4/28/2021		CORRECTIONSS: Changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8140		04/29/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		On 4/1/2021 and 4/8/ 2021 SC contacted Jarvis James (jjames@gtindependence.com) with Guardiantrac, LLC dba GT Independence and EOR Nicole Jimerson (nicole.jimerson@yahoo.com) requesting a copy of member’s quarterly documentation/progress note for the months of January - March 2021 so I could complete a documentation review. I also requested an update on member’s health and well-being, services, behaviors, and any other concerns.  SC did not receive the documentation.   Request for Assistance to Resolve Contractual Concern referral form has been sent to Provider Networks.  LaKenya Gibbs, MA, CMC 4/28/2021
[PT: Arthur Jimerson				DOB: 12/16/96				ID: 23092]	
4/28/21
This writer reached out to complainant to share updated procedure for resolving contractual concerns which allows Provider Network to help solve the problem first before a concern is submitted to QM. This gives PN the opportunity to try to correct the issue before a concern is filed. 
Because it appears that the complainant submitted concern to PN and QM at the same time, this writer indicated to complainant that it would be resolved and coded as tracking. Complainant thanked this writer for the follow-up.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
4/29/21
This writer composed and sent ack/res email to internal complainant. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		1

		11762		Kristie White		04/28/2021		Gibbs		LaKenya		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Pathways for People, Inc.		1		26428 - HERNANDEZ, MONICA		White		H= Hispanic, Other		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		On 4/1/2021 and 4/8/ 2021 SC contacted QP Jaime West-Haddock (jaimewhpfp@gmail.com) with Pathways for People requesting a copy of member’s quarterly documentation/progress note for the months of January - March 2021 so I could complete a documentation review. I also requested an update on member’s health and well-being, services, behaviors, and any other concerns.  SC did not receive the documentation.  Request for Assistance to Resolve Contractual Concern has been sent to Provider Networks.  LaKenya Gibbs, MA, CMC 4/28/2021		05/18/21-Corrected to Multi-Disability type. KM Appeals Coordinator		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8141		04/29/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Monica Hernandez Patient ID: 26428 DOB: 03/26/1985
On 4/1/2021 and 4/8/ 2021 SC contacted QP Jaime West-Haddock (jaimewhpfp@gmail.com) with Pathways for People requesting a copy of member’s quarterly documentation/progress note for the months of January - March 2021 so I could complete a documentation review. I also requested an update on member’s health and well-being, services, behaviors, and any other concerns. SC did not receive the documentation. Request for Assistance to Resolve Contractual Concern has been sent to Provider Networks. LaKenya Gibbs, MA, CMC 4/28/2021
04/28/21-Internal- against- Pathways for People, Inc- agency not submitting required documentation. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/29/21-Per new information given by Manager TParker we were recently informed that there has been a change in the procedure for addressing provider contractual concerns which I’ve attached here. The updated procedure allows Provider Network to help solve the problem first before a concern is submitted to QM. This gives PN the opportunity to try to correct the issue before a concern is filed. It appears that LGibbs internal complainant has submitted these 3 concerns to PN and QM at the same time, so I wanted to give you this updated procedure in case you were not aware. Sending internal complainant will be receiving acknowledgement/resolution emails for all 3 concerns. Closing internal concern and will indicate that these will be tracked by QM. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		1

		11763		Kim Ware		04/28/2021		Gibbs		LaKenya		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Autism Services, Inc.		1		31058 - BRODE, BENJAMIN		White		Not Defined		Male		Durham		0		1		In-State		Supervised Living 5600 C (Adult with Intellectual/Developmental Disabilities)		1		0		On 4/1/2021 and 4/8/ 2021 SC contacted QP Eboni Harris (eharris.asi@gmail.com) with Autism Services requesting a copy of member’s quarterly documentation/progress note for the months of January - March 2021 so I could complete a documentation review. I also requested an update on member’s health and well-being, services, behaviors, and any other concerns.  SC did not receive the documentation. QP did not response to the email sent on 4/1/2021 or 4/8/2021.  Request for Assistance to Resolve Contractual Concern has been sent to Provider Networks.  LaKenya Gibbs, MA, CMC 4/28/2021		CORRECTIONS: DISABILITY CHANGED FROM DOES NOT APPLY TO MULTI; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO DHSR; IS RESIDENTIAL AN ISSUE CHANGED FROM NO TO YES		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8138		04/28/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		On 4/1/2021 and 4/8/ 2021 SC contacted QP Eboni Harris (eharris.asi@gmail.com) with Autism Services requesting a copy of member’s quarterly documentation/progress note for the months of January - March 2021 so I could complete a documentation review. I also requested an update on member’s health and well-being, services, behaviors, and any other concerns. SC did not receive the documentation. QP did not response to the email sent on 4/1/2021 or 4/8/2021. Request for Assistance to Resolve Contractual Concern has been sent to Provider Networks. LaKenya Gibbs, MA, CMC 4/28/2021 
BENJAMIN BRODE   ID: 31058   (DOB: 3/29/1987)
4/28/21 Per protocol, AH QM will track the concern for potential trends in the event that similar concerns are submitted regarding the agency. The complainant referred the matter to the assigned PND Specialist in an effort to resolve contractual concerns. Ack/res emailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time(KWARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		0

		11764		Todd Parker		04/28/2021		STANLEY		Casandra Miller		Provider		External Stakeholder Concern		LME/MCO Functions		Care Coordination (IDD)				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		1		255186 - STANLEY, LATAIJASHA		Black/African American		Unknown		Female		Johnston		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		Care coordinator Sabrina Howell tried to bully provider into keeping a client that had been issued a 30-day notice to end services due to lack of progress. Care coordinator stated she will file a grievance and call the state (DHSR) if provider did not keep the client past the 30-day notice. CC made the provider feel very uncomfortable and threatened.		CORRECTIONS: Added member info to complaint		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8151		05/25/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		While on a CFT Ms. Howell made the QP and Executive Director feel frightened and uncomfortable.
Ms. Howell became upset with the QP, and ED because the provider issued a 30 day notice to
terminate service for one of Ms. Howell's client. Ms. Howell was speakinging to the provider in a
high pitch voice while stating (she will fill a grievance as well as a complaint with DSS and DHSR if
the provider did not pull the 30 day notice and keep the client in care). After the provider expressed
the clients lack to continue to make progress. Please feel free to contact me if you have any
questions or concerns.
5-3-21
This writer contacted complainant at the number provide (704.941.1294). Writer confirmed information provided in the Customer Service form. Complainant was accompanied by the QP and both indicated that they didn’t do anything wrong by issuing the 30-day notice. Complainant and QP shared that Ms. Howell stated that she’s been a clinician for 20 years and she knows what should be done. She told them she was going to get contract pulled. They stated that they feel Ms. Howell does not understand that providers reserve the right to issue 30-day notice. They shared the she tried to get them to submit a re-auth and keep the member. Both shared that the parent was on board with transitioning the member. They inform that they have made a lateral  move with the client and she is in a new placement. Writer asked for the member’s name. They provided Latisha Stanley (17 yrs. Old). Complainant and QP expressed that Ms. Howell needs education on what a 30-day notice means. Writer explained the complaint process and verified the mailing address for the complainant. Writer verified the mailing address, composed and mailed an Ack letter. Writer will contact Ms. Howell’s supervisor (Lindsay Allen).
T. Parker, I&G Manager

5-12-21
Writer spoke with Ms. Howell’s manager, Lindsay Allen. Writer shared the issues raised in the concern. Writer provided information about the member associated with the complaint. Manager indicated that Ms. Howell had not mentioned anything about the case to her. Writer expressed that this issue is concerning since there was a recent complaint about Ms. Howell in which manager confirmed that Ms. Howell had indeed said something to parents of a member that were unprofessional and inappropriate. Manager agreed. Writer encouraged manager to look into the issue. Writer emphasized that he does not need to know the detail of what is discussed or any disciplinary actions taken. He would like to know when the issue is been address and that it was addressed to the manager’s satisfactions. Manager shared that she will be speaking with her supervisor about the issue since this does seem to be a pattern. Writer will await Ms. Allen’s response. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager

5-24-21
This writer emailed supervisor (Lindsey Allen) to inquire as to whether this issue has been addressed. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager


5-25-21
Writer received confirmation from supervisor that the issue has been addressed with the staff. Writer thanked supervisor for the information and for assisting with this issue. Writer composed and mailed Resolution letter to complainant. No further action.
T. Parker, I&G Manager		Confirmed: Provider initiated corrective action		1		1		0		27

		11765		Hillary Vandewart		04/28/2021		Parker		Todd		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Crisis Services				Multi-Disability		Adult		UNC Hospital		0		766831 - Alcorn, Joshua		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		The CQR Committee would like the following information requested from the provider following the review of his death at the 4/28/21 CQR Committee:
Initial assessments (psych/medical)
Progress notes
CIWA ratings
VS signs
MARs		CORRECTIONS: Completed final yes/no questions (discussing with agency), changed provider to UNC Hospital		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8192		05/18/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		The CQR Committee would like the following information requested from the provider following the review of his death at the 4/28/21 CQR Committee:
•	Initial assessments (psych/medical)
•	Progress notes
•	CIWA ratings
•	VS signs
•	MARs
[PT: Joshua Alcorn				DOB: 12/20/94				ID: 766831]
4/29/21
Based on complaint being filed by the CQR committee to request documentation follow-up, this writer will not send an internal acknowledgement email and will instead just reach out to provider with documentation request.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/13/21
This writer researched member within Jiva and Alpha to determine which UNC Hospital facility member to reach out to. This writer noted that incident report did not appear to reflect a death, but rather a fall:
4/13/2021 by dsofia: UNC Wakebrook reports that on 4/7/21, 26-year-old male ADU client, J.A. (Alpha ID: 766831; DOB: 12/20/1994), suffered a seizure while standing upright, lost consciousness during the seizure, and fell and hit his head. Med code was immediately called. Client came to and was able to state his name, but was confused and irritated that people were around him. Nursing informed him of what happened. Client was transported to WakeMed via ambulance for further evaluation and wound care. The next day, it was learned that client was admitted to the Neuro Surgical Critical Care Unit; per Jiva (CC note), client sustained epidural and subdural hematomas. Client remains hospitalized at this time. Per Wakebrook, client was a voluntary admission who had completed detox (5 days) and was due to discharge the next day. He was on a routine supervision level with no history of seizures or falls; Morse fall score indicated minimal/no fall risk. Per Jiva (CC note), there is concern from head injury and change in client’s baseline function; surgery is pending medical stabilization.
This writer reached out to inserted user (Todd Parker, Incident and Grievance Manager) to clarify whether this was truly following up on a death review. He confirmed that this was an error in entering and that member was not dead.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
5/14/21
This writer emailed Wakebrook Clinical Supervisor for Facility Based Crisis, Laura McDaniel (laura_mcdaniel@med.unc.edu), to see if she could point this writer toward the appropriate contact for requesting this information. She replied that she would look into it and get back to me.
Laura followed up with this writer and indicated that request could be sent to Dr. Michael Zarzar by email at michael_zarzar@med.unc.edu. This writer then sent requested info and asked if it could be provided by 5/21.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/18/21
This writer received the requested information in 60+ page PDF from Maria Strubbe (Health Information Management, On-Site Manager).
This writer then sent the information to Todd Parker, Incident and Grievance Manager, to refer to CQR Committee. 
This writer resolved concern. Any further correspondence from CQR will be included in concern follow-up within portal. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Undetermined--Referred to CQR committee for review		1		1		0		20

		11767		Hillary Vandewart		04/28/2021		Adams		Monica		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		A Small Miracle, LLC		1		220839 - BYERS, THOMAS		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Member moved from group home with Victor and Associates back home with parents on 11/12/2020 prior to services being requested/authorized.  
A revision was completed requesting 35 hours/week of Community Living and Supports (CLS), 30 hours/week of Day Supports and 400 hours/year of Respite services and parents chose A Small Miracle as their provider. 

A second revision was completed with an implementation date of 1/10/2021 stating that parents would like to switch CLS hours to Community Innovations being that they found staff who could cover needed hours.  The service change was to switch CLS hours and Respite hours to Community Innovations effective 1/10/2021. The request was completed and authorized. However services were never implemented as authorized being that Community Innovations had not identified staff.

Another revision was completed recently with an implementation date of 4/8/2021 stating that member’s parents found staff who could provide 40 hours of CLS weekly through Community Innovations.

In regard to service change effective 1/10/2021,  Josh Otto, QP with A Small Miracle states that they were not informed of the stated plan revision/changes removing them as CLS provider.  Tamora Byers, Mom/LRP was hired as Relative as Provider (RAP) with A Small Miracle and had begun providing CLS hours until they could identify staff.  Mara Wooten, CN with Alliance Health reports that Tamora requested to transfer all hours to Community Innovations, but continued to submit documentation to A Small Miracle prompting them to bill for unauthorized services even after the revision and termination of services effective 1/10/2021.  A Small Miracle continued to bill and receive payment for unauthorized services stating that they were not made aware of any changes. Provider billed and received payment for unauthorized services.		CORRECTIONS: Changed complainant info to reflect internal complainant		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8153		05/17/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member moved from group home with Victor and Associates back home with parents on 11/12/2020 prior to services being requested/authorized.  
A revision was completed requesting 35 hours/week of Community Living and Supports (CLS), 30 hours/week of Day Supports and 400 hours/year of Respite services and parents chose A Small Miracle as their provider. 
A second revision was completed with an implementation date of 1/10/2021 stating that parents would like to switch CLS hours to Community Innovations being that they found staff who could cover needed hours.  The service change was to switch CLS hours and Respite hours to Community Innovations effective 1/10/2021. The request was completed and authorized. However services were never implemented as authorized being that Community Innovations had not identified staff.
Another revision was completed recently with an implementation date of 4/8/2021 stating that member’s parents found staff who could provide 40 hours of CLS weekly through Community Innovations.
In regard to service change effective 1/10/2021, Josh Otto, QP with A Small Miracle states that they were not informed of the stated plan revision/changes removing them as CLS provider. Tamora Byers, Mom/LRP was hired as Relative as Provider (RAP) with A Small Miracle and had begun providing CLS hours until they could identify staff.  Mara Wooten, CN with Alliance Health reports that Tamora requested to transfer all hours to Community Innovations, but continued to submit documentation to A Small Miracle prompting them to bill for unauthorized services even after the revision and termination of services effective 1/10/2021.  A Small Miracle continued to bill and receive payment for unauthorized services stating that they were not made aware of any changes. Provider billed and received payment for unauthorized services.
[PT: Thomas Byers				DOB: 8/21/86				ID: 220839]
5/4/21
This writer sent email to Tanya Held (SIU/Compliance) requesting case consult. This writer received a call from Tanya following up. Tanya state that, in looking at the auths for the member in the system, it appears that A Small Miracle’s authorization for CLS was discontinued on 1/9/21. They did continue to bill 1/11-4/9. 
Community Innovations was authorized starting 1/10, but they didn’t bill CLS until 4/15. So there is no billing overlap, which indicates that there may have been some lapses in communication/coordination of care. 
Appears that mom with doing the work—Community Innovations didn’t find staff until April. Since mom was already on board with A Small Miracle for Relative as Provider (Under Appendix K), that is likely why billing occurred through A Small Miracle. Prior authorization is “turned off” right now, which allowed them to bill without an authorization. Tanya reported that she does not feel that this is “self-audit” worthy, however, the provider should have submitted an Addendum to Services Form to say that they have a RAP doing this temporarily.  This should be on file even if it is retroactive. 
This writer will plan to follow up with ASM to inform them of the Addendum to Services form.
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
5/14/21
This writer spoke with Candace Mondragon, Program Director, via phone at 919.854.4400 ext. 701 and shared concern details with her. She reported concern that there was a communication breakdown as they had not been made aware of the change in the authorization. She reported that her understanding was that they received denials which was how they found out in the first place. She stated that she Mara Wooten (SIC) had stated that she was going to speak with her supervisor to discuss how to prevent this type of issue from reoccurring. She reported that this type of issue was happening more and more with Alliance and she doesn’t want this to continue to occur. She reported that she was concerned that QM/Compliance Dept were involved and it looked like they were trying to submit documentation for billing inappropriately. This writer assured her that this was not a reflection on them and that it appears that they had not been notified appropriately. 
This writer stated that I would look into the billing portion and also discuss with Mara what went wrong in terms of the communication breakdown and would get back to her with more info. She thanked this writer for listening and for the assistance.
This writer then reached out to Monica Adams (Service Integrity Consultant/internal complainant) and Mara Wooten (Care Navigator) via email to share provider’s feedback and see if they could provide clarity on communication issues and how to proceed.
This writer received the below feedback from Mara Wooten:
•	With this particular family, they will be having zoom team meetings before any revisions are completed and are going to make sure both the mother and father are at the meetings. 
•	A big issue was that the family signed the revision and knew about the changes, yet they kept sending billing to ASM. 
•	CC has made it clear to providers that they will no longer respond to email requests for revisions.
•	Alliance should have notified ASM of the change and the provider was truly unaware.
•	CC will ensure that everyone involved signs revision and receives a copy via DocuSign once it is signed.

Monica Adams also followed up stating that it wasn’t just the RAP providing services during this time but that there was another staff involved as well. She asked whether this would impact anything.
This writer followed up with Tanya Held (SIU/Compliance) with this question and also to confirm whether or not provider still needed to complete Addendum to Services form.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/17/21
This writer received feedback from Tanya Held stating that the other staff shouldn’t be a problem and also that if they got the RAP fully trained and checked background, etc., they wouldn’t need to do the form.
This writer confirmed with Tanya that the guardian was already hired as a RAP with A Small Miracle and that the issue seems to be more that the authorization was changed without ASM’s knowledge rather than that they were utilizing exceptions related to Appendix K flexibilities. This writer shared that I would not require the provider to complete the form based on this and Tanya agreed.
This writer then shared this information with Monica and Mara so they were aware that nothing further is needed from provider.
This writer then called Candace Mondragon, Program Director, to provide an update—LVM requesting a call back.
This writer then composed and sent resolution letter to internal complainant. This writer will update concern in portal with any further communication with provider. Nothing further needed at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Non-Issue		1		1		0		19

		11769		Kristie White		04/28/2021		MARTINEZ		Monica		Guardian		Grievance		Client Rights		Crisis - Inpatient				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Brynn Marr Hospital, Inc.		1		189554 - MARTINEZ, VANESSA		White		H= Hispanic, Other		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		Mother Monica Martinez called to file a grievance against Brynn Marr Hospital. Mother  Monica Martinez states her Daughter after experiencing a MH crisis over the past weekend was seen at Duke University Medical Center.  Duke Staff petitioned the courts for IVC and after which Consumer was transferred to Brynn Hospital under IVC. Mother states Consumer was at Duke Hospital about 72 hours before she was transferred and admitted. Mother states at which time her Daughter no longer met criteria for admission. Mother Monica Martinez states when she spoke with Brynn Marr Staff regarding the fact that Consumer was no longer in crisis after the 72 hour wait her Daughter was still admitted and denied her right to assessment to clear her of the need for admission at Brynn Marr and was admitted anyway and remains admitted at this time. Mother's concern due to violation of her Daughter's rights.    Mother states the Hospital refused to even complete the follow up assessment  which was clearly indicated as her Daughter's right.  ADDRESS;  6936 Wade Drive Cary NC 27519. PHONE NUMBER;  919-408-4754.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8148		05/18/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Vanessa Martinez Patient ID: 11769 DOB: 09/20/2006
Mother Monica Martinez called to file a grievance against Brynn Marr Hospital. Mother Monica Martinez states her Daughter after experiencing a MH crisis over the past weekend was seen at Duke University Medical Center. Duke Staff petitioned the courts for IVC and after which Consumer was transferred to Brynn Hospital under IVC. Mother states Consumer was at Duke Hospital about 72 hours before she was transferred and admitted. Mother states at which time her Daughter no longer met criteria for admission. Mother Monica Martinez states when she spoke with Brynn Marr Staff regarding the fact that Consumer was no longer in crisis after the 72 hours wait her Daughter was still admitted and denied her right to assessment to clear her of the need for admission at Brynn Marr and was admitted anyway and remains admitted at this time. Mother's concern due to violation of her Daughter's rights. Mother states the Hospital refused to even complete the follow up assessment which was clearly indicated as her Daughter's right. ADDRESS; 6936 Wade Drive Cary NC 27519. PHONE NUMBER; 919-408-4754.
04/28/21-Grievance- against Brynn Marr Hospital- member admitted after no longer in crisis; hospital refused to complete follow up assessment. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/03/21-The problem is they do not follow the letter of the law about he first verses the second assessment and it is a formality to uphold the first one. That is not true and it is never a case that is illegal and once you get first assessment then at the facility you have a right for a second assessment and then they can determine if you would be inpatient or outpatient. They told her the nurse/and administrator they will never do an unbiased assessment and determine the person does not need inpatient. This is a violation of rights and fraud I think and they think they can uphold it and just want to bill insurance. I would be fine if they did an unbiased assessment then it would have been fine. Verified address and let member guardian know that I am sending out acknowledgment letter. Reached out to provider Brynn Marr Hospital at 910-577-1400 ext. 2259 spoke to Lindsey Gunter at lindsey.gunter@uhsinc.com and sent concern element email to be returned to me by 05/10/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/11/21-Received response from Brynn Marr per Lindsey Gunter Patient Representative, The Admissions Director reviewed your concerns regarding the admission process. Per Brynn Marr policy, in order to meet the acute inpatient admission criteria, the patient is required to be evaluated by a Clinician or Registered Nurse and prove to demonstrate symptoms which require an inpatient level of care that can be expected to reasonably respond to therapeutic intervention. This includes but is not limited to: Serious and imminent risk of harm to self or others due to a behavioral health condition, as evidenced by, for example: Recent and serious suicide attempt(s) as indicated by the degree of intent, impulsivity, and/or impairment of judgment. For any patient needing to be involuntarily committed, an affidavit and first examination report must be completed by the physician or eligible commitment examiner (LCSW, LCAS, LPC, PA & NP) that is petitioning for the patient to be involuntarily committed. Once the involuntary commitment paperwork is signed by the notary or magistrate, the patient is then considered involuntarily committed. The patient was assessed at the time of admission on 04/28/2021 and determined to meet criteria for inpatient treatment. Consent for treatment services was signed by the patient’s mother on 04/28/2021. Brynn Marr Policy follows NC Statute 122C-266 in regards to inpatient commitment; second examination and treatment pending hearing. This statute states that the respondent shall be examined by a physician within 24 hours of arrival at a 24-hour facility. If the physician finds that the respondent is mentally ill and is dangerous to self, as defined by G.S. 122C-3(11)a., or others, as defined by G.S. 122C-3(11)b., the physician shall hold the respondent at the facility pending the district court hearing. “Called member to discuss this information with no answer and left a message. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/18/21- Called member mother and she I discussed the admission information with her. The hospital states, “for any patient needing to be involuntarily committed, an affidavit and first examination report must be completed by the physician or eligible commitment examiner (LCSW, LCAS, LPC, PA & NP) that is petitioning for the patient to be involuntarily committed. Once the involuntary commitment paperwork is signed by the notary or magistrate, the patient is then considered involuntarily committed. The patient was assessed at the time of admission on 04/28/2021 and determined to meet criteria for inpatient treatment. Consent for treatment services was signed by the patient’s mother on 04/28/2021. Brynn Marr Policy follows NC Statute 122C-266 in regards to inpatient commitment; second examination and treatment pending hearing. This statute states that the respondent shall be examined by a physician within 24 hours of arrival at a 24-hour facility. If the physician finds that the respondent is mentally ill and is dangerous to self, as defined by G.S. 122C-3(11) a., or others, as defined by G.S. 122C-3(11) b., the physician shall hold the respondent at the facility pending the district court hearing.” The member mother was adamant that someone told her that they always just admit the person either way. I let her know that we do track these grievances for patterns and if a pattern we will investigate through our compliance department further. I let her know I would be sending her a resolution letter in mail and closing this as tracking since provider states that they follow proper protocols per legal statues. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		20

		11770		Kim Ware		04/28/2021		cole		nikeya		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Crisis - Inpatient				Mental Health Only				SBH-Wilmington, LLC dba Carolina Dunes Behavioral Health		1		'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Durham		0		1		In-State		PRTF		1		0		Facility allots 15 minutes for all treatment team meetings. When Liaison is called late for any meeting, meeting still ends at the scheduled 15-min mark (e.g. meeting scheduled at 9:00, liaison called at 9:07, meeting still ends at 9:15).  Facility will double-book meetings and when asked if there is any flexibility, typically therapists indicate they can email updates; liaison has requested missed meeting updates from one therapist multiple times without receiving them, or meeting notes are sent well past the time the meeting took place. Due to the 15 minutes allotted for team meetings, PRTF liaison (and school-based liaison) often feel rushed by staff to get through the meeting, so documentation is often fragmented. 
When a member's step-down plan is a Level III group home or TFC, if facility is unable to immediately identify placement, they will often discharge home with enhanced services despite the step-down plan previously agreed upon by Team, including guardian.  
Members at this facility on occasion have discharged without facility notifying liaison. 
Two members discharged from this facility and within 2-3 months, readmitted.  Both guardians in this case cite facility did not adequately prepare member(s) for discharge and/or should have given adequate time to identify a step-down placement. 
Another member discharged in early April, and guardian informed Liaison member was d/c after continuously endorsing A/V hallucinations, SI and SIB.  Guardian informed Liaison she advocated for continued stay and was informed by therapist member demonstrated enough progress to d/c. Therapist advised Liaison a referral for IIHS was made on 3/15 and provider (Hope Services) advised they had no record of it; thus, member was not connected to mental health services for a couple of weeks post d/c.  It is noted member receives partial-hospitalization, will be transitioned to IIHS, and guardian's desire is to seek PRTF LOC again.For the most part, if Liaison is double booked with meetings at this facility, therapists usually email updates the same day or a day later.  One therapist at the facility consistently fails to send updates.  This writer has yet to receive meeting updates for a meeting that took place on 3/30/21, which therapist advised on multiple occasions she would send.  Latest correspondence from therapist regarding meeting was on 4/27/21: "I need to update minor areas and will send by the end of day." No permission to use name.		CORRECTIONS: UNCHECKED ANONYMOUS; ENTERED YES FOR MEDICAID BASED ON AGENCY CONTRACT; ENTERED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO; ENTERED LICENSURE; ENTERED SERVICE TYPE; IS RESIDENTIAL AN ISSUE CHANGED FROM NO TO YES; ENTERED IN STATE; ENTERED PRTF		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8177		05/11/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		*no pt id given
5/4/21 This writer made all and spoke with internal complainant. This writer inquired regarding pt id. No pt id given at this time. This writer explained the internal concern process and forwarded information regarding entry to provide technical assistance. The complainant indicated no use of her name when discussing the matter in that she has to work with the agency and attempts to build rapport with the social workers and staff, although realizes they may “guess” who filed. She reports that it is extremely difficult to get all needed information within the 15 minutes allotted. She reports that there are multiple missed meetings due to double booked meetings. She reports some but not all therapists do not provide updates in a timely manner and have to be asked multiple times. She reports that these rushed meetings cause fragmented documentation. This writer explained the role of QM and next steps to include contacting the agency and requiring an  internal review. This writer further explained that the matter will be tracked and monitored for potential trends which may require further action in the future.
5/6/21 This writer made call and spoke with the agency’s new Director of Quality and Risk Management, Derek Johnson x4004. This is his 4th day on the job. This writer made him aware of the concern. This writer has requested an internal review of the matter and feedback submission to include actions taken or o be taken to address the concerns. Per his report, he plans to follow up with both the Clinical Director and Medical Director regarding the concerns and review of current process. Per discussion this writer emailed the information directly to derek.johnson@strategicbh.com. This writer has explained that the matter will be tracked for potential trends by the QM department in the event that similar concerns are submitted regarding the agency. This writer consulted with Incident & Grievance Mgr, T Parker regarding the matter. He recommended being mindful when discussing the matter in that AH only has single case agreements with the provider. Per case consult the matter appears to be a matter to be tracked after notifying the provider.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/11/21 Based on contact with agency and agency plans to review and follow up, case to be closed and tracked. Any subsequent correspondence received from the agency to be noted in follow up. Resolution to be emailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		13

		11771		Kim Ware		04/28/2021		GRAY		KENDRA		Consumer		Grievance		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Psychiatric Services				Multi-Disability		Adult		Carolina Psychiatry P.C.		1		744970 - GRAY, KENDRA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		[CID: 575598] Reporting concerns around Carolina Psychiatry's billing practices.  Reports having a primary insurance and Medicaid, has had Medicaid since 11/01/2019.  Has been charged a co-pay with each visit.  Has made the following payments: 4/23/19 $25, 3/26/19 $20, 1/29/20 $25- 'co-payment for 1/29', 3/6/20 $25, 4/3/20 $59, 6/5/20 $66, 7/7/20 $50, 7/23/20 $50, 8/24/20 $40, 10/16/20 $45, 11/17/20 $50, 12/14/20 $95, reports that there may be more transactions than this and she is going to request another transaction list from provider.  Caller has a meeting with provider tomorrow to discuss all these transactions.--R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC		CORRECTIONS:DISABILITY CHANGED FROM MH ONLY TO MULTI		other		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8155		05/05/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		[CID: 575598] Reporting concerns around Carolina Psychiatry's billing practices.  Reports having a primary insurance and Medicaid, has had Medicaid since 11/01/2019.  Has been charged a co-pay with each visit.  Has made the following payments: 4/23/19 $25, 3/26/19 $20, 1/29/20 $25- 'co-payment for 1/29', 3/6/20 $25, 4/3/20 $59, 6/5/20 $66, 7/7/20 $50, 7/23/20 $50, 8/24/20 $40, 10/16/20 $45, 11/17/20 $50, 12/14/20 $95, reports that there may be more transactions than this and she is going to request another transaction list from provider.  Caller has a meeting with provider tomorrow to discuss all these transactions.--R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC
KENDRA GRAY   ID: 744970   (DOB: 3/23/1992)
5/4/21 Call to complainant; 910-5518015; left vm message.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/5/21 This writer received notification from T Held, AH Special Investigation Supervisor, that SIU will be handling this case and plan to reach out for an interview with the complainant. Ack/Res to be mailed to complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		undetermined-referred to SIU		1		1		0		7

		11773		Kristie White		04/29/2021		Milligan		Lisa		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Psychosocial Rehab				Multi-Disability		Adult		Southeastern Healthcare of North Carolina, Inc.		1		257525 - BURNETT, RESHA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Onslow		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		This provider appears to be manipulating the LOCUS score for the purpose of meeting entrance level of care. LOCUS scores are used to place members in the most appropriate level of care. This provider submitted two different LOCUS scores, completed on the same day, by the same staff member: documenting LOCUS III for entrance into Psychosocial Rehabilitation and LOCUS II for entrance into Peer Support Service. There also seems to be a pattern of requesting both PSR and PSS for this provider's members. While there is no service exclusion between the two services, the services are highly duplicative thus, approval of both is the exception, not the rule.		Corrected internal complainant information./Corrected to Multi-Disability type		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8145		05/24/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Resha Burnett Patient ID: 257525 DOB: 04/23/1973
This provider appears to be manipulating the LOCUS score for the purpose of meeting entrance level of care. LOCUS scores are used to place members in the most appropriate level of care. This provider submitted two different LOCUS scores, completed on the same day, by the same staff member: documenting LOCUS III for entrance into Psychosocial Rehabilitation and LOCUS II for entrance into Peer Support Service. There also seems to be a pattern of requesting both PSR and PSS for this provider's members. While there is no service exclusion between the two services, the services are highly duplicative thus, approval of both is the exception, not the rule.
04/29/21-Internal- against-Southeastern Healthcare-pattern of requesting both PSR and PSS for members. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/30/21-Since accusation of fraudulent billing sending to SIU for case consult. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/5/21-Sent to SIU and per SIU unless this is a trend then we should just reach out to provider and see what their response is. Sending acknowledgment letter to internal complainant and reached out to Southeastern Healthcare spoke to Joyce Harper at 919-987-2798 about this internal and sent her concern element email to jharper@sehcnc.com to be returned to me by 05/12/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/11/21-Received a call from Southeastern Healthcare spoke to Veronica Murphy about this internal and sent her concern element email sent to wrong person. I resent to her attention at vmurphy@sehcnc.com to be returned to me by 05/12/21. She stated JHarper is no longer with the agency. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/24/21-Per response from PSR Program Director and PSS Director of Southeaster Healthcare. Per provider,” spoke with Qualified Professional concerning LOCUS completion for two different services on the same day, as the QP was unaware that this could not be done. Southeastern Healthcare has and will continue to request PSS services for specific consumers who qualify for PSR and PSS services and will differentiate and demonstrate why the consumer(s) could benefit from both services. There are some PSR consumers who benefit from both services and are making improved progress towards independent living. We at Southeastern Healthcare of NC, Inc. are very much aware that approval of both services are the exception not the rule which is why only specific consumers who will benefit from both services are currently being submitted for PSS. We currently have over 100 people on roster for PSR and we are not submitting or requesting PSS services for all of our clients.” Response from this provider adequately explains the reason this does happen and acknowledges it is very rare but benefits consumers. Closing concern as tracking and sending internal complainant resolution email. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		25

		11774		Hillary Vandewart		04/29/2021		Wilkie		Jessica		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Alexander Youth Network		1		649770 - CRUM, EMMA		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		1		In-State		PRTF		0		1		This writer received a call from individual's mother, Amy Crum 919-749-8965, informing that she received a call yesterday from her daughter informing that she has tested positive or chlamydia after experiencing some issues and going to the OB/GYN. Amy reported that individual told her that on the last morning of her stay at Alexander Youth Network PRTF in Greensboro (formerly Youth Focus) on 2/22/2021, individual's female roommate woke her up at 5am and told individual that a male peer went out on a home visit and came back with a vape tube and asked individual if she wanted to go vape with roommate and the male peer in the bathroom. Per Amy, individual informed that they were all vaping in the bathroom and the other individual noted in this grievance asked individual for "payment" by engaging in intercourse. Individual told Amy that she said no initially because the other female peer and the male peer had been having sex in that bathroom for sometime before this specific incident and individual did not feel comfortable doing that. Individual told Amy that the female peer and male Alliance consumer pressured individual until she agreed to have sexual intercourse with the male peer. Individual is now positive for the STD and is concerned about the other two individual's involved. Mom is contacting DHSR, Joint Commission, Alliance, and CPS. The concern is that there is potential situation where 3 children were able to leave their rooms at 5am to join up in a bathroom, use a vaping tool, and have sex without any staff supervision or checks. Also, there is concern that this is something that has been happening in the facility for some time between the female roommate and the male Alliance peer. Individual is now in a different PRTF, but this was happening at AYN prior to her transfer. Individual was also 13 at the time of the incident and the male peer is over the age of 16.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Provider to Alexander Youth Network		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8212		05/25/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		This writer received a call from individual's mother, Amy Crum 919-749-8965, informing that she received a call yesterday from her daughter informing that she has tested positive or chlamydia after experiencing some issues and going to the OB/GYN. Amy reported that individual told her that on the last morning of her stay at Alexander Youth Network PRTF in Greensboro (formerly Youth Focus) on 2/22/2021, individual's female roommate woke her up at 5am and told individual that a male peer went out on a home visit and came back with a vape tube and asked individual if she wanted to go vape with roommate and the male peer in the bathroom. Per Amy, individual informed that they were all vaping in the bathroom and the other individual noted in this grievance asked individual for "payment" by engaging in intercourse. Individual told Amy that she said no initially because the other female peer and the male peer had been having sex in that bathroom for some time before this specific incident and individual did not feel comfortable doing that. Individual told Amy that the female peer and male Alliance consumer pressured individual until she agreed to have sexual intercourse with the male peer. Individual is now positive for the STD and is concerned about the other two individual's involved. Mom is contacting DHSR, Joint Commission, Alliance, and CPS. The concern is that there is potential situation where 3 children were able to leave their rooms at 5am to join up in a bathroom, use a vaping tool, and have sex without any staff supervision or checks. Also, there is concern that this is something that has been happening in the facility for some time between the female roommate and the male Alliance peer. Individual is now in a different PRTF, but this was happening at AYN prior to her transfer. Individual was also 13 at the time of the incident and the male peer is over the age of 16.
[PT: Emma Crum				DOB: 3/2/07				ID: 649770]
5/5/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
5/14/21
This writer confirmed that incident report was completed by provider:
Client's mom informed staff that Emma had tested positive for chlamydia. Upon receiving this positive test result Emma informed her therapist that she had sex with another client the morning she left (2/22) around 5 am. Her mother reported that Emma reported that her and another peer snuck down to his room to use his vape to get high, as a form of “payment” she then had sex with him. It was reported that she said yes although felt pressured. This was what was reported by Amy Crum that her daughter reported to her during a call with her therapist. 4/30/21 At 9:06 am, Guilford DSS was called and a report was made. All information was given and it will be passed to determine if it will be investigated. DHSR will also be made aware from DSS and can investigate as well. Contacted IT (9:11 am via text) to make sure cameras went that that far. As of 1:15 pm on 4/30 nothing has been found on the cameras and mom was called to ask if that date was right.
This writer reached out to QA Analyst (Incidents), Jessica Killette to request documentation related to incident report. 
This writer received Incident Report from Jessica, however, no other documentation was available due to Alliance not being home MCO. Incident Report confirmed that appropriate reports had been made to Guilford County DSS as well as DHSR and Joint Commission.
This writer then reached out to Buddy Plummer, VP Performance Improvement, via email to share concern details and requested a response no later than 5/21. He responded that they were currently reviewing the incident and finalizing their response and that he would send next week.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/20/21
This writer received written report from Mr. Plummer.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
5/25/21
This writer finalized review of report which can be summarized below:
•	Internal investigation occurred 4/29/21.
•	On 5/12/21, an internal panel review was conducted after gaining further information.
•	Interviews were conducted with on duty staff and the one client still in the program who was alleged to have been involved.
•	Video review also occurred to provide supportive information.
•	Female member who is currently still enrolled in the program has denied any sexual encounters occurred.
•	Video review reflects that Emma and the male entered the female member’s bedroom (no cameras are in the bedrooms). Unclear what occurred in the bedroom. 
•	A vape was not observed during the video review (however he was holding a Cheetos bag when he entered).
•	Prior to this incident, there were concerns that the male member had a visitor who gave him cigarettes which he smuggled in through his hair. 
•	As a result, ongoing wand searches occurred to prevent contraband.
•	Internal panel review identified concerns with supervision by third shift staff—particularly concerns of staff sleeping while on the 3rd shift. The staff involved in the incident with Emma has received corrective actions.
•	Additionally, the below action steps are being implemented to prevent this type of issue from occurring in the future:
o	Door chimes are being added to each member’s bedroom door to alert staff if/when member’s leave their bedroom which requires staff acknowledgement to silence.  
o	Planning has begun to add a 3rd shift monitor to support PRTF staff nightly throughout their shift and updating the check-in process by using a barcode scanning system to ensure nightly bed checks are completed as expected. 
o	Additionally, procedures have been adjusted to ensure staff are assigned positions while on the unit during 3rd shift. 
o	Nursing staff are also conducting 30 minute checks on the unit to assist if any staff require a break from their assigned location.
o	Random video reviews are also conducted by the Executive Director as needed.
Based on review of incident report as well as provider’s review/response/action steps, it appears that the appropriate entities have been notified and the provider is initiating corrective action in order to prevent this type of issue from reoccurring.
Based on this, this writer composed and sent resolution email to internal complainant. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Confirmed--Provider initiated corrective actions		1		1		0		26

		11775		Kristie White		04/29/2021		Nara		Brent		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		The Loving Home Incorporated		1		277705 - BURGESS, CRYSTAL		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Cumberland		0		1		In-State		Level III		1		1		Service Consultant made attempts on 4/1/21 and 4/22/21 to request the following documentation needed this month for quarterly monitoring. The following is needed for this month:
•	Crystal Burgess : Quarterly progress notes for 1/1/21-3/31/21
•	Crystal Burgess: Signed short range goals effective 1/1/21
•	Becky Shaw: Quarterly progress notes for 1/1/21-3/31/21
•	Sherman Weatherspoon: Quarterly progress notes for 1/1/21-3/31/21
This is in addition to documentation needed from last month (see below, copied from last month’s concern), which Service Consultant also included in this month’s requests in the hopes that the provider would respond to the overdue requests.
Service Consultant made attempts on 3/8/21 and 3/22/21 to request quarterly progress notes for Teresa Banks, Huey Brooks, Megan Killman and Jennifer Lockamy for the dates 12/1/20-2/28/21 needed in order to complete quarterly monitoring assessments. Service Consultant is also still waiting on documentation which was requested for twice last month, including a quarterly progress note for Terry Horne for the dates 11/1/20-1/31/20, a quarterly progress note for Jennifer Burkett for the dates 11/1/20-1/31/20, and signed short range goals for Jennifer Burkett (effective 11/1/20). In Service Consultant's emails this month (3/8 and 3/22), Service Consultant reminded QPs of these overdue requests. Requests were made to Vincent Williams, QP at The Loving Home (vwilliams.tlhnc@yahoo.com) and Beverly Curtis, QP at The Loving Home (thelovinghome@aol.com).
In addition to failure to provider service documentation, Service Consultant observed in reviewing claims for member Sherman Weatherspoon that there has been under- and over-utilization of services, and attempted to bring this to the provider’s attention, but has received no response. In claims review, Service Consultant observed that Sherman received 34.75 hours per week of Community Living and Supports, and is approved for 25 hours per week. Claims were not entered this quarter for Community Networking and Supported Employment services. SC brought this to QPs' attention in the email attempts this month so that over/underutilization may be addressed.
Finally, Service Consultant was contacted by Care Navigator Dante Murphy and informed that Specialized Consultative Services provider Dr. Geertina Ellis has also not been able to get a response from Mr. Williams and Ms. Curtis. She needs behavioral data for Teresa Banks in order to be able to update her behavior support plan. I told Dante that I would follow up on Dr. Ellis’s behalf.		No documentation has been sent since previous month’s internal concern was filed. Non-compliance with monitoring requirements continues to be an issue with this provider.
05/18/21-Correted to Administrative Issues. KM Appeals Coordinator		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8167		05/07/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Service Consultant made attempts on 4/1/21 and 4/22/21 to request the following documentation needed this month for quarterly monitoring. The following is needed for this month: • Crystal Burgess : Quarterly progress notes for 1/1/21-3/31/21 • Crystal Burgess: Signed short range goals effective 1/1/21 • Becky Shaw: Quarterly progress notes for 1/1/21-3/31/21 • Sherman Weatherspoon: Quarterly progress notes for 1/1/21-3/31/21 This is in addition to documentation needed from last month (see below, copied from last month’s concern), which Service Consultant also included in this month’s requests in the hopes that the provider would respond to the overdue requests. Service Consultant made attempts on 3/8/21 and 3/22/21 to request quarterly progress notes for Teresa Banks, Huey Brooks, Megan Killman and Jennifer Lockamy for the dates 12/1/20-2/28/21 needed in order to complete quarterly monitoring assessments. Service Consultant is also still waiting on documentation which was requested for twice last month, including a quarterly progress note for Terry Horne for the dates 11/1/20-1/31/20, a quarterly progress note for Jennifer Burkett for the dates 11/1/20-1/31/20, and signed short range goals for Jennifer Burkett (effective 11/1/20). In Service Consultant's emails this month (3/8 and 3/22), Service Consultant reminded QPs of these overdue requests. Requests were made to Vincent Williams, QP at The Loving Home (vwilliams.tlhnc@yahoo.com) and Beverly Curtis, QP at The Loving Home (thelovinghome@aol.com). In addition to failure to provider service documentation, Service Consultant observed in reviewing claims for member Sherman Weatherspoon that there has been under- and over-utilization of services, and attempted to bring this to the provider’s attention, but has received no response. In claims review, Service Consultant observed that Sherman received 34.75 hours per week of Community Living and Supports, and is approved for 25 hours per week. Claims were not entered this quarter for Community Networking and Supported Employment services. SC brought this to QPs' attention in the email attempts this month so that over/underutilization may be addressed. Finally, Service Consultant was contacted by Care Navigator Dante Murphy and informed that Specialized Consultative Services provider Dr. Geertina Ellis has also not been able to get a response from Mr. Williams and Ms. Curtis. She needs behavioral data for Teresa Banks in order to be able to update her behavior support plan. I told Dante that I would follow up on Dr. Ellis’s behalf. No documentation has been sent since previous month’s internal concern was filed. Non-compliance with monitoring requirements continues to be an issue with this provider
 
04/29/21-Internal- The Loving Home Incorporated- not submitting requested documentation. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/30/21-Sending for case consult from SIU-THeld due to claims issues of over/underutilization. Also reached to internal complainant about if Provider Network Department is involved and he stated yes but BYoung could not get anyone to respond at the provider agency. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/07/21-This writer composed and sent acknowledgement/resolution email to internal complainant. This writer reached out to Vincent Williams, Clinical Director at The Loving Home, to share concerns and request a written response by 05/14/21. This writer encouraged the provider to complete an internal audit. This writer will resolve concern based on notifying provider of concerns and will continue tracking moving forward. Any further updates received from provider will be included in concern follow-up. Thanks Kristie for all your help with the issues I’ve been having with The Loving Home. Per internal complainant , " called Vincent Williams today, and we talked on the phone about my outstanding documentation requests.Mr. Williams said he will be working today on getting some of these overdue quarterly progress updates to me."KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		8

		11776		Kim Ware		04/29/2021		Smith		Candice		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Service Coordination between providers		Crisis - Inpatient				Multi-Disability		Adult		Holly Hill Hospital, LLC		1		276859 - KRAKOWSKI, JOSEPH		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Member was hospitalized at HHH. HL notified HHH staff of connection to Easter Seals ACTT, and ACTT of member's HHH inpatient stay. Member discharged on 4/28/2021 with an aftercare plan to follow up with Monarch. I inquired to the SW about this and she reported that she "accidently" wrote Monarch. Monarch is extremely overused for discharge planning and this documentation error could cause an issue with continuity of care.		CORRECTIONS: ENTERED PT ID; AGAINST CHANGED FROM OTHER TO PROVIDER; licensure entered dhsr; DISABILITY CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO MULTI		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8149		05/03/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member was hospitalized at HHH. HL notified HHH staff of connection to Easter Seals ACTT, and ACTT of member's HHH inpatient stay. Member discharged on 4/28/2021 with an aftercare plan to follow up with Monarch. I inquired to the SW about this and she reported that she "accidently" wrote Monarch. Monarch is extremely overused for discharge planning and this documentation error could cause an issue with continuity of care. 
JOSEPH KRAKOWSKI  ID: 276859   (DOB: 8/23/1983)
*please note duplicative nature, different members #11728 and 11778
4/29/21 This writer made call and spoke with internal complainant, hospital liaison Candice Smith. This writer explained the role of QM and next steps regarding her concerns. This writer explained that due to the duplicative nature of multiple concerns submitted by complainant, the cases will be linked and tracked. This writer explained that the agency’s Risk Mgr has been contacted and required to submit and internal review to include actions taken to address the concerns and changes made to avoid the occurrence in the future. This writer explained that based on date of submission the provider’s internal review is still in progress noting that they have not had the opportunity to take corrective actions prior to her submitting other concerns. This writer staffed case with Incident & Grievance Mgr, T Parker regarding the duplicity. This writer is to proceed as planned with the agency submitting systemic changes to avoid the occurrence in the future. This writer plans to notify the assigned AH PND Specialist.
5/3/21 This writer notified HHH Risk Mgr, Marcy Cortez of the duplicity of concerns. This writer has requested that this case be included in submission of actions taken for previous case (11728). This writer explained that the matter is being tracked by the QM department. Ack/Res emailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time. Any subsequent correspondence received from provider to be noted I follow up(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		4

		11777		Hillary Vandewart		04/29/2021		CRUM		Amy		Guardian		Grievance		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Alexander Youth Network		1		649770 - CRUM, EMMA		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		1		In-State		PRTF		0		1		Member was participating in treatment at facility at which time during the night Feb 22, 2021, she was awoken by other participants who she used a vapor pen with and participated in sexual activities, resulting in an STD. Member was moved to new facility on Feb 22 to new facility in SC. Member did not have proper supervisor while in this facility. Care Coordinator, Jessica Wilkie, who encouraged mom to file grievance.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Service Type to Residential and Residential to PRTF		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8159		05/26/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member was participating in treatment at facility at which time during the night Feb 22, 2021, she was awoken by other participants who she used a vapor pen with and participated in sexual activities, resulting in an STD. Member was moved to new facility on Feb 22 to new facility in SC. Member did not have proper supervision while in this facility. Care Coordinator, Jessica Wilkie, who encouraged mom to file grievance.
[PT: Emma Crum				DOB: 3/2/07				ID: 649770]
5/5/21
This writer contacted complainant, Amy Crum, to discuss grievance. She provided some additional information that had come to light since filing the grievance. She stated that she had been in contact with the ED (Megan) who stated that the video tapes were reviewed and they weren’t able to see anything on the camera showing that members were able to get up and go to bathroom. She inquired as to whether or not there was a chance the date/time had been mixed up. Both guardian and therapist at new PRTF asked Emma and she stated emphatically that she knew it was this date because it was the day she was moving. She reported that after the incident, her roommate helped her pack her bags.
Emma also reported that she knew that Dyquan had sexually assaulted another girl who ended up at a hospital and was transferred. Megan (ED) told Amy that they had “suspicions” about him but could never catch him and could never get any of the other girls to report. She stated that, as a mother to a child who was assaulted, she was not pleased to hear this. She emphasized that, despite the fact that Emma was not held against her will, she never should have been able to be unsupervised in the bathroom for that amount of time. 
This writer thanked her for the information and confirmed her mailing address. This writer shared with her the grievance resolution process and told her that I would be in touch.
This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement letter.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/14/21
This writer confirmed that incident report was completed by provider:
Client's mom informed staff that Emma had tested positive for chlamydia. Upon receiving this positive test result Emma informed her therapist that she had sex with another client the morning she left (2/22) around 5 am. Her mother reported that Emma reported that her and another peer snuck down to his room to use his vape to get high, as a form of “payment” she then had sex with him. It was reported that she said yes although felt pressured. This was what was reported by Amy Crum that her daughter reported to her during a call with her therapist. 4/30/21 At 9:06 am, Guilford DSS was called and a report was made. All information was given and it will be passed to determine if it will be investigated. DHSR will also be made aware from DSS and can investigate as well. Contacted IT (9:11 am via text) to make sure cameras went that that far. As of 1:15 pm on 4/30 nothing has been found on the cameras and mom was called to ask if that date was right.
This writer reached out to QA Analyst (Incidents), Jessica Killette to request documentation related to incident report. 
This writer received Incident Report from Jessica, however, no other documentation was available due to Alliance not being home MCO. Incident Report confirmed that appropriate reports had been made to Guilford County DSS as well as DHSR and Joint Commission.
This writer then reached out to Buddy Plummer, VP Performance Improvement, via email to share concern details and requested a response no later than 5/21. He responded that they were currently reviewing the incident and finalizing their response and that he would send next week.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/20/21
This writer received written report from Mr. Plummer.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
5/25/21
This writer finalized review of report which can be summarized below:
•	Internal investigation occurred 4/29/21.
•	On 5/12/21, an internal panel review was conducted after gaining further information.
•	Interviews were conducted with on duty staff and the one client still in the program who was alleged to have been involved.
•	Video review also occurred to provide supportive information.
•	Female member who is currently still enrolled in the program has denied any sexual encounters occurred.
•	Video review reflects that Emma and the male entered the female member’s bedroom (no cameras are in the bedrooms). Unclear what occurred in the bedroom. 
•	A vape was not observed during the video review (however he was holding a Cheetos bag when he entered).
•	Prior to this incident, there were concerns that the male member had a visitor who gave him cigarettes which he smuggled in through his hair. 
•	As a result, ongoing wand searches occurred to prevent contraband.
•	Internal panel review identified concerns with supervision by third shift staff—particularly concerns of staff sleeping while on the 3rd shift. The staff involved in the incident with Emma has received corrective actions.
•	Additionally, the below action steps are being implemented to prevent this type of issue from occurring in the future:
o	Door chimes are being added to each member’s bedroom door to alert staff if/when member’s leave their bedroom which requires staff acknowledgement to silence.  
o	Planning has begun to add a 3rd shift monitor to support PRTF staff nightly throughout their shift and updating the check-in process by using a barcode scanning system to ensure nightly bed checks are completed as expected. 
o	Additionally, procedures have been adjusted to ensure staff are assigned positions while on the unit during 3rd shift. 
o	Nursing staff are also conducting 30 minute checks on the unit to assist if any staff require a break from their assigned location.
o	Random video reviews are also conducted by the Executive Director as needed.
This writer contacted Ms. Crum and discussed provider’s response with her. She asked whether or not this writer was aware how many staff were on shift that evening. This writer shared that I did not. She stated that the reason she asks is because she learned that in November, this provider was cited for not having enough staff. There were only 2-3, and should have been minimum 4. She stated that, had they heeded that warning in November, she feels this might have been prevented (Emma reported to mom that there were only 2 staff on shift that evening). 
She shared with this writer that DHSR’s report was supposed to be finalized by Thurs/Fri and would hopefully shed light on this. This writer agreed and stated that we would continue to monitor to ensure that this type of issue does not reoccur.
This writer then located DHSR Plan of Correction from 11/4/21 (https://info.ncdhhs.gov/dhsr/mhlcs/sods/2020/20201110-971047.pdf) which confirmed that provider had been cited for only having 2 staff on 3rd shift when they should have had 4 minimum. 
This writer then reached out to Mr. Plummer to ask him to confirm whether the appropriate number of direct care staff were on shift on the morning of the incident, and if not, if this was something that would be addressed in the corrective actions. This writer foresees that this information will also be available in forthcoming DHSR report. This writer will update grievance portal with follow-up from Mr. Plummer and DHSR results letter. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/26/21
This writer composed and sent resolution letter. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Confirmed--Provider initiated corrective action		1		1		0		27

		11778		Kim Ware		04/29/2021		SMITH		CANDICE		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Service Coordination between providers		Crisis - Inpatient				Multi-Disability		Adult		Holly Hill Hospital, LLC		0		747216 - Hendricks, Brandon		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Member was admitted to HHH. HL notified HHH of member's connection with NCRSS for SAIOP. Notification was confirmed as received by the social worker and the discharge planner. Member discharged to follow up with Monarch, without notes of if member was going to continue with NCRSS. Monarch is overused as a discharge plan at HHH.		CORRECTIONS: ENTERED PT ID; CHANGED DISABILITY FROM UNKNOWN TO MULTI ; CHANGED AGE GROUP FROM UNKNOWN TO ADULT; AGAINST CHANGED FROM OTHER TO PROVIDER; LICENSURE ENTERED DHSR		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8150		05/03/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member was admitted to HHH. HL notified HHH of member's connection with NCRSS for SAIOP. Notification was confirmed as received by the social worker and the discharge planner. Member discharged to follow up with Monarch, without notes of if member was going to continue with NCRSS. Monarch is overused as a discharge plan at HHH. 
BRANDON HENDRICKS  ID: 747216  (DOB: 11/3/1983)
4/23/21 Acknowledgment emailed to internal complainant. Response received form Ms. Smith indicates the following: Hi Kim! 
Re: Concern 11728
I heard back from the SW after submitting the grievance, and she reported that the member had declined all appointments/referrals. I still think it’s best practice to include the enhanced providers or at least notify me, but I did want to provide you with that update.

Thank you!

4/29/21 This writer made call and spoke with internal complainant, hospital liaison Candice Smith. This writer explained the role of QM and next steps regarding her concerns. This writer explained that due to the duplicative nature of multiple concerns submitted by complainant, the cases will be linked and tracked. This writer explained that the agency’s Risk Mgr has been contacted and required to submit and internal review to include actions taken to address the concerns and changes made to avoid the occurrence in the future. This writer explained that based on date of submission the provider’s internal review is still in progress noting that they have not had the opportunity to take corrective actions prior to her submitting other concerns. This writer staffed case with Incident & Grievance Mgr, T Parker regarding the duplicity. This writer is to proceed as planned with the agency submitting systemic changes to avoid the occurrence in the future. This writer plans to notify the assigned AH PND Specialist.
5/3/21 This writer notified HHH Risk Mgr, Marcy Cortez of the duplicity of concerns. This writer has requested that this case be included in submission of actions taken for previous cases (11728/11776). This writer explained that the matter is being tracked by the QM department. Res emailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time. Any subsequent correspondence received from provider to be noted in follow up.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		4

		11779		Kristie White		04/29/2021		Thompson		Rashanya		Family Member		External Stakeholder Concern		Quality of Services		Assertive Community Tx Team				Mental Health Only		Adult		Easter Seals UCP North Carolina & Virginia, Inc.		1		509111 - Thompson, Nikki		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Caller reports concerns related to member well-being and lack of engagement by the ACTT team.  Caller is member’s mother (not LG).  Caller reports member was evicted from apartment due to ACTT not submitting paperwork in a timely manner.  Caller reports information was obtained from rental office staff and this occurred approximately 2 months ago.  Member is currently pregnant and currently incarcerated; upon release she has no where to go.  Member is to be released tomorrow; April 30th.  Caller communicated with ACTT (Vanessa Hodge and a person named Matt) to inquire as to members living arrangements upon release and ongoing services as she has not been receiving prior to incarceration. Provider unwilling to provide any additional information to caller due to not having a ROI on file.  
Caller reports engaging staff to have ROI signed; willing to pick up and take to jail for signature.  Provider only willing to fax document to jail facility.  Caller has been in contact with Maria at jail to ensure arrival of fax.  Recently informed in receipt of fax; but still no signature.  Caller reports an understanding of members role in eviction; but continued to express concerns related to ACTT services as due to their lack of engagement with member; small issues and/or concerns were never addressed and their inability or lack of intervention to assist member ultimately resulted in her eviction.		CORRECTIONS: TYPE CHANGED FROM GRIEVANCE TO EXTERNAL STAKEHOLDER/Changed to Mental Health Only.		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8165		05/25/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Nikki Thompson Patient ID: 509111 DOB: 07/12/1997
Caller reports concerns related to member well-being and lack of engagement by the ACTT team. Caller is member’s mother (not LG). Caller reports member was evicted from apartment due to ACTT not submitting paperwork in a timely manner. Caller reports information was obtained from rental office staff and this occurred approximately 2 months ago. Member is currently pregnant and currently incarcerated; upon release she has nowhere to go. Member is to be released tomorrow; April 30th. Caller communicated with ACTT (Vanessa Hodge and a person named Matt) to inquire as to members living arrangements upon release and ongoing services as she has not been receiving prior to incarceration. Provider unwilling to provide any additional information to caller due to not having a ROI on file. Caller reports engaging staff to have ROI signed; willing to pick up and take to jail for signature. Provider only willing to fax document to jail facility. Caller has been in contact with Maria at jail to ensure arrival of fax. Recently informed in receipt of fax; but still no signature. Caller reports an understanding of members role in eviction; but continued to express concerns related to ACTT services as due to their lack of engagement with member; small issues and/or concerns were never addressed and their inability or lack of intervention to assist member ultimately resulted in her eviction.
04/29/21-External stakeholder concern- against ESUCP- lack of engagement of ACT Team. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/06/21-Reached out to Access clinician who took call Yvonne James to get the mother’s name and number for this external grievance. Found out her name was Rashanya Thompson and called her at 919-791-7151 to get additional information and address to send the grievance acknowledgment letter. Explained to mother that if she is not legal guardian it will be limited information I can give her. I asked them about the housing issue. The main work she got evicted her paper work was not submitted in a timely manner. EasterSeals ACTT Team is saying that the could not find Nikki in order to complete the paper. They do not check on her daughter as they should or do a well check up on her and if she does not come to the door rather than ask management team to unlock her door and they do not and the crisis person is very disrespectful to me and they hung up on her (Shelda). Sending acknowledgment letter to member mother and reached to EasterSeals Phyllis Elliott about this grievance and emailed her concern element email to be returned to me by 05/13/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/13/21-Per Jive on 05/6/21 , Aimee Izawai from TCLI spoke to , "Member called today and notified that she has been released from jail.  She was separated from her housing in March of 2021 due to lease violations but is interested now in looking for new housing.  She is currently living with her mother and would like to live with her mom, her mom's daughter, and another baby that is either on the way or is very young.  A short discussion transpired on the rehousing process.  Nikki switched between differnt topics and questions quickly so it was hard to answer her questions.  She is still linked to Easter Seals ACT in Wake County.  An email was made to Lucy Wachira ACTT Team lead to let her know that Nikki is interested in connecting with the housing specialist on the team.  Nikki also asked for contact information for her mother so an email was also sent to her mom at  queenzyni2016@gmail.com so she would have the information she requested.  Nikki's number is 919-247-7920." KM Appeals Coordinator
05/25/21-See open grievance #11783 about housing/check issue also. Received response from EasterSeals sent ACTT notes and Psych Notes. Calling member at 919-791-7151 about this response and spoke to Rashanya Thompson. She was still upset about EasterSeals services informed her they can call the Access line to see if they can get another provider or get a referral from EasterSeals. Also, let her know to let her know this per the notes they spoke with TCLI Team Lead on 5/12/21 and Nikki would receive her TCLI voucher once Niki and her mother  get approved for an apartment. When this happens TJ Team Leader will send appropriate documents to staff and Niki is responsible for all moving costs. Other notes state about a possible check that she is stating EasterSeals has and Nikki had several crisis calls and was accusing Shelda a of stealing a check. They informed Nikki of the purpose of the crisis phone. Per the information in the notes the ACTT team has helped member in the right direction for Housing services and also the crisis line information states she was redirected on not calling the crisis line for other things other than a crisis. Closing this concern as tracking and sending resolution grievance letter to member. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		26

		11780		Kim Ware		04/29/2021		WILLOUGHBY		JENNIFER		Guardian		Grievance		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Crisis - Inpatient				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Keystone WSNC, LLC dba Old Vineyard Behavioral Health Services		1		301829 - CRUZTYLER, CECILIA		White		H= Hispanic, Other		Female		Wake		0		1		In-State		PRTF		1		1		(CID 575690)
Jennifer Willoughby  Foster --  care worker (case manager) Wake Co. DSS
Celicia Cruz-Tyler 09/19/2008

Grievance is against Old Vineyard

Client told staff that she was being touch inappropriately by another client at the facility.  Old Vinyard never consulted the guardian that this had happened.  There was no investigation or follow up to the member’s compliant.  Guardian found this concerning, it bothered her that she was assaulted and the staff member never notified the guardian.  There should have been an investigation.  
Guardian would like to be contacted for this investigation.		CORRECTIONS: UNCHECKED FROM PT; CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME FROM MEMBER'S; AGAINST CHANGED FROM OTHER TO PROVIDER; ENTERED PROVIDER; ENTERED DHSR LICENSURE		DHSR		Referred to External Lic or State Agency		8225		05/28/2021		Resolved/Completed		DHSR		CID 575690)
Jennifer Willoughby  Foster --  care worker (case manager) Wake Co. DSS
Celicia Cruz-Tyler 09/19/2008

Grievance is against Old Vineyard

Client told staff that she was being touch inappropriately by another client at the facility.  Old Vinyard never consulted the guardian that this had happened.  There was no investigation or follow up to the member’s compliant.  Guardian found this concerning, it bothered her that she was assaulted and the staff member never notified the guardian.  There should have been an investigation.  
Guardian would like to be contacted for this investigation.
5/3/21 Call to grievant; left vm message.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/6/21 Call to grievant; left vm message. Ack letter mailed.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/10/21 Call to Ms Willoughby; no response to date.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/26/21 This writer received call from Ms. Willoughby and discussed the matters of concern. She apologized for delay in response. Per her report she only found out after member was discharged and shared with her that she had reported the inappropriate touching to staff “Ashely” and nothing was done. This writer explained steps to be taken by QM to include DHSR reporting as well as follow up with the agency regarding incident reporting etc. The plan is to monitor agency response and adherence to reporting protocol. Call to DHSR; filed directly with complaint intake unit staff “Vee”. Per Vee, the case had been submitted by DSS as well. Per protocol, this writer will be contacted in regards to the investigation and results. 
5/28/21 This writer made call to Susan Keel Anderson (336) 794-4386, Director of Performance Improvement and Risk Mgmt. to make her aware of the concern. The information was mailed directly for review and response at susan.keel-anerson@uhsinc.com. Based on agency notification and DHSR report filed, case to be closed. Any subsequent correspondence received from both DHSR and the agency to be noted in follow-up. Resolution letter mailed to grievant.(K.WARE,QAA)		undetermined-referred to DHSR		1		1		0		29

		11781		Kristie White		04/30/2021		Howell		Sabrina		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Unity Home Care, Inc.		1		127483 - COHEN, ADIAH		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Johnston		0		1		In-State		Therapeutic Foster Care		1		0		Member was left alone for roughly 9+ hours Monday through Friday at the TFC home while the TFC provider was at work.  There was another TFC child in the home and the TFC providers minor child in the home, all unattended.  TFC providers boyfriend was also in the home and caring for the member and it does not appear that he is on the license and it is unclear if he has been cleared through the system.		CORRECTIONS: Changed complainant info to reflect internal complainant, changed Type to Internal, Changed Nature to Abuse/Neglect		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8168		05/21/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member was left alone for roughly 9+ hours Monday through Friday at the TFC home while the TFC provider was at work. There was another TFC child in the home and the TFC providers minor child in the home, all unattended. TFC providers boyfriend was also in the home and caring for the member and it does not appear that he is on the license and it is unclear if he has been cleared through the system.
Patient: Adiah Cohen Patient ID: 127483 DOB: 05/25/2007
04/30/21-Internal Employee Concern against Unity Home Care re. minor member being left unattended. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/07/21-Sending acknowledgment email to internal complainant SHowell. Called Brenda McLean and per provider the member was left alone due to TFC parent having to go to work and the child was at school virtually. She did not know if this was a problem since the child was not a cutter and was told she would have to get daycare for her and she did and then DHSR would not pay for it. They said they would have to come and get the member and they found her another placement. She did a file a grievance against the foster parent. Since no CPS report she was told she did not have to file an incident report. Sending her concern element email at unityhomecare@aol.com  to be returned to me by 05/14/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/11/21-Per TParker consult call provider and they do need to do an incident report and call DHSR line to report this also. Received email from provider with response and let her know that an incident report does need to be made even if the child is no longer placed at the TFC. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/21/21-Received full investigation from Unity Home Care Director, “received a call from Belle Wilson on April 22 about children (13, 15, and 1) were left at home doing their virtual learning. I Brenda McLean, Director, told Belle that “I was not aware of the situation at all.” Per Director was told that the girls were left at home due to her daughter went back to work from the Pandemic. The child was informed by a social worker that when the child is moved her supervisor will be filing a grievance that I was unaware of. The boyfriend was a frequent visitor and had a background check on him from the agency. I let provider know that she needs to file an incident report. Per Jiva note dated JKillette wrote 04/22/21 Level 2 was filed. “Level 2 - Allegation of Neglect:  According to the Foster Parent, she went to work and the children were at home with her 16-year-old granddaughter. The pandemic had called the FP back to work and the children continue to be out of school doing work virtually.  Supervision plan was put in place, however the DSS social worker chose to remove the child.” Sending internal complainant this information and closing this internal concern as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		21

		11782		Kim Ware		04/30/2021		Evans		Keatrah		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Assertive Community Tx Team				Mental Health Only		Adult		UNC Faculty Physicians		1		89786 - WHITE, ERICA		Black/African American		Not Defined		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		UNC ATT has an authorization on file for member id   89786 that expired May 2020. ACTT team hasn't submitted a recent authorization, pcp, or crisis plan in 2 years for member. They have also been billing claims for services and member has been in a medical rehab facility for the last year. I suspect services haven't been rendered to member as claimed by the ACTT team.		CORRECTIONS: Connected member to grievance in portal, Change Nature to Auth/Payment Billing, Changed Type to Internal Employee Concern		other		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8156		05/05/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		UNC ATT has an authorization on file for member id 89786 that expired May 2020. ACTT team hasn't submitted a recent authorization, pcp, or crisis plan in 2 years for member. They have also been billing claims for services and member has been in a medical rehab facility for the last year. I suspect services haven't been rendered to member as claimed by the ACTT team.
ERICA WHITE   ID: 89786  (DOB: 1/27/1986)
5/5/21 This writer received notification from T Held, AH Special Investigations Unit, that the case will be handled by SIU due to the allegation of billing for services not rendered. Ack/Res emailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		undetermined-referred to SIU for investigation and action		1		1		0		5

		11783		Hillary Vandewart		04/30/2021		Thompson		Rashanya		Parent		External Stakeholder Concern		Access to Services		Assertive Community Tx Team				Mental Health Only		Adult		Easter Seals UCP North Carolina & Virginia, Inc.		1		509111 - Thompson, Nikki		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		[CID: 575859 ] 
CALLER'S NAME/ ROLE/ NUMBER: Rashanya Thompson—mother, not guardian. Has recently obtained signed PHI consent. PH: 919-791-7151.  ADDRESS: 608-D Peter Ct Raleigh, NC 27610.
MEMBER'S NAME (if different): Nikki Thompson. DOB 7/12/1997. 
SAFETY SCREENING: No acute crisis needs. Currently incarcerated in Wake jail; pending d/c soon.
COUNTY, if gathered: Wake
INSURANCE, if gathered: Medicaid
PURPOSE OF CALL: GRIEVANCE. Caller reports the following concerns re: provider, Easter Seals ACT--Wake: Member Is being released w/ no advance preparation by Easter Seals to address housing. Client is being d/c from jail--23 y/o homeless pregnant female; was in jail for 37 days. Caller reports that the provider is now not returning her calls, nor has she been allowed to speak w/ an Easter Seals supervisor as requested. Is getting voice mails when caller contacts the provider; has left repeated messages. Has legal PHI consent from member as of 4/29/21. Caller reports the provider is being unresponsive to her inquiries to support her daughter.
RESOURCES/Staff recommendations: Continue to work w/ provider as possible. Writer will file grievance.
SEVERITY: Non-threshold. 
COMMENTS / NOTES: Writer gathered contact information and filed grievance as requested by caller.
--DC Rhyne, LCSW-----------------		CORRECTIONS: Changed Type of Case to External Stakeholder, Changed Source to Parent, Connected member to Grievance in Portal, Changed Nature to Access to Services, Changed Residential to NO		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8196		05/25/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		[CID: 575859] 
CALLER'S NAME/ ROLE/ NUMBER: Rashanya Thompson—mother, not guardian. Has recently obtained signed PHI consent. PH: 919-791-7151.  ADDRESS: 608-D Peter Ct Raleigh, NC 27610.
MEMBER'S NAME (if different): Nikki Thompson. DOB 7/12/1997. 
SAFETY SCREENING: No acute crisis needs. Currently incarcerated in Wake jail; pending d/c soon.
PURPOSE OF CALL: GRIEVANCE. Caller reports the following concerns re: provider, Easter Seals ACT--Wake: Member is being released w/ no advance preparation by Easter Seals to address housing. Client is being d/c from jail--23 y/o homeless pregnant female; was in jail for 37 days. Caller reports that the provider is now not returning her calls, nor has she been allowed to speak w/ an Easter Seals supervisor as requested. Is getting voice mails when caller contacts the provider; has left repeated messages. Has legal PHI consent from member as of 4/29/21. Caller reports the provider is being unresponsive to her inquiries to support her daughter.
RESOURCES/Staff recommendations: Continue to work w/ provider as possible. Writer will file grievance.
[PT: Nikki Thompson				DOB: 7/12/97				ID: 509111]
5/6/21
This writer contacted complainant and acknowledged receipt of concern. She reported that member has been released and is now staying in her home with her (which is not allowed by landlord). She reported that after she worked with jail and ACT to get consent to team, they have been communicating with her more freely. She added to her concern that she did not feel as though they were checking on her appropriately and that all they did was knock on her door (did not contact apartment management, do a wellness check, etc). Complainant reported that the only reason she realized she was incarcerated was because she went to check on her and found out. 
She reported that they do have an appointment with the ACT doctor today and she plans to share some of these concerns. 
She feels that there is no plan for the member in terms of stable housing. Right now, she is having to sneak her into her complex and it’s like she is in another jail. 
ACT staff have told her excuses such as, they have over 800 people and Nikki is not the only client. 
This writer explained limitations of exchanging information and she stated that she could have Nikki verbally consent if needed. This writer confirmed her mailing address and told her we would be in touch. She thanked this writer.
This writer then composed and sent external stakeholder concern acknowledgement letter.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/18/21
This writer contacted QM Director, Phyllis Elliot (919) 622-6194 to share concern info and confirm whether this should be sent to her or ACT Team Lead. She confirmed that it should go to her and this writer thanked her and informed her that the information would be sent to her via email for her review and response.
This writer sent concern info to Ms. Elliott with a deadline of 5/25.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/19/21
This writer received forwarded voicemail from complainant from Todd Parker, Incident and Grievance Manger. Todd noted that it appeared that Kristie White (Appeals and Grievance Coordinator) had received a similar concern from same complainant (#11779). This writer informed Todd that I would touch base with Kristie regarding how to move forward.
This writer discussed case with Kristie and she informed this writer that she had already received a response from Ms. Elliott regarding the concern (which is mainly regarding member being evicted from housing prior to arrest). She stated that she had been given verbal permission from member to exchange information with complainant. This writer and Kristie agreed that Kristie would return mother’s call and share the information she had and to inform her that this writer was still awaiting more information regarding her second grievance and would share once available.
This writer then received response from Ms. Elliott stating that she had received a similar concern and sending the psychiatric/outpatient notes for the member. This writer thanked her and stated I would review and be in touch to let her know if anything else is needed
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/24/21
This writer conducted review of Easter Seals notes which can be summarized below:
•	Review of the record indicates that Nikki was often unavailable for services from the ACT staff.  ACT staff have coordinated with Nikki and her mother in an attempt to keep Nikki health and safe.
•	Nikki was evicted from her housing due to lease violations and police activity.
•	Member went to jail on 3/1 and was evicted around this time. Family feels it was Alliance’s fault.
•	Member was released and then went to jail again around 3/31 for assault with a deadly weapon.
•	Mother began calling crisis line on 4/29 regarding her daughter needing immediate housing upon being released from jail. Staff attempted to explain that this was not available.
•	Staff suggested Bridge Housing at Carolina Duke Inn if possible. Also possibility of a unit opening soon on Dacian Rd. 
•	Staff tried to explain that Nikki was evicted from Washington Terrace but Nikki reports that she simply did not complete a renewal document and claims she is still in good standing. 
•	Member and mother called crisis phone again recently regarding a check that they had allegedly been told was at the office. 
•	TJ Hayes with Alliance reported that Nikki will still receive her TCLI voucher once they are approved for an apartment. 
Provider response also indicated that Nikki was evicted due to lease violations and police activity and that Nikki and her mother have monopolized the crisis line when concerns were not a crisis and they would become verbally aggressive when redirected.
After reviewing notes from provider, this writer reached out to Ms. Elliott to ensure that there hadn’t been any updates in terms of housing options for this member (Bridge Housing/Dacian Rd apartment).
This writer received some additional more recent notes which indicated that housing specialist had recently attempted to reach Nikki to discuss housing options (5/19) but that she was disorganized and said she would call back later. When ACT staff couldn’t answer her return call, she contacted the crisis line and then asked for all correspondence to be through email. 
Ms. Elliott reported that the current plan was for Nikki and her mother to get a new place together. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/26/21
This writer reviewed notes from similar concern, #11779. Notes indicate that QA Analyst assigned to case, Kristie Mack, discussed provider’s response with complainant and informed her that they can call the Access line or ask for a referral from Easter Seals if they are unhappy with services. She shared provider’s response which indicated that they had been attempting to provide support with regards to housing and that they would receive their TCLI voucher once Nikki and her mother get approved for an apartment. Complainant was unhappy regarding housing not being able to be obtained immediately and QA Analyst continued to explain options.
Due to complainant already having been made aware of provider’s response, this writer will send resolution letter. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
5/27/21
This writer composed and sent resolution letter to external stakeholder. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Non-Issue		1		1		0		25

		11786		Kristie White		05/03/2021		Hughes		Katie		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Service Coordination between providers		Community Support Team				TBI Only		Adult		B & D Integrated Health Services		1		19147 - BULLOCK, THOMAS		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		CST team lead for this member has been incredibly unresponsive to TBI CC, physical health consultant only replying to emails with multiple phone calls to remind. CST team has interventions and goals to which team lead cannot and has not answered whether they have been that are directly impacting member's medication administration, compliance with doctor appointments, and risk for hospitalization. In efforts to collaborate to keep member out of hospital provider has only returned messages with multiple emails being sent, multiple phone calls and has not once responded with information needed for this member's urgent health needs.  Member continues to miss doctors appointments despite CST team intervention for compliance as well as provider of transportation. CST team lead continues to not be aware of missed appointments.		CORRECTIONS: TYPE CHANGED FROM GRIEVANCE TO INTERNAL/Disability is TBI Only based on information in internal concern info.(Portal only lists unknown morbidity obesity)		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8172		05/17/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CST team lead for this member has been incredibly unresponsive to TBI CC, physical health consultant only replying to emails with multiple phone calls to remind. CST team has interventions and goals to which team lead cannot and has not answered whether they have been that are directly impacting member's medication administration, compliance with doctor appointments, and risk for hospitalization. In efforts to collaborate to keep member out of hospital provider has only returned messages with multiple emails being sent, multiple phone calls and has not once responded with information needed for this member's urgent health needs. Member continues to miss doctors appointments despite CST team intervention for compliance as well as provider of transportation. CST team lead continues to not be aware of missed appointments.
Patient: Thomas Bullock Patient ID# 19147 DOB: 05/13/1968
05/03/21-Internal- against B&D- CST team lead unresponsive to AH CC attempts to coordinate services for TBI member; member continues to miss dr appts etc…KM Appeals Coordinator
05/10/21-Sent acknowledgment email to internal complainant KHughes and reached out to Jeremy Reed at B&D about this internal concern. Advised I can send the concern element email to him at jreed@bdihs.com to be returned to me by 05/17/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/17/21-Per internal investigation B&D conducted TBI was communicating with Chris Gladney, QP Case Manger for the team TL is Livia Corry. They were informed that member was aware we provide transportation despite member stating he didn’t realize we can take him to doctor’s appointments. Mr. Gladney states he did miss an email from the TBI but followed up with her after receiving a call from her. The member was adamant that he was compliance with his current medication and he doesn’t want his medication to be transferred to Gurley’s at this time. Per B&D, “On 5/11/21, a team meeting occurred that included Kate, the TBI CC, and Yancee Perez, the nurse consultant on the case. The team reports, “We identified our roles on the team and we touched base regarding Thomas's upcoming medical appointments and his medication compliance. We have agreed to be in touch regularly with any updates, especially medical updates.” Sending resolution email to internal complainant on this concern since B&D has shown to demonstrate they tried to be complainant and help member. Closing this concern as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		14

		11789		Hillary Vandewart		05/03/2021		SEMERE		FANUEL		Consumer		Grievance		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Crisis Services				Unknown Disability		18-20		Holly Hill Hospital, LLC		0		366617 - SEMERE, FANUEL		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		(CID 576257)   Member phoned to place a grievance in reference to his hospital bill.  He was covered by Medicaid during the time of his hospital (Holly Hill) stay, however, Medicaid has not paid the bill and they have contacted him to pay the bill.  Member would like the issue resolved.		CORRECTIONS: Added phone number, changed Disability to Unknown, Changed Nature of Issue to Auth/Payment/Billing, Changed Provider to Holly Hill, Changed Is Medicaid to NO		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8171		05/27/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		(CID 576257) Member phoned to place a grievance in reference to his hospital bill. He was covered by Medicaid during the time of his hospital (Holly Hill) stay, however, Medicaid has not paid the bill and they have contacted him to pay the bill. Member would like the issue resolved.
[PT: Fanuel Semere				DOB: 3/26/02				ID: 36617]
5/7/21
This writer called and left voicemail requesting a call back (919-696-4635).
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/10/21
This writer called and spoke briefly with Mr. Semere. He confirmed that the person he spoke with at Holly Hill said that the claims had been “rejected.” This writer assured him that I would look into the matter further and would be in contact with him regarding what I’m able to find out. This writer confirmed member’s address then composed and sent acknowledgement letter.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/18/21
This writer reached out to Claims Supervisors (Marilyn Madison and Tina Everett) with grievance details and requested assistance in looking into issue.
Tina Everett responded that the claims denied for “patient not enrolled on date of service.” It does not appear the member’s Medicaid is showing active in ACS. This is a denial issue that the provider should have reached out to their assigned Claims Research Analyst (Chelsea Reid) to review with them, rather than billing the member. She reported that Chelsea would reach out to the provider to address.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/24/21
This writer followed up with Chelsea via emai to see if she had been able to get the issue resolved with Holly Hill. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
5/25/21
This writer received feedback from Chelsea that she was able to explain to the new biller (Flor Lopez) that the claim should not have been billed to Alliance as he does not have coverage with Alliance, but it should have been sent to Value Options (who he is covered under). She stated that she would look into resolving the issue and indicated that she understood that the member should not have been billed directly for the service. 
This writer thanked her for the assistance and requested Flor’s number to be shared with the member in case he needs it. She provided: 919-250-7001.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
5/27/21
This writer called complainant and shared with him that the Alliance billing department had been in contact with Holly Hill, who would be resolving the issue. This writer shared with him that the phone number for the HHH billing contact would be included in his resolution letter in case he needed it. He thanked this writer for the assistance. 
This writer composed and sent resolution letter. No further action required at this time. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Confirmed--Provider initiated corrective action		1		1		0		24

		11791		Kristie White		05/03/2021		MOOLJI		RABAB		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Outpatient Services				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		B & D Integrated Health Services		1		696349 - MOOLJI, RABAB		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		Member reports that a Substance Use Counselor contacted her to offer services, but member does not need that type of service, she says. She adds that she requested a counselor who can help her with past trauma issues and was told by the provider that they do not have anyone like that on staff. Member adds a complaint that the staff members do not have defined roles at B & D, as evidenced by no one answering her questions when she asks what it is that a staff member does.				Not Defined				8158				Not Defined		Not Defined		5-5-21
This writer received voicemail messages from complainant yesterday (5-4-21) and today. Writer attempted to contact complainant at the number provided. Complainant's vm greeting states that she is "in a lot of pain but it doesn't matter". Writer left a vm for complainant informing that her case has been assigned to K. Mack and she will be reaching out to her. Writer left Kristie Mack's phone number as well as his number and encouraged complainant to call back if she has questions. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager
Patient: Rabab Moolji Patient ID: 696349 DOB: 03/23/1981
Member reports that a Substance Use Counselor contacted her to offer services, but member does not need that type of service, she says. She adds that she requested a counselor who can help her with past trauma issues and was told by the provider that they do not have anyone like that on staff. Member adds a complaint that the staff members do not have defined roles at B & D, as evidenced by no one answering her questions when she asks what it is that a staff member does.
05/04/21-Grievance against B&D re. various issues with staff, lack of defined roles. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/06/21-Called member at 919-742-0830 and no answer and left a message. KM Appeals Coordinator				1		1		0		(44,319)

		11792		Kim Ware		05/03/2021		KERSEY		ELYSE		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Outpatient Services				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Cape Fear Behavioral Health Center, LLC		1		648457 - CAMPBELL, KAMIRA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		This provider is repeatedly not addressing any recommendations in prior requests. Clinical justification is often almost identical, or at least very similar, to the prior request as well. CM continues to note this and asks for updates on recommendations, with no response. On 5/3/2021 CM also reviewed requests for Thaliyah Smith, Tatiana Sotoguzman, and Lily Capps that all had similar issues.

It would be beneficial to contact the provider and ensure they are reading/reviewing our recommendations.		CORRECTIONS: Changed to internal employee concern, changed complainant info to reflect internal complainant; DISABILITY CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO MH ONLY; NATURE CHANGED FRO QUALITY TO ADMINISTRATIVE; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO NOT LICENSED		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8184		05/12/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		This provider is repeatedly not addressing any recommendations in prior requests. Clinical justification is often almost identical, or at least very similar, to the prior request as well. CM continues to note this and asks for updates on recommendations, with no response. On 5/3/2021 CM also reviewed requests for Thaliyah Smith, Tatiana Sotoguzman, and Lily Capps that all had similar issues. It would be beneficial to contact the provider and ensure they are reading/reviewing our recommendations.		tracking		1		1		0		9

		11793		Kristie White		05/04/2021		MCDONALD		Cathy		Parent		External Stakeholder Concern		Access to Services		Community Support Team				Unknown Disability		18-20		B & D Integrated Health Services		1		729946 - MCDONALD, KYLE		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Johnston		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Caller is mother not legal guardian calling seeking to file a grievance against B and D Integrated Health CST. Caller reports that CST has not rendered CST services in months.		caller was transferred to LC for additional CST providers		other		Referred to Another LME/MCO		8181		05/13/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller is mother not legal guardian calling seeking to file a grievance against B and D Integrated Health CST. Caller reports that CST has not rendered CST services in months.
Patient: Kyle McDonald Patient ID: 729946 DOB: 02/18/2001
05/05/21-Grievance- against B&D; CST has not provided services in months. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/07/21-Called member mother Cathy McDonald at 919-879-7265 with no answer and left a message for a call back on information on this grievance. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/10/21-Reached out to member mother Cathy McDonald at 919-879-7265 and left a message. KM Appeals Coordinator 
05/11/21-Reached out to mother for third time with no call back or response sent more information needed letter to be returned by 05/24/21. Also sent to SIU for case consult also due to allegations of fraud/abuse. KM Appeals Coordinator
5/13/21-Per case consult from SIU willl take this as an allegation of billing for services not rendered. Closing concern as undetermied-Referred to SIU. KM Appeals Coordinator		Undetermined-Referred to SIU		1		1		0		9

		11794		Hillary Vandewart		05/04/2021		Keever		Shawnna		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Opioid Treatment				Substance Abuse Only		Adult		BAART Community Healthcare		0		94949 - ROPER, AARON		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		QOC for Aaron Roper (ID 94949) at BAART: CCM reviewing a request from BAART for OMT service for Aaron R. CCM noted that there were no documents for CCM to review and the SAR Justification did not provide any clinical information. CCM reached out to provider requesting clinical information and even advised provider as to what information would be helpful in determining medical necessity. Provider ended up re-submitting request with a nearly blank PCP. It appears that provider is utilizing a pre-fabricated PCP and did not provide adequate clinical information for this CCM to make a medical necessity determination. BAART does not appear to be aware of the benefit plan despite having technical assistance provided to them by CCM’s. This is the third submission for Aaron R. and this could be delaying services for this member. CCM staffed case with supervisor, Melissa Simpson and was advised to send for a quality of care concern. *Shawnna Keever, LCSW 5/4/21		CORRECTIONS: Changed Nature of Issue to Administrative Issues		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8169		05/26/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		QOC for Aaron Roper (ID 94949) at BAART: CCM reviewing a request from BAART for OMT service for Aaron R. CCM noted that there were no documents for CCM to review and the SAR Justification did not provide any clinical information. CCM reached out to provider requesting clinical information and even advised provider as to what information would be helpful in determining medical necessity. Provider ended up re-submitting request with a nearly blank PCP. It appears that provider is utilizing a pre-fabricated PCP and did not provide adequate clinical information for this CCM to make a medical necessity determination. BAART does not appear to be aware of the benefit plan despite having technical assistance provided to them by CCM’s. This is the third submission for Aaron R. and this could be delaying services for this member. CCM staffed case with supervisor, Melissa Simpson and was advised to send for a quality of care concern. *Shawnna Keever, LCSW 5/4/21
[PT: Aaron Roper				DOB: 2/14/93				ID: 94949]
5/10/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/11/21
This writer received email from complainant which included forwarded correspondence from agency indicating that CCA was not completed for member. Member had been in service since at least March 2021, so it appears admissions paperwork was never completed.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/21/21
This writer attempted to contact BAART via phone however agency closes at 1pm. This writer sent email to Clinical Director, Hilda Smith (hsmith@baartprograms.com) requesting that she confirm that she is still the appropriate contact for this type of concern.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
5/25/21
This writer has not received a response. This writer called BAART again 919.683.1607 and left a detailed message for her on her voicemail requesting a call back. This writer also sent a follow up email.
-Hillary Vandewart
5/26/21
This writer called BAART again to see if there is another contact who I can discuss the issue with. Spoke with receptionist and was directed to Sandra Lewis, Fiscal Clerk. She shared that Hilda was no longer working at BAART and that they are extremely short-staffed at the moment (without a clinical director) and trying to stay up to date with new intakes. She stated that she would do her best to respond to the concerns within the 3-5 day turnaround but couldn’t guarantee it. This writer asked that she just keep me posted if there were issues in meeting that deadline.
She agreed and provided her email address, Slewis2@baartprograms.com
This writer then sent concern elements to her with a deadline of 6/2.
This writer received response from Ms. Lewis stating that authorization had been approved and inquiring as to whether documentation was still needed (PCP, Crisis Plan, UA, etc). This writer reached out to internal complainant to inquire as to whether the requested documentation had been received and she confirmed.
This writer then shared with Ms. Lewis that no documentation needed to be uploaded; but providing technical assistance regarding ensuring that documentation is complete and current before submitting requests. Additionally, this writer advised that provider be sure to check the "Provider Communications" tab within the SAR for any direction from the UM reviewers following a submission.

Ms. Lewis thanked this writer for the assistance and confirmed that she would share the feedback with the counselors. 
This writer then composed and sent resolution email to internal complainant. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		22

		11796		Hillary Vandewart		05/05/2021		HUGHES		HUREY		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		18-20		Life Changez, Inc.		1		643179 - STEPHENSJR, LEON		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		1		In-State		Level III		1		1		Provider continues to submitted Residential Level III requests without the federally mandated discharge transition plan being attached. This issue has been addressed by CCM Hurey Hughes for over a year.		CORRECTIONS: TYPE CHANGED FROM GRIEVANCE TO INTERNAL; CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO FROM MEMBER'S, Changed Nature of Issue to Administrative Issues, Changed Residential to YES/IN-STATE/LEVEL III, CHANGED DISABILITY TO MULTI		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8175		05/24/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Provider continues to submit Residential Level III requests without the federally mandated discharge transition plan being attached. This issue has been addressed by CCM Hurey Hughes for over a year.
[PT: Leon Stephens Jr.				DOB: 8/25/03				ID: 643179]
5/11/21
This writer sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/20/21
This writer asked for clarification from complainant regarding who at agency communication has been with. He clarified that it had been with Alacia Davis QP. Rene Cofer has been submitting requests.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/21/21
This writer attempted to reach provider by phone at 919-803-2808 and number did not appear to be in service. This writer then reached out to provider by email as this has been most successful method of contacting previously. This writer sent email to provider, Rene Cofer Whitehead (Executive Director), alerting her of the concern and providing technical assistance regarding discharge transition plan. This writer requested she confirm receipt of email.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/24/21
This writer received response from Ms. Whitehead confirming receipt of the email. She reported that the discharge docs were in the zip file that was attached. She advised that, if at any time, the zip files cannot be open, to please advise UM to contact her immediately. 

This writer confirmed that docs were included and composed and sent resolution email to internal complainant. This will be resolved as a non-issue. Nothing further required.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Non-Issue		1		1		0		19

		11797		Kim Ware		05/05/2021		mcclelland		matthew		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Access to Services		Clinical Intake				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Hope Services, LLC		0		682508 - Coffey, Jade		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		CID576333 -  This LC is submitting an internal stakeholder concern at request of supervisor, Kate Neely.   TUE, 04 MAY 2021 - Caller is Peggy Coffey (919-802-4384) calling in reference to her daughter, Jade Coffey - DOB: 02 SEP 2005 – 8525 Bright Loop Raleigh NC 27613 - Wake/uninsured/15F - LC attempted to schedule caller’s daughter with Hope Services via three-way call with Jessica from Hope Services.  Jessica informed LC that intake information including family financial information is needed to determine if member is eligible for “eight to ten sessions” prior to scheduling member for intake assessment.  Member’s mother was on a minute phone and had limited time remaining per her report.  Caller was unprepared to provide her financial information over the phone.  Jessica offered options of provided this information over the phone or completing it online.  LC received a call back a short time later from Jessica who informed that member does not meet IPRS funding criteria so no assessment will be scheduled.		CORRECTIONS: TYPE CHANGED FROM GRIEVANCE TO INTERNAL; CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO FROM MEMBER'S; licensure changed from unknown to not licensed; checked no for permission;		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8214		05/19/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID576333 - This LC is submitting an internal stakeholder concern at request of supervisor, Kate Neely. TUE, 04 MAY 2021 - Caller is Peggy Coffey (919-802-4384) calling in reference to her daughter, Jade Coffey - DOB: 02 SEP 2005 – 8525 Bright Loop Raleigh NC 27613 - Wake/uninsured/15F - LC attempted to schedule caller’s daughter with Hope Services via three-way call with Jessica from Hope Services. Jessica informed LC that intake information including family financial information is needed to determine if member is eligible for “eight to ten sessions” prior to scheduling member for intake assessment. Member’s mother was on a minute phone and had limited time remaining per her report. Caller was unprepared to provide her financial information over the phone. Jessica offered options of provided this information over the phone or completing it online. LC received a call back a short time later from Jessica who informed that member does not meet IPRS funding criteria so no assessment will be scheduled.
JADE COFFEY      ID: 682508    (DOB: 9/2/2005)
**11797.11799 duplicative in nature
5/13/21 This writer made call and spoke with agency’s QM Director, Sara Leonard regarding the matter as well as emailed the information directly for review. Per discussion Ms. Leonard is very upset that the internal staff did not call them directly if here were concerns. Per her report, the agency staff is following its protocol. Per report the agency is unable to randomly schedule appts and fill slots for clinician and then find out later that the person is unable to be serviced due to not meeting criteria. She report that staff have a template to follow. She confirmed that a ROI (to include AH) is part of their protocol due to being questioned in previous reviews when one is not present. Ms. Leonard has given her direct contact number if needed by internal staff. She reports frustrating with the concern being submitted to QM and having to be tracked when communication and coordination would suffice. She has requested that if a different procedure is required that Hope Services should be notified.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/25/21 Based on agency notification and discussion case to be closed and tracked.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		14

		11799		Kim Ware		05/05/2021		JAMES		YVONNE		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Accces/Screening, Triage and Referral				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Hope Services, LLC		1		357980 - VANOVER, NYASIA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		A fax referral was received from Growing Child Pediatrics to assist member with access to care.  I contacted Hope Services and spoke with staff Richard Gordon on 4/29/2021 to set up initial appointment for member.  All information needed was given to provider to set up initial appointment. I was then informed by Mr. Gordon, Hope Services does not set up initial appointments with members until parent/guardian has completed and turned in all initial paperwork.  Mr. Gordon informed me he will be contacting the parent from this point.  I informed him Alliance Health Access since completing the referral, I need to document the time and date of appointment as there is additional follow-up that needs to occur.  Mr. Gordan repeated information, no appointment will be made until paperwork is complete and he will be unable to provide Alliance Health Access  with any additional information as to time, date or attendance of appointment unless the parent/guardian signs a release of information for Alliance Health.

As a result of this, I was unable to fax back Growing Child Pediatrics information related to a scheduled appointment as the PCP referral requested.  Additional concerns related to Hope Services practice of not scheduling members until all paper is completed.  Initial paperwork is generally completed upon arrival to initial appointment, hence the arriving 15 minutes early to complete.  Lastly, not providing AH information unless the parent signs a ROI for Alliance Health.		CORRECTIONS: CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFORMATION FROM MEMBER'S; DISABILITY CHANGED FROM DOES NOT APPLY TO MH; LICNESURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO NOT LICENSED		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8215		05/25/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		A fax referral was received from Growing Child Pediatrics to assist member with access to care. I contacted Hope Services and spoke with staff Richard Gordon on 4/29/2021 to set up initial appointment for member. All information needed was given to provider to set up initial appointment. I was then informed by Mr. Gordon, Hope Services does not set up initial appointments with members until parent/guardian has completed and turned in all initial paperwork. Mr. Gordon informed me he will be contacting the parent from this point. I informed him Alliance Health Access since completing the referral, I need to document the time and date of appointment as there is additional follow-up that needs to occur. Mr. Gordan repeated information, no appointment will be made until paperwork is complete and he will be unable to provide Alliance Health Access with any additional information as to time, date or attendance of appointment unless the parent/guardian signs a release of information for Alliance Health. As a result of this, I was unable to fax back Growing Child Pediatrics information related to a scheduled appointment as the PCP referral requested. Additional concerns related to Hope Services practice of not scheduling members until all paper is completed. Initial paperwork is generally completed upon arrival to initial appointment, hence the arriving 15 minutes early to complete. Lastly, not providing AH information unless the parent signs a ROI for Alliance Health.

11797.11799 duplicative in nature
5/13/21 This writer made call and spoke with agency’s QM Director, Sara Leonard regarding the matter as well as emailed the information directly for review. Per discussion Ms. Leonard is very upset that the internal staff did not call them directly if here were concerns. Per her report, the agency staff is following its protocol. Per report the agency is unable to randomly schedule appts and fill slots for clinician and then find out later that the person is unable to be serviced due to not meeting criteria. She report that staff have a template to follow. She confirmed that a ROI (to include AH) is part of their protocol due to being questioned in previous reviews when one is not present. Ms. Leonard has given her direct contact number if needed by internal staff. She reports frustrating with the concern being submitted to QM and having to be tracked when communication and coordination would suffice. She has requested that if a different procedure is required that Hope Services should be notified.
5/25/21 Based on agency notification and discussion case to be closed and tracked.		tracking		1		1		0		20

		11800		Todd Parker		05/05/2021		Harding		Caleb		Provider		External Stakeholder Concern		LME/MCO Functions		Unknown				Does Not Apply				Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		1		'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Caller is calling seeking to file a grievance against Lisa Milligan due to caller reporting that LIsa Milligan hung up on him after asking to speak with her  supervisor. Caller reports that Lisa Milligan was unprofessional regarding a denial for services				Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8180		05/12/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller is calling seeking to file a grievance against Lisa Milligan due to caller reporting that Lisa Milligan hung up on him after asking to speak with her supervisor. Caller reports that Lisa Milligan was unprofessional regarding a denial for services
Southeastern Healthcare of NC. 
5/11/21
This writer contacted complainant at the phone number provided. Complainant shared that when he called staff to discuss denial she was unprofessional. Said he attempted to discuss that he thought the information in the letter was opinion-based vs clinical. According to complainant, staff laughed at him Staff indicated that she thought it was funny that complainant was concerned. Staff indicated that the letter she sent was reviewed by her supervisor before sending it. Complainant then asked to speak with the supervisor. Staff refused to give complainant her supervisor’s number but told him she would have the supervisor call him. He shared that after staff indicated that she would not give him the supervisor’s number, he called the ACCESS number back and got supervisor’s number. He left a voicemail for supervisor and she called him back within the hour. Complainant shared supervisor indicated she listened to the call and thought it was inappropriate. She further indicated that she did not see a copy of the letter prior to staff sending it but felt it was inappropriate as it did include the staff’s opinions vs clinical information. Complainant indicated that he felt the concern had been addressed appropriate with the supervisor. No action required of this writer. This complaint will be closed based on this information. Writer emailed supervisor to make her aware that he has spoken with the complainant and that no further action is required. 
T. Parker, I&G 
5/12/21
Writer composed and mailed Ack/Res letter. No further action. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager		Confirmed: Provider initiated corrective action		1		1		0		7

		11801		Kristie White		05/05/2021		Milligan		Lisa		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Psychosocial Rehab				Does Not Apply		Adult		Southeastern Healthcare of North Carolina, Inc.		1		257525 - BURNETT, RESHA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		I received this message from Caleb Harding of Southeastern requesting a phone call. 

His e-mail: 

"Good afternoon Lisa M. My name is Caleb Harding the LP in charge of the PSS program at Southeastern Healthcare. After reading your comments in the denial note for Deborah S. I am requesting a time at your convenience next week to speak with you to clarify some of the comments I found concerning as clarification is clearly needed. I look forward to a scheduled time to talk with you next week.
Thank you
Caleb Harding MS, MA, LCMHC
 Southeastern Healthcare of North Carolina
919-212-8580 ph
919-212-8581 fx"

My response, "Hello Mr. Harding.

I am available next week:
Wednesday 05/05/20201 12 noon to 2PM
Thursday 05/06/2021 1-2 PM
Friday 05/07/2021 12 noon to 2 PM
Thank you

Lisa Milligan MA, LCAS
(She/Her/Hers)
Clinical Care Manager
Utilization Management MH/SA 
Alliance Health
5200 W. Paramount Parkway, Suite 200
Morrisville, NC 27560
Phone: (919) 651-8548"

I did not receive a response from him to notify me of confirmation of when this call would take place. He called at 12 noon today 05/05/2021. I returned his call at12:10PM. This call should have been taped. He accused me of being inappropriate and accusing him/agency of fraud regarding requesting both Peer Support and Psychosocial rehab services simultaneously. After his questioning, I did agree that there seems to be a pattern of requesting both services for their clients, I did not say all of their clients, but he was clearly upset. He asked to speak to my supervisor, of which I told him I would have her call him. I abruptly ended the call as I felt attacked verbally as I feel he was inappropriate and not professional towards me, and I did no want to say anything else further to escalate the situation.

This is the same provider I filed an internal grievance against regarding conflicting LOCUS scores/Quality of care concern last week. I do not know if he is aware of this grievance. I am aware of his grievance against me today. My supervisor, Melissa Simpson, is attempting to obtain the taped phone call from IT.

Thank you		Changed disability/age  to unknown/change to administrative issue/Changed to Medicaid/added member.		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8209		05/24/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		I received this message from Caleb Harding of Southeastern requesting a phone call. His e-mail: "Good afternoon Lisa M. My name is Caleb Harding the LP in charge of the PSS program at Southeastern Healthcare. After reading your comments in the denial note for Deborah S. I am requesting a time at your convenience next week to speak with you to clarify some of the comments I found concerning as clarification is clearly needed. I look forward to a scheduled time to talk with you next week. Thank you, Caleb Harding MS, MA, LCMHCSoutheastern Healthcare of North Carolina 919-212-8580 ph 919-212-8581 fx" My response, "Hello Mr. Harding. I am available next week: Wednesday 05/05/20201 12 noon to 2PM Thursday 05/06/2021 1-2 PM Friday 05/07/2021 12 noon to 2 PM Thank you Lisa Milligan MA, LCAS (She/Her/Hers) Clinical Care Manager Utilization Management MH/SA Alliance Health 5200 W. Paramount Parkway, Suite 200 Morrisville, NC 27560 Phone: (919) 651-8548" I did not receive a response from him to notify me of confirmation of when this call would take place. He called at 12 noon today 05/05/2021. I returned his call at12:10PM. This call should have been taped. He accused me of being inappropriate and accusing him/agency of fraud regarding requesting both Peer Support and Psychosocial rehab services simultaneously. After his questioning, I did agree that there seems to be a pattern of requesting both services for their clients, I did not say all of their clients, but he was clearly upset. He asked to speak to my supervisor, of which I told him I would have her call him. I abruptly ended the call as I felt attacked verbally as I feel he was inappropriate and not professional towards me, and I did no want to say anything else further to escalate the situation. This is the same provider I filed an internal grievance against regarding conflicting LOCUS scores/Quality of care concern last week. I do not know if he is aware of this grievance. I am aware of his grievance against me today. My supervisor, Melissa Simpson, is attempting to obtain the taped phone call from IT. Thank you
05/05/21-Internal- against Southeastern; submitted by staff in 11800 above; related to previous internal concern #11773. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/24/21-Received response from Southeastern Healthcare and they discussed with QP the issue of this internal concern. Per provider,” spoke with Qualified Professional concerning LOCUS completion for two different services on the same day, as the QP was unaware that this could not be done. Southeastern Healthcare has and will continue to request PSS services for specific consumers who qualify for PSR and PSS services and will differentiate and demonstrate why the consumer(s) could benefit from both services. There are some PSR consumers who benefit from both services and are making improved progress towards independent living. We at Southeastern Healthcare of NC, Inc. are very much aware that approval of both services are the exception not the rule which is why only specific consumers who will benefit from both services are currently being submitted for PSS. We currently have over 100 people on roster for PSR and we are not submitting or requesting PSS services for all of our clients.” Response from this provider adequately explains the reason this does happen and acknowledges it is very rare but benefits consumers. Closing concern as tracking and sending internal complainant ack/resolution email. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		19

		11802		Hillary Vandewart		05/05/2021		Kersey		Elyse		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Outpatient Services				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Jackelin Veloz-Jefferson		1		595518 - REYES, FRANK		White		M=  Hispanic, Mexican American		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		CM had reached out to Solaz on 5/5/2021, due to having an OPT request from them under review while having another OPT request from this provider under review. CM spoke with Aris from Solaz and the guardian (who was with the provider) and learned that the other provider (Jackelin Veloz-Jefferson) had not met with the family since late January/early February 2021. The guardian shared that they met once per week virtually up until then. They are now working with Solaz and the guardian clarified that she would like to continue working with them. CM notes that Jackelin Veloz-Jefferson has continued billing sessions up until 4/23/2021 and even submit another request for continued treatment.

CM notes that she had approved an OPT request for Jackelin Veloz-Jefferson for member’s sibling prior to learning this information. While talking to Aris, she advised that she would also be submitting an authorization for the sibling (Sarah Reyes).		CORRECTIONS: Changed Disability to MH Only		other		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8176		05/11/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CM had reached out to Solaz on 5/5/2021, due to having an OPT request from them under review while having another OPT request from this provider under review. CM spoke with Aris from Solaz and the guardian (who was with the provider) and learned that the other provider (Jackelin Veloz-Jefferson) had not met with the family since late January/early February 2021. The guardian shared that they met once per week virtually up until then. They are now working with Solaz and the guardian clarified that she would like to continue working with them. CM notes that Jackelin Veloz-Jefferson has continued billing sessions up until 4/23/2021 and even submit another request for continued treatment.
CM notes that she had approved an OPT request for Jackelin Veloz-Jefferson for member’s sibling prior to learning this information. While talking to Aris, she advised that she would also be submitting an authorization for the sibling (Sarah Reyes).
[PT: Frank Reyes				DOB: 8/14/12				ID: 595518]
5/11/21
Due to the allegation of potential fraudulent billing, this writer emailed Tanya Held (SIU/Compliance) to assess for SIU appropriateness.
Tanya replied that SIU would take the case as it is an allegation of fraudulent billing. This writer thanked Tanya and composed and sent resolution email to internal complainant. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Undetermined--Referred to SIU/Compliance for review/investigation		1		1		0		6

		11805		Kim Ware		05/06/2021		BOUCHER		NATALIE		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Crisis - Inpatient				Multi-Disability		Adult		Holly Hill Hospital, LLC		1		192194 - HENDRIX, JAKIRRA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Discharge social workers at HHH were provided information both verbal and written of member's connection to an ACT Team.  Discharge plan gave information for Walk-in at Monarch.  Monarch is being over utilized by discharge planner without any thought regarding member's current tx provider.		CORRECTIONS; UNCHECKED ANONYMOUS; ENTERED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO; ENTERED PT ID; CHANGED DISABILITY FROM DOES NOT APPLY TO MULTI; NATURE CHANGED FROM QUALITY TO ADMINISTRATIVE; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO DHSR		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8178		05/11/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Discharge social workers at HHH were provided information both verbal and written of member's connection to an ACT Team. Discharge plan gave information for Walk-in at Monarch. Monarch is being over utilized by discharge planner without any thought regarding member's current tx provider.
JAKIRRA HENDRIX ID: 192194
5/7/21 This writer made call to insert user to clarify information entered. Ms Boucher reports that she did not want to use her name or any pt id’s so that the provider would not know that she was filing. She reports attempting to establish rapport with the social work staff. Ms  Boucher gave this writer a pt id for the report use only and not to be used when discussing the matter with the provider. This writer recommended that Ms. Boucher discuss the matter directly with the provider by way of offering technical assistance as needed. This writer explained that the matter is currently being addressed based on multiple internal concerns submitted by she and her hospital liaison team member. Ms Boucher was adamant to inquire regarding a timeframe. This writer explained the role of QM and next steps. This writer explained that once the agency takes corrective actions, that QM will monitor for potential trends and that there should be time allowed for them to make the systemic changes needed to avoid the occurrence in the future.  Ms Boucher reports that she did not want to use her name or any pt id’s so that the provider would not know that she was filing. staff. This writer explained that the matter is currently being addressed based on multiple internal concerns submitted by she and her hospital liaison team member. Ms Boucher was adamant to inquire regarding a timeframe. This writer explained the role of QM and next steps. This writer explained that once the agency takes corrective actions, that QM will monitor for potential trends and that there should be time allowed for them to make the systemic changes needed to avoid the occurrence in the future. This writer made call and spoke with AH Network Development Supervisor, Cathy Stephenson to make her aware of the concern. Ms Stephenson explained that she is a part of the AH team that meets with HHH regularly regarding issues, barriers and strategies. Per her report, she plans to make the CEO aware of the concern and QM involvement in the next meeting scheduled for 5/11/21. Per discussion this writer will follow up with her regarding the meeting. This writer contacted Mary Cortez to inquire regarding any updates. She reports working on the concern response and apologized for the delay due to staffing shortage.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/11/21 Case to be closed based on agency notification as well as Provider Networks notification and involvement with agency. Case has been staffed with Incident & Grievance Mgr. T Parker who has indicated case should be closed and tracked. Any subsequent correspondence received from agency to be noted in follow up. Ack/Resolution emailed to internal complainant.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		5

		11806		Kim Ware		05/07/2021		barkhau		danielle		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Outpatient Services				Mental Health Only		Adult		Fernandez Community Center, LLC		1		24714 - WALTON, VERONICA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		UM CM received an initial OPT authorization request from Nanette Floyd Patterson, MA, LPC. Upon looking at claims, I noticed that 2 providers had been billing OPT services-Nanette and Fernandez. I contacted Nanette to request a provider choice form in order to clarify which provider member wanted to receive services from as both had been submitted claims for services in April 2021. Per provider Nanette-" Hi. I have been seeing the individual since December and have had claims to be denied bc the other provider was billing for sessions that did not happen per recipient.
The recipient did speak with someone at Alliance regarding this situation.". I was unable to confirm this via Alpha or Jiva notes.		CORRECTIONS: ENTERED PT ID		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8234		06/07/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		UM CM received an initial OPT authorization request from Nanette Floyd Patterson, MA, LPC. Upon looking at claims, I noticed that 2 providers had been billing OPT services-Nanette and Fernandez. I contacted Nanette to request a provider choice form in order to clarify which provider member wanted to receive services from as both had been submitted claims for services in April 2021. Per provider Nanette-" Hi. I have been seeing the individual since December and have had claims to be denied bc the other provider was billing for sessions that did not happen per recipient. The recipient did speak with someone at Alliance regarding this situation.". I was unable to confirm this via Alpha or Jiva notes.
VERONICA WALTON   ID: 24714
5/25/21 Contacted insert user to clarify information submitted due to no member information included.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/7/21 This writer contacted the agency CEO, Yanet Fernandez Cerda (919) 900-7438 and discussed the internal concern. This writer has requested that the provider review the matter and provide findings. This writer has requested an internal review/self-audit and referred Ms. Fernandez to the "submitting voided claims and remitting paid claims" process found in the Provider Manual if discrepancies are found during the self-audit. This writer requested review for dates in April for the member and supporting documentation for services provided during that period. QM will track agency response and actions taken.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		31

		11807		Kim Ware		05/07/2021		SHAW		JAMES		Consumer		Grievance		Access to Services		Outpatient Services				Mental Health Only		Adult		Behavioral Counseling & Psychological Services, PA dba The DWI Center		1		267443 - SHAW, JAMES		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Call ID: 576935   Miletta Hines (AH) called in with consumer James Shaw.  Access scheduled appt for consumer today with  Behavioral Counseling and Psychological Services,   915 Hay Street., Fayetteville.   Callers report showing up for appt and was told they cannot be seen, were referred to Precious Haven.  Consumer is not clear why he was not seen or information about Precious Haven.  Writer offered to reschedule with another agency, consumer chose to call back, was not able to make appt today, advised him o 24/7 access.  Updated LC who made appt and will file grievance (consumer indicated an interest in such). no si/hi, no SA, no a/vh. LC had called agency with consumer on the line to schedule the appt. initially.  Rich Resnick LCAS		CORRECTIONS: CHECKED FROM PATIENT;NATURE CHANGED FROM QUALITY TO ACCESS; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO NOT LICENSED		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8188		05/25/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Call ID: 576935 Miletta Hines (AH) called in with consumer James Shaw. Access scheduled appt for consumer today with Behavioral Counseling and Psychological Services, 915 Hay Street., Fayetteville. Callers report showing up for appt and was told they cannot be seen, were referred to Precious Haven. Consumer is not clear why he was not seen or information about Precious Haven. Writer offered to reschedule with another agency, consumer chose to call back, was not able to make appt today, advised him o 24/7 access. Updated LC who made appt and will file grievance (consumer indicated an interest in such). no si/hi, no SA, no a/vh. LC had called agency with consumer on the line to schedule the appt. initially. Rich Resnick LCAS
JAMES SHAW   ID: 267433   (DOB: 6/9/1981)
5/12/21 This writer made call to number listed for member; no answer.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/14/21 This writer made call to member’s AH InReach Peer support specialist to update member’s contact information and to inform her that the grievance had been assigned. Member is being connected to another provider, however, is filing due to how he was treated at Behavioral. This writer made call to member at another number: (910) 527-1837. This writer spoke with Mr. Shaw explaining the purpose of call, role of QM and next steps. Mr. Shaw confirmed that he did not give permission to use his name when discussing the matter with the provider. He reports that the appt was scheduled then once he got there he was told there was no one there to complete the assessment. Mr. Shaw reports that he is on a fixed income and is unable to go back and forth and he could have been notified in advance. He reports feeling like he was getting “the runaround”. He confirmed that he continues to work with AH staff M Hines and referral to another provider. Acknowledgment mailed to confirmed mailing address.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/25/21 This writer contacted the agency’s QI Director, Tonya Pone, to make her aware of the concern. Due to the limited information (i.e. no permission to use the member’s name), this writer made her aware of the concern, requested review of agency policy/procedure in regards to the matter. This writer has indicated that QM will continue to track the matter for potential trends in the event that similar concerns was submitted. The grievance information and information from complainant indicate that member was referred to another provider for services. Based on contact with complainant, complainant connection with alternative agency and agency notification, case to be closed. Complainant was made aware of the action steps taken in the matter and thanked this writer. Resolution letter mailed. No further action by this writer at this time. Any subsequent correspondence received from provider to be noted.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		18

		11808		Hillary Vandewart		05/07/2021		Kersey		Elyse		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Outpatient Services				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Edward A. Rubes Jr. LPC		1		25912 - THOMPSON, SAVANNAH		Black/African American		H= Hispanic, Other		Female		Johnston		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		The provider continues to provide the same clinical justification repeatedly, even after CM will request that this be updated. CM also notes that he billed for individual therapy sessions, and was paid, while member was hospitalized. There are 4-5 overlapping claims. The provider also failed to mention member’s recent hospitalization and current safety concerns.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Nature of Issue to Auth/Payment/Billing, Changed disability to MH only		other		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8179		06/04/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		The provider continues to provide the same clinical justification repeatedly, even after CM will request that this be updated. CM also notes that he billed for individual therapy sessions, and was paid, while member was hospitalized. There are 4-5 overlapping claims. The provider also failed to mention member’s recent hospitalization and current safety concerns.
[PT: Savannah Thompson			DOB: 3/17/07				ID: 25912]
5/11/21
This writer sent email to Tanya Held (SIU/Compliance) to request a case consult. She responded and advised that:
•	This provider has no SIU history and the overpayment implication is around $600
•	QM should proceed with usual process. 
•	QM should request March and April 2021 notes to see if the member’s hospitalization is mentioned. 
•	If he was providing OPT services while member was inpatient (remotely or providing care coordination), this would be abuse rather than fraud, and SIU would encourage a self-audit as those claims should be paid back. 
•	If the notes read like the member was seen face-to-face and the hospitalization is not mentioned, you can refer this case to SIU at that time as an allegation of fraud.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/12/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/25/21
This writer reached out to provider via email ('edrubes@earthlink.net') to share concerns and request notes for March and April 2021 per feedback from SIU.
This writer received response from Mr. Rubes which did not include requested information. He reported that member was currently at Johnston County Memorial Hospital waiting to be moved to a state hospital.
This writer thanked him for the information but reiterated the request for service notes and also provided technical assistance regarding being sure to include most recent clinical/safety information when submitting SARS (rather than sending the same information with each request).
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/2/21
This writer followed up with Mr. Rubes via email, again requesting service notes for March/April 2021.
6/4/21
This writer received service notes for member. In reviewing service notes, notes read like the member was seen face-to-face and the hospitalization is not mentioned. Per Tanya Held’s request, this will be referred to SIU as an allegation of fraud.
This writer emailed notes to Tanya.
This writer then composed and sent resolution letter to internal complainant. She replied and thanked this writer, confirming that SIU would be investigating. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Undetermined--Referred to SIU for investigation		1		1		0		28

		11810		Kim Ware		05/07/2021		robinson		deidra		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Medication Administration		outpatient theray		Mental Health Only		Adult		MONARCH		1		77193 - FERNANDEZ, SYLVANA		White		H= Hispanic, Other		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Slyvanna Fernandez (919-741-1615) indicated that Monarch called her on Sunday to cancel her therapy appointment due to issues with their computers and therapist attending a funeral.  Slyvanna indicated that the appointment was not rescheduled and she had tried calling Monarch several times but was put on hold for 2 hours in one instance.  Slyvanna is out of medication and indicated her medication was the only thing keeping her going. CC contacted Monarch with member on the phone and waited 45 minutes before someone answered. The staff was able to see that Slyvana had a medication appointment on 5/21 at 11am and advised Slyvanna to contact Behavioral Urgent Care and ask for Dr. C Fullwood (prescribing doctor) for a refill.  CC and Slyvanna were transferred but had to leave a message for a return phone call. CC suggested that member walk in if no one returns her call. The staff at Monarch was able to get her therapy appointment rescheduled but not until 7/5/2021 at 8 am. The staff did indicate she would put her on a waitlist just in case something became available sooner.		CORRECTIONS: CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO FROM MEMBER'S		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8237		06/04/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Slyvanna Fernandez (919-741-1615) indicated that Monarch called her on Sunday to cancel her therapy appointment due to issues with their computers and therapist attending a funeral. Slyvanna indicated that the appointment was not rescheduled and she had tried calling Monarch several times but was put on hold for 2 hours in one instance. Slyvanna is out of medication and indicated her medication was the only thing keeping her going. CC contacted Monarch with member on the phone and waited 45 minutes before someone answered. The staff was able to see that Slyvana had a medication appointment on 5/21 at 11am and advised Slyvanna to contact Behavioral Urgent Care and ask for Dr. C Fullwood (prescribing doctor) for a refill. CC and Slyvanna were transferred but had to leave a message for a return phone call. CC suggested that member walk in if no one returns her call. The staff at Monarch was able to get her therapy appointment rescheduled but not until 7/5/2021 at 8 am. The staff did indicate she would put her on a waitlist just in case something became available sooner.
SYLVAN FERNANDEZ   ID: 77193   (DOB: 4/22/1986)
5/25/21 This writer contacted the agency's Incident & Complaint Specialist, Cornelius Powe (704) 858-1729. Per discussion the information was emailed directly for review and response at cornelius.powe@monarchnc.org. Mr. Powe confirmed receipt and that the information would be forwarded to the appropriate staff for follow up.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/26/21 Case was presented to AH CQR by Incident & Grievance Mgr, Todd Parker for review and any clinical recommendations. No recommendations at time of review; continue resolution process.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/3/21 This writer has not received response from agency. This writer contacted Mr. Powe. He apologized for the delay and plans to follow up with this writer.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/4/21 Agency response received to include internal review result findings as well a actions taken as follows:
Findings
The client came to Monarch 3/31/21, she was discharged from the hospital and placed on the schedule to be seen 4/5/21.  Patient was evaluated 4/5/21 by a therapist and a recommendation was made for outpatient therapy that the patient agreed to.  The patient was set up for an appt close to her home for 5/3/21.  Her therapist called to cancel due to leaving the company and advised the patient at the time to call the BHUC for medication refill.  There is no record of the patient reaching out to the BHUC or call center for call transfer, when the therapist cancelled her appt.  She sent it to the schedulers for reschedule.  The client never mentioned needing to speak to the BHUC or requesting transfer to the line.  The patient was scheduled for a med mgt appt with a provider for 5/21.  When she spoke with the provider, she indicated she was taking meds she got/had from Mexico and did not like the (US) meds.  The client and the provider agreed she would continue the meds from Mexico.  Patient has schedule therapy appt on 6/17.

Follow Up
Monarch has recently been adding additional providers and therapist to help with the growing demand for care within the last year especially. With this increase in access and availability there should not be further issues. Monarch will continue to monitor, follow up appts when cancelled, rescheduled or no show as our current procedure indicates." Based on agency notification , review and response case to be closed and tracked for potential trends. This writer has recommended that agency continue to monitor the matter and continue to review for areas of improvement. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		28

		11811		Hillary Vandewart		05/08/2021		Barber		Dominique		Family Member		External Stakeholder Concern		Access to Services		Crisis - Facility-Based Crisis Program				Unknown Disability				Recovery Innovations, Inc.		0		'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Johnston		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Caller (Dominique Barber - 910-336-1440) initially called (CID 577036) seeking service options for her partner, and was provided information on CRRC. Caller called back (CID 577040) and reports calling CRRC, but the person she talked to was rude and kept cutting her off. Caller reports she spoke with Ebony, who informed her she is the supervisor. Caller reports she was trying to explain her partner’s situation, and get information about the program. Caller reports Ebony Kept cutting her off, saying “This is a 23-hr facility. Is there anything else you need?” Caller states she attempted to ask questions about the length of stay, but Ebony cut her off again, stating “This is a 23-hr facility. Is that all?” Caller states she asked for a supervisor, and Ebony stated she is the supervisor. Caller states she was unable to get additional information about CRRC, as Ebony continued to say “This is a 23-hr facility. Is that all?”		CORRECTIONS: Changed to External Stakeholder Concern, Changed Source to Family Member, Updated mailing address, Changed Nature of Issue to Access to Services		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8183		06/03/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller (Dominique Barber - 910-336-1440) initially called (CID 577036) seeking service options for her partner, and was provided information on CRRC. Caller called back (CID 577040) and reports calling CRRC, but the person she talked to was rude and kept cutting her off. Caller reports she spoke with Ebony, who informed her she is the supervisor. Caller reports she was trying to explain her partner’s situation, and get information about the program. Caller reports Ebony Kept cutting her off, saying “This is a 23-hr facility. Is there anything else you need?” Caller states she attempted to ask questions about the length of stay, but Ebony cut her off again, stating “This is a 23-hr facility. Is that all?” Caller states she asked for a supervisor, and Ebony stated she is the supervisor. Caller states she was unable to get additional information about CRRC, as Ebony continued to say “This is a 23-hr facility. Is that all?”
[NOT RELATED TO A MEMBER]
5/12/21
This writer called and spoke with complainant regarding her concerns and confirmed that we would be looking into the matter. She shared that her mailing address was 5013 Houston Rd, Fayetteville, NC 28311.
This writer inquired whether or not she had found services elsewhere and she stated that she had not. This writer asked if she would be interested in CRRC if they are able to look into the issue and she stated that she would be. This writer thanked her for the information and stated that we would be in touch.
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement letter.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/25/21
This writer called and left detailed message for Beth Work, Risk Manager, at (602) 636-4405, requesting a call back to discuss.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/1/21
This writer received a response from Beth Work which can be summarized below:
•	Eboni reported that she validated Dominique throughout the call, and at times, Dominique expressed feeling interrupted (for which Eboni apologized).
•	Eboni also indicated that Dominique expressed feeling rushed during the call and so Eboni again paused in the conversation and tried to allow Dominique room to ask her questions completely. 
•	During the call, Eboni explained several times that Cumberland Recovery Response Center (CRRC) is a 23-hour crisis facility intended to help individuals stabilize during a mental health or substance use crisis episode. 
•	Dominique did appear to be confused about the nature of the CRRC’s services despite multiple attempts to describe services in various ways. 
•	Dominique had several questions around medications which Eboni explained were beyond her scope to answer. 
•	Additionally, Dominique had questions about what would happen to her partner after discharge, and Eboni explained that discharge planning begins at admission and includes referrals to aftercare services. 
•	She stated that as a supervisor, she is aware of the importance of customer service and made efforts to apologize and meet Dominique’s needs during the call. 
Provider ultimately could not substantiate complainant’s allegations. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/3/21
This writer contacted Dominique Barber to share provider’s feedback at 910-336-1440. This writer shared with her that the concerns were shared with leadership and that we would be tracking the issue moving forward. This writer encouraged her to contact the Access and Information Line if she needed additional resources and she stated that they were going to give CRRC another try. This writer thanked her for this and informed her that she would be receiving a resolution letter in the mail. She thanked this writer. 
This writer then composed and sent resolution letter. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		26

		11812		Todd Parker		05/10/2021		Patterson		Tewaunna		Provider		External Stakeholder Concern		Access to Services		Unknown				Multi-Disability		Adult		Not Defined		0		715140 - Hicks, Nathan		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		[CID: 577155] Caller is staff with The Hope Center for Advancement reporting issues with ModivCare transportation and inability to reach or hear back from anyone at ModivCare and unable to reach member's CC Nicholas Riddle to help in addressing the issue.  Caller reports multiple calls to ModivCare and his CC and feeling "paranoid" as she cannot get in touch with anyone and is not receiving a call from the Lyft driver.  Member received a ride to The Hope Center and had a ride scheduled to take him to his residential program in Raleigh but it has not picked him up.  Member was doing well upon arriving at The Hope Center but now is feeling "uneasy", "not safe", "paranoid" and doesn't know who is picking him up.--R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8182		05/17/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		[CID: 577155] Caller is staff with The Hope Center for Advancement reporting issues with ModivCare transportation and inability to reach or hear back from anyone at ModivCare and unable to reach member's CC Nicholas Riddle to help in addressing the issue.  Caller reports multiple calls to ModivCare and his CC and feeling "paranoid" as she cannot get in touch with anyone and is not receiving a call from the Lyft driver.  Member received a ride to The Hope Center and had a ride scheduled to take him to his residential program in Raleigh but it has not picked him up.  Member was doing well upon arriving at The Hope Center but now is feeling "uneasy", "not safe", "paranoid" and doesn't know who is picking him up.--R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC
PT:  Nathan Hicks	DOB:  1-13-76		ID:  715140
5-11-21
Writer contacted complainant at the number provided. Writer explained that he was calling in reference to a complaint against Alliance staff.  Complainant shared that the complaint is not against staff; it is against the transportation service. She mentioned the staff because she had attempted to contact her.  Complainant expressed that “the service never works”. Writer explained that the service is not one that Alliance manages but he will contact someone internally that may have information on who to inform. Wrtier informed that he will make the appropriate persons aware of her concerns.
Writer emailed Dough Wright (Dir. of Community Health and Wellbeing) to inquire about who he might contact to inform of the complaint. Mr. Wright provided contact information for Lydia Hennick (Lydia.hennick@modivcare.com) and Michael Egan (michael.egan@modivcare.com). Mr. Wright suggested emailing both. Writer will email to inform of the complaint. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager
5-12-21
Writer emailed Modivcare contacts to make them aware of the complaint. Writer shared complainant’s phone number and the initials of the member impacted. Writer will await a response from Modivecare. If received prior to 5/17/21, writer will Ack/Res. If not, an Ack letter will be sent to complainant. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager

5/17/21
Writer followed up with an email to ModivCare staff. Writer will Ack/Res this complaint as no other items are actionable for QM at this time. Writer composed and mailed Ack/Res letter to complainant. No further action. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager		Undetermined; not an Alliance service provider		1		1		0		7

		11813		Kim Ware		05/07/2021						Anonymous		Grievance		Quality of Services		Outpatient Services				Unknown Disability				The Mindly Group, PLLC				'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		The following was reported to the Alliance Compliance Line on 5/7/2021:
"During 2021, the caller encountered a problem with Sarah, where Sarah or someone that Sarah knows, was hacking into the caller's phone, and also Sarah has visited the caller's apartment. The caller also did not authorize Sarah to be the caller's therapist, and it is suspected that Sarah obtained the caller's signature under a false name. The caller is unaware of the reason for Sarah going to the caller's apartment. Whenever the caller made a social media post, Sarah would show up to the caller's apartment with the police and ambulance, so it is suspected that Sarah hacked the caller's phone. This situation has been ongoing for over one year, though the caller is unaware of when it started exactly. The caller also told Sarah that the caller was raped by a sheriff deputy who identified himself by the name of Kevin Butler, but Sarah did nothing to protect the caller. The caller is unaware of any witnesses to this situation. The situation was not reported to management."
Sarah Renee Smusz was identified by the caller as the person perpetrating the cell phone hacking.
Smusz is an LP with The Mindly Group.
I responded through the hotline to advise the caller to report these allegations to the police if not already reported. SIU will not investigate these allegations.				Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8213		05/19/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		The following was reported to the Alliance Compliance Line on 5/7/2021: "During 2021, the caller encountered a problem with Sarah, where Sarah or someone that Sarah knows, was hacking into the caller's phone, and also Sarah has visited the caller's apartment. The caller also did not authorize Sarah to be the caller's therapist, and it is suspected that Sarah obtained the caller's signature under a false name. The caller is unaware of the reason for Sarah going to the caller's apartment. Whenever the caller made a social media post, Sarah would show up to the caller's apartment with the police and ambulance, so it is suspected that Sarah hacked the caller's phone. This situation has been ongoing for over one year, though the caller is unaware of when it started exactly. The caller also told Sarah that the caller was raped by a sheriff deputy who identified himself by the name of Kevin Butler, but Sarah did nothing to protect the caller. The caller is unaware of any witnesses to this situation. The situation was not reported to management." Sarah Renee Smusz was identified by the caller as the person perpetrating the cell phone hacking. Smusz is an LP with The Mindly Group. I responded through the hotline to advise the caller to report these allegations to the police if not already reported. SIU will not investigate these allegations.
*ANONYMOUS
 5/19/21 No acknowledgment letter mailed due to anonymity and no contact information. This writer made call to agency (919) 617-9656. The call was directed to Ms Reesse Whitaker. This writer left a message requesting a return call in reference to an anonymous grievance submitted to QM. Based on limited information and anonymity, the plan is to notify the agency and close case, per case consult with Incident & Grievance Mgr, T Parker. This writer received return call from agency CEO, Stephanie  Philips and made he aware of the anonymous concern. AH is requiring no action from provdier at this time per case consult. No letter mailed due to anonymity.(K.WARE,QAA)		undetermined		1		1		0		12

		11814		Hillary Vandewart		05/11/2021		Brown		Carrie		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Opioid Treatment				Multi-Disability		Adult		BAART Community Healthcare		0		250115 - TUTT, WILLIAM		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Provider is submitting a reauthorization request for this member to start May 2021.  Provider submitted 2 different SAR’s for approximately the same dates and the same service.  All of the information submitted by the provider is from September of 2020.   Information that is 8 months old is not helpful in doing a clinical review.  Despite a prior authorization being on file there is no billing on this member from BAART, so it is not clear if the member is returning to services or is continued stay.  CCM has reached out to provider to request current information and will continue to do so, but this is an ongoing issue.  CCM has already contacted the agency about old information being submitted with other reviews so there is concern about ongoing administrative practices at this agency.  Carrie Brown, LMFT 5/11/21		CORRECTIONS: Changed Is Medicaid? to NO, Changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8187		05/27/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Provider is submitting a reauthorization request for this member to start May 2021. Provider submitted 2 different SAR’s for approximately the same dates and the same service. All of the information submitted by the provider is from September of 2020. Information that is 8 months old is not helpful in doing a clinical review. Despite a prior authorization being on file there is no billing on this member from BAART, so it is not clear if the member is returning to services or is continued stay. CCM has reached out to provider to request current information and will continue to do so, but this is an ongoing issue. CCM has already contacted the agency about old information being submitted with other reviews so there is concern about ongoing administrative practices at this agency. Carrie Brown, LMFT 5/11/21
[PT: William Tutt				DOB: 5/16/84				ID: 250115]
5/13/21
This writer sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant. She replied and added that provider still hasn’t provided any updated info and needs this in order to process the request. UR was supposed to speak to clinical supervisor to get info. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/21/21
This writer attempted to contact BAART via phone however agency closes at 1pm. This writer sent email to Clinical Director, Hilda Smith (hsmith@baartprograms.com) requesting that she confirm that she is still the appropriate contact for this type of concern.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
5/25/21
This writer has not received a response. This writer called BAART again 919.683.1607 and left a detailed message for her on her voicemail requesting a call back. This writer also sent a follow up email.
-Hillary Vandewart
5/26/21
This writer called BAART again to see if there is another contact who I can discuss the issue with. Spoke with receptionist and was directed to Sandra Lewis, Fiscal Clerk. She shared that Hilda was no longer working at BAART and that they are extremely short-staffed at the moment and trying to stay up to date with new intakes. She stated that she would do her best to respond to the concerns within the 3-5 day turnaround but couldn’t guarantee it. This writer asked that she just keep me posted if there were issues in meeting that deadline.
She agreed and provided her email address, Slewis2@baartprograms.com
This writer then sent concern elements to her with a deadline of 6/2.
This writer received response from Ms. Lewis stating that authorization had been approved and inquiring as to whether documentation was still needed (PCP, Crisis Plan, UA, etc). This writer reached out to internal complainant to inquire as to whether the requested documentation had been received and she confirmed but also pointed out that PCP was incomplete and they should correct this for their records. 
This writer shared this feedback with Ms. Lewis and confirmed that no documentation needed to be uploaded; but providing technical assistance regarding ensuring that documentation is complete and current before submitting requests. Additionally, this writer advised that provider be sure to check the "Provider Communications" tab within the SAR for any direction from the UM reviewers following a submission.
Ms. Lewis thanked this writer for the assistance and confirmed that she would share the feedback with the counselors. 
This writer then composed and sent resolution email to internal complainant. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		16

		11815		Hillary Vandewart		05/11/2021		Wilkie		Jessica		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Psychiatric Services				Multi-Disability		Child (0-17)		Benchmark Behavioral Health Systems		1		178725 - MOORE, ELIJAH		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		1		Out of State outside of 40 mile radius		PRTF		1		0		I received an email from DSS guardian, Ruel Samuels, from Benchmark PRTF informing "today we discovered a staff member who appears to have been allowing Elijah to smoke a vape pen. I discovered the event while doing  a random video audit. Based off of Elijah’s behaviors this past weekend, (he was reported being erratic/ hypomanic) we are not sure what he was smoking, tobacco or marijuana. We immediately took the staff member off of his shift and interviewed him. He did not give us any valuable information. I have reported the event to Child Protective Services. They will be opening a case for Child Endangerment Case # 2762073. I will be notifying WX City PD and our Licensing agency today."
I notified my supervisor and was asked to file a grievance for this case.

I will note that the facility did take immediate action and notified the DSS guardian when this was learned. I am not sure of the outcome for the staff person, and if they are on suspension or if they were terminated. We had a Treatment Team Meeting yesterday for him and this did not come up, but his behavior in the meeting was very different than any other meeting we have had previously. He was agitated, cursing, and then was crying.		CORRECTIONS: Changed to Internal Employee Concern, Changed Source to MCO Staff, Changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8190		06/03/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		I received an email from DSS guardian, Ruel Samuels, from Benchmark PRTF informing "today we discovered a staff member who appears to have been allowing Elijah to smoke a vape pen. I discovered the event while doing  a random video audit. Based off of Elijah’s behaviors this past weekend, (he was reported being erratic/ hypomanic) we are not sure what he was smoking, tobacco or marijuana. We immediately took the staff member off of his shift and interviewed him. He did not give us any valuable information. I have reported the event to Child Protective Services. They will be opening a case for Child Endangerment Case # 2762073. I will be notifying WX City PD and our Licensing agency today."
I notified my supervisor and was asked to file a grievance for this case.
I will note that the facility did take immediate action and notified the DSS guardian when this was learned. I am not sure of the outcome for the staff person, and if they are on suspension or if they were terminated. We had a Treatment Team Meeting yesterday for him and this did not come up, but his behavior in the meeting was very different than any other meeting we have had previously. He was agitated, cursing, and then was crying.
[PT: Elijah Moore				DOB: 5/29/06				ID: 178725]
5/17/21
This writer sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/1/21
This writer reviewed notes in Jiva which further reported that DSS felt that the incident was handled appropriately by the PRTF and that they did not wish to file a grievance. Jive notes also stated that DSS was to update CN with results of DSS investigation once available.
This writer reached out to inserted user, Jessica Wilkie, to see if she had any updates regarding the DSS investigation. This writer also requested the contact information for the Benchmark staff who alerted DSS to the incident.
Jessica informed this writer that she had not received any updates and provided the name Chris Coburn as the staff at Benchmark who alerted DSS to the incident. A google search reveals that this is the Director of Risk Management at Benchmark. 
This writer then contacted Benchmark via phone at (801) 299-5300 and requested to be connected to Chris Coburn’s extension. This writer then left a message with him requesting a call back.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/3/21
This writer received voicemail from Chris Coburn, returning call. He left callback number of 801-299-5379. This writer returned his call and again left voicemail requesting a call back. This writer received a call back from Mr. Coburn and discussed with him the reason for my call. He shared additional details regarding the incident and confirmed that staff member had been terminated and was never allowed back into building following incident. He also informed this writer that CPS was still investigating and that the police department were going to be screening the individual for charges; however, they have not yet been able to locate him. 
This writer thanked him for the information and informed him that we would be closing the concern based on this additional information. He provided his email address in case any additional information was needed: Chris.coburn@uhsinc.com. 
This writer then composed and sent resolution email to internal complainant. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Confirmed--Provider initiated corrective action		1		1		0		23

		11816		Kim Ware		05/11/2021		Abdrahman		Mohamed		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Assertive Community Tx Team				Multi-Disability		Adult		B & D Integrated Health Services		1		403336 - Abdrahman, Mohamed		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		[CID: 577432  ]    
CALLER'S NAME/Relationship if not member: Mohamed Abdrahman--SELF
MEMBER'S NAME (if different): 
DOB: 8/18/1989
ADDRESS: 4715 Archean Way Raleigh, NC 27616
PHONE: 919-949-3797
COUNTY: Wake 
INSURANCE: Medi/Medi
MENTAL STATUS: Denies crisis needs.
MENTAL HEALTH HISTORY: Was open to B&D ACTT in Wake County but has ended services with that agency.
SUBSTANCES: N/S
MEDICATIONS: N/S
SEVERITY:  Non Threshold. 
DISPOSITION:  Member calling to file grievance against former ACTT provider, B&D. Member reports the following concerns with B&D:  Since August 2019 client B&D ACT Team staff Showed up unannounced and knocked loudly on client’s door at 7:00 AM and at other times. B&D withheld medication prescriptions for several months despite repeated requests by client to begin medication management.. Staff did not properly handle the school paperwork client needed to reenter college. Some of the ACT staff were not helpful and asked odd questions. Client also reports he did not receive the housing supports he required. Caller agrees to callback by AH QM re: this grievance. Writer filed grievance on member’s behalf.
--DC Rhyne, LCSW------------		CORRECTIONS: DISABILITY CHANGED FROM MH ONLY TO MULTI; IS RESIDENTIAL A PART CHANGED FROM YES TO NO; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO NOT LICENSED		other		Worked with Provider for resolution		8191		06/03/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		[CID: 577432  ]    
CALLER'S NAME/Relationship if not member: Mohamed Abdrahman--SELF
MEMBER'S NAME (if different): 
DOB: 8/18/1989
ADDRESS: 4715 Archean Way Raleigh, NC 27616
PHONE: 919-949-3797
COUNTY: Wake 
INSURANCE: Medi/Medi
MENTAL STATUS: Denies crisis needs.
MENTAL HEALTH HISTORY: Was open to B&D ACTT in Wake County but has ended services with that agency.
SUBSTANCES: N/S
MEDICATIONS: N/S
SEVERITY:  Non Threshold. 
DISPOSITION:  Member calling to file grievance against former ACTT provider, B&D. Member reports the following concerns with B&D:  Since August 2019 client B&D ACT Team staff Showed up unannounced and knocked loudly on client’s door at 7:00 AM and at other times. B&D withheld medication prescriptions for several months despite repeated requests by client to begin medication management.. Staff did not properly handle the school paperwork client needed to reenter college. Some of the ACT staff were not helpful and asked odd questions. Client also reports he did not receive the housing supports he required. Caller agrees to callback by AH QM re: this grievance. Writer filed grievance on member’s behalf.
--DC Rhyne, LCSW------------
MOHAMED ABDRAHAM   ID: 403336  (DOB: 8/18/1989)
5/17/21 Call to complainant; left vm message.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/18/21Call to complainant; left vm; acknowledgment mailed to address listed in grievance information.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/25/21 Call to complainant; left vm message requesting return call. To date no response from complainant. Due to nature of the concern involving medication issues, case to be presented to AH CQR on 5/26/21 for review and clinical recommendations. This writer contacted agency QM Director, Jeremy Reed to request that an internal review be conducted and submitted.
6/3/21 Agency submitted email correspondence on 6/3/21 regarding the matter. Agency response indicates multiple attempts to engage member, member is already receiving housing and member refusal to submit urine screen in regards to prescriptions and adherence to medication policy: "Regarding unannounced visits: Mr. Abdrahaman has a history of non-engagement requiring unannounced visits in an attempt to make contact. He purposely avoided contact with his team until an engagement letter was sent on March 15th . Upon reconnecting with his team, he requested to be stepped down to a lower level of care, which was granted to him.
Regarding housing supports: Mr. Abdrahaman is in the TCLI program. He is currently housed, but has a goal for a bigger house. The ACT team was working with him to meet this goal and to address the issues he had maintaining his current housing. Mr. Abdrahaman avoided his team and related housing supports for about 90 days. TMS was recommended for Mr. Abdrahaman so that he could maintain his housing and would have resources to continue to work toward his housing goal.
Regarding medication: Mr. Abdrhaman was unable to receive his prescription, due to his refusal to submit a urine screen, per the B&D Medication Policy and his agreement with through his medication contract. Mr. Abdrhaman provided a UDS on April 23, 2021.
Regarding College Paperwork: Mr. Abdrahman requested a letter from Dr. Trost for the purpose ofre-entering school. The letter was provided on 11/25/2020. This was documented in the service note." Agency indicates attempts to contact member via USPS, telephone as well as the unannounced visits. This writer made call to member; left vm messge. No response to contact attempts to date with this writer. The acknowledgment letter mailed to address listed was returned on 6/2/21 marked as "RETURN TO SENDER VACANT UNABLE TO FORWARD". Information and documentation received from B and D to be forwarded to T Parker to present to CQR as requested. Based on agency response, no response from complainant, case to be closed and tracked. No resolution letter mailed due to return letter, no forwarding address and no repsonse from complainant.		tracking		1		1		0		23

		11818		Kim Ware		05/12/2021		BURTON		JAMES		Consumer		Grievance		Access to Services		Assertive Community Tx Team				Multi-Disability		Adult		B & D Integrated Health Services		1		91924 - BURTON, JAMES		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		(CID 577564)     
James  Burton (09/08/1983)
2503 Banner Street Durham NC  27704

Grievance against B&D services

Member stated B&D is not putting effort to his payee services.  His payee is not giving him funds.  Payee will not give him his stimulus money.  
He see his provider once a week (ACTT); he does not see his therapist.  He stopped seeing his therapist over 3 months; he does not talk to her over the phone (It’s been about a month).  Member does not understand why he is not seeing his therapist. Member has seen his case worker once a week and nurse once a month; he has not seen his therapist in 3 months, nor talk to her on the phone.  
Member would like to see his case worker often, talk to his therapist, and get his finances corrected with his payee.		CORRECTIONS; PRIORITY CHANGED FROM HIGH TO ROUTINE; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO NOT LICENSED; SERVICE CHANGED FROM OUTPATIENT TO ACTT; disability changed from mh only to multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8194		05/18/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		James  Burton (09/08/1983)
2503 Banner Street Durham NC  27704

Grievance against B&D services

Member stated B&D is not putting effort to his payee services.  His payee is not giving him funds.  Payee will not give him his stimulus money.  
He see his provider once a week (ACTT); he does not see his therapist.  He stopped seeing his therapist over 3 months; he does not talk to her over the phone (It’s been about a month).  Member does not understand why he is not seeing his therapist. Member has seen his case worker once a week and nurse once a month; he has not seen his therapist in 3 months, nor talk to her on the phone.  
Member would like to see his case worker often, talk to his therapist, and get his finances corrected with his payee.
5/17/21 This writer made call to complainant; no vm available.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/18/21 This writer made call and spoke directly with complainant. This writer explained purpose of call, role of QM and issues submitted by complainant. Per Mr Burton, the matter has been taken care of. He reports that the issue regarding his payee has ben handled. He also indicated that he will now be speaking with his therapist once a week. He reports that he spoke directly with the agency owner regarding his concerns. Mr. Burton indicated that this writer did not need to contact the provider, the matter has been resolved and the case can be closed. This writer explained that if assistance was needed in the future feel free to contact this writer or the AH access and information line. Mr Burton thanked this writer, confirmed mailing address and ended the call. No further concerns noted at this time. Disregard letter mailed to complainant. No further action by this writer at this time per complainant request.(K.WARE,QAA)		DISREGARD		1		1		0		6

		11819		Kristie White		05/13/2021		Lewis		Natalie		Parent		External Stakeholder Concern		Quality of Services		Outpatient Services				Mental Health Only		Adult		MONARCH		0		4575 - LEWIS, BENJAMIN		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		[CID: 577768] Caller is mother expressing concerns around member's services at Monarch.  Caller reports that member has a diagnosis of schizophrenia and has been decompensating since transferring his services to Monarch.  Caller reports that member was stable with previous provider but now with Monarch he is experiencing auditory hallucinations and paranoid delusions and has been unable to maintain employment as a result.  Caller reports that rather than being linked with a psychiatrist at Monarch he was linked with a physician's assistant.  Caller reports that due to the pandemic their office has been closed and member couldn't get in touch with them for medication and member has been "spiraling".  Caller reports that member was linked with a therapist who he spoke to twice but then that therapist quit.  Caller adds that the physician assistant he was seeing is no longer his provider.  Caller reports that the lack of support, access, and consistency has contributed to his decompensation.  Caller describes the actions by the provider as "reckless" and that she has considered taking her concerns to the governor.--R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC		Changed to Quality of Services.		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8197		06/03/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		[CID: 577768] Caller is mother expressing concerns around member's services at Monarch. Caller reports that member has a diagnosis of schizophrenia and has been decompensating since transferring his services to Monarch. Caller reports that member was stable with previous provider but now with Monarch he is experiencing auditory hallucinations and paranoid delusions and has been unable to maintain employment as a result. Caller reports that rather than being linked with a psychiatrist at Monarch he was linked with a physician's assistant. Caller reports that due to the pandemic their office has been closed and member couldn't get in touch with them for medication and member has been "spiraling". Caller reports that member was linked with a therapist who he spoke to twice but then that therapist quit. Caller adds that the physician assistant he was seeing is no longer his provider. Caller reports that the lack of support, access, and consistency has contributed to his decompensation. Caller describes the actions by the provider as "reckless" and that she has considered taking her concerns to the governor. --R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC
Patient: Benjamin Lewis Patient ID: 4575 DOB: 10/08/1983
05/14/21-External stakeholder-against Monarch- lack of support, access and consistency has contributed to member’s decompensation. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/17/21-Called to speak to member mom at 910-608-7377 about this grievance with no answer and left message. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/18/21-Called again and left another message for her to call me about information about this grievance. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/19/21-Called again to speak about this external grievance and the voicemail was full and would not allow this writer to leave a message. This writer is sending need more information letter. KM Appeals Coordinator
06/03/21-This writer never received call or correspondence from external stakeholder about this grievance. Closing as undetermined-Due to no information given to complete grievance. KM Appeals Coordinator		Undetermined-No information given from complainant to resolve issue.		1		1		0		21

		11821		Hillary Vandewart		05/13/2021						Consumer		Grievance		Access to Services		Crisis - Facility-Based Crisis Program				Unknown Disability				Recovery Innovations, Inc.		1		'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		Member reports being discharged from RI on 5/12/21. Reports he was not given a prescription at the time of discharge, despite being on ongoing medications. Reports plans to attend another program that needs his medications, so they can be continued. Reports contacting RI, but was told there was nothing they can do. RI advised member that in order to get prescription he would need to be readmitted to facility.		CORRECTIONS: Changed type of case to Grievance, changed nature of issue to Access to Services		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8219		05/26/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member reports being discharged from RI on 5/12/21. Reports he was not given a prescription at the time of discharge, despite being on ongoing medications. Reports plans to attend another program that needs his medications, so they can be continued. Reports contacting RI, but was told there was nothing they can do. RI advised member that in order to get prescription he would need to be readmitted to facility.
[MEMBER IS ANONYMOUS]
5/18/21
Unable to contact member to acknowledge grievance due to anonymous nature.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
5/25/21
This writer called and left detailed message for Beth Work, Risk Manager, at (602) 636-4405, requesting a call back to discuss.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/26/21
This writer did not receive a call back so tried Ms. Work via email (Elizabeth Work, MA, LPC, NCC Elizabeth.Work@riinternational.com). This writer shared anonymous grievance info with her via email and informed her that a response would not be required due to the limited information provided. 
She responded that it would be very atypical of an RI provider to leave an individual without their ongoing medications at discharge. If the individual reported that they had just recently filled a prescription and had plenty at home, it is possible they would not have done another. If the guest contacted provider, protocols would have been to try to assist the guest in correcting any error. 
She reported that she would expect to see the explanation documented within the record, but without more info, this is not possible to determine.
This writer thanked her for the response and informed her we would be closing the grievance based on lack of information. 
This writer then closed grievance in portal. Unable to send resolution letter due to anonymous nature of grievance. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Undetermined due to lack of info provided by complainant/anonymous nature		1		1		0		13

		11822		Kim Ware		05/13/2021		BRANCH		STANLEY		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Crisis - Facility-Based Crisis Program				Substance Abuse Only		Adult		Recovery Innovations, Inc.		0		75907 - BRANCH, STANLEY		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Caller reports that he is being harassed at the Durham Recovery and Response Center.  He states that staff are treating him differently than other patients and they are inconsistent with rules and procedures.  When asked for an example, caller reports that he fell asleep while watching television and staff woke him up and asked him to leave the area.  Caller feels this represents client mistreatment and harassment.  He asked the staff at DRRC if he could file a grievance against them, and they advised him to call Alliance.  Caller's phone number: 919-824-5307. Current address: 1120 Sweet Gale Dr. Durham, NC 27704.  He states that he plans to remain at DRRC and his contact code there is "Baltimore."				Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8216		05/28/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller reports that he is being harassed at the Durham Recovery and Response Center. He states that staff are treating him differently than other patients and they are inconsistent with rules and procedures. When asked for an example, caller reports that he fell asleep while watching television and staff woke him up and asked him to leave the area. Caller feels this represents client mistreatment and harassment. He asked the staff at DRRC if he could file a grievance against them, and they advised him to call Alliance. Caller's phone number: 919-824-5307. Current address: 1120 Sweet Gale Dr. Durham, NC 27704. He states that he plans to remain at DRRC and his contact code there is "Baltimore."
STANLEY BRANCH    ID: 75907   (DOB: 10/22/1980)
5/14/21 Case assigned. This writer made call to number listed for member; no vm. Due to member inpatient status at time of submission, this writer will not call unit per QM protocol.
5/17/21 Acknowledgment letter mailed to address listed.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/26/21 This write made call to complainant and was able to speak to him directly regarding his concerns. The complainant  confirmed that he is no longer at the facility. He reports that  he was treated unfairly. He reports that he believes it stems from the staff finding out that his fiancé was there at the same time that he was. He reports that when he mentioned the unfair treatment he was initially told some actions were due to policy/procedures then told that it was not written but that they try to avoid any confrontations due to relationships etc. He explained that he did not see her most of the time due to her sleeping the whole time with no treatment. He was concerned that she left AMA and he did not know. Mr Branch confirmed permiession to use his name when discussing the matter with the provider. This writer explained the actions steps to be taken to include notifying the agency requiring that an internal review be conduced and submitted, recommendations made and that his concerns would be tracked for potential trends as possibilities. This writer contacted the agency's Risk Mgr, Joy Brunson Nsubuga (919) 560-7305 to make her aware of the grievance information. Per Ms Nsubuga she has forwarded the information to the mgmt team for review and response. Based on complainant contact and agency notification case to be closed. Any subsequent correspondence received from agency to be noted in follow up.(K.WARE,QAA)		non issue- agency followed HIPAA and treatment protocol		1		1		0		15

		11824		Hillary Vandewart		05/14/2021		Britt		Lisa		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Outpatient Services				Multi-Disability		Adult		MONARCH		0		5204 - Solly, Stevierae		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Staffed with UM Supervisor Melissa Simpson. Level III incident report submitted 4/2021. Outreach to provider (Erica Bales, Terizia Holloway Kochie as well as a detailed voicemail left for nursing at Cary office) to obtain: Did Member attend assessment appt; If there is a safety plan and what safety plan is; What is treatment modality she will receive; Medications prescribed and any dates of service with monarch (assessment, therapy, crisis).  Resulted in the following information: 
Hi Lisa!
Looks like she was last seen at our BHUC on 4/23/21. A risk assessment was completed at that time.  

Current meds are:
Continue Buspar 20mg by mouth three times a day for anxiety
Continue Lamictal 300mg by mouth daily for mood
Continue Vraylar 4.5mg by mouth at bedtime for mood
Continue Cogentin 1mg by mouth at bedtime for EPS
Continue Propranolol 10mg by mouth twice a day as needed for anxiety
Continue Lexapro 5mg, 1 po qd (this was added at Wakebrook)

She has a follow up appointment with the prescriber scheduled for 5/28 and with a therapist on 6/3. There is no safety plan on file, but I will put a note for the therapist to complete one on 6/3.

Hope this helps!

Thanks!
Erica Bales, LCSW | Behavioral Health Therapist
 
AND 
Hello Ms. Britt, 

I received your message requesting information on patient S.S. DOB 9/25/1991. This patient has not been seen by her provider since November 12, 2020. She has an upcoming appointment on May 28, 2021 @ 10:30 AM. Her regular provider was unaware of this incident. She was seen at the Behavioral Health Urgent Care on 4/23/21 when she was provided refills on her medications. She reported to staff at that time that she was considering going to Dove's Nest in Charlotte. She also sees a therapist and her upcoming appointment is 6/3/21.
Please let me know if I can be of further assistance. My direct line is 919-650-3325 ext. 1652.

Sincerely,
Sherry
Sherry Dempsey, LPN

Concern is regarding Member's therapy appt is scheduled 6/3 despite having a Level III incident in April. Also, "her regular provider was unaware of this incident," however Member was seen at Monarch BH Urgent Care. 

I have emailed Erica Bales who stated she put a note for the therapist regarding creating a safety plan. Also emailed both Erica Bales and Sherry Dempsey to encourage a closer appt date as 6/3 is still about three weeks from now. Sherry put her on the waitlist to fill the first cancellation available.

Thank you, 
Lisa Britt MS,LCAS,CRC,MAC 5/14/2021		CORRECTIONS: Changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8243		06/10/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Staffed with UM Supervisor Melissa Simpson. Level III incident report submitted 4/2021. Outreach to provider (Erica Bales, Terizia Holloway Kochie as well as a detailed voicemail left for nursing at Cary office) to obtain: Did Member attend assessment appt; If there is a safety plan and what safety plan is; What is treatment modality she will receive; Medications prescribed and any dates of service with monarch (assessment, therapy, crisis).  Resulted in the following information: 
Hi Lisa!
Looks like she was last seen at our BHUC on 4/23/21. A risk assessment was completed at that time.  
Current meds are:
•	Continue Buspar 20mg by mouth three times a day for anxiety
•	Continue Lamictal 300mg by mouth daily for mood
•	Continue Vraylar 4.5mg by mouth at bedtime for mood
•	Continue Cogentin 1mg by mouth at bedtime for EPS
•	Continue Propranolol 10mg by mouth twice a day as needed for anxiety
•	Continue Lexapro 5mg, 1 po qd (this was added at Wakebrook)
She has a follow up appointment with the prescriber scheduled for 5/28 and with a therapist on 6/3. There is no safety plan on file, but I will put a note for the therapist to complete one on 6/3.
Hope this helps!
Thanks!
Erica Bales, LCSW | Behavioral Health Therapist
AND 
Hello Ms. Britt, 

I received your message requesting information on patient S.S. DOB 9/25/1991. This patient has not been seen by her provider since November 12, 2020. She has an upcoming appointment on May 28, 2021 @ 10:30 AM. Her regular provider was unaware of this incident. She was seen at the Behavioral Health Urgent Care on 4/23/21 when she was provided refills on her medications. She reported to staff at that time that she was considering going to Dove's Nest in Charlotte. She also sees a therapist and her upcoming appointment is 6/3/21.
Please let me know if I can be of further assistance. My direct line is 919-650-3325 ext. 1652.
Sincerely,
Sherry
Sherry Dempsey, LPN
Concern is regarding Member's therapy appt is scheduled 6/3 despite having a Level III incident in April. Also, "her regular provider was unaware of this incident," however Member was seen at Monarch BH Urgent Care. 
I have emailed Erica Bales who stated she put a note for the therapist regarding creating a safety plan. Also emailed both Erica Bales and Sherry Dempsey to encourage a closer appt date as 6/3 is still about three weeks from now. Sherry put her on the waitlist to fill the first cancellation available.
Thank you, 
Lisa Britt MS, LCAS, CRC, MAC 5/14/2021
[PT: Stevierae Solly				DOB: 9/25/91				ID: 5204]
5/19/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/1/21
This writer reached out to Cornelius Powe, Incident and Complaint Specialist, to share concern details and request a response by 6/8.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/10/21
This writer received a response from Mr. Powe which can be summarized below:
•	On 4/23/21 the client was seen at the BHUC, post hospital discharge from WakeBrook. BHUC provider was not aware of the assault and client stated no SI. 
•	Records sent from Wakebrook did not mention assault. Client also stated no SI at Wakebrook per review of notes. 
•	Monarch received a call following up on S. Solly on 5/14/21.  At the time, the nurse was not aware of the assault, as the patient has not been regularly following up with her therapy appts. 
•	Her regular therapist did the Level III report and coordinated the admission to Wakebrook, but this information never followed the patient through admission and d/c follow up.  
•	The client had her regular med management appointment with her provider on 5/28 as scheduled.  
•	The client was a no show to her therapy appt on 6/3.  
•	Monarch will review their current process for communicating level III, safety plans, and follow ups back to the entire team and make necessary changes to current process.
Based on provider’s response, it appears that they will be making corrective actions on their end to ensure that this type of issue does not reoccur. This writer will resolve this internal concern as tracking and will continue to monitor to ensure that this does not become a pattern.
This writer composed and sent resolution email to internal complainant and resolved concern. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Confirmed--Provider initiated corrective action		1		1		0		27

		11825		Hillary Vandewart		05/14/2021		Brown		Carrie		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Community Support Team				Multi-Disability		Adult		Sunrise Clinical Associates, PLLC		1		17001 - BURCH, FRANCINE		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Mbr has been receiving CST services from this agency since 10/26/20.  Provider reported in the CCA that member has a significant history of Suicidal Ideation, Self-injurious behaviors such as skin picking and setting her skin on fire, ongoing delusions, hallucinations and aggression toward others.  On subsequent review 12/2020 CCM pointed out that a lot of the information provider was submitting appeared historical and asked provider to respond to several questions about any current safety issues or needs, housing and to consider referral to ACTT.  Provider did not address this in the request submitted on 3/2/21 and they submitted this statement in the clinical Justification for Services: “Francine’s behaviors and symptoms have been characterized by persistent delusions, hallucinations and paranoia.  In addition to Francine’s psychotic symptoms, Francine experiences depressive symptoms that are characterized by suicidal ideation and suicidal behaviors.  Francine has issues with delusions with bugs at where she is residing currently still.  Francine wants to be more independent with her living on her own, and be able to practice consistent sobriety on an independent level.”  Reports of active suicidal behaviors were very concerning and CCM called the Team Lead Pius Ondachi  on 3/12/21 to obtain additional information and explore any current safety concerns and needs.  Provider did not call back.  The case was sent to Peer Review with Dr Kaesemeyer and was reduced with the recommendation to transfer member to ACTT services based on the information we had.  CCM emailed QP Marcus Best to advise of safety concerns and recommendations from Peer Review to link with ACTT.  A new review was submitted on 5/5/21 with the following statement, “Francine has no record of being hospitalized and no record of having suicidal thoughts.”  Provider also did not address recommendation for ACTT services.  Current mental health symptoms are unclear.  CCM called the CST supervisor Bradford Herring on 5/13/21 and reviewed the information in the PCP with him.  I have attached the PCP from the provider for reference and highlighted the conflicting information on the PCP in the UPDATE section.  I told Bradford I have no understanding of what is happening with member at this time because of the conflicting information.  Bradford said he would have QP Marcus Best call CCM.  He also said he could give me Team Lead Pius’s phone number.  I indicated that I preferred supervisor have Pius call CCM since he did not return my call previously.  As of 3:30pm on 5/14/21 no one has called CCM back.  CCM reviewed case for Peer Review again with recommendation of further assessment to determine most appropriate level of care for member at this time.  Submitting internal employee concern due to minimal and conflicting information submitted by provider and lack of response when CCM has made multiple attempts to contact the agency for clarification.  Carrie Brown, LMFT 5/14/21				Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8201		06/10/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member has been receiving CST services from this agency since 10/26/20.  Provider reported in the CCA that member has a significant history of Suicidal Ideation, Self-injurious behaviors such as skin picking and setting her skin on fire, ongoing delusions, hallucinations and aggression toward others.  
On subsequent review 12/2020 CCM pointed out that a lot of the information provider was submitting appeared historical and asked provider to respond to several questions about any current safety issues or needs, housing and to consider referral to ACTT.  Provider did not address this in the request submitted on 3/2/21 and they submitted this statement in the clinical Justification for Services: 
“Francine’s behaviors and symptoms have been characterized by persistent delusions, hallucinations and paranoia.  In addition to Francine’s psychotic symptoms, Francine experiences depressive symptoms that are characterized by suicidal ideation and suicidal behaviors.  Francine has issues with delusions with bugs at where she is residing currently still.  Francine wants to be more independent with her living on her own, and be able to practice consistent sobriety on an independent level.”  
Reports of active suicidal behaviors were very concerning and CCM called the Team Lead Pius Ondachi  on 3/12/21 to obtain additional information and explore any current safety concerns and needs.  Provider did not call back.  
The case was sent to Peer Review with Dr. Kaesemeyer and was reduced with the recommendation to transfer member to ACTT services based on the information we had.  CCM emailed QP Marcus Best to advise of safety concerns and recommendations from Peer Review to link with ACTT.  A new review was submitted on 5/5/21 with the following statement, “Francine has no record of being hospitalized and no record of having suicidal thoughts.”  
Provider also did not address recommendation for ACTT services.  Current mental health symptoms are unclear.  CCM called the CST supervisor Bradford Herring on 5/13/21 and reviewed the information in the PCP with him.  I have attached the PCP from the provider for reference and highlighted the conflicting information on the PCP in the UPDATE section.  I told Bradford I have no understanding of what is happening with member at this time because of the conflicting information.  Bradford said he would have QP Marcus Best call CCM.  He also said he could give me Team Lead Pius’s phone number.  I indicated that I preferred supervisor have Pius call CCM since he did not return my call previously.  As of 3:30pm on 5/14/21 no one has called CCM back.  
CCM reviewed case for Peer Review again with recommendation of further assessment to determine most appropriate level of care for member at this time.  
Submitting internal employee concern due to minimal and conflicting information submitted by provider and lack of response when CCM has made multiple attempts to contact the agency for clarification. 
[PT: Francine Burch				DOB: 1/21/72				ID: 17001]
5/20/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/2/21
This writer reached out to provider via phone at (919) 493-5013 and requested to speak with Sheila Burge, QA/QI Director.
This writer was transferred to Ms. Burge but she could not hear this writer on the other end of phone. This writer sent email to sburge@sunriseclinical.org to share concern details and request a response by 6/9. This writer informed her that she could contact me with any questions.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/10/21
This writer received response from Ms. Burge which included several documents:
•	Several notes from weekly CST meetings
•	Health and Safety Plan
•	Notes from Internal Review Meeting
•	6/2 service note
•	MCO Recommendation Template
Per a review of documentation, internal meeting occurred on 6/7/21 to discuss concern. Attendees were QA/QI Director, CEO, Clinical Director, CST Team Lead, CST QP. 
Initially, member was not referred for ACT due to main concern being housing.
TL addressed that team was concerned about member’s safety and developed a Health and Safety plan with her, dated 4/26/21.
TL apologized for missing Alliance call and stated that he had no recollection of being notified of a call (no voicemail). 
Member has been referred for Carolina Outreach ACT services and this is in transition (documented on 6/2 service note). 
Action Plan: During each weekly CST meeting, recent recommendations from MCO will be discussed and documented on the MCO Recommendation Template. The Clinical Director will prioritize the recommendations and ensure that this is reviewed each week. This will show evidence that recommendations are being addressed and will also alert the importance of inquiring for additional services and supports, developing Health and Safety Plans, updating PCPs, etc. The Clinical Director and QA/QI Director will also meet with the Team Lead bi-weekly to confirm that recommendations are being adequately addressed. 
Based on a review of the provider’s response, they have put in place a corrective action plan to ensure that recommendations are being followed up on. This member is transitioning to a more appropriate level of care. This case will be resolved based on provider initiating corrective action.
This writer composed and sent resolution email to internal complainant. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Confirmed--Provider initiated corrective action		1		1		0		27

		11826		Kim Ware		05/16/2021		SMITH		SCOTT		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Intensive In-home Services				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Carolina Outreach, LLC		1		293391 - RACKHAM, MICHAEL		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		Andi from Therapeutic Alternatives called about member Michael Rakham, DOB 8/24/2006, to find out if he has enhanced services. TA mobile crisis had been contacted to provide crisis services to this member. LC discovered that member is receiving IIH from Carolina Outreach and informed Andi of this.  Andi requested contact information for the provider. LC gave Andi all phone numbers that the Call Center has for the provider in both Wake and Durham counties.  Andi was not able to make contact with anyone at Carolina Outreach, except for a staff member who takes calls for the ACTT service. That staff member reportedly informed Andi that this member is not a client of Carolina Outreach. LC requested that TA mobile crisis provide the necessary crisis services due to the IIH provider not being available.		CORRECTIONS: CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO FROM MEMBER'S; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO NOT LICENSED		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8222		06/11/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Andi from Therapeutic Alternatives called about member Michael Rakham, DOB 8/24/2006, to find out if he has enhanced services. TA mobile crisis had been contacted to provide crisis services to this member. LC discovered that member is receiving IIH from Carolina Outreach and informed Andi of this. Andi requested contact information for the provider. LC gave Andi all phone numbers that the Call Center has for the provider in both Wake and Durham counties. Andi was not able to make contact with anyone at Carolina Outreach, except for a staff member who takes calls for the ACTT service. That staff member reportedly informed Andi that this member is not a client of Carolina Outreach. LC requested that TA mobile crisis provide the necessary crisis services due to the IIH provider not being available.
MICHALE RACKHAM     id:    (DOB: 8/24/2006)
5/27/21 Acknowledgment emailed to internal complainant.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/3/21 This writer contacted agency QM to make them aware of the concern, requesting that an internal review be conducted. Per discussion, the information was emailed directly for review and response at qm@carolinaoutreach.com.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/11/21 Agency response received indicating that the member was not connected to ACTT services. Agency has indicated: " Per the internal review, it seems that this client is not connected to ACTT services. There may have been miscommunication from the mobile crisis center as well as Carolina Outreach. Our staff has ensured that the client has the correct crisis information and will use this information moving forward." Based on agency notification, review and follow up with staff to ensure that members have correct crisis information, case to be closed. This writer has recommended that agency continue to monitor the matter and document. Resolution emailed to internal complainant. No further action by the writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		26

		11828		Hillary Vandewart		05/17/2021		McDowell		Meghan		Provider		External Stakeholder Concern		Service Coordination between providers		Outpatient Services				Multi-Disability		Adult		MONARCH		1		704684 - Martinez, David		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		My biggest complaint and frustration is their complete lack of communication and follow thru.
 
I have emailed, called, and left messages with no return contact at all.
 
I feel like they are not appropriately supporting and providing quality care to David.  When he did not have any medication refills recently, they were hard to get ahold of in regards to the issue and then took forever to assist, telling David to just go to the urgent care center.  They have not provided consistent OPT services to David and his current therapist has not been engaging at all in my opinion.
 
The new issue with mailing of his medications.  That is poor service and quite frankly shocking with all that transpired with that (not reaching out to confirm address, provide tracking information, etc.).  How is someone supposed to manage and ensure their medication routine with, in my opinion, such poor delivery.
 
To me as a mental health provider, you should be engaging in services and supports for the individuals you serve, providing coordination of care, but more importantly maintaining of communication and just simply responding to providers and individuals in a timely manner.
 
That’s it for now! ??
 
Hope that helps!
Thanks!
 
Meghan McDowell, BA QP TMS Team Lead Easter Seals UCP NC & VIrginia, Inc.  4000 Wake Forest Road Suite 200 Raleigh NC 27609 984-272-9022.  
Renee King-Torres BA QP		CORRECTIONS: Changed complainant info to reflect external stakeholder's info, Changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8207		06/16/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		My biggest complaint and frustration is their complete lack of communication and follow thru.
I have emailed, called, and left messages with no return contact at all.
I feel like they are not appropriately supporting and providing quality care to David.  When he did not have any medication refills recently, they were hard to get ahold of in regards to the issue and then took forever to assist, telling David to just go to the urgent care center.  They have not provided consistent OPT services to David and his current therapist has not been engaging at all in my opinion.
The new issue with mailing of his medications.  That is poor service and quite frankly shocking with all that transpired with that (not reaching out to confirm address, provide tracking information, etc.).  How is someone supposed to manage and ensure their medication routine with, in my opinion, such poor delivery.
To me as a mental health provider, you should be engaging in services and supports for the individuals you serve, providing coordination of care, but more importantly maintaining of communication and just simply responding to providers and individuals in a timely manner.
Meghan McDowell, BA QP TMS Team Lead Easter Seals UCP NC & VIrginia, Inc.  4000 Wake Forest Road Suite 200 Raleigh NC 27609 984-272-9022.  
[PT: David Martinez				DOB: 12/08/68				ID: 704684]
5/21/21
This writer contacted complainant, Meghan McDowell (tenancy management support), at 984-272-9022 to acknowledge receipt of concern against Monarch—left detailed message requesting a call back.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
5/24/21
This writer received a voicemail from Ms. McDowell returning my call. This writer contacted her again and was able to reach her successfully. Ms. McDowell provided more background on the situation—he transitioned into a new apartment in April (from mother’s home who passed away). This was a stressful time and it was made more difficult by issues with Monarch. She has been covering the case since January, and in all that time, she never got a call or email back from anyone at Monarch.
She had issues obtaining the member’s CCA (took over a month) which was needed to identify recommended services. Member also went through 2 crisis situations with meds (needing refills and an issue with meds being mailed to the wrong address). In both of these situations, Monarch was difficult to get in contact with and was not helpful. In regard to refills, they told him just to go to the hospital. 
Therapy was not consistent. He has since been transitioned to Easter Seals and got a new CCA on 5/14 which recommended CST. He will be receiving all services through Easter Seals moving forward. 
Ms. McDowell reported that she preferred not to be named in the concern but that it was fine to share it came from Easter Seals. This writer asked if there was anything else needed from the provider at this point and the only thing she could think of was that they might need them to share the medical records if this hasn’t been done yet. 
This writer stated that I could follow up about this and also confirmed mailing address. This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement letter. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/1/21
This writer reached out to Cornelius Powe, Incident and Complaint Specialist, to share concern details and request a response by 6/8.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/8/21
This writer received a response from Mr. Powe which can be summarized below:
Response:
A request came in for David Martinez's CCA go to Easter Seals, the request was processed for validation with our HIM department and processed and sent via secure email to Easter Seals Meghan McDowell on 3/30/21.  
On 4/8 a request for med refill came into the call center and was sent to the provider, a call came in on 4/9/21 to the therapist and a request again was sent to the provider, to send them to the Walmart across the street due to no transportation. 
His regular provider was out of the country with a death.  The covering provider did review the medications and refilled them, several days later.  
Monarch has since put into place a medication refill request line that goes direct to nurses for processing and follow up with provider.  With this new process that Monarch has put in place for meds refill, medication refills should not be delayed even when provider is away.  
This writer reviewed response and noted that it did not address issue with OPT, issue with meds being mailed, or the length of time it took to get the CCA to Easter Seals. This writer asked Mr. Powe to respond to those elements of the concern and he replied that he would follow up with the Outpatient Director for assistance in answering those concerns/questions.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/15/21
This writer sent follow-up email to Mr. Powe inquiring as to when we could expect to receive an update.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 	
6/16/21
This writer contacted complainant to share initial feedback received from provider and ensure that she had what she needed in terms of documentation from provider. Ms. McDowell’s outgoing VML stated that she was out of the office until Monday, 6/21. This writer left Ms. McDowell a detailed VML indicating that I was following up to ensure that she had what she needed and would be sending her a resolution letter in the mail outlining our plans to monitor/track these issues. This writer left call-back number for Ms. McDowell in the event that she needed anything additional.
This writer then composed and sent resolution letter based on provider’s initial response as well as member having transferred to a new provider. This writer will continue to follow up with provider for their response to the remainder of the concerns and will include any follow-up from provider/complainant in grievance resolution follow-up.
No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Confirmed--Provider initiated corrective action		1		1		0		30

		11829		Kim Ware		05/17/2021						Anonymous		External Stakeholder Concern		Quality of Services		Community Support Team				Multi-Disability				B & D Integrated Health Services		1		'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		On Friday May, 17 2021 an external stakeholder filed a concern about the actions of an LCAS-A on the Community Support Team at B&D. The LCAS-A is Manon Fielding. The allegation is that Manon Fielding was licensed as a chiropractor in another state, but that license is expired, and that she performed a medical evaluation on an Alliance member with TBI and alcohol use diagnoses and reportedly found C3 & C4 spinal issues.  During a team meeting with the Community Support Team and Alliance Care Coordinator (TBI – Katie Hughes), Ms. Fielding made reference to her medical evaluation and stated that if the client were referred to a chiropractor for treatment, the seizures would stop.  During this meeting, the Alliance team shared with the Community Support Team that Ms. Fielding was practicing outside her scope of practice.  Ms. Fielding allegedly took the client to a chiropractor she knew for an evaluation, received a special rate, and paid for it out of her own pocket. These concerns have allegedly been reported to Ms. Fielding and to the clinical director, Erin Lewis, but Ms. Fielding continues to practice outside of her scope.
Recommended actions are follow-up with B&D compliance officer to obtain information on what they have done in response to these allegations, and whether or not that includes reporting the allegations to substance abuse professional practice and chiropractic practice boards. If they have not made the reports, they need to be encouraged to do so.				Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8233		06/03/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		On Friday May, 17 2021 an external stakeholder filed a concern about the actions of an LCAS-A on the Community Support Team at B&D. The LCAS-A is Manon Fielding. The allegation is that Manon Fielding was licensed as a chiropractor in another state, but that license is expired, and that she performed a medical evaluation on an Alliance member with TBI and alcohol use diagnoses and reportedly found C3 & C4 spinal issues. During a team meeting with the Community Support Team and Alliance Care Coordinator (TBI – Katie Hughes), Ms. Fielding made reference to her medical evaluation and stated that if the client were referred to a chiropractor for treatment, the seizures would stop. During this meeting, the Alliance team shared with the Community Support Team that Ms. Fielding was practicing outside her scope of practice. Ms. Fielding allegedly took the client to a chiropractor she knew for an evaluation, received a special rate, and paid for it out of her own pocket. These concerns have allegedly been reported to Ms. Fielding and to the clinical director, Erin Lewis, but Ms. Fielding continues to practice outside of her scope. Recommended actions are follow-up with B&D compliance officer to obtain information on what they have done in response to these allegations, and whether or not that includes reporting the allegations to substance abuse professional practice and chiropractic practice boards. If they have not made the reports, they need to be encouraged to do so.
*ANONYMOUS
*NO PT ID

5/25/21 This writer contacted Jeremy Reed At B and D in regards to the concerns. The information was submitted for internal review and response to include actions taken or to be taken regarding the matter.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/3/21 Agency response received noting Clinical Director , Erin Lewis indicating that the matter was not reported to the Board, however, the use of personal funds was a  breach of B and D Ethic’s Policy as it relates to dual relationships and has been addressed directly. Ms Lewis’ response as follows: 
 “Livia asked to meet with me on May 14th. The team had had a team meeting with the Alliance TBI Care Coordinator and the Alliance nurse consultant earlier that week, during which Manon had relayed her observations that Thomas may benefit from a certain type of chiropractic evaluation. It is NOT my understanding that Manon performed any sort of “medical evaluation.” Meaning, not a physical examination, which the grievance seems to imply. It is my understanding that Manon did refer Thomas to a chiropractor in the community (with his permission), and assisted him in attending that appointment (again with his permission). 
“[Team Lead] Livia [Corry, LPCA, LCASA] and I discussed that the way Manon had presented herself during the team meeting had been outside of the scope of CST (meaning, she should not be making suggestions about what specific chiropractic care may be needed by a consumer). Upon our meeting, Livia had already addressed this with Manon. I encouraged Livia to address it with Manon again, which she did. Manon expressed acknowledgement. 
“No one from Alliance contacted me directly about this issue. 
“I am not sure what is meant by “Ms. Fielding continues to practice outside of her scope.” She has made a referral to a chiropractor in the community, and the provider has offered to treat Thomas pro bono for any follow-up treatment. Again, this is being done with Thomas’ permission, as he is his own guardian. It is true that Manon paid for the initial evaluation, which she should not have done. I do not think any of this rises to a report to either Board. If she had been treating him as a chiropractor, that would be one thing, but she did make a referral to a community provider. 
“Thomas is scheduled to see his neurologist and Primary Care Provider in June. I have asked Livia to relay to Manon and Thomas that it would be best for him to get clearance from both his neurologist and PCP before attending any chiropractic treatment appointments. As of this moment, my understanding is that he had just attended the initial evaluation. “  Agency response indicates that both the member’s neurologist and PCP should be contacted and provide clearance before attending any chiropractic appointments and do not believe that Ms Fielding is not operating outside of her scope. In regards to actions to be taken the agency indicates the following: Ms. Feilding’s payment of the individual’s services is a breach of B & D’s ethic’s policy, particularly regarding duel relationships, “avoid dual relationships with clients that could impair professional judgment or increase the risk of harm to clients. (Examples of such relationships include, but are not limited to, familial, social, financial, business, or close personal relationships with clients.)” 
As indicated in Ms. Lewis’s reply, this has been addressed with Ms. Fielding. Additionally, Ms. Fielding has been made aware of B&D indigent fund for addressing this types of individual’s needs.”
This writer has recommended that agency continue to monitor the matter. AH QM plans to track the matter for potential trends in the event that similar concerns are submitted regarding B and D. The agency does not plan to report to the board believing that it “did not rise to that level” and that Ms Fielding operates in her scope. No letters mailed due to anonymity. Case closed at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		17

		11831		Hillary Vandewart		05/18/2021		Cox		April		Guardian		Grievance		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Crisis - Inpatient				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Central Regional Hospital		1		50192 - VAZQUEZ, LORENZO		White		H= Hispanic, Other		Male		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		The member was admitted to CRH on 5/8/2021 and since that time the member's mother, April Cox, has only spoken with hospital staff once since admission.  Ms. Cox was able to reach out to the doctor and speak with him again about her son's treatment. Ms. Cox also expressed concern about the direct care her son is receiving while on the quarantine unit.  She states that the member has talk about staff becoming verbally aggressive with him and making statements that could be construed as threats.  Ms. Cox has also heard staff in the background of calls to her son be rude and slam the member's bedroom door. She reports that there seems to be more of an issue with weekend staff.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Nature of Issue to Abuse/Neglect/Exploitation		DHSR		Referred to External Lic or State Agency		8258		06/17/2021		Resolved/Completed		DHSR		The member was admitted to CRH on 5/8/2021 and since that time the member's mother, April Cox, has only spoken with hospital staff once since admission.  Ms. Cox was able to reach out to the doctor and speak with him again about her son's treatment. Ms. Cox also expressed concern about the direct care her son is receiving while on the quarantine unit.  She states that the member has talk about staff becoming verbally aggressive with him and making statements that could be construed as threats.  Ms. Cox has also heard staff in the background of calls to her son be rude and slam the member's bedroom door. She reports that there seems to be more of an issue with weekend staff.
[PT: Lorenzo Vazquez				DOB: 9/1/05				ID: 50192]
5/4/21
This writer contacted Ms. Cox and spoke to her regarding her grievance. She stated that the issue that occurred with the “threat” was that member had been there for 2 weeks and had been asking daily for deodorant. He asked a staff member again and said, jokingly, “well maybe if I start banging on things then someone will pay attention and give me deodorant.” He reported that staff member went over to him and stated,” I wouldn’t do that because if you do then I will get one of these big strong men to come handle you.” She feels that this is a verbal threat. 
She also stated that she has heard staff in the background of calls be rude and slam doors when they hand him his phone. 
She stated that after the filed the grievance, she did get a call from the psychiatrist but she felt that this was only because she had filed the grievance. This writer explained that QM had not made them aware of the grievance but it was possible that the CC had informed them. 
This writer inquired as to whether or not she had made a formal complaint with CRH and she stated that she had not. This writer informed her that we would be contacting CRH and sharing her concerns with them and she confirmed that this was fine. 
This writer confirmed her mailing address and then composed and sent. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/28/21
This writer received a voicemail from complainant requesting a call back to discuss some additional concerns. This writer returned her call and she stated that she would call me back on Tuesday. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/7/21
This writer called and LVM for Paula Appel, Assistant Hospital Director for CRH requesting a call back (919-764-7330). This writer received a call back from Ms. Appel and shared the concern details with her. She thanked this writer and stated that she would be in touch with the advocacy department and would look into how to appropriately resolve. This writer then sent details of concern to Paula via email at Paula.Appel@dhhs.nc.gov. This writer requested a response by 6/11.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/10/21
This writer received a VM from Ms. Appel requesting a return call, at 919-764-7330. This writer returned her call and spoke with her regarding the concerns. She stated that Dr. Cooke spoke with the team, and the internal advocacy department as well.
She reviewed chart and saw in notes that SW contacts occurred on 5/10, 5/18, and 5/21 (member was admitted on 5/8). At this time, he was in the quarantine unit and there likely wasn’t the need for a lot of contact at that time. On 5/21, he was transferred to the regular unit and since then, there has been more regular contact (5/24, 5/26, 6/1, 6/4, and 6/8.
Advocacy department has opened an investigation regarding the allegation of a threat being made and the other concerns have been logged as inquiries—advocacy department will talk with staff and discuss. 
She also made an allegation that she felt she was being retaliated against due to grievance being filed as the number of phone calls she received from Lorenzo had decreased. This was not possible due to the timeline. Ms. Appel reported that she wanted him to call her twice a day to talk for 45 minutes which was not necessarily feasible. 
Grievant also reported to advocacy department that she had concerns about the SW. She called last minute to set up a weekend visit and was told this wasn’t possible. She was extremely unhappy with this and requested to speak to her supervisor. Supervisor confirmed that the earliest visit would be 6/12 so this was scheduled. The SW is currently on leave so this case will be covered by another SW—Ms. Appel hopes that this will help “take the temperature down” on the situation. 
Grievant also had a concern about timing of meds, so clinical nurse should be reaching out to her to discuss this further. 
Chuck Cox, Advocacy Director, spoke with Ms. Cox and told her how to contact advocacy department at any time (call hospital operator and leave phone number and a patient advocate will call her back). 
This writer thanked Ms. Appel for the detailed information.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/16/21
This writer followed up with Michelle Roach (CC) to see if she had any updates regarding the case as, per a review of the Jiva notes, the mother was not cooperating in discussing discharge options and was attempting to pick member up despite member being on IVC. 
This writer contacted DHSR complaint intake unit and spoke with Shanita Lancaster regarding whether or not this would be appropriate for the DHSR complaint intake unit. She confirmed and took information from this writer. This writer also shared that I would be encouraging guardian to file a complaint as well.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/17/21
This writer contacted Ms. Cox via phone. She stated that she still had some concerns but that they had court today and requested discharge and he only has to stay for 2 more weeks. She mentioned additional concerns about a staff member “playfully” choking another staff member in front of patients and also that she smelled marijuana outside in the parking lot. This writer explained to her what had been done in terms of contacting the advocacy department and filing a complaint with DHSR. Encouraged her to do so as well. She thanked this writer and agreed. 
This writer then composed and sent resolution letter. No further action required at this time. Any further updates from DHSR will be included in grievance follow-up.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Undetermined--Referred to DHSR for investigation/follow-up		1		1		0		30

		11832		Todd Parker		05/18/2021		Wooten		Mara		MCO Staff		Compliment		Quality of Services		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Kyseem's Unity Group Home		1		61421 - REYNOLDS, MACY		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		1		In-State		Level IV		0		1		Dearl Powell is the owner operator of Kyseem's Unity Group home. He took one of my members quickly after she was discharged from the hospital and the previous group home would not take her back. He worked with myself, the SC, LGR and doctors to take care of Macy. He has gone above and beyond to take are of this member. He will be a residential provider I use again.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8204		05/24/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		5/24/21
This writer mailed a Compliment Letter to Mr. Dearl Powell. Writer informed Mara of the letter.
T. Parker, I&G Manager		Compliment		1		1		0		6

		11833		Hillary Vandewart		05/18/2021		Anderson		Cheryl		Guardian		Grievance		Quality of Services		Outpatient Services				Mental Health Only		18-20		A New Life Services Inc.		1		580404 - ANDERSON, LAMAR		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		Compliance received an EOB survey from parent Cheryl Anderson regarding her son's services with A New Life Services, Inc. Parent wrote in comments "Services are too short 40 min. Same questions are asked each visit. Nothing is resolved; 0 suggestions." Writer spoke with parent on 5/18/21 to address her concerns. Parent stated that the therapist is good but that she is extremely displeased with the attending physician (Eric Mizelle). Stated that she is very concerned about the quality of services and her son's overall well being. When asked she indicated that she would like for another provider to be located which can address her son's needs. Parent was adamant that she doesn't want the attending physician at A New Life Services to find out about grievance. Stated that the attending physician is aware that her son doesn't want to continue services with him and wants to leave it at that.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Grievance Against to Provider--A New Life Services, Changed Source to Guardian		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8210		06/10/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Compliance received an EOB survey from parent Cheryl Anderson regarding her son's services with A New Life Services, Inc. Parent wrote in comments "Services are too short 40 min. Same questions are asked each visit. Nothing is resolved; 0 suggestions." Writer spoke with parent on 5/18/21 to address her concerns. Parent stated that the therapist is good but that she is extremely displeased with the attending physician (Eric Mizelle). Stated that she is very concerned about the quality of services and her son's overall well being. When asked she indicated that she would like for another provider to be located which can address her son's needs. Parent was adamant that she doesn't want the attending physician at A New Life Services to find out about grievance. Stated that the attending physician is aware that her son doesn't want to continue services with him and wants to leave it at that.
[PT: Lamar Anderson				DOB: 3/8/01				ID: 58404]
5/24/21
This writer called and left detailed message for Ms. Anderson requesting a call back to discuss concerns. This writer received a call back from Ms. Anderson and discussed her concerns more in-depth. She gave more information regarding Dr. Mizelle. She stated that initially, he only wanted to meet every 3 months, then all of a sudden he requested every other week with no explanation. She feels that he isn’t engaging and isn’t doing anything to help her son. She said he basically just asks the same few questions and that her son stopped taking his meds and doesn’t want to talk to psychiatrist. She stated that the therapist was “fantastic” but she also had concerns about the office’s COVID protocols. She stated that there was no separation, no signage, didn’t clean or wipe anything, didn’t wear masks, etc. This writer asked if she was OK with us sharing concerns with leadership at agency and she stated that would be fine but she doesn’t want us to speak to him directly about it. She stated that she would be open to staying at same agency with a different med provider and she would be open to changing providers as well. This writer stated I would try to research to find out more info about the possibilities and would be in touch. She provided her new mailing address. This writer thanked her and stated I would be in touch. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/25/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement letter. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/7/21
This writer contacted agency at (919) 877-6101 and requested to speak to whoever handles grievances/concerns. This writer was directed to Bella Santiago (Office Manager). This writer shared concerns with her verbally and she shared that they tried to accommodate all clients and that they had found it difficult to please Ms. Anderson at all times. She confirmed that Dr. Mizelle is the only med mgmt. provider at the agency and that she would not share the grievance with him directly. She asked what needed to be done on her end and this writer shared that I would follow up with Ms. Anderson to see how she wanted to proceed and would contact her once I had that information. 
Regarding COVID protocols, she stated that this occurred back in Feb-March 2020 and acknowledged that they hadn’t implemented the COVID protocols fully at that time—but this has since changed and they have followed all orders from governor, etc. 
This writer thanked her for the feedback and informed her that she did not need to do anything at this time, but that I would send details to her for her records and that I’d be in touch once I speak with Ms. Anderson. She provided the following email address: administration@anlstherapy.com
This writer then sent info to her and received the below additional information re. COVID procedures:
•	Protocols were put in place after March 12, 2020 (grievant was no longer coming to the office).
•	Masks are worn at all times, hand sanitizer is provided to clients when they arrive, each office is sanitized before and after a client comes into the building.
•	Only new patients/guardians allowed into building for paperwork purposes. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/9/21
This writer called and LVM for Ms. Anderson requesting a call back.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/10/21
This writer spoke with Ms. Anderson and shared the information regarding Dr. Mizelle being the only medication management provider at the office. This writer confirmed that we shared feedback with office manager and she reported that she didn’t think that she would do anything with the information. This writer assured her that we would be monitoring the provider and tracking concerns to ensure that this is not a recurring issue. This writer shared that she could contact the Access and Information Line to locate a new provider at 1-800-510-9132 and that this information would be shared with her in a resolution letter. She thanked this writer for the assistance.
This writer then reached out to Bella Santiago to provide her with this update. 
This writer composed and sent resolution email to grievant. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		23

		11835		Kristie White		05/18/2021		Blair		Rachel		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Access to Services		Accces/Screening, Triage and Referral				Multi-Disability		Adult		Holly Hill Hospital, LLC		1		283305 - SMITH, RYAN		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		CID578546 Caller, Carnen Jacobs, explained that he was presently at the time of the call outside of Holly Hill Hospital and had been waiting for a significant amount of time.  Caller noted that had knocked several times and explained that the male receptionist had looked up and acknowledge that he saw caller with a negative look, but did not proceed to let caller in.  Caller explained that he called Alliance Health because he wants to seek treatment, but not from Holly Hill Hospital, if this is what he was currently experiencing.   During the call, this clinician heard caller address staff at Holly Hill Hospital when they appeared to immediately let another female individual in without delay.		Changed disability to multi-disability type/changed nature to Access of service		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8198		06/03/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		ID578546 Caller, Carnen Jacobs, explained that he was presently at the time of the call outside of Holly Hill Hospital and had been waiting for a significant amount of time. Caller noted that had knocked several times and explained that the male receptionist had looked up and acknowledge that he saw caller with a negative look, but did not proceed to let caller in. Caller explained that he called Alliance Health because he wants to seek treatment, but not from Holly Hill Hospital, if this is what he was currently experiencing. During the call, this clinician heard caller address staff at Holly Hill Hospital when they appeared to immediately let another female individual in without delay.
Patient: Ryan Smith Patient ID: 283305 DOB: 07/12/1998
05/19/21-Internal concern against HHH re. lack of access to services. Sending internal complainant acknowledgment email. Called HHH spoke with Marcia Cortez about this concern and sent her concern element email to be returned to this writer by 05/26/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/24/21-Recieved response from provide MCortez Director of Risk Management at Holly Hill Hospital. KM Appeals Coordinator
06/03/21-MCortez Director of Risk Management explained that they run three admissions arears on two campuses in Raleigh NC. Per provide, "Our Main campus Admissions department has open access 24 hours a day and there is no need to wait outside or knock as staff sits at the door and opens it automatically as patients approach.  There were no patient’s named Ryan Smith entered into the EMTALA log as required on 5/18/21.  I have interviewed the staff and they cannot substantiate that anyone was knocking on the door or that anyone was not let in.  Video review of this door does not show any male waiting, knocking, or being refused entry in deference to a female.Video review was also completed for our South entrance and again does not show anyone knocking on the door, or being refused entry in deference to a female. As substantiation of an exact location of patient on our campuses cannot be made by video or Alliance team member who stated they were on the phone we cannot identify opportunities to address.  If the patient was at Holly Hill Hospital it may have been that he approached closed entrances due to COVID and did not read the signs that redirect to other locations.  We will keep this investigation open and continue to support investigation as new information presents itself. Attached per your request is our Admissions policy." They also sent the admissions policy for HHH. Per provider investigation and response it appear Holly Hill Hospital performed they followed all Covid-19 protocols and followed their guidelines to help service our members. Closing this concern as tracking and sending the internal complainant a resolution email. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		16

		11836		Kim Ware		05/19/2021		peredo		carrie		Guardian		Grievance		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Outpatient Services				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Greater Image Healthcare, Corp.		1		114475 - MARICH, ROBERT		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		CID 578549 -Member's mother, Carrie Peredo, called expressing that she was concern because while in the process of getting son into a residential home, she received paperwork that highlights billing and charges that caller noted are not accurate.  Caller expressed being very upset and noted that there are charges for telehealth appointments that did not occur and medical equipment that caller explained she does not have, giving the example of a charge for a Nebulizer which caller noted that her son does not have.  Mother expressed concern that she would like to understand multiple billings and wanted to bring it to attention that the billing claims are not accurate.  Caller noted that some of the paperwork indicates that there is a possibly password protected cd, which caller explained that she has never received.  Caller also noted that the paperwork expresses that she had requested son’s medical records in the past, which caller stated she has not.  Caller indicated there is also paperwork mention an investigation.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Grievance Against to Greater Image; unchecked from pt; entered complainant name; source changed from family member to guardian; disability changed from unknown to mh		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8217		06/16/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID 578549 -Member's mother, Carrie Peredo, called expressing that she was concern because while in the process of getting son into a residential home, she received paperwork that highlights billing and charges that caller noted are not accurate.  Caller expressed being very upset and noted that there are charges for telehealth appointments that did not occur and medical equipment that caller explained she does not have, giving the example of a charge for a Nebulizer which caller noted that her son does not have.  Mother expressed concern that she would like to understand multiple billings and wanted to bring it to attention that the billing claims are not accurate.  Caller noted that some of the paperwork indicates that there is a possibly password protected cd, which caller explained that she has never received.  Caller also noted that the paperwork expresses that she had requested son’s medical records in the past, which caller stated she has not.  Caller indicated there is also paperwork mention an investigation.
ROBERT MARICH    ID: 114475     (DOB: 3/16/2006)
5/25/21 Call to complainant (910) 260-7403; left vm message requesting return call.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/26/21 Call to complainant; left vm message. Acknowledgment letter mailed to address listed.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/4/21 Unable to leave message; voice mailbox full.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/9/21 Call to complainant at number listed;unable to leave vm message. To date, no response to contact attempts. Unable to clarify concern information or confirm permission to use name with no response from complainant. Info needed letter mailed indicating required response due by 6/16/21 or case to be closed.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/16/21 Disregard letter mailed to complainant.No contact to date. Case to be closed. No further action from this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		undetermined		1		1		0		28

		11837		Kim Ware		05/19/2021		Robinson		Deidra		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Does Not Apply		Adult		I Innovations, Inc.		1		552898 - LUCAS, LARRY		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		1		In-State		Supervised Living 5600 C (Adult with Intellectual/Developmental Disabilities)		0		0		Writer was alerted by phone on 5/5 by Marie at I Innovations that Larry Lucas was taken to Cape Fear Valley Hospital after his guardian failed to pick him up. The guardian had been provided a discharge notice but was not replying to the group home by phone or email when asked when the member would be picked up after the group home allowed for an extension.  As  result,  the group home staff took member to the ED and dropped him.  The member ended up walking away and police were called.		corrections: changed from grievance to internal; entered pt id; disability changed from does not apply to multi;nature changed from quality to abuse/neglect		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8221		06/04/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Writer was alerted by phone on 5/5 by Marie at I Innovations that Larry Lucas was taken to Cape Fear Valley Hospital after his guardian failed to pick him up. The guardian had been provided a discharge notice but was not replying to the group home by phone or email when asked when the member would be picked up after the group home allowed for an extension.  As  result,  the group home staff took member to the ED and dropped him.  The member ended up walking away and police were called.
LARRY LUCAS   ID: 552898   (DOB: 5/4/1984)
5/27/21 Clarified entry information to include pt id with internal complainant. Acknowledgment emailed.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/27/21 This writer received forwarded information from Incident & Grievance Mgr, T Parker regarding facility. Based on information received, the agency received an A1 Violation (suspension of admission, intent to revoke license) from DHSR.
6/4/21 This writer consulted with QAA Diane Sofia regarding incident reporting in the matter. Per consult, if the provider was aware that he member walked off and the member had been receiving services within 90 days of the event, they would need to submit a report via IRIS. Ms. Sofia has indicated that the provider may be referred to her if needed. This writer made call to agency owner, Tonja Reid (919) 770-9903. Per her report, this writer is the first to mention that the member walked away from the ED. Per her report the state as well as the MCO have been involved in the case. Per her report DHSR spoke with them regarding leaving him at the ED and advised against it. She reports that the agency did "get in trouble" in regards to the matter with DHSR involvement. She reports that she consulted with them in how to handle the matter in the future. She reports that the agency extended the discharge and attempted to assist with transition to a new provider noting that the guardian was aware of the discharge etc... and had prompted the discharge due to previous incidents that were reported. Based on agency notification of concern, DHSR involvement and sanctions, case to be closed with no further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		16

		11838		Hillary Vandewart		05/19/2021		Jones		Sharonda		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Service Coordination between providers		Crisis - Inpatient				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Brynn Marr Hospital, Inc.		1		485903 - SNIPES, AMIR		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		Youth was inpatient at Brynn Marr Hospital with a recommendation for PRTF. Youth was discharged home without medications pending PRTF approval. Venice PRTF SAR was not submitted until 5/18/2021, the date member discharged home. Member's mother was told member was to be accepted last week. There is no provider in place as the recommendation was PRTF. There is an open CPS case in which it was disclosed that member's younger brother reported member sexually abused him. There is a safety risk with siblings being in the home together. Member's mother is having to stay home out of work to provide supervision.		corrections; changed from grievance to internal; changed complainant name and info from member's, Changed Nature of Issue to Coord of Care		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8248		06/15/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Youth was inpatient at Brynn Marr Hospital with a recommendation for PRTF. Youth was discharged home without medications pending PRTF approval. Venice PRTF SAR was not submitted until 5/18/2021, the date member discharged home. Member's mother was told member was to be accepted last week. There is no provider in place as the recommendation was PRTF. There is an open CPS case in which it was disclosed that member's younger brother reported member sexually abused him. There is a safety risk with siblings being in the home together. Member's mother is having to stay home out of work to provide supervision.
[PT: Amir Snipes				DOB: 1/7/10				ID: 485903]
5/25/21
This writer noted that this appears to be duplicative in nature (at least in part) with #11839. For this reason, this writer combined two concerns as it relates to internal acknowledgement email and sent to both inserted users (Yves Saint-Cyr and Sharonda Jones.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/8/21
This writer attempted to reach out to Brynn Marr Patient Representative, Linsey Gunter, via phone at (910) 577-1400 ext.2259 to share concern information. Dialtone rang with no opportunity to leave a voicemail. This writer then reached out to her via email at lindsey.gunter@uhsinc.com and requested that she provide a response to concern details by 6/15.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/15/21
This writer received response from provider which can be summarized below:
•	Nurse Manager reviewed discharge prescriptions and noted that paper prescriptions were provided along with a medication discharge summary. It is the guardian(s) responsibility to ensure prescriptions are filled by their pharmacy at discharge.
•	Director of Clinical Services reviewed concerns regarding PRTF placement process and noted that the Acute Clinician received the Venice PRTF admission acceptance on 5/8/21.
•	Upon acceptance, mother needed to fill out specific documents, and these were received on 5/13/21 in screen shot format.
•	Venice PRTF indicated that needed documents would not be accepted in the form of screen shots. Corrected documentation was sent on 5/17/21.
•	Member discharged on 5/18/21.
•	Aftercare appointments were not set up as the plan was for the member to admit as soon as authorization came through from Venice PRTF.
•	PRTF indicated that this would be 1-2 days once they received corrected documentation.
•	Communication was made to DSS via phone regarding member returning home to await placement and no concern was verbalized. 
This writer reviewed discharge paperwork and confirmed that discharge paperwork included medications and direction to go to pharmacy. 
This writer reviewed Jiva notes and it appears that member was home for 1-2 days and was admitted to PRTF on 5/20. Based on provider’s response, this case will be resolved as tracking, particularly as it relates to coordination of care/discharge planning.
This writer composed and sent resolution email. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		27

		11839		Hillary Vandewart		05/19/2021		Saint-Cyr		Yves		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Service Coordination between providers		Accces/Screening, Triage and Referral				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Brynn Marr Hospital, Inc.		1		485903 - SNIPES, AMIR		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Member was provided with inpatient services and it was determined that member required a higher level of care (Residential/PRTF).  The hospital did not provide open/effeictive communication during the process and was not responisive with ensuring that this member's needs would be met.    The hospital did not communitcate regularly with the guardian and MCO on barriers affecting member.   When a placement was found for this member,   The hospital discharged member without ensuring that authorization for the service was approved.  Member was discharged back to the community despite that not being the idetnified goal.  There was no aftercare plan put in place for the member in the event that the PRTF placement did not go through.   Authorization requests repeatedly indicated the need for a PRTF placement.		Member is currently discharged to the community without an aftercare plan in place as the MCO works on getting authorization for PRTF level services.
CORRECTIONS: CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO FROM MEMBER'S, Changed Nature of Issue to Coord of Care		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8249		06/15/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member was provided with inpatient services and it was determined that member required a higher level of care (Residential/PRTF).  The hospital did not provide open/effective communication during the process and was not responsive with ensuring that this member's needs would be met.    The hospital did not communicate regularly with the guardian and MCO on barriers affecting member.   When a placement was found for this member,   The hospital discharged member without ensuring that authorization for the service was approved.  Member was discharged back to the community despite that not being the identified goal.  There was no aftercare plan put in place for the member in the event that the PRTF placement did not go through.   Authorization requests repeatedly indicated the need for a PRTF placement.
[PT: Amir Snipes				DOB: 1/7/10				ID: 11839]	
5/25/21
This writer noted that this appears to be duplicative in nature (at least in part) with #11838. For this reason, this writer combined two concerns as it relates to internal acknowledgement email and sent to both inserted users (Yves Saint-Cyr and Sharonda Jones.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/8/21
This writer attempted to reach out to Brynn Marr Patient Representative, Linsey Gunter, via phone at (910) 577-1400 ext.2259 to share concern information. Dialtone rang with no opportunity to leave a voicemail. This writer then reached out to her via email at lindsey.gunter@uhsinc.com and requested that she provide a response to concern details by 6/15.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/15/21
This writer received response from provider which can be summarized below:
•	Nurse Manager reviewed discharge prescriptions and noted that paper prescriptions were provided along with a medication discharge summary. It is the guardian(s) responsibility to ensure prescriptions are filled by their pharmacy at discharge.
•	Director of Clinical Services reviewed concerns regarding PRTF placement process and noted that the Acute Clinician received the Venice PRTF admission acceptance on 5/8/21.
•	Upon acceptance, mother needed to fill out specific documents, and these were received on 5/13/21 in screen shot format.
•	Venice PRTF indicated that needed documents would not be accepted in the form of screen shots. Corrected documentation was sent on 5/17/21.
•	Member discharged on 5/18/21.
•	Aftercare appointments were not set up as the plan was for the member to admit as soon as authorization came through from Venice PRTF.
•	PRTF indicated that this would be 1-2 days once they received corrected documentation.
•	Communication was made to DSS via phone regarding member returning home to await placement and no concern was verbalized. 
This writer reviewed discharge paperwork and confirmed that discharge paperwork included medications and direction to go to pharmacy. 
This writer reviewed Jiva notes and it appears that member was home for 1-2 days and was admitted to PRTF on 5/20. Based on provider’s response, this case will be resolved as tracking, particularly as it relates to coordination of care/discharge planning.
This writer composed and sent resolution email. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		27

		11840		Kristie White		05/19/2021		GRAY		KENDRA		Consumer		Grievance		Access to Services		Psychiatric Services				Unknown Disability		Adult		Carolina Psychiatry P.C.		1		744970 - GRAY, KENDRA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		CID: 578655 5/19/2021 1:35:53 PM
CALLER: Kendra Gray
DOB: 3/23/1992 (Age: 29) 
PHONE: 910-551-8015
ADMIN COUNTY: Cumberland 
INSURANCE: Private and Medi -BCBS
CALL PURPOSE: Caller is seeking help with using a prior authorization for med mgmt.  Caller reports she has an allergic reaction to the generic brand and therefore is prescribed the brand name of the medication.  Caller reports the pharmacy system now indicates she is not eligible for the brand name at the generic price.  Caller feels slighted by her previous provider and that they have caused this situation purposely.  Member states she has contacted the office of Carolina Psychiatry  twice today and they have refused to allow her to speak with the PAC.  She was informed the owner, Dr. Shabbir Chowbhury, is out of town on vacation for a week and they are unable to allow her to speak with Emily Pevtsov, PAC.  Caller reports she had not filled her medication yet because she has 3 childien ( 2 are twins) and is in middle of a divorce.  She states she is ovewhelmed.  She states these agency should be responsible to assist her.  She mentioned the agency discontinued her services because she filed a grievance against them.  She reports the discharge letter was dated  April 29, 2021, but she received the letter on May 5, 2021.  She will run out of her medication today.  
MENTAL HEALTH HISTORY: Carolina Psychiatry 910-0484-3400
MEDICATIONS: Adderal
SEVERITY: NON-THRESHOLD, Service Requested - NO, 911/CIT Criteria Met - NO, Reporting a Threat Criteria Met - NO
DISPOSITION: LC was unable to assist member with her medication needs.   LC encouraged calling her primary insurer and locating a new provider immediately.  Member stated she had names and numbers of providers, but had not called them yet. The member states Carolina Psych.  had written her a 3-month prescription.   Caller indicated the normal co-pay is $3 ( that is what she expects to pay), but without the co-pay her cost would be $10.  LC encouraged taking advantage of her ability to pay for her medication. Member indicated it was not fair that the provider could not be held accountable immediately.  LC reminded member the grievance does not lend itself to immediate satisfaction hence the investigative nature of the process. LC attempted to expose the member to the fact that many people have no money and are unable to solve the problem on their own.  LC confirmed the member did want to file a greivance in reference to the medication adjustment needed for the lower co-pay.  LC will file grievance.
CALL STATUS: CLOSED
SCREENER: D BREESE LCMHC, LCAS, CRC 5/19/2021 2:15:27 PM		Changed to unknown for disability type.		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8205		06/03/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID: 578655 5/19/2021 1:35:53 PM CALLER: Kendra Gray DOB: 3/23/1992 (Age: 29) PHONE: 910-551-8015 ADMIN COUNTY: Cumberland INSURANCE: Private and Medi -BCBS CALL PURPOSE: Caller is seeking help with using a prior authorization for med mgmt. Caller reports she has an allergic reaction to the generic brand and therefore is prescribed the brand name of the medication. Caller reports the pharmacy system now indicates she is not eligible for the brand name at the generic price. Caller feels slighted by her previous provider and that they have caused this situation purposely. Member states she has contacted the office of Carolina Psychiatry twice today and they have refused to allow her to speak with the PAC. She was informed the owner, Dr. Shabbir Chowbhury, is out of town on vacation for a week and they are unable to allow her to speak with Emily Pevtsov, PAC. Caller reports she had not filled her medication yet because she has 3 childien (2 are twins) and is in middle of a divorce. She states she is ovewhelmed. She states these agencies should be responsible to assist her. She mentioned the agency discontinued her services because she filed a grievance against them. She reports the discharge letter was dated April 29, 2021, but she received the letter on May 5, 2021. She will run out of her medication today. MENTAL HEALTH HISTORY: Carolina Psychiatry 910-0484-3400 MEDICATIONS: Adderal SEVERITY: NON-THRESHOLD, Service Requested - NO, 911/CIT Criteria Met - NO, reporting a Threat Criteria Met - NO DISPOSITION: LC was unable to assist member with her medication needs. LC encouraged calling her primary insurer and locating a new provider immediately. Member stated she had names and numbers of providers, but had not called them yet. The member states Carolina Psych. had written her a 3-month prescription. Caller indicated the normal co-pay is $3 (that is what she expects to pay), but without the co-pay her cost would be $10. LC encouraged taking advantage of her ability to pay for her medication. Member indicated it was not fair that the provider could not be held accountable immediately. LC reminded member the grievance does not lend itself to immediate satisfaction hence the investigative nature of the process. LC attempted to expose the member to the fact that many people have no money and are unable to solve the problem on their own. LC confirmed the member did want to file a grievance in reference to the medication adjustment needed for the lower co-pay. LC will file grievance. CALL STATUS: CLOSED SCREENER: D BREESE LCMHC, LCAS, CRC 5/19/2021 2:15:27 PM
Patient: Kendra Gray Patient ID: 744970 DOB: 03/23/1992
05/19/21-Grievance- against Carolina Psychiatry- issues with medication prior authorization and pay. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/21/21-Reached out to Kendra Gray about this grievance filed at 910-551-8015. She states she needs a prior authorization from BCBSNC it has expired and she asked Carolina Psychiatry if they could file another prior and they said no. She had heard the are at fault since they discharged you unjustly due to billing issues. I found out they were filing Medicaid claims and they were getting copays from me. Since no longer a patient they will not send a prior authorization and this is against the law. I have found a new provider and they are going to do another new evaluation and it has been 2 days without your medication. This is the second grievance Laquita Chilsom is supposed to be working on this also. She called and I missed the call and called her back with no return. I verified her address and advised I am going to look into this information and send her an acknowledgment letter. Reached out to Laquita Chilsom(Investigator) in Compliance also via email to see if she can give me any additional information. Per LChilsom she does have open investigation on this issue of the Medicaid billing. Sending case consult to THeld to make sure this will be handled by grievance. She said she is handling and have an open investigation for the Medicaid billing of copays issue. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/21/21-Reached out to Kendra Gray and she needs that prior authorization to get he brand vs generic. She said she is discharged from Carolina Psychiatry and they did not give her that prior authorization and she has spoken to and she is getting her medical records released. Let her know I will be working on this issue and Laquita Chilsom will be working with the provider on the copay issues. Sending her acknowledgment letter and reached out to Carolina Psychiatry spoke to Liz Bird and sending her concern element email to Carolinapsychbiller@gmail.com  be returned by 06/01/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
06/03/21-Received provider response to this grievance elements. Per provider (Emily Pevtsov PA-C) notes dt’d 05/25/21 member did not report any symptoms of drug allergy to Adderall or Adderall XR. The reason they initially wrote prescriptions as brand only for Adderall and Adderall XR was because staff relayed a message that the member had to have for insurance. On the element of member being discharged was due to disruptive behavior in the office that were unacceptable. The provider has the right to discharge any patients due to threats and invasion of personal space. The member had been provided refills of her prescriptions for the next three months so member can have time to find another provider to continue care. Per research this member has BCBS and Medicaid. As of October 2020, the provider let her know that BCBS would be primary and Medicaid secondary. The copay issue will be handled by SIU Laquita Chilsom. The provider seems they have done all they can for the member and reached out to member several times to discuss this information. Sent member resolution letter and closing this as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		15

		11842		Hillary Vandewart		05/20/2021		Boucher		Natalie		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Crisis - Inpatient				Multi-Disability		Adult		Holly Hill Hospital, LLC		1		82033 - DUNN, STANLEY		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		1		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		*FOR TRACKING PURPOSES ONLY*  Last minute discharge planning for member Stanley Dunn left him without appropriate placement.  HHH SW stated she did not know that he had a legal guardian.  ACT Team had tried to get in touch with SW, left voicemails without return call.  HL, ACT Team and guardian concerned for member and family's safety upon discharge.  Discharge to shelter was inappropriate.  Member left shelter and arrived at his mother's home.		CORRECTIONS: Un-checked anonymous, added internal complainant info, added member to grievance, Changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8202		05/21/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		*FOR TRACKING PURPOSES ONLY* Last minute discharge planning for member Stanley Dunn left him without appropriate placement.  HHH SW stated she did not know that he had a legal guardian.  ACT Team had tried to get in touch with SW, left voicemails without return call.  HL, ACT Team and guardian concerned for member and family's safety upon discharge.  Discharge to shelter was inappropriate.  Member left shelter and arrived at his mother's home.
[PT: Stanley Dunn				DOB: 10/25/66				ID: 82033]
5/21/21
This concern was submitted for tracking purposes only. This writer sent ack/res email to internal complainant and will track concern for trends.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		1

		11843		Kim Ware		05/20/2021		MCCREA		TONIKA		Consumer		Grievance		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Substance Abuse Halfway House				Multi-Disability		Adult		Freedom House Recovery Center, Inc.		0		53249 - MCCREA, TONIKA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		1		In-State		SA Halfway House		1		1		CID: 578940  Patient reports on her first day at the house on April 22, 2021 - the staff Juanita Harris spoke to her about another resident in a very disrespectful way (feels that violated their privacy – "big sore on her leg and wouldn’t let her cook in the kitchen with gloves on"). Patient reports the resident was treated terribly by staff persons Juanita Harris and Carolyn Harris including belittling her in front of other residents until that resident eventually moved out. 
Residents are not supposed to go to the mailbox themselves and one resident has gone at least twice that patient is aware of and nothing was done and that resident is not spoken to like the other residents. Patient states the rules are that if they go to the mailbox, then it is an automatic dismissal and she feels that this resident is shown favoritism by the two staff Juanita and Carolyn.
Patient reports that today she was sitting on the front porch and saw someone she knew passing by and informed them that she had 31 days clean. She states that the staff person Juanita did not pull her aside but instead was rude and belittling in front of other residents and was going to write her up even though this was not a rule previously reported to the patient. She indicates that they were on their way to a little league baseball game and Juanita stopped the van in the street to berate her. Another resident inquired about the dangers of stopping in the road and that Juanita became angrier and directed it at the patient. While filing the grievance, patient reports that she was given the write up. She indicates that it speaks about her interaction with the person walking past the porch. She reports the write up is a behavioral contract that has requirements that must be completed or patient will be dismissed. It indicates that patient has been using abusive rhetoric and that clients are not to yell at cars and disrespect the house by sitting improperly on the furniture. It also notes that patient has been talking down towards other residents.  Patient reports that she felt pressured to get the Covid vaccine shot even though she did not want it or she would not be able to go to outside functions. This was not explained to the patient when she entered the house and she states that she would have likely not accepted the admission. Patient received first vaccine on May 14, 2021 and is scheduled for the 2nd shot on June 8, 2021. She notes that today she was told by staff person Juanita Harris that they were planning a trip to the lake on Memorial Day and was told to not tell anyone because the staff could get in trouble (notes that a staff at the male’s house was fired for taking the men to an outlet when they were not supposed to).		CORRECTIONS: DISABILITY CHANGED FROM SA ONLY TO MULTI;		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8223		06/03/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID: 578940 Patient reports on her first day at the house on April 22, 2021 - the staff Juanita Harris spoke to her about another resident in a very disrespectful way (feels that violated their privacy – "big sore on her leg and wouldn’t let her cook in the kitchen with gloves on"). Patient reports the resident was treated terribly by staff persons Juanita Harris and Carolyn Harris including belittling her in front of other residents until that resident eventually moved out. Residents are not supposed to go to the mailbox themselves and one resident has gone at least twice that patient is aware of and nothing was done and that resident is not spoken to like the other residents. Patient states the rules are that if they go to the mailbox, then it is an automatic dismissal and she feels that this resident is shown favoritism by the two staff Juanita and Carolyn. Patient reports that today she was sitting on the front porch and saw someone she knew passing by and informed them that she had 31 days clean. She states that the staff person Juanita did not pull her aside but instead was rude and belittling in front of other residents and was going to write her up even though this was not a rule previously reported to the patient. She indicates that they were on their way to a little league baseball game and Juanita stopped the van in the street to berate her. Another resident inquired about the dangers of stopping in the road and that Juanita became angrier and directed it at the patient. While filing the grievance, patient reports that she was given the write up. She indicates that it speaks about her interaction with the person walking past the porch. She reports the write up is a behavioral contract that has requirements that must be completed or patient will be dismissed. It indicates that patient has been using abusive rhetoric and that clients are not to yell at cars and disrespect the house by sitting improperly on the furniture. It also notes that patient has been talking down towards other residents. Patient reports that she felt pressured to get the Covid vaccine shot even though she did not want it or she would not be able to go to outside functions. This was not explained to the patient when she entered the house and she states that she would have likely not accepted the admission. Patient received first vaccine on May 14, 2021 and is scheduled for the 2nd shot on June 8, 2021. She notes that today she was told by staff person Juanita Harris that they were planning a trip to the lake on Memorial Day and was told to not tell anyone because the staff could get in trouble (notes that a staff at the male’s house was fired for taking the men to an outlet when they were not supposed to).
TONIKA MCCREA    ID: 53249   (DOB: 10/1/1976)
5/25/21 Call to grievant; left vm message. VM indicates member's name.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/27/21 Call to grievant; left vm message. Acknowledgement letter mailed to address listed.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/3/21 Call to grievant. This writer spoke directly with member regarding her concerns. She reports that she is no longer living at that particular house, but is still involved in classes. This writer explained the role of QM and that due to no previous response from complainant in regards to a non medicaid issue, the case would be closed and a new one opened and processed to include concerns discussed.(K.WARE,QAA)		undetermined		1		1		0		14

		11844		Hillary Vandewart		05/20/2021		BOUCHER		NATALIE		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Access to Services		Accces/Screening, Triage and Referral		ACTT		Multi-Disability		Adult		Fellowship Health Resources, Inc.		1		39610 - WILKERSON, KATHY		Black/African American		Not Defined		Female		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		Submitted grievance at request of supervisor Karen Gall.  Referred member for ACT services, however all agencies are on a 4 week wait.  Requested Fellowship to provide any other service for member while waiting for ACT.  Fellowship declined stating that any lower level of care would not be appropriate. After Karen contacted  FHR (MaryAnn Johnson/unknown position at FHR) MaryAnn  declined member for any services due to homelessness and does not have a phone for telehealth.		CORRECTIONS: Connected member to concern, changed complainant info to reflect internal complainant, Checked YES for Is Provider, Changed Nature of Issue to Access for Services, Changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8239		06/15/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Submitted grievance at request of supervisor Karen Gall.  Referred member for ACT services, however all agencies are on a 4 week wait.  Requested Fellowship to provide any other service for member while waiting for ACT.  Fellowship declined stating that any lower level of care would not be appropriate. After Karen contacted  FHR (MaryAnn Johnson/unknown position at FHR) MaryAnn  declined member for any services due to homelessness and does not have a phone for telehealth.
[PT: Kathy Wilkerson				DOB: 11/8/78				ID: 39610]
5/27/21
This writer reached out to complainant as well as supervisor, Karen Gall, to acknowledge concern and request clarity on what they were wanting to occur with the concern (i.e. tracking, etc). 
Karen responded that the concern was that the agency denied the member on the basis of being homeless/not having a phone. She stated that this was especially concerning due to current capacity issues with providers.
This writer staffed case with supervisor, Todd Parker, and he advised that this writer should just ask the provider to respond to them denying the member due to homelessness. He stated that if they provide clinical justification for this, that the concern could be resolved. However, if they could not provide clinical justification, that this writer should provide technical assistance to the provider regarding members not being declined on the basis of homelessness.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/9/21
This writer reached out to Mary Ann Johnson, Regional Director, via email (mjohnson@fhr.net) to share concern and ask that she respond in writing as to why the member was declined.
She replied and her response can be summarized below:
•	Her response was not meant to be a definitive denial of services. She had not yet consulted with the ACT team lead or OPT staff as to what could be provided.
•	She was simply stating that current peer support specialist who does AE for clients leaving the hospital provides services via telehealth due to COVID.
•	No additional info was given, or questions asked. 
•	By glancing at referral, it appeared that this individual’s needs were greater than OPT could provide. 
•	She is always available by phone in the event that CC wanted to discuss the case further.
•	If member could make it to office for OPT or have access to technology to speak with a peer, then they would serve her, but this would be a disservice and a liability due to not being the appropriate level of care. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/14/21
This writer staffed case with supervisor Todd Parker, Incident and Grievance Manager, and shared provider’s feedback with him. He agreed that this case could be resolved based on this response as it does not appear that they denied member due to homelessness. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/15/21
This writer composed and sent resolution email. This case will be tracked moving forward. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		26

		11846		Todd Parker		05/21/2021		PEARSALL		AQUILA		Consumer		Grievance		Client Rights		Unknown				Mental Health Only		Adult		Not Defined		1		14327 - PEARSALL, AQUILA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		1		In-State		Own home		1		1		CID 579008
Aquila Pearsall   (5/7/1974 ) 
267 Apt. B Dacian Road Raleigh NC 27610
Grievance Against:
TJ Hayes, Alliance staff

Member phoned upset and crying. She stated that: she let her real estate people know she was leaving town for 2 weeks, she was leaving keys with her son to check on apartment. My son lost the key, but he left the door unlock for management to do pest control. Member will return home; She arrives on Saturday, 5/22/2021. Pest control came to apartment today Friday, 5/21/2021. They locked the door behind them.  She spoke with management to tell them to unlock the door, they declined to do so.  Management phoned TJ Hayes, and Mrs. Hayes agreed not to unlock the door.  
Mrs. Hayes has a nasty disposition with me whenever I talk to her.  I have called and left messages in the past, she never returns my calls.  Member believes it is unfair that they will not unlock her door.		Withdrawn		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8206		06/18/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID 579008 Aquila Pearsall (5/7/1974 ) 267 Apt. B Dacian Road Raleigh NC 27610 Grievance Against: TJ Hayes, Alliance staff Member phoned upset and crying. She stated that: she let her real estate people know she was leaving town for 2 weeks, she was leaving keys with her son to check on apartment. My son lost the key, but he left the door unlock for management to do pest control. Member will return home; She arrives on Saturday, 5/22/2021. Pest control came to apartment today Friday, 5/21/2021. They locked the door behind them. She spoke with management to tell them to unlock the door, they declined to do so. Management phoned TJ Hayes, and Mrs. Hayes agreed not to unlock the door. Mrs. Hayes has a nasty disposition with me whenever I talk to her. I have called and left messages in the past, she never returns my calls. Member believes it is unfair that they will not unlock her door.
PT: Aquila Pearsall		ID:  14327		DOB:  5-7-74
5-24-21
This writer attempted to contact grievant at the phone number provided:  919-592-2248. Writer was unable to reach complainant as the message indicated she was “not accepting calls at this time”. Writer will make another attempt to contact grievant to acknowledge her grievance. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager

5-27-21
Writer attempted to contact grievant at the number provided. Got the same message as previously. Composed and mailed Ack. Letter. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager

6-8-21
Writer still unable to reach complainant at the number provided. Writer sent Info Needed letter with a response date of 6-18-21. Writer will withdraw grievance if not received by that date. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager

6-18-21
This writer was unable to reach member by phone and did not receive a response to the letter sent on 6/8/21. This grievance will be withdrawn based on this information. No further action.
T. Parker, I&G Manager		Withdrawn		1		1		0		28

		11847		Kristie White		05/21/2021		Hughes		Kate		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Service Coordination between providers		Outpatient Services				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		MONARCH		1		228502 - COFIELD, KALIYAH		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		I am submitting this concern about our inability to communicate directly with a provider for coordination of services, due to difficulties making contact with Monarch staff. 

Background of the situation: Kaliyah Cofield, ID 228502, is in Wake DSS custody. She was d/c from a level 3 group home, while waiting on admission to PRTF. She has since been in a crisis bed the past two weeks. She was supposed to admit to Venice PRTF this week (5/19), but were unable to get paperwork from Monarch. We needed a signed CON and PCP/Service order. Kaliyah was seen by an NP at Monarch in Charlotte for medication management. The care coordinator Jillian Knight faxed the paperwork to Monarch last Wednesday 5/12, and spoke with the provider Dr. Riley on the phone, but was unable to get in contact with the provider since that date. As of this day 5/21 paperwork has been completed and received. However the problem of not being able to directly contact the provider or the office location of the provider led to a delay in paperwork, delayed PRTF admission, and the member spending the night in the Wake County DSS office building. 

Phone numbers attempted: Phone: 866-272-7826 (main number), 704-525-3255 (Mecklenburg number that goes back to main number), 336-687-6918 (Guilford county no answer), Fax: 336-676-6490

This is a list of the attempts to contact the provider or office location directly by the CC:
5/12/2021:
Initial phone call with provider and faxed documents Fax: 336-676-6490

 5/14/2021: Per CC Documentation
Writer call to the Monarch Mecklenburg office (704-525-3255) at 11:24am which directed writer's call back to the main number and writer spoke to staff in the call center. Provider reported they sent a message to the admin for the Guilford County office who confirmed the documents were sent to Dr. Riley and the admin also reportedly indicated they would follow up with Dr. Riley today 5/14/2021 and let him know the signatures are needed as soon as possible for placement and would hopefully have them back to writer by the end of the day. Writer contacted the Guildford County office for Monarch (336-676-6840) at 4:35pm which routed writer’s call back to the call center again. Writer spoke to staff in call center and asked that another message be sent to Dr. Riley regarding the signatures being needed on the PCP and CON as soon as possible. As of 6pm on 5/14/2021 writer had not yet received any documents from Monarch. 

5/17/2021: Per CC Documentation 
Writer contacted the Guilfold County Monarch number at 336-676-6840 at 10:53am on 5/17/2021 after not yet receiving clinical documents sent to Dr. Riley last week. Writer spoke with call center staff who reported they reviewed member's record and did not see any updates regarding documents signed by Dr. Riley. 

 Writer contacted the Mecklenburg County Monarch number 704-525-3255 at 2:45pm and was routed back to being on hold with the call center. Writer decided to try to find alternative contact numbers for the Guilford County location. Writer contacted 336-676-6906 at 2:47pm and spoke to a staff member who reported this was their crisis line number and gave writer a different number for their outpatient office 336-687-6918. Writer attempted to contact this number at 2:49pm but it continued to ring and there was no option to leave a voicemail.


5/18/2021: Per CC Documentation

Writer contacted the main Monarch number 866-272-7826 at 9:01 am and spoke to a call center staff member who again reported there were no updates in their system regarding the status of member's documents being signed. Writer requested a direct contact number for Dr. Riley and was informed that the call center staff are not allowed to give out direct contact numbers. Writer asked if they could provide Dr. Riley's email address and the staff agreed and reported his email address was jurell.riley@monarchnc.org. Writer email to Dr. Riley at 9:20am reminding him that he and writer spoke last week regarding signatures needed for member on PCP and CON for PRTF placement. Writer let him know that the documents were faxed on 5/13/21		Changed to mental health only/changed to Service Coordination b/providers.		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8220		06/10/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		I am submitting this concern about our inability to communicate directly with a provider for coordination of services, due to difficulties making contact with Monarch staff. Background of the situation: Kaliyah Cofield, ID 228502, is in Wake DSS custody. She was d/c from a level 3 group home, while waiting on admission to PRTF. She has since been in a crisis bed the past two weeks. She was supposed to admit to Venice PRTF this week (5/19), but were unable to get paperwork from Monarch. We needed a signed CON and PCP/Service order. Kaliyah was seen by an NP at Monarch in Charlotte for medication management. The care coordinator Jillian Knight faxed the paperwork to Monarch last Wednesday 5/12, and spoke with the provider Dr. Riley on the phone, but was unable to get in contact with the provider since that date. As of this day 5/21 paperwork has been completed and received. However, the problem of not being able to directly contact the provider or the office location of the provider led to a delay in paperwork, delayed PRTF admission, and the member spending the night in the Wake County DSS office building. Phone numbers attempted: Phone: 866-272-7826 (main number), 704-525-3255 (Mecklenburg number that goes back to main number), 336-687-6918 (Guilford county no answer), Fax: 336-676-6490 This is a list of the attempts to contact the provider or office location directly by the CC: 5/12/2021: Initial phone call with provider and faxed documents Fax: 336-676-6490 5/14/2021: Per CC Documentation Writer call to the Monarch Mecklenburg office (704-525-3255) at 11:24am which directed writer's call back to the main number and writer spoke to staff in the call center. Provider reported they sent a message to the admin for the Guilford County office who confirmed the documents were sent to Dr. Riley and the admin also reportedly indicated they would follow up with Dr. Riley today 5/14/2021 and let him know the signatures are needed as soon as possible for placement and would hopefully have them back to writer by the end of the day. Writer contacted the Guildford County office for Monarch (336-676-6840) at 4:35pm which routed writer’s call back to the call center again. Writer spoke to staff in call center and asked that another message be sent to Dr. Riley regarding the signatures being needed on the PCP and CON as soon as possible. As of 6pm on 5/14/2021 writer had not yet received any documents from Monarch. 5/17/2021: Per CC Documentation Writer contacted the Guilfold County Monarch number at 336-676-6840 at 10:53am on 5/17/2021 after not yet receiving clinical documents sent to Dr. Riley last week. Writer spoke with call center staff who reported they reviewed member's record and did not see any updates regarding documents signed by Dr. Riley. Writer contacted the Mecklenburg County Monarch number 704-525-3255 at 2:45pm and was routed back to being on hold with the call center. Writer decided to try to find alternative contact numbers for the Guilford County location. Writer contacted 336-676-6906 at 2:47pm and spoke to a staff member who reported this was their crisis line number and gave writer a different number for their outpatient office 336-687-6918. Writer attempted to contact this number at 2:49pm but it continued to ring and there was no option to leave a voicemail. 5/18/2021: Per CC Documentation Writer contacted the main Monarch number 866-272-7826 at 9:01 am and spoke to a call center staff member who again reported there were no updates in their system regarding the status of member's documents being signed. Writer requested a direct contact number for Dr. Riley and was informed that the call center staff are not allowed to give out direct contact numbers. Writer asked if they could provide Dr. Riley's email address and the staff agreed and reported his email address was jurell.riley@monarchnc.org. Writer email to Dr. Riley at 9:20am reminding him that he and writer spoke last week regarding signatures needed for member on PCP and CON for PRTF placement. Writer let him know that the documents were faxed on 5/13/21.
Patient: Kaliyah Cofield Patient ID: 228502 DOB: 04/24/2006
05/26/21-Internal concern against Monarch due to difficulties contacting staff. Sent internal complainant an acknowledgment and reached out to Monarch spoke to Jennifer Smith about this concern and sent her concern element email to be sent back by 06/03/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
06/10/21-Received provider response on 06/04/21 from Cornelius Powe/Incedient and Complaint Specialist at Monarch. Per provider,” n 5/12/21 Monarch received a call from Alliance asking if Monarch received faxes for papers to be filled out for person for placement.  It was confirmed the faxes were received at the office and forwarded to the provider J. Riley.  On 5/14/21, Alliance called back to see if the papers had been filled out, the provider does not work on Friday. The papers had not been filled out and returned, it appears the provider did fill out the papers and they were received back the week of 5/19/21, for individual's placement.  As the only provider that saw the individual, it would be difficult for another provider to fill out and sign the paperwork for placement. Follow up: Monarch will review our internal process for forms/correspondence and the return of documentation to streamline a time frame to meet the needs for all parties.” Since per provider they will review their internal process for forms/correspondence to be more successful on getting things back as soon as possible. This writer is closing this internal concern as tracking and sending a resolution email to internal complainant. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		20

		11848		Kim Ware		05/24/2021		Wooten		Mara		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Innovation Services (non-residential)		EOR		Multi-Disability		Adult		Guardiantrac, LLC dba GT Independence		1		98370 - ATKINSON, REBECCA		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		am filing a grievance against Jarvis James of GT Independence.  It has gone beyond not doing his job properly to bullying me. It is causing an interruption to services at this point and it is unprofessional. We should be working together as a team and he seems to be doing the opposite. He is making the services more confusing for the families to understand. Please see attached email and quote. Before this correspondence, he tried to insist that I should do a revision to get Innovations to pay for a service that had already been used with no prior approval. The insinuation that I am causing a delay in services was the last straw for me. This has been ongoing since this family started with EOR.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Type of Case to Internal Employee Concern		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8242		06/16/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		am filing a grievance against Jarvis James of GT Independence. It has gone beyond not doing his job properly to bullying me. It is causing an interruption to services at this point and it is unprofessional. We should be working together as a team and he seems to be doing the opposite. He is making the services more confusing for the families to understand. Please see attached email and quote. Before this correspondence, he tried to insist that I should do a revision to get Innovations to pay for a service that had already been used with no prior approval. The insinuation that I am causing a delay in services was the last straw for me. This has been ongoing since this family started with EOR.
5/27/21This writer emailed internal complainant requesting a call in regards to concern submitted. Staffed case with Incident & Grievance Mgr, T Parker. Per his recommendation contact complainant and ask if she would like the matter tracked, if not, contact the staff’s supervisor to make her aware of the concern.
5/28/21 This writer received a return call from internal complainant Mara Wooten which also included Kristy Reeves (AH integrity consultant) to discuss the concerns. Per her repot the issue has been ongoing with the staff Jarvis. She repots that the issue is that he is not submitting the quotes correctly and that he is blaming her for the delay. Ms Wooten has attached the email exchange. She reports that his behaviors have not changed and that he has does this to other AH staff as well. Ms. Reeves confirmed the rude behaviors.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/3/21 This writer received email from Ms. Wooten indicating a “change in tone” of the staff person, confirmed receipt of the information needed and thanked this writer.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/4/21 This writer made call to Ms Wooten and explained that the provider had not been contacted yet in regards to the matter and if she wished the matter to be tracked. She reports that her supervisor, Beverly is aware of the concern and has spoke directly with the agency in regards to the rude, behaviors. This writer explained that the matter would be tracked in that the needed documentation was received and that the staff was more responsive to the request as well as plans to contact the agency to make them aware.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/15/21 This writer made call to Ms. Silvia Reyes, Quality Assurance Specialist with GT (919) 437-8424. This writer made her aware of the concern noting that the unprofessionalism and not submitting requested information properly was duplicative and experienced by more than one AH staff person. This writer did note that the staff did change his tone and submitted the required paperwork. Per Ms Reyes she will follow up with Ms Raquel Barber, the staff's direct supervisor and Director regarding the matter. This writer has recommended that the agency continue to monitor the matter to avoid the occurrence in the future as to not cause delay in services and collaborative efforts with AH staff or confusion for families. Per Ms. Reyes the agency will follow its protocol in monitoring and review in the matter to include supervision and review of customer service training with all staff. Case to be closed and tracked. (K.WARE,QAA)
6/15/21 Resolution mailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		23

		11849		Kristie White		05/24/2021		Manus		Dawn		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Does Not Apply				Firm Foundation, Inc.		1		'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Wake		0		1		In-State		Therapeutic Foster Care		1		1		Email from Toby Foster, Cumberland County DSS on May 13, 2021- 
At 2am this morning I received notification from our extended duty social worker that TFC parent, Valerie Blue with Firm Foundation called advising that a child in her home was on the way to the hospital.  Ms. Blue called to notify the agency that a social worker would need to go to the hospital as the owner of Firm Foundation, Mr. Davenport told her not to go to the hospital.  
This is the same child that she sent to the hospital alone back in November 2020.  Ms. Blue sent a different child to the hospital alone on May 6th 2020 and we did not know he was at the hospital till the morning of May 7, 2020.  I believe my management is looking into this but since I mentioned this to you at the TFC meeting and had not sent you the information I wanted to make sure to get it to you.

Other information on this complaint- Alliance PM, Kate Peterson contacted Heather West of DSS Licensure  and reported this issue as this is the third time a minor child has been sent to the ED by EMS without an adult or the TFC Agency rep meeting them at the hospital to oversee their care. Cumberland DSS reported this event to CPS and it was recently ruled out for investigation.		Dawn Manus, PNDS at Alliance oversees the TFC homes contract internally and can be reached at 919-651-8847 or dmanus@alliancehealthplan.org for additional information.  PNDS feels that this is a health and safety issue that is repeatedly happening to our members./Changed from internal from grievance.		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8230		06/17/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Email from Toby Foster, Cumberland County DSS on May 13, 2021- At 2am this morning I received notification from our extended duty social worker that TFC parent, Valerie Blue with Firm Foundation called advising that a child in her home was on the way to the hospital. Ms. Blue called to notify the agency that a social worker would need to go to the hospital as the owner of Firm Foundation, Mr. Davenport told her not to go to the hospital. This is the same child that she sent to the hospital alone back in November 2020. Ms. Blue sent a different child to the hospital alone on May 6th 2020 and we did not know he was at the hospital till the morning of May 7, 2020. I believe my management is looking into this but since I mentioned this to you at the TFC meeting and had not sent you the information I wanted to make sure to get it to you. Other information on this complaint- Alliance PM, Kate Peterson contacted Heather West of DSS Licensure and reported this issue as this is the third time a minor child has been sent to the ED by EMS without an adult or the TFC Agency rep meeting them at the hospital to oversee their care. Cumberland DSS reported this event to CPS and it was recently ruled out for investigation. Comments: Dawn Manus, PNDS at Alliance oversees the TFC homes contract internally and can be reached at 919-651-8847 or dmanus@alliancehealthplan.org for additional information. PNDS feels that this is a health and safety issue that is repeatedly happening to our members.
05/24/21-Against Firm Foundation re. TFC parent sending child to hospital without an adult meeting them at the hospital to oversee their care. Sent to THeld in compliance for allegation of abuse/Neglect of member. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/25/21-This would not be taken by SIU per case consult. Reached out to Dawn Manus about this morning and she said Kate Peterson filed a grievance for Heather West with State DSS licensure. They will have a much bigger role in this than we would. Heather reached out to them and per Cumberland DSS there are three kids involved and something is happening that these kids are having to be hospitalized and they are all under 18 years and in Cumberland county custody. The foster parent is not going with minor kids under their care to the hospital. She is saying that she cannot go to the hospital with the kids it is not her place. The agency responsibility to do so and she says she reaches out to Mr. Davenport (owner)and he will not do it and said DSS kid and they need to send somebody. If it is 2:00 am then DSS does not have anyone and that means that a child is sitting be themselves with emergency room and not being supervised. Firm Foundation is going to be targeted at their license renewal and Toby Foster(DSS Supervisor) he got the call at 2:00 am about the child being at ED by themselves filed DSS and screened it out. Sean Schiber and Kate Peterson told Dawn to file this since this is a member issue. She can make recommendation based on your resolution and Provider Network can stop referrals, reduce Medicaid rates (since the get enhanced rate), remove kids from their homes.  I let her know I will be doing a consult with TParker on next steps. KM Appeals Coordinator

05/27/21-Per case consult TParker find out who the member was first since none list.  Advised to ask Firm Foundation for this member crisis plan and emergency policy or crisis for members and any notes about the member during, before and after. May be able to find in Jiva and look to see if they followed the crisis plan and compare to the agency around a crisis for member. I will also check to see if an incident report. Called Toby Foster the external complainant and left message I need the name of the most recent member that was involved with this grievance per her voicemail she will be out of office until Tuesday w07/02/21. Emailed DManus to ask her the name of the member involved and she did not have this either. KM Appeals Coordinator
06/01/21-Called Toby Foster at 910-321-6462 and left another message for her to call me on this issue and the member name that is involved. Let her know due to grievance timeframes I am sending her acknowledgment letter also. Called Charles Davenport at Firm Foundation and discussed the grievance issues sent him a concern element email to cdavenport.firm@gmail.com  return to me no later than 06/07/21 to this writer. KM Appeals Coordinator
06/03/21-Toby Foster from Cumberland DSS called back and she said she did not want to file this grievance. She said she notified Dawn Manus about this and CPS by Firm Foundation was filed and it was ruled out for investigation.  I am not authorized to do a grievance and DManus can do the grievance but I cannot file at her level without permission. Changing to internal concern from grievance due to this reason. I reached out to Dawn Manus on this and let her know I am still doing my investigation and will be in contact with her with the resolution. KM Appeals Coordinator
06/17/21-Received information from Charles Davenport Director of Firm Foundation. Per provider,” Firm policy for children going to hospital will be updated to reflect training information for foster parents’ responsibilities when a child in your home requires hospitalization. Firm foster parents are required to seek proper care for remaining minors in your care and contact your Firm case worker and the social worker agency to inform them that their child is being hospitalized. Firm parent are to remain at hospital with minor foster child until relieved via social worker agency, Firm on call staff or some other guardian approved designee. Firm Foster parent will have to be sure that information is communicated within 2 hours of ambulance service or admittance to local hospital units.” The agency also submitted Firm Foundation’s Emergency Care & Hospitalization Protocol. Closing this internal concern as tracking since provider does seem to have proper protocols in place for Foster parents in an emergency situation. Sending internal complainant DManus resolution email and closing concern. KM Appeal Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		24

		11850		Todd Parker		05/24/2021		Mondragon		Candace		Provider		External Stakeholder Concern		Authorization/ Payment/ Billing - LME-MCO Only		Unknown				Multi-Disability		Adult		Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		1		685854 - FRAZIER, TORY		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		A Small Miracle Staff Candace Mondragon 919-854-4400 Ext.  701 called seeking to file a grievance against UM-IDD CM who failed to communicate necessary changes that resulted in the Agency having a pay back for services. Caller states Staff noticed a change by Internal Staff that the Agency was receiving denials around 2/27/2020 for claims submitted. Provider reached out to Christina Phillips PN Staff regarding these changes and that TBI Dept was aware of changes but Provider indicates they were not made aware in order to make necessary adjustments.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Type of Case to External Stakeholder Concern
Check #11767		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8218		06/15/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		A Small Miracle Staff Candace Mondragon 919-854-4400 Ext. 701 called seeking to file a grievance against UM-IDD CM who failed to communicate necessary changes that resulted in the Agency having a pay back for services. Caller states Staff noticed a change by Internal Staff that the Agency was receiving denials around 2/27/2020 for claims submitted. Provider reached out to Christina Phillips PN Staff regarding these changes and that TBI Dept was aware of changes but Provider indicates they were not made aware in order to make necessary adjustments.
**No Patient associated
5-26-21
Writer attempted to contact complainant at the phone number provided to acknowledge her complaint. Writer did not reach complainant but left a vm for her to return his call. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager

6-1-21
Writer attempted to contact complainant again at the number provided. Writer left another vm for complainant. Writer composed and mailed an Ack letter. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager
6-7-21
This writer attempted to contact complainant following a VM left on Friday (6/4/21). Writer left a VM for complainant to return his call.
T. Parker, I&G Manager

6-14-21
This writer spoke with complainant to get clarity on the nature of the complaint. Complainant shared that the complaint stems from the agency’s TBI service getting denied for member (Tory Frazier) beginning in February. She indicated that they reached out to TBI CN (Erica Davis/Mike Miley) and was told it was a code issue. On 3/5/21 she emailed Christina Phillips who confirmed TBI team was aware and she’d contact Wake Co DSS and then escalate to state. On 3/9/21 claims were approved. On 3/24/21 claims were denied and money was recouped by Alliance. It was later determined that mother changed from TBI Waiver to CAP C. All billing Jan and Feb was recouped ($8,200.00). Complainant expressed concerns that provider wasn’t given contacts Christina reached out to. She shared that communication between the provider and Alliance was not good. Writer asked complainant who would have been responsible for notifying the agency that the change from TBI to CAP was made. Complainant indicated that she felt that they could have been more proactive if they knew who C. Phillips reached out to and could have followed up with that entity. Writer inquired as to how the agency verifies insurance coverage for members. Complainant shared that the billing department verifies insurance and was alerted to an issue when billing was denied. Writer asked complainant what she would like to see as an outcome for filing the complaint. She indicated that in addition to the communication problem between Alliance and the provider, she would like to find a way for the provider to be paid for the services that were recouped. Writer shared that he does not know of a mechanism by which the agency can receive payment for the services but will check into it when he contacts M. Milley/C. Phillips. 
Writer attempted to contact M. Millley but he was not available. Writer contact acted C. Phillips who indicated that she was aware of the issue and that the member was previously on the TBI Waiver. She shared that  she is aware that the member was switched and the agency had billing recouped but was not sure of the particulars if the issue. She shared that M. Milley will most likely have more detail. 
Writer was able to reach M. Milley and discussed the issue. He indicated that he was aware of the issue. He shared that member’s mother wanted to use RAP services and switched to CAP-DA since the TBI waiver does not allow for RAP services and she wanted to provide the services. M. Milley shared that the change was made directly with CAP-DA and Alliance was not aware. He shared that the provider contacted Alliance when they were getting denials. Alliance thought there was an error in coding due to an error with DSS. They were not aware that mother had changed waivers. Alliance contacted DSS to see if the the waiver change could be backdated and were told no. Writer asked M. Milley if he knew of an avenue to pay the provider. He indicated that he knew of no avenue except to contact the CAP DA vendor to see if they will be able to pay it.  Alliance has no mechanism to pay for the services as theer is nothing to match the billing within the system; no authorized codes. Writer shared complainants concerns with the communication. He shared that the CC made the provider and Alliance aware of the switch as soon as they were aware. He shared that the member’s mother was most likely not aware that she would lose TBI services when she switched to CAP services. The CC only became aware of the switch in a casual conversation with mother.  Writer thanked M. Milley for sharing the information.
Writer called complainant and shared information received from M. Milley. Complainant shared that she will reach out to DSS to see what options for payment there are for the agency. Writer composed and mailed Res Letter. No further action.
T. Parker, I&G Manager		Nonissue		1		1		0		22

		11852		Hillary Vandewart		05/24/2021		ANDERSON		DEIDRA		Consumer		Grievance		LME/MCO Functions		Care Coordination (MH/SA)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		1		73652 - ANDERSON, DEIDRA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		CID 579431

Caller, Deidra Anderson, explained that she would like to file a grievance against TCLI Outreach program.  Caller explained that she filed necessary paperwork and was approved for housing in December 2020, yet still does not have housing.  Caller noted that she has tried multiple shelters in both Durham and Wake Co., but expressed that tonight she is sleeping in her car due to not being able to find shelter and no longer having ability to stay with a friend.  Caller explained that she attempted to talk with the agency and has 2 workers that she is working with, but did not want to give their number.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Nature of Issue to LME/MCO Functions, Changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8227		06/21/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID 579431
Caller, Deidra Anderson, explained that she would like to file a grievance against TCLI Outreach program.  Caller explained that she filed necessary paperwork and was approved for housing in December 2020, yet still does not have housing.  Caller noted that she has tried multiple shelters in both Durham and Wake Co., but expressed that tonight she is sleeping in her car due to not being able to find shelter and no longer having ability to stay with a friend.  Caller explained that she attempted to talk with the agency and has 2 workers that she is working with, but did not want to give their number.
[PT: Deidra Anderson				DOB: 4/3/73				ID: 73652]
5/25/21
This writer received voicemail (forwarded from Todd Parker, Incident and Grievance Manager) from member who was tearful and stating that she wanted to ensure that her grievance had been filed. She stated in the voicemail that she was homeless and did not want to wait any longer for housing.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
5/26/21
This writer researched member within Jiva and noted that TJ Hayes (Transition Program Coodinator) noted that she received housing slot 25566 on 5/25 and her case was assigned to Alex Jones and Holly Mozee to “start the transition process.”
This writer reached out to TJ to inform her of the grievance.5/19 and had been assigned to Alex Jones, Transition Coordinator. She reported that Alex would be reaching out to her this week to get started with the transition process.
She acknowledged that the process does take time and that once everything was in place, she was staffed by outreach. Staff are also carrying a full caseload, which is another reason it takes time. 
This writer thanked her for the information and asked about how long the process would take now that she has been staffed. She shared that it depends on housing availability, engagement, etc. and they try to get people housed within 90 days but it can take longer.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/28/21
This writer reached out to complainant by phone at 984-245-4562 to acknowledge grievance and share the info we had received. This writer heard person on other end of the line pick up and then hang up phone. Will try again at a later date. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/1/21
This writer called and spoke with Ms. Anderson regarding her grievance. This writer shared the information received from TCLI Program Coordinator and inquired as to whether or not she had heard from Alex. She stated that she had not and that she was “not waiting any longer.” She stated that she is “sick and tired of being ignored” and doesn’t want to hear any more excuses. This writer told her that I would follow up with Alex to try to find out what the hold-up was and she thanked this writer. This writer also confirmed that she could get mail at 510 Reynolds Ave in Durham and she confirmed.
This writer then reached out to Alex to share this with him and request that he follow up with her ASAP.
This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement letter to complainant. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/4/21
This writer reviewed Jiva notes for update and confirmed that transition meeting had been held on 6/3/21 via phone between TCLI team, CST team, and member. Member reported that everything was going well with CST services and that she is eager to find housing. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/21/21
This writer again reviewed Jiva for updates. It appears that TCLI team and CST team are still looking for housing options for member. Transition Coordinator, Alex Jones, submitted an application to Valley Terrace but member was denied due to owing a previous property. CST team was informed and stated they would look into resources for assisting with this. TCLI team plans to continue to try to assist member in finding housing.
Based on internal discussions and confirmation via Jiva notes, this writer has confirmed that TCLI is actively working with member to address housing needs. 
This writer composed and sent resolution letter to grievant. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Non-Issue		1		1		0		28

		11853		Kristie White		05/25/2021		Simpson		Melissa		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Opioid Treatment				Does Not Apply				Metro Treatment of North Carolina, L.P.		1		'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		SAR Justifications appear to be almost identical across all members. " Patient presents with an opioid use disorder. Requesting authorization for 180 days to continue treatment services. Patient has been educated on the dangers of mixing methadone with other medications and illicit substances. Patient has been provided with a Narcan kit as well as training and has access to additional ones when needed."  There is no specific information related to UDS or progress found in the SAR Justification that can assist with medical necessity review.  Provider continues to not use the required PCP and Comprehensive Crisis Plan despite multiple outreach and technical assistance opportunities provided by UM Care Managers.  When attempting to get additional information, attempts are often unsuccessful as the admin staff transfer calls to the incorrect VM location.  In addition, email communications sent to the provider often remain unread which may prevent timely review of decisions made or requests for additional information as applicable.		Change nature of issue to Administrative/does not apply for age/disability type.		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8231		06/09/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		SAR Justifications appear to be almost identical across all members. " Patient presents with an opioid use disorder. Requesting authorization for 180 days to continue treatment services. Patient has been educated on the dangers of mixing methadone with other medications and illicit substances. Patient has been provided with a Narcan kit as well as training and has access to additional ones when needed." There is no specific information related to UDS or progress found in the SAR Justification that can assist with medical necessity review. Provider continues to not use the required PCP and Comprehensive Crisis Plan despite multiple outreach and technical assistance opportunities provided by UM Care Managers. When attempting to get additional information, attempts are often unsuccessful as the admin staff transfer calls to the incorrect VM location. In addition, email communications sent to the provider often remain unread which may prevent timely review of decisions made or requests for additional information as applicable.
05/25/21-Internal- against Metro Treatment of NC LP dba Fayetteville Treatment Center-SAR justifications appear to be almost identical across all members; technical assistance has been offered by UM multiple times; unresponsive to emails from UM. Appeals Coordinator
06/01/21-Sending acknowledgment email to internal complainant about the issues in the internal concern. Called Metro Treatment of NC dba Fayetteville Center spoke to Tabitha Goodpasture at 910-483-0958 about this internal concern. Sending her a concern element email to Tabitha.goodpasture@ccmglp.com to be returned to this writer by 06/08/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
06/04/21-REceiveed response from Chelsey Walters/Pre-Authorization Coordinator at Fayetteville Metro Treatment Center that they have recently centralized their prior authorization with verification and billing. They are working to understand and improve their methods. KM Appeals Coordinator
06/08/21-Provider states that Fayetteville Metro counselors have training today regarding the implementation of the PCP and CCP. They are getting familiar with documents in other centers so they are utilizing that experience for this transition. They have our authorization requests on hold for a day or two while they cover all training and communication. The provider appears to be training and getting more knowledge on accurately addressing the internal concern. Sending resolution email to the internal complainant and closing this concern as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		15

		11854		Kim Ware		05/25/2021		Peace		Charlotte		Consumer		Grievance		Access to Services		Assertive Community Tx Team				Mental Health Only		Adult		UNC Faculty Physicians - Medicaid		1		361952 - Peace, Charlotte		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		579521 – TUE, 25 MAY 2021 @ 1245 - Peace, Charlotte – DOB: 09 APR 1976 – Durham/Medi-Medi/F – 919-698-9890 – 1110 Professor Place Durham NC 27713 - MENTAL STATUS:  Caller denied SI/HI/AVTH.  SUBSTANCES: Denied. SEVERITY: NON-THRESHOLD  DISPOSITION:  Member  is reporting that she is currently open to UNC ACT in Wake County.  Member is requesting both a CC referral and to file a grievance against current provider.  Member is reporting that ACT team is refusing to provide her with a new therapist and has attempted to refer her to OP treatment.  Member further explained that she has spoken with OP providers that UNC ACT had referred her to but that these providers indicate that her level of need is too high for regular OP therapy.  Caller reported having had 6 inpatient or ED visits in the past year which she attributes to ongoing issues with UNC ACT.  Member is requesting to file a grievance anonymously against UNC ACT as she reported that she has not had therapy in almost three months.  Member is concerned about being retaliated against by provider.  Member reported that her PCP is also spoken with the ACT team without success.  Member is also specifically requesting a care coordination referral to assist her with linkage to appropriate level of service as she has been unable to do so on her own and reported that she is need of assistance from Alliance with this.  LC reminded of 24/7/365 availability of call center.  McClelland LCMHCS-----				Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8226		06/10/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		579521 – TUE, 25 MAY 2021 @ 1245 - Peace, Charlotte – DOB: 09 APR 1976 – Durham/Medi-Medi/F – 919-698-9890 – 1110 Professor Place Durham NC 27713 - MENTAL STATUS: Caller denied SI/HI/AVTH. SUBSTANCES: Denied. SEVERITY: NON-THRESHOLD DISPOSITION: Member is reporting that she is currently open to UNC ACT in Wake County. Member is requesting both a CC referral and to file a grievance against current provider. Member is reporting that ACT team is refusing to provide her with a new therapist and has attempted to refer her to OP treatment. Member further explained that she has spoken with OP providers that UNC ACT had referred her to but that these providers indicate that her level of need is too high for regular OP therapy. Caller reported having had 6 inpatient or ED visits in the past year which she attributes to ongoing issues with UNC ACT. Member is requesting to file a grievance anonymously against UNC ACT as she reported that she has not had therapy in almost three months. Member is concerned about being retaliated against by provider. Member reported that her PCP is also spoken with the ACT team without success. Member is also specifically requesting a care coordination referral to assist her with linkage to appropriate level of service as she has been unable to do so on her own and reported that she is need of assistance from Alliance with this. LC reminded of 24/7/365 availability of call center. McClelland LCMHCS-----
5/28/21 Call to grievant and spoke with her directly regarding her concerns. She confirmed that she wanted to remain anonymous and still wanted to receive services with the provider. This writer explained the limitations due to anonymity however case would be handled in "general" . This writer explained action steps to be taken in resolution of the matter to include that the provider would be contacted without the use of her name and made aware of the concerns. The concern will be tracked for potential trends in the event that similar concerns are submitted regarding the provider. Acknowledgment letter mailed to grievant.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/10/21 Based on anonymity, this writer contacted the UNC ACTT Team lead, Emily Clark and made her aware of the concern. Per Ms. Clark the agency follows its protocol in regards to assessing members for appropriate level of care, assessing member needs and service provision. She reports that the team does have a doctor as required. Based on limited information, agency notification and request for review, case to be closed and tracked. Member remains with agency and has been connected to AH CC. Any subsequent correspondence from provider to be noted in follow up. Resolution letter mailed to complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		16

		11855		Kim Ware		05/26/2021		MOSS		MECIA		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Access to Services		Crisis - Inpatient				Mental Health Only		18-20		Holly Hill Hospital, LLC		1		339566 - BROAD, MARGARET		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		FOR TRACKING PUPOSES ONLY
Member's discharge summary includes a scheduled appt with provider, Monarch; however, Monarch has no record of the appointment being scheduled.  This continues to be an ongoing appt where dc summaries identify an appt, but no appts exist.  This continues to cause a delay in members receiving actual appts as the new appt is scheduled following discharge by Administrative Care Coordinators.Hospital Liaison, Natalie Boucher followed up Holly Hill Hospital; however, a response is still pending.		CORRECTIONS; CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO FROM PT; AGAINST CHANGED FROM OTHER TO PROVIDER; ENTERED DHSR LICENSURE; SERVICE CHANGED FROM OTHER TO CRISIS INPATIENT		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8224		05/28/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		FOR TRACKING PUPOSES ONLY Member's discharge summary includes a scheduled appt with provider, Monarch; however, Monarch has no record of the appointment being scheduled. This continues to be an ongoing appt where dc summaries identify an appt, but no appts exist. This continues to cause a delay in members receiving actual appts as the new appt is scheduled following discharge by Administrative Care Coordinators. Hospital Liaison, Natalie Boucher followed up Holly Hill Hospital; however, a response is still pending.
MARGARET BROAD   ID: 339566   (DOB: 7/3/2001)
5/28/21 Agency staff continues to indicate discharge with Monarch although no appointment has been scheduled. QM plans to continue to track this issue as a potential trend. AH Provider Network Dept is involved in the matter. Ack/REs emailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		2

		11856		Todd Parker		05/26/2021		Wooten		Mara		Other		Compliment		Quality of Services		Supported Employment (State funded)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		ACI Support Specialists, LLC		1		98603 - WEST, MATTHEW		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1				Georgia Best is one of the very few QPs who will cover hours with my members if staff is not available. She has currently been covering supported employment hours with this member and has helped this member make great strides towards getting more hours and more responsibility at his job at Food Lion. She is irreplaceable and more QPs could learn from her with her work ethic and empathy for the members. She covers hours on top of her QP job. I wish I had more members with her.				Not Defined				8229		06/01/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Georgia Best is one of the very few QPs who will cover hours with my members if staff is not available. She has currently been covering supported employment hours with this member and has helped this member make great strides towards getting more hours and more responsibility at his job at Food Lion. She is irreplaceable and more QPs could learn from her with her work ethic and empathy for the members. She covers hours on top of her QP job. I wish I had more members with her.


6-1-21
Writer composed and emailed Compliment letter to provider. Writer also informed Insert User (Mara Wooten) of the letter.
No further action.
T. Parker, I&G Manager				1		1		0		6

		11857		Kim Ware		05/26/2021		WILLIAMS		KENDALL		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Psychological Mobile Services, PA		1		199990 - MCREE, NICHOLASA		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Nash		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		Level of Concern from Kendall Williams, Service Consultant with Alliance Health.  This provider has an authorization to write a Behavior Support Plan for the Innovations Waiver recipient listed above.  His residential provider, Ambleside, has reported tried to contact them several times to set up a time to write up the plan.  They have not received any call backs from the provider.  This SC contacted the main office of Psychological Mobile Services (252-291-0735) on 4/5/21 and requested a return call. This message was not returned.  This SC also talked directly to the contact who was given for the case (Christel Holdcroft 770-527-7966).  She answered and said that she was at lunch, but took down SC's number and said she would call him back that day.  She never called back. This SC can only verify these two attempts, so reliance is also placed upon the provider, Ambleside, actually making multiple attempts.

Kendall Williams, CMC
984-302-1952
kwilliams@alliancehealthplan.org		CORRECTIONS: CHANGED TYPE FROM GRIEVANCE TO INTERNAL; CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO FROM MEMBER'S; nature changed from quality to administrative;		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8241		06/09/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Level of Concern from Kendall Williams, Service Consultant with Alliance Health. This provider has an authorization to write a Behavior Support Plan for the Innovations Waiver recipient listed above. His residential provider, Ambleside, has reported tried to contact them several times to set up a time to write up the plan. They have not received any call backs from the provider. This SC contacted the main office of Psychological Mobile Services (252-291-0735) on 4/5/21 and requested a return call. This message was not returned. This SC also talked directly to the contact who was given for the case (Christel Holdcroft 770-527-7966). She answered and said that she was at lunch, but took down SC's number and said she would call him back that day. She never called back. This SC can only verify these two attempts, so reliance is also placed upon the provider, Ambleside, actually making multiple attempts. Kendall Williams, CMC 984-302-1952 kwilliams@alliancehealthplan.org
NICHOLASA MCREE   ID: 199990   (DOB: 10/6/1995)
6/9/21 This writer made call to agency and spoke with Ms Christel Holdcroft. This writer explained the purpose of the call , role of QM and made her aware of the concern information. Per discussion and review, Ms Holdcroft indicates that the agency utilizes a calling system that generates info for call backs. She plans to review the system with staff for any possible missed calls. Ms Holdcroft reports that she spoke with Ms Williams (AH SC) on 4/29/21, however, has no record of any other calls, missed or otherwise for Ms Williams. She reports that the member has been seen by agency noting that he missed an appointment with his therapist last week, 6/5 and is scheduled for a psych eval in August. Ms. Holdcroft cofirmed a message from "Kendra" with Ambleside today. She plans to follow up with the agency. This writer has recommended that agency continue to monitor the matter as well as confirm follow up. Based on agency notification, plans to follow up and coordinate services, plans for continued monitoring and review of the agency call system, case to be closed. Concern to be tracked for potential trends in the event that similar concerns are submitted regarding the provider. Ack/Res to internal complainant.(K.WARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		14

		11858		Hillary Vandewart		05/26/2021		Peterson		Kate		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Access to Services		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Blessed New Beginnings, LLC		1		228502 - COFIELD, KALIYAH		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		1		In-State		Level III		0		0		Based on our conversation earlier this week, I wanted to share with you concerns we had with a providers messaging to us about discharging a youth in our care to our building. The youth is Kaliyah Cofield. She was placed with Blessed New Beginnings, LLC, and the specific group home was Blessed Alms. Mr. Bobby Cunningham participated in a meeting that included our program manager, Toni Bush. Kayliah was placed in their care on 4/6/2021 and was knowingly discharged to the Swinburne Building on 5/7/2021 with no identified placement. Mr. Cunningham reported that he and other providers know that Wake County Human Services has the capacity and ability to house youth at our building. Therefore, he knew that the child would be cared for even when we were stressing to him that there was not another placement identified at that time for Kayliah. Mr. Cunningham insisted on the discharge, without appropriate notice. Our concern is there is messaging occurring by and between providers that youth awaiting placement in our social services building is a reasonable option and allows them to negate their contracted expectations. We in now way want to promote youth awaiting placement in our building and strive to timely locate the right placement match for youth in our care.		CORRECTIONS: UNCHECKED FROM PT; changed complainant info from member's; type changed from grievance to internal, changed provider info, Changed Disability to MH Only		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8228		06/21/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Based on our conversation earlier this week, I wanted to share with you concerns we had with a providers messaging to us about discharging a youth in our care to our building. The youth is Kaliyah Cofield. She was placed with Blessed New Beginnings, LLC, and the specific group home was Blessed Alms. Mr. Bobby Cunningham participated in a meeting that included our program manager, Toni Bush. Kayliah was placed in their care on 4/6/2021 and was knowingly discharged to the Swinburne Building on 5/7/2021 with no identified placement. Mr. Cunningham reported that he and other providers know that Wake County Human Services has the capacity and ability to house youth at our building. Therefore, he knew that the child would be cared for even when we were stressing to him that there was not another placement identified at that time for Kayliah. Mr. Cunningham insisted on the discharge, without appropriate notice. Our concern is there is messaging occurring by and between providers that youth awaiting placement in our social services building is a reasonable option and allows them to negate their contracted expectations. We in no way want to promote youth awaiting placement in our building and strive to timely locate the right placement match for youth in our care.
[PT: Kaliyah Cofield				DOB: 4/24/06				ID: 228502]
6/1/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant, Kate Peterson. She shared that this was reported to Alliance by the head of Child Welfare and in general they were reluctant to file a concern directly for fear of losing additional beds.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/14/21
This writer reviewed Jiva notes and was unable to confirm that provider discharged member to Swineburne building. Jiva notes report that member was IVC’d due to running away and refusing to go into group home and for this reason, group home owner contacted DSS when hospital discharged member
This writer contacted Jillian Knight, Care Navigator for member, via phone to discuss and get more information on exactly what happened with discharge. 
Jillian confirmed that Jiva notes were accurate and that she felt that the group home had tried to keep her in place until the higher level of care opened up. Mr. Cunningham only contacted DSS when the hospital discharged her and he had IVC’d her. She only spent one night at the Swineburne building to Jillian’s knowledge. 
Based on this information, it appears that member was not simply discharged to the Swineburne building without a plan, but that the group home was trying to maintain the placement until the placement opened up on 5/15 with Venice/Hampton. The placement was disrupted due to member leaving the group home/refusing to go back inside. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/21/21
Based on findings, it does not appear that provider willfully discharged member to Swineburne building with no notice, or felt that this was an appropriate discharge plan. Member was hospitalized due to refusing to take meds and leaving the group home property which led to member being picked up by DSS guardian. This writer plans to track this concern in the event that this reoccurs or becomes a pattern for this provider. 
This writer composed and sent resolution email to internal complainant. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		26

		11859		Kristie White		05/26/2021		STARTT		JACKIE		Consumer		Grievance		Access to Services		Psychiatric Services				Unknown Disability		Adult		B & D Integrated Health Services		1		37220 - STARTT, JACKIE		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Granville		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Caller states she had been receiving services through Carolina Community Support Services, including psychiatric services, but was recently transferred to B&D Integrated. Caller reports she was prescribed Clonazepam by Carolina Community Support Services. Caller reports being told there were issues with the transfer, and the first psychiatrist appointment she was able to get with B&D is for 6/1/21. Caller reports she has 1.5 pills left of her Clonazepam prescription. Reports talking with Carolina Community Support, and they will not refill the medication. Reports talking with B&D and they are unable to see her before 6/1. Caller reports the grievance is for both providers as no one will bridge the medication, despite possible physical effects from stopping the medication. Caller also asked to include in the grievance that B&D has told her she can not bring her service dog in their transportation vehicles, and she feels this violates her ADA rights.		CID 579720/Changed to access to services/disability to unknown.		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8232		06/14/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller states she had been receiving services through Carolina Community Support Services, including psychiatric services, but was recently transferred to B&D Integrated. Caller reports she was prescribed Clonazepam by Carolina Community Support Services. Caller reports being told there were issues with the transfer, and the first psychiatrist appointment she was able to get with B&D is for 6/1/21. Caller reports she has 1.5 pills left of her Clonazepam prescription. Reports talking with Carolina Community Support, and they will not refill the medication. Reports talking with B&D and they are unable to see her before 6/1. Caller reports the grievance is for both providers as no one will bridge the medication, despite possible physical effects from stopping the medication. Caller also asked to include in the grievance that B&D has told her she cannot bring her service dog in their transportation vehicles, and she feels this violates her ADA rights.
Patient: Jackie Startt Patient ID: 37220 DOB: 07/29/1972
05/26/21-Grievance against B&D and Carolina Community Support Services re. refusal to bridge meds. KM Appeals Coordinator
06/02/21-Called Jackie Startt to get more information about this grievance. She stated that B&D is taking her off her Clonazepam and put her on Lexpro. She cannot sleep and she has been on these medications for 15 to 20 years. B&D state they state that this is a narcotic and they offered her Buspar and member states it never does anything for her.  She really wants to be with Carolina Behavioral Care since it is closer to her house and she spends half a day going to B&D. She states she almost fell at B&D and they do not want her to have her service dog to ride in their transportation. She is getting evicted and she loves her peer support person just the medication provider. I verified her address and gave her the Access Number 1-800-5109132 if she wants to find another provider closer to her and accepting new patients. Sending her acknowledgment letter and called B&D Integrated spoke to JReed about this grievance and sending concern element email to be returned by 06/09/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
06/14/21-Received response from B&D and per provider the member was initially assessed on 04/01/21 and began CST on 04/13/21. The member was diagnosed with Cocaine abuse (in remission), MDD, and PTSD. Then the member attended a medication management appointment on June 1, 2021 where she is expressed her desire for Xanax. It was told to the member that B&D’s policy that no benzodiazepines are prescribed without a diagnosis of Anxiety disorder and then only will be prescribed for six months. Regarding the issue with the member’s dog concern per the provider this dog is not a service dog. B&D does not have a policy against staff transporting non-support animals in their personal vehicles, it is discouraged for liability reasons. They were willing to work with the member on this but the member chose not to bring the dog. Per the response from provider they have their policy on prescribing benzodiazepines and if the member still wants to get transferred to a provider closer she should ask for a referral from B&D and also reach out to Access Department for information on providers closer to her. Called member twice with no call back and this writer is sending resolution letter and closing this grievance as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		19

		11860		Kim Ware		05/27/2021		NARA		BRENT		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Adult		The Loving Home Incorporated		1		257100 - BURKETT, JENNIFER		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		1		In-State		Level III		1		1		Service Consultant made attempts on 5/3/21 and 5/25/21 to request the following documentation needed this month for quarterly monitoring. SC called Mr. Williams on 5.7.21 to discuss the outstanding documentation requests, and Mr. Williams stated he would be working on getting the needed information to SC. However, that information has not come through. The following is needed for this month:
•	Jennifer Burkett: Quarterly progress note for 2/1/21-4/30/21
•	Terry Horne: Quarterly progress note for 2/1/21-4/30/21
•	Terry Horne: Signed short range goals (effective 2/1/21)
The following documentation requests are overdue from previous months. They are listed in the order of most recent to least recent:
•	Crystal Burgess : Quarterly progress notes for 1/1/21-3/31/21
•	Crystal Burgess: Signed short range goals effective 1/1/21
•	Becky Shaw: Quarterly progress notes for 1/1/21-3/31/21
•	Sherman Weatherspoon: Quarterly progress notes for 1/1/21-3/31/21
•	Teresa Banks: Quarterly progress notes for 12/1/20-2/28/21
•	Huey Brooks: Quarterly progress notes for 12/1/20-2/28/21
•	Megan Killman: Quarterly progress notes for 12/1/20-2/28/21
•	Jennifer Lockamy: Quarterly progress notes for 12/1/20-2/28/21
•	Terry Horne: Quarterly progress notes for 11/1/20-1/31/21
•	Jennifer Burkett: Quarterly progress notes for 11/1/20-1/31/21
•	Jennifer Burkett: Signed short range goals (effective 11/1/20)
No documentation has been sent since previous month’s internal concern was filed. Non-compliance with monitoring requirements continues to be an issue with this provider. Provider continues to be responsive to phone calls to share updates on members for Service Consultant’s monthly check-ins, but does not send documentation required by Service Consultant to meet the monitoring requirements in Clinical Coverage Policy No: 8-P. This period of non-compliance has extended so long that there are now multiple quarters (6 months) with no documentation provided to report on the progress of these members.		CORRECTIONS: CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFORMATION FROM MEMBER'S; DISABILITY CHANGED FROM MH ONLY TO MULTI		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8252		06/15/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Service Consultant made attempts on 5/3/21 and 5/25/21 to request the following documentation needed this month for quarterly monitoring. SC called Mr. Williams on 5.7.21 to discuss the outstanding documentation requests, and Mr. Williams stated he would be working on getting the needed information to SC. However, that information has not come through. The following is needed for this month: • Jennifer Burkett: Quarterly progress note for 2/1/21-4/30/21 • Terry Horne: Quarterly progress note for 2/1/21-4/30/21 • Terry Horne: Signed short range goals (effective 2/1/21) The following documentation requests are overdue from previous months. They are listed in the order of most recent to least recent: • Crystal Burgess : Quarterly progress notes for 1/1/21-3/31/21 • Crystal Burgess: Signed short range goals effective 1/1/21 • Becky Shaw: Quarterly progress notes for 1/1/21-3/31/21 • Sherman Weatherspoon: Quarterly progress notes for 1/1/21-3/31/21 • Teresa Banks: Quarterly progress notes for 12/1/20-2/28/21 • Huey Brooks: Quarterly progress notes for 12/1/20-2/28/21 • Megan Killman: Quarterly progress notes for 12/1/20-2/28/21 • Jennifer Lockamy: Quarterly progress notes for 12/1/20-2/28/21 • Terry Horne: Quarterly progress notes for 11/1/20-1/31/21 • Jennifer Burkett: Quarterly progress notes for 11/1/20-1/31/21 • Jennifer Burkett: Signed short range goals (effective 11/1/20) No documentation has been sent since previous month’s internal concern was filed. Non-compliance with monitoring requirements continues to be an issue with this provider. Provider continues to be responsive to phone calls to share updates on members for Service Consultant’s monthly check-ins, but does not send documentation required by Service Consultant to meet the monitoring requirements in Clinical Coverage Policy No: 8-P. This period of non-compliance has extended so long that there are now multiple quarters (6 months) with no documentation provided to report on the progress of these members.
6/10/21 This writer contacted the internal complainant, Brent Nara, to inquire if Provider Networks had been contacted regarding the concern in that it was duplicative as well as whether or not he had received the required documentation. Per his response: I still haven’t received the documentation, no. Cristina Phillips, Bill Young, and Amy Johndro as well as my supervisor Rasheeda Jordan-Oliver are all aware of this specific concern, but I don’t know specifically what steps Bill or Cristina have taken as of yet. This writer made call and spoke with the assigned PND Specialist, Bill Young regarding the concern. Per his repot the provider had been contacted as well as Compliance being made aware of the matter and involved in next steps for provider This writer disused with Mr. Young that QM’s role will be to track the matter. This writer did not follow up with provider in that other departments have been in contact with the provider and are coordinating next steps in the matter.
6/15/21 Based on discussion with PND Specialist and his confirmation that Compliance has been involved and that the departments are coordinating next steps, case to be closed and tracked. This information may be used for monitoring and review purposes. Resolution emailed to internal complainant. Concern information emailed to PND Specialist Bill Young for his records. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		19

		11861		Hillary Vandewart		05/28/2021		WARREN		CHIP		Guardian		Grievance		Administrative Issues		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Guardiantrac, LLC dba GT Independence		1		71788 - WARREN, KATHLEEN		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Not Defined		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Kathleen Warren receives her Innovations Waiver services through the "Self-directed" option known as "Employer of Record" (EOR), which enables her guardian to hire, supervise, terminate, determine wages for, and seek training for staff that support her. The guardian is assisted by GT Independence with many of these tasks (processing timesheets, billing for services, purchasing approved  items, etc). One of the services available to EOR participants is known as "Employer Supplies", and it allows items and services that support the EOR function to be purchased with Innovations waiver funding. A number of items were approved under this service for Kathleen's current ISP year (10/01/2020 - 09/30/2021), and among them was monthly Internet service through AT&T, since an Internet connection is required to process timesheets and other EOR necessities. At the beginning of each ISP it is expected that GT Independence should review the annual consumer budget with the EOR representative so plans and purchases can be followed up on. It appears that this never happened, so no arrangements were made for GTI to pay for Kathleen Warren's AT&T Internet service. Kathleen's father, Chip Warren, (her EOR Representative) had forgotten that this was approved so paid for the service monthly until the beginning of 2021, when he and his GT Independence Community Navigator, Jarvis James, were informed by Kathleen's Care Navigator (writer) that this service was in effect. At that time it was suggested that GT Independence reimburse Mr. Warren for the cost of the Internet service over the last few months, and Jarvis James said he would look into it. However, it has recently come to light that Mr. James and his supervisor, Erica Miller, claim that they are not able to reimburse Mr. Warren for the cost of these items because it's forbidden by the service definition. However, a review of the service definition does not confirm that claim. Mr. Warren feels that he should be reimbursed because he was approved for the service and that GTI failed to properly review his approved annual budget with him at the beginning of the ISP year. There is an additional area of concern that involves GTI's corporate office. GTI utilizes an application to record employee shifts and training times, but when the application failed to provide the necessary options for Mr. Warren's staff to record training time, a representative at GTI's corporate office directed Mr. Warren to enter the time under Kathleen's main service, Community Living and Supports, and at a completely different time frame than when the training took place. They then instructed Mr. Warren to sign off and attest to the vailidity of the fabricated time recorded. Mr. Warren has been reimbursed by GTI for staff training costs - which also fall under "Employer Supplies" - so it's inconceivable why they cannot reimburse him for the monthly AT&T internet costs.		CORRECTIONS: Un-Checked Grievance from Patient, Changed Complainant info to reflect guardian, Chip Warren, Changed Disability to Developmental		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8235		07/09/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Kathleen Warren receives her Innovations Waiver services through the "Self-directed" option known as "Employer of Record" (EOR), which enables her guardian to hire, supervise, terminate, determine wages for, and seek training for staff that support her. The guardian is assisted by GT Independence with many of these tasks (processing timesheets, billing for services, purchasing approved items, etc). 
One of the services available to EOR participants is known as "Employer Supplies", and it allows items and services that support the EOR function to be purchased with Innovations waiver funding. A number of items were approved under this service for Kathleen's current ISP year (10/01/2020 - 09/30/2021), and among them was monthly Internet service through AT&T, since an Internet connection is required to process timesheets and other EOR necessities. 
At the beginning of each ISP it is expected that GT Independence should review the annual consumer budget with the EOR representative so plans and purchases can be followed up on. It appears that this never happened, so no arrangements were made for GTI to pay for Kathleen Warren's AT&T Internet service. Kathleen's father, Chip Warren, (her EOR Representative) had forgotten that this was approved so paid for the service monthly until the beginning of 2021, when he and his GT Independence Community Navigator, Jarvis James, were informed by Kathleen's Care Navigator (writer) that this service was in effect. At that time it was suggested that GT Independence reimburse Mr. Warren for the cost of the Internet service over the last few months, and Jarvis James said he would look into it.
However, it has recently come to light that Mr. James and his supervisor, Erica Miller, claim that they are not able to reimburse Mr. Warren for the cost of these items because it's forbidden by the service definition. However, a review of the service definition does not confirm that claim. Mr. Warren feels that he should be reimbursed because he was approved for the service and that GTI failed to properly review his approved annual budget with him at the beginning of the ISP year. 
Mr. Warren has been reimbursed by GTI for staff training costs - which also fall under "Employer Supplies" - so it's inconceivable why they cannot reimburse him for the monthly AT&T internet costs.

There is an additional area of concern that involves GTI's corporate office. GTI utilizes an application to record employee shifts and training times, but when the application failed to provide the necessary options for Mr. Warren's staff to record training time, a representative at GTI's corporate office directed Mr. Warren to enter the time under Kathleen's main service, Community Living and Supports, and at a completely different time frame than when the training took place. They then instructed Mr. Warren to sign off and attest to the validity of the fabricated time recorded. 
 [PT: Kathleen Warren				DOB: 9/29/90				ID: 71788]
6/3/21
This writer confirmed guardianship documentation for Mr. Chip Warren is on file.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/4/21
This writer contacted complainant via phone at 919-280-0246 and discussed concerns with him in more detail. He reported that the main issue is requesting that he enter fraudulent info in app (he had overlapping hours due to training and there is no dropdown box for training). They reported that they had IT working on the issue but it isn’t corrected yet. 
Regarding the issue with reimbursement, he reiterated that they can reimburse him and they are just “pulling” him. He stated that he would like to call Erica and give them one more chance to reimburse him before QM reaches out and gets involved. He stated he would not stop until he was reimbursed and that if he needs to take them to small claims court, he would. 
He went on to describe various issues with GTI over the years and reported that they were under-staffed and don’t get paid enough. He stated that he feels that if they know he filed a grievance, they will “bully” him and he wants to ensure that he is able to get his newest staff member on board before QM reaches out to them.
This writer thanked him for this information and stated that I would share info internally and would follow up with him in a week or so to see where things stand and whether or not we need to reach out to them. He agreed.
This writer confirmed mailing address. Composed and sent acknowledgement letter.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/17/21
This writer received VM from Mr. Warren and returned his call. He informed this writer that GTI has still not paid the phone bill and he doesn’t think they have any intention of doing so. He is extremely frustrated because this is supposed to be about the member and he feels that it has become a contest between GTI and Alliance. He did confirm that the issue with the app had been corrected. 
Right now, his bill is in the $400 range and he has a delinquent bill that was supposed to be paid on the 15th and he doesn’t know whether to pay it or not. He was told to take it off auto pay and submit a request form which he did but they haven’t paid it. He feels that GTI is being “hateful and spiteful” towards his impaired daughter.
He feels that it is Alliance’s responsibility to enforce this and that we are not holding GTI to this. This writer shared that I would reach out to them and see what I can find out. He asked if I could tell him by the end of the day whether to pay his bill and I explained that I did not feel comfortable telling him whether to pay the bill or not and that I didn’t know what info we would get from GT in that turnaround time. He then stated that he needed to end the call. 
This writer then emailed Grant and Hillary to share that I had spoken with him and find out where things stood as it relates to the bill.
Grant responded and confirmed that nothing had been resolved from the provider and that they were refusing to reimburse Mr. Warren.
This writer then reached out to Latoya Todd, Regional Director for GT Independence, via email to ask that she look into the concerns. She replied and shared that Silvia Reyes is the Compliance Manager for the Innovations program and would be looking into the concerns.
Silvia then reached out and confirmed that she would look into the issues today. She also provided her cell phone number in case it was needed, 919-437-8421. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/22/21
This writer sent follow-up email to Ms. Reyes to request an update on the grievance.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/24/21
This writer called Ms. Reyes on the provided number as no update has been received. This writer attempted to reach Ms. Reyes via phone and was unable to leave a voicemail due to VM being full. 
This writer then sent email to Silvia Reyes requesting an update by end of day and copied Latoya Todd, Regional Director.
This writer staffed case with supervisor, Todd Parker, Incident and Grievance Manager, during individual supervision. Todd advised that this writer could extend the deadline for this grievance if needed. He advised that I should follow up with Latoya if I do not receive a response from Silvia by EOD.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/25/21
This writer received an update from Ms. Reyes that she would be providing a response today.
This writer then contacted Mr. Chip Warren via phone to share that we would be extending the grievance resolution deadline in order to give us time to get full response from GTI and review. 

He went on to share that he recently on-boarded a new hire and had to use 50 training hours in a 2 week period. Got an email from Andrea in Michigan telling him that he only has 10 hours a week for training. He didn’t know that and said he wouldn’t have signed off on it because it isn’t enough for his daughter’s care. He stated that he hoped they would approve these hours, thinks that they will, but had to go back and forth with them regarding the issue. 
He went on to state that he got a notice from T Mobile now stating that they have levied him with a late charge for not paying the bill. He stated that they could potentially cut his internet off and doesn’t know what he will do if this occurs. He stated that he feels they wish him and his daughter ill will. 
He then shared that he felt that the issue with asking him to put the incorrect training info in the app was fraudulent and that he wants to “push” that. He feels that this is absolutely wrong and fraud. 
He asked this writer to share email address so that he can send additional info. This writer emailed him at cbwarren720@gmail.com. 
This writer then informed him that I would update him as soon as I have more info. He thanked this writer. He also shared that he would be “out of pocket” next Wed-Wed. 
This writer then composed and sent “Medicaid Date Extend” letter with a deadline of 7/9 (14 calendar days from now). 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/28/21
This writer was copied on email from Mr. Warren to GTI staff which can be summarized below:
•	He does not understand why GTI can’t reimburse him for the internet bills. He spoke with Medicaid and they did not understand either. They knew of no law or rule prohibiting payment.
•	T-Mobile bill is past due. 
•	Feels this is intentional disrespect of daughter. 
•	It has been 19 days since he submitted the request and it is still not paid. He has amassed late fees and T-Mobile is threatening to discontinue service. His credit score is also dropping due to nonpayment. 
•	He is requesting immediate payment on these bills.
This writer forwarded email to Latoya Todd and Silvia Reyes. This writer also requested an update on when we would receive response. 
This writer contacted Ms. Reyes via phone and her phone appeared turned off and her voicemail box was full. This writer then contacted Ms. Todd via phone at 919.219.9241 and her mailbox was full as well. 
This writer staffed case with supervisor, Todd Parker, Incident and Grievance Manager. He advised that this writer send another email to Ms. Reyes and Ms. Todd asking for a status update and reminding them of the contractual obligation to provide a timely response to complaints. 
This writer also discussed issue with training app and potential concern about fraud. Todd suggested that this writer could share concern with Compliance/SIU in the event that they would want to investigate further. 
This writer sent both emails per discussion with supervisor. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/29/21
This writer received feedback from Tanya Held stating that SIU would not get involved at this point.
This writer received a lengthy response from GT with supporting documentation. Ultimately, they are reported that they are not substantiating the grievance. This writer reviewed documentation and attempted to summarize below:
•	On 5/10/21, GT communicated that proof of payment for months of Feb-April along with dispersement/reimbursement request would need to be submitted to reimburse.
•	Payment was approved by Innovations Program Manager. Previously, they made the decision of “no-direct reimbursements” based on interpretation of service definition for Employer Supplies (unclear where in service definition it states no-direct reimbursements). 
•	Proof of payment was not provided. EOR only submitted the invoices. 
•	GT informed the EOR and Alliance that EOR would be “credited” from the internet service providers. How and when will this occur?
•	Appears that they are stating that the May and June bills for T-Mobile were paid up front and that he would be getting a credit from T-Mobile. 
•	Jarvis James sent a reminder email regarding internet bills in January 2021. 
•	On 5/5/21, GT was informed that internet service provider changed. ISP was updated and GT informed that EOR would be receiving a credit for May and June from T- Mobile. 
•	They provided breakdown of payments made by GT independence to AT&T and T-Mobile:
o	AT&T – 5/7 and 5/21
o	T-Mobile – 6/18 paid for 5/27 and 6/5 service dates
This writer requested a consult with supervisor, Todd Parker, to discuss next steps. Todd advised that this writer should try to reach out to all internal parties to clarify Alliance’s position on the matter before reaching back out to GT. He also advised that I should follow up with GT regarding the issue with the current bill and ask them to follow up with grievance directly ASAP to resolve.
This writer sent internal email to include Grant Goodman, Hilary Dossett, and Todd Day requesting clarity on Alliance’s position regarding reimbursement.
This writer also followed up with provider to request that they contact Mr. Warren ASAP regarding current issue with bill.
This writer was copied on an email from Jarvis James, QP (GT) stating that the checks were sent directly to T-Mobile and should be reflective on the account. He also sent copies of the checks which were dated 6/18/21.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/30/21
This writer reached out to Hilary Dossett, Service Integrity Consultant, via email, to set up time to chat on the phone regarding the issue. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
7/1/21
This writer received call from Hilary Dosset to discuss. She shared that she spoke with Mr. Warren at length yesterday and he was concerned about the lack of information on the checks that Jarvis sent (no account number, in Kathleen’s name, no month, etc). Hilary shared that she instructed him to just pay as it is clear that they did send the checks and will get a credit if needed. 
She shared that the crux of the issue is that GT had to become a vendor so that they could pay for things directly—they are interpreting this to mean that they can never directly reimburse an EOR. 
Regarding the reimbursement issue, she did acknowledge that Medicaid has a hard and fast rule about paying things over 90 days—providers only have 90 days to submit claims. She agreed that it would be helpful to find out if there is any wiggle room here. Additionally, the question about accrued funds and whether or not this would be a possibility. She shared that Walter Linney might be a good resource as well due to his extensive history in working with GT through these types of issues. 
She also agreed that there was confusion about which months had been paid and which months had not. She thanked this writer for following up on the matter.
This writer then followed up with Todd Day to get his feedback on whether he felt reimbursement was possible. 
Todd replied and reported that he had spoken with Sylvia at GT and shared that he made her aware that the money can be utilized from the accrued funds to reconcile this situation (per information from the state), be sure that it’s clearly documented for why it’s used, and then there needs to be a plan set up for how the bills will be paid in the future. 
This writer then shared this information via email with Hilary Dossett to get her thoughts on whether this would be a good plan moving forward. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
7/2/21
This writer emailed Walter Linney, Director of Care Management Support, to get his feedback on the situation before reaching out to EOR/provider. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
7/7/21
This writer sent follow-up email to Walter Linney.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
7/8/21
This writer received feedback from Walter which indicated that he felt these funds should not be deducted from accrued funds as GTI failed to bill Alliance for the Employer Supplies Service. He advised that this writer could check with claims to see if an exception could be granted to the provider to submit claims past 90 days (if the auth is still valid). He suggested that, if this isn’t an option, this writer could reach out to Compliance/Legal to determine if GT is responsible for reimbursing claims for this service.
This writer thanked him for the information and asked Hilary Dossett, copied on the email, to weigh in on whether or not the auth was still valid. This writer also copied Todd Daye o		Undetermined--AH made recommendation to provider for reimbursement		1		1		0		42

		11862		Kim Ware		06/01/2021		HOLLIS		Carlton		Guardian		Grievance		Quality of Services		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Autism Society of Cumberland County		1		266053 - HOLLIS, CORDARO		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		Mr. Hollis stated that the agency was asking him personal questions that did not have anything to do with the services that Cordaro receives.  Mr. Hollis stated they were asking about things and making it seem as if the services would be affected if he did not an answer the questions.  He said he asked Jaime Marcum at ASNC why she was asking those questions and he did not get an answer.		CORRECTIONS: CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME FROM MEMBER'S; NATURE CHANGED FROM OTHER TO QUALITY; checked no permission to use name; updated address		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8285		06/30/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Mr. Hollis stated that the agency was asking him personal questions that did not have anything to do with the services that Cordaro receives.  Mr. Hollis stated they were asking about things and making it seem as if the services would be affected if he did not an answer the questions.  He said he asked Jaime Marcum at ASNC why she was asking those questions and he did not get an answer.
CORDARO HOLLIS   ID: 266053   (DOB: 12/4/1987)
6/2/21 Call to complainant left vm message.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/8/21 Call to complainant; no answer; no response to previous message. Acknowledgment letter mailed to address listed.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/16/21 Call; no voicemail available.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/29/21 Call ; spoke directly with Mr Hollis, member’s brother/guardian. Per discussion he does not want his name or his brother’s name used when discussing the matter. He reports that he believes that after expressing concerns with the provider that they retaliated. He reports that he believes they experience retaliation due to previous grievances submitted. Mr. Hollis reports that the provider justified their actions indicating that they had a right to ask questions. He reports that he had requested to change the respite from the agency to another agency. After the changes was made the agency contacted him asking personal questions that did not pertain to his brother and insinuated that all other services would end if they did not answer. He reports he refused to answer due to the questions not pertaining to Cordaro or his services and that since Autism Society was no longer providing the service no answers were required to be given. He reports that the agency eventually agreed, however were upset that they were not told that the services was change to another agency. All other services currently remain with Autism Society, however he was led to believe that by not answering questions the other services could end which he felt was something held over his head. Per complainant report, he contacted AH CC regarding his concerns and spoke with the Integrity Consultant “Josephine” regarding the matter. The complainant inquired regarding how the process works in regards to what happens to an agency after grievances are submitted due to submitting grievances in the past and feeling like the provider retaliated. This writer explained the role of QM and next steps which would involve the agency responding to the matter in general without the use of the member’s name per complainant request. This writer explained that recommendations would be made and the matter tracked for potential trends noting that the information could be used for future monitoring and review purposes. Complainant gave this writer an updated address for use : 826 Encounter Pl. Hope Mills, NC 28348. Mr. Hollis confirmed that services have continued and the agency did finally agree to request for another agency to be authorized for the respite services for his brother, Cordaro. Plans to continue other services with Autism Society and is connected to AH Care Coordination.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/30/21 This writer reached out to agency’s Director of Quality and Compliance, Tim Ferreira and gave him the concern information although limited. Although the concern issue is not client specific due to anonymity requested a response to include agency process or actions (in general) taken in such instances. This writer recommended that staff review customer service requirements as well as correspondence with guardians to ensure members/guardians have received and understand Client Rights and Responsibilities in regards to submitting complaints etc… without fear of retaliation. Any subsequent correspondence received from agency to be noted. Based on complainant request for anonymity, agency notification, recommendations and plans to follow up with this writer, case to be closed and tracked. Resolution mailed to complainant. No further actions by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		29

		11863		Hillary Vandewart		06/02/2021		BOUCHER		NATALIE		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Service Coordination between providers		Crisis - Inpatient				Multi-Disability		Adult		Holly Hill Hospital, LLC		0		21575 - MATTHEWS, RALPH		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		*FOR TRACKING PURPOSES ONLY*  Submitted at request of MHSUD CC Supervisor.  HL received discharge summary without appointment.  Instead of providing an appointment it is written that "pt is working with Alliance for appt."  Unfortunately I do not know what "Alliance" the SW is referencing.  Member name - Ralph Matthews dob 3/30/65.		CORRECTIONS: Un-Checked Anonymous and connected Patient to Concern, Updated Complainant info to reflect internal complainant, changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8236		06/04/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		*FOR TRACKING PURPOSES ONLY* Submitted at request of MHSUD CC Supervisor.  HL received discharge summary without appointment.  Instead of providing an appointment it is written that "pt is working with Alliance for appt."  Unfortunately I do not know what "Alliance" the SW is referencing.  Member name - Ralph Matthews dob 3/30/65.
[PT: Ralph Matthews				DOB: 3/30/65				ID: 21575]
6/4/21
Per request of complainant, this concern will be resolved as tracking. This writer composed and sent ack/res email. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		2

		11864		Hillary Vandewart		06/03/2021		Wilkie		Jessica		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Psychiatric Services				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Thompson Child & Family Focus		1		150971 - PRIVETTE, RICHARD		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		1		In-State		PRTF		1		0		RICHARD PRIVETTE (4/17/08):
I was made aware during a CFT meeting on 5/20/2021 that individual is requesting, and being provided, excessive PRN medications. I discussed this with my supervisor and a determination was made to have this reviewed by the Integrated Health Consultant and/or Pharmacy Program Manager. I requested from the PRTF the medical summary and PRN use form for the month of May. This was all submitted for review. On 5/27/2021 I was made aware that the PRTF is giving a 30 day notice of discharge with an end date of 6/26/2021. The recommendation is for a lateral transfer to another PRTF due to aggression, however, the facility will send individual home with services if no PRTF can be located. This case has now been recommended for case escalation after review of the PRN medications that are being given. During a CFT meeting on 6/2/2021, it was noted that individual continues to request and receive PRN medications after his mother requested PRNs only being given by nursing when individual is in crisis and that individual not be able to request these medications on his own. Mom is now signing a form that will revoke consent for individual to request PRN medications since the facility continues to give them. The concern is the excessive amount of PRN medications being provided without consideration for scheduled medication changes. A medication change was made on 5/30 to discontinue the Olanzapine and add Abilify 10mg. Individual is still getting PRNs of Thorazine on top of the medication change.
RAMIR KING (5/11/10):
During a CFT meeting on 5/19/2021 it was noted that individual continues to use excessive amounts of PRN medications daily. DSS guardian requested that PRN medications no longer be allowed during this meeting since the PRTF is requesting individual step down to level II placement asap. It was discussed in the meeting the concern with requesting step down to a home setting when individual uses daily PRN medications for agitation. This was discussed with my supervisor after noticing that this is a pattern with children at the facility. This case is being reviewed by the Integrated Health Consultant and has been recommended for case escalation with the medical team. During a CFT meeting on 6/1/2021 it was noted that individual continues to be given PRN medications after it was requested that this not occur. The DSS supervisor on the call will sign a form revoking consent for PRN medications since the PRTF is still requesting step down to a lower level of care while using excessive PRN medications for agitation. The concern is the amount of PRN medications being provided without consideration for scheduled medication changes to address the reason for the PRN use. Also, continuing to provide the PRNs after the legal guardian requested that these medications be stopped on 5/19/2021.
NAZIR WILLIAMS (12/22/10):
After learning that other consumers at the facility are being provided excessive PRN medications, this writer requested a copy of individual's PRN use for the month of May. After reviewing the information, this was sent for review by the Integrated Health Consultant due to the excessive use of PRNs. This case has now been recommended for case escalation with the medical team. Individual is being provided almost daily PRN medications for agitation. The concern is PRN medications are being used in excess rather than a consideration of medication changes in scheduled medications to manage the agitation. Other possible concern is that individual, and others, are being given PRN medications at request without crisis or notable need for the PRN medication.
TREVAIRE JENKINS (5/8/13):
After learning in other CFT meetings the amount of PRN use that individuals are receiving, this writer requested individual's PRN use for the month of May for review. It was determined through review that individual was provided 8 PRNs for agitation between May 1st-May 15th, with two given on the 15th. This has been sent for review by the Alliance Integrated Health Consultant and a case escalation has been recommended based on the excessive PRN use to address agitation. The concern is the amount of PRN medications being provided for agitation instead of potential scheduled medication changes to address or teaching coping skills to manage agitation, and potential for PRN medications being provided at request instead of during a actual crisis situation.		CORRECTIONS: This concern was entered at the same time as 3 other grievances (11865, 11866, and 11867) which were all against the same provider regarding the same issue. For this reason, the information was consolidated within this concern and the other 3 were withdrawn. Changed Source to MCO Staff		other		Worked with Provider for resolution		8290		06/30/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		RICHARD PRIVETTE (4/17/08):
I was made aware during a CFT meeting on 5/20/2021 that individual is requesting, and being provided, excessive PRN medications. I discussed this with my supervisor and a determination was made to have this reviewed by the Integrated Health Consultant and/or Pharmacy Program Manager. I requested from the PRTF the medical summary and PRN use form for the month of May. This was all submitted for review. On 5/27/2021 I was made aware that the PRTF is giving a 30 day notice of discharge with an end date of 6/26/2021. The recommendation is for a lateral transfer to another PRTF due to aggression, however, the facility will send individual home with services if no PRTF can be located. This case has now been recommended for case escalation after review of the PRN medications that are being given. During a CFT meeting on 6/2/2021, it was noted that individual continues to request and receive PRN medications after his mother requested PRNs only being given by nursing when individual is in crisis and that individual not be able to request these medications on his own. Mom is now signing a form that will revoke consent for individual to request PRN medications since the facility continues to give them. The concern is the excessive amount of PRN medications being provided without consideration for scheduled medication changes. A medication change was made on 5/30 to discontinue the Olanzapine and add Abilify 10mg. Individual is still getting PRNs of Thorazine on top of the medication change.
RAMIR KING (5/11/10):
During a CFT meeting on 5/19/2021 it was noted that individual continues to use excessive amounts of PRN medications daily. DSS guardian requested that PRN medications no longer be allowed during this meeting since the PRTF is requesting individual step down to level II placement asap. It was discussed in the meeting the concern with requesting step down to a home setting when individual uses daily PRN medications for agitation. This was discussed with my supervisor after noticing that this is a pattern with children at the facility. This case is being reviewed by the Integrated Health Consultant and has been recommended for case escalation with the medical team. During a CFT meeting on 6/1/2021 it was noted that individual continues to be given PRN medications after it was requested that this not occur. The DSS supervisor on the call will sign a form revoking consent for PRN medications since the PRTF is still requesting step down to a lower level of care while using excessive PRN medications for agitation. The concern is the amount of PRN medications being provided without consideration for scheduled medication changes to address the reason for the PRN use. Also, continuing to provide the PRNs after the legal guardian requested that these medications be stopped on 5/19/2021.
NAZIR WILLIAMS (12/22/10):
After learning that other consumers at the facility are being provided excessive PRN medications, this writer requested a copy of individual's PRN use for the month of May. After reviewing the information, this was sent for review by the Integrated Health Consultant due to the excessive use of PRNs. This case has now been recommended for case escalation with the medical team. Individual is being provided almost daily PRN medications for agitation. The concern is PRN medications are being used in excess rather than a consideration of medication changes in scheduled medications to manage the agitation. Other possible concern is that individual, and others, are being given PRN medications at request without crisis or notable need for the PRN medication.
TREVAIRE JENKINS (5/8/13):
After learning in other CFT meetings the amount of PRN use that individuals are receiving, this writer requested individual's PRN use for the month of May for review. It was determined through review that individual was provided 8 PRNs for agitation between May 1st-May 15th, with two given on the 15th. This has been sent for review by the Alliance Integrated Health Consultant and a case escalation has been recommended based on the excessive PRN use to address agitation. The concern is the amount of PRN medications being provided for agitation instead of potential scheduled medication changes to address or teaching coping skills to manage agitation, and potential for PRN medications being provided at request instead of during a actual crisis situation.
[3 members listed in grievance info]
6/7/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/9/21
This case was reviewed by Clinical Quality Review team and recommendation was: Vera Reinstein, Pharmacist, and Dr. Heidi Middendorf, Associate Medical Director, will review each of these cases. Get the full MAR, diagnoses, Psychiatrist/Prescriber notes.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/18/21
This writer contacted agency via phone at 704-396-5108 and there was no answer. This writer then sent email to Hannah Dunham, Chief Performance and Quality Officer at hdunham@thompsoncff.org as there is no direct number for her located within Alpha or agency website. This writer emailed and asked her to confirm that she is still the appropriate contact for sharing concerns/grievances.
This writer received a response stating that the office was closed for Juneteenth; however, I could send it to her for her to review next week. This writer agreed and sent concern details with a response deadline of 6/25/21.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/25/21
This writer received response from provider which can be summarized below. This response also included all requested documentation (MARs, notes, etc):
•	Many of the concerns were validated with the exception of the concern that scheduled medication changes were not considered/completed. 
•	Overall, the provider did acknowledge some action steps that would need to be taken in response to concerns:
o	Psychiatrist will have orders for PRN meds be more specific for use moving forward and being more descriptive for agitation in the order. 
o	Psychiatrist will have PRN meds spaced out from every 6 hours to every 8 hours. 
o	PRN Usage is a topic we have already been addressing internally prior to the complaint. a. A new protocol was developed to address PRN usage concerns starting week of June 14th to include the nurse asking for “5 things/behaviors” the client has tried to adjust before considering usage of PRN. 
o	On 6/11/2021, the Lead Nurse facilitated a training on new protocol to address PRN usage and was recorded for all nursing staff to view if they could not attend meeting. 
o	Lead Nurse has been attending Direct Care Staff meetings and discussing PRN use including how much has been used and the impact. 
All information was provided to Clinical Quality Review Team for review and potential follow-up.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/30/21
This writer composed and sent resolution email to internal complainant based on provider’s response as well as referral to CQR Committee. This writer will include any additional correspondence with CQR or the provider within the follow-up section of the portal.
No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Confirmed--Provider initiated corrective action
Referred to CQR Committee for any additional review/follow-up		1		1		0		27

		11865		Not Defined		06/03/2021		Wilkie		Jessica		Provider		Internal Employee Concern		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Psychiatric Services				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Thompson Child & Family Focus		1		296866 - KING, RAMIR		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		1		In-State		PRTF		1		0		During a CFT meeting on 5/19/2021 it was noted that individual continues to use excessive amounts of PRN medications daily. DSS guardian requested that PRN medications no longer be allowed during this meeting since the PRTF is requesting individual step down to level II placement asap. It was discussed in the meeting the concern with requesting step down to a home setting when individual uses daily PRN medications for agitation. This was discussed with my supervisor after noticing that this is a pattern with children at the facility. This case is being reviewed by the Integrated Health Consultant and has been recommended for case escalation with the medical team. During a CFT meeting on 6/1/2021 it was noted that individual continues to be given PRN medications after it was requested that this not occur. The DSS supervisor on the call will sign a form revoking consent for PRN medications since the PRTF is still requesting step down to a lower level of care while using excessive PRN medications for agitation. The concern is the amount of PRN medications being provided without consideration for scheduled medication changes to address the reason for the PRN use. Also, continuing to provide the PRNs after the legal guardian requested that these medications be stopped on 5/19/2021.		Concerns 11864, 11865, 11866, 11867 were combined under 11864 as these were all regarding the same provider/issue. For this reason, this concern was withdrawn on 6/3/21.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst																		0		1		1		(44,350)

		11866		Not Defined		06/03/2021		Wilkie		Jessica		Provider		Internal Employee Concern		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Psychiatric Services				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Thompson Child & Family Focus		1		686517 - WILLIAMS, NAZIR		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		1		In-State		PRTF		1		0		After learning that other consumers at the facility are being provided excessive PRN medications, this writer requested a copy of individual's PRN use for the month of May. After reviewing the information, this was sent for review by the Integrated Health Consultant due to the excessive use of PRNs. This case has now been recommended for case escalation with the medical team. Individual is being provided almost daily PRN medications for agitation. The concern is PRN medications are being used in excess rather than a consideration of medication changes in scheduled medications to manage the agitation. Other possible concern is that individual, and others, are being given PRN medications at request without crisis or notable need for the PRN medication.		Concerns 11864, 11865, 11866, 11867 were combined under 11864 as these were all regarding the same provider/issue. For this reason, this concern was withdrawn on 6/3/21.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst																		0		1		1		(44,350)

		11867		Not Defined		06/03/2021		Wilkie		Jessica		Provider		Internal Employee Concern		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Psychiatric Services				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Thompson Child & Family Focus		1		520746 - JENKINS, TREVIAIRE		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		1		In-State		PRTF		1		0		After learning in other CFT meetings the amount of PRN use that individuals are receiving, this writer requested individual's PRN use for the month of May for review. It was determined through review that individual was provided 8 PRNs for agitation between May 1st-May 15th, with two given on the 15th. This has been sent for review by the Alliance Integrated Health Consultant and a case escalation has been recommended based on the excessive PRN use to address agitation. The concern is the amount of PRN medications being provided for agitation instead of potential scheduled medication changes to address or teaching coping skills to manage agitation, and potential for PRN medications being provided at request instead of during a actual crisis situation.		Concerns 11864, 11865, 11866, 11867 were combined under 11864 as these were all regarding the same provider/issue. For this reason, this concern was withdrawn on 6/3/21.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst																		0		1		1		(44,350)

		11868		Hillary Vandewart		06/03/2021		RASHDAN		ERZSEBET		Consumer		Grievance		Authorization/ Payment/ Billing - LME-MCO Only		Outpatient Services				Unknown Disability		Adult		Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		1		694817 - RASHDAN, ERZSEBET		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		CID 580664
Erzsebet Rashan 06/22/1982
5944 Shiloah Chruch Road Fayetteville 28306

Member phoned seeking reasons for Medicaid not paying her mental health bill.  Member stated that she only has Medicaid insurance. She does not have any other insurance. She does not understand why Medicaid is not paying her bill and she receives bills that she has to pay for the coverage. Caller stated she cannot pay these bills.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Disability to Unknown (no dx listed in portal), Changed Type to Auth/Payment/Billing (MCO), changed Grievance against to MCO Dept/Claims		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8240		06/14/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID 580664
Erzsebet Rashan 06/22/1982
5944 Shiloah Chruch Road Fayetteville 28306
Member phoned seeking reasons for Medicaid not paying her mental health bill.  Member stated that she only has Medicaid insurance. She does not have any other insurance. She does not understand why Medicaid is not paying her bill and she receives bills that she has to pay for the coverage. Caller stated she cannot pay these bills.
[PT: Erzsebet Rashan 				DOB: 6/22/82				ID: 694817]
6/9/21
This writer called grievant to acknowledge receipt of grievance and confirm issues associated—left generic VM requesting a call back. She called this writer back and confirmed that the bills she was getting were from Cape Fear Valley. They informed her that Alliance denied payment because of secondary insurance, but she does not have any secondary insurance. She stated that she called Medicaid who confirmed this (her other insurance ended in January) She is concerned that if this doesn’t get straightened out that she will be without her meds. This writer informed her that I would reach out to billing department at Alliance to get to the bottom of issue. She thanked this writer.
This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement letter to grievant.
This writer also reached out to Claims Supervisors (Marilyn Madison and Tina Everett) to request their assistance in looking into the matter. 
Marilyn responded that she had verified the other Insurance with BCBS terminated on 6/30/2020 and had the eligibility department update the enrollment.  She stated will have the claims that denied for other coverage readjudicated today. This writer asked if she could provide an update once complete and she confirmed.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/10/21
This writer received confirmation from Ashley Jones, Claims Research Analyst, that claims had been readjudicated.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/14/21
This writer contacted grievant via phone to share that claims had been corrected. She thanked this writer for the assistance. This writer then composed and sent resolution letter. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Confirmed--Alliance Health corrected billing issue		1		1		0		11

		11869		Kim Ware		06/04/2021		WINSTON		MARIANNAH		Consumer		Grievance		LME/MCO Functions		Not Service Related				Multi-Disability		Adult		Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		1		275235 - WINSTON, MARIANNAH		Unknown		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Caller reports that she has been trying to get in touch with Cumberland site. She states that she has called 4 times today and was hung up on. Caller reports that she would hear noise and then the person would hang up. She states that no one ever said hello. Caller reports that she is in the TCLI program and she is having major concerns about the place she was put into. Caller is unaware of who her TCLI contact staff is. Caller states that as of last night the air went out. Caller reports that her son has asthma as well as other medical conditions and she has a medical condition as well. Caller states that the heat can affect her blood sugar levels.  Caller reports that there is also water damage in her walls. Caller states that the landlord had some one come out and try to repair it and that's what the repair staff told her. Caller said the wall was soft her feet went through them while rearranging furniture. Caller reports that the flooring is bad and insects that are dangerous have been coming into the home.		CORRECTIONS: CHANGED DISABILITY FROM MH ONLY TO MULTI; NATURE CHANGED FROM OTHER TO LME/MCO FUNCTIONS; AGAINST CHANGED FROM OTHER TO PROVIDER; ENTERED AH; NATURE CHANGED FROM OTHER TO QUALITY		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8244		06/30/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller reports that she has been trying to get in touch with Cumberland site. She states that she has called 4 times today and was hung up on. Caller reports that she would hear noise and then the person would hang up. She states that no one ever said hello. Caller reports that she is in the TCLI program and she is having major concerns about the place she was put into. Caller is unaware of who her TCLI contact staff is. Caller states that as of last night the air went out. Caller reports that her son has asthma as well as other medical conditions and she has a medical condition as well. Caller states that the heat can affect her blood sugar levels. Caller reports that there is also water damage in her walls. Caller states that the landlord had some one come out and try to repair it and that's what the repair staff told her. Caller said the wall was soft her feet went through them while rearranging furniture. Caller reports that the flooring is bad and insects that are dangerous have been coming into the home.
MARIANNAH WINSTON   ID: 275235  (DOB: 12/9/1997)
6/8/21 Call to complainant; no answer; no voicemail available.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/10/21 Call no answer.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/11/21 Call; no answer. Acknowledgment letter mailed to address listed.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/24/21 No response from complainant to date. Info needed letter mailed with response requested by 6/30/21.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/29/21 Call to complainant; no answer; no voicemail available.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/30/21 No response from complainant to date. Disregard letter mailed to include AH Access and Information Line to be utilized if needed. Case to be closed. No further action from this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		UNDETERMINED		1		1		0		26

		11870		Hillary Vandewart		06/07/2021		CARLO		CHARLENE		Parent		External Stakeholder Concern		Quality of Services		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Alpha Management Services, Inc.		1		11854 - CARLO, ANJELICA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		1		In-State		Level III		1				This complaint was submitted to the Complaints mailbox. It is unclear what the issue is or whether the parent is the legal guardian. The documents received are attached to this case. Since submitting the information to the Complaints email address, she has contacted the provider and has been given a new QP. She left a vm sharing this information and asked for a call back. 
**I have documents and an email related to this complaint**

RE: Anjelica S. Carlo
DATE: Wednesday June 2, 2021

FROM: Charlene Carlo.

I had to stop to address some things with group home that updated correspondence is attached.
Respectfully Submitted for your immediate review and response with a new QP .		On 6/21, this writer received a written request from complainant via email for grievance to be withdrawn.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Not Defined				8245				Not Defined		Not Defined		This complaint was submitted to the Complaints mailbox. It is unclear what the issue is or whether the parent is the legal guardian. The documents received are attached to this case. Since submitting the information to the Complaints email address, she has contacted the provider and has been given a new QP. She left a vm sharing this information and asked for a call back. 
RE: Anjelica S. Carlo
DATE: Wednesday June 2, 2021
FROM: Charlene Carlo.
I had to stop to address some things with group home that updated correspondence is attached.
Respectfully Submitted for your immediate review and response with a new QP.
[PT: Charlene Carlo				DOB: 11/25/90				ID: 11854]
6/10/21
This writer reviewed extensive information submitted by complainant. Attempted to summarize information:
•	On 5/7, Mr. Green said he would contact grievant to discuss payment for group home and policies/procedures. He did not. Ms. Carlo brought this up at 5/28 meeting and he tried to “lie.”
•	She was told that Mr. Green just got that position. Teka Dempson (Family Partner Coordinator, Alliance also had a hard time getting Mr. Green to consistently respond to questions with clarity. 
•	On 5/27, member entered the group home. On 5/28, Ms. Carlo was given restrictive instructions for contact. She reported that she was also supposed to be given a calendar/schedule so that contact could be made without interfering in member’s day. She has not received this information yet and would like that document as part of the resolution.
•	There was also confusion about whether Alliance Health pays room and board vs. SSA check/special assistance check. She wants clarification on this.
•	She was also told that she had to make appointments a week in advance and could only do so through Mr. Green. She feels that this goes against “open door policy.”
•	On 5/31, Nikita Bell (Alpha Mgmt) called to tell Ms. Carlo that no FL2 was found and she had to take her to a medical facility to get her meds, had to bring her home, interrupting transition?
•	Ms. Carlo notified Ladetra King (CC), Robert Green (Alpha QP), and Keisha Bunch (CC supervisor) and no one has responded to answer questions.
•	Ms. Carlo stated she is requesting “a new QP from Alliance Health” and a meeting with Alpha and Alliance. 
•	She stated she needs a new QP ASAP to explain things to her and answer questions.
•	Concerned that member moved on a holiday weekend when no one was around to answer questions. 
•	Ms. Carlo reported member was “traumatized” at dr appt and wants assurance this will never happen again and she will be told about all doctor’s appointments. She was bruised by needle during blood draw. 
•	She has gotten a new QP and feels that everything Mr. Green told her about communication restrictions was incorrect. 
Emails provided included additional concerns:
•	Anjie was listening to music on her tablet which is not the purpose of the tablet.
•	Ms. Carlo would like her to get more social and out of her room. She needs to be engaged and active.
This writer then reviewed Jiva notes which indicated the following:
•	Ms. Carlo removed member from group home after only being there 13 days due to not being able to control the everyday functioning of the group home or the member’s doctor’s appointments.
•	Ladetra King, Care Navigator, contacted APS to file an abuse and caretaker neglect report on member’s mother. CN was notified that APS investigation was opened to ensure member’s safety.
This writer confirmed that member was her own guardian, but ROI is on file which grants Alliance the ability to exchange information with Ms. Carlo. 
This writer then called Ms. Charlene Carlo to acknowledge receipt of concern and left generic message requesting a call back.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/11/21
This writer attempted to contact Ms. Carlo again following receipt of a voicemail returning my call. This writer was able to discuss Ms. Carlo’s concerns with her in detail. She began by stating that she feels that overall, communication needs to be better and she wants a knowledgeable and communicative team that responds in a timely fashion. 
She went on to describe various concerns about the group home. Never got clarity regarding procedure for payment for group home. She feels there is a wall up in terms of communication. 
She went on to state that she needs complete disclosure of all med info from group home so that she can make informed decisions regarding member’s medical care moving forward. 
She reported concerns about the medical issues and felt that Ladetra) (CN did not share the appropriate information with the group home and that this led to meds getting changed, not using catheter, not getting appropriate diet, coming home “sedated,” etc. She reported that she has a new primary care doctor at Duke and is going in for a med review next week. Food she brought and catheters were brought back to Ms. Carlo.
She also reported that while she was trying to get services in place with Yelverton’s, APS showed up at her door and she feels it was Nikita (at group home) who called APS on her (was anonymous). 
Meds were changed to only 8am and 8pm. Issues speaking with pharmacist and felt that she was lied to that she could keep her own doctor/med team. She feels that med tech should have noticed that member was becoming lethargic. 
She reported that she canceled a doctor’s appointment while Anjelica was at group home because it wasn’t until September. She couldn’t believe that she didn’t have an appt until this time. 
There was the issue with the bruise on her arm and Ms. Carlo is concerned that she has no information about this visit to the doctor, doesn’t know if she got a COVID test. Etc. 
She then became upset and emotional, stating that it was not fair and that she trusted the process and did everything she was told, begged for information and her daughter is now “traumatized.”
She stated that there is a meeting on 6/15 and she does not want the grievance to be included in this meeting. She just wants this to be about how to move forward with a new care coordinator. She wants fill disclosure and wants to be a team. Feels that her opinions aren’t being respected. 
Mentioned that Yelverton’s had not been told by Ladetra (CN) that she no longer needed services while at group home. Ladetra was supposed to tell them.
In summary, she stated that the main thing is that she wants to get the medical information from the provider in advance of the med review with the new primary doctor and wants to know if she had a COVID shot. 
This writer confirmed her mailing address and stated that I would share concerns with CC team ahead of the meeting and would also see what I could find out about medical records. She thanked this writer. Shortly after hanging up, this writer received a voicemail from Ms. Carlo stating that she just found out that she wouldn’t be getting an agenda for the 6/15 meeting until the day of and wanted this writer to attempt to facilitate her getting it ahead of time through Keshia Bunch (CN Supervisor). She feels that it isn’t fair for her not to be able to prepare.
This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement letter to complainant.
This writer then sent email to Keshia Bunch informing her of concern and request regarding agenda for next week’s meeting. Keshia then called via Skype and shared that she had sent the agenda earlier in the day. She stated that they were doing the best they can as a team to work around Ms. Carlo to get Anjelica what she needs. She stated that she would be getting a new CN but not until things were put in place. The plan is to try to get CLS and Respite nursing in place and the team is all working hard in support of the member. This writer thanked her for the update and stated that I would likely be following up with her next week to hear about the meeting.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/14/21
This writer staffed case with supervisor, Todd Parker (Incident and Grievance Manager), to see what can be done about guardian’s request for Alliance to request medical records from provider. Todd reported that, although we have an ROI for us to share information with Ms. Carlo, that doesn’t cover sharing information from a third party. 
In order for the medical records for the group home to be released, Angelica would have to request those herself (since she is her own guardian), or, she would have to sign a release with Alpha Management which agrees that they can release her records to you.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/16/21
This writer received voicemail from Ms. Carlo requesting a return call to discuss acknowledgement letter. 
Rather than discussing the letter, she began to share info about meeting yesterday. She stated that Ms. Bunch listed benefit requirement for enhanced benefit for respite nursing and she asked that this be put in writing due to having a doctor’s appointment tomorrow. Ms. Bunch reportedly stated that she would. Then, Ms. Carlo asked for meeting minutes and she was directed to Jeanette Kelly with Community Partnerships. She stated that she was only interested in Alliance minutes and felt that she was trying to make a statement with this. She can’t do medical care without being able to get needed information. 
She then made statements regarding issues with legality of consents signed by Angelica because she is her own guardian but isn’t competent. She had offered to do a zoom call and then they stated they would rather do it in person but never did. Wants Alliance to look into the consents. 
She went on to discuss the communication issues and how she feels she is being ignored by Alliance. She stated that Keshia sent email omitting her request and not fulfilling it. She stated that she was ignored by Jeff Payne 3 years ago and the people below him treat her the same way, ignoring her and not returning her calls. 
She then stated she received a text from Jeanette Kelly which stated that Alliance told her she was over-stepping and confusing things by assisting her. She feels that this is more proof that Alliance is against her. She also stated that she was told that Doug wasn’t at the meeting when this happens and she feels that this was on purpose and that “if you are going to tell a provider that you are limiting her participation, why are you not doing it in an open and ethical manner?”
This writer thanked her for the info and told her that I would be in touch. This writer then touched base with supervisor, Todd Parker, to get feedback on how best to move forward. He advised that this writer speak with both Doug Wright and Keshia and to try to find out more information. 
This writer emailed Keshia re the request for notes and respite nursing info. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/17/21
This writer received documentation which showed that Keshia had emailed the requested information regarding nursing respite. She also shared that they did not take meeting minutes and instead documented the meeting in Jiva but that Jeanette Kelly had agreed to provide her notes from the meeting.
This writer then reached out to Doug Wright to update him regarding Jeanette Kelly and he shared that he was aware of this and had advised Keshia to file a concern if this was something she was concerned about (rather than approaching her directly). He shared that this was a challenging case and he had encouraged Ms. Carlo to try to move forward with establishing the appropriate care for her daughter.
This writer discussed case with supervisor further and he advised that this writer try to focus on the original concerns and find wins for her (new Care Navigator, getting services set up for daughter, etc). 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/21/21
This writer received email communication from Ms. Carlo which can be summarized below:
•	Care Navigator has been replaced. 
•	Member is no longer in group home.
•	She spoke with Doug Wright about her concerns about the discussion after the last treatment team meeting (with Keisha Bunch/Jeanette Kelly). 
•	She stated that she has been looking into the Choice Program Model and has spoken to the Arc of NC about their program. She has spoken with Teka Dempson, who is going to assist with setting up a call with new Care Navigator, Mallory Derringer. 
•	She then reported that “as of today I am withdrawing all items in the complaint.”
This writer then responded to her email thanking her and informing her that the concern would be withdrawn based on this request.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/2/21
This writer then withdrew concern within portal. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		WITHDRAWN		0		1		1		(44,354)

		11871		Kim Ware		06/07/2021		OUTLAW		CRYSTAL		Provider		External Stakeholder Concern		Access to Services		Community Support Team				Mental Health Only		Adult		B & D Integrated Health Services		1		87434 - ROSCOE, FRENCHIE		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		Caller from Carolina Outreach was trying to connect the member to Community Support Services or Peer Support Services at B & D Integrated Health and left a message with referral for services for the member on 05/03/2021. Caller did not hear back from B & D Integrated, so on May 12, 2021, Caller called B & D Integrated again. Caller spoke to Ms. Davis at B & D Integrated about the referral and sent by e-mail the RI and the MH assessment to her. On May 14, 2021 caller sent an e-mail inquiring about the referral for services for the member again. Caller did not hear back from Ms. Davis and confirmed with member that she had not heard from B & D Integrated staff either. Then on June 4, 2021, member called Carolina Outreach and reported that no one from B & D Integrated had not contacted her.  On the same day, Caller then called B & D Integrated and left a message for them to call back.  Caller decided to call Ms. Davis again on the 4th of June and Ms. Davis acted as if she had not spoke to caller. Then, Ms. Davis revealed that B & D Integrated was not taking new members for Community Support Team, but reported that they would provide Peer Support Services if the client wrote a letter stating that she did not want Community Support Services and would accept Peer Support Services.		CORRECTIONS: CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO FROM MEMBER'S; PRIORITY CHANGED FROM HIGH TO ROUTINE; licensure entered not licensed;		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8247		07/01/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller from Carolina Outreach was trying to connect the member to Community Support Services or Peer Support Services at B & D Integrated Health and left a message with referral for services for the member on 05/03/2021. Caller did not hear back from B & D Integrated, so on May 12, 2021, Caller called B & D Integrated again. Caller spoke to Ms. Davis at B & D Integrated about the referral and sent by e-mail the RI and the MH assessment to her. On May 14, 2021 caller sent an e-mail inquiring about the referral for services for the member again. Caller did not hear back from Ms. Davis and confirmed with member that she had not heard from B & D Integrated staff either. Then on June 4, 2021, member called Carolina Outreach and reported that no one from B & D Integrated had not contacted her. On the same day, Caller then called B & D Integrated and left a message for them to call back. Caller decided to call Ms. Davis again on the 4th of June and Ms. Davis acted as if she had not spoke to caller. Then, Ms. Davis revealed that B & D Integrated was not taking new members for Community Support Team, but reported that they would provide Peer Support Services if the client wrote a letter stating that she did not want Community Support Services and would accept Peer Support Services.
FRENCHIE ROSCO   ID: 87434  (DOB: 5/16/1968)
6/11/21 Contacted insert user, Dulce Ramirez to clarify entry information.  Per Ms Ramirez, staff at Carolina Outreach (not her or the member as listed) is the complainant: Crystal Outlaw (984) 365-4492.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/14/21 This writer made call and spoke directly with Ms. Outlaw regarding her concerns. She reports that she is the team lead in the Durham office. She reports that by the agency being unresponsive it caused a delay in finding the member services once they responded indicating they were not taking any new CST members. This writer explained next steps to include contacting the agency, Requiring an internal review be submitted and that agency response and actions will be tracked by QM. No permission to use name when discussing the matter with the provider, however indicated use of member name. Per discussion acknowledgment emailed to crystal.outlaw@carolinaoutreach.com.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/24/21 Without the use of the complainant name per request, this writer contacted Jeremy Reed, B and D QM Director to make him aware of the concerns. Per discussion, the information was emailed directly for review and response at jreed@bdbehavioralhealth.com.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/30/21 6/30/21 Response received from agency indicating that member had an active authorization for Carolina Outreach at the time of calls. The agency indicates several contacts with CO staff in regards to the matter. It was discussed that B and D was no longer taking new CST referrals. Ms Davis with CO reports that:
 “I explained to her that I needed to know if Ms. Roscoe is declining CST services with Carolina Outreach and willing to do PSS with B & D. I asked her if it was documented that Ms. Roscoe declined CST with Carolina Outreach.” 
At that time Ms. Davis reports that Ms. Outlaw stated that she would contact her supervisor and consult with them as Ms. Roscoe has not stated in writing that she wanted to decline CST services with Carolina Outreach.” In regards to B and D plans in the matter: 
 “B&D agrees with the Carolina Outreach’s Assessment that Frenchie Roscoe is most appropriate for CST services. If Ms. Roscoe chooses to leave CST and chooses to leave Carolina Outreach in the middle of her treatment episode, her desires would need to be documented in writing (this is usually done on a provider choice form). Based on the information provided by CO, B&D’s clinical team believes that Ms. Roscoe’s needs could be partially met with PSS services. OPT services would likely also be recommended.”
7/1/21 Based on agency’s internal review submission, B and D acted accordingly and were willing to assist with transition to appropriate services as needed, however, member has a current authorization for Carolina Outreach and would need to follow protocol. Resolution mailed to complainant. No further action by this writer at this time(K.WARE,QAA)		non issue		1		1		0		24

		11872		Kim Ware		06/08/2021		MANN		Nancy		Parent		External Stakeholder Concern		Access to Services		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Autism Services, Inc.		1		646465 - MANN, MARISSA		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		Mother/Not Legal Guardian Nancy Mann called to file concern against Providers Alpha Management and Autism Services. Mother Nany Mann states she has been reaching out to Providers for several weeks seeking and requesting services for her adult Daughter Marissa Mann DOB: 5/19/1989.  Mother Nancy Mann states she has not been able to get a follow up call from Providers even after reaching out to Providers on a weekly basis.  Mother states her Daughter is IDD and would greatly benefit from services and she has become aggressive with Mother recently.  Mother states Autism Services Staff Roberts scheduled with Consumer and her Mother but failed to show for scheduled appointment.  Mother Nancy Mann states Staff did not provide any explanation as to why he did not keep appointment but neither Provider has called back in response to her numerous calls.		CORRECTIONS: ENTERED PT ID; changed provider name to autism services; licensure changed from unknown to not licensed; service type changed from respite to innovations; residential changed from yes to no; source changed from family member to parent		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8250		07/08/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Mother/Not Legal Guardian Nancy Mann called to file concern against Providers Alpha Management and Autism Services. Mother Nany Mann states she has been reaching out to Providers for several weeks seeking and requesting services for her adult Daughter Marissa Mann DOB: 5/19/1989. Mother Nancy Mann states she has not been able to get a follow up call from Providers even after reaching out to Providers on a weekly basis. Mother states her Daughter is IDD and would greatly benefit from services and she has become aggressive with Mother recently. Mother states Autism Services Staff Roberts scheduled with Consumer and her Mother but failed to show for scheduled appointment. Mother Nancy Mann states Staff did not provide any explanation as to why he did not keep appointment but neither Provider has called back in response to her numerous calls.
MARISSA MANN   ID: 646465   (DOB: 5/19/1989)
6/15/21 This writer made call and spoke with complainant, Nancy Mann (301) 580-7670. Ms Mann confirmed that she is not the legal guardian for her daughter. This writer explained the role of QM and the limitations of HIPAA. This writer inquired if the provider was aware that she was not the legal guardian. She stated they did. She reports that her daughter is mute and "only talks to her". This writer inquired if she was in the process of getting guardianship to which she replied no and that she "forgot why she hadnt done it in the past. Per her report re Autism Services or Autism Society (unsure), she participated in a zoom meeting where she was told that she would receive follow up and respite services by the end of May. Per her report, she has made numerous calls with no follow up or services. Per her report, Alpha Mgmt staff set up a meeting with her and her daughter to be conducted at the home and they did not show up as scheduled , call or respond to her numerous calls. Ms Mann confirmed her mailing address and understands the use of a ROI as well as guardianship. This writer again explained the limitations of HIPAA.
This writer contacted both agencies Tony Hanes, Director of Operations for Alpha and Tim Ferreira, Director of Quality and Compliance with Autism Society of NC.  This writer has also contacted Autism Services contact Alyse Shirley to make her aware and request review as well. This writer requested review and response although information is limited and the mother is not the legal guardian.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/8/21 Per Autism Society there is no record of the individual. This writer received response from Autism Services indicating the following: " I just spoke to our QP, Ebony Harris.  She spoke with a Nancy Mann back in May.  Unfortunately, due to a severe staffing crisis, we are unable to staff new consumers right now. Ebony stated she communicated that to Ms. Mann in May.   I've asked Ebony to reach back out to Ms. Mann and explain our current situation again, to make referrals, and to follow up with Ms. Mann at least monthly.  ASI is facing a severe staffing crisis as is this entire industry.  We are advertising and working with the Employment Security Commission to attempt to get employees.  We will continue to follow up monthly regarding this consumer." This writer contacted the complainant to discuss action steps taken and response from Autism Services noting that they plan to follow up with her. This writer recommended that complainant contact AH Access and Information for referral for services as well as possible care coordination referral. Based on response by Autism Services confirming the matter ,plans to take corrective actions and recommendations by this writer, case to be closed. Resolution mailed to complainant. No further action by this writer at this time. Any subsequent correspondence from Alpha Mgmt to be noted in follow up.(K.WARE,QAA)		confirmed-provider initiated corrective actions		1		1		0		30

		11873		Hillary Vandewart		06/08/2021		Smith		Veronica		Guardian		Grievance		Authorization/ Payment/ Billing - LME-MCO Only		Outpatient Services				Developmental Disabilities Only		Child (0-17)		Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		1		464184 - Smith, Jaden		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		[Cid 581424]    
Veronica Smith ; guardian

Jaden Smith 09/02/2021

Guardian phoned to inquire/grievance about Medicaid bill not being paid to the Autism Society.  Please check and find out what the problem is and return a call to guardian.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Grievance Against to MCO Dept/Claims, Changed Disability to Developmental		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8246		06/14/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		[CID 581424]    
Veronica Smith: Guardian
Jaden Smith 09/02/2021
Guardian phoned to inquire/grievance about Medicaid bill not being paid to the Autism Society.  Please check and find out what the problem is and return a call to guardian.
[PT: Jaden Smith				DOB: 9/2/12				ID: 464184]
6/14/21
This writer sent email to Claims Supervisors, Marilyn Madison and Tina Everett, to request that they look into the matter. Marilyn responded with the below information:
Per NC Tracks – member has other coverage with BCBS of Georgia that includes Behavioral Health services effective 1/1/2021, policy holder is Timothy Smith – Policy Number E4KFM1081204 Group Number GB0192M002.
This writer then contacted grievant via phone to acknowledge receipt of grievance and share info obtained from billing/claims.
This writer learned from grievant that the Autism Society was already aware of the issue and was working on getting the billing corrected. This writer answered some additional questions for her regarding the Access and Information Line (to follow up on Innovations waitlist) and inquired as to whether she needed anything else. She stated that was all. This writer composed and sent ack/res letter. No further action required. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Confirmed--Provider initiated corrective action		1		1		0		6

		11874		Kim Ware		06/03/2021		MCCREA		TONIKA		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Substance Abuse Halfway House				Multi-Disability		Adult		Freedom House Recovery Center, Inc.		0		53249 - MCCREA, TONIKA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		1		In-State		SA Halfway House		1		1		Agency has not been upfront in regards to rules and regulations and holds residents accountable for unknown rules that appear to be made up. Staff is rude and unprofessional. Staff has attempted to intimidate member for reporting concerns via the agency process. Staff should be drug tested. SEE # 11843				Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8238		06/16/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Agency has not been upfront in regards to rules and regulations and holds residents accountable for unknown rules that appear to be made up. Staff is rude and unprofessional. Staff has attempted to intimidate member for reporting concerns via the agency process. Staff should be drug tested. SEE # 11843
TONIKA MCCREA   ID: 53249  (DOB: 10/1/1976)
6/3/21 This writer made call and spoke with complainant and reviewed areas of concern. She gave permission for use of her name and an updated mailing address. She reports that the staff was rude and talked down to her so much that other members started disrespecting her as well. she reports that since leaving , she has seen the staff and the staff have attempted to intimidate her. She reports attempting to follow the "chain of command" and start at the facility when reporting her concerns but there were no changes so she filed with Alliance . She reports that the people  in charge of the home drink and should be drug tested and fired. She reports not wanting to leave the house due to it being a great opportunity but had no choice due to bad treatment. She reports remaining in treatment and told this writer her number of days clean and that she was proud of that . This writer encouraged member to continue with treatment. She reports that she remains in treatment with the agency, however, still wants to file due to how she was treated while at the halfway house. She reports that she did not want to leave, but felt that she had to. She reports that she does not want any other members to be treated the same way she was and that staff should be fired. This writer explained that AH had no purview in firing staff at the facility, explained next steps and confirmed current mailing address. Disregard letter for previous case mailed to updated mailing address.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/8/21 Staffed case with Incident & Grievance Mgr T Parker. Acknowledgment letter to be mailed to complainant for new case to include concerns noted in previous concern.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/10/21 Acknowledgement letter mailed to complainant. This writer contacted the Freedom House director to make her aware of the concerns. Per discussion the information was emailed directly for review and response at heather.g@fhrecovery.org.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/15/21 This writer received call from Ms Griffin-Dolciney confirming member's contact information . Per her report she will reach out directly to complainant to discuss and address her concerns. Based on agency contact and plans to follow up directly with member case to be closed. Any subsequent correspondence received from provider to be noted.		tracking		1		1		0		13

		11875		Hillary Vandewart		06/08/2021		KAHLOR		COLLEEN		Guardian		Grievance		Authorization/ Payment/ Billing - LME-MCO Only		Outpatient Services				Unknown Disability		Child (0-17)		Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		1		356130 - KAHLOR, AVA		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Johnston		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		(Cid 581489)
Guardian phoned seeking solutions as to why her daughter's bill was not paid by medicaid. Daughter cannot receive services until this bill is paid.  Guardian is not happy with the outcome of medicaid not paying this bill. Please investigate.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Grievance Against to Alliance/Claims, Changed Type to Auth/Payment/Billing (MCO), Changed Disability to Unknown (no dx listed in portal)		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8268		06/23/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		(Cid 581489)
Guardian (Colleen Kahlor) phoned seeking solutions as to why her daughter's bill was not paid by Medicaid. Daughter cannot receive services until this bill is paid.  Guardian is not happy with the outcome of Medicaid not paying this bill. Please investigate.
[PT: Ava Kahlor					DOB: 1/11/13				ID: 356130]
6/14/21
This writer sent email to Claims Supervisors, Marilyn Madison and Tina Everett, to request that they look into the matter. Marilyn responded with the below information:
Per NC Tracks – member has other coverage with Ameriben Solutions that includes Behavioral Health services effective 6/1/2018 policy holder is Tyler Koschitzki – Policy Number JUG10214883C2.  It appears provider submitted claim to the primary carrier with the incorrect Policy Number so claim denied.  Also need all pages of the EOB when submitting as secondary.
This writer contacted grievant by phone at 518-965-3162 to acknowledge grievance and share feedback from billing/claims department. She shared with this writer that she has proof that member’s father no longer has this coverage (ended 6/30/20). This writer asked if she could send this via email and provided email address. She agreed. This writer then asked for her mailing address and she provided: 2646 Fairground Rd / Coats, NC 27521.
This writer then received document from Ms. Kahlor and forwarded to Marilyn Madison, who shared with eligibility to determine what else needed to be done. 
This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement letter to grievant. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/15/21
This writer received update from Tasha Jennings, Eligibility and Enrollment Supervisor, which indicated that she sent a request to DHHS to verify/update policy and that this process could take up to 5 days to complete.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/23/21
This writer followed up to determine whether or not the policy had been updated. Tasha confirmed, and then Marilyn sent the information to Linetta Hughes, Claims Analyst, who confirmed that the claims had been readjudicated.
This writer then reached out to complainant, Colleen Kahlor, via phone at 518-965-3162. This writer shared that the issue had been resolved and she thanked this writer for the assistance.
This writer then composed and sent resolution letter. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Non-Issue (AH was able to correct billing based on updated insurance info from member)		1		1		0		15

		11876		Kristie White		06/09/2021		Resnick		Rich		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Access to Services		Accces/Screening, Triage and Referral				Mental Health Only		Adult		Sunrise Clinical Associates, PLLC		1		57526 - JONES, TALESHA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		Writer called agency on 6/1/21, spoke to Brad.  Consumer was on the line as well.  Agreement was that consume would be seen on her date of preference which was 6/8/21.  Brad indicated he would call her back to confirm exact time and who will complete assessment.  Consumer phoned back today.  She expressed disappointment/irritated about not hearing back from  agency, she waited all day yesterday for the call back and no response.  Consumer stated she would be agreeable to give agency another opportunity for CCA.  Writer called agency again today, spoke with  Brad.  Writer expressed that consumer was disappointed and requested setting up new appt as quickly as possible today given her experience.  Writer and consumer waited several minutes and decided to disconnect and she was scheduled with another provider.  Writer submitting concern.		Sunrise clinical has two locations.		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8253		06/28/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Writer called agency on 6/1/21, spoke to Brad. Consumer was on the line as well. Agreement was that consume would be seen on her date of preference which was 6/8/21. Brad indicated he would call her back to confirm exact time and who will complete assessment. Consumer phoned back today. She expressed disappointment/irritated about not hearing back from agency, she waited all day yesterday for the call back and no response. Consumer stated she would be agreeable to give agency another opportunity for CCA. Writer called agency again today, spoke with Brad. Writer expressed that consumer was disappointed and requested setting up new appt as quickly as possible today given her experience. Writer and consumer waited several minutes and decided to disconnect and she was scheduled with another provider. Writer submitting concern.
Patient: Talesha Jones Patient ID: 57526 DOB: 02/10/1993
06/09/21-Internal- against Sunrise Clinical- member did not receive return call as promised; not scheduled; long wait times on phone. KM Appeals Coordinator
06/16/21-Sending acknowledgment email to internal complainant RResnick about this internal concern. Called Sunrise Clinical spoke to Sheila Burge about this internal concern and sent her a concern element email to sburge@sunriseclinical.org to be returned to this writer by 06/23/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
06/28/21-On 06/23/21 received provider response from Sunrise Clinical Associates with response and client intake and referral form for member. Per this information the member referral date was June 1, 2021. The member was asked what time worked best and she replied, “Next week any day and prefer in the morning after 9 am.” The initial assessment would be completed on June 8, 2021, after 9 am or June 10, 2021 after 9 am. The member was informed there is a possibility a returned call did not occur and was an oversight. The member received an assessment on June 10, 2021. Per provider, “The agency utilizes a referral tracker, and it has been strongly expressed and emphasized that all transactions relating to referrals, scheduling, follow-ups, and conversations with members be recorded with details to minimize and eliminate uncertainties, misunderstandings, or miscommunications. Recording the series of steps taken on the referral tracker is an essentials documentation trail.” This is not with another agency and is currently receiving outpatient therapy services. The member also came into the office recently and requested a psychological evaluation on June 21, 2021. Due to psychologist on vacation they completed a referral to Alase Center for Enrichment II and the member has been referred to a Pre-trail Intervention Program due to problems with law enforcement. Per this response this writer feels that the provider has taken appropriate steps to help and service the member needs. Sending a resolution email to the internal complainant and closing this concern as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		19

		11879		Kim Ware		06/09/2021		WATKINS		GERRELL		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Intermediate Care Facility				Multi-Disability		Adult		Sophia B. Pierce & Associates, Inc.		1		286541 - NEPHEW, HALEY		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Cumberland		0		1		In-State		Intermediate Care Facility (ICF/IDD)		1		0		Northside group home in Fayetteville on boxdale rd. 331 boxdale rd. Writer completed LRP monitoring and  spoke with  Mary Mullaley, (910) 583-1861mother of member 286541Hayley Nephew. In speaking with LRP about her satisfaction with provider Sophia B. Pierce and Associates, LRP disclosed that she was not satisfied with services for her daughter and would be changing providers July1,2021. During conversation LRP mentioned that she was a current employer with provider.  LRP stated she believed there were incidents of abuse occurring with residents at Northside group home 3301 Barksdale Road Fayetteville, NC 28301.Writer informed LRP of the duty to report and provided LRP with the Cumberland County APS contact information. LRP was also made aware that writer would be filing a grievance/concern with quality management. Writer asked LRP if she would like to be named or remain anonymous. LRP response: "I'm ok with quality management contacting me but I don't want to be named when you speak to Sophia B.Pierce because I'm still an employee until July 1,2021.		CORRECTIONS: ENTERED PT ID; CHANGED NAME OF COMPLAINANT FROM MEMBER'S; ENTERED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO; AGAINST CHANGED FROM OTHER TO PROVIDER; LICENSURE ENTERED DHSR; DISABILITY CHANGED FROM UKNOWN TO MULTI		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8279		06/28/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Northside group home in Fayetteville on boxdale rd. 331 boxdale rd. Writer completed LRP monitoring and spoke with Mary Mullaley, (910) 583-1861mother of member 286541Hayley Nephew. In speaking with LRP about her satisfaction with provider Sophia B. Pierce and Associates, LRP disclosed that she was not satisfied with services for her daughter and would be changing providers July1,2021. During conversation LRP mentioned that she was a current employer with provider. LRP stated she believed there were incidents of abuse occurring with residents at Northside group home 3301 Barksdale Road Fayetteville, NC 28301.Writer informed LRP of the duty to report and provided LRP with the Cumberland County APS contact information. LRP was also made aware that writer would be filing a grievance/concern with quality management. Writer asked LRP if she would like to be named or remain anonymous. LRP response: "I'm ok with quality management contacting me but I don't want to be named when you speak to Sophia B.Pierce because I'm still an employee until July 1,2021.
*no pt id
6/ /21 This writer reached out to insert user to confirm that informaotn entered is an internal em;loyee concern. Ms WAtlkins confirmed. Case assigned to this writer.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/24/21 REview of the informaotn indiates no specifics given and no patien affected. This writer reached out to compant to reuiest call to clarify informaotn entered.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/28/21 Case consult with Incident & Grievance Mgr, Todd Parker.  Plan is to follow up with internal complainant and explain limited  next steps due to the limited information and to clarify information entered. This writer received a call from Ms. Watkins, AH Service Integrity Consultant. Per Ms Watkins, the LRP of the member is an employee, however, the member does not live at the facility that the concern refers to. This writer inquired if any specific information was given in regards to the allegation. Per Ms. Watkins, the LRP "rambled" about things she thought could be incidents but did not give specifics. She indicated that she had spoken with the agency about her concerns, an internal investigation occurred, however, was told there "was no need to report to DHSR" due to there not being an issue. The LRP has been dissatisfied with services, however, the member continues to receive services with the provider and she is working there until July 1.Ms Watkins confirmed informing the LRP of the duty to report, gave her the number for APS. Ms Watkins filed the concern after consult with her supervisor. This writer recommended that complainant inform LRP regarding DHSR complaint intake unit. This writer explained that QM would contact DHSR, however, unable to guarantee that there would be an investigation by DHSR due to the limited, vague information. This writer is unable to review incident reporting or any further information due to no member information given or specific allegations. This writer made all to DHSR complaint intake unit (919) 855-4500 and spoke with intake specialist, "Kim". Per case consult the information is not reportable in that it is limited and unable to take the complaint at this time. Case to be closed based on case consult with Incident & Grievance Mgr. T Parker, case consult with DHSR and recommendations to refer the LRP to DHSR as well as complainant referring LRP to APS. Ack/Res emailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		undetermined		1		1		0		19

		11882		Kristie White		06/10/2021		Fredritz		Trish		Parent		External Stakeholder Concern		Quality of Services		Unknown				Mental Health Only		18-20		Youth Villages, Inc.		1		577317 - Fredritz, Madisen		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		CID581836. Caller is mother of 19 yo in Durham getting unknown service from Youth Villages in Louisburg. Therapist was supposed to provide 4 hours weekly contact with her daughter. The therapist said that due to member's cough (which was deemed chronic by doctor and member tested negative for COVID-19), she'd provide therapy by phone. Therapist then came to home after making the comment that she would not come to the home.  Mother does not think 4 hours per week has been happening. Three weeks ago, therapist came to the home and there was verbal altercation with mother after agency told them they were discharging member. Therapist called supervisor and mother pointed out that therapist is chronically late for appointments. The Supervisor told mother that due to her lack of participation they were cancelling service. Mother say she was never made aware her participation was mandatory for daughter to get that service.  Member made it clear she didn't want mother involved in some services. Therapist has been doing things with member and has not asked mother to participate. Mother has met with team from wrap around service weekly and was told by them that mother was to work with them while daughter worked with therapist. The wrap around team reached out to their supervisor to make them aware - supposedly that team got the same answer from the therapist - which was not helpful and vague - that therapist was discharging member. No work by therapist on independence skills. Last week no call/no show by therapist. This week member tried to contact therapist about the group meeting this week and therapist didn't call her back. Member does not want to be discharged and they've not heard anything about transfer to another agency. Mother feels like member is not stable and actively cutting. member feels she needs more help.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8259		07/06/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID581836. Caller is mother of 19 yo in Durham getting unknown service from Youth Villages in Louisburg. Therapist was supposed to provide 4 hours weekly contact with her daughter. The therapist said that due to member's cough (which was deemed chronic by doctor and member tested negative for COVID-19), she'd provide therapy by phone. Therapist then came to home after making the comment that she would not come to the home. Mother does not think 4 hours per week has been happening. Three weeks ago, therapist came to the home and there was verbal altercation with mother after agency told them they were discharging member. Therapist called supervisor and mother pointed out that therapist is chronically late for appointments. The Supervisor told mother that due to her lack of participation they were cancelling service. Mother say she was never made aware her participation was mandatory for daughter to get that service. Member made it clear she didn't want mother involved in some services. Therapist has been doing things with member and has not asked mother to participate. Mother has met with team from wrap around service weekly and was told by them that mother was to work with them while daughter worked with therapist. The wrap around team reached out to their supervisor to make them aware - supposedly that team got the same answer from the therapist - which was not helpful and vague - that therapist was discharging member. No work by therapist on independence skills. Last week no call/no show by therapist. This week member tried to contact therapist about the group meeting this week and therapist didn't call her back. Member does not want to be discharged and they've not heard anything about transfer to another agency. Mother feels like member is not stable and actively cutting. member feels she needs more help.
Patient: Madisen Fredritz Patient ID: 577317 DOB: 05/08/2002
06/10/21-External stakeholder- against Youth Villages- issues with therapist; member discharged; no assistance with transfer to another agency. KM Appeals Coordinator
06/16/21-Called Trish Fredritz and left message for more information on this grievance. KM Appeal Coordinator
06/17/21-Called Trish Gredritz several times with no answer. Sent out additional information letter and that if not
received this concern will be closed within a week before resolution date should be. KM Appeals Coordinator
07/06/21-This writer never heard back form complainant per more information letter sent to complainant and closing this grievance due to not enough information. KM Appeals Coordinator		Undetermined-No Information Given to Complete Grievance		1		1		0		26

		11883		Hillary Vandewart		06/10/2021		GOODMAN		GRANT		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Guardiantrac, LLC dba GT Independence		1		71788 - WARREN, KATHLEEN		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		The internal employee concern is being filed by myself, Alliance Health Care Navigator, Grant Goodman. There are two issues to address concerning GT Independence. The first involves one of their employees, Jarvis James, whose conduct has frankly been questionable for some time, but perhaps most Care Navigators don't have the time to issue concerns about him, or perhaps he's impervious to them because his agency is the only one within Alliance that can provide Community Navigation Services for Employer of Record Innovations Waiver participants. The issue at hand is Jarvis's repeated failure to accept technical assistance from Care Navigators or Service Integrity Consultants, often disrespectfully, which negatively impacts the quality of the services that our Innovations Waiver members receive,  but also obstructs those services from beginning in a timely manner. A recent example of this involves the Internet service that the Innovations waiver covers for Kathleen Warren. Kathleen's father changed his Internet Service provider from AT&T to T-Mobile in March of 2021, but did not notify Jarvis and I until April. While not ideal, I instructed Jarvis that we could add the increase in cost to Kathleen's Annual budget and he (GTI) could immediately bill for the increased cost. However, prior to this Jarvis had failed to instruct Mr. Warren on how to request reimbursement for the service, so attention to the change in Internet service providers was on hold while this occurred (a grievance was previously filed about Jarvis's previous failure). However, once that was resolved, Jarvis insisted that additional documentation needed to be submitted to Alliance's Utilization Management department in order for him to bill for the service, while I stated that only the budget needed modification and upload to Alpha. Because he was obstructing the process and the guardian was heated about a number of issues involving GTI, I acquiesced to Jarvis's demand and developed, signed and submitted the additional documentation (an ISP Update) to Utilization Management via Alpha. UM said they could not process the request because the service had already been approved and all that was necessary would be to update and upload the budget to Alpha - exactly what Jarvis had been advised of. As an aside, while I have been able to sustain a pretty good working relationship with Jarvis over the years, this has not been the case for the majority of other Care Navigators who he has shared cases with. He is often reported to be rude and dismissive with them, and if you would like to contact them about it please let me know and I will provide you with their contact information. The other issue involves GTI as an agency and their failure to provide adequate Community Navigation services for Employer of Record (EOR) members, and specifically with their failure to provide references for organizations that can train EOR staff. They presently only use the "Scales" training agency, which has been extremely hard to contact (won't answer phone and voicemail is full), and by delaying or failing to provide the training mandated by the state, EOR members fail to get the services and supports that they need. This also happened with Kathleen Warren's case, and when I discussed it with Jarvis, his supervisor Erica Miller, and Kathleen's Services Consultant Hilary Dossett, Jarvis and Ms. Miller said that they had looked into options online and in the community and couldn't find anything. However, their honesty and/or competence has repeatedly been called into question by those served by them, and common sense tells me that they could find numerous online resources if they tried, so I doubt that their assertion is accurate. I suggested that they check with local nursing agencies since they could provide Medication Administration trainings and got no response from GTI. Their negligence at providing the service they are being paid to provide _Community Navigator services for EOR participants - is simply obstructing other services - imperative daily services - from occurring at all.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8251		07/19/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		The internal employee concern is being filed by myself, Alliance Health Care Navigator, Grant Goodman. There are two issues to address concerning GT Independence. 
The first involves one of their employees, Jarvis James, whose conduct has frankly been questionable for some time, but perhaps most Care Navigators don't have the time to issue concerns about him, or perhaps he's impervious to them because his agency is the only one within Alliance that can provide Community Navigation Services for Employer of Record Innovations Waiver participants. The issue at hand is Jarvis's repeated failure to accept technical assistance from Care Navigators or Service Integrity Consultants, often disrespectfully, which negatively impacts the quality of the services that our Innovations Waiver members receive, but also obstructs those services from beginning in a timely manner. 
A recent example of this involves the Internet service that the Innovations waiver covers for Kathleen Warren. Kathleen's father changed his Internet Service provider from AT&T to T-Mobile in March of 2021, but did not notify Jarvis and I until April. While not ideal, I instructed Jarvis that we could add the increase in cost to Kathleen's Annual budget and he (GTI) could immediately bill for the increased cost. However, prior to this Jarvis had failed to instruct Mr. Warren on how to request reimbursement for the service, so attention to the change in Internet service providers was on hold while this occurred (a grievance was previously filed about Jarvis's previous failure). However, once that was resolved, Jarvis insisted that additional documentation needed to be submitted to Alliance's Utilization Management department in order for him to bill for the service, while I stated that only the budget needed modification and upload to Alpha. Because he was obstructing the process and the guardian was heated about a number of issues involving GTI, I acquiesced to Jarvis's demand and developed, signed and submitted the additional documentation (an ISP Update) to Utilization Management via Alpha. UM said they could not process the request because the service had already been approved and all that was necessary would be to update and upload the budget to Alpha - exactly what Jarvis had been advised of. As an aside, while I have been able to sustain a pretty good working relationship with Jarvis over the years, this has not been the case for the majority of other Care Navigators who he has shared cases with. He is often reported to be rude and dismissive with them, and if you would like to contact them about it please let me know and I will provide you with their contact information. 
The other issue involves GTI as an agency and their failure to provide adequate Community Navigation services for Employer of Record (EOR) members, and specifically with their failure to provide references for organizations that can train EOR staff. They presently only use the "Scales" training agency, which has been extremely hard to contact (won't answer phone and voicemail is full), and by delaying or failing to provide the training mandated by the state, EOR members fail to get the services and supports that they need. This also happened with Kathleen Warren's case, and when I discussed it with Jarvis, his supervisor Erica Miller, and Kathleen's Services Consultant Hilary Dossett, Jarvis and Ms. Miller said that they had looked into options online and in the community and couldn't find anything. However, their honesty and/or competence has repeatedly been called into question by those served by them, and common sense tells me that they could find numerous online resources if they tried, so I doubt that their assertion is accurate. I suggested that they check with local nursing agencies since they could provide Medication Administration trainings and got no response from GTI. Their negligence at providing the service they are being paid to provide _Community Navigator services for EOR participants - is simply obstructing other services - imperative daily services - from occurring at all.
[PT: Kathleen Warren				DOB: 9/29/90				ID: 71788]
6/15/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
7/9/21
This writer attempted to contact Ms. Reyes via phone and was unable to leave VM due to mailbox not being set up. This writer then sent concern details to her via email and requested a response by 7/14.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
7/19/21
This writer received response and supporting documentation which can be summarized below:
•	Unable to substantiate any instances of QP (Jarvis) being dismissive or rude.
•	This staff is transitioning to another position at GT Independence and will no longer act as the QP for the consumers currently shared with Alliance. 
•	GT Independence Quality Assurance Specialist will contact the NC Board of Nursing, local Community Colleges, and other online alternatives to update the list of Medication Administration Trainers and courses for GT Independence Community Navigators to provide as
•	resources.
•	The GT independence Innovations Newsletter which will be released on July 19, 2021, is to include a list of Medication Administration Instructors that was made available by the North Carolina Department of Health and Human Services.
•	The updated Medication Administrating Instructor and/or Training list will be available by August 16, 2021.
Based on a review of provided documentation, it appears that provider is initiating appropriate corrective action. This writer composed and sent resolution letter to internal complainant. This case will be resolved and QM will continue to track. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Confirmed--Provider initiated corrective action		1		1		0		39

		11884		Hillary Vandewart		06/10/2021		Wilkie		Jessica		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Access to Services		Psychiatric Services				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Thompson Child & Family Focus		1		150971 - PRIVETTE, RICHARD		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		1		In-State		PRTF		1		0		This writer received a call from individual's mother following the confirmation of a lateral transfer to discuss ongoing concerns with the Thompson PRTF treatment. Mom reported that individual told mom, and per mom she confirmed with a staff person, that individual was not seeing the Psychiatrist in person or via Zoom. Mom reported that per individual and staff, these weekly encounters were by phone only. Per mom, individual was having some negative side effects of medications and no one was reporting it, and mom is upset that the Psychiatrist was not seeing individual to be able to observe the eye rolling that mom reported. There is also concern around an incident that took place on 5/21/21 where individual attacked the PRTF therapist after a family session that was held via Zoom. Mom reported that individual was upset and escalated and a male staff person came in an put their hands on individual to try and calm him, and then took him out of the room. This incident was not reported in IRIS and when this writer spoke with the PRTF therapist supervisor, Brittany Tillman, she said there was not safety hold and no hands on. Per mom, she saw the male staff put individual in a restraint. This writer discussed with PRTF therapist supervisor that there is also no documentation of the incident in the SAR justification or therapist report. Brittany did inform that it is also not in the therapist's notes and this will be discussed with therapist when she returns on 6/14/2021. This writer expressed concern that this incident is not documented and this is the incident that caused the 30 day notice and lateral transfer of this individual to another PRTF. Brittany reported that the Psychiatrist does do virtual meetings with the children on MEND and should be coming back to the PRTF in person some time this month. Per mom, individual and staff reported that it has not been in person and only by telephone calls. The concern is the lack of an incident report or any documentation of the incident on 5/21 of a physical assault on a therapist by the individual and mom reporting witnessing a restraint. Also, potential that children are receiving inadequate medical care by not seeing a psychiatrist in person or via telehealth for proper care and medication management.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Source to MCO Staff, Changed Nature of Issue to Access to Services		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8254		07/02/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		This writer received a call from individual's mother following the confirmation of a lateral transfer to discuss ongoing concerns with the Thompson PRTF treatment. Mom reported that individual told mom, and per mom she confirmed with a staff person, that individual was not seeing the Psychiatrist in person or via Zoom. Mom reported that per individual and staff, these weekly encounters were by phone only. Per mom, individual was having some negative side effects of medications and no one was reporting it, and mom is upset that the Psychiatrist was not seeing individual to be able to observe the eye rolling that mom reported. There is also concern around an incident that took place on 5/21/21 where individual attacked the PRTF therapist after a family session that was held via Zoom. Mom reported that individual was upset and escalated and a male staff person came in an put their hands on individual to try and calm him, and then took him out of the room. This incident was not reported in IRIS and when this writer spoke with the PRTF therapist supervisor, Brittany Tillman, she said there was not safety hold and no hands on. Per mom, she saw the male staff put individual in a restraint. This writer discussed with PRTF therapist supervisor that there is also no documentation of the incident in the SAR justification or therapist report. Brittany did inform that it is also not in the therapist's notes and this will be discussed with therapist when she returns on 6/14/2021. This writer expressed concern that this incident is not documented and this is the incident that caused the 30 day notice and lateral transfer of this individual to another PRTF. Brittany reported that the Psychiatrist does do virtual meetings with the children on MEND and should be coming back to the PRTF in person some time this month. Per mom, individual and staff reported that it has not been in person and only by telephone calls. The concern is the lack of an incident report or any documentation of the incident on 5/21 of a physical assault on a therapist by the individual and mom reporting witnessing a restraint. Also, potential that children are receiving inadequate medical care by not seeing a psychiatrist in person or via telehealth for proper care and medication management.
[PT: Richard Privette				DOB: 4/17/08				ID: 6/10/21]
6/16/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant.
Note that this member’s case was reviewed by the Clinical Quality Review team and recommendation was: Vera Reinstein, Pharmacist, and Dr. Heidi Middendorf, Associate Medical Director, will review cases. Get the full MAR, diagnoses, Psychiatrist/Prescriber notes.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/18/21
This writer contacted agency via phone at 704-396-5108 and there was no answer. This writer then sent email to Hannah Dunham, Chief Performance and Quality Officer at hdunham@thompsoncff.org as there is no direct number for her located within Alpha or agency website. This writer emailed and asked her to confirm that she is still the appropriate contact for sharing concerns/grievances.
This writer received a response stating that the office was closed for Juneteenth; however, I could send it to her for her to review next week. This writer agreed and sent concern details with a response deadline of 6/25/21.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/25/21
This writer received response from provider which can be summarized below. This response also included nursing notes and internal incident report:
•	Per 5.7.2021 Nursing Note, client reported eye twitching from wearing glasses, but nurse assessed and did not notice twitching or blinking. Jason Roberts, DON, also stated that he verbally relayed to the mother that he addressed the concern and that no eye rolling was present. 
•	Dr. Watson noted that she has spoken to the mother 2-3 times on the phone and no concerns of side effects were reported by the mother regarding eye blinking to her. 
•	There was an incident report documented. A physical restraint was not documented in the Incident Report or shift notes for that day. Furthermore, based on interviews conducted with staff (Stephanie Beard, Quentin Palmer, and Bonny Okafor), they did not witness nor did they administer a physical restraint on RP on 5/21/2021. 
•	Action steps:
o	Psychiatrists (Dr. Watson and Dr. Shannon) at PRTF will receive training and begin utilizing the virtual telehealth platform, MEND, in July 2021. 
o	Dr. Watson will resume rounding in person with PRTF clients in July 2021. 

This writer did note there were Level 2 incidents submitted for incidents on 5/22 and 5/25 for restrictive interventions being used by staff. 
All information was provided to Clinical Quality Review Team for review and potential follow-up.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
7/2/21
This writer composed and sent resolution email to internal complainant based on provider’s response as well as referral to CQR Committee. This writer will include any additional correspondence with CQR or the provider within the follow-up section of the portal.
No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Confirmed--Provider initiated corrective action
Referred to CQR Committee for review/follow-up		1		1		0		22

		11885		Kim Ware		06/11/2021		simpson		melissa		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Access to Services		Community Support Team				Multi-Disability		Adult		B & D Integrated Health Services		1		2513 - WILSON, KENNETH		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		The provider has a current action related to several services, include Community Support Team (CST).  The provider indicated that they had referrals in process and submitted a spreadsheet to identify members that should be transitioning into ACTT and CST Services.  There are several members for whom there appear to be potential issues and there appears not to be timely access to possibly needed services.  Examples: Kenneth Wilson PID 2513- Member had been in SAIOP, last date of billed service 4/14/2021- member was indicated to be transitioning to CST, but there is no evidence of billing of pass through or SAR submitted for CST level of care; Paul Burke PID 19995 Previously received Peer Support Services, last Date of service billed 4/13/2021, new assessment completed 5/18/2021. There is TCLI involvement, but no indication of billing for CST or submission of a SAR for that level of care. Stephanie Ruiz (189482), an assessment was billed for date of service 4/20/2021, but there has been no claims submissions or submission of SAR for CST level of care; Regina Forte (356462) the provider had billed for pass thru units through 5/24/2021, initially submitted a SAR, but then rescinded the request.  Alexander Ingram (725675) the member was hospitalized at UNC with a 6/1/2021. Care Coordination followed up with the member who indicated that she had not been seen by the provider.  CC then followed up with the provider who indicated that the member had not been assigned a team.  There has not been any billing of pass thru units or submission of SAR.		CORRECTIONS: ENTERED PT ID;		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8280		06/28/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		The provider has a current action related to several services, include Community Support Team (CST). The provider indicated that they had referrals in process and submitted a spreadsheet to identify members that should be transitioning into ACTT and CST Services. There are several members for whom there appear to be potential issues and there appears not to be timely access to possibly needed services. Examples: Kenneth Wilson PID 2513- Member had been in SAIOP, last date of billed service 4/14/2021- member was indicated to be transitioning to CST, but there is no evidence of billing of pass through or SAR submitted for CST level of care; Paul Burke PID 19995 Previously received Peer Support Services, last Date of service billed 4/13/2021, new assessment completed 5/18/2021. There is TCLI involvement, but no indication of billing for CST or submission of a SAR for that level of care. Stephanie Ruiz (189482), an assessment was billed for date of service 4/20/2021, but there has been no claims submissions or submission of SAR for CST level of care; Regina Forte (356462) the provider had billed for pass thru units through 5/24/2021, initially submitted a SAR, but then rescinded the request. Alexander Ingram (725675) the member was hospitalized at UNC with a 6/1/2021. Care Coordination followed up with the member who indicated that she had not been seen by the provider. CC then followed up with the provider who indicated that the member had not been assigned a team. There has not been any billing of pass thru units or submission of SAR.
6/15/21 Acknowledgment emailed to internal complainant.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/24/21 Case consult with Incident & Grievance Mgr, Todd Parke regarding the concern. Plan is to contact Matt Ruppell, Sr Director of Program Integrity regarding the matter to ascertain Compliance involvement and possible next steps.
6/28/21 Response received from Mr. Ruppel to indicate the following:" I advised UM to continue to log internal concerns about this provider. Please follow-up with Jeanne and Rose-Ann because the provider is on probation to monitor these services during the transition period leading up to the termination. I will let them know that there are internal concerns being filed." This writer contacted MR Parker for follow up purposes. Plan is to ack/res and track case in that PND is currently aware of the matter. Ack/Res emailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		17

		11886		Kim Ware		06/11/2021		Brown		Carrie		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Community Support Team				Multi-Disability		Adult		Easter Seals UCP North Carolina & Virginia, Inc.		1		21280 - CARRINGTON, KELVIN		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		Member has been receiving CST services with Easter Seals since 8/5/2020 following a 5/2020 hospitalization.  Much of the information submitted was inconsistent, confusing or information was missing.  1/8/21 CCM attempted to call QP Kevin Russell but was advised he was no longer with the agency.  CCM attempted to call TL Kierra Bryant but received her voicemail along with a message that her voicemail was full.  CCM was concerned that provider was reporting that member was consistently filling his medications but none had been filled since 5/24/2020 and member had not had a psychiatric evaluation since entering CST.  CCM wanted the team to monitor for suicidal ideation because member reported a history of suicidal ideation and was not taking any medications.  CCM also asked for member to work with the team SU specialist because there was a DWI arrest along with reports of continued substance use.  The amount and frequency of his substance use has never been clear.  CCM has been requesting further evaluation of Substance Use needs since member entered treatment in order to determine ASAM and appropriate level of care needed to meet his SU needs.  CCM has also been requesting UDS monitoring and linkage with community based recovery support groups.  Provider has not adequately addressed substance use except to acknowledge ongoing use.  Severity of use is not known.  There are no treatment goals related to substance use and per billing member is not working with the team SU specialist.  The request from 4/16/21 was sent to peer review with recommendations for a SU evaluation, a psychiatric evaluation and linkage to OPT.  Provider submitted a new request to start 6/9/21 and information was not clear.  CCM sent the following email to provider on 6/9/21: Tabatha, I attempted to call you but your voicemail was full and I could not leave a message.  I also attempted to call TL Tierra Bryant but her voicemail is not set up so I could not leave a message with her.  I am trying to complete a review for SAR 840438, Kelvin C.  You are requesting 630 units for 62 days.  The clinical coverage policy indicates you can request a maximum of 420 units for 60 days or 630 units for 90 days so I am confused by that part of your request.  Additionally, this member is only utilizing between 15 and 30 unit per month, so I am unclear why you are requesting 210 units per month.   The last request was clinically denied with the recommendation to continue Supported Employment and transition to OPT.  A psychiatric evaluation was also recommended.  The current request does not address the prior denial at all and indicates that you are referring him to parent education groups and PSR.  If member is interested in employment, it appears Supported Employment is a better fit than PSR so I wanted to ask you about that.  The current clinical indicates that a barrier to housing is his legal history but per prior reviews it appears his lack of income is the major barrier.  Currently it is unclear how member’s current mental health diagnosis contributes to either of these barriers.  It appears that in the past 9 ½ member has poorly engaged in CST and his DLA 20 actually indicates he his functioning has declined with this service, yet the treatment goals remain the same.  Please help me understand how another authorization would be helpful.  By Friday 6/11/21 provider had not responded so member sent request to Peer Review with Dr. Foster.  Dr Foster is concerned member may need an alternative level of care but we don’t have enough information to determine the most appropriate level of care.  There is concern provider is not addressing member’s Substance Use needs and it is unclear if that may be the underlying problem that needs treatment.  CCM and peer reviewer discussed sending the case to the medical team for case consultation however there is so much information missing that it would be difficult to assess member’s needs.  In consultation with Dr. Foster and supervisor Melissa Simpson, decision was made to file internal employee concern as multiple attempts have been made via phone call and email to obtain information from the provider for this member but no one has responded to the attempts.  Attempted to discuss concerns with the agency but unable to because CCM received no response.  Carrie Brown, LMFT 6/11/21		NATURE CHANGED FROM QUALITY TO ADMINSTRATIVE; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO NOT LICENSED		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8299		07/06/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member has been receiving CST services with Easter Seals since 8/5/2020 following a 5/2020 hospitalization.  Much of the information submitted was inconsistent, confusing or information was missing.  1/8/21 CCM attempted to call QP Kevin Russell but was advised he was no longer with the agency.  CCM attempted to call TL Kierra Bryant but received her voicemail along with a message that her voicemail was full.  CCM was concerned that provider was reporting that member was consistently filling his medications but none had been filled since 5/24/2020 and member had not had a psychiatric evaluation since entering CST.  CCM wanted the team to monitor for suicidal ideation because member reported a history of suicidal ideation and was not taking any medications.  CCM also asked for member to work with the team SU specialist because there was a DWI arrest along with reports of continued substance use.  The amount and frequency of his substance use has never been clear.  CCM has been requesting further evaluation of Substance Use needs since member entered treatment in order to determine ASAM and appropriate level of care needed to meet his SU needs.  CCM has also been requesting UDS monitoring and linkage with community based recovery support groups.  Provider has not adequately addressed substance use except to acknowledge ongoing use.  Severity of use is not known.  There are no treatment goals related to substance use and per billing member is not working with the team SU specialist.  The request from 4/16/21 was sent to peer review with recommendations for a SU evaluation, a psychiatric evaluation and linkage to OPT.  Provider submitted a new request to start 6/9/21 and information was not clear.  CCM sent the following email to provider on 6/9/21: Tabatha, I attempted to call you but your voicemail was full and I could not leave a message.  I also attempted to call TL Tierra Bryant but her voicemail is not set up so I could not leave a message with her.  I am trying to complete a review for SAR 840438, Kelvin C.  You are requesting 630 units for 62 days.  The clinical coverage policy indicates you can request a maximum of 420 units for 60 days or 630 units for 90 days so I am confused by that part of your request.  Additionally, this member is only utilizing between 15 and 30 unit per month, so I am unclear why you are requesting 210 units per month.   The last request was clinically denied with the recommendation to continue Supported Employment and transition to OPT.  A psychiatric evaluation was also recommended.  The current request does not address the prior denial at all and indicates that you are referring him to parent education groups and PSR.  If member is interested in employment, it appears Supported Employment is a better fit than PSR so I wanted to ask you about that.  The current clinical indicates that a barrier to housing is his legal history but per prior reviews it appears his lack of income is the major barrier.  Currently it is unclear how member’s current mental health diagnosis contributes to either of these barriers.  It appears that in the past 9 ½ member has poorly engaged in CST and his DLA 20 actually indicates he his functioning has declined with this service, yet the treatment goals remain the same.  Please help me understand how another authorization would be helpful.  By Friday 6/11/21 provider had not responded so member sent request to Peer Review with Dr. Foster.  Dr Foster is concerned member may need an alternative level of care but we don’t have enough information to determine the most appropriate level of care.  There is concern provider is not addressing member’s Substance Use needs and it is unclear if that may be the underlying problem that needs treatment.  CCM and peer reviewer discussed sending the case to the medical team for case consultation however there is so much information missing that it would be difficult to assess member’s needs.  In consultation with Dr. Foster and supervisor Melissa Simpson, decision was made to file internal employee concern as multiple attempts have been made via phone call and email to obtain information from the provider for this member but no one has responded to the attempts.  Attempted to discuss concerns with the agency but unable to because CCM received no response.  Carrie Brown, LMFT 6/11/21
KELVIN CARRINGTON   ID: 21280   (DOB: 7/13/1988)
6/16/21 Acknowledgment emailed to internal complainant UM CM Carrie Brown.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/24/21 This writer contacted the agency’s QM Director, Phyllis Elliot to make her aware of the concern. This writer has requested that an internal review be conducted to include actions taken or to be taken to address the concerns as well as changes made to avoid the occurrence in the future. This writer has asked that the agency reach out to the UM CM with the information requested. The concern information was emailed directly for review and response at Phyllis.elliot@eastersealsucp.com. (K.WARE,QAA)
7/1/21 Response received from agency indicating the following: “The CST staff member who submitted the documentation requesting authorization neglected to follow-up with the requests for additional information. Requested information will be submitted today.  CST team has a new team lead.  CST Supervisor will provide training and Team lead will provide oversight to staff submitting documentation.”(K.WARE,QAA)
7/6/21 This writer contacted the internal complainant and confirmed that she had been contacted by the provider. Per her response, she was contacted by the team lead and was able to discus all of her concerns and get the information needed as well as the contact name and information if needed in the future. Agency confirmed issue, took corrective actions to include follow up with UM and supervision. Case to be closed and mater tracked for potential trends in the event that similar concerns are submitted regarding the agency. Resolution emailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		CONFIRMED-PROVIDER INITIATED CORRECTIVE ACTIONS		1		1		0		25

		11887		Kristie White		06/11/2021		Simpson		Melissa		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Peer Support Services				Mental Health Only		Adult		Upward Change Health Services, LLC		1		134322 - ADAMS, SHANEKA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		While reviewing an open service request, it was noted that Upward Change has continued to bill for Peer Support Services (H0038) without an active authorization on a member who is currently authorized for Community Support Team (CST) with another provider (Easter Seals UCP).  There is no indication that the member has been discharged from CST and there is a service exclusion between the 2 services.  Based on claims history review, there has been an overlap between these 2 services for several months, but last authorized date for PSS was 12/19/2020 and provider should not have continued billing after that date, as member was authorized for and receiving CST services, which were being paid for based on paid claims review. In addition, there is evidence of billing for OPT.  While there is no service exclusion between CST and OPT, the clinical coverage policy does suggest that therapy should be completed by the team lead on the CST team and that additional therapy (unless for a very specialized treatment intervention) would be duplicative in nature.  There does not appear to be coordination of care with Easter Seals.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8255		06/29/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		While reviewing an open service request, it was noted that Upward Change has continued to bill for Peer Support Services (H0038) without an active authorization on a member who is currently authorized for Community Support Team (CST) with another provider (Easter Seals UCP). There is no indication that the member has been discharged from CST and there is a service exclusion between the 2 services. Based on claims history review, there has been an overlap between these 2 services for several months, but last authorized date for PSS was 12/19/2020 and provider should not have continued billing after that date, as member was authorized for and receiving CST services, which were being paid for based on paid claims review. In addition, there is evidence of billing for OPT. While there is no service exclusion between CST and OPT, the clinical coverage policy does suggest that therapy should be completed by the team lead on the CST team and that additional therapy (unless for a very specialized treatment intervention) would be duplicative in nature. There does not appear to be coordination of care with Easter Seals.
Patient: Shaneka Adams Patient ID: 134322 DOB: 08/28/978

06/14/21-Internal concern against Upward Change re. billing for PSS while member is receiving CST with another agency. KM Appeals Coordinator
06/16/21-Sent to SIU for consult it looked like it is coordination of care but waned to send in case it qualified as waste. Per SIU perform our normal process. Sent acknowledgment to internal complainant. Called Upward Change and spoke to Ms. Gladney about this internal concern. Sent concern element email to d.gladney@upwardchangehealthservices.org to be returned by 06/23/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
06/29/21- Per provider, “Upward Change Health Services was not aware that the member was receiving services from another provider. This information was not communicated to Upward Change Health Services during the CCA process, during times when staff was working with the member or by Easter Seals USP. To prepare for the agency's response to this concern, the member was asked whether she was receiving both services. She indicated she was receiving both services as she was trying to determine which service provided her with the resources she needed. Based on claims history review, there has been an overlap between these two services for several months, but last authorized for PSS was 12/19/2020 and provider should not have continued billing after that date, as member was authorized for and receiving CST services, which were being paid for based on paid claims review. Per provider they are implementing an action plan: There is evidence of billing for OPT. While there is no service exclusion between CST and OPT, the clinical coverage policy does suggest that therapy should be completed by the team lead on the CST team and that additional therapy (unless for a very specialized treatment intervention) would be duplicative in nature.” This writer is closing this internal concern as tracking as it seems provider has addressed the issue and also an action plan to ensure this does not happen again. Sending internal complainant a resolution email also. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		18

		11888		Hillary Vandewart		06/12/2021		ALSTON		MELVIN		Consumer		Grievance		Access to Services		Outpatient Services				Unknown Disability		Adult		Freedom House Recovery Center, Inc.		0		33133 - ALSTON, MELVIN		Not Defined		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		CID: 582172 6/12/2021 2:02:54 PM
CALLER: Melvin Austin
PHONE: 9196384256
ALTERNATE: 9198860081
ADMIN COUNTY: Durham (Alliance Health: 1-800-510-9132)
INSURANCE: IPRS
MENTAL STATUS: denied SI, HI, AVH
MENTAL HEALTH HISTORY: Freedom House is current provider
SUBSTANCES: crack cocaine and heroin use last night
PHYSICAL DISCOMFORT: reports no discomfort currently, declining need for 911
SEVERITY: NON-THRESHOLD, Service Requested - NO, 911/CIT Criteria Met - NO, Reporting a Threat Criteria Met - NO -Information request only.
DISPOSITION: Caller wanting to go to DRRC, does not have gas. He is not able to problem solve, thinks no one will help him. He said his provider will not help him either and agreed to file grievance. He is not wanting 911 but will go to DRRC. He has no way of getting there is not wanting to bring attention to his community by calling 911. LC gave number for FH MCM explaining that they might transport him but that member would have to call, he plans to do that. 
GRIEVANCE: He would like to file a grievance against FHRC. Last saw therapist in March or April. His therapist left the agency. He called FHRC in June. He was told by FHRC that he needed group therapy when he called back this Monday (it appears he has not contacted them in 2 months). On Monday, staff said he should start group therapy on Thursday. No one called him since then.Member called on Thursday and did not hear from them. Member has been using since then.
CALL STATUS: CLOSED
SCREENER: S MICHAELS LMFT 6/12/2021 2:17:36 PM		CORRECTIONS: Connected member to grievance		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8286		06/30/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID: 582172 6/12/2021 2:02:54 PM
CALLER: Melvin Austin
PHONE: 919-638-4256
ALTERNATE: 919-886-0081
ADMIN COUNTY: Durham (Alliance Health: 1-800-510-9132)
INSURANCE: IPRS
MENTAL STATUS: denied SI, HI, AVH
MENTAL HEALTH HISTORY: Freedom House is current provider
SUBSTANCES: crack cocaine and heroin use last night
PHYSICAL DISCOMFORT: reports no discomfort currently, declining need for 911
SEVERITY: NON-THRESHOLD, Service Requested - NO, 911/CIT Criteria Met - NO, Reporting a Threat Criteria Met - NO -Information request only.
DISPOSITION: Caller wanting to go to DRRC, does not have gas. He is not able to problem solve, thinks no one will help him. He said his provider will not help him either and agreed to file grievance. He is not wanting 911 but will go to DRRC. He has no way of getting there is not wanting to bring attention to his community by calling 911. LC gave number for FH MCM explaining that they might transport him but that member would have to call, he plans to do that. 
GRIEVANCE: He would like to file a grievance against FHRC. Last saw therapist in March or April. His therapist left the agency. He called FHRC in June. He was told by FHRC that he needed group therapy when he called back this Monday (it appears he has not contacted them in 2 months). On Monday, staff said he should start group therapy on Thursday. No one called him since then. Member called on Thursday and did not hear from them. Member has been using since then.
CALL STATUS: CLOSED
SCREENER: S MICHAELS LMFT 6/12/2021 2:17:36 PM
[PT: Melvin Alston				DOB: 7/30/66				ID: 33133]
6/16/21
This writer contacted member via phone at 919-638-4256. Phone was not accepting calls at this time. This writer attempted to reach him at alternate number provided, 919-886-0081 and a woman answered the phone and told this writer that he was not available. She asked this writer if he could call me back at this number and this writer agreed and shared my name. 
This writer then received a VML from her stating that I could reach member at 919-578-9517.
This writer then contacted member at this number and spoke to him regarding his concerns. He reported that he had previously seen a therapist who was able to work around his work schedule and even do phone sessions with him. 
It had been awhile since he had spoken with her and when he called, the receptionist told him that she was no longer there. He was not told she was leaving nor was he reassigned to a new counselor. He reported that the receptionist looked into his record, which he was uncomfortable with, and she claimed that she was going to have someone contact him to get him enrolled in a group. He waited all last week and was never contacted. Then he went and “screwed up royally” and has been using. He stated that he is now in a situation where is over-drafted his bank account and now wants to get into treatment. 
He reported that he feels that if he had access to services, this wouldn’t have happened and this is the end result. This writer shared with him that we would reach out to Freedom House and recommended that he contact the Access Line for assistance as he is unsure about whether or not the DRRC will be helpful for him due to not being a long-term facility.
The phone call got cut off at this point and when this writer attempted to call him back, he was already on the other line with Access. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/17/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement letter to complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/18/21
This writer reached out to Melanie Thomas via phone at 919-428-4756 and confirmed that she was the still the appropriate contact for sharing grievances information. She confirmed and this writer sent concern elements to her via email at melanie.t@fhrecovery.org and requested a response by 6/25.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/21/21
This writer received a response from Melanie which reported that the member’s last 2 contacts were by phone in Dec and Jan 2021 and that he was not a regular client. She reported that he stated he did not feel comfortable in a group setting and would seek services elsewhere. He was provided with mobile crisis as a resource if needed. 
This writer requested additional information regarding last contacts.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/24/21
This writer received additional feedback from provider which stated that last two contacts were telehealth case support contacts including the client's continued statements that work conflicted with him attending the monthly individual therapy sessions. They stated that he had not attended a regular session since October and had reported to them that he did not feel comfortable in group sessions. Provider reported that they did not have documentation of his most recent call. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/28/21
This writer contacted member to share provider’s feedback. He reported that his previous counselor, Michelle, told him that appointments could be via phone to work around his schedule. He continued to report concerns about communication issues with provider. This writer asked Mr. Alston what his desired outcome for the grievance was and he stated that it was to be reassigned a new therapist. This writer stated that I would share this information with Freedom House and let him know what they said.
This writer then reached out to provider to ask that they reach out to him regarding this request.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/30/21
This writer received feedback from Freedom House Clinical Director that they would follow up with him and advise AH of the status.
This writer then contacted Mr. Alston to share this information. He thanked this writer for the assistance. This writer inquired as to whether or not he could receive mail at this time (received bounce-back for acknowledgement letter) and he stated that he could not. This writer then told him that we would be resolving issue but to feel free to reach out if he needed anything else. He agreed.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		18

		11889		Kim Ware		06/14/2021		LEEJONES		DAVID		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Outpatient Services				Multi-Disability		Adult		Easter Seals UCP North Carolina & Virginia, Inc.		1		78288 - LEEJONES, DAVID		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		[CID: ]582234
Consumer was scheduled to have CCA this morning with Easter Seals as part of being part of a supportive type employment program.  He expressed some frustration regarding their cancelling so close to appt time. He said he was suppose to meet with a psychologist, then was not sure if it was a psychiatrist, but was certain it was for an aseesment and entry into the employment program they offered.  He stated he did not need medication management, later stated he did.  Writer explained that perhaps waiting to meet Friday with Easter Seals may be in his best interest since they seem to offer the program he would like.  He agreed that having services “scattered” all over the place would not be helpful yet insisted on CCA sooner with another provider.  He went to Wake Med a few weeks ago because he wanted to “clear his head”, was there for a day, then had Peer Support services which ran out a couple of days ago.  He stated he has court tomorrow and wanted to be able to show the judge he was trying to improve his life and hoped to have the CCA.  He thinks he is getting the run around from Easter Seals, seeks to have SSI and employment.  He requested a CCA soon so we set him up with a 1pm CCA with Triangle Counseling Agency, was advised to talk with Matthew.  He prefers to be seen close to 2pm, he will ask Matthew to make adjustment.  Rich Resnick LCASConsumer stated he would like to file concern about Easter Seals canceling last minute "especially since they wok from home". CCA set with Triangle Counseling Agency for tomorrow, 6/15/21  RR		CORRECTIONS: DISABILITY CHANGED FROM MH ONLY TO MULTI; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO NOT LICENSED		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8256		07/02/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID: ]582234 Consumer was scheduled to have CCA this morning with Easter Seals as part of being part of a supportive type employment program. He expressed some frustration regarding their cancelling so close to appt time. He said he was suppose to meet with a psychologist, then was not sure if it was a psychiatrist, but was certain it was for an aseesment and entry into the employment program they offered. He stated he did not need medication management, later stated he did. Writer explained that perhaps waiting to meet Friday with Easter Seals may be in his best interest since they seem to offer the program he would like. He agreed that having services “scattered” all over the place would not be helpful yet insisted on CCA sooner with another provider. He went to Wake Med a few weeks ago because he wanted to “clear his head”, was there for a day, then had Peer Support services which ran out a couple of days ago. He stated he has court tomorrow and wanted to be able to show the judge he was trying to improve his life and hoped to have the CCA. He thinks he is getting the run around from Easter Seals, seeks to have SSI and employment. He requested a CCA soon so we set him up with a 1pm CCA with Triangle Counseling Agency, was advised to talk with Matthew. He prefers to be seen close to 2pm, he will ask Matthew to make adjustment. Rich Resnick LCASConsumer stated he would like to file concern about Easter Seals canceling last minute "especially since they wok from home". CCA set with Triangle Counseling Agency for tomorrow, 6/15/21 RR
DAVID LEE JONES
6/16/21 Call to complainant and spoke directly with him regarding his concerns. He confirmed that the agency called him and cancelled so close to his appointment when he really needed it. Complainant was angry regarding the matter and indicated that he has scheduled with another provider due to getting the run around from ESUCP. This writer explained the role of QM and next steps. The complainant confirmed permission to use his name when discussing the matter a well as his mailing address. Mailed acknowledgment letter to address listed.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/24/21 This writer contacted ESUCP QM  MGR, Phyllis Elliot and made her aware of the complainant's concerns. Per discussion, the information was emailed directly for review and response at phyllis.elliott@eastersealsucp.com.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/1/21 Agency response received indicating the following in the matter:"'Mr. Jones was initially scheduled for a CCA.  The clinician was ill on the scheduled date.  He was contacted that morning prior to the appointment and offered an opportunity to reschedule.  Mr. Jones became very angry and disrespectful to the staff scheduling the appointment.  He reported he would get his assessment somewhere else.  He had also requested Outpatient Therapy and  IPS Employment services.  Due to the leangthy waitlist, he was provided other resources."
7/2/21 This writer followed up with complainant to confirm that he was able to obtain the needed CCA and actions taken regarding this concerns. Based on agency review and confirming that the appt was cancelled due to unforeseen circumstances, willingness to assist member with rescheduling and referral to other resources available, case to be closed and tracked. Resolution letter mailed to complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		18

		11891		Hillary Vandewart		06/15/2021		THOMPSON		TAMMY		Guardian		Grievance		Quality of Services		Crisis - Inpatient				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		SBH-Raleigh, LLC dba Strategic Behavioral Center - Garner		1		25912 - THOMPSON, SAVANNAH		Black/African American		H= Hispanic, Other		Female		Johnston		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Mother/guardian of member expressed concerns about child's care while inpatient at Strategic Behavioral Health-Garner (6/1-6/14/21). Mother felt that hospital exhibited poor communication and poor discharge planning and did not take her concerns into consideration. Per mother, member reported that she did not do anything while at the hospital and did not talk about her issues, behaviors, symptoms, etc. Mother reported that she did attempt to speak with hospital SW but felt like she was not being listened to and felt that her concerns were not acknowledged. Mother reported that hospital SW seemed confused about why member was admitted to hospital and was not aware of the extent of member's self-injurious behaviors. Per mother, she was told that since member was doing fine in the hospital she would be discharged. Additionally, member's sister, was admitted to SBH Garner, a week prior 5/19-5/31/21, and mother expressed similar concerns. Mother felt that discussions about her concerns and need for higher level of care were not discussed or acknowledged. This member eloped shortly after discharge and was missing for several days until she was found and ultimately re-hospitalized.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Name, Number, Source to reflect guardian info, Un-Checked Grievance from Patient		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8260		07/14/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Mother/guardian of member expressed concerns about child's care while inpatient at Strategic Behavioral Health-Garner (6/1-6/14/21). Mother felt that hospital exhibited poor communication and poor discharge planning and did not take her concerns into consideration. Per mother, member reported that she did not do anything while at the hospital and did not talk about her issues, behaviors, symptoms, etc. Mother reported that she did attempt to speak with hospital SW but felt like she was not being listened to and felt that her concerns were not acknowledged. Mother reported that hospital SW seemed confused about why member was admitted to hospital and was not aware of the extent of member's self-injurious behaviors. Per mother, she was told that since member was doing fine in the hospital she would be discharged. Additionally, member's sister, was admitted to SBH Garner, a week prior 5/19-5/31/21, and mother expressed similar concerns. Mother felt that discussions about her concerns and need for higher level of care were not discussed or acknowledged. This member eloped shortly after discharge and was missing for several days until she was found and ultimately re-hospitalized.
[PT: Savannah Thompson				DOB: 3/17/07			ID: 25912]
6/18/21
This writer contacted Ms. Thompson via phone and discussed her concerns with her. She shared that Strategic did not do any of the discharge planning/work/coordination of care to get placements for both daughters. They didn’t cooperate with Light of Hope (Day Treatment, IIH agency) to get proper paperwork, intake, etc. Savannah was supposed to start at Light of Hope and needed an intake but hospital was not available to assist. They had to set up a new intake after she was discharged and she ran away before that was able to occur. 
Had to get Cassidi and Sabrina to help because they didn’t have paperwork. Light of Hope was amazing pushing everything through. Got nothing from Strategic that they needed. She reported that if she didn’t know how the system worked and how to get a placement, they wouldn’t have had any services in place. 
She stated that they would not listen to her concerns. Hospital was not recommending/making referrals. Told her they don’t have to make referrals. 
At this point, Savannah is going to a PRTF and Ashlyn is going to get IIH because they need someone to help get her into a PRTF. 
Hospital saying need a referral, police saying they can’t do anything because she is 15, Alliance is telling her that they need a clinical rec, need a home person, to do recommendation, they said services needed to be in place. Makes it very difficult for parents to understand and get services in place.  
This writer thanked her for the information and confirmed mailing address, stated we would be in touch.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst  
6/28/21
This writer contacted provider via phone and requested to be connected with Rachel Beal, CEO. This writer was informed that she no longer works at Strategic. This writer was connected to Qadriyyah Joyner, QI and Compliance Director. This writer left VM requesting a call back. 
This writer received a call back and discussed concern process with her. She provided her email address: qadriyyah.joyner@strategicbh.comand we agreed on a deadline of 7/6/21. This writer sent details for her review/response via email. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
7/7/21
This writer received written response from provider which can be summarized below:
•	Ashlyn Thompson:
o	Per discharge paperwork, she had appointments scheduled with Pathways and Ed Rubes.
o	Discharge and safety plan was reviewed with member and family.
o	Ms. Thompson requested a referral to day treatment be made and, while therapist reached out to a day treatment program, no formal referral was made. 
•	Savannah Thompson:
o	Per discharge paperwork, she had appointments scheduled with Pathways and Ed Rubes as well. She was scheduled to start at day treatment on 6/15. 
o	Discharge and safety plan was reviewed with member and family, although this required several attempts to reach guardians.
o	Therapist provided care coordination the necessary documents to make a referral to New Hope PRTF.
•	Overall, provider found there to be adequate discharge planning. However, the requested referral for day treatment was not completed for Ashlyn.
•	There were no grievances or concerns noted throughout either chart. Appears family had adequate communication from several professionals at the facility.
•	Internal review identified opportunities for improvement, particularly as it related to the follow-up on the referral for day treatment for Ashlyn. TO address this, the facility will follow these steps:
o	Discuss and document discharge planning during initial contact with guardian.
o	Review and document discharge plan during initial treatment team meeting.
o	Update family on progress of the discharge plans during last family session prior to discharge and document in family note.
o	Review and document the review of the discharge plan, including all referrals made and follow-up information prior to discharge. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
7/14/21
Based on provider’s response and corrective action steps, this writer plans to resolve and track concern moving forward. 
This writer contacted guardian to discuss provider’s feedback. She shared that a similar issue happened recently with another of her children, Abigail Thompson (DOB: 04/01/08). She stated that there were several issues stemming from a lack of communication between staff at SBH. She kept SW up to date on where she would be and informed staff that family was going to be on vacation for 4th of July. SBH sent police to her house for a wellness check because she wasn’t answering the home phone (she had given her cell phone number). There were other times where she came home to voicemails threatening police or social services when she had been out of the house for her internship. She would return calls and no one would be available (she works during day and doctor is gone by the time she calls back). She reported that there were concerns about the week SW and weekend SW not communicating. She also stated that there was a treatment team meeting that she wasn’t informed about. 
This writer inquired as to whether or not she had filed a grievance directly with SBH and she stated that she had today. She was told someone would contact her to discuss further.  
This writer suggested that we resolve concern as tracking and include this new information and that we give SBH the chance to implement the action steps and improve with regard to communication with guardians/discharge planning. She agreed. She also stated that Light of Hope may file an external stakeholder concern about issues getting paperwork from them. This writer shared that they could do this by calling Access and Info line. 
She went on to voice concerns about CC, Sabrina Howell, and stated she had already filed a grievance about her but that she said it was fine to keep her on the case because she has all of the background. She did state that Sabrina and her are butting heads and she can be rude. 
This writer thanked her for the feedback and again shared that this would be monitored and to not hesitate to let us know if issues persisted. She thanked this writer for the assistance. 
This writer then composed and sent resolution letter. Nothing further needed at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		29

		11893		Kristie White		06/15/2021		Hartley		Kenneth		Other		External Stakeholder Concern		Quality of Services		Crisis - Inpatient				Unknown Disability		Adult		Cumberland County Hospital System, Inc. dba Cape Fear Valley Health System		0		448826 - ROBINSON, DELILAH		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Halifax		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		[CID: 582613] Caller is the president of a DV shelter expressing concern around CFVH.  Caller reports that a 21-year-old female, Delilah Robinson (caller did not have her DOB), with severe mental illness was discharged to the streets of Fayetteville where she does not know anyone.  Caller is very concerned about her safety, fearful that she will be taken advantage of due to her "state of mind".  Caller reports that his shelter cannot accept her due to her behavior as a result of her severe mental illness.  Caller reports that this isn’t the first time CFVH has discharged a member to the streets, and he has talked to the facility before about his concerns with this practice.--R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC				Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8263		07/09/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		[CID: 582613] Caller is the president of a DV shelter expressing concern around CFVH. Caller reports that a 21-year-old female, Delilah Robinson (caller did not have her DOB), with severe mental illness was discharged to the streets of Fayetteville where she does not know anyone. Caller is very concerned about her safety, fearful that she will be taken advantage of due to her "state of mind". Caller reports that his shelter cannot accept her due to her behavior as a result of her severe mental illness. Caller reports that this isn’t the first time CFVH has discharged a member to the streets, and he has talked to the facility before about his concerns with this practice.--R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC
Patient: Delilah Robinson Patient ID: 448826 DOB: 08/10/1988
06/16/21-External stakeholder- against Cape Fear- member discharged to streets. KM Appeals Coordinator
06/18/21-Called Kenneth Hartley at 803-605-2868 about the elements of this concern and just concerned about the member since they been having a lot with Cape Fear. They will discharge them to the streets and these people need more help. Her dad and his friend brought her down to get her enrolled in this homeless shelter. The member started showing/acting out and he could not let her in the shelter since the women in the shelter are self-driven they go to work. They had to call 911 and they said she needs to go back to the hospital and they got her in the mental ward a couple of days. She called him and they cannot help her and this member is mentally ill and just been let back on the streets.  This member is being a 21-year-old with mental health issues and he is concerned that she will fall prey to the streets. This writer is reaching out to this external stakeholder for more information and also his address in order to be able to send him an acknowledgment email. KM Appeals Coordinator
06/22/21-Sending acknowledgment letter to Kenneth Hartley let him know it will be limited information on what I can give him but I will reach out to this provider. Reached out to  Mark Gronski, Administrative Director  (910) 615-3650, mgron2@capefearvalley.com and sent concern element email to be returned to this writer by 06/29/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
07/09/21-Received information back from Mark Gronski from Cape Fear with general discharge process due to not being able to track this specific member in their system. Called Kenneth Hartley 910-615-3650 let him know due to HIPAA cannot really discuss any specifics but in general I spoke with Cape Fear Hospital about their discharge information and we are closing this external concern and QM department will track for trends for this provider. Sent resolution concern letter and closing this as tracking.  KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		24

		11896		Kim Ware		06/16/2021		Ray		Carlotta		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Crisis - Mobile Crisis Management				Multi-Disability		Child (0-17)		Therapeutic Alternatives, Inc.		1		247175 - STEPHENS, TREVOR		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Caller is Alliance employee Carlotta Ray seeking to file a grievance against Therapeutic Alternatives- Cumberland-. Caller  reported that per report from DSS-  Therapeutic Alternatives told DSS to not call them regarding client needing crisis services again to call 911 because they have been to location (DSS group home) several times.  Caller stated that she spoke with DHHS and DHHS suggested to reach out to Therapeutic Alternatives regarding failure to respond to DSS group home regarding client being in crisis.		CORRECTIONS: TYPE CHANGED FROM EXTERNAL TO INTERNAL; DISABILITY CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO MULTI; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO NOT LICENSED; RESIDENTIAL AN ISSUE CHANGED FROM YES TO NO		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8257		06/28/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller is Alliance employee Carlotta Ray seeking to file a grievance against Therapeutic Alternatives- Cumberland-. Caller reported that per report from DSS- Therapeutic Alternatives told DSS to not call them regarding client needing crisis services again to call 911 because they have been to location (DSS group home) several times. Caller stated that she spoke with DHHS and DHHS suggested to reach out to Therapeutic Alternatives regarding failure to respond to DSS group home regarding client being in crisis.
TREVOR STEPHENS   ID: 247175   (DOB: 10/10/2007)
6/16/21 This writer reviewed information submitted. Acknowledgment emailed to internal complainant, Carlotta Ray MH/SUD Care Coordination Supervisor-Cumberland. Response received from Ms. Ray this writer noting “Thank you!  I hope the outcome is positive for our DSS partners.” Forwarded email thread received indicating that the complaint has also reached out to AH PND Specialist Ana Evan regarding the matter. Ms Evan has requested a consult so as not to duplicate efforts in the matter.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/25/21 This writer contacted Ms Evan as scheduled to discuss the concerns. Per her report she has reviewed the matter and spoken directly with the complaint to inquire as to the desired outcome. Per her report she explained to the complainant that AH is unable to require that Therapeutic Alternatives go out for every call made to them, however was willing to discuss the matter with the provider. Ms. Evan reports that the complainant also indicated that the hospital shouldn’t discharge to the facility which Ms. Evan explained was not in the purview of this situation at this time. The internal complainant began to discuss that there were 2-3 other members at the placement, however, Ms. Evan redirected her to the case specific to her internal concern submitted. Per Ms. Evan she contacted Bruce Womble and the discussed the matter. Per discussion, the group home-Safe Landing- called repeatedly for instances that were not instances considered crises, but more behavioral in nature (i.e property damage). Mr. Womble reports that each time that TA went to the group home that they deescalated and remained. Mr Womble reports staffing the cases with the agency Clinical Director, Erin Johnson who has agreed with agency response. Per Ms Evan, per her review, she is unable to confirm any issues with agency actions, role or contractual requirements. Per her report , the agency appears to be operating appropriately within its scope. The agency has offered to provide education to staff at the group home in regards to identifying crises vs a situation that is not deemed a crisis as well as de-escalation techniques. Mr. Womble confirmed that the group home was referred to 911 in one instance where a medical evaluation was deemed appropriate. Per Ms Evan, review of the member’s PCP as well as other members in the home indicates “call mobile crisis” on each crisis plan indicating “canned plans”. Per Ms. Evan she plans to follow up with Care Coordination (the internal complainant) to recommend that they provide technical assistance with the provider, Best Day Psychiatry for crisis plans specific to each member as required. Based on discussion in the matter, Ms. Evan has contacted the provider directly and indicated that this writer does not need to follow up with Therapeutic Alternatives. She reports that provider has been made aware of QM involvement due to internal concern submission. Ms. Evan has also indicated follow up with complainant. Ack/Res emailed to internal complainant with no further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		12

		11898		Hillary Vandewart		06/16/2021		Fagan		Kellie		Provider		External Stakeholder Concern		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Outpatient Services				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Restoration Family Services, Inc.		1		119486 - FORSYTHE, AVIYA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		Ms. Fagan reports that she is an MSW Intern with Wrenn House, which is a part of Haven House, Inc. (Wrenn House provides crisis shelter and/or respite for children).**  She is calling to report concerns about Maxine Tibbetts, reporting that Ms. Tibbetts works with Restoration Family Services, Inc.  Ms. Fagan reports that she was working on a crisis referral for a child that came into Wrenn House and spoke to Ms. Tibbetts as the identified therapist for the child.  

Ms. Fagan reported that the child came into Wrenn House on 6/9/2021 and returned home 6/12/2021.  When asked why the child came in, Ms. Fagan reported that “mom didn’t want her so she came to stay with us for 3 days.”  When I asked where the child went after leaving Wrenn House, Ms. Fagan reported that she thought she went home.  When I asked if the child is an Alliance consumer, Ms. Fagan reported that she is not sure – so I did not ask for the child’s name.

I received a call this morning from Ms. Fagan indicating she'd been directed to me to report her concerns.  I was able to speak with her directly to gather information.  
Per Ms. Fagan:
•	Ms. Tibbetts reported that the child’s mother came in to see her and told her that she’d seen a video of her daughter, in which her daughter was masturbating.
•	Ms. Tibbetts reported that the child’s mother also stated that there was a man in the video, also masturbating, but she was not sure if he was in the same room as the child.
•	Ms. Tibbets watched the entire video.
•	Ms. Tibbets could not (or would not) use proper language to describe what she saw in the video (instead of saying “masturbating” she reportedly said “he took his thingy out, played with it, and then he finished”) – the concern being that a therapist should be able to use proper language.
•	Ms. Fagan asked for a CPS report number, assuming that Ms. Tibbetts had reported this incident to CPS.
•	Ms. Tibbetts reported that she did not report this to CPS but that she “mandated the mom to report.”
•	Ms. Fagan reports she spoke with the mother, and the mother reported that she’d talked to the police, the police said they couldn’t do anything, and that the police officer she spoke to was ‘uncomfortable’ with the video.
•	Ms. Fagan reached out again to Ms. Tibbetts to inform that the mother had not reported and asked if she planned to report the incident.  Ms. Fagan reported that Ms. Tibbetts stated she “didn’t have time to report it so she didn’t.”  
•	Ms. Fagan shared that she finally reported the incident to CPS.  She reported that she has not heard anything back about her report, and to her knowledge, it is still being reviewed.  She also reported that she gave Ms. Tibbetts’ contact information as part of the CPS report for any follow up that might be needed.  

•	Ms. Tibbetts called and asked to speak to the child on 6/10/2021.  Ms. Fagan reported that they put the call on speakerphone, which has been approved by all management of Haven House, Inc.  
o	Ms. Fagan reported that at the time of the call, the child had not eaten anything.  Ms. Fagan reported that the staff had been offering the child food but she had chosen not to eat.
o	Ms. Fagan reports that Ms. Tibbetts, upon learning the child had not eaten, recommended that the Wrenn House staff ‘stop offering her food’, and then began yelling at the child about why she wasn’t eating.  
o	Ms. Tibbetts began yelling at the staff and asked to be taken off speakerphone.  Ms. Fagan was not present for the remainder of the phone call.


Per records in ACS, Maxine Tibbetts is an LCMHC-A, and she is linked with both Restoration Family Services, Inc. and Yelverton’s Enrichment Services, Inc.  Per the NC LCMHC Licensure Board, Ms. Tibbetts has an active Associate Level license (through 6/30/2021) with no disciplinary action.  




**Haven House, Inc. is contracted to provide Medicaid and State funded services with Alliance Health.  
- Kathy Mathis, LCAS - Investigator II		CORRECTIONS; Changed Disability to MH Only		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8264		07/12/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Ms. Fagan reports that she is an MSW Intern with Wrenn House, which is a part of Haven House, Inc. (Wrenn House provides crisis shelter and/or respite for children).**  She is calling to report concerns about Maxine Tibbetts, reporting that Ms. Tibbetts works with Restoration Family Services, Inc.  Ms. Fagan reports that she was working on a crisis referral for a child that came into Wrenn House and spoke to Ms. Tibbetts as the identified therapist for the child.  
Ms. Fagan reported that the child came into Wrenn House on 6/9/2021 and returned home 6/12/2021.  When asked why the child came in, Ms. Fagan reported that “mom didn’t want her so she came to stay with us for 3 days.”  When I asked where the child went after leaving Wrenn House, Ms. Fagan reported that she thought she went home.  When I asked if the child is an Alliance consumer, Ms. Fagan reported that she is not sure – so I did not ask for the child’s name.
I received a call this morning from Ms. Fagan indicating she'd been directed to me to report her concerns.  I was able to speak with her directly to gather information.  
Per Ms. Fagan:
•	Ms. Tibbetts reported that the child’s mother came in to see her and told her that she’d seen a video of her daughter, in which her daughter was masturbating.
•	Ms. Tibbetts reported that the child’s mother also stated that there was a man in the video, also masturbating, but she was not sure if he was in the same room as the child.
•	Ms. Tibbets watched the entire video.
•	Ms. Tibbets could not (or would not) use proper language to describe what she saw in the video (instead of saying “masturbating” she reportedly said “he took his thingy out, played with it, and then he finished”) – the concern being that a therapist should be able to use proper language.
•	Ms. Fagan asked for a CPS report number, assuming that Ms. Tibbetts had reported this incident to CPS.
•	Ms. Tibbetts reported that she did not report this to CPS but that she “mandated the mom to report.”
•	Ms. Fagan reports she spoke with the mother, and the mother reported that she’d talked to the police, the police said they couldn’t do anything, and that the police officer she spoke to was ‘uncomfortable’ with the video.
•	Ms. Fagan reached out again to Ms. Tibbetts to inform that the mother had not reported and asked if she planned to report the incident.  Ms. Fagan reported that Ms. Tibbetts stated she “didn’t have time to report it so she didn’t.”  
•	Ms. Fagan shared that she finally reported the incident to CPS.  She reported that she has not heard anything back about her report, and to her knowledge, it is still being reviewed.  She also reported that she gave Ms. Tibbetts’ contact information as part of the CPS report for any follow up that might be needed.  
•	Ms. Tibbetts called and asked to speak to the child on 6/10/2021.  Ms. Fagan reported that they put the call on speakerphone, which has been approved by all management of Haven House, Inc.  
o	Ms. Fagan reported that at the time of the call, the child had not eaten anything.  Ms. Fagan reported that the staff had been offering the child food but she had chosen not to eat.
o	Ms. Fagan reports that Ms. Tibbetts, upon learning the child had not eaten, recommended that the Wrenn House staff ‘stop offering her food’, and then began yelling at the child about why she wasn’t eating.  
o	Ms. Tibbetts began yelling at the staff and asked to be taken off speakerphone.  Ms. Fagan was not present for the remainder of the phone call.
Per records in ACS, Maxine Tibbetts is an LCMHC-A, and she is linked with both Restoration Family Services, Inc. and Yelverton’s Enrichment Services, Inc.  Per the NC LCMHC Licensure Board, Ms. Tibbetts has an active Associate Level license (through 6/30/2021) with no disciplinary action.  
**Haven House, Inc. is contracted to provide Medicaid and State funded services with Alliance Health.  
- Kathy Mathis, LCAS - Investigator II
6/21/21
This writer called and LVM with Ms. Fagan requesting a call back to discuss concern.
This writer received a call back from Ms. Fagan and discussed concerns with her in detail. She shared that she had since been informed that CPS was not going to be investigating. 
She shared that her main concern is that the therapist watched the whole video. She should not have personally viewed this. Additionally, child is survivor of being raped by foster dad at 4, and the therapist could not even use appropriate language to discuss the video. 
Regarding the issue with the speakerphone, she stated that she verbally berated staff for having her pn speakerphone even though this is their policy (if youth agrees for speakerphone). 
She also added that mom had told therapist that child stays in the car all day while she is at work. Therapist did tell her that it wasn’t appropriate but did not report to CPS. “Solution” was to put a video camera in the child’s room, which is also not appropriate. She is concerned that none of these things have been reported to CPS. 
This writer thanked her for the info and confirmed that correspondence could be sent to Wrenn House address. This writer also asked for her to try to confirm whether or not the child is an Alliance member and to let this writer know what she finds out. She agreed. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/22/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement letter to complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/30/21
This writer has not received any update from Ms. Fagan regarding whether or not the concern is related to an Alliance member. This writer contacted her via phone to follow up—left a detailed message outlining reason for call and asking for a call back. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
7/2/21
This writer has not received a response from Ms. Fagan and thus still does not know whether or not this consumer is an Alliance Health member. This writer then contacted provider: Patricia Price Quality Assurance Director, via phone at 919-938-9502 x6 and LVM requesting a call back.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
7/7/21
This writer received VM from Ms. Price returning call. This writer then contacted her again to discuss concern. This writer requested that she looks into the matter and provides a response by 7/13. She agreed. This writer then sent concern elements via email.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
7/9/21
This writer received response from provider to include letter from DSS which states that they will not be investigating the matter. The provider was able to ascertain that the member is an Alliance consumer—Aviya Forsyth. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
7/12/21
This writer reviewed provider’s response which can be summarized below:
•	Clinician did not watch the entire video. She reviewed it per the mother’s request and advised she take it to the police department. 
•	Clinician did file a DSS report on 6/23 which was not accepted for investigation as child is receiving therapy and this does not rise to the level of abuse/neglect. Report also stated that there is no indication that the child’s need are not being me and that the caretaker has caused any harm to the child.
•	Clinician did inquire with Wrenn House’s Clinical supervisor of Clinician being on speaker phone with client which breach client confidentially that is based on confidentially laws.
This writer has not received a return call from complainant. At this time, this writer will resolve the concern based on response and documentation received from provider. At this time, concerns have been reported to DSS by both parties and DSS has made a determination not to investigate further. 
This concern will be resolved and tracked for potential trends. This writer composed and sent resolution letter to external stakeholder. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		26

		11899		Todd Parker		06/16/2021		GRIFFIN		PAMELA		Consumer		Grievance		LME/MCO Functions		Unknown		TCLI		Mental Health Only		Adult		Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		1		70042 - GRIFFIN, PAMELA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		1		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Caller is calling to file a grievance against an alliance employee. caller stated that she wanted to file a grievance against  "Vita" caller did not have last name. writer looked on alliance directory and there was no Vita on directory and writer informed caller of that. caller then reports that alliance employee never helped caller with removing washer and dryer from her apartment that is not working.  caller reports that alliance employee was suppose to replace washer and dryer and stated that he never happened. writer was able to look in Jiva and no "vita" was found. writer was able to see notes from Lave Wilson as well as Sara Smith regarding incident that caller is referring to.				Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8262		07/09/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller is calling to file a grievance against an alliance employee. caller stated that she wanted to file a grievance against "Vita" caller did not have last name. writer looked on alliance directory and there was no Vita on directory and writer informed caller of that. caller then reports that alliance employee never helped caller with removing washer and dryer from her apartment that is not working. caller reports that alliance employee was suppose to replace washer and dryer and stated that he never happened. writer was able to look in Jiva and no "vita" was found. writer was able to see notes from Lave Wilson as well as Sara Smith regarding incident that caller is referring to.
PT:  Pamela Griffin		DOB:  1/8/64			ID:  70042
6-21-21
This writer attempted to contact grievant at the number provided. Writer reached a generic vm. Writer left a general message for grievant to return his call. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager

6-23-21
Writer attempted to contact grievant at the number provided.  A female answered the phone. When writer identified himself and said he was calling from Alliance Health, the person hung the phone up. Writer composed and mailed and Ack letter as he was unable to acknowledge the grievance. Writer will make another attempt to contact grievant prior to contacting the staff’s supervisor.
T. Parker
I&G Manager

6-25-21
Writer attempted to contact grievant again at the number provided. The person who answered informed “you have the wrong number”. Writer composed and sent an Info Needed letter with a response date of 7/9/21. If writer has not heard back from grievant by that time, the case will be resolved based on no contact with grievant. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager
6-29-21
This writer received a vm from grievant informing she received letters from this writer but she is not clear what the letters were about. Grievant left a phone number (919-207-8015) which is different from the number in ACS that writer was calling. Writer updated the number and called grievant. Grievant’s vm included her first and last names. Writer left a detailed message requesting grievant return his call. Writer informed grievant that he had been calling a different number for her and that he has updated it. Writer informed he was calling about the grievance she filed. Writer will await a return call from grievant. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager
6-30-21
10:05 am: Writer called grievant at the number provided on 6-29-21. Grievant asked that writer call her back later. 
1:47 pm: Writer called grievant back and attempted to get some clarity on grievant’s concerns. Grievant was difficult to follow as she appeared to change from subject to subject. She mentioned that she was currently receiving por quality services from Easter Seals and that she was switching providers to SouthLight. She mentioned not wanting CST services but wanting to keep her PSS. This writer redirected grievant multiple times to try to understand the issue she filed the grievance about. Writer was able to determine that grievanrt’s main concern was that a washer and dryer were purchased for her when she moved into her apartment. She says they did not work and “Miss Vita” [LaVe Wilson] was supposed to have them removed; she never did. Writer was able to help grievant understand that the name of the staff is LaVe. She indicated that she did recognize that to be the name of the staff in question.  Writer attempted to explain the grievance resolution process to grievant. She responded that she understood. Writer informed that he will be in contact with the staff’s manager to get some clarity about the washer and dryer. Writer informed that the response may be that housing services may not be able to support removal of the machines since the service is time limited. Writer assured grievant he will contact Ms. Wilson’s supervisor to share her concerns. Writer assured grievant he will contact her with any information he finds. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager

7-1-21
Writer emailed supervisor of Ms. Wilson (TJ Hayes) to share her concerns re: the washer and dryer. Writer received a quick response from Ms. Hayes informing that Ms. Wilson is no longer working with grievant. She shared that the program is time-limited. She shared that, since grievant is no longer receiving the service, she will need to make arrangements to either repair the washer and dryer or to purchase a new one. Ms. Hayes indicates that grievant has complained about this issue previously and was provided this information. Writer searched grievances and did not find any information /cases related this issue. Writer will contact grievant and share the information received from Ms. Hayes.
T. Parker, I&G Manager

7-8-21
Writer attempted to contact grievant to share information received from Ms. Hayes but was unable to reach her or to leave a vm as the mailbox was full. Writer will make another attempt to contact complainant before sending resolution letter. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager

7-9-21
Writer attempted to contact grievant again to share information received from Ms. Hayes. Writer was unable to reach grievant or leave a message as the mailbox was full. Writer composed and mailed the Res letter to member. No further action.
T. Parker, I&G Manager		Undetermined		1		1		0		23

		11900		Kim Ware		06/16/2021						Anonymous		Grievance		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Developmental Disabilities Only				ShineLight, Inc.		1		'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Durham		0		1		In-State		Supervised Living 5600 C (Adult with Intellectual/Developmental Disabilities)		0		0		Care navigator received a call from another member's guardian that she witnessed Samuel be shoved by a Shinelight staff named Deonne (spelling may be incorrect). Guardian reported that she was dropping off her grandson (who lives at Hawfield) to the Flatrock group home because staff were unavailable at the Hawfield group home.The guardian is concerned for retaliation against her grandson so she does not want her name used. S has reported she has witnessed staff, Trevonne, shoving her grandson a few weeks ago when she picked him up but did not want to file a grievance for fear of retaliation. We are seeking other placement for him ASAP.				DHSR		Referred to External Lic or State Agency		8270		06/23/2021		Resolved/Completed		DHSR		Care navigator received a call from another member's guardian that she witnessed Samuel be shoved by a Shinelight staff named Deonne (spelling may be incorrect). Guardian reported that she was dropping off her grandson (who lives at Hawfield) to the Flatrock group home because staff were unavailable at the Hawfield group home.The guardian is concerned for retaliation against her grandson so she does not want her name used. S has reported she has witnessed staff, Trevonne, shoving her grandson a few weeks ago when she picked him up but did not want to file a grievance for fear of retaliation. We are seeking other placement for him ASAP.
ANONYMOUS  NO PT ID
6/23/21 No letter due to anonymity and limited information. Due to nature of concern, this writer made call to DHSR complaint intake unit (919) 855-4500. This writer spoke with complaint intake staff “Kim” and made her aware of the grievance information submitted although limited. Issues regarding shoving of members and no staff availability at one of the homes: Summer at 6350 Hawfield Dr. Fayetteville, NC and College Lakes at 5104 Flatrock Dr. Fayetteville, NC. Case to be closed based on DHSR referral. Any subsequent correspondence received from DHSR to be noted in follow up. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		UNDETERMINED-referred to DHSR		1		1		0		7

		11901		Hillary Vandewart		06/16/2021		BUNCH		KESHIA		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Client Rights		Innovation Services (non-residential)		Community Navigation		Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Community Partnerships, Inc.		1		11854 - CARLO, ANJELICA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		1.  Met with the provider agency concerning policy 8p and the duplication of services as it relates to Community Navigation.  
2.  This service does not duplicate care coordination. Care coordination under managed care includes 
the development of the ISP, completing or gathering evaluations inclusive of the re-evaluation of the 
level of care, monitoring the implementation of the ISP, choosing service providers, coordination of 
benefits and monitoring the health and safety of the beneficiary consistent with 42 CFR 438.208(c).
3.  Reviewed this portion of the Policy.
4. Discussed the importance of providing support to the member based on policy and procedure.
5.  Member is not her own guardian current provider is advocating for the mother.
6.  Provider agency is advocating for the members mother and not the member.  She is the program director and not the assigned Community Navigator.  
7.  There was a previous complaint with this provider agency and specifically Jeanette Kelly.

This member is not her own guardian.  The member has stated she wants to live in the group home.  She was discharged from the group home due to the involvement of the Community Navigator's involvement.  We are spending countless hours engaging with this particular provider agency and parent.  We have yet to establish the medically necessary services provided by the Innovations Waiver due to the issues with this mother and now the provider agency.  This case was transferred to this team due to the previous teams inability to establish services and work collaboratively with the parent.  Now the parent is being supported by a provider agency that has the team exhausting time going back and forth filing grievances, changing provider agencies, reassigning the case, mean while the members needs are not being met by the Innovations Waiver.		CORRECTIONS: Connected member to grievance		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8266		06/23/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		1.  Met with the provider agency concerning policy 8p and the duplication of services as it relates to Community Navigation.  
2.  This service does not duplicate care coordination. Care coordination under managed care includes the development of the ISP, completing or gathering evaluations inclusive of the re-evaluation of the level of care, monitoring the implementation of the ISP, choosing service providers, coordination of benefits and monitoring the health and safety of the beneficiary consistent with 42 CFR 438.208(c).
3.  Reviewed this portion of the Policy.
4. Discussed the importance of providing support to the member based on policy and procedure.
5.  Member is not her own guardian current provider is advocating for the mother.
6.  Provider agency is advocating for the members mother and not the member.  She is the program director and not the assigned Community Navigator.  
7.  There was a previous complaint with this provider agency and specifically Jeanette Kelly.
This member is not her own guardian.  The member has stated she wants to live in the group home.  She was discharged from the group home due to the involvement of the Community Navigator's involvement.  We are spending countless hours engaging with this particular provider agency and parent.  We have yet to establish the medically necessary services provided by the Innovations Waiver due to the issues with this mother and now the provider agency.  This case was transferred to this team due to the previous team’s inability to establish services and work collaboratively with the parent.  Now the parent is being supported by a provider agency that has the team exhausting time going back and forth filing grievances, changing provider agencies, reassigning the case, meanwhile the members needs are not being met by the Innovations Waiver.
[PT: Anjelica Carlo				DOB: 11/25/90				ID: 11854]
6/22/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		7

		11902		Hillary Vandewart		06/17/2021		Gibbs		LaKenya		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Caring Hands and Supplementary Enrichment Education, LLC		1		27029 - KANG, JOHN		Asian		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		Provider Caring Hands and Supplementary Enrichment Education, LLC billed retainer payments for this member for the months of March- May 2021.  This member has exceeded the use of retainer payment.  This provider has been previously informed that member exceeded the use of retainer payments.  LaKenya Gibbs, MA, CMC 6/17/2021		CORRECTIONS: Changed Disability to Developmental		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8267		07/08/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Provider Caring Hands and Supplementary Enrichment Education, LLC billed retainer payments for this member for the months of March- May 2021. This member has exceeded the use of retainer payment.  This provider has been previously informed that member exceeded the use of retainer payments.  LaKenya Gibbs, MA, CMC 6/17/2021
[PT: John Kang					DOB: 11/2/79				ID: 27029]
6/21/21
This appears to be related to #11608 which was referred to SIU. This writer reached out to SIU (Tanya Held) via email to see if they would be taking this as well.
Tanya responded and stated that SIU would be conducting regular audits of retainer payments to identify any that had been made in excess of the limit. She copied Matt Ruppel, Director of Program Integrity, as he has been responsible for these audits. This writer inquired as to whether or not QM needed to do anything further. Matt replied that he would be reaching out to Sara Wilson (Senior Director of Government Relations) to see if retainer payments were reset in April, and if the State provided any guidance on recovering overpayments when the limits have been exceeded. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/23/21
This writer is awaiting feedback from SIU. This writer composed and sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
7/2/21
This writer followed up with Matt to see if any feedback had been received from the state. He responded and stated that Compliance is still waiting for a response.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
7/8/21
This writer has still not received any updates. Based on referral to SIU and delay in receiving feedback from the state, this writer will go ahead and resolve concern. Any updates received from SIU will be included in follow-up.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Undetermined--Referred to SIU for review and follow-up		1		1		0		21

		11903		Kristie White		06/17/2021		GILL		Gary		Guardian		Grievance		Access to Services		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Autism Society of Cumberland County		1		271142 - GILL, PAUL		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Mr. Gary Gill, LRP/Father called the CN stating that he is upset because the agency (Autism Society of NC) knew about the staff putting in his two weeks notice and failed to identify a trained staff to replace him.  Mr. Gill is upset because he has been missing work to monitor Paul because of not having a worker and this has been going on for almost a month now.  Mr. Gill wants something done about this agency's lack of providing services they are responsible for rendering.		Mr. Gill would like for someone to call him concerning this matter (910) 551-8441		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8265		07/09/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Mr. Gary Gill, LRP/Father called the CN stating that he is upset because the agency (Autism Society of NC) knew about the staff putting in his two weeks’ notice and failed to identify a trained staff to replace him. Mr. Gill is upset because he has been missing work to monitor Paul because of not having a worker and this has been going on for almost a month now. Mr. Gill wants something done about this agency's lack of providing services they are responsible for rendering. Mr. Gill would like for someone to call him concerning this matter (910) 551-8441.
Patient: Paul Gill Patient ID: 271142 DOB: 03/18/2000
06/17/21-Grievance against Autism Society of NC re. lack of access to services. KM Appeals Coordinator
06/22/21-Called Mr. Garyl Gill at 910-551-8441 to discuss the grievance he was screaming and I informed him to lower his voice first. He said it started with Covid-19 when he was Paul was being home schooled. He requested that one of the staff that was out of work also due to school being out to come to his house and do computer with Paul. Autism Society and Alliance said he could not do that since it was double dipping.  His son beats up his mom on a computer camera before everyone saw Paul needed this help. Mr. Blue got another job and could not do CAP services and they did zero for the first week and he called them and they said they still did not have anyone. His last day was Thursday and the new guy could not do Friday and no service and no services. The other CAP worked only can work a certain amount hour a week. We are in 6-7 weeks in and no weekend services and barely week services. They will not follow-up on he is very upset. Verified his address and let him know this writer will be sending an acknowledgment letter. Called Kerri Erb at 1-800-442-2762 ext 11022 discussed this grievance and was told to send concern element email to Tim Ferreira tferreira@autismsociety-nc.org and cc kerb@autismsociet-nc.org to be returned by 06/29/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
07/08/21-Per Tim Ferreira Director of Quality & Compliance states, “5/7 – DSP submitted his two-week notice, with 5/20 being his last day; QP notified our regional Staffing Specialist & the Regional Director on this same day that DSP had submitted his 2-week notice; QP also informed that father (Gary Gill). QP believes it was that same day, but if it wasn't, it was within a day or two of that date. 5/21 – There was a gap in staffing on this day that occurred in between the last day of previous staff and the first day of new staff. 5/24 – New staff started to work with Paul and was/is able to cover the shifts that the previous staff regularly worked, except for the weekends. Shortly after the new staff started to work, his mother passed away, which resulted in a lack of staff for Paul during this time. As a result of that staff being out unexpectedly (6/2-6/11), the entire schedule was not able to be covered. 6/23 – QP communicated to Mr. Gill on this day, that the new staff would now be able to start covering every other weekend, with the upcoming weekend being the first time and that we were continuing to look for staff that can cover the remainder of the hours Paul is authorized for It should be noted, that we had previously identified 2 staff that would be good matches, but weren’t successful in fully linking Paul with them. One of the matches is an existing staff that we were ultimately unable to link with Paul. The other staff is a new hire, but has not been responsive to a background check requirement that we need to sort out. We are continuing to look for suitable staff that will be a good match for Paul and his father and there has been ongoing communication regarding staffing with Mr. Gill, since his staff put in his 2 weeks’ notice.” Called member guardian/father Gary Gill at 910-551-8441 to discuss this resolution. Per parent he is still very upset with this provider. I let him know he can change to another provider by reaching out to Access Department to see who is in his area and accepting new patients. Mr. Gill refuses saying it will take to long to get services for his son. his son can get services. He is requesting a meeting from Care Navigator and Alliance and DHHS and per Jiva notes Nikki Edwards has been working with him. Mr. Gill  really upset and wants to speak to management on this issue. Reaching out to my manager TParker about the issue and was advised to reach out to contact Care Navigator NEdwards about this. Reached out to NEdwards and advised her that we in QM do not organize meetings between agency or DHHS. It appears member father Mr.Gill seem to have issue with level of care and it needs to be addressed through Care Navigator. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/09/21-The response from provider of the staffing issue has been resolved. This writer is closing this grievance and sending complainant resolution letter and closing the grievance as tracking.  KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		22

		11910		Kim Ware		06/18/2021		DAVIS		ANTWAN		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Beyond Challenges Community Services, LLC		1		58280 - DAVIS, ANTWAN		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		1		In-State		Supervised Living 5600 F (Alternative family Living)		1		1		Caller reports that he is dissatisfied with services at his ASL home. Caller reports that he spoke to the owner Mr. Davis and asked if he could go home. Mr Davis told him yes but only for 1 day. Caller reports that he has not been home in 2 years and doesn't understand why he will only get 1 day instead of the weekend. Caller reports that he later spoke to ASL staff Jaquetta and asked her to ask Mr Davis why he only gets 1 day. Caller states that Jaquetta spoke to Mr Davis who told her that he can only get 1 day at home and he doesn't want to discuss it further. Caller reports that the staff there does not care and that he gets treated like a child. He states that his roommates have handicaps but he is high functioning and they don't treat him like he is a grown man.  The location of the asl home is 910 Dabney Drive Henderson NC 27536 (Vance County). The callers direct phone number is 984-244-4530. He prefers to be followed up on this phone number.		CORRECTIONS: NATURE CHANGED FROM OTHER TO QUALITY		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8272		07/14/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller reports that he is dissatisfied with services at his ASL home. Caller reports that he spoke to the owner Mr. Davis and asked if he could go home. Mr Davis told him yes but only for 1 day. Caller reports that he has not been home in 2 years and doesn't understand why he will only get 1 day instead of the weekend. Caller reports that he later spoke to ASL staff Jaquetta and asked her to ask Mr Davis why he only gets 1 day. Caller states that Jaquetta spoke to Mr Davis who told her that he can only get 1 day at home and he doesn't want to discuss it further. Caller reports that the staff there does not care and that he gets treated like a child. He states that his roommates have handicaps but he is high functioning and they don't treat him like he is a grown man. The location of the asl home is 910 Dabney Drive Henderson NC 27536 (Vance County). The callers direct phone number is 984-244-4530. He prefers to be followed up on this phone number.
ANTWAN DAVIS     ID: 58280   (DOB: 9/10/1991)
6/25/21 This writer made call to number listed in grievance information (984) 244-4530; number not accepting calls at this time. This writer called another number found for member due to member calling other QAAs (984) 244-4560. This writer spoke directly with Mr. Davis regarding his concerns. Mr. Davis explained that he did go visit his family, but that it was only for one day. He reports that he enjoyed the visit, but needed more time and needs more freedom at the home. He reports that he feels that the staff does not care about him and wanted to know what this writer could do about his situation. This writer explained the role of QM and next steps. This writer inquired if Mr. Davis had discussed the matter with his assigned guardian, Vivian Harris. He reports that he has but that she won’t do anything. He reports that he is tired of the situation and needs his freedoms because he will be 30 years old. This writer confirmed mailing address and permission to use name when discussing the matter with the provider.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/7/21 This wrier reached out to agency contact in regards to concern and left vm message. This writer emailed the grievance information directly for review to both the provider and the member’s guardian for review and response. To be noted the matter is duplicative in nature in that the member filed # 11400 and 10560 where the matter is addressed.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/12/21 This writer received the following response from the member’s assigned guardian Vivian Harris via email: “ I can certainly share that AD is very aware of why he has not been given overnight visits, again, with family.  His lastl visit, he met a man on facebook, secretly met him after his mom was asleep.  Had unprotected sex with this stranger behind a building somewhere and when he returned home told that residential staff person that he was in pain and then told her why.  This prompted a visit to doctor for HIV testing as well as an attempted meeting with AD, again, to explain the dangers of meeting people that he believes to be his "best friend" on face book and all the dangers that come with those encounters, from HIV to kidnapping to death.  He continues to not get it.  There is a process set up with this provider where if he does meet someone in this manner that he can met them with a staff person close by to assure safety, etc.  He does not like this and continues to try and find a way to meet his "best friends" without there being any oversight, etc.  His biggest issue is an ingrained belief that he has absolutely no disability and the only reason he has a guardian is because he was put in the "system" as a child and now he just wants out.

As far as not being treated fair, I cannot address that other than to say this is new and may have started when he "took" a persons expensive watch who was visiting the home and said he did not know where it was and had not seen it only for it to show up in his room sometime later.  When I spoke to him about this a few weeks ago he admitted that yes he took it.  People come in his room and take his things so he can go and take things if he wants.  This was the first time I had any mention of  "people taking his things" so I was suspicious of the statement as he tells me everything as soon as he thinks he has been "wronged" and when I attempted to explain that taking other peoples belongings is not how we deal with perceived wrongs, he did not think there was any other way to deal with it and hung up on me.”(K.WARE,QAA)

7/13/21 This writer received  response from the provider indicating reasons for the limited overnight visits citing health and safety concerns as well as member inconsistency with follow thorough. Provider also indicates adhering to COVID 19 precautions and postponement of visits as well as past incidents. This writer thanked both the provider and guardian for their responses and for working together in the matter.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/14/21 Based on agency and guardian response, case to be closed. This wrier made call to member to discuss action steps taken and to refer him to work with his provider and guardian regarding his concerns; left vm message. Resolution letter mailed to complainant. Any follow up communication with member to be noted. No further action by provider or this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		non-issue		1		1		0		26

		11911		Todd Parker		06/18/2021		Quintana		Edna		Consumer		Grievance		Access to Services		Unknown				Does Not Apply		Adult		Not Defined		0		394196 - Quintana, Edna		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		CID583090. Mrs. Quintana reported Roosevelt Richard told her she was out of town for two weeks and that Ms. Branch would be in touch with her. Mrs. Quintana left a message for him and he has not called her back. Mrs. Quintana reported that last Monday June 14th she met with Ramona Branch at her home 712 Carolina Pines Avenue, Raleigh, NC 27603 about past police harassment and social injustice. Member stated she was told she'd get a call back from Ms. Branch. Ms. Branch gave her a phone number 884-227-0333 and no voicemail was set up. Ms. Branch gave her a business card with her office number 919-651-8821, member left a message on the June 16th. Ms. Branch left a message on Mrs. Quintana's answering machine that she'd call her next Monday. Mrs. Quintana attempted to reach Ms. Branch today at 844-227-0333 and voicemail is still not set up. Mrs. Quintana would like a result.		Withdrawn. Unable to contact member.		Not Defined				8261				Not Defined		Not Defined		CID583090. Mrs. Quintana reported Roosevelt Richard told her she was out of town for two weeks and that Ms. Branch would be in touch with her. Mrs. Quintana left a message for him and he has not called her back. Mrs. Quintana reported that last Monday June 14th she met with Ramona Branch at her home 712 Carolina Pines Avenue, Raleigh, NC 27603 about past police harassment and social injustice. Member stated she was told she'd get a call back from Ms. Branch. Ms. Branch gave her a phone number 884-227-0333 and no voicemail was set up. Ms. Branch gave her a business card with her office number 919-651-8821, member left a message on the June 16th. Ms. Branch left a message on Mrs. Quintana's answering machine that she'd call her next Monday. Mrs. Quintana attempted to reach Ms. Branch today at 844-227-0333 and voicemail is still not set up. Mrs. Quintana would like a result.
PT:  Edna Quintana			DOB:  1-27-47			ID: 394196
6-21-21
 Writer attempted to contact grievant at the number provided. Writer got a message indicating the number “has been disconnected or no longer in service”.  Writer will attempt to reach grievant again another day. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager

6-25-21
Writer still unable to reach complainant via telephone to verify complaint. Complaint will be withdrawn. If member calls, a new complaint will be filed. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager		Withdrawn - unable to reach member		0		1		1		(44,365)

		11915		Kim Ware		06/21/2021		Robinson		Laura		Parent		External Stakeholder Concern		Client Rights		Crisis - Inpatient				Mental Health Only		18-20		Keystone WSNC, LLC dba Old Vineyard Behavioral Health Services		1		468503 - ROBINSON, RONEA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		[CID: 583237] Caller is mother, not legal guardian, calling regarding member currently hospitalized at Old Vineyard.  Caller does not give permission for her name to be used during discussion about the issue with the provider.  Caller is concerned for member and wishes for her to return home, reports that member has been held over 72 hours and is hungry, does not have clothes, only scrubs, and is scared, is around strangers and medicated, sounding "drowsy" over the phone.  Caller reports being a home health aide and has set up her aftercare, reports that she will ensure that member takes her meds and connects with aftercare treatment.  Caller has spoken with Dr. Reddy, and nurses Christie and Bernadette and does not understand why they won't discharger her.  Caller reports that member isn't acting out, is being "quiet", taking her meds, cooperating, and "doing well".  Caller reports member's "code" at the facility is 46217.  Caller wants member to be discharged and returned home, reports that all the supports will be in place when she comes home, all aftercare will be set up and she will ensure member takes her meds.--R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8295		07/20/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		[CID: 583237] Caller is mother, not legal guardian, calling regarding member currently hospitalized at Old Vineyard. Caller does not give permission for her name to be used during discussion about the issue with the provider. Caller is concerned for member and wishes for her to return home, reports that member has been held over 72 hours and is hungry, does not have clothes, only scrubs, and is scared, is around strangers and medicated, sounding "drowsy" over the phone. Caller reports being a home health aide and has set up her aftercare, reports that she will ensure that member takes her meds and connects with aftercare treatment. Caller has spoken with Dr. Reddy, and nurses Christie and Bernadette and does not understand why they won't discharger her. Caller reports that member isn't acting out, is being "quiet", taking her meds, cooperating, and "doing well". Caller reports member's "code" at the facility is 46217. Caller wants member to be discharged and returned home, reports that all the supports will be in place when she comes home, all aftercare will be set up and she will ensure member takes her meds.--R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC
6/24/21 Call to complainant; no vm available. (K.WARE,QAA)
6/28/21 Call; no response. Ack mailed to external stakeholder. Review of information available in JIVA indicates member hospital discharge date of 6/24/21 with aftercare scheduled with Monarch. Member did not attend appointment. AH CC plans to continue to monitor for 30 days post hospital discharge.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/18/21 This writer made call and spoke directly to complainant. This writer explained the purpose of call and role of QM. This writer confirmed with complainant that she is not the legal guardian and discussed limitation of exchange of information due to HIPAA. Ms. Robinson stated that she understood. She wanted someone to know that her daughter was not treated respectfully while at the hospital. She reports that they did not physically harm her but mistreated her by forcing her to take a shower and making her phone calls shortened. She also reports that her daughter told her that staff threatened her by making fists in front of her. She reports that when she called to speak with her daughter she was told that the daughter did not want to speak with her which she does not believe. Ms Robinson reports that she believed her daughter would only be at the hospital, be assessed, received a med and discharged home, however, she was sent to Old Vineyard. Since the date of the concern submission her daughter was discharged home. 
7/19/21 Call to Director of Performance Improvement and Risk Mgmt , Susan Keel Anderson (336) 794-4386, and made her awer of the concern submitted without the use of complainant or member’s name per complainant’s request. This writer informed Ms Anderson that the matter would be tracked and recommended agency monitor the matter for any quality improvement purposes as applicable.
7/20/21 This writer contacted Ms Robinson to inform her that a resolution letter will be mailed although limited information given due to HIPAA. This writer referred Ms. Robinson to the AH 24 hr access and information line for her daughter in the event that the daughter, who is her own guardian, needed assistance with locating a provider. She reports that her daughter had been connected to a provider and that she is in the process of getting guardianship. Ms. Robinson thanked this writer. Based on agency notification with limited information to include no complainant or pt information, case to be closed. No further action by this writer at this time.  (K.WARE,QAA)		undetermined		1		1		0		29

		11917		Hillary Vandewart		06/21/2021		Pegram		Katherine		Guardian		Grievance		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Residential Services (include Innovations)		Community Networking		Multi-Disability		Adult		Michael's Place, Inc.		1		29394 - EVANS, RASHENE		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		1		In-State		Other		1		1		LRP Katherine Pegram is in the hospital and has been contacting CN Bridget Briggs (bbriggs@alliancehealthplan.org) regarding concern about the safety and well-being of the individual. On 6/17/2021, SC contacted Dr. Joyce Young (michaels.place07@yahoo.com), provider, to check on the individual and make sure she is at the group home. Provider stated that the individual is in the group home and is doing well. SC documented the Provider's statement in Jiva. SC also sent an email requesting for additional staff's names and numbers as SC had difficulty contacting Provider at the group home, also documented in Jiva. LRP left 5 voicemails for CN over the weekend with more concerns about the individual's well-being. CN filed a report with APS on 6/21/2021. Erica Tillman, MA/QP, NADD-DDS 6/21/2021		CORRECTIONS: Changed Disability to Developmental		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8273		07/15/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		LRP Katherine Pegram is in the hospital and has been contacting CN Bridget Briggs (bbriggs@alliancehealthplan.org) regarding concern about the safety and well-being of the individual. On 6/17/2021, SC contacted Dr. Joyce Young (michaels.place07@yahoo.com), provider, to check on the individual and make sure she is at the group home. Provider stated that the individual is in the group home and is doing well. SC documented the Provider's statement in Jiva. SC also sent an email requesting for additional staff's names and numbers as SC had difficulty contacting Provider at the group home, also documented in Jiva. LRP left 5 voicemails for CN over the weekend with more concerns about the individual's well-being. CN filed a report with APS on 6/21/2021. Erica Tillman, MA/QP, NADD-DDS 6/21/2021
[PT: Rashene Evans				DOB: 4/30/80				ID: 29394]
6/23/21
This writer reached out to CN Bridget Briggs and requested more information regarding contacting complainant and what the safety concerns were. She shared the phone number of the hospital where Ms. Pegram is and confirmed mailing address. She also shared the voicemails she received and confirmed that she had filed an APS report regarding the matter.
This writer listened to voicemails which alleged that Dr. Young (QP and “Guardian Representative”) as well as other staff (Demetra and Mike Benjamin) were beating her daughter, throwing her in the water, and sexually harassing her. She reported that they put her outside naked, hit her in the head, smoked crack in the house, and various other allegations. 
This writer reviewed member’s diagnoses and recent Jiva notes and noted that she has a history of psychosis, paranoia and inpatient hospitalizations.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/24/21
This writer reviewed Jiva notes for member and noted that member is no longer at hospital where this writer could have reached her via phone. 
This writer reached out to CN, Bridget Briggs, and SIC, Erica Tillman, to see if either of them had any updated contact info for her or if there was any update regarding the APS report. 
Both replied that they had not heard from her and did not have a contact number for her, that her contact info is listed as Dr. Young’s and she typically just calls Bridget’s office and leaves a message if she wants to get in touch.
Bridget also shared that Katherine has given her permission to speak with Dr. Young again; however, due to DHSR and DSS being involved, she is being very mindful regarding how to proceed.  She reported that she has spoken with DSS Durham County; however, Ebony (DSS Caseworker) is continuing in her investigation and findings are not yet available.  
This writer determined that an acknowledgement letter could be sent to member based on this information. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 	
7/8/21
This writer received email update from Bridget Briggs stating that she is still waiting to hear back from guardian as well as APS and still does not have a way to contact guardian.
This writer went ahead and composed and sent Info Needed Letter with a response deadline of 7/14/21.
If this writer does not hear back from guardian by this point, this will be resolved due to lack of information.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
7/15/21
This writer has not received a response from guardian. This writer again reviewed Jiva notes and determined that CC and SC have still not heard from guardian. CC sent certified letter to grievant on 7/13 requesting updated contact information and direction on how she would like to proceed.
Grievant appears to be unstable and QM is unable to contact her via phone. Care Coordination is aware of concerns and is actively working to try to connect with her. Additionally, Durham County APS has an open case regarding the allegations. 
Due to lack of response from guardian and lack of information provided (despite sending info needed letter), this case will be resolved. Grievant can file a new grievance if/when she is able to communicate with AH. This writer emailed CC and CN to share this direction with them.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Undetermined--Resolved due to lack of information/communication from grievant		1		1		0		24

		11918		Kristie White		06/21/2021		Kersey		Elyse		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Intensive In-home Services				Unknown Disability		Child (0-17)		Pride in North Carolina, LLC		1		582323 - MONTANEZAVILES, JINEISHKA		White		P= Hispanic, Puerto Rican		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		The provider continues to provide PCPs that are not measurable. CM referenced this in her recommendations in March 2021 for another service and they still submit a PCP with goals that are not measurable. Note from recommendations: Please ensure goals are measurable (i.e. what will be achieved, by when, and how will this be measured) on the PCP, as they currently are not. Please address this and update the PCP.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8271		06/24/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		The provider continues to provide PCPs that are not measurable. CM referenced this in her recommendations in March 2021 for another service and they still submit a PCP with goals that are not measurable. Note from recommendations: Please ensure goals are measurable (i.e. what will be achieved, by when, and how will this be measured) on the PCP, as they currently are not. Please address this and update the PCP.
Patient: Jineishka Montanezaviles Patient ID: 582323 DOB: 07/04/2010
06/21/21-Internal employee concern against Pride in North Carolina re. admin issues. KM Appeals Coordinator
06/24/21-This writer reached out to supervisor, Todd Parker (Incident and Grievance Manager) for case consult, to confirm that this case should be tracked and resolved—her confirmed. This writer researched within portal and determined that these are the only two recent internal concerns against this provider regarding this issue. This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement/resolution email to internal complainant, informing her that this issue would be tracked. No further action required at this time. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		3

		11919		Hillary Vandewart		06/23/2021		SMITH		KIM		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Child (0-17)		ShineLight, Inc.		1		77375 - THOMPSON, GAVIN		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		1		In-State		Level IV		1		1		SC called provider Shine Light Inc. to monitor  consumer services. While talking with the consumer he stated that it was only one staff in the home and two consumers. SC called the provider QP to follow up with why there is only one staff with two consumers in the home with one consumer having enhanced rates. SC reminded the provider QP that consumers with enahnced rates require 1:1 staff. The provider QP stated that the other consumer in the home stays in his room all day, and that justifies the other consumer 1:1 staff. SC called the LRP. LRP reports that when she picks up the consumer for home visits there is only one staff in the home. LRP states that when she takes the consumer back to the group home, she always have to drop him off at another group home site, where there is only one staff with three other consumers.		CORRECTIONS: UNCHECKED FROM PT; CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME FROM MEMBER'S; TYPE CHANGED FROM GRIEVANCE TO INTERNAL; SOURCE CHANGED FROM GUARDIAN TO MCO STAFF;		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8274		07/14/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		SC called provider Shine Light Inc. to monitor consumer services. While talking with the consumer he stated that it was only one staff in the home and two consumers. SC called the provider QP to follow up with why there is only one staff with two consumers in the home with one consumer having enhanced rates. SC reminded the provider QP that consumers with enhanced rates require 1:1 staff. The provider QP stated that the other consumer in the home stays in his room all day, and that justifies the other consumer 1:1 staff. SC called the LRP. LRP reports that when she picks up the consumer for home visits there is only one staff in the home. LRP states that when she takes the consumer back to the group home, she always have to drop him off at another group home site, where there is only one staff with three other consumers.
[PT: Gavin Thompson				DOB: 1/18/05				ID: 77375]
6/25/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
7/12/21
This writer reviewed Jiva notes which reported that a meeting occurred on 7/8 to include Shine Light Inc. Director, Owner, and staff, along with CC team. During meeting, CN expressed concern over Gavin receiving an enhanced rate for the group home but not having a one-to-one staff. Shine light reported that the other member was working outside of the home, so Gavin was the only person there, ultimately receiving one-on-one on services. SC Kim reported that this had not been communicated to her at all in the past when she has asked about the one-on-one services.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
7/14/21
This writer contacted DHSR Complaint Intake Unit and filed complaint with Deborah regarding concerns.
This case will be closed based on referral to DHSR as Shine Light Management has already been informed of the concern and the member is no longer residing there. 
This writer spoke with Deborah at DHSR Complaint Intake Unit and shared concern with her. She stated that, unless the provider had failed to meet the care needs of the member, that this would really be more of a staffing issue that would need to be discussed directly with the provider.
This writer then reached out to insert user to share this feedback and see if there was anything else she was looking to see happen at this time. She replied that nothing further was needed and that the member was no longer at this group home. This writer thanked her and shared that this would be resolved/tracked. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		21

		11924		Todd Parker		06/23/2021		Marley		Ticarra		Consumer		Grievance		LME/MCO Functions		Accces/Screening, Triage and Referral				Mental Health Only				Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		0		'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		[CID: 583608 ]   Call was escalated to LC at  10:29 AM   on 6/23/21.
CALLER'S NAME/Relationship if not member: Ticarra Marley - self
MEMBER'S NAME (if different):
DOB: 07/11/1988
ADDRESS: 405 E. Lawson St Durham 27707
PHONE: 919-885-5121
COUNTY: Durham
INSURANCE: None
MENTAL STATUS: Depression w/ irritability. Poor sleep and appetite. Anger issues. Possible trauma hx. Denies SI. Has thought to choke the AH LC she spoke with earlier today. Caller confirms she does not intend to harm anyone, but does request to file a grievance against the AH staff she talked with in the prior call today. Denies AVH. Possibly mild paranoia. 
MENTAL HEALTH HISTORY: None
SUBSTANCES: Moderate etoh and MJ use. No physical sx or cravings.
MEDICAL/PCP: Headaches. Chronic problems w/ blood clots. Has medical care.
MEDICATIONS: Eliquis for clots. 
LEGAL: N/S
MILITARY: N/S
IDD: Denies. 
TBI: Denies. 
SEVERITY:  Routine. No crisis needs. 
DISPOSITION: Writer completed ACS partial enrollment of client (enrollment ID #360355). Writer explained IPRS services and crisis access 24/7. Writer linked ct in ACS w/ Freedom House—400 Crutchfield for Tues 6/29/21 at 8:30 AM. Confirmed caller has AH Access number for 24/7 reference. 
LC filed grievance on caller’s behalf due to the following concerns: Member called AH earlier today and reports the AH female staff she talked with was dismissive to her and seemed to minimize the caller’s concerns. Caller stated the staff’s interpersonal skills were very poor and caller has the impression that the AH staff was not respecting caller. The experience was entirely unsatisfactory to the caller. Caller agrees to callback from AH QM to discuss the grievance. Writer searched ACS call history and found ref CID 583599, wherein client had talked today with LC Te’Kia Norman and client abruptly ended the call, per that call note.
--DC Rhyne, LCSW------		CORRECTIONS: Changed Nature of issue to LME/MCO Functions. Added Alliance as provier		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8276		06/28/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		[CID: 583608 ]   Call was escalated to LC at  10:29 AM   on 6/23/21.
CALLER'S NAME/Relationship if not member: Ticarra Marley - self
DOB: 07/11/1988
ADDRESS: 405 E. Lawson St Durham 27707
PHONE: 919-885-5121
COUNTY: Durham
DISPOSITION: Writer completed ACS partial enrollment of client (enrollment ID #360355). Writer explained IPRS services and crisis access 24/7. Writer linked ct in ACS w/ Freedom House—400 Crutchfield for Tues 6/29/21 at 8:30 AM. Confirmed caller has AH Access number for 24/7 reference. 
LC filed grievance on caller’s behalf due to the following concerns: Member called AH earlier today and reports the AH female staff she talked with was dismissive to her and seemed to minimize the caller’s concerns. Caller stated the staff’s interpersonal skills were very poor and caller has the impression that the AH staff was not respecting caller. The experience was entirely unsatisfactory to the caller. Caller agrees to callback from AH QM to discuss the grievance. Writer searched ACS call history and found ref CID 583599, wherein client had talked today with LC Te’Kia Norman and client abruptly ended the call, per that call note.
--DC Rhyne, LCSW------
6-25-21
Writer contacted grievant at the number provided. Writer spoke with grievant about the grievance she submitted related to staff T. Norman. Grievant thanked writer for calling to discuss the concerns and stated Ms. Norman was “rude as hell”.  She stated that she is “Not trying to take nobody’s job” but Ms. Norman “did not care” and “didn’t make me feel welcome”. Grievant shared that she was attempting to access services as she was referred by Voc Rehab. She shared the Ms. Norman asked questions about whether she wanted to kill herself. Writer explained that ACCESS is also a crisis line so staff have to assess for SI/HI etc. She stated she understood why the questions were being asked but felt Ms. Norman was “trying to pick at the situation and not helping. It’s her job to connect me to people”. She feels Ms. Norman needs to be more open—it’s a part of her job. Writer explained the grievance process and informed that he would be contacting Ms. Norman’s supervisor. He shared that he will be sending an Ack letter today. Grievant stated that it was not necessary for writer to send a letter. She stated that she still got the help she needed and was set up with an appointment. She just wants someone to be made of her experience. Writer agreed that he would not send the letter but thanked grievant for bringing the issue to our attention and assured her that he will be making the staff’s supervisor aware of the issue. Grievant thanked grievant for brining the issue to our attention and provided his contact information should she have issues related to this case going forward. 
Writer emailed callcentersupervisors@alliancehealthplan.org to share the concerns grievant expressed: 
•	Caller felt staff was dismissive and seemed to minimize her concerns
•	Staff’s interpersonal skills were poor 
•	Caller felt disrespected by staff
•	Staff was rude and not helpful
Writer informed that the case will need to be resolved by 7/8. Writer will await supervisor’s response. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager

6-28-21
Writer received an email response from Jenny Edwards (staff’s supervisor) which also included the recording of the call in question. In the email, Ms. Edwards indicated that “Te’Kia followed our procedures and tried to provide good customer service”. Writer listened to the recording provided by J. Edwards and agreed with the statements she made I the email. Ms. Norman attempted to clarify grievant’s answers to questions as they were unclear. This caused grievant to become more frustrated and hang up. Ms. Norman appeared to be professional and attempted to get grievant the services she was requesting up until grievant disconnected the call. 
Writer will resolve the grievance based on this information. A letter will not be sent out to member as she requested in her 6-25-21 that letters were not needed. No further action at this time. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager		Non-issue		1		1		0		5

		11926		Kim Ware		06/23/2021		ROSCOE		FRENCHIE		Consumer		Grievance		Access to Services		Outpatient Services		Med Mgmt		Mental Health Only		Adult		Carolina Outreach, LLC		1		87434 - ROSCOE, FRENCHIE		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		1		In-State		MH Apartment - Supervised		1		1		CID: 583649 6/23/2021 1:20:38 PM
CALLER:  Frenchie Roscoe
DOB: 5/16/1968 (Age: 53) 
PHONE: number given after member was informed she needed a number for CC to reach her= 919-491-0839; number from the screen= 919-869-5730
ADMIN COUNTY: Durham
INSURANCE: Medicaid
Caller is seeking help with her BH care and housing since being d/c from CST services by CO. She reports she is frustrated and would like to file a grievance against CO for what she described as abandoning her in her time of need after they told her they would not leave her w/o services and they would help her with her housing barriers.  Caller believes she may have been d/c from the CO housing program due to a lack of funding or that she voiced her concerns about their lack of services.  The member is disappointed as she was d/c back into homelessness and the stress has increased her anxiety, ability to focus, and other BH symptoms.  Member states she has Medicaid and is homeless, “Why have I gone without services for two months?” Member mentioned she completed an Intake at Sunrise Services on Friday, 06/18/2021 at 1PM.  She states she now has a DHA housing voucher which she needs assistance with as there is a deadline for application submission.   Member states she was hospitalized in February 2021 for medical reasons.  She reports she needs all services; she needs help with everything.  Member indicated she has medication, as she was given a 3 month prescription from CO.  Caller reports CO stated they would not leave her w/o services, but they did upon d/c, however upon d/c they informed her the housing arrangements would come to an end.
MENTAL STATUS: denied SI, HI, AVTH, and Use
MENTAL HEALTH HISTORY: Carolina Outreach 2016 – April, 2021 - Re-investment Home Improvement program which helps with homelessness
HOSPITALIZATIONS: 2021 for medical conditions 
MEDICAL:  LC did not assess
MEDICATIONS: Rx'd by Dr. John Matthews = Buspar, Aripiprazole (Abilify); Escitalopram (Cipralex, Lexapro)
LEGAL: Denied involvement
MILITARY: Not Veteran
I/DD: Denied
BRAIN INJURY: Denied
SEVERITY: NON-THRESHOLD, Service Requested - NO, 911/CIT Criteria Met - NO, Reporting a Threat Criteria Met - NO
DISPOSITION: LC educated member about CC,  will submit a grievance, and a request for Care Coordination.
SCREENER: D BREESE LCMHC, LCAS, CRC 6/23/2021 1:57:25 PM				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8275		07/19/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID: 583649 6/23/2021 1:20:38 PM CALLER: Frenchie Roscoe DOB: 5/16/1968 (Age: 53) PHONE: number given after member was informed she needed a number for CC to reach her= 919-491-0839; number from the screen= 919-869-5730 ADMIN COUNTY: Durham INSURANCE: Medicaid Caller is seeking help with her BH care and housing since being d/c from CST services by CO. She reports she is frustrated and would like to file a grievance against CO for what she described as abandoning her in her time of need after they told her they would not leave her w/o services and they would help her with her housing barriers. Caller believes she may have been d/c from the CO housing program due to a lack of funding or that she voiced her concerns about their lack of services. The member is disappointed as she was d/c back into homelessness and the stress has increased her anxiety, ability to focus, and other BH symptoms. Member states she has Medicaid and is homeless, “Why have I gone without services for two months?” Member mentioned she completed an Intake at Sunrise Services on Friday, 06/18/2021 at 1PM. She states she now has a DHA housing voucher which she needs assistance with as there is a deadline for application submission. Member states she was hospitalized in February 2021 for medical reasons. She reports she needs all services; she needs help with everything. Member indicated she has medication, as she was given a 3 month prescription from CO. Caller reports CO stated they would not leave her w/o services, but they did upon d/c, however upon d/c they informed her the housing arrangements would come to an end. MENTAL STATUS: denied SI, HI, AVTH, and Use MENTAL HEALTH HISTORY: Carolina Outreach 2016 – April, 2021 - Re-investment Home Improvement program which helps with homelessness HOSPITALIZATIONS: 2021 for medical conditions MEDICAL: LC did not assess MEDICATIONS: Rx'd by Dr. John Matthews = Buspar, Aripiprazole (Abilify); Escitalopram (Cipralex, Lexapro) LEGAL: Denied involvement MILITARY: Not Veteran I/DD: Denied BRAIN INJURY: Denied SEVERITY: NON-THRESHOLD, Service Requested - NO, 911/CIT Criteria Met - NO, Reporting a Threat Criteria Met - NO DISPOSITION: LC educated member about CC, will submit a grievance, and a request for Care Coordination. SCREENER: D BREESE LCMHC, LCAS, CRC 6/23/2021 1:57:25 PM
FRENCHIE ROSCOE   ID: 87434   (DOB: 5/16/1968)
6/25/21 Call to member at number listed (919) 491-0839 and spoke directly with her regarding her concerns. Ms. Roscoe is angry and expressed concern that she was discharged for voicing concerns directly with provider. She reports that she has not been in services since her discharge from CO in April. She reports that she was told that she would be contacted by “Behavior Health” and was not. This writer inquired if she meant a behavioral health service? Ms. Davis indicated that she did not know but had recently had an intake completed with Sunrise. Ms. Roscoe reports that she believes that CO did not provider her with resources that she needed or refer her to appropriate programs. She reports that since filing the grievance she was contacted by Courtney Outlaw with CO who told her that she did not understand why “behavioral health” had not contacted her and that she was willing to assist her if needed. Ms. Roscoe is upset stating that if that were the case she should have been helped months ago. This writer confirmed permission to use name and mailing address. This writer explained the role of QM and next steps. Acknowledgment letter mailed to complainant.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/30/21 This writer contacted agency's QM Director regarding the matter, requesting that an internal review be conducted and submitted to include actions taken or to be taken to address the concerns as well as any follow up with member.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/2/21 This writer received email correspondence from agency QM Mgr indicating notification of appropriate staff and plans to follow up with this writer with a response.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/12/21 This writer followed up with Carolina Outreach to inquire if there had been any updates.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/13/21 Agency response received indicating the following: "Per the internal review, Frenchie Rose is still actively being supported by Carolina Outreach. The staff has continued CST services with the client while also assisting with referrals on her behalf. These referrals include B&D services who have not followed up with Carolina Outreach despite numerous requests and consistent communication from our staff. The most recent referral was for Sunrise Clinical. The client has been referred to Sunrise Clinical but has not yet been discharged because Alliance had not approved her for CST services as of last week.  Staff connected with Sunrise Clinical today and they were looking to verify if she was approved for CST. The client will not have any auth's after today." This writer requested that supporting documentation be submitted regarding service provision for member as well as recommended ensuring member is assisted with transition to appropriate level of service and provider. To be noted agency has an open authorization at time of grievance submission.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/15/21 This writer was notified that member left a message for the Incident And Grievance Mgr, T Parker, however, did not indicate purpose of call. Mr. Parker called the number left by member with no response and left her a generic message requesting return call. Per case consult, this writer will follow up directly with member. This writer made call; left vm message.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/16/21 Call to member to discuss action steps taken. This writer confirmed with member that she has been connected to AH care coordination and to Sunrise. She reports that Sunrise has explained the authorization process and that although she was denied for CST she was approved for other services which she can receive through the agency. Ms Roscoe thanked this writer for assistance regarding her concerns against Carolina Outreach. Ms Roscoe also requested to file a compliment regarding CC Elias Njiru. She reports that he has been so patient and is in the right job. Compliment submitted.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/19/21 Resolution letter mailed to complainant. Agency notified that case is closed with recommendations to continue documentation and monitoring of issue. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		26

		11927		Todd Parker		06/24/2021		Wooten		Mara		MCO Staff		Compliment		Quality of Services		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Advantage Care In Home Services, Inc.		1		29955 - COX, AMY		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		1		In-State		Supervised Living 5600 C (Adult with Intellectual/Developmental Disabilities)		1		1		Tonya Reed - Director of Operations/Advantage Care - 919-725-5033; Charitel Rogers - AFL/Advantage Care - 252-425-6545 
Charitel is an exemplary AFL - we need many more like her- she has done a wonderful job working with AJ and improving behavior issues, working with the guardian, and working smart/hard to take care of member; very educated about the member and really works on decreasing the behaviors issues that she had while living with mom. This is a very difficult case and Charitel has stepped up to the plate and really used her knowledge to support AJ. Tonya Reed in addition is a wonderful advocate for our members and really works with her members and staff to ensure everyone is stable.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8277		06/25/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		A compliment for this staff and provider was submitted by the same Alliance staff in September 2020. No letter was issued as not to give the impression of bias. 
writer emailed insert user to thank her for the compliment. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager		Compliment		1		1		0		1

		11928		Todd Parker		06/24/2021		Fien		Kimberly		MCO Staff		Compliment		Quality of Services		Care Coordination (IDD)				Developmental Disabilities Only				Universal Mental Health Services, Inc.		1		'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		Provider Compliment- Universal Mental Health Services, Inc. does a wonderful job of giving a quick turnaround of documentation and progress summaries.  They support the Members to the best of their ability.   I wanted to give a huge accolade to a Provider that goes the extra mile for their clients.  Thank you, Tanya Harris, Tony Yingling,  Alice Nunn, Brianna Taylor, Chelsea Calnan, Sylvia Gardner, Lisa Hawley, and Nancy Madenyika.    You all are a pleasure to work with in partnership to provide care for members with many complex medical and behavioral needs.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8288		06/30/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Writer composed and emailed a compliment letter to the provider.		compliment		1		1		0		6

		11929		Hillary Vandewart		06/24/2021		TILLMAN		ERICA		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Michael's Place, Inc.		1		29394 - EVANS, RASHENE		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		1		In-State		Other		0		0		On 6/23/2021, SC was involved in a phone conference with CN Bridget Briggs (bbriggs@alliancehealthplan.org) and DSS representative Ebony King. DSS representative stated that Provider Dr. Young stated that there are 3 staff at Michael's Place: Teresa Johnson, Dr. Young, and Michael Young. When SC reexamined the documentation that was submitted last month, only Teresa Johnson's goal documentation was submitted. SC was not made aware of other staff prior to speaking to DSS, even though SC attempted to ask Provider the names and numbers of any additional staff in an email on 6/17/2021. Both SC and CN want to ensure that the individual is being taken care with ongoing support daily as dictated by Residential Supports. Erica Tillman, MA/QP, NADD-DDS 6/24/2021		CORRECTIONS: Type changed from other to internal, changed complainant info to reflect internal complainant, changed nature to admin issues		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8314		07/16/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		On 6/23/2021, SC was involved in a phone conference with CN Bridget Briggs (bbriggs@alliancehealthplan.org) and DSS representative Ebony King. DSS representative stated that Provider Dr. Young stated that there are 3 staff at Michael's Place: Teresa Johnson, Dr. Young, and Michael Young. When SC reexamined the documentation that was submitted last month, only Teresa Johnson's goal documentation was submitted. SC was not made aware of other staff prior to speaking to DSS, even though SC attempted to ask Provider the names and numbers of any additional staff in an email on 6/17/2021. Both SC and CN want to ensure that the individual is being taken care with ongoing support daily as dictated by Residential Supports. Erica Tillman, MA/QP, NADD-DDS 6/24/2021
[PT: Rashene Evans				DOB: 4/30/80				ID: 29394]
6/28/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
7/15/21
This writer researched within Grievance Portal to determine if similar concerns have been filed for this provider and there have not been.
This writer then reviewed protocol for resolving contractual concerns as this is related to a provider failing to submit goal documentation. This writer then reached out to internal complainant to find out if she had made a good faith attempt to request the needed documentation from the provider (at least 2) and to inform her that this did not appear to be a trend—therefore QM would track this moving forward. This writer recommended internal complainant follow the protocol for addressing contractual concerns and if she doesn’t get a response after 2 attempts, advising that she can follow the protocol for reaching out to PND to complete the Request for Assistance to Resolve Contractual Concern. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
7/16/21
This writer resolved concern and coded as “tracking” due to no further action being requested from complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		22

		11930		Hillary Vandewart		06/25/2021		WINTERS		DAVID		Consumer		Grievance		Authorization/ Payment/ Billing - LME-MCO Only		Outpatient Services				Multi-Disability		Adult		Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		1		71110 - WINTERS, DAVID		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		[CID 583890]
David Winters    01/15/1986     919-323-7970
6207 Cabin Branch Drive Durham 17712

Member is receiving a bill from his psychiatric services at Carolina Behavior Care.  Member do not understand why Medicaid is not paying this bill.  Member would like for Medicaid to pay this bill. Please contact member with explanation of why the bill is not being paid.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Grievance Against to Alliance/Claims		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8282		06/29/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		[CID 583890]
David Winters    01/15/1986     919-323-7970
6207 Cabin Branch Drive Durham 17712
Member is receiving a bill from his psychiatric services at Carolina Behavior Care.  Member do not understand why Medicaid is not paying this bill.  Member would like for Medicaid to pay this bill. Please contact member with explanation of why the bill is not being paid.
[PT: David Winters				DOB: 1/15/86				ID: 71110]
6/28/21
This writer sent email to Claims Supervisors, Marilyn Madison and Tina Everett to request their assistance in researching the matter.
Tina responded that there is a date in March that denied for COB/Other insurance. The other insurance (United) was end dated after the claim processed. They have set the claim to reprocess against the new information tonight.
She did state that the provider should not be billing the patient. They should be working with the payor to resolve the claims issue. This writer thanked her for the information.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/29/21
This writer reached out to Administrative contact at CBC, Jeneane Sligh,   jsligh@carolinabehavioralcare.com, to share feedback/technical assistance from billing department.
This writer then reached out to member to share that issue had been resolved. He thanked this writer and confirmed that there was nothing he needed to pay on his end. This writer confirmed that Medicaid would cover and that he should not have received a bill in the first place. 
This writer recommended that if this reoccurs, to direct CBC to contact Alliance billing to resolve.
This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement/resolution letter to Mr. Winters. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Non-Issue		1		1		0		4

		11933		Kim Ware		06/25/2021		GREEN		KAREN		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Outpatient Services				Multi-Disability		Adult		MONARCH		1		55373 - SPRUILL, OLA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		I Karen Green Admin Care Coordinator contacted Ms. Spruill on 6/24/2021. Ms. Spruill said that she would need transportation assistance to attend her appointment with Monarch scheduled on 6/25/2021. I contacted Monarch (919-856-4703) to verify the location for Ms. Spruill’s appointment. I gave Monarch the pertinent information needed to verify Ms. Spruill. The customer service representative gave me the address for Ms. Spruill’s appointment (350 E. Holding Ave Wake Forest NC 27587). I contacted ModivCare (1-866-420-6259) and scheduled transportation for Ms. Spruill. Ms. Spruill contacted me this morning 6/25/2021 and said that she had went to Monarch and was told she did not have an appointment at that location. Ms. Spruill said she was told to leave immediately. Ms. Spruill became upset and took a bus to a nearby shopping center. Ms. Spruill was able to call Modivcare (1-866-420-6260) and arrange transportation to return home. I contacted Monarch (919-856-4703) and spoke with Natalie who gave me a different address for member’s appointment (319 Chapanoke Rd. Suite 120 Raleigh NC 27603). The reason for this grievance is because Ms. Spruill felt mistreated with the way Monarch handled the situation.The address and phone number above for Ms. Spruill are incorrect. The correct phone number is 919-714-1893 and the correct address is 2120 Castle Pine Dr. Raleigh NC 27604. 
If you have any further questions or need any more information feel free to contact me at 919-302-1585.		CORRECTIONS: COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO CHANGED FROM MEMBER'S; licensure changed from unknown not licensed; disability changed from sa only to multi		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8283		06/29/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		I Karen Green Admin Care Coordinator contacted Ms. Spruill on 6/24/2021. Ms. Spruill said that she would need transportation assistance to attend her appointment with Monarch scheduled on 6/25/2021. I contacted Monarch (919-856-4703) to verify the location for Ms. Spruill’s appointment. I gave Monarch the pertinent information needed to verify Ms. Spruill. The customer service representative gave me the address for Ms. Spruill’s appointment (350 E. Holding Ave Wake Forest NC 27587). I contacted ModivCare (1-866-420-6259) and scheduled transportation for Ms. Spruill. Ms. Spruill contacted me this morning 6/25/2021 and said that she had went to Monarch and was told she did not have an appointment at that location. Ms. Spruill said she was told to leave immediately. Ms. Spruill became upset and took a bus to a nearby shopping center. Ms. Spruill was able to call Modivcare (1-866-420-6260) and arrange transportation to return home. I contacted Monarch (919-856-4703) and spoke with Natalie who gave me a different address for member’s appointment (319 Chapanoke Rd. Suite 120 Raleigh NC 27603). The reason for this grievance is because Ms. Spruill felt mistreated with the way Monarch handled the situation.The address and phone number above for Ms. Spruill are incorrect. The correct phone number is 919-714-1893 and the correct address is 2120 Castle Pine Dr. Raleigh NC 27604. If you have any further questions or need any more information feel free to contact me at 919-302-1585.

6/25/21 This writer made call to insert user, AH administrative care coordinator Karen Green to clarify information entered. Ms. Green confirmed that she is the complainant in the matter. This writer explained QM role and next steps indicating that the provider will be notified of the issue, required to review the matter and provide feedback to include actions taken and recommendations made by this writer. The matter will be tracked for potential trends in the event that similar concerns are submitted.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/29/21 This writer contacted Cornelius Powe, agency’s Incident and Complaint Specialist and made him aware of the concern without use of the complainant name per request. Based on the nature of the concern, this writer recommended follow up with staff in regards to correct scheduling information. Any subsequent correspondence received from the provider to be noted. Ack/Res emailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		4

		11934		Kim Ware		06/25/2021		HOPKINS		JENNIFER		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Crisis - Inpatient				Multi-Disability		Adult		Cape Fear Behavioral Health Center, LLC		0		265903 - HOPKINS, JENNIFER		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		CID: 583948 6/25/2021 2:47:53 PM
CALLER: Jennifer Hopkins (265903)
DOB: 3/7/1974 (Age: 47) 
PHONE: 9103548193
ADDRESS: 1279 Tricia Dr, Fayettville, NC 28306
ADMIN COUNTY: Cumberland
INSURANCE: Medicaid MADQN - Verified in NC Tracks; MEDICARE, UHC
MENTAL STATUS: member currently inpatient at CFVH, not screened (went for suicidal thoughts on Friday 6/18
SEVERITY: NON-THRESHOLD, Service Requested - NO, 911/CIT Criteria Met - NO, Reporting a Threat Criteria Met - NO -Information request only. -Requests for care coordination separate from other referral. -Grievance Recorded.
DISPOSITION: Call Escalated. Caller inpatient at CFVH wanting help. She is not able to identify what she is looking for. She will discharge between 6/27/21. Caller needs help coordinating care. LC completed CC referral. Transferred to C Ray, upon request.
GRIEVANCE: Caller has a long history of complaints, it is not ok to use her name i , she has made her complaints known against the agency. Please contact with questions about grievance.
CALL STATUS: CLOSED
SCREENER: S MICHAELS LMFT 6/25/2021 3:04:05 PM		CORRECTIONS: DISABILITY CHANGED FROM MH ONLY TO MULTI		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8294		07/01/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID: 583948 6/25/2021 2:47:53 PM
CALLER: Jennifer Hopkins (265903)
DOB: 3/7/1974 (Age: 47) 
PHONE: 9103548193
ADDRESS: 1279 Tricia Dr, Fayettville, NC 28306
ADMIN COUNTY: Cumberland
INSURANCE: Medicaid MADQN - Verified in NC Tracks; MEDICARE, UHC
MENTAL STATUS: member currently inpatient at CFVH, not screened (went for suicidal thoughts on Friday 6/18
SEVERITY: NON-THRESHOLD, Service Requested - NO, 911/CIT Criteria Met - NO, Reporting a Threat Criteria Met - NO -Information request only. -Requests for care coordination separate from other referral. -Grievance Recorded.
DISPOSITION: Call Escalated. Caller inpatient at CFVH wanting help. She is not able to identify what she is looking for. She will discharge between 6/27/21. Caller needs help coordinating care. LC completed CC referral. Transferred to C Ray, upon request.
GRIEVANCE: Caller has a long history of complaints, it is not ok to use her name i , she has made her complaints known against the agency. Please contact with questions about grievance.
CALL STATUS: CLOSED
SCREENER: S MICHAELS LMFT 6/25/2021 3:04:05 PM
JENNIFER HOPKINS   ID: 265903   (DOB: 3/7/1974)
6/30/21 Cal to number listed, (910) 354-8193
7/1/21 Call to complainant; This writer was unaware that the member was still in the hospital. Ms Hopkins ended the call and asked to call this writer back. Ms Hopskins called back and began explaining that she was not at the Behavioral Health unit and that they had refused to accept her because she” needed more attention than the average patient.”. She reports that she was suppose to go to the BH unit but had a false positive COVID test, but was placed on the COVID ward. She explained that she didn’t receive oxygen. Per her report she is believes she will discharge home today. This writer explained the purpose of call. Ms. Hopkins rambled during the conversation stating that she wasn’t sure if it was against the hospital or behavioral health and for this writer to call back in a week or so. She reports having several complaints but could  not give this writer a concern to be noted. This writer explained QM role and information was needed to proceed to next steps. Ms Hopkins stated that although she will be discharged home she was not going to the address listed due to it being unsafe and that she may or may not get a letter from this writer due to mailboxes being robbed. She reports that she is not sure where she is going. Ms Hopkins appeared to be confused throughout conversation and was unable to clearly state what her grievance was about. This writer inquired as to what the member wanted to do in regards to concerns, she stated that she did not know and would call this writer back in a weeks or so. This writer discussed the grievance being withdrawn and that the member could call back to the access and information line to file once she could decide what the matters of concern were. She reports it’s a long list beginning back in April but could not give this writer any further information. This writer inquired if she was referred to care coordination as indicated in the grievance information. Ms Hopkins reports she didn’t know but that she had been contacted by the hospital liaison. This writer explained that the hospital liaison was AH care coordination staff. Based on discussion with member, current inpatient status and connection to care coordination, case to be closed and marked as withdrawn due to member’s inability to give concern information to proceed. Disregard letter mailed to address listed although member currently hospitalized. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		WITHDRAWN- per complainant		1		1		0		6

		11936		Hillary Vandewart		06/25/2021		SHIPMAN		Dorthelia		Guardian		Grievance		Quality of Services		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Multi-Disability		Adult		A Small Miracle, LLC		1		98401 - SHIPMAN, HARVEY		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Program Integrity received an EOB from member's mother regarding Community Living Support Services with a Small Miracle. The mother wrote the following: "The only problem that is no one comes inside of my home and do anything with Harvey at all. No mentor has ever been at my new address (listed above) and done any work with him on any chance he has at home."
PI Analyst attempted to call the mother on 6/23/21, however the call went straight to VM and the VM was full.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8284		07/21/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Program Integrity received an EOB from member's mother regarding Community Living Support Services with a Small Miracle. The mother wrote the following: "The only problem that is no one comes inside of my home and do anything with Harvey at all. No mentor has ever been at my new address (listed above) and done any work with him on any chance he has at home."
PI Analyst attempted to call the mother on 6/23/21, however the call went straight to VM and the VM was full.
[PT: Harvey Shipman				DOB: 5/8/88				ID: 98401]
6/29/21
This writer confirmed guardianship documentation on file for member.
This writer then called Ms. Dorthelia Shipman to discuss. She reported that staff came to her house “at the beginning” (years ago) and now they just drop him off. She stated that he reports that he just goes to someone else’s house and watches TV. She doesn’t understand why he can’t just do that at home. 
She also stated that she preferred a male staff and was told that there weren’t any. 
This writer thanked her for this information and confirmed that she was fine with us reaching out to provider to share grievance info. This writer confirmed mailing address, then composed and sent acknowledgement letter. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
7/15/21
This writer composed and sent concern elements to Candace Mondragon, Program Director, with a response deadline of 7/21/21. Due to the working nature of relationship with Candace, this writer sent concern elements directly to her via email as this is typically the best way to reach her. This writer asked that she confirm receipt of email. This writer received confirmation that she would respond by this deadline.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
7/15/21
This writer received a response from Ms. Mondragon which can be summarized below:
•	A Small Miracle is aware of the long-standing request for male staff and continue to recruit staff and will offer any male applicants to you for a permanent placement ot the temporary female staff.
•	Provider reported being told by Ms. Shipman that she doesn’t want staff in her home. 
•	Provider reports working with staff to spend more time in the community while keeping COVID safety measures in place.
•	Client Advocacy Department connected with Ms. Shipman and offered an overview of resources/support they can offer. They shared that she can call them at any time to discuss any type of concern, grievance, etc. so that they can advocate while working closely with the clinical team to make any needed adjustments. 
This writer contacted Ms. Dorthelia Shipman to share provider’s response and resolve. She denied stating that she didn’t want anyone in the home and seemed to still have concerns about what Harvey is doing all day. This writer inquired with her about whether the Client Advocacy Dept had contacted her and she stated that they hadn’t (that she could remember). This writer informed her that I would have them contact her directly so that she could communicate any lingering concerns and that QM would be resolving but would continue to track and if she would like to change providers, she has that option as well. She stated that Harvey doesn’t handle change very well which is why she is still with ASM. This writer indicated that I understood and would have ASM Advocacy reach out to her. She agreed.
This writer then followed up with Candace to share feedback and ask her to have Advocacy Dept contact Ms. Shipman. 
This writer then composed and sent resolution letter. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		26

		11937		Hillary Vandewart		06/25/2021		COOPER		BELON		Consumer		Grievance		Administrative Issues		Medication Administration				Mental Health Only		Adult		MONARCH		0		268835 - COOPER, BELON		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Johnston		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Member was requesting documentation from Monarch to be sent to her employer to assist with transitioning from full time to PRN work hours and does not feel as though Monarch assisted her in completing this task. Member has now lost her employment.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8287		07/12/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member was requesting documentation from Monarch to be sent to her employer to assist with transitioning from full time to PRN work hours and does not feel as though Monarch assisted her in completing this task. Member has now lost her employment.
[PT: Belon Cooper				DOB: 7/9/84				ID: 268835]
6/30/21
This writer contacted Ms. Cooper to acknowledge receipt of concern, 252-886-3785—Left detailed message requesting a call back (outgoing message confirmed this was her voicemail). 
This writer received a call back from grievant and discussed concerns with her. She informed this writer that she is currently out of state, working at a camp (Camp Speers YMCA). She stated that she was doing well but that she did not have a good experience with Monarch. She also inquired about resources when she returns to Raleigh as she plans to return in August. This writer informed her that she could contact the Access and Information Line regarding resources upon her return but I would be looking into the grievance. She stated that she felt that Monarch lied to her about sending the information to her job and that they said they would send it but never even had a fax number. She felt that this led to her losing her job. This writer stated that I would be in touch with her regarding what I found out from the provider and confirmed her current address: 143 Nichecronk Rd, Dingmans Ferry, PA 18328. She thanked this writer for the assistance.
This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement letter.
This writer then sent concern elements to Cornelius Powe, Incident and Complaint Specialist with Monarch, Cornelius Powe <Cornelius.Powe@monarchnc.org>. This writer tends to send concerns directly to Cornelius via email as he has to then send the information off to the appropriate location/staff to provide feedback.
This writer asked for a response by 7/8.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
7/6/21
This writer received a response from the provider which can be summarized below, per Terizia Holloway Kochie, Director of Outpatient Services:
•	On 6/2/21, member called in and stated that while she is taking her meds, she would like to be on “light duty” and needs a note of such. At this time, she stated her meds were making her jerk.
•	The nurse informed member that she would need to come back in for a re-eval or go to HHH if she is having these side effects, so she returned to BHUC for re-eval. A note was given for her to return to work on 6/4/21.
•	On 6/3/21, the member told the provider that her HR rep said that she only needed her medical records for them. Member was told to come the next day to sign an ROI and she agreed—but never came.
•	On 6/8/21, the mother called to request a note but there was no ROI for mother.
•	On 6/9/21, the member called to say she lost her job.
Per provider’s feedback, they were told that only the medical records were needed and the member never came in to sign the ROI which would allow those to be released.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
7/8/21
This writer called Ms. Cooper and spoke to her briefly. She asked if she could call this writer back and this writer agreed.
This writer shared provider’s feedback with Ms. Cooper and she again repeated that she was doing a lot better and that she would be interested in connecting with a new provider upon her return to NC. This writer advised that she contact the Access and Information line upon her return. She thanked this writer for contacting her. 
This writer then composed and sent resolution letter. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		17

		11938		Kim Ware		06/25/2021		Quintana		Edna		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Other				Mental Health Only		Adult		Not Defined		0		394196 - Quintana, Edna		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		CID 584006 Caller, Edna Quintana (current phone number 404-689-8187), expressed wanting to file on the thrift store she went to today.  Caller noted that Hand Me Up (8320 Litchford Rd. Raleigh, NC) treated her badly due to misplacing her bag after caller left her bags at the store and went to Subways to eat.  Caller expressed that she was told by manager, Diane, to leave and banned her from returning to the store.    Caller noted that this is the 50th store she has been banned from.		CORRECTIONS: DISABILITY CHANGED FROM DOES NOT APPLY TO MH;		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8278		06/29/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID 584006 Caller, Edna Quintana (current phone number 404-689-8187), expressed wanting to file on the thrift store she went to today.  Caller noted that Hand Me Up (8320 Litchford Rd. Raleigh, NC) treated her badly due to misplacing her bag after caller left her bags at the store and went to Subways to eat.  Caller expressed that she was told by manager, Diane, to leave and banned her from returning to the store.    Caller noted that this is the 50th store she has been banned from.
EDNA QUNITANA   ID: 394196   (DOB: 1/27/1947)
6/28/21 Per case consult, member left a voicemail message for Incident & Grievance Mgr, T Parker regarding her concerns. Plan is for this writer to contact complainant directly to explain that the store is not in the AH network and that AH has no purview in regards to stores banning her an close case. This writer made calls to number listed (404-689-8187); left vm messages.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/29/21 Call to number listed no response. Case to be closed based to no response and the nature of concern. Member to be referred to Access if needed. Disregard letter mailed to address listed. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		non issue		1		1		0		4

		11939		Kim Ware		06/25/2021						Guardian		Grievance		Quality of Services		Crisis - Mobile Crisis Management				Mental Health Only				Therapeutic Alternatives, Inc.		1		'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		CID: 584003 / 584011 - Caller wishes to remain anonymous. Anonymous reports that the clinician dispatched to the home was very rude, unprofessional, and yelled at them. Anonymous reports that the clinician never gave his name and wanted to do the assessment outside rather than in the apartment although the adult affirmed that they were vaccinated. Anonymous reports that clinician was only on site for approximately 15 minutes and asked maybe 2 questions to the person who was to be evaluated and then was adamant that they needed to go to the hospital despite not being actively suicidal.  Notes that clinician said that the person in question had attempted suicide earlier however that was not true. Reports that he raised his voice several times and exited yelling that he would be calling his supervisor. Anonymous also notes that an interpreter was used by telephone speaker phone and the interpreter noted that they were in training and that they also raised their voice at them during the encounter. Anonymous believes that the call was likely monitored and recorded and how poorly she was treated could be documented.		CORRECTIONS: CHECKED MEDICAID BASED ON AGENCY CONTRACT; AGAINST CHANGED FROM OTHER TO PROVIDER; LICENSURE ENTERED NOT LICENSED		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8308		07/14/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID: 584003 / 584011 - Caller wishes to remain anonymous. Anonymous reports that the clinician dispatched to the home was very rude, unprofessional, and yelled at them. Anonymous reports that the clinician never gave his name and wanted to do the assessment outside rather than in the apartment although the adult affirmed that they were vaccinated. Anonymous reports that clinician was only on site for approximately 15 minutes and asked maybe 2 questions to the person who was to be evaluated and then was adamant that they needed to go to the hospital despite not being actively suicidal. Notes that clinician said that the person in question had attempted suicide earlier however that was not true. Reports that he raised his voice several times and exited yelling that he would be calling his supervisor. Anonymous also notes that an interpreter was used by telephone speaker phone and the interpreter noted that they were in training and that they also raised their voice at them during the encounter. Anonymous believes that the call was likely monitored and recorded and how poorly she was treated could be documented.
*ANONYMOUS NO PT ID
7/8/21 This writer contacted Mr. Bruce Womble, Mobile Crisis Director, and made him aware of the concern with limited information due to anonymity.
7/13/21 This writer received a response from Mr Womble regarding the matter although limited information presented. Per response: In order to conduct an internal review regarding the submission of an anonymous grievance, an analytical process was completed. Based on the information reported above, I discovered one Mobile Crisis request for services matching this date. Information obtained from our daily call log indicates that a request for Mobile Crisis services was made by an Alliance Health clinician at 6:54pm on 6/25/2021 reference number 487657 provided. Due to the grievance being submitted anonymously, it is an assumption that the responses being provided will be applicable to the content described within the grievance. 
     In response to the above noted grievance from the anonymous individual who reports that the Mobile Crisis clinician was being rude, unprofessional, and yelling was contrary to the findings that was reported by the responding Mobile Crisis clinician. The clinician documented his encounter with the anonymous individual along with the recommendation and findings that was given. The clinician did meet with the member and the anonymous individual inside the home and was present longer than 15 minutes per clinicians’ documentation. The clinician confirmed that an interpreter service was utilized during the assessment and documented that the anonymous individual was able to speak English during this encounter although the use of an interpreter was being utilized. 
    The actions taken in order to address the anonymous grievance with the responding clinician will be as follows; provide further guidance, education and de-escalation techniques during crisis interventions by revisiting our current Mind Set Safety Curriculum. 
     Additionally, I have attached a summary of the events that took place during this encounter that was prepared by the responding clinician and what is documented in the members’ medical record we have on file. The members LME record number is also documented within the documentation and can be accessed via the Alliance Provider Portal.  
Please feel free to contact me if further details are required. 
Thanks, 
Bruce Womble, Mobile Crisis Director     
7/14/21 Based on agency review and response case to be closed. Agency has indicated its due diligence in the matter. The agency also attached documentation regarding the date of service . No letters mailed to complainant due to anonymity. This writer informer Mr. Womble that case is considered resolved and closed with no further action needed. No further action by provider or this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		19

		11940		Kristie White		06/26/2021		CAMPBELL		RICHARD		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Crisis - Inpatient				Multi-Disability		Adult		Holly Hill Hospital, LLC		1		30443 - CAMPBELL, RICHARD		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		Richard Campbell called seeking to file a grievance against HHH where consumer is currently admitted. Consumer reports he has concerns regarding care in which he is receiving. Consumer reports he has been given wrong medications. Medications which belong to other Resident. Richard Campbell states phones are off and Consumer is not able to have access to phones. Richard Campbell states has not been able to participate in any treatment, nor has he seen the Doctor while he has been there. Richard Campbell also states Staff are calling him by the wrong name. Caller states he and other Residents are also being placed in activity room for more the 18 hours a day. Caller has a list of other concerns regarding his treatment since being admitted. Consumer reports due to not getting his proper medications his blood pressure has been untreated. Patient Advocate is no longer responding to Consumer per his reports.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8289		07/19/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Richard Campbell called seeking to file a grievance against HHH where consumer is currently admitted. Consumer reports he has concerns regarding care in which he is receiving. Consumer reports he has been given wrong medications. Medications which belong to other Resident. Richard Campbell states phones are off and Consumer is not able to have access to phones. Richard Campbell states has not been able to participate in any treatment, nor has he seen the Doctor while he has been there. Richard Campbell also states Staff are calling him by the wrong name. Caller states he and other Residents are also being placed in activity room for more the 18 hours a day. Caller has a list of other concerns regarding his treatment since being admitted. Consumer reports due to not getting his proper medications his blood pressure has been untreated. Patient Advocate is no longer responding to Consumer per his reports.
06/28/21-Grievance against HHH re. poor quality of care (DUPLICATE). KM Appeals Coordinator
06/30/21-Per Jiva member is calling to Care Manager Katie Bryan about this issue also. Per Katie Bryan, “Hi Kristie, Is he still at Holly Hill? I was under the impression that he was going to discharge from Holly Hill on Monday, so I attempted to reach him in the community yesterday; however, he did not answer and I had to leave a message. He left me a voicemail from Holly Hill on Monday telling me that he had been there since last Wednesday and had been calling me “incessantly” and that I had not answered—he wanted to know whether or not I ever even work, etc. He then asked me to call him back, but did not leave his patient specific pin number, so I was unable to call him back. He may very well have attempted to reach me before that, but that was the first voicemail I received from him while hospitalized. I reached out to Natalie Boucher, one of our Holly Hill hospital liaisons, and she was able to indicate that it looked like he was scheduled for discharge that day. Unfortunately, we were not alerted of the admission and thus, our liaison was not involved in his inpatient treatment and/or discharge planning because the hospital mistakenly had him listed as Cardinal Medicaid. He did end up calling me back on Monday and was asking about rental assistance. I explained to him that if he has a sustainability plan, we could help him apply for ILI funding. However, he was wanting to discharge to an Oxford House in Wilmington. I had to explain to him that ILI funding through Alliance could only be used for the counties in our catchment area—I told him what counties we cover and he indicated that he didn’t want to stay in any of those counties. He then stated that he had to go take his medication and abruptly got off the phone. I did not hear back from him. I had been trying to get back in touch with him prior to this admission with no success. I our last contacts prior to this admission I had encouraged him to connect to Freedom House for outpatient as he was staying in an Oxford House in Chapel Hill. He reported that he planned to switch his Medicaid to Orange County and wondered what other service providers might be available to him once the switch occurs. I made sure he had Cardinal’s contact number so that he could reach out to inquire, but still encouraged him to connect to Freedom House in the interim and also made sure that he knew about the Carolina Outreach Behavioral Health Urgent Care in Durham if he needed to bridge his meds while in the process of connecting to outpatient treatment. I don’t believe he ever followed through and then ended up back at Holly Hill. 

He did not voice any concerns to me about Holly Hill when he called me on Monday and since our liaison was not involved in the case during this admission, unfortunately I can’t really speak to whether or not any concerns he has expressed about the hospital are substantiated. I’m assuming that the internal concern is against me. Again, I did my best to assist him prior to this admission and he did not follow through. He says that he called me “incessantly” during this admission; however, Monday was the first time I received a voicemail from him and I ended up speaking to him the same day. I looked back through my call history and it looks like I do have two back to back missed calls from that same holly hill number at the end of the day last Friday with no voicemails. Another missed call from that number on Saturday with no voicemail. And then 4 back to back missed calls from him first thing Monday morning with only one voicemail before speaking to him later that day. So I think what he mostly means by calling me now answering when he calls me “incessantly” is that he called me back to back to back hoping I would eventually answer—however, obviously if I was not available at 8:49 am, then there is a good chance that I am unlikely to be available at 8:53 am, 8:59 am, and 9:04 am.  I acquired him from another care coordinator during his last Holly Hill admission after he “fired” her, so I’m not taking it personal that he has likely voiced concerns about me. I know that I have been trying to assist him.
Member has called and filed two grievances 11940 and 11941 and also internal concern filed also 11942. Member is still inpatient in hospital. Sent CM Katie Bryan email on this to make sure she is aware of member needing additional help and seems to be very angry about inpatient stay at HHH. Since can not call to HHH to speak to member going to send acknowledgment letter to address on in system since some notes state member is homeless. Sending concern element email marcy.cortez@uhsinc.com at  HHH also to be returned to this writer by 07/08/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
07/16/21-Received response from provider HHH about this and per provider wrong medication was never given and Per Holly Hill Hospital Policy and Procedures this type of occurrence would require a completion of a Healthcare Peer Review (HPR) report for the medication error. No error was found. Per Roberta Morgan Director of Risk Management, “Richard was seen by his therapy team in accordance with his treatment plan and our primary modality of treatment being through group therapy and not individual counseling. Richard, throughout his stay, was seen by a provider, a history and psychiatric evaluation was completed on 6/25/2021. Richard was seen by a provider on 6/27/2021 then again on day of discharge, 6/28/2021. During Richard’s short stay he did not attend or actively participate in Social Work/Therapist group. On 6/25/2021, patient was encouraged to attend group/session but declined. On 6/26/2021, patient was encouraged to attend group/session but declined. On 6/27/2021, patient was encouraged to attend group/session but declined. On 6/28/2021, patient was not present for Recreational Therapy intervention.” The member was discharged per member request and signed a withdrawal after the 72-hour voluntary rule and discharged on 06/28/21. Per all this information this writer agrees that HHH followed their protocols to ensure member safety. Reached out to member via phone with no response. KM Appeals Coordinator
07/19/21- Reached out to member via phone with no answer and left voicemail. Sending resolution letter and closing grievance as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		23

		11941		Kristie White		06/26/2021		CAMPBELL		RICHARD		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Crisis - Inpatient				Multi-Disability		Adult		Holly Hill Hospital, LLC		1		30443 - CAMPBELL, RICHARD		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Orange		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Caller is currently at Holly Hill hospital. The caller stated he hasn't received his medication since being admitted. Caller stating he hasn't seen a doctor. Caller stating the facility isn't following the policies and procedures listed in the patient handbook given to him at the facility. Member stated the facility isn't following the schedule (therapy, phone time, psychiatrist). Member state he isn't satisfied with the therapeutic treatment at HHH. Caller stated a staff member at Holly Hill hasn't taken his vitals since being admitted.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8291		07/19/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller is currently at Holly Hill hospital. The caller stated he hasn't received his medication since being admitted. Caller stating he hasn't seen a doctor. Caller stating the facility isn't following the policies and procedures listed in the patient handbook given to him at the facility. Member stated the facility isn't following the schedule (therapy, phone time, psychiatrist). Member state he isn't satisfied with the therapeutic treatment at HHH. Caller stated a staff member at Holly Hill hasn't taken his vitals since being admitted.
06/28/21-Grievance against HHH re. poor quality of care (DUPLICATE). KM Appeals Coordinator
06/30/21-Per Jiva member is calling to Care Manager Katie Bryan about this issue also. Per Katie Bryan, “Hi Kristie, Is he still at Holly Hill? I was under the impression that he was going to discharge from Holly Hill on Monday, so I attempted to reach him in the community yesterday; however, he did not answer and I had to leave a message. He left me a voicemail from Holly Hill on Monday telling me that he had been there since last Wednesday and had been calling me “incessantly” and that I had not answered—he wanted to know whether or not I ever even work, etc. He then asked me to call him back, but did not leave his patient specific pin number, so I was unable to call him back. He may very well have attempted to reach me before that, but that was the first voicemail I received from him while hospitalized. I reached out to Natalie Boucher, one of our Holly Hill hospital liaisons, and she was able to indicate that it looked like he was scheduled for discharge that day. Unfortunately, we were not alerted of the admission and thus, our liaison was not involved in his inpatient treatment and/or discharge planning because the hospital mistakenly had him listed as Cardinal Medicaid. He did end up calling me back on Monday and was asking about rental assistance. I explained to him that if he has a sustainability plan, we could help him apply for ILI funding. However, he was wanting to discharge to an Oxford House in Wilmington. I had to explain to him that ILI funding through Alliance could only be used for the counties in our catchment area—I told him what counties we cover and he indicated that he didn’t want to stay in any of those counties. He then stated that he had to go take his medication and abruptly got off the phone. I did not hear back from him. I had been trying to get back in touch with him prior to this admission with no success. I our last contacts prior to this admission I had encouraged him to connect to Freedom House for outpatient as he was staying in an Oxford House in Chapel Hill. He reported that he planned to switch his Medicaid to Orange County and wondered what other service providers might be available to him once the switch occurs. I made sure he had Cardinal’s contact number so that he could reach out to inquire, but still encouraged him to connect to Freedom House in the interim and also made sure that he knew about the Carolina Outreach Behavioral Health Urgent Care in Durham if he needed to bridge his meds while in the process of connecting to outpatient treatment. I don’t believe he ever followed through and then ended up back at Holly Hill. 

He did not voice any concerns to me about Holly Hill when he called me on Monday and since our liaison was not involved in the case during this admission, unfortunately I can’t really speak to whether or not any concerns he has expressed about the hospital are substantiated. I’m assuming that the internal concern is against me. Again, I did my best to assist him prior to this admission and he did not follow through. He says that he called me “incessantly” during this admission; however, Monday was the first time I received a voicemail from him and I ended up speaking to him the same day. I looked back through my call history and it looks like I do have two back to back missed calls from that same holly hill number at the end of the day last Friday with no voicemails. Another missed call from that number on Saturday with no voicemail. And then 4 back to back missed calls from him first thing Monday morning with only one voicemail before speaking to him later that day. So I think what he mostly means by calling me now answering when he calls me “incessantly” is that he called me back to back to back hoping I would eventually answer—however, obviously if I was not available at 8:49 am, then there is a good chance that I am unlikely to be available at 8:53 am, 8:59 am, and 9:04 am.  I acquired him from another care coordinator during his last Holly Hill admission after he “fired” her, so I’m not taking it personal that he has likely voiced concerns about me. I know that I have been trying to assist him.
Member has called and filed two grievances 11940 and 11941 and also internal concern filed also 11942. Member is still inpatient in hospital. Sent CM Katie Bryan email on this to make sure she is aware of member needing additional help and seems to be very angry about inpatient stay at HHH. Since can not call to HHH to speak to member going to send acknowledgment letter to address on in system since some notes state member is homeless. Sending concern element email marcy.cortez@uhsinc.com at  HHH also to be returned to this writer by 07/08/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
07/16/21-Received response from provider HHH about this and per provider wrong medication was never given and Per Holly Hill Hospital Policy and Procedures this type of occurrence would require a completion of a Healthcare Peer Review (HPR) report for the medication error. No error was found. Per Roberta Morgan Director of Risk Management, “Richard was seen by his therapy team in accordance with his treatment plan and our primary modality of treatment being through group therapy and not individual counseling. Richard, throughout his stay, was seen by a provider, a history and psychiatric evaluation was completed on 6/25/2021. Richard was seen by a provider on 6/27/2021 then again on day of discharge, 6/28/2021. During Richard’s short stay he did not attend or actively participate in Social Work/Therapist group. On 6/25/2021, patient was encouraged to attend group/session but declined. On 6/26/2021, patient was encouraged to attend group/session but declined. On 6/27/2021, patient was encouraged to attend group/session but declined. On 6/28/2021, patient was not present for Recreational Therapy intervention.” The member was discharged per member request and signed a withdrawal after the 72-hour voluntary rule and discharged on 06/28/21. Per all this information this writer agrees that HHH followed their protocols to ensure member safety. Reached out to member via phone with no response. KM Appeals Coordinator
07/19/21- Reached out to member via phone with no answer and left voicemail. Sending resolution letter and closing grievance as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		23

		11942		Kristie White		06/28/2021		Howard		Rachel		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Crisis - Inpatient				Multi-Disability		Adult		Holly Hill Hospital, LLC		1		30443 - CAMPBELL, RICHARD		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		[CID: 584159] Submitting Internal Employee Concern, unclear if grievance with Alliance has been submitted- Currently inpatient at HHH, was admitted on IVC and reports that facility intends on keeping him for a "prolonged period of time", has expressed desire to be transferred to another facility but has been “brushed off”.  Member reports having been there for 5 days and not having seen a doctor or therapist; has not participated in any therapeutic interventions or able to watch TV, has not received meds for physical or mental health needs, reports needing blood pressure meds and anxiety is "through the roof", feels that he will "lose my top" and have a panic attack.  Reports that he was given someone else's meds in error when first admitted on IVC.  Reports that he is "not belligerent or aggressive".  Member has gathered info. on multiple group living environments and has 6 places where he can be admitted, needing internet access to submit payment, was told by a doctor that he may use a laptop but then nurse said there’s no internet access despite another staff printing off listing for him.  Member has filed multiple grievances against HHH (with DHSR mentioned) and now feels that facility is retaliating against him.—R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8292		07/19/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		06/30/21-Per Jiva member is calling to Care Manager Katie Bryan about this issue also. Per Katie Bryan, “Hi Kristie, Is he still at Holly Hill? I was under the impression that he was going to discharge from Holly Hill on Monday, so I attempted to reach him in the community yesterday; however, he did not answer and I had to leave a message. He left me a voicemail from Holly Hill on Monday telling me that he had been there since last Wednesday and had been calling me “incessantly” and that I had not answered—he wanted to know whether or not I ever even work, etc. He then asked me to call him back, but did not leave his patient specific pin number, so I was unable to call him back. He may very well have attempted to reach me before that, but that was the first voicemail I received from him while hospitalized. I reached out to Natalie Boucher, one of our Holly Hill hospital liaisons, and she was able to indicate that it looked like he was scheduled for discharge that day. Unfortunately, we were not alerted of the admission and thus, our liaison was not involved in his inpatient treatment and/or discharge planning because the hospital mistakenly had him listed as Cardinal Medicaid. He did end up calling me back on Monday and was asking about rental assistance. I explained to him that if he has a sustainability plan, we could help him apply for ILI funding. However, he was wanting to discharge to an Oxford House in Wilmington. I had to explain to him that ILI funding through Alliance could only be used for the counties in our catchment area—I told him what counties we cover and he indicated that he didn’t want to stay in any of those counties. He then stated that he had to go take his medication and abruptly got off the phone. I did not hear back from him. I had been trying to get back in touch with him prior to this admission with no success. I our last contacts prior to this admission I had encouraged him to connect to Freedom House for outpatient as he was staying in an Oxford House in Chapel Hill. He reported that he planned to switch his Medicaid to Orange County and wondered what other service providers might be available to him once the switch occurs. I made sure he had Cardinal’s contact number so that he could reach out to inquire, but still encouraged him to connect to Freedom House in the interim and also made sure that he knew about the Carolina Outreach Behavioral Health Urgent Care in Durham if he needed to bridge his meds while in the process of connecting to outpatient treatment. I don’t believe he ever followed through and then ended up back at Holly Hill. 

He did not voice any concerns to me about Holly Hill when he called me on Monday and since our liaison was not involved in the case during this admission, unfortunately I can’t really speak to whether or not any concerns he has expressed about the hospital are substantiated. I’m assuming that the internal concern is against me. Again, I did my best to assist him prior to this admission and he did not follow through. He says that he called me “incessantly” during this admission; however, Monday was the first time I received a voicemail from him and I ended up speaking to him the same day. I looked back through my call history and it looks like I do have two back to back missed calls from that same holly hill number at the end of the day last Friday with no voicemails. Another missed call from that number on Saturday with no voicemail. And then 4 back to back missed calls from him first thing Monday morning with only one voicemail before speaking to him later that day. So I think what he mostly means by calling me now answering when he calls me “incessantly” is that he called me back to back to back hoping I would eventually answer—however, obviously if I was not available at 8:49 am, then there is a good chance that I am unlikely to be available at 8:53 am, 8:59 am, and 9:04 am.  I acquired him from another care coordinator during his last Holly Hill admission after he “fired” her, so I’m not taking it personal that he has likely voiced concerns about me. I know that I have been trying to assist him.
Member has called and filed two grievances 11940 and 11941 and also internal concern filed also 11942. Member is still inpatient in hospital. Sent CM Katie Bryan email on this to make sure she is aware of member needing additional help and seems to be very angry about inpatient stay at HHH. Since can not call to HHH to speak to member going to internal complainant acknowledgment email and starting the concern process. Sending acknowledgement email and sending concern element email to HHH also to be returned to this writer by 07/08/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
07/19/21-Receieved response from HHH that, “In review of the medical record, there is no evidence that the patient received the wrong medications that were not his. Per Holly Hill Hospital Policy and Procedures this type of occurrence would require a completion of a Healthcare Peer Review (HPR) report for the medication error. I was not able to locate any report for this patient for a medication error. In a review of the Medication Administration Record, the patient received his schedule Amlodipine 10mg oral dose once daily for Hypertension on 6/25/2021, 6/27/2021, and 6/28/2021. The Medication Administration Record indicates that the patient refused Amlodipine 10mg dose on 6/26/2021.  During his stay, the patient was compliant with his medications the vast majority of the time.” The member was discharged on 6/27/2021 at 9:40 am a progress note indicated that Richard requested and signed to withdrawal the 72-hour request for discharge on 6/27/2021 at 9:25am and Richard was advised of his scheduled discharge date of 6/28/2021 at 1:30pm. A progress noted written on 6/27/2021 at 6:15pm indicated that patient expressed frustration over discharge housing facility and was to discuss with the social worker. Sending ack/resolution email to internal complainant and closing this internal concern as tracking. KMack Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		21

		11943		Kristie White		06/28/2021		STARTT		JACKIE		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Community Support Team				Mental Health Only		Adult		B & D Integrated Health Services		1		37220 - STARTT, JACKIE		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Member wants to make a grievance on the decision related to her last grievance. She reports that B & D Behavioral Services provided inaccurate information during the investigation. She doesn't understand why her medication Klonopin was stopped by the provider a month ago. She reports extreme anxiety that causes heart palpation. She reports she has been on Klonopin since 2012 until it was discontinued a month ago. She has discussed her issue with the agency.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8300		07/06/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member wants to make a grievance on the decision related to her last grievance. She reports that B & D Behavioral Services provided inaccurate information during the investigation. She doesn't understand why her medication Klonopin was stopped by the provider a month ago. She reports extreme anxiety that causes heart palpation. She reports she has been on Klonopin since 2012 until it was discontinued a month ago. She has discussed her issue with the agency.
Patient: Jackie Startt Patient ID: 37220 DOB: 07/29/1972
06/28/21-Grievance- against B and D; upset about outcome of previous grievance findings (11859). KM Appeals Coordinator
07/06/21-Reached out to Jackie Startt about this grievance and she is seeing another psychiatrist now. She is letting them look at her old records which proves she had anxiety. She is currently going to another provider closer It was untrue about her asking for Xanax from B&D. Member states she did not ask for that medication. They stated they can pull your records from Dr. Davis from 2012. She is upset that she feels B&D lied about this information. She is still getting peer support through B&D and case management from B&D currently and wants to continue with those services only. She is just going to another provider for the medication management that is closer to her home. She does not want me to reach back out to B&D on this issue since she has discussed with them and they helped her get another psychiatrist that can help her with her medication since they can not. Sending member withdrawal letter on what we discussed and closing this grievance as withdrawn per member request. KM Appeals Coordinator		Undetermined-Member wanted to Withdraw Grievance		1		1		1		8

		11944		Kim Ware		06/28/2021		ray		diana		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Service Coordination between providers		Crisis - Inpatient				Multi-Disability		18-20		Vidant Medical Group		1		57283 - MCCULLERS, LUTHANIEL		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		*For recording purposes due to consistent lack of response from OON hospitals*  Member was admitted to Vidant Greenville on 6/24/2021.  I left detailed voicemail messages with Vidant Medical Center Greenville inpatient psychiatric unit social worker Ashley Ware (252-847-9078) requesting discharge updates and offering to assist with discharge planning.  She did not respond to messages.  Member is pending discharge for today or tomorrow, according to the guardian.  Aftercare provider information is unknown at this time.  It would have been benefitted the member to coordinate referral from the hospital to a new provider with a new service rather than initiating from the community.		CORRECTIONS: type changed from grievance to internal; changed complainant name from member's; against changed from other to provider; licensure entered dhsr; NATURE CHANGED FROM QUALITY TO SERVICE COORDINATION		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8281		06/29/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		*For recording purposes due to consistent lack of response from OON hospitals*  Member was admitted to Vidant Greenville on 6/24/2021.  I left detailed voicemail messages with Vidant Medical Center Greenville inpatient psychiatric unit social worker Ashley Ware (252-847-9078) requesting discharge updates and offering to assist with discharge planning.  She did not respond to messages.  Member is pending discharge for today or tomorrow, according to the guardian.  Aftercare provider information is unknown at this time.  It would have been benefitted the member to coordinate referral from the hospital to a new provider with a new service rather than initiating from the community.
LUTHANIEL MCCULLERS   ID: 57283  (DOB: 4/17/2002)
6/29/21 Internal concern entered for tracking purposes regarding out of network provider. Ack/Res emailed. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		1

		11945		Kim Ware		06/28/2021		BARHAM		Janice		Parent		External Stakeholder Concern		Quality of Services		Assertive Community Tx Team				Multi-Disability		Adult		Carolina Outreach, LLC		1		69283 - BARHAM, BENNETT		Black/African American		Not Defined		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Caller is mother of client calling seeking to file a grievance against CO due to quality of services. caller reports that CO triaged client after client being in crisis and then released client stating that client was cleared to be released from CO. Caller reports that client is not well to be released and needs to be inpatient treatment.		CORRECTIONS: DISABILITY CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO MULTI; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO NOT LICENSED; SERVICE TYPE ENTERED ACTT		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8296		07/23/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller is mother of client calling seeking to file a grievance against CO due to quality of services. caller reports that CO triaged client after client being in crisis and then released client stating that client was cleared to be released from CO. Caller reports that client is not well to be released and needs to be inpatient treatment.
BENNETT BARHAM   ID: 69283   (DOB: 9/8/1980)
6/29/21 Call to complainant at number listed (704) 502-6284; complainant is not the guardian, her sister, the member’s aunt is the legal guardian. This writer explained limitation due to HIPAA. Ms. Barham spoke at length regarding her concerns with Carolina Outreach and lack of services and interventions provided. Ms Barham became upset and tearful though conversation. Per her report her son is currently in jail. She reports that she believes that CO did not intervene prior to his arrest and an incident that occurred at a nearby grocery store. She reports that he was arrested for destruction of property and assault on an officer although she had pleaded with the magistrate to have him committed earlier in the week when the landlord reported that he was going door to door knocking on neighbors’ doors. Per her report, when she spoke with CO, she was told that staff went out to see him on that same day but does not believe that they did in that the incident happened early in the day and staff said that he was “ok” at that time. She reports that her son slammed a mirror in the store bathroom at the grocery store “fighting himself” and had to have his hand stitched however she has not seen him and does not know how he is doing.  Ms Barham discussed how this provider was just as bad as the previous provider and was tired of people telling her that she agitates her son. Per her report Carolina Outreach has had multiple staff changes and that the new staff “Stuart does not care and is racist”. Ms Barham went on to tearfully talk about George Floyd and how she fears for her son. She tearfully explained that she just wanted help for her son and that CO was “not doing shit” and that police were not following protocol in that no CIT officer went to the scene. She reports that she and her sister work closely with agencies regarding her son, his treatment and concerns that they have had. She reports that the nurse from the jail called them and let them know that he is isolated on the medical unit. She also reports that she has been in touch with AH TCLI supervisor TJ Hayes who has been helpful and listening to her in regards to housing concerns as well as helped by AH CC Detrick Battle. She reports her issue is with Carolina Outreach. This writer explained next steps although limited in what could be shared with her. Ms. Barham insisted that she is involved and had permission, however, this writer reminded her of the HIPAA limitations. Ms. Barham confirmed mailing address which is her sister’s mailing address for written correspondence. She reports that she has filed before and understands that there is not much that AH can do but that AH needs to know that the agency is “terrible” and that they will “cover up” because they only call or stop by and knock on the door without intervening or actually providing services.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/2/21 Concern Acknowledgment letter mailed to complainant.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/2/21 This writer contacted agency's QM to make them aware of the concern and requested that an internal review be conducted to include actions taken or to be taken to address the concern. Per QM Specialist, J Darden, the information has been forwarded to the appropriate staff for review.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/13/21 Email correspondence received from agency indicating the following: "11945:Per internal review, our ACT team has consistently supported this client and continues to despite the client being in jail. Bennett Barham’s mother has communicated with staff as well and staff has ensured that they are working diligently to support the client. There have been difficulties connecting with the client and family due to canceled visits and no responses. I have attached the most recent non billable notes from staff to show the communication and support provided by the ACT Team." Agency attached documentation indicating coordination of care  with AH staff, jail staff, responding to member's family and attempts in seeing member face to face including attempts at delivering food prior to most recent detention. The agency indicates call to guardian (member's aunt) with no response, speaking to clients mother "who displayed histrionics, accusing team of not doing their job and not caring about client. Blaming team for client arrest and pending eviction". The agency explained attempts to clarify teams schedule, role, efforts and member refusal. The mother believed that the team was suppose to see member 6 days a week. The mother became angry during agency call and hung up. Agency information indicates continued coordination with stakeholders involved.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/23/21 Based on review of information available in JIVA, agency response, continued collaboration and service provision, AH CC involvement, case to be closed. Concern resolution letter to be mailed to complainant. No call to complainant due to previous conversation with limited explanation of steps to be taken by QM and referral to provider and AH CC for member and guardian.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		25

		11946		Hillary Vandewart		06/29/2021		BOOKHART		ROBERT		Provider		External Stakeholder Concern		Quality of Services		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Universal Mental Health Services, Inc.		1		78149 - WEVER, DANIEL		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Caller is calling from A small miracle seeking to file a grievance against Universal. Caller reports that universal told staff at  A small miracle that they did not need to  have a HS diploma to work at Universal. Caller reports that staff to client to Universal for services.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8313		07/22/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller is calling from A Small Miracle seeking to file a grievance against Universal. Caller reports that Universal told staff at A Small Miracle that they did not need to have a HS diploma to work at Universal. Caller reports that staff to client to Universal for services.
PT: Daniel Wever			DOB: 3/26/1990			ID: 78149]
7/1/21
This writer called and spoke with complainant at ext 708 via phone. He confirmed that the concern was that Universal informed a member and mother who was onboarding as a RAP that she did not need a high school diploma. She and the client then went to Universal and thus A Small Miracle lost a client and a RAP/staff. 
This writer requested member’s information and shared concern resolution process. He confirmed it was fine to reach out to provider regarding this concern. 
This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement letter.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
7/16/21
This writer researched Relative as Provider service in Clinical Coverage Policy 8P and confirmed that a “high school diploma or high school equivalency” is required. 
This writer reached out to Care Navigator and Service Integrity Consultant (Mara Wooten and Kim Fien) to get their feedback on the situation. Kim reported that Universal should be able to hire her because she has the diploma, but not the transcript, so therefore since she has the High School Diploma she does meet the qualifications for providing Innovations Waiver Clinical Coverage Policy 8-P services which says  “g. High school diploma or high school equivalency (GED). (p.77)”
This writer then contacted Tracy Frye, QI Director at (828) 759-2228 (Corporate Office) to share concern with her. This writer shared concern details verbally and confirmed her email address to send info. She confirmed that she would look into this right away and would get back with a written response by 7/23.
This writer then composed and sent concern elements via email, tfrye@umhs.net.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
7/22/21
This writer received a response from Ms. Frye (along with documentation of diploma) which can be summarized below:
•	Universal Mental Health Services has not hired this mother.  
•	She was told that Universal would have to receive a diploma and an official verification of the diploma—as well as a background check.
•	At no point was the potential staff told by any Universal employee that she could be hired without having this information in place prior to moving forward in the hiring process.  
•	Diploma has been received, but not an official verification of the diploma. Provider is still working to obtain this. 
Based on provider’s response and associated documentation, this appears to be a non-issue.
This writer received follow up call from provider stating that HR had provided an update that they had received the official verification. She asked if this was needed and this writer stated that it would not be necessary. 
This writer called and LVM with complainant requesting a call back.
This writer then composed and sent resolution letter. No further action required at this time. Any further correspondence from complainant will be documented in follow-up.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Non-Issue		1		1		0		23

		11947		Kim Ware		06/30/2021		NARA		BRENT		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Unity Home Care, Inc.		1		263684 - BENNETT, HARRY		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		1		In-State		Level IV		1		1		Service Consultant made two attempts by phone and email to request Harry Bennett’s service documentation and signed short range goals in order to complete monitoring assessment and verify that goals are in compliance for Harry’s new ISP year. Attempts were made on 6/2 and 6/22. Ms. McLean did send service documentation, but did not send signed short range goals. Service Consultant is unable to complete first quarter monitoring as the result. Service Consultant has informed supervisor and requested for assistance from Provider Networks with resolving this concern.		CORRECTIONS: CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFORMATION FROM MEMBER'S; NATURE CHANGED FROM LME/MCO FUNCTION TO ADMINISTRATIVE; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO DHSR; disability changed from dd only to multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8297		07/07/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Service Consultant made two attempts by phone and email to request Harry Bennett’s service documentation and signed short range goals in order to complete monitoring assessment and verify that goals are in compliance for Harry’s new ISP year. Attempts were made on 6/2 and 6/22. Ms. McLean did send service documentation, but did not send signed short range goals. Service Consultant is unable to complete first quarter monitoring as the result. Service Consultant has informed supervisor and requested for assistance from Provider Networks with resolving this concern.
HARRY BENNET JR.   ID: 263684   (DOB: 2/7/1967)
7/7/21 Based on nature of concern and complainant indication of referral to AH PND, case to be closed and tracked per protocol. Ack/Res emailed to internal complaintn. no further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		7

		11948		Hillary Vandewart		06/30/2021		NARA		BRENT		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Adult		The Loving Home Incorporated		1		281835 - BANKS, TERESA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Cumberland		0		1		In-State		Level IV		1		1		Service Consultant Brent Nara made multiple attempts by phone and email to reach Beverly Curtis and Vincent Williams, QPs at the Loving Home to request quarterly progress notes for the above individuals for the dates 3/1/2021-5/31/2021. Short range goals are needed for Huey Brooks (effective 6/1/2021). Attempts were made on 6/1 and on 6/22. This is in addition to the following documentation requests that are overdue since March 2021, which I include below (most to least recent requests):
•	Jennifer Burkett: Quarterly progress note for 2/1/21-4/30/21
•	Terry Horne: Quarterly progress note for 2/1/21-4/30/21
•	Terry Horne: Signed short range goals (effective 2/1/21)
•	Crystal Burgess : Quarterly progress notes for 1/1/21-3/31/21
•	Crystal Burgess: Signed short range goals effective 1/1/21
•	Becky Shaw: Quarterly progress notes for 1/1/21-3/31/21
•	Sherman Weatherspoon: Quarterly progress notes for 1/1/21-3/31/21
•	Teresa Banks: Quarterly progress notes for 12/1/20-2/28/21
•	Huey Brooks: Quarterly progress notes for 12/1/20-2/28/21
•	Megan Killman: Quarterly progress notes for 12/1/20-2/28/21
•	Jennifer Lockamy: Quarterly progress notes for 12/1/20-2/28/21
•	Terry Horne: Quarterly progress notes for 11/1/20-1/31/21
•	Jennifer Burkett: Quarterly progress notes for 11/1/20-1/31/21
•	Jennifer Burkett: Signed short range goals (effective 11/1/20)
As can be seen, this now makes a full 6 months of a gap in monitoring services, or two quarters. Provider needs to send quarterly progress notes or service grids for members as soon as possible so that quarterly monitoring assessments may be completed.
Service Consultant has informed supervisor and reached out to Provider Networks for assistance with resolving this contractual concern.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Disability to Multi		other		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8301		07/27/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Service Consultant Brent Nara made multiple attempts by phone and email to reach Beverly Curtis and Vincent Williams, QPs at the Loving Home to request quarterly progress notes for the above individuals for the dates 3/1/2021-5/31/2021. Short range goals are needed for Huey Brooks (effective 6/1/2021). Attempts were made on 6/1 and on 6/22. This is in addition to the following documentation requests that are overdue since March 2021, which I include below (most to least recent requests):
•	Jennifer Burkett: Quarterly progress note for 2/1/21-4/30/21
•	Terry Horne: Quarterly progress note for 2/1/21-4/30/21
•	Terry Horne: Signed short range goals (effective 2/1/21)
•	Crystal Burgess: Quarterly progress notes for 1/1/21-3/31/21
•	Crystal Burgess: Signed short range goals effective 1/1/21
•	Becky Shaw: Quarterly progress notes for 1/1/21-3/31/21
•	Sherman Weatherspoon: Quarterly progress notes for 1/1/21-3/31/21
•	Teresa Banks: Quarterly progress notes for 12/1/20-2/28/21
•	Huey Brooks: Quarterly progress notes for 12/1/20-2/28/21
•	Megan Killman: Quarterly progress notes for 12/1/20-2/28/21
•	Jennifer Lockamy: Quarterly progress notes for 12/1/20-2/28/21
•	Terry Horne: Quarterly progress notes for 11/1/20-1/31/21
•	Jennifer Burkett: Quarterly progress notes for 11/1/20-1/31/21
•	Jennifer Burkett: Signed short range goals (effective 11/1/20)
As can be seen, this now makes a full 6 months of a gap in monitoring services, or two quarters. Provider needs to send quarterly progress notes or service grids for members as soon as possible so that quarterly monitoring assessments may be completed. Service Consultant has informed supervisor and reached out to Provider Networks for assistance with resolving this contractual concern.
[SEVERAL MEMBERS INCLUDED]
7/7/21
This writer researched recent internal concerns related to this and determined that PND leadership and Compliance are involved/coordinating next steps. 
This writer sent information to PND Specialist Bill Young for his records. This writer then received a response from Bill stating that Compliance needs to be “fully involved.”
This writer replied inquiring to what extent Compliance had been involved previously and stating that this writer could submit a Compliance Issues form if needed.
This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant.
Bill responded that he believed that Compliance had only been made aware verbally and that he had no knowledge of a Compliance Issues form being filled out. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
7/19/21
This writer completed Compliance Issues Report along with supporting information and submitted to the Compliance Committee for review. This writer will await feedback from Compliance.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
7/27/21
This writer composed and sent resolution letter to internal complainant, advising that matter had been referred to Compliance and that we would provide updates once received. Future correspondence with Compliance/complainant will be included in resolution follow-up. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Undetermined--Referred to Corporate Compliance Committee for review/follow-up		1		1		0		27

		11950		Kim Ware		06/30/2021		WILLIAMS		MARLENE		Parent		External Stakeholder Concern		Administrative Issues		Innovation Services (non-residential)		CLS, SE		Multi-Disability		Adult		A Small Miracle, LLC		1		265308 - WILLIAMS, VICTORIA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Marlene Williams, mother called today to report that the member does not have service hours remaining for today (the last day in the plan year) and she was told she would have to use respite for today. Ms. Williams states that they do not use over the allotted hours in a week and feels perhaps there was a miscalculation with the units billed. She would like this looked into to see what happened to the CLS and SE hours that left the member short for the plan year to make sure this does not continue to happen. Ms. Williams states that this is not the first time this has been a concern.		CORRECTIONS: COMPLAINANT NAME CHANGED FROM MEMBER'S; type changed from grievance to external stakeholder; source changed from family member to parent; disability changed from dd only to multi;nature changed from access to administrative; licensure changed from unknown to not licensed		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8302		07/27/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Marlene Williams, mother called today to report that the member does not have service hours remaining for today (the last day in the plan year) and she was told she would have to use respite for today. Ms. Williams states that they do not use over the allotted hours in a week and feels perhaps there was a miscalculation with the units billed. She would like this looked into to see what happened to the CLS and SE hours that left the member short for the plan year to make sure this does not continue to happen. Ms. Williams states that this is not the first time this has been a concern.
VICTORIA WILLIAMS  ID: 265308   (DOB: 6/8/1983)
7/1/21 Call to number listed (910) 489-0647; left vm message.(KWARE,QAA)
7/7/21 Call to complainant; no answer; vm message did not indicate complainant’s name; left message for complainant requesting return call. Information available indicates that the father is the legal guardian. This writer is unable to confirm if the mother/complainant is guardian as well. This writer reached out to AH CN Daisy Calhoun in regards to the guardianship questions. Per her response the father is the guardian. Concern Acknowledgment letter mailed to address listed.(K.WARE,QAA
7/16/21 Call to complainant. She explained that she is the mother and that the father is the guardian. This writer explained the role of QM, next steps and how the case will be handled in that she is considered an external stakeholder (ie HIPAA). This writer contacted agency candace.mondragon@asmallmiraclellc.com (Program Director) to inquire regarding correct contact person for concern.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/20/21 Per response, the member is served out of the Goldsboro office. The information was forwarded by Ms. Mondragon to the Program Director of that office, Oliva Fredrick for review and response. Ms Frederick plans to follow up with this writer with internal review results.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/27/21 This writer received email correspondence indicating agency internal review of the matter. Per agency review, the member had not exceeded the weekly approved hours, however, there was not enough authorized units to cover the last day of the year based on the mother’s weekly schedule that she developed. The AH care navigator added additional hours in the budget to cover the extra day. “ The mother is correct that they have not exceeded the weekly approved hours for CLS nor SE. I have enclosed a spreadsheet showing the time records for CLS and SE throughout the ISP year, 7/1/2020-6/30/2021. The spreadsheet will confirm that the weekly utilized hours were not exceeded nor was there any miscalculations with the units billed. It will also show that every available hour/unit was utilized within the year. You will see that 7/1/2020-6/30/2021 covers a span of 53 weeks. When calculated, there were 52 weeks and 1 day. It is my understanding that the calculations for annual authorizations are to multiply the number of calendar weeks (standard of 52) by the number of weekly hours.  Since we had 52 weeks plus 1 day for this ISP year, there was not enough authorized units to cover the last day of the year. 

Per our QP’s report, during the ISP plan meeting, the care navigator added an additional 25 hours of Respite in the budget to account for this type of scenario, as it has occurred in the past, as mom mentioned in her concern. Also, per QP report, Respite was added because her budget would not allow for additional CLS. Unfortunately, this ISP year will yield the same issue with regards to the number of weeks in the calendar year from 7/1/21-6/30/22 (52 weeks plus 1 day). Based on the current schedule for 7/1/21-6/30/22, we will need 12 additional hours of CLS to cover 6/30/22. All authorized CLS units will be exhausted on 6/29/22, if we follow the weekly schedule developed by the mother.” The agency has indicated that in order to prevent any confusion regarding the use of hours, they plan to review each service auth upon receipt and compare the weekly units:  “In an effort to prevent the perception of miscalculations of hours, we will review each service authorization upon receipt and compare the weekly units to the proposed weekly schedule for the entire year. This will give the QP an advanced view of whether there are enough units to cover the full authorized date range and adequate time to discuss any shortages with the client/family and care navigator.” It appears that the agency has reviewed the matter during an ISP plan meeting including the QP and AH CN and are planning ahead for this plan year. It appears that the agency has followed protocol and the one day short was due to adherence to the mother’s requested scheduling and the number of weeks in the calendar year. The agency has indicated that they plan to have the agency’s Client Advocacy Representative to follow up with complainant to address any additional concerns she may have. Based on agency response, documentation submitted regarding utilization as well as actions taken and follow up actions to be taken, case to be closed.  The agency has followed protocol as well as coordinated efforts. The guardian will be referred to continue to work with AH CN and agency in regards to concerns in concern resolution letter mailed to complainant.(K.WARE,QAA)		nonissue- agency has followed protocol		1		1		0		27

		11951		Hillary Vandewart		06/30/2021		Cook		Colleen		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Intensive In-home Services				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Hope Services, LLC		1		403484 - SCOTT, KAYLEE		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Please use "UM staff" when reaching out to provider.  Member was authorized for IIH services for 100 units from 7/2020 - 1/12/2021.  Provider has continued to serve member in IIH services until the present without an authorization. CM communicated with UM supervisor, Karen Ogg, as there are COVID flexibilities in place (https://medicaid.ncdhhs.gov/blog/2020/04/16/special-bulletin-covid-19-46-behavioral-health-service-flexibilities) but it is not clear how long at reauth is for IIH without a MN review by UM staff.  CM is doing a QOC as instructed by supervisor. Colleen Cook, LCMHC, NCC, 6/30/2021		CORRECTIONS: Changed Nature of Issue to Auth/Payment/Billing		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8298		07/02/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Please use "UM staff" when reaching out to provider.  Member was authorized for IIH services for 100 units from 7/2020 - 1/12/2021.  Provider has continued to serve member in IIH services until the present without an authorization. CM communicated with UM supervisor, Karen Ogg, as there are COVID flexibilities in place (https://medicaid.ncdhhs.gov/blog/2020/04/16/special-bulletin-covid-19-46-behavioral-health-service-flexibilities) but it is not clear how long at reauth is for IIH without a MN review by UM staff.  CM is doing a QOC as instructed by supervisor. Colleen Cook, LCMHC, NCC, 6/30/2021
[PT: Kaylee Scott				DOB: 8/9/11				ID: 403484]
7/2/21
This writer emailed Tanya Held, SIU/Compliance for case consult. She shared that “As long as the flexibilities are in place, providers can serve members without reauthorization (for those serviced with re-auth waived in Bulletin #46). We are waiting on guidance from the State on when to lift the flexibilities and begin requiring re-authorizations.
Based on this feedback, provider can continue serving member without reauthorization. This writer composed and sent ack/res email to internal complainant. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Non-Issue		1		1		0		2

		11952		Hillary Vandewart		06/30/2021		PUCKETT		Maurice		Guardian		Grievance		Quality of Services		Crisis - Inpatient				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		SBH-Raleigh, LLC dba Strategic Behavioral Center - Garner		1		703161 - PUCKETT, KHRISTIAN		Black/African American		H= Hispanic, Other		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Father calling to express concerns about services in Strategic Behavioral Health.  Son has been in Strategic twice over past 4 months, been to Bryn Marr, not happy with services at Strategic, Bipolar Disorder and ADHD, needs inpatient care, feels like services are like a revolving door, history of med noncompliance, verbal threats, takes medications in addition to the ones being prescribed (endangering himself), plays with fire in garage., threatens with knives.  Son has had multiple enhanced services, needs inpatient care.  Caller is concerned that Strategic is not taking his concerns seriously.  His most recent therapist has not even taken a thorough history and is not informed., she has been calling father prior to looking at history.  He has not been properly evaluated.    Rich Resnick LCAS		CORRECTIONS: Updated Provider Info/Service Type		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8339		07/30/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Father calling to express concerns about services in Strategic Behavioral Health. Son has been in Strategic twice over past 4 months, been to Bryn Marr, not happy with services at Strategic, Bipolar Disorder and ADHD, needs inpatient care, feels like services are like a revolving door, history of med noncompliance, verbal threats, takes medications in addition to the ones being prescribed (endangering himself), plays with fire in garage, threatens with knives. Son has had multiple enhanced services, needs inpatient care. Caller is concerned that Strategic is not taking his concerns seriously. His most recent therapist has not even taken a thorough history and is not informed, she has been calling father prior to looking at history. He has not been properly evaluated. Rich Resnick LCAS
[PT: Khristian Puckett			DOB: 12/15/2005			ID: 703161]
7/7/21
This writer called and left generic VM requesting a call back.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
7/8/21
This writer contacted grievant via phone and spoke to him in detail regarding his concerns. He reported that the biggest issue was that the therapist was extremely rude and unprofessional/condescending (Lakesha). She was never clear regarding discharge planning. 
Mr. Puckett had expressed concerns to her regarding Khristian not taking his meds and how this led to hospitalizations. She advised that inpatient may be recommended. She stated that they could discuss this with him the next day in a family session. During the family session, she did not bring up inpatient possibility and instead asked Khristian why he was there and then asked Mr. Puckett was his concerns were. He reiterated his concerns about Khristian not taking meds and she then stated “he can refuse” in front of member which was concerning to him, made the situation worse. Didn’t think it was appropriate for her to be saying that in front of a minor. After he pointed this out, she “blew up” and the conversation went left. He asked if he could speak to her supervisor and she stated she would have the CEO call him. This never occurred. 
That evening, he received a call from his son asking if he was going to come pick him up and learned that apparently he was “discharged” without saying anything to him. At this point, he wanted to speak with a doctor regarding the possibility of an injectable. The next day, the therapist called him and asked “why is he still here?” and he stated that no one called him or informed him about the discharge. He also requested to speak with a doctor, which he was eventually able to. Doctor shared that he could go on an injectable after he was discharged (they didn’t have the meds at the facility). 
CPS then contacted Mr. Puckett because the therapist called CPS stating he was refusing to pick up Khristian. He never said he wouldn’t was just waiting on a date/time, and also wanted to ensure that a discharge plan was in place (this didn’t happen the last time he was discharged). 
Mr. Puckett stated that Khristian was home and everything was ok, but that this experience was extremely unpleasant. This writer thanked him for sharing and confirmed that we could reach out to provider/also confirmed mailing address.
This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement letter. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
7/19/21
This writer recently confirmed that SBH Garner has a new QI and Compliance Director, Qadriyyah Joyner, who coordinates internal reviews. This writer spoke with Qadriyya via phone and sent internal concern information to her directly via email with a deadline of 7/26. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
7/27/21
This writer received a request from Qadriyyah for an extension until Friday, 7/30. This writer responded that an extension was possible, but the latest we could receive a response would be 7/29. She agreed and thanked this writer for the extension.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
7/30/21
This writer received a response from the provider which can be summarized below:
•	Member was admitted on 6/19. Therapist completed psychosocial assessment on 6/22 and father requested referrals be made for residential treatment. Therapist contact previous support services for referral information. Easter Seals indicated that services were terminated due to father declining recommendations. 
•	Therapist completed a family session on 6/29 with father and member. Discussed boundaries, safety planning, etc. Father became agitated and requested to speak to CEO or Dr. 
•	Therapist and Dr. spoke to father on 7/1 to discuss discharge at 10am on 7/2. 
•	Therapist stated that it was a patient’s right to refuse medications during a conversation about him being compliant at the hospital. 
•	CEO attempted to call father on 6/29 at 5:55pm and 6:57pm and on 6/30 at 9:30am. CEO could not leave a message.
•	Mr. Puckett was given a discharge date by therapist on 6/29 for a 6/30 discharge and father hung up on therapist. Father spoke to therapist on 6/30 and was given discharge information. He never picked up member. On 7/1, therapist reported to Wake County DSS that he did not pick up member from scheduled discharge. 
•	Mr. Puckett spoke to Dr. and therapist on 7/1, discharge on 7/2 at 10am were discussed.
•	Per review of documentation, Strategic determined that they did communicate thoroughly re discharge plan, but did identify some areas of improvement/follow-up actions:
o	Discharge communication to families from therapist will be documented in chart as a discharge planning contact note separate from family session note.
o	Discharges where families and/or guardians are not in agreement with treatment team recommendations or discharge plan will be brought to the DCS, CNO, or CEO for guidance and or family contact.
o	Discharges for next day will be discussed in leadership meeting daily and follow up on as needed. 
Based on the provider’s response, they were unable to substantiate any wrongdoing; however, they are still putting into place some parameters to improve communication with parents especially when there are disagreements regarding discharge planning. Leadership to be more involved in communications and planning. 
Based on this response, this writer plans to resolve grievance.
This writer contacted grievant by phone at 984-528-0743 and shared provider’s feedback with him. He reiterated that the main issue was the conversation with Lakesha that the member could refuse medications and stated that he is “dealing with the backlash” from that. This writer shared that provider did acknowledge this conversation and that we had shared his feedback that he felt this was inappropriate for an impressionable and unstable child. He stated that he just wanted to get this point across. This writer asked if he still wanted to hear from the CEO and he stated that would not be necessary.  This writer thanked him for the feedback and he thanked this writer for the call. 
This writer composed and sent resolution letter. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		30
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		Anonymous		3																						Community Support Team		15

		Other		3																						Psychiatric Services		12

																										Outpatient Services		40

																										Residential Services		24

																										Innovation Services (non-residential)		14

																										Innovation Services (non-residential)		24

																										Intermediate Care Facility		2

																										Care Coordination (IDD)		2

																										Developmental Therapies		1

																										MHSUD

																										Outpatient Services		35

																										Crisis - Inpatient		29

																										Community Support Team		15

																										Psychiatric Services		12

																										Assertive Community Tx Team		9

																										Accces/Screening, Triage and Referral		8

																										Crisis - Facility-Based Crisis Program		4

																										Intensive In-home Services		4

																										Opioid Treatment		3

		Basic Services		61																						Peer Support Services		3

		Crisis Services		40

		Enhanced Services		34																						Clinical Intake		3

		SUD Services		6																						Psychosocial Rehab		2

		Care Coordination (MH/SUD)		1																						Substance Abuse Halfway House		2

																										Crisis Services		2

																										Crisis - Behavioral Health Urgent Care Center		1

																										Care Coordination (MH/SA)		1

																										Substance Abuse Intensive Outpatient		1

																										Crisis - Emergency Department		1

																										Child & Adolescent Day Tx		1

		Confidentiality/HIPAA		2

		Basic Needs		3

		Client Rights		4

		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		21

		Residential Services (include Innovations)		45

		Outpatient Services		32

		Innovation Services (non-residential)		21

		Community Support Team		20

		Innovation Services (non-residential)		21

		Care Coordination (IDD)		4

		Intermediate Care Facility		2

		Adult Day Vocational Program		1

		Community Guide		1

		Basic Needs

		Assertive Community Treatment Team (ACTT)		1

		Unknown		2

		Confidentiality/HIPAA

		Crisis -Emergency Dept		1

		Outpatient Service		1
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Top 5 Services Overall

- 21% Outpatient Services - 16% Residential Services
- 18% Crisis - Inpatient Services            - 15% Innovations Services
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Chart1

		Outpatient Services

		Crisis - Inpatient

		Residential Services (include Innovations)

		Innovation Services (non-residential)

		Community Support Team



35

29

27

24

15



Sheet2

		

		Row Labels		Count of Service Type

		Accces/Screening, Triage and Referral		8

		Assertive Community Tx Team		9

		Care Coordination (IDD)		2

		Care Coordination (MH/SA)		1

		Child & Adolescent Day Tx		1

		Clinical Intake		3

		Community Support Team		15

		Crisis - Behavioral Health Urgent Care Center		1

		Crisis - Emergency Department		1

		Crisis - Facility-Based Crisis Program		4

		Crisis - Inpatient		29

		Crisis - Mobile Crisis Management		3

		Crisis Services		2

		Developmental Therapies		1

		Innovation Services (non-residential)		24

		Intensive In-home Services		4

		Intermediate Care Facility		2

		Medication Administration		3

		Not Service Related		1

		Opioid Treatment		3

		Other		1

		Outpatient Services		35

		Peer Support Services		3

		Psychiatric Services		12

		Psychosocial Rehab		2

		Residential Services (include Innovations)		27

		Substance Abuse Halfway House		2

		Substance Abuse Intensive Outpatient		1

		Supported Employment (State funded)		1

		Unknown		9

		Grand Total		210





Visualization 1

		Grievance ID		Current Owner		Received Date		Complainant last name		Complainant first name		Source		Category		Grievance Type		Service Type		Other Service Type		Disability Type		Age Group		Provider		Is Medicaid		Patient		Race		Ethnicity		Gender		County		DOJ Issue ID		Residential Issue ID		Residential Location		Residential Type		Issue Discussed		Permission to Use Name		Grievance Info		Comments		Followup Referred To		Non Investigation Outcomes		Grievance Followup		Date Resolved		Followup Resolution		Resolved By		Summary Of Issue		Followup Final Disposition		Active		Submitted		Withdrawn		Days to Resolve

		11668		Todd Parker		04/01/2021		FOSTER		LAVAR		Consumer		Grievance		LME/MCO Functions		Accces/Screening, Triage and Referral				Multi-Disability		Adult		Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		0		262328 - FOSTER, LAVAR		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Member called and reported that Rosa Joyner, Access Coordinator, was rude to him.  Member stated that Rosa would not allow him to explain his problem with requesting a specific driver through Modivcare. Member stated that Rosa hung up before he could finish speaking.		Member reported that Rosa should not be rude and should do her job.
CORRECTIONS:  Changed nature of Issue to LME/MCO Functions, Add Alliance as provider		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8076		04/13/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member called and reported that Rosa Joyner, Access Coordinator, was rude to him.  Member stated that Rosa would not allow him to explain his problem with requesting a specific driver through Modivcare. Member stated that Rosa hung up before he could finish speaking.
Member reported that Rosa should not be rude and should do her job.
PT: Lavar Foster			DOB:  11/06/77			ID:  262328
This writer contacted complainant at the number provided. Writer reviewed the information related to member’s complaint with him. Complainant confirmed that the information was accurate. Complainant added that the staff was rude to him and the vendor on the 3-way call. He says his appointment got canceled because of what the staff did. He did confirm that that he was able to get the appointment scheduled after the call with the staff. He indicated that the staff in question told him that she deals with crisis. He attempted to convey to staff that this was a crisis but was not heard.
Writer explained the next steps in the process informing him of the Ack letter he will receive. Writer also explained that any personnel/HR actions taken are confidential and will not be shared with him Complainant expressed that he understood. He shared that he’s never had to file a grievance on anyone before but staff was “flamboyant with it”.  Writer verified complainant’s address. Complainants zip code was incorrect in the grievance. Writer made the correction.
Writer composed and mailed the Ack letter. Writer will contact Nancy Kent (Ms. Joyner’s supervisor). 
T. Parker, I&G Manager

4-12-21
Caller researched to find the call in question. Writer located CID: 571964 and read the call notes. No information reviewed indicated conflict with the caller and the CC staff. Writer emailed Nancy Kent, supervisor of Rosa Joyner to share complainant’s concern:
•	Staff was rude to member
•	Staff would not allow member to explain his issue thoroughly 
•	Staff hung up on member before he could finish speaking
•	Member’s appointment was canceled because of staff’s actions
Writer asked Ms. Kent to respond to listen to the call and respond to the concerns listed.
T. Parker, I&G Manager

4-13-21
Writer received an email response from Ms. Kent. She shared that she has listened to the call and it does not appear the staff in question acted in the manner the complainant expressed. She shared, “at no time was she rude, talking over him or not listening. At worst she was trying to figure out what he wanted”. She further shared that she did not see any issue in the call he made later. Ms. Kent attached the calls in her email to this writer. Writer also listened to the calls and is agreement with Ms. Kent’s assessment. Writer will resolve the grievance based on this information. Writer composed and mailed Res letter. No further action required at this time.
T. Parker, I&G Manager		Non-issue		1		1		0		12

		11669		Kristie White		04/02/2021		James		Yvonne		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Access to Services		Assertive Community Tx Team				Multi-Disability		Adult		B & D Integrated Health Services		1		90928 - BAILEY, MICHELLE		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Received a call from Durham County EMS (Gina Mejia), who were currently present at members home due to 911 call due to MH concerns.  EMS staff purpose of call was to obtain contact number of mobile crisis. EMS staff reports member is currently linked to B & D and receiving ACTT services.  EMS staff contacted B&D ACTT crisis line for assistance as member did not meet criteria to be taken to hospital.  Reporting member denies SI/HI and AVH.  Upon contacting B & D crisis line; EMS staff informed by B&D crisis line staff to take member to hospital.  EMS staff reports they did make ACTT team staff aware member does not meet criteria to be taken to the ED; B&D staff informed again to take to ED.  As a result, EMS staff requested mobile crisis contact information for MH staff to present F2F with member; since B&D ACTT refused.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8087		04/23/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Michelle Bailey Patient ID: 90928 DOB: 03/27/1992
Received a call from Durham County EMS (Gina Mejia), who were currently present at members home due to 911 call due to MH concerns. EMS staff purpose of call was to obtain contact number of mobile crisis. EMS staff reports member is currently linked to B & D and receiving ACTT services. EMS staff contacted B&D ACTT crisis line for assistance as member did not meet criteria to be taken to hospital. Reporting member denies SI/HI and AVH. Upon contacting B & D crisis line; EMS staff informed by B&D crisis line staff to take member to hospital. EMS staff reports they did make ACTT team staff aware member does not meet criteria to be taken to the ED; B&D staff informed again to take to ED. As a result, EMS staff requested mobile crisis contact information for MH staff to present F2F with member; since B&D ACTT refused.
04/05/21-Internal employee concern against B&D re. not fulfilling first responder duties (ACT). KM Appeals Coordinator
04/12/21-Sent acknowledgment email to internal complainant YJames about this internal concern sent in. Called JReed at B&D about this internal concern. Sending concern element email to him to be returned to me no later than 04/19/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/20/21-Reached out to provider via email stating needing information in order for timely conclusion to this internal concern. Per JReed he would be sending this information in tomorrow. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/21/21-Received the information along with full investigation and office notes. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/23/21-Per review of information given from B&D per their internal review EMS contacted team that member did not fit the criteria to go to the Emergency Department via ambulance. Member denied any intent to harm herself or others and was assessed that she did not meet IVC criteria at that time. Member agreed to meet with ACTT team the next day. On 04/02/21 member presented to Duke ER reporting “seeing demons in the sky”. Member was released the following day and visited by the ACTT Psychiatrist the following day. The member was non-complainant with her medications and they have assured the member safety with a plan for her to return to long acting injectionables to decrease the need for emergency services. The provider sent office notes also to substantiate they follow-up with this member and followed protocols to get this member safe and provider services she needed. Sent internal complainant resolution email and closing the concern as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		21

		11670		Hillary Vandewart		04/05/2021		ROTH		GLENDA		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Peer Support Services				Multi-Disability		Adult		Cottage Health Care Services, Inc.		1		90497 - ROTH, GLENDA		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Glenda reported that Cottage did not provide the needed services and felt that they were billing her Medicaid while assisting her with what she needed.  
Member notes that her number is 984-528-0859		CORRECTIONS: Changed Provider Licensure to Not Licensed, Changed Nature of Issue to Quality of Services, Changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8083		04/27/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Glenda reported that Cottage Health Care Services did not provide the needed services and felt that they were billing her Medicaid while assisting her with what she needed.  
Member notes that her number is 984-528-0859
[PT: Glenda Roth				DOB: 2/14/84				ID: 90497]
4/7/21
This writer called and left detailed voicemail for complainant requesting a call back to discuss grievance (outgoing VM message confirmed it was correct number).
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
4/8/21
This writer received VM from Ms. Roth from previous evening. This writer contacted her again by phone and spoke to her briefly regarding her concerns. She stated that she felt that the provider was getting paid by Medicaid but wasn’t “doing what they were supposed to be doing.” When this writer inquired further, she stated that they did not help her find a house and wouldn’t take her where she needed to go. This writer informed her about the grievance resolution process and she stated that it was find for us to share the concerns with them. She stated that she did not share her concerns with them specifically but just cancelled the services and told them she didn’t want it. She stated that this was last year and that she had at least 2 different peer support workers. 
She informed this writer that she had a new provider with Upward Change and that she was pleased with these services although she stated that she was trying to get more hours. This writer thanked her for the information and confirmed her mailing address. This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement letter.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
4/20/21
This writer called provider and requested to speak with James Todd, Clinical Director. This writer was told that he was not currently in the office but was able to leave a message with staff who answered phone. This writer informed her that I would also send him an email letting him know that I reached out.
This writer then sent an email to Mr. Todd letting him know that I had attempted to reach him to discuss a grievance. Due to the lack of information given by complainant, this writer went ahead and shared details of concern and advised him that we wanted to give them the opportunity to respond but to feel free to reach out if he would like to discuss further.
This writer requested a response by 4/27/21.
This writer received a call back from provider who inquired as to whether this was a recent grievance and pointed out that member had been discharged for quite some time. This writer confirmed that it was a recent grievance but that we understood that she was no longer a Cottage consumer and was currently receiving services elsewhere. This writer assured Mr. Todd that we understood that there was not much “actionable” to be done as the member is no longer receiving services with them but that we did just want to give them the opportunity to respond. He thanked this writer and stated that he would be following up.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
4/27/21
This writer received a response from Mr. Todd which can be summarized below:
•	Member was last seen for peer support services on 11/12/20. Member’s services ended abruptly per her request. 
•	Upon discharge, client was living in an apartment as housing was stable at that time. She was interested in identifying a larger dwelling that could accommodate her growing family at that time.
•	Member was linked and met with housing specialist, where she was provided with several resources and assisted with applying for the targeted housing program. She was also accompanied to appointments with private landlords and apartment property managers in the community. 
Based on provider’s response, it appears that due diligence was provided to member and services were provided in accordance with service description. Based on this, as well as the fact that member has since been connected to another provider that she is happy with, this writer plans to resolve grievance.
This writer contacted complainant via phone to share provider’s response. She thanked this writer for the follow-up. This writer confirmed again that member was happy with current services and she stated that she was but wasn’t sure if she would be able to continue to receive peer support. This writer encouraged her to follow up with provider. 
This writer thanked her again for sharing concerns and informed her that the matter would be resolved and tracked. This writer then composed and sent resolution letter. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Non-Issue		1		1		0		22

		11671		Hillary Vandewart		04/05/2021		ROTH		GLENDA		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Peer Support Services				Multi-Disability		Adult		VOICE Therapeutic Solutions, PLLC		1		90497 - ROTH, GLENDA		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Glenda indicated that the provider only saw her one time and no more than that.   She indicated that they were scheduled to take her to get food and clothes.  They would not transport her due to the fact that she had a child with her. Best phone number is 984-528-0859		CORRECTIONS: Changed Grievance Against to Provider and Provider Licensure to Not Licensed, Changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8084		04/27/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Glenda indicated that the provider (Voice Therapeutic Solutions) only saw her one time and no more than that. She indicated that they were scheduled to take her to get food and clothes. They would not transport her due to the fact that she had a child with her. Best phone number is 984-528-0859
[PT: Glenda Roth				DOB: 2/14/84				ID: 90497]
4/7/21
This writer called and left detailed voicemail for complainant requesting a call back to discuss grievance (outgoing VM message confirmed it was correct number).
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
4/8/21
This writer received VM from Ms. Roth from previous evening. This writer contacted her again by phone and spoke to her briefly regarding her concerns. She stated that she only saw the provider “maybe one time” but that she didn’t move forward with them because they wouldn’t allow her baby to be in the car. She stated that they informed her that these were the rules and so she did not move forward with their services. 
She informed this writer that she had a new provider with Upward Change and that she was pleased with these services although she stated that she was trying to get more hours. This writer thanked her for the information and confirmed her mailing address. This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement letter.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
4/22/21
This writer called main Voice Therapeutic Solutions office at 888-557-4080 and asked to be connected with Dr. Kemi Amola-Hill. Spoke with Michelle who informed this writer that Dr. Hill was not currently in the office but that she would text her with my information and have her call me back. This writer thanked her and provided call back information.
This writer received a call back from Dr. Hill. She confirmed the provider’s policy that they only transport clients, not family members. She stated that this is due to insurance, etc. She reported that if management finds out that this was requested that they do reach out to the consumer to reiterate the policy. This writer advised that it might be a good idea to inform clients about this ahead of time if they don’t already do this. She stated that she would look into this. This writer asked if she could share their policy and confirmed her email address to send the info. She agreed.
This writer then emailed her with request. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
4/23/21
This writer received response from Dr. Hill including the below documentation:
•	First 3 pages of the Intake packet the client signed that gives provider consent to transport her as the client (no other parties are mentioned)
•	Policy on transportation for VOICE employees, including:
o	You are only authorized to transport VOICE clients. Family members, friends etc.  of the client are not approved for transport. Multiple clients can not be transported at the same time. In addition, your personal family members, friends etc. are not allowed to be transported while providing services to VOICE clients.
•	Discharge form - the client was informed at the time of our policy and requested discharge because of it (stated she was going to another provider)
Based on provider’s response, it appears that provider was following policy with regards to transportation of member only. Based on this, as well as the fact that member has since been connected to another provider that she is happy with, this writer plans to resolve grievance. This writer did provide suggestion to provider to inform consumers about limitations of transport prior to start of services.
This writer contacted complainant via phone to share provider’s response. She thanked this writer for the follow up and she indicated that she understood that this was the provider’s policy but agreed that it would be helpful for consumers to be informed of this policy up front.
This writer thanked her for the info and informed her that the matter would be resolved and tracked. This writer then composed and sent resolution letter. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		22

		11672		Todd Parker		04/05/2021		EASTER		JIM		Consumer		Grievance		Basic Needs		Assertive Community Tx Team				Multi-Disability		Adult		A Better You Foundation, Inc		0		11409 - EASTER, JIM		Unknown		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Test				Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8073		04/05/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		test				1		1		0		0

		11673		Todd Parker		04/05/2021		Webb		Tina		Family Member		External Stakeholder Concern		LME/MCO Functions		Intermediate Care Facility				Multi-Disability		Adult		Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		1		291964 - STENZEL, DANIEL		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		1		In-State		Supervised Living 5600 A (Adult with Mental Health Concerns)		1		1		CID: 572237 Grievance #11673-- 4/1/2021 6:11:26 PM
CALLER: Tina Webb 
MEMBER: Daniel Stenzel
DOB: 12/26/1954 (Age: 66) 
PHONE: 910-977-0275
ADMIN COUNTY: Cumberland 
INSURANCE: Tricare/Medicare/Medicaid
Caller is seeking help to stop calls from Alliances' staff ( the description sounds like a Peer Specialist) to her family, for her brother who resides in an assisted living facilty in Moore Co.  She states his Medicaid may still be monitored by Cumberlannd Co.   She states the family is receiving calls from a lady who states she can help her brother live independently; she states she works for Alliance; she has informed the family that she does not need permission from a POA to help her brother; the caller states she will continue to pursue her brother to assist him with or without the families consent.   The Caller states her  brother's  mental and medical conditions dictate his inability to live on his own.  Caller states her brother's PCP determined him to be a danger to himself or other's.  The parent's of the member have been POA since 2010 ( now the caller is a Special POA) and her brother is unable to successfully live on his own,  The caller states she was informed by the court system, her brother did not need guardianship as her type of Special POA was sufficient to manage as a guardian and she does not need any other documentation to make decisions for her brother.  Caller is willing to file a grievance on Alliance for the persistent calls that may lead to her brother being removed from the safety of his current residence.
MENTAL STATUS: denied SI, HI, AVH, and Use
MENTAL HEALTH HISTORY: Schizophrenia and other disorders
SEVERITY: NON-THRESHOLD, Service Requested - NO, 911/CIT Criteria Met - NO, Reporting a Threat Criteria Met - NO
DISPOSITION:  Third party call, member not present during call.   Screener explained role of MCO and briefly discussed the TCLI program.  Screener explained nature of Alliance Crisis Line.  LC encouraged caller to attempt to determine the name, agency, phone number, and other identifying details of the caller which could be used to locate them.  LC filed the greivance on callers behalf.  LC determined the staff of concern is Miketta Hines.
SCREENER: D BREESE LCMHC, LCAS, CRC 4/5/2021 8:47:32 AM		CORRECTIONS: Changed complainant name to reflect that of complainant and changed Type to External Stakeholder Concern. Updated address for complainant		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8086		05/03/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID: 572237 Grievance #11673-- 4/1/2021 6:11:26 PM CALLER: Tina Webb MEMBER: Daniel Stenzel DOB: 12/26/1954 (Age: 66) PHONE: 910-977-0275 ADMIN COUNTY: Cumberland INSURANCE: Tricare/Medicare/Medicaid Caller is seeking help to stop calls from Alliances' staff ( the description sounds like a Peer Specialist) to her family, for her brother who resides in an assisted living facilty in Moore Co. She states his Medicaid may still be monitored by Cumberlannd Co. She states the family is receiving calls from a lady who states she can help her brother live independently; she states she works for Alliance; she has informed the family that she does not need permission from a POA to help her brother; the caller states she will continue to pursue her brother to assist him with or without the families consent. The Caller states her brother's mental and medical conditions dictate his inability to live on his own. Caller states her brother's PCP determined him to be a danger to himself or other's. The parent's of the member have been POA since 2010 ( now the caller is a Special POA) and her brother is unable to successfully live on his own, The caller states she was informed by the court system, her brother did not need guardianship as her type of Special POA was sufficient to manage as a guardian and she does not need any other documentation to make decisions for her brother. Caller is willing to file a grievance on Alliance for the persistent calls that may lead to her brother being removed from the safety of his current residence. MENTAL STATUS: denied SI, HI, AVH, and Use MENTAL HEALTH HISTORY: Schizophrenia and other disorders SEVERITY: NON-THRESHOLD, Service Requested - NO, 911/CIT Criteria Met - NO, Reporting a Threat Criteria Met - NO DISPOSITION: Third party call, member not present during call. Screener explained role of MCO and briefly discussed the TCLI program. Screener explained nature of Alliance Crisis Line. LC encouraged caller to attempt to determine the name, agency, phone number, and other identifying details of the caller which could be used to locate them. LC filed the greivance on callers behalf. LC determined the staff of concern is Miketta Hines. SCREENER: D BREESE LCMHC, LCAS, CRC 4/5/2021 8:47:32 AM 

PT: Daniel Stenzel		DOB:  12/26/54			ID: 291964
4-9-21
Writer called complainant to discuss the grievance with her. Complainant stated she just wanted the staff to stop calling her. She shared that staff overshared personal information with her stating that she had been in and out of prison. Staff insisted that complainant’s brother should be on a track to live independently. Complainant shared that her brother is in no condition to live independently. She shared that staff continues to insist her brother needs PSS and she does not feel he needs the service. Complainant shared that she has a POA over brother’s treatment and living situation. She is pleased with where brother is currently living and fears that if the staff continues to “put it in his head” that he can live independently, he will believe it and try to leave the facility where he currently lives. Writer inquired about the POA and asked complainant also has guardianship. She indicated that a judge told her she did not need guardianship. This writer informed that with a POA he will not feel comfortable sharing any clinical information with her but should be able to address her concerns without getting into details about member’s tx. Writer explained the grievance process and that he will be determining who the staff is and contacting staff’s manager to make them aware of the issue. Writer did not share that he knew who the staff was as it appears the insert user determined the staff was Miketta Hines after speaking with complainant. Writer explained that he will not be able to share any disciplinary with complainant as that information is confidential. Complainant expressed that she understood and that she just wants the staff to stop calling her. Writer verified complainant’s address (145 Big Bear Trail #393, Sky Valley, GA  30537) and informed her that she will be getting an Ack letter from him. Writer will compose and mail the Ack letter on Monday.  
T. Parker, I&G Manager
4-12-21
Writer composed and mailed Ack letter to complainant. Writer will contact staff’s supervisor, Paul Brossoie to make him aware of the complaint. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager

4-12-21
Writer composed and mailed Ack letter to complainant. Writer will contact staff’s supervisor, Paul Brossoie to make him aware of the complaint. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager
4-28-21
Writer emailed supervisor, Paul Brossoie, to make him aware of the concerns raised by complainant: 
•	Staff (Miketa Hines) calls sister of member repeatedly demanding that member receive Peer Support Services
•	Staff insists that member can live independently when that is not something family feels he is able to do
•	Family is concerned that the staff’s insistence on independent living will influence member to attempt to leave his current placement 
Writer asked supervisor to provide a written response to the concerns. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager

5-3-21
Writer reviewed information provided by the supervisor (Paul Brossoie). According to information received, member no longer qualifies for the service. Staff has attempted to contact member to discuss service options but he will not answer her calls. Supervisor indicates that no further communication with sister/complainant is necessary as her POA does not allow input on member’s treatment or services. 
Writer composed and mailed a Resolution to complainant. No further action.
T. Parker, I&G Manager		Nonissue		1		1		0		28

		11675		Kim Ware		04/06/2021		WALDMAN		LISA		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Access to Services		Outpatient Services				Mental Health Only				Securing Resources for Consumers, Inc.		1		'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Member called for CCA appointment today. She was last seen at provider agency 11/2020 and was discharge for missing too many appointments. I contacted the agency today to see if member was able to return and was told the agency policy is one year until someone can return. Limited agencies taking new referrals in Durham County and member had extenuating circumstances of working in the field until losing job recently.One year seems excessive for being discharged for missing appointments.		CORRECTIONS: UNCHECKED ANONYMOUS; CHECKED YES FOR MEDICAID BASED ON AGENCY CONTRACT; ENTERED COMPLAINANT NAME; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO NOT LICENSED; SOURCHE CHANGED FROM CONSUMER TO MCO STAFF		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8103		04/15/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member called for CCA appointment today. She was last seen at provider agency 11/2020 and was discharge for missing too many appointments. I contacted the agency today to see if member was able to return and was told the agency policy is one year until someone can return. Limited agencies taking new referrals in Durham County and member had extenuating circumstances of working in the field until losing job recently. One year seems excessive for being discharged for missing appointments. 
*NO PT ID
4/16/21Inforaot submitted indicates that the complainant contacted the provider directly regarding alowinga ember to concern. The member had been discharged for missing too many appointments. Agency indicated that its policy is one year wait. Based on agency's response to complainant, it appears that agency is following its protocol. No trend or issue regarding the policy noted at this time. Case to be closed. Ack.Res emailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		9

		11676		Kristie White		04/06/2021		GRIGG		KENDALL		Other		External Stakeholder Concern		Quality of Services		Child & Adolescent Day Tx				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Yelverton's Enrichment Services, Inc.		1		567558 - BRAVOSANDOVAL, JUAN		White		Unknown		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		The following emailed letter was rec'd today fr: Wake Co. Public School, Baileywick Road Elementary School Principal, Kendall Grigg:

From: Kendall Grigg _ Staff - BaileywickES <kgrigg@wcpss.net>
Sent: Tuesday, April 6, 2021 12:08 PM
To: Erica Hemphill _ Staff - CounselStudentSrv <ehemphill@wcpss.net>
Subject: Confidential
 
On Friday, March 10, we discovered that our student who attended half days at Yelverton was spending his entire afternoons watching You Tube videos that are neither educational nor relevant to social emotional learning.  The student revealed this information during a debriefing that followed an outburst. The information was verified in the history of his WCPSS device.  The browsing history indicated continual use of the device to access gaming and social media sites over multiple days. The history is time stamped and corresponds with the times of attendance at Yelverton. 
 
The student also shared that he did not attend any group or individual sessions where he learned strategies for self-control or dealing with his emotions. He stated that he only slept, played Roblox, and watched You Tube while there.  He also expressed that he wanted to stay at school to learn and be with friends rather than going to Yelverton.
 
I informed the parent and she stated that he would no longer be attending the program.  The parent asked for assistance in obtaining outside support. 
 
Yelverton was contacted for a schedule.  They reported that he was in sessions throughout the afternoon. 
 
Kind regards,
 
Kendall Grigg
Principal
 
Baileywick Road Elementary School
9425 Baileywick Road
Raleigh, NC 27615
(919)518-0090
The information in this grievance was reported by the ct's school principal.		CORRECTIONS: TYPE CHANGED FROM GRIEVANCE TO EXTERNAL STAKEHOLDER; ENTERED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8088		04/29/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Juan Bravosandoval Patient ID: 567558 DOB: 12/17/2013
The following emailed letter was rec'd today fr: Wake Co. Public School, Baileywick Road Elementary School Principal, Kendall Grigg: From: Kendall Grigg _ Staff - BaileywickES <kgrigg@wcpss.net> Sent: Tuesday, April 6, 2021 12:08 PM To: Erica Hemphill _ Staff - CounselStudentSrv <ehemphill@wcpss.net> Subject: Confidential On Friday, March 10, we discovered that our student who attended half days at Yelverton was spending his entire afternoons watching You Tube videos that are neither educational nor relevant to social emotional learning. The student revealed this information during a debriefing that followed an outburst. The information was verified in the history of his WCPSS device. The browsing history indicated continual use of the device to access gaming and social media sites over multiple days. The history is time stamped and corresponds with the times of attendance at Yelverton. The student also shared that he did not attend any group or individual sessions where he learned strategies for self-control or dealing with his emotions. He stated that he only slept, played Roblox, and watched You Tube while there. He also expressed that he wanted to stay at school to learn and be with friends rather than going to Yelverton. I informed the parent and she stated that he would no longer be attending the program. The parent asked for assistance in obtaining outside support. Yelverton was contacted for a schedule. They reported that he was in sessions throughout the afternoon. Kind regards, Kendall Grigg Principal Baileywick Road Elementary School 9425 Baileywick Road Raleigh, NC 27615 (919)518-0090 The information in this grievance was reported by the ct's school principal.
04/06/21-External- against Yelverton’s- member on you tube during program using school device.KM Appeals Coordinator
04/12/21-Reached out to principal Kendall Grigg at 919-518-00and she said no therapy has been given. They have been working with strategies and he said he does not even want to go there. That partial day he said he just goes to sleep and just does You tube videos and he goes on about the shows he was watching. Once they looked into the school device and it confirmed this information. They reached out to Yelverton and they said that was untrue and gave them an extensive work plan they do with the child.  I verified address and let her know we will be researching this information. Sending acknowledgment letter to Attn: Kendal Grigg.  Also called Sherrie Campbell at Yelverton’s Enrichment about this concern and sent her concern element email to be returned to me by 04/19/21 to scampbell@yess2hh.com . KM Appeals Coordinator
04/29/21-Received response from Yelverton’s Enrichment on this grievance issues and per provide the student did not bring a computer or school devise to the Day Treatment Program on a consistent basis. The device became a distraction for the program needs and caused the student to be easily distracted. They stated the student attended group and individual sessions with the team members. They believe the student had demonstrated some progress and the guardian requested a discharge due to the report of the school, prior to that time there had been no major issues with the relationship between the guardian and the day treatment staff. The actions and next steps in order to prevent this is listed, “1. Individual schedules will be developed for each student based upon their arrival time, age group, as well as specific needs. 2. Group and individual session schedules will be provided upon request for professional and natural supports as requested. 3. Team members will request that either school devices are left at home or school during day treatment hours or that internet times are suspended to ensure that the consumer remains focused and is not distracted.” They also sent daily notes from day treatment staff. It appears they did do what they were supposed to do and now since the member is no longer with this provider they should follow those next steps/actions for next member to help elevate this from happening again. Reached out to the external complainant Kendall Grigg(Principal)  and left message several times to discuss resolution and sending resolution letter and closing this concern as Corrective: Provider initiated corrective action. KM Appeals Coordinator		Confirmed: Provider initiated corrective action.		1		1		0		23

		11677		Kim Ware		04/06/2021		Newns		Ashley		Consumer		Grievance		Access to Services		Crisis - Mobile Crisis Management				Multi-Disability		Adult		Daymark Recovery Services, Inc.		1		757700 - Newns, Ashley		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		Member reports that she called the provider directly for mobile crisis services. She was evaluated by telephone and reported that the result of the evaluation was that she should go to the hospital. The member and the representatives of her residence/outpatient provider informed the mobile crisis clinician that she had no transportation. Mobile crisis clinician said that transportation would be arranged. Member waited for more than one hour for transportation, and during this time, the director of her residence and other staff called Daymark several times to check on the transportation arrangements. The Director said that she spoke with a supervisor who said that she did not know about this case. Other responses included that Daymark mobile crisis management does not provide transportation. The staff and Member finally called Alliance Health Call Center and were assisted in getting a CIT officer to come to the facility to pick up the Member and take her to a hospital ED or crisis center.		CORRECTIONS: DISABILITY CHANGED FROM MH ONLY TO MULTI		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8094		04/21/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member reports that she called the provider directly for mobile crisis services. She was evaluated by telephone and reported that the result of the evaluation was that she should go to the hospital. The member and the representatives of her residence/outpatient provider informed the mobile crisis clinician that she had no transportation. Mobile crisis clinician said that transportation would be arranged. Member waited for more than one hour for transportation, and during this time, the director of her residence and other staff called Daymark several times to check on the transportation arrangements. The Director said that she spoke with a supervisor who said that she did not know about this case. Other responses included that Daymark mobile crisis management does not provide transportation. The staff and Member finally called Alliance Health Call Center and were assisted in getting a CIT officer to come to the facility to pick up the Member and take her to a hospital ED or crisis center.
ASHLEY NEWNS  ID: 757700 (DOB: 12/2/1997)
4/721 Case assigned.(K.WARE,QAA)
4/8/21 Call to number listed for member (252) 352-3129; left vm.(K.WARE,QAA)
4/13/21 Call to (540) 250-0491 another number listed…no answer and no vm. Information indicates no permission to use name when discussing the matter with the provider. Unable to determine if member was hospitalized or back at placement. Acknowledgment letter mailed to address listed: 1800 Williamsburg Rd. Apt. 5C Durham, NC 27707.(K.WARE,QAA)
4/14/21 Call; no answer; no vm. No response from complainant to date.(K.WARE,QAA)
4/16/21 Call to (540) 250-0491; no answer; no vm.(K.WARE,QAA)
4/21/21 Review of information indicates note entered 3/30/21 for a level 2 consumer behavior; CPS involvement and placement of infant child with “kinship care placement". No indication of current location of member at this time. Member had been in residential treatment via CASCADE (group living moderate) and SACOT. This writer made call to complainant at (540) 250-0391. Message indicated the number has been “changed, disconnected or no longer in service.” Based on no response from complainant, contact attempts made, case to be closed and the matter of concern tracked for potential trends. The QM department plans to monitor the matter in the event that similar concerns are submitted regarding the agency, requiring further review or action as appropriate. DISREGARD letter to be mailed to complainant at address listed. Any subsequent contact from or with complainant to be noted in follow up. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		15

		11678		Kim Ware		04/07/2021		NARA		BRENT		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Educare Community Living Corporation - NC dba Community Alternatives North Carolina		1		199585 - BLUE, SAM		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		1		In-State		Level IV		1		1		Service Consultant Brent Nara emailed Tierria Brown, QP at Educare Community Living Corporation (tierria.brown@rescare.com) on 3/8/21 and again on 3/22/21 to request Sam Blue’s service documentation for the dates 12/1/2020-2/28/2021 and his signed short range goals effective 3/1/2021 in order to complete quarterly monitoring assessment. Ms. Brown did not respond to Service Consultant’s request. Service Consultant followed up with a request for assistance to resolve contractual concerns with Provider Network Development Specialist supervisor Cristina Phillips. Service Consultant’s request was assigned to PDN Development Specialist Bill Young, who emailed Ms. Brown to follow up on Service Consultant’s request and to request that documentation required be sent to Service Consultant by EOB on 4/1/21. Ms. Brown did not send the documentation. Service Consultant followed up with Mr. Young, who directed Service Consultant to submit an internal concern. Service grids for Residential Supports Level IV AFL for the dates 12/1/2020-2/28/2021 and signed short range goals effective 3/1/2021 are needed to resolve this concern. Thank you for your kind assistance.		CORRECTIONS: COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO CHANGED FROM MEMBER'S;NATURE CHANGED FROM LME/MCO FUNCTIONS TO ADMINISTRATIVE; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO DHSR		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8109		04/19/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Service Consultant Brent Nara emailed Tierria Brown, QP at Educare Community Living Corporation (tierria.brown@rescare.com) on 3/8/21 and again on 3/22/21 to request Sam Blue’s service documentation for the dates 12/1/2020-2/28/2021 and his signed short range goals effective 3/1/2021 in order to complete quarterly monitoring assessment. Ms. Brown did not respond to Service Consultant’s request. Service Consultant followed up with a request for assistance to resolve contractual concerns with Provider Network Development Specialist supervisor Cristina Phillips. Service Consultant’s request was assigned to PDN Development Specialist Bill Young, who emailed Ms. Brown to follow up on Service Consultant’s request and to request that documentation required be sent to Service Consultant by EOB on 4/1/21. Ms. Brown did not send the documentation. Service Consultant followed up with Mr. Young, who directed Service Consultant to submit an internal concern. Service grids for Residential Supports Level IV AFL for the dates 12/1/2020-2/28/2021 and signed short range goals effective 3/1/2021 are needed to resolve this concern. Thank you for your kind assistance.
SAM BLUE    ID: 199585   (DOB: 2/20/1949)
4/13/21 Staffed case with Incident & Grievance Mgr T Parker. Review of information indicates that PND Specialist emailed the same QP as the complainant with no response. Plan is to follow up with PND Specialist, Bill Young regarding next steps by PND in that QM will be tracking the matter per protocol.(K.WARE,QAA)
4/19/21 This writer made call and spoke directly with the assigned PND Specialist, Bill Young regarding the matter. This writer inquired of actions taken by PND thus far. Mr. Young confirmed that he had emailed the same contact person as the complainant with no response. This writer inquired if a “read receipt” was attached to the email to which he responded no. This writer inquired if he needed assistance in locating an alternative contact person above the QP. He indicated that the protocol was to email and if no response refer to QM. Mr Young inquire if this writer wanted him to call the contact? This writer explained the role of QM, recommended a read receipt as well as gave Mr Young a contact person to include the Program Mgr as well as the name given by Program Mgr, staff Jermaine Kearney. Per Mr Young he emailed, but had not called the QP. This writer has recommended that if no response from the contact person to follow up with this writer. Case to be closed based on case consult and follow up with PND Specialist with PND to follow its protocol and responsibilities in the matter. Case to be tracked for potential trends by QM. This writer made call to internal complainant and explained actions taken thus far. Ack/Res to be emailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		12

		11680		Kim Ware		04/07/2021		HASKINS		JULIA		Guardian		Grievance		Administrative Issues		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Guardiantrac, LLC dba GT Independence		1		98640 - SIMMONS, GEORGE		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Guardian, Mrs. Julia Haskett forwarded an e-mail to Service Consultant at Alliance Health (Kim Fien) on 4/1/2021 chain that took about two weeks for GT Independence Employer of Record to resolve a technical problem they were having with the EVV app. Emails went back and forth, with guardian continuing to ask for a solution and answer before QP finally entered a tech support ticket (and then the issue was fixed that same day).  

Guardian tried to resolve by asking was two weeks a typical turnaround expectation for any future tech support needs and she either wouldn't answer or gave a non-answer, so Guardian asked to speak with her supervisor. That was last Friday, March 26 and Guardian has yet to receive a response.Attached an email thread		CORRECTIONS: UNCHECKED FROM PT; CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME FROM MEMBER'S; CHANGED LICENSURE TO NOT LICENSED; SERVICE CHANGED FROM CARE COORDINATION TO INNOVATIONS; NATURE CHANGED FROM QUALITY TO ADMINISTRATIVE		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8100		05/06/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Guardian, Mrs. Julia Haskett forwarded an e-mail to Service Consultant at Alliance Health (Kim Fien) on 4/1/2021 chain that took about two weeks for GT Independence Employer of Record to resolve a technical problem they were having with the EVV app. Emails went back and forth, with guardian continuing to ask for a solution and answer before QP finally entered a tech support ticket (and then the issue was fixed that same day).  

Guardian tried to resolve by asking was two weeks a typical turnaround expectation for any future tech support needs and she either wouldn't answer or gave a non-answer, so Guardian asked to speak with her supervisor. That was last Friday, March 26 and Guardian has yet to receive a response. Attached an email thread
GEORGE SIMMONS   ID: 98640  (DOB: 8/6/1998)
4/12/21 Call to complainant; left vm message.(K.WARE,QAA)
4/14/21 Call to complainant; no response to previous message left. Review of information indicates that the complainant received what was requested, however, she was upset regarding the amount of time it took to resolve initially. Acknowledgment letter mailed to complainant to address listed.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/3/21 This writer contacted the agency’s QA Specialist, Silvia Reyes to make her aware of the concern, requesting that an internal review be conducted in the matter.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/4/21 Call to complainant; left vm message.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/6/21 To date, no response from complainant. This writer made call to Ms. Reyes regarding an update in the matter. Per her report, she believes that the matter is a training issue. She reports that they have a system set up where the matter should be addressed in a timely manner. Ms Reyes plans to follow up with this writer with a written response in the matter. She plans to continue to monitor the matter via training and supervision. This writer made call to AH Service Consultant, Kim Fien and spoke with her regarding the concern. She reports that the complainant usually responds better to email. She reports that she believes the matter was settled it was just that it took so long. She reports that the provider did respond to the complainant. The complainant had expressed to her that she wanted it to be tracked and noted somewhere. She reports that the complainant has indicated that she would like to transfer to another provider of EOR when available. Based on nature of concern, response from the QA Specialist and consult with AH Service consultant, case to be tracked and closed. Any subsequent correspondence received or communication to be noted in follow up		tracking		1		1		0		29

		11681		Kristie White		04/07/2021		Howard		Rachel		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Clinical Intake				Mental Health Only				The HOPE Centre for Advancement, LLC		1		'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		[CID: 572645] Submitting just in case- potential concern around billing practices but LC is unsure if she fully understood what staff was saying.  LC attempted to make a referral to The Hope Centre for Advancement for a telehealth IPRS assessment.  Staff confirmed that they are offering telehealth but said that members must come to the office and the provider (doctor) will be remote.  LC advised that this member was only looking for therapy via telehealth, not seeking psychiatric services.  Staff reported that member will still have to see the doctor, stating that the initial assessment is with a nurse practitioner and then she meets with doctor and doctor makes the treatment recommendations.  Concern is if every new consumer is first assessed by a NP and then the doctor instead of the initial assessment being by a social worker or licensed clinical mental health counselor.  When Access makes referrals it is for a comprehensive clinical assessment by a clinician, usually a social worker or licensed professional mental health counselor, and then clinician makes direct referral to psychiatrist if needed.--R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8095		04/19/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		[CID: 572645] Submitting just in case- potential concern around billing practices but LC is unsure if she fully understood what staff was saying. LC attempted to make a referral to The Hope Centre for Advancement for a telehealth IPRS assessment. Staff confirmed that they are offering telehealth but said that members must come to the office and the provider (doctor) will be remote. LC advised that this member was only looking for therapy via telehealth, not seeking psychiatric services. Staff reported that member will still have to see the doctor, stating that the initial assessment is with a nurse practitioner and then she meets with doctor and doctor makes the treatment recommendations. Concern is if every new consumer is first assessed by a NP and then the doctor instead of the initial assessment being by a social worker or licensed clinical mental health counselor. When Access makes referrals, it is for a comprehensive clinical assessment by a clinician, usually a social worker or licensed professional mental health counselor, and then clinician makes direct referral to psychiatrist if needed. --R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC
04/07/21-Internal- against The Hope Centre for Advancement- referrals for CCA completed by nurse practitioner. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/12/21- Did not really understand this issue from internal complainant and reached out to seek clarity on this concern. Per internal complainant, “The concern is around the agency’s billing practices with new consumers. The staff member I spoke to said that new consumers are assessed by the agency’s NP and then referred to the psychiatrist for a psychiatric eval and the psychiatrist makes the treatment recommendations. Even though this member was seeking therapy only she was going to be assessed by the NP then psychiatrist instead of just having a CCA completed by a LCSW or LCMHC. When Access makes referrals a CCA is first completed by a clinician, typically a LCSW or LCMHC, and the clinician makes the treatment recommendations which may include a referral to a psychiatrist for a psychiatric eval. If this sounds like an improper billing practice. “Consulted with SIU since possible improper billing issue and per SIU can follow same procedure It does not appear that every consumer is being seen by the Dr., though almost all consumers are being seen by the NP. NP’s are qualified to perform Comprehensive Clinical Assessments. Sending acknowledgment email to internal complainant and called provider to discuss this concern at 919-383-0426 and sent concern element email to tpatterson.hope@gmail.com be returned by 04/20/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/19/21-Received response from provider on this and per the provider the overwhelming impact of this pandemic continues to impact the staff at this agency. It is accurate at this time telehealth is the primary mode of services being offered due to pandemic. Individual and group therapy sessions are both. The agency is practicing the guidelines by the CDC which are inclusive of temperature checks upon the front door entrance, mask required, social distancing at all times, frequent cleaning, hand sanitizing (wash and hand sanitizer throughout the building) of the building and minimizing of consumers inside the building at one time. Therapy at this agency must be recommended by the licensed clinician (LCAS) to the provider for a psychiatric evaluation. Once this evaluation is complete, it is then the process of potential therapy and/or medication management.  This evaluation is essential as consumer's may or may not require medication management.  In this particular encounter, the consumer was started on medication management in efforts to have a more increase effective outcome in therapy session(s).  Once a referral is confirmed, consumer is scheduled for a clinical intake proceeded by a comprehensive assessment. The assessment is completed by the agency's LCAS who makes the recommendation to the provider. When the Access Department makes referrals, it is for a comprehensive clinical assessment by a clinician, usually a social worker or licensed professional mental health counselor, and then clinician makes direct referral to psychiatrist this is the agency’s protocol. Sending a resolution email to internal complainant with this information since the provider is following proper protocols. Closing internal concern as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		12

		11682		Kristie White		04/07/2021		Nunn		David		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Access to Services		Outpatient Services				Mental Health Only		Adult		Carolina Outreach, LLC		1		284098 - ALNAKEEB, SALEH		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		CID 572675  -  LC received call from Kelly with Therapeutic Alternatives Mobile Crisis team. Kelly reports member, his son, and an Arabic interpreter were on the line. Reports member was recently hospitalized at Cape Fear Valley Hospital. Upon discharge, he was set up with Carolina Outreach and had been attempting to access services for the past 3 weeks with Carolina Outreach. Caller reports member was told that Carolina Outreach does not have interpreter services for Arabic, and would be unable to serve member. Caller seeking additional service options. LC filing internal stakeholder concern after speaking with supervisor Jenny Edwards, who reports it is the Call Center's understanding that Carolina Outreach should have access to interpreter services as this is a standard part of provider contracts.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8093		04/26/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Saleh Alnakeeb Patient ID: 284098 DOB: 02/15/1966
CID 572675 - LC received call from Kelly with Therapeutic Alternatives Mobile Crisis team. Kelly reports member, his son, and an Arabic interpreter were on the line. Reports member was recently hospitalized at Cape Fear Valley Hospital. Upon discharge, he was set up with Carolina Outreach and had been attempting to access services for the past 3 weeks with Carolina Outreach. Caller reports member was told that Carolina Outreach does not have interpreter services for Arabic, and would be unable to serve member. Caller seeking additional service options. LC filing internal stakeholder concern after speaking with supervisor Jenny Edwards, who reports it is the Call Center's understanding that Carolina Outreach should have access to interpreter services as this is a standard part of provider contracts.
04/07/21-Internal- against Carolina Outreach- agency reports not having interpreter services and unable to serve member. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/13/21- Sending acknowledgment email to DNunn about this internal concern. Called Carolina Outreach about this internal complaint spoke to Jalen Darden about this internal concern and emailed QM@carlinaoutreach.com  to be returned by 04/20/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/26/21-Received provider response to this internal concern. Per provider” they have policy & procedures in place for an interpreter service. Their staff connected with Saleh Alnakeeb and ensured that they are fully educated on the interpreter services and their staff is available to connect their clients to interpreter services. “Sending internal complainant resolution email and closing this concern as tracking.  KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		19

		11684		Kristie White		04/08/2021		ACCOO		DEJANETTA		Consumer		Grievance		Access to Services		Community Support Team				Multi-Disability		Adult		Carolina Outreach, LLC		1		243109 - ACCOO, DEJANETTA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		CID 572838  Consumer seeks to file a grievance regarding services with Carolina Outreach in Fayetteville NC.  She has been trying to avoid this but has no other option at this time.  She needs coordination of care, linkage to PCP, has been waiting for weeks to hear back from her team although she has left many messages.  She should be receiving counseling, not prescribed meds for MH reasons but is taking medications for other medical reasons.		Consumer is homeless, living in a motel at her own expense since having surgery on her spine two weeks ago. Service history in Alpha indicates she has been receiving CST steadily with this provider since 1/2021 and in 2020 for five months.
05/17/21-Corrected to Access to Service KM Appeals Coordinator		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8097		04/30/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Dejanetta Accoo Patient ID: 243109 DOB: 07/08/1980	
CID 572838 Consumer seeks to file a grievance regarding services with Carolina Outreach in Fayetteville NC. She has been trying to avoid this but has no other option at this time. She needs coordination of care, linkage to PCP, has been waiting for weeks to hear back from her team although she has left many messages. She should be receiving counseling, not prescribed meds for MH reasons but is taking medications for other medical reasons.
04/08/21-Grievance- against Carolina Outreach- agency unresponsive. KMack Appeal Coordinator
04/09/21-Called Dejannetta Accoo at 910-583-0200 about this grievance and verify information and address and left message. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/13/21-Called Dejannetta Accoo about this grievance with no answer and left message. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/14/21-Called again to speak to member with no answer and left message. Received a call from a provider office stating I had been leaving messages at wrong voicemail. Track down CID 572838 and called member at 910-753-4316 about this grievance. Member upset since Carolina Outreach is not returning her calls and she has been trying to contact them since Sept 2020. She is living in a motel and she said she is supposed to get help with Section 8 voucher. She just had a neck surgery just 3 weeks ago and can not be homeless again. She states the address we have on file is old and she is homeless she said I can send the acknowledgment letter to PO Box 36249 Fayetteville NC 28303. Called Carolina Outreach and sent email to QM@carolinaoutreach.com due back to me by 04/21/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/28/21-Received CST notes on member and per the provider internal review. Per provider the member has been contacted and serviced with CST consistently, the last billed service was 04/21/21 where staff assisted member with her housing application. During sessions with the member staff has consistently provided information regarding waitlist, fees and other requirements for obtaining permanent housing and provided the member with several listings from resources such as www.gosection8.com .Per their response it seems they have done all they can to assist member in her housing needs. Calling member with no answer to discuss this resolution. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/30/21-Reached out to member again to discuss this resolution with her and closing this grievance and sending member a resolution letter and closing this grievance as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		22

		11685		Hillary Vandewart		04/08/2021		BROWN		CHARICE		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Caring Hands and Supplementary Enrichment Education, LLC		1		49870 - STOLPA, CHRISTINA		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Care Coordination staff submitting concern about the providers use of Specialized Consultative Services which appears to be used as therapy/counseling to the member. Member and AFL provider have reported that virtual meetings occur approximately 2x/weekly with SCS provider. SCS is intended to be used to meet the member and develop the behavior plan as well as to train provider staff, family, and other natural supports on the use of the behavior plan. The SCS provider is also able to provide subsequent follow along supports/updates to document the services and make adjustments as needed, but it appears that the member is receiving regularly scheduled/ongoing counseling throughout the plan year in addition to the development of the behavior plan. If member requires counseling, Care Coordination staff can support the member to find a counselor in the community.
Staff concern that Specialized Consultative Services is not being utilized as outlined within Clinical Coverage Policy 8P.
Service definition for SCS enclosed.		CORRECTIONS: Changed date to reflect inserted date, changed to internal employee concern, changed complainant info to reflect internal employee, changed Service Type to Innovation Services (non-residential), changed Nature to Auth/Payment/Billing		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8089		05/05/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Care Coordination staff submitting concern about the provider’s use of Specialized Consultative Services which appears to be used as therapy/counseling to the member. Member and AFL provider have reported that virtual meetings occur approximately 2x/weekly with SCS provider. SCS is intended to be used to meet the member and develop the behavior plan as well as to train provider staff, family, and other natural supports on the use of the behavior plan. The SCS provider is also able to provide subsequent follow along supports/updates to document the services and make adjustments as needed, but it appears that the member is receiving regularly scheduled/ongoing counseling throughout the plan year in addition to the development of the behavior plan. If member requires counseling, Care Coordination staff can support the member to find a counselor in the community.
Staff concern that Specialized Consultative Services is not being utilized as outlined within Clinical Coverage Policy 8P.
Service definition for SCS enclosed.
[PT: Christina Stolpa				DOB: 4/22/87				ID: 49870]
4/12/21
This writer reached out to Tanya Held (Compliance/SIU Supervisor) via email to request a case consultation as the concern appears to be an allegation of “waste.”
Tanya replied that member is authorized for 480 units of SCS (5/1/20 – 4/30/21), and they have billed 384 units during this timeframe. They are billing the face-to-face code, however, rather than the GT modifier that should be used if services are being provided virtually.
She also noted that staff of this service must hold appropriate NC license for physical therapy, occupational therapy, speech therapy, psychology and nutrition; board certified behavior analyst –MA; master’s degree and expertise in augmentative communication; state certification in assistive technology and state certification in recreation therapy. 
She advised that this writer proceed with resolution process, perhaps ask for notes to assess if staff are qualified to render the service. If they are not, SIU will want to investigate further. If they are qualified to render the service, perhaps provide technical assistance about billing codes with GT modifiers to reflect telehealth, and inform them if SCS is being used for therapy only, there may be more appropriate resources the Care Navigator could assist with linkage to.  
This writer thanked her for the feedback and asked if checking staff signature/credentials would be sufficient to determine whether staff are qualified to provide service.
This writer then proceeded to send acknowledgement email to internal complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst

4/26/21
This writer called and left voicemail with Ms. Lucia Hinton (Executive Director) at 919-519-4985, informing her that we had received a concern and that I was calling to share the information with her. This writer also sent an email to her at kareinghands@gmail.com with concern information and a request for a response by 5/3. This writer encouraged her to call me back to discuss at her convenience.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
4/27/21
This writer received voicemail from Ms. Hinton and returned her call. This writer discussed the concern with Ms. Hinton and asked that she look into the matter. She reported that she would need to look into the issue further and would get back to this writer. She also confirmed that she would look into the billing issue as she did state that they were doing primarily tele-med. This writer thanked her for looking into the issues and asked that she reach out with any questions. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/3/21
This writer received a written response from Cedrika Holliday, Director of Operations, which can be summarized below:
•	SCS is not being used for therapy nor counseling. 
•	Counseling is not needed at this time.
•	She has had some increased behaviors and feelings due to some family issues and a death that has impacted her behaviors, however the Behavior Plan has supported her well.  
•	When and if virtual session occur, GT modifier code will be billed.
This writer thanked her for the information and requested supporting documentation (recent service notes) in order to complete review of matter. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/5/21
This writer received supporting documentation from Ms. Holliday and reviewed. This writer noted that notes were signed by Larry Hines with credentials which appear to note “PhD.” This writer shared the information received with Tanya Held (SIU/Compliance) and asked for her assistance in determining whether or not this staff was qualified to provide the service.
Tanya confirmed that he was able to provide SCS. 
This writer then composed and sent resolution email to internal complainant. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		27

		11686		Kim Ware		04/08/2021		BARRETT		SAMUEL		Consumer		Grievance		Access to Services		Community Support Team				Mental Health Only		Adult		Carolina Outreach, LLC		1		254141 - BARRETT, SAMUEL		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		CID: 572883 4/8/2021 5:23:13 PM
CALLER: Samuel Barrett
DOB: 7/28/1964 (Age: 56) 
PHONE: 9107051097
ADMIN COUNTY: Cumberland
INSURANCE: IPRS
MENTAL STATUS: denied SI, HI, AVH, and Use
MENTAL HEALTH HISTORY: CO CST
SEVERITY: NON-THRESHOLD, Service Requested - NO, 911/CIT Criteria Met - NO, Reporting a Threat Criteria Met - NO -Grievance Recorded. -Information request only.
DISPOSITION: Grievance against Carolina Outreach, Person St in Fayetteville. He has not made complaint with CO yet. Prefers that his name is not used during grievance. His complaint is that his case management concerns have not been met recently. The agency last had contact with him over a week ago. LC recommended that member speak with CO supervisor.
CALL STATUS: CLOSED
SCREENER: S MICHAELS LMFT 4/8/2021 5:30:38 PM		CORRECTIONS: CHANGED PERMISSION TO USE NAME TO YES PER MEMBER		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8085		05/04/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID: 572883 4/8/2021 5:23:13 PM
CALLER: Samuel Barrett
DOB: 7/28/1964 (Age: 56) 
PHONE: 9107051097
ADMIN COUNTY: Cumberland
INSURANCE: IPRS
MENTAL STATUS: denied SI, HI, AVH, and Use
MENTAL HEALTH HISTORY: CO CST
SEVERITY: NON-THRESHOLD, Service Requested - NO, 911/CIT Criteria Met - NO, Reporting a Threat Criteria Met - NO -Grievance Recorded. -Information request only.
DISPOSITION: Grievance against Carolina Outreach, Person St in Fayetteville. He has not made complaint with CO yet. Prefers that his name is not used during grievance. His complaint is that his case management concerns have not been met recently. The agency last had contact with him over a week ago. LC recommended that member speak with CO supervisor.
CALL STATUS: CLOSED
SCREENER: S MICHAELS LMFT 4/8/2021 5:30:38 PM
SAMUEL BARRETT  ID: 254141     (DOB: 7/28/1964)
4/9/21 Case assigned. This writer received a forwarded message from member requesting a call regarding his grievance. This writer made call (910-705-1097); left v message requesting return call. This writer received return call form Mr Barret. The case entered indicates no permission to use name when discussing the matter with the provider. Mr Barrett indicated that his name could be used but that he just did not want to get anyone in trouble. He reports that he hasn’t heard from anyone and needs to know what is going on in his case. He reports that the team was helping him at first and suddenly no one is calling. He reports that he has requested senior living housing. He reports notifying them of the property her found and was suppose to get a call back. He reports that he did not get a call back or responses to his texts or calls. This writer explained the role of QM and next steps. Mr. Barret indicated that he had on today, called and left a message with a supervisor at Carolina Outreach. This writer confirmed mailing address for member.(K.WARE,QAA)
4/21/21 This writer contacted Carolina Outreach QM and requested that an internal review be conducted and feedback submitted to this writer.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/4/21 This writer emailed Jalen Darden, QM Specialist, to inquire if there were any updates to the matter. The agency response indicates the following: "Per the internal review, this Samuel Barrett has been contacted and serviced with CST consistently. The last billed service date was 5/2/21 where staff discussed and assisted the client with housing. During recent sessions with the client, staff has consistently provided information regarding waitlist, fees, and other requirements for obtaining permanent housing and provided the client with several listings from resources. Staff will continue to support the client in these needs and communicate consistently. Please let me know if any further information is needed." Agency response indicates contact with member as well as explaining the process involved and resources available. The agency plans to continue to monitor the matter. This writer has recommended agency continue to document efforts and respond to member contacts. This writer made call to complainant. Mr Barret confirmed that he had been contacted by the provider and does not plan to change providers but remain with Carolina Outreach and in touch with his staff. Resolution letter mailed to complainant. No further action by this writer at this time. The matter will be tracked for potential trends in the event that similar concerns are submitted regarding Carolina Outreach.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		26

		11687		Kristie White		04/09/2021		MCRAE		TARA		Consumer		Grievance		Access to Services		Psychiatric Services				Mental Health Only		Adult		Greater Image Healthcare, Corp.		1		693868 - MCRAE, TARA		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		[CID: 572976  ]  Call was escalated to LC at   12:54 PM  on 4/09/21
CALLER'S NAME/Relationship: Tara McRae--SELF
DOB: 11/24/80
ADDRESS: N/S
PHONE: 910-303-7919
COUNTY: Cumberland
INSURANCE: Medicaid
MENTAL STATUS:  BPAD.    SI/HI: Denies.   AVH: Denies.
MENTAL HEALTH HISTORY: Open to Cumberland MHC for therapy; open to Greater image, ostensibly for meds; however they are declining to provide meds for client unless client does at least six therapy sessions at GI prior to receiving meds.  
SUBSTANCES: Denies.
MEDICAL/PCP: N/S
MEDICATIONS: Running out of meds. Greater image is declining to provide med mgmt. Is open to therapy currently at another agency. Has ten day supply of BPAD meds. Divalproex 500mg am and 750 mg pm; (Depakote); risperidone—unclear of dosage. Seroquel—unsure of dosage (for sleep). Prozac—has stopped taking but might resume again--20 mg qd.
SEVERITY:  Non threshold.  No crisis needs. 
DISPOSITION: LC explained selecting a different agency to address med refill needs. Caller plans to work ongoing w/ Cumberland MHC to reinstate caller to receive med mgmt after having had some attendance issues.  Writer provided Carolina Outreach WIC info; client plans to present on Mon 4/12/21 to discuss needs; agrees to bring her medication bottles to that visit. LC explained crisis resources and the 24/7 availability of AH Access. 
Writer filed a grievance on member’s behalf to report member concerns about current provider Greater Image Healthcare, which are as follows: Provider insisted client participate in six therapy sessions prior to being able to have her medications refilled; meanwhile she would have run out of meds by then. Client is already open to a therapist at Cumberland MHC—Executive Pl, and she does not wish to change therapists. Member states that Greater image is run very poorly and their client communication re: appts and needs is poor. Caller agrees to callback by AH QM Dept to discuss these concerns.--DC Rhyne, LCSW-----------		05/18/21-Corrected to Access to Service. KM Appeals Coordinator		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8101		04/27/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Tara Mcrae Patient ID:693868 DOB: 11/24/1980
[CID: 572976] Call was escalated to LC at 12:54 PM on 4/09/21 CALLER'S NAME/Relationship: Tara McRae--SELF DOB: 11/24/80 ADDRESS: N/S PHONE: 910-303-7919 COUNTY: Cumberland INSURANCE: Medicaid MENTAL STATUS: BPAD. SI/HI: Denies. AVH: Denies. MENTAL HEALTH HISTORY: Open to Cumberland MHC for therapy; open to Greater image, ostensibly for meds; however, they are declining to provide meds for client unless client does at least six therapy sessions at GI prior to receiving meds. SUBSTANCES: Denies. MEDICAL/PCP: N/S MEDICATIONS: Running out of meds. Greater image is declining to provide med mgmt. Is open to therapy currently at another agency. Has ten-day supply of BPAD meds. Divalproex 500mg am and 750 mg pm; (Depakote); risperidone—unclear of dosage. Seroquel—unsure of dosage (for sleep). Prozac—has stopped taking but might resume again--20 mg qd. SEVERITY: Non-threshold. No crisis needs. DISPOSITION: LC explained selecting a different agency to address med refill needs. Caller plans to work ongoing w/ Cumberland MHC to reinstate caller to receive med mgmt after having had some attendance issues. Writer provided Carolina Outreach WIC info; client plans to present on Mon 4/12/21 to discuss needs; agrees to bring her medication bottles to that visit. LC explained crisis resources and the 24/7 availability of AH Access. Writer filed a grievance on member’s behalf to report member concerns about current provider Greater Image Healthcare, which are as follows: Provider insisted client participate in six therapy sessions prior to being able to have her medications refilled; meanwhile she would have run out of meds by then. Client is already open to a therapist at Cumberland MHC—Executive Pl, and she does not wish to change therapists. Member states that Greater image is run very poorly and their client communication re: appts and needs is poor. Caller agrees to callback by AH QM Dept to discuss these concerns. --DC Rhyne, LCSW-----------
04/09/21-Grievance- against Greater Image- agency declining to provide meds for member unless she attends 6 therapy sessions prior to receiving the meds; poor communication. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/15/21-Found member number off call center log called 910-303-7919 spoke to Tara Mcrae and she has switched to another provider but she wanted to report if they needed medicines and she already has a therapist and currently actively going to therapy they are trying to convert me to their office. I currently go to Cape Fear Mental Health. I have appointment for April 27, 2021 at another agency. The program requirements should be listed so client knows what to prepare them for if they need medication quick. Verified her address and number and let her know I would be sending an acknowledgment letter. Called Greater Image Healthcare at 910-321-0069 spoke to Sharon and she said sent this concern element email to greaterimagehc@yahoo.com to be returned to me by 04/22/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/26/21-Called Greater Image to follow up and spoke to Gloria Johnson and she said she did the investigation. She said the nurse was out sick that she needed additional information. She is sending this information today. Our CQR committee is requesting this information due to medication being involved. Received the information requested and per provider they do not have 6 visit max before seeing members for medication management. They reached out to member also to ask who told her that and she did not have an answer. The provider sent consumer rights and responsibilities information and also the urgent routine wait appointment time policy.  KM Appeals Coordinator
04/27/21-Called Tara Mcrae and her phone is no longer in service. Sending a resolution letter of the information that the provider provided and closing this grievance as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		18

		11688		Hillary Vandewart		04/09/2021		Keely		Diana		Consumer		Grievance		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Crisis - Inpatient				Mental Health Only		Adult		UNC Hospital		0		738217 - Keely, Diana		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		CID 573011
Diana Keely 12/12/1987
919-869-6420
Grievance is Against
UNC  Hospital  107 Sunnybrook Road Raleigh NC

Member phoned stating that she is receiving bills for services while in UNC. (10/23/2020 – 11/2/2020).    She is not able to pay these bills, she does not have the income to pay these bills.  She thought she was being treated as an uninsured member and that the state would pay for her bill.  Member is upset that she keeps getting bills.  Member is currently in UNC hospital.		CORRECTIONS: Connected member to grievance, changed Priority to Routine, Checked Grievance Against to Provider, Checked NO for discussing with agency/giving permission to use name		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8092		04/21/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID 573011 / Diana Keely 12/12/1987 / 919-869-6420
Grievance is against UNC Hospital: 107 Sunnybrook Road Raleigh NC.
Member phoned stating that she is receiving bills for services while in UNC. (10/23/2020 – 11/2/2020).    She is not able to pay these bills, she does not have the income to pay these bills.  She thought she was being treated as an uninsured member and that the state would pay for her bill.  Member is upset that she keeps getting bills.  Member is currently in UNC hospital.
[PT: Diana Keely				DOB: 4/9/21				ID: 738217]
4/12/21
This writer reviewed claims in Alpha which appeared to show that Alliance was billed/paid for these services. This writer then reviewed notes in Jiva which indicated that Tammy Ramirez is the current hospital liaison for this member. This writer then reached out to Tammy via email to share the concerns with her and see if she can assist as member is currently hospitalized.
Tammy replied and informed this writer that is aware of the concern, and that she spoke with the social worker from UNC WakeBrook on Friday about it.  She shared that she assured the social worker that Diana has IPRS funding and it has paid for her inpatient stays.  The social worker from UNC was going to help Diana reach out to UNC.
This writer thanked Tammy for the information and asked if she could share the social worker’s contact I info in case this writer needed to follow up to confirm the issue had been resolved. She replied with name and contact info: Kandis Kelly, phone: 984-974-4865, email: Kandis_kelly@med.unc.edu. 
Due to consumer being hospitalized, this writer went ahead and composed acknowledgement letter to member.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst   
4/19/21
This writer reviewed notes in Jiva to see if any updates had occurred based on the social worker assisting member in reaching out to UNC. This writer noted that Tammy Ramirez had continued to research the issue and was able to confirm internally (via Cathy Stephenson, Network Development Supervisor) that member should not have received a bill for her inpatient stay at UNC Wakebrook. This information was shared with social worker as well as UNC UM contact.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
4/20/21
This writer received an update from Tammy Ramirez that bill may have been for primary care services provided while member was in the inpatient unit. Tammy shared that she met with the member and informed her that Alliance Health paid UNC for her stay in the inpatient unit and that she does not know why she got a bill. She asked if this writer would mind being copied on an email to the UNC WakeBrook FBC Clinical Supervisor, recommending that the member contact UNC Patient Relations as there is not anything that Alliance can do about the bill. This writer agreed and confirmed that she could copy me on this correspondence. 
Tammy sent email to UNC (copying Cathy Stephenson and Karen Gaul) outlining all of the efforts that had been made and recommending that they assist member in calling Patient Relations and let Alliance know of the outcome. Efforts made by CN:
•	Researched Alpha paid claims.  UNC billed Alliance Health for Inpatient Hospitalization (3 way contract) for dates of service 10/24/2020 through 11/1/2020.  Those claims were paid by Alliance Health.
•	Met face-to-face with Diana in FBC on 4/12/2021 and explained to Diana that not only has Alliance Health paid for her previous UNC inpatient hospitalization, but also her outpatient services with Monarch and previous inpatient hospitalization with Holly Hill Hospital.  I informed Diana that I am not sure why UNC would be sending her a bill when her hospitalization was paid by Alliance Health.
•	Consulted with my Supervisor, Karen Gall, about the issue and reached out via email to Judy Gooding with UNC. Judy reported back via email that she spoke with her manager and there was little they could do.  Judy indicated her manager would speak with her manager about the issue.
•	Consulted with Alliance Health Provider Network Supervisor, Cathy Stephenson, who indicated that Alliance Health members should not receive bills for behavioral health services. Cathy reported that Brandy Morton, UNC Director of Government Billing & Follow-up with Hospital Patient Financial Services, Jessica Fahey, Manager Physician Revenue Cycle with UNC Physicians, Lindsey Ward with UNC, advised in 2019 that Alliance Health members may get a bill for primary care services, but should not receive bills for any behavioral health services.  Alliance Health expects that members are being told upfront that they may receive a bill for primary care services, so that they may give informed consent.  
UNC (Laura McDaniel) responded that they would follow up and keep us posted on the outcome.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
4/21/21
Acknowledgement letter was “returned to sender.” 
Consumer is still hospitalized. Care Navigator has confirmed that issue has been thoroughly researched and findings communicated to member. UNC has agreed to assist the member in contacting Patient Relations in order to find out why they are sending this bill to the member. Based on this, this writer will go ahead and resolve grievance at this time. Updates from UNC will be included in grievance follow-up. Unable to send resolution letter due to address on file being incorrect (letter returned).
No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		12

		11689		Kristie White		04/12/2021		ROSCOE		FRENCHIE		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Outpatient Services				Mental Health Only		Adult		Carolina Outreach, LLC		1		87434 - ROSCOE, FRENCHIE		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		Frenchie Roscoe is asking to remain Anonymous to Provider Carolina Outreach
Frenchie Roscoe is seeking to file a grievance against her CST with Carolina Outreach  which include Staff Freddie Bell,  Bianca A, and Crystal Outlaw.  Caller states that at the prompting to CST Staff Freddie Bell she was referred to Temporary Housing Program through Community Provider. The Temporary Housing Program is connected with a program called Reinvestment Partners that is designed to assist Consumer’s with accessing safe, stable affordable housing. Consumer states prior to moving she was living with a friend who allowed her to stay until she found her own place.  Caller is supported by SouthLight Peer Support Specialist Staff Margaret Mangum during the call. Consumer states was not fully educated on resources regarding housing as other tenants were. Consumer states as she attended Program and followed recommendations she learned from other Tenants of resources in which they were program which ultimately led them to securing housing. Consumer states she provided information to her CST as she learned about with the hopes she would soon find housing as well. Consumer states it did not resort to her securing housing. Frenchie Roscoe states she also had to provided information to her team more than once as her team would indicate they were not in receipt of documents which led to Consumer missing deadlines and housing opportunities. Frenchie Roscoe states she on more than one occasion had to speak with CST Staff on conference calls with her Attorney regarding documents that were submitted to CST. Consumer states when she began to confront CST about her concerns CST would be angry and confrontational. Consumer states as a result she feels CST has created a hostile environment and have acted retaliatory towards her. Consumer states she was recently informed by CST AHP will no longer be paying for her to remain in temporary housing. Consumer states she was not being informed as to why and her Temporary housing Staff also questions this action. Frenchie Roscoe states she was referred by her CST Freddie Bell and gave up a temporary housing situation with a friend with the hopes this opportunity would lead to housing. Consumer is now facing homelessness with only a 2 week notice.  
ADDRESS: 2517 Guess Rd Durham, NC 27705  PHONE NUMBER:  919-869-5730				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8105		04/28/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Frenchie Rosoe Patient ID: 87434 DOB: 05/16/1968
Frenchie Roscoe is asking to remain Anonymous to Provider Carolina Outreach Frenchie Roscoe is seeking to file a grievance against her CST with Carolina Outreach which include Staff Freddie Bell, Bianca A, and Crystal Outlaw. Caller states that at the prompting to CST Staff Freddie Bell she was referred to Temporary Housing Program through Community Provider. The Temporary Housing Program is connected with a program called Reinvestment Partners that is designed to assist Consumer’s with accessing safe, stable affordable housing. Consumer states prior to moving she was living with a friend who allowed her to stay until she found her own place. Caller is supported by SouthLight Peer Support Specialist Staff Margaret Mangum during the call. Consumer states was not fully educated on resources regarding housing as other tenants were. Consumer states as she attended Program and followed recommendations she learned from other Tenants of resources in which they were program which ultimately led them to securing housing. Consumer states she provided information to her CST as she learned about with the hopes she would soon find housing as well. Consumer states it did not resort to her securing housing. Frenchie Roscoe states she also had to provided information to her team more than once as her team would indicate they were not in receipt of documents which led to Consumer missing deadlines and housing opportunities. Frenchie Roscoe states she on more than one occasion had to speak with CST Staff on conference calls with her Attorney regarding documents that were submitted to CST. Consumer states when she began to confront CST about her concerns CST would be angry and confrontational. Consumer states as a result she feels CST has created a hostile environment and have acted retaliatory towards her. Consumer states she was recently informed by CST AHP will no longer be paying for her to remain in temporary housing. Consumer states she was not being informed as to why and her Temporary housing Staff also questions this action. Frenchie Roscoe states she was referred by her CST Freddie Bell and gave up a temporary housing situation with a friend with the hopes this opportunity would lead to housing. Consumer is now facing homelessness with only a 2-week notice. ADDRESS: 2517 Guess Rd Durham, NC 27705 PHONE NUMBER: 919-869-5730
04/12/21-Grievance- ANONYMOUS- against Carolina Outreach-agency CST created hostile environment after she got her attorney involved due to CST denying not receiving documentation from her; did not assist with finding housing. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/16/21-She is upset and Crystal Outlaw called her this week and she is rude to her. She said that Carolina Outreach is  going to drop your services due to not being to meet her needs. She was supposed to have a group session at 11:00 am no call and how can they be so rude and tacky with my services. I want to stay with Carolina Outreach since she has been with them since 2016. Crystal Outlaw is really rude and has a ghetto attitude. I am currently homeless due to them putting me since I am voicing my opinion they put me out. She said I can send the acknowledgment letter to PO box 621 Durham NC 27702. Reaching out to Carolina Outreach spoke to Jalen Darden about this grievance and  sent concern element email to QM@carolinaoutreach.com to be returned to me by 04/22/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/27/21-Received information from provider Jalen Darden at Carolina Outreach about this grievance. Since the member wanted to be anonymous they gathered from speaking to the three specific staff listed in the grievance and acknowledged their standard practice when connecting members to housing services. Temporary housing is a way to assist clients to be transitioned to permanent housing but is is noa guarantee. The CST has ensured that no hostile environment or retaliatory actions has been portrayed to the member. It was really hard to really target the specifics regarding to temporary housing payment due to the anonymous issue. I feel per information that was given Carolina Outreach has done their due diligence to help member with housing issue. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/28/21- Called member and received no answer to let her know of the providers response. Sending grievance resolution letter and closing this grievance as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		16

		11694		Hillary Vandewart		04/12/2021		WOODALL		GLORIA		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Community Support Team				Multi-Disability		Adult		B & D Integrated Health Services		1		220239 - WOODALL, GLORIA		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Johnston		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Grievance in the members own words..."I do not approve of the way they do not return phone calls, the do not let me know nothing about nothing".  She feels like the CST team lead is not able to answer questions. She does not get return calls from her team.  Member had her lights cut off on 4/12/2021 after a member of her CST had agreed to help her get her bill paid last week. She reports that her CST does not come to her home to see her. They are not providing her assistance with locating a new housing option including looking for Assisted living placement.  She believes her CST is not willing to go to court regarding her eviction on 4/14/2021. She is asking for assistance to help advocate for herself in court.		CORRECTIONS: Updated mailing address, Changed Residential to NO, Changed Licensure to Not Licensed		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8110		04/19/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Grievance in the members own words..."I do not approve of the way they do not return phone calls, the do not let me know nothing about nothing".  She feels like the CST team lead is not able to answer questions. She does not get return calls from her team.  Member had her lights cut off on 4/12/2021 after a member of her CST had agreed to help her get her bill paid last week. She reports that her CST does not come to her home to see her. They are not providing her assistance with locating a new housing option including looking for Assisted living placement.  She believes her CST is not willing to go to court regarding her eviction on 4/14/2021. She is asking for assistance to help advocate for herself in court.
[PT: Gloria Woodall				DOB: 4/25/61				ID: 220239]
4/14/21
This writer attempted to reach complainant by phone (910-514-7843). This was not a working number. This writer then researched within Jiva to see recent number listed by inserted user, and tried this number (919-604-1673). This writer was unable to leave a message due to voicemail box being full.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
4/19/21
This writer called and spoke to consumer via phone. She stated that she didn’t have a CST team with B&D and she never saw them and never heard anything from them. She stated that she was changing providers and there was no changing her mind. She stated that her lights got cut off because they wouldn’t take her to pay her bill. She then stated, “don’t even call me to talk to me about it. Bye-bye” and proceeded to hang up on this writer. 
This writer was unable to verify member’s mailing address due to abrupt call ending and member speaking over this writer. This writer updated mailing address based on most recent PCP as well as Jiva and Insurance listing in portal to: 500 N Ryals Street Apt 3b Benson NC.
This writer then sent acknowledgement/disregard/resolution letter to complainant due to her refusal to discuss grievance. This writer will include contact info in the event that she changes her mind and would like to move forward with a grievance. No further action needed at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		DISREGARD Letter sent 4/19/21		1		1		0		7

		11695		Kim Ware		04/13/2021		WILLIAMS		julia		Parent		External Stakeholder Concern		Quality of Services		Outpatient Services				Mental Health Only		Adult		NC Recovery Support Services, Inc.		1		39858 - WILLIAMS, WILLIE		Unknown		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		Caller is the mother of adult member. The member is his own guardian. Caller reports that the member needs to be in the hospital due to his MH symptoms, and that he is at risk while in the community. Reports that he was discharged from hospital on 3/18/21 after a court hearing, and that he has a court order for treatment. Reports that the member is supposed to be seen by his provider 4 times per week, but has only been seen once since his discharge, on 3/22/21. Caller reports that the provider refuses to assist the member with housing or with vocational concerns. Reports that member has court pending for 2 separate incidences related to his MH symptoms, one for trespassing and one for assault while he was responding to AH. Caller reports that member has been asked to leave the hotel where he was staying due to his disruptive behavior toward staff. Caller does not know where the member is currently.		CORRECTIONS: CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME FROM MEMBER'; SERVICE TYPE CHAGNED FROM UNKNOWN TO OUPT		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8123		04/29/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller is the mother of adult member. The member is his own guardian. Caller reports that the member needs to be in the hospital due to his MH symptoms, and that he is at risk while in the community. Reports that he was discharged from hospital on 3/18/21 after a court hearing, and that he has a court order for treatment. Reports that the member is supposed to be seen by his provider 4 times per week, but has only been seen once since his discharge, on 3/22/21. Caller reports that the provider refuses to assist the member with housing or with vocational concerns. Reports that member has court pending for 2 separate incidences related to his MH symptoms, one for trespassing and one for assault while he was responding to AH. Caller reports that member has been asked to leave the hotel where he was staying due to his disruptive behavior toward staff. Caller does not know where the member is currently.
WILLIE WILLIAMS   ID: 39858   (DOB: 2/6/91)
4/15/21 Call to complainant; left vm message.(K.WARE,QAA)
4/22/21 Call to complainant; no response. Information entered in the queue indicates no permission to use name when discussing the matter with the provider. Unable to verify mailing address; unable to mail acknowledgment letter and no response from complainant to date.(K.WARE,QAA)
4/26/21 This writer made call and spoke directly with complainant. This writer confirmed that complainant is the mother not the guardian. This writer explained limitation of exchange of information due to HIPAA, however was able to listen to concerns. She is very upset that her son is not receiving the help needed and that he is out Outpatient Commitment and the agency has not followed through on protocol. The mother was adamant that no one was doing their jobs in that her son is on OPC , should not go to jail, but to the hospital. She reports that she has called the magistrate and was told that he hospital is in charge of release. She reports that the provider is aware and still does nothing but say they have attempted to call him. She reports that he son is paranoid with phone calls and sometimes takes the battery out of the phone. This writer inquired if the limitations of information given to her may be due to HIPAA. The complainant is angry and states she does not know where her son is and that he is psychotic. This writer inquired regarding ivc to which she explained she knows what it is and has done it before, but she should not have to do it since he is already on OPC. She reports that when taking his medication he does well but he is not taking his medications, showering or shaving. She reports that she tells him if he comes to the house at a certain time he can eat dinner because she will cook for him. Complainant continued to explain that her son did not want a "white doctor and didn't like the doctor". She was upset that he had gone to another agency previously and had o issues and didn't know why they changed him to a new agency. She reports attempting to changed her son to anew provider but the provider told her that her son could not be transferred until 90 days were up. This writer reminded complainant that HIPAA limits any exchange of information, that generally the QM protocol is to contact the provider regarding concerns and request followup for concerns regarding AH members, however, in this instance she would not be provided any information due to this writer’s inability to confirm with her that her son is an AH consumer or any other information. The complainant indicated that she records names, dates and times so that she will know all the people that did nothing for her son. The complainant confirmed her mailing address and permission to use her name because she says that she has spoken with everyone and they all “act like they don’t know”. This writer reminded complainant of IVC as well as AH 24 hr access. Concern Medicaid acknowledgment letter mailed to complainant.(K.WARE,QAA)
4/26/21 This writer made call and spoke with Krystal Glenn with NCRSS regarding the matter. Per discussion the information was emailed directly for review and response to kglenn@northcarolinarecovery.com. This writer received email correspondence from Ms. Glenn indicating the following: “I hope you are well. Mr. Williams had a clinical assessment on 3/17/21. On 3/22/21, Dr. Blackburn and hospital transition team met with Mr. Williams at a park to develop his Person Centered Plan to submit for CST services. During that meeting Mr. Williams made it very clear that NCRSS was not to discuss anything with his mother regarding his treatment and he was not going to give her consent to be involved with his care. After that initial meeting, Dr. Blackburn made repeated phone attempts to contact Mr. Williams and each time his phone was not in service. Dr. Blackburn learned on 4/15/21 that Mr. Williams had been in jail for three or four days before being released later on that day. 4/21/21 8:58am Dr. Blackburn called to check in with Rachel, Care Coordinator at Alliance. He provided a brief update on Willie Williams and stated that we had tried to reach out to him late last week when we learned he was released from jail but was not able to reach him. Rachel reported she would also follow up with hospital transition team to see if they were able to reach him. No contact has been made with client since 3/22/21 in spite of multiple attempts.”
4/29/21 Agency information indicates attempted contacts with member a well as no consent to speak with mother regarding his treatment. Review of information available indicates AH CC involvement. Information indicates collaboration between Hospital Transition Team, NCRSS ,AH CC, and jail liaison. Effective 4/28/21 JIVA notes indicate continued attempts to locate and speak with member. Notes reiterate that member explicitly told him (Dr. Blackburn/NCRSS) that he did not want him communicating with his mother.” Information also indicates that AH CC has not received the OPC for member and has not been able to provide it to the provider. AH CC plans to “monitor for the duration of the OPC”. Based on information available, agency efforts and collaboration and complainant not being the guardian, case to be closed. No follow up call made to complainant at this time based on previous conversation, explanation of QM role, next steps. Concern resolution letter mailed to complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		16

		11696		Hillary Vandewart		04/13/2021		STEPHENS		JOCELYN		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Access to Services		Outpatient Services				Unknown Disability		18-20		MONARCH		1		244957 - PAYNE, KADEN		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Care Coordinator put in a referral with Monarch (350 E Holding Ave, Wake Forest NC location) on 3/26/21 for outpatient therapy for member. Care Coordinator made contact with parent on 4/8/21 who stated she had not been contacted by Monarch. Writer called Monarch at 2:55pm and remained on hold for 18 minutes before speaking with a representative. Once connected, Care Coordinator was informed that two attempts were made to reach member's mother and that member's mother would need to call in and reschedule. Care Coordinator requested to conference in member's mother to schedule another appointment while Care Coordinator and representative were on the phone so that an appointment could be scheduled as soon as possible and without the long hold time on the phone. Care Coordinator was informed that it was too late for member to be put into the queue as it was after 3pm. The representative stated member's mother would have to call back another day in the morning as early as 8am and be put into that day's queue for a  call back. Then member will receive a call at some point in the day to complete the intake. Care Coordinator requested an appointment to ensure member and his mother would be available given work and school obligations and was informed that appointments are only given after member's are established.		CORRECTIONS: Changed received date to match inserted date, changed to internal employee concern, changed complainant name to internal complainant, changed complainant address to reflect internal complainant, Changed Disability to Unknown (no dx in Alpha)		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8098		05/07/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Care Coordinator put in a referral with Monarch (350 E Holding Ave, Wake Forest NC location) on 3/26/21 for outpatient therapy for member. Care Coordinator made contact with parent on 4/8/21 who stated she had not been contacted by Monarch. Writer called Monarch at 2:55pm and remained on hold for 18 minutes before speaking with a representative. Once connected, Care Coordinator was informed that two attempts were made to reach member's mother and that member's mother would need to call in and reschedule. Care Coordinator requested to conference in member's mother to schedule another appointment while Care Coordinator and representative were on the phone so that an appointment could be scheduled as soon as possible and without the long hold time on the phone. Care Coordinator was informed that it was too late for member to be put into the queue as it was after 3pm. The representative stated member's mother would have to call back another day in the morning as early as 8am and be put into that day's queue for a call back. Then member will receive a call at some point in the day to complete the intake. Care Coordinator requested an appointment to ensure member and his mother would be available given work and school obligations and was informed that appointments are only given after member's are established.
[PT: Kaden Payne				DOB: 7/2/03				ID: 244957]
4/14/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement letter to internal complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst

4/7/21
This writer contacted the agency’s Incident and Complaint Specialist, Cornelius Powe (704) 858-1729 to make him aware of the concern. He confirmed that he was the appropriate contact for sharing this information and confirmed that he would look into the matter once the details were received. Information emailed to Cornelius.powe@monarchnc.org for review and response to include actions taken or to be taken to address the concern—deadline of 4/14 for response.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
4/19/21
This writer followed up with Cornelius via email as no response received at this time. He replied that he would follow up internally and provide a response ASAP.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
4/22/21
This writer received feedback from Cornelius that they had been attempting to reach out to the member with little luck and inquiring as to whether this writer had another contact number for him. This writer responded by clarifying that the concern was internal and that we are looking for a more general response to the concerns raised (i.e. long hold times, process for scheduling CCAs, barriers to getting consumers access to treatment). This writer also requested policies/procedures for taking referrals, scheduling CCAs, etc. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
4/23/21
This writer received an update that, while they were still working on the response to general concerns, that they had been able to reach the member and confirm that she had been able to schedule appointments at the Fuquay office (med mgmt. and therapy) and that she was satisfied with this outcome.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
4/29/21
This writer followed up to request an update on when we can expect to receive the full response (i.e. to more general issues with call center).
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
4/30/21
This writer received a response from provider which can be summarized below:
•	Provider recently brought on a VP of Customer Experience to assist with performance improvement with the call center. They also added a Director to the call center for direct supervision and quality control and to focus solely on the improvement of call center.  They are currently reviewing call center reports on hold times and response times and putting plans in place to correct.
•	Monarch has also recently added more therapists in the past 2 months to increase capacity and improve access to care. They recognized a need based on response to pandemic as well as clients being seen virtually which was also a change in process. 
This writer reviewed provider response and determined that this issue would continue to be tracked. The provider appears to be taking actions to improve issues with the call center and QM will continue to monitor.
This writer then sent resolution letter to complainant. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		24

		11697		Kim Ware		04/13/2021		Lassiter		Tomegue		Guardian		Grievance		Quality of Services		Intensive In-home Services				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Pride in North Carolina, LLC		1		195945 - LASSITER, ALESHA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Johnston		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		[SEE CID: # 573332] April 13, 2021 9:35 AM MEMBER NAME: LASISTER, ALESHA DOB: 04/14/2006 GUARDIAN / COMPLAINANT NAME: Tomegue Lassiter – Aunt/Legal Guardian; JOHNSTON, Medicaid Only ADDRESS: 517 Deer Flag Ln. Clayton, NC 27577 PHONE #: 919-333-0078 

Complainant, Tomegue Lassiter, is highly concerned about her 14-year-old niece and lack of progress being made in IIH treatment with Pride of NC.  On 4/11/21 the complainant became aware that member has been going AWOL at night from the home and suspects she has been having sex with grown men. Guardian reports prior to starting Tx with Pride the Tx team was aware of the member’s promiscuity and prior involvement with a 23-year-old man and pending charges against him. On Sunday, 4/11/21, guardian was made aware that Alecia had told her IIH counselors Brad and Tina on at least two separate occasions that she had recently left the home at night without permission and engaged in high-risk sexual contact with strangers. When Ms. Lassiter confronted the Pride IIH supervisor, Brad, he admitted that the counselors were aware of the incidents, but did not alert Ms. Lassiter because they were not required to and that it would break confidentiality between them and the member. Ms. Lassiter is very concerned about the quality of care being provided as the member is 14-years-old and she feels that the provider should have at least brought it up in a family session so there could be consequences and further interventions made to prevent continued high-risk Bx. Ms. Lassiter has requested the provider make a referral for out-of-home placement and stop outpatient counseling as she feels Brad and Tina have done more harm than good as they are trying to “be her friend”. Ms. Lassiter has started setting the house alarm at night.

-C. Helm, LCMHC, LCAS, MAC		CORRECTIONS: AGAINST CHANGED FROM OTHER TO PROVIDER		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8170		05/12/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		SEE CID: # 573332] April 13, 2021 9:35 AM MEMBER NAME: LASISTER, ALESHA DOB: 04/14/2006 GUARDIAN / COMPLAINANT NAME: Tomegue Lassiter – Aunt/Legal Guardian; JOHNSTON, Medicaid Only ADDRESS: 517 Deer Flag Ln. Clayton, NC 27577 PHONE #: 919-333-0078 Complainant, Tomegue Lassiter, is highly concerned about her 14-year-old niece and lack of progress being made in IIH treatment with Pride of NC. On 4/11/21 the complainant became aware that member has been going AWOL at night from the home and suspects she has been having sex with grown men. Guardian reports prior to starting Tx with Pride the Tx team was aware of the member’s promiscuity and prior involvement with a 23-year-old man and pending charges against him. On Sunday, 4/11/21, guardian was made aware that Alecia had told her IIH counselors Brad and Tina on at least two separate occasions that she had recently left the home at night without permission and engaged in high-risk sexual contact with strangers. When Ms. Lassiter confronted the Pride IIH supervisor, Brad, he admitted that the counselors were aware of the incidents, but did not alert Ms. Lassiter because they were not required to and that it would break confidentiality between them and the member. Ms. Lassiter is very concerned about the quality of care being provided as the member is 14-years-old and she feels that the provider should have at least brought it up in a family session so there could be consequences and further interventions made to prevent continued high-risk Bx. Ms. Lassiter has requested the provider make a referral for out-of-home placement and stop outpatient counseling as she feels Brad and Tina have done more harm than good as they are trying to “be her friend”. Ms. Lassiter has started setting the house alarm at night. -C. Helm, LCMHC, LCAS, MAC
ALESHA LASSITER    ID: 195945  (DOB: 4/14/2006)
4/20/21 Call to complainant; guardian (919) 333-0078. Left vm message requesting return call. Acknowledgment letter mailed to address listed.(K.WARE,QAA)
4/26/21 Received return call form complainant. Discussed her concerns, role of QM and next steps. She is upset with the staff “brad and tina” who did not inform her of information discussed in session with the member that were dangerous. She has since added alarms to detect if member leaves without permission due to history of behaviors.(K.WARE,QAA) 
5/4/21 This writer made call and spoke with the agency’s QAQI Training Director, Nicole Springer (910-833-4004). This writer made her aware of the concerns submitted by the guardian. This writer requested that an internal review be conducted and findings submitted to include actions taken or to be taken regarding the concerns as well as plan moving forward with member’s service provision. Per discussion, the information was emailed directly for review at NSpringer@pridenc.com. 
5/6/21 Agency response received indicating reasons for not disclosing the information. The agency also since conducting an internal investigation found out the age of one of the males mentioned in the situation.  Per report:  “I asked that they contact me first if they deemed the case investigate able so that i could then inform Alesha and her Guardian. However, before this occurred Alesha was able to find the courage to self-disclose her behaviors and unfortunately the Guardian was upset with myself and Lisa and was unable to have a rational conversation with us. The report was not included in her record but was going to be included if the case was deemed reportable as I felt disclosure of the client's actions would be a violation of trust and confidentiality unless it was considered for investigation. Also, during this time disclosure of the second male age 23 was never disclosed and a second sexual partner was not discussed. It appears this was the result of the investigation. 
There have been no reported issues on the new Intensive in-home team since the switch. 
An incident report was not completed. Brad has been asked to submit an incident report for the police reporting and has been reminded of the incident reporting guidelines and timelines. “
5/12/21  This writer made call and spoke with Ms Springer regarding information submitted. Based on agency response, to include corrective actions steps taken to address the concerns,  and police involvement,  case to be closed and tracked. The agency has confirmed the matter and taken corrective actions. The agency has reported submitting a level 3 Incident report regarding the matter. This writer reached out to QAA Diane Sofia. She confirms that it has been submitted in IRIS. She is reviewing it and plans to put it in the database. The IRIS database info shared with this writer from Ms Sofia info indicates the following: “Alesha divulged that she was sneaking out of the home to engage in sexual activity with a boy. It was eventually deduced that the boy was
18 yrs old and supervision/ consultation with supervisors was arranged based on NC age of consent laws being unclear related to reporting. Reporting was established on April 5th with respect to inquisitive action. Staff was informed that that the incident would be investigated but staff was released from the case by guardian and incident report was missed due to the complex and chaotic nature of
the reporting and uncertainty of specific actions to occur. This report was filed late due to an oversight and not an intentional denial to fulfill reporting requirements.” AH QAA Diane Sofia will review for appropriateness of submission and all required elements. This writer made call to complainant, Ms. Lassiter, to discuss action steps taken in regards to the concern and confirming that she plans to continue to work with agency and the changed IIH team. Resolution letter mailed to complainant. No further action by this writer at this time. *NOTE: Documentation submitted exceeds file limits. See K Ware if needed.(K.WARE,QAA)		CONFIRMED-CORRECTIVE ACTIONS TAKEN		1		1		0		29

		11698		Hillary Vandewart		04/13/2021		WILLIAMS		LENORA		Consumer		Grievance		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Crisis - Inpatient				Mental Health Only		Adult		UNC Hospital		1		280802 - WILLIAMS, LENORA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Johnston		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		member getting bills from UNC Physicians Smithfield for hospital stay Oct 22-27, 2020--has Medicare and Medicaid --offered grievance and directed to discuss with UNC				Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8111		04/30/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member getting bills from UNC Physicians Smithfield for hospital stay Oct 22-27, 2020--has Medicare and Medicaid --offered grievance and directed to discuss with UNC
[PT: Lenora Williams				DOB: 12/12/63				ID: 280802]
4/19/21
This writer attempted to reach Ms. Williams but there was no answer—left general VM requesting a call back.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
4/20/21
This writer attempted to reach Ms. Williams a second time and was able to get ahold of her. She was just waking up and this writer attempted to get as much information from her as possible, but had difficulty. This writer inquired as to whether or not she had discussed the matter with UNC and she stated that she had tried but then mentioned her blood pressure going up (unsure if it was due to stress of trying to reach someone re. bills). This writer shared with her that I would follow up with the billing department at Alliance to find out more information and would be in touch with her regarding what I was able to find out. This writer confirmed her mailing address and shared that she would be receiving correspondence acknowledging the grievance. She thanked this writer for the assistance.
This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement letter.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst

4/26/21
This writer recently received assistance from Dr. Michael Zarzar at UNC Hospital with a similar billing issue. This writer inquired with him via email if he was able to help with this issue being that it was the Johnston Health location. He replied and informed this writer that he contacted patient relations, and that they could try and help. He asked that this writer email them at patient.relations@unchealth.unc.edu and include basic information: patient name, date of birth, date of service, and a nutshell summary of the complaint/request. They will then notify Johnston.
This writer thanked him for the assistance and sent email to patient.relations@unchealth.unc.edu with the associated information.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst

4/27/21
This writer received a voicemail from Donna Ladd at UNC Patient Relations Department. She informed this writer that the matter had been forwarded to the billing supervisor and that they were looking into the issue and would be in touch. She left her call back number as 984-974-1935.

This writer called Ms. Ladd back and spoke with her about the status of the grievance. She informed this writer that Dr. Zarzar is working directly with the billing supervisor, Kimberly Hall, to try to get to the bottom of the issue. She stated that it appears that the member was not billed for the hospital stay but was the bill may have been “professional billing.” They are still looking into this and trying to determine how to resolve. This writer thanked her for the information and let her know that I’d await more info from her/UNC.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 

4/30/21
This writer received an email from Ms. Ladd which reported that an error had been discovered in the account and this has been resolved. Her account now reflects a zero balance for this hospital visit. Ms. Ladd shared with this writer a letter that has been sent to Ms. Ladd which informs her of this. 

This writer then contacted complainant, Ms. Lenora Williams, via phone to share this information with her. She thanked this writer for the assistance. This writer then composed and sent resolution letter. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Confirmed--Provider initiated corrective actions		1		1		0		17

		11701		Kim Ware		04/13/2021		Allen		Lindsay		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Outpatient Services				Unknown Disability				Pride in North Carolina, LLC		0		'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Johnston		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		This is not a grievance but a quality of concern as Pride in NC may not be aware of the limitations of IPRS funding or the use of Federal Block Grant funding for those individuals who are undocumented.  This came to my attention after a Care Coordinator reached out to Pride in NC  and asked about funding streams for those members who are undocumented and the response was that they use IPRS funding.		CORRECTIONS; TYPE CHANGED FROM EXTERNAL STAKEHOLDER TO INTERNAL; nature changed from access to authorization/pay/billing		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8127		05/05/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		This is not a grievance but a quality of concern as Pride in NC may not be aware of the limitations of IPRS funding or the use of Federal Block Grant funding for those individuals who are undocumented. This came to my attention after a Care Coordinator reached out to Pride in NC and asked about funding streams for those members who are undocumented and the response was that they use IPRS funding.
*no pt id
4/20/21 Call to internal complainant; Lindsay Allen regarding her concerns. This writer inquired if she was aware of a written rule to be utilized in the matter. Ms Lindsay reports that she does not know of but has heard this is the case.
4/22/21 Staffed case with Incident & Grievance Mgr., T Parker. Plan is to reach out to SIU for rule/procedure regarding the matter.
4/27/21 This writer contacted T Held, SIU supv. She has referred this writer to AH eligibility and enrollment Supv Tasha Jennings for consult.
5/4/21 This writer contacted Ms Jennings. Per her response AH does not knowingly enroll undocumented consumers.
5/5/21 Based on nature of concern and case consult; case to be closed and tracked. Ack/Res to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		22

		11702		Kristie White		04/13/2021		DIXON		ALBERT		Consumer		Grievance		Basic Needs		Residential Services (include Innovations)		Supervised Living Low		Multi-Disability		Adult		MONARCH		1		280863 - DIXON, ALBERT		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Johnston		0		1		In-State		MH Apartment - Supervised		1		0		Albert called me and requested I file a grievance against his supervised living low provider Monarch. Albert reports that staff have not been checking in regularly with clients leaving them without the assistance they need. Albert reported he had to call the fire department to have his fire alarm cut off because he was unable to get assistance from the provider. After calling he was told not to call the fire department to fix the fire alarm again. Albert reports he has talked with the provider about his needs and feels they are not being addressed for him and with several others in the complex. Albert also reported putting in a maintenance request almost 30 days ago to have an outlet that's coming of the way fixed and shortage in the light. Albert stated that no one has come to look at or fix the needed repairs. Albert reports QM may contact him via the number provided for additional information but does wish to remain anonymous when discussing the concern with the provider. Please feel free to contact me with any additional concerns or questions as well at 984-227-9192		05/18/21-Corrected to Basic Needs. KM Appeals Coordinator		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8108		04/30/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Albert Dixon Patient ID: 280863 DOB: 10/04/1947
Albert called me and requested I file a grievance against his supervised living low provider Monarch. Albert reports that staff have not been checking in regularly with clients leaving them without the assistance they need. Albert reported he had to call the fire department to have his fire alarm cut off because he was unable to get assistance from the provider. After calling he was told not to call the fire department to fix the fire alarm again. Albert reports he has talked with the provider about his needs and feels they are not being addressed for him and with several others in the complex. Albert also reported putting in a maintenance request almost 30 days ago to have an outlet that's coming of the way fixed and shortage in the light. Albert stated that no one has come to look at or fix the needed repairs. Albert reports QM may contact him via the number provided for additional information but does wish to remain anonymous when discussing the concern with the provider. Please feel free to contact me with any additional concerns or questions as well at 984-227-9192
04/16/21-Grievance against Monarch re quality of care concerns at supervised living residence. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/19/21-Called Albert Dixon at 919-437-3733 to discuss his grievance and verify address to send the acknowledgment letter. Member stated the concern was about Monarch not helping fix things around the complex. Member had a hard time talking and expressing himself about this information. Called Monarch spoke to Brenda DeBerry on this concern and sending her concern element email to be returned by 04/26/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/28/21-Received information in response to concern outlined in grievance. Provider sent proof of maintenance tickets that the tenant submitted. Per the provider finding they support provider independent living adults and they check on members twice a month and they check in with them every week. During that time the go over the member’s personal plan and goal completion and actions toward outcomes. They state they fixed Mr. Dixon’s outlet over a month ago and was told about another outlet being broke also and submitted a maintenance request for both. Per provider states that when maintenance went to fix the member did not answer the door. They discuss the members needs and he said he has a social worker helping him get home health aide and physical therapy. They also have an on-call schedule that can be utilized for emergency situations. It appears they have done what they are suppose to help members needs. They have also explained that if they need more attention or a higher level of care they can assist the member. I reached out several times to discuss this information with the member with no answer. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/30/21-Called member again and left message to discuss this resolution.  Closing this grievance and sending a resolution letter explaining this information to member. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		17

		11703		Hillary Vandewart		04/14/2021		Parker		Todd		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Outpatient Services				Multi-Disability		Adult		Johnston County Public Health Department		0		706866 - PICKENS, ROBERT		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Johnston		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		This concern is submitted on behalf of the CQR Committee following the review of the member's death. Following the review, the committee has the following questions for the provider:
Questions related to the management of this member’s OUD:
-	What was the goal of treatment: abstinence or harm reduction?
-	Was Naloxone offered?
-	Did you check PDMP?
-	Was education provided on risks associated with mixing alcohol and opiates?
-	Was he offered MOUD? Barriers to treatment?
-	Was he provided with education on risks associated with use of Fentanyl?
-	Was he educated on Never use alone approach?
-	Did you check UDS as part of his treatment monitoring?

If any of the above were not done, please provide explanation and document the next steps that will be implemented to improve care for patients with OUD?				other		Worked with Provider for resolution		8162		05/06/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		This concern is submitted on behalf of the CQR Committee following the review of the member's death. Following the review, the committee has the following questions for the provider:
Questions related to the management of this member’s OUD:
-	What was the goal of treatment: abstinence or harm reduction?
-	Was Naloxone offered?
-	Did you check PDMP?
-	Was education provided on risks associated with mixing alcohol and opiates?
-	Was he offered MOUD? Barriers to treatment?
-	Was he provided with education on risks associated with use of Fentanyl?
-	Was he educated on Never use alone approach?
-	Did you check UDS as part of his treatment monitoring?
If any of the above were not done, please provide explanation and document the next steps that will be implemented to improve care for patients with OUD?
[PT: Robert Pickens				DOB: 3/31/80				ID: 706866]
4/19/21
Based on complaint being filed by the CQR committee to request documentation follow-up, this writer will not send an internal acknowledgement email and will instead just reach out to provider with documentation request.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 	
4/29/21
This writer researched within Alpha portal and determined that Clinical contact at Johnston County Public Health Department is Avis Dublin, 'avis.dublin@johnstonnc.com.’ Due to fact that request is simply a list of questions from med mgmt department, this writer emailed Ms. Dublin to ensure that she was the appropriate contact for this type of issue. She confirmed. This writer then sent list of questions to her for review and response by 5/6.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/6/21
This writer received response from Dr. Kimberly Johnson, which included answers to each question, along with opportunities for improvement, as well as supporting documentation, which can be summarized below:
•	Goal of treatment was abstinence from alcohol (only reported using opiates during one telepsychiatry visit).
•	Naloxone not offered.
•	PDMP was checked.
•	Education was provided re risks of mixing alcohol and opiates.
•	He was prescribed naltrexone but this was stopped when he was unable to afford it. He was not offered MOUD.
•	He was not educated on risks associated with use of fentanyl.
•	He was not educated on Never Use Alone approach.
•	Did not check UDS as part of monitoring as this was being checked by DSS. They did not receive info from them (though they did have a release).
•	Opportunities for improvement:
o	Educate staff about the potential use of long acting naltrexone in patients with OUD (not just AUD). 
o	Educate staff to offer all patients struggling with substance use disorder a referral to Johnston Recovery Services.
o	Educate staff about the importance of offering naloxone samples and prescriptions to any patient who endorses using opiates.
o	Educate staff that naloxone should be offered the first time the patient reports or endorses opioid misuse.
o	Educate staff about the potential use of UDS especially as more patients return physically to office.
o	Remind staff that UDS is available for any patient and may be useful for those with substance use issues.
o	Remind staff about the importance of sharing Patient Safety Materials. 
o	Educate staff about the Never Use Alone 1-800 phone number and how patients can easily access a safety net if they are going to use opioids alone.
o	Remind staff of the importance of educating patients about the danger of fentanyl being included in drugs of abuse.
o	Prepare a flyer which can be given to patients to share the Never Use Alone phone number. 
o	Discuss with case managers the importance of sharing information with and obtaining information from other agencies when appropriate releases are in place.
o	These will all be addressed at next all staff meeting.
This writer then sent provider response to Todd Parker, Incident and Grievance Manager, to be shared with Clinical Quality Review Committee.
This writer then resolved case within Alpha and any further correspondence from CQR or provider will be documented in portal follow-up. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Undetermined--Requested information provided to CQR committee for potential follow-up		1		1		0		22

		11704		Kim Ware		04/14/2021		Gibbs		LaKenya		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Caring Hands and Supplementary Enrichment Education LLC		1		30718 - PENALOZAMAGANA, ERENDIRA		White		Unknown		Female		Not Defined		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Provider  A Caring Hands  continued to bill retainer payments for member passed 12/31/20 and previously exceeded the 3- 30 day period.  LaKenya Gibbs, MA, CMC 4/14/2021		CORRECTIONS: DISABILITY CHANGED FROM DOES NOT APPLY TO DD ONLY; NATURE CHANGED FROM ADMIN TO AUTH/PAY/BILLING		other		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8106		04/16/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Provider A Caring Hands continued to bill retainer payments for member passed 12/31/20 and previously exceeded the 3- 30 day period. LaKenya Gibbs, MA, CMC 4/14/2021 
ERENDRIA PENALOZAMAG   ID: 30718  (DOB: 7/24/1998)
4/16/21 Case consult with T Held, Special Investigations Supervisor. Per consult, SIU will be conducting regular audits of retainer payments to identify any that have been made in excess of the limit after 12/31/2020. Complainant may be informed that Office of Compliance will be auditing these claims to recover overpayments. Ack/Res emailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		UNDETERMINED- REFERRED TO AH SIU FOR REVIEW AND ACTION		1		1		0		2

		11705		Kim Ware		04/14/2021		Parker		Todd		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Substance Abuse Intensive Outpatient				Substance Abuse Only		Adult		Southlight Healthcare		0		34752 - VAUGHAN, WESLEY		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		This concern is submitted on behalf of the CQR Committee following the review of member's death. After reviewing the death, the committee has the following questions of the provider:
Questions related to the management of this member’s OUD:
-	Was MOUD offered to him? Barriers to treatment?
-	Was Naloxone offered?
-	Was he provided with education on risks associated with use of Fentanyl
-	Was he educated on Never use alone approach?
-	Did you check UDS as part of his treatment monitoring process?
-	Who coordinated his care and what type of care was offered to him besides SAIOP group sessions?
If any of the above were not done, please provide explanation and document the next steps that will be implemented to improve care for patients with OUD?		CORRECTIONS: DISABILITY CHANGED FROM MH ONLY TO MULTI; LICENSURE ENTERED DHSR		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8125		04/27/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		This concern is submitted on behalf of the CQR Committee following the review of member's death. After reviewing the death, the committee has the following questions of the provider: Questions related to the management of this member’s OUD: - Was MOUD offered to him? Barriers to treatment? - Was Naloxone offered? - Was he provided with education on risks associated with use of Fentanyl - Was he educated on Never use alone approach? - Did you check UDS as part of his treatment monitoring process? - Who coordinated his care and what type of care was offered to him besides SAIOP group sessions? If any of the above were not done, please provide explanation and document the next steps that will be implemented to improve care for patients with OUD? 
WESLEY VAUGHAN      ID: 34752     (DOB: 5/28/1969)
4/21/21 This writer contacted Kristen Cain, agency's Clinical Quality Director to make her aware of the request. Per discussion the information was emailed directly to her for review and response to caink@southlight.org.(K.WARE,QAA)
4/27/21 Email correspondence from Ms. Cain received to include agency response as well as supporting documentation. Information forwarded to Incident & Grievance Mgr, T Parker for submission to  CQR per request. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		UNDETERMINED-referred to CQR per request		1		1		0		13

		11706		Kim Ware		04/15/2021		wilkie		jessica		Parent		Internal Employee Concern		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Psychiatric Services				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Alexander Youth Network		1		656386 - ZIGLER, ASHLYNN		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Franklin		0		1		In-State		PRTF		1		0		This writer was made aware on 3/29/2021 that individual's mother, Amy Zigler, pulled individual from the PRTF due to an incident of individual being physically assaulted by a peer while left unattended by staff. This writer spoke with mom and got details about the incident. Mom reported that the two children had been having issues all day and staff sat them outside to try and work out their problems alone. Staff watched from the window, per mom's report. The other child knocked individual down on the concrete and started hitting her in the face. Mom reported that staff did not call and tell mom, but individual called and told mom about 30 minutes after the incident. This writer contacted the facility director, Leonard Shinhoster, to discuss this. Leonard reported that staff did leave the children unattended due to forgetting a mask and going back inside to get the mask. The physical attack did occur when staff left the area, but per Leonard, the staff was watching the girls from the window. This writer also informed Leonard that individual's mother reported that individual had head lice while in the facility for two months and that this was not treated properly and individual continues to have this issue. Leonard reported that he was not made aware of this and will look into it. Leonard reported that individual's mother contacted DSS and filed a report and the DSS investigator is onsite at this time to start an investigation. Leonard reported that this writer will be updated on the outcome of the investigation. 
This writer received an email update from individual's mother on 4/14/2021 informing that individual disclosed a sexual assault by a male peer in the cottage that individual was staying in. The male peer was older and would assault individual in her room while staff was watching television and not paying attention. Mom reported individual told staff about what was happening with the older male peer and staff told individual she was lying. Mom reported that she has reported these incidents to law enforcement and the PRTF has been made aware. This writer is concerned about safety of other children if these types of incidents are occurring, and being reported by the children to staff, and staff are not following up. These children in this facility also should not be left unattended to solve their own conflicts without staff assistance and supervision.				DHSR		Referred to External Lic or State Agency		8130		04/28/2021		Resolved/Completed		DHSR		This writer was made aware on 3/29/2021 that individual's mother, Amy Zigler, pulled individual from the PRTF due to an incident of individual being physically assaulted by a peer while left unattended by staff. This writer spoke with mom and got details about the incident. Mom reported that the two children had been having issues all day and staff sat them outside to try and work out their problems alone. Staff watched from the window, per mom's report. The other child knocked individual down on the concrete and started hitting her in the face. Mom reported that staff did not call and tell mom, but individual called and told mom about 30 minutes after the incident. This writer contacted the facility director, Leonard Shinhoster, to discuss this. Leonard reported that staff did leave the children unattended due to forgetting a mask and going back inside to get the mask. The physical attack did occur when staff left the area, but per Leonard, the staff was watching the girls from the window. This writer also informed Leonard that individual's mother reported that individual had head lice while in the facility for two months and that this was not treated properly and individual continues to have this issue. Leonard reported that he was not made aware of this and will look into it. Leonard reported that individual's mother contacted DSS and filed a report and the DSS investigator is onsite at this time to start an investigation. Leonard reported that this writer will be updated on the outcome of the investigation. This writer received an email update from individual's mother on 4/14/2021 informing that individual disclosed a sexual assault by a male peer in the cottage that individual was staying in. The male peer was older and would assault individual in her room while staff was watching television and not paying attention. Mom reported individual told staff about what was happening with the older male peer and staff told individual she was lying. Mom reported that she has reported these incidents to law enforcement and the PRTF has been made aware. This writer is concerned about safety of other children if these types of incidents are occurring, and being reported by the children to staff, and staff are not following up. These children in this facility also should not be left unattended to solve their own conflicts without staff assistance and supervision.
*DUPLICATE 11655 SUBMITTED BY GUARDIAN
ASHLYNN ZIGLER   ID: 656386   (DOB: 12/23/2012)
4/15/21 This writer contacted the internal complainant Jessica Wilkie in regards to her concerns and to verify that she is the complainant in that it was entered as a grievance. She confirmed that she is the complainant and is very concerned regarding the PRTF due to having other members at the facility. This writer informed Ms Wilkie that the mother had filed as well and the action steps taken to date regarding the case. This writer informed Ms. Wilkie that her concerns will be linked to the mother’s case.
4/16/21 Case consult with Wes Knepper regarding the case. This writer gave update on actions taken to date to include contact with the guardian and report filed with DHSR. To date, DHSR investigation results have not been received. Per consult plan is to follow up with DHSR to inquire if onsite investigation has occurred and actions taken in an effort to determine next steps for AH. This writer received forwarded emails received from the complainant. This writer made call and left message for Lynn Grier , DHSR Branch Manager for the Foothills Region (704-596-4072) requesting return call. Based on intake number and contact number given in letter received by DHSR, this writer made call to the MH Licensure Certification section and left message requesting return call; the voicemail indicated that staff are working remotely and to email the information directly if needed. This writer emailed to request contact and update on the case to include whether or not DHSR has been onsite to date: mhc.support@dhhs.nc.gov. Response from DHSR staff indicates that the request has been forwarded to the intake manager who will be reaching out to this writer. This writer filed a patient safety concern with The Joint Commission. The case has been assigned # 63689XJM-83813AQX. Email correspondence received from The Joint Commission confirming receipt and request for additional information. This writer updated information requested. Per Joint Commission: “Please be aware that in line with our Public Information Policy, we cannot provide you with the organization’s response.” 
4/20/21 AH Notification of Provider Action received indicating effective 4/20/21 (until further notice) Alliance has suspended referral for PRTF services at this location effective immediately).(K.WARE,QAA)
4/28/21 Any subsequent correspondence received from DHSR or Joint Commission to be noted in follow up. Based on AH Compliance involvement, referral to DHSR and Joint Commission as well as police involvement, case to be closed. Resolution emailed to complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		UNDETERMINED-REFERRED TO DHSR		1		1		0		13

		11707		Kim Ware		04/15/2021		Gibbs		LaKenya		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Caring Hands and Supplementary Enrichment Education LLC		1		27029 - KANG, JOHN		Asian		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Provider A Caring Hands continues to bill retainer payments for member.  Provider has utilized or exceeded the maximum number of retainer payments. LaKenya Gibbs, MA, CMC 4/152021				other		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8107		04/16/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Provider A Caring Hands continues to bill retainer payments for member. Provider has utilized or exceeded the maximum number of retainer payments. LaKenya Gibbs, MA, CMC 4/152021 
JOHN KANG    ID: 27029   (DOB: 11/2/1979)
4/16/21 Case consult with T Held, Special Investigations Supervisor. Per consult, SIU will be conducting regular audits of retainer payments to identify any that have been made in excess of the limit after 12/31/2020. Complainant may be informed that Office of Compliance will be auditing these claims to recover overpayments. Ack/Res emailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		UNDETERMINED-referred to SIU		1		1		0		1

		11708		Hillary Vandewart		04/15/2021		WALTON		VERONICA		Consumer		Grievance		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Outpatient Services				Mental Health Only		Adult		FERNANDEZ COMMUNITY SERVICES, INC.		1		24714 - WALTON, VERONICA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		CID: 573731 4/15/2021 1:17:27 PM
CALLER: Veronica Walton
DOB: 9/17/1981 (Age: 39) 
PHONE: 919-841-6475
ADDRESS: 330 Gilman Ln., Unit 100, Raleigh, NC 27610
ADMIN COUNTY: Wake 
INSURANCE: Medicaid
CALL PURPOSE: Caller is seeking claims information in reference to her previous provider, Fernandez Community Center.   Member states FCC refused to update her on how many sessions they had billed.  Client reports her new therapist states there are no more billable hours for her to use for services.  Member attempting to determine why no hours are available if she only had 2 or three otpt sessions with FCC.
MENTAL STATUS: denied SI, HI, AVH
MENTAL HEALTH HISTORY: Dx=None known
SUBSTANCES: last used marijuana this morning
MEDICATIONS: NONE
SEVERITY: NON-THRESHOLD, Service Requested - NO, 911/CIT Criteria Met - NO, Reporting a Threat Criteria Met - NO
DISPOSITION: LC confirmed 09/24/20 was the assessment date.  Caller reports she participated in sessions with FCC on  10/10/21, 11/07/20, 11/20/20.  The therapist informed her she was unable to provide additional sessions at that time due to personal challenges.  She would begin services at a later time.  The member reports she located a new therapist, Nanette Floyd Patterson in December 2020.  Member requested claims info. from this LC.  LC informed the member of the paid claims notated in Alpha.  LC  noted FCC submitted 18 claims from 12/03/2020 - 04/12/2021.  Member states she had not received services from FCC since 11/20/2020.  LC will submit a grievance and fraudulent claim Grievance #11708.
CALL STATUS: CLOSED
SCREENER: D BREESE LCMHC, LCAS, CRC 4/15/2021 2:10:11 PM		CORRECTIONS: Changed Nature to Auth/Payment/Billing, Changed Disability to MH Only (per CCA)		other		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8112		04/20/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID: 573731 4/15/2021 1:17:27 PM
CALLER: Veronica Walton
DOB: 9/17/1981 (Age: 39) 
PHONE: 919-841-6475
ADDRESS: 330 Gilman Ln., Unit 100, Raleigh, NC 27610
ADMIN COUNTY: Wake 
INSURANCE: Medicaid
CALL PURPOSE: Caller is seeking claims information in reference to her previous provider, Fernandez Community Center.   Member states FCC refused to update her on how many sessions they had billed.  Client reports her new therapist states there are no more billable hours for her to use for services.  Member attempting to determine why no hours are available if she only had 2 or three otpt sessions with FCC.
MENTAL STATUS: denied SI, HI, AVH
MENTAL HEALTH HISTORY: Dx=None known
SUBSTANCES: last used marijuana this morning
MEDICATIONS: NONE
SEVERITY: NON-THRESHOLD, Service Requested - NO, 911/CIT Criteria Met - NO, Reporting a Threat Criteria Met - NO
DISPOSITION: LC confirmed 09/24/20 was the assessment date.  Caller reports she participated in sessions with FCC on 10/10/21, 11/07/20, 11/20/20.  The therapist informed her she was unable to provide additional sessions at that time due to personal challenges.  She would begin services at a later time.  The member reports she located a new therapist, Nanette Floyd Patterson in December 2020.  Member requested claims info. from this LC.  LC informed the member of the paid claims notated in Alpha.  LC  noted FCC submitted 18 claims from 12/03/2020 - 04/12/2021.  Member states she had not received services from FCC since 11/20/2020.  LC will submit a grievance and fraudulent claim Grievance #11708.
CALL STATUS: CLOSED
SCREENER: D BREESE LCMHC, LCAS, CRC 4/15/2021 2:10:11 PM
[PT: Veronica Walton				DOB: 9/17/81				ID: 24714]
4/19/21
Due to this being an allegation of fraudulent billing, this writer requested a case consult by Tanya Held, SIU/Compliance, via email.
Tanya confirmed that SIU would be taking this due to the nature of the grievance.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
4/20/21
This writer contacted complainant via phone and left generic voicemail requesting a call back. This writer plans to inform Ms. Walton that the concern has been referred to another department within Alliance Health for follow-up.
This writer emailed inserted user, Debbie Breese (Access) informing her that the case had been referred to Compliance/SIU as well.
This writer received a call back from Ms. Walton and shared with her that, due to the nature of the concern, this had been referred to another department within Alliance and she would likely be hearing from them soon. 
Case will be closed based on SIU investigation. Ack/Res letter sent to complainant. No further action required from QM. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Referred to SIU for review/ follow-up		1		1		0		5

		11710		Kristie White		04/15/2021		Parker		Todd		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Outpatient Services				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		El Futuro, Inc.		0		727093 - DominguezCinto, Waytmi		White		H= Hispanic, Other		Female		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		This concern is submitted on behalf of the CQR committee following the review of the member's death. Please contact the provider request the following:

•	Request all documentation in the medical record to be submitted for review; we have the therapist’s notes.  
•	Request copy of current crisis plan. 
•	Request copy of safety plan referenced in the internal review.				Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8102		04/21/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Waytmi DominguezCinto Patient ID: 727093 DOB: 09/05/2006
This concern is submitted on behalf of the CQR committee following the review of the member's death. Please contact the provider request the following: • Request all documentation in the medical record to be submitted for review; we have the therapist’s notes. • Request copy of current crisis plan. • Request copy of safety plan referenced in the internal review.
04/16/21-Internal- El Futuro, Inc- CQR request for information. Spoke to Gulny Sarelli Rossi about this information needed for CQR committee and sent concern element email to grossi@elfuturo-nc.org  be returned back by 04/22/2021. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/20/21-Received information from El Futuro an provider states they had sent all this information to Diane Sofia and I reached out to her also to get what she had. Also, provider faxed medical records and emailed additional information. Sent to TParker to get reviewed by the CQR committee. Closing as undetermined and will put any additional request in follow-up. KM Appeals Coordinator		Undetermined-CQR Request		1		1		0		6

		11712		Kim Ware		04/16/2021		hodge		Sandra		Parent		External Stakeholder Concern		Quality of Services		Community Support Team				Multi-Disability		Adult		B & D Integrated Health Services		1		396782 - Corey, John		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Johnston		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Caller is Sandra Hodge, Parent, but not legal guardian of John Corey. Caller reports that she is calling in regards to the services her son has received from B&D. Caller reports that she is dissatisfied with the services. Caller reports that her son is blind and needs a mentor and someone to work with him on skills. Caller states that his team does not come out to render services like they should and they don't follow up with the family as they should. Caller states that she was told by B&D staff AL that they were supposed to come out this Wednesday. No one came. Al called her son and told him that they would be out Thursday and no one came. Caller reports that she has placed 3 unanswered phone calls between AL and a supervisor named Tony. Caller reports that AL did call her back but she couldn't really understand why they never showed up both days because Al couldn't explain why. She is upset and feels insulted by B&D. She reports that she has asked for interpreting services (she is deaf) so that she can be a part of the treatment and they have not found one yet. Caller states that in the past the team has popped up unannounced while her son is sleeping and that upset him. Caller reports that there are rules in her home and she needs to know who is coming to her home and when. Caller had made mention that she tried to reach another staff member named Terri Warren who has also failed to call her back. She has reached out to individual team members and called the office and everyone tells her that someone will be out or call her back and they never do.		CORRECTION: TYPE CHANGED FROM OTHER TO EXTERNAL STAKEHOLDER CONCERN (PARENT NOT GUARDIAN); LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO NOT LICENSED; SERVICE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO CST; DISABILITY CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO MULTI; NATURE CHANGED FROM OTHER TO QUALITY		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8117		05/07/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller is Sandra Hodge, Parent, but not legal guardian of John Corey. Caller reports that she is calling in regards to the services her son has received from B&D. Caller reports that she is dissatisfied with the services. Caller reports that her son is blind and needs a mentor and someone to work with him on skills. Caller states that his team does not come out to render services like they should and they don't follow up with the family as they should. Caller states that she was told by B&D staff AL that they were supposed to come out this Wednesday. No one came. Al called her son and told him that they would be out Thursday and no one came. Caller reports that she has placed 3 unanswered phone calls between AL and a supervisor named Tony. Caller reports that AL did call her back but she couldn't really understand why they never showed up both days because Al couldn't explain why. She is upset and feels insulted by B&D. She reports that she has asked for interpreting services (she is deaf) so that she can be a part of the treatment and they have not found one yet. Caller states that in the past the team has popped up unannounced while her son is sleeping and that upset him. Caller reports that there are rules in her home and she needs to know who is coming to her home and when. Caller had made mention that she tried to reach another staff member named Terri Warren who has also failed to call her back. She has reached out to individual team members and called the office and everyone tells her that someone will be out or call her back and they never do
JOHN COREY    ID: 396782  (DOB: 2/22/1989)
4/22/21 This writer made call to complainant and was able to leave a vm message with answering service.(K.WARE,QAA)
4/22/21 This writer received a return call from complainant, Ms Hodge via telephonic device. This writer explained the purpose of call and role of QM. Ms Hodge is not the guardian. Member is an adult. This writer spoke with member who gave permission for discussion of issues of concerns. Via the telephonic device/service this writer was able to speak to both the complainant and the member. Complainant reports that services are "awful", issues with frequency of services. She kept asking the member to confirm the dates of service which were limited dates. She reports that the provider pops up for unannounced visits which causes issues for member who may be sleeping and unaware that they were suppose to come. The member confirmed. She reports that at team meetings she is having to ask her son what they are saying because they still have not gotten an interpreter. This writer explained next steps to both the member and complainant.(K.WARE,QAA)
4/2/21 Acknowledgment letter mailed to complainant.(K.WARE,QAA)
4/26/21 This writer contacted B and D QM Director, Jeremy Reed to make him aware of the concern. This writer emailed the concern information directly for review and response to jreed@bdbehaviorlahealth.com.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/3/21 Agency response received indicating the following: "The CS Team report that they have made multiple attempts in the past week to reach him to no avail. He hung up on the TL on two occasions last week. The Team previously scheduled an team meeting two weeks ago via telephone per John’s request due to COVID concerns. John did not keep the appointment.
Outreach efforts have been attempted by CST administrators as well. The team is currently attempting pop up visit this week.
Mr. Corey is unmedicated.
John did not sign a release for his mother at intake. During his most recent conversation with CST administrators, John reported that he wanted to sign a release and have his mother listed so she can speak with the Team regarding his services. He has not kept any of his appointments, so a physical release has not been obtained.
The team attempted to make face to face contact with Mr. Corey on 4/29/2021. Mr. Corey refuse to meet with them when they arrived."(K.WARE,QAA)
5/5/21 This writer received notification from Incident & Grievance Mgr, T Parker, that complainant had called and left him a message requesting assistance with locating another provider. Case consult regarding case and steps taken thus far. This writer made call and left vm message for complainant via the answering service.
5/6/21 This writer made call and spoke with complainant. She reports that she wanted to add to her concern that she is angry with the agency for an unannounced visit. She reports that it is her house and she has rules. This writer attempted again to explain that the son is the member and may have appointments that have been scheduled and not followed through based on agency response. Complainant was adamant and reported that she checks his phones so that is not true. This writer again explained that the complainant is not the guardian and may not be aware of appointments made and missed and that the provider coming unannounced was an effort to see member face to face and obtain a written ROI. The complainant was angry and frustrated as this writer explained and began to interrupt this writer. This writer explained that she would receive a resolution letter in that the concern had been processed and the action steps taken. This writer referred complainant to the AH 24 hr access and information line for assistance for her son, who is his own guardian, to locate an alternative provider of choice as well as resources available. The complainant mentioned other “case managers” that are supposed to be helping her son. She was adamant that they are supposed to be picking him up and taking him out to breakfast. Again, this writer explained that it was not a required component of CST. The complainant confirmed again that the member does not take medications and sleeps all day and that he should be doing something. This writer referred complainant to member and collaborative efforts of those involved as well as roles and determining the appropriate level of care or services. This writer also explained that the member can request referral for care coordination. The complainant inquired if this writer knew of any group homes. This writer referred complainant to the DHSR listing. The complainant inquired if Alliance would be available in Maryland if her son moved there. This writer explained the Alliance Health catchment and that this writer has no knowledge of resources available in that area.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/7/21 Review of information available in JIVA regarding member indicates that member was previously considered for independent housing…. “he prefers staying closer to his mother, though their relationship continues to be contentious at times. John struggles to maintain his appointments with CST staff, often taking naps during the daytime hours and not answering his phone when contacted for sessions. John continues to use CBD oil to help with depression symptoms and he reports using meditation as his coping mechanism. He has been educated on the importance of maintaining his mental health stability, but continues to be resistant to the team???s effort to link him to medication management. John is connected to the blind services and the team will be working closely with the blind services staff to assist John with/monitor services they plan to provide virtually due to COVID-19 restrictions.” Based on agency response and plans to continue to attempt to connect with member, referral to AH Access for assistance in locating an alternative provider of choice, case to be closed. Agency indicates offering its due diligence in service provision and attempts. Resolution letter to be mailed to complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		21

		11713		Hillary Vandewart		04/16/2021		WOMBLE		THERESA		Guardian		Grievance		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Child (0-17)		I Innovations, Inc.		1		88524 - HENRY, MARDASHA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		1		In-State		Level IV		0		1		Mardasha reported to her guardian today that while she was living in the group home with I Innovations, she was forced into her bedroom by other residents, who were touching her groin area and inserted a phallic object into her rectum. Mardasha reports that staff were notified and did nothing about it. She reports that a girl named Emily was one of the people touching her. Mardasha's guardian will be reaching out to CPS in Sanford to report the issue. Theresa Womble (919-519-7883) is her guardian. 
Mardasha is not currently in the group home and is living with her guardian in Durham.		CORRECTIONS: Changed complainant info to reflect guardian		DHSR		Referred to External Lic or State Agency		8113		05/06/2021		Resolved/Completed		DHSR		Mardasha reported to her guardian today that while she was living in the group home with I Innovations, she was forced into her bedroom by other residents, who were touching her groin area and inserted a phallic object into her rectum. Mardasha reports that staff were notified and did nothing about it. She reports that a girl named Emily was one of the people touching her. Mardasha's guardian will be reaching out to CPS in Sanford to report the issue. Theresa Womble (919-519-7883) is her guardian. 
Mardasha is not currently in the group home and is living with her guardian in Durham.
[PT: Mardasha Henry				DOB: 9/23/04				ID: 88524]
4/21/21
This writer contacted complainant and acknowledged that the grievance was received by QM Department. She was unclear on the details of what happened and put the member on the phone who also was unclear. Mardasha reported that Emily and another resident touched her and “put a stick up her butt.” She reported that afterwards, they went to the park and there was blood on the car seat. She stated that staff asked her what it was and she reported it was her period. It is unclear if she told staff the truth or not. 
Guardian went on to discuss what led up to her removing Mardasha from the home—issues with cleanliness of room, etc. 
She shared that the incident had to have occurred between October and February as this was when she was at the home.
This writer inquired as to whether or not guardian had contacted CPS about the matter and she stated that she hadn’t yet. She explained that she wasn’t sure how to navigate this and that Carolina Outreach might be helping her with the process. She reported that she wasn’t sure if she should contact CPS or if Tara Moore (CN) should do so and this writer shared that I could follow up with Tara. This writer also encouraged her to contact the Department of Health Service Regulation Complaint Intake unit and advised that we would be doing the same. This writer provided her with this number.
This writer shared grievance process with her and confirmed mailing address. She thanked this writer for the assistance. This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement letter.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst

4/22/21
This writer staffed case with supervisor, Todd Parker. Todd advised that this writer touch base with Care Navigator to determine whether or not she had contacted CPS. This writer agreed with supervisor that DHSR Complaint should be filed. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
4/23/21
This writer reached out to Care Navigator, Tara Moore, via email, to see if she could provide any background on the situation.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
4/28/21
This writer received feedback from Tara Moore, who confirmed that the guardian (with the assistance of NC START) did file a CPS report. Since NC Start was the agency notified about the incident, they took that on. 
Tara also agreed that the timelines were fuzzy and that she could not attest to whether or not the report was a reliable one. She stated that she felt some of the things she reported were farfetched, however, she does feel that some unsafe things happened while she was at the group home. This writer thanked her for the feedback.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/4/21
This writer called DHSR complaint intake unit and spoke with Kim. She entered the grievance for this writer and stated we would receive correspondence in the mail regarding any next steps.
This writer staffed case with supervisor who advised that this grievance could be resolved. Provider did not submit incident which indicates that they were not made aware of this incident. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/6/21
This writer attempted to reach Ms. Womble via phone—left message requesting a call back. This writer composed and sent resolution letter as appropriate entities have been notified of alleged incident and member is no longer residing at group home. Further correspondence from complainant will be included in resolution follow-up. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Undetermined--Referred to DHSR for investigation		1		1		0		20

		11714		Kim Ware		04/16/2021		COMACHO		NANCY		Guardian		Grievance		Quality of Services		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Ultimate Family Home Care, Inc.		1		66119 - VAZQUEZ, ANDRES		White		M=  Hispanic, Mexican American		Male		Johnston		0		1		In-State		Supervised Living 5600 A (Adult with Mental Health Concerns)		1		1		This writer received call from member’s guardian of person, sister, Nancy Comacho, 919-696-0654, where she reported that Lillian/Ultimate is requesting $1,968 in back pay. She reported that Ultimate attempted to become member’s payee, but were denied. She reported their mother is member’s payee.  She reported they have paid every month for member. She reported that member was receiving $723.00 and was paying Ultimate $657.00 and having $66.00 for allowance. She reported on January 1st member was approved for$773.00, but they have not seen that amount and stated they have offered to show Ultimate the statements that they have not received $773.00. She reported an email from Lillian referenced member being approved for $814.00 on May 1st. She reported Ultimate is wanting $802.00 for February, $593.00 for March, and $591 for April; member reported Ultimate was paid for this month in cash. She reported February’s rent was prorated because member moved in on the 10th (paid $600.00). She reported that she has left a voicemail with DSS, Barbara Massey, who was guardian of member in February. She reported that she has submitted a copy of the guardianship paperwork to social security in order to get/obtain information about member’s benefits. She reported that member is doing well in the group home. She reported she has not received an eviction notice either. She was agreeable to this writer filing a grievance. She is agreeable to having someone contact her to obtain more information. She was also provided the information to make a grievance at the state level through NC Divisions of Health Service Regulation.		CORRECTIONS: ENTERED PT ID; DISABILITY CHANGED FROM MH ONLY TO MULTI; NATURE CHAGNED FROM QUALITY TO AUTH/PAY/BILLING		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8119		05/14/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		This writer received call from member’s guardian of person, sister, Nancy Comacho, 919-696-0654, where she reported that Lillian/Ultimate is requesting $1,968 in back pay. She reported that Ultimate attempted to become member’s payee, but were denied. She reported their mother is member’s payee. She reported they have paid every month for member. She reported that member was receiving $723.00 and was paying Ultimate $657.00 and having $66.00 for allowance. She reported on January 1st member was approved for$773.00, but they have not seen that amount and stated they have offered to show Ultimate the statements that they have not received $773.00. She reported an email from Lillian referenced member being approved for $814.00 on May 1st. She reported Ultimate is wanting $802.00 for February, $593.00 for March, and $591 for April; member reported Ultimate was paid for this month in cash. She reported February’s rent was prorated because member moved in on the 10th (paid $600.00). She reported that she has left a voicemail with DSS, Barbara Massey, who was guardian of member in February. She reported that she has submitted a copy of the guardianship paperwork to social security in order to get/obtain information about member’s benefits. She reported that member is doing well in the group home. She reported she has not received an eviction notice either. She was agreeable to this writer filing a grievance. She is agreeable to having someone contact her to obtain more information. She was also provided the information to make a grievance at the state level through NC Divisions of Health Service Regulation. 
4/22/21 call to complainant; no vm available.(K.WARE,QAA)
4/23/21 This writer contacted insert user to get the patient information as it was not listed in grievance. Call to complainant; no answer; ack letter mailed to address listed.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/5/21 This writer made call and spoke directly with complainant Ms. Nancy Camacho. Ms. Camacho was angry with the group home stating that her brother has received a 30-day discharge notice from the group home. She is upset that the agency is not working with her regarding payments that they say are due. She repots that she is not responsible for the payments. This wrier recommended contact with the Social Security Administration. She reports that she contacted them and that they have adjusted the type of social security benefits her brother was to receive so that the group hoe would be eligible for backpay only to April, but that it was not her fault. She continued to express anger that the group home would not work with her. This writer inquired if the complainant had received the agency’s discharge policy upon admission. She reports that she did not put her brother there but his DSS guardian did. She reports that her mother is the payee and she is the guardian. This writer explained that AH could not require the group home to keep her brother nor involved in the payment issue. This writer inquired if she had found other placement for her brother in that she has already received notice of discharge. She reports receiving a list from Alliance but had not looked for placement. This writer explained the role of QM and next steps, however, explained that payment issues were not in the purview of AH. This writer recommended the contact DHSR and SSA. Ms Camacho confirmed her corrected mailing address and permission to use her name when discussing the matter with the provider.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/12/21 This writer made call to agency and spoke with CEO Lilliam Okoro-Ezuma (919) 880-3144 regarding the grievance. Per Ms Ezuma, the agency sent the letter of discharge for 3 reason which were listed in the letter: 1. Challenges with medications- the guardian refused to allow the use of the pharmacy that the group home utilizes; it is a licensed pharmacy that delivers meds, helps with any med issues 2. The member was referred to PSR and was approved; guardian refused to insist that the member go. Member refused which impeded on continuity of care for member 3. Nonpayment-the group home applied for Special assistance and was denied due to he type of funding that the member had; the mother was called and refused the home becoming the payee. Ms. Ezuma also reports that it was challenging with the guardian and payee being different and the mother had difficulty with communicating. Ms. Ezuma explained that she attempted to work with the family however, it has not worked out. She explained that the family has received a listing of available group home placements for member. Agency indicates following its protocol in the matter. This writer made all and spoke with member’s assigned AH care coordinator, Michele Fidler. She is aware of the matter and reports that she has explained to the guardian that AH would not be involved in the payment issue and has she referred her to DHSR. She reports having the same conversations that this writer explained. Per her report she has given the guardian a list of group homes and that she has contacted several on the list for her. She has expressed to Ms Camacho that she may have to consider other placements in the catchment and has been willing to assist in the matter She reports that AH Community Health Worker, Shelly Chandler is also involved in assisting in placement. She reports speaking with Ultimate group home CEO and hearing from her the discharge issues. She reports that Ultimate has been cooperative in providing any paperwork needed for transfer of member. She reports that the agency attempted to work with the family.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/14/21 This writer made call to Ms. Camacho. Although she is still upset, she confirmed working with the AH staff to find placement for her brother and with SSA regarding funding which has been adjusted. Based on agency actions, consult with AH care coordination, recommendations made to complainant, case to be closed. Agency indicated offering its due diligence in the matter. Resolution letter mailed to complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		non issue		1		1		0		28

		11715		Kristie White		04/16/2021		BROWN		HEATHER		Consumer		Grievance		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Psychiatric Services				Mental Health Only		Adult		Carolina Partnership in Mental Healthcare dba MindPath Care Centers		1		32205 - BROWN, HEATHER		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		Heather Brown Consumer 919-737-4805 with Mind Paths was seen by Psychiatrist Ms. Paula M. Leif who was employed with Mind Paths. While in care Consumer's Medicaid was not billed and Consumer is now being billed for services. Consumer is unable to pay bill in which she is being assessed. Consumer has made efforts to get Provider to submit billing to Alliance for payment in which Agency if refusing.  Caller states she has informed the Agency she is unable to pay the bill. Agency has informed Consumer she may be discharged from services if her bill is not paid. Caller is concerned as to why Mind Paths will not bill for service as she was made aware the Psychiatrist who has since left is a Medicaid Contracted Psychiatrist.   Address:  5608 Thea Lane Unit A Raleigh, NC 27606				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8115		05/11/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Heather Brown Patient ID: 32205 DOB: 08/14/1979
Heather Brown Consumer 919-737-4805 with Mind Paths was seen by Psychiatrist Ms. Paula M. Leif who was employed with Mind Paths. While in care Consumer's Medicaid was not billed and Consumer is now being billed for services. Consumer is unable to pay bill in which she is being assessed. Consumer has made efforts to get Provider to submit billing to Alliance for payment in which Agency if refusing. Caller states she has informed the Agency she is unable to pay the bill. Agency has informed Consumer she may be discharged from services if her bill is not paid. Caller is concerned as to why Mind Paths will not bill for service as she was made aware the Psychiatrist who has since left is a Medicaid Contracted Psychiatrist. Address: 5608 Thea Lane Unit A Raleigh, NC 27606 
04/19/21-Grievance against MindPath Care Centers re. billing issues. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/20/21-Called member for clarification and information on this grievance with no answer and could not leave a message. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/21/21-Called member again with no answer and phone would not let you leave a message. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/22/21-Called member again and her phone is not answering and not accepting any voicemails. Per case consult with TParker since no answer from member send additional information letter to member. Per looking at claims none are file for member from Carolina Partnership dba MindPath. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/11/21-Never received information to resolve this grievance. Per more information letter sent the member had until 05/10/21 to get back with me on this grievance. Closing as undetermined due to lack of information from the complainant. KM Appeals Coordinator		Undetermined due to lack of information.		1		1		0		25

		11717		Kim Ware		04/18/2021		Godwin		Lynn		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Access to Services		Crisis - Emergency Department				Unknown Disability				Johnston Memorial Hospital Authority dba Johnston Health		0		'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Johnston		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		I received a call this  afternoon from the mother of an adult male/Johnston County/Uninsured who reports they were given Alliance's information after being at the emergency room for 3 to 4 hours with her son who was coming off of alcohol. The caller reports her son drinks 18 to 24 beers a day and there is no time when he is not under the influence.   She also voiced that he has been making statements about wanting to die and go to be with Jesus.   They were told by the ED staff that the hospital does not offer detox inpatient services.   They told the member he has high blood pressure.  They provided member a prescription for Librium but told him not to take it unless he completely stops drinking.  They were told to contact mobile crisis and Alliance regarding a referral to Walter B Jones in Greenville.   I am filing the concern because when the hospital, with whom we do have beds contracted,  is saying they will not detox uninsured people from ETOH,  it leaves Johnston Residents no local alternatives for a safe detox.  The hospital did not offer to make a referral for member to Walter B Jones or any other facility.  He was just returned home.		CORRECTIONS: SOURCE CHANGED FROM FAMILY MEMBER TO MCO STAFF; DISABILTY UNKNOWN; AGAINST CHANGED FROM OTHER TO PROVIDER		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8139		04/29/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		I received a call this afternoon from the mother of an adult male/Johnston County/Uninsured who reports they were given Alliance's information after being at the emergency room for 3 to 4 hours with her son who was coming off of alcohol. The caller reports her son drinks 18 to 24 beers a day and there is no time when he is not under the influence. She also voiced that he has been making statements about wanting to die and go to be with Jesus. They were told by the ED staff that the hospital does not offer detox inpatient services. They told the member he has high blood pressure. They provided member a prescription for Librium but told him not to take it unless he completely stops drinking. They were told to contact mobile crisis and Alliance regarding a referral to Walter B Jones in Greenville. I am filing the concern because when the hospital, with whom we do have beds contracted, is saying they will not detox uninsured people from ETOH, it leaves Johnston Residents no local alternatives for a safe detox. The hospital did not offer to make a referral for member to Walter B Jones or any other facility. He was just returned home.
*no pt id
4/29/21 Based on nature of concern, the concern will be tracked for potential trends in the event that similar concerns are submitted regarding the provider. Ack/Res emailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		11

		11719		Hillary Vandewart		04/19/2021		Webb-Gladden		Ann		Guardian		Grievance		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Crisis - Inpatient				Multi-Disability		Child (0-17)		Holly Hill Hospital, LLC		1		647359 - CASTO, EVIE		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		QA Analyst was notified by guardian that she had additional concerns (separate from grievance #11639) which had been communicated to Care Navigator and Holly Hill Clinical Director. See below and for email correspondence from guardian to Care Navigator and HHH:
I found out several things when I picked Evie up yesterday. 
 
1.	She told me she didn’t have shoes while at HH because they had a zipper on them. So, for 3 weeks no one thought they should call and ask me to bring Evie shoes? Plus, her coats had zippers so does that mean she did not get to wear her coat. She came out wearing a coat with a zipper. 
 
2.	Evie had on clothes that weren’t hers. That’s fine but she said she had them because she didn’t get the clothes, I brought her? She said she guesses the clothes I brought were put In storage? 
 
3.	I believe it was the 1st week when Evie scratched up her arms with the paperclip. A gentleman did call and tell me What had happened. I asked how she got the paperclip and he said she could have got it from the nurse’s station or found it in the gym. Evie told me when I picked her up that she stole it from the nursing station. 
 
4.	Said she had a panic attack, but the Adults did not believe her. 
 
5.	Evie can fudge the truth and I know the kids are there for issues . Also, Evie started a fight the day before the 2 kids got into a fight with her and left the bruise on her shoulder. I am trying to say I know it get rough sometimes. Which is why adults should be watching the kids. 
 
She did complain about her shoulder and head hurting for several days. I thought she was being over dramatic till Evie showed me the bruise on the shoulder still left over from a week ago. I asked how long the fight went on. She said for a bit because another kid had to get the adults attention. Evie said the Adults were in the corner playing on their phone .  I can overlook the above 4 issues but not this. I want the this investigated ASAP. I want to see the video tape of the incident.  I want to see what the Adults were doing while the fight was happening. 
 
Anne Webb

She also shared the below on 4/18/21:
New Hope just called me and told me Evie has covid. They made her take covid test Thursday as part of admission. Seeing as Evie as been at Holly Hill for 3 weeks. I am assuming she got it there.				DHSR		Referred to External Lic or State Agency		8116		05/19/2021		Resolved/Completed		DHSR		QA Analyst was notified by guardian that she had additional concerns (separate from grievance #11639) which had been communicated to Care Navigator and Holly Hill Clinical Director. See below and for email correspondence from guardian to Care Navigator and HHH:
I found out several things when I picked Evie up yesterday. 
1. She told me she didn’t have shoes while at HH because they had a zipper on them. So, for 3 weeks no one thought they should call and ask me to bring Evie shoes? Plus, her coats had zippers so does that mean she did not get to wear her coat. She came out wearing a coat with a zipper. 
2. Evie had on clothes that weren’t hers. That’s fine but she said she had them because she didn’t get the clothes, I brought her? She said she guesses the clothes I brought were put in storage? 
 3. I believe it was the 1st week when Evie scratched up her arms with the paperclip. A gentleman did call and tell me what had happened. I asked how she got the paperclip and he said she could have got it from the nurse’s station or found it in the gym. Evie told me when I picked her up that she stole it from the nursing station. 
 4. Said she had a panic attack, but the Adults did not believe her. 
 5. Evie can fudge the truth and I know the kids are there for issues. Also, Evie started a fight the day before the 2 kids got into a fight with her and left the bruise on her shoulder. I am trying to say I know it get rough sometimes. Which is why adults should be watching the kids. 
She did complain about her shoulder and head hurting for several days. I thought she was being over dramatic till Evie showed me the bruise on the shoulder still left over from a week ago. I asked how long the fight went on. She said for a bit because another kid had to get the adults attention. Evie said the Adults were in the corner playing on their phone.  I can overlook the above 4 issues but not this. I want this investigated ASAP. I want to see the video tape of the incident.  I want to see what the Adults were doing while the fight was happening. 
She also shared the below on 4/18/21:
New Hope just called me and told me Evie has covid. They made her take covid test Thursday as part of admission. Seeing as Evie as been at Holly Hill for 3 weeks. I am assuming she got it there.
[PT: Evie Casto					DOB: 12/13/07				ID: 647359]
4/22/21
This writer called and spoke with Ms. Webb-Gladden briefly to let her know that we had received the grievance and to see if she had gotten any kind of a response from HHH. She replied that she had not heard anything and they were supposed to have responded to her by the end of yesterday 4/21. She said she is worried that it is taking them so long to reply and feels that they might be hiding something. She is also concerned about the fact that the adults aren’t wearing masks properly which put her daughter at risk. 
This writer informed Ms. Webb-Gladden about the DHSR Complaint Intake Unit and advised that we would be sharing this information with them and encouraged her to do the same. She asked that this writer send her an email with this information as she was at work and needed to get off the phone. This writer agreed.
This writer then composed email with DHSR phone number as well as acknowledgement letter and sent both to complainant. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Undetermined--Referred to DHSR for investigation		1		1		0		30

		11720		Hillary Vandewart		04/19/2021		Elkins		Samantha		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Clinical Intake				Multi-Disability		Adult		Restoration Family Services, Inc.		1		554510 - Elkins, Samantha		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Johnston		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		[CID: 574132  ] 
CALLER'S NAME/ ROLE/ NUMBER: Samantha Elkins DOB 4/24/1995
ADDRESS: 401-B N. Green St Selma, NC 27576
PHONE: 910-434-9375
SAFETY SCREENING: Denies SI/HI/AVH/SU. No crisis needs. Hx of PTSD and BPAD.
COUNTY, if gathered: Johnston
INSURANCE, if gathered: Medicaid
PURPOSE OF CALL: Grievance and provider info
RESOURCES/Staff recommendations: 
SEVERITY: Non-threshold. 
COMMENTS / NOTES: Provided at least five agency contacts for OPT MH services and possible psychological testing. Member will call providers directly to explore options. Client filed grievance against Restoration Family Services alleging client was not called in advance when her CCA was cancelled by RFS due to the MD being ill. Member took off work that day to do the CCA. Also reports she does not agree with the initial diagnosis assigned by the clinician at RFS when client was eventually assessed. Was diagnosed w/ anxiety/trauma. Caller believes she also should have been diagnosed w/ psychosis, and believes the clinician was inexperienced and did not do a good job with her. Writer filed the grievance on member’s behalf.--DC Rhyne, LCSW-----------------		CORRECTIONS: Updated Address, Changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8118		05/13/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		[CID: 574132] 
CALLER'S NAME/ ROLE/ NUMBER: Samantha Elkins DOB 4/24/1995
ADDRESS: 401-B N. Green St Selma, NC 27576
PHONE: 910-434-9375
SAFETY SCREENING: Denies SI/HI/AVH/SU. No crisis needs. Hx of PTSD and BPAD.
COUNTY, if gathered: Johnston
INSURANCE, if gathered: Medicaid
PURPOSE OF CALL: Grievance and provider info
RESOURCES/Staff recommendations: 
SEVERITY: Non-threshold. 
COMMENTS / NOTES: Provided at least five agency contacts for OPT MH services and possible psychological testing. Member will call providers directly to explore options. Client filed grievance against Restoration Family Services alleging client was not called in advance when her CCA was cancelled by RFS due to the MD being ill. Member took off work that day to do the CCA. Also reports she does not agree with the initial diagnosis assigned by the clinician at RFS when client was eventually assessed. Was diagnosed w/ anxiety/trauma. Caller believes she also should have been diagnosed w/ psychosis, and believes the clinician was inexperienced and did not do a good job with her. Writer filed the grievance on member’s behalf.--DC Rhyne, LCSW
[PT: Samantha Elkins				DOB: 4/24/95				ID: 554510]
4/23/21
This writer called and spoke with member regarding her grievance. She stated that she was never informed that her CCA was cancelled. She waited on the phone for an hour. When she called, she was told that he was sick. The provider agreed to reschedule at 8am one day so that she wouldn’t have to take the day off of work. 
During this appointment, she noticed the clinician didn’t asked a lot of the same questions she is normally asked. She was told that he was new. After 2 weeks of no contact following the assessment, she contacted the provider to get her diagnosis info and was told that she was diagnosed with PTSD and anxiety. She was confused about this as she has been diagnosed with psychosis around 4times. She reported that she felt symptoms of an episode coming on (vibrations, zoning out, things were looking funny to her), she also told him that she had been diagnosed with this in the past. She reported that he focused on family history, childhood, but not on her symptoms. When she talked about this, he would redirect. 
She said that the assessment felt more like therapy. She stated that she didn’t feel that he was able to properly diagnose. She said she felt she needed urgent help at that time and wasn’t able to get it. She said she makes impulsive decisions at times like this and she ended up quitting her job. She did state that she has a new plan moving forward and has an appointment to get developmental and psychological testing done. She has another job lined up. She doesn’t want clinician to be fired, but feels like she didn’t get the help she needed and wants to ensure that this doesn’t happen to someone else. 
This writer thanked her for the information and let her know that we’d be in touch. This writer composed and sent acknowledgement letter to complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst

5/4/21
This writer called Patricia Price Quality Assurance Director, at 919-938-9502 x6. This writer shared the a summary of the grievance and she reported that she believes the clinician being referenced in the grievance is no longer with the agency. This writer shared with Ms. Price the process for resolving grievances and asked that she confirm her email address and that she could review and provide a formal response by 5/11. She agreed. This writer then sent concern elements for her review/response.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst

5/10/21
This writer received a response from Renee H. Jones, President/CEO (rfs@restorethefamily.org) which can be summarized below:
•	Acknowledgement that the initial appointment was cancelled due to an emergency with the therapist.
•	Report that President/CEO personally offered an appointment for that afternoon since she had taken off work, but that member stated it was fine and she could reschedule for another time as long as it was before 9am. 
•	Appointment was rescheduled from 4/6 to 4/8. The therapist was new to RFS but had been a licensed social worker since 2010. 
•	President/CEO reviewed the assessment and agreed with the diagnoses.
•	Therapist stated that he would not and did not redirect member when she tried to share information about symptoms.
•	Diagnoses were assigned based on how she presented at time of assessment. 
•	Assessment was provided (this was not billed as member was not enrolled in Alpha at the time).
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst

5/13/21
This writer reviewed assessment provided. Assessment does reflect that member discusses “psychosis” however diagnosis are PTSD and Anxiety Disorder. 

This writer called complainant and shared provider’s feedback with her. She thanked this writer for following up and stated that she had an upcoming appointment for psychological testing later this month. This writer shared that we would be closing case and monitoring it moving forward and she thanked this writer for the assistance.

This writer composed and sent resolution letter. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		24

		11727		Hillary Vandewart		04/20/2021		TROY		CARI		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Community Support Team				Multi-Disability		Adult		MONARCH		1		20050 - HILDEBRAND, CHRISTOPHE		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Vance		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Christopher is approved for 10 hours per week of community networking.  I checked claims today and in February and March they were consistently overbilled each week.  I followed up up with the provider and she plans to correct that over-billing, but also wanted to file a grievance to ensure that these hours were paid back.  These were the hours billed each week starting the first week of February, so as you can see they overbilled by 5-6 hours almost every week: 15, 15, 16, 10, 11, 15,15,15.    QP contact: Michelle Lawrence: Michelle.Lawrence@monarchnc.org  : 919-633-6380		CORRECTIONS: TYPE CHANGED FROM EXTERNAL TO INTERNAL; CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO FROM MEMBER'S; AGAINST CHANGED FROM OTHER TO PROVIDER, changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8121		05/10/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Christopher is approved for 10 hours per week of community networking. I checked claims today and in February and March they were consistently overbilled each week. I followed up with the provider and she plans to correct that over-billing, but also wanted to file a grievance to ensure that these hours were paid back. These were the hours billed each week starting the first week of February, so as you can see they overbilled by 5-6 hours almost every week: 15, 15, 16, 10, 11, 15, 15, 15. QP contact: Michelle Lawrence: Michelle.Lawrence@monarchnc.org: 919-633-6380.
[PT: Christophe Hildebrand			DOB: 1/10/74				ID: 20050]
4/26/21
This writer emailed Tanya Held (SIU/Compliance) to make her aware of this concern and also to request a case consult. 
This writer sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst

4/27/21
This writer received a response from Tanya indicating that Appendix K flexibilities “allow for an increase in service hours from what is in the person-centered plan without prior authorization for this time period,” however the provider must complete an addendum to services form to reflect this. She suggested that this writer verify that the provider submitted this and if not, to ensure that they were aware of the self-audit process.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
5/7/21
This writer reached out to Cornelius Powe, Incident and Complaint Specialist, via email to share concern information, as well as to share information regarding addendum to services form. This writer requested that he inform this writer once over-billing had been corrected.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
5/10/21
This writer received confirmation from Cornelius that he had forwarded the information and request to the appropriate staff for follow-up.
This writer composed and sent resolution email to internal complainant to make her aware that QM will be informed once claims are paid back. This writer will include updates from provider in follow-up section of portal. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		20

		11728		Kim Ware		04/20/2021		SMITH		CANDICE		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Service Coordination between providers		Crisis - Inpatient				Multi-Disability		Adult		Holly Hill Hospital, LLC		0		2424 - KUNGU, DANIEL		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		While member was hospitalized at Holly Hill Hospital, I provided HHH SW with information about community provider, Southlight CST. I also notified the CST lead about member's hospitalization. CST Lead called HHH but did not hear back while member was hospitalized. I received confirmation from unit SW that she had received my notification that member was connected to CST. The member discharged yesterday (4/19/2021) with a discharge plan reporting he had an appointment at Monarch. Southlight was not listed nor notified of discharge. No discussion was made with me (HL) or CST Lead. Upon further investigation, there was no appointment confirmed with Monarch and instead the HHH SW wrote a time down without making the appointment with Monarch. I have reached out to the SW to inquire if there was a reason that the d/c did not include Southlight. No response received yet but I can update if one is given.This is a continual issue with HHH - discharging to Monarch without an appointment, disregarding current provider connections despite multiple attempts to notify them.		CORRECTIONS: ENTERED PT ID; DISABILITY CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO MULTI; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO DHSR;NATURE CHANGED FROM QUALITY TO SERVIE COORDINATION		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8128		05/11/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		While member was hospitalized at Holly Hill Hospital, I provided HHH SW with information about community provider, Southlight CST. I also notified the CST lead about member's hospitalization. CST Lead called HHH but did not hear back while member was hospitalized. I received confirmation from unit SW that she had received my notification that member was connected to CST. The member discharged yesterday (4/19/2021) with a discharge plan reporting he had an appointment at Monarch. Southlight was not listed nor notified of discharge. No discussion was made with me (HL) or CST Lead. Upon further investigation, there was no appointment confirmed with Monarch and instead the HHH SW wrote a time down without making the appointment with Monarch. I have reached out to the SW to inquire if there was a reason that the d/c did not include Southlight. No response received yet but I can update if one is given.This is a continual issue with HHH - discharging to Monarch without an appointment, disregarding current provider connections despite multiple attempts to notify them.
DANIEL KUNGU   ID: 2424   (DOB: 6/16/1983)
4/23/21 Acknowledgment emailed to internal complainant. Response received from complainant indicates that complainant heard back from the Social Worker after submitting the concern and that she had reported to her that the member declined all appointments and referrals. She indicates that she is still concerned that “it’s best practice to include the enhanced providers or at least notify me, but I did want to provide you with that update.” This writer made call and spoke with the agency’s Risk Mgr, Marcy Cortez, in regards to the concern. Per her report it may take time to review recent concerns due to staffing change and replacement for exiting staff being in 3 weeks for the Dir of Risk Mgmt. Per discussion the concern information was emailed directly for review and response at marcy.cortz@uhsinc.com. This writer has requested that agency response be received within 5 business days of receipt of the notification.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/7/21 This writer made call and spoke with AH Network Development Supervisor, Cathy Stephenson to make her aware of the concern. Ms Stephenson explained that she is a part of the AH team that meets with HHH regularly regarding issues, barriers and strategies. Per her report, she plans to make the CEO aware of the concern and QM involvement in the next meeting scheduled for 5/11/21. Per discussion this writer will follow up with her regarding the meeting. This writer contacted Mary Cortez to inquire regarding any updates. She reports working on the concern response and apologized for the delay due to staffing shortage.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/11/21 Case to be closed based on agency notification as well as Provider Networks notification and involvement with agency. Case has been staffed with Incident & Grievance Mgr. T Parker who has indicated case should be closed and tracked. Any subsequent correspondence received from agency to be noted in follow up. Resolution emailed to internal complainant.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		21

		11729		Kim Ware		04/20/2021		ROSENTHAL		GREGG		Guardian		Grievance		Quality of Services		Crisis - Inpatient				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Holly Hill Hospital, LLC		1		725578 - ROSENTHAL, BASTIAN		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Bastian received treatment at Wakebrook CAS, WakeMed, and Holly Hill Hospital due to aggression.  I spoke with his grandfather Gregg Rosenthal, who is also his guardian, as a routine call we make to remind consumers of aftercare appointments.  Mr. Rosenthal reported that he and Bastian were at Carolina Outreach Behavioral Health Urgent Care Center at the time of my call.  Mr. Rosenthal is extremely unhappy with the care that Bastian did not receive during his hospitalization.  Mr. Rosenthal said he is an excellent advocate for Bastian and has contacted his senator and written the President and Vice President in an effort to advocate for better care for Bastian.  Mr. Rosenthal reported that HHH overmedicated Bastian and gave him injections in his legs to calm him down. Bastian came home with bandaids on his legs.  Mr. Rosenthal used the terms "abandoned him" and "abused him" in referring to the treatment Bastian received at HHH.  Mr. Rosenthal is considering suing HHH.  Mr. Rosenthal reported that HHH overmedicated Bastian to keep him calm and discharged him that way.  He reports that Bastian did not receive any help at WB CAS, WMC or HHH.  The reason they are at CO BHUC now is because Bastian's medications were messed up.  He reports that Bastian has received more help at CO BHUC in the past few hours than he received for a month at HHH.  Mr. Rosenthal reported that the HHH doctor only spoke with him for 5 minutes when Mr. Rosenthal thought it was important to be able to provide more information to the doctor.  The discharge paperwork HHH sent home with Bastian provided very little information and was not helpful.Mr. Rosenthal spoke calmly throughout our conversation and wanted to submit this grievance.  Bastian was on an involuntary commitment order, so he had to be hospitalized.  Mr. Rosenthal is extremely unhappy with the way Bastian was treated throughout the process, but particularly with HHH.  Mr. Rosenthal is cooperative and will be glad to provide any additional information needed.  Bastian's grandfather is his guardian because Bastian, his mother and brother were in a car accident; Bastian was the only survivor.  Bastian is going to be evaluated for a possible traumatic brain injury.  I did not think to ask Mr. Rosenthal specifically if he discussed his complaints to HHH.		CORRECTIONS: UNCHECKED FROM PT; CHANGED COMPLAINANT'S NAME FROM MEMBER'S		DHSR		Referred to External Lic or State Agency		8129		05/19/2021		Resolved/Completed		DHSR		Bastian received treatment at Wakebrook CAS, WakeMed, and Holly Hill Hospital due to aggression. I spoke with his grandfather Gregg Rosenthal, who is also his guardian, as a routine call we make to remind consumers of aftercare appointments. Mr. Rosenthal reported that he and Bastian were at Carolina Outreach Behavioral Health Urgent Care Center at the time of my call. Mr. Rosenthal is extremely unhappy with the care that Bastian did not receive during his hospitalization. Mr. Rosenthal said he is an excellent advocate for Bastian and has contacted his senator and written the President and Vice President in an effort to advocate for better care for Bastian. Mr. Rosenthal reported that HHH overmedicated Bastian and gave him injections in his legs to calm him down. Bastian came home with bandaids on his legs. Mr. Rosenthal used the terms "abandoned him" and "abused him" in referring to the treatment Bastian received at HHH. Mr. Rosenthal is considering suing HHH. Mr. Rosenthal reported that HHH overmedicated Bastian to keep him calm and discharged him that way. He reports that Bastian did not receive any help at WB CAS, WMC or HHH. The reason they are at CO BHUC now is because Bastian's medications were messed up. He reports that Bastian has received more help at CO BHUC in the past few hours than he received for a month at HHH. Mr. Rosenthal reported that the HHH doctor only spoke with him for 5 minutes when Mr. Rosenthal thought it was important to be able to provide more information to the doctor. The discharge paperwork HHH sent home with Bastian provided very little information and was not helpful.Mr. Rosenthal spoke calmly throughout our conversation and wanted to submit this grievance. Bastian was on an involuntary commitment order, so he had to be hospitalized. Mr. Rosenthal is extremely unhappy with the way Bastian was treated throughout the process, but particularly with HHH. Mr. Rosenthal is cooperative and will be glad to provide any additional information needed. Bastian's grandfather is his guardian because Bastian, his mother and brother were in a car accident; Bastian was the only survivor. Bastian is going to be evaluated for a possible traumatic brain injury. I did not think to ask Mr. Rosenthal specifically if he discussed his complaints to HHH
BASTIAN ROSENTHAL   ID: 725578   (DOB: 10/18/2012)
4/23/21 Made call and spoke at length with complainant regarding his concerns. He is very upset with the system and states that HHH overmedicated his son and gave him injections in his legs to calm him down. He does not believe that he received any type of treatment only sedated to keep him calm. He reports that the psychiatrist and staff at HHH  had minimal conversation with him regarding his son's history or background information that may have been useful in treatment. He reports that he adopted his grandson as his son after he was in a tragic car accident that he was the only survivor.
4/23/21 Call to HHH Dir of Risk Mgmt, Marcy Cortez and made her aware of the concerns. Per discussion, the information was emailed to marcy.cortez@uhsinc.con for review and response to include findings, actions taken or to be taken to address each matter and changes made to avoid the occurrence in the future as applicable. This writer has also requested supporting documentation. All to be submitted within 5 business days of receipt of this notification.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/4/21 Agency response received indicating contact with complainant, confirming "multiple medication interventions for management of aggression and agitation as he continued to pose a threat to himself and others", also noting that his IVC stay was extended due to continued safety, stabilization, and medication mgmt. Member's treatment included group therapy sessions, a recreation therapy assessment and a behavior mgmt plan. The agency indicates multiple contacts by nursing staff with the guardian as well as contact by the clinician; a telephone meeting to discuss the member's discharge planning, after care instructions and crisis plan instructions. The medications were discussed at time of discharge including dosages, etc...Member was discharged due to no longer meeting involuntary commitment criteria per policy & procedure. In regards to the bandages on member's legs at time of discharge, the agency indicates "Bastian’s skin was assessed at time of admission and there is no indication of open areas. There are no incident reports or nursing notes that indicate a skin injury requiring band aids.  Children routinely go outside on the playground equipment for fresh air time.  Band aids for minor skin issues are routinely given out at the nurse’s station.  We cannot substantiate or refute the presence of band aids."(K.WARE,QAA)
5/11/21 This writer staffed case with Incident & Grievance Mgr T Parker. For future reference this type case would be referred to CQR, however, at this stage in the case continue to process without referral at this time,(K.WARE,QAA)
5/19/21 Review of information in JIVA confirms member has been connected to a provider and receiving services. Based on the nature of concern, although complainant was referred to DHSR, this writer made all to the DHSR complaint intake unit and filed a report with staff "Vee". This writer included information needed as well as the complainant's contact information. As per protocol, this writer will receive correspondence regarding DHSR investigation status. This writer made call and spoke with Mr Rosenthal to make him aware of the action steps taken. Mr Rosenthal thanked this writer and confirmed that his son is receiving services at this time. He expressed his willingness to discuss the matter with DHSR.  Based on referral to DHSR, HHH notification and internal review submission, case to be closed, tracked and monitored. Any subsequent correspondence received from DHSR to be noted in follow up. This writer recommended HHH continue to monitor the matter and document. This information will be tracked for potential trends. Resolution letter mailed to complainant.(K.WARE,QAA)		undetermined-referred to DHSR for investigation and action		1		1		0		29

		11730		Hillary Vandewart		04/20/2021		Acebo		Justin		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Service Coordination between providers		Accces/Screening, Triage and Referral				Unknown Disability		Child (0-17)		Best Day Psychiatry and Counseling, PC		1		759994 - WALKER, NATHANIEL		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		I have been contacting contact Best Day Psychiatry & Counseling, Fuquay Varina 919-567-0684 (O), 919-567-0692 (F) for the past two days without response from the office manager (Sheila) who is responsible for new patient referrals.  Noted referral was faxed on 04/19 and two voicemails were left, and two more messages were left on 04/20.  TCN has been in contact with UNC Wakebrook staff about the referral and SW, Adelmar Winner at UNC Wakebrook 984-974-4380 was also going to call Best Day on 04/20 as TCN has been unsuccessful in reaching this provider and the member is set to discharge back to home on Wednesday, 04/21.		CORRECTIONS: TYPE CHANGED FROM GRIEVANCE TO INTERNAL EMPLOYEE CONCERN, Changed Nature of Issue to Service Coordination Between Providers, Changed Disability to Unknown (no dx listed in Alpha)		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8120		05/10/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		I have been contacting contact Best Day Psychiatry & Counseling, Fuquay Varina 919-567-0684 (O), 919-567-0692 (F) for the past two days without response from the office manager (Sheila) who is responsible for new patient referrals.  Noted referral was faxed on 04/19 and two voicemails were left, and two more messages were left on 04/20.  TCN has been in contact with UNC Wakebrook staff about the referral and SW, Adelmar Winner at UNC Wakebrook 984-974-4380 was also going to call Best Day on 04/20 as TCN has been unsuccessful in reaching this provider and the member is set to discharge back to home on Wednesday, 04/21.
[PT: Nathaniel Walker				DOB: 5/5/07				ID: 759994
4/23/21
This writer sent acknowledgement letter to internal complainant and also inquired as to whether communication from staff had been received as of yet. Justin responded that the hospital was able to get an appointment but he never heard back from anyone at the provider’s office.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst

5/10/21
This writer called and spoke with Karen Matlack, Admin Director at 910-323-1545 re concern. She thanked this writer for the information and stated that she would look into the matter and see if there might be a technological problem with voicemail, etc. She said she would get back to me once she has more info. This writer thanked her and confirmed her email address is k.matlack@faypsychassoc.com. This writer sent details to her email and will await her response.  
This writer received the a response from Ms. Matlock a short time later which indicated that a chart was created the member on 4/20 and an appointment was scheduled on 4/21 for 5/12. From what she could tell, it appeared that the voicemails/fax were received and the request for the appointment was processed by 4/21.  
This writer thanked her for the feedback and composed and sent resolution email to internal complainant. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		20

		11731		Hillary Vandewart		04/20/2021		Jordan-Oliver		Rasheeda		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Multi-Disability		Adult		RHA Health Services NC, LLC		1		263185 - CASTRO, AMBER		White		H= Hispanic, Other		Female		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		It was noted during routine monitoring of member's (A. Castro #263185) short range goals were signed on 3/3/2021 however effective 3/1/2021.

·         RHA submitted billing for 3/1/2021 and 3/2/2021 for Day Supports Services T2021 and Supported Employment H2025.

Per Clinical Coverage Policy 8-P, 7.2.6 Short-Range Goals, Task Analysis/Strategies- Service providers, Agencies With Choice, and Employers of Record are required to: c. ensure short-range goals and task analysis or strategies are in place prior to plan implementation.
A recoupment of funding for the total of $245.20 for the 10 units billed for Day Supports and $29.56 for the four units billed for Supported Employment is due.  I have emailed the provider regarding these findings.
Please see the last page of the short range goals which include the LRP and QP signatures.		CORRECTIONS: Connected Patient to Grievance within portal, changed Source to MCO staff, Changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8122		05/14/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		It was noted during routine monitoring of member's (A. Castro #263185) short range goals were signed on 3/3/2021 however effective 3/1/2021.
RHA submitted billing for 3/1/2021 and 3/2/2021 for Day Supports Services T2021 and Supported Employment H2025.
Per Clinical Coverage Policy 8-P, 7.2.6 Short-Range Goals, Task Analysis/Strategies- Service providers, Agencies With Choice, and Employers of Record are required to: c. ensure short-range goals and task analysis or strategies are in place prior to plan implementation.
A recoupment of funding for the total of $245.20 for the 10 units billed for Day Supports and $29.56 for the four units billed for Supported Employment is due. I have emailed the provider regarding these findings.
Please see the last page of the short range goals which include the LRP and QP signatures.
[PT: Amber Castro				DOB: 2/21/93				ID: 263185]
4/26/21
This writer sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst

5/10/21
This writer followed up with complainant to see if she had gotten any response/updates from the provider regarding the recoupment. She replied that she never received a response from them. 
After researching within portal and RHA website, this writer determined that the most direct way to contact appropriate location’s director would be via email. This writer sent email to Tammie Hollingsworth (tammie.hollingsworth@rhanet.org) requesting an update, as she has already been informed of the requested recoupment. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/13/21
This writer continued to research and noted a phone number in member’s ISP for QP, 910-739-1468. This writer called and was transferred to Tammie Hollingsworth. She stated that she had sent that request to her supervisor and apologized for the delay. She requested this writer’s phone number and stated that she would call me back hopefully later today. This writer thanked her for the assistance.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/14/21
This writer received the below response from provider:
I am sending this update for the incident of billing on 3/1 and 3/2 because the person support was in the home and service was being provided.  Due to COVID we did have some scheduling issues with getting signatures from guardians.  The plan was done virtually with the Care Coordinator and the paperwork was sent but not returned.  We went to the home to pick up the plan and didn’t realized that the guardian(grandma) had put the pickup date.    
This writer shared this feedback with Tanya Held (SIU/Compliance) and asked how to proceed. She advised not to push back on this. I would ensure they document this error/explanation in the member’s record (preferably on the Short Range Goal section of the plan). 
This writer thanked her for the feedback and reached out to the provider to share this information. This writer then sent resolution email to internal complainant. 
No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		24

		11732		Hillary Vandewart		04/21/2021		Dunn		Schiwanda		Guardian		Grievance		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Child (0-17)		Nu Visions Group, LLC		1		123792 - FLEMING, SHANESE		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		1		In-State		Level III		1		1		Caller stated that on 04/13/2021 she called the group home to discuss with staff that Carolina Outreach had reached out to her about a physician/medication appointment.  Caller stated that the person on the phone began acting in a rude manner.  Caller stated that the staff member began cursing and stated that the staff at the group home wasn't going to "put up with consumer's f***ing mess."  Caller stated that the person went on to state that she had read in the record that Shanese had become aggressive with caller at one point before placement.  Caller stated that the staff member made the statement to caller, "That is when you should have choked the f***ing sh** out of her."  Caller stated that she became very concerned that her daughter was in a very unsafe environment.  Caller stated that she notified Sarah Thomas at AH, Franchesca Golson at Carolina Outreach and Chevan Williams at DSS of the incident and expressed that she was going to go to the group home and discharge her daughter from the group home's care.  Caller stated that she then went to the group home on that date and brought her daughter back to her home in Raleigh.  Per caller the name of the group home is Cultivating Minds.  Address of the group homere is 324 Third St in Belmont, NC 28012.  Caller stated that she may have been talking to the person to whom the grievance is directed on this phone number, 646-342-8924.  Caller agreed to be contacted if further information is needed (919-986-5897).		CORRECTIONS: Changed complainant info to reflect guardian, Changed Nature to Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation due to guardian's fear for member's safety, Changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8126		05/17/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller stated that on 04/13/2021 she called the group home to discuss with staff that Carolina Outreach had reached out to her about a physician/medication appointment.  Caller stated that the person on the phone began acting in a rude manner.  Caller stated that the staff member began cursing and stated that the staff at the group home wasn't going to "put up with consumer's f***ing mess."  Caller stated that the person went on to state that she had read in the record that Shanese had become aggressive with caller at one point before placement.  Caller stated that the staff member made the statement to caller, "That is when you should have choked the f***ing sh** out of her."  Caller stated that she became very concerned that her daughter was in a very unsafe environment.  Caller stated that she notified Sarah Thomas at AH, Franchesca Golson at Carolina Outreach and Chevan Williams at DSS of the incident and expressed that she was going to go to the group home and discharge her daughter from the group home's care.  Caller stated that she then went to the group home on that date and brought her daughter back to her home in Raleigh.  Per caller the name of the group home is Cultivating Minds.  Address of the group home is 324 Third St in Belmont, NC 28012.  Caller stated that she may have been talking to the person to whom the grievance is directed on this phone number, 646-342-8924.  Caller agreed to be contacted if further information is needed (919-986-5897).
[PT: Shanese Fleming				DOB: 7/12/06				ID: 123792]
4/26/21
This writer called and spoke briefly with complainant. She stated that she was driving and on the way to an appointment but that she should be available to discuss later this afternoon after 1pm. This writer agreed to try her again then.
This writer received a call back from complainant and confirmed that the information we received was correct. She stated that she did not have the name of the staff member who she spoke with but that she had alerted the owner of her concerns and they apologized and stated that they were going to “deal with that employee.” This writer thanked her for this information, confirmed her address, and informed her of the grievance resolution process. She thanked this writer for looking into the matter.
This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement letter. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst

5/10/21
This writer called Nu Visions and spoke with Ms. Thomas who attempted to connect this writer to Director, Ladonia Scott. She was not available, but this writer was able to leave a message for her to call back regarding grievance. 
This writer also confirmed the best email address for Ms. Scott and was provided: Info.nuvisions@gmail.com. 
This writer sent email with information related to grievance and a response deadline of 5/17/21.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/17/21
This writer received response from provider which can be summarized below:
•	Confirmation of call on 4/13/21 at ~10:30am.
•	During the call, parent requested an update regarding behaviors. Staff advised parent that no extreme behaviors had been exhibited. Support and reassurance was provided to parent. Encouraged parent that member was still getting acclimated to the milieu. 
•	At ~6:38pm, parent came to facility unannounced stating that she had spoken to the state who advised her she had the right to discharge her child at will.
•	At no point during any communication was profanity used. 
This writer asked for clarification as to who spoke with member and received confirmation that Dr. Tashlyn Thomas, FNP and QP was the staff who spoke to her and she confirmed that the full extent of the conversation had been shared. She stated that she communicated with her again on 4/14/21 and there were no issues. 
Based on provider’s response, it does not appear that they were able to substantiate any wrongdoing by staff. This writer contacted guardian and shared provider’s response with her. She reported concern that they were not admitting to the conversation and stated she felt more needed to be done.
This writer shared with her that she could contact DHSR Complaint Intake unit to file a concern if she wanted and she stated that she would like that information included in her resolution letter.
This writer composed and sent resolution letter to complainant. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		26

		11733		Hillary Vandewart		04/21/2021		Parker		Todd		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Outpatient Services				Substance Abuse Only		Adult		Morse Clinic of North Raleigh, PC		0		11660 - CORNELIUS, WALTER		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		This concern is submitted on behalf of the Clinical Quality Review Committee following the review of documentation related to the death of member. As a result of the review, the med team has the following questions for the provider:

1)	Mr. Cornelius received his last dose of Methadone in clinic on 1/5/2021 prior to his 1st hospital admission. It appears that he missed 6 days of methadone dosing from 1/6 to 1/11 due to hospitalization. Could you please explain your decision to dose him with methadone 60 mg on 1/12 and then 50 mg on 1/13 given recent cardiac arrest and QTC 600? After missing 5 or more doses of methadone should he have been regarded as a new methadone induction and given a lower dose? He had no methadone in the hospital. Was there an opportunity to start him on Buprenorphine right away instead of reintroducing Methadone? Do you have a policy that outlines methadone dosing after missed doses?

2)	Potential deficiencies in documentation that should be reviewed and addressed by the provider:

-	There is no evidence that higher LOC (including ADATC) was offered to this high risk/medically complex patient. 
-	No documentation of which opiate/dose (if any) was given to him in the hospital and when last dose was given
-	No documentation of inquiry about his opiate/medication/drug use after d/c from the hospital
-	It is documented that Dr. Ditmer spent more than 50% in counseling during the 1/13/2021 visit, but no documentation on counseling topics was found  
-	No documentation on education/instructions on how to manage cravings/withdrawal symptoms during the period of transition from methadone to buprenorphine 
-	Was information/education on Never use alone provided?
-	It is unclear if his access to Naloxone was confirmed and education of family members on how to use it was offered (if appropriate)
-	Do they utilize a cardiac risk assessment/management plan? Was the cardiac risk assessment done for this member and where it was documented? 
-	Do risks/benefits of restarting methadone (in context of recent cardiac arrest and QTC 600) were discussed with Mr. Cornelius? If yes, could you please provide documentation?

Please send information and any supporting documentation to Todd when received.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Age Group to Adult, Changed Is Medicaid to No		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8186		05/13/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		This concern is submitted on behalf of the Clinical Quality Review Committee following the review of documentation related to the death of member. As a result of the review, the med team has the following questions for the provider:
1) Mr. Cornelius received his last dose of Methadone in clinic on 1/5/2021 prior to his 1st hospital admission. It appears that he missed 6 days of methadone dosing from 1/6 to 1/11 due to hospitalization. Could you please explain your decision to dose him with methadone 60 mg on 1/12 and then 50 mg on 1/13 given recent cardiac arrest and QTC 600? After missing 5 or more doses of methadone should he have been regarded as a new methadone induction and given a lower dose? He had no methadone in the hospital. Was there an opportunity to start him on Buprenorphine right away instead of reintroducing Methadone? Do you have a policy that outlines methadone dosing after missed doses?
2) Potential deficiencies in documentation that should be reviewed and addressed by the provider:
•	There is no evidence that higher LOC (including ADATC) was offered to this high risk/medically complex patient. 
•	No documentation of which opiate/dose (if any) was given to him in the hospital and when last dose was given
•	No documentation of inquiry about his opiate/medication/drug use after d/c from the hospital
•	It is documented that Dr. Ditmer spent more than 50% in counseling during the 1/13/2021 visit, but no documentation on counseling topics was found  
•	No documentation on education/instructions on how to manage cravings/withdrawal symptoms during the period of transition from methadone to buprenorphine 
•	Was information/education on Never use alone provided?
•	It is unclear if his access to Naloxone was confirmed and education of family members on how to use it was offered (if appropriate)
•	Do they utilize a cardiac risk assessment/management plan? Was the cardiac risk assessment done for this member and where it was documented? 
•	Do risks/benefits of restarting methadone (in context of recent cardiac arrest and QTC 600) were discussed with Mr. Cornelius? If yes, could you please provide documentation?
Please send information and any supporting documentation to Todd when received.
[PT: Walter Cornelius				DOB: 6/18/81				ID: 11660]
4/26/21
Based on complaint being filed by the CQR committee to request documentation follow-up, this writer will not send an internal acknowledgement email and will instead just reach out to provider with documentation request.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/10/21
This writer sent concern elements to Billie Amrstrong Avery, Program Director, via email with a request of 5/17 for a response.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
This writer received a full response to each question along with supporting documentation. They also provided the below action steps:
1.) Ensure that the ASAM criteria and ASAM sheet is filled out for all reinstatements and a specific note reflecting the findings in the client file.
2.) Have available “Never Use Alone” at key areas (waiting room, counselor offices, medical offices) 
3.) Increase the detail in the notes reflecting education and counseling provided.
4.) We strongly believe that it was the car-Fentanyl that killed him, not the methadone. If he was dosed at his full 120 mg at Wake Med and at the Morse Clinic of North Raleigh, would it have prevented his return to use with car-Fentanyl?  No one knows how severe the QTC prolonging effects of car-Fentanyl derivatives can be (not ethical to study).  Switching to Buprenorphine may have caused a return to use as well.  If he was going to die of methadone toxicity/Torsade’s, he would have done so during the time he was dosing at 120 mg daily for about 2 months – not missing a dose.  Let’s not blame methadone – that’s how stigma happens. The Medical Examiner’s report received March 17th indicated Accidental  Death due to complications of drug intoxication including fentanyl and methadone.
This writer compiled documentation and sent to Todd Parker, Incident and Grievance Manager, to be shared with CQR Committee for review and follow up if needed.
This writer then resolved grievance within portal. No further action required at this time. If further correspondence received from CQR, this will be included in concern follow-up
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Undetermined--Referred to CQR Committee for Review/Follow-up		1		1		0		22

		11734		Kim Ware		04/21/2021		SMITH		CANDACE		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Service Coordination between providers		Crisis - Inpatient				Multi-Disability		Adult		Holly Hill Hospital, LLC		1		420998 - GREEN, MICHELLE		Black/African American		Not Defined		Female		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Member has been transferred multiple times in the facility during her inpatient stay. She transferred to a unit I cover around 4/19 and I was in contact with the ACTT QP Dominique with B&D. Dominique shared that the member has set fire to her room in a boarding house and did not have funds to pay for the repairs and was unable to return to the place without paying for the repairs. This is the members second fire setting incident. HL inquired about member's status on Monday, 4/19, and was told that she had just transferred and little was known about her (per the unit SW). No d/c date was indicated. I called the unit SW on 4/20 giving information about the member, the ACTT team, and concerns about placement at discharge. No response received. Per the census on 4/20, member's entire unit had transferred and another SW was covering. Member was not listed as a scheduled discharge. HL emailed that SW for information and then was notified by Dominique with B&D that the member was discharging to a shelter today (4/21/2021). She said she was going to try to find her.

My chief complaint is that no appointments were scheduled with ACTT (per Dominique) and no notification or communication was given to ACTT nor to me as the liaison.		CORRECTIONS: ENTERED PT ID; disability changed from does not apply to multi;nature changed from quality to service coordination; licensure entered dhsr		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8164		05/11/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member has been transferred multiple times in the facility during her inpatient stay. She transferred to a unit I cover around 4/19 and I was in contact with the ACTT QP Dominique with B&D. Dominique shared that the member has set fire to her room in a boarding house and did not have funds to pay for the repairs and was unable to return to the place without paying for the repairs. This is the members second fire setting incident. HL inquired about member's status on Monday, 4/19, and was told that she had just transferred and little was known about her (per the unit SW). No d/c date was indicated. I called the unit SW on 4/20 giving information about the member, the ACTT team, and concerns about placement at discharge. No response received. Per the census on 4/20, member's entire unit had transferred and another SW was covering. Member was not listed as a scheduled discharge. HL emailed that SW for information and then was notified by Dominique with B&D that the member was discharging to a shelter today (4/21/2021). She said she was going to try to find her. My chief complaint is that no appointments were scheduled with ACTT (per Dominique) and no notification or communication was given to ACTT nor to me as the liaison.
DUPLICATE # 11728
MICHELLE GREEN  (ID: 4220998 ) DOB: 7/8/1980
This writer made call and spoke with the agency’s Risk Mgr, Marcy Cortez, in regards to the concern. Per her report it may take time to review recent concerns due to staffing change and replacement for exiting staff being in 3 weeks for the Dir of Risk Mgmt. Per discussion the concern information was emailed directly for review and response at marcy.cortz@uhsinc.com. This writer has requested that agency response be received within 5 business days of receipt of the notification.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/7/21 This writer made call and spoke with AH Network Development Supervisor, Cathy Stephenson to make her aware of the concern. Ms Stephenson explained that she is a part of the AH team that meets with HHH regularly regarding issues, barriers and strategies. Per her report, she plans to make the CEO aware of the concern and QM involvement in the next meeting scheduled for 5/11/21. Per discussion this writer will follow up with her regarding the meeting. This writer contacted Mary Cortez to inquire regarding any updates. She reports working on the concern response and apologized for the delay due to staffing shortage.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/11/21 Case to be closed based on agency notification as well as Provider Networks notification and involvement with agency. Case has been staffed with Incident & Grievance Mgr. T Parker who has indicated case should be closed and tracked. Any subsequent correspondence received from agency to be noted in follow up. Resolution emailed to internal complainant.(K.WARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		20

		11735		Hillary Vandewart		04/21/2021		Wachira		Lucy		Provider		External Stakeholder Concern		Service Coordination between providers		Crisis - Inpatient				Multi-Disability		Adult		Keystone WSNC, LLC dba Old Vineyard Behavioral Health Services		1		435790 - Gray, Kaleepha		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Ms. Gray was admitted to Old Vineyard on 3/29/2021.  Per Jiva notes, Easter Seals UCP ACTT and the Alliance Hospital Liaison, Marvin (Yves) Saint-Cyr, provided the ACTT contact information to coordinate a safe discharge plan.  Per notes and writer's communication with ACTT staff since discharge, Marvin and ACTT staff sent emails and left voicemails multiple times without response during the hospitalization.  Ms. Gray was discharged to an unspecified shelter with no aftercare scheduled except the instructions to contact ACTT. The team has not been able to locate her in the community and member's mother is also unable to make contact with her.  ACTT staff reported Ms. Gray has a high risk of danger in the community based upon her lack of safe housing and severe mental health symptoms, especially if she is not taking her medications as prescribed.  ACTT staff agreed to be contacted to provide additional information for grievance:  (919) 861-1600 option 2.		CORRECTIONS: Type changed from Grievance to External Stakeholder Concern and updated Complainant Info, Changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8200		05/20/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Ms. Gray was admitted to Old Vineyard on 3/29/2021.  Per Jiva notes, Easter Seals UCP ACTT and the Alliance Hospital Liaison, Marvin (Yves) Saint-Cyr, provided the ACTT contact information to coordinate a safe discharge plan.  Per notes and writer's communication with ACTT staff since discharge, Marvin and ACTT staff sent emails and left voicemails multiple times without response during the hospitalization.  Ms. Gray was discharged to an unspecified shelter with no aftercare scheduled except the instructions to contact ACTT. The team has not been able to locate her in the community and member's mother is also unable to make contact with her.  ACTT staff reported Ms. Gray has a high risk of danger in the community based upon her lack of safe housing and severe mental health symptoms, especially if she is not taking her medications as prescribed.  ACTT staff agreed to be contacted to provide additional information for grievance:  (919) 861-1600 option 2.
[PT: Kaleepha Gray				DOB: 11/27/91				ID: 435790]
4/27/21
This writer contacted Easter Seals ACT team at 919-861-1600 (option 1 is ACT option, not option 2 as stated in grievance info). This writer left detailed message for ACT staff connected to this line (Vanessa), stating that I was calling in reference to concern against Old Vineyard and to please have ACT Team Lead call back.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
4/28/21
This writer received VM from Lucy Wichera at 919-604-7781. This writer returned her call. She reported that this issue had happened twice with Old Vineyard discharging the member without coordinating with ACT team leading to member not being able to be located. The first time, she was discharged to a neighbor of her mother’s home and ended up walking to her mother’s house (mom had a restraining order against member). Shortly after this, she ended up back in the hospital due to an altercation. At this point, ACT team has no idea where the member is and is very concerned as she is vulnerable. She stated that AJ Patel is the med. Provider and that he would be willing to speak with this writer further, his number is 984-328-2070.
Lucy agreed that she could be listed as complainant and provided her contact info:
Lucy Wachira, lucywachira@eastersealsucp.com, 4000 Wake Forest Rd Suite 200, Raleigh, NC 27609
This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement letter.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst  
5/11/21
This writer attempted to reach Susan Keel Anderson, Director of Performance Improvement and Risk Management, at 336-794-4386 to share concern details with her. This writer was unable to reach her at this number and sent email as this is usually the easiest way to contact her.
This writer sent concern details to her with a deadline of 5/18/21.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/14/21
This writer had not heard back from Susan Keel Anderson, so again tried to reach by phone. This writer was successfully able to reach her and confirm that she had received concern. She asked if there was any was that she could wait until 5/21 so that she could review with CEO, however this would be too late for this writer (this is due date). This writer told her that, as long as we had some initial feedback by 5/18, that should be sufficient and then we can update once she has had a chance to review with CEO. She agreed.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/18/21
This writer received a response from provider which can be summarized below:
•	On 4/8/21, Clinician (Megan Stone) spoke to a member of the ACT crisis line and provided patient’s discharge plan to include the name of the shelter to which she discharged.
•	Easter Seals ACT was faxed her discharge information on 4/8/21 at 8:45am. 
•	Clinician reached out to the ACT team and left a voicemail on 3/31/21 at 2:54 with 919-783-8898 for discharge planning. 
•	Request to ensure that the team is contacting the below numbers to connect with the appropriate team member at Old Vineyard:
o	336-794-6880
o	336-794-3550
•	Member was medication compliant when she left Old Vineyard. On day of discharge, she had reached max. hospital benefit and was not an acute risk to herself or others.
Provider also included supporting documentation which included discharge paperwork, as well as documentation of coordination of care/attempts to contact East Seals. Based on the provider’s response, it appears that there might be some clarification needed when it comes to contact information for both providers. 
This writer then contacted complainant to share response at 919-604-7781. She answered the phone but stated that she was in a meeting and would need to call this member back. 
This writer researched member in Jiva and noted that member has been located and is currently at Maria Parham Health hospital.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
5/20/21
This writer has not received a call back from complainant.
This writer composed and sent resolution letter and will include any future correspondence in concern follow-up. Resolution letter includes confirmation of which phone numbers to contact at Old Vineyard to be connected to the appropriate clinician for coordination of care. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Non-Issue		1		1		0		29

		11737		Kim Ware		04/22/2021		IRWIN		BRIDGET		Guardian		Grievance		Quality of Services		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Makin' Choices, Inc.		1		262930 - PILLSBURY, DUSTYN		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Bridget Irwin, Dustyn's mom/legal guardian, got into a physical altercation with staff Shameka on 4/22/2021. She reports that staff yelled at her the day prior and told Ms. Irwin to get off of her property. Shameka came to Dustyn's home in the morning of 4/22/2021 and two verbally fighting. Dustyn was reporting that staff wouldn't help him make food (remove cellophane covering) and was being mean to him. Staff and parent were upset with one another and staff started yelling at Ms. Irwin and put her finger in moms face. Ms. Irwin reports feeling threatened and that staff was going to hit her so she grabbed staffs hand and heard a snap. Ms. Irwin stated she wasn't sure if it was a nail or the bone but as soon as she heard that she let go. Staff then proceeded to grab Ms. Irwins hair, push her against a car, scratch and bite Ms. Irwin. Ms. Irwin reports that she was yelling at her to get off and let go of her. She reports that after yelling at her to get off several times she grabbed staffs hair to pull her away from  her and this pulled off staffs hair/wig. Ms. Irwin is filing a police report and pressing charges. Ms. Irwin would like staff to be added to the registry. Staff's husband is an AFL provider for another Innovations client with another agency and Ms. Irwin is concerned for this members safety and quality of life.Bridget Irwin 308 Myers Court Fayetteville, NC  28311 (910) 303-7173 (C) Pillsburybridget68@yahoo.com

Makin’ Choices Sybil Hinton, QP 910-578-7201 sybilhinton@aol.com		CORRECTIONS: UNCHECKED FROM PT; CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO FROM MEMBER'S; nature changed from abuse/neglect to quality; licensure changed from unknown to not licensed; disability changed from dd to multi		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8133		05/07/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Bridget Irwin, Dustyn's mom/legal guardian, got into a physical altercation with staff Shameka on 4/22/2021. She reports that staff yelled at her the day prior and told Ms. Irwin to get off of her property. Shameka came to Dustyn's home in the morning of 4/22/2021 and two verbally fighting. Dustyn was reporting that staff wouldn't help him make food (remove cellophane covering) and was being mean to him. Staff and parent were upset with one another and staff started yelling at Ms. Irwin and put her finger in moms face. Ms. Irwin reports feeling threatened and that staff was going to hit her so she grabbed staffs hand and heard a snap. Ms. Irwin stated she wasn't sure if it was a nail or the bone but as soon as she heard that she let go. Staff then proceeded to grab Ms. Irwins hair, push her against a car, scratch and bite Ms. Irwin. Ms. Irwin reports that she was yelling at her to get off and let go of her. She reports that after yelling at her to get off several times she grabbed staffs hair to pull her away from  her and this pulled off staffs hair/wig. Ms. Irwin is filing a police report and pressing charges. Ms. Irwin would like staff to be added to the registry. Staff's husband is an AFL provider for another Innovations client with another agency and Ms. Irwin is concerned for this members safety and quality of life.Bridget Irwin 308 Myers Court Fayetteville, NC  28311 (910) 303-7173 (C) Pillsburybridget68@yahoo.com
Makin’ Choices Sybil Hinton, QP 910-578-7201 sybilhinton@aol.com
DUSTYN PILLSBURY   ID: 262930   (DOB: 4/26/1991)
*DUPLICATE 11752
4/27/21 This writer made call and spoke with complainant regarding her concerns. This writer explained the role of QM, confirmed permission to use complainant’s name when discussing the matter and mailing address. Ms. Irwin explained that she was assaulted by the staff and that the staff should not be working with anybody. She reports that when APS came to her home to investigate her after she was reported by the staff, her son started explaining several issues regarding staff. Ms. Irwin reports that the staff and her husband were mean to her son, that the staff would sleep on duty and would not help him prepare his food or hot chocolate eventhough he shakes due to Parkinson’s.  She went on to explain that he has several medical issues and only as 6 months to live. Ms. Irwin is upset that the staff is still working and that the agency did not terminate her explaining that any altercation was between the two of them and not the agency. Ms Irwin filed two grievances in order to give more detail. She filed # 11752. This writer explained that AH does not terminate staff at provider agencies. This writer continued to attempt to understand where the “assault” occurred. Per complainant’s description it appears to have been a physical altercation between the two with both involved in the exchanged of blows. Per her report, she has filed a police report and is in touch with APS. She reports that the APS worker plans to contact AH to file a report as well. This writer explained that AH does not go out to personal homes to review in that Dustyn does not receive residential services with the agency. She explained that he goes to the staff’s house regularly. This writer inquired if the staff’s home was a licensed or unlicensed residence. She explained that it was her personal home, but that the staff had spoken with Dustyn about assisted living and asked her not to talk to him about assisted living because he is unable to care for himself and he would lose some of his benefits. The complainant is still very angry about the assault and stated again that the staff Shameka should not be working with clients. This writer explained that AH is unable to determine termination of staff at provider agencies. Per her report she was told by agency that no incident report was filed or action taken in that it did not involve the member. She reports that she stopped with the altercation when she heard a “crack” sound and thought it was a finger nail or bone of the staff. Complainant explained that member has several medical issues and has 6 months to live. This writer explained that the complainant’s two grievances would be combined in that they were duplicative in nature. This writer recommended that complainant continue to work with the AH cc regarding service provision for Dustyn. She reports that she is working with her and pals to change providers in the best interest of Dustyn. This writer made call and spoke with the assigned AH care navigator, Brenna Ozment. She confirmed the information discussed noting that she is unsure of the expectation of the complainant in that she continues to be upset that the staff still works at the provider. She repots that she has discussed the case with her supervisor. She plans to continue to provide coordination of care and service provision for member and assist with locating alternative provider of choice. She reports that the situation was explained to her as a mutual physical altercation as well. She reports that she has followed up with agency and staff did not report injuries from the altercation although the complainant reported hearing a “crack” sound and unsure if it was a broken bone or nail. Ms Ozment also shared that the complainant has said that the member has 6 months to live for approximately 3 years. This writer explained QM role and next steps to include contact with the agency.
4/28/21 Acknowledgment letter mailed to complainant to include 11737 and 11752.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/4/21 This writer made call and left message for agency’s CEO, Rachelle Brooks-Blue (910) 483-2002. This writer also emailed the CEO to confirm that she is the correct person to contact rbblue@earthlink.net. This writer received a call from complainant. Ms Irwin explained that she had additional information. She reports that her son has told her that the staff, Shamika drives recklessly and drinks and drives which can be proven because she had a speeding ticket. This writer again attempted to explain that AH has no purview in such matters but that the information would be added to the report. This writer received a return call from Ms. Brooks-Blue and discussed the concerns. Ms Brooks Blue expressed frustration in the matter. She reports that the staff is still employed with the agency with no plans of terminating her. She reports that the mother has refused services to date and that the agency has reached out to confirm that she wishes her son to be discharged. First call the mother indicated that she was tired and would talk later. Second call, she indicated that they were going out to town and to call her back. Since the altercation, it is reported that the member has been without services. She reports that the agency continues to offer coordination of care and transition to another provider although the parent has not cooperated with these efforts. Per report there is a court date due to the mother pressing charges against the staff. Ms Brooks-Blue reports that she believed that her staff would be making an APS report due to concerns regarding the mother and the husband in the home. She reports that concerns are for Dustyn not receiving needed services and that this same staff had worked with him for at least 3 years with no issues. She reports that the staff indicated that the mother was asking the staff for money that she did not give her. She reports that after the altercation the mother was going to the staff’s place of work and personal home demanding money and “wanting to fight”. Per discussion, none of the issues mentioned pertained to the members services. She reports no concerns regarding the member’s treatment by staff. Per Ms. Brooks-Blue, the information she has is from supervision and discussion with the staff involved as well as calls from the complainant. Ms. Brooks-Blue expressed concern for the member. Per discussion, the grievance information was emailed for review and response to include actions taken or to be taken to address the concerns.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/5/21 This writer made call and spoke with AH Brenna Ozment with update regarding grievance. Ms. Ozment was able to indicate notes in JIVA regarding her attempts to explain complainant. This writer explained that the complainant called again to add that the staff is a reckless driver etc… which does not pertain to AH or the member. She reports that both she and the state have attempted to explain that the matter is a legal matter between her and the staff involved in the altercation. Staffed case with Incident & Grievance mgr T Parker. Plan is for case to be closed in that the matter does not involve the member, involves police, a court date and is not in the purview of AH. Call to complainant; left vm message.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/7/21 Call to complainant; no response. Based on actions taken  and case consult with Incident & Grievance Mgr, T Parker, case to be closed. Any subsequent contact with complainant to be noted in follow up. Resolution letter to be mailed to complainant indicating action steps previously mentioned to include both 11737 and 11752 in that 11752 was duplicative. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		non-issue- matter is not in AH purview		1		1		0		15

		11739		Kristie White		04/22/2021		KEITH		JEFFREY		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Crisis - Facility-Based Crisis Program				Multi-Disability		Adult		Holly Hill Hospital, LLC		0		21509 - KEITH, JEFFREY		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		I made a routine call to speak to Mr. Keith to get him connected to outpatient services.  He wanted to file a formal complaint against Holly Hill Hospital (HHH).  On 4/11/21, he went to Wakebrook CAS for help with his depression.  He was placed on an involuntary commitment order (IVC) and transferred to Holly Hill Hospital which he said was “the worst possible place for him.”  He reported that Wakebrook, Holly Hill Hospital and other MH providers in this area know him well.  Mr. Keith reported having trouble with benzodiazepines, and the first thing they did at HHH was give him Ativan.  Dr. Lopez at HHH is the one who ordered it, and Dr. Lopez knows Mr. Keith’s history and should have known better.  He said that he a severe history of benzodiazepines.  Mr. Keith reports being in a blackout for two days (due to being on Ativan) and lost his wallet and credentials.  He reported he tried to call Holly Hill Hospital and was told they would give Dr. Lopez the message he called.  He said that this hospitalization has set him back and did not help him at all.  He is connected with Carolina Outreach now and reports that his therapist and doctor are really helping him.  Mr. Keith said that he would provide any documentation or information we need to support his complaint.  He will allow us to talk to Carolina Outreach to get a better understanding of what happened.		I think Mr. Keith would give permission for you to use his name when talking to HHH, but I cannot remember actually asking him if we could.  He was quite animated when sharing this information.
05/18/21-Corrected Service type to crisis facility based crisis program. KM Appeals Coordinator
5-20-21
This writer attempted to contact complainant at the number provided. Writer was again not able to leave a voicemail as his mailbox was full.
T. Parker, I&G Manager		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8131		05/11/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		I made a routine call to speak to Mr. Keith to get him connected to outpatient services. He wanted to file a formal complaint against Holly Hill Hospital (HHH). On 4/11/21, he went to Wakebrook CAS for help with his depression. He was placed on an involuntary commitment order (IVC) and transferred to Holly Hill Hospital which he said was “the worst possible place for him.” He reported that Wakebrook, Holly Hill Hospital and other MH providers in this area know him well. Mr. Keith reported having trouble with benzodiazepines, and the first thing they did at HHH was give him Ativan. Dr. Lopez at HHH is the one who ordered it, and Dr. Lopez knows Mr. Keith’s history and should have known better. He said that he a severe history of benzodiazepines. Mr. Keith reports being in a blackout for two days (due to being on Ativan) and lost his wallet and credentials. He reported he tried to call Holly Hill Hospital and was told they would give Dr. Lopez the message he called. He said that this hospitalization has set him back and did not help him at all. He is connected with Carolina Outreach now and reports that his therapist and doctor are really helping him. Mr. Keith said that he would provide any documentation or information we need to support his complaint. He will allow us to talk to Carolina Outreach to get a better understanding of what happened. I think Mr. Keith would give permission for you to use his name when talking to HHH, but I cannot remember actually asking him if we could. He was quite animated when sharing this information. 
Patient: Jeffrey Keith Patient ID: 21509 DOB: 01/30/1968
04/22/21-Grievance against HHH re. prescribing Ativan despite a history of issues with benzos. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/23/21-Reached out to Jeffrey Keith at 919-268-9054 to discuss this grievance and no answer and his voicemail was not accepting any more voicemails due to it being full. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/27/21-Called again to discuss grievance concerns with member and member did not answer and voicemail is still full and is not accepting any new messages. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/28/21-Called Jeffrey Keith at 919268-9054 and Dr. Lopez knows my allergic reaction to benzodiazepines and it just knocks me out. During this IVC Dr. Lopez put him on this medication and released and then he blacked out and left and eventually got home and he had lost his wallet and had no idea where he had been. Verified his information and address and sending him an acknowledgment letter and called HHH spoke to Eric Krauskopf at 919-231-5330 to discuss this grievance and sent him concern element email to be returned to this writer by  05/05/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/04/21-Called 919-231-5330 to check on if this response can be sent back to me and Eric Krauskopf is no longer working with HHH. Called Marcy Cortez 919-250-7212 since she took over his role. I need to get this back as soon as possible due to timeframes for this member. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/06/21-Received a call from Marcia Cortez about this member and no allergy listed Ativan per his chart. I let her know that if she can send that chart and she is sending response today. She is backed up due to taking over files for Eric Krauskopf and will be sending the response as soon as she receives the member file. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/11/21-Per consult with TParker this is a state member and due to it having to be out by 05/13/21 I can close in doing further research in Jiva and file found from Dr. Lopez and no allergy to to Ativan noted. Reached out to Carolina Outreach also and they state they did not have any allergy of Ativan on file. Provider Holly Hill are still running behind due to staffing issues and will send any files and investigation to substantiate no evidence of this drug being given to member and will attach this information in follow-up. Called Mr. Keith with no answer and left message for a call back and sending resolution letter and closing case as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		19

		11743		Hillary Vandewart		04/23/2021		Thornton		Calvin		Provider		External Stakeholder Concern		Confidentiality/HIPAA		Unknown				Does Not Apply				Rainbow 66 Storehouse, Inc.		1		'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		[CID: 574884] Caller is an employee at the Rainbox 66 Storehouse Durham location at 706 Rigsbee Ave.  Caller yesterday discovered that Director Gia Abrassam has been sharing personal information about him to other employees, e.g. sharing with other employees that he is on unemployment.  Caller feels that his privacy has been violated and wants to know if this constitutes a HIPAA violation.--R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC		CORRECTIONS: Changed Disability/Age Group to Does Not Apply as this is not regarding a member, Changed Nature of Issue to Confidentiality/HIPAA, Changed Medicaid to YES		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8142		05/11/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		[CID: 574884] Caller is an employee at the Rainbox 66 Storehouse Durham location at 706 Rigsbee Ave.  Caller yesterday discovered that Director Gia Abrassam has been sharing personal information about him to other employees, e.g. sharing with other employees that he is on unemployment.  Caller feels that his privacy has been violated and wants to know if this constitutes a HIPAA violation.--R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC
[NO PT ASSOCIATED WITH GRIEVANCE]
4/28/21
This writer contacted complainant, Calvin Thornton, 919-519-5932 and spoke to him briefly. He stated that he was at an appointment and asked if he could give this writer a call back. This writer agreed.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
4/29/21
This writer did not receive a call back from complainant. This writer called and left message for complainant. Based on information provided, this concern does not appear to be within Alliance’s purview. The information shared by Director in question does not appear to be that of an Alliance member and also does not appear to be protected health information. This writer composed and sent combined Acknowledgement/Info Needed letter to complainant as more information would be needed to determine how to proceed. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/3/21
This writer received a return call from Mr. Thornton. This writer advised that he contact the company’s HR department to share these concerns and also advised that the Dept of Labor typically handles issues between an employee/employer. Mr. Thornton thanked this writer and asked if he could update me once he speaks with HR. This writer stated that would be fine.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
5/11/21
This writer staffed case with supervisor and he confirmed that this was not within Alliance’s purview. He advised that this case could be closed.
This writer composed and sent resolution letter to complainant. If further correspondence is received, this writer will include it in the concern follow-up within the portal. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Non-Issue		1		1		0		18

		11744		Kim Ware		04/23/2021		REED		CHERYL		Parent		External Stakeholder Concern		Quality of Services		Crisis - Inpatient				Multi-Disability		Adult		Holly Hill Hospital, LLC		1		264797 - FORTE, LAVENDER		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Caller is member’s mother, Cheryl Reed - 910-337-6732. Caller is not legal guardian, but reports she has been trying to get guardianship. Caller is seeking a Care Coordination referral and would like to file a grievance against HHH. Reports member was admitted to HHH at the end of March after calling 911 and reporting she had killed her grandmother. Reports HHH attempted to discharge member two weeks ago, but caller refused to take her as member continued to appear psychotic and HHH had not put her on an injectable medication. Caller reports asking again for HHH to put member on an injectable medication at that time. Caller reports HHH discharged the member yesterday (4/22/21), but member continues to show psychotic symptoms. Caller also reports that when she went to the pharmacy today (4/23/21) to pick up the member's oral medications (is also on Risperidal injection), the prescription had just arrived at the pharmacy and had not yet been filled. Caller is also concerned that she asked HHH to refer the member to a specialized service facility, and member reported wanting to go to a different facility, but a referral was not made. Caller reports speaking with Amber Wilson, HHH director of clinical services, and that she has been helpful. But caller states the doctor at HHH did not follow the clinical recommendations of Amber Wilson during member’s admission.CID 574910		CORRECTIONS: CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO FROM MEMBER'S; SOURCE CHANGED FROM FAMILY MEMBER TO PARENT		Not Defined		Referred to External Lic or State Agency		8143		05/19/2021		Resolved/Completed		DHSR		Caller is member’s mother, Cheryl Reed - 910-337-6732. Caller is not legal guardian, but reports she has been trying to get guardianship. Caller is seeking a Care Coordination referral and would like to file a grievance against HHH. Reports member was admitted to HHH at the end of March after calling 911 and reporting she had killed her grandmother. Reports HHH attempted to discharge member two weeks ago, but caller refused to take her as member continued to appear psychotic and HHH had not put her on an injectable medication. Caller reports asking again for HHH to put member on an injectable medication at that time. Caller reports HHH discharged the member yesterday (4/22/21), but member continues to show psychotic symptoms. Caller also reports that when she went to the pharmacy today (4/23/21) to pick up the member's oral medications (is also on Risperidal injection), the prescription had just arrived at the pharmacy and had not yet been filled. Caller is also concerned that she asked HHH to refer the member to a specialized service facility, and member reported wanting to go to a different facility, but a referral was not made. Caller reports speaking with Amber Wilson, HHH director of clinical services, and that she has been helpful. But caller states the doctor at HHH did not follow the clinical recommendations of Amber Wilson during member’s admission.CID 574910 
LAVENDAR FORTE  ID: 264797   (DOB: 9/22/1997) DUPLICATE 11747
4/26/21 Call to number listed; left vm message.(K.WARE,QAA)
4/29/21 Call to complainant; explained the purpose of call and role of QM. THIs writer explained that the discussion was limited due to HIPAA and that complainant is not the legal guardian.  Complainant very angry and upset that daughter is still  psychotic exhibiting aggressive behaviors responding to internal stimuli and that HHH would not take her back stating they did not have a bed. She reports attempting to IVC herself, but the magistrate refused stating that HHH had just discharged her 2 days prior. Reports that her daughter signed a release to explain everything that has happened including that member is taking meds and still exhibiting symptoms and has laid on the side of the road. Complainant reports being stressed and upset and wanting to help her daughter and no one is listening. This writer inquired if she had reported her concerns to DHSR in regards to her daughter's treatment while at HHH and gave her the complaint intake unit. This writer also referred complainant to Joint Commission in regards to her daughter's treatment. She reports that she is mainly concerned that she was discharged when she should not have been and that after speaking with someone on the phone at HHH and attempting to bring her daughter back they were turned away. She reports that the family has video of her daughter giggling ,crying and talking to herself. Ms. Reed is upset that no one from Alliance or anywhere has called to help. This writer confirmed complainant’s mailing address. This writer reminded Ms. Reed of the limitation due to HIPAA and her daughter being her own guardian. Ms Reed reports she continues to attempt to get guardianship. This writer explained that, generally, a provider agency that is assigned would reach out to members directly for services. This writer explained that the two concerns submitted would be combined due to being duplicative in nature. She reports that it was a continuation and her seeking help. This writer confirmed that Ms Reed had the number to DHSR complaint intake unit and noted the Joint Commission information. Ms Reed also reports being aware of the IVC process. Acknowledgment letter mailed to complainant.
5/3/21 This writer contacted HHH Risk Mgr, Marcy Cortz and made her aware of the concern and per discussion emailed the concern directly for review and response to marcy.cortez@uhsinc.com.
5/7/21 This writer reached out to Ms. Cortez to clarify patient information. Per Ms. Cortez, she is experiencing delay in follow up due to short staff. This writer received notification from AH Incident & Grievance Mgr, T Parker requesting status update of case due to case being presented to the AH Clincial Quality Review team on 5/12/21 for review and clinical recommendations. This writer indicated that the concern information has been submitted to the agency for review and follow up. Protocol is that upon receipt of documentation and response from agency that the information is to be forwarded to the CQR team.
5/11/21 Initial review by AH CQR indicates review in JIVA noting that member did receive injection, however, was prescribed additional oral med and difficulty in obtaining. Upon receipt of response this writer will forward to CQR.
5/12/21 CQR requested information pertaining to agency policy related to prescribing discharge meds and credentialing providers for Medicaid services. Information to be submitted upon receipt.
5/18/21 This writer contacted Ms Cortez for an update in the agency’s internal review. Per her report, she has had multiple concerns and information requests from Alliance Health and is attempting to complete the internal review for this case with plans to follow up with this writer shortly. She apologized for the delay and indicate that she takes each inquiry seriously and making every effort to complete the requests.
5/19/21 Review of information available in JIVA indicates AH CC involvement and several attempts made to contact member with no response. AH CC confirmed that member was a no show for initial appt scheduled at time of discharge for 4/27/21. Another appointment was scheduled for 5/6/21. To date, no contact has been made with member after multiple attempts. Most recent AH CC contact attempt was 5/17/21. Due to the nature of the concerns, although complainant was referred to DHSR, this writer made call to the DHSR complaint intake unit and filed the concern with “Vee”. This writer gave information available including the mother’s contact information. As per protocol, this writer will receive follow up of the investigation from DHSR. This writer made call to complainant for follow up purposes; left vm message requesting return call. Based on DHSR report filed, agency notification and request for internal review, AH care coordination involvement, case to be closed. Any subsequent contact with complainant or correspondence received from DHSR and CQR review to be noted in follow up. Information received from HHH to be submitted to CQR per request.*please note duplicate 11747		undetermined-referred to dhsr and cqr for review		1		1		0		26

		11745		Kristie White		04/23/2021		Johnson		Crystal		Guardian		Grievance		Access to Services		Medication Administration				Multi-Disability		18-20		MONARCH		1		98888 - ROBERSON, JAELUN		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Member's LRP contacted Monarch.  Monarch advised the member's LRP to have at the urgent care clinic by 2pm at Reggie's instruction the member and residential provider arrived at 12:30pm. He was not triaged upon arrival for safety and was told he could not be seen.  Doors were locked at 1:30pm prior to the posted closing sign of 3pm.  Administrative staff stated that provider would only see people on Friday and they were at capacity.		05/18/21-Corrected to guardian name Crystal Johnson/Guardian.KM Appeals Coordinator		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8160		05/12/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member's LRP contacted Monarch. Monarch advised the member's LRP to have at the urgent care clinic by 2pm at Reggie's instruction the member and residential provider arrived at 12:30pm. He was not triaged upon arrival for safety and was told he could not be seen. Doors were locked at 1:30pm prior to the posted closing sign of 3pm. Administrative staff stated that provider would only see people on Friday and they were at capacity.
Patient: Jaelun Roberson Patient ID: 98888 DOB: 09/05/2001
04/23/22-Grievance against Monarch re. lack of access to urgent care. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/26/21-Left a message for member to call about more information on this grievance. KM Appeals Coordinator 
04/27/21-Left another message for member to call to clarify information for this grievance filed. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/30/21-Attempted to call member for the third time leaving a message with still no response. Sending Ack/More Information grievance letter to receive more information about this grievance gave member until May 10, 2021 to get this back or closing this grievance. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/12/21-Never received call back on this member grievance for the additional information needed. Per the additional information letter, the member had until 05/10/21 to respond. Closing this grievance as Undetermined due to lack of information. KM Appeals Coordinator		Undetermined due to lack of information		1		1		0		19

		11746		Hillary Vandewart		04/23/2021		Jordan-Oliver		Rasheeda		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Great Expectations Day Facility and Enrichment Program, LLC		1		255630 - OWENS, TAMMY		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		On 3/17/2021, writer requested documentation from QP/Director, Terrance Pope, via email to complete the quarterly monitoring update as required by Clinical Coverage Policy-8P.  Writer requested routine documentation be submitted by 3/29/2021.  Another request was sent on 3/31/2021 for the same information.  Writer also called again on 4/23/2021 to notify provider of final attempt to collect information.  The provider was non-adherent the previous quarter as well (December 2020).  Writer requested routine quarterly documentation on 12/17/20; again on 12/30/20 via email and phone call. Front desk staff (Florence) stated Mr. Pope would get the information over to me.  Information was never received.  Provider Network Development referral has been completed and Bill Young has been assigned to assist.  Requesting this concern kept for tracking purposes.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8124		04/26/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		On 3/17/2021, writer requested documentation from QP/Director, Terrance Pope, via email to complete the quarterly monitoring update as required by Clinical Coverage Policy-8P.  Writer requested routine documentation be submitted by 3/29/2021.  Another request was sent on 3/31/2021 for the same information.  Writer also called again on 4/23/2021 to notify provider of final attempt to collect information.  The provider was non-adherent the previous quarter as well (December 2020).  Writer requested routine quarterly documentation on 12/17/20; again on 12/30/20 via email and phone call. Front desk staff (Florence) stated Mr. Pope would get the information over to me.  Information was never received.  Provider Network Development referral has been completed and Bill Young has been assigned to assist.  Requesting this concern kept for tracking purposes.
[PT: Tammy Owens				DOB: 2/10/63				ID: 255630]
4/26/21
Per indication within concern, Provider Network Development has been notified and concern was submitted for tracking purposes. This writer composed and send ack/res email to internal complainant confirming that this would be coded as tracking. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		3

		11747		Kim Ware		04/24/2021		FORTE		LAVENDER		Family Member		External Stakeholder Concern		Quality of Services		Crisis - Inpatient				Multi-Disability		Adult		Holly Hill Hospital, LLC		1		264797 - FORTE, LAVENDER		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		****Addition to Grievance 11744****
Member's mother called stating she would like to add to her grievance (11744) against Holly Hill Hospital from 4/23/21. Caller reports her pharmacist told her that the prescribing doctor at HHH for her daughter's medication is not a Medicaid provider, so the prescription can not be filled.		CID 574999CORRECTIONS: NATURE CHANGED FROM OTHER TO QUALITY		other		Referred to External Lic or State Agency		8199		05/19/2021		Resolved/Completed		DHSR		****Addition to Grievance 11744**** Member's mother called stating she would like to add to her grievance (11744) against Holly Hill Hospital from 4/23/21. Caller reports her pharmacist told her that the prescribing doctor at HHH for her daughter's medication is not a Medicaid provider, so the prescription can not be filled.
LAVENDER FORTE ID: 264797   (DOB: 9/22/1997)
4/26/21 Call to number listed; left vm message.(K.WARE,QAA)
4/29/21 Call to complainant; explained the purpose of call and role of QM. THIs writer explained that the discussion was limited due to HIPAA and that complainant is not the legal guardian.  Complainant very angry and upset that daughter is still  psychotic exhibiting aggressive behaviors responding to internal stimuli and that HHH would not take her back stating they did not have a bed. She reports attempting to IVC herself, but the magistrate refused stating that HHH had just discharged her 2 days prior. Reports that her daughter signed a release to explain everything that has happened including that member is taking meds and still exhibiting symptoms and has laid on the side of the road. Complainant reports being stressed and upset and wanting to help her daughter and no one is listening. This writer inquired if she had reported her concerns to DHSR in regards to her daughter's treatment while at HHH and gave her the complaint intake unit. This writer also referred complainant to Joint Commission in regards to her daughter's treatment. She reports that she is mainly concerned that she was discharged when she should not have been and that after speaking with someone on the phone at HHH and attempting to bring her daughter back they were turned away. She reports that the family has video of her daughter giggling ,crying and talking to herself. Ms. Reed is upset that no one from Alliance or anywhere has called to help. This writer confirmed complainant’s mailing address. This writer reminded Ms. Reed of the limitation due to HIPAA and her daughter being her own guardian. Ms Reed reports she continues to attempt to get guardianship. This writer explained that, generally, a provider agency that is assigned would reach out to members directly for services. This writer explained that the two concerns submitted would be combined due to being duplicative in nature. She reports that it was a continuation and her seeking help. This writer confirmed that Ms Reed had the number to DHSR complaint intake unit and noted the Joint Commission information. Ms Reed also reports being aware of the IVC process. Acknowledgment letter mailed to complainant.
5/3/21 This writer contacted HHH Risk Mgr, Marcy Cortz and made her aware of the concern and per discussion emailed the concern directly for review and response to marcy.cortez@uhsinc.com.
5/7/21 This writer reached out to Ms. Cortez to clarify patient information. Per Ms. Cortez, she is experiencing delay in follow up due to short staff. This writer received notification from AH Incident & Grievance Mgr, T Parker requesting status update of case due to case being presented to the AH Clincial Quality Review team on 5/12/21 for review and clinical recommendations. This writer indicated that the concern information has been submitted to the agency for review and follow up. Protocol is that upon receipt of documentation and response from agency that the information is to be forwarded to the CQR team.
5/11/21 Initial review by AH CQR indicates review in JIVA noting that member did receive injection, however, was prescribed additional oral med and difficulty in obtaining. Upon receipt of response this writer will forward to CQR.
5/12/21 CQR requested information pertaining to agency policy related to prescribing discharge meds and credentialing providers for Medicaid services. Information to be submitted upon receipt.
5/18/21 This writer contacted Ms Cortez for an update in the agency’s internal review. Per her report, she has had multiple concerns and information requests from Alliance Health and is attempting to complete the internal review for this case with plans to follow up with this writer shortly. She apologized for the delay and indicate that she takes each inquiry seriously and making every effort to complete the requests.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/19/21 Review of information available in JIVA indicates AH CC involvement and several attempts made to contact member with no response. AH CC confirmed that member was a no show for initial appt scheduled at time of discharge for 4/27/21. Another appointment was scheduled for 5/6/21. To date, no contact has been made with member after multiple attempts. Most recent AH CC contact attempt was 5/17/21. Due to the nature of the concerns, although complainant was referred to DHSR, this writer made call to the DHSR complaint intake unit and filed the concern with “Vee”. This writer gave information available including the mother’s contact information. As per protocol, this writer will receive follow up of the investigation from DHSR. This writer made call to complainant for follow up purposes; left vm message requesting return call. Based on DHSR report filed, agency notification and request for internal review, AH care coordination involvement, case to be closed. Any subsequent contact with complainant or correspondence received from DHSR and HHH review to be noted in follow up. Information received from HHH to be submitted to CQR per request. Resolution letter mailed to complainant.(K.WARE,QAA)		UNDETERMINED-REFERRED TO DHSR AND AH CQR		1		1		0		25

		11748		Kristie White		04/26/2021		Nara		Brent		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Educare Community Living Corporation - NC dba Community Alternatives North Carolina		1		199585 - BLUE, SAM		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		1		In-State		Level IV		1		1		After receiving assistance from Provider Network Development Specialist Bill Young, Service Consultant was able to obtain Sam Blue's signed short range goals and service documentation needed to complete quarterly monitoring assessments. Documentation was sent by Marika Whack, director of Educare Community Living Corporation, on 4/23/21. Upon review of short range goals, Service Consultant noted that Sam's goals were not signed by his guardian Katherine Ruiz prior to plan implementation (3/1/21), but were signed on 4/23/21. According to Clinical Coverage Policy No: 8-P, the provider is responsible with ensuring that the treatment plan (i.e. short range goals) is signed by the legal guardian prior to implementation. Provider requires education on this requirement at the very least, and pay backs may be deemed to be in necessary, although Service Consultant realizes that nearly two months of billing being paid back would be a high price indeed to be paid for this mistake. Service Consultant was also informed that the former QP, Tierria Brown, who would have been the professional responsible with ensuring short range goals were signed, left the agency in March 2021, and it may have been beyond the provider's immediate control to correct this mistake or compensate for it after the fact. Service Consultant completed this internal concern due to documentation not being in compliance according to our requirements, but understands that this may have been an honest mistake due to staffing transition, and does not want the provider to be unduly punished by the mistake of a former staff person.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8161		05/05/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Sam Blue Patient ID: 199585 DOB: 02/20/1949
After receiving assistance from Provider Network Development Specialist Bill Young, Service Consultant was able to obtain Sam Blue's signed short-range goals and service documentation needed to complete quarterly monitoring assessments. Documentation was sent by Marika Whack, director of Educare Community Living Corporation, on 4/23/21. Upon review of short-range goals, Service Consultant noted that Sam's goals were not signed by his guardian Katherine Ruiz prior to plan implementation (3/1/21), but were signed on 4/23/21. According to Clinical Coverage Policy No: 8-P, the provider is responsible with ensuring that the treatment plan (i.e. short-range goals) is signed by the legal guardian prior to implementation. Provider requires education on this requirement at the very least, and pay backs may be deemed to be in necessary, although Service Consultant realizes that nearly two months of billing being paid back would be a high price indeed to be paid for this mistake. Service Consultant was also informed that the former QP, Tierria Brown, who would have been the professional responsible with ensuring short range goals were signed, left the agency in March 2021, and it may have been beyond the provider's immediate control to correct this mistake or compensate for it after the fact. Service Consultant completed this internal concern due to documentation not being in compliance according to our requirements, but understands that this may have been an honest mistake due to staffing transition, and does not want the provider to be unduly punished by the mistake of a former staff person.
04/26/21-Internal- against Educare- auth/payment/billing issue. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/05/21-Sending ack/resolution do to internal complainant reaching out to Provider Network person Bill Young on this issue and per QM process sent Ack/Res email to internal complainant and closing this as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		9

		11749		Kristie White		04/26/2021		STEPHENS		JOCELYN		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Access to Services		Crisis - Behavioral Health Urgent Care Center				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		MONARCH		1		727160 - BARTLETT, MADISON		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Member was discharged from HHH to Monarch Behavioral Health Urgent Care (BHUC). Family went to BHUC and was turned away for assessment because member is not on medication. They were given the 1-800 number to call and told that the appointment would be virtual. Member’s father stated member prefers face to face therapy. When the admin CC followed up with Monarch for 7-day challenge information, Monarch stated member did not make appt when in fact they attended but were turned away. The issue is Monarch is not assessing and referring members who are not on medication even if they were just discharged from the hospital. They are also not making an attempt to schedule with a provider who sees members face to face per member preference.		CORRECTIONS: CHANGED TYPE FROM GRIEVANCE TO INTERNAL; SOURCE TO MCO STAFF		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8193		05/25/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member was discharged from HHH to Monarch Behavioral Health Urgent Care (BHUC). Family went to BHUC and was turned away for assessment because member is not on medication. They were given the 1-800 number to call and told that the appointment would be virtual. Member’s father stated member prefers face to face therapy. When the admin CC followed up with Monarch for 7-day challenge information, Monarch stated member did not make appt when in fact they attended but were turned away. The issue is Monarch is not assessing and referring members who are not on medication even if they were just discharged from the hospital. They are also not trying to schedule with a provider who sees members face to face per member preference.
Patient: Madison Bartlett Patient ID: 727160 DOB: 02/07/2007
04/26/2021-Internal- against Monarch- agency not assessing member after hospital discharge. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/18/21-Sent internal complainant acknowledgment letter and called Monarch and spoke to Jennifer Smith at 104-322-5058  about this internal concern and sent her concern element email to jennifer.smith@monarchnc.org  be returned to by 05/25/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/21/21-Called Jennifer Smith at 704-322-5058 to see if she received the concern element email. She let me know that she transferred this information to Cornelius Powe and he would return by due date of 05/25/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/25/21- Received a response from Cornelius Powe, Incident and Complaint Specialist at Monarch. Per the Monarch Director of Outpatient Services stated, “I spoke to the father on 5/19 regarding Madison's hospital discharge appointment on 4/16@1030.  The father states that they arrived for their appointment and their Covid screening was completed and then they were told that they were "full for the day". The father states that they were then given a number for the Monarch 800 number to call.  It appears there was a breakdown in communication between the two parties.  The father never stated they had a scheduled hospital discharge appt.  So, when it came time for the client to be seen, they were not available for telehealth therapy because they were gone and considered a 'no show'.  The father stated they were receiving services elsewhere. I did apologize for the miscommunication.  It appears the Urgent Care staff thought they were walk ins and they would be able to get seen quicker through the VOA, it could be a couple hours through the urgent care on a walk-in basis.  Currently Monarch has no "face to face" visits which is what the family is and was requesting.  The workflow at the Urgent Care is currently being restructured for operational processes to avoid further miscommunication.” It seems it was a miscommunication on both ends with the member and Urgent Care staff. Communicating this information to the internal complainant. Sending a resolution email to the internal complainant and closing this concern as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		29

		11750		Hillary Vandewart		04/26/2021		FAISON		TENIKA		Consumer		Grievance		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Developmental Therapies				Multi-Disability		Adult		Specialized Services & Personnel, Inc.		1		85163 - FAISON, TENIKA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		[SEE CID: # 575137] April 26, 2021 11:23 AM [Direct ACD Call] COMPLAINANT/MEMBER NAME: FAISON, TENIKA DOB: 06/13/1993ADDRESS: 5012 CAPE BRETON DR., Apt 204 RALEIGH, NC 27616  PHONE: 919-450-7034

GRIEVANCE: Member is calling to file a formal grievance against Specialized Services & Personnel, Inc.. Member was receiving personal assistance services. Member reports that about 1 – 2 months ago personal assistance worker Shante Johnson Specialized Services & Personnel, Inc., drove the her to the ATM to deposit her disability check. Once the deposit was made, member reports Ms. Johnson asked the member to withdraw $200 to give her complaining she was not paid by the agency enough. Member reports that when she refused to give her the money, staff then assaulted member and member was force to defend herself. Staff member reportedly called the police to “claim victim”. Sharon Atwater, staff’s direct supervisor, did not take member’s concerns seriously although the staff member was suspended during the investigation. The internal investigation resulted in the member’s claims being dismissed. Mary Sullivan (supervisor of Ms. Atwater) accused member of making false allegations stating that Ms. Johnson is their “best worker”.  Member made an APS report against Ms. Johnson which was also deemed as “unfounded”. Now the agency is refusing to provide services to the member stating they are now “afraid” to send staff out to work with the member. Member is unhappy that the staff member who assaulted her is still employed with the agency and that the provider agency is now refusing to provide service to her in retaliation for her making an APS report. Member is concerned that if this happened to her, it may be happening to other members who aren’t “as high functioning as I am and won’t say anything”.  --C. Helm, LCMHC, LCAS, MAC		CORRECTIONS: Changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8189		05/17/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		[SEE CID: # 575137] April 26, 2021 11:23 AM [Direct ACD Call] COMPLAINANT/MEMBER NAME: FAISON, TENIKA DOB: 06/13/1993ADDRESS: 5012 CAPE BRETON DR., Apt 204 RALEIGH, NC 27616  PHONE: 919-450-7034
GRIEVANCE: Member is calling to file a formal grievance against Specialized Services & Personnel, Inc.. Member was receiving personal assistance services. Member reports that about 1 – 2 months ago personal assistance worker Shante Johnson Specialized Services & Personnel, Inc., drove the her to the ATM to deposit her disability check. Once the deposit was made, member reports Ms. Johnson asked the member to withdraw $200 to give her complaining she was not paid by the agency enough. Member reports that when she refused to give her the money, staff then assaulted member and member was force to defend herself. Staff member reportedly called the police to “claim victim”. Sharon Atwater, staff’s direct supervisor, did not take member’s concerns seriously although the staff member was suspended during the investigation. The internal investigation resulted in the member’s claims being dismissed. Mary Sullivan (supervisor of Ms. Atwater) accused member of making false allegations stating that Ms. Johnson is their “best worker”.  Member made an APS report against Ms. Johnson which was also deemed as “unfounded”. Now the agency is refusing to provide services to the member stating they are now “afraid” to send staff out to work with the member. Member is unhappy that the staff member who assaulted her is still employed with the agency and that the provider agency is now refusing to provide service to her in retaliation for her making an APS report. Member is concerned that if this happened to her, it may be happening to other members who aren’t “as high functioning as I am and won’t say anything”.  --C. Helm, LCMHC, LCAS, MAC
[PT: Tenika Faison				DOB: 6/13/93				ID: 85163]
4/29/21
This writer called member at 919-450-7034 and left generic VM requesting a return call.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/3/21
This writer called and spoke with Ms. Faison regarding her concern. She stated that Shante admitted that she hit her, but she is still employed by the agency which she feels is not right. She also reported that APS was not able to substantiate the concern. This writer inquired as to whether or not she was interested in receiving services from the provider and she stated that she was looking elsewhere but that her main concern is regarding this staff remaining employed there due to concerns about safety of other members. This writer thanked her for the information and informed her about the grievance resolution process. This writer confirmed her mailing address and told her that we would be in touch.
This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement letter to complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/12/21
This writer confirmed that Incident Report for this incident was submitted via IRIS. This writer emailed Jessica Killette, QA Analyst (Incidents) to request copy of incident report and any associated documentation.
This writer received the below documentation:
•	APS Findings which indicated that case was closed and there was no finding of abuse/neglect.
•	Investigation report from provider which stated that provider was not made aware of allegation until 2/11 during team meeting (incident alleged to have occurred on 2/2). At this time, member had reported to APS and refused to discuss with provider.  Provider was aware that staff had contacted supervisor as well as CIT officer on 2/2 due to verbal and physical aggression from member.
•	IRIS Report from provider (as well as another provider, Community Partnerships).
•	Police Report. 
Based on a review of information provided, this allegation was not supported by the provider or APS. The staff person denied ever touching the consumer as well as any request for $200.
Upon learning of the allegations, the staff was placed on suspension until information could be gathered. There was insufficient evidence to substantiate the allegation and APS was also unable to substantiate. Based on this, staff was allowed to continue to work with the agency. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
5/17/21
This writer called and spoke with Ms. Faison regarding her concerns. This writer explained to her that we reviewed the provider’s investigation and confirmed that all appropriate notifications had been made. This writer shared that the staff staying employed with the agency was the choice of the agency and not within Alliance’s purview to control this. She indicated that she understood. This writer thanked her for the information and shared that we would be tracking this concern moving forward to ensure that this type of issue does not reoccur. She thanked this writer for the assistance and stated that she had been connected to a new provider, A Small Miracle and was waiting for them to have an opening. 
This writer then composed and sent resolution letter to complainant. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Non-Issue		1		1		0		21

		11751		Hillary Vandewart		04/26/2021		GILL		Garry		Guardian		Grievance		Access to Services		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Autism Society of North Carolina, Inc.		1		271142 - GILL, PAUL		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		Caller reports that he has been waiting on a listening device for over a year for Paul. Reports that he is getting the run around. He states that he has been in touch with Alliance staff Nikki Edwards who has been in direct contact with Autism Society. Caller reports that the Autism Society told Nikki that the device was in Cumberland with their staff named Mr Blue who was learning to use the device to train the Gill family. Caller states that he asked for some updated information after months had passed and states that the tracking on the device determines that it is lost. Caller reports that the last time he spoke to Nikki was about 2 weeks ago. Caller reports that no one will call him back and he wants/ needs assistance.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8146		05/24/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller reports that he has been waiting on a listening device for over a year for Paul. Reports that he is getting the run around. He states that he has been in touch with Alliance staff Nikki Edwards who has been in direct contact with Autism Society. Caller reports that the Autism Society told Nikki that the device was in Cumberland with their staff named Mr. Blue who was learning to use the device to train the Gill family. Caller states that he asked for some updated information after months had passed and states that the tracking on the device determines that it is lost. Caller reports that the last time he spoke to Nikki was about 2 weeks ago. Caller reports that no one will call him back and he wants/ needs assistance.
**DUPLICATE OF 11756**
[PT: Paul Gill					DOB: 3/18/2000			ID: 271142]
4/27/21
This writer received notification from Wes Knepper (QM Director) that he had additional information to share regarding this grievance and also that another duplicate grievance had been filed from complainant about same issue (11756). This writer received correspondence from William Etheridge (supervisor of member’s Care Navigator) who reported the following:
•	He spoke with complainant and tried to explain to him that Alliance could not stop payment to a provider and Quality Management would investigate. He was agitated and told William that he didn’t know anything about the billing process.  He tried to explain that ASNC was not providing a billable service assisting with getting an Augmentative Communication device.
•	He was not receptive to any advice given to him about the Grievance Process and stated that nothing would happen.
•	Following this conversation, William reached out to ASNC and informed them that the guardian was extremely upset regarding the situation.  
•	ASNC reported that their IT department is sending a new loaner to their Fayetteville office. William recommended them to link with NC Assistive Tech Project to get some additional loaners that may assist Paul. 
•	Guardian is requesting an audit be complete on ASNC or that billing be stopped.  He also wants to hear from William’s supervisor about his frustrations. Jeff recommended that William reached out to PND to make them aware, which he did. 
This writer also received feedback from Provider Networks that PND nor Monitoring would be following up on this as it is not a contractual concern. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
4/28/21
This writer received forwarded voicemail from Mr. Gill which was left with supervisor, Todd Parker, Incident and Grievance Manager. He was irate on the voicemail and demanding “several grievances” be filed” due to provider’s “shenanigans.”
This writer requested a case consult with supervisor before moving forward in contacting complainant.
This writer discussed case with supervisor and he advised that this writer touch base with provider prior to reaching out to complainant. He advised this writer find out:
•	Was the promise really made?
•	Has it really been this long? 
•	What is going to be done about this?
This writer then reached out to Tim Ferreira, Director of Quality and Compliance at ASNC via phone (800-442-2762 x 1117) to make him aware of grievance. This writer informed him of situation and asked if he would be able to assist and expedite the process. He agreed that he would look into it and would update me as soon as he could. This writer thanked him for the assistance.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
4/30/21
This writer received response from Mr. Ferreira which can be summarized below:
•	Concern is accurate.
•	The offer of loaner device was made around Feb 2020 (right before COVID and office closed).
•	In Oct 2020, the CC inquired about the device and it was requested through IT and sent to Greensboro location. When staff went to retrieve the iPad, it could not be located.
•	At this point, there was an additional communication failure and the family was not appropriately notified of the status of the loaner request.
•	New staff started several weeks ago and has spoken with guardian a few times to apologize, provide a status update, and encourage to work with CC to connect with appropriate resources.
•	The iPad has been reordered and expedited.
•	Mr. Ferreira acknowledged that the offer to lend the device was probably ill-advised from the beginning as they are not a vendor or provider of these devices, do not have speech language professionals on staff, and are unable to provide ongoing training of the device.
•	Provider will continue to encourage guardian to utilize the appropriate service for a purchased device.
•	Provider acknowledged that the failure in communication was on their part and hope to have this rectified soon, with the device order being rectified. 
•	Staff member (Lindsay) reported that she spoke with guardian and has kept him updated on the current status and was able to have a productive conversation after apologizing to him. 
This writer thanked Mr. Ferreira for the assistance and asked if there was a timeframe that they expected the expedited device to arrive.
He initially responded that it would be delivered within the next 2 weeks, plus or minus a few days. He then emailed again and stated that they should be able to deliver to the family on 5/12.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
5/3/21
This writer contacted Mr. Gill to acknowledge receipt of grievance. This writer shared with him that provider acknowledged communication lapses and that the loaner was to be delivered by 5/12. He began discussing how ASNC dropped the ball when the staff member took another position and they were without staff. He reported that the new girl knew nothing about the loaner and there was no hand-off. Additionally, the fact that the IT department took a $1000 item and supposedly dropped it off in Greensboro, but no one signed for it and it disappeared. He stated that he guarantees that they haven’t instituted a policy as a result.
Mr. Gill started relaying other problems had with ASNC previously. He stated that there were issues getting full hours and had to call the governor’s office at one point to solve a previous issue. This writer had a difficult time following some of the concerns and complainant was highly agitated throughout the conversation—voice raised, using profanity throughout call.
He stated that the provider was unresponsive. He said, “they are contractors. Run an audit on their books.” He reported they have a history of “passing the buck.”
He then began to state that he wants to know what they are paying CAP workers. He feels that “something is wrong.” 
He mentioned a previous staff who would be on his “Safeway parking lot list.” He then mentioned having to “lose it” with Fayetteville ASNC director in order to get what he needed. 
He then reported issues going back to even getting services in the first place. Stated Alliance “hasn’t been doing great either.” Started saying that Alliance doesn’t know how things work and should be able to walk members through how to get services, what is needed, etc.
Feels that providers are lying about services, not providing services, and Alliance needs to audit them. 
This attempted to share information regarding various internal departments who monitor providers. This writer brought complainant back to matter of loaner and stated I’d be in touch. He agreed that there was nothing else to be done until the deadline provided by ASNC. This writer shared I’d be in touch with him to ensure that this is done. This writer confirmed with Mr. Gill that second grievance could be withdrawn due to being duplicative in nature. 
This writer informed Mr. Gill that I would get back to him regarding some of the more systemic concerns that he has and will potentially be able to connect him with someone else internally (supervisor? Maybe Compliance?) He thanked this writer and agreed.
This writer withdrew 11756 due to duplicative nature. 
This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement letter to Mr. Gill.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/4/21
This writer staffed case with supervisor, Todd Parker, Incident and Grievance Manager. He advised that this writer provide the member with the Confidential Fraud and Abuse Line: (855) 727-6721. He advised that this could be sent to Mr. Gill in the resolution letter.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/14/21
This writer followed up with Tim Ferreira via email to confirm that the device had been delivered.
Tim replied and confirmed that device had been delivered on the 5/12 as promised. He added that staff has also been working on getting staff in to office to provide training on the device. Guardian has had regular communication with staff and has been very receptive. She plans to check in with him weekly as well as continuing to advocate for appropriate service (ATES) so that a formal evaluation can be done and a device purchased that meet's member’s needs.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/21/21
This writer reviewed Jiva notes and saw recent communication between Care Navigator and Mr. Gill. Mr. Gill confirmed that device has been received but is still waiting for staff to be trained. He also stated that his doctor will write a prescription for a PECS device (Picture Exchange Comm System).
He also noted concern about losing a staff member, which CN followed up about (provider has two potential staff members he is trying to prepare for the case and has told Mr. Gill this). Provider stated that they would follow up.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
5/24/21
This writer composed and sent resolution letter to complainant based on provider’s response and direction from supervisor. Provider was able to get the device delivered and Care Coordination team is assisting with other requests/concerns. This writer included phone number for Alliance Fraud Waste and Abuse hotline for complainant to report concerns about Compliance issues/his request for provider to be “audited.”
No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Confirmed--Provider initiated corrective action		1		1		0		28

		11752		Kim Ware		04/26/2021		IRWIN		BRIDGET		Guardian		Grievance		Quality of Services		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Makin' Choices, Inc.		1		262930 - PILLSBURY, DUSTYN		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Grievance already submitted regarding physical altercation between Dustyn's mom Bridget Irwin and staff Shameka Drew McMaymra. This is an additional grievance including additional concerns from LRP Bridget Irwin. She was informed by provider QP Sybil Hinton that since altercation did not physically involve Dustyn (he was present and altercation happened in front of him) that no Incident report would be filed and staff would not be fired. Parent is concerned that this is not best practice. 

Parent has filed a police report against staff. Staff has filed an APS report against parent and DSS is investigating. DSS Tameka Hendrick District 014; (910) 677-2596. 

Parent reported that while DSS case worker met with Dustyn he shared information about staff behavior that needs to be included in this grievance. Such as: 
Staff Shameka's husband is an AFL provider. When Dustyn was receiving services as staffs home the staff Shameka would frequently sleep and her husband who is an AFL for another member would tell Dustyn to not bother/wake up staff Shameka. 
Dustyn  got on the phone and reported to Care Navigator that staff would not help Shameka would not help him prepare his meals. He has Parkinson's and shakes and he said that she would not help him make his hot chocolate and told him to go do it by himself.
Bridget Irwin
308 Myers Court
Fayetteville, NC  28311
(910) 303-7173 (C)
Pillsburybridget68@yahoo.com

Makin’ Choices
Sybil Hinton, QP
910-578-7201
sybilhinton@aol.com		CORRECTIONS: UNCHECKED FROM PT; CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME FROM MEMBER'S; DISABILITY CHANGED FROM DD TO MULTI; NATURE CHANGED FROM ABUSE/NEGLECT TO QUALITY; AGAISNT CHANGED FROM OTHER TO PROVIDER; ENTERED NOT LICENSED		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8132		05/07/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Grievance already submitted regarding physical altercation between Dustyn's mom Bridget Irwin and staff Shameka Drew McMaymra. This is an additional grievance including additional concerns from LRP Bridget Irwin. She was informed by provider QP Sybil Hinton that since altercation did not physically involve Dustyn (he was present and altercation happened in front of him) that no Incident report would be filed and staff would not be fired. Parent is concerned that this is not best practice. Parent has filed a police report against staff. Staff has filed an APS report against parent and DSS is investigating. DSS Tameka Hendrick District 014; (910) 677-2596. Parent reported that while DSS case worker met with Dustyn he shared information about staff behavior that needs to be included in this grievance. Such as: Staff Shameka's husband is an AFL provider. When Dustyn was receiving services as staffs home the staff Shameka would frequently sleep and her husband who is an AFL for another member would tell Dustyn to not bother/wake up staff Shameka. Dustyn got on the phone and reported to Care Navigator that staff would not help Shameka would not help him prepare his meals. He has Parkinson's and shakes and he said that she would not help him make his hot chocolate and told him to go do it by himself.
DUPLICATE # 11737
4/27/21 This writer made call and spoke with complainant regarding her concerns. This writer explained the role of QM, confirmed permission to use complainant’s name when discussing the matter and mailing address. Ms. Irwin explained that she was assaulted by the staff and that the staff should not be working with anybody. She reports that when APS came to her home to investigate her after she was reported by the staff, her son started explaining several issues regarding staff. Ms. Irwin reports that the staff and her husband were mean to her son, that the staff would sleep on duty and would not help him prepare his food or hot chocolate eventhough he shakes due to Parkinson’s.  She went on to explain that he has several medical issues and only as 6 months to live. Ms. Irwin is upset that the staff is still working and that the agency did not terminate her explaining that any altercation was between the two of them and not the agency. Ms Irwin filed two grievances in order to give more detail. She filed # 11752. This writer explained that AH does not terminate staff at provider agencies. This writer continued to attempt to understand where the “assault” occurred. Per complainant’s description it appears to have been a physical altercation between the two with both involved in the exchanged of blows. Per her report, she has filed a police report and is in touch with APS. She reports that the APS worker plans to contact AH to file a report as well. This writer explained that AH does not go out to personal homes to review in that Dustyn does not receive residential services with the agency. She explained that he goes to the staff’s house regularly. This writer inquired if the staff’s home was a licensed or unlicensed residence. She explained that it was her personal home, but that the staff had spoken with Dustyn about assisted living and asked her not to talk to him about assisted living because he is unable to care for himself and he would lose some of his benefits. The complainant is still very angry about the assault and stated again that the staff Shameka should not be working with clients. This writer explained that AH is unable to determine termination of staff at provider agencies. Per her report she was told by agency that no incident report was filed or action taken in that it did not involve the member. She reports that she stopped with the altercation when she heard a “crack” sound and thought it was a finger nail or bone of the staff. Complainant explained that member has several medical issues and has 6 months to live. This writer explained that the complainant’s two grievances would be combined in that they were duplicative in nature. This writer recommended that complainant continue to work with the AH cc regarding service provision for Dustyn. She reports that she is working with her and pals to change providers in the best interest of Dustyn. This writer made call and spoke with the assigned AH care navigator, Brenna Ozment. She confirmed the information discussed noting that she is unsure of the expectation of the complainant in that she continues to be upset that the staff still works at the provider. She repots that she has discussed the case with her supervisor. She plans to continue to provide coordination of care and service provision for member and assist with locating alternative provider of choice. She reports that the situation was explained to her as a mutual physical altercation as well. She reports that she has followed up with agency and staff did not report injuries from the altercation although the complainant reported hearing a “crack” sound and unsure if it was a broken bone or nail. Ms Ozment also shared that the complainant has said that the member has 6 months to live for approximately 3 years. This writer explained QM role and next steps to include contact with the agency.
4/28/21 Acknowledgment letter mailed to complainant to include 11737 and 11752.
5/4/21 This writer made call and left message for agency’s CEO, Rachelle Brooks-Blue (910) 483-2002. This writer also emailed the CEO to confirm that she is the correct person to contact rbblue@earthlink.net. This writer received a call from complainant. Ms Irwin explained that she had additional information. She repos that her son has told her that the staff, Shamika drives recklessly and drinks and drives which can e proven because she had a speeding ticket. This writer again attempted to explain that AH has no purview in such matters but that the information would be added to the report. This writer received a return call from Ms. Brooks-Blue and discussed the concerns She reports that the staff is still employed with the agency with no plans of terminating her. She reports that the mother has refused services to date and that the agency has reached out to confirm that she wishes her son to be discharged. First call the mother indicated that she was tired and would talk later. Second call, she indicated that they were going out to town and to call her back. Since the altercation, it is reported that the member has been without services. She reports that the agency continues to offer coordination of care and transition to another provider although the parent has not cooperated with these efforts. Per repot there is a court date due to the mother pressing charges against the staff. Ms Brooks-Blue repost that she believed that her staff would be making an APS report due to concerns regarding the mother and the husband in the home. She reports that concerns are for Dustyn not receiving needed services and that this same staff had worked with him for at least 3 years with no issues. She reports that the staff indicated that the mother was asking the staff for money that she did not give her. She reports that after the altercation the mother was going to the staff’s place of work and personal home demanding money and “wanting to fight”. Per discussion, none of the issues mentioned pertained to the members services. She repots no concerns regarding the member’s treatment by staff. Per Ms. Brooks-Blue, the information she has is from supervision and discussion with the staff involved. Ms. Brooks-Blue expressed concern for the member. Per discussion, the grievance information was emailed for review and response to include actions taken or to be taken to address the concerns.
5/5/21 This writer made call and spoke with AH Brenna Ozment with update regarding grievance. Ms. Ozment was able to indicate notes in JIVA regarding her attempts to explain complainant. This writer explained that the complainant called again to add that the staff is a reckless driver etc… which does not pertain to AH or the member. She reports that both she and the state have attempted to explain that the matter is a legal matter between her and the staff involved in the altercation. Staffed case with Incident & Grievance mgr T Parker. Plan is for case to be closed in that the matter does not involve the member, involves police, a court date and is not in the purview of AH. Call to complainant; left vm message.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/7/21 Call to complainant; no response. Based on actions taken and case consult, case to be closed. Any subsequent contact with complainant to be noted in follow up. Resolution letter to be mailed to complainant indicating action steps previously mentioned. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		undetermined- issues not in AH purview		1		1		0		11

		11753		Kim Ware		04/26/2021		CURRIE		JAMES		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Outpatient Services				Multi-Disability		Adult		Behavioral Counseling & Psychological Services, PA dba The DWI Center		1		260087 - CURRIE, JAMES		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		caller is calling seeking to file grievance against provider due to other clients in program constantly threatening caller and caller is fearing for his safety.caller was offered to be transferred to another provider. caller declined. caller stated that he filed a police report.		CORRECTIONS: DISABILITY CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO MULTI; ENTERED NOT LICENSED; SERVICE TYPE CHAGNED FROM UNKNOWN TO OUTPATIENT SERVICES		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8135		05/14/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		caller is calling seeking to file grievance against provider due to other clients in program constantly threatening caller and caller is fearing for his safety.caller was offered to be transferred to another provider. caller declined. caller stated that he filed a police report.
JAMES D CURRIE     ID: 260087   (DOB: 6/16/1960)
4/28/21 This writer made call and spoke directly with complainant regarding his concerns. Mr. Currie is very upset and frustrated about conflicts and altercations that happen on the agency grounds and during meetings with no one intervening or trying to make changes. He reports that he has brought this to staff attention with no resolve. He reports that he should not have to change providers as has been suggested to him by others because he has been going to the provider for over a year. He is also concerned that he has not received his certificate of completion. He reports that upon receipt of his certificate he would consider a different provider. He reports that he has been called names regularly and another member put his finger on his face. He reports believing that it stems from  a woman he use to date that is in the group that has said bad things about him. He reports witnessing another client throw a brick at staff and no changes have been made to how the agency handles situations. Mr. Currie reports this as stressful and affecting his treatment. This writer explained next steps, confirmed permission to use name when discussing the matter with the provider and mailing address. This writer explained that the grievance submitted by him today will be linked (11760). Acknowledgment letter mailed to complainant.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/5/21 This writer reached to agency to inquire regarding agency QM. This writer made call to agency CEO, Janet Cardassi (910) 391-3054 to notify her of grievance submission. Ms Cardassi reports that she is retired and attends weekly team meetings. She reports that Tonya Pone is the QA/QI manager. Per discussion, this writer will follow up with grievance information. 
5/11/1 This writer made call to agency to confirm Ms Pone’s email address and contact information.(K.WARE,QAA) 
5/12/21 Per discussion the grievance information was emailed directly for review and response to include both Ms Pone and Ms Cardassi: janet.cardassi@gmail.com and everythingiwant2b@hotmail.com. Per Ms Cardassi, the matter will be discussed in team meeting and Ms. Pone will follow up with this writer.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/14/21 Per agency response, no physical altercations occurred, disputes were diffused and group rules reviewed. Per protocol, “if the conflict does not resolve, then we will refer the recipient out to another agency.” In the instance referenced, the 2 were separated and individual sessions held outside of group and complainant was asked to leave the premises. In regards to certification, the agency has planned a ceremony in June 2021 now that COVID restrictions are lifting. The agency has addressed the matter with both he complainant and the other member with which he has had conflict and followed its protocol. This writer contacted Mr. Curie to discuss action steps taken. He has no plans of leaving the agency. This writer informed member that if in the future he needed assistance with locating an alternative provider to contact the Alliance Health 24 hr access & information line. No further concerns noted at this time. Resolution letter mailed to complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		non-issue		1		1		0		18

		11755		Kim Ware		04/27/2021		KING-TORRES		RENEE		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Community Support Team				Multi-Disability		Adult		B & D Integrated Health Services		1		8640 - SANDERS, DERRICK		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		Renee King-Torres Transition Coordinator with TCL is filing concern after numerous reports from the consumer-Derrick Sanders.  First reported to TC on 03/15/2021 that he has not had much contact with his team only the peer support.  TC had difficulty with communication with team and due to this, the appeal letter that was needed for the consumer for Willard Street may have been submitted past the timeframe.  Other housing opportunities have been presented to the team for the consumer to apply but the team have stated that the consumer has not been responsive to them.  The consumer continues to inform TC that the provider keeps changing team members and he never knows who he is working with, it is very confusing.  TC spoke with Al Peoples from B & D ACT on 04/21/2021 to discuss the consumer's concerns about the team changes.  We agreed that a meeting with be appropriate Mr. Peoples gave TC the date and time of April 26th at 1pm.  TC set up the zoom meeting and notified the appropriate people.  No one from B & D showed up to the zoom meeting.  The consumer expressed his frustration with the team and asked to be transferred to a new provider.  The care coordinator is working to assist with this process.  RKTORRESBA 04.27.2021		CORRECTIONS: CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO FROM MEMBER'S; CHANGED SOURCE FROM CONSUMER TO MCO STAFF; LICENSURE CHAGNED FROM UNKNOWN TO NOT LICENSED		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8185		05/13/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Renee King-Torres Transition Coordinator with TCL is filing concern after numerous reports from the consumer-Derrick Sanders. First reported to TC on 03/15/2021 that he has not had much contact with his team only the peer support. TC had difficulty with communication with team and due to this, the appeal letter that was needed for the consumer for Willard Street may have been submitted past the timeframe. Other housing opportunities have been presented to the team for the consumer to apply but the team have stated that the consumer has not been responsive to them. The consumer continues to inform TC that the provider keeps changing team members and he never knows who he is working with, it is very confusing. TC spoke with Al Peoples from B & D ACT on 04/21/2021 to discuss the consumer's concerns about the team changes. We agreed that a meeting with be appropriate Mr. Peoples gave TC the date and time of April 26th at 1pm. TC set up the zoom meeting and notified the appropriate people. No one from B & D showed up to the zoom meeting. The consumer expressed his frustration with the team and asked to be transferred to a new provider. The care coordinator is working to assist with this process. RKTORRESBA 04.27.2021
DERRICK SANDERS   ID: 8640   (D0B: 9/22/1980)
5/4/21 Review of the information submitted indicates that the member has been referred to alternative provider for services. This writer contacted the agency’s QM Director to make him aware of the concerns, requesting that an internal review be conducted and findings submitted to include actions taken to address the maters of concern.
5/13/21 This writer received email correspondence from Mr Reed. Per review, it was confirmed that a zoom meeting that was scheduled was missed due to miscommunication. Per report, the team made several attempts to assist Mr Sanders although limited in housing options due to previous behviaros. The agency indicates offering its due diligence in assisting with communications with landlord to avoid eviction. Due to member’s aggressive behaviors toward female team members, agency team staff changes were made. The new male team member did begin working with member to address his housing issues. Per agency report, the staff attempted to meet with Mr. Sanders to discuss potential housing options identified by Alliance Health, however, his response was reportedly “I don’t feel like it today.”. The team indicates ongoing attempts made to engage member with no response. Per report the agency was informed that the member was referred to another agency. B and D repots attempts to confirm with member with no response, however, plans to move forward with the discharge process. Agency attached documentation regarding service provision. This writer recommended agency ensures communications, scheduling, follow up and monitoring of such matters. Ack/Res emailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		16

		11756		Hillary Vandewart		04/27/2021		Gill		Garry		Guardian		Grievance		Quality of Services		Unknown				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Autism Society of Cumberland County		1		271142 - GILL, PAUL		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Mr. Gill stated that he has been promised a speech device (loaner) from ASNC to train Paul on how to use it and to determine if he would be successful with this communication device before investing in a device that he would own.  Mr. Gary Gill stated that he has not received it after 2 to 3 years of promising to get him one.  Mr. Gill is very frustrated and wants the CN to file this grievance to have action taken when providers do not follow through with their promises.  Mr. Gill is requesting a billing audit even after the CN explained to him that ASNC does not bill for the loaner device this is a courtesy service but he still wanted this grievance filed.		5/3/21
This writer confirmed with complainant that grievance can be withdrawn due to being duplicative in nature with #11751.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Not Defined				8147				Not Defined		Not Defined		Mr. Gill stated that he has been promised a speech device (loaner) from ASNC to train Paul on how to use it and to determine if he would be successful with this communication device before investing in a device that he would own.  Mr. Gary Gill stated that he has not received it after 2 to 3 years of promising to get him one.  Mr. Gill is very frustrated and wants the CN to file this grievance to have action taken when providers do not follow through with their promises.  Mr. Gill is requesting a billing audit even after the CN explained to him that ASNC does not bill for the loaner device this is a courtesy service but he still wanted this grievance filed.
**DUPLICATE OF 11751**
[PT: Paul Gill					DOB: 3/18/21				ID: 271142]
4/27/21
This writer received notification from Wes Knepper (QM Director) that he had additional information to share regarding this grievance and also that another duplicate grievance had been filed from complainant about same issue (11756). This writer received correspondence from William Etheridge (supervisor of member’s Care Navigator) who reported the following:
•	He spoke with complainant and tried to explain to him that Alliance could not stop payment to a provider and Quality Management would investigate. He was agitated and told William that he didn’t know anything about the billing process.  He tried to explain that ASNC was not providing a billable service assisting with getting an Augmentative Communication device.
•	He was not receptive to any advice given to him about the Grievance Process and stated that nothing would happen.
•	Following this conversation, William reached out to ASNC and informed them that the guardian was extremely upset regarding the situation.  
•	ASNC reported that their IT department is sending a new loaner to their Fayetteville office. William recommended them to link with NC Assistive Tech Project to get some additional loaners that may assist Paul. 
•	Guardian is requesting an audit be complete on ASNC or that billing be stopped.  He also wants to hear from William’s supervisor about his frustrations. Jeff recommended that William reached out to PND to make them aware, which he did. 
This writer also received feedback from Provider Networks that PND nor Monitoring would be following up on this as it is not a contractual concern. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
4/28/21
This writer received forwarded voicemail from Mr. Gill which was left with supervisor, Todd Parker, Incident and Grievance Manager. He was irate on the voicemail and demanding “several grievances” be filed” due to provider’s “shenanigans.”
This writer requested a case consult with supervisor before moving forward in contacting complainant.
This writer discussed case with supervisor and he advised that this writer touch base with provider prior to reaching out to complainant. He advised this writer find out:
•	Was the promise really made?
•	Has it really been this long? 
•	What is going to be done about this?
This writer then reached out to Tim Ferreira, Director of Quality and Compliance at ASNC via phone (800-442-2762 x 1117) to make him aware of grievance. This writer informed him of situation and asked if he would be able to assist and expedite the process. He agreed that he would look into it and would update me as soon as he could. This writer thanked him for the assistance.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
4/30/21
This writer received response from Mr. Ferreira which can be summarized below:
•	Concern is accurate.
•	The offer of loaner device was made around Feb 2020 (right before COVID and office closed).
•	In Oct 2020, the CC inquired about the device and it was requested through IT and sent to Greensboro location. When staff went to retrieve the iPad, it could not be located.
•	At this point, there was an additional communication failure and the family was not appropriately notified of the status of the loaner request.
•	New staff started several weeks ago and has spoken with guardian a few times to apologize, provide a status update, and encourage to work with CC to connect with appropriate resources.
•	The iPad has been reordered and expedited.
•	Mr. Ferreira acknowledged that the offer to lend the device was probably ill-advised from the beginning as they are not a vendor or provider of these devices, do not have speech language professionals on staff, and are unable to provide ongoing training of the device.
•	Provider will continue to encourage guardian to utilize the appropriate service for a purchased device.
•	Provider acknowledged that the failure in communication was on their part and hope to have this rectified soon, with the device order being rectified. 
•	Staff member (Lindsay) reported that she spoke with guardian and has kept him updated on the current status and was able to have a productive conversation after apologizing to him. 
This writer thanked Mr. Ferreira for the assistance and asked if there was a timeframe that they expected the expedited device to arrive.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst				0		1		1		(44,313)

		11757		Hillary Vandewart		04/27/2021		HARTLEY		JULEE		Guardian		Grievance		Access to Services		Outpatient Services				Unknown Disability		Child (0-17)		Edward A. Rubes Jr. LPC		1		556434 - EVANS, SHAWN		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		This is a resubmission of a previous grievance (11633) which was resolved due to lack of contact from complainant:
Mother Is calling to file a grievance against Cleveland Counseling Center, specifically Edward A. Rubes Jr. LPC and assigned therapist Karen (last name unknown). Mother reports she and child’s father are in a custody battle. They have a court order granting joint custody. The order indicates both parents are to have access their son’s information associated to parenting and major decisions about medical, mental health treatment, school etc... Father initiated MH treatment with Cleveland Counseling Center in October of 2020. Since that time, mother has requested access the same information Shawn’s father has access to regarding therapy session, goals and progress. Mother reports she has been redirected to speak with her ex regarding any information she may need because he is the one who signed consent to treat and they are not allowed to share information with mother due to HIPAA laws. Mother has repeatedly offered to sign whatever she needs to be able to consult with the provider as she feels her ex is not being truthful with her. When mother showed Edward Rubes the copy of the joint custody agreement he stated, “I don’t care what that says, it doesn’t change anything” indicating that they are bound by HIPAA laws regardless of her status as the child’s mother and joint legal guardian. After speaking with Edward numerous times, he finally gave mother the phone number for the assigned therapist, Karen. When mother reached out to the therapist to get an update about her son’s treatment, she again sited HIPAA and refused to speak with mother. On 03/15/21. Mother decided to attend a session her son told her he was scheduled for. Karen, the therapist, was reportedly extremely rude and was “acting like I’m the problem” as per mother’s report. She stated that Karen made her feel she did something wrong without ever having talked to her about her son and their relationship. Mother states the therapist is “clearly siding with my ex” without knowing her side of the story. Mother had wanted to be involved in her son’s therapy as she agrees her son “has been through a lot”, but was prevented by her ex and Cleveland Counseling Center staff. Mother is nervous about an up-coming court date Monday 03/22/2021 and feels the Cleveland Counseling Center may present unknown information to paint her in a poor light. Mother adds she is very unhappy with the lack of professionalism of the Cleveland County staff.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8134		05/17/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		This is a resubmission of a previous grievance (11633) which was resolved due to lack of contact from complainant:
Mother Is calling to file a grievance against Cleveland Counseling Center, specifically Edward A. Rubes Jr. LPC and assigned therapist Karen (last name unknown). Mother reports she and child’s father are in a custody battle. They have a court order granting joint custody. The order indicates both parents are to have access their son’s information associated to parenting and major decisions about medical, mental health treatment, school etc... Father initiated MH treatment with Cleveland Counseling Center in October of 2020. Since that time, mother has requested access the same information Shawn’s father has access to regarding therapy session, goals and progress. Mother reports she has been redirected to speak with her ex regarding any information she may need because he is the one who signed consent to treat and they are not allowed to share information with mother due to HIPAA laws. Mother has repeatedly offered to sign whatever she needs to be able to consult with the provider as she feels her ex is not being truthful with her. When mother showed Edward Rubes the copy of the joint custody agreement he stated, “I don’t care what that says, it doesn’t change anything” indicating that they are bound by HIPAA laws regardless of her status as the child’s mother and joint legal guardian. After speaking with Edward numerous times, he finally gave mother the phone number for the assigned therapist, Karen. When mother reached out to the therapist to get an update about her son’s treatment, she again sited HIPAA and refused to speak with mother. On 03/15/21. Mother decided to attend a session her son told her he was scheduled for. Karen, the therapist, was reportedly extremely rude and was “acting like I’m the problem” as per mother’s report. She stated that Karen made her feel she did something wrong without ever having talked to her about her son and their relationship. Mother states the therapist is “clearly siding with my ex” without knowing her side of the story. Mother had wanted to be involved in her son’s therapy as she agrees her son “has been through a lot”, but was prevented by her ex and Cleveland Counseling Center staff. Mother is nervous about an up-coming court date Monday 03/22/2021 and feels the Cleveland Counseling Center may present unknown information to paint her in a poor light. Mother adds she is very unhappy with the lack of professionalism of the Cleveland County staff.
[PT: Shawn Evans				DOB: 2/19/14				ID: 556434]
4/27/21
This writer received a VM from complainant and returned her call. This writer was able to discuss grievance with her and informed her that a new grievance would be entered as the previous grievance was withdrawn due to lack of contact (11633). She explained that she hasn’t been able to access her voicemails and has works most days until 3pm so this is why she has been difficult to get into contact with. This writer asked for an email address as an alternate form of contact and she provided: juleemhartley@yahoo.com. 
She explained to this writer that, according to the court order, they always had shared legal custody. The court order says specifically that she is “supposed to know everything that he knows.” She referred to “incident” that occurred prior to this which led to her only having custody on Wednesday nights. She did not want to spend that night in therapy which is why she didn’t originally participate in the therapy. She reported that court order now says that they are supposed to take turns taking him to therapy and that custody is 50-50 (her visits are no longer supervised). She also stated that the provider told her ex about the complaint and he is now sending her nasty text messages. She stated that she does not want to work with this provider and is working on changing providers. This writer stated that we would at least work to get her access to the documentation she needs.
This writer informed her that I would email her so that she could respond with the court order/documentation. She thanked this writer. This writer will create new grievance in portal since previous grievance was resolved due to lack of contact. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
4/28/21
Writer composed and sent acknowledgement letter to complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst

4/30/21
This writer received VM from complainant stating that she was having issues sending the documentation via email. This writer returned her call at 984-238-6463. This writer provided technical assistance regarding secure email and told her if she still couldn’t get it to send, that I could provide her with a fax #. She agreed to try again this afternoon.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
5/12/21
This writer has still not received court order. This writer followed up with Ms. Hartley via email and provided her with fax # in case she is still not able to get email to work.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/17/21
This writer has not received any documentation from complainant. This writer checked Jiva to see if custody documentation had been uploaded to Documents tab. While reviewing recent Jiva notes, this writer found note from UM which indicated that a reauthorization had been submitted due to “Patient’s mother was found deceased of OD—patient was a witness to that…”
Due to complainant being deceased, this writer will close case as undetermined (due to lack of information provided). NO further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Undetermined--due to lack of info from complainant (deceased)		1		1		0		20

		11758		Hillary Vandewart		04/27/2021		BROWN		CHARICE		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Residential Services (include Innovations)		Community Networking		Multi-Disability		Adult		Rouse's Group Home II, Inc		1		75802 - FEHDRAU, ALANDERSON		White		H= Hispanic, Other		Male		Avery		0		1		In-State		Supervised Living 5600 C (Adult with Intellectual/Developmental Disabilities)		0		0		MCO Staff completed review of services/claims and saw that while the member was an inpatient at Holly Hill Hospital beginning 07-28-2020  to 08-13-2020. The residential provider continued to bill for residential services and community networking.

The provider (Rouse's) billed and was paid for residential services for 7 days including: 07/28/2020, 07/29/2020, 07/30/2020, 07/31/2020, 08/01/2020, 08/02/2020, and 08/03/2020.
The provider (Rouse's) billed and was paid for community networking services for 4 days including: 07/28/2020, 07/29/2020, 07/30/2020, and 07/31/2020.
The member was hospitalized on 07-28-2020, so there is a possibility that before being taken to the hospital, the member may have been able to receive community networking services on 07-28-2020.
Waiver services billing information included as well as the billing for Holly Hill Hospital.		CORRECTIONS: Changed to internal employee concern, changed complainant info to reflect inserted user, changed type to Auth/Payment/Billing, Changed Disability to Multi		other		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8136		04/28/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		MCO Staff completed review of services/claims and saw that while the member was an inpatient at Holly Hill Hospital beginning 07-28-2020  to 08-13-2020. The residential provider continued to bill for residential services and community networking.
The provider (Rouse's) billed and was paid for residential services for 7 days including: 07/28/2020, 07/29/2020, 07/30/2020, 07/31/2020, 08/01/2020, 08/02/2020, and 08/03/2020.
The provider (Rouse's) billed and was paid for community networking services for 4 days including: 07/28/2020, 07/29/2020, 07/30/2020, and 07/31/2020.
The member was hospitalized on 07-28-2020, so there is a possibility that before being taken to the hospital, the member may have been able to receive community networking services on 07-28-2020.
Waiver services billing information included as well as the billing for Holly Hill Hospital.
[PT: Alanderson	Fehdrau			DOB: 5/17/86				ID: 75802]
4/28/21
This writer reached out to Tanya Held (Compliance/SIU) for case consult due to allegation of inappropriate billing.
Tanya replied that SIU would take this case as it was an allegation of fraudulent billing.
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement/resolution email to complainant. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Undetermined--Referred to SIU/Compliance for review/follow-up		1		1		0		1

		11759		Kim Ware		04/27/2021		Cates		Tammy		Guardian		Grievance		Quality of Services		Community Support Team				Multi-Disability		Adult		B & D Integrated Health Services		1		21147 - PARKER, SEAN		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		CID575443. April 6th Kimberly from member's CST at B&D (Case Manager) about a hotel room for him for $400+ for him and his girlfriend to stay in because he is homeless. Mother/guardian has restraining order against him. Member's mother tells CST staff she cant afford his and staff member get's angry via text messages which mother has saved, and some phone calls, Mother eventually end communication's with staff person. Son is on disability for $795 a month, husband as rep payee budgeted $320 for him to spend so money would not run out. CST staff wanted B&D to become rep payee for member and issues arose form this. Son would give away all items he bought and them run out of money per mother and then they'd have to spend more money to replace those items. Father would payout money and then get it back from member when his SSDI check would come in. When mother told CST staff told mother they were "stealing from them". Mother reported he's spending money on "things he wants and doesn't need". Mother says everything is in writing and kept track of and son has to repay them. Katina Williams CST team lead finally calls mother back on April 6th, mother informed about fighting with Kimberley the CST Case Manager. Katina said she'd have Kimberly removed from member's case. Next day Katina calls and says it's been handled as of April 7. From April 7th to this past weekend of April 24/25 she's continued to be in contact with member via texting and phone calls. Saturday CST Case Manager Kimberley talked to  member's biological father who is not part of member's life and does not have guardianship and she gave PHI to him. No releases have been signed. Mother tells Katina yesterday 4-26-21 that Kimberly is still in contact with her son. Katina said she will speak to Kimberley again and not to have any contact with anyone else. Today mother sent Kimberly a text to stay away from her son, mother also sent message to Katina. Mother said B&D was fired before and this was a second chance. Son is only on one injection and no other medication.		CORRECTIONS: Updated complainant info to reflect guardian per Call Center notes, corrected phone number		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8154		05/17/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID575443. April 6th Kimberly from member's CST at B&D (Case Manager) about a hotel room for him for $400+ for him and his girlfriend to stay in because he is homeless. Mother/guardian has restraining order against him. Member's mother tells CST staff she cant afford his and staff member get's angry via text messages which mother has saved, and some phone calls, Mother eventually end communication's with staff person. Son is on disability for $795 a month, husband as rep payee budgeted $320 for him to spend so money would not run out. CST staff wanted B&D to become rep payee for member and issues arose form this. Son would give away all items he bought and them run out of money per mother and then they'd have to spend more money to replace those items. Father would payout money and then get it back from member when his SSDI check would come in. When mother told CST staff told mother they were "stealing from them". Mother reported he's spending money on "things he wants and doesn't need". Mother says everything is in writing and kept track of and son has to repay them. Katina Williams CST team lead finally calls mother back on April 6th, mother informed about fighting with Kimberley the CST Case Manager. Katina said she'd have Kimberly removed from member's case. Next day Katina calls and says it's been handled as of April 7. From April 7th to this past weekend of April 24/25 she's continued to be in contact with member via texting and phone calls. Saturday CST Case Manager Kimberley talked to  member's biological father who is not part of member's life and does not have guardianship and she gave PHI to him. No releases have been signed. Mother tells Katina yesterday 4-26-21 that Kimberly is still in contact with her son. Katina said she will speak to Kimberley again and not to have any contact with anyone else. Today mother sent Kimberly a text to stay away from her son, mother also sent message to Katina. Mother said B&D was fired before and this was a second chance. Son is only on one injection and no other medication.
SEAN PARKER  ID: 21147   (DOB: 6/28/2000)
4/29/21 Call to complainant; left vm message.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/4/21 Call to complainant. Complainant explained that she is the legal guardian and that she has made her husband her successor because she is dying; heart issues and cancer. This writer explained the purpose of call and role of QM. Ms Cates reports that she is not angry with the whole CST Team. She reports that Katina, the team lead, has stepped in and done a lot of work with Sean. She reports that he is unable to come to her home due to her older son having a restraining order against him for assaulting the granddaughter who resides at the home. She reports that the member, Sean is not properly medicated. Ms. Cates reports that she made the agency aware of staff “Kim” attempting to become payee and accusing her of misusing Dustyn’s money which she reports she does not need and attempted to give this writer a list of items purchased for the member using his money. Ms Cates offered to send this writer receipts which this writer declined indicating that it was not necessary in regards to the grievance submitted. She is upset that the one staff is not listening to requests regarding member’s medications or treatment and that he still has symptoms. She reports that agency staff “kim” does not know what she is doing and she will sue her. She reports that if AH does not do anything she will be suing “Kim” This writer explained that AH does not fire staff at agencies nor file suits against individual staff or legal matters between agency and member. Ms Cates also offered to send text messages that prove that PHI was shared. This writer referred to the concern and QM role as well as ensuring that the member was receiving appropriate services based on agency contract with AH. Ms. Cates confirmed mailing address and permission to use her name when contacting the provider. This writer contacted the agency’s QM Director, Jeremy Reed and made him aware of the concern, requesting that an internal review be conducted and submitted to include actions taken or to be taken regarding the concerns. Acknowledgment letter mailed to complainant.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/13/21 Agency response received including actions taken to address the concerns. The staff mentioned was no longer working with case. Per report there had been discrepancies with funding requests. Agency reports that a meeting was scheduled with the complainant to discuss the matter and the complainant canceled indicating an emergency. Agency  reports working with member and currently providing support while in detention. This writer has recommended continued monitoring of the matter,  continued documentation of service provision as well as addressing any HIPAA concerns with staff.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/17/21 This writer made call and spoke with complainant, Ms Cates , to discus action steps taken in the matter. This writer explained that at any time if there was a need for locating of an alternative provider of choice, to refer to AH 24 hr access and information line. Ms. Cates thanked this writer. Resolution letter mailed to complainant. No further action by this writer at this time. This matter wil be tracked.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		20

		11760		Kim Ware		04/28/2021		CURRIE		JAMES		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Outpatient Services				Multi-Disability		Adult		Behavioral Counseling and Psychological Services, PA		1		260087 - CURRIE, JAMES		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Caller reports concerns with his current provider Behavioral Counseling. Caller states that they are allowing another client in group to harass him. Caller reports that he has been harassed verbally and physically by Steve gamble. Steve put his finger in his face/ right cheek. Caller states that  Joyce Underwood McNeil is newer to the group and she and Steve like to tag team him trying to start trouble.  Caller reports that he is finding it harder to overlook.  States that he has talked to Mr Jacobs at least 3 or 4 or more times.  Mr. Jacobs sks to let him handle it and the member has continued to do this.  Caller states that this has been happening for about 1 year.  Caller states that he does this type of things to other members and staff.
Caller also wants to know why he has not received a certificate. He is also interested in looking into his contact hours and seeing how close he is to completion. His biggest concern is why they wont provide him a safe and healthy place that’s conducive to his recovery.		CORRECTIONS: SOURCE CHANGED FROM ANONYMOUS TO CONSUMER; NATURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO QUALITY; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO NOT LICENSED; SERVICE TYPE CHANGED FROM NKNOWN TO OUTPATIENT SERVICES		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8137		05/14/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller reports concerns with his current provider Behavioral Counseling. Caller states that they are allowing another client in group to harass him. Caller reports that he has been harassed verbally and physically by Steve gamble. Steve put his finger in his face/ right cheek. Caller states that Joyce Underwood McNeil is newer to the group and she and Steve like to tag team him trying to start trouble. Caller reports that he is finding it harder to overlook. States that he has talked to Mr Jacobs at least 3 or 4 or more times. Mr. Jacobs sks to let him handle it and the member has continued to do this. Caller states that this has been happening for about 1 year. Caller states that he does this type of things to other members and staff. Caller also wants to know why he has not received a certificate. He is also interested in looking into his contact hours and seeing how close he is to completion. His biggest concern is why they wont provide him a safe and healthy place that’s conducive to his recovery.
*DUPLICATE 11760
JAMES D CURRIE     ID: 260087   (DOB: 6/16/1960)
4/28/21 This writer made call and spoke directly with complainant regarding his concerns. Mr. Currie is very upset and frustrated about conflicts and altercations that happen on the agency grounds and during meetings with no one intervening or trying to make changes. He reports that he has brought this to staff attention with no resolve. He reports that he should not have to change providers as has been suggested to him by others because he has been going to the provider for over a year. He is also concerned that he has not received his certificate of completion. He reports that upon receipt of his certificate he would consider a different provider. He reports that he has been called names regularly and another member put his finger on his face. He reports witnessing another client throw a brick at staff and no changes have been made to how the agency handles situations. Mr. Currie reports this as stressful and affecting his treatment. This writer explained next steps, confirmed permission to use name when discussing the matter with the provider and mailing address. This writer explained that the grievance submitted by him today will be linked (11760). Acknowledgment letter mailed to complainant.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/5/21 This writer reached to agency to inquire regarding agency QM. This writer made call to agency CEO, Janet Cardassi (910) 391-3054 to notify her of grievance submission. Ms Cardassi reports that she is retired and attends weekly team meetings. She reports that Tonya Pone is the QA/QI manager. Per discussion, this writer will follow up with grievance information. 
5/11/1 This writer made call to agency to confirm Ms Pone’s email address and contact information. 
5/12/21 Per discussion the grievance information was emailed directly for review and response to include both Ms Pone and Ms Cardassi: janet.cardassi@gmail.com and everythingiwant2b@hotmail.com. Per Ms Cardassi, the matter will be discussed in team meeting and Ms. Pone will follow up with this writer.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/14/21 Per agency response, no physical altercations occurred, disputes were diffused and group rules reviewed. Per protocol, “if the conflict does not resolve, then we will refer the recipient out to another agency.” In the instance referenced, the 2 were separated and individual sessions held outside of group and complainant was asked to leave the premises. In regards to certification, the agency has planned a ceremony in June 2021 now that COVID restrictions are lifting. The agency has addressed the matter with both he complainant and the other member with which he has had conflict and followed its protocol. This writer contacted Mr. Curie to discuss action steps taken. He has no plans of leaving the agency. No further concerns noted at this time. Resolution letter mailed to complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)				1		1		0		16

		11761		Hillary Vandewart		04/28/2021		Gibbs		LaKenya		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Guardiantrac, LLC dba GT Independence		1		23092 - JIMERSON, ARTHUR		Unknown		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		On 4/1/2021 and 4/8/ 2021 SC contacted Jarvis James (jjames@gtindependence.com) with Guardiantrac, LLC dba GT Independence and EOR Nicole Jimerson (nicole.jimerson@yahoo.com) requesting a copy of member’s quarterly documentation/progress note for the months of January - March 2021 so I could complete a documentation review. I also requested an update on member’s health and well-being, services, behaviors, and any other concerns.  SC did not receive the documentation.   Request for Assistance to Resolve Contractual Concern referral form has been sent to Provider Networks.  LaKenya Gibbs, MA, CMC 4/28/2021		CORRECTIONSS: Changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8140		04/29/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		On 4/1/2021 and 4/8/ 2021 SC contacted Jarvis James (jjames@gtindependence.com) with Guardiantrac, LLC dba GT Independence and EOR Nicole Jimerson (nicole.jimerson@yahoo.com) requesting a copy of member’s quarterly documentation/progress note for the months of January - March 2021 so I could complete a documentation review. I also requested an update on member’s health and well-being, services, behaviors, and any other concerns.  SC did not receive the documentation.   Request for Assistance to Resolve Contractual Concern referral form has been sent to Provider Networks.  LaKenya Gibbs, MA, CMC 4/28/2021
[PT: Arthur Jimerson				DOB: 12/16/96				ID: 23092]	
4/28/21
This writer reached out to complainant to share updated procedure for resolving contractual concerns which allows Provider Network to help solve the problem first before a concern is submitted to QM. This gives PN the opportunity to try to correct the issue before a concern is filed. 
Because it appears that the complainant submitted concern to PN and QM at the same time, this writer indicated to complainant that it would be resolved and coded as tracking. Complainant thanked this writer for the follow-up.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
4/29/21
This writer composed and sent ack/res email to internal complainant. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		1

		11762		Kristie White		04/28/2021		Gibbs		LaKenya		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Pathways for People, Inc.		1		26428 - HERNANDEZ, MONICA		White		H= Hispanic, Other		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		On 4/1/2021 and 4/8/ 2021 SC contacted QP Jaime West-Haddock (jaimewhpfp@gmail.com) with Pathways for People requesting a copy of member’s quarterly documentation/progress note for the months of January - March 2021 so I could complete a documentation review. I also requested an update on member’s health and well-being, services, behaviors, and any other concerns.  SC did not receive the documentation.  Request for Assistance to Resolve Contractual Concern has been sent to Provider Networks.  LaKenya Gibbs, MA, CMC 4/28/2021		05/18/21-Corrected to Multi-Disability type. KM Appeals Coordinator		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8141		04/29/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Monica Hernandez Patient ID: 26428 DOB: 03/26/1985
On 4/1/2021 and 4/8/ 2021 SC contacted QP Jaime West-Haddock (jaimewhpfp@gmail.com) with Pathways for People requesting a copy of member’s quarterly documentation/progress note for the months of January - March 2021 so I could complete a documentation review. I also requested an update on member’s health and well-being, services, behaviors, and any other concerns. SC did not receive the documentation. Request for Assistance to Resolve Contractual Concern has been sent to Provider Networks. LaKenya Gibbs, MA, CMC 4/28/2021
04/28/21-Internal- against- Pathways for People, Inc- agency not submitting required documentation. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/29/21-Per new information given by Manager TParker we were recently informed that there has been a change in the procedure for addressing provider contractual concerns which I’ve attached here. The updated procedure allows Provider Network to help solve the problem first before a concern is submitted to QM. This gives PN the opportunity to try to correct the issue before a concern is filed. It appears that LGibbs internal complainant has submitted these 3 concerns to PN and QM at the same time, so I wanted to give you this updated procedure in case you were not aware. Sending internal complainant will be receiving acknowledgement/resolution emails for all 3 concerns. Closing internal concern and will indicate that these will be tracked by QM. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		1

		11763		Kim Ware		04/28/2021		Gibbs		LaKenya		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Autism Services, Inc.		1		31058 - BRODE, BENJAMIN		White		Not Defined		Male		Durham		0		1		In-State		Supervised Living 5600 C (Adult with Intellectual/Developmental Disabilities)		1		0		On 4/1/2021 and 4/8/ 2021 SC contacted QP Eboni Harris (eharris.asi@gmail.com) with Autism Services requesting a copy of member’s quarterly documentation/progress note for the months of January - March 2021 so I could complete a documentation review. I also requested an update on member’s health and well-being, services, behaviors, and any other concerns.  SC did not receive the documentation. QP did not response to the email sent on 4/1/2021 or 4/8/2021.  Request for Assistance to Resolve Contractual Concern has been sent to Provider Networks.  LaKenya Gibbs, MA, CMC 4/28/2021		CORRECTIONS: DISABILITY CHANGED FROM DOES NOT APPLY TO MULTI; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO DHSR; IS RESIDENTIAL AN ISSUE CHANGED FROM NO TO YES		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8138		04/28/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		On 4/1/2021 and 4/8/ 2021 SC contacted QP Eboni Harris (eharris.asi@gmail.com) with Autism Services requesting a copy of member’s quarterly documentation/progress note for the months of January - March 2021 so I could complete a documentation review. I also requested an update on member’s health and well-being, services, behaviors, and any other concerns. SC did not receive the documentation. QP did not response to the email sent on 4/1/2021 or 4/8/2021. Request for Assistance to Resolve Contractual Concern has been sent to Provider Networks. LaKenya Gibbs, MA, CMC 4/28/2021 
BENJAMIN BRODE   ID: 31058   (DOB: 3/29/1987)
4/28/21 Per protocol, AH QM will track the concern for potential trends in the event that similar concerns are submitted regarding the agency. The complainant referred the matter to the assigned PND Specialist in an effort to resolve contractual concerns. Ack/res emailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time(KWARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		0

		11764		Todd Parker		04/28/2021		STANLEY		Casandra Miller		Provider		External Stakeholder Concern		LME/MCO Functions		Care Coordination (IDD)				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		1		255186 - STANLEY, LATAIJASHA		Black/African American		Unknown		Female		Johnston		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		Care coordinator Sabrina Howell tried to bully provider into keeping a client that had been issued a 30-day notice to end services due to lack of progress. Care coordinator stated she will file a grievance and call the state (DHSR) if provider did not keep the client past the 30-day notice. CC made the provider feel very uncomfortable and threatened.		CORRECTIONS: Added member info to complaint		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8151		05/25/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		While on a CFT Ms. Howell made the QP and Executive Director feel frightened and uncomfortable.
Ms. Howell became upset with the QP, and ED because the provider issued a 30 day notice to
terminate service for one of Ms. Howell's client. Ms. Howell was speakinging to the provider in a
high pitch voice while stating (she will fill a grievance as well as a complaint with DSS and DHSR if
the provider did not pull the 30 day notice and keep the client in care). After the provider expressed
the clients lack to continue to make progress. Please feel free to contact me if you have any
questions or concerns.
5-3-21
This writer contacted complainant at the number provide (704.941.1294). Writer confirmed information provided in the Customer Service form. Complainant was accompanied by the QP and both indicated that they didn’t do anything wrong by issuing the 30-day notice. Complainant and QP shared that Ms. Howell stated that she’s been a clinician for 20 years and she knows what should be done. She told them she was going to get contract pulled. They stated that they feel Ms. Howell does not understand that providers reserve the right to issue 30-day notice. They shared the she tried to get them to submit a re-auth and keep the member. Both shared that the parent was on board with transitioning the member. They inform that they have made a lateral  move with the client and she is in a new placement. Writer asked for the member’s name. They provided Latisha Stanley (17 yrs. Old). Complainant and QP expressed that Ms. Howell needs education on what a 30-day notice means. Writer explained the complaint process and verified the mailing address for the complainant. Writer verified the mailing address, composed and mailed an Ack letter. Writer will contact Ms. Howell’s supervisor (Lindsay Allen).
T. Parker, I&G Manager

5-12-21
Writer spoke with Ms. Howell’s manager, Lindsay Allen. Writer shared the issues raised in the concern. Writer provided information about the member associated with the complaint. Manager indicated that Ms. Howell had not mentioned anything about the case to her. Writer expressed that this issue is concerning since there was a recent complaint about Ms. Howell in which manager confirmed that Ms. Howell had indeed said something to parents of a member that were unprofessional and inappropriate. Manager agreed. Writer encouraged manager to look into the issue. Writer emphasized that he does not need to know the detail of what is discussed or any disciplinary actions taken. He would like to know when the issue is been address and that it was addressed to the manager’s satisfactions. Manager shared that she will be speaking with her supervisor about the issue since this does seem to be a pattern. Writer will await Ms. Allen’s response. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager

5-24-21
This writer emailed supervisor (Lindsey Allen) to inquire as to whether this issue has been addressed. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager


5-25-21
Writer received confirmation from supervisor that the issue has been addressed with the staff. Writer thanked supervisor for the information and for assisting with this issue. Writer composed and mailed Resolution letter to complainant. No further action.
T. Parker, I&G Manager		Confirmed: Provider initiated corrective action		1		1		0		27

		11765		Hillary Vandewart		04/28/2021		Parker		Todd		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Crisis Services				Multi-Disability		Adult		UNC Hospital		0		766831 - Alcorn, Joshua		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		The CQR Committee would like the following information requested from the provider following the review of his death at the 4/28/21 CQR Committee:
Initial assessments (psych/medical)
Progress notes
CIWA ratings
VS signs
MARs		CORRECTIONS: Completed final yes/no questions (discussing with agency), changed provider to UNC Hospital		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8192		05/18/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		The CQR Committee would like the following information requested from the provider following the review of his death at the 4/28/21 CQR Committee:
•	Initial assessments (psych/medical)
•	Progress notes
•	CIWA ratings
•	VS signs
•	MARs
[PT: Joshua Alcorn				DOB: 12/20/94				ID: 766831]
4/29/21
Based on complaint being filed by the CQR committee to request documentation follow-up, this writer will not send an internal acknowledgement email and will instead just reach out to provider with documentation request.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/13/21
This writer researched member within Jiva and Alpha to determine which UNC Hospital facility member to reach out to. This writer noted that incident report did not appear to reflect a death, but rather a fall:
4/13/2021 by dsofia: UNC Wakebrook reports that on 4/7/21, 26-year-old male ADU client, J.A. (Alpha ID: 766831; DOB: 12/20/1994), suffered a seizure while standing upright, lost consciousness during the seizure, and fell and hit his head. Med code was immediately called. Client came to and was able to state his name, but was confused and irritated that people were around him. Nursing informed him of what happened. Client was transported to WakeMed via ambulance for further evaluation and wound care. The next day, it was learned that client was admitted to the Neuro Surgical Critical Care Unit; per Jiva (CC note), client sustained epidural and subdural hematomas. Client remains hospitalized at this time. Per Wakebrook, client was a voluntary admission who had completed detox (5 days) and was due to discharge the next day. He was on a routine supervision level with no history of seizures or falls; Morse fall score indicated minimal/no fall risk. Per Jiva (CC note), there is concern from head injury and change in client’s baseline function; surgery is pending medical stabilization.
This writer reached out to inserted user (Todd Parker, Incident and Grievance Manager) to clarify whether this was truly following up on a death review. He confirmed that this was an error in entering and that member was not dead.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
5/14/21
This writer emailed Wakebrook Clinical Supervisor for Facility Based Crisis, Laura McDaniel (laura_mcdaniel@med.unc.edu), to see if she could point this writer toward the appropriate contact for requesting this information. She replied that she would look into it and get back to me.
Laura followed up with this writer and indicated that request could be sent to Dr. Michael Zarzar by email at michael_zarzar@med.unc.edu. This writer then sent requested info and asked if it could be provided by 5/21.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/18/21
This writer received the requested information in 60+ page PDF from Maria Strubbe (Health Information Management, On-Site Manager).
This writer then sent the information to Todd Parker, Incident and Grievance Manager, to refer to CQR Committee. 
This writer resolved concern. Any further correspondence from CQR will be included in concern follow-up within portal. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Undetermined--Referred to CQR committee for review		1		1		0		20

		11767		Hillary Vandewart		04/28/2021		Adams		Monica		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		A Small Miracle, LLC		1		220839 - BYERS, THOMAS		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Member moved from group home with Victor and Associates back home with parents on 11/12/2020 prior to services being requested/authorized.  
A revision was completed requesting 35 hours/week of Community Living and Supports (CLS), 30 hours/week of Day Supports and 400 hours/year of Respite services and parents chose A Small Miracle as their provider. 

A second revision was completed with an implementation date of 1/10/2021 stating that parents would like to switch CLS hours to Community Innovations being that they found staff who could cover needed hours.  The service change was to switch CLS hours and Respite hours to Community Innovations effective 1/10/2021. The request was completed and authorized. However services were never implemented as authorized being that Community Innovations had not identified staff.

Another revision was completed recently with an implementation date of 4/8/2021 stating that member’s parents found staff who could provide 40 hours of CLS weekly through Community Innovations.

In regard to service change effective 1/10/2021,  Josh Otto, QP with A Small Miracle states that they were not informed of the stated plan revision/changes removing them as CLS provider.  Tamora Byers, Mom/LRP was hired as Relative as Provider (RAP) with A Small Miracle and had begun providing CLS hours until they could identify staff.  Mara Wooten, CN with Alliance Health reports that Tamora requested to transfer all hours to Community Innovations, but continued to submit documentation to A Small Miracle prompting them to bill for unauthorized services even after the revision and termination of services effective 1/10/2021.  A Small Miracle continued to bill and receive payment for unauthorized services stating that they were not made aware of any changes. Provider billed and received payment for unauthorized services.		CORRECTIONS: Changed complainant info to reflect internal complainant		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8153		05/17/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member moved from group home with Victor and Associates back home with parents on 11/12/2020 prior to services being requested/authorized.  
A revision was completed requesting 35 hours/week of Community Living and Supports (CLS), 30 hours/week of Day Supports and 400 hours/year of Respite services and parents chose A Small Miracle as their provider. 
A second revision was completed with an implementation date of 1/10/2021 stating that parents would like to switch CLS hours to Community Innovations being that they found staff who could cover needed hours.  The service change was to switch CLS hours and Respite hours to Community Innovations effective 1/10/2021. The request was completed and authorized. However services were never implemented as authorized being that Community Innovations had not identified staff.
Another revision was completed recently with an implementation date of 4/8/2021 stating that member’s parents found staff who could provide 40 hours of CLS weekly through Community Innovations.
In regard to service change effective 1/10/2021, Josh Otto, QP with A Small Miracle states that they were not informed of the stated plan revision/changes removing them as CLS provider. Tamora Byers, Mom/LRP was hired as Relative as Provider (RAP) with A Small Miracle and had begun providing CLS hours until they could identify staff.  Mara Wooten, CN with Alliance Health reports that Tamora requested to transfer all hours to Community Innovations, but continued to submit documentation to A Small Miracle prompting them to bill for unauthorized services even after the revision and termination of services effective 1/10/2021.  A Small Miracle continued to bill and receive payment for unauthorized services stating that they were not made aware of any changes. Provider billed and received payment for unauthorized services.
[PT: Thomas Byers				DOB: 8/21/86				ID: 220839]
5/4/21
This writer sent email to Tanya Held (SIU/Compliance) requesting case consult. This writer received a call from Tanya following up. Tanya state that, in looking at the auths for the member in the system, it appears that A Small Miracle’s authorization for CLS was discontinued on 1/9/21. They did continue to bill 1/11-4/9. 
Community Innovations was authorized starting 1/10, but they didn’t bill CLS until 4/15. So there is no billing overlap, which indicates that there may have been some lapses in communication/coordination of care. 
Appears that mom with doing the work—Community Innovations didn’t find staff until April. Since mom was already on board with A Small Miracle for Relative as Provider (Under Appendix K), that is likely why billing occurred through A Small Miracle. Prior authorization is “turned off” right now, which allowed them to bill without an authorization. Tanya reported that she does not feel that this is “self-audit” worthy, however, the provider should have submitted an Addendum to Services Form to say that they have a RAP doing this temporarily.  This should be on file even if it is retroactive. 
This writer will plan to follow up with ASM to inform them of the Addendum to Services form.
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
5/14/21
This writer spoke with Candace Mondragon, Program Director, via phone at 919.854.4400 ext. 701 and shared concern details with her. She reported concern that there was a communication breakdown as they had not been made aware of the change in the authorization. She reported that her understanding was that they received denials which was how they found out in the first place. She stated that she Mara Wooten (SIC) had stated that she was going to speak with her supervisor to discuss how to prevent this type of issue from reoccurring. She reported that this type of issue was happening more and more with Alliance and she doesn’t want this to continue to occur. She reported that she was concerned that QM/Compliance Dept were involved and it looked like they were trying to submit documentation for billing inappropriately. This writer assured her that this was not a reflection on them and that it appears that they had not been notified appropriately. 
This writer stated that I would look into the billing portion and also discuss with Mara what went wrong in terms of the communication breakdown and would get back to her with more info. She thanked this writer for listening and for the assistance.
This writer then reached out to Monica Adams (Service Integrity Consultant/internal complainant) and Mara Wooten (Care Navigator) via email to share provider’s feedback and see if they could provide clarity on communication issues and how to proceed.
This writer received the below feedback from Mara Wooten:
•	With this particular family, they will be having zoom team meetings before any revisions are completed and are going to make sure both the mother and father are at the meetings. 
•	A big issue was that the family signed the revision and knew about the changes, yet they kept sending billing to ASM. 
•	CC has made it clear to providers that they will no longer respond to email requests for revisions.
•	Alliance should have notified ASM of the change and the provider was truly unaware.
•	CC will ensure that everyone involved signs revision and receives a copy via DocuSign once it is signed.

Monica Adams also followed up stating that it wasn’t just the RAP providing services during this time but that there was another staff involved as well. She asked whether this would impact anything.
This writer followed up with Tanya Held (SIU/Compliance) with this question and also to confirm whether or not provider still needed to complete Addendum to Services form.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/17/21
This writer received feedback from Tanya Held stating that the other staff shouldn’t be a problem and also that if they got the RAP fully trained and checked background, etc., they wouldn’t need to do the form.
This writer confirmed with Tanya that the guardian was already hired as a RAP with A Small Miracle and that the issue seems to be more that the authorization was changed without ASM’s knowledge rather than that they were utilizing exceptions related to Appendix K flexibilities. This writer shared that I would not require the provider to complete the form based on this and Tanya agreed.
This writer then shared this information with Monica and Mara so they were aware that nothing further is needed from provider.
This writer then called Candace Mondragon, Program Director, to provide an update—LVM requesting a call back.
This writer then composed and sent resolution letter to internal complainant. This writer will update concern in portal with any further communication with provider. Nothing further needed at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Non-Issue		1		1		0		19

		11769		Kristie White		04/28/2021		MARTINEZ		Monica		Guardian		Grievance		Client Rights		Crisis - Inpatient				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Brynn Marr Hospital, Inc.		1		189554 - MARTINEZ, VANESSA		White		H= Hispanic, Other		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		Mother Monica Martinez called to file a grievance against Brynn Marr Hospital. Mother  Monica Martinez states her Daughter after experiencing a MH crisis over the past weekend was seen at Duke University Medical Center.  Duke Staff petitioned the courts for IVC and after which Consumer was transferred to Brynn Hospital under IVC. Mother states Consumer was at Duke Hospital about 72 hours before she was transferred and admitted. Mother states at which time her Daughter no longer met criteria for admission. Mother Monica Martinez states when she spoke with Brynn Marr Staff regarding the fact that Consumer was no longer in crisis after the 72 hour wait her Daughter was still admitted and denied her right to assessment to clear her of the need for admission at Brynn Marr and was admitted anyway and remains admitted at this time. Mother's concern due to violation of her Daughter's rights.    Mother states the Hospital refused to even complete the follow up assessment  which was clearly indicated as her Daughter's right.  ADDRESS;  6936 Wade Drive Cary NC 27519. PHONE NUMBER;  919-408-4754.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8148		05/18/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Vanessa Martinez Patient ID: 11769 DOB: 09/20/2006
Mother Monica Martinez called to file a grievance against Brynn Marr Hospital. Mother Monica Martinez states her Daughter after experiencing a MH crisis over the past weekend was seen at Duke University Medical Center. Duke Staff petitioned the courts for IVC and after which Consumer was transferred to Brynn Hospital under IVC. Mother states Consumer was at Duke Hospital about 72 hours before she was transferred and admitted. Mother states at which time her Daughter no longer met criteria for admission. Mother Monica Martinez states when she spoke with Brynn Marr Staff regarding the fact that Consumer was no longer in crisis after the 72 hours wait her Daughter was still admitted and denied her right to assessment to clear her of the need for admission at Brynn Marr and was admitted anyway and remains admitted at this time. Mother's concern due to violation of her Daughter's rights. Mother states the Hospital refused to even complete the follow up assessment which was clearly indicated as her Daughter's right. ADDRESS; 6936 Wade Drive Cary NC 27519. PHONE NUMBER; 919-408-4754.
04/28/21-Grievance- against Brynn Marr Hospital- member admitted after no longer in crisis; hospital refused to complete follow up assessment. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/03/21-The problem is they do not follow the letter of the law about he first verses the second assessment and it is a formality to uphold the first one. That is not true and it is never a case that is illegal and once you get first assessment then at the facility you have a right for a second assessment and then they can determine if you would be inpatient or outpatient. They told her the nurse/and administrator they will never do an unbiased assessment and determine the person does not need inpatient. This is a violation of rights and fraud I think and they think they can uphold it and just want to bill insurance. I would be fine if they did an unbiased assessment then it would have been fine. Verified address and let member guardian know that I am sending out acknowledgment letter. Reached out to provider Brynn Marr Hospital at 910-577-1400 ext. 2259 spoke to Lindsey Gunter at lindsey.gunter@uhsinc.com and sent concern element email to be returned to me by 05/10/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/11/21-Received response from Brynn Marr per Lindsey Gunter Patient Representative, The Admissions Director reviewed your concerns regarding the admission process. Per Brynn Marr policy, in order to meet the acute inpatient admission criteria, the patient is required to be evaluated by a Clinician or Registered Nurse and prove to demonstrate symptoms which require an inpatient level of care that can be expected to reasonably respond to therapeutic intervention. This includes but is not limited to: Serious and imminent risk of harm to self or others due to a behavioral health condition, as evidenced by, for example: Recent and serious suicide attempt(s) as indicated by the degree of intent, impulsivity, and/or impairment of judgment. For any patient needing to be involuntarily committed, an affidavit and first examination report must be completed by the physician or eligible commitment examiner (LCSW, LCAS, LPC, PA & NP) that is petitioning for the patient to be involuntarily committed. Once the involuntary commitment paperwork is signed by the notary or magistrate, the patient is then considered involuntarily committed. The patient was assessed at the time of admission on 04/28/2021 and determined to meet criteria for inpatient treatment. Consent for treatment services was signed by the patient’s mother on 04/28/2021. Brynn Marr Policy follows NC Statute 122C-266 in regards to inpatient commitment; second examination and treatment pending hearing. This statute states that the respondent shall be examined by a physician within 24 hours of arrival at a 24-hour facility. If the physician finds that the respondent is mentally ill and is dangerous to self, as defined by G.S. 122C-3(11)a., or others, as defined by G.S. 122C-3(11)b., the physician shall hold the respondent at the facility pending the district court hearing. “Called member to discuss this information with no answer and left a message. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/18/21- Called member mother and she I discussed the admission information with her. The hospital states, “for any patient needing to be involuntarily committed, an affidavit and first examination report must be completed by the physician or eligible commitment examiner (LCSW, LCAS, LPC, PA & NP) that is petitioning for the patient to be involuntarily committed. Once the involuntary commitment paperwork is signed by the notary or magistrate, the patient is then considered involuntarily committed. The patient was assessed at the time of admission on 04/28/2021 and determined to meet criteria for inpatient treatment. Consent for treatment services was signed by the patient’s mother on 04/28/2021. Brynn Marr Policy follows NC Statute 122C-266 in regards to inpatient commitment; second examination and treatment pending hearing. This statute states that the respondent shall be examined by a physician within 24 hours of arrival at a 24-hour facility. If the physician finds that the respondent is mentally ill and is dangerous to self, as defined by G.S. 122C-3(11) a., or others, as defined by G.S. 122C-3(11) b., the physician shall hold the respondent at the facility pending the district court hearing.” The member mother was adamant that someone told her that they always just admit the person either way. I let her know that we do track these grievances for patterns and if a pattern we will investigate through our compliance department further. I let her know I would be sending her a resolution letter in mail and closing this as tracking since provider states that they follow proper protocols per legal statues. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		20

		11770		Kim Ware		04/28/2021		cole		nikeya		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Crisis - Inpatient				Mental Health Only				SBH-Wilmington, LLC dba Carolina Dunes Behavioral Health		1		'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Durham		0		1		In-State		PRTF		1		0		Facility allots 15 minutes for all treatment team meetings. When Liaison is called late for any meeting, meeting still ends at the scheduled 15-min mark (e.g. meeting scheduled at 9:00, liaison called at 9:07, meeting still ends at 9:15).  Facility will double-book meetings and when asked if there is any flexibility, typically therapists indicate they can email updates; liaison has requested missed meeting updates from one therapist multiple times without receiving them, or meeting notes are sent well past the time the meeting took place. Due to the 15 minutes allotted for team meetings, PRTF liaison (and school-based liaison) often feel rushed by staff to get through the meeting, so documentation is often fragmented. 
When a member's step-down plan is a Level III group home or TFC, if facility is unable to immediately identify placement, they will often discharge home with enhanced services despite the step-down plan previously agreed upon by Team, including guardian.  
Members at this facility on occasion have discharged without facility notifying liaison. 
Two members discharged from this facility and within 2-3 months, readmitted.  Both guardians in this case cite facility did not adequately prepare member(s) for discharge and/or should have given adequate time to identify a step-down placement. 
Another member discharged in early April, and guardian informed Liaison member was d/c after continuously endorsing A/V hallucinations, SI and SIB.  Guardian informed Liaison she advocated for continued stay and was informed by therapist member demonstrated enough progress to d/c. Therapist advised Liaison a referral for IIHS was made on 3/15 and provider (Hope Services) advised they had no record of it; thus, member was not connected to mental health services for a couple of weeks post d/c.  It is noted member receives partial-hospitalization, will be transitioned to IIHS, and guardian's desire is to seek PRTF LOC again.For the most part, if Liaison is double booked with meetings at this facility, therapists usually email updates the same day or a day later.  One therapist at the facility consistently fails to send updates.  This writer has yet to receive meeting updates for a meeting that took place on 3/30/21, which therapist advised on multiple occasions she would send.  Latest correspondence from therapist regarding meeting was on 4/27/21: "I need to update minor areas and will send by the end of day." No permission to use name.		CORRECTIONS: UNCHECKED ANONYMOUS; ENTERED YES FOR MEDICAID BASED ON AGENCY CONTRACT; ENTERED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO; ENTERED LICENSURE; ENTERED SERVICE TYPE; IS RESIDENTIAL AN ISSUE CHANGED FROM NO TO YES; ENTERED IN STATE; ENTERED PRTF		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8177		05/11/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		*no pt id given
5/4/21 This writer made all and spoke with internal complainant. This writer inquired regarding pt id. No pt id given at this time. This writer explained the internal concern process and forwarded information regarding entry to provide technical assistance. The complainant indicated no use of her name when discussing the matter in that she has to work with the agency and attempts to build rapport with the social workers and staff, although realizes they may “guess” who filed. She reports that it is extremely difficult to get all needed information within the 15 minutes allotted. She reports that there are multiple missed meetings due to double booked meetings. She reports some but not all therapists do not provide updates in a timely manner and have to be asked multiple times. She reports that these rushed meetings cause fragmented documentation. This writer explained the role of QM and next steps to include contacting the agency and requiring an  internal review. This writer further explained that the matter will be tracked and monitored for potential trends which may require further action in the future.
5/6/21 This writer made call and spoke with the agency’s new Director of Quality and Risk Management, Derek Johnson x4004. This is his 4th day on the job. This writer made him aware of the concern. This writer has requested an internal review of the matter and feedback submission to include actions taken or o be taken to address the concerns. Per his report, he plans to follow up with both the Clinical Director and Medical Director regarding the concerns and review of current process. Per discussion this writer emailed the information directly to derek.johnson@strategicbh.com. This writer has explained that the matter will be tracked for potential trends by the QM department in the event that similar concerns are submitted regarding the agency. This writer consulted with Incident & Grievance Mgr, T Parker regarding the matter. He recommended being mindful when discussing the matter in that AH only has single case agreements with the provider. Per case consult the matter appears to be a matter to be tracked after notifying the provider.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/11/21 Based on contact with agency and agency plans to review and follow up, case to be closed and tracked. Any subsequent correspondence received from the agency to be noted in follow up. Resolution to be emailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		13

		11771		Kim Ware		04/28/2021		GRAY		KENDRA		Consumer		Grievance		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Psychiatric Services				Multi-Disability		Adult		Carolina Psychiatry P.C.		1		744970 - GRAY, KENDRA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		[CID: 575598] Reporting concerns around Carolina Psychiatry's billing practices.  Reports having a primary insurance and Medicaid, has had Medicaid since 11/01/2019.  Has been charged a co-pay with each visit.  Has made the following payments: 4/23/19 $25, 3/26/19 $20, 1/29/20 $25- 'co-payment for 1/29', 3/6/20 $25, 4/3/20 $59, 6/5/20 $66, 7/7/20 $50, 7/23/20 $50, 8/24/20 $40, 10/16/20 $45, 11/17/20 $50, 12/14/20 $95, reports that there may be more transactions than this and she is going to request another transaction list from provider.  Caller has a meeting with provider tomorrow to discuss all these transactions.--R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC		CORRECTIONS:DISABILITY CHANGED FROM MH ONLY TO MULTI		other		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8155		05/05/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		[CID: 575598] Reporting concerns around Carolina Psychiatry's billing practices.  Reports having a primary insurance and Medicaid, has had Medicaid since 11/01/2019.  Has been charged a co-pay with each visit.  Has made the following payments: 4/23/19 $25, 3/26/19 $20, 1/29/20 $25- 'co-payment for 1/29', 3/6/20 $25, 4/3/20 $59, 6/5/20 $66, 7/7/20 $50, 7/23/20 $50, 8/24/20 $40, 10/16/20 $45, 11/17/20 $50, 12/14/20 $95, reports that there may be more transactions than this and she is going to request another transaction list from provider.  Caller has a meeting with provider tomorrow to discuss all these transactions.--R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC
KENDRA GRAY   ID: 744970   (DOB: 3/23/1992)
5/4/21 Call to complainant; 910-5518015; left vm message.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/5/21 This writer received notification from T Held, AH Special Investigation Supervisor, that SIU will be handling this case and plan to reach out for an interview with the complainant. Ack/Res to be mailed to complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		undetermined-referred to SIU		1		1		0		7

		11773		Kristie White		04/29/2021		Milligan		Lisa		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Psychosocial Rehab				Multi-Disability		Adult		Southeastern Healthcare of North Carolina, Inc.		1		257525 - BURNETT, RESHA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Onslow		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		This provider appears to be manipulating the LOCUS score for the purpose of meeting entrance level of care. LOCUS scores are used to place members in the most appropriate level of care. This provider submitted two different LOCUS scores, completed on the same day, by the same staff member: documenting LOCUS III for entrance into Psychosocial Rehabilitation and LOCUS II for entrance into Peer Support Service. There also seems to be a pattern of requesting both PSR and PSS for this provider's members. While there is no service exclusion between the two services, the services are highly duplicative thus, approval of both is the exception, not the rule.		Corrected internal complainant information./Corrected to Multi-Disability type		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8145		05/24/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Resha Burnett Patient ID: 257525 DOB: 04/23/1973
This provider appears to be manipulating the LOCUS score for the purpose of meeting entrance level of care. LOCUS scores are used to place members in the most appropriate level of care. This provider submitted two different LOCUS scores, completed on the same day, by the same staff member: documenting LOCUS III for entrance into Psychosocial Rehabilitation and LOCUS II for entrance into Peer Support Service. There also seems to be a pattern of requesting both PSR and PSS for this provider's members. While there is no service exclusion between the two services, the services are highly duplicative thus, approval of both is the exception, not the rule.
04/29/21-Internal- against-Southeastern Healthcare-pattern of requesting both PSR and PSS for members. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/30/21-Since accusation of fraudulent billing sending to SIU for case consult. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/5/21-Sent to SIU and per SIU unless this is a trend then we should just reach out to provider and see what their response is. Sending acknowledgment letter to internal complainant and reached out to Southeastern Healthcare spoke to Joyce Harper at 919-987-2798 about this internal and sent her concern element email to jharper@sehcnc.com to be returned to me by 05/12/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/11/21-Received a call from Southeastern Healthcare spoke to Veronica Murphy about this internal and sent her concern element email sent to wrong person. I resent to her attention at vmurphy@sehcnc.com to be returned to me by 05/12/21. She stated JHarper is no longer with the agency. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/24/21-Per response from PSR Program Director and PSS Director of Southeaster Healthcare. Per provider,” spoke with Qualified Professional concerning LOCUS completion for two different services on the same day, as the QP was unaware that this could not be done. Southeastern Healthcare has and will continue to request PSS services for specific consumers who qualify for PSR and PSS services and will differentiate and demonstrate why the consumer(s) could benefit from both services. There are some PSR consumers who benefit from both services and are making improved progress towards independent living. We at Southeastern Healthcare of NC, Inc. are very much aware that approval of both services are the exception not the rule which is why only specific consumers who will benefit from both services are currently being submitted for PSS. We currently have over 100 people on roster for PSR and we are not submitting or requesting PSS services for all of our clients.” Response from this provider adequately explains the reason this does happen and acknowledges it is very rare but benefits consumers. Closing concern as tracking and sending internal complainant resolution email. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		25

		11774		Hillary Vandewart		04/29/2021		Wilkie		Jessica		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Alexander Youth Network		1		649770 - CRUM, EMMA		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		1		In-State		PRTF		0		1		This writer received a call from individual's mother, Amy Crum 919-749-8965, informing that she received a call yesterday from her daughter informing that she has tested positive or chlamydia after experiencing some issues and going to the OB/GYN. Amy reported that individual told her that on the last morning of her stay at Alexander Youth Network PRTF in Greensboro (formerly Youth Focus) on 2/22/2021, individual's female roommate woke her up at 5am and told individual that a male peer went out on a home visit and came back with a vape tube and asked individual if she wanted to go vape with roommate and the male peer in the bathroom. Per Amy, individual informed that they were all vaping in the bathroom and the other individual noted in this grievance asked individual for "payment" by engaging in intercourse. Individual told Amy that she said no initially because the other female peer and the male peer had been having sex in that bathroom for sometime before this specific incident and individual did not feel comfortable doing that. Individual told Amy that the female peer and male Alliance consumer pressured individual until she agreed to have sexual intercourse with the male peer. Individual is now positive for the STD and is concerned about the other two individual's involved. Mom is contacting DHSR, Joint Commission, Alliance, and CPS. The concern is that there is potential situation where 3 children were able to leave their rooms at 5am to join up in a bathroom, use a vaping tool, and have sex without any staff supervision or checks. Also, there is concern that this is something that has been happening in the facility for some time between the female roommate and the male Alliance peer. Individual is now in a different PRTF, but this was happening at AYN prior to her transfer. Individual was also 13 at the time of the incident and the male peer is over the age of 16.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Provider to Alexander Youth Network		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8212		05/25/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		This writer received a call from individual's mother, Amy Crum 919-749-8965, informing that she received a call yesterday from her daughter informing that she has tested positive or chlamydia after experiencing some issues and going to the OB/GYN. Amy reported that individual told her that on the last morning of her stay at Alexander Youth Network PRTF in Greensboro (formerly Youth Focus) on 2/22/2021, individual's female roommate woke her up at 5am and told individual that a male peer went out on a home visit and came back with a vape tube and asked individual if she wanted to go vape with roommate and the male peer in the bathroom. Per Amy, individual informed that they were all vaping in the bathroom and the other individual noted in this grievance asked individual for "payment" by engaging in intercourse. Individual told Amy that she said no initially because the other female peer and the male peer had been having sex in that bathroom for some time before this specific incident and individual did not feel comfortable doing that. Individual told Amy that the female peer and male Alliance consumer pressured individual until she agreed to have sexual intercourse with the male peer. Individual is now positive for the STD and is concerned about the other two individual's involved. Mom is contacting DHSR, Joint Commission, Alliance, and CPS. The concern is that there is potential situation where 3 children were able to leave their rooms at 5am to join up in a bathroom, use a vaping tool, and have sex without any staff supervision or checks. Also, there is concern that this is something that has been happening in the facility for some time between the female roommate and the male Alliance peer. Individual is now in a different PRTF, but this was happening at AYN prior to her transfer. Individual was also 13 at the time of the incident and the male peer is over the age of 16.
[PT: Emma Crum				DOB: 3/2/07				ID: 649770]
5/5/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
5/14/21
This writer confirmed that incident report was completed by provider:
Client's mom informed staff that Emma had tested positive for chlamydia. Upon receiving this positive test result Emma informed her therapist that she had sex with another client the morning she left (2/22) around 5 am. Her mother reported that Emma reported that her and another peer snuck down to his room to use his vape to get high, as a form of “payment” she then had sex with him. It was reported that she said yes although felt pressured. This was what was reported by Amy Crum that her daughter reported to her during a call with her therapist. 4/30/21 At 9:06 am, Guilford DSS was called and a report was made. All information was given and it will be passed to determine if it will be investigated. DHSR will also be made aware from DSS and can investigate as well. Contacted IT (9:11 am via text) to make sure cameras went that that far. As of 1:15 pm on 4/30 nothing has been found on the cameras and mom was called to ask if that date was right.
This writer reached out to QA Analyst (Incidents), Jessica Killette to request documentation related to incident report. 
This writer received Incident Report from Jessica, however, no other documentation was available due to Alliance not being home MCO. Incident Report confirmed that appropriate reports had been made to Guilford County DSS as well as DHSR and Joint Commission.
This writer then reached out to Buddy Plummer, VP Performance Improvement, via email to share concern details and requested a response no later than 5/21. He responded that they were currently reviewing the incident and finalizing their response and that he would send next week.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/20/21
This writer received written report from Mr. Plummer.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
5/25/21
This writer finalized review of report which can be summarized below:
•	Internal investigation occurred 4/29/21.
•	On 5/12/21, an internal panel review was conducted after gaining further information.
•	Interviews were conducted with on duty staff and the one client still in the program who was alleged to have been involved.
•	Video review also occurred to provide supportive information.
•	Female member who is currently still enrolled in the program has denied any sexual encounters occurred.
•	Video review reflects that Emma and the male entered the female member’s bedroom (no cameras are in the bedrooms). Unclear what occurred in the bedroom. 
•	A vape was not observed during the video review (however he was holding a Cheetos bag when he entered).
•	Prior to this incident, there were concerns that the male member had a visitor who gave him cigarettes which he smuggled in through his hair. 
•	As a result, ongoing wand searches occurred to prevent contraband.
•	Internal panel review identified concerns with supervision by third shift staff—particularly concerns of staff sleeping while on the 3rd shift. The staff involved in the incident with Emma has received corrective actions.
•	Additionally, the below action steps are being implemented to prevent this type of issue from occurring in the future:
o	Door chimes are being added to each member’s bedroom door to alert staff if/when member’s leave their bedroom which requires staff acknowledgement to silence.  
o	Planning has begun to add a 3rd shift monitor to support PRTF staff nightly throughout their shift and updating the check-in process by using a barcode scanning system to ensure nightly bed checks are completed as expected. 
o	Additionally, procedures have been adjusted to ensure staff are assigned positions while on the unit during 3rd shift. 
o	Nursing staff are also conducting 30 minute checks on the unit to assist if any staff require a break from their assigned location.
o	Random video reviews are also conducted by the Executive Director as needed.
Based on review of incident report as well as provider’s review/response/action steps, it appears that the appropriate entities have been notified and the provider is initiating corrective action in order to prevent this type of issue from reoccurring.
Based on this, this writer composed and sent resolution email to internal complainant. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Confirmed--Provider initiated corrective actions		1		1		0		26

		11775		Kristie White		04/29/2021		Nara		Brent		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		The Loving Home Incorporated		1		277705 - BURGESS, CRYSTAL		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Cumberland		0		1		In-State		Level III		1		1		Service Consultant made attempts on 4/1/21 and 4/22/21 to request the following documentation needed this month for quarterly monitoring. The following is needed for this month:
•	Crystal Burgess : Quarterly progress notes for 1/1/21-3/31/21
•	Crystal Burgess: Signed short range goals effective 1/1/21
•	Becky Shaw: Quarterly progress notes for 1/1/21-3/31/21
•	Sherman Weatherspoon: Quarterly progress notes for 1/1/21-3/31/21
This is in addition to documentation needed from last month (see below, copied from last month’s concern), which Service Consultant also included in this month’s requests in the hopes that the provider would respond to the overdue requests.
Service Consultant made attempts on 3/8/21 and 3/22/21 to request quarterly progress notes for Teresa Banks, Huey Brooks, Megan Killman and Jennifer Lockamy for the dates 12/1/20-2/28/21 needed in order to complete quarterly monitoring assessments. Service Consultant is also still waiting on documentation which was requested for twice last month, including a quarterly progress note for Terry Horne for the dates 11/1/20-1/31/20, a quarterly progress note for Jennifer Burkett for the dates 11/1/20-1/31/20, and signed short range goals for Jennifer Burkett (effective 11/1/20). In Service Consultant's emails this month (3/8 and 3/22), Service Consultant reminded QPs of these overdue requests. Requests were made to Vincent Williams, QP at The Loving Home (vwilliams.tlhnc@yahoo.com) and Beverly Curtis, QP at The Loving Home (thelovinghome@aol.com).
In addition to failure to provider service documentation, Service Consultant observed in reviewing claims for member Sherman Weatherspoon that there has been under- and over-utilization of services, and attempted to bring this to the provider’s attention, but has received no response. In claims review, Service Consultant observed that Sherman received 34.75 hours per week of Community Living and Supports, and is approved for 25 hours per week. Claims were not entered this quarter for Community Networking and Supported Employment services. SC brought this to QPs' attention in the email attempts this month so that over/underutilization may be addressed.
Finally, Service Consultant was contacted by Care Navigator Dante Murphy and informed that Specialized Consultative Services provider Dr. Geertina Ellis has also not been able to get a response from Mr. Williams and Ms. Curtis. She needs behavioral data for Teresa Banks in order to be able to update her behavior support plan. I told Dante that I would follow up on Dr. Ellis’s behalf.		No documentation has been sent since previous month’s internal concern was filed. Non-compliance with monitoring requirements continues to be an issue with this provider.
05/18/21-Correted to Administrative Issues. KM Appeals Coordinator		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8167		05/07/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Service Consultant made attempts on 4/1/21 and 4/22/21 to request the following documentation needed this month for quarterly monitoring. The following is needed for this month: • Crystal Burgess : Quarterly progress notes for 1/1/21-3/31/21 • Crystal Burgess: Signed short range goals effective 1/1/21 • Becky Shaw: Quarterly progress notes for 1/1/21-3/31/21 • Sherman Weatherspoon: Quarterly progress notes for 1/1/21-3/31/21 This is in addition to documentation needed from last month (see below, copied from last month’s concern), which Service Consultant also included in this month’s requests in the hopes that the provider would respond to the overdue requests. Service Consultant made attempts on 3/8/21 and 3/22/21 to request quarterly progress notes for Teresa Banks, Huey Brooks, Megan Killman and Jennifer Lockamy for the dates 12/1/20-2/28/21 needed in order to complete quarterly monitoring assessments. Service Consultant is also still waiting on documentation which was requested for twice last month, including a quarterly progress note for Terry Horne for the dates 11/1/20-1/31/20, a quarterly progress note for Jennifer Burkett for the dates 11/1/20-1/31/20, and signed short range goals for Jennifer Burkett (effective 11/1/20). In Service Consultant's emails this month (3/8 and 3/22), Service Consultant reminded QPs of these overdue requests. Requests were made to Vincent Williams, QP at The Loving Home (vwilliams.tlhnc@yahoo.com) and Beverly Curtis, QP at The Loving Home (thelovinghome@aol.com). In addition to failure to provider service documentation, Service Consultant observed in reviewing claims for member Sherman Weatherspoon that there has been under- and over-utilization of services, and attempted to bring this to the provider’s attention, but has received no response. In claims review, Service Consultant observed that Sherman received 34.75 hours per week of Community Living and Supports, and is approved for 25 hours per week. Claims were not entered this quarter for Community Networking and Supported Employment services. SC brought this to QPs' attention in the email attempts this month so that over/underutilization may be addressed. Finally, Service Consultant was contacted by Care Navigator Dante Murphy and informed that Specialized Consultative Services provider Dr. Geertina Ellis has also not been able to get a response from Mr. Williams and Ms. Curtis. She needs behavioral data for Teresa Banks in order to be able to update her behavior support plan. I told Dante that I would follow up on Dr. Ellis’s behalf. No documentation has been sent since previous month’s internal concern was filed. Non-compliance with monitoring requirements continues to be an issue with this provider
 
04/29/21-Internal- The Loving Home Incorporated- not submitting requested documentation. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/30/21-Sending for case consult from SIU-THeld due to claims issues of over/underutilization. Also reached to internal complainant about if Provider Network Department is involved and he stated yes but BYoung could not get anyone to respond at the provider agency. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/07/21-This writer composed and sent acknowledgement/resolution email to internal complainant. This writer reached out to Vincent Williams, Clinical Director at The Loving Home, to share concerns and request a written response by 05/14/21. This writer encouraged the provider to complete an internal audit. This writer will resolve concern based on notifying provider of concerns and will continue tracking moving forward. Any further updates received from provider will be included in concern follow-up. Thanks Kristie for all your help with the issues I’ve been having with The Loving Home. Per internal complainant , " called Vincent Williams today, and we talked on the phone about my outstanding documentation requests.Mr. Williams said he will be working today on getting some of these overdue quarterly progress updates to me."KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		8

		11776		Kim Ware		04/29/2021		Smith		Candice		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Service Coordination between providers		Crisis - Inpatient				Multi-Disability		Adult		Holly Hill Hospital, LLC		1		276859 - KRAKOWSKI, JOSEPH		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Member was hospitalized at HHH. HL notified HHH staff of connection to Easter Seals ACTT, and ACTT of member's HHH inpatient stay. Member discharged on 4/28/2021 with an aftercare plan to follow up with Monarch. I inquired to the SW about this and she reported that she "accidently" wrote Monarch. Monarch is extremely overused for discharge planning and this documentation error could cause an issue with continuity of care.		CORRECTIONS: ENTERED PT ID; AGAINST CHANGED FROM OTHER TO PROVIDER; licensure entered dhsr; DISABILITY CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO MULTI		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8149		05/03/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member was hospitalized at HHH. HL notified HHH staff of connection to Easter Seals ACTT, and ACTT of member's HHH inpatient stay. Member discharged on 4/28/2021 with an aftercare plan to follow up with Monarch. I inquired to the SW about this and she reported that she "accidently" wrote Monarch. Monarch is extremely overused for discharge planning and this documentation error could cause an issue with continuity of care. 
JOSEPH KRAKOWSKI  ID: 276859   (DOB: 8/23/1983)
*please note duplicative nature, different members #11728 and 11778
4/29/21 This writer made call and spoke with internal complainant, hospital liaison Candice Smith. This writer explained the role of QM and next steps regarding her concerns. This writer explained that due to the duplicative nature of multiple concerns submitted by complainant, the cases will be linked and tracked. This writer explained that the agency’s Risk Mgr has been contacted and required to submit and internal review to include actions taken to address the concerns and changes made to avoid the occurrence in the future. This writer explained that based on date of submission the provider’s internal review is still in progress noting that they have not had the opportunity to take corrective actions prior to her submitting other concerns. This writer staffed case with Incident & Grievance Mgr, T Parker regarding the duplicity. This writer is to proceed as planned with the agency submitting systemic changes to avoid the occurrence in the future. This writer plans to notify the assigned AH PND Specialist.
5/3/21 This writer notified HHH Risk Mgr, Marcy Cortez of the duplicity of concerns. This writer has requested that this case be included in submission of actions taken for previous case (11728). This writer explained that the matter is being tracked by the QM department. Ack/Res emailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time. Any subsequent correspondence received from provider to be noted I follow up(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		4

		11777		Hillary Vandewart		04/29/2021		CRUM		Amy		Guardian		Grievance		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Alexander Youth Network		1		649770 - CRUM, EMMA		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		1		In-State		PRTF		0		1		Member was participating in treatment at facility at which time during the night Feb 22, 2021, she was awoken by other participants who she used a vapor pen with and participated in sexual activities, resulting in an STD. Member was moved to new facility on Feb 22 to new facility in SC. Member did not have proper supervisor while in this facility. Care Coordinator, Jessica Wilkie, who encouraged mom to file grievance.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Service Type to Residential and Residential to PRTF		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8159		05/26/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member was participating in treatment at facility at which time during the night Feb 22, 2021, she was awoken by other participants who she used a vapor pen with and participated in sexual activities, resulting in an STD. Member was moved to new facility on Feb 22 to new facility in SC. Member did not have proper supervision while in this facility. Care Coordinator, Jessica Wilkie, who encouraged mom to file grievance.
[PT: Emma Crum				DOB: 3/2/07				ID: 649770]
5/5/21
This writer contacted complainant, Amy Crum, to discuss grievance. She provided some additional information that had come to light since filing the grievance. She stated that she had been in contact with the ED (Megan) who stated that the video tapes were reviewed and they weren’t able to see anything on the camera showing that members were able to get up and go to bathroom. She inquired as to whether or not there was a chance the date/time had been mixed up. Both guardian and therapist at new PRTF asked Emma and she stated emphatically that she knew it was this date because it was the day she was moving. She reported that after the incident, her roommate helped her pack her bags.
Emma also reported that she knew that Dyquan had sexually assaulted another girl who ended up at a hospital and was transferred. Megan (ED) told Amy that they had “suspicions” about him but could never catch him and could never get any of the other girls to report. She stated that, as a mother to a child who was assaulted, she was not pleased to hear this. She emphasized that, despite the fact that Emma was not held against her will, she never should have been able to be unsupervised in the bathroom for that amount of time. 
This writer thanked her for the information and confirmed her mailing address. This writer shared with her the grievance resolution process and told her that I would be in touch.
This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement letter.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/14/21
This writer confirmed that incident report was completed by provider:
Client's mom informed staff that Emma had tested positive for chlamydia. Upon receiving this positive test result Emma informed her therapist that she had sex with another client the morning she left (2/22) around 5 am. Her mother reported that Emma reported that her and another peer snuck down to his room to use his vape to get high, as a form of “payment” she then had sex with him. It was reported that she said yes although felt pressured. This was what was reported by Amy Crum that her daughter reported to her during a call with her therapist. 4/30/21 At 9:06 am, Guilford DSS was called and a report was made. All information was given and it will be passed to determine if it will be investigated. DHSR will also be made aware from DSS and can investigate as well. Contacted IT (9:11 am via text) to make sure cameras went that that far. As of 1:15 pm on 4/30 nothing has been found on the cameras and mom was called to ask if that date was right.
This writer reached out to QA Analyst (Incidents), Jessica Killette to request documentation related to incident report. 
This writer received Incident Report from Jessica, however, no other documentation was available due to Alliance not being home MCO. Incident Report confirmed that appropriate reports had been made to Guilford County DSS as well as DHSR and Joint Commission.
This writer then reached out to Buddy Plummer, VP Performance Improvement, via email to share concern details and requested a response no later than 5/21. He responded that they were currently reviewing the incident and finalizing their response and that he would send next week.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/20/21
This writer received written report from Mr. Plummer.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
5/25/21
This writer finalized review of report which can be summarized below:
•	Internal investigation occurred 4/29/21.
•	On 5/12/21, an internal panel review was conducted after gaining further information.
•	Interviews were conducted with on duty staff and the one client still in the program who was alleged to have been involved.
•	Video review also occurred to provide supportive information.
•	Female member who is currently still enrolled in the program has denied any sexual encounters occurred.
•	Video review reflects that Emma and the male entered the female member’s bedroom (no cameras are in the bedrooms). Unclear what occurred in the bedroom. 
•	A vape was not observed during the video review (however he was holding a Cheetos bag when he entered).
•	Prior to this incident, there were concerns that the male member had a visitor who gave him cigarettes which he smuggled in through his hair. 
•	As a result, ongoing wand searches occurred to prevent contraband.
•	Internal panel review identified concerns with supervision by third shift staff—particularly concerns of staff sleeping while on the 3rd shift. The staff involved in the incident with Emma has received corrective actions.
•	Additionally, the below action steps are being implemented to prevent this type of issue from occurring in the future:
o	Door chimes are being added to each member’s bedroom door to alert staff if/when member’s leave their bedroom which requires staff acknowledgement to silence.  
o	Planning has begun to add a 3rd shift monitor to support PRTF staff nightly throughout their shift and updating the check-in process by using a barcode scanning system to ensure nightly bed checks are completed as expected. 
o	Additionally, procedures have been adjusted to ensure staff are assigned positions while on the unit during 3rd shift. 
o	Nursing staff are also conducting 30 minute checks on the unit to assist if any staff require a break from their assigned location.
o	Random video reviews are also conducted by the Executive Director as needed.
This writer contacted Ms. Crum and discussed provider’s response with her. She asked whether or not this writer was aware how many staff were on shift that evening. This writer shared that I did not. She stated that the reason she asks is because she learned that in November, this provider was cited for not having enough staff. There were only 2-3, and should have been minimum 4. She stated that, had they heeded that warning in November, she feels this might have been prevented (Emma reported to mom that there were only 2 staff on shift that evening). 
She shared with this writer that DHSR’s report was supposed to be finalized by Thurs/Fri and would hopefully shed light on this. This writer agreed and stated that we would continue to monitor to ensure that this type of issue does not reoccur.
This writer then located DHSR Plan of Correction from 11/4/21 (https://info.ncdhhs.gov/dhsr/mhlcs/sods/2020/20201110-971047.pdf) which confirmed that provider had been cited for only having 2 staff on 3rd shift when they should have had 4 minimum. 
This writer then reached out to Mr. Plummer to ask him to confirm whether the appropriate number of direct care staff were on shift on the morning of the incident, and if not, if this was something that would be addressed in the corrective actions. This writer foresees that this information will also be available in forthcoming DHSR report. This writer will update grievance portal with follow-up from Mr. Plummer and DHSR results letter. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/26/21
This writer composed and sent resolution letter. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Confirmed--Provider initiated corrective action		1		1		0		27

		11778		Kim Ware		04/29/2021		SMITH		CANDICE		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Service Coordination between providers		Crisis - Inpatient				Multi-Disability		Adult		Holly Hill Hospital, LLC		0		747216 - Hendricks, Brandon		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Member was admitted to HHH. HL notified HHH of member's connection with NCRSS for SAIOP. Notification was confirmed as received by the social worker and the discharge planner. Member discharged to follow up with Monarch, without notes of if member was going to continue with NCRSS. Monarch is overused as a discharge plan at HHH.		CORRECTIONS: ENTERED PT ID; CHANGED DISABILITY FROM UNKNOWN TO MULTI ; CHANGED AGE GROUP FROM UNKNOWN TO ADULT; AGAINST CHANGED FROM OTHER TO PROVIDER; LICENSURE ENTERED DHSR		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8150		05/03/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member was admitted to HHH. HL notified HHH of member's connection with NCRSS for SAIOP. Notification was confirmed as received by the social worker and the discharge planner. Member discharged to follow up with Monarch, without notes of if member was going to continue with NCRSS. Monarch is overused as a discharge plan at HHH. 
BRANDON HENDRICKS  ID: 747216  (DOB: 11/3/1983)
4/23/21 Acknowledgment emailed to internal complainant. Response received form Ms. Smith indicates the following: Hi Kim! 
Re: Concern 11728
I heard back from the SW after submitting the grievance, and she reported that the member had declined all appointments/referrals. I still think it’s best practice to include the enhanced providers or at least notify me, but I did want to provide you with that update.

Thank you!

4/29/21 This writer made call and spoke with internal complainant, hospital liaison Candice Smith. This writer explained the role of QM and next steps regarding her concerns. This writer explained that due to the duplicative nature of multiple concerns submitted by complainant, the cases will be linked and tracked. This writer explained that the agency’s Risk Mgr has been contacted and required to submit and internal review to include actions taken to address the concerns and changes made to avoid the occurrence in the future. This writer explained that based on date of submission the provider’s internal review is still in progress noting that they have not had the opportunity to take corrective actions prior to her submitting other concerns. This writer staffed case with Incident & Grievance Mgr, T Parker regarding the duplicity. This writer is to proceed as planned with the agency submitting systemic changes to avoid the occurrence in the future. This writer plans to notify the assigned AH PND Specialist.
5/3/21 This writer notified HHH Risk Mgr, Marcy Cortez of the duplicity of concerns. This writer has requested that this case be included in submission of actions taken for previous cases (11728/11776). This writer explained that the matter is being tracked by the QM department. Res emailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time. Any subsequent correspondence received from provider to be noted in follow up.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		4

		11779		Kristie White		04/29/2021		Thompson		Rashanya		Family Member		External Stakeholder Concern		Quality of Services		Assertive Community Tx Team				Mental Health Only		Adult		Easter Seals UCP North Carolina & Virginia, Inc.		1		509111 - Thompson, Nikki		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Caller reports concerns related to member well-being and lack of engagement by the ACTT team.  Caller is member’s mother (not LG).  Caller reports member was evicted from apartment due to ACTT not submitting paperwork in a timely manner.  Caller reports information was obtained from rental office staff and this occurred approximately 2 months ago.  Member is currently pregnant and currently incarcerated; upon release she has no where to go.  Member is to be released tomorrow; April 30th.  Caller communicated with ACTT (Vanessa Hodge and a person named Matt) to inquire as to members living arrangements upon release and ongoing services as she has not been receiving prior to incarceration. Provider unwilling to provide any additional information to caller due to not having a ROI on file.  
Caller reports engaging staff to have ROI signed; willing to pick up and take to jail for signature.  Provider only willing to fax document to jail facility.  Caller has been in contact with Maria at jail to ensure arrival of fax.  Recently informed in receipt of fax; but still no signature.  Caller reports an understanding of members role in eviction; but continued to express concerns related to ACTT services as due to their lack of engagement with member; small issues and/or concerns were never addressed and their inability or lack of intervention to assist member ultimately resulted in her eviction.		CORRECTIONS: TYPE CHANGED FROM GRIEVANCE TO EXTERNAL STAKEHOLDER/Changed to Mental Health Only.		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8165		05/25/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Nikki Thompson Patient ID: 509111 DOB: 07/12/1997
Caller reports concerns related to member well-being and lack of engagement by the ACTT team. Caller is member’s mother (not LG). Caller reports member was evicted from apartment due to ACTT not submitting paperwork in a timely manner. Caller reports information was obtained from rental office staff and this occurred approximately 2 months ago. Member is currently pregnant and currently incarcerated; upon release she has nowhere to go. Member is to be released tomorrow; April 30th. Caller communicated with ACTT (Vanessa Hodge and a person named Matt) to inquire as to members living arrangements upon release and ongoing services as she has not been receiving prior to incarceration. Provider unwilling to provide any additional information to caller due to not having a ROI on file. Caller reports engaging staff to have ROI signed; willing to pick up and take to jail for signature. Provider only willing to fax document to jail facility. Caller has been in contact with Maria at jail to ensure arrival of fax. Recently informed in receipt of fax; but still no signature. Caller reports an understanding of members role in eviction; but continued to express concerns related to ACTT services as due to their lack of engagement with member; small issues and/or concerns were never addressed and their inability or lack of intervention to assist member ultimately resulted in her eviction.
04/29/21-External stakeholder concern- against ESUCP- lack of engagement of ACT Team. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/06/21-Reached out to Access clinician who took call Yvonne James to get the mother’s name and number for this external grievance. Found out her name was Rashanya Thompson and called her at 919-791-7151 to get additional information and address to send the grievance acknowledgment letter. Explained to mother that if she is not legal guardian it will be limited information I can give her. I asked them about the housing issue. The main work she got evicted her paper work was not submitted in a timely manner. EasterSeals ACTT Team is saying that the could not find Nikki in order to complete the paper. They do not check on her daughter as they should or do a well check up on her and if she does not come to the door rather than ask management team to unlock her door and they do not and the crisis person is very disrespectful to me and they hung up on her (Shelda). Sending acknowledgment letter to member mother and reached to EasterSeals Phyllis Elliott about this grievance and emailed her concern element email to be returned to me by 05/13/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/13/21-Per Jive on 05/6/21 , Aimee Izawai from TCLI spoke to , "Member called today and notified that she has been released from jail.  She was separated from her housing in March of 2021 due to lease violations but is interested now in looking for new housing.  She is currently living with her mother and would like to live with her mom, her mom's daughter, and another baby that is either on the way or is very young.  A short discussion transpired on the rehousing process.  Nikki switched between differnt topics and questions quickly so it was hard to answer her questions.  She is still linked to Easter Seals ACT in Wake County.  An email was made to Lucy Wachira ACTT Team lead to let her know that Nikki is interested in connecting with the housing specialist on the team.  Nikki also asked for contact information for her mother so an email was also sent to her mom at  queenzyni2016@gmail.com so she would have the information she requested.  Nikki's number is 919-247-7920." KM Appeals Coordinator
05/25/21-See open grievance #11783 about housing/check issue also. Received response from EasterSeals sent ACTT notes and Psych Notes. Calling member at 919-791-7151 about this response and spoke to Rashanya Thompson. She was still upset about EasterSeals services informed her they can call the Access line to see if they can get another provider or get a referral from EasterSeals. Also, let her know to let her know this per the notes they spoke with TCLI Team Lead on 5/12/21 and Nikki would receive her TCLI voucher once Niki and her mother  get approved for an apartment. When this happens TJ Team Leader will send appropriate documents to staff and Niki is responsible for all moving costs. Other notes state about a possible check that she is stating EasterSeals has and Nikki had several crisis calls and was accusing Shelda a of stealing a check. They informed Nikki of the purpose of the crisis phone. Per the information in the notes the ACTT team has helped member in the right direction for Housing services and also the crisis line information states she was redirected on not calling the crisis line for other things other than a crisis. Closing this concern as tracking and sending resolution grievance letter to member. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		26

		11780		Kim Ware		04/29/2021		WILLOUGHBY		JENNIFER		Guardian		Grievance		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Crisis - Inpatient				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Keystone WSNC, LLC dba Old Vineyard Behavioral Health Services		1		301829 - CRUZTYLER, CECILIA		White		H= Hispanic, Other		Female		Wake		0		1		In-State		PRTF		1		1		(CID 575690)
Jennifer Willoughby  Foster --  care worker (case manager) Wake Co. DSS
Celicia Cruz-Tyler 09/19/2008

Grievance is against Old Vineyard

Client told staff that she was being touch inappropriately by another client at the facility.  Old Vinyard never consulted the guardian that this had happened.  There was no investigation or follow up to the member’s compliant.  Guardian found this concerning, it bothered her that she was assaulted and the staff member never notified the guardian.  There should have been an investigation.  
Guardian would like to be contacted for this investigation.		CORRECTIONS: UNCHECKED FROM PT; CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME FROM MEMBER'S; AGAINST CHANGED FROM OTHER TO PROVIDER; ENTERED PROVIDER; ENTERED DHSR LICENSURE		DHSR		Referred to External Lic or State Agency		8225		05/28/2021		Resolved/Completed		DHSR		CID 575690)
Jennifer Willoughby  Foster --  care worker (case manager) Wake Co. DSS
Celicia Cruz-Tyler 09/19/2008

Grievance is against Old Vineyard

Client told staff that she was being touch inappropriately by another client at the facility.  Old Vinyard never consulted the guardian that this had happened.  There was no investigation or follow up to the member’s compliant.  Guardian found this concerning, it bothered her that she was assaulted and the staff member never notified the guardian.  There should have been an investigation.  
Guardian would like to be contacted for this investigation.
5/3/21 Call to grievant; left vm message.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/6/21 Call to grievant; left vm message. Ack letter mailed.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/10/21 Call to Ms Willoughby; no response to date.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/26/21 This writer received call from Ms. Willoughby and discussed the matters of concern. She apologized for delay in response. Per her report she only found out after member was discharged and shared with her that she had reported the inappropriate touching to staff “Ashely” and nothing was done. This writer explained steps to be taken by QM to include DHSR reporting as well as follow up with the agency regarding incident reporting etc. The plan is to monitor agency response and adherence to reporting protocol. Call to DHSR; filed directly with complaint intake unit staff “Vee”. Per Vee, the case had been submitted by DSS as well. Per protocol, this writer will be contacted in regards to the investigation and results. 
5/28/21 This writer made call to Susan Keel Anderson (336) 794-4386, Director of Performance Improvement and Risk Mgmt. to make her aware of the concern. The information was mailed directly for review and response at susan.keel-anerson@uhsinc.com. Based on agency notification and DHSR report filed, case to be closed. Any subsequent correspondence received from both DHSR and the agency to be noted in follow-up. Resolution letter mailed to grievant.(K.WARE,QAA)		undetermined-referred to DHSR		1		1		0		29

		11781		Kristie White		04/30/2021		Howell		Sabrina		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Unity Home Care, Inc.		1		127483 - COHEN, ADIAH		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Johnston		0		1		In-State		Therapeutic Foster Care		1		0		Member was left alone for roughly 9+ hours Monday through Friday at the TFC home while the TFC provider was at work.  There was another TFC child in the home and the TFC providers minor child in the home, all unattended.  TFC providers boyfriend was also in the home and caring for the member and it does not appear that he is on the license and it is unclear if he has been cleared through the system.		CORRECTIONS: Changed complainant info to reflect internal complainant, changed Type to Internal, Changed Nature to Abuse/Neglect		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8168		05/21/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member was left alone for roughly 9+ hours Monday through Friday at the TFC home while the TFC provider was at work. There was another TFC child in the home and the TFC providers minor child in the home, all unattended. TFC providers boyfriend was also in the home and caring for the member and it does not appear that he is on the license and it is unclear if he has been cleared through the system.
Patient: Adiah Cohen Patient ID: 127483 DOB: 05/25/2007
04/30/21-Internal Employee Concern against Unity Home Care re. minor member being left unattended. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/07/21-Sending acknowledgment email to internal complainant SHowell. Called Brenda McLean and per provider the member was left alone due to TFC parent having to go to work and the child was at school virtually. She did not know if this was a problem since the child was not a cutter and was told she would have to get daycare for her and she did and then DHSR would not pay for it. They said they would have to come and get the member and they found her another placement. She did a file a grievance against the foster parent. Since no CPS report she was told she did not have to file an incident report. Sending her concern element email at unityhomecare@aol.com  to be returned to me by 05/14/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/11/21-Per TParker consult call provider and they do need to do an incident report and call DHSR line to report this also. Received email from provider with response and let her know that an incident report does need to be made even if the child is no longer placed at the TFC. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/21/21-Received full investigation from Unity Home Care Director, “received a call from Belle Wilson on April 22 about children (13, 15, and 1) were left at home doing their virtual learning. I Brenda McLean, Director, told Belle that “I was not aware of the situation at all.” Per Director was told that the girls were left at home due to her daughter went back to work from the Pandemic. The child was informed by a social worker that when the child is moved her supervisor will be filing a grievance that I was unaware of. The boyfriend was a frequent visitor and had a background check on him from the agency. I let provider know that she needs to file an incident report. Per Jiva note dated JKillette wrote 04/22/21 Level 2 was filed. “Level 2 - Allegation of Neglect:  According to the Foster Parent, she went to work and the children were at home with her 16-year-old granddaughter. The pandemic had called the FP back to work and the children continue to be out of school doing work virtually.  Supervision plan was put in place, however the DSS social worker chose to remove the child.” Sending internal complainant this information and closing this internal concern as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		21

		11782		Kim Ware		04/30/2021		Evans		Keatrah		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Assertive Community Tx Team				Mental Health Only		Adult		UNC Faculty Physicians		1		89786 - WHITE, ERICA		Black/African American		Not Defined		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		UNC ATT has an authorization on file for member id   89786 that expired May 2020. ACTT team hasn't submitted a recent authorization, pcp, or crisis plan in 2 years for member. They have also been billing claims for services and member has been in a medical rehab facility for the last year. I suspect services haven't been rendered to member as claimed by the ACTT team.		CORRECTIONS: Connected member to grievance in portal, Change Nature to Auth/Payment Billing, Changed Type to Internal Employee Concern		other		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8156		05/05/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		UNC ATT has an authorization on file for member id 89786 that expired May 2020. ACTT team hasn't submitted a recent authorization, pcp, or crisis plan in 2 years for member. They have also been billing claims for services and member has been in a medical rehab facility for the last year. I suspect services haven't been rendered to member as claimed by the ACTT team.
ERICA WHITE   ID: 89786  (DOB: 1/27/1986)
5/5/21 This writer received notification from T Held, AH Special Investigations Unit, that the case will be handled by SIU due to the allegation of billing for services not rendered. Ack/Res emailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		undetermined-referred to SIU for investigation and action		1		1		0		5

		11783		Hillary Vandewart		04/30/2021		Thompson		Rashanya		Parent		External Stakeholder Concern		Access to Services		Assertive Community Tx Team				Mental Health Only		Adult		Easter Seals UCP North Carolina & Virginia, Inc.		1		509111 - Thompson, Nikki		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		[CID: 575859 ] 
CALLER'S NAME/ ROLE/ NUMBER: Rashanya Thompson—mother, not guardian. Has recently obtained signed PHI consent. PH: 919-791-7151.  ADDRESS: 608-D Peter Ct Raleigh, NC 27610.
MEMBER'S NAME (if different): Nikki Thompson. DOB 7/12/1997. 
SAFETY SCREENING: No acute crisis needs. Currently incarcerated in Wake jail; pending d/c soon.
COUNTY, if gathered: Wake
INSURANCE, if gathered: Medicaid
PURPOSE OF CALL: GRIEVANCE. Caller reports the following concerns re: provider, Easter Seals ACT--Wake: Member Is being released w/ no advance preparation by Easter Seals to address housing. Client is being d/c from jail--23 y/o homeless pregnant female; was in jail for 37 days. Caller reports that the provider is now not returning her calls, nor has she been allowed to speak w/ an Easter Seals supervisor as requested. Is getting voice mails when caller contacts the provider; has left repeated messages. Has legal PHI consent from member as of 4/29/21. Caller reports the provider is being unresponsive to her inquiries to support her daughter.
RESOURCES/Staff recommendations: Continue to work w/ provider as possible. Writer will file grievance.
SEVERITY: Non-threshold. 
COMMENTS / NOTES: Writer gathered contact information and filed grievance as requested by caller.
--DC Rhyne, LCSW-----------------		CORRECTIONS: Changed Type of Case to External Stakeholder, Changed Source to Parent, Connected member to Grievance in Portal, Changed Nature to Access to Services, Changed Residential to NO		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8196		05/25/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		[CID: 575859] 
CALLER'S NAME/ ROLE/ NUMBER: Rashanya Thompson—mother, not guardian. Has recently obtained signed PHI consent. PH: 919-791-7151.  ADDRESS: 608-D Peter Ct Raleigh, NC 27610.
MEMBER'S NAME (if different): Nikki Thompson. DOB 7/12/1997. 
SAFETY SCREENING: No acute crisis needs. Currently incarcerated in Wake jail; pending d/c soon.
PURPOSE OF CALL: GRIEVANCE. Caller reports the following concerns re: provider, Easter Seals ACT--Wake: Member is being released w/ no advance preparation by Easter Seals to address housing. Client is being d/c from jail--23 y/o homeless pregnant female; was in jail for 37 days. Caller reports that the provider is now not returning her calls, nor has she been allowed to speak w/ an Easter Seals supervisor as requested. Is getting voice mails when caller contacts the provider; has left repeated messages. Has legal PHI consent from member as of 4/29/21. Caller reports the provider is being unresponsive to her inquiries to support her daughter.
RESOURCES/Staff recommendations: Continue to work w/ provider as possible. Writer will file grievance.
[PT: Nikki Thompson				DOB: 7/12/97				ID: 509111]
5/6/21
This writer contacted complainant and acknowledged receipt of concern. She reported that member has been released and is now staying in her home with her (which is not allowed by landlord). She reported that after she worked with jail and ACT to get consent to team, they have been communicating with her more freely. She added to her concern that she did not feel as though they were checking on her appropriately and that all they did was knock on her door (did not contact apartment management, do a wellness check, etc). Complainant reported that the only reason she realized she was incarcerated was because she went to check on her and found out. 
She reported that they do have an appointment with the ACT doctor today and she plans to share some of these concerns. 
She feels that there is no plan for the member in terms of stable housing. Right now, she is having to sneak her into her complex and it’s like she is in another jail. 
ACT staff have told her excuses such as, they have over 800 people and Nikki is not the only client. 
This writer explained limitations of exchanging information and she stated that she could have Nikki verbally consent if needed. This writer confirmed her mailing address and told her we would be in touch. She thanked this writer.
This writer then composed and sent external stakeholder concern acknowledgement letter.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/18/21
This writer contacted QM Director, Phyllis Elliot (919) 622-6194 to share concern info and confirm whether this should be sent to her or ACT Team Lead. She confirmed that it should go to her and this writer thanked her and informed her that the information would be sent to her via email for her review and response.
This writer sent concern info to Ms. Elliott with a deadline of 5/25.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/19/21
This writer received forwarded voicemail from complainant from Todd Parker, Incident and Grievance Manger. Todd noted that it appeared that Kristie White (Appeals and Grievance Coordinator) had received a similar concern from same complainant (#11779). This writer informed Todd that I would touch base with Kristie regarding how to move forward.
This writer discussed case with Kristie and she informed this writer that she had already received a response from Ms. Elliott regarding the concern (which is mainly regarding member being evicted from housing prior to arrest). She stated that she had been given verbal permission from member to exchange information with complainant. This writer and Kristie agreed that Kristie would return mother’s call and share the information she had and to inform her that this writer was still awaiting more information regarding her second grievance and would share once available.
This writer then received response from Ms. Elliott stating that she had received a similar concern and sending the psychiatric/outpatient notes for the member. This writer thanked her and stated I would review and be in touch to let her know if anything else is needed
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/24/21
This writer conducted review of Easter Seals notes which can be summarized below:
•	Review of the record indicates that Nikki was often unavailable for services from the ACT staff.  ACT staff have coordinated with Nikki and her mother in an attempt to keep Nikki health and safe.
•	Nikki was evicted from her housing due to lease violations and police activity.
•	Member went to jail on 3/1 and was evicted around this time. Family feels it was Alliance’s fault.
•	Member was released and then went to jail again around 3/31 for assault with a deadly weapon.
•	Mother began calling crisis line on 4/29 regarding her daughter needing immediate housing upon being released from jail. Staff attempted to explain that this was not available.
•	Staff suggested Bridge Housing at Carolina Duke Inn if possible. Also possibility of a unit opening soon on Dacian Rd. 
•	Staff tried to explain that Nikki was evicted from Washington Terrace but Nikki reports that she simply did not complete a renewal document and claims she is still in good standing. 
•	Member and mother called crisis phone again recently regarding a check that they had allegedly been told was at the office. 
•	TJ Hayes with Alliance reported that Nikki will still receive her TCLI voucher once they are approved for an apartment. 
Provider response also indicated that Nikki was evicted due to lease violations and police activity and that Nikki and her mother have monopolized the crisis line when concerns were not a crisis and they would become verbally aggressive when redirected.
After reviewing notes from provider, this writer reached out to Ms. Elliott to ensure that there hadn’t been any updates in terms of housing options for this member (Bridge Housing/Dacian Rd apartment).
This writer received some additional more recent notes which indicated that housing specialist had recently attempted to reach Nikki to discuss housing options (5/19) but that she was disorganized and said she would call back later. When ACT staff couldn’t answer her return call, she contacted the crisis line and then asked for all correspondence to be through email. 
Ms. Elliott reported that the current plan was for Nikki and her mother to get a new place together. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/26/21
This writer reviewed notes from similar concern, #11779. Notes indicate that QA Analyst assigned to case, Kristie Mack, discussed provider’s response with complainant and informed her that they can call the Access line or ask for a referral from Easter Seals if they are unhappy with services. She shared provider’s response which indicated that they had been attempting to provide support with regards to housing and that they would receive their TCLI voucher once Nikki and her mother get approved for an apartment. Complainant was unhappy regarding housing not being able to be obtained immediately and QA Analyst continued to explain options.
Due to complainant already having been made aware of provider’s response, this writer will send resolution letter. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
5/27/21
This writer composed and sent resolution letter to external stakeholder. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Non-Issue		1		1		0		25

		11786		Kristie White		05/03/2021		Hughes		Katie		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Service Coordination between providers		Community Support Team				TBI Only		Adult		B & D Integrated Health Services		1		19147 - BULLOCK, THOMAS		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		CST team lead for this member has been incredibly unresponsive to TBI CC, physical health consultant only replying to emails with multiple phone calls to remind. CST team has interventions and goals to which team lead cannot and has not answered whether they have been that are directly impacting member's medication administration, compliance with doctor appointments, and risk for hospitalization. In efforts to collaborate to keep member out of hospital provider has only returned messages with multiple emails being sent, multiple phone calls and has not once responded with information needed for this member's urgent health needs.  Member continues to miss doctors appointments despite CST team intervention for compliance as well as provider of transportation. CST team lead continues to not be aware of missed appointments.		CORRECTIONS: TYPE CHANGED FROM GRIEVANCE TO INTERNAL/Disability is TBI Only based on information in internal concern info.(Portal only lists unknown morbidity obesity)		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8172		05/17/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CST team lead for this member has been incredibly unresponsive to TBI CC, physical health consultant only replying to emails with multiple phone calls to remind. CST team has interventions and goals to which team lead cannot and has not answered whether they have been that are directly impacting member's medication administration, compliance with doctor appointments, and risk for hospitalization. In efforts to collaborate to keep member out of hospital provider has only returned messages with multiple emails being sent, multiple phone calls and has not once responded with information needed for this member's urgent health needs. Member continues to miss doctors appointments despite CST team intervention for compliance as well as provider of transportation. CST team lead continues to not be aware of missed appointments.
Patient: Thomas Bullock Patient ID# 19147 DOB: 05/13/1968
05/03/21-Internal- against B&D- CST team lead unresponsive to AH CC attempts to coordinate services for TBI member; member continues to miss dr appts etc…KM Appeals Coordinator
05/10/21-Sent acknowledgment email to internal complainant KHughes and reached out to Jeremy Reed at B&D about this internal concern. Advised I can send the concern element email to him at jreed@bdihs.com to be returned to me by 05/17/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/17/21-Per internal investigation B&D conducted TBI was communicating with Chris Gladney, QP Case Manger for the team TL is Livia Corry. They were informed that member was aware we provide transportation despite member stating he didn’t realize we can take him to doctor’s appointments. Mr. Gladney states he did miss an email from the TBI but followed up with her after receiving a call from her. The member was adamant that he was compliance with his current medication and he doesn’t want his medication to be transferred to Gurley’s at this time. Per B&D, “On 5/11/21, a team meeting occurred that included Kate, the TBI CC, and Yancee Perez, the nurse consultant on the case. The team reports, “We identified our roles on the team and we touched base regarding Thomas's upcoming medical appointments and his medication compliance. We have agreed to be in touch regularly with any updates, especially medical updates.” Sending resolution email to internal complainant on this concern since B&D has shown to demonstrate they tried to be complainant and help member. Closing this concern as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		14

		11789		Hillary Vandewart		05/03/2021		SEMERE		FANUEL		Consumer		Grievance		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Crisis Services				Unknown Disability		18-20		Holly Hill Hospital, LLC		0		366617 - SEMERE, FANUEL		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		(CID 576257)   Member phoned to place a grievance in reference to his hospital bill.  He was covered by Medicaid during the time of his hospital (Holly Hill) stay, however, Medicaid has not paid the bill and they have contacted him to pay the bill.  Member would like the issue resolved.		CORRECTIONS: Added phone number, changed Disability to Unknown, Changed Nature of Issue to Auth/Payment/Billing, Changed Provider to Holly Hill, Changed Is Medicaid to NO		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8171		05/27/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		(CID 576257) Member phoned to place a grievance in reference to his hospital bill. He was covered by Medicaid during the time of his hospital (Holly Hill) stay, however, Medicaid has not paid the bill and they have contacted him to pay the bill. Member would like the issue resolved.
[PT: Fanuel Semere				DOB: 3/26/02				ID: 36617]
5/7/21
This writer called and left voicemail requesting a call back (919-696-4635).
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/10/21
This writer called and spoke briefly with Mr. Semere. He confirmed that the person he spoke with at Holly Hill said that the claims had been “rejected.” This writer assured him that I would look into the matter further and would be in contact with him regarding what I’m able to find out. This writer confirmed member’s address then composed and sent acknowledgement letter.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/18/21
This writer reached out to Claims Supervisors (Marilyn Madison and Tina Everett) with grievance details and requested assistance in looking into issue.
Tina Everett responded that the claims denied for “patient not enrolled on date of service.” It does not appear the member’s Medicaid is showing active in ACS. This is a denial issue that the provider should have reached out to their assigned Claims Research Analyst (Chelsea Reid) to review with them, rather than billing the member. She reported that Chelsea would reach out to the provider to address.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/24/21
This writer followed up with Chelsea via emai to see if she had been able to get the issue resolved with Holly Hill. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
5/25/21
This writer received feedback from Chelsea that she was able to explain to the new biller (Flor Lopez) that the claim should not have been billed to Alliance as he does not have coverage with Alliance, but it should have been sent to Value Options (who he is covered under). She stated that she would look into resolving the issue and indicated that she understood that the member should not have been billed directly for the service. 
This writer thanked her for the assistance and requested Flor’s number to be shared with the member in case he needs it. She provided: 919-250-7001.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
5/27/21
This writer called complainant and shared with him that the Alliance billing department had been in contact with Holly Hill, who would be resolving the issue. This writer shared with him that the phone number for the HHH billing contact would be included in his resolution letter in case he needed it. He thanked this writer for the assistance. 
This writer composed and sent resolution letter. No further action required at this time. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Confirmed--Provider initiated corrective action		1		1		0		24

		11791		Kristie White		05/03/2021		MOOLJI		RABAB		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Outpatient Services				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		B & D Integrated Health Services		1		696349 - MOOLJI, RABAB		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		Member reports that a Substance Use Counselor contacted her to offer services, but member does not need that type of service, she says. She adds that she requested a counselor who can help her with past trauma issues and was told by the provider that they do not have anyone like that on staff. Member adds a complaint that the staff members do not have defined roles at B & D, as evidenced by no one answering her questions when she asks what it is that a staff member does.				Not Defined				8158				Not Defined		Not Defined		5-5-21
This writer received voicemail messages from complainant yesterday (5-4-21) and today. Writer attempted to contact complainant at the number provided. Complainant's vm greeting states that she is "in a lot of pain but it doesn't matter". Writer left a vm for complainant informing that her case has been assigned to K. Mack and she will be reaching out to her. Writer left Kristie Mack's phone number as well as his number and encouraged complainant to call back if she has questions. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager
Patient: Rabab Moolji Patient ID: 696349 DOB: 03/23/1981
Member reports that a Substance Use Counselor contacted her to offer services, but member does not need that type of service, she says. She adds that she requested a counselor who can help her with past trauma issues and was told by the provider that they do not have anyone like that on staff. Member adds a complaint that the staff members do not have defined roles at B & D, as evidenced by no one answering her questions when she asks what it is that a staff member does.
05/04/21-Grievance against B&D re. various issues with staff, lack of defined roles. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/06/21-Called member at 919-742-0830 and no answer and left a message. KM Appeals Coordinator				1		1		0		(44,319)

		11792		Kim Ware		05/03/2021		KERSEY		ELYSE		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Outpatient Services				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Cape Fear Behavioral Health Center, LLC		1		648457 - CAMPBELL, KAMIRA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		This provider is repeatedly not addressing any recommendations in prior requests. Clinical justification is often almost identical, or at least very similar, to the prior request as well. CM continues to note this and asks for updates on recommendations, with no response. On 5/3/2021 CM also reviewed requests for Thaliyah Smith, Tatiana Sotoguzman, and Lily Capps that all had similar issues.

It would be beneficial to contact the provider and ensure they are reading/reviewing our recommendations.		CORRECTIONS: Changed to internal employee concern, changed complainant info to reflect internal complainant; DISABILITY CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO MH ONLY; NATURE CHANGED FRO QUALITY TO ADMINISTRATIVE; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO NOT LICENSED		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8184		05/12/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		This provider is repeatedly not addressing any recommendations in prior requests. Clinical justification is often almost identical, or at least very similar, to the prior request as well. CM continues to note this and asks for updates on recommendations, with no response. On 5/3/2021 CM also reviewed requests for Thaliyah Smith, Tatiana Sotoguzman, and Lily Capps that all had similar issues. It would be beneficial to contact the provider and ensure they are reading/reviewing our recommendations.		tracking		1		1		0		9

		11793		Kristie White		05/04/2021		MCDONALD		Cathy		Parent		External Stakeholder Concern		Access to Services		Community Support Team				Unknown Disability		18-20		B & D Integrated Health Services		1		729946 - MCDONALD, KYLE		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Johnston		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Caller is mother not legal guardian calling seeking to file a grievance against B and D Integrated Health CST. Caller reports that CST has not rendered CST services in months.		caller was transferred to LC for additional CST providers		other		Referred to Another LME/MCO		8181		05/13/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller is mother not legal guardian calling seeking to file a grievance against B and D Integrated Health CST. Caller reports that CST has not rendered CST services in months.
Patient: Kyle McDonald Patient ID: 729946 DOB: 02/18/2001
05/05/21-Grievance- against B&D; CST has not provided services in months. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/07/21-Called member mother Cathy McDonald at 919-879-7265 with no answer and left a message for a call back on information on this grievance. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/10/21-Reached out to member mother Cathy McDonald at 919-879-7265 and left a message. KM Appeals Coordinator 
05/11/21-Reached out to mother for third time with no call back or response sent more information needed letter to be returned by 05/24/21. Also sent to SIU for case consult also due to allegations of fraud/abuse. KM Appeals Coordinator
5/13/21-Per case consult from SIU willl take this as an allegation of billing for services not rendered. Closing concern as undetermied-Referred to SIU. KM Appeals Coordinator		Undetermined-Referred to SIU		1		1		0		9

		11794		Hillary Vandewart		05/04/2021		Keever		Shawnna		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Opioid Treatment				Substance Abuse Only		Adult		BAART Community Healthcare		0		94949 - ROPER, AARON		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		QOC for Aaron Roper (ID 94949) at BAART: CCM reviewing a request from BAART for OMT service for Aaron R. CCM noted that there were no documents for CCM to review and the SAR Justification did not provide any clinical information. CCM reached out to provider requesting clinical information and even advised provider as to what information would be helpful in determining medical necessity. Provider ended up re-submitting request with a nearly blank PCP. It appears that provider is utilizing a pre-fabricated PCP and did not provide adequate clinical information for this CCM to make a medical necessity determination. BAART does not appear to be aware of the benefit plan despite having technical assistance provided to them by CCM’s. This is the third submission for Aaron R. and this could be delaying services for this member. CCM staffed case with supervisor, Melissa Simpson and was advised to send for a quality of care concern. *Shawnna Keever, LCSW 5/4/21		CORRECTIONS: Changed Nature of Issue to Administrative Issues		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8169		05/26/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		QOC for Aaron Roper (ID 94949) at BAART: CCM reviewing a request from BAART for OMT service for Aaron R. CCM noted that there were no documents for CCM to review and the SAR Justification did not provide any clinical information. CCM reached out to provider requesting clinical information and even advised provider as to what information would be helpful in determining medical necessity. Provider ended up re-submitting request with a nearly blank PCP. It appears that provider is utilizing a pre-fabricated PCP and did not provide adequate clinical information for this CCM to make a medical necessity determination. BAART does not appear to be aware of the benefit plan despite having technical assistance provided to them by CCM’s. This is the third submission for Aaron R. and this could be delaying services for this member. CCM staffed case with supervisor, Melissa Simpson and was advised to send for a quality of care concern. *Shawnna Keever, LCSW 5/4/21
[PT: Aaron Roper				DOB: 2/14/93				ID: 94949]
5/10/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/11/21
This writer received email from complainant which included forwarded correspondence from agency indicating that CCA was not completed for member. Member had been in service since at least March 2021, so it appears admissions paperwork was never completed.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/21/21
This writer attempted to contact BAART via phone however agency closes at 1pm. This writer sent email to Clinical Director, Hilda Smith (hsmith@baartprograms.com) requesting that she confirm that she is still the appropriate contact for this type of concern.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
5/25/21
This writer has not received a response. This writer called BAART again 919.683.1607 and left a detailed message for her on her voicemail requesting a call back. This writer also sent a follow up email.
-Hillary Vandewart
5/26/21
This writer called BAART again to see if there is another contact who I can discuss the issue with. Spoke with receptionist and was directed to Sandra Lewis, Fiscal Clerk. She shared that Hilda was no longer working at BAART and that they are extremely short-staffed at the moment (without a clinical director) and trying to stay up to date with new intakes. She stated that she would do her best to respond to the concerns within the 3-5 day turnaround but couldn’t guarantee it. This writer asked that she just keep me posted if there were issues in meeting that deadline.
She agreed and provided her email address, Slewis2@baartprograms.com
This writer then sent concern elements to her with a deadline of 6/2.
This writer received response from Ms. Lewis stating that authorization had been approved and inquiring as to whether documentation was still needed (PCP, Crisis Plan, UA, etc). This writer reached out to internal complainant to inquire as to whether the requested documentation had been received and she confirmed.
This writer then shared with Ms. Lewis that no documentation needed to be uploaded; but providing technical assistance regarding ensuring that documentation is complete and current before submitting requests. Additionally, this writer advised that provider be sure to check the "Provider Communications" tab within the SAR for any direction from the UM reviewers following a submission.

Ms. Lewis thanked this writer for the assistance and confirmed that she would share the feedback with the counselors. 
This writer then composed and sent resolution email to internal complainant. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		22

		11796		Hillary Vandewart		05/05/2021		HUGHES		HUREY		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		18-20		Life Changez, Inc.		1		643179 - STEPHENSJR, LEON		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		1		In-State		Level III		1		1		Provider continues to submitted Residential Level III requests without the federally mandated discharge transition plan being attached. This issue has been addressed by CCM Hurey Hughes for over a year.		CORRECTIONS: TYPE CHANGED FROM GRIEVANCE TO INTERNAL; CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO FROM MEMBER'S, Changed Nature of Issue to Administrative Issues, Changed Residential to YES/IN-STATE/LEVEL III, CHANGED DISABILITY TO MULTI		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8175		05/24/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Provider continues to submit Residential Level III requests without the federally mandated discharge transition plan being attached. This issue has been addressed by CCM Hurey Hughes for over a year.
[PT: Leon Stephens Jr.				DOB: 8/25/03				ID: 643179]
5/11/21
This writer sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/20/21
This writer asked for clarification from complainant regarding who at agency communication has been with. He clarified that it had been with Alacia Davis QP. Rene Cofer has been submitting requests.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/21/21
This writer attempted to reach provider by phone at 919-803-2808 and number did not appear to be in service. This writer then reached out to provider by email as this has been most successful method of contacting previously. This writer sent email to provider, Rene Cofer Whitehead (Executive Director), alerting her of the concern and providing technical assistance regarding discharge transition plan. This writer requested she confirm receipt of email.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/24/21
This writer received response from Ms. Whitehead confirming receipt of the email. She reported that the discharge docs were in the zip file that was attached. She advised that, if at any time, the zip files cannot be open, to please advise UM to contact her immediately. 

This writer confirmed that docs were included and composed and sent resolution email to internal complainant. This will be resolved as a non-issue. Nothing further required.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Non-Issue		1		1		0		19

		11797		Kim Ware		05/05/2021		mcclelland		matthew		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Access to Services		Clinical Intake				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Hope Services, LLC		0		682508 - Coffey, Jade		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		CID576333 -  This LC is submitting an internal stakeholder concern at request of supervisor, Kate Neely.   TUE, 04 MAY 2021 - Caller is Peggy Coffey (919-802-4384) calling in reference to her daughter, Jade Coffey - DOB: 02 SEP 2005 – 8525 Bright Loop Raleigh NC 27613 - Wake/uninsured/15F - LC attempted to schedule caller’s daughter with Hope Services via three-way call with Jessica from Hope Services.  Jessica informed LC that intake information including family financial information is needed to determine if member is eligible for “eight to ten sessions” prior to scheduling member for intake assessment.  Member’s mother was on a minute phone and had limited time remaining per her report.  Caller was unprepared to provide her financial information over the phone.  Jessica offered options of provided this information over the phone or completing it online.  LC received a call back a short time later from Jessica who informed that member does not meet IPRS funding criteria so no assessment will be scheduled.		CORRECTIONS: TYPE CHANGED FROM GRIEVANCE TO INTERNAL; CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO FROM MEMBER'S; licensure changed from unknown to not licensed; checked no for permission;		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8214		05/19/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID576333 - This LC is submitting an internal stakeholder concern at request of supervisor, Kate Neely. TUE, 04 MAY 2021 - Caller is Peggy Coffey (919-802-4384) calling in reference to her daughter, Jade Coffey - DOB: 02 SEP 2005 – 8525 Bright Loop Raleigh NC 27613 - Wake/uninsured/15F - LC attempted to schedule caller’s daughter with Hope Services via three-way call with Jessica from Hope Services. Jessica informed LC that intake information including family financial information is needed to determine if member is eligible for “eight to ten sessions” prior to scheduling member for intake assessment. Member’s mother was on a minute phone and had limited time remaining per her report. Caller was unprepared to provide her financial information over the phone. Jessica offered options of provided this information over the phone or completing it online. LC received a call back a short time later from Jessica who informed that member does not meet IPRS funding criteria so no assessment will be scheduled.
JADE COFFEY      ID: 682508    (DOB: 9/2/2005)
**11797.11799 duplicative in nature
5/13/21 This writer made call and spoke with agency’s QM Director, Sara Leonard regarding the matter as well as emailed the information directly for review. Per discussion Ms. Leonard is very upset that the internal staff did not call them directly if here were concerns. Per her report, the agency staff is following its protocol. Per report the agency is unable to randomly schedule appts and fill slots for clinician and then find out later that the person is unable to be serviced due to not meeting criteria. She report that staff have a template to follow. She confirmed that a ROI (to include AH) is part of their protocol due to being questioned in previous reviews when one is not present. Ms. Leonard has given her direct contact number if needed by internal staff. She reports frustrating with the concern being submitted to QM and having to be tracked when communication and coordination would suffice. She has requested that if a different procedure is required that Hope Services should be notified.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/25/21 Based on agency notification and discussion case to be closed and tracked.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		14

		11799		Kim Ware		05/05/2021		JAMES		YVONNE		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Accces/Screening, Triage and Referral				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Hope Services, LLC		1		357980 - VANOVER, NYASIA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		A fax referral was received from Growing Child Pediatrics to assist member with access to care.  I contacted Hope Services and spoke with staff Richard Gordon on 4/29/2021 to set up initial appointment for member.  All information needed was given to provider to set up initial appointment. I was then informed by Mr. Gordon, Hope Services does not set up initial appointments with members until parent/guardian has completed and turned in all initial paperwork.  Mr. Gordon informed me he will be contacting the parent from this point.  I informed him Alliance Health Access since completing the referral, I need to document the time and date of appointment as there is additional follow-up that needs to occur.  Mr. Gordan repeated information, no appointment will be made until paperwork is complete and he will be unable to provide Alliance Health Access  with any additional information as to time, date or attendance of appointment unless the parent/guardian signs a release of information for Alliance Health.

As a result of this, I was unable to fax back Growing Child Pediatrics information related to a scheduled appointment as the PCP referral requested.  Additional concerns related to Hope Services practice of not scheduling members until all paper is completed.  Initial paperwork is generally completed upon arrival to initial appointment, hence the arriving 15 minutes early to complete.  Lastly, not providing AH information unless the parent signs a ROI for Alliance Health.		CORRECTIONS: CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFORMATION FROM MEMBER'S; DISABILITY CHANGED FROM DOES NOT APPLY TO MH; LICNESURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO NOT LICENSED		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8215		05/25/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		A fax referral was received from Growing Child Pediatrics to assist member with access to care. I contacted Hope Services and spoke with staff Richard Gordon on 4/29/2021 to set up initial appointment for member. All information needed was given to provider to set up initial appointment. I was then informed by Mr. Gordon, Hope Services does not set up initial appointments with members until parent/guardian has completed and turned in all initial paperwork. Mr. Gordon informed me he will be contacting the parent from this point. I informed him Alliance Health Access since completing the referral, I need to document the time and date of appointment as there is additional follow-up that needs to occur. Mr. Gordan repeated information, no appointment will be made until paperwork is complete and he will be unable to provide Alliance Health Access with any additional information as to time, date or attendance of appointment unless the parent/guardian signs a release of information for Alliance Health. As a result of this, I was unable to fax back Growing Child Pediatrics information related to a scheduled appointment as the PCP referral requested. Additional concerns related to Hope Services practice of not scheduling members until all paper is completed. Initial paperwork is generally completed upon arrival to initial appointment, hence the arriving 15 minutes early to complete. Lastly, not providing AH information unless the parent signs a ROI for Alliance Health.

11797.11799 duplicative in nature
5/13/21 This writer made call and spoke with agency’s QM Director, Sara Leonard regarding the matter as well as emailed the information directly for review. Per discussion Ms. Leonard is very upset that the internal staff did not call them directly if here were concerns. Per her report, the agency staff is following its protocol. Per report the agency is unable to randomly schedule appts and fill slots for clinician and then find out later that the person is unable to be serviced due to not meeting criteria. She report that staff have a template to follow. She confirmed that a ROI (to include AH) is part of their protocol due to being questioned in previous reviews when one is not present. Ms. Leonard has given her direct contact number if needed by internal staff. She reports frustrating with the concern being submitted to QM and having to be tracked when communication and coordination would suffice. She has requested that if a different procedure is required that Hope Services should be notified.
5/25/21 Based on agency notification and discussion case to be closed and tracked.		tracking		1		1		0		20

		11800		Todd Parker		05/05/2021		Harding		Caleb		Provider		External Stakeholder Concern		LME/MCO Functions		Unknown				Does Not Apply				Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		1		'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Caller is calling seeking to file a grievance against Lisa Milligan due to caller reporting that LIsa Milligan hung up on him after asking to speak with her  supervisor. Caller reports that Lisa Milligan was unprofessional regarding a denial for services				Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8180		05/12/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller is calling seeking to file a grievance against Lisa Milligan due to caller reporting that Lisa Milligan hung up on him after asking to speak with her supervisor. Caller reports that Lisa Milligan was unprofessional regarding a denial for services
Southeastern Healthcare of NC. 
5/11/21
This writer contacted complainant at the phone number provided. Complainant shared that when he called staff to discuss denial she was unprofessional. Said he attempted to discuss that he thought the information in the letter was opinion-based vs clinical. According to complainant, staff laughed at him Staff indicated that she thought it was funny that complainant was concerned. Staff indicated that the letter she sent was reviewed by her supervisor before sending it. Complainant then asked to speak with the supervisor. Staff refused to give complainant her supervisor’s number but told him she would have the supervisor call him. He shared that after staff indicated that she would not give him the supervisor’s number, he called the ACCESS number back and got supervisor’s number. He left a voicemail for supervisor and she called him back within the hour. Complainant shared supervisor indicated she listened to the call and thought it was inappropriate. She further indicated that she did not see a copy of the letter prior to staff sending it but felt it was inappropriate as it did include the staff’s opinions vs clinical information. Complainant indicated that he felt the concern had been addressed appropriate with the supervisor. No action required of this writer. This complaint will be closed based on this information. Writer emailed supervisor to make her aware that he has spoken with the complainant and that no further action is required. 
T. Parker, I&G 
5/12/21
Writer composed and mailed Ack/Res letter. No further action. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager		Confirmed: Provider initiated corrective action		1		1		0		7

		11801		Kristie White		05/05/2021		Milligan		Lisa		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Psychosocial Rehab				Does Not Apply		Adult		Southeastern Healthcare of North Carolina, Inc.		1		257525 - BURNETT, RESHA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		I received this message from Caleb Harding of Southeastern requesting a phone call. 

His e-mail: 

"Good afternoon Lisa M. My name is Caleb Harding the LP in charge of the PSS program at Southeastern Healthcare. After reading your comments in the denial note for Deborah S. I am requesting a time at your convenience next week to speak with you to clarify some of the comments I found concerning as clarification is clearly needed. I look forward to a scheduled time to talk with you next week.
Thank you
Caleb Harding MS, MA, LCMHC
 Southeastern Healthcare of North Carolina
919-212-8580 ph
919-212-8581 fx"

My response, "Hello Mr. Harding.

I am available next week:
Wednesday 05/05/20201 12 noon to 2PM
Thursday 05/06/2021 1-2 PM
Friday 05/07/2021 12 noon to 2 PM
Thank you

Lisa Milligan MA, LCAS
(She/Her/Hers)
Clinical Care Manager
Utilization Management MH/SA 
Alliance Health
5200 W. Paramount Parkway, Suite 200
Morrisville, NC 27560
Phone: (919) 651-8548"

I did not receive a response from him to notify me of confirmation of when this call would take place. He called at 12 noon today 05/05/2021. I returned his call at12:10PM. This call should have been taped. He accused me of being inappropriate and accusing him/agency of fraud regarding requesting both Peer Support and Psychosocial rehab services simultaneously. After his questioning, I did agree that there seems to be a pattern of requesting both services for their clients, I did not say all of their clients, but he was clearly upset. He asked to speak to my supervisor, of which I told him I would have her call him. I abruptly ended the call as I felt attacked verbally as I feel he was inappropriate and not professional towards me, and I did no want to say anything else further to escalate the situation.

This is the same provider I filed an internal grievance against regarding conflicting LOCUS scores/Quality of care concern last week. I do not know if he is aware of this grievance. I am aware of his grievance against me today. My supervisor, Melissa Simpson, is attempting to obtain the taped phone call from IT.

Thank you		Changed disability/age  to unknown/change to administrative issue/Changed to Medicaid/added member.		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8209		05/24/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		I received this message from Caleb Harding of Southeastern requesting a phone call. His e-mail: "Good afternoon Lisa M. My name is Caleb Harding the LP in charge of the PSS program at Southeastern Healthcare. After reading your comments in the denial note for Deborah S. I am requesting a time at your convenience next week to speak with you to clarify some of the comments I found concerning as clarification is clearly needed. I look forward to a scheduled time to talk with you next week. Thank you, Caleb Harding MS, MA, LCMHCSoutheastern Healthcare of North Carolina 919-212-8580 ph 919-212-8581 fx" My response, "Hello Mr. Harding. I am available next week: Wednesday 05/05/20201 12 noon to 2PM Thursday 05/06/2021 1-2 PM Friday 05/07/2021 12 noon to 2 PM Thank you Lisa Milligan MA, LCAS (She/Her/Hers) Clinical Care Manager Utilization Management MH/SA Alliance Health 5200 W. Paramount Parkway, Suite 200 Morrisville, NC 27560 Phone: (919) 651-8548" I did not receive a response from him to notify me of confirmation of when this call would take place. He called at 12 noon today 05/05/2021. I returned his call at12:10PM. This call should have been taped. He accused me of being inappropriate and accusing him/agency of fraud regarding requesting both Peer Support and Psychosocial rehab services simultaneously. After his questioning, I did agree that there seems to be a pattern of requesting both services for their clients, I did not say all of their clients, but he was clearly upset. He asked to speak to my supervisor, of which I told him I would have her call him. I abruptly ended the call as I felt attacked verbally as I feel he was inappropriate and not professional towards me, and I did no want to say anything else further to escalate the situation. This is the same provider I filed an internal grievance against regarding conflicting LOCUS scores/Quality of care concern last week. I do not know if he is aware of this grievance. I am aware of his grievance against me today. My supervisor, Melissa Simpson, is attempting to obtain the taped phone call from IT. Thank you
05/05/21-Internal- against Southeastern; submitted by staff in 11800 above; related to previous internal concern #11773. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/24/21-Received response from Southeastern Healthcare and they discussed with QP the issue of this internal concern. Per provider,” spoke with Qualified Professional concerning LOCUS completion for two different services on the same day, as the QP was unaware that this could not be done. Southeastern Healthcare has and will continue to request PSS services for specific consumers who qualify for PSR and PSS services and will differentiate and demonstrate why the consumer(s) could benefit from both services. There are some PSR consumers who benefit from both services and are making improved progress towards independent living. We at Southeastern Healthcare of NC, Inc. are very much aware that approval of both services are the exception not the rule which is why only specific consumers who will benefit from both services are currently being submitted for PSS. We currently have over 100 people on roster for PSR and we are not submitting or requesting PSS services for all of our clients.” Response from this provider adequately explains the reason this does happen and acknowledges it is very rare but benefits consumers. Closing concern as tracking and sending internal complainant ack/resolution email. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		19

		11802		Hillary Vandewart		05/05/2021		Kersey		Elyse		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Outpatient Services				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Jackelin Veloz-Jefferson		1		595518 - REYES, FRANK		White		M=  Hispanic, Mexican American		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		CM had reached out to Solaz on 5/5/2021, due to having an OPT request from them under review while having another OPT request from this provider under review. CM spoke with Aris from Solaz and the guardian (who was with the provider) and learned that the other provider (Jackelin Veloz-Jefferson) had not met with the family since late January/early February 2021. The guardian shared that they met once per week virtually up until then. They are now working with Solaz and the guardian clarified that she would like to continue working with them. CM notes that Jackelin Veloz-Jefferson has continued billing sessions up until 4/23/2021 and even submit another request for continued treatment.

CM notes that she had approved an OPT request for Jackelin Veloz-Jefferson for member’s sibling prior to learning this information. While talking to Aris, she advised that she would also be submitting an authorization for the sibling (Sarah Reyes).		CORRECTIONS: Changed Disability to MH Only		other		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8176		05/11/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CM had reached out to Solaz on 5/5/2021, due to having an OPT request from them under review while having another OPT request from this provider under review. CM spoke with Aris from Solaz and the guardian (who was with the provider) and learned that the other provider (Jackelin Veloz-Jefferson) had not met with the family since late January/early February 2021. The guardian shared that they met once per week virtually up until then. They are now working with Solaz and the guardian clarified that she would like to continue working with them. CM notes that Jackelin Veloz-Jefferson has continued billing sessions up until 4/23/2021 and even submit another request for continued treatment.
CM notes that she had approved an OPT request for Jackelin Veloz-Jefferson for member’s sibling prior to learning this information. While talking to Aris, she advised that she would also be submitting an authorization for the sibling (Sarah Reyes).
[PT: Frank Reyes				DOB: 8/14/12				ID: 595518]
5/11/21
Due to the allegation of potential fraudulent billing, this writer emailed Tanya Held (SIU/Compliance) to assess for SIU appropriateness.
Tanya replied that SIU would take the case as it is an allegation of fraudulent billing. This writer thanked Tanya and composed and sent resolution email to internal complainant. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Undetermined--Referred to SIU/Compliance for review/investigation		1		1		0		6

		11805		Kim Ware		05/06/2021		BOUCHER		NATALIE		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Crisis - Inpatient				Multi-Disability		Adult		Holly Hill Hospital, LLC		1		192194 - HENDRIX, JAKIRRA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Discharge social workers at HHH were provided information both verbal and written of member's connection to an ACT Team.  Discharge plan gave information for Walk-in at Monarch.  Monarch is being over utilized by discharge planner without any thought regarding member's current tx provider.		CORRECTIONS; UNCHECKED ANONYMOUS; ENTERED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO; ENTERED PT ID; CHANGED DISABILITY FROM DOES NOT APPLY TO MULTI; NATURE CHANGED FROM QUALITY TO ADMINISTRATIVE; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO DHSR		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8178		05/11/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Discharge social workers at HHH were provided information both verbal and written of member's connection to an ACT Team. Discharge plan gave information for Walk-in at Monarch. Monarch is being over utilized by discharge planner without any thought regarding member's current tx provider.
JAKIRRA HENDRIX ID: 192194
5/7/21 This writer made call to insert user to clarify information entered. Ms Boucher reports that she did not want to use her name or any pt id’s so that the provider would not know that she was filing. She reports attempting to establish rapport with the social work staff. Ms  Boucher gave this writer a pt id for the report use only and not to be used when discussing the matter with the provider. This writer recommended that Ms. Boucher discuss the matter directly with the provider by way of offering technical assistance as needed. This writer explained that the matter is currently being addressed based on multiple internal concerns submitted by she and her hospital liaison team member. Ms Boucher was adamant to inquire regarding a timeframe. This writer explained the role of QM and next steps. This writer explained that once the agency takes corrective actions, that QM will monitor for potential trends and that there should be time allowed for them to make the systemic changes needed to avoid the occurrence in the future.  Ms Boucher reports that she did not want to use her name or any pt id’s so that the provider would not know that she was filing. staff. This writer explained that the matter is currently being addressed based on multiple internal concerns submitted by she and her hospital liaison team member. Ms Boucher was adamant to inquire regarding a timeframe. This writer explained the role of QM and next steps. This writer explained that once the agency takes corrective actions, that QM will monitor for potential trends and that there should be time allowed for them to make the systemic changes needed to avoid the occurrence in the future. This writer made call and spoke with AH Network Development Supervisor, Cathy Stephenson to make her aware of the concern. Ms Stephenson explained that she is a part of the AH team that meets with HHH regularly regarding issues, barriers and strategies. Per her report, she plans to make the CEO aware of the concern and QM involvement in the next meeting scheduled for 5/11/21. Per discussion this writer will follow up with her regarding the meeting. This writer contacted Mary Cortez to inquire regarding any updates. She reports working on the concern response and apologized for the delay due to staffing shortage.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/11/21 Case to be closed based on agency notification as well as Provider Networks notification and involvement with agency. Case has been staffed with Incident & Grievance Mgr. T Parker who has indicated case should be closed and tracked. Any subsequent correspondence received from agency to be noted in follow up. Ack/Resolution emailed to internal complainant.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		5

		11806		Kim Ware		05/07/2021		barkhau		danielle		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Outpatient Services				Mental Health Only		Adult		Fernandez Community Center, LLC		1		24714 - WALTON, VERONICA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		UM CM received an initial OPT authorization request from Nanette Floyd Patterson, MA, LPC. Upon looking at claims, I noticed that 2 providers had been billing OPT services-Nanette and Fernandez. I contacted Nanette to request a provider choice form in order to clarify which provider member wanted to receive services from as both had been submitted claims for services in April 2021. Per provider Nanette-" Hi. I have been seeing the individual since December and have had claims to be denied bc the other provider was billing for sessions that did not happen per recipient.
The recipient did speak with someone at Alliance regarding this situation.". I was unable to confirm this via Alpha or Jiva notes.		CORRECTIONS: ENTERED PT ID		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8234		06/07/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		UM CM received an initial OPT authorization request from Nanette Floyd Patterson, MA, LPC. Upon looking at claims, I noticed that 2 providers had been billing OPT services-Nanette and Fernandez. I contacted Nanette to request a provider choice form in order to clarify which provider member wanted to receive services from as both had been submitted claims for services in April 2021. Per provider Nanette-" Hi. I have been seeing the individual since December and have had claims to be denied bc the other provider was billing for sessions that did not happen per recipient. The recipient did speak with someone at Alliance regarding this situation.". I was unable to confirm this via Alpha or Jiva notes.
VERONICA WALTON   ID: 24714
5/25/21 Contacted insert user to clarify information submitted due to no member information included.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/7/21 This writer contacted the agency CEO, Yanet Fernandez Cerda (919) 900-7438 and discussed the internal concern. This writer has requested that the provider review the matter and provide findings. This writer has requested an internal review/self-audit and referred Ms. Fernandez to the "submitting voided claims and remitting paid claims" process found in the Provider Manual if discrepancies are found during the self-audit. This writer requested review for dates in April for the member and supporting documentation for services provided during that period. QM will track agency response and actions taken.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		31

		11807		Kim Ware		05/07/2021		SHAW		JAMES		Consumer		Grievance		Access to Services		Outpatient Services				Mental Health Only		Adult		Behavioral Counseling & Psychological Services, PA dba The DWI Center		1		267443 - SHAW, JAMES		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Call ID: 576935   Miletta Hines (AH) called in with consumer James Shaw.  Access scheduled appt for consumer today with  Behavioral Counseling and Psychological Services,   915 Hay Street., Fayetteville.   Callers report showing up for appt and was told they cannot be seen, were referred to Precious Haven.  Consumer is not clear why he was not seen or information about Precious Haven.  Writer offered to reschedule with another agency, consumer chose to call back, was not able to make appt today, advised him o 24/7 access.  Updated LC who made appt and will file grievance (consumer indicated an interest in such). no si/hi, no SA, no a/vh. LC had called agency with consumer on the line to schedule the appt. initially.  Rich Resnick LCAS		CORRECTIONS: CHECKED FROM PATIENT;NATURE CHANGED FROM QUALITY TO ACCESS; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO NOT LICENSED		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8188		05/25/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Call ID: 576935 Miletta Hines (AH) called in with consumer James Shaw. Access scheduled appt for consumer today with Behavioral Counseling and Psychological Services, 915 Hay Street., Fayetteville. Callers report showing up for appt and was told they cannot be seen, were referred to Precious Haven. Consumer is not clear why he was not seen or information about Precious Haven. Writer offered to reschedule with another agency, consumer chose to call back, was not able to make appt today, advised him o 24/7 access. Updated LC who made appt and will file grievance (consumer indicated an interest in such). no si/hi, no SA, no a/vh. LC had called agency with consumer on the line to schedule the appt. initially. Rich Resnick LCAS
JAMES SHAW   ID: 267433   (DOB: 6/9/1981)
5/12/21 This writer made call to number listed for member; no answer.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/14/21 This writer made call to member’s AH InReach Peer support specialist to update member’s contact information and to inform her that the grievance had been assigned. Member is being connected to another provider, however, is filing due to how he was treated at Behavioral. This writer made call to member at another number: (910) 527-1837. This writer spoke with Mr. Shaw explaining the purpose of call, role of QM and next steps. Mr. Shaw confirmed that he did not give permission to use his name when discussing the matter with the provider. He reports that the appt was scheduled then once he got there he was told there was no one there to complete the assessment. Mr. Shaw reports that he is on a fixed income and is unable to go back and forth and he could have been notified in advance. He reports feeling like he was getting “the runaround”. He confirmed that he continues to work with AH staff M Hines and referral to another provider. Acknowledgment mailed to confirmed mailing address.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/25/21 This writer contacted the agency’s QI Director, Tonya Pone, to make her aware of the concern. Due to the limited information (i.e. no permission to use the member’s name), this writer made her aware of the concern, requested review of agency policy/procedure in regards to the matter. This writer has indicated that QM will continue to track the matter for potential trends in the event that similar concerns was submitted. The grievance information and information from complainant indicate that member was referred to another provider for services. Based on contact with complainant, complainant connection with alternative agency and agency notification, case to be closed. Complainant was made aware of the action steps taken in the matter and thanked this writer. Resolution letter mailed. No further action by this writer at this time. Any subsequent correspondence received from provider to be noted.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		18

		11808		Hillary Vandewart		05/07/2021		Kersey		Elyse		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Outpatient Services				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Edward A. Rubes Jr. LPC		1		25912 - THOMPSON, SAVANNAH		Black/African American		H= Hispanic, Other		Female		Johnston		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		The provider continues to provide the same clinical justification repeatedly, even after CM will request that this be updated. CM also notes that he billed for individual therapy sessions, and was paid, while member was hospitalized. There are 4-5 overlapping claims. The provider also failed to mention member’s recent hospitalization and current safety concerns.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Nature of Issue to Auth/Payment/Billing, Changed disability to MH only		other		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8179		06/04/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		The provider continues to provide the same clinical justification repeatedly, even after CM will request that this be updated. CM also notes that he billed for individual therapy sessions, and was paid, while member was hospitalized. There are 4-5 overlapping claims. The provider also failed to mention member’s recent hospitalization and current safety concerns.
[PT: Savannah Thompson			DOB: 3/17/07				ID: 25912]
5/11/21
This writer sent email to Tanya Held (SIU/Compliance) to request a case consult. She responded and advised that:
•	This provider has no SIU history and the overpayment implication is around $600
•	QM should proceed with usual process. 
•	QM should request March and April 2021 notes to see if the member’s hospitalization is mentioned. 
•	If he was providing OPT services while member was inpatient (remotely or providing care coordination), this would be abuse rather than fraud, and SIU would encourage a self-audit as those claims should be paid back. 
•	If the notes read like the member was seen face-to-face and the hospitalization is not mentioned, you can refer this case to SIU at that time as an allegation of fraud.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/12/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/25/21
This writer reached out to provider via email ('edrubes@earthlink.net') to share concerns and request notes for March and April 2021 per feedback from SIU.
This writer received response from Mr. Rubes which did not include requested information. He reported that member was currently at Johnston County Memorial Hospital waiting to be moved to a state hospital.
This writer thanked him for the information but reiterated the request for service notes and also provided technical assistance regarding being sure to include most recent clinical/safety information when submitting SARS (rather than sending the same information with each request).
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/2/21
This writer followed up with Mr. Rubes via email, again requesting service notes for March/April 2021.
6/4/21
This writer received service notes for member. In reviewing service notes, notes read like the member was seen face-to-face and the hospitalization is not mentioned. Per Tanya Held’s request, this will be referred to SIU as an allegation of fraud.
This writer emailed notes to Tanya.
This writer then composed and sent resolution letter to internal complainant. She replied and thanked this writer, confirming that SIU would be investigating. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Undetermined--Referred to SIU for investigation		1		1		0		28

		11810		Kim Ware		05/07/2021		robinson		deidra		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Medication Administration		outpatient theray		Mental Health Only		Adult		MONARCH		1		77193 - FERNANDEZ, SYLVANA		White		H= Hispanic, Other		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Slyvanna Fernandez (919-741-1615) indicated that Monarch called her on Sunday to cancel her therapy appointment due to issues with their computers and therapist attending a funeral.  Slyvanna indicated that the appointment was not rescheduled and she had tried calling Monarch several times but was put on hold for 2 hours in one instance.  Slyvanna is out of medication and indicated her medication was the only thing keeping her going. CC contacted Monarch with member on the phone and waited 45 minutes before someone answered. The staff was able to see that Slyvana had a medication appointment on 5/21 at 11am and advised Slyvanna to contact Behavioral Urgent Care and ask for Dr. C Fullwood (prescribing doctor) for a refill.  CC and Slyvanna were transferred but had to leave a message for a return phone call. CC suggested that member walk in if no one returns her call. The staff at Monarch was able to get her therapy appointment rescheduled but not until 7/5/2021 at 8 am. The staff did indicate she would put her on a waitlist just in case something became available sooner.		CORRECTIONS: CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO FROM MEMBER'S		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8237		06/04/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Slyvanna Fernandez (919-741-1615) indicated that Monarch called her on Sunday to cancel her therapy appointment due to issues with their computers and therapist attending a funeral. Slyvanna indicated that the appointment was not rescheduled and she had tried calling Monarch several times but was put on hold for 2 hours in one instance. Slyvanna is out of medication and indicated her medication was the only thing keeping her going. CC contacted Monarch with member on the phone and waited 45 minutes before someone answered. The staff was able to see that Slyvana had a medication appointment on 5/21 at 11am and advised Slyvanna to contact Behavioral Urgent Care and ask for Dr. C Fullwood (prescribing doctor) for a refill. CC and Slyvanna were transferred but had to leave a message for a return phone call. CC suggested that member walk in if no one returns her call. The staff at Monarch was able to get her therapy appointment rescheduled but not until 7/5/2021 at 8 am. The staff did indicate she would put her on a waitlist just in case something became available sooner.
SYLVAN FERNANDEZ   ID: 77193   (DOB: 4/22/1986)
5/25/21 This writer contacted the agency's Incident & Complaint Specialist, Cornelius Powe (704) 858-1729. Per discussion the information was emailed directly for review and response at cornelius.powe@monarchnc.org. Mr. Powe confirmed receipt and that the information would be forwarded to the appropriate staff for follow up.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/26/21 Case was presented to AH CQR by Incident & Grievance Mgr, Todd Parker for review and any clinical recommendations. No recommendations at time of review; continue resolution process.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/3/21 This writer has not received response from agency. This writer contacted Mr. Powe. He apologized for the delay and plans to follow up with this writer.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/4/21 Agency response received to include internal review result findings as well a actions taken as follows:
Findings
The client came to Monarch 3/31/21, she was discharged from the hospital and placed on the schedule to be seen 4/5/21.  Patient was evaluated 4/5/21 by a therapist and a recommendation was made for outpatient therapy that the patient agreed to.  The patient was set up for an appt close to her home for 5/3/21.  Her therapist called to cancel due to leaving the company and advised the patient at the time to call the BHUC for medication refill.  There is no record of the patient reaching out to the BHUC or call center for call transfer, when the therapist cancelled her appt.  She sent it to the schedulers for reschedule.  The client never mentioned needing to speak to the BHUC or requesting transfer to the line.  The patient was scheduled for a med mgt appt with a provider for 5/21.  When she spoke with the provider, she indicated she was taking meds she got/had from Mexico and did not like the (US) meds.  The client and the provider agreed she would continue the meds from Mexico.  Patient has schedule therapy appt on 6/17.

Follow Up
Monarch has recently been adding additional providers and therapist to help with the growing demand for care within the last year especially. With this increase in access and availability there should not be further issues. Monarch will continue to monitor, follow up appts when cancelled, rescheduled or no show as our current procedure indicates." Based on agency notification , review and response case to be closed and tracked for potential trends. This writer has recommended that agency continue to monitor the matter and continue to review for areas of improvement. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		28

		11811		Hillary Vandewart		05/08/2021		Barber		Dominique		Family Member		External Stakeholder Concern		Access to Services		Crisis - Facility-Based Crisis Program				Unknown Disability				Recovery Innovations, Inc.		0		'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Johnston		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Caller (Dominique Barber - 910-336-1440) initially called (CID 577036) seeking service options for her partner, and was provided information on CRRC. Caller called back (CID 577040) and reports calling CRRC, but the person she talked to was rude and kept cutting her off. Caller reports she spoke with Ebony, who informed her she is the supervisor. Caller reports she was trying to explain her partner’s situation, and get information about the program. Caller reports Ebony Kept cutting her off, saying “This is a 23-hr facility. Is there anything else you need?” Caller states she attempted to ask questions about the length of stay, but Ebony cut her off again, stating “This is a 23-hr facility. Is that all?” Caller states she asked for a supervisor, and Ebony stated she is the supervisor. Caller states she was unable to get additional information about CRRC, as Ebony continued to say “This is a 23-hr facility. Is that all?”		CORRECTIONS: Changed to External Stakeholder Concern, Changed Source to Family Member, Updated mailing address, Changed Nature of Issue to Access to Services		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8183		06/03/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller (Dominique Barber - 910-336-1440) initially called (CID 577036) seeking service options for her partner, and was provided information on CRRC. Caller called back (CID 577040) and reports calling CRRC, but the person she talked to was rude and kept cutting her off. Caller reports she spoke with Ebony, who informed her she is the supervisor. Caller reports she was trying to explain her partner’s situation, and get information about the program. Caller reports Ebony Kept cutting her off, saying “This is a 23-hr facility. Is there anything else you need?” Caller states she attempted to ask questions about the length of stay, but Ebony cut her off again, stating “This is a 23-hr facility. Is that all?” Caller states she asked for a supervisor, and Ebony stated she is the supervisor. Caller states she was unable to get additional information about CRRC, as Ebony continued to say “This is a 23-hr facility. Is that all?”
[NOT RELATED TO A MEMBER]
5/12/21
This writer called and spoke with complainant regarding her concerns and confirmed that we would be looking into the matter. She shared that her mailing address was 5013 Houston Rd, Fayetteville, NC 28311.
This writer inquired whether or not she had found services elsewhere and she stated that she had not. This writer asked if she would be interested in CRRC if they are able to look into the issue and she stated that she would be. This writer thanked her for the information and stated that we would be in touch.
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement letter.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/25/21
This writer called and left detailed message for Beth Work, Risk Manager, at (602) 636-4405, requesting a call back to discuss.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/1/21
This writer received a response from Beth Work which can be summarized below:
•	Eboni reported that she validated Dominique throughout the call, and at times, Dominique expressed feeling interrupted (for which Eboni apologized).
•	Eboni also indicated that Dominique expressed feeling rushed during the call and so Eboni again paused in the conversation and tried to allow Dominique room to ask her questions completely. 
•	During the call, Eboni explained several times that Cumberland Recovery Response Center (CRRC) is a 23-hour crisis facility intended to help individuals stabilize during a mental health or substance use crisis episode. 
•	Dominique did appear to be confused about the nature of the CRRC’s services despite multiple attempts to describe services in various ways. 
•	Dominique had several questions around medications which Eboni explained were beyond her scope to answer. 
•	Additionally, Dominique had questions about what would happen to her partner after discharge, and Eboni explained that discharge planning begins at admission and includes referrals to aftercare services. 
•	She stated that as a supervisor, she is aware of the importance of customer service and made efforts to apologize and meet Dominique’s needs during the call. 
Provider ultimately could not substantiate complainant’s allegations. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/3/21
This writer contacted Dominique Barber to share provider’s feedback at 910-336-1440. This writer shared with her that the concerns were shared with leadership and that we would be tracking the issue moving forward. This writer encouraged her to contact the Access and Information Line if she needed additional resources and she stated that they were going to give CRRC another try. This writer thanked her for this and informed her that she would be receiving a resolution letter in the mail. She thanked this writer. 
This writer then composed and sent resolution letter. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		26

		11812		Todd Parker		05/10/2021		Patterson		Tewaunna		Provider		External Stakeholder Concern		Access to Services		Unknown				Multi-Disability		Adult		Not Defined		0		715140 - Hicks, Nathan		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		[CID: 577155] Caller is staff with The Hope Center for Advancement reporting issues with ModivCare transportation and inability to reach or hear back from anyone at ModivCare and unable to reach member's CC Nicholas Riddle to help in addressing the issue.  Caller reports multiple calls to ModivCare and his CC and feeling "paranoid" as she cannot get in touch with anyone and is not receiving a call from the Lyft driver.  Member received a ride to The Hope Center and had a ride scheduled to take him to his residential program in Raleigh but it has not picked him up.  Member was doing well upon arriving at The Hope Center but now is feeling "uneasy", "not safe", "paranoid" and doesn't know who is picking him up.--R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8182		05/17/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		[CID: 577155] Caller is staff with The Hope Center for Advancement reporting issues with ModivCare transportation and inability to reach or hear back from anyone at ModivCare and unable to reach member's CC Nicholas Riddle to help in addressing the issue.  Caller reports multiple calls to ModivCare and his CC and feeling "paranoid" as she cannot get in touch with anyone and is not receiving a call from the Lyft driver.  Member received a ride to The Hope Center and had a ride scheduled to take him to his residential program in Raleigh but it has not picked him up.  Member was doing well upon arriving at The Hope Center but now is feeling "uneasy", "not safe", "paranoid" and doesn't know who is picking him up.--R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC
PT:  Nathan Hicks	DOB:  1-13-76		ID:  715140
5-11-21
Writer contacted complainant at the number provided. Writer explained that he was calling in reference to a complaint against Alliance staff.  Complainant shared that the complaint is not against staff; it is against the transportation service. She mentioned the staff because she had attempted to contact her.  Complainant expressed that “the service never works”. Writer explained that the service is not one that Alliance manages but he will contact someone internally that may have information on who to inform. Wrtier informed that he will make the appropriate persons aware of her concerns.
Writer emailed Dough Wright (Dir. of Community Health and Wellbeing) to inquire about who he might contact to inform of the complaint. Mr. Wright provided contact information for Lydia Hennick (Lydia.hennick@modivcare.com) and Michael Egan (michael.egan@modivcare.com). Mr. Wright suggested emailing both. Writer will email to inform of the complaint. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager
5-12-21
Writer emailed Modivcare contacts to make them aware of the complaint. Writer shared complainant’s phone number and the initials of the member impacted. Writer will await a response from Modivecare. If received prior to 5/17/21, writer will Ack/Res. If not, an Ack letter will be sent to complainant. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager

5/17/21
Writer followed up with an email to ModivCare staff. Writer will Ack/Res this complaint as no other items are actionable for QM at this time. Writer composed and mailed Ack/Res letter to complainant. No further action. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager		Undetermined; not an Alliance service provider		1		1		0		7

		11813		Kim Ware		05/07/2021						Anonymous		Grievance		Quality of Services		Outpatient Services				Unknown Disability				The Mindly Group, PLLC				'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		The following was reported to the Alliance Compliance Line on 5/7/2021:
"During 2021, the caller encountered a problem with Sarah, where Sarah or someone that Sarah knows, was hacking into the caller's phone, and also Sarah has visited the caller's apartment. The caller also did not authorize Sarah to be the caller's therapist, and it is suspected that Sarah obtained the caller's signature under a false name. The caller is unaware of the reason for Sarah going to the caller's apartment. Whenever the caller made a social media post, Sarah would show up to the caller's apartment with the police and ambulance, so it is suspected that Sarah hacked the caller's phone. This situation has been ongoing for over one year, though the caller is unaware of when it started exactly. The caller also told Sarah that the caller was raped by a sheriff deputy who identified himself by the name of Kevin Butler, but Sarah did nothing to protect the caller. The caller is unaware of any witnesses to this situation. The situation was not reported to management."
Sarah Renee Smusz was identified by the caller as the person perpetrating the cell phone hacking.
Smusz is an LP with The Mindly Group.
I responded through the hotline to advise the caller to report these allegations to the police if not already reported. SIU will not investigate these allegations.				Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8213		05/19/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		The following was reported to the Alliance Compliance Line on 5/7/2021: "During 2021, the caller encountered a problem with Sarah, where Sarah or someone that Sarah knows, was hacking into the caller's phone, and also Sarah has visited the caller's apartment. The caller also did not authorize Sarah to be the caller's therapist, and it is suspected that Sarah obtained the caller's signature under a false name. The caller is unaware of the reason for Sarah going to the caller's apartment. Whenever the caller made a social media post, Sarah would show up to the caller's apartment with the police and ambulance, so it is suspected that Sarah hacked the caller's phone. This situation has been ongoing for over one year, though the caller is unaware of when it started exactly. The caller also told Sarah that the caller was raped by a sheriff deputy who identified himself by the name of Kevin Butler, but Sarah did nothing to protect the caller. The caller is unaware of any witnesses to this situation. The situation was not reported to management." Sarah Renee Smusz was identified by the caller as the person perpetrating the cell phone hacking. Smusz is an LP with The Mindly Group. I responded through the hotline to advise the caller to report these allegations to the police if not already reported. SIU will not investigate these allegations.
*ANONYMOUS
 5/19/21 No acknowledgment letter mailed due to anonymity and no contact information. This writer made call to agency (919) 617-9656. The call was directed to Ms Reesse Whitaker. This writer left a message requesting a return call in reference to an anonymous grievance submitted to QM. Based on limited information and anonymity, the plan is to notify the agency and close case, per case consult with Incident & Grievance Mgr, T Parker. This writer received return call from agency CEO, Stephanie  Philips and made he aware of the anonymous concern. AH is requiring no action from provdier at this time per case consult. No letter mailed due to anonymity.(K.WARE,QAA)		undetermined		1		1		0		12

		11814		Hillary Vandewart		05/11/2021		Brown		Carrie		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Opioid Treatment				Multi-Disability		Adult		BAART Community Healthcare		0		250115 - TUTT, WILLIAM		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Provider is submitting a reauthorization request for this member to start May 2021.  Provider submitted 2 different SAR’s for approximately the same dates and the same service.  All of the information submitted by the provider is from September of 2020.   Information that is 8 months old is not helpful in doing a clinical review.  Despite a prior authorization being on file there is no billing on this member from BAART, so it is not clear if the member is returning to services or is continued stay.  CCM has reached out to provider to request current information and will continue to do so, but this is an ongoing issue.  CCM has already contacted the agency about old information being submitted with other reviews so there is concern about ongoing administrative practices at this agency.  Carrie Brown, LMFT 5/11/21		CORRECTIONS: Changed Is Medicaid? to NO, Changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8187		05/27/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Provider is submitting a reauthorization request for this member to start May 2021. Provider submitted 2 different SAR’s for approximately the same dates and the same service. All of the information submitted by the provider is from September of 2020. Information that is 8 months old is not helpful in doing a clinical review. Despite a prior authorization being on file there is no billing on this member from BAART, so it is not clear if the member is returning to services or is continued stay. CCM has reached out to provider to request current information and will continue to do so, but this is an ongoing issue. CCM has already contacted the agency about old information being submitted with other reviews so there is concern about ongoing administrative practices at this agency. Carrie Brown, LMFT 5/11/21
[PT: William Tutt				DOB: 5/16/84				ID: 250115]
5/13/21
This writer sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant. She replied and added that provider still hasn’t provided any updated info and needs this in order to process the request. UR was supposed to speak to clinical supervisor to get info. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/21/21
This writer attempted to contact BAART via phone however agency closes at 1pm. This writer sent email to Clinical Director, Hilda Smith (hsmith@baartprograms.com) requesting that she confirm that she is still the appropriate contact for this type of concern.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
5/25/21
This writer has not received a response. This writer called BAART again 919.683.1607 and left a detailed message for her on her voicemail requesting a call back. This writer also sent a follow up email.
-Hillary Vandewart
5/26/21
This writer called BAART again to see if there is another contact who I can discuss the issue with. Spoke with receptionist and was directed to Sandra Lewis, Fiscal Clerk. She shared that Hilda was no longer working at BAART and that they are extremely short-staffed at the moment and trying to stay up to date with new intakes. She stated that she would do her best to respond to the concerns within the 3-5 day turnaround but couldn’t guarantee it. This writer asked that she just keep me posted if there were issues in meeting that deadline.
She agreed and provided her email address, Slewis2@baartprograms.com
This writer then sent concern elements to her with a deadline of 6/2.
This writer received response from Ms. Lewis stating that authorization had been approved and inquiring as to whether documentation was still needed (PCP, Crisis Plan, UA, etc). This writer reached out to internal complainant to inquire as to whether the requested documentation had been received and she confirmed but also pointed out that PCP was incomplete and they should correct this for their records. 
This writer shared this feedback with Ms. Lewis and confirmed that no documentation needed to be uploaded; but providing technical assistance regarding ensuring that documentation is complete and current before submitting requests. Additionally, this writer advised that provider be sure to check the "Provider Communications" tab within the SAR for any direction from the UM reviewers following a submission.
Ms. Lewis thanked this writer for the assistance and confirmed that she would share the feedback with the counselors. 
This writer then composed and sent resolution email to internal complainant. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		16

		11815		Hillary Vandewart		05/11/2021		Wilkie		Jessica		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Psychiatric Services				Multi-Disability		Child (0-17)		Benchmark Behavioral Health Systems		1		178725 - MOORE, ELIJAH		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		1		Out of State outside of 40 mile radius		PRTF		1		0		I received an email from DSS guardian, Ruel Samuels, from Benchmark PRTF informing "today we discovered a staff member who appears to have been allowing Elijah to smoke a vape pen. I discovered the event while doing  a random video audit. Based off of Elijah’s behaviors this past weekend, (he was reported being erratic/ hypomanic) we are not sure what he was smoking, tobacco or marijuana. We immediately took the staff member off of his shift and interviewed him. He did not give us any valuable information. I have reported the event to Child Protective Services. They will be opening a case for Child Endangerment Case # 2762073. I will be notifying WX City PD and our Licensing agency today."
I notified my supervisor and was asked to file a grievance for this case.

I will note that the facility did take immediate action and notified the DSS guardian when this was learned. I am not sure of the outcome for the staff person, and if they are on suspension or if they were terminated. We had a Treatment Team Meeting yesterday for him and this did not come up, but his behavior in the meeting was very different than any other meeting we have had previously. He was agitated, cursing, and then was crying.		CORRECTIONS: Changed to Internal Employee Concern, Changed Source to MCO Staff, Changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8190		06/03/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		I received an email from DSS guardian, Ruel Samuels, from Benchmark PRTF informing "today we discovered a staff member who appears to have been allowing Elijah to smoke a vape pen. I discovered the event while doing  a random video audit. Based off of Elijah’s behaviors this past weekend, (he was reported being erratic/ hypomanic) we are not sure what he was smoking, tobacco or marijuana. We immediately took the staff member off of his shift and interviewed him. He did not give us any valuable information. I have reported the event to Child Protective Services. They will be opening a case for Child Endangerment Case # 2762073. I will be notifying WX City PD and our Licensing agency today."
I notified my supervisor and was asked to file a grievance for this case.
I will note that the facility did take immediate action and notified the DSS guardian when this was learned. I am not sure of the outcome for the staff person, and if they are on suspension or if they were terminated. We had a Treatment Team Meeting yesterday for him and this did not come up, but his behavior in the meeting was very different than any other meeting we have had previously. He was agitated, cursing, and then was crying.
[PT: Elijah Moore				DOB: 5/29/06				ID: 178725]
5/17/21
This writer sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/1/21
This writer reviewed notes in Jiva which further reported that DSS felt that the incident was handled appropriately by the PRTF and that they did not wish to file a grievance. Jive notes also stated that DSS was to update CN with results of DSS investigation once available.
This writer reached out to inserted user, Jessica Wilkie, to see if she had any updates regarding the DSS investigation. This writer also requested the contact information for the Benchmark staff who alerted DSS to the incident.
Jessica informed this writer that she had not received any updates and provided the name Chris Coburn as the staff at Benchmark who alerted DSS to the incident. A google search reveals that this is the Director of Risk Management at Benchmark. 
This writer then contacted Benchmark via phone at (801) 299-5300 and requested to be connected to Chris Coburn’s extension. This writer then left a message with him requesting a call back.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/3/21
This writer received voicemail from Chris Coburn, returning call. He left callback number of 801-299-5379. This writer returned his call and again left voicemail requesting a call back. This writer received a call back from Mr. Coburn and discussed with him the reason for my call. He shared additional details regarding the incident and confirmed that staff member had been terminated and was never allowed back into building following incident. He also informed this writer that CPS was still investigating and that the police department were going to be screening the individual for charges; however, they have not yet been able to locate him. 
This writer thanked him for the information and informed him that we would be closing the concern based on this additional information. He provided his email address in case any additional information was needed: Chris.coburn@uhsinc.com. 
This writer then composed and sent resolution email to internal complainant. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Confirmed--Provider initiated corrective action		1		1		0		23

		11816		Kim Ware		05/11/2021		Abdrahman		Mohamed		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Assertive Community Tx Team				Multi-Disability		Adult		B & D Integrated Health Services		1		403336 - Abdrahman, Mohamed		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		[CID: 577432  ]    
CALLER'S NAME/Relationship if not member: Mohamed Abdrahman--SELF
MEMBER'S NAME (if different): 
DOB: 8/18/1989
ADDRESS: 4715 Archean Way Raleigh, NC 27616
PHONE: 919-949-3797
COUNTY: Wake 
INSURANCE: Medi/Medi
MENTAL STATUS: Denies crisis needs.
MENTAL HEALTH HISTORY: Was open to B&D ACTT in Wake County but has ended services with that agency.
SUBSTANCES: N/S
MEDICATIONS: N/S
SEVERITY:  Non Threshold. 
DISPOSITION:  Member calling to file grievance against former ACTT provider, B&D. Member reports the following concerns with B&D:  Since August 2019 client B&D ACT Team staff Showed up unannounced and knocked loudly on client’s door at 7:00 AM and at other times. B&D withheld medication prescriptions for several months despite repeated requests by client to begin medication management.. Staff did not properly handle the school paperwork client needed to reenter college. Some of the ACT staff were not helpful and asked odd questions. Client also reports he did not receive the housing supports he required. Caller agrees to callback by AH QM re: this grievance. Writer filed grievance on member’s behalf.
--DC Rhyne, LCSW------------		CORRECTIONS: DISABILITY CHANGED FROM MH ONLY TO MULTI; IS RESIDENTIAL A PART CHANGED FROM YES TO NO; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO NOT LICENSED		other		Worked with Provider for resolution		8191		06/03/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		[CID: 577432  ]    
CALLER'S NAME/Relationship if not member: Mohamed Abdrahman--SELF
MEMBER'S NAME (if different): 
DOB: 8/18/1989
ADDRESS: 4715 Archean Way Raleigh, NC 27616
PHONE: 919-949-3797
COUNTY: Wake 
INSURANCE: Medi/Medi
MENTAL STATUS: Denies crisis needs.
MENTAL HEALTH HISTORY: Was open to B&D ACTT in Wake County but has ended services with that agency.
SUBSTANCES: N/S
MEDICATIONS: N/S
SEVERITY:  Non Threshold. 
DISPOSITION:  Member calling to file grievance against former ACTT provider, B&D. Member reports the following concerns with B&D:  Since August 2019 client B&D ACT Team staff Showed up unannounced and knocked loudly on client’s door at 7:00 AM and at other times. B&D withheld medication prescriptions for several months despite repeated requests by client to begin medication management.. Staff did not properly handle the school paperwork client needed to reenter college. Some of the ACT staff were not helpful and asked odd questions. Client also reports he did not receive the housing supports he required. Caller agrees to callback by AH QM re: this grievance. Writer filed grievance on member’s behalf.
--DC Rhyne, LCSW------------
MOHAMED ABDRAHAM   ID: 403336  (DOB: 8/18/1989)
5/17/21 Call to complainant; left vm message.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/18/21Call to complainant; left vm; acknowledgment mailed to address listed in grievance information.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/25/21 Call to complainant; left vm message requesting return call. To date no response from complainant. Due to nature of the concern involving medication issues, case to be presented to AH CQR on 5/26/21 for review and clinical recommendations. This writer contacted agency QM Director, Jeremy Reed to request that an internal review be conducted and submitted.
6/3/21 Agency submitted email correspondence on 6/3/21 regarding the matter. Agency response indicates multiple attempts to engage member, member is already receiving housing and member refusal to submit urine screen in regards to prescriptions and adherence to medication policy: "Regarding unannounced visits: Mr. Abdrahaman has a history of non-engagement requiring unannounced visits in an attempt to make contact. He purposely avoided contact with his team until an engagement letter was sent on March 15th . Upon reconnecting with his team, he requested to be stepped down to a lower level of care, which was granted to him.
Regarding housing supports: Mr. Abdrahaman is in the TCLI program. He is currently housed, but has a goal for a bigger house. The ACT team was working with him to meet this goal and to address the issues he had maintaining his current housing. Mr. Abdrahaman avoided his team and related housing supports for about 90 days. TMS was recommended for Mr. Abdrahaman so that he could maintain his housing and would have resources to continue to work toward his housing goal.
Regarding medication: Mr. Abdrhaman was unable to receive his prescription, due to his refusal to submit a urine screen, per the B&D Medication Policy and his agreement with through his medication contract. Mr. Abdrhaman provided a UDS on April 23, 2021.
Regarding College Paperwork: Mr. Abdrahman requested a letter from Dr. Trost for the purpose ofre-entering school. The letter was provided on 11/25/2020. This was documented in the service note." Agency indicates attempts to contact member via USPS, telephone as well as the unannounced visits. This writer made call to member; left vm messge. No response to contact attempts to date with this writer. The acknowledgment letter mailed to address listed was returned on 6/2/21 marked as "RETURN TO SENDER VACANT UNABLE TO FORWARD". Information and documentation received from B and D to be forwarded to T Parker to present to CQR as requested. Based on agency response, no response from complainant, case to be closed and tracked. No resolution letter mailed due to return letter, no forwarding address and no repsonse from complainant.		tracking		1		1		0		23

		11818		Kim Ware		05/12/2021		BURTON		JAMES		Consumer		Grievance		Access to Services		Assertive Community Tx Team				Multi-Disability		Adult		B & D Integrated Health Services		1		91924 - BURTON, JAMES		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		(CID 577564)     
James  Burton (09/08/1983)
2503 Banner Street Durham NC  27704

Grievance against B&D services

Member stated B&D is not putting effort to his payee services.  His payee is not giving him funds.  Payee will not give him his stimulus money.  
He see his provider once a week (ACTT); he does not see his therapist.  He stopped seeing his therapist over 3 months; he does not talk to her over the phone (It’s been about a month).  Member does not understand why he is not seeing his therapist. Member has seen his case worker once a week and nurse once a month; he has not seen his therapist in 3 months, nor talk to her on the phone.  
Member would like to see his case worker often, talk to his therapist, and get his finances corrected with his payee.		CORRECTIONS; PRIORITY CHANGED FROM HIGH TO ROUTINE; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO NOT LICENSED; SERVICE CHANGED FROM OUTPATIENT TO ACTT; disability changed from mh only to multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8194		05/18/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		James  Burton (09/08/1983)
2503 Banner Street Durham NC  27704

Grievance against B&D services

Member stated B&D is not putting effort to his payee services.  His payee is not giving him funds.  Payee will not give him his stimulus money.  
He see his provider once a week (ACTT); he does not see his therapist.  He stopped seeing his therapist over 3 months; he does not talk to her over the phone (It’s been about a month).  Member does not understand why he is not seeing his therapist. Member has seen his case worker once a week and nurse once a month; he has not seen his therapist in 3 months, nor talk to her on the phone.  
Member would like to see his case worker often, talk to his therapist, and get his finances corrected with his payee.
5/17/21 This writer made call to complainant; no vm available.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/18/21 This writer made call and spoke directly with complainant. This writer explained purpose of call, role of QM and issues submitted by complainant. Per Mr Burton, the matter has been taken care of. He reports that the issue regarding his payee has ben handled. He also indicated that he will now be speaking with his therapist once a week. He reports that he spoke directly with the agency owner regarding his concerns. Mr. Burton indicated that this writer did not need to contact the provider, the matter has been resolved and the case can be closed. This writer explained that if assistance was needed in the future feel free to contact this writer or the AH access and information line. Mr Burton thanked this writer, confirmed mailing address and ended the call. No further concerns noted at this time. Disregard letter mailed to complainant. No further action by this writer at this time per complainant request.(K.WARE,QAA)		DISREGARD		1		1		0		6

		11819		Kristie White		05/13/2021		Lewis		Natalie		Parent		External Stakeholder Concern		Quality of Services		Outpatient Services				Mental Health Only		Adult		MONARCH		0		4575 - LEWIS, BENJAMIN		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		[CID: 577768] Caller is mother expressing concerns around member's services at Monarch.  Caller reports that member has a diagnosis of schizophrenia and has been decompensating since transferring his services to Monarch.  Caller reports that member was stable with previous provider but now with Monarch he is experiencing auditory hallucinations and paranoid delusions and has been unable to maintain employment as a result.  Caller reports that rather than being linked with a psychiatrist at Monarch he was linked with a physician's assistant.  Caller reports that due to the pandemic their office has been closed and member couldn't get in touch with them for medication and member has been "spiraling".  Caller reports that member was linked with a therapist who he spoke to twice but then that therapist quit.  Caller adds that the physician assistant he was seeing is no longer his provider.  Caller reports that the lack of support, access, and consistency has contributed to his decompensation.  Caller describes the actions by the provider as "reckless" and that she has considered taking her concerns to the governor.--R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC		Changed to Quality of Services.		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8197		06/03/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		[CID: 577768] Caller is mother expressing concerns around member's services at Monarch. Caller reports that member has a diagnosis of schizophrenia and has been decompensating since transferring his services to Monarch. Caller reports that member was stable with previous provider but now with Monarch he is experiencing auditory hallucinations and paranoid delusions and has been unable to maintain employment as a result. Caller reports that rather than being linked with a psychiatrist at Monarch he was linked with a physician's assistant. Caller reports that due to the pandemic their office has been closed and member couldn't get in touch with them for medication and member has been "spiraling". Caller reports that member was linked with a therapist who he spoke to twice but then that therapist quit. Caller adds that the physician assistant he was seeing is no longer his provider. Caller reports that the lack of support, access, and consistency has contributed to his decompensation. Caller describes the actions by the provider as "reckless" and that she has considered taking her concerns to the governor. --R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC
Patient: Benjamin Lewis Patient ID: 4575 DOB: 10/08/1983
05/14/21-External stakeholder-against Monarch- lack of support, access and consistency has contributed to member’s decompensation. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/17/21-Called to speak to member mom at 910-608-7377 about this grievance with no answer and left message. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/18/21-Called again and left another message for her to call me about information about this grievance. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/19/21-Called again to speak about this external grievance and the voicemail was full and would not allow this writer to leave a message. This writer is sending need more information letter. KM Appeals Coordinator
06/03/21-This writer never received call or correspondence from external stakeholder about this grievance. Closing as undetermined-Due to no information given to complete grievance. KM Appeals Coordinator		Undetermined-No information given from complainant to resolve issue.		1		1		0		21

		11821		Hillary Vandewart		05/13/2021						Consumer		Grievance		Access to Services		Crisis - Facility-Based Crisis Program				Unknown Disability				Recovery Innovations, Inc.		1		'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		Member reports being discharged from RI on 5/12/21. Reports he was not given a prescription at the time of discharge, despite being on ongoing medications. Reports plans to attend another program that needs his medications, so they can be continued. Reports contacting RI, but was told there was nothing they can do. RI advised member that in order to get prescription he would need to be readmitted to facility.		CORRECTIONS: Changed type of case to Grievance, changed nature of issue to Access to Services		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8219		05/26/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member reports being discharged from RI on 5/12/21. Reports he was not given a prescription at the time of discharge, despite being on ongoing medications. Reports plans to attend another program that needs his medications, so they can be continued. Reports contacting RI, but was told there was nothing they can do. RI advised member that in order to get prescription he would need to be readmitted to facility.
[MEMBER IS ANONYMOUS]
5/18/21
Unable to contact member to acknowledge grievance due to anonymous nature.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
5/25/21
This writer called and left detailed message for Beth Work, Risk Manager, at (602) 636-4405, requesting a call back to discuss.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/26/21
This writer did not receive a call back so tried Ms. Work via email (Elizabeth Work, MA, LPC, NCC Elizabeth.Work@riinternational.com). This writer shared anonymous grievance info with her via email and informed her that a response would not be required due to the limited information provided. 
She responded that it would be very atypical of an RI provider to leave an individual without their ongoing medications at discharge. If the individual reported that they had just recently filled a prescription and had plenty at home, it is possible they would not have done another. If the guest contacted provider, protocols would have been to try to assist the guest in correcting any error. 
She reported that she would expect to see the explanation documented within the record, but without more info, this is not possible to determine.
This writer thanked her for the response and informed her we would be closing the grievance based on lack of information. 
This writer then closed grievance in portal. Unable to send resolution letter due to anonymous nature of grievance. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Undetermined due to lack of info provided by complainant/anonymous nature		1		1		0		13

		11822		Kim Ware		05/13/2021		BRANCH		STANLEY		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Crisis - Facility-Based Crisis Program				Substance Abuse Only		Adult		Recovery Innovations, Inc.		0		75907 - BRANCH, STANLEY		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Caller reports that he is being harassed at the Durham Recovery and Response Center.  He states that staff are treating him differently than other patients and they are inconsistent with rules and procedures.  When asked for an example, caller reports that he fell asleep while watching television and staff woke him up and asked him to leave the area.  Caller feels this represents client mistreatment and harassment.  He asked the staff at DRRC if he could file a grievance against them, and they advised him to call Alliance.  Caller's phone number: 919-824-5307. Current address: 1120 Sweet Gale Dr. Durham, NC 27704.  He states that he plans to remain at DRRC and his contact code there is "Baltimore."				Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8216		05/28/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller reports that he is being harassed at the Durham Recovery and Response Center. He states that staff are treating him differently than other patients and they are inconsistent with rules and procedures. When asked for an example, caller reports that he fell asleep while watching television and staff woke him up and asked him to leave the area. Caller feels this represents client mistreatment and harassment. He asked the staff at DRRC if he could file a grievance against them, and they advised him to call Alliance. Caller's phone number: 919-824-5307. Current address: 1120 Sweet Gale Dr. Durham, NC 27704. He states that he plans to remain at DRRC and his contact code there is "Baltimore."
STANLEY BRANCH    ID: 75907   (DOB: 10/22/1980)
5/14/21 Case assigned. This writer made call to number listed for member; no vm. Due to member inpatient status at time of submission, this writer will not call unit per QM protocol.
5/17/21 Acknowledgment letter mailed to address listed.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/26/21 This write made call to complainant and was able to speak to him directly regarding his concerns. The complainant  confirmed that he is no longer at the facility. He reports that  he was treated unfairly. He reports that he believes it stems from the staff finding out that his fiancé was there at the same time that he was. He reports that when he mentioned the unfair treatment he was initially told some actions were due to policy/procedures then told that it was not written but that they try to avoid any confrontations due to relationships etc. He explained that he did not see her most of the time due to her sleeping the whole time with no treatment. He was concerned that she left AMA and he did not know. Mr Branch confirmed permiession to use his name when discussing the matter with the provider. This writer explained the actions steps to be taken to include notifying the agency requiring that an internal review be conduced and submitted, recommendations made and that his concerns would be tracked for potential trends as possibilities. This writer contacted the agency's Risk Mgr, Joy Brunson Nsubuga (919) 560-7305 to make her aware of the grievance information. Per Ms Nsubuga she has forwarded the information to the mgmt team for review and response. Based on complainant contact and agency notification case to be closed. Any subsequent correspondence received from agency to be noted in follow up.(K.WARE,QAA)		non issue- agency followed HIPAA and treatment protocol		1		1		0		15

		11824		Hillary Vandewart		05/14/2021		Britt		Lisa		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Outpatient Services				Multi-Disability		Adult		MONARCH		0		5204 - Solly, Stevierae		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Staffed with UM Supervisor Melissa Simpson. Level III incident report submitted 4/2021. Outreach to provider (Erica Bales, Terizia Holloway Kochie as well as a detailed voicemail left for nursing at Cary office) to obtain: Did Member attend assessment appt; If there is a safety plan and what safety plan is; What is treatment modality she will receive; Medications prescribed and any dates of service with monarch (assessment, therapy, crisis).  Resulted in the following information: 
Hi Lisa!
Looks like she was last seen at our BHUC on 4/23/21. A risk assessment was completed at that time.  

Current meds are:
Continue Buspar 20mg by mouth three times a day for anxiety
Continue Lamictal 300mg by mouth daily for mood
Continue Vraylar 4.5mg by mouth at bedtime for mood
Continue Cogentin 1mg by mouth at bedtime for EPS
Continue Propranolol 10mg by mouth twice a day as needed for anxiety
Continue Lexapro 5mg, 1 po qd (this was added at Wakebrook)

She has a follow up appointment with the prescriber scheduled for 5/28 and with a therapist on 6/3. There is no safety plan on file, but I will put a note for the therapist to complete one on 6/3.

Hope this helps!

Thanks!
Erica Bales, LCSW | Behavioral Health Therapist
 
AND 
Hello Ms. Britt, 

I received your message requesting information on patient S.S. DOB 9/25/1991. This patient has not been seen by her provider since November 12, 2020. She has an upcoming appointment on May 28, 2021 @ 10:30 AM. Her regular provider was unaware of this incident. She was seen at the Behavioral Health Urgent Care on 4/23/21 when she was provided refills on her medications. She reported to staff at that time that she was considering going to Dove's Nest in Charlotte. She also sees a therapist and her upcoming appointment is 6/3/21.
Please let me know if I can be of further assistance. My direct line is 919-650-3325 ext. 1652.

Sincerely,
Sherry
Sherry Dempsey, LPN

Concern is regarding Member's therapy appt is scheduled 6/3 despite having a Level III incident in April. Also, "her regular provider was unaware of this incident," however Member was seen at Monarch BH Urgent Care. 

I have emailed Erica Bales who stated she put a note for the therapist regarding creating a safety plan. Also emailed both Erica Bales and Sherry Dempsey to encourage a closer appt date as 6/3 is still about three weeks from now. Sherry put her on the waitlist to fill the first cancellation available.

Thank you, 
Lisa Britt MS,LCAS,CRC,MAC 5/14/2021		CORRECTIONS: Changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8243		06/10/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Staffed with UM Supervisor Melissa Simpson. Level III incident report submitted 4/2021. Outreach to provider (Erica Bales, Terizia Holloway Kochie as well as a detailed voicemail left for nursing at Cary office) to obtain: Did Member attend assessment appt; If there is a safety plan and what safety plan is; What is treatment modality she will receive; Medications prescribed and any dates of service with monarch (assessment, therapy, crisis).  Resulted in the following information: 
Hi Lisa!
Looks like she was last seen at our BHUC on 4/23/21. A risk assessment was completed at that time.  
Current meds are:
•	Continue Buspar 20mg by mouth three times a day for anxiety
•	Continue Lamictal 300mg by mouth daily for mood
•	Continue Vraylar 4.5mg by mouth at bedtime for mood
•	Continue Cogentin 1mg by mouth at bedtime for EPS
•	Continue Propranolol 10mg by mouth twice a day as needed for anxiety
•	Continue Lexapro 5mg, 1 po qd (this was added at Wakebrook)
She has a follow up appointment with the prescriber scheduled for 5/28 and with a therapist on 6/3. There is no safety plan on file, but I will put a note for the therapist to complete one on 6/3.
Hope this helps!
Thanks!
Erica Bales, LCSW | Behavioral Health Therapist
AND 
Hello Ms. Britt, 

I received your message requesting information on patient S.S. DOB 9/25/1991. This patient has not been seen by her provider since November 12, 2020. She has an upcoming appointment on May 28, 2021 @ 10:30 AM. Her regular provider was unaware of this incident. She was seen at the Behavioral Health Urgent Care on 4/23/21 when she was provided refills on her medications. She reported to staff at that time that she was considering going to Dove's Nest in Charlotte. She also sees a therapist and her upcoming appointment is 6/3/21.
Please let me know if I can be of further assistance. My direct line is 919-650-3325 ext. 1652.
Sincerely,
Sherry
Sherry Dempsey, LPN
Concern is regarding Member's therapy appt is scheduled 6/3 despite having a Level III incident in April. Also, "her regular provider was unaware of this incident," however Member was seen at Monarch BH Urgent Care. 
I have emailed Erica Bales who stated she put a note for the therapist regarding creating a safety plan. Also emailed both Erica Bales and Sherry Dempsey to encourage a closer appt date as 6/3 is still about three weeks from now. Sherry put her on the waitlist to fill the first cancellation available.
Thank you, 
Lisa Britt MS, LCAS, CRC, MAC 5/14/2021
[PT: Stevierae Solly				DOB: 9/25/91				ID: 5204]
5/19/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/1/21
This writer reached out to Cornelius Powe, Incident and Complaint Specialist, to share concern details and request a response by 6/8.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/10/21
This writer received a response from Mr. Powe which can be summarized below:
•	On 4/23/21 the client was seen at the BHUC, post hospital discharge from WakeBrook. BHUC provider was not aware of the assault and client stated no SI. 
•	Records sent from Wakebrook did not mention assault. Client also stated no SI at Wakebrook per review of notes. 
•	Monarch received a call following up on S. Solly on 5/14/21.  At the time, the nurse was not aware of the assault, as the patient has not been regularly following up with her therapy appts. 
•	Her regular therapist did the Level III report and coordinated the admission to Wakebrook, but this information never followed the patient through admission and d/c follow up.  
•	The client had her regular med management appointment with her provider on 5/28 as scheduled.  
•	The client was a no show to her therapy appt on 6/3.  
•	Monarch will review their current process for communicating level III, safety plans, and follow ups back to the entire team and make necessary changes to current process.
Based on provider’s response, it appears that they will be making corrective actions on their end to ensure that this type of issue does not reoccur. This writer will resolve this internal concern as tracking and will continue to monitor to ensure that this does not become a pattern.
This writer composed and sent resolution email to internal complainant and resolved concern. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Confirmed--Provider initiated corrective action		1		1		0		27

		11825		Hillary Vandewart		05/14/2021		Brown		Carrie		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Community Support Team				Multi-Disability		Adult		Sunrise Clinical Associates, PLLC		1		17001 - BURCH, FRANCINE		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Mbr has been receiving CST services from this agency since 10/26/20.  Provider reported in the CCA that member has a significant history of Suicidal Ideation, Self-injurious behaviors such as skin picking and setting her skin on fire, ongoing delusions, hallucinations and aggression toward others.  On subsequent review 12/2020 CCM pointed out that a lot of the information provider was submitting appeared historical and asked provider to respond to several questions about any current safety issues or needs, housing and to consider referral to ACTT.  Provider did not address this in the request submitted on 3/2/21 and they submitted this statement in the clinical Justification for Services: “Francine’s behaviors and symptoms have been characterized by persistent delusions, hallucinations and paranoia.  In addition to Francine’s psychotic symptoms, Francine experiences depressive symptoms that are characterized by suicidal ideation and suicidal behaviors.  Francine has issues with delusions with bugs at where she is residing currently still.  Francine wants to be more independent with her living on her own, and be able to practice consistent sobriety on an independent level.”  Reports of active suicidal behaviors were very concerning and CCM called the Team Lead Pius Ondachi  on 3/12/21 to obtain additional information and explore any current safety concerns and needs.  Provider did not call back.  The case was sent to Peer Review with Dr Kaesemeyer and was reduced with the recommendation to transfer member to ACTT services based on the information we had.  CCM emailed QP Marcus Best to advise of safety concerns and recommendations from Peer Review to link with ACTT.  A new review was submitted on 5/5/21 with the following statement, “Francine has no record of being hospitalized and no record of having suicidal thoughts.”  Provider also did not address recommendation for ACTT services.  Current mental health symptoms are unclear.  CCM called the CST supervisor Bradford Herring on 5/13/21 and reviewed the information in the PCP with him.  I have attached the PCP from the provider for reference and highlighted the conflicting information on the PCP in the UPDATE section.  I told Bradford I have no understanding of what is happening with member at this time because of the conflicting information.  Bradford said he would have QP Marcus Best call CCM.  He also said he could give me Team Lead Pius’s phone number.  I indicated that I preferred supervisor have Pius call CCM since he did not return my call previously.  As of 3:30pm on 5/14/21 no one has called CCM back.  CCM reviewed case for Peer Review again with recommendation of further assessment to determine most appropriate level of care for member at this time.  Submitting internal employee concern due to minimal and conflicting information submitted by provider and lack of response when CCM has made multiple attempts to contact the agency for clarification.  Carrie Brown, LMFT 5/14/21				Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8201		06/10/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member has been receiving CST services from this agency since 10/26/20.  Provider reported in the CCA that member has a significant history of Suicidal Ideation, Self-injurious behaviors such as skin picking and setting her skin on fire, ongoing delusions, hallucinations and aggression toward others.  
On subsequent review 12/2020 CCM pointed out that a lot of the information provider was submitting appeared historical and asked provider to respond to several questions about any current safety issues or needs, housing and to consider referral to ACTT.  Provider did not address this in the request submitted on 3/2/21 and they submitted this statement in the clinical Justification for Services: 
“Francine’s behaviors and symptoms have been characterized by persistent delusions, hallucinations and paranoia.  In addition to Francine’s psychotic symptoms, Francine experiences depressive symptoms that are characterized by suicidal ideation and suicidal behaviors.  Francine has issues with delusions with bugs at where she is residing currently still.  Francine wants to be more independent with her living on her own, and be able to practice consistent sobriety on an independent level.”  
Reports of active suicidal behaviors were very concerning and CCM called the Team Lead Pius Ondachi  on 3/12/21 to obtain additional information and explore any current safety concerns and needs.  Provider did not call back.  
The case was sent to Peer Review with Dr. Kaesemeyer and was reduced with the recommendation to transfer member to ACTT services based on the information we had.  CCM emailed QP Marcus Best to advise of safety concerns and recommendations from Peer Review to link with ACTT.  A new review was submitted on 5/5/21 with the following statement, “Francine has no record of being hospitalized and no record of having suicidal thoughts.”  
Provider also did not address recommendation for ACTT services.  Current mental health symptoms are unclear.  CCM called the CST supervisor Bradford Herring on 5/13/21 and reviewed the information in the PCP with him.  I have attached the PCP from the provider for reference and highlighted the conflicting information on the PCP in the UPDATE section.  I told Bradford I have no understanding of what is happening with member at this time because of the conflicting information.  Bradford said he would have QP Marcus Best call CCM.  He also said he could give me Team Lead Pius’s phone number.  I indicated that I preferred supervisor have Pius call CCM since he did not return my call previously.  As of 3:30pm on 5/14/21 no one has called CCM back.  
CCM reviewed case for Peer Review again with recommendation of further assessment to determine most appropriate level of care for member at this time.  
Submitting internal employee concern due to minimal and conflicting information submitted by provider and lack of response when CCM has made multiple attempts to contact the agency for clarification. 
[PT: Francine Burch				DOB: 1/21/72				ID: 17001]
5/20/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/2/21
This writer reached out to provider via phone at (919) 493-5013 and requested to speak with Sheila Burge, QA/QI Director.
This writer was transferred to Ms. Burge but she could not hear this writer on the other end of phone. This writer sent email to sburge@sunriseclinical.org to share concern details and request a response by 6/9. This writer informed her that she could contact me with any questions.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/10/21
This writer received response from Ms. Burge which included several documents:
•	Several notes from weekly CST meetings
•	Health and Safety Plan
•	Notes from Internal Review Meeting
•	6/2 service note
•	MCO Recommendation Template
Per a review of documentation, internal meeting occurred on 6/7/21 to discuss concern. Attendees were QA/QI Director, CEO, Clinical Director, CST Team Lead, CST QP. 
Initially, member was not referred for ACT due to main concern being housing.
TL addressed that team was concerned about member’s safety and developed a Health and Safety plan with her, dated 4/26/21.
TL apologized for missing Alliance call and stated that he had no recollection of being notified of a call (no voicemail). 
Member has been referred for Carolina Outreach ACT services and this is in transition (documented on 6/2 service note). 
Action Plan: During each weekly CST meeting, recent recommendations from MCO will be discussed and documented on the MCO Recommendation Template. The Clinical Director will prioritize the recommendations and ensure that this is reviewed each week. This will show evidence that recommendations are being addressed and will also alert the importance of inquiring for additional services and supports, developing Health and Safety Plans, updating PCPs, etc. The Clinical Director and QA/QI Director will also meet with the Team Lead bi-weekly to confirm that recommendations are being adequately addressed. 
Based on a review of the provider’s response, they have put in place a corrective action plan to ensure that recommendations are being followed up on. This member is transitioning to a more appropriate level of care. This case will be resolved based on provider initiating corrective action.
This writer composed and sent resolution email to internal complainant. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Confirmed--Provider initiated corrective action		1		1		0		27

		11826		Kim Ware		05/16/2021		SMITH		SCOTT		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Intensive In-home Services				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Carolina Outreach, LLC		1		293391 - RACKHAM, MICHAEL		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		Andi from Therapeutic Alternatives called about member Michael Rakham, DOB 8/24/2006, to find out if he has enhanced services. TA mobile crisis had been contacted to provide crisis services to this member. LC discovered that member is receiving IIH from Carolina Outreach and informed Andi of this.  Andi requested contact information for the provider. LC gave Andi all phone numbers that the Call Center has for the provider in both Wake and Durham counties.  Andi was not able to make contact with anyone at Carolina Outreach, except for a staff member who takes calls for the ACTT service. That staff member reportedly informed Andi that this member is not a client of Carolina Outreach. LC requested that TA mobile crisis provide the necessary crisis services due to the IIH provider not being available.		CORRECTIONS: CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO FROM MEMBER'S; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO NOT LICENSED		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8222		06/11/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Andi from Therapeutic Alternatives called about member Michael Rakham, DOB 8/24/2006, to find out if he has enhanced services. TA mobile crisis had been contacted to provide crisis services to this member. LC discovered that member is receiving IIH from Carolina Outreach and informed Andi of this. Andi requested contact information for the provider. LC gave Andi all phone numbers that the Call Center has for the provider in both Wake and Durham counties. Andi was not able to make contact with anyone at Carolina Outreach, except for a staff member who takes calls for the ACTT service. That staff member reportedly informed Andi that this member is not a client of Carolina Outreach. LC requested that TA mobile crisis provide the necessary crisis services due to the IIH provider not being available.
MICHALE RACKHAM     id:    (DOB: 8/24/2006)
5/27/21 Acknowledgment emailed to internal complainant.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/3/21 This writer contacted agency QM to make them aware of the concern, requesting that an internal review be conducted. Per discussion, the information was emailed directly for review and response at qm@carolinaoutreach.com.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/11/21 Agency response received indicating that the member was not connected to ACTT services. Agency has indicated: " Per the internal review, it seems that this client is not connected to ACTT services. There may have been miscommunication from the mobile crisis center as well as Carolina Outreach. Our staff has ensured that the client has the correct crisis information and will use this information moving forward." Based on agency notification, review and follow up with staff to ensure that members have correct crisis information, case to be closed. This writer has recommended that agency continue to monitor the matter and document. Resolution emailed to internal complainant. No further action by the writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		26

		11828		Hillary Vandewart		05/17/2021		McDowell		Meghan		Provider		External Stakeholder Concern		Service Coordination between providers		Outpatient Services				Multi-Disability		Adult		MONARCH		1		704684 - Martinez, David		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		My biggest complaint and frustration is their complete lack of communication and follow thru.
 
I have emailed, called, and left messages with no return contact at all.
 
I feel like they are not appropriately supporting and providing quality care to David.  When he did not have any medication refills recently, they were hard to get ahold of in regards to the issue and then took forever to assist, telling David to just go to the urgent care center.  They have not provided consistent OPT services to David and his current therapist has not been engaging at all in my opinion.
 
The new issue with mailing of his medications.  That is poor service and quite frankly shocking with all that transpired with that (not reaching out to confirm address, provide tracking information, etc.).  How is someone supposed to manage and ensure their medication routine with, in my opinion, such poor delivery.
 
To me as a mental health provider, you should be engaging in services and supports for the individuals you serve, providing coordination of care, but more importantly maintaining of communication and just simply responding to providers and individuals in a timely manner.
 
That’s it for now! ??
 
Hope that helps!
Thanks!
 
Meghan McDowell, BA QP TMS Team Lead Easter Seals UCP NC & VIrginia, Inc.  4000 Wake Forest Road Suite 200 Raleigh NC 27609 984-272-9022.  
Renee King-Torres BA QP		CORRECTIONS: Changed complainant info to reflect external stakeholder's info, Changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8207		06/16/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		My biggest complaint and frustration is their complete lack of communication and follow thru.
I have emailed, called, and left messages with no return contact at all.
I feel like they are not appropriately supporting and providing quality care to David.  When he did not have any medication refills recently, they were hard to get ahold of in regards to the issue and then took forever to assist, telling David to just go to the urgent care center.  They have not provided consistent OPT services to David and his current therapist has not been engaging at all in my opinion.
The new issue with mailing of his medications.  That is poor service and quite frankly shocking with all that transpired with that (not reaching out to confirm address, provide tracking information, etc.).  How is someone supposed to manage and ensure their medication routine with, in my opinion, such poor delivery.
To me as a mental health provider, you should be engaging in services and supports for the individuals you serve, providing coordination of care, but more importantly maintaining of communication and just simply responding to providers and individuals in a timely manner.
Meghan McDowell, BA QP TMS Team Lead Easter Seals UCP NC & VIrginia, Inc.  4000 Wake Forest Road Suite 200 Raleigh NC 27609 984-272-9022.  
[PT: David Martinez				DOB: 12/08/68				ID: 704684]
5/21/21
This writer contacted complainant, Meghan McDowell (tenancy management support), at 984-272-9022 to acknowledge receipt of concern against Monarch—left detailed message requesting a call back.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
5/24/21
This writer received a voicemail from Ms. McDowell returning my call. This writer contacted her again and was able to reach her successfully. Ms. McDowell provided more background on the situation—he transitioned into a new apartment in April (from mother’s home who passed away). This was a stressful time and it was made more difficult by issues with Monarch. She has been covering the case since January, and in all that time, she never got a call or email back from anyone at Monarch.
She had issues obtaining the member’s CCA (took over a month) which was needed to identify recommended services. Member also went through 2 crisis situations with meds (needing refills and an issue with meds being mailed to the wrong address). In both of these situations, Monarch was difficult to get in contact with and was not helpful. In regard to refills, they told him just to go to the hospital. 
Therapy was not consistent. He has since been transitioned to Easter Seals and got a new CCA on 5/14 which recommended CST. He will be receiving all services through Easter Seals moving forward. 
Ms. McDowell reported that she preferred not to be named in the concern but that it was fine to share it came from Easter Seals. This writer asked if there was anything else needed from the provider at this point and the only thing she could think of was that they might need them to share the medical records if this hasn’t been done yet. 
This writer stated that I could follow up about this and also confirmed mailing address. This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement letter. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/1/21
This writer reached out to Cornelius Powe, Incident and Complaint Specialist, to share concern details and request a response by 6/8.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/8/21
This writer received a response from Mr. Powe which can be summarized below:
Response:
A request came in for David Martinez's CCA go to Easter Seals, the request was processed for validation with our HIM department and processed and sent via secure email to Easter Seals Meghan McDowell on 3/30/21.  
On 4/8 a request for med refill came into the call center and was sent to the provider, a call came in on 4/9/21 to the therapist and a request again was sent to the provider, to send them to the Walmart across the street due to no transportation. 
His regular provider was out of the country with a death.  The covering provider did review the medications and refilled them, several days later.  
Monarch has since put into place a medication refill request line that goes direct to nurses for processing and follow up with provider.  With this new process that Monarch has put in place for meds refill, medication refills should not be delayed even when provider is away.  
This writer reviewed response and noted that it did not address issue with OPT, issue with meds being mailed, or the length of time it took to get the CCA to Easter Seals. This writer asked Mr. Powe to respond to those elements of the concern and he replied that he would follow up with the Outpatient Director for assistance in answering those concerns/questions.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/15/21
This writer sent follow-up email to Mr. Powe inquiring as to when we could expect to receive an update.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 	
6/16/21
This writer contacted complainant to share initial feedback received from provider and ensure that she had what she needed in terms of documentation from provider. Ms. McDowell’s outgoing VML stated that she was out of the office until Monday, 6/21. This writer left Ms. McDowell a detailed VML indicating that I was following up to ensure that she had what she needed and would be sending her a resolution letter in the mail outlining our plans to monitor/track these issues. This writer left call-back number for Ms. McDowell in the event that she needed anything additional.
This writer then composed and sent resolution letter based on provider’s initial response as well as member having transferred to a new provider. This writer will continue to follow up with provider for their response to the remainder of the concerns and will include any follow-up from provider/complainant in grievance resolution follow-up.
No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Confirmed--Provider initiated corrective action		1		1		0		30

		11829		Kim Ware		05/17/2021						Anonymous		External Stakeholder Concern		Quality of Services		Community Support Team				Multi-Disability				B & D Integrated Health Services		1		'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		On Friday May, 17 2021 an external stakeholder filed a concern about the actions of an LCAS-A on the Community Support Team at B&D. The LCAS-A is Manon Fielding. The allegation is that Manon Fielding was licensed as a chiropractor in another state, but that license is expired, and that she performed a medical evaluation on an Alliance member with TBI and alcohol use diagnoses and reportedly found C3 & C4 spinal issues.  During a team meeting with the Community Support Team and Alliance Care Coordinator (TBI – Katie Hughes), Ms. Fielding made reference to her medical evaluation and stated that if the client were referred to a chiropractor for treatment, the seizures would stop.  During this meeting, the Alliance team shared with the Community Support Team that Ms. Fielding was practicing outside her scope of practice.  Ms. Fielding allegedly took the client to a chiropractor she knew for an evaluation, received a special rate, and paid for it out of her own pocket. These concerns have allegedly been reported to Ms. Fielding and to the clinical director, Erin Lewis, but Ms. Fielding continues to practice outside of her scope.
Recommended actions are follow-up with B&D compliance officer to obtain information on what they have done in response to these allegations, and whether or not that includes reporting the allegations to substance abuse professional practice and chiropractic practice boards. If they have not made the reports, they need to be encouraged to do so.				Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8233		06/03/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		On Friday May, 17 2021 an external stakeholder filed a concern about the actions of an LCAS-A on the Community Support Team at B&D. The LCAS-A is Manon Fielding. The allegation is that Manon Fielding was licensed as a chiropractor in another state, but that license is expired, and that she performed a medical evaluation on an Alliance member with TBI and alcohol use diagnoses and reportedly found C3 & C4 spinal issues. During a team meeting with the Community Support Team and Alliance Care Coordinator (TBI – Katie Hughes), Ms. Fielding made reference to her medical evaluation and stated that if the client were referred to a chiropractor for treatment, the seizures would stop. During this meeting, the Alliance team shared with the Community Support Team that Ms. Fielding was practicing outside her scope of practice. Ms. Fielding allegedly took the client to a chiropractor she knew for an evaluation, received a special rate, and paid for it out of her own pocket. These concerns have allegedly been reported to Ms. Fielding and to the clinical director, Erin Lewis, but Ms. Fielding continues to practice outside of her scope. Recommended actions are follow-up with B&D compliance officer to obtain information on what they have done in response to these allegations, and whether or not that includes reporting the allegations to substance abuse professional practice and chiropractic practice boards. If they have not made the reports, they need to be encouraged to do so.
*ANONYMOUS
*NO PT ID

5/25/21 This writer contacted Jeremy Reed At B and D in regards to the concerns. The information was submitted for internal review and response to include actions taken or to be taken regarding the matter.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/3/21 Agency response received noting Clinical Director , Erin Lewis indicating that the matter was not reported to the Board, however, the use of personal funds was a  breach of B and D Ethic’s Policy as it relates to dual relationships and has been addressed directly. Ms Lewis’ response as follows: 
 “Livia asked to meet with me on May 14th. The team had had a team meeting with the Alliance TBI Care Coordinator and the Alliance nurse consultant earlier that week, during which Manon had relayed her observations that Thomas may benefit from a certain type of chiropractic evaluation. It is NOT my understanding that Manon performed any sort of “medical evaluation.” Meaning, not a physical examination, which the grievance seems to imply. It is my understanding that Manon did refer Thomas to a chiropractor in the community (with his permission), and assisted him in attending that appointment (again with his permission). 
“[Team Lead] Livia [Corry, LPCA, LCASA] and I discussed that the way Manon had presented herself during the team meeting had been outside of the scope of CST (meaning, she should not be making suggestions about what specific chiropractic care may be needed by a consumer). Upon our meeting, Livia had already addressed this with Manon. I encouraged Livia to address it with Manon again, which she did. Manon expressed acknowledgement. 
“No one from Alliance contacted me directly about this issue. 
“I am not sure what is meant by “Ms. Fielding continues to practice outside of her scope.” She has made a referral to a chiropractor in the community, and the provider has offered to treat Thomas pro bono for any follow-up treatment. Again, this is being done with Thomas’ permission, as he is his own guardian. It is true that Manon paid for the initial evaluation, which she should not have done. I do not think any of this rises to a report to either Board. If she had been treating him as a chiropractor, that would be one thing, but she did make a referral to a community provider. 
“Thomas is scheduled to see his neurologist and Primary Care Provider in June. I have asked Livia to relay to Manon and Thomas that it would be best for him to get clearance from both his neurologist and PCP before attending any chiropractic treatment appointments. As of this moment, my understanding is that he had just attended the initial evaluation. “  Agency response indicates that both the member’s neurologist and PCP should be contacted and provide clearance before attending any chiropractic appointments and do not believe that Ms Fielding is not operating outside of her scope. In regards to actions to be taken the agency indicates the following: Ms. Feilding’s payment of the individual’s services is a breach of B & D’s ethic’s policy, particularly regarding duel relationships, “avoid dual relationships with clients that could impair professional judgment or increase the risk of harm to clients. (Examples of such relationships include, but are not limited to, familial, social, financial, business, or close personal relationships with clients.)” 
As indicated in Ms. Lewis’s reply, this has been addressed with Ms. Fielding. Additionally, Ms. Fielding has been made aware of B&D indigent fund for addressing this types of individual’s needs.”
This writer has recommended that agency continue to monitor the matter. AH QM plans to track the matter for potential trends in the event that similar concerns are submitted regarding B and D. The agency does not plan to report to the board believing that it “did not rise to that level” and that Ms Fielding operates in her scope. No letters mailed due to anonymity. Case closed at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		17

		11831		Hillary Vandewart		05/18/2021		Cox		April		Guardian		Grievance		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Crisis - Inpatient				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Central Regional Hospital		1		50192 - VAZQUEZ, LORENZO		White		H= Hispanic, Other		Male		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		The member was admitted to CRH on 5/8/2021 and since that time the member's mother, April Cox, has only spoken with hospital staff once since admission.  Ms. Cox was able to reach out to the doctor and speak with him again about her son's treatment. Ms. Cox also expressed concern about the direct care her son is receiving while on the quarantine unit.  She states that the member has talk about staff becoming verbally aggressive with him and making statements that could be construed as threats.  Ms. Cox has also heard staff in the background of calls to her son be rude and slam the member's bedroom door. She reports that there seems to be more of an issue with weekend staff.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Nature of Issue to Abuse/Neglect/Exploitation		DHSR		Referred to External Lic or State Agency		8258		06/17/2021		Resolved/Completed		DHSR		The member was admitted to CRH on 5/8/2021 and since that time the member's mother, April Cox, has only spoken with hospital staff once since admission.  Ms. Cox was able to reach out to the doctor and speak with him again about her son's treatment. Ms. Cox also expressed concern about the direct care her son is receiving while on the quarantine unit.  She states that the member has talk about staff becoming verbally aggressive with him and making statements that could be construed as threats.  Ms. Cox has also heard staff in the background of calls to her son be rude and slam the member's bedroom door. She reports that there seems to be more of an issue with weekend staff.
[PT: Lorenzo Vazquez				DOB: 9/1/05				ID: 50192]
5/4/21
This writer contacted Ms. Cox and spoke to her regarding her grievance. She stated that the issue that occurred with the “threat” was that member had been there for 2 weeks and had been asking daily for deodorant. He asked a staff member again and said, jokingly, “well maybe if I start banging on things then someone will pay attention and give me deodorant.” He reported that staff member went over to him and stated,” I wouldn’t do that because if you do then I will get one of these big strong men to come handle you.” She feels that this is a verbal threat. 
She also stated that she has heard staff in the background of calls be rude and slam doors when they hand him his phone. 
She stated that after the filed the grievance, she did get a call from the psychiatrist but she felt that this was only because she had filed the grievance. This writer explained that QM had not made them aware of the grievance but it was possible that the CC had informed them. 
This writer inquired as to whether or not she had made a formal complaint with CRH and she stated that she had not. This writer informed her that we would be contacting CRH and sharing her concerns with them and she confirmed that this was fine. 
This writer confirmed her mailing address and then composed and sent. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/28/21
This writer received a voicemail from complainant requesting a call back to discuss some additional concerns. This writer returned her call and she stated that she would call me back on Tuesday. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/7/21
This writer called and LVM for Paula Appel, Assistant Hospital Director for CRH requesting a call back (919-764-7330). This writer received a call back from Ms. Appel and shared the concern details with her. She thanked this writer and stated that she would be in touch with the advocacy department and would look into how to appropriately resolve. This writer then sent details of concern to Paula via email at Paula.Appel@dhhs.nc.gov. This writer requested a response by 6/11.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/10/21
This writer received a VM from Ms. Appel requesting a return call, at 919-764-7330. This writer returned her call and spoke with her regarding the concerns. She stated that Dr. Cooke spoke with the team, and the internal advocacy department as well.
She reviewed chart and saw in notes that SW contacts occurred on 5/10, 5/18, and 5/21 (member was admitted on 5/8). At this time, he was in the quarantine unit and there likely wasn’t the need for a lot of contact at that time. On 5/21, he was transferred to the regular unit and since then, there has been more regular contact (5/24, 5/26, 6/1, 6/4, and 6/8.
Advocacy department has opened an investigation regarding the allegation of a threat being made and the other concerns have been logged as inquiries—advocacy department will talk with staff and discuss. 
She also made an allegation that she felt she was being retaliated against due to grievance being filed as the number of phone calls she received from Lorenzo had decreased. This was not possible due to the timeline. Ms. Appel reported that she wanted him to call her twice a day to talk for 45 minutes which was not necessarily feasible. 
Grievant also reported to advocacy department that she had concerns about the SW. She called last minute to set up a weekend visit and was told this wasn’t possible. She was extremely unhappy with this and requested to speak to her supervisor. Supervisor confirmed that the earliest visit would be 6/12 so this was scheduled. The SW is currently on leave so this case will be covered by another SW—Ms. Appel hopes that this will help “take the temperature down” on the situation. 
Grievant also had a concern about timing of meds, so clinical nurse should be reaching out to her to discuss this further. 
Chuck Cox, Advocacy Director, spoke with Ms. Cox and told her how to contact advocacy department at any time (call hospital operator and leave phone number and a patient advocate will call her back). 
This writer thanked Ms. Appel for the detailed information.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/16/21
This writer followed up with Michelle Roach (CC) to see if she had any updates regarding the case as, per a review of the Jiva notes, the mother was not cooperating in discussing discharge options and was attempting to pick member up despite member being on IVC. 
This writer contacted DHSR complaint intake unit and spoke with Shanita Lancaster regarding whether or not this would be appropriate for the DHSR complaint intake unit. She confirmed and took information from this writer. This writer also shared that I would be encouraging guardian to file a complaint as well.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/17/21
This writer contacted Ms. Cox via phone. She stated that she still had some concerns but that they had court today and requested discharge and he only has to stay for 2 more weeks. She mentioned additional concerns about a staff member “playfully” choking another staff member in front of patients and also that she smelled marijuana outside in the parking lot. This writer explained to her what had been done in terms of contacting the advocacy department and filing a complaint with DHSR. Encouraged her to do so as well. She thanked this writer and agreed. 
This writer then composed and sent resolution letter. No further action required at this time. Any further updates from DHSR will be included in grievance follow-up.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Undetermined--Referred to DHSR for investigation/follow-up		1		1		0		30

		11832		Todd Parker		05/18/2021		Wooten		Mara		MCO Staff		Compliment		Quality of Services		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Kyseem's Unity Group Home		1		61421 - REYNOLDS, MACY		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		1		In-State		Level IV		0		1		Dearl Powell is the owner operator of Kyseem's Unity Group home. He took one of my members quickly after she was discharged from the hospital and the previous group home would not take her back. He worked with myself, the SC, LGR and doctors to take care of Macy. He has gone above and beyond to take are of this member. He will be a residential provider I use again.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8204		05/24/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		5/24/21
This writer mailed a Compliment Letter to Mr. Dearl Powell. Writer informed Mara of the letter.
T. Parker, I&G Manager		Compliment		1		1		0		6

		11833		Hillary Vandewart		05/18/2021		Anderson		Cheryl		Guardian		Grievance		Quality of Services		Outpatient Services				Mental Health Only		18-20		A New Life Services Inc.		1		580404 - ANDERSON, LAMAR		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		Compliance received an EOB survey from parent Cheryl Anderson regarding her son's services with A New Life Services, Inc. Parent wrote in comments "Services are too short 40 min. Same questions are asked each visit. Nothing is resolved; 0 suggestions." Writer spoke with parent on 5/18/21 to address her concerns. Parent stated that the therapist is good but that she is extremely displeased with the attending physician (Eric Mizelle). Stated that she is very concerned about the quality of services and her son's overall well being. When asked she indicated that she would like for another provider to be located which can address her son's needs. Parent was adamant that she doesn't want the attending physician at A New Life Services to find out about grievance. Stated that the attending physician is aware that her son doesn't want to continue services with him and wants to leave it at that.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Grievance Against to Provider--A New Life Services, Changed Source to Guardian		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8210		06/10/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Compliance received an EOB survey from parent Cheryl Anderson regarding her son's services with A New Life Services, Inc. Parent wrote in comments "Services are too short 40 min. Same questions are asked each visit. Nothing is resolved; 0 suggestions." Writer spoke with parent on 5/18/21 to address her concerns. Parent stated that the therapist is good but that she is extremely displeased with the attending physician (Eric Mizelle). Stated that she is very concerned about the quality of services and her son's overall well being. When asked she indicated that she would like for another provider to be located which can address her son's needs. Parent was adamant that she doesn't want the attending physician at A New Life Services to find out about grievance. Stated that the attending physician is aware that her son doesn't want to continue services with him and wants to leave it at that.
[PT: Lamar Anderson				DOB: 3/8/01				ID: 58404]
5/24/21
This writer called and left detailed message for Ms. Anderson requesting a call back to discuss concerns. This writer received a call back from Ms. Anderson and discussed her concerns more in-depth. She gave more information regarding Dr. Mizelle. She stated that initially, he only wanted to meet every 3 months, then all of a sudden he requested every other week with no explanation. She feels that he isn’t engaging and isn’t doing anything to help her son. She said he basically just asks the same few questions and that her son stopped taking his meds and doesn’t want to talk to psychiatrist. She stated that the therapist was “fantastic” but she also had concerns about the office’s COVID protocols. She stated that there was no separation, no signage, didn’t clean or wipe anything, didn’t wear masks, etc. This writer asked if she was OK with us sharing concerns with leadership at agency and she stated that would be fine but she doesn’t want us to speak to him directly about it. She stated that she would be open to staying at same agency with a different med provider and she would be open to changing providers as well. This writer stated I would try to research to find out more info about the possibilities and would be in touch. She provided her new mailing address. This writer thanked her and stated I would be in touch. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/25/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement letter. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/7/21
This writer contacted agency at (919) 877-6101 and requested to speak to whoever handles grievances/concerns. This writer was directed to Bella Santiago (Office Manager). This writer shared concerns with her verbally and she shared that they tried to accommodate all clients and that they had found it difficult to please Ms. Anderson at all times. She confirmed that Dr. Mizelle is the only med mgmt. provider at the agency and that she would not share the grievance with him directly. She asked what needed to be done on her end and this writer shared that I would follow up with Ms. Anderson to see how she wanted to proceed and would contact her once I had that information. 
Regarding COVID protocols, she stated that this occurred back in Feb-March 2020 and acknowledged that they hadn’t implemented the COVID protocols fully at that time—but this has since changed and they have followed all orders from governor, etc. 
This writer thanked her for the feedback and informed her that she did not need to do anything at this time, but that I would send details to her for her records and that I’d be in touch once I speak with Ms. Anderson. She provided the following email address: administration@anlstherapy.com
This writer then sent info to her and received the below additional information re. COVID procedures:
•	Protocols were put in place after March 12, 2020 (grievant was no longer coming to the office).
•	Masks are worn at all times, hand sanitizer is provided to clients when they arrive, each office is sanitized before and after a client comes into the building.
•	Only new patients/guardians allowed into building for paperwork purposes. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/9/21
This writer called and LVM for Ms. Anderson requesting a call back.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/10/21
This writer spoke with Ms. Anderson and shared the information regarding Dr. Mizelle being the only medication management provider at the office. This writer confirmed that we shared feedback with office manager and she reported that she didn’t think that she would do anything with the information. This writer assured her that we would be monitoring the provider and tracking concerns to ensure that this is not a recurring issue. This writer shared that she could contact the Access and Information Line to locate a new provider at 1-800-510-9132 and that this information would be shared with her in a resolution letter. She thanked this writer for the assistance.
This writer then reached out to Bella Santiago to provide her with this update. 
This writer composed and sent resolution email to grievant. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		23

		11835		Kristie White		05/18/2021		Blair		Rachel		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Access to Services		Accces/Screening, Triage and Referral				Multi-Disability		Adult		Holly Hill Hospital, LLC		1		283305 - SMITH, RYAN		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		CID578546 Caller, Carnen Jacobs, explained that he was presently at the time of the call outside of Holly Hill Hospital and had been waiting for a significant amount of time.  Caller noted that had knocked several times and explained that the male receptionist had looked up and acknowledge that he saw caller with a negative look, but did not proceed to let caller in.  Caller explained that he called Alliance Health because he wants to seek treatment, but not from Holly Hill Hospital, if this is what he was currently experiencing.   During the call, this clinician heard caller address staff at Holly Hill Hospital when they appeared to immediately let another female individual in without delay.		Changed disability to multi-disability type/changed nature to Access of service		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8198		06/03/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		ID578546 Caller, Carnen Jacobs, explained that he was presently at the time of the call outside of Holly Hill Hospital and had been waiting for a significant amount of time. Caller noted that had knocked several times and explained that the male receptionist had looked up and acknowledge that he saw caller with a negative look, but did not proceed to let caller in. Caller explained that he called Alliance Health because he wants to seek treatment, but not from Holly Hill Hospital, if this is what he was currently experiencing. During the call, this clinician heard caller address staff at Holly Hill Hospital when they appeared to immediately let another female individual in without delay.
Patient: Ryan Smith Patient ID: 283305 DOB: 07/12/1998
05/19/21-Internal concern against HHH re. lack of access to services. Sending internal complainant acknowledgment email. Called HHH spoke with Marcia Cortez about this concern and sent her concern element email to be returned to this writer by 05/26/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/24/21-Recieved response from provide MCortez Director of Risk Management at Holly Hill Hospital. KM Appeals Coordinator
06/03/21-MCortez Director of Risk Management explained that they run three admissions arears on two campuses in Raleigh NC. Per provide, "Our Main campus Admissions department has open access 24 hours a day and there is no need to wait outside or knock as staff sits at the door and opens it automatically as patients approach.  There were no patient’s named Ryan Smith entered into the EMTALA log as required on 5/18/21.  I have interviewed the staff and they cannot substantiate that anyone was knocking on the door or that anyone was not let in.  Video review of this door does not show any male waiting, knocking, or being refused entry in deference to a female.Video review was also completed for our South entrance and again does not show anyone knocking on the door, or being refused entry in deference to a female. As substantiation of an exact location of patient on our campuses cannot be made by video or Alliance team member who stated they were on the phone we cannot identify opportunities to address.  If the patient was at Holly Hill Hospital it may have been that he approached closed entrances due to COVID and did not read the signs that redirect to other locations.  We will keep this investigation open and continue to support investigation as new information presents itself. Attached per your request is our Admissions policy." They also sent the admissions policy for HHH. Per provider investigation and response it appear Holly Hill Hospital performed they followed all Covid-19 protocols and followed their guidelines to help service our members. Closing this concern as tracking and sending the internal complainant a resolution email. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		16

		11836		Kim Ware		05/19/2021		peredo		carrie		Guardian		Grievance		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Outpatient Services				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Greater Image Healthcare, Corp.		1		114475 - MARICH, ROBERT		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		CID 578549 -Member's mother, Carrie Peredo, called expressing that she was concern because while in the process of getting son into a residential home, she received paperwork that highlights billing and charges that caller noted are not accurate.  Caller expressed being very upset and noted that there are charges for telehealth appointments that did not occur and medical equipment that caller explained she does not have, giving the example of a charge for a Nebulizer which caller noted that her son does not have.  Mother expressed concern that she would like to understand multiple billings and wanted to bring it to attention that the billing claims are not accurate.  Caller noted that some of the paperwork indicates that there is a possibly password protected cd, which caller explained that she has never received.  Caller also noted that the paperwork expresses that she had requested son’s medical records in the past, which caller stated she has not.  Caller indicated there is also paperwork mention an investigation.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Grievance Against to Greater Image; unchecked from pt; entered complainant name; source changed from family member to guardian; disability changed from unknown to mh		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8217		06/16/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID 578549 -Member's mother, Carrie Peredo, called expressing that she was concern because while in the process of getting son into a residential home, she received paperwork that highlights billing and charges that caller noted are not accurate.  Caller expressed being very upset and noted that there are charges for telehealth appointments that did not occur and medical equipment that caller explained she does not have, giving the example of a charge for a Nebulizer which caller noted that her son does not have.  Mother expressed concern that she would like to understand multiple billings and wanted to bring it to attention that the billing claims are not accurate.  Caller noted that some of the paperwork indicates that there is a possibly password protected cd, which caller explained that she has never received.  Caller also noted that the paperwork expresses that she had requested son’s medical records in the past, which caller stated she has not.  Caller indicated there is also paperwork mention an investigation.
ROBERT MARICH    ID: 114475     (DOB: 3/16/2006)
5/25/21 Call to complainant (910) 260-7403; left vm message requesting return call.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/26/21 Call to complainant; left vm message. Acknowledgment letter mailed to address listed.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/4/21 Unable to leave message; voice mailbox full.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/9/21 Call to complainant at number listed;unable to leave vm message. To date, no response to contact attempts. Unable to clarify concern information or confirm permission to use name with no response from complainant. Info needed letter mailed indicating required response due by 6/16/21 or case to be closed.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/16/21 Disregard letter mailed to complainant.No contact to date. Case to be closed. No further action from this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		undetermined		1		1		0		28

		11837		Kim Ware		05/19/2021		Robinson		Deidra		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Does Not Apply		Adult		I Innovations, Inc.		1		552898 - LUCAS, LARRY		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		1		In-State		Supervised Living 5600 C (Adult with Intellectual/Developmental Disabilities)		0		0		Writer was alerted by phone on 5/5 by Marie at I Innovations that Larry Lucas was taken to Cape Fear Valley Hospital after his guardian failed to pick him up. The guardian had been provided a discharge notice but was not replying to the group home by phone or email when asked when the member would be picked up after the group home allowed for an extension.  As  result,  the group home staff took member to the ED and dropped him.  The member ended up walking away and police were called.		corrections: changed from grievance to internal; entered pt id; disability changed from does not apply to multi;nature changed from quality to abuse/neglect		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8221		06/04/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Writer was alerted by phone on 5/5 by Marie at I Innovations that Larry Lucas was taken to Cape Fear Valley Hospital after his guardian failed to pick him up. The guardian had been provided a discharge notice but was not replying to the group home by phone or email when asked when the member would be picked up after the group home allowed for an extension.  As  result,  the group home staff took member to the ED and dropped him.  The member ended up walking away and police were called.
LARRY LUCAS   ID: 552898   (DOB: 5/4/1984)
5/27/21 Clarified entry information to include pt id with internal complainant. Acknowledgment emailed.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/27/21 This writer received forwarded information from Incident & Grievance Mgr, T Parker regarding facility. Based on information received, the agency received an A1 Violation (suspension of admission, intent to revoke license) from DHSR.
6/4/21 This writer consulted with QAA Diane Sofia regarding incident reporting in the matter. Per consult, if the provider was aware that he member walked off and the member had been receiving services within 90 days of the event, they would need to submit a report via IRIS. Ms. Sofia has indicated that the provider may be referred to her if needed. This writer made call to agency owner, Tonja Reid (919) 770-9903. Per her report, this writer is the first to mention that the member walked away from the ED. Per her report the state as well as the MCO have been involved in the case. Per her report DHSR spoke with them regarding leaving him at the ED and advised against it. She reports that the agency did "get in trouble" in regards to the matter with DHSR involvement. She reports that she consulted with them in how to handle the matter in the future. She reports that the agency extended the discharge and attempted to assist with transition to a new provider noting that the guardian was aware of the discharge etc... and had prompted the discharge due to previous incidents that were reported. Based on agency notification of concern, DHSR involvement and sanctions, case to be closed with no further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		16

		11838		Hillary Vandewart		05/19/2021		Jones		Sharonda		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Service Coordination between providers		Crisis - Inpatient				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Brynn Marr Hospital, Inc.		1		485903 - SNIPES, AMIR		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		Youth was inpatient at Brynn Marr Hospital with a recommendation for PRTF. Youth was discharged home without medications pending PRTF approval. Venice PRTF SAR was not submitted until 5/18/2021, the date member discharged home. Member's mother was told member was to be accepted last week. There is no provider in place as the recommendation was PRTF. There is an open CPS case in which it was disclosed that member's younger brother reported member sexually abused him. There is a safety risk with siblings being in the home together. Member's mother is having to stay home out of work to provide supervision.		corrections; changed from grievance to internal; changed complainant name and info from member's, Changed Nature of Issue to Coord of Care		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8248		06/15/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Youth was inpatient at Brynn Marr Hospital with a recommendation for PRTF. Youth was discharged home without medications pending PRTF approval. Venice PRTF SAR was not submitted until 5/18/2021, the date member discharged home. Member's mother was told member was to be accepted last week. There is no provider in place as the recommendation was PRTF. There is an open CPS case in which it was disclosed that member's younger brother reported member sexually abused him. There is a safety risk with siblings being in the home together. Member's mother is having to stay home out of work to provide supervision.
[PT: Amir Snipes				DOB: 1/7/10				ID: 485903]
5/25/21
This writer noted that this appears to be duplicative in nature (at least in part) with #11839. For this reason, this writer combined two concerns as it relates to internal acknowledgement email and sent to both inserted users (Yves Saint-Cyr and Sharonda Jones.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/8/21
This writer attempted to reach out to Brynn Marr Patient Representative, Linsey Gunter, via phone at (910) 577-1400 ext.2259 to share concern information. Dialtone rang with no opportunity to leave a voicemail. This writer then reached out to her via email at lindsey.gunter@uhsinc.com and requested that she provide a response to concern details by 6/15.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/15/21
This writer received response from provider which can be summarized below:
•	Nurse Manager reviewed discharge prescriptions and noted that paper prescriptions were provided along with a medication discharge summary. It is the guardian(s) responsibility to ensure prescriptions are filled by their pharmacy at discharge.
•	Director of Clinical Services reviewed concerns regarding PRTF placement process and noted that the Acute Clinician received the Venice PRTF admission acceptance on 5/8/21.
•	Upon acceptance, mother needed to fill out specific documents, and these were received on 5/13/21 in screen shot format.
•	Venice PRTF indicated that needed documents would not be accepted in the form of screen shots. Corrected documentation was sent on 5/17/21.
•	Member discharged on 5/18/21.
•	Aftercare appointments were not set up as the plan was for the member to admit as soon as authorization came through from Venice PRTF.
•	PRTF indicated that this would be 1-2 days once they received corrected documentation.
•	Communication was made to DSS via phone regarding member returning home to await placement and no concern was verbalized. 
This writer reviewed discharge paperwork and confirmed that discharge paperwork included medications and direction to go to pharmacy. 
This writer reviewed Jiva notes and it appears that member was home for 1-2 days and was admitted to PRTF on 5/20. Based on provider’s response, this case will be resolved as tracking, particularly as it relates to coordination of care/discharge planning.
This writer composed and sent resolution email. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		27

		11839		Hillary Vandewart		05/19/2021		Saint-Cyr		Yves		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Service Coordination between providers		Accces/Screening, Triage and Referral				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Brynn Marr Hospital, Inc.		1		485903 - SNIPES, AMIR		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Member was provided with inpatient services and it was determined that member required a higher level of care (Residential/PRTF).  The hospital did not provide open/effeictive communication during the process and was not responisive with ensuring that this member's needs would be met.    The hospital did not communitcate regularly with the guardian and MCO on barriers affecting member.   When a placement was found for this member,   The hospital discharged member without ensuring that authorization for the service was approved.  Member was discharged back to the community despite that not being the idetnified goal.  There was no aftercare plan put in place for the member in the event that the PRTF placement did not go through.   Authorization requests repeatedly indicated the need for a PRTF placement.		Member is currently discharged to the community without an aftercare plan in place as the MCO works on getting authorization for PRTF level services.
CORRECTIONS: CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO FROM MEMBER'S, Changed Nature of Issue to Coord of Care		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8249		06/15/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member was provided with inpatient services and it was determined that member required a higher level of care (Residential/PRTF).  The hospital did not provide open/effective communication during the process and was not responsive with ensuring that this member's needs would be met.    The hospital did not communicate regularly with the guardian and MCO on barriers affecting member.   When a placement was found for this member,   The hospital discharged member without ensuring that authorization for the service was approved.  Member was discharged back to the community despite that not being the identified goal.  There was no aftercare plan put in place for the member in the event that the PRTF placement did not go through.   Authorization requests repeatedly indicated the need for a PRTF placement.
[PT: Amir Snipes				DOB: 1/7/10				ID: 11839]	
5/25/21
This writer noted that this appears to be duplicative in nature (at least in part) with #11838. For this reason, this writer combined two concerns as it relates to internal acknowledgement email and sent to both inserted users (Yves Saint-Cyr and Sharonda Jones.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/8/21
This writer attempted to reach out to Brynn Marr Patient Representative, Linsey Gunter, via phone at (910) 577-1400 ext.2259 to share concern information. Dialtone rang with no opportunity to leave a voicemail. This writer then reached out to her via email at lindsey.gunter@uhsinc.com and requested that she provide a response to concern details by 6/15.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/15/21
This writer received response from provider which can be summarized below:
•	Nurse Manager reviewed discharge prescriptions and noted that paper prescriptions were provided along with a medication discharge summary. It is the guardian(s) responsibility to ensure prescriptions are filled by their pharmacy at discharge.
•	Director of Clinical Services reviewed concerns regarding PRTF placement process and noted that the Acute Clinician received the Venice PRTF admission acceptance on 5/8/21.
•	Upon acceptance, mother needed to fill out specific documents, and these were received on 5/13/21 in screen shot format.
•	Venice PRTF indicated that needed documents would not be accepted in the form of screen shots. Corrected documentation was sent on 5/17/21.
•	Member discharged on 5/18/21.
•	Aftercare appointments were not set up as the plan was for the member to admit as soon as authorization came through from Venice PRTF.
•	PRTF indicated that this would be 1-2 days once they received corrected documentation.
•	Communication was made to DSS via phone regarding member returning home to await placement and no concern was verbalized. 
This writer reviewed discharge paperwork and confirmed that discharge paperwork included medications and direction to go to pharmacy. 
This writer reviewed Jiva notes and it appears that member was home for 1-2 days and was admitted to PRTF on 5/20. Based on provider’s response, this case will be resolved as tracking, particularly as it relates to coordination of care/discharge planning.
This writer composed and sent resolution email. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		27

		11840		Kristie White		05/19/2021		GRAY		KENDRA		Consumer		Grievance		Access to Services		Psychiatric Services				Unknown Disability		Adult		Carolina Psychiatry P.C.		1		744970 - GRAY, KENDRA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		CID: 578655 5/19/2021 1:35:53 PM
CALLER: Kendra Gray
DOB: 3/23/1992 (Age: 29) 
PHONE: 910-551-8015
ADMIN COUNTY: Cumberland 
INSURANCE: Private and Medi -BCBS
CALL PURPOSE: Caller is seeking help with using a prior authorization for med mgmt.  Caller reports she has an allergic reaction to the generic brand and therefore is prescribed the brand name of the medication.  Caller reports the pharmacy system now indicates she is not eligible for the brand name at the generic price.  Caller feels slighted by her previous provider and that they have caused this situation purposely.  Member states she has contacted the office of Carolina Psychiatry  twice today and they have refused to allow her to speak with the PAC.  She was informed the owner, Dr. Shabbir Chowbhury, is out of town on vacation for a week and they are unable to allow her to speak with Emily Pevtsov, PAC.  Caller reports she had not filled her medication yet because she has 3 childien ( 2 are twins) and is in middle of a divorce.  She states she is ovewhelmed.  She states these agency should be responsible to assist her.  She mentioned the agency discontinued her services because she filed a grievance against them.  She reports the discharge letter was dated  April 29, 2021, but she received the letter on May 5, 2021.  She will run out of her medication today.  
MENTAL HEALTH HISTORY: Carolina Psychiatry 910-0484-3400
MEDICATIONS: Adderal
SEVERITY: NON-THRESHOLD, Service Requested - NO, 911/CIT Criteria Met - NO, Reporting a Threat Criteria Met - NO
DISPOSITION: LC was unable to assist member with her medication needs.   LC encouraged calling her primary insurer and locating a new provider immediately.  Member stated she had names and numbers of providers, but had not called them yet. The member states Carolina Psych.  had written her a 3-month prescription.   Caller indicated the normal co-pay is $3 ( that is what she expects to pay), but without the co-pay her cost would be $10.  LC encouraged taking advantage of her ability to pay for her medication. Member indicated it was not fair that the provider could not be held accountable immediately.  LC reminded member the grievance does not lend itself to immediate satisfaction hence the investigative nature of the process. LC attempted to expose the member to the fact that many people have no money and are unable to solve the problem on their own.  LC confirmed the member did want to file a greivance in reference to the medication adjustment needed for the lower co-pay.  LC will file grievance.
CALL STATUS: CLOSED
SCREENER: D BREESE LCMHC, LCAS, CRC 5/19/2021 2:15:27 PM		Changed to unknown for disability type.		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8205		06/03/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID: 578655 5/19/2021 1:35:53 PM CALLER: Kendra Gray DOB: 3/23/1992 (Age: 29) PHONE: 910-551-8015 ADMIN COUNTY: Cumberland INSURANCE: Private and Medi -BCBS CALL PURPOSE: Caller is seeking help with using a prior authorization for med mgmt. Caller reports she has an allergic reaction to the generic brand and therefore is prescribed the brand name of the medication. Caller reports the pharmacy system now indicates she is not eligible for the brand name at the generic price. Caller feels slighted by her previous provider and that they have caused this situation purposely. Member states she has contacted the office of Carolina Psychiatry twice today and they have refused to allow her to speak with the PAC. She was informed the owner, Dr. Shabbir Chowbhury, is out of town on vacation for a week and they are unable to allow her to speak with Emily Pevtsov, PAC. Caller reports she had not filled her medication yet because she has 3 childien (2 are twins) and is in middle of a divorce. She states she is ovewhelmed. She states these agencies should be responsible to assist her. She mentioned the agency discontinued her services because she filed a grievance against them. She reports the discharge letter was dated April 29, 2021, but she received the letter on May 5, 2021. She will run out of her medication today. MENTAL HEALTH HISTORY: Carolina Psychiatry 910-0484-3400 MEDICATIONS: Adderal SEVERITY: NON-THRESHOLD, Service Requested - NO, 911/CIT Criteria Met - NO, reporting a Threat Criteria Met - NO DISPOSITION: LC was unable to assist member with her medication needs. LC encouraged calling her primary insurer and locating a new provider immediately. Member stated she had names and numbers of providers, but had not called them yet. The member states Carolina Psych. had written her a 3-month prescription. Caller indicated the normal co-pay is $3 (that is what she expects to pay), but without the co-pay her cost would be $10. LC encouraged taking advantage of her ability to pay for her medication. Member indicated it was not fair that the provider could not be held accountable immediately. LC reminded member the grievance does not lend itself to immediate satisfaction hence the investigative nature of the process. LC attempted to expose the member to the fact that many people have no money and are unable to solve the problem on their own. LC confirmed the member did want to file a grievance in reference to the medication adjustment needed for the lower co-pay. LC will file grievance. CALL STATUS: CLOSED SCREENER: D BREESE LCMHC, LCAS, CRC 5/19/2021 2:15:27 PM
Patient: Kendra Gray Patient ID: 744970 DOB: 03/23/1992
05/19/21-Grievance- against Carolina Psychiatry- issues with medication prior authorization and pay. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/21/21-Reached out to Kendra Gray about this grievance filed at 910-551-8015. She states she needs a prior authorization from BCBSNC it has expired and she asked Carolina Psychiatry if they could file another prior and they said no. She had heard the are at fault since they discharged you unjustly due to billing issues. I found out they were filing Medicaid claims and they were getting copays from me. Since no longer a patient they will not send a prior authorization and this is against the law. I have found a new provider and they are going to do another new evaluation and it has been 2 days without your medication. This is the second grievance Laquita Chilsom is supposed to be working on this also. She called and I missed the call and called her back with no return. I verified her address and advised I am going to look into this information and send her an acknowledgment letter. Reached out to Laquita Chilsom(Investigator) in Compliance also via email to see if she can give me any additional information. Per LChilsom she does have open investigation on this issue of the Medicaid billing. Sending case consult to THeld to make sure this will be handled by grievance. She said she is handling and have an open investigation for the Medicaid billing of copays issue. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/21/21-Reached out to Kendra Gray and she needs that prior authorization to get he brand vs generic. She said she is discharged from Carolina Psychiatry and they did not give her that prior authorization and she has spoken to and she is getting her medical records released. Let her know I will be working on this issue and Laquita Chilsom will be working with the provider on the copay issues. Sending her acknowledgment letter and reached out to Carolina Psychiatry spoke to Liz Bird and sending her concern element email to Carolinapsychbiller@gmail.com  be returned by 06/01/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
06/03/21-Received provider response to this grievance elements. Per provider (Emily Pevtsov PA-C) notes dt’d 05/25/21 member did not report any symptoms of drug allergy to Adderall or Adderall XR. The reason they initially wrote prescriptions as brand only for Adderall and Adderall XR was because staff relayed a message that the member had to have for insurance. On the element of member being discharged was due to disruptive behavior in the office that were unacceptable. The provider has the right to discharge any patients due to threats and invasion of personal space. The member had been provided refills of her prescriptions for the next three months so member can have time to find another provider to continue care. Per research this member has BCBS and Medicaid. As of October 2020, the provider let her know that BCBS would be primary and Medicaid secondary. The copay issue will be handled by SIU Laquita Chilsom. The provider seems they have done all they can for the member and reached out to member several times to discuss this information. Sent member resolution letter and closing this as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		15

		11842		Hillary Vandewart		05/20/2021		Boucher		Natalie		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Crisis - Inpatient				Multi-Disability		Adult		Holly Hill Hospital, LLC		1		82033 - DUNN, STANLEY		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		1		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		*FOR TRACKING PURPOSES ONLY*  Last minute discharge planning for member Stanley Dunn left him without appropriate placement.  HHH SW stated she did not know that he had a legal guardian.  ACT Team had tried to get in touch with SW, left voicemails without return call.  HL, ACT Team and guardian concerned for member and family's safety upon discharge.  Discharge to shelter was inappropriate.  Member left shelter and arrived at his mother's home.		CORRECTIONS: Un-checked anonymous, added internal complainant info, added member to grievance, Changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8202		05/21/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		*FOR TRACKING PURPOSES ONLY* Last minute discharge planning for member Stanley Dunn left him without appropriate placement.  HHH SW stated she did not know that he had a legal guardian.  ACT Team had tried to get in touch with SW, left voicemails without return call.  HL, ACT Team and guardian concerned for member and family's safety upon discharge.  Discharge to shelter was inappropriate.  Member left shelter and arrived at his mother's home.
[PT: Stanley Dunn				DOB: 10/25/66				ID: 82033]
5/21/21
This concern was submitted for tracking purposes only. This writer sent ack/res email to internal complainant and will track concern for trends.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		1

		11843		Kim Ware		05/20/2021		MCCREA		TONIKA		Consumer		Grievance		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Substance Abuse Halfway House				Multi-Disability		Adult		Freedom House Recovery Center, Inc.		0		53249 - MCCREA, TONIKA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		1		In-State		SA Halfway House		1		1		CID: 578940  Patient reports on her first day at the house on April 22, 2021 - the staff Juanita Harris spoke to her about another resident in a very disrespectful way (feels that violated their privacy – "big sore on her leg and wouldn’t let her cook in the kitchen with gloves on"). Patient reports the resident was treated terribly by staff persons Juanita Harris and Carolyn Harris including belittling her in front of other residents until that resident eventually moved out. 
Residents are not supposed to go to the mailbox themselves and one resident has gone at least twice that patient is aware of and nothing was done and that resident is not spoken to like the other residents. Patient states the rules are that if they go to the mailbox, then it is an automatic dismissal and she feels that this resident is shown favoritism by the two staff Juanita and Carolyn.
Patient reports that today she was sitting on the front porch and saw someone she knew passing by and informed them that she had 31 days clean. She states that the staff person Juanita did not pull her aside but instead was rude and belittling in front of other residents and was going to write her up even though this was not a rule previously reported to the patient. She indicates that they were on their way to a little league baseball game and Juanita stopped the van in the street to berate her. Another resident inquired about the dangers of stopping in the road and that Juanita became angrier and directed it at the patient. While filing the grievance, patient reports that she was given the write up. She indicates that it speaks about her interaction with the person walking past the porch. She reports the write up is a behavioral contract that has requirements that must be completed or patient will be dismissed. It indicates that patient has been using abusive rhetoric and that clients are not to yell at cars and disrespect the house by sitting improperly on the furniture. It also notes that patient has been talking down towards other residents.  Patient reports that she felt pressured to get the Covid vaccine shot even though she did not want it or she would not be able to go to outside functions. This was not explained to the patient when she entered the house and she states that she would have likely not accepted the admission. Patient received first vaccine on May 14, 2021 and is scheduled for the 2nd shot on June 8, 2021. She notes that today she was told by staff person Juanita Harris that they were planning a trip to the lake on Memorial Day and was told to not tell anyone because the staff could get in trouble (notes that a staff at the male’s house was fired for taking the men to an outlet when they were not supposed to).		CORRECTIONS: DISABILITY CHANGED FROM SA ONLY TO MULTI;		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8223		06/03/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID: 578940 Patient reports on her first day at the house on April 22, 2021 - the staff Juanita Harris spoke to her about another resident in a very disrespectful way (feels that violated their privacy – "big sore on her leg and wouldn’t let her cook in the kitchen with gloves on"). Patient reports the resident was treated terribly by staff persons Juanita Harris and Carolyn Harris including belittling her in front of other residents until that resident eventually moved out. Residents are not supposed to go to the mailbox themselves and one resident has gone at least twice that patient is aware of and nothing was done and that resident is not spoken to like the other residents. Patient states the rules are that if they go to the mailbox, then it is an automatic dismissal and she feels that this resident is shown favoritism by the two staff Juanita and Carolyn. Patient reports that today she was sitting on the front porch and saw someone she knew passing by and informed them that she had 31 days clean. She states that the staff person Juanita did not pull her aside but instead was rude and belittling in front of other residents and was going to write her up even though this was not a rule previously reported to the patient. She indicates that they were on their way to a little league baseball game and Juanita stopped the van in the street to berate her. Another resident inquired about the dangers of stopping in the road and that Juanita became angrier and directed it at the patient. While filing the grievance, patient reports that she was given the write up. She indicates that it speaks about her interaction with the person walking past the porch. She reports the write up is a behavioral contract that has requirements that must be completed or patient will be dismissed. It indicates that patient has been using abusive rhetoric and that clients are not to yell at cars and disrespect the house by sitting improperly on the furniture. It also notes that patient has been talking down towards other residents. Patient reports that she felt pressured to get the Covid vaccine shot even though she did not want it or she would not be able to go to outside functions. This was not explained to the patient when she entered the house and she states that she would have likely not accepted the admission. Patient received first vaccine on May 14, 2021 and is scheduled for the 2nd shot on June 8, 2021. She notes that today she was told by staff person Juanita Harris that they were planning a trip to the lake on Memorial Day and was told to not tell anyone because the staff could get in trouble (notes that a staff at the male’s house was fired for taking the men to an outlet when they were not supposed to).
TONIKA MCCREA    ID: 53249   (DOB: 10/1/1976)
5/25/21 Call to grievant; left vm message. VM indicates member's name.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/27/21 Call to grievant; left vm message. Acknowledgement letter mailed to address listed.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/3/21 Call to grievant. This writer spoke directly with member regarding her concerns. She reports that she is no longer living at that particular house, but is still involved in classes. This writer explained the role of QM and that due to no previous response from complainant in regards to a non medicaid issue, the case would be closed and a new one opened and processed to include concerns discussed.(K.WARE,QAA)		undetermined		1		1		0		14

		11844		Hillary Vandewart		05/20/2021		BOUCHER		NATALIE		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Access to Services		Accces/Screening, Triage and Referral		ACTT		Multi-Disability		Adult		Fellowship Health Resources, Inc.		1		39610 - WILKERSON, KATHY		Black/African American		Not Defined		Female		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		Submitted grievance at request of supervisor Karen Gall.  Referred member for ACT services, however all agencies are on a 4 week wait.  Requested Fellowship to provide any other service for member while waiting for ACT.  Fellowship declined stating that any lower level of care would not be appropriate. After Karen contacted  FHR (MaryAnn Johnson/unknown position at FHR) MaryAnn  declined member for any services due to homelessness and does not have a phone for telehealth.		CORRECTIONS: Connected member to concern, changed complainant info to reflect internal complainant, Checked YES for Is Provider, Changed Nature of Issue to Access for Services, Changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8239		06/15/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Submitted grievance at request of supervisor Karen Gall.  Referred member for ACT services, however all agencies are on a 4 week wait.  Requested Fellowship to provide any other service for member while waiting for ACT.  Fellowship declined stating that any lower level of care would not be appropriate. After Karen contacted  FHR (MaryAnn Johnson/unknown position at FHR) MaryAnn  declined member for any services due to homelessness and does not have a phone for telehealth.
[PT: Kathy Wilkerson				DOB: 11/8/78				ID: 39610]
5/27/21
This writer reached out to complainant as well as supervisor, Karen Gall, to acknowledge concern and request clarity on what they were wanting to occur with the concern (i.e. tracking, etc). 
Karen responded that the concern was that the agency denied the member on the basis of being homeless/not having a phone. She stated that this was especially concerning due to current capacity issues with providers.
This writer staffed case with supervisor, Todd Parker, and he advised that this writer should just ask the provider to respond to them denying the member due to homelessness. He stated that if they provide clinical justification for this, that the concern could be resolved. However, if they could not provide clinical justification, that this writer should provide technical assistance to the provider regarding members not being declined on the basis of homelessness.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/9/21
This writer reached out to Mary Ann Johnson, Regional Director, via email (mjohnson@fhr.net) to share concern and ask that she respond in writing as to why the member was declined.
She replied and her response can be summarized below:
•	Her response was not meant to be a definitive denial of services. She had not yet consulted with the ACT team lead or OPT staff as to what could be provided.
•	She was simply stating that current peer support specialist who does AE for clients leaving the hospital provides services via telehealth due to COVID.
•	No additional info was given, or questions asked. 
•	By glancing at referral, it appeared that this individual’s needs were greater than OPT could provide. 
•	She is always available by phone in the event that CC wanted to discuss the case further.
•	If member could make it to office for OPT or have access to technology to speak with a peer, then they would serve her, but this would be a disservice and a liability due to not being the appropriate level of care. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/14/21
This writer staffed case with supervisor Todd Parker, Incident and Grievance Manager, and shared provider’s feedback with him. He agreed that this case could be resolved based on this response as it does not appear that they denied member due to homelessness. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/15/21
This writer composed and sent resolution email. This case will be tracked moving forward. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		26

		11846		Todd Parker		05/21/2021		PEARSALL		AQUILA		Consumer		Grievance		Client Rights		Unknown				Mental Health Only		Adult		Not Defined		1		14327 - PEARSALL, AQUILA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		1		In-State		Own home		1		1		CID 579008
Aquila Pearsall   (5/7/1974 ) 
267 Apt. B Dacian Road Raleigh NC 27610
Grievance Against:
TJ Hayes, Alliance staff

Member phoned upset and crying. She stated that: she let her real estate people know she was leaving town for 2 weeks, she was leaving keys with her son to check on apartment. My son lost the key, but he left the door unlock for management to do pest control. Member will return home; She arrives on Saturday, 5/22/2021. Pest control came to apartment today Friday, 5/21/2021. They locked the door behind them.  She spoke with management to tell them to unlock the door, they declined to do so.  Management phoned TJ Hayes, and Mrs. Hayes agreed not to unlock the door.  
Mrs. Hayes has a nasty disposition with me whenever I talk to her.  I have called and left messages in the past, she never returns my calls.  Member believes it is unfair that they will not unlock her door.		Withdrawn		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8206		06/18/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID 579008 Aquila Pearsall (5/7/1974 ) 267 Apt. B Dacian Road Raleigh NC 27610 Grievance Against: TJ Hayes, Alliance staff Member phoned upset and crying. She stated that: she let her real estate people know she was leaving town for 2 weeks, she was leaving keys with her son to check on apartment. My son lost the key, but he left the door unlock for management to do pest control. Member will return home; She arrives on Saturday, 5/22/2021. Pest control came to apartment today Friday, 5/21/2021. They locked the door behind them. She spoke with management to tell them to unlock the door, they declined to do so. Management phoned TJ Hayes, and Mrs. Hayes agreed not to unlock the door. Mrs. Hayes has a nasty disposition with me whenever I talk to her. I have called and left messages in the past, she never returns my calls. Member believes it is unfair that they will not unlock her door.
PT: Aquila Pearsall		ID:  14327		DOB:  5-7-74
5-24-21
This writer attempted to contact grievant at the phone number provided:  919-592-2248. Writer was unable to reach complainant as the message indicated she was “not accepting calls at this time”. Writer will make another attempt to contact grievant to acknowledge her grievance. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager

5-27-21
Writer attempted to contact grievant at the number provided. Got the same message as previously. Composed and mailed Ack. Letter. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager

6-8-21
Writer still unable to reach complainant at the number provided. Writer sent Info Needed letter with a response date of 6-18-21. Writer will withdraw grievance if not received by that date. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager

6-18-21
This writer was unable to reach member by phone and did not receive a response to the letter sent on 6/8/21. This grievance will be withdrawn based on this information. No further action.
T. Parker, I&G Manager		Withdrawn		1		1		0		28

		11847		Kristie White		05/21/2021		Hughes		Kate		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Service Coordination between providers		Outpatient Services				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		MONARCH		1		228502 - COFIELD, KALIYAH		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		I am submitting this concern about our inability to communicate directly with a provider for coordination of services, due to difficulties making contact with Monarch staff. 

Background of the situation: Kaliyah Cofield, ID 228502, is in Wake DSS custody. She was d/c from a level 3 group home, while waiting on admission to PRTF. She has since been in a crisis bed the past two weeks. She was supposed to admit to Venice PRTF this week (5/19), but were unable to get paperwork from Monarch. We needed a signed CON and PCP/Service order. Kaliyah was seen by an NP at Monarch in Charlotte for medication management. The care coordinator Jillian Knight faxed the paperwork to Monarch last Wednesday 5/12, and spoke with the provider Dr. Riley on the phone, but was unable to get in contact with the provider since that date. As of this day 5/21 paperwork has been completed and received. However the problem of not being able to directly contact the provider or the office location of the provider led to a delay in paperwork, delayed PRTF admission, and the member spending the night in the Wake County DSS office building. 

Phone numbers attempted: Phone: 866-272-7826 (main number), 704-525-3255 (Mecklenburg number that goes back to main number), 336-687-6918 (Guilford county no answer), Fax: 336-676-6490

This is a list of the attempts to contact the provider or office location directly by the CC:
5/12/2021:
Initial phone call with provider and faxed documents Fax: 336-676-6490

 5/14/2021: Per CC Documentation
Writer call to the Monarch Mecklenburg office (704-525-3255) at 11:24am which directed writer's call back to the main number and writer spoke to staff in the call center. Provider reported they sent a message to the admin for the Guilford County office who confirmed the documents were sent to Dr. Riley and the admin also reportedly indicated they would follow up with Dr. Riley today 5/14/2021 and let him know the signatures are needed as soon as possible for placement and would hopefully have them back to writer by the end of the day. Writer contacted the Guildford County office for Monarch (336-676-6840) at 4:35pm which routed writer’s call back to the call center again. Writer spoke to staff in call center and asked that another message be sent to Dr. Riley regarding the signatures being needed on the PCP and CON as soon as possible. As of 6pm on 5/14/2021 writer had not yet received any documents from Monarch. 

5/17/2021: Per CC Documentation 
Writer contacted the Guilfold County Monarch number at 336-676-6840 at 10:53am on 5/17/2021 after not yet receiving clinical documents sent to Dr. Riley last week. Writer spoke with call center staff who reported they reviewed member's record and did not see any updates regarding documents signed by Dr. Riley. 

 Writer contacted the Mecklenburg County Monarch number 704-525-3255 at 2:45pm and was routed back to being on hold with the call center. Writer decided to try to find alternative contact numbers for the Guilford County location. Writer contacted 336-676-6906 at 2:47pm and spoke to a staff member who reported this was their crisis line number and gave writer a different number for their outpatient office 336-687-6918. Writer attempted to contact this number at 2:49pm but it continued to ring and there was no option to leave a voicemail.


5/18/2021: Per CC Documentation

Writer contacted the main Monarch number 866-272-7826 at 9:01 am and spoke to a call center staff member who again reported there were no updates in their system regarding the status of member's documents being signed. Writer requested a direct contact number for Dr. Riley and was informed that the call center staff are not allowed to give out direct contact numbers. Writer asked if they could provide Dr. Riley's email address and the staff agreed and reported his email address was jurell.riley@monarchnc.org. Writer email to Dr. Riley at 9:20am reminding him that he and writer spoke last week regarding signatures needed for member on PCP and CON for PRTF placement. Writer let him know that the documents were faxed on 5/13/21		Changed to mental health only/changed to Service Coordination b/providers.		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8220		06/10/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		I am submitting this concern about our inability to communicate directly with a provider for coordination of services, due to difficulties making contact with Monarch staff. Background of the situation: Kaliyah Cofield, ID 228502, is in Wake DSS custody. She was d/c from a level 3 group home, while waiting on admission to PRTF. She has since been in a crisis bed the past two weeks. She was supposed to admit to Venice PRTF this week (5/19), but were unable to get paperwork from Monarch. We needed a signed CON and PCP/Service order. Kaliyah was seen by an NP at Monarch in Charlotte for medication management. The care coordinator Jillian Knight faxed the paperwork to Monarch last Wednesday 5/12, and spoke with the provider Dr. Riley on the phone, but was unable to get in contact with the provider since that date. As of this day 5/21 paperwork has been completed and received. However, the problem of not being able to directly contact the provider or the office location of the provider led to a delay in paperwork, delayed PRTF admission, and the member spending the night in the Wake County DSS office building. Phone numbers attempted: Phone: 866-272-7826 (main number), 704-525-3255 (Mecklenburg number that goes back to main number), 336-687-6918 (Guilford county no answer), Fax: 336-676-6490 This is a list of the attempts to contact the provider or office location directly by the CC: 5/12/2021: Initial phone call with provider and faxed documents Fax: 336-676-6490 5/14/2021: Per CC Documentation Writer call to the Monarch Mecklenburg office (704-525-3255) at 11:24am which directed writer's call back to the main number and writer spoke to staff in the call center. Provider reported they sent a message to the admin for the Guilford County office who confirmed the documents were sent to Dr. Riley and the admin also reportedly indicated they would follow up with Dr. Riley today 5/14/2021 and let him know the signatures are needed as soon as possible for placement and would hopefully have them back to writer by the end of the day. Writer contacted the Guildford County office for Monarch (336-676-6840) at 4:35pm which routed writer’s call back to the call center again. Writer spoke to staff in call center and asked that another message be sent to Dr. Riley regarding the signatures being needed on the PCP and CON as soon as possible. As of 6pm on 5/14/2021 writer had not yet received any documents from Monarch. 5/17/2021: Per CC Documentation Writer contacted the Guilfold County Monarch number at 336-676-6840 at 10:53am on 5/17/2021 after not yet receiving clinical documents sent to Dr. Riley last week. Writer spoke with call center staff who reported they reviewed member's record and did not see any updates regarding documents signed by Dr. Riley. Writer contacted the Mecklenburg County Monarch number 704-525-3255 at 2:45pm and was routed back to being on hold with the call center. Writer decided to try to find alternative contact numbers for the Guilford County location. Writer contacted 336-676-6906 at 2:47pm and spoke to a staff member who reported this was their crisis line number and gave writer a different number for their outpatient office 336-687-6918. Writer attempted to contact this number at 2:49pm but it continued to ring and there was no option to leave a voicemail. 5/18/2021: Per CC Documentation Writer contacted the main Monarch number 866-272-7826 at 9:01 am and spoke to a call center staff member who again reported there were no updates in their system regarding the status of member's documents being signed. Writer requested a direct contact number for Dr. Riley and was informed that the call center staff are not allowed to give out direct contact numbers. Writer asked if they could provide Dr. Riley's email address and the staff agreed and reported his email address was jurell.riley@monarchnc.org. Writer email to Dr. Riley at 9:20am reminding him that he and writer spoke last week regarding signatures needed for member on PCP and CON for PRTF placement. Writer let him know that the documents were faxed on 5/13/21.
Patient: Kaliyah Cofield Patient ID: 228502 DOB: 04/24/2006
05/26/21-Internal concern against Monarch due to difficulties contacting staff. Sent internal complainant an acknowledgment and reached out to Monarch spoke to Jennifer Smith about this concern and sent her concern element email to be sent back by 06/03/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
06/10/21-Received provider response on 06/04/21 from Cornelius Powe/Incedient and Complaint Specialist at Monarch. Per provider,” n 5/12/21 Monarch received a call from Alliance asking if Monarch received faxes for papers to be filled out for person for placement.  It was confirmed the faxes were received at the office and forwarded to the provider J. Riley.  On 5/14/21, Alliance called back to see if the papers had been filled out, the provider does not work on Friday. The papers had not been filled out and returned, it appears the provider did fill out the papers and they were received back the week of 5/19/21, for individual's placement.  As the only provider that saw the individual, it would be difficult for another provider to fill out and sign the paperwork for placement. Follow up: Monarch will review our internal process for forms/correspondence and the return of documentation to streamline a time frame to meet the needs for all parties.” Since per provider they will review their internal process for forms/correspondence to be more successful on getting things back as soon as possible. This writer is closing this internal concern as tracking and sending a resolution email to internal complainant. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		20

		11848		Kim Ware		05/24/2021		Wooten		Mara		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Innovation Services (non-residential)		EOR		Multi-Disability		Adult		Guardiantrac, LLC dba GT Independence		1		98370 - ATKINSON, REBECCA		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		am filing a grievance against Jarvis James of GT Independence.  It has gone beyond not doing his job properly to bullying me. It is causing an interruption to services at this point and it is unprofessional. We should be working together as a team and he seems to be doing the opposite. He is making the services more confusing for the families to understand. Please see attached email and quote. Before this correspondence, he tried to insist that I should do a revision to get Innovations to pay for a service that had already been used with no prior approval. The insinuation that I am causing a delay in services was the last straw for me. This has been ongoing since this family started with EOR.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Type of Case to Internal Employee Concern		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8242		06/16/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		am filing a grievance against Jarvis James of GT Independence. It has gone beyond not doing his job properly to bullying me. It is causing an interruption to services at this point and it is unprofessional. We should be working together as a team and he seems to be doing the opposite. He is making the services more confusing for the families to understand. Please see attached email and quote. Before this correspondence, he tried to insist that I should do a revision to get Innovations to pay for a service that had already been used with no prior approval. The insinuation that I am causing a delay in services was the last straw for me. This has been ongoing since this family started with EOR.
5/27/21This writer emailed internal complainant requesting a call in regards to concern submitted. Staffed case with Incident & Grievance Mgr, T Parker. Per his recommendation contact complainant and ask if she would like the matter tracked, if not, contact the staff’s supervisor to make her aware of the concern.
5/28/21 This writer received a return call from internal complainant Mara Wooten which also included Kristy Reeves (AH integrity consultant) to discuss the concerns. Per her repot the issue has been ongoing with the staff Jarvis. She repots that the issue is that he is not submitting the quotes correctly and that he is blaming her for the delay. Ms Wooten has attached the email exchange. She reports that his behaviors have not changed and that he has does this to other AH staff as well. Ms. Reeves confirmed the rude behaviors.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/3/21 This writer received email from Ms. Wooten indicating a “change in tone” of the staff person, confirmed receipt of the information needed and thanked this writer.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/4/21 This writer made call to Ms Wooten and explained that the provider had not been contacted yet in regards to the matter and if she wished the matter to be tracked. She reports that her supervisor, Beverly is aware of the concern and has spoke directly with the agency in regards to the rude, behaviors. This writer explained that the matter would be tracked in that the needed documentation was received and that the staff was more responsive to the request as well as plans to contact the agency to make them aware.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/15/21 This writer made call to Ms. Silvia Reyes, Quality Assurance Specialist with GT (919) 437-8424. This writer made her aware of the concern noting that the unprofessionalism and not submitting requested information properly was duplicative and experienced by more than one AH staff person. This writer did note that the staff did change his tone and submitted the required paperwork. Per Ms Reyes she will follow up with Ms Raquel Barber, the staff's direct supervisor and Director regarding the matter. This writer has recommended that the agency continue to monitor the matter to avoid the occurrence in the future as to not cause delay in services and collaborative efforts with AH staff or confusion for families. Per Ms. Reyes the agency will follow its protocol in monitoring and review in the matter to include supervision and review of customer service training with all staff. Case to be closed and tracked. (K.WARE,QAA)
6/15/21 Resolution mailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		23

		11849		Kristie White		05/24/2021		Manus		Dawn		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Does Not Apply				Firm Foundation, Inc.		1		'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Wake		0		1		In-State		Therapeutic Foster Care		1		1		Email from Toby Foster, Cumberland County DSS on May 13, 2021- 
At 2am this morning I received notification from our extended duty social worker that TFC parent, Valerie Blue with Firm Foundation called advising that a child in her home was on the way to the hospital.  Ms. Blue called to notify the agency that a social worker would need to go to the hospital as the owner of Firm Foundation, Mr. Davenport told her not to go to the hospital.  
This is the same child that she sent to the hospital alone back in November 2020.  Ms. Blue sent a different child to the hospital alone on May 6th 2020 and we did not know he was at the hospital till the morning of May 7, 2020.  I believe my management is looking into this but since I mentioned this to you at the TFC meeting and had not sent you the information I wanted to make sure to get it to you.

Other information on this complaint- Alliance PM, Kate Peterson contacted Heather West of DSS Licensure  and reported this issue as this is the third time a minor child has been sent to the ED by EMS without an adult or the TFC Agency rep meeting them at the hospital to oversee their care. Cumberland DSS reported this event to CPS and it was recently ruled out for investigation.		Dawn Manus, PNDS at Alliance oversees the TFC homes contract internally and can be reached at 919-651-8847 or dmanus@alliancehealthplan.org for additional information.  PNDS feels that this is a health and safety issue that is repeatedly happening to our members./Changed from internal from grievance.		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8230		06/17/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Email from Toby Foster, Cumberland County DSS on May 13, 2021- At 2am this morning I received notification from our extended duty social worker that TFC parent, Valerie Blue with Firm Foundation called advising that a child in her home was on the way to the hospital. Ms. Blue called to notify the agency that a social worker would need to go to the hospital as the owner of Firm Foundation, Mr. Davenport told her not to go to the hospital. This is the same child that she sent to the hospital alone back in November 2020. Ms. Blue sent a different child to the hospital alone on May 6th 2020 and we did not know he was at the hospital till the morning of May 7, 2020. I believe my management is looking into this but since I mentioned this to you at the TFC meeting and had not sent you the information I wanted to make sure to get it to you. Other information on this complaint- Alliance PM, Kate Peterson contacted Heather West of DSS Licensure and reported this issue as this is the third time a minor child has been sent to the ED by EMS without an adult or the TFC Agency rep meeting them at the hospital to oversee their care. Cumberland DSS reported this event to CPS and it was recently ruled out for investigation. Comments: Dawn Manus, PNDS at Alliance oversees the TFC homes contract internally and can be reached at 919-651-8847 or dmanus@alliancehealthplan.org for additional information. PNDS feels that this is a health and safety issue that is repeatedly happening to our members.
05/24/21-Against Firm Foundation re. TFC parent sending child to hospital without an adult meeting them at the hospital to oversee their care. Sent to THeld in compliance for allegation of abuse/Neglect of member. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/25/21-This would not be taken by SIU per case consult. Reached out to Dawn Manus about this morning and she said Kate Peterson filed a grievance for Heather West with State DSS licensure. They will have a much bigger role in this than we would. Heather reached out to them and per Cumberland DSS there are three kids involved and something is happening that these kids are having to be hospitalized and they are all under 18 years and in Cumberland county custody. The foster parent is not going with minor kids under their care to the hospital. She is saying that she cannot go to the hospital with the kids it is not her place. The agency responsibility to do so and she says she reaches out to Mr. Davenport (owner)and he will not do it and said DSS kid and they need to send somebody. If it is 2:00 am then DSS does not have anyone and that means that a child is sitting be themselves with emergency room and not being supervised. Firm Foundation is going to be targeted at their license renewal and Toby Foster(DSS Supervisor) he got the call at 2:00 am about the child being at ED by themselves filed DSS and screened it out. Sean Schiber and Kate Peterson told Dawn to file this since this is a member issue. She can make recommendation based on your resolution and Provider Network can stop referrals, reduce Medicaid rates (since the get enhanced rate), remove kids from their homes.  I let her know I will be doing a consult with TParker on next steps. KM Appeals Coordinator

05/27/21-Per case consult TParker find out who the member was first since none list.  Advised to ask Firm Foundation for this member crisis plan and emergency policy or crisis for members and any notes about the member during, before and after. May be able to find in Jiva and look to see if they followed the crisis plan and compare to the agency around a crisis for member. I will also check to see if an incident report. Called Toby Foster the external complainant and left message I need the name of the most recent member that was involved with this grievance per her voicemail she will be out of office until Tuesday w07/02/21. Emailed DManus to ask her the name of the member involved and she did not have this either. KM Appeals Coordinator
06/01/21-Called Toby Foster at 910-321-6462 and left another message for her to call me on this issue and the member name that is involved. Let her know due to grievance timeframes I am sending her acknowledgment letter also. Called Charles Davenport at Firm Foundation and discussed the grievance issues sent him a concern element email to cdavenport.firm@gmail.com  return to me no later than 06/07/21 to this writer. KM Appeals Coordinator
06/03/21-Toby Foster from Cumberland DSS called back and she said she did not want to file this grievance. She said she notified Dawn Manus about this and CPS by Firm Foundation was filed and it was ruled out for investigation.  I am not authorized to do a grievance and DManus can do the grievance but I cannot file at her level without permission. Changing to internal concern from grievance due to this reason. I reached out to Dawn Manus on this and let her know I am still doing my investigation and will be in contact with her with the resolution. KM Appeals Coordinator
06/17/21-Received information from Charles Davenport Director of Firm Foundation. Per provider,” Firm policy for children going to hospital will be updated to reflect training information for foster parents’ responsibilities when a child in your home requires hospitalization. Firm foster parents are required to seek proper care for remaining minors in your care and contact your Firm case worker and the social worker agency to inform them that their child is being hospitalized. Firm parent are to remain at hospital with minor foster child until relieved via social worker agency, Firm on call staff or some other guardian approved designee. Firm Foster parent will have to be sure that information is communicated within 2 hours of ambulance service or admittance to local hospital units.” The agency also submitted Firm Foundation’s Emergency Care & Hospitalization Protocol. Closing this internal concern as tracking since provider does seem to have proper protocols in place for Foster parents in an emergency situation. Sending internal complainant DManus resolution email and closing concern. KM Appeal Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		24

		11850		Todd Parker		05/24/2021		Mondragon		Candace		Provider		External Stakeholder Concern		Authorization/ Payment/ Billing - LME-MCO Only		Unknown				Multi-Disability		Adult		Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		1		685854 - FRAZIER, TORY		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		A Small Miracle Staff Candace Mondragon 919-854-4400 Ext.  701 called seeking to file a grievance against UM-IDD CM who failed to communicate necessary changes that resulted in the Agency having a pay back for services. Caller states Staff noticed a change by Internal Staff that the Agency was receiving denials around 2/27/2020 for claims submitted. Provider reached out to Christina Phillips PN Staff regarding these changes and that TBI Dept was aware of changes but Provider indicates they were not made aware in order to make necessary adjustments.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Type of Case to External Stakeholder Concern
Check #11767		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8218		06/15/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		A Small Miracle Staff Candace Mondragon 919-854-4400 Ext. 701 called seeking to file a grievance against UM-IDD CM who failed to communicate necessary changes that resulted in the Agency having a pay back for services. Caller states Staff noticed a change by Internal Staff that the Agency was receiving denials around 2/27/2020 for claims submitted. Provider reached out to Christina Phillips PN Staff regarding these changes and that TBI Dept was aware of changes but Provider indicates they were not made aware in order to make necessary adjustments.
**No Patient associated
5-26-21
Writer attempted to contact complainant at the phone number provided to acknowledge her complaint. Writer did not reach complainant but left a vm for her to return his call. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager

6-1-21
Writer attempted to contact complainant again at the number provided. Writer left another vm for complainant. Writer composed and mailed an Ack letter. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager
6-7-21
This writer attempted to contact complainant following a VM left on Friday (6/4/21). Writer left a VM for complainant to return his call.
T. Parker, I&G Manager

6-14-21
This writer spoke with complainant to get clarity on the nature of the complaint. Complainant shared that the complaint stems from the agency’s TBI service getting denied for member (Tory Frazier) beginning in February. She indicated that they reached out to TBI CN (Erica Davis/Mike Miley) and was told it was a code issue. On 3/5/21 she emailed Christina Phillips who confirmed TBI team was aware and she’d contact Wake Co DSS and then escalate to state. On 3/9/21 claims were approved. On 3/24/21 claims were denied and money was recouped by Alliance. It was later determined that mother changed from TBI Waiver to CAP C. All billing Jan and Feb was recouped ($8,200.00). Complainant expressed concerns that provider wasn’t given contacts Christina reached out to. She shared that communication between the provider and Alliance was not good. Writer asked complainant who would have been responsible for notifying the agency that the change from TBI to CAP was made. Complainant indicated that she felt that they could have been more proactive if they knew who C. Phillips reached out to and could have followed up with that entity. Writer inquired as to how the agency verifies insurance coverage for members. Complainant shared that the billing department verifies insurance and was alerted to an issue when billing was denied. Writer asked complainant what she would like to see as an outcome for filing the complaint. She indicated that in addition to the communication problem between Alliance and the provider, she would like to find a way for the provider to be paid for the services that were recouped. Writer shared that he does not know of a mechanism by which the agency can receive payment for the services but will check into it when he contacts M. Milley/C. Phillips. 
Writer attempted to contact M. Millley but he was not available. Writer contact acted C. Phillips who indicated that she was aware of the issue and that the member was previously on the TBI Waiver. She shared that  she is aware that the member was switched and the agency had billing recouped but was not sure of the particulars if the issue. She shared that M. Milley will most likely have more detail. 
Writer was able to reach M. Milley and discussed the issue. He indicated that he was aware of the issue. He shared that member’s mother wanted to use RAP services and switched to CAP-DA since the TBI waiver does not allow for RAP services and she wanted to provide the services. M. Milley shared that the change was made directly with CAP-DA and Alliance was not aware. He shared that the provider contacted Alliance when they were getting denials. Alliance thought there was an error in coding due to an error with DSS. They were not aware that mother had changed waivers. Alliance contacted DSS to see if the the waiver change could be backdated and were told no. Writer asked M. Milley if he knew of an avenue to pay the provider. He indicated that he knew of no avenue except to contact the CAP DA vendor to see if they will be able to pay it.  Alliance has no mechanism to pay for the services as theer is nothing to match the billing within the system; no authorized codes. Writer shared complainants concerns with the communication. He shared that the CC made the provider and Alliance aware of the switch as soon as they were aware. He shared that the member’s mother was most likely not aware that she would lose TBI services when she switched to CAP services. The CC only became aware of the switch in a casual conversation with mother.  Writer thanked M. Milley for sharing the information.
Writer called complainant and shared information received from M. Milley. Complainant shared that she will reach out to DSS to see what options for payment there are for the agency. Writer composed and mailed Res Letter. No further action.
T. Parker, I&G Manager		Nonissue		1		1		0		22

		11852		Hillary Vandewart		05/24/2021		ANDERSON		DEIDRA		Consumer		Grievance		LME/MCO Functions		Care Coordination (MH/SA)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		1		73652 - ANDERSON, DEIDRA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		CID 579431

Caller, Deidra Anderson, explained that she would like to file a grievance against TCLI Outreach program.  Caller explained that she filed necessary paperwork and was approved for housing in December 2020, yet still does not have housing.  Caller noted that she has tried multiple shelters in both Durham and Wake Co., but expressed that tonight she is sleeping in her car due to not being able to find shelter and no longer having ability to stay with a friend.  Caller explained that she attempted to talk with the agency and has 2 workers that she is working with, but did not want to give their number.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Nature of Issue to LME/MCO Functions, Changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8227		06/21/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID 579431
Caller, Deidra Anderson, explained that she would like to file a grievance against TCLI Outreach program.  Caller explained that she filed necessary paperwork and was approved for housing in December 2020, yet still does not have housing.  Caller noted that she has tried multiple shelters in both Durham and Wake Co., but expressed that tonight she is sleeping in her car due to not being able to find shelter and no longer having ability to stay with a friend.  Caller explained that she attempted to talk with the agency and has 2 workers that she is working with, but did not want to give their number.
[PT: Deidra Anderson				DOB: 4/3/73				ID: 73652]
5/25/21
This writer received voicemail (forwarded from Todd Parker, Incident and Grievance Manager) from member who was tearful and stating that she wanted to ensure that her grievance had been filed. She stated in the voicemail that she was homeless and did not want to wait any longer for housing.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
5/26/21
This writer researched member within Jiva and noted that TJ Hayes (Transition Program Coodinator) noted that she received housing slot 25566 on 5/25 and her case was assigned to Alex Jones and Holly Mozee to “start the transition process.”
This writer reached out to TJ to inform her of the grievance.5/19 and had been assigned to Alex Jones, Transition Coordinator. She reported that Alex would be reaching out to her this week to get started with the transition process.
She acknowledged that the process does take time and that once everything was in place, she was staffed by outreach. Staff are also carrying a full caseload, which is another reason it takes time. 
This writer thanked her for the information and asked about how long the process would take now that she has been staffed. She shared that it depends on housing availability, engagement, etc. and they try to get people housed within 90 days but it can take longer.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/28/21
This writer reached out to complainant by phone at 984-245-4562 to acknowledge grievance and share the info we had received. This writer heard person on other end of the line pick up and then hang up phone. Will try again at a later date. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/1/21
This writer called and spoke with Ms. Anderson regarding her grievance. This writer shared the information received from TCLI Program Coordinator and inquired as to whether or not she had heard from Alex. She stated that she had not and that she was “not waiting any longer.” She stated that she is “sick and tired of being ignored” and doesn’t want to hear any more excuses. This writer told her that I would follow up with Alex to try to find out what the hold-up was and she thanked this writer. This writer also confirmed that she could get mail at 510 Reynolds Ave in Durham and she confirmed.
This writer then reached out to Alex to share this with him and request that he follow up with her ASAP.
This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement letter to complainant. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/4/21
This writer reviewed Jiva notes for update and confirmed that transition meeting had been held on 6/3/21 via phone between TCLI team, CST team, and member. Member reported that everything was going well with CST services and that she is eager to find housing. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/21/21
This writer again reviewed Jiva for updates. It appears that TCLI team and CST team are still looking for housing options for member. Transition Coordinator, Alex Jones, submitted an application to Valley Terrace but member was denied due to owing a previous property. CST team was informed and stated they would look into resources for assisting with this. TCLI team plans to continue to try to assist member in finding housing.
Based on internal discussions and confirmation via Jiva notes, this writer has confirmed that TCLI is actively working with member to address housing needs. 
This writer composed and sent resolution letter to grievant. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Non-Issue		1		1		0		28

		11853		Kristie White		05/25/2021		Simpson		Melissa		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Opioid Treatment				Does Not Apply				Metro Treatment of North Carolina, L.P.		1		'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		SAR Justifications appear to be almost identical across all members. " Patient presents with an opioid use disorder. Requesting authorization for 180 days to continue treatment services. Patient has been educated on the dangers of mixing methadone with other medications and illicit substances. Patient has been provided with a Narcan kit as well as training and has access to additional ones when needed."  There is no specific information related to UDS or progress found in the SAR Justification that can assist with medical necessity review.  Provider continues to not use the required PCP and Comprehensive Crisis Plan despite multiple outreach and technical assistance opportunities provided by UM Care Managers.  When attempting to get additional information, attempts are often unsuccessful as the admin staff transfer calls to the incorrect VM location.  In addition, email communications sent to the provider often remain unread which may prevent timely review of decisions made or requests for additional information as applicable.		Change nature of issue to Administrative/does not apply for age/disability type.		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8231		06/09/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		SAR Justifications appear to be almost identical across all members. " Patient presents with an opioid use disorder. Requesting authorization for 180 days to continue treatment services. Patient has been educated on the dangers of mixing methadone with other medications and illicit substances. Patient has been provided with a Narcan kit as well as training and has access to additional ones when needed." There is no specific information related to UDS or progress found in the SAR Justification that can assist with medical necessity review. Provider continues to not use the required PCP and Comprehensive Crisis Plan despite multiple outreach and technical assistance opportunities provided by UM Care Managers. When attempting to get additional information, attempts are often unsuccessful as the admin staff transfer calls to the incorrect VM location. In addition, email communications sent to the provider often remain unread which may prevent timely review of decisions made or requests for additional information as applicable.
05/25/21-Internal- against Metro Treatment of NC LP dba Fayetteville Treatment Center-SAR justifications appear to be almost identical across all members; technical assistance has been offered by UM multiple times; unresponsive to emails from UM. Appeals Coordinator
06/01/21-Sending acknowledgment email to internal complainant about the issues in the internal concern. Called Metro Treatment of NC dba Fayetteville Center spoke to Tabitha Goodpasture at 910-483-0958 about this internal concern. Sending her a concern element email to Tabitha.goodpasture@ccmglp.com to be returned to this writer by 06/08/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
06/04/21-REceiveed response from Chelsey Walters/Pre-Authorization Coordinator at Fayetteville Metro Treatment Center that they have recently centralized their prior authorization with verification and billing. They are working to understand and improve their methods. KM Appeals Coordinator
06/08/21-Provider states that Fayetteville Metro counselors have training today regarding the implementation of the PCP and CCP. They are getting familiar with documents in other centers so they are utilizing that experience for this transition. They have our authorization requests on hold for a day or two while they cover all training and communication. The provider appears to be training and getting more knowledge on accurately addressing the internal concern. Sending resolution email to the internal complainant and closing this concern as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		15

		11854		Kim Ware		05/25/2021		Peace		Charlotte		Consumer		Grievance		Access to Services		Assertive Community Tx Team				Mental Health Only		Adult		UNC Faculty Physicians - Medicaid		1		361952 - Peace, Charlotte		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		579521 – TUE, 25 MAY 2021 @ 1245 - Peace, Charlotte – DOB: 09 APR 1976 – Durham/Medi-Medi/F – 919-698-9890 – 1110 Professor Place Durham NC 27713 - MENTAL STATUS:  Caller denied SI/HI/AVTH.  SUBSTANCES: Denied. SEVERITY: NON-THRESHOLD  DISPOSITION:  Member  is reporting that she is currently open to UNC ACT in Wake County.  Member is requesting both a CC referral and to file a grievance against current provider.  Member is reporting that ACT team is refusing to provide her with a new therapist and has attempted to refer her to OP treatment.  Member further explained that she has spoken with OP providers that UNC ACT had referred her to but that these providers indicate that her level of need is too high for regular OP therapy.  Caller reported having had 6 inpatient or ED visits in the past year which she attributes to ongoing issues with UNC ACT.  Member is requesting to file a grievance anonymously against UNC ACT as she reported that she has not had therapy in almost three months.  Member is concerned about being retaliated against by provider.  Member reported that her PCP is also spoken with the ACT team without success.  Member is also specifically requesting a care coordination referral to assist her with linkage to appropriate level of service as she has been unable to do so on her own and reported that she is need of assistance from Alliance with this.  LC reminded of 24/7/365 availability of call center.  McClelland LCMHCS-----				Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8226		06/10/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		579521 – TUE, 25 MAY 2021 @ 1245 - Peace, Charlotte – DOB: 09 APR 1976 – Durham/Medi-Medi/F – 919-698-9890 – 1110 Professor Place Durham NC 27713 - MENTAL STATUS: Caller denied SI/HI/AVTH. SUBSTANCES: Denied. SEVERITY: NON-THRESHOLD DISPOSITION: Member is reporting that she is currently open to UNC ACT in Wake County. Member is requesting both a CC referral and to file a grievance against current provider. Member is reporting that ACT team is refusing to provide her with a new therapist and has attempted to refer her to OP treatment. Member further explained that she has spoken with OP providers that UNC ACT had referred her to but that these providers indicate that her level of need is too high for regular OP therapy. Caller reported having had 6 inpatient or ED visits in the past year which she attributes to ongoing issues with UNC ACT. Member is requesting to file a grievance anonymously against UNC ACT as she reported that she has not had therapy in almost three months. Member is concerned about being retaliated against by provider. Member reported that her PCP is also spoken with the ACT team without success. Member is also specifically requesting a care coordination referral to assist her with linkage to appropriate level of service as she has been unable to do so on her own and reported that she is need of assistance from Alliance with this. LC reminded of 24/7/365 availability of call center. McClelland LCMHCS-----
5/28/21 Call to grievant and spoke with her directly regarding her concerns. She confirmed that she wanted to remain anonymous and still wanted to receive services with the provider. This writer explained the limitations due to anonymity however case would be handled in "general" . This writer explained action steps to be taken in resolution of the matter to include that the provider would be contacted without the use of her name and made aware of the concerns. The concern will be tracked for potential trends in the event that similar concerns are submitted regarding the provider. Acknowledgment letter mailed to grievant.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/10/21 Based on anonymity, this writer contacted the UNC ACTT Team lead, Emily Clark and made her aware of the concern. Per Ms. Clark the agency follows its protocol in regards to assessing members for appropriate level of care, assessing member needs and service provision. She reports that the team does have a doctor as required. Based on limited information, agency notification and request for review, case to be closed and tracked. Member remains with agency and has been connected to AH CC. Any subsequent correspondence from provider to be noted in follow up. Resolution letter mailed to complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		16

		11855		Kim Ware		05/26/2021		MOSS		MECIA		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Access to Services		Crisis - Inpatient				Mental Health Only		18-20		Holly Hill Hospital, LLC		1		339566 - BROAD, MARGARET		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		FOR TRACKING PUPOSES ONLY
Member's discharge summary includes a scheduled appt with provider, Monarch; however, Monarch has no record of the appointment being scheduled.  This continues to be an ongoing appt where dc summaries identify an appt, but no appts exist.  This continues to cause a delay in members receiving actual appts as the new appt is scheduled following discharge by Administrative Care Coordinators.Hospital Liaison, Natalie Boucher followed up Holly Hill Hospital; however, a response is still pending.		CORRECTIONS; CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO FROM PT; AGAINST CHANGED FROM OTHER TO PROVIDER; ENTERED DHSR LICENSURE; SERVICE CHANGED FROM OTHER TO CRISIS INPATIENT		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8224		05/28/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		FOR TRACKING PUPOSES ONLY Member's discharge summary includes a scheduled appt with provider, Monarch; however, Monarch has no record of the appointment being scheduled. This continues to be an ongoing appt where dc summaries identify an appt, but no appts exist. This continues to cause a delay in members receiving actual appts as the new appt is scheduled following discharge by Administrative Care Coordinators. Hospital Liaison, Natalie Boucher followed up Holly Hill Hospital; however, a response is still pending.
MARGARET BROAD   ID: 339566   (DOB: 7/3/2001)
5/28/21 Agency staff continues to indicate discharge with Monarch although no appointment has been scheduled. QM plans to continue to track this issue as a potential trend. AH Provider Network Dept is involved in the matter. Ack/REs emailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		2

		11856		Todd Parker		05/26/2021		Wooten		Mara		Other		Compliment		Quality of Services		Supported Employment (State funded)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		ACI Support Specialists, LLC		1		98603 - WEST, MATTHEW		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1				Georgia Best is one of the very few QPs who will cover hours with my members if staff is not available. She has currently been covering supported employment hours with this member and has helped this member make great strides towards getting more hours and more responsibility at his job at Food Lion. She is irreplaceable and more QPs could learn from her with her work ethic and empathy for the members. She covers hours on top of her QP job. I wish I had more members with her.				Not Defined				8229		06/01/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Georgia Best is one of the very few QPs who will cover hours with my members if staff is not available. She has currently been covering supported employment hours with this member and has helped this member make great strides towards getting more hours and more responsibility at his job at Food Lion. She is irreplaceable and more QPs could learn from her with her work ethic and empathy for the members. She covers hours on top of her QP job. I wish I had more members with her.


6-1-21
Writer composed and emailed Compliment letter to provider. Writer also informed Insert User (Mara Wooten) of the letter.
No further action.
T. Parker, I&G Manager				1		1		0		6

		11857		Kim Ware		05/26/2021		WILLIAMS		KENDALL		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Psychological Mobile Services, PA		1		199990 - MCREE, NICHOLASA		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Nash		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		Level of Concern from Kendall Williams, Service Consultant with Alliance Health.  This provider has an authorization to write a Behavior Support Plan for the Innovations Waiver recipient listed above.  His residential provider, Ambleside, has reported tried to contact them several times to set up a time to write up the plan.  They have not received any call backs from the provider.  This SC contacted the main office of Psychological Mobile Services (252-291-0735) on 4/5/21 and requested a return call. This message was not returned.  This SC also talked directly to the contact who was given for the case (Christel Holdcroft 770-527-7966).  She answered and said that she was at lunch, but took down SC's number and said she would call him back that day.  She never called back. This SC can only verify these two attempts, so reliance is also placed upon the provider, Ambleside, actually making multiple attempts.

Kendall Williams, CMC
984-302-1952
kwilliams@alliancehealthplan.org		CORRECTIONS: CHANGED TYPE FROM GRIEVANCE TO INTERNAL; CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO FROM MEMBER'S; nature changed from quality to administrative;		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8241		06/09/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Level of Concern from Kendall Williams, Service Consultant with Alliance Health. This provider has an authorization to write a Behavior Support Plan for the Innovations Waiver recipient listed above. His residential provider, Ambleside, has reported tried to contact them several times to set up a time to write up the plan. They have not received any call backs from the provider. This SC contacted the main office of Psychological Mobile Services (252-291-0735) on 4/5/21 and requested a return call. This message was not returned. This SC also talked directly to the contact who was given for the case (Christel Holdcroft 770-527-7966). She answered and said that she was at lunch, but took down SC's number and said she would call him back that day. She never called back. This SC can only verify these two attempts, so reliance is also placed upon the provider, Ambleside, actually making multiple attempts. Kendall Williams, CMC 984-302-1952 kwilliams@alliancehealthplan.org
NICHOLASA MCREE   ID: 199990   (DOB: 10/6/1995)
6/9/21 This writer made call to agency and spoke with Ms Christel Holdcroft. This writer explained the purpose of the call , role of QM and made her aware of the concern information. Per discussion and review, Ms Holdcroft indicates that the agency utilizes a calling system that generates info for call backs. She plans to review the system with staff for any possible missed calls. Ms Holdcroft reports that she spoke with Ms Williams (AH SC) on 4/29/21, however, has no record of any other calls, missed or otherwise for Ms Williams. She reports that the member has been seen by agency noting that he missed an appointment with his therapist last week, 6/5 and is scheduled for a psych eval in August. Ms. Holdcroft cofirmed a message from "Kendra" with Ambleside today. She plans to follow up with the agency. This writer has recommended that agency continue to monitor the matter as well as confirm follow up. Based on agency notification, plans to follow up and coordinate services, plans for continued monitoring and review of the agency call system, case to be closed. Concern to be tracked for potential trends in the event that similar concerns are submitted regarding the provider. Ack/Res to internal complainant.(K.WARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		14

		11858		Hillary Vandewart		05/26/2021		Peterson		Kate		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Access to Services		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Blessed New Beginnings, LLC		1		228502 - COFIELD, KALIYAH		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		1		In-State		Level III		0		0		Based on our conversation earlier this week, I wanted to share with you concerns we had with a providers messaging to us about discharging a youth in our care to our building. The youth is Kaliyah Cofield. She was placed with Blessed New Beginnings, LLC, and the specific group home was Blessed Alms. Mr. Bobby Cunningham participated in a meeting that included our program manager, Toni Bush. Kayliah was placed in their care on 4/6/2021 and was knowingly discharged to the Swinburne Building on 5/7/2021 with no identified placement. Mr. Cunningham reported that he and other providers know that Wake County Human Services has the capacity and ability to house youth at our building. Therefore, he knew that the child would be cared for even when we were stressing to him that there was not another placement identified at that time for Kayliah. Mr. Cunningham insisted on the discharge, without appropriate notice. Our concern is there is messaging occurring by and between providers that youth awaiting placement in our social services building is a reasonable option and allows them to negate their contracted expectations. We in now way want to promote youth awaiting placement in our building and strive to timely locate the right placement match for youth in our care.		CORRECTIONS: UNCHECKED FROM PT; changed complainant info from member's; type changed from grievance to internal, changed provider info, Changed Disability to MH Only		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8228		06/21/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Based on our conversation earlier this week, I wanted to share with you concerns we had with a providers messaging to us about discharging a youth in our care to our building. The youth is Kaliyah Cofield. She was placed with Blessed New Beginnings, LLC, and the specific group home was Blessed Alms. Mr. Bobby Cunningham participated in a meeting that included our program manager, Toni Bush. Kayliah was placed in their care on 4/6/2021 and was knowingly discharged to the Swinburne Building on 5/7/2021 with no identified placement. Mr. Cunningham reported that he and other providers know that Wake County Human Services has the capacity and ability to house youth at our building. Therefore, he knew that the child would be cared for even when we were stressing to him that there was not another placement identified at that time for Kayliah. Mr. Cunningham insisted on the discharge, without appropriate notice. Our concern is there is messaging occurring by and between providers that youth awaiting placement in our social services building is a reasonable option and allows them to negate their contracted expectations. We in no way want to promote youth awaiting placement in our building and strive to timely locate the right placement match for youth in our care.
[PT: Kaliyah Cofield				DOB: 4/24/06				ID: 228502]
6/1/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant, Kate Peterson. She shared that this was reported to Alliance by the head of Child Welfare and in general they were reluctant to file a concern directly for fear of losing additional beds.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/14/21
This writer reviewed Jiva notes and was unable to confirm that provider discharged member to Swineburne building. Jiva notes report that member was IVC’d due to running away and refusing to go into group home and for this reason, group home owner contacted DSS when hospital discharged member
This writer contacted Jillian Knight, Care Navigator for member, via phone to discuss and get more information on exactly what happened with discharge. 
Jillian confirmed that Jiva notes were accurate and that she felt that the group home had tried to keep her in place until the higher level of care opened up. Mr. Cunningham only contacted DSS when the hospital discharged her and he had IVC’d her. She only spent one night at the Swineburne building to Jillian’s knowledge. 
Based on this information, it appears that member was not simply discharged to the Swineburne building without a plan, but that the group home was trying to maintain the placement until the placement opened up on 5/15 with Venice/Hampton. The placement was disrupted due to member leaving the group home/refusing to go back inside. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/21/21
Based on findings, it does not appear that provider willfully discharged member to Swineburne building with no notice, or felt that this was an appropriate discharge plan. Member was hospitalized due to refusing to take meds and leaving the group home property which led to member being picked up by DSS guardian. This writer plans to track this concern in the event that this reoccurs or becomes a pattern for this provider. 
This writer composed and sent resolution email to internal complainant. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		26

		11859		Kristie White		05/26/2021		STARTT		JACKIE		Consumer		Grievance		Access to Services		Psychiatric Services				Unknown Disability		Adult		B & D Integrated Health Services		1		37220 - STARTT, JACKIE		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Granville		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Caller states she had been receiving services through Carolina Community Support Services, including psychiatric services, but was recently transferred to B&D Integrated. Caller reports she was prescribed Clonazepam by Carolina Community Support Services. Caller reports being told there were issues with the transfer, and the first psychiatrist appointment she was able to get with B&D is for 6/1/21. Caller reports she has 1.5 pills left of her Clonazepam prescription. Reports talking with Carolina Community Support, and they will not refill the medication. Reports talking with B&D and they are unable to see her before 6/1. Caller reports the grievance is for both providers as no one will bridge the medication, despite possible physical effects from stopping the medication. Caller also asked to include in the grievance that B&D has told her she can not bring her service dog in their transportation vehicles, and she feels this violates her ADA rights.		CID 579720/Changed to access to services/disability to unknown.		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8232		06/14/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller states she had been receiving services through Carolina Community Support Services, including psychiatric services, but was recently transferred to B&D Integrated. Caller reports she was prescribed Clonazepam by Carolina Community Support Services. Caller reports being told there were issues with the transfer, and the first psychiatrist appointment she was able to get with B&D is for 6/1/21. Caller reports she has 1.5 pills left of her Clonazepam prescription. Reports talking with Carolina Community Support, and they will not refill the medication. Reports talking with B&D and they are unable to see her before 6/1. Caller reports the grievance is for both providers as no one will bridge the medication, despite possible physical effects from stopping the medication. Caller also asked to include in the grievance that B&D has told her she cannot bring her service dog in their transportation vehicles, and she feels this violates her ADA rights.
Patient: Jackie Startt Patient ID: 37220 DOB: 07/29/1972
05/26/21-Grievance against B&D and Carolina Community Support Services re. refusal to bridge meds. KM Appeals Coordinator
06/02/21-Called Jackie Startt to get more information about this grievance. She stated that B&D is taking her off her Clonazepam and put her on Lexpro. She cannot sleep and she has been on these medications for 15 to 20 years. B&D state they state that this is a narcotic and they offered her Buspar and member states it never does anything for her.  She really wants to be with Carolina Behavioral Care since it is closer to her house and she spends half a day going to B&D. She states she almost fell at B&D and they do not want her to have her service dog to ride in their transportation. She is getting evicted and she loves her peer support person just the medication provider. I verified her address and gave her the Access Number 1-800-5109132 if she wants to find another provider closer to her and accepting new patients. Sending her acknowledgment letter and called B&D Integrated spoke to JReed about this grievance and sending concern element email to be returned by 06/09/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
06/14/21-Received response from B&D and per provider the member was initially assessed on 04/01/21 and began CST on 04/13/21. The member was diagnosed with Cocaine abuse (in remission), MDD, and PTSD. Then the member attended a medication management appointment on June 1, 2021 where she is expressed her desire for Xanax. It was told to the member that B&D’s policy that no benzodiazepines are prescribed without a diagnosis of Anxiety disorder and then only will be prescribed for six months. Regarding the issue with the member’s dog concern per the provider this dog is not a service dog. B&D does not have a policy against staff transporting non-support animals in their personal vehicles, it is discouraged for liability reasons. They were willing to work with the member on this but the member chose not to bring the dog. Per the response from provider they have their policy on prescribing benzodiazepines and if the member still wants to get transferred to a provider closer she should ask for a referral from B&D and also reach out to Access Department for information on providers closer to her. Called member twice with no call back and this writer is sending resolution letter and closing this grievance as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		19

		11860		Kim Ware		05/27/2021		NARA		BRENT		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Adult		The Loving Home Incorporated		1		257100 - BURKETT, JENNIFER		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		1		In-State		Level III		1		1		Service Consultant made attempts on 5/3/21 and 5/25/21 to request the following documentation needed this month for quarterly monitoring. SC called Mr. Williams on 5.7.21 to discuss the outstanding documentation requests, and Mr. Williams stated he would be working on getting the needed information to SC. However, that information has not come through. The following is needed for this month:
•	Jennifer Burkett: Quarterly progress note for 2/1/21-4/30/21
•	Terry Horne: Quarterly progress note for 2/1/21-4/30/21
•	Terry Horne: Signed short range goals (effective 2/1/21)
The following documentation requests are overdue from previous months. They are listed in the order of most recent to least recent:
•	Crystal Burgess : Quarterly progress notes for 1/1/21-3/31/21
•	Crystal Burgess: Signed short range goals effective 1/1/21
•	Becky Shaw: Quarterly progress notes for 1/1/21-3/31/21
•	Sherman Weatherspoon: Quarterly progress notes for 1/1/21-3/31/21
•	Teresa Banks: Quarterly progress notes for 12/1/20-2/28/21
•	Huey Brooks: Quarterly progress notes for 12/1/20-2/28/21
•	Megan Killman: Quarterly progress notes for 12/1/20-2/28/21
•	Jennifer Lockamy: Quarterly progress notes for 12/1/20-2/28/21
•	Terry Horne: Quarterly progress notes for 11/1/20-1/31/21
•	Jennifer Burkett: Quarterly progress notes for 11/1/20-1/31/21
•	Jennifer Burkett: Signed short range goals (effective 11/1/20)
No documentation has been sent since previous month’s internal concern was filed. Non-compliance with monitoring requirements continues to be an issue with this provider. Provider continues to be responsive to phone calls to share updates on members for Service Consultant’s monthly check-ins, but does not send documentation required by Service Consultant to meet the monitoring requirements in Clinical Coverage Policy No: 8-P. This period of non-compliance has extended so long that there are now multiple quarters (6 months) with no documentation provided to report on the progress of these members.		CORRECTIONS: CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFORMATION FROM MEMBER'S; DISABILITY CHANGED FROM MH ONLY TO MULTI		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8252		06/15/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Service Consultant made attempts on 5/3/21 and 5/25/21 to request the following documentation needed this month for quarterly monitoring. SC called Mr. Williams on 5.7.21 to discuss the outstanding documentation requests, and Mr. Williams stated he would be working on getting the needed information to SC. However, that information has not come through. The following is needed for this month: • Jennifer Burkett: Quarterly progress note for 2/1/21-4/30/21 • Terry Horne: Quarterly progress note for 2/1/21-4/30/21 • Terry Horne: Signed short range goals (effective 2/1/21) The following documentation requests are overdue from previous months. They are listed in the order of most recent to least recent: • Crystal Burgess : Quarterly progress notes for 1/1/21-3/31/21 • Crystal Burgess: Signed short range goals effective 1/1/21 • Becky Shaw: Quarterly progress notes for 1/1/21-3/31/21 • Sherman Weatherspoon: Quarterly progress notes for 1/1/21-3/31/21 • Teresa Banks: Quarterly progress notes for 12/1/20-2/28/21 • Huey Brooks: Quarterly progress notes for 12/1/20-2/28/21 • Megan Killman: Quarterly progress notes for 12/1/20-2/28/21 • Jennifer Lockamy: Quarterly progress notes for 12/1/20-2/28/21 • Terry Horne: Quarterly progress notes for 11/1/20-1/31/21 • Jennifer Burkett: Quarterly progress notes for 11/1/20-1/31/21 • Jennifer Burkett: Signed short range goals (effective 11/1/20) No documentation has been sent since previous month’s internal concern was filed. Non-compliance with monitoring requirements continues to be an issue with this provider. Provider continues to be responsive to phone calls to share updates on members for Service Consultant’s monthly check-ins, but does not send documentation required by Service Consultant to meet the monitoring requirements in Clinical Coverage Policy No: 8-P. This period of non-compliance has extended so long that there are now multiple quarters (6 months) with no documentation provided to report on the progress of these members.
6/10/21 This writer contacted the internal complainant, Brent Nara, to inquire if Provider Networks had been contacted regarding the concern in that it was duplicative as well as whether or not he had received the required documentation. Per his response: I still haven’t received the documentation, no. Cristina Phillips, Bill Young, and Amy Johndro as well as my supervisor Rasheeda Jordan-Oliver are all aware of this specific concern, but I don’t know specifically what steps Bill or Cristina have taken as of yet. This writer made call and spoke with the assigned PND Specialist, Bill Young regarding the concern. Per his repot the provider had been contacted as well as Compliance being made aware of the matter and involved in next steps for provider This writer disused with Mr. Young that QM’s role will be to track the matter. This writer did not follow up with provider in that other departments have been in contact with the provider and are coordinating next steps in the matter.
6/15/21 Based on discussion with PND Specialist and his confirmation that Compliance has been involved and that the departments are coordinating next steps, case to be closed and tracked. This information may be used for monitoring and review purposes. Resolution emailed to internal complainant. Concern information emailed to PND Specialist Bill Young for his records. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		19

		11861		Hillary Vandewart		05/28/2021		WARREN		CHIP		Guardian		Grievance		Administrative Issues		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Guardiantrac, LLC dba GT Independence		1		71788 - WARREN, KATHLEEN		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Not Defined		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Kathleen Warren receives her Innovations Waiver services through the "Self-directed" option known as "Employer of Record" (EOR), which enables her guardian to hire, supervise, terminate, determine wages for, and seek training for staff that support her. The guardian is assisted by GT Independence with many of these tasks (processing timesheets, billing for services, purchasing approved  items, etc). One of the services available to EOR participants is known as "Employer Supplies", and it allows items and services that support the EOR function to be purchased with Innovations waiver funding. A number of items were approved under this service for Kathleen's current ISP year (10/01/2020 - 09/30/2021), and among them was monthly Internet service through AT&T, since an Internet connection is required to process timesheets and other EOR necessities. At the beginning of each ISP it is expected that GT Independence should review the annual consumer budget with the EOR representative so plans and purchases can be followed up on. It appears that this never happened, so no arrangements were made for GTI to pay for Kathleen Warren's AT&T Internet service. Kathleen's father, Chip Warren, (her EOR Representative) had forgotten that this was approved so paid for the service monthly until the beginning of 2021, when he and his GT Independence Community Navigator, Jarvis James, were informed by Kathleen's Care Navigator (writer) that this service was in effect. At that time it was suggested that GT Independence reimburse Mr. Warren for the cost of the Internet service over the last few months, and Jarvis James said he would look into it. However, it has recently come to light that Mr. James and his supervisor, Erica Miller, claim that they are not able to reimburse Mr. Warren for the cost of these items because it's forbidden by the service definition. However, a review of the service definition does not confirm that claim. Mr. Warren feels that he should be reimbursed because he was approved for the service and that GTI failed to properly review his approved annual budget with him at the beginning of the ISP year. There is an additional area of concern that involves GTI's corporate office. GTI utilizes an application to record employee shifts and training times, but when the application failed to provide the necessary options for Mr. Warren's staff to record training time, a representative at GTI's corporate office directed Mr. Warren to enter the time under Kathleen's main service, Community Living and Supports, and at a completely different time frame than when the training took place. They then instructed Mr. Warren to sign off and attest to the vailidity of the fabricated time recorded. Mr. Warren has been reimbursed by GTI for staff training costs - which also fall under "Employer Supplies" - so it's inconceivable why they cannot reimburse him for the monthly AT&T internet costs.		CORRECTIONS: Un-Checked Grievance from Patient, Changed Complainant info to reflect guardian, Chip Warren, Changed Disability to Developmental		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8235		07/09/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Kathleen Warren receives her Innovations Waiver services through the "Self-directed" option known as "Employer of Record" (EOR), which enables her guardian to hire, supervise, terminate, determine wages for, and seek training for staff that support her. The guardian is assisted by GT Independence with many of these tasks (processing timesheets, billing for services, purchasing approved items, etc). 
One of the services available to EOR participants is known as "Employer Supplies", and it allows items and services that support the EOR function to be purchased with Innovations waiver funding. A number of items were approved under this service for Kathleen's current ISP year (10/01/2020 - 09/30/2021), and among them was monthly Internet service through AT&T, since an Internet connection is required to process timesheets and other EOR necessities. 
At the beginning of each ISP it is expected that GT Independence should review the annual consumer budget with the EOR representative so plans and purchases can be followed up on. It appears that this never happened, so no arrangements were made for GTI to pay for Kathleen Warren's AT&T Internet service. Kathleen's father, Chip Warren, (her EOR Representative) had forgotten that this was approved so paid for the service monthly until the beginning of 2021, when he and his GT Independence Community Navigator, Jarvis James, were informed by Kathleen's Care Navigator (writer) that this service was in effect. At that time it was suggested that GT Independence reimburse Mr. Warren for the cost of the Internet service over the last few months, and Jarvis James said he would look into it.
However, it has recently come to light that Mr. James and his supervisor, Erica Miller, claim that they are not able to reimburse Mr. Warren for the cost of these items because it's forbidden by the service definition. However, a review of the service definition does not confirm that claim. Mr. Warren feels that he should be reimbursed because he was approved for the service and that GTI failed to properly review his approved annual budget with him at the beginning of the ISP year. 
Mr. Warren has been reimbursed by GTI for staff training costs - which also fall under "Employer Supplies" - so it's inconceivable why they cannot reimburse him for the monthly AT&T internet costs.

There is an additional area of concern that involves GTI's corporate office. GTI utilizes an application to record employee shifts and training times, but when the application failed to provide the necessary options for Mr. Warren's staff to record training time, a representative at GTI's corporate office directed Mr. Warren to enter the time under Kathleen's main service, Community Living and Supports, and at a completely different time frame than when the training took place. They then instructed Mr. Warren to sign off and attest to the validity of the fabricated time recorded. 
 [PT: Kathleen Warren				DOB: 9/29/90				ID: 71788]
6/3/21
This writer confirmed guardianship documentation for Mr. Chip Warren is on file.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/4/21
This writer contacted complainant via phone at 919-280-0246 and discussed concerns with him in more detail. He reported that the main issue is requesting that he enter fraudulent info in app (he had overlapping hours due to training and there is no dropdown box for training). They reported that they had IT working on the issue but it isn’t corrected yet. 
Regarding the issue with reimbursement, he reiterated that they can reimburse him and they are just “pulling” him. He stated that he would like to call Erica and give them one more chance to reimburse him before QM reaches out and gets involved. He stated he would not stop until he was reimbursed and that if he needs to take them to small claims court, he would. 
He went on to describe various issues with GTI over the years and reported that they were under-staffed and don’t get paid enough. He stated that he feels that if they know he filed a grievance, they will “bully” him and he wants to ensure that he is able to get his newest staff member on board before QM reaches out to them.
This writer thanked him for this information and stated that I would share info internally and would follow up with him in a week or so to see where things stand and whether or not we need to reach out to them. He agreed.
This writer confirmed mailing address. Composed and sent acknowledgement letter.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/17/21
This writer received VM from Mr. Warren and returned his call. He informed this writer that GTI has still not paid the phone bill and he doesn’t think they have any intention of doing so. He is extremely frustrated because this is supposed to be about the member and he feels that it has become a contest between GTI and Alliance. He did confirm that the issue with the app had been corrected. 
Right now, his bill is in the $400 range and he has a delinquent bill that was supposed to be paid on the 15th and he doesn’t know whether to pay it or not. He was told to take it off auto pay and submit a request form which he did but they haven’t paid it. He feels that GTI is being “hateful and spiteful” towards his impaired daughter.
He feels that it is Alliance’s responsibility to enforce this and that we are not holding GTI to this. This writer shared that I would reach out to them and see what I can find out. He asked if I could tell him by the end of the day whether to pay his bill and I explained that I did not feel comfortable telling him whether to pay the bill or not and that I didn’t know what info we would get from GT in that turnaround time. He then stated that he needed to end the call. 
This writer then emailed Grant and Hillary to share that I had spoken with him and find out where things stood as it relates to the bill.
Grant responded and confirmed that nothing had been resolved from the provider and that they were refusing to reimburse Mr. Warren.
This writer then reached out to Latoya Todd, Regional Director for GT Independence, via email to ask that she look into the concerns. She replied and shared that Silvia Reyes is the Compliance Manager for the Innovations program and would be looking into the concerns.
Silvia then reached out and confirmed that she would look into the issues today. She also provided her cell phone number in case it was needed, 919-437-8421. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/22/21
This writer sent follow-up email to Ms. Reyes to request an update on the grievance.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/24/21
This writer called Ms. Reyes on the provided number as no update has been received. This writer attempted to reach Ms. Reyes via phone and was unable to leave a voicemail due to VM being full. 
This writer then sent email to Silvia Reyes requesting an update by end of day and copied Latoya Todd, Regional Director.
This writer staffed case with supervisor, Todd Parker, Incident and Grievance Manager, during individual supervision. Todd advised that this writer could extend the deadline for this grievance if needed. He advised that I should follow up with Latoya if I do not receive a response from Silvia by EOD.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/25/21
This writer received an update from Ms. Reyes that she would be providing a response today.
This writer then contacted Mr. Chip Warren via phone to share that we would be extending the grievance resolution deadline in order to give us time to get full response from GTI and review. 

He went on to share that he recently on-boarded a new hire and had to use 50 training hours in a 2 week period. Got an email from Andrea in Michigan telling him that he only has 10 hours a week for training. He didn’t know that and said he wouldn’t have signed off on it because it isn’t enough for his daughter’s care. He stated that he hoped they would approve these hours, thinks that they will, but had to go back and forth with them regarding the issue. 
He went on to state that he got a notice from T Mobile now stating that they have levied him with a late charge for not paying the bill. He stated that they could potentially cut his internet off and doesn’t know what he will do if this occurs. He stated that he feels they wish him and his daughter ill will. 
He then shared that he felt that the issue with asking him to put the incorrect training info in the app was fraudulent and that he wants to “push” that. He feels that this is absolutely wrong and fraud. 
He asked this writer to share email address so that he can send additional info. This writer emailed him at cbwarren720@gmail.com. 
This writer then informed him that I would update him as soon as I have more info. He thanked this writer. He also shared that he would be “out of pocket” next Wed-Wed. 
This writer then composed and sent “Medicaid Date Extend” letter with a deadline of 7/9 (14 calendar days from now). 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/28/21
This writer was copied on email from Mr. Warren to GTI staff which can be summarized below:
•	He does not understand why GTI can’t reimburse him for the internet bills. He spoke with Medicaid and they did not understand either. They knew of no law or rule prohibiting payment.
•	T-Mobile bill is past due. 
•	Feels this is intentional disrespect of daughter. 
•	It has been 19 days since he submitted the request and it is still not paid. He has amassed late fees and T-Mobile is threatening to discontinue service. His credit score is also dropping due to nonpayment. 
•	He is requesting immediate payment on these bills.
This writer forwarded email to Latoya Todd and Silvia Reyes. This writer also requested an update on when we would receive response. 
This writer contacted Ms. Reyes via phone and her phone appeared turned off and her voicemail box was full. This writer then contacted Ms. Todd via phone at 919.219.9241 and her mailbox was full as well. 
This writer staffed case with supervisor, Todd Parker, Incident and Grievance Manager. He advised that this writer send another email to Ms. Reyes and Ms. Todd asking for a status update and reminding them of the contractual obligation to provide a timely response to complaints. 
This writer also discussed issue with training app and potential concern about fraud. Todd suggested that this writer could share concern with Compliance/SIU in the event that they would want to investigate further. 
This writer sent both emails per discussion with supervisor. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/29/21
This writer received feedback from Tanya Held stating that SIU would not get involved at this point.
This writer received a lengthy response from GT with supporting documentation. Ultimately, they are reported that they are not substantiating the grievance. This writer reviewed documentation and attempted to summarize below:
•	On 5/10/21, GT communicated that proof of payment for months of Feb-April along with dispersement/reimbursement request would need to be submitted to reimburse.
•	Payment was approved by Innovations Program Manager. Previously, they made the decision of “no-direct reimbursements” based on interpretation of service definition for Employer Supplies (unclear where in service definition it states no-direct reimbursements). 
•	Proof of payment was not provided. EOR only submitted the invoices. 
•	GT informed the EOR and Alliance that EOR would be “credited” from the internet service providers. How and when will this occur?
•	Appears that they are stating that the May and June bills for T-Mobile were paid up front and that he would be getting a credit from T-Mobile. 
•	Jarvis James sent a reminder email regarding internet bills in January 2021. 
•	On 5/5/21, GT was informed that internet service provider changed. ISP was updated and GT informed that EOR would be receiving a credit for May and June from T- Mobile. 
•	They provided breakdown of payments made by GT independence to AT&T and T-Mobile:
o	AT&T – 5/7 and 5/21
o	T-Mobile – 6/18 paid for 5/27 and 6/5 service dates
This writer requested a consult with supervisor, Todd Parker, to discuss next steps. Todd advised that this writer should try to reach out to all internal parties to clarify Alliance’s position on the matter before reaching back out to GT. He also advised that I should follow up with GT regarding the issue with the current bill and ask them to follow up with grievance directly ASAP to resolve.
This writer sent internal email to include Grant Goodman, Hilary Dossett, and Todd Day requesting clarity on Alliance’s position regarding reimbursement.
This writer also followed up with provider to request that they contact Mr. Warren ASAP regarding current issue with bill.
This writer was copied on an email from Jarvis James, QP (GT) stating that the checks were sent directly to T-Mobile and should be reflective on the account. He also sent copies of the checks which were dated 6/18/21.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/30/21
This writer reached out to Hilary Dossett, Service Integrity Consultant, via email, to set up time to chat on the phone regarding the issue. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
7/1/21
This writer received call from Hilary Dosset to discuss. She shared that she spoke with Mr. Warren at length yesterday and he was concerned about the lack of information on the checks that Jarvis sent (no account number, in Kathleen’s name, no month, etc). Hilary shared that she instructed him to just pay as it is clear that they did send the checks and will get a credit if needed. 
She shared that the crux of the issue is that GT had to become a vendor so that they could pay for things directly—they are interpreting this to mean that they can never directly reimburse an EOR. 
Regarding the reimbursement issue, she did acknowledge that Medicaid has a hard and fast rule about paying things over 90 days—providers only have 90 days to submit claims. She agreed that it would be helpful to find out if there is any wiggle room here. Additionally, the question about accrued funds and whether or not this would be a possibility. She shared that Walter Linney might be a good resource as well due to his extensive history in working with GT through these types of issues. 
She also agreed that there was confusion about which months had been paid and which months had not. She thanked this writer for following up on the matter.
This writer then followed up with Todd Day to get his feedback on whether he felt reimbursement was possible. 
Todd replied and reported that he had spoken with Sylvia at GT and shared that he made her aware that the money can be utilized from the accrued funds to reconcile this situation (per information from the state), be sure that it’s clearly documented for why it’s used, and then there needs to be a plan set up for how the bills will be paid in the future. 
This writer then shared this information via email with Hilary Dossett to get her thoughts on whether this would be a good plan moving forward. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
7/2/21
This writer emailed Walter Linney, Director of Care Management Support, to get his feedback on the situation before reaching out to EOR/provider. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
7/7/21
This writer sent follow-up email to Walter Linney.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
7/8/21
This writer received feedback from Walter which indicated that he felt these funds should not be deducted from accrued funds as GTI failed to bill Alliance for the Employer Supplies Service. He advised that this writer could check with claims to see if an exception could be granted to the provider to submit claims past 90 days (if the auth is still valid). He suggested that, if this isn’t an option, this writer could reach out to Compliance/Legal to determine if GT is responsible for reimbursing claims for this service.
This writer thanked him for the information and asked Hilary Dossett, copied on the email, to weigh in on whether or not the auth was still valid. This writer also copied Todd Daye o		Undetermined--AH made recommendation to provider for reimbursement		1		1		0		42

		11862		Kim Ware		06/01/2021		HOLLIS		Carlton		Guardian		Grievance		Quality of Services		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Autism Society of Cumberland County		1		266053 - HOLLIS, CORDARO		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		Mr. Hollis stated that the agency was asking him personal questions that did not have anything to do with the services that Cordaro receives.  Mr. Hollis stated they were asking about things and making it seem as if the services would be affected if he did not an answer the questions.  He said he asked Jaime Marcum at ASNC why she was asking those questions and he did not get an answer.		CORRECTIONS: CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME FROM MEMBER'S; NATURE CHANGED FROM OTHER TO QUALITY; checked no permission to use name; updated address		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8285		06/30/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Mr. Hollis stated that the agency was asking him personal questions that did not have anything to do with the services that Cordaro receives.  Mr. Hollis stated they were asking about things and making it seem as if the services would be affected if he did not an answer the questions.  He said he asked Jaime Marcum at ASNC why she was asking those questions and he did not get an answer.
CORDARO HOLLIS   ID: 266053   (DOB: 12/4/1987)
6/2/21 Call to complainant left vm message.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/8/21 Call to complainant; no answer; no response to previous message. Acknowledgment letter mailed to address listed.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/16/21 Call; no voicemail available.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/29/21 Call ; spoke directly with Mr Hollis, member’s brother/guardian. Per discussion he does not want his name or his brother’s name used when discussing the matter. He reports that he believes that after expressing concerns with the provider that they retaliated. He reports that he believes they experience retaliation due to previous grievances submitted. Mr. Hollis reports that the provider justified their actions indicating that they had a right to ask questions. He reports that he had requested to change the respite from the agency to another agency. After the changes was made the agency contacted him asking personal questions that did not pertain to his brother and insinuated that all other services would end if they did not answer. He reports he refused to answer due to the questions not pertaining to Cordaro or his services and that since Autism Society was no longer providing the service no answers were required to be given. He reports that the agency eventually agreed, however were upset that they were not told that the services was change to another agency. All other services currently remain with Autism Society, however he was led to believe that by not answering questions the other services could end which he felt was something held over his head. Per complainant report, he contacted AH CC regarding his concerns and spoke with the Integrity Consultant “Josephine” regarding the matter. The complainant inquired regarding how the process works in regards to what happens to an agency after grievances are submitted due to submitting grievances in the past and feeling like the provider retaliated. This writer explained the role of QM and next steps which would involve the agency responding to the matter in general without the use of the member’s name per complainant request. This writer explained that recommendations would be made and the matter tracked for potential trends noting that the information could be used for future monitoring and review purposes. Complainant gave this writer an updated address for use : 826 Encounter Pl. Hope Mills, NC 28348. Mr. Hollis confirmed that services have continued and the agency did finally agree to request for another agency to be authorized for the respite services for his brother, Cordaro. Plans to continue other services with Autism Society and is connected to AH Care Coordination.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/30/21 This writer reached out to agency’s Director of Quality and Compliance, Tim Ferreira and gave him the concern information although limited. Although the concern issue is not client specific due to anonymity requested a response to include agency process or actions (in general) taken in such instances. This writer recommended that staff review customer service requirements as well as correspondence with guardians to ensure members/guardians have received and understand Client Rights and Responsibilities in regards to submitting complaints etc… without fear of retaliation. Any subsequent correspondence received from agency to be noted. Based on complainant request for anonymity, agency notification, recommendations and plans to follow up with this writer, case to be closed and tracked. Resolution mailed to complainant. No further actions by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		29

		11863		Hillary Vandewart		06/02/2021		BOUCHER		NATALIE		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Service Coordination between providers		Crisis - Inpatient				Multi-Disability		Adult		Holly Hill Hospital, LLC		0		21575 - MATTHEWS, RALPH		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		*FOR TRACKING PURPOSES ONLY*  Submitted at request of MHSUD CC Supervisor.  HL received discharge summary without appointment.  Instead of providing an appointment it is written that "pt is working with Alliance for appt."  Unfortunately I do not know what "Alliance" the SW is referencing.  Member name - Ralph Matthews dob 3/30/65.		CORRECTIONS: Un-Checked Anonymous and connected Patient to Concern, Updated Complainant info to reflect internal complainant, changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8236		06/04/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		*FOR TRACKING PURPOSES ONLY* Submitted at request of MHSUD CC Supervisor.  HL received discharge summary without appointment.  Instead of providing an appointment it is written that "pt is working with Alliance for appt."  Unfortunately I do not know what "Alliance" the SW is referencing.  Member name - Ralph Matthews dob 3/30/65.
[PT: Ralph Matthews				DOB: 3/30/65				ID: 21575]
6/4/21
Per request of complainant, this concern will be resolved as tracking. This writer composed and sent ack/res email. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		2

		11864		Hillary Vandewart		06/03/2021		Wilkie		Jessica		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Psychiatric Services				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Thompson Child & Family Focus		1		150971 - PRIVETTE, RICHARD		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		1		In-State		PRTF		1		0		RICHARD PRIVETTE (4/17/08):
I was made aware during a CFT meeting on 5/20/2021 that individual is requesting, and being provided, excessive PRN medications. I discussed this with my supervisor and a determination was made to have this reviewed by the Integrated Health Consultant and/or Pharmacy Program Manager. I requested from the PRTF the medical summary and PRN use form for the month of May. This was all submitted for review. On 5/27/2021 I was made aware that the PRTF is giving a 30 day notice of discharge with an end date of 6/26/2021. The recommendation is for a lateral transfer to another PRTF due to aggression, however, the facility will send individual home with services if no PRTF can be located. This case has now been recommended for case escalation after review of the PRN medications that are being given. During a CFT meeting on 6/2/2021, it was noted that individual continues to request and receive PRN medications after his mother requested PRNs only being given by nursing when individual is in crisis and that individual not be able to request these medications on his own. Mom is now signing a form that will revoke consent for individual to request PRN medications since the facility continues to give them. The concern is the excessive amount of PRN medications being provided without consideration for scheduled medication changes. A medication change was made on 5/30 to discontinue the Olanzapine and add Abilify 10mg. Individual is still getting PRNs of Thorazine on top of the medication change.
RAMIR KING (5/11/10):
During a CFT meeting on 5/19/2021 it was noted that individual continues to use excessive amounts of PRN medications daily. DSS guardian requested that PRN medications no longer be allowed during this meeting since the PRTF is requesting individual step down to level II placement asap. It was discussed in the meeting the concern with requesting step down to a home setting when individual uses daily PRN medications for agitation. This was discussed with my supervisor after noticing that this is a pattern with children at the facility. This case is being reviewed by the Integrated Health Consultant and has been recommended for case escalation with the medical team. During a CFT meeting on 6/1/2021 it was noted that individual continues to be given PRN medications after it was requested that this not occur. The DSS supervisor on the call will sign a form revoking consent for PRN medications since the PRTF is still requesting step down to a lower level of care while using excessive PRN medications for agitation. The concern is the amount of PRN medications being provided without consideration for scheduled medication changes to address the reason for the PRN use. Also, continuing to provide the PRNs after the legal guardian requested that these medications be stopped on 5/19/2021.
NAZIR WILLIAMS (12/22/10):
After learning that other consumers at the facility are being provided excessive PRN medications, this writer requested a copy of individual's PRN use for the month of May. After reviewing the information, this was sent for review by the Integrated Health Consultant due to the excessive use of PRNs. This case has now been recommended for case escalation with the medical team. Individual is being provided almost daily PRN medications for agitation. The concern is PRN medications are being used in excess rather than a consideration of medication changes in scheduled medications to manage the agitation. Other possible concern is that individual, and others, are being given PRN medications at request without crisis or notable need for the PRN medication.
TREVAIRE JENKINS (5/8/13):
After learning in other CFT meetings the amount of PRN use that individuals are receiving, this writer requested individual's PRN use for the month of May for review. It was determined through review that individual was provided 8 PRNs for agitation between May 1st-May 15th, with two given on the 15th. This has been sent for review by the Alliance Integrated Health Consultant and a case escalation has been recommended based on the excessive PRN use to address agitation. The concern is the amount of PRN medications being provided for agitation instead of potential scheduled medication changes to address or teaching coping skills to manage agitation, and potential for PRN medications being provided at request instead of during a actual crisis situation.		CORRECTIONS: This concern was entered at the same time as 3 other grievances (11865, 11866, and 11867) which were all against the same provider regarding the same issue. For this reason, the information was consolidated within this concern and the other 3 were withdrawn. Changed Source to MCO Staff		other		Worked with Provider for resolution		8290		06/30/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		RICHARD PRIVETTE (4/17/08):
I was made aware during a CFT meeting on 5/20/2021 that individual is requesting, and being provided, excessive PRN medications. I discussed this with my supervisor and a determination was made to have this reviewed by the Integrated Health Consultant and/or Pharmacy Program Manager. I requested from the PRTF the medical summary and PRN use form for the month of May. This was all submitted for review. On 5/27/2021 I was made aware that the PRTF is giving a 30 day notice of discharge with an end date of 6/26/2021. The recommendation is for a lateral transfer to another PRTF due to aggression, however, the facility will send individual home with services if no PRTF can be located. This case has now been recommended for case escalation after review of the PRN medications that are being given. During a CFT meeting on 6/2/2021, it was noted that individual continues to request and receive PRN medications after his mother requested PRNs only being given by nursing when individual is in crisis and that individual not be able to request these medications on his own. Mom is now signing a form that will revoke consent for individual to request PRN medications since the facility continues to give them. The concern is the excessive amount of PRN medications being provided without consideration for scheduled medication changes. A medication change was made on 5/30 to discontinue the Olanzapine and add Abilify 10mg. Individual is still getting PRNs of Thorazine on top of the medication change.
RAMIR KING (5/11/10):
During a CFT meeting on 5/19/2021 it was noted that individual continues to use excessive amounts of PRN medications daily. DSS guardian requested that PRN medications no longer be allowed during this meeting since the PRTF is requesting individual step down to level II placement asap. It was discussed in the meeting the concern with requesting step down to a home setting when individual uses daily PRN medications for agitation. This was discussed with my supervisor after noticing that this is a pattern with children at the facility. This case is being reviewed by the Integrated Health Consultant and has been recommended for case escalation with the medical team. During a CFT meeting on 6/1/2021 it was noted that individual continues to be given PRN medications after it was requested that this not occur. The DSS supervisor on the call will sign a form revoking consent for PRN medications since the PRTF is still requesting step down to a lower level of care while using excessive PRN medications for agitation. The concern is the amount of PRN medications being provided without consideration for scheduled medication changes to address the reason for the PRN use. Also, continuing to provide the PRNs after the legal guardian requested that these medications be stopped on 5/19/2021.
NAZIR WILLIAMS (12/22/10):
After learning that other consumers at the facility are being provided excessive PRN medications, this writer requested a copy of individual's PRN use for the month of May. After reviewing the information, this was sent for review by the Integrated Health Consultant due to the excessive use of PRNs. This case has now been recommended for case escalation with the medical team. Individual is being provided almost daily PRN medications for agitation. The concern is PRN medications are being used in excess rather than a consideration of medication changes in scheduled medications to manage the agitation. Other possible concern is that individual, and others, are being given PRN medications at request without crisis or notable need for the PRN medication.
TREVAIRE JENKINS (5/8/13):
After learning in other CFT meetings the amount of PRN use that individuals are receiving, this writer requested individual's PRN use for the month of May for review. It was determined through review that individual was provided 8 PRNs for agitation between May 1st-May 15th, with two given on the 15th. This has been sent for review by the Alliance Integrated Health Consultant and a case escalation has been recommended based on the excessive PRN use to address agitation. The concern is the amount of PRN medications being provided for agitation instead of potential scheduled medication changes to address or teaching coping skills to manage agitation, and potential for PRN medications being provided at request instead of during a actual crisis situation.
[3 members listed in grievance info]
6/7/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/9/21
This case was reviewed by Clinical Quality Review team and recommendation was: Vera Reinstein, Pharmacist, and Dr. Heidi Middendorf, Associate Medical Director, will review each of these cases. Get the full MAR, diagnoses, Psychiatrist/Prescriber notes.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/18/21
This writer contacted agency via phone at 704-396-5108 and there was no answer. This writer then sent email to Hannah Dunham, Chief Performance and Quality Officer at hdunham@thompsoncff.org as there is no direct number for her located within Alpha or agency website. This writer emailed and asked her to confirm that she is still the appropriate contact for sharing concerns/grievances.
This writer received a response stating that the office was closed for Juneteenth; however, I could send it to her for her to review next week. This writer agreed and sent concern details with a response deadline of 6/25/21.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/25/21
This writer received response from provider which can be summarized below. This response also included all requested documentation (MARs, notes, etc):
•	Many of the concerns were validated with the exception of the concern that scheduled medication changes were not considered/completed. 
•	Overall, the provider did acknowledge some action steps that would need to be taken in response to concerns:
o	Psychiatrist will have orders for PRN meds be more specific for use moving forward and being more descriptive for agitation in the order. 
o	Psychiatrist will have PRN meds spaced out from every 6 hours to every 8 hours. 
o	PRN Usage is a topic we have already been addressing internally prior to the complaint. a. A new protocol was developed to address PRN usage concerns starting week of June 14th to include the nurse asking for “5 things/behaviors” the client has tried to adjust before considering usage of PRN. 
o	On 6/11/2021, the Lead Nurse facilitated a training on new protocol to address PRN usage and was recorded for all nursing staff to view if they could not attend meeting. 
o	Lead Nurse has been attending Direct Care Staff meetings and discussing PRN use including how much has been used and the impact. 
All information was provided to Clinical Quality Review Team for review and potential follow-up.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/30/21
This writer composed and sent resolution email to internal complainant based on provider’s response as well as referral to CQR Committee. This writer will include any additional correspondence with CQR or the provider within the follow-up section of the portal.
No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Confirmed--Provider initiated corrective action
Referred to CQR Committee for any additional review/follow-up		1		1		0		27

		11865		Not Defined		06/03/2021		Wilkie		Jessica		Provider		Internal Employee Concern		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Psychiatric Services				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Thompson Child & Family Focus		1		296866 - KING, RAMIR		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		1		In-State		PRTF		1		0		During a CFT meeting on 5/19/2021 it was noted that individual continues to use excessive amounts of PRN medications daily. DSS guardian requested that PRN medications no longer be allowed during this meeting since the PRTF is requesting individual step down to level II placement asap. It was discussed in the meeting the concern with requesting step down to a home setting when individual uses daily PRN medications for agitation. This was discussed with my supervisor after noticing that this is a pattern with children at the facility. This case is being reviewed by the Integrated Health Consultant and has been recommended for case escalation with the medical team. During a CFT meeting on 6/1/2021 it was noted that individual continues to be given PRN medications after it was requested that this not occur. The DSS supervisor on the call will sign a form revoking consent for PRN medications since the PRTF is still requesting step down to a lower level of care while using excessive PRN medications for agitation. The concern is the amount of PRN medications being provided without consideration for scheduled medication changes to address the reason for the PRN use. Also, continuing to provide the PRNs after the legal guardian requested that these medications be stopped on 5/19/2021.		Concerns 11864, 11865, 11866, 11867 were combined under 11864 as these were all regarding the same provider/issue. For this reason, this concern was withdrawn on 6/3/21.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst																		0		1		1		(44,350)

		11866		Not Defined		06/03/2021		Wilkie		Jessica		Provider		Internal Employee Concern		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Psychiatric Services				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Thompson Child & Family Focus		1		686517 - WILLIAMS, NAZIR		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		1		In-State		PRTF		1		0		After learning that other consumers at the facility are being provided excessive PRN medications, this writer requested a copy of individual's PRN use for the month of May. After reviewing the information, this was sent for review by the Integrated Health Consultant due to the excessive use of PRNs. This case has now been recommended for case escalation with the medical team. Individual is being provided almost daily PRN medications for agitation. The concern is PRN medications are being used in excess rather than a consideration of medication changes in scheduled medications to manage the agitation. Other possible concern is that individual, and others, are being given PRN medications at request without crisis or notable need for the PRN medication.		Concerns 11864, 11865, 11866, 11867 were combined under 11864 as these were all regarding the same provider/issue. For this reason, this concern was withdrawn on 6/3/21.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst																		0		1		1		(44,350)

		11867		Not Defined		06/03/2021		Wilkie		Jessica		Provider		Internal Employee Concern		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Psychiatric Services				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Thompson Child & Family Focus		1		520746 - JENKINS, TREVIAIRE		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		1		In-State		PRTF		1		0		After learning in other CFT meetings the amount of PRN use that individuals are receiving, this writer requested individual's PRN use for the month of May for review. It was determined through review that individual was provided 8 PRNs for agitation between May 1st-May 15th, with two given on the 15th. This has been sent for review by the Alliance Integrated Health Consultant and a case escalation has been recommended based on the excessive PRN use to address agitation. The concern is the amount of PRN medications being provided for agitation instead of potential scheduled medication changes to address or teaching coping skills to manage agitation, and potential for PRN medications being provided at request instead of during a actual crisis situation.		Concerns 11864, 11865, 11866, 11867 were combined under 11864 as these were all regarding the same provider/issue. For this reason, this concern was withdrawn on 6/3/21.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst																		0		1		1		(44,350)

		11868		Hillary Vandewart		06/03/2021		RASHDAN		ERZSEBET		Consumer		Grievance		Authorization/ Payment/ Billing - LME-MCO Only		Outpatient Services				Unknown Disability		Adult		Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		1		694817 - RASHDAN, ERZSEBET		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		CID 580664
Erzsebet Rashan 06/22/1982
5944 Shiloah Chruch Road Fayetteville 28306

Member phoned seeking reasons for Medicaid not paying her mental health bill.  Member stated that she only has Medicaid insurance. She does not have any other insurance. She does not understand why Medicaid is not paying her bill and she receives bills that she has to pay for the coverage. Caller stated she cannot pay these bills.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Disability to Unknown (no dx listed in portal), Changed Type to Auth/Payment/Billing (MCO), changed Grievance against to MCO Dept/Claims		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8240		06/14/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID 580664
Erzsebet Rashan 06/22/1982
5944 Shiloah Chruch Road Fayetteville 28306
Member phoned seeking reasons for Medicaid not paying her mental health bill.  Member stated that she only has Medicaid insurance. She does not have any other insurance. She does not understand why Medicaid is not paying her bill and she receives bills that she has to pay for the coverage. Caller stated she cannot pay these bills.
[PT: Erzsebet Rashan 				DOB: 6/22/82				ID: 694817]
6/9/21
This writer called grievant to acknowledge receipt of grievance and confirm issues associated—left generic VM requesting a call back. She called this writer back and confirmed that the bills she was getting were from Cape Fear Valley. They informed her that Alliance denied payment because of secondary insurance, but she does not have any secondary insurance. She stated that she called Medicaid who confirmed this (her other insurance ended in January) She is concerned that if this doesn’t get straightened out that she will be without her meds. This writer informed her that I would reach out to billing department at Alliance to get to the bottom of issue. She thanked this writer.
This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement letter to grievant.
This writer also reached out to Claims Supervisors (Marilyn Madison and Tina Everett) to request their assistance in looking into the matter. 
Marilyn responded that she had verified the other Insurance with BCBS terminated on 6/30/2020 and had the eligibility department update the enrollment.  She stated will have the claims that denied for other coverage readjudicated today. This writer asked if she could provide an update once complete and she confirmed.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/10/21
This writer received confirmation from Ashley Jones, Claims Research Analyst, that claims had been readjudicated.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/14/21
This writer contacted grievant via phone to share that claims had been corrected. She thanked this writer for the assistance. This writer then composed and sent resolution letter. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Confirmed--Alliance Health corrected billing issue		1		1		0		11

		11869		Kim Ware		06/04/2021		WINSTON		MARIANNAH		Consumer		Grievance		LME/MCO Functions		Not Service Related				Multi-Disability		Adult		Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		1		275235 - WINSTON, MARIANNAH		Unknown		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Caller reports that she has been trying to get in touch with Cumberland site. She states that she has called 4 times today and was hung up on. Caller reports that she would hear noise and then the person would hang up. She states that no one ever said hello. Caller reports that she is in the TCLI program and she is having major concerns about the place she was put into. Caller is unaware of who her TCLI contact staff is. Caller states that as of last night the air went out. Caller reports that her son has asthma as well as other medical conditions and she has a medical condition as well. Caller states that the heat can affect her blood sugar levels.  Caller reports that there is also water damage in her walls. Caller states that the landlord had some one come out and try to repair it and that's what the repair staff told her. Caller said the wall was soft her feet went through them while rearranging furniture. Caller reports that the flooring is bad and insects that are dangerous have been coming into the home.		CORRECTIONS: CHANGED DISABILITY FROM MH ONLY TO MULTI; NATURE CHANGED FROM OTHER TO LME/MCO FUNCTIONS; AGAINST CHANGED FROM OTHER TO PROVIDER; ENTERED AH; NATURE CHANGED FROM OTHER TO QUALITY		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8244		06/30/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller reports that she has been trying to get in touch with Cumberland site. She states that she has called 4 times today and was hung up on. Caller reports that she would hear noise and then the person would hang up. She states that no one ever said hello. Caller reports that she is in the TCLI program and she is having major concerns about the place she was put into. Caller is unaware of who her TCLI contact staff is. Caller states that as of last night the air went out. Caller reports that her son has asthma as well as other medical conditions and she has a medical condition as well. Caller states that the heat can affect her blood sugar levels. Caller reports that there is also water damage in her walls. Caller states that the landlord had some one come out and try to repair it and that's what the repair staff told her. Caller said the wall was soft her feet went through them while rearranging furniture. Caller reports that the flooring is bad and insects that are dangerous have been coming into the home.
MARIANNAH WINSTON   ID: 275235  (DOB: 12/9/1997)
6/8/21 Call to complainant; no answer; no voicemail available.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/10/21 Call no answer.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/11/21 Call; no answer. Acknowledgment letter mailed to address listed.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/24/21 No response from complainant to date. Info needed letter mailed with response requested by 6/30/21.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/29/21 Call to complainant; no answer; no voicemail available.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/30/21 No response from complainant to date. Disregard letter mailed to include AH Access and Information Line to be utilized if needed. Case to be closed. No further action from this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		UNDETERMINED		1		1		0		26

		11870		Hillary Vandewart		06/07/2021		CARLO		CHARLENE		Parent		External Stakeholder Concern		Quality of Services		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Alpha Management Services, Inc.		1		11854 - CARLO, ANJELICA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		1		In-State		Level III		1				This complaint was submitted to the Complaints mailbox. It is unclear what the issue is or whether the parent is the legal guardian. The documents received are attached to this case. Since submitting the information to the Complaints email address, she has contacted the provider and has been given a new QP. She left a vm sharing this information and asked for a call back. 
**I have documents and an email related to this complaint**

RE: Anjelica S. Carlo
DATE: Wednesday June 2, 2021

FROM: Charlene Carlo.

I had to stop to address some things with group home that updated correspondence is attached.
Respectfully Submitted for your immediate review and response with a new QP .		On 6/21, this writer received a written request from complainant via email for grievance to be withdrawn.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Not Defined				8245				Not Defined		Not Defined		This complaint was submitted to the Complaints mailbox. It is unclear what the issue is or whether the parent is the legal guardian. The documents received are attached to this case. Since submitting the information to the Complaints email address, she has contacted the provider and has been given a new QP. She left a vm sharing this information and asked for a call back. 
RE: Anjelica S. Carlo
DATE: Wednesday June 2, 2021
FROM: Charlene Carlo.
I had to stop to address some things with group home that updated correspondence is attached.
Respectfully Submitted for your immediate review and response with a new QP.
[PT: Charlene Carlo				DOB: 11/25/90				ID: 11854]
6/10/21
This writer reviewed extensive information submitted by complainant. Attempted to summarize information:
•	On 5/7, Mr. Green said he would contact grievant to discuss payment for group home and policies/procedures. He did not. Ms. Carlo brought this up at 5/28 meeting and he tried to “lie.”
•	She was told that Mr. Green just got that position. Teka Dempson (Family Partner Coordinator, Alliance also had a hard time getting Mr. Green to consistently respond to questions with clarity. 
•	On 5/27, member entered the group home. On 5/28, Ms. Carlo was given restrictive instructions for contact. She reported that she was also supposed to be given a calendar/schedule so that contact could be made without interfering in member’s day. She has not received this information yet and would like that document as part of the resolution.
•	There was also confusion about whether Alliance Health pays room and board vs. SSA check/special assistance check. She wants clarification on this.
•	She was also told that she had to make appointments a week in advance and could only do so through Mr. Green. She feels that this goes against “open door policy.”
•	On 5/31, Nikita Bell (Alpha Mgmt) called to tell Ms. Carlo that no FL2 was found and she had to take her to a medical facility to get her meds, had to bring her home, interrupting transition?
•	Ms. Carlo notified Ladetra King (CC), Robert Green (Alpha QP), and Keisha Bunch (CC supervisor) and no one has responded to answer questions.
•	Ms. Carlo stated she is requesting “a new QP from Alliance Health” and a meeting with Alpha and Alliance. 
•	She stated she needs a new QP ASAP to explain things to her and answer questions.
•	Concerned that member moved on a holiday weekend when no one was around to answer questions. 
•	Ms. Carlo reported member was “traumatized” at dr appt and wants assurance this will never happen again and she will be told about all doctor’s appointments. She was bruised by needle during blood draw. 
•	She has gotten a new QP and feels that everything Mr. Green told her about communication restrictions was incorrect. 
Emails provided included additional concerns:
•	Anjie was listening to music on her tablet which is not the purpose of the tablet.
•	Ms. Carlo would like her to get more social and out of her room. She needs to be engaged and active.
This writer then reviewed Jiva notes which indicated the following:
•	Ms. Carlo removed member from group home after only being there 13 days due to not being able to control the everyday functioning of the group home or the member’s doctor’s appointments.
•	Ladetra King, Care Navigator, contacted APS to file an abuse and caretaker neglect report on member’s mother. CN was notified that APS investigation was opened to ensure member’s safety.
This writer confirmed that member was her own guardian, but ROI is on file which grants Alliance the ability to exchange information with Ms. Carlo. 
This writer then called Ms. Charlene Carlo to acknowledge receipt of concern and left generic message requesting a call back.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/11/21
This writer attempted to contact Ms. Carlo again following receipt of a voicemail returning my call. This writer was able to discuss Ms. Carlo’s concerns with her in detail. She began by stating that she feels that overall, communication needs to be better and she wants a knowledgeable and communicative team that responds in a timely fashion. 
She went on to describe various concerns about the group home. Never got clarity regarding procedure for payment for group home. She feels there is a wall up in terms of communication. 
She went on to state that she needs complete disclosure of all med info from group home so that she can make informed decisions regarding member’s medical care moving forward. 
She reported concerns about the medical issues and felt that Ladetra) (CN did not share the appropriate information with the group home and that this led to meds getting changed, not using catheter, not getting appropriate diet, coming home “sedated,” etc. She reported that she has a new primary care doctor at Duke and is going in for a med review next week. Food she brought and catheters were brought back to Ms. Carlo.
She also reported that while she was trying to get services in place with Yelverton’s, APS showed up at her door and she feels it was Nikita (at group home) who called APS on her (was anonymous). 
Meds were changed to only 8am and 8pm. Issues speaking with pharmacist and felt that she was lied to that she could keep her own doctor/med team. She feels that med tech should have noticed that member was becoming lethargic. 
She reported that she canceled a doctor’s appointment while Anjelica was at group home because it wasn’t until September. She couldn’t believe that she didn’t have an appt until this time. 
There was the issue with the bruise on her arm and Ms. Carlo is concerned that she has no information about this visit to the doctor, doesn’t know if she got a COVID test. Etc. 
She then became upset and emotional, stating that it was not fair and that she trusted the process and did everything she was told, begged for information and her daughter is now “traumatized.”
She stated that there is a meeting on 6/15 and she does not want the grievance to be included in this meeting. She just wants this to be about how to move forward with a new care coordinator. She wants fill disclosure and wants to be a team. Feels that her opinions aren’t being respected. 
Mentioned that Yelverton’s had not been told by Ladetra (CN) that she no longer needed services while at group home. Ladetra was supposed to tell them.
In summary, she stated that the main thing is that she wants to get the medical information from the provider in advance of the med review with the new primary doctor and wants to know if she had a COVID shot. 
This writer confirmed her mailing address and stated that I would share concerns with CC team ahead of the meeting and would also see what I could find out about medical records. She thanked this writer. Shortly after hanging up, this writer received a voicemail from Ms. Carlo stating that she just found out that she wouldn’t be getting an agenda for the 6/15 meeting until the day of and wanted this writer to attempt to facilitate her getting it ahead of time through Keshia Bunch (CN Supervisor). She feels that it isn’t fair for her not to be able to prepare.
This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement letter to complainant.
This writer then sent email to Keshia Bunch informing her of concern and request regarding agenda for next week’s meeting. Keshia then called via Skype and shared that she had sent the agenda earlier in the day. She stated that they were doing the best they can as a team to work around Ms. Carlo to get Anjelica what she needs. She stated that she would be getting a new CN but not until things were put in place. The plan is to try to get CLS and Respite nursing in place and the team is all working hard in support of the member. This writer thanked her for the update and stated that I would likely be following up with her next week to hear about the meeting.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/14/21
This writer staffed case with supervisor, Todd Parker (Incident and Grievance Manager), to see what can be done about guardian’s request for Alliance to request medical records from provider. Todd reported that, although we have an ROI for us to share information with Ms. Carlo, that doesn’t cover sharing information from a third party. 
In order for the medical records for the group home to be released, Angelica would have to request those herself (since she is her own guardian), or, she would have to sign a release with Alpha Management which agrees that they can release her records to you.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/16/21
This writer received voicemail from Ms. Carlo requesting a return call to discuss acknowledgement letter. 
Rather than discussing the letter, she began to share info about meeting yesterday. She stated that Ms. Bunch listed benefit requirement for enhanced benefit for respite nursing and she asked that this be put in writing due to having a doctor’s appointment tomorrow. Ms. Bunch reportedly stated that she would. Then, Ms. Carlo asked for meeting minutes and she was directed to Jeanette Kelly with Community Partnerships. She stated that she was only interested in Alliance minutes and felt that she was trying to make a statement with this. She can’t do medical care without being able to get needed information. 
She then made statements regarding issues with legality of consents signed by Angelica because she is her own guardian but isn’t competent. She had offered to do a zoom call and then they stated they would rather do it in person but never did. Wants Alliance to look into the consents. 
She went on to discuss the communication issues and how she feels she is being ignored by Alliance. She stated that Keshia sent email omitting her request and not fulfilling it. She stated that she was ignored by Jeff Payne 3 years ago and the people below him treat her the same way, ignoring her and not returning her calls. 
She then stated she received a text from Jeanette Kelly which stated that Alliance told her she was over-stepping and confusing things by assisting her. She feels that this is more proof that Alliance is against her. She also stated that she was told that Doug wasn’t at the meeting when this happens and she feels that this was on purpose and that “if you are going to tell a provider that you are limiting her participation, why are you not doing it in an open and ethical manner?”
This writer thanked her for the info and told her that I would be in touch. This writer then touched base with supervisor, Todd Parker, to get feedback on how best to move forward. He advised that this writer speak with both Doug Wright and Keshia and to try to find out more information. 
This writer emailed Keshia re the request for notes and respite nursing info. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/17/21
This writer received documentation which showed that Keshia had emailed the requested information regarding nursing respite. She also shared that they did not take meeting minutes and instead documented the meeting in Jiva but that Jeanette Kelly had agreed to provide her notes from the meeting.
This writer then reached out to Doug Wright to update him regarding Jeanette Kelly and he shared that he was aware of this and had advised Keshia to file a concern if this was something she was concerned about (rather than approaching her directly). He shared that this was a challenging case and he had encouraged Ms. Carlo to try to move forward with establishing the appropriate care for her daughter.
This writer discussed case with supervisor further and he advised that this writer try to focus on the original concerns and find wins for her (new Care Navigator, getting services set up for daughter, etc). 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/21/21
This writer received email communication from Ms. Carlo which can be summarized below:
•	Care Navigator has been replaced. 
•	Member is no longer in group home.
•	She spoke with Doug Wright about her concerns about the discussion after the last treatment team meeting (with Keisha Bunch/Jeanette Kelly). 
•	She stated that she has been looking into the Choice Program Model and has spoken to the Arc of NC about their program. She has spoken with Teka Dempson, who is going to assist with setting up a call with new Care Navigator, Mallory Derringer. 
•	She then reported that “as of today I am withdrawing all items in the complaint.”
This writer then responded to her email thanking her and informing her that the concern would be withdrawn based on this request.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/2/21
This writer then withdrew concern within portal. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		WITHDRAWN		0		1		1		(44,354)

		11871		Kim Ware		06/07/2021		OUTLAW		CRYSTAL		Provider		External Stakeholder Concern		Access to Services		Community Support Team				Mental Health Only		Adult		B & D Integrated Health Services		1		87434 - ROSCOE, FRENCHIE		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		Caller from Carolina Outreach was trying to connect the member to Community Support Services or Peer Support Services at B & D Integrated Health and left a message with referral for services for the member on 05/03/2021. Caller did not hear back from B & D Integrated, so on May 12, 2021, Caller called B & D Integrated again. Caller spoke to Ms. Davis at B & D Integrated about the referral and sent by e-mail the RI and the MH assessment to her. On May 14, 2021 caller sent an e-mail inquiring about the referral for services for the member again. Caller did not hear back from Ms. Davis and confirmed with member that she had not heard from B & D Integrated staff either. Then on June 4, 2021, member called Carolina Outreach and reported that no one from B & D Integrated had not contacted her.  On the same day, Caller then called B & D Integrated and left a message for them to call back.  Caller decided to call Ms. Davis again on the 4th of June and Ms. Davis acted as if she had not spoke to caller. Then, Ms. Davis revealed that B & D Integrated was not taking new members for Community Support Team, but reported that they would provide Peer Support Services if the client wrote a letter stating that she did not want Community Support Services and would accept Peer Support Services.		CORRECTIONS: CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO FROM MEMBER'S; PRIORITY CHANGED FROM HIGH TO ROUTINE; licensure entered not licensed;		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8247		07/01/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller from Carolina Outreach was trying to connect the member to Community Support Services or Peer Support Services at B & D Integrated Health and left a message with referral for services for the member on 05/03/2021. Caller did not hear back from B & D Integrated, so on May 12, 2021, Caller called B & D Integrated again. Caller spoke to Ms. Davis at B & D Integrated about the referral and sent by e-mail the RI and the MH assessment to her. On May 14, 2021 caller sent an e-mail inquiring about the referral for services for the member again. Caller did not hear back from Ms. Davis and confirmed with member that she had not heard from B & D Integrated staff either. Then on June 4, 2021, member called Carolina Outreach and reported that no one from B & D Integrated had not contacted her. On the same day, Caller then called B & D Integrated and left a message for them to call back. Caller decided to call Ms. Davis again on the 4th of June and Ms. Davis acted as if she had not spoke to caller. Then, Ms. Davis revealed that B & D Integrated was not taking new members for Community Support Team, but reported that they would provide Peer Support Services if the client wrote a letter stating that she did not want Community Support Services and would accept Peer Support Services.
FRENCHIE ROSCO   ID: 87434  (DOB: 5/16/1968)
6/11/21 Contacted insert user, Dulce Ramirez to clarify entry information.  Per Ms Ramirez, staff at Carolina Outreach (not her or the member as listed) is the complainant: Crystal Outlaw (984) 365-4492.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/14/21 This writer made call and spoke directly with Ms. Outlaw regarding her concerns. She reports that she is the team lead in the Durham office. She reports that by the agency being unresponsive it caused a delay in finding the member services once they responded indicating they were not taking any new CST members. This writer explained next steps to include contacting the agency, Requiring an internal review be submitted and that agency response and actions will be tracked by QM. No permission to use name when discussing the matter with the provider, however indicated use of member name. Per discussion acknowledgment emailed to crystal.outlaw@carolinaoutreach.com.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/24/21 Without the use of the complainant name per request, this writer contacted Jeremy Reed, B and D QM Director to make him aware of the concerns. Per discussion, the information was emailed directly for review and response at jreed@bdbehavioralhealth.com.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/30/21 6/30/21 Response received from agency indicating that member had an active authorization for Carolina Outreach at the time of calls. The agency indicates several contacts with CO staff in regards to the matter. It was discussed that B and D was no longer taking new CST referrals. Ms Davis with CO reports that:
 “I explained to her that I needed to know if Ms. Roscoe is declining CST services with Carolina Outreach and willing to do PSS with B & D. I asked her if it was documented that Ms. Roscoe declined CST with Carolina Outreach.” 
At that time Ms. Davis reports that Ms. Outlaw stated that she would contact her supervisor and consult with them as Ms. Roscoe has not stated in writing that she wanted to decline CST services with Carolina Outreach.” In regards to B and D plans in the matter: 
 “B&D agrees with the Carolina Outreach’s Assessment that Frenchie Roscoe is most appropriate for CST services. If Ms. Roscoe chooses to leave CST and chooses to leave Carolina Outreach in the middle of her treatment episode, her desires would need to be documented in writing (this is usually done on a provider choice form). Based on the information provided by CO, B&D’s clinical team believes that Ms. Roscoe’s needs could be partially met with PSS services. OPT services would likely also be recommended.”
7/1/21 Based on agency’s internal review submission, B and D acted accordingly and were willing to assist with transition to appropriate services as needed, however, member has a current authorization for Carolina Outreach and would need to follow protocol. Resolution mailed to complainant. No further action by this writer at this time(K.WARE,QAA)		non issue		1		1		0		24

		11872		Kim Ware		06/08/2021		MANN		Nancy		Parent		External Stakeholder Concern		Access to Services		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Autism Services, Inc.		1		646465 - MANN, MARISSA		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		Mother/Not Legal Guardian Nancy Mann called to file concern against Providers Alpha Management and Autism Services. Mother Nany Mann states she has been reaching out to Providers for several weeks seeking and requesting services for her adult Daughter Marissa Mann DOB: 5/19/1989.  Mother Nancy Mann states she has not been able to get a follow up call from Providers even after reaching out to Providers on a weekly basis.  Mother states her Daughter is IDD and would greatly benefit from services and she has become aggressive with Mother recently.  Mother states Autism Services Staff Roberts scheduled with Consumer and her Mother but failed to show for scheduled appointment.  Mother Nancy Mann states Staff did not provide any explanation as to why he did not keep appointment but neither Provider has called back in response to her numerous calls.		CORRECTIONS: ENTERED PT ID; changed provider name to autism services; licensure changed from unknown to not licensed; service type changed from respite to innovations; residential changed from yes to no; source changed from family member to parent		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8250		07/08/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Mother/Not Legal Guardian Nancy Mann called to file concern against Providers Alpha Management and Autism Services. Mother Nany Mann states she has been reaching out to Providers for several weeks seeking and requesting services for her adult Daughter Marissa Mann DOB: 5/19/1989. Mother Nancy Mann states she has not been able to get a follow up call from Providers even after reaching out to Providers on a weekly basis. Mother states her Daughter is IDD and would greatly benefit from services and she has become aggressive with Mother recently. Mother states Autism Services Staff Roberts scheduled with Consumer and her Mother but failed to show for scheduled appointment. Mother Nancy Mann states Staff did not provide any explanation as to why he did not keep appointment but neither Provider has called back in response to her numerous calls.
MARISSA MANN   ID: 646465   (DOB: 5/19/1989)
6/15/21 This writer made call and spoke with complainant, Nancy Mann (301) 580-7670. Ms Mann confirmed that she is not the legal guardian for her daughter. This writer explained the role of QM and the limitations of HIPAA. This writer inquired if the provider was aware that she was not the legal guardian. She stated they did. She reports that her daughter is mute and "only talks to her". This writer inquired if she was in the process of getting guardianship to which she replied no and that she "forgot why she hadnt done it in the past. Per her report re Autism Services or Autism Society (unsure), she participated in a zoom meeting where she was told that she would receive follow up and respite services by the end of May. Per her report, she has made numerous calls with no follow up or services. Per her report, Alpha Mgmt staff set up a meeting with her and her daughter to be conducted at the home and they did not show up as scheduled , call or respond to her numerous calls. Ms Mann confirmed her mailing address and understands the use of a ROI as well as guardianship. This writer again explained the limitations of HIPAA.
This writer contacted both agencies Tony Hanes, Director of Operations for Alpha and Tim Ferreira, Director of Quality and Compliance with Autism Society of NC.  This writer has also contacted Autism Services contact Alyse Shirley to make her aware and request review as well. This writer requested review and response although information is limited and the mother is not the legal guardian.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/8/21 Per Autism Society there is no record of the individual. This writer received response from Autism Services indicating the following: " I just spoke to our QP, Ebony Harris.  She spoke with a Nancy Mann back in May.  Unfortunately, due to a severe staffing crisis, we are unable to staff new consumers right now. Ebony stated she communicated that to Ms. Mann in May.   I've asked Ebony to reach back out to Ms. Mann and explain our current situation again, to make referrals, and to follow up with Ms. Mann at least monthly.  ASI is facing a severe staffing crisis as is this entire industry.  We are advertising and working with the Employment Security Commission to attempt to get employees.  We will continue to follow up monthly regarding this consumer." This writer contacted the complainant to discuss action steps taken and response from Autism Services noting that they plan to follow up with her. This writer recommended that complainant contact AH Access and Information for referral for services as well as possible care coordination referral. Based on response by Autism Services confirming the matter ,plans to take corrective actions and recommendations by this writer, case to be closed. Resolution mailed to complainant. No further action by this writer at this time. Any subsequent correspondence from Alpha Mgmt to be noted in follow up.(K.WARE,QAA)		confirmed-provider initiated corrective actions		1		1		0		30

		11873		Hillary Vandewart		06/08/2021		Smith		Veronica		Guardian		Grievance		Authorization/ Payment/ Billing - LME-MCO Only		Outpatient Services				Developmental Disabilities Only		Child (0-17)		Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		1		464184 - Smith, Jaden		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		[Cid 581424]    
Veronica Smith ; guardian

Jaden Smith 09/02/2021

Guardian phoned to inquire/grievance about Medicaid bill not being paid to the Autism Society.  Please check and find out what the problem is and return a call to guardian.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Grievance Against to MCO Dept/Claims, Changed Disability to Developmental		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8246		06/14/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		[CID 581424]    
Veronica Smith: Guardian
Jaden Smith 09/02/2021
Guardian phoned to inquire/grievance about Medicaid bill not being paid to the Autism Society.  Please check and find out what the problem is and return a call to guardian.
[PT: Jaden Smith				DOB: 9/2/12				ID: 464184]
6/14/21
This writer sent email to Claims Supervisors, Marilyn Madison and Tina Everett, to request that they look into the matter. Marilyn responded with the below information:
Per NC Tracks – member has other coverage with BCBS of Georgia that includes Behavioral Health services effective 1/1/2021, policy holder is Timothy Smith – Policy Number E4KFM1081204 Group Number GB0192M002.
This writer then contacted grievant via phone to acknowledge receipt of grievance and share info obtained from billing/claims.
This writer learned from grievant that the Autism Society was already aware of the issue and was working on getting the billing corrected. This writer answered some additional questions for her regarding the Access and Information Line (to follow up on Innovations waitlist) and inquired as to whether she needed anything else. She stated that was all. This writer composed and sent ack/res letter. No further action required. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Confirmed--Provider initiated corrective action		1		1		0		6

		11874		Kim Ware		06/03/2021		MCCREA		TONIKA		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Substance Abuse Halfway House				Multi-Disability		Adult		Freedom House Recovery Center, Inc.		0		53249 - MCCREA, TONIKA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		1		In-State		SA Halfway House		1		1		Agency has not been upfront in regards to rules and regulations and holds residents accountable for unknown rules that appear to be made up. Staff is rude and unprofessional. Staff has attempted to intimidate member for reporting concerns via the agency process. Staff should be drug tested. SEE # 11843				Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8238		06/16/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Agency has not been upfront in regards to rules and regulations and holds residents accountable for unknown rules that appear to be made up. Staff is rude and unprofessional. Staff has attempted to intimidate member for reporting concerns via the agency process. Staff should be drug tested. SEE # 11843
TONIKA MCCREA   ID: 53249  (DOB: 10/1/1976)
6/3/21 This writer made call and spoke with complainant and reviewed areas of concern. She gave permission for use of her name and an updated mailing address. She reports that the staff was rude and talked down to her so much that other members started disrespecting her as well. she reports that since leaving , she has seen the staff and the staff have attempted to intimidate her. She reports attempting to follow the "chain of command" and start at the facility when reporting her concerns but there were no changes so she filed with Alliance . She reports that the people  in charge of the home drink and should be drug tested and fired. She reports not wanting to leave the house due to it being a great opportunity but had no choice due to bad treatment. She reports remaining in treatment and told this writer her number of days clean and that she was proud of that . This writer encouraged member to continue with treatment. She reports that she remains in treatment with the agency, however, still wants to file due to how she was treated while at the halfway house. She reports that she did not want to leave, but felt that she had to. She reports that she does not want any other members to be treated the same way she was and that staff should be fired. This writer explained that AH had no purview in firing staff at the facility, explained next steps and confirmed current mailing address. Disregard letter for previous case mailed to updated mailing address.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/8/21 Staffed case with Incident & Grievance Mgr T Parker. Acknowledgment letter to be mailed to complainant for new case to include concerns noted in previous concern.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/10/21 Acknowledgement letter mailed to complainant. This writer contacted the Freedom House director to make her aware of the concerns. Per discussion the information was emailed directly for review and response at heather.g@fhrecovery.org.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/15/21 This writer received call from Ms Griffin-Dolciney confirming member's contact information . Per her report she will reach out directly to complainant to discuss and address her concerns. Based on agency contact and plans to follow up directly with member case to be closed. Any subsequent correspondence received from provider to be noted.		tracking		1		1		0		13

		11875		Hillary Vandewart		06/08/2021		KAHLOR		COLLEEN		Guardian		Grievance		Authorization/ Payment/ Billing - LME-MCO Only		Outpatient Services				Unknown Disability		Child (0-17)		Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		1		356130 - KAHLOR, AVA		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Johnston		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		(Cid 581489)
Guardian phoned seeking solutions as to why her daughter's bill was not paid by medicaid. Daughter cannot receive services until this bill is paid.  Guardian is not happy with the outcome of medicaid not paying this bill. Please investigate.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Grievance Against to Alliance/Claims, Changed Type to Auth/Payment/Billing (MCO), Changed Disability to Unknown (no dx listed in portal)		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8268		06/23/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		(Cid 581489)
Guardian (Colleen Kahlor) phoned seeking solutions as to why her daughter's bill was not paid by Medicaid. Daughter cannot receive services until this bill is paid.  Guardian is not happy with the outcome of Medicaid not paying this bill. Please investigate.
[PT: Ava Kahlor					DOB: 1/11/13				ID: 356130]
6/14/21
This writer sent email to Claims Supervisors, Marilyn Madison and Tina Everett, to request that they look into the matter. Marilyn responded with the below information:
Per NC Tracks – member has other coverage with Ameriben Solutions that includes Behavioral Health services effective 6/1/2018 policy holder is Tyler Koschitzki – Policy Number JUG10214883C2.  It appears provider submitted claim to the primary carrier with the incorrect Policy Number so claim denied.  Also need all pages of the EOB when submitting as secondary.
This writer contacted grievant by phone at 518-965-3162 to acknowledge grievance and share feedback from billing/claims department. She shared with this writer that she has proof that member’s father no longer has this coverage (ended 6/30/20). This writer asked if she could send this via email and provided email address. She agreed. This writer then asked for her mailing address and she provided: 2646 Fairground Rd / Coats, NC 27521.
This writer then received document from Ms. Kahlor and forwarded to Marilyn Madison, who shared with eligibility to determine what else needed to be done. 
This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement letter to grievant. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/15/21
This writer received update from Tasha Jennings, Eligibility and Enrollment Supervisor, which indicated that she sent a request to DHHS to verify/update policy and that this process could take up to 5 days to complete.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/23/21
This writer followed up to determine whether or not the policy had been updated. Tasha confirmed, and then Marilyn sent the information to Linetta Hughes, Claims Analyst, who confirmed that the claims had been readjudicated.
This writer then reached out to complainant, Colleen Kahlor, via phone at 518-965-3162. This writer shared that the issue had been resolved and she thanked this writer for the assistance.
This writer then composed and sent resolution letter. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Non-Issue (AH was able to correct billing based on updated insurance info from member)		1		1		0		15

		11876		Kristie White		06/09/2021		Resnick		Rich		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Access to Services		Accces/Screening, Triage and Referral				Mental Health Only		Adult		Sunrise Clinical Associates, PLLC		1		57526 - JONES, TALESHA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		Writer called agency on 6/1/21, spoke to Brad.  Consumer was on the line as well.  Agreement was that consume would be seen on her date of preference which was 6/8/21.  Brad indicated he would call her back to confirm exact time and who will complete assessment.  Consumer phoned back today.  She expressed disappointment/irritated about not hearing back from  agency, she waited all day yesterday for the call back and no response.  Consumer stated she would be agreeable to give agency another opportunity for CCA.  Writer called agency again today, spoke with  Brad.  Writer expressed that consumer was disappointed and requested setting up new appt as quickly as possible today given her experience.  Writer and consumer waited several minutes and decided to disconnect and she was scheduled with another provider.  Writer submitting concern.		Sunrise clinical has two locations.		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8253		06/28/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Writer called agency on 6/1/21, spoke to Brad. Consumer was on the line as well. Agreement was that consume would be seen on her date of preference which was 6/8/21. Brad indicated he would call her back to confirm exact time and who will complete assessment. Consumer phoned back today. She expressed disappointment/irritated about not hearing back from agency, she waited all day yesterday for the call back and no response. Consumer stated she would be agreeable to give agency another opportunity for CCA. Writer called agency again today, spoke with Brad. Writer expressed that consumer was disappointed and requested setting up new appt as quickly as possible today given her experience. Writer and consumer waited several minutes and decided to disconnect and she was scheduled with another provider. Writer submitting concern.
Patient: Talesha Jones Patient ID: 57526 DOB: 02/10/1993
06/09/21-Internal- against Sunrise Clinical- member did not receive return call as promised; not scheduled; long wait times on phone. KM Appeals Coordinator
06/16/21-Sending acknowledgment email to internal complainant RResnick about this internal concern. Called Sunrise Clinical spoke to Sheila Burge about this internal concern and sent her a concern element email to sburge@sunriseclinical.org to be returned to this writer by 06/23/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
06/28/21-On 06/23/21 received provider response from Sunrise Clinical Associates with response and client intake and referral form for member. Per this information the member referral date was June 1, 2021. The member was asked what time worked best and she replied, “Next week any day and prefer in the morning after 9 am.” The initial assessment would be completed on June 8, 2021, after 9 am or June 10, 2021 after 9 am. The member was informed there is a possibility a returned call did not occur and was an oversight. The member received an assessment on June 10, 2021. Per provider, “The agency utilizes a referral tracker, and it has been strongly expressed and emphasized that all transactions relating to referrals, scheduling, follow-ups, and conversations with members be recorded with details to minimize and eliminate uncertainties, misunderstandings, or miscommunications. Recording the series of steps taken on the referral tracker is an essentials documentation trail.” This is not with another agency and is currently receiving outpatient therapy services. The member also came into the office recently and requested a psychological evaluation on June 21, 2021. Due to psychologist on vacation they completed a referral to Alase Center for Enrichment II and the member has been referred to a Pre-trail Intervention Program due to problems with law enforcement. Per this response this writer feels that the provider has taken appropriate steps to help and service the member needs. Sending a resolution email to the internal complainant and closing this concern as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		19

		11879		Kim Ware		06/09/2021		WATKINS		GERRELL		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Intermediate Care Facility				Multi-Disability		Adult		Sophia B. Pierce & Associates, Inc.		1		286541 - NEPHEW, HALEY		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Cumberland		0		1		In-State		Intermediate Care Facility (ICF/IDD)		1		0		Northside group home in Fayetteville on boxdale rd. 331 boxdale rd. Writer completed LRP monitoring and  spoke with  Mary Mullaley, (910) 583-1861mother of member 286541Hayley Nephew. In speaking with LRP about her satisfaction with provider Sophia B. Pierce and Associates, LRP disclosed that she was not satisfied with services for her daughter and would be changing providers July1,2021. During conversation LRP mentioned that she was a current employer with provider.  LRP stated she believed there were incidents of abuse occurring with residents at Northside group home 3301 Barksdale Road Fayetteville, NC 28301.Writer informed LRP of the duty to report and provided LRP with the Cumberland County APS contact information. LRP was also made aware that writer would be filing a grievance/concern with quality management. Writer asked LRP if she would like to be named or remain anonymous. LRP response: "I'm ok with quality management contacting me but I don't want to be named when you speak to Sophia B.Pierce because I'm still an employee until July 1,2021.		CORRECTIONS: ENTERED PT ID; CHANGED NAME OF COMPLAINANT FROM MEMBER'S; ENTERED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO; AGAINST CHANGED FROM OTHER TO PROVIDER; LICENSURE ENTERED DHSR; DISABILITY CHANGED FROM UKNOWN TO MULTI		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8279		06/28/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Northside group home in Fayetteville on boxdale rd. 331 boxdale rd. Writer completed LRP monitoring and spoke with Mary Mullaley, (910) 583-1861mother of member 286541Hayley Nephew. In speaking with LRP about her satisfaction with provider Sophia B. Pierce and Associates, LRP disclosed that she was not satisfied with services for her daughter and would be changing providers July1,2021. During conversation LRP mentioned that she was a current employer with provider. LRP stated she believed there were incidents of abuse occurring with residents at Northside group home 3301 Barksdale Road Fayetteville, NC 28301.Writer informed LRP of the duty to report and provided LRP with the Cumberland County APS contact information. LRP was also made aware that writer would be filing a grievance/concern with quality management. Writer asked LRP if she would like to be named or remain anonymous. LRP response: "I'm ok with quality management contacting me but I don't want to be named when you speak to Sophia B.Pierce because I'm still an employee until July 1,2021.
*no pt id
6/ /21 This writer reached out to insert user to confirm that informaotn entered is an internal em;loyee concern. Ms WAtlkins confirmed. Case assigned to this writer.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/24/21 REview of the informaotn indiates no specifics given and no patien affected. This writer reached out to compant to reuiest call to clarify informaotn entered.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/28/21 Case consult with Incident & Grievance Mgr, Todd Parker.  Plan is to follow up with internal complainant and explain limited  next steps due to the limited information and to clarify information entered. This writer received a call from Ms. Watkins, AH Service Integrity Consultant. Per Ms Watkins, the LRP of the member is an employee, however, the member does not live at the facility that the concern refers to. This writer inquired if any specific information was given in regards to the allegation. Per Ms. Watkins, the LRP "rambled" about things she thought could be incidents but did not give specifics. She indicated that she had spoken with the agency about her concerns, an internal investigation occurred, however, was told there "was no need to report to DHSR" due to there not being an issue. The LRP has been dissatisfied with services, however, the member continues to receive services with the provider and she is working there until July 1.Ms Watkins confirmed informing the LRP of the duty to report, gave her the number for APS. Ms Watkins filed the concern after consult with her supervisor. This writer recommended that complainant inform LRP regarding DHSR complaint intake unit. This writer explained that QM would contact DHSR, however, unable to guarantee that there would be an investigation by DHSR due to the limited, vague information. This writer is unable to review incident reporting or any further information due to no member information given or specific allegations. This writer made all to DHSR complaint intake unit (919) 855-4500 and spoke with intake specialist, "Kim". Per case consult the information is not reportable in that it is limited and unable to take the complaint at this time. Case to be closed based on case consult with Incident & Grievance Mgr. T Parker, case consult with DHSR and recommendations to refer the LRP to DHSR as well as complainant referring LRP to APS. Ack/Res emailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		undetermined		1		1		0		19

		11882		Kristie White		06/10/2021		Fredritz		Trish		Parent		External Stakeholder Concern		Quality of Services		Unknown				Mental Health Only		18-20		Youth Villages, Inc.		1		577317 - Fredritz, Madisen		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		CID581836. Caller is mother of 19 yo in Durham getting unknown service from Youth Villages in Louisburg. Therapist was supposed to provide 4 hours weekly contact with her daughter. The therapist said that due to member's cough (which was deemed chronic by doctor and member tested negative for COVID-19), she'd provide therapy by phone. Therapist then came to home after making the comment that she would not come to the home.  Mother does not think 4 hours per week has been happening. Three weeks ago, therapist came to the home and there was verbal altercation with mother after agency told them they were discharging member. Therapist called supervisor and mother pointed out that therapist is chronically late for appointments. The Supervisor told mother that due to her lack of participation they were cancelling service. Mother say she was never made aware her participation was mandatory for daughter to get that service.  Member made it clear she didn't want mother involved in some services. Therapist has been doing things with member and has not asked mother to participate. Mother has met with team from wrap around service weekly and was told by them that mother was to work with them while daughter worked with therapist. The wrap around team reached out to their supervisor to make them aware - supposedly that team got the same answer from the therapist - which was not helpful and vague - that therapist was discharging member. No work by therapist on independence skills. Last week no call/no show by therapist. This week member tried to contact therapist about the group meeting this week and therapist didn't call her back. Member does not want to be discharged and they've not heard anything about transfer to another agency. Mother feels like member is not stable and actively cutting. member feels she needs more help.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8259		07/06/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID581836. Caller is mother of 19 yo in Durham getting unknown service from Youth Villages in Louisburg. Therapist was supposed to provide 4 hours weekly contact with her daughter. The therapist said that due to member's cough (which was deemed chronic by doctor and member tested negative for COVID-19), she'd provide therapy by phone. Therapist then came to home after making the comment that she would not come to the home. Mother does not think 4 hours per week has been happening. Three weeks ago, therapist came to the home and there was verbal altercation with mother after agency told them they were discharging member. Therapist called supervisor and mother pointed out that therapist is chronically late for appointments. The Supervisor told mother that due to her lack of participation they were cancelling service. Mother say she was never made aware her participation was mandatory for daughter to get that service. Member made it clear she didn't want mother involved in some services. Therapist has been doing things with member and has not asked mother to participate. Mother has met with team from wrap around service weekly and was told by them that mother was to work with them while daughter worked with therapist. The wrap around team reached out to their supervisor to make them aware - supposedly that team got the same answer from the therapist - which was not helpful and vague - that therapist was discharging member. No work by therapist on independence skills. Last week no call/no show by therapist. This week member tried to contact therapist about the group meeting this week and therapist didn't call her back. Member does not want to be discharged and they've not heard anything about transfer to another agency. Mother feels like member is not stable and actively cutting. member feels she needs more help.
Patient: Madisen Fredritz Patient ID: 577317 DOB: 05/08/2002
06/10/21-External stakeholder- against Youth Villages- issues with therapist; member discharged; no assistance with transfer to another agency. KM Appeals Coordinator
06/16/21-Called Trish Fredritz and left message for more information on this grievance. KM Appeal Coordinator
06/17/21-Called Trish Gredritz several times with no answer. Sent out additional information letter and that if not
received this concern will be closed within a week before resolution date should be. KM Appeals Coordinator
07/06/21-This writer never heard back form complainant per more information letter sent to complainant and closing this grievance due to not enough information. KM Appeals Coordinator		Undetermined-No Information Given to Complete Grievance		1		1		0		26

		11883		Hillary Vandewart		06/10/2021		GOODMAN		GRANT		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Guardiantrac, LLC dba GT Independence		1		71788 - WARREN, KATHLEEN		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		The internal employee concern is being filed by myself, Alliance Health Care Navigator, Grant Goodman. There are two issues to address concerning GT Independence. The first involves one of their employees, Jarvis James, whose conduct has frankly been questionable for some time, but perhaps most Care Navigators don't have the time to issue concerns about him, or perhaps he's impervious to them because his agency is the only one within Alliance that can provide Community Navigation Services for Employer of Record Innovations Waiver participants. The issue at hand is Jarvis's repeated failure to accept technical assistance from Care Navigators or Service Integrity Consultants, often disrespectfully, which negatively impacts the quality of the services that our Innovations Waiver members receive,  but also obstructs those services from beginning in a timely manner. A recent example of this involves the Internet service that the Innovations waiver covers for Kathleen Warren. Kathleen's father changed his Internet Service provider from AT&T to T-Mobile in March of 2021, but did not notify Jarvis and I until April. While not ideal, I instructed Jarvis that we could add the increase in cost to Kathleen's Annual budget and he (GTI) could immediately bill for the increased cost. However, prior to this Jarvis had failed to instruct Mr. Warren on how to request reimbursement for the service, so attention to the change in Internet service providers was on hold while this occurred (a grievance was previously filed about Jarvis's previous failure). However, once that was resolved, Jarvis insisted that additional documentation needed to be submitted to Alliance's Utilization Management department in order for him to bill for the service, while I stated that only the budget needed modification and upload to Alpha. Because he was obstructing the process and the guardian was heated about a number of issues involving GTI, I acquiesced to Jarvis's demand and developed, signed and submitted the additional documentation (an ISP Update) to Utilization Management via Alpha. UM said they could not process the request because the service had already been approved and all that was necessary would be to update and upload the budget to Alpha - exactly what Jarvis had been advised of. As an aside, while I have been able to sustain a pretty good working relationship with Jarvis over the years, this has not been the case for the majority of other Care Navigators who he has shared cases with. He is often reported to be rude and dismissive with them, and if you would like to contact them about it please let me know and I will provide you with their contact information. The other issue involves GTI as an agency and their failure to provide adequate Community Navigation services for Employer of Record (EOR) members, and specifically with their failure to provide references for organizations that can train EOR staff. They presently only use the "Scales" training agency, which has been extremely hard to contact (won't answer phone and voicemail is full), and by delaying or failing to provide the training mandated by the state, EOR members fail to get the services and supports that they need. This also happened with Kathleen Warren's case, and when I discussed it with Jarvis, his supervisor Erica Miller, and Kathleen's Services Consultant Hilary Dossett, Jarvis and Ms. Miller said that they had looked into options online and in the community and couldn't find anything. However, their honesty and/or competence has repeatedly been called into question by those served by them, and common sense tells me that they could find numerous online resources if they tried, so I doubt that their assertion is accurate. I suggested that they check with local nursing agencies since they could provide Medication Administration trainings and got no response from GTI. Their negligence at providing the service they are being paid to provide _Community Navigator services for EOR participants - is simply obstructing other services - imperative daily services - from occurring at all.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8251		07/19/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		The internal employee concern is being filed by myself, Alliance Health Care Navigator, Grant Goodman. There are two issues to address concerning GT Independence. 
The first involves one of their employees, Jarvis James, whose conduct has frankly been questionable for some time, but perhaps most Care Navigators don't have the time to issue concerns about him, or perhaps he's impervious to them because his agency is the only one within Alliance that can provide Community Navigation Services for Employer of Record Innovations Waiver participants. The issue at hand is Jarvis's repeated failure to accept technical assistance from Care Navigators or Service Integrity Consultants, often disrespectfully, which negatively impacts the quality of the services that our Innovations Waiver members receive, but also obstructs those services from beginning in a timely manner. 
A recent example of this involves the Internet service that the Innovations waiver covers for Kathleen Warren. Kathleen's father changed his Internet Service provider from AT&T to T-Mobile in March of 2021, but did not notify Jarvis and I until April. While not ideal, I instructed Jarvis that we could add the increase in cost to Kathleen's Annual budget and he (GTI) could immediately bill for the increased cost. However, prior to this Jarvis had failed to instruct Mr. Warren on how to request reimbursement for the service, so attention to the change in Internet service providers was on hold while this occurred (a grievance was previously filed about Jarvis's previous failure). However, once that was resolved, Jarvis insisted that additional documentation needed to be submitted to Alliance's Utilization Management department in order for him to bill for the service, while I stated that only the budget needed modification and upload to Alpha. Because he was obstructing the process and the guardian was heated about a number of issues involving GTI, I acquiesced to Jarvis's demand and developed, signed and submitted the additional documentation (an ISP Update) to Utilization Management via Alpha. UM said they could not process the request because the service had already been approved and all that was necessary would be to update and upload the budget to Alpha - exactly what Jarvis had been advised of. As an aside, while I have been able to sustain a pretty good working relationship with Jarvis over the years, this has not been the case for the majority of other Care Navigators who he has shared cases with. He is often reported to be rude and dismissive with them, and if you would like to contact them about it please let me know and I will provide you with their contact information. 
The other issue involves GTI as an agency and their failure to provide adequate Community Navigation services for Employer of Record (EOR) members, and specifically with their failure to provide references for organizations that can train EOR staff. They presently only use the "Scales" training agency, which has been extremely hard to contact (won't answer phone and voicemail is full), and by delaying or failing to provide the training mandated by the state, EOR members fail to get the services and supports that they need. This also happened with Kathleen Warren's case, and when I discussed it with Jarvis, his supervisor Erica Miller, and Kathleen's Services Consultant Hilary Dossett, Jarvis and Ms. Miller said that they had looked into options online and in the community and couldn't find anything. However, their honesty and/or competence has repeatedly been called into question by those served by them, and common sense tells me that they could find numerous online resources if they tried, so I doubt that their assertion is accurate. I suggested that they check with local nursing agencies since they could provide Medication Administration trainings and got no response from GTI. Their negligence at providing the service they are being paid to provide _Community Navigator services for EOR participants - is simply obstructing other services - imperative daily services - from occurring at all.
[PT: Kathleen Warren				DOB: 9/29/90				ID: 71788]
6/15/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
7/9/21
This writer attempted to contact Ms. Reyes via phone and was unable to leave VM due to mailbox not being set up. This writer then sent concern details to her via email and requested a response by 7/14.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
7/19/21
This writer received response and supporting documentation which can be summarized below:
•	Unable to substantiate any instances of QP (Jarvis) being dismissive or rude.
•	This staff is transitioning to another position at GT Independence and will no longer act as the QP for the consumers currently shared with Alliance. 
•	GT Independence Quality Assurance Specialist will contact the NC Board of Nursing, local Community Colleges, and other online alternatives to update the list of Medication Administration Trainers and courses for GT Independence Community Navigators to provide as
•	resources.
•	The GT independence Innovations Newsletter which will be released on July 19, 2021, is to include a list of Medication Administration Instructors that was made available by the North Carolina Department of Health and Human Services.
•	The updated Medication Administrating Instructor and/or Training list will be available by August 16, 2021.
Based on a review of provided documentation, it appears that provider is initiating appropriate corrective action. This writer composed and sent resolution letter to internal complainant. This case will be resolved and QM will continue to track. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Confirmed--Provider initiated corrective action		1		1		0		39

		11884		Hillary Vandewart		06/10/2021		Wilkie		Jessica		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Access to Services		Psychiatric Services				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Thompson Child & Family Focus		1		150971 - PRIVETTE, RICHARD		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		1		In-State		PRTF		1		0		This writer received a call from individual's mother following the confirmation of a lateral transfer to discuss ongoing concerns with the Thompson PRTF treatment. Mom reported that individual told mom, and per mom she confirmed with a staff person, that individual was not seeing the Psychiatrist in person or via Zoom. Mom reported that per individual and staff, these weekly encounters were by phone only. Per mom, individual was having some negative side effects of medications and no one was reporting it, and mom is upset that the Psychiatrist was not seeing individual to be able to observe the eye rolling that mom reported. There is also concern around an incident that took place on 5/21/21 where individual attacked the PRTF therapist after a family session that was held via Zoom. Mom reported that individual was upset and escalated and a male staff person came in an put their hands on individual to try and calm him, and then took him out of the room. This incident was not reported in IRIS and when this writer spoke with the PRTF therapist supervisor, Brittany Tillman, she said there was not safety hold and no hands on. Per mom, she saw the male staff put individual in a restraint. This writer discussed with PRTF therapist supervisor that there is also no documentation of the incident in the SAR justification or therapist report. Brittany did inform that it is also not in the therapist's notes and this will be discussed with therapist when she returns on 6/14/2021. This writer expressed concern that this incident is not documented and this is the incident that caused the 30 day notice and lateral transfer of this individual to another PRTF. Brittany reported that the Psychiatrist does do virtual meetings with the children on MEND and should be coming back to the PRTF in person some time this month. Per mom, individual and staff reported that it has not been in person and only by telephone calls. The concern is the lack of an incident report or any documentation of the incident on 5/21 of a physical assault on a therapist by the individual and mom reporting witnessing a restraint. Also, potential that children are receiving inadequate medical care by not seeing a psychiatrist in person or via telehealth for proper care and medication management.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Source to MCO Staff, Changed Nature of Issue to Access to Services		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8254		07/02/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		This writer received a call from individual's mother following the confirmation of a lateral transfer to discuss ongoing concerns with the Thompson PRTF treatment. Mom reported that individual told mom, and per mom she confirmed with a staff person, that individual was not seeing the Psychiatrist in person or via Zoom. Mom reported that per individual and staff, these weekly encounters were by phone only. Per mom, individual was having some negative side effects of medications and no one was reporting it, and mom is upset that the Psychiatrist was not seeing individual to be able to observe the eye rolling that mom reported. There is also concern around an incident that took place on 5/21/21 where individual attacked the PRTF therapist after a family session that was held via Zoom. Mom reported that individual was upset and escalated and a male staff person came in an put their hands on individual to try and calm him, and then took him out of the room. This incident was not reported in IRIS and when this writer spoke with the PRTF therapist supervisor, Brittany Tillman, she said there was not safety hold and no hands on. Per mom, she saw the male staff put individual in a restraint. This writer discussed with PRTF therapist supervisor that there is also no documentation of the incident in the SAR justification or therapist report. Brittany did inform that it is also not in the therapist's notes and this will be discussed with therapist when she returns on 6/14/2021. This writer expressed concern that this incident is not documented and this is the incident that caused the 30 day notice and lateral transfer of this individual to another PRTF. Brittany reported that the Psychiatrist does do virtual meetings with the children on MEND and should be coming back to the PRTF in person some time this month. Per mom, individual and staff reported that it has not been in person and only by telephone calls. The concern is the lack of an incident report or any documentation of the incident on 5/21 of a physical assault on a therapist by the individual and mom reporting witnessing a restraint. Also, potential that children are receiving inadequate medical care by not seeing a psychiatrist in person or via telehealth for proper care and medication management.
[PT: Richard Privette				DOB: 4/17/08				ID: 6/10/21]
6/16/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant.
Note that this member’s case was reviewed by the Clinical Quality Review team and recommendation was: Vera Reinstein, Pharmacist, and Dr. Heidi Middendorf, Associate Medical Director, will review cases. Get the full MAR, diagnoses, Psychiatrist/Prescriber notes.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/18/21
This writer contacted agency via phone at 704-396-5108 and there was no answer. This writer then sent email to Hannah Dunham, Chief Performance and Quality Officer at hdunham@thompsoncff.org as there is no direct number for her located within Alpha or agency website. This writer emailed and asked her to confirm that she is still the appropriate contact for sharing concerns/grievances.
This writer received a response stating that the office was closed for Juneteenth; however, I could send it to her for her to review next week. This writer agreed and sent concern details with a response deadline of 6/25/21.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/25/21
This writer received response from provider which can be summarized below. This response also included nursing notes and internal incident report:
•	Per 5.7.2021 Nursing Note, client reported eye twitching from wearing glasses, but nurse assessed and did not notice twitching or blinking. Jason Roberts, DON, also stated that he verbally relayed to the mother that he addressed the concern and that no eye rolling was present. 
•	Dr. Watson noted that she has spoken to the mother 2-3 times on the phone and no concerns of side effects were reported by the mother regarding eye blinking to her. 
•	There was an incident report documented. A physical restraint was not documented in the Incident Report or shift notes for that day. Furthermore, based on interviews conducted with staff (Stephanie Beard, Quentin Palmer, and Bonny Okafor), they did not witness nor did they administer a physical restraint on RP on 5/21/2021. 
•	Action steps:
o	Psychiatrists (Dr. Watson and Dr. Shannon) at PRTF will receive training and begin utilizing the virtual telehealth platform, MEND, in July 2021. 
o	Dr. Watson will resume rounding in person with PRTF clients in July 2021. 

This writer did note there were Level 2 incidents submitted for incidents on 5/22 and 5/25 for restrictive interventions being used by staff. 
All information was provided to Clinical Quality Review Team for review and potential follow-up.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
7/2/21
This writer composed and sent resolution email to internal complainant based on provider’s response as well as referral to CQR Committee. This writer will include any additional correspondence with CQR or the provider within the follow-up section of the portal.
No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Confirmed--Provider initiated corrective action
Referred to CQR Committee for review/follow-up		1		1		0		22

		11885		Kim Ware		06/11/2021		simpson		melissa		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Access to Services		Community Support Team				Multi-Disability		Adult		B & D Integrated Health Services		1		2513 - WILSON, KENNETH		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		The provider has a current action related to several services, include Community Support Team (CST).  The provider indicated that they had referrals in process and submitted a spreadsheet to identify members that should be transitioning into ACTT and CST Services.  There are several members for whom there appear to be potential issues and there appears not to be timely access to possibly needed services.  Examples: Kenneth Wilson PID 2513- Member had been in SAIOP, last date of billed service 4/14/2021- member was indicated to be transitioning to CST, but there is no evidence of billing of pass through or SAR submitted for CST level of care; Paul Burke PID 19995 Previously received Peer Support Services, last Date of service billed 4/13/2021, new assessment completed 5/18/2021. There is TCLI involvement, but no indication of billing for CST or submission of a SAR for that level of care. Stephanie Ruiz (189482), an assessment was billed for date of service 4/20/2021, but there has been no claims submissions or submission of SAR for CST level of care; Regina Forte (356462) the provider had billed for pass thru units through 5/24/2021, initially submitted a SAR, but then rescinded the request.  Alexander Ingram (725675) the member was hospitalized at UNC with a 6/1/2021. Care Coordination followed up with the member who indicated that she had not been seen by the provider.  CC then followed up with the provider who indicated that the member had not been assigned a team.  There has not been any billing of pass thru units or submission of SAR.		CORRECTIONS: ENTERED PT ID;		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8280		06/28/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		The provider has a current action related to several services, include Community Support Team (CST). The provider indicated that they had referrals in process and submitted a spreadsheet to identify members that should be transitioning into ACTT and CST Services. There are several members for whom there appear to be potential issues and there appears not to be timely access to possibly needed services. Examples: Kenneth Wilson PID 2513- Member had been in SAIOP, last date of billed service 4/14/2021- member was indicated to be transitioning to CST, but there is no evidence of billing of pass through or SAR submitted for CST level of care; Paul Burke PID 19995 Previously received Peer Support Services, last Date of service billed 4/13/2021, new assessment completed 5/18/2021. There is TCLI involvement, but no indication of billing for CST or submission of a SAR for that level of care. Stephanie Ruiz (189482), an assessment was billed for date of service 4/20/2021, but there has been no claims submissions or submission of SAR for CST level of care; Regina Forte (356462) the provider had billed for pass thru units through 5/24/2021, initially submitted a SAR, but then rescinded the request. Alexander Ingram (725675) the member was hospitalized at UNC with a 6/1/2021. Care Coordination followed up with the member who indicated that she had not been seen by the provider. CC then followed up with the provider who indicated that the member had not been assigned a team. There has not been any billing of pass thru units or submission of SAR.
6/15/21 Acknowledgment emailed to internal complainant.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/24/21 Case consult with Incident & Grievance Mgr, Todd Parke regarding the concern. Plan is to contact Matt Ruppell, Sr Director of Program Integrity regarding the matter to ascertain Compliance involvement and possible next steps.
6/28/21 Response received from Mr. Ruppel to indicate the following:" I advised UM to continue to log internal concerns about this provider. Please follow-up with Jeanne and Rose-Ann because the provider is on probation to monitor these services during the transition period leading up to the termination. I will let them know that there are internal concerns being filed." This writer contacted MR Parker for follow up purposes. Plan is to ack/res and track case in that PND is currently aware of the matter. Ack/Res emailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		17

		11886		Kim Ware		06/11/2021		Brown		Carrie		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Community Support Team				Multi-Disability		Adult		Easter Seals UCP North Carolina & Virginia, Inc.		1		21280 - CARRINGTON, KELVIN		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		Member has been receiving CST services with Easter Seals since 8/5/2020 following a 5/2020 hospitalization.  Much of the information submitted was inconsistent, confusing or information was missing.  1/8/21 CCM attempted to call QP Kevin Russell but was advised he was no longer with the agency.  CCM attempted to call TL Kierra Bryant but received her voicemail along with a message that her voicemail was full.  CCM was concerned that provider was reporting that member was consistently filling his medications but none had been filled since 5/24/2020 and member had not had a psychiatric evaluation since entering CST.  CCM wanted the team to monitor for suicidal ideation because member reported a history of suicidal ideation and was not taking any medications.  CCM also asked for member to work with the team SU specialist because there was a DWI arrest along with reports of continued substance use.  The amount and frequency of his substance use has never been clear.  CCM has been requesting further evaluation of Substance Use needs since member entered treatment in order to determine ASAM and appropriate level of care needed to meet his SU needs.  CCM has also been requesting UDS monitoring and linkage with community based recovery support groups.  Provider has not adequately addressed substance use except to acknowledge ongoing use.  Severity of use is not known.  There are no treatment goals related to substance use and per billing member is not working with the team SU specialist.  The request from 4/16/21 was sent to peer review with recommendations for a SU evaluation, a psychiatric evaluation and linkage to OPT.  Provider submitted a new request to start 6/9/21 and information was not clear.  CCM sent the following email to provider on 6/9/21: Tabatha, I attempted to call you but your voicemail was full and I could not leave a message.  I also attempted to call TL Tierra Bryant but her voicemail is not set up so I could not leave a message with her.  I am trying to complete a review for SAR 840438, Kelvin C.  You are requesting 630 units for 62 days.  The clinical coverage policy indicates you can request a maximum of 420 units for 60 days or 630 units for 90 days so I am confused by that part of your request.  Additionally, this member is only utilizing between 15 and 30 unit per month, so I am unclear why you are requesting 210 units per month.   The last request was clinically denied with the recommendation to continue Supported Employment and transition to OPT.  A psychiatric evaluation was also recommended.  The current request does not address the prior denial at all and indicates that you are referring him to parent education groups and PSR.  If member is interested in employment, it appears Supported Employment is a better fit than PSR so I wanted to ask you about that.  The current clinical indicates that a barrier to housing is his legal history but per prior reviews it appears his lack of income is the major barrier.  Currently it is unclear how member’s current mental health diagnosis contributes to either of these barriers.  It appears that in the past 9 ½ member has poorly engaged in CST and his DLA 20 actually indicates he his functioning has declined with this service, yet the treatment goals remain the same.  Please help me understand how another authorization would be helpful.  By Friday 6/11/21 provider had not responded so member sent request to Peer Review with Dr. Foster.  Dr Foster is concerned member may need an alternative level of care but we don’t have enough information to determine the most appropriate level of care.  There is concern provider is not addressing member’s Substance Use needs and it is unclear if that may be the underlying problem that needs treatment.  CCM and peer reviewer discussed sending the case to the medical team for case consultation however there is so much information missing that it would be difficult to assess member’s needs.  In consultation with Dr. Foster and supervisor Melissa Simpson, decision was made to file internal employee concern as multiple attempts have been made via phone call and email to obtain information from the provider for this member but no one has responded to the attempts.  Attempted to discuss concerns with the agency but unable to because CCM received no response.  Carrie Brown, LMFT 6/11/21		NATURE CHANGED FROM QUALITY TO ADMINSTRATIVE; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO NOT LICENSED		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8299		07/06/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member has been receiving CST services with Easter Seals since 8/5/2020 following a 5/2020 hospitalization.  Much of the information submitted was inconsistent, confusing or information was missing.  1/8/21 CCM attempted to call QP Kevin Russell but was advised he was no longer with the agency.  CCM attempted to call TL Kierra Bryant but received her voicemail along with a message that her voicemail was full.  CCM was concerned that provider was reporting that member was consistently filling his medications but none had been filled since 5/24/2020 and member had not had a psychiatric evaluation since entering CST.  CCM wanted the team to monitor for suicidal ideation because member reported a history of suicidal ideation and was not taking any medications.  CCM also asked for member to work with the team SU specialist because there was a DWI arrest along with reports of continued substance use.  The amount and frequency of his substance use has never been clear.  CCM has been requesting further evaluation of Substance Use needs since member entered treatment in order to determine ASAM and appropriate level of care needed to meet his SU needs.  CCM has also been requesting UDS monitoring and linkage with community based recovery support groups.  Provider has not adequately addressed substance use except to acknowledge ongoing use.  Severity of use is not known.  There are no treatment goals related to substance use and per billing member is not working with the team SU specialist.  The request from 4/16/21 was sent to peer review with recommendations for a SU evaluation, a psychiatric evaluation and linkage to OPT.  Provider submitted a new request to start 6/9/21 and information was not clear.  CCM sent the following email to provider on 6/9/21: Tabatha, I attempted to call you but your voicemail was full and I could not leave a message.  I also attempted to call TL Tierra Bryant but her voicemail is not set up so I could not leave a message with her.  I am trying to complete a review for SAR 840438, Kelvin C.  You are requesting 630 units for 62 days.  The clinical coverage policy indicates you can request a maximum of 420 units for 60 days or 630 units for 90 days so I am confused by that part of your request.  Additionally, this member is only utilizing between 15 and 30 unit per month, so I am unclear why you are requesting 210 units per month.   The last request was clinically denied with the recommendation to continue Supported Employment and transition to OPT.  A psychiatric evaluation was also recommended.  The current request does not address the prior denial at all and indicates that you are referring him to parent education groups and PSR.  If member is interested in employment, it appears Supported Employment is a better fit than PSR so I wanted to ask you about that.  The current clinical indicates that a barrier to housing is his legal history but per prior reviews it appears his lack of income is the major barrier.  Currently it is unclear how member’s current mental health diagnosis contributes to either of these barriers.  It appears that in the past 9 ½ member has poorly engaged in CST and his DLA 20 actually indicates he his functioning has declined with this service, yet the treatment goals remain the same.  Please help me understand how another authorization would be helpful.  By Friday 6/11/21 provider had not responded so member sent request to Peer Review with Dr. Foster.  Dr Foster is concerned member may need an alternative level of care but we don’t have enough information to determine the most appropriate level of care.  There is concern provider is not addressing member’s Substance Use needs and it is unclear if that may be the underlying problem that needs treatment.  CCM and peer reviewer discussed sending the case to the medical team for case consultation however there is so much information missing that it would be difficult to assess member’s needs.  In consultation with Dr. Foster and supervisor Melissa Simpson, decision was made to file internal employee concern as multiple attempts have been made via phone call and email to obtain information from the provider for this member but no one has responded to the attempts.  Attempted to discuss concerns with the agency but unable to because CCM received no response.  Carrie Brown, LMFT 6/11/21
KELVIN CARRINGTON   ID: 21280   (DOB: 7/13/1988)
6/16/21 Acknowledgment emailed to internal complainant UM CM Carrie Brown.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/24/21 This writer contacted the agency’s QM Director, Phyllis Elliot to make her aware of the concern. This writer has requested that an internal review be conducted to include actions taken or to be taken to address the concerns as well as changes made to avoid the occurrence in the future. This writer has asked that the agency reach out to the UM CM with the information requested. The concern information was emailed directly for review and response at Phyllis.elliot@eastersealsucp.com. (K.WARE,QAA)
7/1/21 Response received from agency indicating the following: “The CST staff member who submitted the documentation requesting authorization neglected to follow-up with the requests for additional information. Requested information will be submitted today.  CST team has a new team lead.  CST Supervisor will provide training and Team lead will provide oversight to staff submitting documentation.”(K.WARE,QAA)
7/6/21 This writer contacted the internal complainant and confirmed that she had been contacted by the provider. Per her response, she was contacted by the team lead and was able to discus all of her concerns and get the information needed as well as the contact name and information if needed in the future. Agency confirmed issue, took corrective actions to include follow up with UM and supervision. Case to be closed and mater tracked for potential trends in the event that similar concerns are submitted regarding the agency. Resolution emailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		CONFIRMED-PROVIDER INITIATED CORRECTIVE ACTIONS		1		1		0		25

		11887		Kristie White		06/11/2021		Simpson		Melissa		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Peer Support Services				Mental Health Only		Adult		Upward Change Health Services, LLC		1		134322 - ADAMS, SHANEKA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		While reviewing an open service request, it was noted that Upward Change has continued to bill for Peer Support Services (H0038) without an active authorization on a member who is currently authorized for Community Support Team (CST) with another provider (Easter Seals UCP).  There is no indication that the member has been discharged from CST and there is a service exclusion between the 2 services.  Based on claims history review, there has been an overlap between these 2 services for several months, but last authorized date for PSS was 12/19/2020 and provider should not have continued billing after that date, as member was authorized for and receiving CST services, which were being paid for based on paid claims review. In addition, there is evidence of billing for OPT.  While there is no service exclusion between CST and OPT, the clinical coverage policy does suggest that therapy should be completed by the team lead on the CST team and that additional therapy (unless for a very specialized treatment intervention) would be duplicative in nature.  There does not appear to be coordination of care with Easter Seals.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8255		06/29/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		While reviewing an open service request, it was noted that Upward Change has continued to bill for Peer Support Services (H0038) without an active authorization on a member who is currently authorized for Community Support Team (CST) with another provider (Easter Seals UCP). There is no indication that the member has been discharged from CST and there is a service exclusion between the 2 services. Based on claims history review, there has been an overlap between these 2 services for several months, but last authorized date for PSS was 12/19/2020 and provider should not have continued billing after that date, as member was authorized for and receiving CST services, which were being paid for based on paid claims review. In addition, there is evidence of billing for OPT. While there is no service exclusion between CST and OPT, the clinical coverage policy does suggest that therapy should be completed by the team lead on the CST team and that additional therapy (unless for a very specialized treatment intervention) would be duplicative in nature. There does not appear to be coordination of care with Easter Seals.
Patient: Shaneka Adams Patient ID: 134322 DOB: 08/28/978

06/14/21-Internal concern against Upward Change re. billing for PSS while member is receiving CST with another agency. KM Appeals Coordinator
06/16/21-Sent to SIU for consult it looked like it is coordination of care but waned to send in case it qualified as waste. Per SIU perform our normal process. Sent acknowledgment to internal complainant. Called Upward Change and spoke to Ms. Gladney about this internal concern. Sent concern element email to d.gladney@upwardchangehealthservices.org to be returned by 06/23/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
06/29/21- Per provider, “Upward Change Health Services was not aware that the member was receiving services from another provider. This information was not communicated to Upward Change Health Services during the CCA process, during times when staff was working with the member or by Easter Seals USP. To prepare for the agency's response to this concern, the member was asked whether she was receiving both services. She indicated she was receiving both services as she was trying to determine which service provided her with the resources she needed. Based on claims history review, there has been an overlap between these two services for several months, but last authorized for PSS was 12/19/2020 and provider should not have continued billing after that date, as member was authorized for and receiving CST services, which were being paid for based on paid claims review. Per provider they are implementing an action plan: There is evidence of billing for OPT. While there is no service exclusion between CST and OPT, the clinical coverage policy does suggest that therapy should be completed by the team lead on the CST team and that additional therapy (unless for a very specialized treatment intervention) would be duplicative in nature.” This writer is closing this internal concern as tracking as it seems provider has addressed the issue and also an action plan to ensure this does not happen again. Sending internal complainant a resolution email also. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		18

		11888		Hillary Vandewart		06/12/2021		ALSTON		MELVIN		Consumer		Grievance		Access to Services		Outpatient Services				Unknown Disability		Adult		Freedom House Recovery Center, Inc.		0		33133 - ALSTON, MELVIN		Not Defined		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		CID: 582172 6/12/2021 2:02:54 PM
CALLER: Melvin Austin
PHONE: 9196384256
ALTERNATE: 9198860081
ADMIN COUNTY: Durham (Alliance Health: 1-800-510-9132)
INSURANCE: IPRS
MENTAL STATUS: denied SI, HI, AVH
MENTAL HEALTH HISTORY: Freedom House is current provider
SUBSTANCES: crack cocaine and heroin use last night
PHYSICAL DISCOMFORT: reports no discomfort currently, declining need for 911
SEVERITY: NON-THRESHOLD, Service Requested - NO, 911/CIT Criteria Met - NO, Reporting a Threat Criteria Met - NO -Information request only.
DISPOSITION: Caller wanting to go to DRRC, does not have gas. He is not able to problem solve, thinks no one will help him. He said his provider will not help him either and agreed to file grievance. He is not wanting 911 but will go to DRRC. He has no way of getting there is not wanting to bring attention to his community by calling 911. LC gave number for FH MCM explaining that they might transport him but that member would have to call, he plans to do that. 
GRIEVANCE: He would like to file a grievance against FHRC. Last saw therapist in March or April. His therapist left the agency. He called FHRC in June. He was told by FHRC that he needed group therapy when he called back this Monday (it appears he has not contacted them in 2 months). On Monday, staff said he should start group therapy on Thursday. No one called him since then.Member called on Thursday and did not hear from them. Member has been using since then.
CALL STATUS: CLOSED
SCREENER: S MICHAELS LMFT 6/12/2021 2:17:36 PM		CORRECTIONS: Connected member to grievance		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8286		06/30/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID: 582172 6/12/2021 2:02:54 PM
CALLER: Melvin Austin
PHONE: 919-638-4256
ALTERNATE: 919-886-0081
ADMIN COUNTY: Durham (Alliance Health: 1-800-510-9132)
INSURANCE: IPRS
MENTAL STATUS: denied SI, HI, AVH
MENTAL HEALTH HISTORY: Freedom House is current provider
SUBSTANCES: crack cocaine and heroin use last night
PHYSICAL DISCOMFORT: reports no discomfort currently, declining need for 911
SEVERITY: NON-THRESHOLD, Service Requested - NO, 911/CIT Criteria Met - NO, Reporting a Threat Criteria Met - NO -Information request only.
DISPOSITION: Caller wanting to go to DRRC, does not have gas. He is not able to problem solve, thinks no one will help him. He said his provider will not help him either and agreed to file grievance. He is not wanting 911 but will go to DRRC. He has no way of getting there is not wanting to bring attention to his community by calling 911. LC gave number for FH MCM explaining that they might transport him but that member would have to call, he plans to do that. 
GRIEVANCE: He would like to file a grievance against FHRC. Last saw therapist in March or April. His therapist left the agency. He called FHRC in June. He was told by FHRC that he needed group therapy when he called back this Monday (it appears he has not contacted them in 2 months). On Monday, staff said he should start group therapy on Thursday. No one called him since then. Member called on Thursday and did not hear from them. Member has been using since then.
CALL STATUS: CLOSED
SCREENER: S MICHAELS LMFT 6/12/2021 2:17:36 PM
[PT: Melvin Alston				DOB: 7/30/66				ID: 33133]
6/16/21
This writer contacted member via phone at 919-638-4256. Phone was not accepting calls at this time. This writer attempted to reach him at alternate number provided, 919-886-0081 and a woman answered the phone and told this writer that he was not available. She asked this writer if he could call me back at this number and this writer agreed and shared my name. 
This writer then received a VML from her stating that I could reach member at 919-578-9517.
This writer then contacted member at this number and spoke to him regarding his concerns. He reported that he had previously seen a therapist who was able to work around his work schedule and even do phone sessions with him. 
It had been awhile since he had spoken with her and when he called, the receptionist told him that she was no longer there. He was not told she was leaving nor was he reassigned to a new counselor. He reported that the receptionist looked into his record, which he was uncomfortable with, and she claimed that she was going to have someone contact him to get him enrolled in a group. He waited all last week and was never contacted. Then he went and “screwed up royally” and has been using. He stated that he is now in a situation where is over-drafted his bank account and now wants to get into treatment. 
He reported that he feels that if he had access to services, this wouldn’t have happened and this is the end result. This writer shared with him that we would reach out to Freedom House and recommended that he contact the Access Line for assistance as he is unsure about whether or not the DRRC will be helpful for him due to not being a long-term facility.
The phone call got cut off at this point and when this writer attempted to call him back, he was already on the other line with Access. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/17/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement letter to complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/18/21
This writer reached out to Melanie Thomas via phone at 919-428-4756 and confirmed that she was the still the appropriate contact for sharing grievances information. She confirmed and this writer sent concern elements to her via email at melanie.t@fhrecovery.org and requested a response by 6/25.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/21/21
This writer received a response from Melanie which reported that the member’s last 2 contacts were by phone in Dec and Jan 2021 and that he was not a regular client. She reported that he stated he did not feel comfortable in a group setting and would seek services elsewhere. He was provided with mobile crisis as a resource if needed. 
This writer requested additional information regarding last contacts.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/24/21
This writer received additional feedback from provider which stated that last two contacts were telehealth case support contacts including the client's continued statements that work conflicted with him attending the monthly individual therapy sessions. They stated that he had not attended a regular session since October and had reported to them that he did not feel comfortable in group sessions. Provider reported that they did not have documentation of his most recent call. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/28/21
This writer contacted member to share provider’s feedback. He reported that his previous counselor, Michelle, told him that appointments could be via phone to work around his schedule. He continued to report concerns about communication issues with provider. This writer asked Mr. Alston what his desired outcome for the grievance was and he stated that it was to be reassigned a new therapist. This writer stated that I would share this information with Freedom House and let him know what they said.
This writer then reached out to provider to ask that they reach out to him regarding this request.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/30/21
This writer received feedback from Freedom House Clinical Director that they would follow up with him and advise AH of the status.
This writer then contacted Mr. Alston to share this information. He thanked this writer for the assistance. This writer inquired as to whether or not he could receive mail at this time (received bounce-back for acknowledgement letter) and he stated that he could not. This writer then told him that we would be resolving issue but to feel free to reach out if he needed anything else. He agreed.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		18

		11889		Kim Ware		06/14/2021		LEEJONES		DAVID		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Outpatient Services				Multi-Disability		Adult		Easter Seals UCP North Carolina & Virginia, Inc.		1		78288 - LEEJONES, DAVID		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		[CID: ]582234
Consumer was scheduled to have CCA this morning with Easter Seals as part of being part of a supportive type employment program.  He expressed some frustration regarding their cancelling so close to appt time. He said he was suppose to meet with a psychologist, then was not sure if it was a psychiatrist, but was certain it was for an aseesment and entry into the employment program they offered.  He stated he did not need medication management, later stated he did.  Writer explained that perhaps waiting to meet Friday with Easter Seals may be in his best interest since they seem to offer the program he would like.  He agreed that having services “scattered” all over the place would not be helpful yet insisted on CCA sooner with another provider.  He went to Wake Med a few weeks ago because he wanted to “clear his head”, was there for a day, then had Peer Support services which ran out a couple of days ago.  He stated he has court tomorrow and wanted to be able to show the judge he was trying to improve his life and hoped to have the CCA.  He thinks he is getting the run around from Easter Seals, seeks to have SSI and employment.  He requested a CCA soon so we set him up with a 1pm CCA with Triangle Counseling Agency, was advised to talk with Matthew.  He prefers to be seen close to 2pm, he will ask Matthew to make adjustment.  Rich Resnick LCASConsumer stated he would like to file concern about Easter Seals canceling last minute "especially since they wok from home". CCA set with Triangle Counseling Agency for tomorrow, 6/15/21  RR		CORRECTIONS: DISABILITY CHANGED FROM MH ONLY TO MULTI; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO NOT LICENSED		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8256		07/02/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID: ]582234 Consumer was scheduled to have CCA this morning with Easter Seals as part of being part of a supportive type employment program. He expressed some frustration regarding their cancelling so close to appt time. He said he was suppose to meet with a psychologist, then was not sure if it was a psychiatrist, but was certain it was for an aseesment and entry into the employment program they offered. He stated he did not need medication management, later stated he did. Writer explained that perhaps waiting to meet Friday with Easter Seals may be in his best interest since they seem to offer the program he would like. He agreed that having services “scattered” all over the place would not be helpful yet insisted on CCA sooner with another provider. He went to Wake Med a few weeks ago because he wanted to “clear his head”, was there for a day, then had Peer Support services which ran out a couple of days ago. He stated he has court tomorrow and wanted to be able to show the judge he was trying to improve his life and hoped to have the CCA. He thinks he is getting the run around from Easter Seals, seeks to have SSI and employment. He requested a CCA soon so we set him up with a 1pm CCA with Triangle Counseling Agency, was advised to talk with Matthew. He prefers to be seen close to 2pm, he will ask Matthew to make adjustment. Rich Resnick LCASConsumer stated he would like to file concern about Easter Seals canceling last minute "especially since they wok from home". CCA set with Triangle Counseling Agency for tomorrow, 6/15/21 RR
DAVID LEE JONES
6/16/21 Call to complainant and spoke directly with him regarding his concerns. He confirmed that the agency called him and cancelled so close to his appointment when he really needed it. Complainant was angry regarding the matter and indicated that he has scheduled with another provider due to getting the run around from ESUCP. This writer explained the role of QM and next steps. The complainant confirmed permission to use his name when discussing the matter a well as his mailing address. Mailed acknowledgment letter to address listed.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/24/21 This writer contacted ESUCP QM  MGR, Phyllis Elliot and made her aware of the complainant's concerns. Per discussion, the information was emailed directly for review and response at phyllis.elliott@eastersealsucp.com.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/1/21 Agency response received indicating the following in the matter:"'Mr. Jones was initially scheduled for a CCA.  The clinician was ill on the scheduled date.  He was contacted that morning prior to the appointment and offered an opportunity to reschedule.  Mr. Jones became very angry and disrespectful to the staff scheduling the appointment.  He reported he would get his assessment somewhere else.  He had also requested Outpatient Therapy and  IPS Employment services.  Due to the leangthy waitlist, he was provided other resources."
7/2/21 This writer followed up with complainant to confirm that he was able to obtain the needed CCA and actions taken regarding this concerns. Based on agency review and confirming that the appt was cancelled due to unforeseen circumstances, willingness to assist member with rescheduling and referral to other resources available, case to be closed and tracked. Resolution letter mailed to complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		18

		11891		Hillary Vandewart		06/15/2021		THOMPSON		TAMMY		Guardian		Grievance		Quality of Services		Crisis - Inpatient				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		SBH-Raleigh, LLC dba Strategic Behavioral Center - Garner		1		25912 - THOMPSON, SAVANNAH		Black/African American		H= Hispanic, Other		Female		Johnston		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Mother/guardian of member expressed concerns about child's care while inpatient at Strategic Behavioral Health-Garner (6/1-6/14/21). Mother felt that hospital exhibited poor communication and poor discharge planning and did not take her concerns into consideration. Per mother, member reported that she did not do anything while at the hospital and did not talk about her issues, behaviors, symptoms, etc. Mother reported that she did attempt to speak with hospital SW but felt like she was not being listened to and felt that her concerns were not acknowledged. Mother reported that hospital SW seemed confused about why member was admitted to hospital and was not aware of the extent of member's self-injurious behaviors. Per mother, she was told that since member was doing fine in the hospital she would be discharged. Additionally, member's sister, was admitted to SBH Garner, a week prior 5/19-5/31/21, and mother expressed similar concerns. Mother felt that discussions about her concerns and need for higher level of care were not discussed or acknowledged. This member eloped shortly after discharge and was missing for several days until she was found and ultimately re-hospitalized.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Name, Number, Source to reflect guardian info, Un-Checked Grievance from Patient		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8260		07/14/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Mother/guardian of member expressed concerns about child's care while inpatient at Strategic Behavioral Health-Garner (6/1-6/14/21). Mother felt that hospital exhibited poor communication and poor discharge planning and did not take her concerns into consideration. Per mother, member reported that she did not do anything while at the hospital and did not talk about her issues, behaviors, symptoms, etc. Mother reported that she did attempt to speak with hospital SW but felt like she was not being listened to and felt that her concerns were not acknowledged. Mother reported that hospital SW seemed confused about why member was admitted to hospital and was not aware of the extent of member's self-injurious behaviors. Per mother, she was told that since member was doing fine in the hospital she would be discharged. Additionally, member's sister, was admitted to SBH Garner, a week prior 5/19-5/31/21, and mother expressed similar concerns. Mother felt that discussions about her concerns and need for higher level of care were not discussed or acknowledged. This member eloped shortly after discharge and was missing for several days until she was found and ultimately re-hospitalized.
[PT: Savannah Thompson				DOB: 3/17/07			ID: 25912]
6/18/21
This writer contacted Ms. Thompson via phone and discussed her concerns with her. She shared that Strategic did not do any of the discharge planning/work/coordination of care to get placements for both daughters. They didn’t cooperate with Light of Hope (Day Treatment, IIH agency) to get proper paperwork, intake, etc. Savannah was supposed to start at Light of Hope and needed an intake but hospital was not available to assist. They had to set up a new intake after she was discharged and she ran away before that was able to occur. 
Had to get Cassidi and Sabrina to help because they didn’t have paperwork. Light of Hope was amazing pushing everything through. Got nothing from Strategic that they needed. She reported that if she didn’t know how the system worked and how to get a placement, they wouldn’t have had any services in place. 
She stated that they would not listen to her concerns. Hospital was not recommending/making referrals. Told her they don’t have to make referrals. 
At this point, Savannah is going to a PRTF and Ashlyn is going to get IIH because they need someone to help get her into a PRTF. 
Hospital saying need a referral, police saying they can’t do anything because she is 15, Alliance is telling her that they need a clinical rec, need a home person, to do recommendation, they said services needed to be in place. Makes it very difficult for parents to understand and get services in place.  
This writer thanked her for the information and confirmed mailing address, stated we would be in touch.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst  
6/28/21
This writer contacted provider via phone and requested to be connected with Rachel Beal, CEO. This writer was informed that she no longer works at Strategic. This writer was connected to Qadriyyah Joyner, QI and Compliance Director. This writer left VM requesting a call back. 
This writer received a call back and discussed concern process with her. She provided her email address: qadriyyah.joyner@strategicbh.comand we agreed on a deadline of 7/6/21. This writer sent details for her review/response via email. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
7/7/21
This writer received written response from provider which can be summarized below:
•	Ashlyn Thompson:
o	Per discharge paperwork, she had appointments scheduled with Pathways and Ed Rubes.
o	Discharge and safety plan was reviewed with member and family.
o	Ms. Thompson requested a referral to day treatment be made and, while therapist reached out to a day treatment program, no formal referral was made. 
•	Savannah Thompson:
o	Per discharge paperwork, she had appointments scheduled with Pathways and Ed Rubes as well. She was scheduled to start at day treatment on 6/15. 
o	Discharge and safety plan was reviewed with member and family, although this required several attempts to reach guardians.
o	Therapist provided care coordination the necessary documents to make a referral to New Hope PRTF.
•	Overall, provider found there to be adequate discharge planning. However, the requested referral for day treatment was not completed for Ashlyn.
•	There were no grievances or concerns noted throughout either chart. Appears family had adequate communication from several professionals at the facility.
•	Internal review identified opportunities for improvement, particularly as it related to the follow-up on the referral for day treatment for Ashlyn. TO address this, the facility will follow these steps:
o	Discuss and document discharge planning during initial contact with guardian.
o	Review and document discharge plan during initial treatment team meeting.
o	Update family on progress of the discharge plans during last family session prior to discharge and document in family note.
o	Review and document the review of the discharge plan, including all referrals made and follow-up information prior to discharge. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
7/14/21
Based on provider’s response and corrective action steps, this writer plans to resolve and track concern moving forward. 
This writer contacted guardian to discuss provider’s feedback. She shared that a similar issue happened recently with another of her children, Abigail Thompson (DOB: 04/01/08). She stated that there were several issues stemming from a lack of communication between staff at SBH. She kept SW up to date on where she would be and informed staff that family was going to be on vacation for 4th of July. SBH sent police to her house for a wellness check because she wasn’t answering the home phone (she had given her cell phone number). There were other times where she came home to voicemails threatening police or social services when she had been out of the house for her internship. She would return calls and no one would be available (she works during day and doctor is gone by the time she calls back). She reported that there were concerns about the week SW and weekend SW not communicating. She also stated that there was a treatment team meeting that she wasn’t informed about. 
This writer inquired as to whether or not she had filed a grievance directly with SBH and she stated that she had today. She was told someone would contact her to discuss further.  
This writer suggested that we resolve concern as tracking and include this new information and that we give SBH the chance to implement the action steps and improve with regard to communication with guardians/discharge planning. She agreed. She also stated that Light of Hope may file an external stakeholder concern about issues getting paperwork from them. This writer shared that they could do this by calling Access and Info line. 
She went on to voice concerns about CC, Sabrina Howell, and stated she had already filed a grievance about her but that she said it was fine to keep her on the case because she has all of the background. She did state that Sabrina and her are butting heads and she can be rude. 
This writer thanked her for the feedback and again shared that this would be monitored and to not hesitate to let us know if issues persisted. She thanked this writer for the assistance. 
This writer then composed and sent resolution letter. Nothing further needed at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		29

		11893		Kristie White		06/15/2021		Hartley		Kenneth		Other		External Stakeholder Concern		Quality of Services		Crisis - Inpatient				Unknown Disability		Adult		Cumberland County Hospital System, Inc. dba Cape Fear Valley Health System		0		448826 - ROBINSON, DELILAH		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Halifax		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		[CID: 582613] Caller is the president of a DV shelter expressing concern around CFVH.  Caller reports that a 21-year-old female, Delilah Robinson (caller did not have her DOB), with severe mental illness was discharged to the streets of Fayetteville where she does not know anyone.  Caller is very concerned about her safety, fearful that she will be taken advantage of due to her "state of mind".  Caller reports that his shelter cannot accept her due to her behavior as a result of her severe mental illness.  Caller reports that this isn’t the first time CFVH has discharged a member to the streets, and he has talked to the facility before about his concerns with this practice.--R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC				Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8263		07/09/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		[CID: 582613] Caller is the president of a DV shelter expressing concern around CFVH. Caller reports that a 21-year-old female, Delilah Robinson (caller did not have her DOB), with severe mental illness was discharged to the streets of Fayetteville where she does not know anyone. Caller is very concerned about her safety, fearful that she will be taken advantage of due to her "state of mind". Caller reports that his shelter cannot accept her due to her behavior as a result of her severe mental illness. Caller reports that this isn’t the first time CFVH has discharged a member to the streets, and he has talked to the facility before about his concerns with this practice.--R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC
Patient: Delilah Robinson Patient ID: 448826 DOB: 08/10/1988
06/16/21-External stakeholder- against Cape Fear- member discharged to streets. KM Appeals Coordinator
06/18/21-Called Kenneth Hartley at 803-605-2868 about the elements of this concern and just concerned about the member since they been having a lot with Cape Fear. They will discharge them to the streets and these people need more help. Her dad and his friend brought her down to get her enrolled in this homeless shelter. The member started showing/acting out and he could not let her in the shelter since the women in the shelter are self-driven they go to work. They had to call 911 and they said she needs to go back to the hospital and they got her in the mental ward a couple of days. She called him and they cannot help her and this member is mentally ill and just been let back on the streets.  This member is being a 21-year-old with mental health issues and he is concerned that she will fall prey to the streets. This writer is reaching out to this external stakeholder for more information and also his address in order to be able to send him an acknowledgment email. KM Appeals Coordinator
06/22/21-Sending acknowledgment letter to Kenneth Hartley let him know it will be limited information on what I can give him but I will reach out to this provider. Reached out to  Mark Gronski, Administrative Director  (910) 615-3650, mgron2@capefearvalley.com and sent concern element email to be returned to this writer by 06/29/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
07/09/21-Received information back from Mark Gronski from Cape Fear with general discharge process due to not being able to track this specific member in their system. Called Kenneth Hartley 910-615-3650 let him know due to HIPAA cannot really discuss any specifics but in general I spoke with Cape Fear Hospital about their discharge information and we are closing this external concern and QM department will track for trends for this provider. Sent resolution concern letter and closing this as tracking.  KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		24

		11896		Kim Ware		06/16/2021		Ray		Carlotta		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Crisis - Mobile Crisis Management				Multi-Disability		Child (0-17)		Therapeutic Alternatives, Inc.		1		247175 - STEPHENS, TREVOR		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Caller is Alliance employee Carlotta Ray seeking to file a grievance against Therapeutic Alternatives- Cumberland-. Caller  reported that per report from DSS-  Therapeutic Alternatives told DSS to not call them regarding client needing crisis services again to call 911 because they have been to location (DSS group home) several times.  Caller stated that she spoke with DHHS and DHHS suggested to reach out to Therapeutic Alternatives regarding failure to respond to DSS group home regarding client being in crisis.		CORRECTIONS: TYPE CHANGED FROM EXTERNAL TO INTERNAL; DISABILITY CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO MULTI; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO NOT LICENSED; RESIDENTIAL AN ISSUE CHANGED FROM YES TO NO		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8257		06/28/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller is Alliance employee Carlotta Ray seeking to file a grievance against Therapeutic Alternatives- Cumberland-. Caller reported that per report from DSS- Therapeutic Alternatives told DSS to not call them regarding client needing crisis services again to call 911 because they have been to location (DSS group home) several times. Caller stated that she spoke with DHHS and DHHS suggested to reach out to Therapeutic Alternatives regarding failure to respond to DSS group home regarding client being in crisis.
TREVOR STEPHENS   ID: 247175   (DOB: 10/10/2007)
6/16/21 This writer reviewed information submitted. Acknowledgment emailed to internal complainant, Carlotta Ray MH/SUD Care Coordination Supervisor-Cumberland. Response received from Ms. Ray this writer noting “Thank you!  I hope the outcome is positive for our DSS partners.” Forwarded email thread received indicating that the complaint has also reached out to AH PND Specialist Ana Evan regarding the matter. Ms Evan has requested a consult so as not to duplicate efforts in the matter.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/25/21 This writer contacted Ms Evan as scheduled to discuss the concerns. Per her report she has reviewed the matter and spoken directly with the complaint to inquire as to the desired outcome. Per her report she explained to the complainant that AH is unable to require that Therapeutic Alternatives go out for every call made to them, however was willing to discuss the matter with the provider. Ms. Evan reports that the complainant also indicated that the hospital shouldn’t discharge to the facility which Ms. Evan explained was not in the purview of this situation at this time. The internal complainant began to discuss that there were 2-3 other members at the placement, however, Ms. Evan redirected her to the case specific to her internal concern submitted. Per Ms. Evan she contacted Bruce Womble and the discussed the matter. Per discussion, the group home-Safe Landing- called repeatedly for instances that were not instances considered crises, but more behavioral in nature (i.e property damage). Mr. Womble reports that each time that TA went to the group home that they deescalated and remained. Mr Womble reports staffing the cases with the agency Clinical Director, Erin Johnson who has agreed with agency response. Per Ms Evan, per her review, she is unable to confirm any issues with agency actions, role or contractual requirements. Per her report , the agency appears to be operating appropriately within its scope. The agency has offered to provide education to staff at the group home in regards to identifying crises vs a situation that is not deemed a crisis as well as de-escalation techniques. Mr. Womble confirmed that the group home was referred to 911 in one instance where a medical evaluation was deemed appropriate. Per Ms Evan, review of the member’s PCP as well as other members in the home indicates “call mobile crisis” on each crisis plan indicating “canned plans”. Per Ms. Evan she plans to follow up with Care Coordination (the internal complainant) to recommend that they provide technical assistance with the provider, Best Day Psychiatry for crisis plans specific to each member as required. Based on discussion in the matter, Ms. Evan has contacted the provider directly and indicated that this writer does not need to follow up with Therapeutic Alternatives. She reports that provider has been made aware of QM involvement due to internal concern submission. Ms. Evan has also indicated follow up with complainant. Ack/Res emailed to internal complainant with no further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		12

		11898		Hillary Vandewart		06/16/2021		Fagan		Kellie		Provider		External Stakeholder Concern		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Outpatient Services				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Restoration Family Services, Inc.		1		119486 - FORSYTHE, AVIYA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		Ms. Fagan reports that she is an MSW Intern with Wrenn House, which is a part of Haven House, Inc. (Wrenn House provides crisis shelter and/or respite for children).**  She is calling to report concerns about Maxine Tibbetts, reporting that Ms. Tibbetts works with Restoration Family Services, Inc.  Ms. Fagan reports that she was working on a crisis referral for a child that came into Wrenn House and spoke to Ms. Tibbetts as the identified therapist for the child.  

Ms. Fagan reported that the child came into Wrenn House on 6/9/2021 and returned home 6/12/2021.  When asked why the child came in, Ms. Fagan reported that “mom didn’t want her so she came to stay with us for 3 days.”  When I asked where the child went after leaving Wrenn House, Ms. Fagan reported that she thought she went home.  When I asked if the child is an Alliance consumer, Ms. Fagan reported that she is not sure – so I did not ask for the child’s name.

I received a call this morning from Ms. Fagan indicating she'd been directed to me to report her concerns.  I was able to speak with her directly to gather information.  
Per Ms. Fagan:
•	Ms. Tibbetts reported that the child’s mother came in to see her and told her that she’d seen a video of her daughter, in which her daughter was masturbating.
•	Ms. Tibbetts reported that the child’s mother also stated that there was a man in the video, also masturbating, but she was not sure if he was in the same room as the child.
•	Ms. Tibbets watched the entire video.
•	Ms. Tibbets could not (or would not) use proper language to describe what she saw in the video (instead of saying “masturbating” she reportedly said “he took his thingy out, played with it, and then he finished”) – the concern being that a therapist should be able to use proper language.
•	Ms. Fagan asked for a CPS report number, assuming that Ms. Tibbetts had reported this incident to CPS.
•	Ms. Tibbetts reported that she did not report this to CPS but that she “mandated the mom to report.”
•	Ms. Fagan reports she spoke with the mother, and the mother reported that she’d talked to the police, the police said they couldn’t do anything, and that the police officer she spoke to was ‘uncomfortable’ with the video.
•	Ms. Fagan reached out again to Ms. Tibbetts to inform that the mother had not reported and asked if she planned to report the incident.  Ms. Fagan reported that Ms. Tibbetts stated she “didn’t have time to report it so she didn’t.”  
•	Ms. Fagan shared that she finally reported the incident to CPS.  She reported that she has not heard anything back about her report, and to her knowledge, it is still being reviewed.  She also reported that she gave Ms. Tibbetts’ contact information as part of the CPS report for any follow up that might be needed.  

•	Ms. Tibbetts called and asked to speak to the child on 6/10/2021.  Ms. Fagan reported that they put the call on speakerphone, which has been approved by all management of Haven House, Inc.  
o	Ms. Fagan reported that at the time of the call, the child had not eaten anything.  Ms. Fagan reported that the staff had been offering the child food but she had chosen not to eat.
o	Ms. Fagan reports that Ms. Tibbetts, upon learning the child had not eaten, recommended that the Wrenn House staff ‘stop offering her food’, and then began yelling at the child about why she wasn’t eating.  
o	Ms. Tibbetts began yelling at the staff and asked to be taken off speakerphone.  Ms. Fagan was not present for the remainder of the phone call.


Per records in ACS, Maxine Tibbetts is an LCMHC-A, and she is linked with both Restoration Family Services, Inc. and Yelverton’s Enrichment Services, Inc.  Per the NC LCMHC Licensure Board, Ms. Tibbetts has an active Associate Level license (through 6/30/2021) with no disciplinary action.  




**Haven House, Inc. is contracted to provide Medicaid and State funded services with Alliance Health.  
- Kathy Mathis, LCAS - Investigator II		CORRECTIONS; Changed Disability to MH Only		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8264		07/12/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Ms. Fagan reports that she is an MSW Intern with Wrenn House, which is a part of Haven House, Inc. (Wrenn House provides crisis shelter and/or respite for children).**  She is calling to report concerns about Maxine Tibbetts, reporting that Ms. Tibbetts works with Restoration Family Services, Inc.  Ms. Fagan reports that she was working on a crisis referral for a child that came into Wrenn House and spoke to Ms. Tibbetts as the identified therapist for the child.  
Ms. Fagan reported that the child came into Wrenn House on 6/9/2021 and returned home 6/12/2021.  When asked why the child came in, Ms. Fagan reported that “mom didn’t want her so she came to stay with us for 3 days.”  When I asked where the child went after leaving Wrenn House, Ms. Fagan reported that she thought she went home.  When I asked if the child is an Alliance consumer, Ms. Fagan reported that she is not sure – so I did not ask for the child’s name.
I received a call this morning from Ms. Fagan indicating she'd been directed to me to report her concerns.  I was able to speak with her directly to gather information.  
Per Ms. Fagan:
•	Ms. Tibbetts reported that the child’s mother came in to see her and told her that she’d seen a video of her daughter, in which her daughter was masturbating.
•	Ms. Tibbetts reported that the child’s mother also stated that there was a man in the video, also masturbating, but she was not sure if he was in the same room as the child.
•	Ms. Tibbets watched the entire video.
•	Ms. Tibbets could not (or would not) use proper language to describe what she saw in the video (instead of saying “masturbating” she reportedly said “he took his thingy out, played with it, and then he finished”) – the concern being that a therapist should be able to use proper language.
•	Ms. Fagan asked for a CPS report number, assuming that Ms. Tibbetts had reported this incident to CPS.
•	Ms. Tibbetts reported that she did not report this to CPS but that she “mandated the mom to report.”
•	Ms. Fagan reports she spoke with the mother, and the mother reported that she’d talked to the police, the police said they couldn’t do anything, and that the police officer she spoke to was ‘uncomfortable’ with the video.
•	Ms. Fagan reached out again to Ms. Tibbetts to inform that the mother had not reported and asked if she planned to report the incident.  Ms. Fagan reported that Ms. Tibbetts stated she “didn’t have time to report it so she didn’t.”  
•	Ms. Fagan shared that she finally reported the incident to CPS.  She reported that she has not heard anything back about her report, and to her knowledge, it is still being reviewed.  She also reported that she gave Ms. Tibbetts’ contact information as part of the CPS report for any follow up that might be needed.  
•	Ms. Tibbetts called and asked to speak to the child on 6/10/2021.  Ms. Fagan reported that they put the call on speakerphone, which has been approved by all management of Haven House, Inc.  
o	Ms. Fagan reported that at the time of the call, the child had not eaten anything.  Ms. Fagan reported that the staff had been offering the child food but she had chosen not to eat.
o	Ms. Fagan reports that Ms. Tibbetts, upon learning the child had not eaten, recommended that the Wrenn House staff ‘stop offering her food’, and then began yelling at the child about why she wasn’t eating.  
o	Ms. Tibbetts began yelling at the staff and asked to be taken off speakerphone.  Ms. Fagan was not present for the remainder of the phone call.
Per records in ACS, Maxine Tibbetts is an LCMHC-A, and she is linked with both Restoration Family Services, Inc. and Yelverton’s Enrichment Services, Inc.  Per the NC LCMHC Licensure Board, Ms. Tibbetts has an active Associate Level license (through 6/30/2021) with no disciplinary action.  
**Haven House, Inc. is contracted to provide Medicaid and State funded services with Alliance Health.  
- Kathy Mathis, LCAS - Investigator II
6/21/21
This writer called and LVM with Ms. Fagan requesting a call back to discuss concern.
This writer received a call back from Ms. Fagan and discussed concerns with her in detail. She shared that she had since been informed that CPS was not going to be investigating. 
She shared that her main concern is that the therapist watched the whole video. She should not have personally viewed this. Additionally, child is survivor of being raped by foster dad at 4, and the therapist could not even use appropriate language to discuss the video. 
Regarding the issue with the speakerphone, she stated that she verbally berated staff for having her pn speakerphone even though this is their policy (if youth agrees for speakerphone). 
She also added that mom had told therapist that child stays in the car all day while she is at work. Therapist did tell her that it wasn’t appropriate but did not report to CPS. “Solution” was to put a video camera in the child’s room, which is also not appropriate. She is concerned that none of these things have been reported to CPS. 
This writer thanked her for the info and confirmed that correspondence could be sent to Wrenn House address. This writer also asked for her to try to confirm whether or not the child is an Alliance member and to let this writer know what she finds out. She agreed. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/22/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement letter to complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/30/21
This writer has not received any update from Ms. Fagan regarding whether or not the concern is related to an Alliance member. This writer contacted her via phone to follow up—left a detailed message outlining reason for call and asking for a call back. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
7/2/21
This writer has not received a response from Ms. Fagan and thus still does not know whether or not this consumer is an Alliance Health member. This writer then contacted provider: Patricia Price Quality Assurance Director, via phone at 919-938-9502 x6 and LVM requesting a call back.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
7/7/21
This writer received VM from Ms. Price returning call. This writer then contacted her again to discuss concern. This writer requested that she looks into the matter and provides a response by 7/13. She agreed. This writer then sent concern elements via email.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
7/9/21
This writer received response from provider to include letter from DSS which states that they will not be investigating the matter. The provider was able to ascertain that the member is an Alliance consumer—Aviya Forsyth. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
7/12/21
This writer reviewed provider’s response which can be summarized below:
•	Clinician did not watch the entire video. She reviewed it per the mother’s request and advised she take it to the police department. 
•	Clinician did file a DSS report on 6/23 which was not accepted for investigation as child is receiving therapy and this does not rise to the level of abuse/neglect. Report also stated that there is no indication that the child’s need are not being me and that the caretaker has caused any harm to the child.
•	Clinician did inquire with Wrenn House’s Clinical supervisor of Clinician being on speaker phone with client which breach client confidentially that is based on confidentially laws.
This writer has not received a return call from complainant. At this time, this writer will resolve the concern based on response and documentation received from provider. At this time, concerns have been reported to DSS by both parties and DSS has made a determination not to investigate further. 
This concern will be resolved and tracked for potential trends. This writer composed and sent resolution letter to external stakeholder. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		26

		11899		Todd Parker		06/16/2021		GRIFFIN		PAMELA		Consumer		Grievance		LME/MCO Functions		Unknown		TCLI		Mental Health Only		Adult		Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		1		70042 - GRIFFIN, PAMELA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		1		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Caller is calling to file a grievance against an alliance employee. caller stated that she wanted to file a grievance against  "Vita" caller did not have last name. writer looked on alliance directory and there was no Vita on directory and writer informed caller of that. caller then reports that alliance employee never helped caller with removing washer and dryer from her apartment that is not working.  caller reports that alliance employee was suppose to replace washer and dryer and stated that he never happened. writer was able to look in Jiva and no "vita" was found. writer was able to see notes from Lave Wilson as well as Sara Smith regarding incident that caller is referring to.				Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8262		07/09/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller is calling to file a grievance against an alliance employee. caller stated that she wanted to file a grievance against "Vita" caller did not have last name. writer looked on alliance directory and there was no Vita on directory and writer informed caller of that. caller then reports that alliance employee never helped caller with removing washer and dryer from her apartment that is not working. caller reports that alliance employee was suppose to replace washer and dryer and stated that he never happened. writer was able to look in Jiva and no "vita" was found. writer was able to see notes from Lave Wilson as well as Sara Smith regarding incident that caller is referring to.
PT:  Pamela Griffin		DOB:  1/8/64			ID:  70042
6-21-21
This writer attempted to contact grievant at the number provided. Writer reached a generic vm. Writer left a general message for grievant to return his call. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager

6-23-21
Writer attempted to contact grievant at the number provided.  A female answered the phone. When writer identified himself and said he was calling from Alliance Health, the person hung the phone up. Writer composed and mailed and Ack letter as he was unable to acknowledge the grievance. Writer will make another attempt to contact grievant prior to contacting the staff’s supervisor.
T. Parker
I&G Manager

6-25-21
Writer attempted to contact grievant again at the number provided. The person who answered informed “you have the wrong number”. Writer composed and sent an Info Needed letter with a response date of 7/9/21. If writer has not heard back from grievant by that time, the case will be resolved based on no contact with grievant. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager
6-29-21
This writer received a vm from grievant informing she received letters from this writer but she is not clear what the letters were about. Grievant left a phone number (919-207-8015) which is different from the number in ACS that writer was calling. Writer updated the number and called grievant. Grievant’s vm included her first and last names. Writer left a detailed message requesting grievant return his call. Writer informed grievant that he had been calling a different number for her and that he has updated it. Writer informed he was calling about the grievance she filed. Writer will await a return call from grievant. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager
6-30-21
10:05 am: Writer called grievant at the number provided on 6-29-21. Grievant asked that writer call her back later. 
1:47 pm: Writer called grievant back and attempted to get some clarity on grievant’s concerns. Grievant was difficult to follow as she appeared to change from subject to subject. She mentioned that she was currently receiving por quality services from Easter Seals and that she was switching providers to SouthLight. She mentioned not wanting CST services but wanting to keep her PSS. This writer redirected grievant multiple times to try to understand the issue she filed the grievance about. Writer was able to determine that grievanrt’s main concern was that a washer and dryer were purchased for her when she moved into her apartment. She says they did not work and “Miss Vita” [LaVe Wilson] was supposed to have them removed; she never did. Writer was able to help grievant understand that the name of the staff is LaVe. She indicated that she did recognize that to be the name of the staff in question.  Writer attempted to explain the grievance resolution process to grievant. She responded that she understood. Writer informed that he will be in contact with the staff’s manager to get some clarity about the washer and dryer. Writer informed that the response may be that housing services may not be able to support removal of the machines since the service is time limited. Writer assured grievant he will contact Ms. Wilson’s supervisor to share her concerns. Writer assured grievant he will contact her with any information he finds. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager

7-1-21
Writer emailed supervisor of Ms. Wilson (TJ Hayes) to share her concerns re: the washer and dryer. Writer received a quick response from Ms. Hayes informing that Ms. Wilson is no longer working with grievant. She shared that the program is time-limited. She shared that, since grievant is no longer receiving the service, she will need to make arrangements to either repair the washer and dryer or to purchase a new one. Ms. Hayes indicates that grievant has complained about this issue previously and was provided this information. Writer searched grievances and did not find any information /cases related this issue. Writer will contact grievant and share the information received from Ms. Hayes.
T. Parker, I&G Manager

7-8-21
Writer attempted to contact grievant to share information received from Ms. Hayes but was unable to reach her or to leave a vm as the mailbox was full. Writer will make another attempt to contact complainant before sending resolution letter. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager

7-9-21
Writer attempted to contact grievant again to share information received from Ms. Hayes. Writer was unable to reach grievant or leave a message as the mailbox was full. Writer composed and mailed the Res letter to member. No further action.
T. Parker, I&G Manager		Undetermined		1		1		0		23

		11900		Kim Ware		06/16/2021						Anonymous		Grievance		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Developmental Disabilities Only				ShineLight, Inc.		1		'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Durham		0		1		In-State		Supervised Living 5600 C (Adult with Intellectual/Developmental Disabilities)		0		0		Care navigator received a call from another member's guardian that she witnessed Samuel be shoved by a Shinelight staff named Deonne (spelling may be incorrect). Guardian reported that she was dropping off her grandson (who lives at Hawfield) to the Flatrock group home because staff were unavailable at the Hawfield group home.The guardian is concerned for retaliation against her grandson so she does not want her name used. S has reported she has witnessed staff, Trevonne, shoving her grandson a few weeks ago when she picked him up but did not want to file a grievance for fear of retaliation. We are seeking other placement for him ASAP.				DHSR		Referred to External Lic or State Agency		8270		06/23/2021		Resolved/Completed		DHSR		Care navigator received a call from another member's guardian that she witnessed Samuel be shoved by a Shinelight staff named Deonne (spelling may be incorrect). Guardian reported that she was dropping off her grandson (who lives at Hawfield) to the Flatrock group home because staff were unavailable at the Hawfield group home.The guardian is concerned for retaliation against her grandson so she does not want her name used. S has reported she has witnessed staff, Trevonne, shoving her grandson a few weeks ago when she picked him up but did not want to file a grievance for fear of retaliation. We are seeking other placement for him ASAP.
ANONYMOUS  NO PT ID
6/23/21 No letter due to anonymity and limited information. Due to nature of concern, this writer made call to DHSR complaint intake unit (919) 855-4500. This writer spoke with complaint intake staff “Kim” and made her aware of the grievance information submitted although limited. Issues regarding shoving of members and no staff availability at one of the homes: Summer at 6350 Hawfield Dr. Fayetteville, NC and College Lakes at 5104 Flatrock Dr. Fayetteville, NC. Case to be closed based on DHSR referral. Any subsequent correspondence received from DHSR to be noted in follow up. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		UNDETERMINED-referred to DHSR		1		1		0		7

		11901		Hillary Vandewart		06/16/2021		BUNCH		KESHIA		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Client Rights		Innovation Services (non-residential)		Community Navigation		Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Community Partnerships, Inc.		1		11854 - CARLO, ANJELICA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		1.  Met with the provider agency concerning policy 8p and the duplication of services as it relates to Community Navigation.  
2.  This service does not duplicate care coordination. Care coordination under managed care includes 
the development of the ISP, completing or gathering evaluations inclusive of the re-evaluation of the 
level of care, monitoring the implementation of the ISP, choosing service providers, coordination of 
benefits and monitoring the health and safety of the beneficiary consistent with 42 CFR 438.208(c).
3.  Reviewed this portion of the Policy.
4. Discussed the importance of providing support to the member based on policy and procedure.
5.  Member is not her own guardian current provider is advocating for the mother.
6.  Provider agency is advocating for the members mother and not the member.  She is the program director and not the assigned Community Navigator.  
7.  There was a previous complaint with this provider agency and specifically Jeanette Kelly.

This member is not her own guardian.  The member has stated she wants to live in the group home.  She was discharged from the group home due to the involvement of the Community Navigator's involvement.  We are spending countless hours engaging with this particular provider agency and parent.  We have yet to establish the medically necessary services provided by the Innovations Waiver due to the issues with this mother and now the provider agency.  This case was transferred to this team due to the previous teams inability to establish services and work collaboratively with the parent.  Now the parent is being supported by a provider agency that has the team exhausting time going back and forth filing grievances, changing provider agencies, reassigning the case, mean while the members needs are not being met by the Innovations Waiver.		CORRECTIONS: Connected member to grievance		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8266		06/23/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		1.  Met with the provider agency concerning policy 8p and the duplication of services as it relates to Community Navigation.  
2.  This service does not duplicate care coordination. Care coordination under managed care includes the development of the ISP, completing or gathering evaluations inclusive of the re-evaluation of the level of care, monitoring the implementation of the ISP, choosing service providers, coordination of benefits and monitoring the health and safety of the beneficiary consistent with 42 CFR 438.208(c).
3.  Reviewed this portion of the Policy.
4. Discussed the importance of providing support to the member based on policy and procedure.
5.  Member is not her own guardian current provider is advocating for the mother.
6.  Provider agency is advocating for the members mother and not the member.  She is the program director and not the assigned Community Navigator.  
7.  There was a previous complaint with this provider agency and specifically Jeanette Kelly.
This member is not her own guardian.  The member has stated she wants to live in the group home.  She was discharged from the group home due to the involvement of the Community Navigator's involvement.  We are spending countless hours engaging with this particular provider agency and parent.  We have yet to establish the medically necessary services provided by the Innovations Waiver due to the issues with this mother and now the provider agency.  This case was transferred to this team due to the previous team’s inability to establish services and work collaboratively with the parent.  Now the parent is being supported by a provider agency that has the team exhausting time going back and forth filing grievances, changing provider agencies, reassigning the case, meanwhile the members needs are not being met by the Innovations Waiver.
[PT: Anjelica Carlo				DOB: 11/25/90				ID: 11854]
6/22/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		7

		11902		Hillary Vandewart		06/17/2021		Gibbs		LaKenya		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Caring Hands and Supplementary Enrichment Education, LLC		1		27029 - KANG, JOHN		Asian		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		Provider Caring Hands and Supplementary Enrichment Education, LLC billed retainer payments for this member for the months of March- May 2021.  This member has exceeded the use of retainer payment.  This provider has been previously informed that member exceeded the use of retainer payments.  LaKenya Gibbs, MA, CMC 6/17/2021		CORRECTIONS: Changed Disability to Developmental		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8267		07/08/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Provider Caring Hands and Supplementary Enrichment Education, LLC billed retainer payments for this member for the months of March- May 2021. This member has exceeded the use of retainer payment.  This provider has been previously informed that member exceeded the use of retainer payments.  LaKenya Gibbs, MA, CMC 6/17/2021
[PT: John Kang					DOB: 11/2/79				ID: 27029]
6/21/21
This appears to be related to #11608 which was referred to SIU. This writer reached out to SIU (Tanya Held) via email to see if they would be taking this as well.
Tanya responded and stated that SIU would be conducting regular audits of retainer payments to identify any that had been made in excess of the limit. She copied Matt Ruppel, Director of Program Integrity, as he has been responsible for these audits. This writer inquired as to whether or not QM needed to do anything further. Matt replied that he would be reaching out to Sara Wilson (Senior Director of Government Relations) to see if retainer payments were reset in April, and if the State provided any guidance on recovering overpayments when the limits have been exceeded. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/23/21
This writer is awaiting feedback from SIU. This writer composed and sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
7/2/21
This writer followed up with Matt to see if any feedback had been received from the state. He responded and stated that Compliance is still waiting for a response.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
7/8/21
This writer has still not received any updates. Based on referral to SIU and delay in receiving feedback from the state, this writer will go ahead and resolve concern. Any updates received from SIU will be included in follow-up.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Undetermined--Referred to SIU for review and follow-up		1		1		0		21

		11903		Kristie White		06/17/2021		GILL		Gary		Guardian		Grievance		Access to Services		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Autism Society of Cumberland County		1		271142 - GILL, PAUL		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Mr. Gary Gill, LRP/Father called the CN stating that he is upset because the agency (Autism Society of NC) knew about the staff putting in his two weeks notice and failed to identify a trained staff to replace him.  Mr. Gill is upset because he has been missing work to monitor Paul because of not having a worker and this has been going on for almost a month now.  Mr. Gill wants something done about this agency's lack of providing services they are responsible for rendering.		Mr. Gill would like for someone to call him concerning this matter (910) 551-8441		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8265		07/09/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Mr. Gary Gill, LRP/Father called the CN stating that he is upset because the agency (Autism Society of NC) knew about the staff putting in his two weeks’ notice and failed to identify a trained staff to replace him. Mr. Gill is upset because he has been missing work to monitor Paul because of not having a worker and this has been going on for almost a month now. Mr. Gill wants something done about this agency's lack of providing services they are responsible for rendering. Mr. Gill would like for someone to call him concerning this matter (910) 551-8441.
Patient: Paul Gill Patient ID: 271142 DOB: 03/18/2000
06/17/21-Grievance against Autism Society of NC re. lack of access to services. KM Appeals Coordinator
06/22/21-Called Mr. Garyl Gill at 910-551-8441 to discuss the grievance he was screaming and I informed him to lower his voice first. He said it started with Covid-19 when he was Paul was being home schooled. He requested that one of the staff that was out of work also due to school being out to come to his house and do computer with Paul. Autism Society and Alliance said he could not do that since it was double dipping.  His son beats up his mom on a computer camera before everyone saw Paul needed this help. Mr. Blue got another job and could not do CAP services and they did zero for the first week and he called them and they said they still did not have anyone. His last day was Thursday and the new guy could not do Friday and no service and no services. The other CAP worked only can work a certain amount hour a week. We are in 6-7 weeks in and no weekend services and barely week services. They will not follow-up on he is very upset. Verified his address and let him know this writer will be sending an acknowledgment letter. Called Kerri Erb at 1-800-442-2762 ext 11022 discussed this grievance and was told to send concern element email to Tim Ferreira tferreira@autismsociety-nc.org and cc kerb@autismsociet-nc.org to be returned by 06/29/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
07/08/21-Per Tim Ferreira Director of Quality & Compliance states, “5/7 – DSP submitted his two-week notice, with 5/20 being his last day; QP notified our regional Staffing Specialist & the Regional Director on this same day that DSP had submitted his 2-week notice; QP also informed that father (Gary Gill). QP believes it was that same day, but if it wasn't, it was within a day or two of that date. 5/21 – There was a gap in staffing on this day that occurred in between the last day of previous staff and the first day of new staff. 5/24 – New staff started to work with Paul and was/is able to cover the shifts that the previous staff regularly worked, except for the weekends. Shortly after the new staff started to work, his mother passed away, which resulted in a lack of staff for Paul during this time. As a result of that staff being out unexpectedly (6/2-6/11), the entire schedule was not able to be covered. 6/23 – QP communicated to Mr. Gill on this day, that the new staff would now be able to start covering every other weekend, with the upcoming weekend being the first time and that we were continuing to look for staff that can cover the remainder of the hours Paul is authorized for It should be noted, that we had previously identified 2 staff that would be good matches, but weren’t successful in fully linking Paul with them. One of the matches is an existing staff that we were ultimately unable to link with Paul. The other staff is a new hire, but has not been responsive to a background check requirement that we need to sort out. We are continuing to look for suitable staff that will be a good match for Paul and his father and there has been ongoing communication regarding staffing with Mr. Gill, since his staff put in his 2 weeks’ notice.” Called member guardian/father Gary Gill at 910-551-8441 to discuss this resolution. Per parent he is still very upset with this provider. I let him know he can change to another provider by reaching out to Access Department to see who is in his area and accepting new patients. Mr. Gill refuses saying it will take to long to get services for his son. his son can get services. He is requesting a meeting from Care Navigator and Alliance and DHHS and per Jiva notes Nikki Edwards has been working with him. Mr. Gill  really upset and wants to speak to management on this issue. Reaching out to my manager TParker about the issue and was advised to reach out to contact Care Navigator NEdwards about this. Reached out to NEdwards and advised her that we in QM do not organize meetings between agency or DHHS. It appears member father Mr.Gill seem to have issue with level of care and it needs to be addressed through Care Navigator. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/09/21-The response from provider of the staffing issue has been resolved. This writer is closing this grievance and sending complainant resolution letter and closing the grievance as tracking.  KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		22

		11910		Kim Ware		06/18/2021		DAVIS		ANTWAN		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Beyond Challenges Community Services, LLC		1		58280 - DAVIS, ANTWAN		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		1		In-State		Supervised Living 5600 F (Alternative family Living)		1		1		Caller reports that he is dissatisfied with services at his ASL home. Caller reports that he spoke to the owner Mr. Davis and asked if he could go home. Mr Davis told him yes but only for 1 day. Caller reports that he has not been home in 2 years and doesn't understand why he will only get 1 day instead of the weekend. Caller reports that he later spoke to ASL staff Jaquetta and asked her to ask Mr Davis why he only gets 1 day. Caller states that Jaquetta spoke to Mr Davis who told her that he can only get 1 day at home and he doesn't want to discuss it further. Caller reports that the staff there does not care and that he gets treated like a child. He states that his roommates have handicaps but he is high functioning and they don't treat him like he is a grown man.  The location of the asl home is 910 Dabney Drive Henderson NC 27536 (Vance County). The callers direct phone number is 984-244-4530. He prefers to be followed up on this phone number.		CORRECTIONS: NATURE CHANGED FROM OTHER TO QUALITY		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8272		07/14/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller reports that he is dissatisfied with services at his ASL home. Caller reports that he spoke to the owner Mr. Davis and asked if he could go home. Mr Davis told him yes but only for 1 day. Caller reports that he has not been home in 2 years and doesn't understand why he will only get 1 day instead of the weekend. Caller reports that he later spoke to ASL staff Jaquetta and asked her to ask Mr Davis why he only gets 1 day. Caller states that Jaquetta spoke to Mr Davis who told her that he can only get 1 day at home and he doesn't want to discuss it further. Caller reports that the staff there does not care and that he gets treated like a child. He states that his roommates have handicaps but he is high functioning and they don't treat him like he is a grown man. The location of the asl home is 910 Dabney Drive Henderson NC 27536 (Vance County). The callers direct phone number is 984-244-4530. He prefers to be followed up on this phone number.
ANTWAN DAVIS     ID: 58280   (DOB: 9/10/1991)
6/25/21 This writer made call to number listed in grievance information (984) 244-4530; number not accepting calls at this time. This writer called another number found for member due to member calling other QAAs (984) 244-4560. This writer spoke directly with Mr. Davis regarding his concerns. Mr. Davis explained that he did go visit his family, but that it was only for one day. He reports that he enjoyed the visit, but needed more time and needs more freedom at the home. He reports that he feels that the staff does not care about him and wanted to know what this writer could do about his situation. This writer explained the role of QM and next steps. This writer inquired if Mr. Davis had discussed the matter with his assigned guardian, Vivian Harris. He reports that he has but that she won’t do anything. He reports that he is tired of the situation and needs his freedoms because he will be 30 years old. This writer confirmed mailing address and permission to use name when discussing the matter with the provider.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/7/21 This wrier reached out to agency contact in regards to concern and left vm message. This writer emailed the grievance information directly for review to both the provider and the member’s guardian for review and response. To be noted the matter is duplicative in nature in that the member filed # 11400 and 10560 where the matter is addressed.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/12/21 This writer received the following response from the member’s assigned guardian Vivian Harris via email: “ I can certainly share that AD is very aware of why he has not been given overnight visits, again, with family.  His lastl visit, he met a man on facebook, secretly met him after his mom was asleep.  Had unprotected sex with this stranger behind a building somewhere and when he returned home told that residential staff person that he was in pain and then told her why.  This prompted a visit to doctor for HIV testing as well as an attempted meeting with AD, again, to explain the dangers of meeting people that he believes to be his "best friend" on face book and all the dangers that come with those encounters, from HIV to kidnapping to death.  He continues to not get it.  There is a process set up with this provider where if he does meet someone in this manner that he can met them with a staff person close by to assure safety, etc.  He does not like this and continues to try and find a way to meet his "best friends" without there being any oversight, etc.  His biggest issue is an ingrained belief that he has absolutely no disability and the only reason he has a guardian is because he was put in the "system" as a child and now he just wants out.

As far as not being treated fair, I cannot address that other than to say this is new and may have started when he "took" a persons expensive watch who was visiting the home and said he did not know where it was and had not seen it only for it to show up in his room sometime later.  When I spoke to him about this a few weeks ago he admitted that yes he took it.  People come in his room and take his things so he can go and take things if he wants.  This was the first time I had any mention of  "people taking his things" so I was suspicious of the statement as he tells me everything as soon as he thinks he has been "wronged" and when I attempted to explain that taking other peoples belongings is not how we deal with perceived wrongs, he did not think there was any other way to deal with it and hung up on me.”(K.WARE,QAA)

7/13/21 This writer received  response from the provider indicating reasons for the limited overnight visits citing health and safety concerns as well as member inconsistency with follow thorough. Provider also indicates adhering to COVID 19 precautions and postponement of visits as well as past incidents. This writer thanked both the provider and guardian for their responses and for working together in the matter.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/14/21 Based on agency and guardian response, case to be closed. This wrier made call to member to discuss action steps taken and to refer him to work with his provider and guardian regarding his concerns; left vm message. Resolution letter mailed to complainant. Any follow up communication with member to be noted. No further action by provider or this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		non-issue		1		1		0		26

		11911		Todd Parker		06/18/2021		Quintana		Edna		Consumer		Grievance		Access to Services		Unknown				Does Not Apply		Adult		Not Defined		0		394196 - Quintana, Edna		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		CID583090. Mrs. Quintana reported Roosevelt Richard told her she was out of town for two weeks and that Ms. Branch would be in touch with her. Mrs. Quintana left a message for him and he has not called her back. Mrs. Quintana reported that last Monday June 14th she met with Ramona Branch at her home 712 Carolina Pines Avenue, Raleigh, NC 27603 about past police harassment and social injustice. Member stated she was told she'd get a call back from Ms. Branch. Ms. Branch gave her a phone number 884-227-0333 and no voicemail was set up. Ms. Branch gave her a business card with her office number 919-651-8821, member left a message on the June 16th. Ms. Branch left a message on Mrs. Quintana's answering machine that she'd call her next Monday. Mrs. Quintana attempted to reach Ms. Branch today at 844-227-0333 and voicemail is still not set up. Mrs. Quintana would like a result.		Withdrawn. Unable to contact member.		Not Defined				8261				Not Defined		Not Defined		CID583090. Mrs. Quintana reported Roosevelt Richard told her she was out of town for two weeks and that Ms. Branch would be in touch with her. Mrs. Quintana left a message for him and he has not called her back. Mrs. Quintana reported that last Monday June 14th she met with Ramona Branch at her home 712 Carolina Pines Avenue, Raleigh, NC 27603 about past police harassment and social injustice. Member stated she was told she'd get a call back from Ms. Branch. Ms. Branch gave her a phone number 884-227-0333 and no voicemail was set up. Ms. Branch gave her a business card with her office number 919-651-8821, member left a message on the June 16th. Ms. Branch left a message on Mrs. Quintana's answering machine that she'd call her next Monday. Mrs. Quintana attempted to reach Ms. Branch today at 844-227-0333 and voicemail is still not set up. Mrs. Quintana would like a result.
PT:  Edna Quintana			DOB:  1-27-47			ID: 394196
6-21-21
 Writer attempted to contact grievant at the number provided. Writer got a message indicating the number “has been disconnected or no longer in service”.  Writer will attempt to reach grievant again another day. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager

6-25-21
Writer still unable to reach complainant via telephone to verify complaint. Complaint will be withdrawn. If member calls, a new complaint will be filed. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager		Withdrawn - unable to reach member		0		1		1		(44,365)

		11915		Kim Ware		06/21/2021		Robinson		Laura		Parent		External Stakeholder Concern		Client Rights		Crisis - Inpatient				Mental Health Only		18-20		Keystone WSNC, LLC dba Old Vineyard Behavioral Health Services		1		468503 - ROBINSON, RONEA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		[CID: 583237] Caller is mother, not legal guardian, calling regarding member currently hospitalized at Old Vineyard.  Caller does not give permission for her name to be used during discussion about the issue with the provider.  Caller is concerned for member and wishes for her to return home, reports that member has been held over 72 hours and is hungry, does not have clothes, only scrubs, and is scared, is around strangers and medicated, sounding "drowsy" over the phone.  Caller reports being a home health aide and has set up her aftercare, reports that she will ensure that member takes her meds and connects with aftercare treatment.  Caller has spoken with Dr. Reddy, and nurses Christie and Bernadette and does not understand why they won't discharger her.  Caller reports that member isn't acting out, is being "quiet", taking her meds, cooperating, and "doing well".  Caller reports member's "code" at the facility is 46217.  Caller wants member to be discharged and returned home, reports that all the supports will be in place when she comes home, all aftercare will be set up and she will ensure member takes her meds.--R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8295		07/20/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		[CID: 583237] Caller is mother, not legal guardian, calling regarding member currently hospitalized at Old Vineyard. Caller does not give permission for her name to be used during discussion about the issue with the provider. Caller is concerned for member and wishes for her to return home, reports that member has been held over 72 hours and is hungry, does not have clothes, only scrubs, and is scared, is around strangers and medicated, sounding "drowsy" over the phone. Caller reports being a home health aide and has set up her aftercare, reports that she will ensure that member takes her meds and connects with aftercare treatment. Caller has spoken with Dr. Reddy, and nurses Christie and Bernadette and does not understand why they won't discharger her. Caller reports that member isn't acting out, is being "quiet", taking her meds, cooperating, and "doing well". Caller reports member's "code" at the facility is 46217. Caller wants member to be discharged and returned home, reports that all the supports will be in place when she comes home, all aftercare will be set up and she will ensure member takes her meds.--R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC
6/24/21 Call to complainant; no vm available. (K.WARE,QAA)
6/28/21 Call; no response. Ack mailed to external stakeholder. Review of information available in JIVA indicates member hospital discharge date of 6/24/21 with aftercare scheduled with Monarch. Member did not attend appointment. AH CC plans to continue to monitor for 30 days post hospital discharge.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/18/21 This writer made call and spoke directly to complainant. This writer explained the purpose of call and role of QM. This writer confirmed with complainant that she is not the legal guardian and discussed limitation of exchange of information due to HIPAA. Ms. Robinson stated that she understood. She wanted someone to know that her daughter was not treated respectfully while at the hospital. She reports that they did not physically harm her but mistreated her by forcing her to take a shower and making her phone calls shortened. She also reports that her daughter told her that staff threatened her by making fists in front of her. She reports that when she called to speak with her daughter she was told that the daughter did not want to speak with her which she does not believe. Ms Robinson reports that she believed her daughter would only be at the hospital, be assessed, received a med and discharged home, however, she was sent to Old Vineyard. Since the date of the concern submission her daughter was discharged home. 
7/19/21 Call to Director of Performance Improvement and Risk Mgmt , Susan Keel Anderson (336) 794-4386, and made her awer of the concern submitted without the use of complainant or member’s name per complainant’s request. This writer informed Ms Anderson that the matter would be tracked and recommended agency monitor the matter for any quality improvement purposes as applicable.
7/20/21 This writer contacted Ms Robinson to inform her that a resolution letter will be mailed although limited information given due to HIPAA. This writer referred Ms. Robinson to the AH 24 hr access and information line for her daughter in the event that the daughter, who is her own guardian, needed assistance with locating a provider. She reports that her daughter had been connected to a provider and that she is in the process of getting guardianship. Ms. Robinson thanked this writer. Based on agency notification with limited information to include no complainant or pt information, case to be closed. No further action by this writer at this time.  (K.WARE,QAA)		undetermined		1		1		0		29

		11917		Hillary Vandewart		06/21/2021		Pegram		Katherine		Guardian		Grievance		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Residential Services (include Innovations)		Community Networking		Multi-Disability		Adult		Michael's Place, Inc.		1		29394 - EVANS, RASHENE		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		1		In-State		Other		1		1		LRP Katherine Pegram is in the hospital and has been contacting CN Bridget Briggs (bbriggs@alliancehealthplan.org) regarding concern about the safety and well-being of the individual. On 6/17/2021, SC contacted Dr. Joyce Young (michaels.place07@yahoo.com), provider, to check on the individual and make sure she is at the group home. Provider stated that the individual is in the group home and is doing well. SC documented the Provider's statement in Jiva. SC also sent an email requesting for additional staff's names and numbers as SC had difficulty contacting Provider at the group home, also documented in Jiva. LRP left 5 voicemails for CN over the weekend with more concerns about the individual's well-being. CN filed a report with APS on 6/21/2021. Erica Tillman, MA/QP, NADD-DDS 6/21/2021		CORRECTIONS: Changed Disability to Developmental		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8273		07/15/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		LRP Katherine Pegram is in the hospital and has been contacting CN Bridget Briggs (bbriggs@alliancehealthplan.org) regarding concern about the safety and well-being of the individual. On 6/17/2021, SC contacted Dr. Joyce Young (michaels.place07@yahoo.com), provider, to check on the individual and make sure she is at the group home. Provider stated that the individual is in the group home and is doing well. SC documented the Provider's statement in Jiva. SC also sent an email requesting for additional staff's names and numbers as SC had difficulty contacting Provider at the group home, also documented in Jiva. LRP left 5 voicemails for CN over the weekend with more concerns about the individual's well-being. CN filed a report with APS on 6/21/2021. Erica Tillman, MA/QP, NADD-DDS 6/21/2021
[PT: Rashene Evans				DOB: 4/30/80				ID: 29394]
6/23/21
This writer reached out to CN Bridget Briggs and requested more information regarding contacting complainant and what the safety concerns were. She shared the phone number of the hospital where Ms. Pegram is and confirmed mailing address. She also shared the voicemails she received and confirmed that she had filed an APS report regarding the matter.
This writer listened to voicemails which alleged that Dr. Young (QP and “Guardian Representative”) as well as other staff (Demetra and Mike Benjamin) were beating her daughter, throwing her in the water, and sexually harassing her. She reported that they put her outside naked, hit her in the head, smoked crack in the house, and various other allegations. 
This writer reviewed member’s diagnoses and recent Jiva notes and noted that she has a history of psychosis, paranoia and inpatient hospitalizations.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/24/21
This writer reviewed Jiva notes for member and noted that member is no longer at hospital where this writer could have reached her via phone. 
This writer reached out to CN, Bridget Briggs, and SIC, Erica Tillman, to see if either of them had any updated contact info for her or if there was any update regarding the APS report. 
Both replied that they had not heard from her and did not have a contact number for her, that her contact info is listed as Dr. Young’s and she typically just calls Bridget’s office and leaves a message if she wants to get in touch.
Bridget also shared that Katherine has given her permission to speak with Dr. Young again; however, due to DHSR and DSS being involved, she is being very mindful regarding how to proceed.  She reported that she has spoken with DSS Durham County; however, Ebony (DSS Caseworker) is continuing in her investigation and findings are not yet available.  
This writer determined that an acknowledgement letter could be sent to member based on this information. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 	
7/8/21
This writer received email update from Bridget Briggs stating that she is still waiting to hear back from guardian as well as APS and still does not have a way to contact guardian.
This writer went ahead and composed and sent Info Needed Letter with a response deadline of 7/14/21.
If this writer does not hear back from guardian by this point, this will be resolved due to lack of information.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
7/15/21
This writer has not received a response from guardian. This writer again reviewed Jiva notes and determined that CC and SC have still not heard from guardian. CC sent certified letter to grievant on 7/13 requesting updated contact information and direction on how she would like to proceed.
Grievant appears to be unstable and QM is unable to contact her via phone. Care Coordination is aware of concerns and is actively working to try to connect with her. Additionally, Durham County APS has an open case regarding the allegations. 
Due to lack of response from guardian and lack of information provided (despite sending info needed letter), this case will be resolved. Grievant can file a new grievance if/when she is able to communicate with AH. This writer emailed CC and CN to share this direction with them.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Undetermined--Resolved due to lack of information/communication from grievant		1		1		0		24

		11918		Kristie White		06/21/2021		Kersey		Elyse		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Intensive In-home Services				Unknown Disability		Child (0-17)		Pride in North Carolina, LLC		1		582323 - MONTANEZAVILES, JINEISHKA		White		P= Hispanic, Puerto Rican		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		The provider continues to provide PCPs that are not measurable. CM referenced this in her recommendations in March 2021 for another service and they still submit a PCP with goals that are not measurable. Note from recommendations: Please ensure goals are measurable (i.e. what will be achieved, by when, and how will this be measured) on the PCP, as they currently are not. Please address this and update the PCP.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8271		06/24/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		The provider continues to provide PCPs that are not measurable. CM referenced this in her recommendations in March 2021 for another service and they still submit a PCP with goals that are not measurable. Note from recommendations: Please ensure goals are measurable (i.e. what will be achieved, by when, and how will this be measured) on the PCP, as they currently are not. Please address this and update the PCP.
Patient: Jineishka Montanezaviles Patient ID: 582323 DOB: 07/04/2010
06/21/21-Internal employee concern against Pride in North Carolina re. admin issues. KM Appeals Coordinator
06/24/21-This writer reached out to supervisor, Todd Parker (Incident and Grievance Manager) for case consult, to confirm that this case should be tracked and resolved—her confirmed. This writer researched within portal and determined that these are the only two recent internal concerns against this provider regarding this issue. This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement/resolution email to internal complainant, informing her that this issue would be tracked. No further action required at this time. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		3

		11919		Hillary Vandewart		06/23/2021		SMITH		KIM		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Child (0-17)		ShineLight, Inc.		1		77375 - THOMPSON, GAVIN		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		1		In-State		Level IV		1		1		SC called provider Shine Light Inc. to monitor  consumer services. While talking with the consumer he stated that it was only one staff in the home and two consumers. SC called the provider QP to follow up with why there is only one staff with two consumers in the home with one consumer having enhanced rates. SC reminded the provider QP that consumers with enahnced rates require 1:1 staff. The provider QP stated that the other consumer in the home stays in his room all day, and that justifies the other consumer 1:1 staff. SC called the LRP. LRP reports that when she picks up the consumer for home visits there is only one staff in the home. LRP states that when she takes the consumer back to the group home, she always have to drop him off at another group home site, where there is only one staff with three other consumers.		CORRECTIONS: UNCHECKED FROM PT; CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME FROM MEMBER'S; TYPE CHANGED FROM GRIEVANCE TO INTERNAL; SOURCE CHANGED FROM GUARDIAN TO MCO STAFF;		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8274		07/14/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		SC called provider Shine Light Inc. to monitor consumer services. While talking with the consumer he stated that it was only one staff in the home and two consumers. SC called the provider QP to follow up with why there is only one staff with two consumers in the home with one consumer having enhanced rates. SC reminded the provider QP that consumers with enhanced rates require 1:1 staff. The provider QP stated that the other consumer in the home stays in his room all day, and that justifies the other consumer 1:1 staff. SC called the LRP. LRP reports that when she picks up the consumer for home visits there is only one staff in the home. LRP states that when she takes the consumer back to the group home, she always have to drop him off at another group home site, where there is only one staff with three other consumers.
[PT: Gavin Thompson				DOB: 1/18/05				ID: 77375]
6/25/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
7/12/21
This writer reviewed Jiva notes which reported that a meeting occurred on 7/8 to include Shine Light Inc. Director, Owner, and staff, along with CC team. During meeting, CN expressed concern over Gavin receiving an enhanced rate for the group home but not having a one-to-one staff. Shine light reported that the other member was working outside of the home, so Gavin was the only person there, ultimately receiving one-on-one on services. SC Kim reported that this had not been communicated to her at all in the past when she has asked about the one-on-one services.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
7/14/21
This writer contacted DHSR Complaint Intake Unit and filed complaint with Deborah regarding concerns.
This case will be closed based on referral to DHSR as Shine Light Management has already been informed of the concern and the member is no longer residing there. 
This writer spoke with Deborah at DHSR Complaint Intake Unit and shared concern with her. She stated that, unless the provider had failed to meet the care needs of the member, that this would really be more of a staffing issue that would need to be discussed directly with the provider.
This writer then reached out to insert user to share this feedback and see if there was anything else she was looking to see happen at this time. She replied that nothing further was needed and that the member was no longer at this group home. This writer thanked her and shared that this would be resolved/tracked. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		21

		11924		Todd Parker		06/23/2021		Marley		Ticarra		Consumer		Grievance		LME/MCO Functions		Accces/Screening, Triage and Referral				Mental Health Only				Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		0		'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		[CID: 583608 ]   Call was escalated to LC at  10:29 AM   on 6/23/21.
CALLER'S NAME/Relationship if not member: Ticarra Marley - self
MEMBER'S NAME (if different):
DOB: 07/11/1988
ADDRESS: 405 E. Lawson St Durham 27707
PHONE: 919-885-5121
COUNTY: Durham
INSURANCE: None
MENTAL STATUS: Depression w/ irritability. Poor sleep and appetite. Anger issues. Possible trauma hx. Denies SI. Has thought to choke the AH LC she spoke with earlier today. Caller confirms she does not intend to harm anyone, but does request to file a grievance against the AH staff she talked with in the prior call today. Denies AVH. Possibly mild paranoia. 
MENTAL HEALTH HISTORY: None
SUBSTANCES: Moderate etoh and MJ use. No physical sx or cravings.
MEDICAL/PCP: Headaches. Chronic problems w/ blood clots. Has medical care.
MEDICATIONS: Eliquis for clots. 
LEGAL: N/S
MILITARY: N/S
IDD: Denies. 
TBI: Denies. 
SEVERITY:  Routine. No crisis needs. 
DISPOSITION: Writer completed ACS partial enrollment of client (enrollment ID #360355). Writer explained IPRS services and crisis access 24/7. Writer linked ct in ACS w/ Freedom House—400 Crutchfield for Tues 6/29/21 at 8:30 AM. Confirmed caller has AH Access number for 24/7 reference. 
LC filed grievance on caller’s behalf due to the following concerns: Member called AH earlier today and reports the AH female staff she talked with was dismissive to her and seemed to minimize the caller’s concerns. Caller stated the staff’s interpersonal skills were very poor and caller has the impression that the AH staff was not respecting caller. The experience was entirely unsatisfactory to the caller. Caller agrees to callback from AH QM to discuss the grievance. Writer searched ACS call history and found ref CID 583599, wherein client had talked today with LC Te’Kia Norman and client abruptly ended the call, per that call note.
--DC Rhyne, LCSW------		CORRECTIONS: Changed Nature of issue to LME/MCO Functions. Added Alliance as provier		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8276		06/28/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		[CID: 583608 ]   Call was escalated to LC at  10:29 AM   on 6/23/21.
CALLER'S NAME/Relationship if not member: Ticarra Marley - self
DOB: 07/11/1988
ADDRESS: 405 E. Lawson St Durham 27707
PHONE: 919-885-5121
COUNTY: Durham
DISPOSITION: Writer completed ACS partial enrollment of client (enrollment ID #360355). Writer explained IPRS services and crisis access 24/7. Writer linked ct in ACS w/ Freedom House—400 Crutchfield for Tues 6/29/21 at 8:30 AM. Confirmed caller has AH Access number for 24/7 reference. 
LC filed grievance on caller’s behalf due to the following concerns: Member called AH earlier today and reports the AH female staff she talked with was dismissive to her and seemed to minimize the caller’s concerns. Caller stated the staff’s interpersonal skills were very poor and caller has the impression that the AH staff was not respecting caller. The experience was entirely unsatisfactory to the caller. Caller agrees to callback from AH QM to discuss the grievance. Writer searched ACS call history and found ref CID 583599, wherein client had talked today with LC Te’Kia Norman and client abruptly ended the call, per that call note.
--DC Rhyne, LCSW------
6-25-21
Writer contacted grievant at the number provided. Writer spoke with grievant about the grievance she submitted related to staff T. Norman. Grievant thanked writer for calling to discuss the concerns and stated Ms. Norman was “rude as hell”.  She stated that she is “Not trying to take nobody’s job” but Ms. Norman “did not care” and “didn’t make me feel welcome”. Grievant shared that she was attempting to access services as she was referred by Voc Rehab. She shared the Ms. Norman asked questions about whether she wanted to kill herself. Writer explained that ACCESS is also a crisis line so staff have to assess for SI/HI etc. She stated she understood why the questions were being asked but felt Ms. Norman was “trying to pick at the situation and not helping. It’s her job to connect me to people”. She feels Ms. Norman needs to be more open—it’s a part of her job. Writer explained the grievance process and informed that he would be contacting Ms. Norman’s supervisor. He shared that he will be sending an Ack letter today. Grievant stated that it was not necessary for writer to send a letter. She stated that she still got the help she needed and was set up with an appointment. She just wants someone to be made of her experience. Writer agreed that he would not send the letter but thanked grievant for bringing the issue to our attention and assured her that he will be making the staff’s supervisor aware of the issue. Grievant thanked grievant for brining the issue to our attention and provided his contact information should she have issues related to this case going forward. 
Writer emailed callcentersupervisors@alliancehealthplan.org to share the concerns grievant expressed: 
•	Caller felt staff was dismissive and seemed to minimize her concerns
•	Staff’s interpersonal skills were poor 
•	Caller felt disrespected by staff
•	Staff was rude and not helpful
Writer informed that the case will need to be resolved by 7/8. Writer will await supervisor’s response. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager

6-28-21
Writer received an email response from Jenny Edwards (staff’s supervisor) which also included the recording of the call in question. In the email, Ms. Edwards indicated that “Te’Kia followed our procedures and tried to provide good customer service”. Writer listened to the recording provided by J. Edwards and agreed with the statements she made I the email. Ms. Norman attempted to clarify grievant’s answers to questions as they were unclear. This caused grievant to become more frustrated and hang up. Ms. Norman appeared to be professional and attempted to get grievant the services she was requesting up until grievant disconnected the call. 
Writer will resolve the grievance based on this information. A letter will not be sent out to member as she requested in her 6-25-21 that letters were not needed. No further action at this time. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager		Non-issue		1		1		0		5

		11926		Kim Ware		06/23/2021		ROSCOE		FRENCHIE		Consumer		Grievance		Access to Services		Outpatient Services		Med Mgmt		Mental Health Only		Adult		Carolina Outreach, LLC		1		87434 - ROSCOE, FRENCHIE		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		1		In-State		MH Apartment - Supervised		1		1		CID: 583649 6/23/2021 1:20:38 PM
CALLER:  Frenchie Roscoe
DOB: 5/16/1968 (Age: 53) 
PHONE: number given after member was informed she needed a number for CC to reach her= 919-491-0839; number from the screen= 919-869-5730
ADMIN COUNTY: Durham
INSURANCE: Medicaid
Caller is seeking help with her BH care and housing since being d/c from CST services by CO. She reports she is frustrated and would like to file a grievance against CO for what she described as abandoning her in her time of need after they told her they would not leave her w/o services and they would help her with her housing barriers.  Caller believes she may have been d/c from the CO housing program due to a lack of funding or that she voiced her concerns about their lack of services.  The member is disappointed as she was d/c back into homelessness and the stress has increased her anxiety, ability to focus, and other BH symptoms.  Member states she has Medicaid and is homeless, “Why have I gone without services for two months?” Member mentioned she completed an Intake at Sunrise Services on Friday, 06/18/2021 at 1PM.  She states she now has a DHA housing voucher which she needs assistance with as there is a deadline for application submission.   Member states she was hospitalized in February 2021 for medical reasons.  She reports she needs all services; she needs help with everything.  Member indicated she has medication, as she was given a 3 month prescription from CO.  Caller reports CO stated they would not leave her w/o services, but they did upon d/c, however upon d/c they informed her the housing arrangements would come to an end.
MENTAL STATUS: denied SI, HI, AVTH, and Use
MENTAL HEALTH HISTORY: Carolina Outreach 2016 – April, 2021 - Re-investment Home Improvement program which helps with homelessness
HOSPITALIZATIONS: 2021 for medical conditions 
MEDICAL:  LC did not assess
MEDICATIONS: Rx'd by Dr. John Matthews = Buspar, Aripiprazole (Abilify); Escitalopram (Cipralex, Lexapro)
LEGAL: Denied involvement
MILITARY: Not Veteran
I/DD: Denied
BRAIN INJURY: Denied
SEVERITY: NON-THRESHOLD, Service Requested - NO, 911/CIT Criteria Met - NO, Reporting a Threat Criteria Met - NO
DISPOSITION: LC educated member about CC,  will submit a grievance, and a request for Care Coordination.
SCREENER: D BREESE LCMHC, LCAS, CRC 6/23/2021 1:57:25 PM				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8275		07/19/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID: 583649 6/23/2021 1:20:38 PM CALLER: Frenchie Roscoe DOB: 5/16/1968 (Age: 53) PHONE: number given after member was informed she needed a number for CC to reach her= 919-491-0839; number from the screen= 919-869-5730 ADMIN COUNTY: Durham INSURANCE: Medicaid Caller is seeking help with her BH care and housing since being d/c from CST services by CO. She reports she is frustrated and would like to file a grievance against CO for what she described as abandoning her in her time of need after they told her they would not leave her w/o services and they would help her with her housing barriers. Caller believes she may have been d/c from the CO housing program due to a lack of funding or that she voiced her concerns about their lack of services. The member is disappointed as she was d/c back into homelessness and the stress has increased her anxiety, ability to focus, and other BH symptoms. Member states she has Medicaid and is homeless, “Why have I gone without services for two months?” Member mentioned she completed an Intake at Sunrise Services on Friday, 06/18/2021 at 1PM. She states she now has a DHA housing voucher which she needs assistance with as there is a deadline for application submission. Member states she was hospitalized in February 2021 for medical reasons. She reports she needs all services; she needs help with everything. Member indicated she has medication, as she was given a 3 month prescription from CO. Caller reports CO stated they would not leave her w/o services, but they did upon d/c, however upon d/c they informed her the housing arrangements would come to an end. MENTAL STATUS: denied SI, HI, AVTH, and Use MENTAL HEALTH HISTORY: Carolina Outreach 2016 – April, 2021 - Re-investment Home Improvement program which helps with homelessness HOSPITALIZATIONS: 2021 for medical conditions MEDICAL: LC did not assess MEDICATIONS: Rx'd by Dr. John Matthews = Buspar, Aripiprazole (Abilify); Escitalopram (Cipralex, Lexapro) LEGAL: Denied involvement MILITARY: Not Veteran I/DD: Denied BRAIN INJURY: Denied SEVERITY: NON-THRESHOLD, Service Requested - NO, 911/CIT Criteria Met - NO, Reporting a Threat Criteria Met - NO DISPOSITION: LC educated member about CC, will submit a grievance, and a request for Care Coordination. SCREENER: D BREESE LCMHC, LCAS, CRC 6/23/2021 1:57:25 PM
FRENCHIE ROSCOE   ID: 87434   (DOB: 5/16/1968)
6/25/21 Call to member at number listed (919) 491-0839 and spoke directly with her regarding her concerns. Ms. Roscoe is angry and expressed concern that she was discharged for voicing concerns directly with provider. She reports that she has not been in services since her discharge from CO in April. She reports that she was told that she would be contacted by “Behavior Health” and was not. This writer inquired if she meant a behavioral health service? Ms. Davis indicated that she did not know but had recently had an intake completed with Sunrise. Ms. Roscoe reports that she believes that CO did not provider her with resources that she needed or refer her to appropriate programs. She reports that since filing the grievance she was contacted by Courtney Outlaw with CO who told her that she did not understand why “behavioral health” had not contacted her and that she was willing to assist her if needed. Ms. Roscoe is upset stating that if that were the case she should have been helped months ago. This writer confirmed permission to use name and mailing address. This writer explained the role of QM and next steps. Acknowledgment letter mailed to complainant.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/30/21 This writer contacted agency's QM Director regarding the matter, requesting that an internal review be conducted and submitted to include actions taken or to be taken to address the concerns as well as any follow up with member.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/2/21 This writer received email correspondence from agency QM Mgr indicating notification of appropriate staff and plans to follow up with this writer with a response.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/12/21 This writer followed up with Carolina Outreach to inquire if there had been any updates.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/13/21 Agency response received indicating the following: "Per the internal review, Frenchie Rose is still actively being supported by Carolina Outreach. The staff has continued CST services with the client while also assisting with referrals on her behalf. These referrals include B&D services who have not followed up with Carolina Outreach despite numerous requests and consistent communication from our staff. The most recent referral was for Sunrise Clinical. The client has been referred to Sunrise Clinical but has not yet been discharged because Alliance had not approved her for CST services as of last week.  Staff connected with Sunrise Clinical today and they were looking to verify if she was approved for CST. The client will not have any auth's after today." This writer requested that supporting documentation be submitted regarding service provision for member as well as recommended ensuring member is assisted with transition to appropriate level of service and provider. To be noted agency has an open authorization at time of grievance submission.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/15/21 This writer was notified that member left a message for the Incident And Grievance Mgr, T Parker, however, did not indicate purpose of call. Mr. Parker called the number left by member with no response and left her a generic message requesting return call. Per case consult, this writer will follow up directly with member. This writer made call; left vm message.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/16/21 Call to member to discuss action steps taken. This writer confirmed with member that she has been connected to AH care coordination and to Sunrise. She reports that Sunrise has explained the authorization process and that although she was denied for CST she was approved for other services which she can receive through the agency. Ms Roscoe thanked this writer for assistance regarding her concerns against Carolina Outreach. Ms Roscoe also requested to file a compliment regarding CC Elias Njiru. She reports that he has been so patient and is in the right job. Compliment submitted.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/19/21 Resolution letter mailed to complainant. Agency notified that case is closed with recommendations to continue documentation and monitoring of issue. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		26

		11927		Todd Parker		06/24/2021		Wooten		Mara		MCO Staff		Compliment		Quality of Services		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Advantage Care In Home Services, Inc.		1		29955 - COX, AMY		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		1		In-State		Supervised Living 5600 C (Adult with Intellectual/Developmental Disabilities)		1		1		Tonya Reed - Director of Operations/Advantage Care - 919-725-5033; Charitel Rogers - AFL/Advantage Care - 252-425-6545 
Charitel is an exemplary AFL - we need many more like her- she has done a wonderful job working with AJ and improving behavior issues, working with the guardian, and working smart/hard to take care of member; very educated about the member and really works on decreasing the behaviors issues that she had while living with mom. This is a very difficult case and Charitel has stepped up to the plate and really used her knowledge to support AJ. Tonya Reed in addition is a wonderful advocate for our members and really works with her members and staff to ensure everyone is stable.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8277		06/25/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		A compliment for this staff and provider was submitted by the same Alliance staff in September 2020. No letter was issued as not to give the impression of bias. 
writer emailed insert user to thank her for the compliment. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager		Compliment		1		1		0		1

		11928		Todd Parker		06/24/2021		Fien		Kimberly		MCO Staff		Compliment		Quality of Services		Care Coordination (IDD)				Developmental Disabilities Only				Universal Mental Health Services, Inc.		1		'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		Provider Compliment- Universal Mental Health Services, Inc. does a wonderful job of giving a quick turnaround of documentation and progress summaries.  They support the Members to the best of their ability.   I wanted to give a huge accolade to a Provider that goes the extra mile for their clients.  Thank you, Tanya Harris, Tony Yingling,  Alice Nunn, Brianna Taylor, Chelsea Calnan, Sylvia Gardner, Lisa Hawley, and Nancy Madenyika.    You all are a pleasure to work with in partnership to provide care for members with many complex medical and behavioral needs.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8288		06/30/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Writer composed and emailed a compliment letter to the provider.		compliment		1		1		0		6

		11929		Hillary Vandewart		06/24/2021		TILLMAN		ERICA		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Michael's Place, Inc.		1		29394 - EVANS, RASHENE		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		1		In-State		Other		0		0		On 6/23/2021, SC was involved in a phone conference with CN Bridget Briggs (bbriggs@alliancehealthplan.org) and DSS representative Ebony King. DSS representative stated that Provider Dr. Young stated that there are 3 staff at Michael's Place: Teresa Johnson, Dr. Young, and Michael Young. When SC reexamined the documentation that was submitted last month, only Teresa Johnson's goal documentation was submitted. SC was not made aware of other staff prior to speaking to DSS, even though SC attempted to ask Provider the names and numbers of any additional staff in an email on 6/17/2021. Both SC and CN want to ensure that the individual is being taken care with ongoing support daily as dictated by Residential Supports. Erica Tillman, MA/QP, NADD-DDS 6/24/2021		CORRECTIONS: Type changed from other to internal, changed complainant info to reflect internal complainant, changed nature to admin issues		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8314		07/16/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		On 6/23/2021, SC was involved in a phone conference with CN Bridget Briggs (bbriggs@alliancehealthplan.org) and DSS representative Ebony King. DSS representative stated that Provider Dr. Young stated that there are 3 staff at Michael's Place: Teresa Johnson, Dr. Young, and Michael Young. When SC reexamined the documentation that was submitted last month, only Teresa Johnson's goal documentation was submitted. SC was not made aware of other staff prior to speaking to DSS, even though SC attempted to ask Provider the names and numbers of any additional staff in an email on 6/17/2021. Both SC and CN want to ensure that the individual is being taken care with ongoing support daily as dictated by Residential Supports. Erica Tillman, MA/QP, NADD-DDS 6/24/2021
[PT: Rashene Evans				DOB: 4/30/80				ID: 29394]
6/28/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
7/15/21
This writer researched within Grievance Portal to determine if similar concerns have been filed for this provider and there have not been.
This writer then reviewed protocol for resolving contractual concerns as this is related to a provider failing to submit goal documentation. This writer then reached out to internal complainant to find out if she had made a good faith attempt to request the needed documentation from the provider (at least 2) and to inform her that this did not appear to be a trend—therefore QM would track this moving forward. This writer recommended internal complainant follow the protocol for addressing contractual concerns and if she doesn’t get a response after 2 attempts, advising that she can follow the protocol for reaching out to PND to complete the Request for Assistance to Resolve Contractual Concern. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
7/16/21
This writer resolved concern and coded as “tracking” due to no further action being requested from complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		22

		11930		Hillary Vandewart		06/25/2021		WINTERS		DAVID		Consumer		Grievance		Authorization/ Payment/ Billing - LME-MCO Only		Outpatient Services				Multi-Disability		Adult		Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		1		71110 - WINTERS, DAVID		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		[CID 583890]
David Winters    01/15/1986     919-323-7970
6207 Cabin Branch Drive Durham 17712

Member is receiving a bill from his psychiatric services at Carolina Behavior Care.  Member do not understand why Medicaid is not paying this bill.  Member would like for Medicaid to pay this bill. Please contact member with explanation of why the bill is not being paid.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Grievance Against to Alliance/Claims		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8282		06/29/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		[CID 583890]
David Winters    01/15/1986     919-323-7970
6207 Cabin Branch Drive Durham 17712
Member is receiving a bill from his psychiatric services at Carolina Behavior Care.  Member do not understand why Medicaid is not paying this bill.  Member would like for Medicaid to pay this bill. Please contact member with explanation of why the bill is not being paid.
[PT: David Winters				DOB: 1/15/86				ID: 71110]
6/28/21
This writer sent email to Claims Supervisors, Marilyn Madison and Tina Everett to request their assistance in researching the matter.
Tina responded that there is a date in March that denied for COB/Other insurance. The other insurance (United) was end dated after the claim processed. They have set the claim to reprocess against the new information tonight.
She did state that the provider should not be billing the patient. They should be working with the payor to resolve the claims issue. This writer thanked her for the information.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/29/21
This writer reached out to Administrative contact at CBC, Jeneane Sligh,   jsligh@carolinabehavioralcare.com, to share feedback/technical assistance from billing department.
This writer then reached out to member to share that issue had been resolved. He thanked this writer and confirmed that there was nothing he needed to pay on his end. This writer confirmed that Medicaid would cover and that he should not have received a bill in the first place. 
This writer recommended that if this reoccurs, to direct CBC to contact Alliance billing to resolve.
This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement/resolution letter to Mr. Winters. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Non-Issue		1		1		0		4

		11933		Kim Ware		06/25/2021		GREEN		KAREN		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Outpatient Services				Multi-Disability		Adult		MONARCH		1		55373 - SPRUILL, OLA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		I Karen Green Admin Care Coordinator contacted Ms. Spruill on 6/24/2021. Ms. Spruill said that she would need transportation assistance to attend her appointment with Monarch scheduled on 6/25/2021. I contacted Monarch (919-856-4703) to verify the location for Ms. Spruill’s appointment. I gave Monarch the pertinent information needed to verify Ms. Spruill. The customer service representative gave me the address for Ms. Spruill’s appointment (350 E. Holding Ave Wake Forest NC 27587). I contacted ModivCare (1-866-420-6259) and scheduled transportation for Ms. Spruill. Ms. Spruill contacted me this morning 6/25/2021 and said that she had went to Monarch and was told she did not have an appointment at that location. Ms. Spruill said she was told to leave immediately. Ms. Spruill became upset and took a bus to a nearby shopping center. Ms. Spruill was able to call Modivcare (1-866-420-6260) and arrange transportation to return home. I contacted Monarch (919-856-4703) and spoke with Natalie who gave me a different address for member’s appointment (319 Chapanoke Rd. Suite 120 Raleigh NC 27603). The reason for this grievance is because Ms. Spruill felt mistreated with the way Monarch handled the situation.The address and phone number above for Ms. Spruill are incorrect. The correct phone number is 919-714-1893 and the correct address is 2120 Castle Pine Dr. Raleigh NC 27604. 
If you have any further questions or need any more information feel free to contact me at 919-302-1585.		CORRECTIONS: COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO CHANGED FROM MEMBER'S; licensure changed from unknown not licensed; disability changed from sa only to multi		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8283		06/29/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		I Karen Green Admin Care Coordinator contacted Ms. Spruill on 6/24/2021. Ms. Spruill said that she would need transportation assistance to attend her appointment with Monarch scheduled on 6/25/2021. I contacted Monarch (919-856-4703) to verify the location for Ms. Spruill’s appointment. I gave Monarch the pertinent information needed to verify Ms. Spruill. The customer service representative gave me the address for Ms. Spruill’s appointment (350 E. Holding Ave Wake Forest NC 27587). I contacted ModivCare (1-866-420-6259) and scheduled transportation for Ms. Spruill. Ms. Spruill contacted me this morning 6/25/2021 and said that she had went to Monarch and was told she did not have an appointment at that location. Ms. Spruill said she was told to leave immediately. Ms. Spruill became upset and took a bus to a nearby shopping center. Ms. Spruill was able to call Modivcare (1-866-420-6260) and arrange transportation to return home. I contacted Monarch (919-856-4703) and spoke with Natalie who gave me a different address for member’s appointment (319 Chapanoke Rd. Suite 120 Raleigh NC 27603). The reason for this grievance is because Ms. Spruill felt mistreated with the way Monarch handled the situation.The address and phone number above for Ms. Spruill are incorrect. The correct phone number is 919-714-1893 and the correct address is 2120 Castle Pine Dr. Raleigh NC 27604. If you have any further questions or need any more information feel free to contact me at 919-302-1585.

6/25/21 This writer made call to insert user, AH administrative care coordinator Karen Green to clarify information entered. Ms. Green confirmed that she is the complainant in the matter. This writer explained QM role and next steps indicating that the provider will be notified of the issue, required to review the matter and provide feedback to include actions taken and recommendations made by this writer. The matter will be tracked for potential trends in the event that similar concerns are submitted.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/29/21 This writer contacted Cornelius Powe, agency’s Incident and Complaint Specialist and made him aware of the concern without use of the complainant name per request. Based on the nature of the concern, this writer recommended follow up with staff in regards to correct scheduling information. Any subsequent correspondence received from the provider to be noted. Ack/Res emailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		4

		11934		Kim Ware		06/25/2021		HOPKINS		JENNIFER		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Crisis - Inpatient				Multi-Disability		Adult		Cape Fear Behavioral Health Center, LLC		0		265903 - HOPKINS, JENNIFER		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		CID: 583948 6/25/2021 2:47:53 PM
CALLER: Jennifer Hopkins (265903)
DOB: 3/7/1974 (Age: 47) 
PHONE: 9103548193
ADDRESS: 1279 Tricia Dr, Fayettville, NC 28306
ADMIN COUNTY: Cumberland
INSURANCE: Medicaid MADQN - Verified in NC Tracks; MEDICARE, UHC
MENTAL STATUS: member currently inpatient at CFVH, not screened (went for suicidal thoughts on Friday 6/18
SEVERITY: NON-THRESHOLD, Service Requested - NO, 911/CIT Criteria Met - NO, Reporting a Threat Criteria Met - NO -Information request only. -Requests for care coordination separate from other referral. -Grievance Recorded.
DISPOSITION: Call Escalated. Caller inpatient at CFVH wanting help. She is not able to identify what she is looking for. She will discharge between 6/27/21. Caller needs help coordinating care. LC completed CC referral. Transferred to C Ray, upon request.
GRIEVANCE: Caller has a long history of complaints, it is not ok to use her name i , she has made her complaints known against the agency. Please contact with questions about grievance.
CALL STATUS: CLOSED
SCREENER: S MICHAELS LMFT 6/25/2021 3:04:05 PM		CORRECTIONS: DISABILITY CHANGED FROM MH ONLY TO MULTI		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8294		07/01/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID: 583948 6/25/2021 2:47:53 PM
CALLER: Jennifer Hopkins (265903)
DOB: 3/7/1974 (Age: 47) 
PHONE: 9103548193
ADDRESS: 1279 Tricia Dr, Fayettville, NC 28306
ADMIN COUNTY: Cumberland
INSURANCE: Medicaid MADQN - Verified in NC Tracks; MEDICARE, UHC
MENTAL STATUS: member currently inpatient at CFVH, not screened (went for suicidal thoughts on Friday 6/18
SEVERITY: NON-THRESHOLD, Service Requested - NO, 911/CIT Criteria Met - NO, Reporting a Threat Criteria Met - NO -Information request only. -Requests for care coordination separate from other referral. -Grievance Recorded.
DISPOSITION: Call Escalated. Caller inpatient at CFVH wanting help. She is not able to identify what she is looking for. She will discharge between 6/27/21. Caller needs help coordinating care. LC completed CC referral. Transferred to C Ray, upon request.
GRIEVANCE: Caller has a long history of complaints, it is not ok to use her name i , she has made her complaints known against the agency. Please contact with questions about grievance.
CALL STATUS: CLOSED
SCREENER: S MICHAELS LMFT 6/25/2021 3:04:05 PM
JENNIFER HOPKINS   ID: 265903   (DOB: 3/7/1974)
6/30/21 Cal to number listed, (910) 354-8193
7/1/21 Call to complainant; This writer was unaware that the member was still in the hospital. Ms Hopkins ended the call and asked to call this writer back. Ms Hopskins called back and began explaining that she was not at the Behavioral Health unit and that they had refused to accept her because she” needed more attention than the average patient.”. She reports that she was suppose to go to the BH unit but had a false positive COVID test, but was placed on the COVID ward. She explained that she didn’t receive oxygen. Per her report she is believes she will discharge home today. This writer explained the purpose of call. Ms. Hopkins rambled during the conversation stating that she wasn’t sure if it was against the hospital or behavioral health and for this writer to call back in a week or so. She reports having several complaints but could  not give this writer a concern to be noted. This writer explained QM role and information was needed to proceed to next steps. Ms Hopkins stated that although she will be discharged home she was not going to the address listed due to it being unsafe and that she may or may not get a letter from this writer due to mailboxes being robbed. She reports that she is not sure where she is going. Ms Hopkins appeared to be confused throughout conversation and was unable to clearly state what her grievance was about. This writer inquired as to what the member wanted to do in regards to concerns, she stated that she did not know and would call this writer back in a weeks or so. This writer discussed the grievance being withdrawn and that the member could call back to the access and information line to file once she could decide what the matters of concern were. She reports it’s a long list beginning back in April but could not give this writer any further information. This writer inquired if she was referred to care coordination as indicated in the grievance information. Ms Hopkins reports she didn’t know but that she had been contacted by the hospital liaison. This writer explained that the hospital liaison was AH care coordination staff. Based on discussion with member, current inpatient status and connection to care coordination, case to be closed and marked as withdrawn due to member’s inability to give concern information to proceed. Disregard letter mailed to address listed although member currently hospitalized. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		WITHDRAWN- per complainant		1		1		0		6

		11936		Hillary Vandewart		06/25/2021		SHIPMAN		Dorthelia		Guardian		Grievance		Quality of Services		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Multi-Disability		Adult		A Small Miracle, LLC		1		98401 - SHIPMAN, HARVEY		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Program Integrity received an EOB from member's mother regarding Community Living Support Services with a Small Miracle. The mother wrote the following: "The only problem that is no one comes inside of my home and do anything with Harvey at all. No mentor has ever been at my new address (listed above) and done any work with him on any chance he has at home."
PI Analyst attempted to call the mother on 6/23/21, however the call went straight to VM and the VM was full.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8284		07/21/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Program Integrity received an EOB from member's mother regarding Community Living Support Services with a Small Miracle. The mother wrote the following: "The only problem that is no one comes inside of my home and do anything with Harvey at all. No mentor has ever been at my new address (listed above) and done any work with him on any chance he has at home."
PI Analyst attempted to call the mother on 6/23/21, however the call went straight to VM and the VM was full.
[PT: Harvey Shipman				DOB: 5/8/88				ID: 98401]
6/29/21
This writer confirmed guardianship documentation on file for member.
This writer then called Ms. Dorthelia Shipman to discuss. She reported that staff came to her house “at the beginning” (years ago) and now they just drop him off. She stated that he reports that he just goes to someone else’s house and watches TV. She doesn’t understand why he can’t just do that at home. 
She also stated that she preferred a male staff and was told that there weren’t any. 
This writer thanked her for this information and confirmed that she was fine with us reaching out to provider to share grievance info. This writer confirmed mailing address, then composed and sent acknowledgement letter. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
7/15/21
This writer composed and sent concern elements to Candace Mondragon, Program Director, with a response deadline of 7/21/21. Due to the working nature of relationship with Candace, this writer sent concern elements directly to her via email as this is typically the best way to reach her. This writer asked that she confirm receipt of email. This writer received confirmation that she would respond by this deadline.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
7/15/21
This writer received a response from Ms. Mondragon which can be summarized below:
•	A Small Miracle is aware of the long-standing request for male staff and continue to recruit staff and will offer any male applicants to you for a permanent placement ot the temporary female staff.
•	Provider reported being told by Ms. Shipman that she doesn’t want staff in her home. 
•	Provider reports working with staff to spend more time in the community while keeping COVID safety measures in place.
•	Client Advocacy Department connected with Ms. Shipman and offered an overview of resources/support they can offer. They shared that she can call them at any time to discuss any type of concern, grievance, etc. so that they can advocate while working closely with the clinical team to make any needed adjustments. 
This writer contacted Ms. Dorthelia Shipman to share provider’s response and resolve. She denied stating that she didn’t want anyone in the home and seemed to still have concerns about what Harvey is doing all day. This writer inquired with her about whether the Client Advocacy Dept had contacted her and she stated that they hadn’t (that she could remember). This writer informed her that I would have them contact her directly so that she could communicate any lingering concerns and that QM would be resolving but would continue to track and if she would like to change providers, she has that option as well. She stated that Harvey doesn’t handle change very well which is why she is still with ASM. This writer indicated that I understood and would have ASM Advocacy reach out to her. She agreed.
This writer then followed up with Candace to share feedback and ask her to have Advocacy Dept contact Ms. Shipman. 
This writer then composed and sent resolution letter. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		26

		11937		Hillary Vandewart		06/25/2021		COOPER		BELON		Consumer		Grievance		Administrative Issues		Medication Administration				Mental Health Only		Adult		MONARCH		0		268835 - COOPER, BELON		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Johnston		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Member was requesting documentation from Monarch to be sent to her employer to assist with transitioning from full time to PRN work hours and does not feel as though Monarch assisted her in completing this task. Member has now lost her employment.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8287		07/12/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member was requesting documentation from Monarch to be sent to her employer to assist with transitioning from full time to PRN work hours and does not feel as though Monarch assisted her in completing this task. Member has now lost her employment.
[PT: Belon Cooper				DOB: 7/9/84				ID: 268835]
6/30/21
This writer contacted Ms. Cooper to acknowledge receipt of concern, 252-886-3785—Left detailed message requesting a call back (outgoing message confirmed this was her voicemail). 
This writer received a call back from grievant and discussed concerns with her. She informed this writer that she is currently out of state, working at a camp (Camp Speers YMCA). She stated that she was doing well but that she did not have a good experience with Monarch. She also inquired about resources when she returns to Raleigh as she plans to return in August. This writer informed her that she could contact the Access and Information Line regarding resources upon her return but I would be looking into the grievance. She stated that she felt that Monarch lied to her about sending the information to her job and that they said they would send it but never even had a fax number. She felt that this led to her losing her job. This writer stated that I would be in touch with her regarding what I found out from the provider and confirmed her current address: 143 Nichecronk Rd, Dingmans Ferry, PA 18328. She thanked this writer for the assistance.
This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement letter.
This writer then sent concern elements to Cornelius Powe, Incident and Complaint Specialist with Monarch, Cornelius Powe <Cornelius.Powe@monarchnc.org>. This writer tends to send concerns directly to Cornelius via email as he has to then send the information off to the appropriate location/staff to provide feedback.
This writer asked for a response by 7/8.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
7/6/21
This writer received a response from the provider which can be summarized below, per Terizia Holloway Kochie, Director of Outpatient Services:
•	On 6/2/21, member called in and stated that while she is taking her meds, she would like to be on “light duty” and needs a note of such. At this time, she stated her meds were making her jerk.
•	The nurse informed member that she would need to come back in for a re-eval or go to HHH if she is having these side effects, so she returned to BHUC for re-eval. A note was given for her to return to work on 6/4/21.
•	On 6/3/21, the member told the provider that her HR rep said that she only needed her medical records for them. Member was told to come the next day to sign an ROI and she agreed—but never came.
•	On 6/8/21, the mother called to request a note but there was no ROI for mother.
•	On 6/9/21, the member called to say she lost her job.
Per provider’s feedback, they were told that only the medical records were needed and the member never came in to sign the ROI which would allow those to be released.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
7/8/21
This writer called Ms. Cooper and spoke to her briefly. She asked if she could call this writer back and this writer agreed.
This writer shared provider’s feedback with Ms. Cooper and she again repeated that she was doing a lot better and that she would be interested in connecting with a new provider upon her return to NC. This writer advised that she contact the Access and Information line upon her return. She thanked this writer for contacting her. 
This writer then composed and sent resolution letter. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		17

		11938		Kim Ware		06/25/2021		Quintana		Edna		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Other				Mental Health Only		Adult		Not Defined		0		394196 - Quintana, Edna		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		CID 584006 Caller, Edna Quintana (current phone number 404-689-8187), expressed wanting to file on the thrift store she went to today.  Caller noted that Hand Me Up (8320 Litchford Rd. Raleigh, NC) treated her badly due to misplacing her bag after caller left her bags at the store and went to Subways to eat.  Caller expressed that she was told by manager, Diane, to leave and banned her from returning to the store.    Caller noted that this is the 50th store she has been banned from.		CORRECTIONS: DISABILITY CHANGED FROM DOES NOT APPLY TO MH;		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8278		06/29/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID 584006 Caller, Edna Quintana (current phone number 404-689-8187), expressed wanting to file on the thrift store she went to today.  Caller noted that Hand Me Up (8320 Litchford Rd. Raleigh, NC) treated her badly due to misplacing her bag after caller left her bags at the store and went to Subways to eat.  Caller expressed that she was told by manager, Diane, to leave and banned her from returning to the store.    Caller noted that this is the 50th store she has been banned from.
EDNA QUNITANA   ID: 394196   (DOB: 1/27/1947)
6/28/21 Per case consult, member left a voicemail message for Incident & Grievance Mgr, T Parker regarding her concerns. Plan is for this writer to contact complainant directly to explain that the store is not in the AH network and that AH has no purview in regards to stores banning her an close case. This writer made calls to number listed (404-689-8187); left vm messages.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/29/21 Call to number listed no response. Case to be closed based to no response and the nature of concern. Member to be referred to Access if needed. Disregard letter mailed to address listed. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		non issue		1		1		0		4

		11939		Kim Ware		06/25/2021						Guardian		Grievance		Quality of Services		Crisis - Mobile Crisis Management				Mental Health Only				Therapeutic Alternatives, Inc.		1		'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		CID: 584003 / 584011 - Caller wishes to remain anonymous. Anonymous reports that the clinician dispatched to the home was very rude, unprofessional, and yelled at them. Anonymous reports that the clinician never gave his name and wanted to do the assessment outside rather than in the apartment although the adult affirmed that they were vaccinated. Anonymous reports that clinician was only on site for approximately 15 minutes and asked maybe 2 questions to the person who was to be evaluated and then was adamant that they needed to go to the hospital despite not being actively suicidal.  Notes that clinician said that the person in question had attempted suicide earlier however that was not true. Reports that he raised his voice several times and exited yelling that he would be calling his supervisor. Anonymous also notes that an interpreter was used by telephone speaker phone and the interpreter noted that they were in training and that they also raised their voice at them during the encounter. Anonymous believes that the call was likely monitored and recorded and how poorly she was treated could be documented.		CORRECTIONS: CHECKED MEDICAID BASED ON AGENCY CONTRACT; AGAINST CHANGED FROM OTHER TO PROVIDER; LICENSURE ENTERED NOT LICENSED		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8308		07/14/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID: 584003 / 584011 - Caller wishes to remain anonymous. Anonymous reports that the clinician dispatched to the home was very rude, unprofessional, and yelled at them. Anonymous reports that the clinician never gave his name and wanted to do the assessment outside rather than in the apartment although the adult affirmed that they were vaccinated. Anonymous reports that clinician was only on site for approximately 15 minutes and asked maybe 2 questions to the person who was to be evaluated and then was adamant that they needed to go to the hospital despite not being actively suicidal. Notes that clinician said that the person in question had attempted suicide earlier however that was not true. Reports that he raised his voice several times and exited yelling that he would be calling his supervisor. Anonymous also notes that an interpreter was used by telephone speaker phone and the interpreter noted that they were in training and that they also raised their voice at them during the encounter. Anonymous believes that the call was likely monitored and recorded and how poorly she was treated could be documented.
*ANONYMOUS NO PT ID
7/8/21 This writer contacted Mr. Bruce Womble, Mobile Crisis Director, and made him aware of the concern with limited information due to anonymity.
7/13/21 This writer received a response from Mr Womble regarding the matter although limited information presented. Per response: In order to conduct an internal review regarding the submission of an anonymous grievance, an analytical process was completed. Based on the information reported above, I discovered one Mobile Crisis request for services matching this date. Information obtained from our daily call log indicates that a request for Mobile Crisis services was made by an Alliance Health clinician at 6:54pm on 6/25/2021 reference number 487657 provided. Due to the grievance being submitted anonymously, it is an assumption that the responses being provided will be applicable to the content described within the grievance. 
     In response to the above noted grievance from the anonymous individual who reports that the Mobile Crisis clinician was being rude, unprofessional, and yelling was contrary to the findings that was reported by the responding Mobile Crisis clinician. The clinician documented his encounter with the anonymous individual along with the recommendation and findings that was given. The clinician did meet with the member and the anonymous individual inside the home and was present longer than 15 minutes per clinicians’ documentation. The clinician confirmed that an interpreter service was utilized during the assessment and documented that the anonymous individual was able to speak English during this encounter although the use of an interpreter was being utilized. 
    The actions taken in order to address the anonymous grievance with the responding clinician will be as follows; provide further guidance, education and de-escalation techniques during crisis interventions by revisiting our current Mind Set Safety Curriculum. 
     Additionally, I have attached a summary of the events that took place during this encounter that was prepared by the responding clinician and what is documented in the members’ medical record we have on file. The members LME record number is also documented within the documentation and can be accessed via the Alliance Provider Portal.  
Please feel free to contact me if further details are required. 
Thanks, 
Bruce Womble, Mobile Crisis Director     
7/14/21 Based on agency review and response case to be closed. Agency has indicated its due diligence in the matter. The agency also attached documentation regarding the date of service . No letters mailed to complainant due to anonymity. This writer informer Mr. Womble that case is considered resolved and closed with no further action needed. No further action by provider or this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		19

		11940		Kristie White		06/26/2021		CAMPBELL		RICHARD		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Crisis - Inpatient				Multi-Disability		Adult		Holly Hill Hospital, LLC		1		30443 - CAMPBELL, RICHARD		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		Richard Campbell called seeking to file a grievance against HHH where consumer is currently admitted. Consumer reports he has concerns regarding care in which he is receiving. Consumer reports he has been given wrong medications. Medications which belong to other Resident. Richard Campbell states phones are off and Consumer is not able to have access to phones. Richard Campbell states has not been able to participate in any treatment, nor has he seen the Doctor while he has been there. Richard Campbell also states Staff are calling him by the wrong name. Caller states he and other Residents are also being placed in activity room for more the 18 hours a day. Caller has a list of other concerns regarding his treatment since being admitted. Consumer reports due to not getting his proper medications his blood pressure has been untreated. Patient Advocate is no longer responding to Consumer per his reports.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8289		07/19/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Richard Campbell called seeking to file a grievance against HHH where consumer is currently admitted. Consumer reports he has concerns regarding care in which he is receiving. Consumer reports he has been given wrong medications. Medications which belong to other Resident. Richard Campbell states phones are off and Consumer is not able to have access to phones. Richard Campbell states has not been able to participate in any treatment, nor has he seen the Doctor while he has been there. Richard Campbell also states Staff are calling him by the wrong name. Caller states he and other Residents are also being placed in activity room for more the 18 hours a day. Caller has a list of other concerns regarding his treatment since being admitted. Consumer reports due to not getting his proper medications his blood pressure has been untreated. Patient Advocate is no longer responding to Consumer per his reports.
06/28/21-Grievance against HHH re. poor quality of care (DUPLICATE). KM Appeals Coordinator
06/30/21-Per Jiva member is calling to Care Manager Katie Bryan about this issue also. Per Katie Bryan, “Hi Kristie, Is he still at Holly Hill? I was under the impression that he was going to discharge from Holly Hill on Monday, so I attempted to reach him in the community yesterday; however, he did not answer and I had to leave a message. He left me a voicemail from Holly Hill on Monday telling me that he had been there since last Wednesday and had been calling me “incessantly” and that I had not answered—he wanted to know whether or not I ever even work, etc. He then asked me to call him back, but did not leave his patient specific pin number, so I was unable to call him back. He may very well have attempted to reach me before that, but that was the first voicemail I received from him while hospitalized. I reached out to Natalie Boucher, one of our Holly Hill hospital liaisons, and she was able to indicate that it looked like he was scheduled for discharge that day. Unfortunately, we were not alerted of the admission and thus, our liaison was not involved in his inpatient treatment and/or discharge planning because the hospital mistakenly had him listed as Cardinal Medicaid. He did end up calling me back on Monday and was asking about rental assistance. I explained to him that if he has a sustainability plan, we could help him apply for ILI funding. However, he was wanting to discharge to an Oxford House in Wilmington. I had to explain to him that ILI funding through Alliance could only be used for the counties in our catchment area—I told him what counties we cover and he indicated that he didn’t want to stay in any of those counties. He then stated that he had to go take his medication and abruptly got off the phone. I did not hear back from him. I had been trying to get back in touch with him prior to this admission with no success. I our last contacts prior to this admission I had encouraged him to connect to Freedom House for outpatient as he was staying in an Oxford House in Chapel Hill. He reported that he planned to switch his Medicaid to Orange County and wondered what other service providers might be available to him once the switch occurs. I made sure he had Cardinal’s contact number so that he could reach out to inquire, but still encouraged him to connect to Freedom House in the interim and also made sure that he knew about the Carolina Outreach Behavioral Health Urgent Care in Durham if he needed to bridge his meds while in the process of connecting to outpatient treatment. I don’t believe he ever followed through and then ended up back at Holly Hill. 

He did not voice any concerns to me about Holly Hill when he called me on Monday and since our liaison was not involved in the case during this admission, unfortunately I can’t really speak to whether or not any concerns he has expressed about the hospital are substantiated. I’m assuming that the internal concern is against me. Again, I did my best to assist him prior to this admission and he did not follow through. He says that he called me “incessantly” during this admission; however, Monday was the first time I received a voicemail from him and I ended up speaking to him the same day. I looked back through my call history and it looks like I do have two back to back missed calls from that same holly hill number at the end of the day last Friday with no voicemails. Another missed call from that number on Saturday with no voicemail. And then 4 back to back missed calls from him first thing Monday morning with only one voicemail before speaking to him later that day. So I think what he mostly means by calling me now answering when he calls me “incessantly” is that he called me back to back to back hoping I would eventually answer—however, obviously if I was not available at 8:49 am, then there is a good chance that I am unlikely to be available at 8:53 am, 8:59 am, and 9:04 am.  I acquired him from another care coordinator during his last Holly Hill admission after he “fired” her, so I’m not taking it personal that he has likely voiced concerns about me. I know that I have been trying to assist him.
Member has called and filed two grievances 11940 and 11941 and also internal concern filed also 11942. Member is still inpatient in hospital. Sent CM Katie Bryan email on this to make sure she is aware of member needing additional help and seems to be very angry about inpatient stay at HHH. Since can not call to HHH to speak to member going to send acknowledgment letter to address on in system since some notes state member is homeless. Sending concern element email marcy.cortez@uhsinc.com at  HHH also to be returned to this writer by 07/08/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
07/16/21-Received response from provider HHH about this and per provider wrong medication was never given and Per Holly Hill Hospital Policy and Procedures this type of occurrence would require a completion of a Healthcare Peer Review (HPR) report for the medication error. No error was found. Per Roberta Morgan Director of Risk Management, “Richard was seen by his therapy team in accordance with his treatment plan and our primary modality of treatment being through group therapy and not individual counseling. Richard, throughout his stay, was seen by a provider, a history and psychiatric evaluation was completed on 6/25/2021. Richard was seen by a provider on 6/27/2021 then again on day of discharge, 6/28/2021. During Richard’s short stay he did not attend or actively participate in Social Work/Therapist group. On 6/25/2021, patient was encouraged to attend group/session but declined. On 6/26/2021, patient was encouraged to attend group/session but declined. On 6/27/2021, patient was encouraged to attend group/session but declined. On 6/28/2021, patient was not present for Recreational Therapy intervention.” The member was discharged per member request and signed a withdrawal after the 72-hour voluntary rule and discharged on 06/28/21. Per all this information this writer agrees that HHH followed their protocols to ensure member safety. Reached out to member via phone with no response. KM Appeals Coordinator
07/19/21- Reached out to member via phone with no answer and left voicemail. Sending resolution letter and closing grievance as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		23

		11941		Kristie White		06/26/2021		CAMPBELL		RICHARD		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Crisis - Inpatient				Multi-Disability		Adult		Holly Hill Hospital, LLC		1		30443 - CAMPBELL, RICHARD		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Orange		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Caller is currently at Holly Hill hospital. The caller stated he hasn't received his medication since being admitted. Caller stating he hasn't seen a doctor. Caller stating the facility isn't following the policies and procedures listed in the patient handbook given to him at the facility. Member stated the facility isn't following the schedule (therapy, phone time, psychiatrist). Member state he isn't satisfied with the therapeutic treatment at HHH. Caller stated a staff member at Holly Hill hasn't taken his vitals since being admitted.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8291		07/19/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller is currently at Holly Hill hospital. The caller stated he hasn't received his medication since being admitted. Caller stating he hasn't seen a doctor. Caller stating the facility isn't following the policies and procedures listed in the patient handbook given to him at the facility. Member stated the facility isn't following the schedule (therapy, phone time, psychiatrist). Member state he isn't satisfied with the therapeutic treatment at HHH. Caller stated a staff member at Holly Hill hasn't taken his vitals since being admitted.
06/28/21-Grievance against HHH re. poor quality of care (DUPLICATE). KM Appeals Coordinator
06/30/21-Per Jiva member is calling to Care Manager Katie Bryan about this issue also. Per Katie Bryan, “Hi Kristie, Is he still at Holly Hill? I was under the impression that he was going to discharge from Holly Hill on Monday, so I attempted to reach him in the community yesterday; however, he did not answer and I had to leave a message. He left me a voicemail from Holly Hill on Monday telling me that he had been there since last Wednesday and had been calling me “incessantly” and that I had not answered—he wanted to know whether or not I ever even work, etc. He then asked me to call him back, but did not leave his patient specific pin number, so I was unable to call him back. He may very well have attempted to reach me before that, but that was the first voicemail I received from him while hospitalized. I reached out to Natalie Boucher, one of our Holly Hill hospital liaisons, and she was able to indicate that it looked like he was scheduled for discharge that day. Unfortunately, we were not alerted of the admission and thus, our liaison was not involved in his inpatient treatment and/or discharge planning because the hospital mistakenly had him listed as Cardinal Medicaid. He did end up calling me back on Monday and was asking about rental assistance. I explained to him that if he has a sustainability plan, we could help him apply for ILI funding. However, he was wanting to discharge to an Oxford House in Wilmington. I had to explain to him that ILI funding through Alliance could only be used for the counties in our catchment area—I told him what counties we cover and he indicated that he didn’t want to stay in any of those counties. He then stated that he had to go take his medication and abruptly got off the phone. I did not hear back from him. I had been trying to get back in touch with him prior to this admission with no success. I our last contacts prior to this admission I had encouraged him to connect to Freedom House for outpatient as he was staying in an Oxford House in Chapel Hill. He reported that he planned to switch his Medicaid to Orange County and wondered what other service providers might be available to him once the switch occurs. I made sure he had Cardinal’s contact number so that he could reach out to inquire, but still encouraged him to connect to Freedom House in the interim and also made sure that he knew about the Carolina Outreach Behavioral Health Urgent Care in Durham if he needed to bridge his meds while in the process of connecting to outpatient treatment. I don’t believe he ever followed through and then ended up back at Holly Hill. 

He did not voice any concerns to me about Holly Hill when he called me on Monday and since our liaison was not involved in the case during this admission, unfortunately I can’t really speak to whether or not any concerns he has expressed about the hospital are substantiated. I’m assuming that the internal concern is against me. Again, I did my best to assist him prior to this admission and he did not follow through. He says that he called me “incessantly” during this admission; however, Monday was the first time I received a voicemail from him and I ended up speaking to him the same day. I looked back through my call history and it looks like I do have two back to back missed calls from that same holly hill number at the end of the day last Friday with no voicemails. Another missed call from that number on Saturday with no voicemail. And then 4 back to back missed calls from him first thing Monday morning with only one voicemail before speaking to him later that day. So I think what he mostly means by calling me now answering when he calls me “incessantly” is that he called me back to back to back hoping I would eventually answer—however, obviously if I was not available at 8:49 am, then there is a good chance that I am unlikely to be available at 8:53 am, 8:59 am, and 9:04 am.  I acquired him from another care coordinator during his last Holly Hill admission after he “fired” her, so I’m not taking it personal that he has likely voiced concerns about me. I know that I have been trying to assist him.
Member has called and filed two grievances 11940 and 11941 and also internal concern filed also 11942. Member is still inpatient in hospital. Sent CM Katie Bryan email on this to make sure she is aware of member needing additional help and seems to be very angry about inpatient stay at HHH. Since can not call to HHH to speak to member going to send acknowledgment letter to address on in system since some notes state member is homeless. Sending concern element email marcy.cortez@uhsinc.com at  HHH also to be returned to this writer by 07/08/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
07/16/21-Received response from provider HHH about this and per provider wrong medication was never given and Per Holly Hill Hospital Policy and Procedures this type of occurrence would require a completion of a Healthcare Peer Review (HPR) report for the medication error. No error was found. Per Roberta Morgan Director of Risk Management, “Richard was seen by his therapy team in accordance with his treatment plan and our primary modality of treatment being through group therapy and not individual counseling. Richard, throughout his stay, was seen by a provider, a history and psychiatric evaluation was completed on 6/25/2021. Richard was seen by a provider on 6/27/2021 then again on day of discharge, 6/28/2021. During Richard’s short stay he did not attend or actively participate in Social Work/Therapist group. On 6/25/2021, patient was encouraged to attend group/session but declined. On 6/26/2021, patient was encouraged to attend group/session but declined. On 6/27/2021, patient was encouraged to attend group/session but declined. On 6/28/2021, patient was not present for Recreational Therapy intervention.” The member was discharged per member request and signed a withdrawal after the 72-hour voluntary rule and discharged on 06/28/21. Per all this information this writer agrees that HHH followed their protocols to ensure member safety. Reached out to member via phone with no response. KM Appeals Coordinator
07/19/21- Reached out to member via phone with no answer and left voicemail. Sending resolution letter and closing grievance as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		23

		11942		Kristie White		06/28/2021		Howard		Rachel		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Crisis - Inpatient				Multi-Disability		Adult		Holly Hill Hospital, LLC		1		30443 - CAMPBELL, RICHARD		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		[CID: 584159] Submitting Internal Employee Concern, unclear if grievance with Alliance has been submitted- Currently inpatient at HHH, was admitted on IVC and reports that facility intends on keeping him for a "prolonged period of time", has expressed desire to be transferred to another facility but has been “brushed off”.  Member reports having been there for 5 days and not having seen a doctor or therapist; has not participated in any therapeutic interventions or able to watch TV, has not received meds for physical or mental health needs, reports needing blood pressure meds and anxiety is "through the roof", feels that he will "lose my top" and have a panic attack.  Reports that he was given someone else's meds in error when first admitted on IVC.  Reports that he is "not belligerent or aggressive".  Member has gathered info. on multiple group living environments and has 6 places where he can be admitted, needing internet access to submit payment, was told by a doctor that he may use a laptop but then nurse said there’s no internet access despite another staff printing off listing for him.  Member has filed multiple grievances against HHH (with DHSR mentioned) and now feels that facility is retaliating against him.—R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8292		07/19/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		06/30/21-Per Jiva member is calling to Care Manager Katie Bryan about this issue also. Per Katie Bryan, “Hi Kristie, Is he still at Holly Hill? I was under the impression that he was going to discharge from Holly Hill on Monday, so I attempted to reach him in the community yesterday; however, he did not answer and I had to leave a message. He left me a voicemail from Holly Hill on Monday telling me that he had been there since last Wednesday and had been calling me “incessantly” and that I had not answered—he wanted to know whether or not I ever even work, etc. He then asked me to call him back, but did not leave his patient specific pin number, so I was unable to call him back. He may very well have attempted to reach me before that, but that was the first voicemail I received from him while hospitalized. I reached out to Natalie Boucher, one of our Holly Hill hospital liaisons, and she was able to indicate that it looked like he was scheduled for discharge that day. Unfortunately, we were not alerted of the admission and thus, our liaison was not involved in his inpatient treatment and/or discharge planning because the hospital mistakenly had him listed as Cardinal Medicaid. He did end up calling me back on Monday and was asking about rental assistance. I explained to him that if he has a sustainability plan, we could help him apply for ILI funding. However, he was wanting to discharge to an Oxford House in Wilmington. I had to explain to him that ILI funding through Alliance could only be used for the counties in our catchment area—I told him what counties we cover and he indicated that he didn’t want to stay in any of those counties. He then stated that he had to go take his medication and abruptly got off the phone. I did not hear back from him. I had been trying to get back in touch with him prior to this admission with no success. I our last contacts prior to this admission I had encouraged him to connect to Freedom House for outpatient as he was staying in an Oxford House in Chapel Hill. He reported that he planned to switch his Medicaid to Orange County and wondered what other service providers might be available to him once the switch occurs. I made sure he had Cardinal’s contact number so that he could reach out to inquire, but still encouraged him to connect to Freedom House in the interim and also made sure that he knew about the Carolina Outreach Behavioral Health Urgent Care in Durham if he needed to bridge his meds while in the process of connecting to outpatient treatment. I don’t believe he ever followed through and then ended up back at Holly Hill. 

He did not voice any concerns to me about Holly Hill when he called me on Monday and since our liaison was not involved in the case during this admission, unfortunately I can’t really speak to whether or not any concerns he has expressed about the hospital are substantiated. I’m assuming that the internal concern is against me. Again, I did my best to assist him prior to this admission and he did not follow through. He says that he called me “incessantly” during this admission; however, Monday was the first time I received a voicemail from him and I ended up speaking to him the same day. I looked back through my call history and it looks like I do have two back to back missed calls from that same holly hill number at the end of the day last Friday with no voicemails. Another missed call from that number on Saturday with no voicemail. And then 4 back to back missed calls from him first thing Monday morning with only one voicemail before speaking to him later that day. So I think what he mostly means by calling me now answering when he calls me “incessantly” is that he called me back to back to back hoping I would eventually answer—however, obviously if I was not available at 8:49 am, then there is a good chance that I am unlikely to be available at 8:53 am, 8:59 am, and 9:04 am.  I acquired him from another care coordinator during his last Holly Hill admission after he “fired” her, so I’m not taking it personal that he has likely voiced concerns about me. I know that I have been trying to assist him.
Member has called and filed two grievances 11940 and 11941 and also internal concern filed also 11942. Member is still inpatient in hospital. Sent CM Katie Bryan email on this to make sure she is aware of member needing additional help and seems to be very angry about inpatient stay at HHH. Since can not call to HHH to speak to member going to internal complainant acknowledgment email and starting the concern process. Sending acknowledgement email and sending concern element email to HHH also to be returned to this writer by 07/08/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
07/19/21-Receieved response from HHH that, “In review of the medical record, there is no evidence that the patient received the wrong medications that were not his. Per Holly Hill Hospital Policy and Procedures this type of occurrence would require a completion of a Healthcare Peer Review (HPR) report for the medication error. I was not able to locate any report for this patient for a medication error. In a review of the Medication Administration Record, the patient received his schedule Amlodipine 10mg oral dose once daily for Hypertension on 6/25/2021, 6/27/2021, and 6/28/2021. The Medication Administration Record indicates that the patient refused Amlodipine 10mg dose on 6/26/2021.  During his stay, the patient was compliant with his medications the vast majority of the time.” The member was discharged on 6/27/2021 at 9:40 am a progress note indicated that Richard requested and signed to withdrawal the 72-hour request for discharge on 6/27/2021 at 9:25am and Richard was advised of his scheduled discharge date of 6/28/2021 at 1:30pm. A progress noted written on 6/27/2021 at 6:15pm indicated that patient expressed frustration over discharge housing facility and was to discuss with the social worker. Sending ack/resolution email to internal complainant and closing this internal concern as tracking. KMack Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		21

		11943		Kristie White		06/28/2021		STARTT		JACKIE		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Community Support Team				Mental Health Only		Adult		B & D Integrated Health Services		1		37220 - STARTT, JACKIE		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Member wants to make a grievance on the decision related to her last grievance. She reports that B & D Behavioral Services provided inaccurate information during the investigation. She doesn't understand why her medication Klonopin was stopped by the provider a month ago. She reports extreme anxiety that causes heart palpation. She reports she has been on Klonopin since 2012 until it was discontinued a month ago. She has discussed her issue with the agency.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8300		07/06/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member wants to make a grievance on the decision related to her last grievance. She reports that B & D Behavioral Services provided inaccurate information during the investigation. She doesn't understand why her medication Klonopin was stopped by the provider a month ago. She reports extreme anxiety that causes heart palpation. She reports she has been on Klonopin since 2012 until it was discontinued a month ago. She has discussed her issue with the agency.
Patient: Jackie Startt Patient ID: 37220 DOB: 07/29/1972
06/28/21-Grievance- against B and D; upset about outcome of previous grievance findings (11859). KM Appeals Coordinator
07/06/21-Reached out to Jackie Startt about this grievance and she is seeing another psychiatrist now. She is letting them look at her old records which proves she had anxiety. She is currently going to another provider closer It was untrue about her asking for Xanax from B&D. Member states she did not ask for that medication. They stated they can pull your records from Dr. Davis from 2012. She is upset that she feels B&D lied about this information. She is still getting peer support through B&D and case management from B&D currently and wants to continue with those services only. She is just going to another provider for the medication management that is closer to her home. She does not want me to reach back out to B&D on this issue since she has discussed with them and they helped her get another psychiatrist that can help her with her medication since they can not. Sending member withdrawal letter on what we discussed and closing this grievance as withdrawn per member request. KM Appeals Coordinator		Undetermined-Member wanted to Withdraw Grievance		1		1		1		8

		11944		Kim Ware		06/28/2021		ray		diana		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Service Coordination between providers		Crisis - Inpatient				Multi-Disability		18-20		Vidant Medical Group		1		57283 - MCCULLERS, LUTHANIEL		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		*For recording purposes due to consistent lack of response from OON hospitals*  Member was admitted to Vidant Greenville on 6/24/2021.  I left detailed voicemail messages with Vidant Medical Center Greenville inpatient psychiatric unit social worker Ashley Ware (252-847-9078) requesting discharge updates and offering to assist with discharge planning.  She did not respond to messages.  Member is pending discharge for today or tomorrow, according to the guardian.  Aftercare provider information is unknown at this time.  It would have been benefitted the member to coordinate referral from the hospital to a new provider with a new service rather than initiating from the community.		CORRECTIONS: type changed from grievance to internal; changed complainant name from member's; against changed from other to provider; licensure entered dhsr; NATURE CHANGED FROM QUALITY TO SERVICE COORDINATION		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8281		06/29/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		*For recording purposes due to consistent lack of response from OON hospitals*  Member was admitted to Vidant Greenville on 6/24/2021.  I left detailed voicemail messages with Vidant Medical Center Greenville inpatient psychiatric unit social worker Ashley Ware (252-847-9078) requesting discharge updates and offering to assist with discharge planning.  She did not respond to messages.  Member is pending discharge for today or tomorrow, according to the guardian.  Aftercare provider information is unknown at this time.  It would have been benefitted the member to coordinate referral from the hospital to a new provider with a new service rather than initiating from the community.
LUTHANIEL MCCULLERS   ID: 57283  (DOB: 4/17/2002)
6/29/21 Internal concern entered for tracking purposes regarding out of network provider. Ack/Res emailed. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		1

		11945		Kim Ware		06/28/2021		BARHAM		Janice		Parent		External Stakeholder Concern		Quality of Services		Assertive Community Tx Team				Multi-Disability		Adult		Carolina Outreach, LLC		1		69283 - BARHAM, BENNETT		Black/African American		Not Defined		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Caller is mother of client calling seeking to file a grievance against CO due to quality of services. caller reports that CO triaged client after client being in crisis and then released client stating that client was cleared to be released from CO. Caller reports that client is not well to be released and needs to be inpatient treatment.		CORRECTIONS: DISABILITY CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO MULTI; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO NOT LICENSED; SERVICE TYPE ENTERED ACTT		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8296		07/23/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller is mother of client calling seeking to file a grievance against CO due to quality of services. caller reports that CO triaged client after client being in crisis and then released client stating that client was cleared to be released from CO. Caller reports that client is not well to be released and needs to be inpatient treatment.
BENNETT BARHAM   ID: 69283   (DOB: 9/8/1980)
6/29/21 Call to complainant at number listed (704) 502-6284; complainant is not the guardian, her sister, the member’s aunt is the legal guardian. This writer explained limitation due to HIPAA. Ms. Barham spoke at length regarding her concerns with Carolina Outreach and lack of services and interventions provided. Ms Barham became upset and tearful though conversation. Per her report her son is currently in jail. She reports that she believes that CO did not intervene prior to his arrest and an incident that occurred at a nearby grocery store. She reports that he was arrested for destruction of property and assault on an officer although she had pleaded with the magistrate to have him committed earlier in the week when the landlord reported that he was going door to door knocking on neighbors’ doors. Per her report, when she spoke with CO, she was told that staff went out to see him on that same day but does not believe that they did in that the incident happened early in the day and staff said that he was “ok” at that time. She reports that her son slammed a mirror in the store bathroom at the grocery store “fighting himself” and had to have his hand stitched however she has not seen him and does not know how he is doing.  Ms Barham discussed how this provider was just as bad as the previous provider and was tired of people telling her that she agitates her son. Per her report Carolina Outreach has had multiple staff changes and that the new staff “Stuart does not care and is racist”. Ms Barham went on to tearfully talk about George Floyd and how she fears for her son. She tearfully explained that she just wanted help for her son and that CO was “not doing shit” and that police were not following protocol in that no CIT officer went to the scene. She reports that she and her sister work closely with agencies regarding her son, his treatment and concerns that they have had. She reports that the nurse from the jail called them and let them know that he is isolated on the medical unit. She also reports that she has been in touch with AH TCLI supervisor TJ Hayes who has been helpful and listening to her in regards to housing concerns as well as helped by AH CC Detrick Battle. She reports her issue is with Carolina Outreach. This writer explained next steps although limited in what could be shared with her. Ms. Barham insisted that she is involved and had permission, however, this writer reminded her of the HIPAA limitations. Ms. Barham confirmed mailing address which is her sister’s mailing address for written correspondence. She reports that she has filed before and understands that there is not much that AH can do but that AH needs to know that the agency is “terrible” and that they will “cover up” because they only call or stop by and knock on the door without intervening or actually providing services.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/2/21 Concern Acknowledgment letter mailed to complainant.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/2/21 This writer contacted agency's QM to make them aware of the concern and requested that an internal review be conducted to include actions taken or to be taken to address the concern. Per QM Specialist, J Darden, the information has been forwarded to the appropriate staff for review.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/13/21 Email correspondence received from agency indicating the following: "11945:Per internal review, our ACT team has consistently supported this client and continues to despite the client being in jail. Bennett Barham’s mother has communicated with staff as well and staff has ensured that they are working diligently to support the client. There have been difficulties connecting with the client and family due to canceled visits and no responses. I have attached the most recent non billable notes from staff to show the communication and support provided by the ACT Team." Agency attached documentation indicating coordination of care  with AH staff, jail staff, responding to member's family and attempts in seeing member face to face including attempts at delivering food prior to most recent detention. The agency indicates call to guardian (member's aunt) with no response, speaking to clients mother "who displayed histrionics, accusing team of not doing their job and not caring about client. Blaming team for client arrest and pending eviction". The agency explained attempts to clarify teams schedule, role, efforts and member refusal. The mother believed that the team was suppose to see member 6 days a week. The mother became angry during agency call and hung up. Agency information indicates continued coordination with stakeholders involved.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/23/21 Based on review of information available in JIVA, agency response, continued collaboration and service provision, AH CC involvement, case to be closed. Concern resolution letter to be mailed to complainant. No call to complainant due to previous conversation with limited explanation of steps to be taken by QM and referral to provider and AH CC for member and guardian.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		25

		11946		Hillary Vandewart		06/29/2021		BOOKHART		ROBERT		Provider		External Stakeholder Concern		Quality of Services		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Universal Mental Health Services, Inc.		1		78149 - WEVER, DANIEL		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Caller is calling from A small miracle seeking to file a grievance against Universal. Caller reports that universal told staff at  A small miracle that they did not need to  have a HS diploma to work at Universal. Caller reports that staff to client to Universal for services.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8313		07/22/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller is calling from A Small Miracle seeking to file a grievance against Universal. Caller reports that Universal told staff at A Small Miracle that they did not need to have a HS diploma to work at Universal. Caller reports that staff to client to Universal for services.
PT: Daniel Wever			DOB: 3/26/1990			ID: 78149]
7/1/21
This writer called and spoke with complainant at ext 708 via phone. He confirmed that the concern was that Universal informed a member and mother who was onboarding as a RAP that she did not need a high school diploma. She and the client then went to Universal and thus A Small Miracle lost a client and a RAP/staff. 
This writer requested member’s information and shared concern resolution process. He confirmed it was fine to reach out to provider regarding this concern. 
This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement letter.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
7/16/21
This writer researched Relative as Provider service in Clinical Coverage Policy 8P and confirmed that a “high school diploma or high school equivalency” is required. 
This writer reached out to Care Navigator and Service Integrity Consultant (Mara Wooten and Kim Fien) to get their feedback on the situation. Kim reported that Universal should be able to hire her because she has the diploma, but not the transcript, so therefore since she has the High School Diploma she does meet the qualifications for providing Innovations Waiver Clinical Coverage Policy 8-P services which says  “g. High school diploma or high school equivalency (GED). (p.77)”
This writer then contacted Tracy Frye, QI Director at (828) 759-2228 (Corporate Office) to share concern with her. This writer shared concern details verbally and confirmed her email address to send info. She confirmed that she would look into this right away and would get back with a written response by 7/23.
This writer then composed and sent concern elements via email, tfrye@umhs.net.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
7/22/21
This writer received a response from Ms. Frye (along with documentation of diploma) which can be summarized below:
•	Universal Mental Health Services has not hired this mother.  
•	She was told that Universal would have to receive a diploma and an official verification of the diploma—as well as a background check.
•	At no point was the potential staff told by any Universal employee that she could be hired without having this information in place prior to moving forward in the hiring process.  
•	Diploma has been received, but not an official verification of the diploma. Provider is still working to obtain this. 
Based on provider’s response and associated documentation, this appears to be a non-issue.
This writer received follow up call from provider stating that HR had provided an update that they had received the official verification. She asked if this was needed and this writer stated that it would not be necessary. 
This writer called and LVM with complainant requesting a call back.
This writer then composed and sent resolution letter. No further action required at this time. Any further correspondence from complainant will be documented in follow-up.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Non-Issue		1		1		0		23

		11947		Kim Ware		06/30/2021		NARA		BRENT		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Unity Home Care, Inc.		1		263684 - BENNETT, HARRY		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		1		In-State		Level IV		1		1		Service Consultant made two attempts by phone and email to request Harry Bennett’s service documentation and signed short range goals in order to complete monitoring assessment and verify that goals are in compliance for Harry’s new ISP year. Attempts were made on 6/2 and 6/22. Ms. McLean did send service documentation, but did not send signed short range goals. Service Consultant is unable to complete first quarter monitoring as the result. Service Consultant has informed supervisor and requested for assistance from Provider Networks with resolving this concern.		CORRECTIONS: CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFORMATION FROM MEMBER'S; NATURE CHANGED FROM LME/MCO FUNCTION TO ADMINISTRATIVE; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO DHSR; disability changed from dd only to multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8297		07/07/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Service Consultant made two attempts by phone and email to request Harry Bennett’s service documentation and signed short range goals in order to complete monitoring assessment and verify that goals are in compliance for Harry’s new ISP year. Attempts were made on 6/2 and 6/22. Ms. McLean did send service documentation, but did not send signed short range goals. Service Consultant is unable to complete first quarter monitoring as the result. Service Consultant has informed supervisor and requested for assistance from Provider Networks with resolving this concern.
HARRY BENNET JR.   ID: 263684   (DOB: 2/7/1967)
7/7/21 Based on nature of concern and complainant indication of referral to AH PND, case to be closed and tracked per protocol. Ack/Res emailed to internal complaintn. no further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		7

		11948		Hillary Vandewart		06/30/2021		NARA		BRENT		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Adult		The Loving Home Incorporated		1		281835 - BANKS, TERESA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Cumberland		0		1		In-State		Level IV		1		1		Service Consultant Brent Nara made multiple attempts by phone and email to reach Beverly Curtis and Vincent Williams, QPs at the Loving Home to request quarterly progress notes for the above individuals for the dates 3/1/2021-5/31/2021. Short range goals are needed for Huey Brooks (effective 6/1/2021). Attempts were made on 6/1 and on 6/22. This is in addition to the following documentation requests that are overdue since March 2021, which I include below (most to least recent requests):
•	Jennifer Burkett: Quarterly progress note for 2/1/21-4/30/21
•	Terry Horne: Quarterly progress note for 2/1/21-4/30/21
•	Terry Horne: Signed short range goals (effective 2/1/21)
•	Crystal Burgess : Quarterly progress notes for 1/1/21-3/31/21
•	Crystal Burgess: Signed short range goals effective 1/1/21
•	Becky Shaw: Quarterly progress notes for 1/1/21-3/31/21
•	Sherman Weatherspoon: Quarterly progress notes for 1/1/21-3/31/21
•	Teresa Banks: Quarterly progress notes for 12/1/20-2/28/21
•	Huey Brooks: Quarterly progress notes for 12/1/20-2/28/21
•	Megan Killman: Quarterly progress notes for 12/1/20-2/28/21
•	Jennifer Lockamy: Quarterly progress notes for 12/1/20-2/28/21
•	Terry Horne: Quarterly progress notes for 11/1/20-1/31/21
•	Jennifer Burkett: Quarterly progress notes for 11/1/20-1/31/21
•	Jennifer Burkett: Signed short range goals (effective 11/1/20)
As can be seen, this now makes a full 6 months of a gap in monitoring services, or two quarters. Provider needs to send quarterly progress notes or service grids for members as soon as possible so that quarterly monitoring assessments may be completed.
Service Consultant has informed supervisor and reached out to Provider Networks for assistance with resolving this contractual concern.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Disability to Multi		other		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8301		07/27/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Service Consultant Brent Nara made multiple attempts by phone and email to reach Beverly Curtis and Vincent Williams, QPs at the Loving Home to request quarterly progress notes for the above individuals for the dates 3/1/2021-5/31/2021. Short range goals are needed for Huey Brooks (effective 6/1/2021). Attempts were made on 6/1 and on 6/22. This is in addition to the following documentation requests that are overdue since March 2021, which I include below (most to least recent requests):
•	Jennifer Burkett: Quarterly progress note for 2/1/21-4/30/21
•	Terry Horne: Quarterly progress note for 2/1/21-4/30/21
•	Terry Horne: Signed short range goals (effective 2/1/21)
•	Crystal Burgess: Quarterly progress notes for 1/1/21-3/31/21
•	Crystal Burgess: Signed short range goals effective 1/1/21
•	Becky Shaw: Quarterly progress notes for 1/1/21-3/31/21
•	Sherman Weatherspoon: Quarterly progress notes for 1/1/21-3/31/21
•	Teresa Banks: Quarterly progress notes for 12/1/20-2/28/21
•	Huey Brooks: Quarterly progress notes for 12/1/20-2/28/21
•	Megan Killman: Quarterly progress notes for 12/1/20-2/28/21
•	Jennifer Lockamy: Quarterly progress notes for 12/1/20-2/28/21
•	Terry Horne: Quarterly progress notes for 11/1/20-1/31/21
•	Jennifer Burkett: Quarterly progress notes for 11/1/20-1/31/21
•	Jennifer Burkett: Signed short range goals (effective 11/1/20)
As can be seen, this now makes a full 6 months of a gap in monitoring services, or two quarters. Provider needs to send quarterly progress notes or service grids for members as soon as possible so that quarterly monitoring assessments may be completed. Service Consultant has informed supervisor and reached out to Provider Networks for assistance with resolving this contractual concern.
[SEVERAL MEMBERS INCLUDED]
7/7/21
This writer researched recent internal concerns related to this and determined that PND leadership and Compliance are involved/coordinating next steps. 
This writer sent information to PND Specialist Bill Young for his records. This writer then received a response from Bill stating that Compliance needs to be “fully involved.”
This writer replied inquiring to what extent Compliance had been involved previously and stating that this writer could submit a Compliance Issues form if needed.
This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant.
Bill responded that he believed that Compliance had only been made aware verbally and that he had no knowledge of a Compliance Issues form being filled out. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
7/19/21
This writer completed Compliance Issues Report along with supporting information and submitted to the Compliance Committee for review. This writer will await feedback from Compliance.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
7/27/21
This writer composed and sent resolution letter to internal complainant, advising that matter had been referred to Compliance and that we would provide updates once received. Future correspondence with Compliance/complainant will be included in resolution follow-up. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Undetermined--Referred to Corporate Compliance Committee for review/follow-up		1		1		0		27

		11950		Kim Ware		06/30/2021		WILLIAMS		MARLENE		Parent		External Stakeholder Concern		Administrative Issues		Innovation Services (non-residential)		CLS, SE		Multi-Disability		Adult		A Small Miracle, LLC		1		265308 - WILLIAMS, VICTORIA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Marlene Williams, mother called today to report that the member does not have service hours remaining for today (the last day in the plan year) and she was told she would have to use respite for today. Ms. Williams states that they do not use over the allotted hours in a week and feels perhaps there was a miscalculation with the units billed. She would like this looked into to see what happened to the CLS and SE hours that left the member short for the plan year to make sure this does not continue to happen. Ms. Williams states that this is not the first time this has been a concern.		CORRECTIONS: COMPLAINANT NAME CHANGED FROM MEMBER'S; type changed from grievance to external stakeholder; source changed from family member to parent; disability changed from dd only to multi;nature changed from access to administrative; licensure changed from unknown to not licensed		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8302		07/27/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Marlene Williams, mother called today to report that the member does not have service hours remaining for today (the last day in the plan year) and she was told she would have to use respite for today. Ms. Williams states that they do not use over the allotted hours in a week and feels perhaps there was a miscalculation with the units billed. She would like this looked into to see what happened to the CLS and SE hours that left the member short for the plan year to make sure this does not continue to happen. Ms. Williams states that this is not the first time this has been a concern.
VICTORIA WILLIAMS  ID: 265308   (DOB: 6/8/1983)
7/1/21 Call to number listed (910) 489-0647; left vm message.(KWARE,QAA)
7/7/21 Call to complainant; no answer; vm message did not indicate complainant’s name; left message for complainant requesting return call. Information available indicates that the father is the legal guardian. This writer is unable to confirm if the mother/complainant is guardian as well. This writer reached out to AH CN Daisy Calhoun in regards to the guardianship questions. Per her response the father is the guardian. Concern Acknowledgment letter mailed to address listed.(K.WARE,QAA
7/16/21 Call to complainant. She explained that she is the mother and that the father is the guardian. This writer explained the role of QM, next steps and how the case will be handled in that she is considered an external stakeholder (ie HIPAA). This writer contacted agency candace.mondragon@asmallmiraclellc.com (Program Director) to inquire regarding correct contact person for concern.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/20/21 Per response, the member is served out of the Goldsboro office. The information was forwarded by Ms. Mondragon to the Program Director of that office, Oliva Fredrick for review and response. Ms Frederick plans to follow up with this writer with internal review results.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/27/21 This writer received email correspondence indicating agency internal review of the matter. Per agency review, the member had not exceeded the weekly approved hours, however, there was not enough authorized units to cover the last day of the year based on the mother’s weekly schedule that she developed. The AH care navigator added additional hours in the budget to cover the extra day. “ The mother is correct that they have not exceeded the weekly approved hours for CLS nor SE. I have enclosed a spreadsheet showing the time records for CLS and SE throughout the ISP year, 7/1/2020-6/30/2021. The spreadsheet will confirm that the weekly utilized hours were not exceeded nor was there any miscalculations with the units billed. It will also show that every available hour/unit was utilized within the year. You will see that 7/1/2020-6/30/2021 covers a span of 53 weeks. When calculated, there were 52 weeks and 1 day. It is my understanding that the calculations for annual authorizations are to multiply the number of calendar weeks (standard of 52) by the number of weekly hours.  Since we had 52 weeks plus 1 day for this ISP year, there was not enough authorized units to cover the last day of the year. 

Per our QP’s report, during the ISP plan meeting, the care navigator added an additional 25 hours of Respite in the budget to account for this type of scenario, as it has occurred in the past, as mom mentioned in her concern. Also, per QP report, Respite was added because her budget would not allow for additional CLS. Unfortunately, this ISP year will yield the same issue with regards to the number of weeks in the calendar year from 7/1/21-6/30/22 (52 weeks plus 1 day). Based on the current schedule for 7/1/21-6/30/22, we will need 12 additional hours of CLS to cover 6/30/22. All authorized CLS units will be exhausted on 6/29/22, if we follow the weekly schedule developed by the mother.” The agency has indicated that in order to prevent any confusion regarding the use of hours, they plan to review each service auth upon receipt and compare the weekly units:  “In an effort to prevent the perception of miscalculations of hours, we will review each service authorization upon receipt and compare the weekly units to the proposed weekly schedule for the entire year. This will give the QP an advanced view of whether there are enough units to cover the full authorized date range and adequate time to discuss any shortages with the client/family and care navigator.” It appears that the agency has reviewed the matter during an ISP plan meeting including the QP and AH CN and are planning ahead for this plan year. It appears that the agency has followed protocol and the one day short was due to adherence to the mother’s requested scheduling and the number of weeks in the calendar year. The agency has indicated that they plan to have the agency’s Client Advocacy Representative to follow up with complainant to address any additional concerns she may have. Based on agency response, documentation submitted regarding utilization as well as actions taken and follow up actions to be taken, case to be closed.  The agency has followed protocol as well as coordinated efforts. The guardian will be referred to continue to work with AH CN and agency in regards to concerns in concern resolution letter mailed to complainant.(K.WARE,QAA)		nonissue- agency has followed protocol		1		1		0		27

		11951		Hillary Vandewart		06/30/2021		Cook		Colleen		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Intensive In-home Services				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Hope Services, LLC		1		403484 - SCOTT, KAYLEE		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Please use "UM staff" when reaching out to provider.  Member was authorized for IIH services for 100 units from 7/2020 - 1/12/2021.  Provider has continued to serve member in IIH services until the present without an authorization. CM communicated with UM supervisor, Karen Ogg, as there are COVID flexibilities in place (https://medicaid.ncdhhs.gov/blog/2020/04/16/special-bulletin-covid-19-46-behavioral-health-service-flexibilities) but it is not clear how long at reauth is for IIH without a MN review by UM staff.  CM is doing a QOC as instructed by supervisor. Colleen Cook, LCMHC, NCC, 6/30/2021		CORRECTIONS: Changed Nature of Issue to Auth/Payment/Billing		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8298		07/02/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Please use "UM staff" when reaching out to provider.  Member was authorized for IIH services for 100 units from 7/2020 - 1/12/2021.  Provider has continued to serve member in IIH services until the present without an authorization. CM communicated with UM supervisor, Karen Ogg, as there are COVID flexibilities in place (https://medicaid.ncdhhs.gov/blog/2020/04/16/special-bulletin-covid-19-46-behavioral-health-service-flexibilities) but it is not clear how long at reauth is for IIH without a MN review by UM staff.  CM is doing a QOC as instructed by supervisor. Colleen Cook, LCMHC, NCC, 6/30/2021
[PT: Kaylee Scott				DOB: 8/9/11				ID: 403484]
7/2/21
This writer emailed Tanya Held, SIU/Compliance for case consult. She shared that “As long as the flexibilities are in place, providers can serve members without reauthorization (for those serviced with re-auth waived in Bulletin #46). We are waiting on guidance from the State on when to lift the flexibilities and begin requiring re-authorizations.
Based on this feedback, provider can continue serving member without reauthorization. This writer composed and sent ack/res email to internal complainant. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Non-Issue		1		1		0		2

		11952		Hillary Vandewart		06/30/2021		PUCKETT		Maurice		Guardian		Grievance		Quality of Services		Crisis - Inpatient				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		SBH-Raleigh, LLC dba Strategic Behavioral Center - Garner		1		703161 - PUCKETT, KHRISTIAN		Black/African American		H= Hispanic, Other		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Father calling to express concerns about services in Strategic Behavioral Health.  Son has been in Strategic twice over past 4 months, been to Bryn Marr, not happy with services at Strategic, Bipolar Disorder and ADHD, needs inpatient care, feels like services are like a revolving door, history of med noncompliance, verbal threats, takes medications in addition to the ones being prescribed (endangering himself), plays with fire in garage., threatens with knives.  Son has had multiple enhanced services, needs inpatient care.  Caller is concerned that Strategic is not taking his concerns seriously.  His most recent therapist has not even taken a thorough history and is not informed., she has been calling father prior to looking at history.  He has not been properly evaluated.    Rich Resnick LCAS		CORRECTIONS: Updated Provider Info/Service Type		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8339		07/30/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Father calling to express concerns about services in Strategic Behavioral Health. Son has been in Strategic twice over past 4 months, been to Bryn Marr, not happy with services at Strategic, Bipolar Disorder and ADHD, needs inpatient care, feels like services are like a revolving door, history of med noncompliance, verbal threats, takes medications in addition to the ones being prescribed (endangering himself), plays with fire in garage, threatens with knives. Son has had multiple enhanced services, needs inpatient care. Caller is concerned that Strategic is not taking his concerns seriously. His most recent therapist has not even taken a thorough history and is not informed, she has been calling father prior to looking at history. He has not been properly evaluated. Rich Resnick LCAS
[PT: Khristian Puckett			DOB: 12/15/2005			ID: 703161]
7/7/21
This writer called and left generic VM requesting a call back.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
7/8/21
This writer contacted grievant via phone and spoke to him in detail regarding his concerns. He reported that the biggest issue was that the therapist was extremely rude and unprofessional/condescending (Lakesha). She was never clear regarding discharge planning. 
Mr. Puckett had expressed concerns to her regarding Khristian not taking his meds and how this led to hospitalizations. She advised that inpatient may be recommended. She stated that they could discuss this with him the next day in a family session. During the family session, she did not bring up inpatient possibility and instead asked Khristian why he was there and then asked Mr. Puckett was his concerns were. He reiterated his concerns about Khristian not taking meds and she then stated “he can refuse” in front of member which was concerning to him, made the situation worse. Didn’t think it was appropriate for her to be saying that in front of a minor. After he pointed this out, she “blew up” and the conversation went left. He asked if he could speak to her supervisor and she stated she would have the CEO call him. This never occurred. 
That evening, he received a call from his son asking if he was going to come pick him up and learned that apparently he was “discharged” without saying anything to him. At this point, he wanted to speak with a doctor regarding the possibility of an injectable. The next day, the therapist called him and asked “why is he still here?” and he stated that no one called him or informed him about the discharge. He also requested to speak with a doctor, which he was eventually able to. Doctor shared that he could go on an injectable after he was discharged (they didn’t have the meds at the facility). 
CPS then contacted Mr. Puckett because the therapist called CPS stating he was refusing to pick up Khristian. He never said he wouldn’t was just waiting on a date/time, and also wanted to ensure that a discharge plan was in place (this didn’t happen the last time he was discharged). 
Mr. Puckett stated that Khristian was home and everything was ok, but that this experience was extremely unpleasant. This writer thanked him for sharing and confirmed that we could reach out to provider/also confirmed mailing address.
This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement letter. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
7/19/21
This writer recently confirmed that SBH Garner has a new QI and Compliance Director, Qadriyyah Joyner, who coordinates internal reviews. This writer spoke with Qadriyya via phone and sent internal concern information to her directly via email with a deadline of 7/26. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
7/27/21
This writer received a request from Qadriyyah for an extension until Friday, 7/30. This writer responded that an extension was possible, but the latest we could receive a response would be 7/29. She agreed and thanked this writer for the extension.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
7/30/21
This writer received a response from the provider which can be summarized below:
•	Member was admitted on 6/19. Therapist completed psychosocial assessment on 6/22 and father requested referrals be made for residential treatment. Therapist contact previous support services for referral information. Easter Seals indicated that services were terminated due to father declining recommendations. 
•	Therapist completed a family session on 6/29 with father and member. Discussed boundaries, safety planning, etc. Father became agitated and requested to speak to CEO or Dr. 
•	Therapist and Dr. spoke to father on 7/1 to discuss discharge at 10am on 7/2. 
•	Therapist stated that it was a patient’s right to refuse medications during a conversation about him being compliant at the hospital. 
•	CEO attempted to call father on 6/29 at 5:55pm and 6:57pm and on 6/30 at 9:30am. CEO could not leave a message.
•	Mr. Puckett was given a discharge date by therapist on 6/29 for a 6/30 discharge and father hung up on therapist. Father spoke to therapist on 6/30 and was given discharge information. He never picked up member. On 7/1, therapist reported to Wake County DSS that he did not pick up member from scheduled discharge. 
•	Mr. Puckett spoke to Dr. and therapist on 7/1, discharge on 7/2 at 10am were discussed.
•	Per review of documentation, Strategic determined that they did communicate thoroughly re discharge plan, but did identify some areas of improvement/follow-up actions:
o	Discharge communication to families from therapist will be documented in chart as a discharge planning contact note separate from family session note.
o	Discharges where families and/or guardians are not in agreement with treatment team recommendations or discharge plan will be brought to the DCS, CNO, or CEO for guidance and or family contact.
o	Discharges for next day will be discussed in leadership meeting daily and follow up on as needed. 
Based on the provider’s response, they were unable to substantiate any wrongdoing; however, they are still putting into place some parameters to improve communication with parents especially when there are disagreements regarding discharge planning. Leadership to be more involved in communications and planning. 
Based on this response, this writer plans to resolve grievance.
This writer contacted grievant by phone at 984-528-0743 and shared provider’s feedback with him. He reiterated that the main issue was the conversation with Lakesha that the member could refuse medications and stated that he is “dealing with the backlash” from that. This writer shared that provider did acknowledge this conversation and that we had shared his feedback that he felt this was inappropriate for an impressionable and unstable child. He stated that he just wanted to get this point across. This writer asked if he still wanted to hear from the CEO and he stated that would not be necessary.  This writer thanked him for the feedback and he thanked this writer for the call. 
This writer composed and sent resolution letter. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		30
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IDD Services
(31)

• 19% of all complaints and grievances were from IDD services
• 52% of IDD services were Non-Residential Innovations Services 
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Visualization 1
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		11668		Todd Parker		04/01/2021		FOSTER		LAVAR		Consumer		Grievance		LME/MCO Functions		Accces/Screening, Triage and Referral				Multi-Disability		Adult		Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		0		262328 - FOSTER, LAVAR		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Member called and reported that Rosa Joyner, Access Coordinator, was rude to him.  Member stated that Rosa would not allow him to explain his problem with requesting a specific driver through Modivcare. Member stated that Rosa hung up before he could finish speaking.		Member reported that Rosa should not be rude and should do her job.
CORRECTIONS:  Changed nature of Issue to LME/MCO Functions, Add Alliance as provider		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8076		04/13/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member called and reported that Rosa Joyner, Access Coordinator, was rude to him.  Member stated that Rosa would not allow him to explain his problem with requesting a specific driver through Modivcare. Member stated that Rosa hung up before he could finish speaking.
Member reported that Rosa should not be rude and should do her job.
PT: Lavar Foster			DOB:  11/06/77			ID:  262328
This writer contacted complainant at the number provided. Writer reviewed the information related to member’s complaint with him. Complainant confirmed that the information was accurate. Complainant added that the staff was rude to him and the vendor on the 3-way call. He says his appointment got canceled because of what the staff did. He did confirm that that he was able to get the appointment scheduled after the call with the staff. He indicated that the staff in question told him that she deals with crisis. He attempted to convey to staff that this was a crisis but was not heard.
Writer explained the next steps in the process informing him of the Ack letter he will receive. Writer also explained that any personnel/HR actions taken are confidential and will not be shared with him Complainant expressed that he understood. He shared that he’s never had to file a grievance on anyone before but staff was “flamboyant with it”.  Writer verified complainant’s address. Complainants zip code was incorrect in the grievance. Writer made the correction.
Writer composed and mailed the Ack letter. Writer will contact Nancy Kent (Ms. Joyner’s supervisor). 
T. Parker, I&G Manager

4-12-21
Caller researched to find the call in question. Writer located CID: 571964 and read the call notes. No information reviewed indicated conflict with the caller and the CC staff. Writer emailed Nancy Kent, supervisor of Rosa Joyner to share complainant’s concern:
•	Staff was rude to member
•	Staff would not allow member to explain his issue thoroughly 
•	Staff hung up on member before he could finish speaking
•	Member’s appointment was canceled because of staff’s actions
Writer asked Ms. Kent to respond to listen to the call and respond to the concerns listed.
T. Parker, I&G Manager

4-13-21
Writer received an email response from Ms. Kent. She shared that she has listened to the call and it does not appear the staff in question acted in the manner the complainant expressed. She shared, “at no time was she rude, talking over him or not listening. At worst she was trying to figure out what he wanted”. She further shared that she did not see any issue in the call he made later. Ms. Kent attached the calls in her email to this writer. Writer also listened to the calls and is agreement with Ms. Kent’s assessment. Writer will resolve the grievance based on this information. Writer composed and mailed Res letter. No further action required at this time.
T. Parker, I&G Manager		Non-issue		1		1		0		12

		11669		Kristie White		04/02/2021		James		Yvonne		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Access to Services		Assertive Community Tx Team				Multi-Disability		Adult		B & D Integrated Health Services		1		90928 - BAILEY, MICHELLE		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Received a call from Durham County EMS (Gina Mejia), who were currently present at members home due to 911 call due to MH concerns.  EMS staff purpose of call was to obtain contact number of mobile crisis. EMS staff reports member is currently linked to B & D and receiving ACTT services.  EMS staff contacted B&D ACTT crisis line for assistance as member did not meet criteria to be taken to hospital.  Reporting member denies SI/HI and AVH.  Upon contacting B & D crisis line; EMS staff informed by B&D crisis line staff to take member to hospital.  EMS staff reports they did make ACTT team staff aware member does not meet criteria to be taken to the ED; B&D staff informed again to take to ED.  As a result, EMS staff requested mobile crisis contact information for MH staff to present F2F with member; since B&D ACTT refused.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8087		04/23/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Michelle Bailey Patient ID: 90928 DOB: 03/27/1992
Received a call from Durham County EMS (Gina Mejia), who were currently present at members home due to 911 call due to MH concerns. EMS staff purpose of call was to obtain contact number of mobile crisis. EMS staff reports member is currently linked to B & D and receiving ACTT services. EMS staff contacted B&D ACTT crisis line for assistance as member did not meet criteria to be taken to hospital. Reporting member denies SI/HI and AVH. Upon contacting B & D crisis line; EMS staff informed by B&D crisis line staff to take member to hospital. EMS staff reports they did make ACTT team staff aware member does not meet criteria to be taken to the ED; B&D staff informed again to take to ED. As a result, EMS staff requested mobile crisis contact information for MH staff to present F2F with member; since B&D ACTT refused.
04/05/21-Internal employee concern against B&D re. not fulfilling first responder duties (ACT). KM Appeals Coordinator
04/12/21-Sent acknowledgment email to internal complainant YJames about this internal concern sent in. Called JReed at B&D about this internal concern. Sending concern element email to him to be returned to me no later than 04/19/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/20/21-Reached out to provider via email stating needing information in order for timely conclusion to this internal concern. Per JReed he would be sending this information in tomorrow. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/21/21-Received the information along with full investigation and office notes. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/23/21-Per review of information given from B&D per their internal review EMS contacted team that member did not fit the criteria to go to the Emergency Department via ambulance. Member denied any intent to harm herself or others and was assessed that she did not meet IVC criteria at that time. Member agreed to meet with ACTT team the next day. On 04/02/21 member presented to Duke ER reporting “seeing demons in the sky”. Member was released the following day and visited by the ACTT Psychiatrist the following day. The member was non-complainant with her medications and they have assured the member safety with a plan for her to return to long acting injectionables to decrease the need for emergency services. The provider sent office notes also to substantiate they follow-up with this member and followed protocols to get this member safe and provider services she needed. Sent internal complainant resolution email and closing the concern as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		21

		11670		Hillary Vandewart		04/05/2021		ROTH		GLENDA		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Peer Support Services				Multi-Disability		Adult		Cottage Health Care Services, Inc.		1		90497 - ROTH, GLENDA		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Glenda reported that Cottage did not provide the needed services and felt that they were billing her Medicaid while assisting her with what she needed.  
Member notes that her number is 984-528-0859		CORRECTIONS: Changed Provider Licensure to Not Licensed, Changed Nature of Issue to Quality of Services, Changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8083		04/27/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Glenda reported that Cottage Health Care Services did not provide the needed services and felt that they were billing her Medicaid while assisting her with what she needed.  
Member notes that her number is 984-528-0859
[PT: Glenda Roth				DOB: 2/14/84				ID: 90497]
4/7/21
This writer called and left detailed voicemail for complainant requesting a call back to discuss grievance (outgoing VM message confirmed it was correct number).
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
4/8/21
This writer received VM from Ms. Roth from previous evening. This writer contacted her again by phone and spoke to her briefly regarding her concerns. She stated that she felt that the provider was getting paid by Medicaid but wasn’t “doing what they were supposed to be doing.” When this writer inquired further, she stated that they did not help her find a house and wouldn’t take her where she needed to go. This writer informed her about the grievance resolution process and she stated that it was find for us to share the concerns with them. She stated that she did not share her concerns with them specifically but just cancelled the services and told them she didn’t want it. She stated that this was last year and that she had at least 2 different peer support workers. 
She informed this writer that she had a new provider with Upward Change and that she was pleased with these services although she stated that she was trying to get more hours. This writer thanked her for the information and confirmed her mailing address. This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement letter.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
4/20/21
This writer called provider and requested to speak with James Todd, Clinical Director. This writer was told that he was not currently in the office but was able to leave a message with staff who answered phone. This writer informed her that I would also send him an email letting him know that I reached out.
This writer then sent an email to Mr. Todd letting him know that I had attempted to reach him to discuss a grievance. Due to the lack of information given by complainant, this writer went ahead and shared details of concern and advised him that we wanted to give them the opportunity to respond but to feel free to reach out if he would like to discuss further.
This writer requested a response by 4/27/21.
This writer received a call back from provider who inquired as to whether this was a recent grievance and pointed out that member had been discharged for quite some time. This writer confirmed that it was a recent grievance but that we understood that she was no longer a Cottage consumer and was currently receiving services elsewhere. This writer assured Mr. Todd that we understood that there was not much “actionable” to be done as the member is no longer receiving services with them but that we did just want to give them the opportunity to respond. He thanked this writer and stated that he would be following up.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
4/27/21
This writer received a response from Mr. Todd which can be summarized below:
•	Member was last seen for peer support services on 11/12/20. Member’s services ended abruptly per her request. 
•	Upon discharge, client was living in an apartment as housing was stable at that time. She was interested in identifying a larger dwelling that could accommodate her growing family at that time.
•	Member was linked and met with housing specialist, where she was provided with several resources and assisted with applying for the targeted housing program. She was also accompanied to appointments with private landlords and apartment property managers in the community. 
Based on provider’s response, it appears that due diligence was provided to member and services were provided in accordance with service description. Based on this, as well as the fact that member has since been connected to another provider that she is happy with, this writer plans to resolve grievance.
This writer contacted complainant via phone to share provider’s response. She thanked this writer for the follow-up. This writer confirmed again that member was happy with current services and she stated that she was but wasn’t sure if she would be able to continue to receive peer support. This writer encouraged her to follow up with provider. 
This writer thanked her again for sharing concerns and informed her that the matter would be resolved and tracked. This writer then composed and sent resolution letter. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Non-Issue		1		1		0		22

		11671		Hillary Vandewart		04/05/2021		ROTH		GLENDA		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Peer Support Services				Multi-Disability		Adult		VOICE Therapeutic Solutions, PLLC		1		90497 - ROTH, GLENDA		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Glenda indicated that the provider only saw her one time and no more than that.   She indicated that they were scheduled to take her to get food and clothes.  They would not transport her due to the fact that she had a child with her. Best phone number is 984-528-0859		CORRECTIONS: Changed Grievance Against to Provider and Provider Licensure to Not Licensed, Changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8084		04/27/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Glenda indicated that the provider (Voice Therapeutic Solutions) only saw her one time and no more than that. She indicated that they were scheduled to take her to get food and clothes. They would not transport her due to the fact that she had a child with her. Best phone number is 984-528-0859
[PT: Glenda Roth				DOB: 2/14/84				ID: 90497]
4/7/21
This writer called and left detailed voicemail for complainant requesting a call back to discuss grievance (outgoing VM message confirmed it was correct number).
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
4/8/21
This writer received VM from Ms. Roth from previous evening. This writer contacted her again by phone and spoke to her briefly regarding her concerns. She stated that she only saw the provider “maybe one time” but that she didn’t move forward with them because they wouldn’t allow her baby to be in the car. She stated that they informed her that these were the rules and so she did not move forward with their services. 
She informed this writer that she had a new provider with Upward Change and that she was pleased with these services although she stated that she was trying to get more hours. This writer thanked her for the information and confirmed her mailing address. This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement letter.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
4/22/21
This writer called main Voice Therapeutic Solutions office at 888-557-4080 and asked to be connected with Dr. Kemi Amola-Hill. Spoke with Michelle who informed this writer that Dr. Hill was not currently in the office but that she would text her with my information and have her call me back. This writer thanked her and provided call back information.
This writer received a call back from Dr. Hill. She confirmed the provider’s policy that they only transport clients, not family members. She stated that this is due to insurance, etc. She reported that if management finds out that this was requested that they do reach out to the consumer to reiterate the policy. This writer advised that it might be a good idea to inform clients about this ahead of time if they don’t already do this. She stated that she would look into this. This writer asked if she could share their policy and confirmed her email address to send the info. She agreed.
This writer then emailed her with request. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
4/23/21
This writer received response from Dr. Hill including the below documentation:
•	First 3 pages of the Intake packet the client signed that gives provider consent to transport her as the client (no other parties are mentioned)
•	Policy on transportation for VOICE employees, including:
o	You are only authorized to transport VOICE clients. Family members, friends etc.  of the client are not approved for transport. Multiple clients can not be transported at the same time. In addition, your personal family members, friends etc. are not allowed to be transported while providing services to VOICE clients.
•	Discharge form - the client was informed at the time of our policy and requested discharge because of it (stated she was going to another provider)
Based on provider’s response, it appears that provider was following policy with regards to transportation of member only. Based on this, as well as the fact that member has since been connected to another provider that she is happy with, this writer plans to resolve grievance. This writer did provide suggestion to provider to inform consumers about limitations of transport prior to start of services.
This writer contacted complainant via phone to share provider’s response. She thanked this writer for the follow up and she indicated that she understood that this was the provider’s policy but agreed that it would be helpful for consumers to be informed of this policy up front.
This writer thanked her for the info and informed her that the matter would be resolved and tracked. This writer then composed and sent resolution letter. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		22

		11672		Todd Parker		04/05/2021		EASTER		JIM		Consumer		Grievance		Basic Needs		Assertive Community Tx Team				Multi-Disability		Adult		A Better You Foundation, Inc		0		11409 - EASTER, JIM		Unknown		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Test				Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8073		04/05/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		test				1		1		0		0

		11673		Todd Parker		04/05/2021		Webb		Tina		Family Member		External Stakeholder Concern		LME/MCO Functions		Intermediate Care Facility				Multi-Disability		Adult		Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		1		291964 - STENZEL, DANIEL		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		1		In-State		Supervised Living 5600 A (Adult with Mental Health Concerns)		1		1		CID: 572237 Grievance #11673-- 4/1/2021 6:11:26 PM
CALLER: Tina Webb 
MEMBER: Daniel Stenzel
DOB: 12/26/1954 (Age: 66) 
PHONE: 910-977-0275
ADMIN COUNTY: Cumberland 
INSURANCE: Tricare/Medicare/Medicaid
Caller is seeking help to stop calls from Alliances' staff ( the description sounds like a Peer Specialist) to her family, for her brother who resides in an assisted living facilty in Moore Co.  She states his Medicaid may still be monitored by Cumberlannd Co.   She states the family is receiving calls from a lady who states she can help her brother live independently; she states she works for Alliance; she has informed the family that she does not need permission from a POA to help her brother; the caller states she will continue to pursue her brother to assist him with or without the families consent.   The Caller states her  brother's  mental and medical conditions dictate his inability to live on his own.  Caller states her brother's PCP determined him to be a danger to himself or other's.  The parent's of the member have been POA since 2010 ( now the caller is a Special POA) and her brother is unable to successfully live on his own,  The caller states she was informed by the court system, her brother did not need guardianship as her type of Special POA was sufficient to manage as a guardian and she does not need any other documentation to make decisions for her brother.  Caller is willing to file a grievance on Alliance for the persistent calls that may lead to her brother being removed from the safety of his current residence.
MENTAL STATUS: denied SI, HI, AVH, and Use
MENTAL HEALTH HISTORY: Schizophrenia and other disorders
SEVERITY: NON-THRESHOLD, Service Requested - NO, 911/CIT Criteria Met - NO, Reporting a Threat Criteria Met - NO
DISPOSITION:  Third party call, member not present during call.   Screener explained role of MCO and briefly discussed the TCLI program.  Screener explained nature of Alliance Crisis Line.  LC encouraged caller to attempt to determine the name, agency, phone number, and other identifying details of the caller which could be used to locate them.  LC filed the greivance on callers behalf.  LC determined the staff of concern is Miketta Hines.
SCREENER: D BREESE LCMHC, LCAS, CRC 4/5/2021 8:47:32 AM		CORRECTIONS: Changed complainant name to reflect that of complainant and changed Type to External Stakeholder Concern. Updated address for complainant		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8086		05/03/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID: 572237 Grievance #11673-- 4/1/2021 6:11:26 PM CALLER: Tina Webb MEMBER: Daniel Stenzel DOB: 12/26/1954 (Age: 66) PHONE: 910-977-0275 ADMIN COUNTY: Cumberland INSURANCE: Tricare/Medicare/Medicaid Caller is seeking help to stop calls from Alliances' staff ( the description sounds like a Peer Specialist) to her family, for her brother who resides in an assisted living facilty in Moore Co. She states his Medicaid may still be monitored by Cumberlannd Co. She states the family is receiving calls from a lady who states she can help her brother live independently; she states she works for Alliance; she has informed the family that she does not need permission from a POA to help her brother; the caller states she will continue to pursue her brother to assist him with or without the families consent. The Caller states her brother's mental and medical conditions dictate his inability to live on his own. Caller states her brother's PCP determined him to be a danger to himself or other's. The parent's of the member have been POA since 2010 ( now the caller is a Special POA) and her brother is unable to successfully live on his own, The caller states she was informed by the court system, her brother did not need guardianship as her type of Special POA was sufficient to manage as a guardian and she does not need any other documentation to make decisions for her brother. Caller is willing to file a grievance on Alliance for the persistent calls that may lead to her brother being removed from the safety of his current residence. MENTAL STATUS: denied SI, HI, AVH, and Use MENTAL HEALTH HISTORY: Schizophrenia and other disorders SEVERITY: NON-THRESHOLD, Service Requested - NO, 911/CIT Criteria Met - NO, Reporting a Threat Criteria Met - NO DISPOSITION: Third party call, member not present during call. Screener explained role of MCO and briefly discussed the TCLI program. Screener explained nature of Alliance Crisis Line. LC encouraged caller to attempt to determine the name, agency, phone number, and other identifying details of the caller which could be used to locate them. LC filed the greivance on callers behalf. LC determined the staff of concern is Miketta Hines. SCREENER: D BREESE LCMHC, LCAS, CRC 4/5/2021 8:47:32 AM 

PT: Daniel Stenzel		DOB:  12/26/54			ID: 291964
4-9-21
Writer called complainant to discuss the grievance with her. Complainant stated she just wanted the staff to stop calling her. She shared that staff overshared personal information with her stating that she had been in and out of prison. Staff insisted that complainant’s brother should be on a track to live independently. Complainant shared that her brother is in no condition to live independently. She shared that staff continues to insist her brother needs PSS and she does not feel he needs the service. Complainant shared that she has a POA over brother’s treatment and living situation. She is pleased with where brother is currently living and fears that if the staff continues to “put it in his head” that he can live independently, he will believe it and try to leave the facility where he currently lives. Writer inquired about the POA and asked complainant also has guardianship. She indicated that a judge told her she did not need guardianship. This writer informed that with a POA he will not feel comfortable sharing any clinical information with her but should be able to address her concerns without getting into details about member’s tx. Writer explained the grievance process and that he will be determining who the staff is and contacting staff’s manager to make them aware of the issue. Writer did not share that he knew who the staff was as it appears the insert user determined the staff was Miketta Hines after speaking with complainant. Writer explained that he will not be able to share any disciplinary with complainant as that information is confidential. Complainant expressed that she understood and that she just wants the staff to stop calling her. Writer verified complainant’s address (145 Big Bear Trail #393, Sky Valley, GA  30537) and informed her that she will be getting an Ack letter from him. Writer will compose and mail the Ack letter on Monday.  
T. Parker, I&G Manager
4-12-21
Writer composed and mailed Ack letter to complainant. Writer will contact staff’s supervisor, Paul Brossoie to make him aware of the complaint. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager

4-12-21
Writer composed and mailed Ack letter to complainant. Writer will contact staff’s supervisor, Paul Brossoie to make him aware of the complaint. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager
4-28-21
Writer emailed supervisor, Paul Brossoie, to make him aware of the concerns raised by complainant: 
•	Staff (Miketa Hines) calls sister of member repeatedly demanding that member receive Peer Support Services
•	Staff insists that member can live independently when that is not something family feels he is able to do
•	Family is concerned that the staff’s insistence on independent living will influence member to attempt to leave his current placement 
Writer asked supervisor to provide a written response to the concerns. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager

5-3-21
Writer reviewed information provided by the supervisor (Paul Brossoie). According to information received, member no longer qualifies for the service. Staff has attempted to contact member to discuss service options but he will not answer her calls. Supervisor indicates that no further communication with sister/complainant is necessary as her POA does not allow input on member’s treatment or services. 
Writer composed and mailed a Resolution to complainant. No further action.
T. Parker, I&G Manager		Nonissue		1		1		0		28

		11675		Kim Ware		04/06/2021		WALDMAN		LISA		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Access to Services		Outpatient Services				Mental Health Only				Securing Resources for Consumers, Inc.		1		'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Member called for CCA appointment today. She was last seen at provider agency 11/2020 and was discharge for missing too many appointments. I contacted the agency today to see if member was able to return and was told the agency policy is one year until someone can return. Limited agencies taking new referrals in Durham County and member had extenuating circumstances of working in the field until losing job recently.One year seems excessive for being discharged for missing appointments.		CORRECTIONS: UNCHECKED ANONYMOUS; CHECKED YES FOR MEDICAID BASED ON AGENCY CONTRACT; ENTERED COMPLAINANT NAME; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO NOT LICENSED; SOURCHE CHANGED FROM CONSUMER TO MCO STAFF		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8103		04/15/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member called for CCA appointment today. She was last seen at provider agency 11/2020 and was discharge for missing too many appointments. I contacted the agency today to see if member was able to return and was told the agency policy is one year until someone can return. Limited agencies taking new referrals in Durham County and member had extenuating circumstances of working in the field until losing job recently. One year seems excessive for being discharged for missing appointments. 
*NO PT ID
4/16/21Inforaot submitted indicates that the complainant contacted the provider directly regarding alowinga ember to concern. The member had been discharged for missing too many appointments. Agency indicated that its policy is one year wait. Based on agency's response to complainant, it appears that agency is following its protocol. No trend or issue regarding the policy noted at this time. Case to be closed. Ack.Res emailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		9

		11676		Kristie White		04/06/2021		GRIGG		KENDALL		Other		External Stakeholder Concern		Quality of Services		Child & Adolescent Day Tx				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Yelverton's Enrichment Services, Inc.		1		567558 - BRAVOSANDOVAL, JUAN		White		Unknown		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		The following emailed letter was rec'd today fr: Wake Co. Public School, Baileywick Road Elementary School Principal, Kendall Grigg:

From: Kendall Grigg _ Staff - BaileywickES <kgrigg@wcpss.net>
Sent: Tuesday, April 6, 2021 12:08 PM
To: Erica Hemphill _ Staff - CounselStudentSrv <ehemphill@wcpss.net>
Subject: Confidential
 
On Friday, March 10, we discovered that our student who attended half days at Yelverton was spending his entire afternoons watching You Tube videos that are neither educational nor relevant to social emotional learning.  The student revealed this information during a debriefing that followed an outburst. The information was verified in the history of his WCPSS device.  The browsing history indicated continual use of the device to access gaming and social media sites over multiple days. The history is time stamped and corresponds with the times of attendance at Yelverton. 
 
The student also shared that he did not attend any group or individual sessions where he learned strategies for self-control or dealing with his emotions. He stated that he only slept, played Roblox, and watched You Tube while there.  He also expressed that he wanted to stay at school to learn and be with friends rather than going to Yelverton.
 
I informed the parent and she stated that he would no longer be attending the program.  The parent asked for assistance in obtaining outside support. 
 
Yelverton was contacted for a schedule.  They reported that he was in sessions throughout the afternoon. 
 
Kind regards,
 
Kendall Grigg
Principal
 
Baileywick Road Elementary School
9425 Baileywick Road
Raleigh, NC 27615
(919)518-0090
The information in this grievance was reported by the ct's school principal.		CORRECTIONS: TYPE CHANGED FROM GRIEVANCE TO EXTERNAL STAKEHOLDER; ENTERED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8088		04/29/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Juan Bravosandoval Patient ID: 567558 DOB: 12/17/2013
The following emailed letter was rec'd today fr: Wake Co. Public School, Baileywick Road Elementary School Principal, Kendall Grigg: From: Kendall Grigg _ Staff - BaileywickES <kgrigg@wcpss.net> Sent: Tuesday, April 6, 2021 12:08 PM To: Erica Hemphill _ Staff - CounselStudentSrv <ehemphill@wcpss.net> Subject: Confidential On Friday, March 10, we discovered that our student who attended half days at Yelverton was spending his entire afternoons watching You Tube videos that are neither educational nor relevant to social emotional learning. The student revealed this information during a debriefing that followed an outburst. The information was verified in the history of his WCPSS device. The browsing history indicated continual use of the device to access gaming and social media sites over multiple days. The history is time stamped and corresponds with the times of attendance at Yelverton. The student also shared that he did not attend any group or individual sessions where he learned strategies for self-control or dealing with his emotions. He stated that he only slept, played Roblox, and watched You Tube while there. He also expressed that he wanted to stay at school to learn and be with friends rather than going to Yelverton. I informed the parent and she stated that he would no longer be attending the program. The parent asked for assistance in obtaining outside support. Yelverton was contacted for a schedule. They reported that he was in sessions throughout the afternoon. Kind regards, Kendall Grigg Principal Baileywick Road Elementary School 9425 Baileywick Road Raleigh, NC 27615 (919)518-0090 The information in this grievance was reported by the ct's school principal.
04/06/21-External- against Yelverton’s- member on you tube during program using school device.KM Appeals Coordinator
04/12/21-Reached out to principal Kendall Grigg at 919-518-00and she said no therapy has been given. They have been working with strategies and he said he does not even want to go there. That partial day he said he just goes to sleep and just does You tube videos and he goes on about the shows he was watching. Once they looked into the school device and it confirmed this information. They reached out to Yelverton and they said that was untrue and gave them an extensive work plan they do with the child.  I verified address and let her know we will be researching this information. Sending acknowledgment letter to Attn: Kendal Grigg.  Also called Sherrie Campbell at Yelverton’s Enrichment about this concern and sent her concern element email to be returned to me by 04/19/21 to scampbell@yess2hh.com . KM Appeals Coordinator
04/29/21-Received response from Yelverton’s Enrichment on this grievance issues and per provide the student did not bring a computer or school devise to the Day Treatment Program on a consistent basis. The device became a distraction for the program needs and caused the student to be easily distracted. They stated the student attended group and individual sessions with the team members. They believe the student had demonstrated some progress and the guardian requested a discharge due to the report of the school, prior to that time there had been no major issues with the relationship between the guardian and the day treatment staff. The actions and next steps in order to prevent this is listed, “1. Individual schedules will be developed for each student based upon their arrival time, age group, as well as specific needs. 2. Group and individual session schedules will be provided upon request for professional and natural supports as requested. 3. Team members will request that either school devices are left at home or school during day treatment hours or that internet times are suspended to ensure that the consumer remains focused and is not distracted.” They also sent daily notes from day treatment staff. It appears they did do what they were supposed to do and now since the member is no longer with this provider they should follow those next steps/actions for next member to help elevate this from happening again. Reached out to the external complainant Kendall Grigg(Principal)  and left message several times to discuss resolution and sending resolution letter and closing this concern as Corrective: Provider initiated corrective action. KM Appeals Coordinator		Confirmed: Provider initiated corrective action.		1		1		0		23

		11677		Kim Ware		04/06/2021		Newns		Ashley		Consumer		Grievance		Access to Services		Crisis - Mobile Crisis Management				Multi-Disability		Adult		Daymark Recovery Services, Inc.		1		757700 - Newns, Ashley		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		Member reports that she called the provider directly for mobile crisis services. She was evaluated by telephone and reported that the result of the evaluation was that she should go to the hospital. The member and the representatives of her residence/outpatient provider informed the mobile crisis clinician that she had no transportation. Mobile crisis clinician said that transportation would be arranged. Member waited for more than one hour for transportation, and during this time, the director of her residence and other staff called Daymark several times to check on the transportation arrangements. The Director said that she spoke with a supervisor who said that she did not know about this case. Other responses included that Daymark mobile crisis management does not provide transportation. The staff and Member finally called Alliance Health Call Center and were assisted in getting a CIT officer to come to the facility to pick up the Member and take her to a hospital ED or crisis center.		CORRECTIONS: DISABILITY CHANGED FROM MH ONLY TO MULTI		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8094		04/21/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member reports that she called the provider directly for mobile crisis services. She was evaluated by telephone and reported that the result of the evaluation was that she should go to the hospital. The member and the representatives of her residence/outpatient provider informed the mobile crisis clinician that she had no transportation. Mobile crisis clinician said that transportation would be arranged. Member waited for more than one hour for transportation, and during this time, the director of her residence and other staff called Daymark several times to check on the transportation arrangements. The Director said that she spoke with a supervisor who said that she did not know about this case. Other responses included that Daymark mobile crisis management does not provide transportation. The staff and Member finally called Alliance Health Call Center and were assisted in getting a CIT officer to come to the facility to pick up the Member and take her to a hospital ED or crisis center.
ASHLEY NEWNS  ID: 757700 (DOB: 12/2/1997)
4/721 Case assigned.(K.WARE,QAA)
4/8/21 Call to number listed for member (252) 352-3129; left vm.(K.WARE,QAA)
4/13/21 Call to (540) 250-0491 another number listed…no answer and no vm. Information indicates no permission to use name when discussing the matter with the provider. Unable to determine if member was hospitalized or back at placement. Acknowledgment letter mailed to address listed: 1800 Williamsburg Rd. Apt. 5C Durham, NC 27707.(K.WARE,QAA)
4/14/21 Call; no answer; no vm. No response from complainant to date.(K.WARE,QAA)
4/16/21 Call to (540) 250-0491; no answer; no vm.(K.WARE,QAA)
4/21/21 Review of information indicates note entered 3/30/21 for a level 2 consumer behavior; CPS involvement and placement of infant child with “kinship care placement". No indication of current location of member at this time. Member had been in residential treatment via CASCADE (group living moderate) and SACOT. This writer made call to complainant at (540) 250-0391. Message indicated the number has been “changed, disconnected or no longer in service.” Based on no response from complainant, contact attempts made, case to be closed and the matter of concern tracked for potential trends. The QM department plans to monitor the matter in the event that similar concerns are submitted regarding the agency, requiring further review or action as appropriate. DISREGARD letter to be mailed to complainant at address listed. Any subsequent contact from or with complainant to be noted in follow up. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		15

		11678		Kim Ware		04/07/2021		NARA		BRENT		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Educare Community Living Corporation - NC dba Community Alternatives North Carolina		1		199585 - BLUE, SAM		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		1		In-State		Level IV		1		1		Service Consultant Brent Nara emailed Tierria Brown, QP at Educare Community Living Corporation (tierria.brown@rescare.com) on 3/8/21 and again on 3/22/21 to request Sam Blue’s service documentation for the dates 12/1/2020-2/28/2021 and his signed short range goals effective 3/1/2021 in order to complete quarterly monitoring assessment. Ms. Brown did not respond to Service Consultant’s request. Service Consultant followed up with a request for assistance to resolve contractual concerns with Provider Network Development Specialist supervisor Cristina Phillips. Service Consultant’s request was assigned to PDN Development Specialist Bill Young, who emailed Ms. Brown to follow up on Service Consultant’s request and to request that documentation required be sent to Service Consultant by EOB on 4/1/21. Ms. Brown did not send the documentation. Service Consultant followed up with Mr. Young, who directed Service Consultant to submit an internal concern. Service grids for Residential Supports Level IV AFL for the dates 12/1/2020-2/28/2021 and signed short range goals effective 3/1/2021 are needed to resolve this concern. Thank you for your kind assistance.		CORRECTIONS: COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO CHANGED FROM MEMBER'S;NATURE CHANGED FROM LME/MCO FUNCTIONS TO ADMINISTRATIVE; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO DHSR		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8109		04/19/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Service Consultant Brent Nara emailed Tierria Brown, QP at Educare Community Living Corporation (tierria.brown@rescare.com) on 3/8/21 and again on 3/22/21 to request Sam Blue’s service documentation for the dates 12/1/2020-2/28/2021 and his signed short range goals effective 3/1/2021 in order to complete quarterly monitoring assessment. Ms. Brown did not respond to Service Consultant’s request. Service Consultant followed up with a request for assistance to resolve contractual concerns with Provider Network Development Specialist supervisor Cristina Phillips. Service Consultant’s request was assigned to PDN Development Specialist Bill Young, who emailed Ms. Brown to follow up on Service Consultant’s request and to request that documentation required be sent to Service Consultant by EOB on 4/1/21. Ms. Brown did not send the documentation. Service Consultant followed up with Mr. Young, who directed Service Consultant to submit an internal concern. Service grids for Residential Supports Level IV AFL for the dates 12/1/2020-2/28/2021 and signed short range goals effective 3/1/2021 are needed to resolve this concern. Thank you for your kind assistance.
SAM BLUE    ID: 199585   (DOB: 2/20/1949)
4/13/21 Staffed case with Incident & Grievance Mgr T Parker. Review of information indicates that PND Specialist emailed the same QP as the complainant with no response. Plan is to follow up with PND Specialist, Bill Young regarding next steps by PND in that QM will be tracking the matter per protocol.(K.WARE,QAA)
4/19/21 This writer made call and spoke directly with the assigned PND Specialist, Bill Young regarding the matter. This writer inquired of actions taken by PND thus far. Mr. Young confirmed that he had emailed the same contact person as the complainant with no response. This writer inquired if a “read receipt” was attached to the email to which he responded no. This writer inquired if he needed assistance in locating an alternative contact person above the QP. He indicated that the protocol was to email and if no response refer to QM. Mr Young inquire if this writer wanted him to call the contact? This writer explained the role of QM, recommended a read receipt as well as gave Mr Young a contact person to include the Program Mgr as well as the name given by Program Mgr, staff Jermaine Kearney. Per Mr Young he emailed, but had not called the QP. This writer has recommended that if no response from the contact person to follow up with this writer. Case to be closed based on case consult and follow up with PND Specialist with PND to follow its protocol and responsibilities in the matter. Case to be tracked for potential trends by QM. This writer made call to internal complainant and explained actions taken thus far. Ack/Res to be emailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		12

		11680		Kim Ware		04/07/2021		HASKINS		JULIA		Guardian		Grievance		Administrative Issues		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Guardiantrac, LLC dba GT Independence		1		98640 - SIMMONS, GEORGE		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Guardian, Mrs. Julia Haskett forwarded an e-mail to Service Consultant at Alliance Health (Kim Fien) on 4/1/2021 chain that took about two weeks for GT Independence Employer of Record to resolve a technical problem they were having with the EVV app. Emails went back and forth, with guardian continuing to ask for a solution and answer before QP finally entered a tech support ticket (and then the issue was fixed that same day).  

Guardian tried to resolve by asking was two weeks a typical turnaround expectation for any future tech support needs and she either wouldn't answer or gave a non-answer, so Guardian asked to speak with her supervisor. That was last Friday, March 26 and Guardian has yet to receive a response.Attached an email thread		CORRECTIONS: UNCHECKED FROM PT; CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME FROM MEMBER'S; CHANGED LICENSURE TO NOT LICENSED; SERVICE CHANGED FROM CARE COORDINATION TO INNOVATIONS; NATURE CHANGED FROM QUALITY TO ADMINISTRATIVE		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8100		05/06/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Guardian, Mrs. Julia Haskett forwarded an e-mail to Service Consultant at Alliance Health (Kim Fien) on 4/1/2021 chain that took about two weeks for GT Independence Employer of Record to resolve a technical problem they were having with the EVV app. Emails went back and forth, with guardian continuing to ask for a solution and answer before QP finally entered a tech support ticket (and then the issue was fixed that same day).  

Guardian tried to resolve by asking was two weeks a typical turnaround expectation for any future tech support needs and she either wouldn't answer or gave a non-answer, so Guardian asked to speak with her supervisor. That was last Friday, March 26 and Guardian has yet to receive a response. Attached an email thread
GEORGE SIMMONS   ID: 98640  (DOB: 8/6/1998)
4/12/21 Call to complainant; left vm message.(K.WARE,QAA)
4/14/21 Call to complainant; no response to previous message left. Review of information indicates that the complainant received what was requested, however, she was upset regarding the amount of time it took to resolve initially. Acknowledgment letter mailed to complainant to address listed.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/3/21 This writer contacted the agency’s QA Specialist, Silvia Reyes to make her aware of the concern, requesting that an internal review be conducted in the matter.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/4/21 Call to complainant; left vm message.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/6/21 To date, no response from complainant. This writer made call to Ms. Reyes regarding an update in the matter. Per her report, she believes that the matter is a training issue. She reports that they have a system set up where the matter should be addressed in a timely manner. Ms Reyes plans to follow up with this writer with a written response in the matter. She plans to continue to monitor the matter via training and supervision. This writer made call to AH Service Consultant, Kim Fien and spoke with her regarding the concern. She reports that the complainant usually responds better to email. She reports that she believes the matter was settled it was just that it took so long. She reports that the provider did respond to the complainant. The complainant had expressed to her that she wanted it to be tracked and noted somewhere. She reports that the complainant has indicated that she would like to transfer to another provider of EOR when available. Based on nature of concern, response from the QA Specialist and consult with AH Service consultant, case to be tracked and closed. Any subsequent correspondence received or communication to be noted in follow up		tracking		1		1		0		29

		11681		Kristie White		04/07/2021		Howard		Rachel		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Clinical Intake				Mental Health Only				The HOPE Centre for Advancement, LLC		1		'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		[CID: 572645] Submitting just in case- potential concern around billing practices but LC is unsure if she fully understood what staff was saying.  LC attempted to make a referral to The Hope Centre for Advancement for a telehealth IPRS assessment.  Staff confirmed that they are offering telehealth but said that members must come to the office and the provider (doctor) will be remote.  LC advised that this member was only looking for therapy via telehealth, not seeking psychiatric services.  Staff reported that member will still have to see the doctor, stating that the initial assessment is with a nurse practitioner and then she meets with doctor and doctor makes the treatment recommendations.  Concern is if every new consumer is first assessed by a NP and then the doctor instead of the initial assessment being by a social worker or licensed clinical mental health counselor.  When Access makes referrals it is for a comprehensive clinical assessment by a clinician, usually a social worker or licensed professional mental health counselor, and then clinician makes direct referral to psychiatrist if needed.--R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8095		04/19/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		[CID: 572645] Submitting just in case- potential concern around billing practices but LC is unsure if she fully understood what staff was saying. LC attempted to make a referral to The Hope Centre for Advancement for a telehealth IPRS assessment. Staff confirmed that they are offering telehealth but said that members must come to the office and the provider (doctor) will be remote. LC advised that this member was only looking for therapy via telehealth, not seeking psychiatric services. Staff reported that member will still have to see the doctor, stating that the initial assessment is with a nurse practitioner and then she meets with doctor and doctor makes the treatment recommendations. Concern is if every new consumer is first assessed by a NP and then the doctor instead of the initial assessment being by a social worker or licensed clinical mental health counselor. When Access makes referrals, it is for a comprehensive clinical assessment by a clinician, usually a social worker or licensed professional mental health counselor, and then clinician makes direct referral to psychiatrist if needed. --R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC
04/07/21-Internal- against The Hope Centre for Advancement- referrals for CCA completed by nurse practitioner. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/12/21- Did not really understand this issue from internal complainant and reached out to seek clarity on this concern. Per internal complainant, “The concern is around the agency’s billing practices with new consumers. The staff member I spoke to said that new consumers are assessed by the agency’s NP and then referred to the psychiatrist for a psychiatric eval and the psychiatrist makes the treatment recommendations. Even though this member was seeking therapy only she was going to be assessed by the NP then psychiatrist instead of just having a CCA completed by a LCSW or LCMHC. When Access makes referrals a CCA is first completed by a clinician, typically a LCSW or LCMHC, and the clinician makes the treatment recommendations which may include a referral to a psychiatrist for a psychiatric eval. If this sounds like an improper billing practice. “Consulted with SIU since possible improper billing issue and per SIU can follow same procedure It does not appear that every consumer is being seen by the Dr., though almost all consumers are being seen by the NP. NP’s are qualified to perform Comprehensive Clinical Assessments. Sending acknowledgment email to internal complainant and called provider to discuss this concern at 919-383-0426 and sent concern element email to tpatterson.hope@gmail.com be returned by 04/20/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/19/21-Received response from provider on this and per the provider the overwhelming impact of this pandemic continues to impact the staff at this agency. It is accurate at this time telehealth is the primary mode of services being offered due to pandemic. Individual and group therapy sessions are both. The agency is practicing the guidelines by the CDC which are inclusive of temperature checks upon the front door entrance, mask required, social distancing at all times, frequent cleaning, hand sanitizing (wash and hand sanitizer throughout the building) of the building and minimizing of consumers inside the building at one time. Therapy at this agency must be recommended by the licensed clinician (LCAS) to the provider for a psychiatric evaluation. Once this evaluation is complete, it is then the process of potential therapy and/or medication management.  This evaluation is essential as consumer's may or may not require medication management.  In this particular encounter, the consumer was started on medication management in efforts to have a more increase effective outcome in therapy session(s).  Once a referral is confirmed, consumer is scheduled for a clinical intake proceeded by a comprehensive assessment. The assessment is completed by the agency's LCAS who makes the recommendation to the provider. When the Access Department makes referrals, it is for a comprehensive clinical assessment by a clinician, usually a social worker or licensed professional mental health counselor, and then clinician makes direct referral to psychiatrist this is the agency’s protocol. Sending a resolution email to internal complainant with this information since the provider is following proper protocols. Closing internal concern as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		12

		11682		Kristie White		04/07/2021		Nunn		David		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Access to Services		Outpatient Services				Mental Health Only		Adult		Carolina Outreach, LLC		1		284098 - ALNAKEEB, SALEH		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		CID 572675  -  LC received call from Kelly with Therapeutic Alternatives Mobile Crisis team. Kelly reports member, his son, and an Arabic interpreter were on the line. Reports member was recently hospitalized at Cape Fear Valley Hospital. Upon discharge, he was set up with Carolina Outreach and had been attempting to access services for the past 3 weeks with Carolina Outreach. Caller reports member was told that Carolina Outreach does not have interpreter services for Arabic, and would be unable to serve member. Caller seeking additional service options. LC filing internal stakeholder concern after speaking with supervisor Jenny Edwards, who reports it is the Call Center's understanding that Carolina Outreach should have access to interpreter services as this is a standard part of provider contracts.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8093		04/26/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Saleh Alnakeeb Patient ID: 284098 DOB: 02/15/1966
CID 572675 - LC received call from Kelly with Therapeutic Alternatives Mobile Crisis team. Kelly reports member, his son, and an Arabic interpreter were on the line. Reports member was recently hospitalized at Cape Fear Valley Hospital. Upon discharge, he was set up with Carolina Outreach and had been attempting to access services for the past 3 weeks with Carolina Outreach. Caller reports member was told that Carolina Outreach does not have interpreter services for Arabic, and would be unable to serve member. Caller seeking additional service options. LC filing internal stakeholder concern after speaking with supervisor Jenny Edwards, who reports it is the Call Center's understanding that Carolina Outreach should have access to interpreter services as this is a standard part of provider contracts.
04/07/21-Internal- against Carolina Outreach- agency reports not having interpreter services and unable to serve member. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/13/21- Sending acknowledgment email to DNunn about this internal concern. Called Carolina Outreach about this internal complaint spoke to Jalen Darden about this internal concern and emailed QM@carlinaoutreach.com  to be returned by 04/20/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/26/21-Received provider response to this internal concern. Per provider” they have policy & procedures in place for an interpreter service. Their staff connected with Saleh Alnakeeb and ensured that they are fully educated on the interpreter services and their staff is available to connect their clients to interpreter services. “Sending internal complainant resolution email and closing this concern as tracking.  KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		19

		11684		Kristie White		04/08/2021		ACCOO		DEJANETTA		Consumer		Grievance		Access to Services		Community Support Team				Multi-Disability		Adult		Carolina Outreach, LLC		1		243109 - ACCOO, DEJANETTA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		CID 572838  Consumer seeks to file a grievance regarding services with Carolina Outreach in Fayetteville NC.  She has been trying to avoid this but has no other option at this time.  She needs coordination of care, linkage to PCP, has been waiting for weeks to hear back from her team although she has left many messages.  She should be receiving counseling, not prescribed meds for MH reasons but is taking medications for other medical reasons.		Consumer is homeless, living in a motel at her own expense since having surgery on her spine two weeks ago. Service history in Alpha indicates she has been receiving CST steadily with this provider since 1/2021 and in 2020 for five months.
05/17/21-Corrected to Access to Service KM Appeals Coordinator		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8097		04/30/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Dejanetta Accoo Patient ID: 243109 DOB: 07/08/1980	
CID 572838 Consumer seeks to file a grievance regarding services with Carolina Outreach in Fayetteville NC. She has been trying to avoid this but has no other option at this time. She needs coordination of care, linkage to PCP, has been waiting for weeks to hear back from her team although she has left many messages. She should be receiving counseling, not prescribed meds for MH reasons but is taking medications for other medical reasons.
04/08/21-Grievance- against Carolina Outreach- agency unresponsive. KMack Appeal Coordinator
04/09/21-Called Dejannetta Accoo at 910-583-0200 about this grievance and verify information and address and left message. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/13/21-Called Dejannetta Accoo about this grievance with no answer and left message. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/14/21-Called again to speak to member with no answer and left message. Received a call from a provider office stating I had been leaving messages at wrong voicemail. Track down CID 572838 and called member at 910-753-4316 about this grievance. Member upset since Carolina Outreach is not returning her calls and she has been trying to contact them since Sept 2020. She is living in a motel and she said she is supposed to get help with Section 8 voucher. She just had a neck surgery just 3 weeks ago and can not be homeless again. She states the address we have on file is old and she is homeless she said I can send the acknowledgment letter to PO Box 36249 Fayetteville NC 28303. Called Carolina Outreach and sent email to QM@carolinaoutreach.com due back to me by 04/21/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/28/21-Received CST notes on member and per the provider internal review. Per provider the member has been contacted and serviced with CST consistently, the last billed service was 04/21/21 where staff assisted member with her housing application. During sessions with the member staff has consistently provided information regarding waitlist, fees and other requirements for obtaining permanent housing and provided the member with several listings from resources such as www.gosection8.com .Per their response it seems they have done all they can to assist member in her housing needs. Calling member with no answer to discuss this resolution. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/30/21-Reached out to member again to discuss this resolution with her and closing this grievance and sending member a resolution letter and closing this grievance as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		22

		11685		Hillary Vandewart		04/08/2021		BROWN		CHARICE		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Caring Hands and Supplementary Enrichment Education, LLC		1		49870 - STOLPA, CHRISTINA		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Care Coordination staff submitting concern about the providers use of Specialized Consultative Services which appears to be used as therapy/counseling to the member. Member and AFL provider have reported that virtual meetings occur approximately 2x/weekly with SCS provider. SCS is intended to be used to meet the member and develop the behavior plan as well as to train provider staff, family, and other natural supports on the use of the behavior plan. The SCS provider is also able to provide subsequent follow along supports/updates to document the services and make adjustments as needed, but it appears that the member is receiving regularly scheduled/ongoing counseling throughout the plan year in addition to the development of the behavior plan. If member requires counseling, Care Coordination staff can support the member to find a counselor in the community.
Staff concern that Specialized Consultative Services is not being utilized as outlined within Clinical Coverage Policy 8P.
Service definition for SCS enclosed.		CORRECTIONS: Changed date to reflect inserted date, changed to internal employee concern, changed complainant info to reflect internal employee, changed Service Type to Innovation Services (non-residential), changed Nature to Auth/Payment/Billing		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8089		05/05/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Care Coordination staff submitting concern about the provider’s use of Specialized Consultative Services which appears to be used as therapy/counseling to the member. Member and AFL provider have reported that virtual meetings occur approximately 2x/weekly with SCS provider. SCS is intended to be used to meet the member and develop the behavior plan as well as to train provider staff, family, and other natural supports on the use of the behavior plan. The SCS provider is also able to provide subsequent follow along supports/updates to document the services and make adjustments as needed, but it appears that the member is receiving regularly scheduled/ongoing counseling throughout the plan year in addition to the development of the behavior plan. If member requires counseling, Care Coordination staff can support the member to find a counselor in the community.
Staff concern that Specialized Consultative Services is not being utilized as outlined within Clinical Coverage Policy 8P.
Service definition for SCS enclosed.
[PT: Christina Stolpa				DOB: 4/22/87				ID: 49870]
4/12/21
This writer reached out to Tanya Held (Compliance/SIU Supervisor) via email to request a case consultation as the concern appears to be an allegation of “waste.”
Tanya replied that member is authorized for 480 units of SCS (5/1/20 – 4/30/21), and they have billed 384 units during this timeframe. They are billing the face-to-face code, however, rather than the GT modifier that should be used if services are being provided virtually.
She also noted that staff of this service must hold appropriate NC license for physical therapy, occupational therapy, speech therapy, psychology and nutrition; board certified behavior analyst –MA; master’s degree and expertise in augmentative communication; state certification in assistive technology and state certification in recreation therapy. 
She advised that this writer proceed with resolution process, perhaps ask for notes to assess if staff are qualified to render the service. If they are not, SIU will want to investigate further. If they are qualified to render the service, perhaps provide technical assistance about billing codes with GT modifiers to reflect telehealth, and inform them if SCS is being used for therapy only, there may be more appropriate resources the Care Navigator could assist with linkage to.  
This writer thanked her for the feedback and asked if checking staff signature/credentials would be sufficient to determine whether staff are qualified to provide service.
This writer then proceeded to send acknowledgement email to internal complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst

4/26/21
This writer called and left voicemail with Ms. Lucia Hinton (Executive Director) at 919-519-4985, informing her that we had received a concern and that I was calling to share the information with her. This writer also sent an email to her at kareinghands@gmail.com with concern information and a request for a response by 5/3. This writer encouraged her to call me back to discuss at her convenience.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
4/27/21
This writer received voicemail from Ms. Hinton and returned her call. This writer discussed the concern with Ms. Hinton and asked that she look into the matter. She reported that she would need to look into the issue further and would get back to this writer. She also confirmed that she would look into the billing issue as she did state that they were doing primarily tele-med. This writer thanked her for looking into the issues and asked that she reach out with any questions. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/3/21
This writer received a written response from Cedrika Holliday, Director of Operations, which can be summarized below:
•	SCS is not being used for therapy nor counseling. 
•	Counseling is not needed at this time.
•	She has had some increased behaviors and feelings due to some family issues and a death that has impacted her behaviors, however the Behavior Plan has supported her well.  
•	When and if virtual session occur, GT modifier code will be billed.
This writer thanked her for the information and requested supporting documentation (recent service notes) in order to complete review of matter. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/5/21
This writer received supporting documentation from Ms. Holliday and reviewed. This writer noted that notes were signed by Larry Hines with credentials which appear to note “PhD.” This writer shared the information received with Tanya Held (SIU/Compliance) and asked for her assistance in determining whether or not this staff was qualified to provide the service.
Tanya confirmed that he was able to provide SCS. 
This writer then composed and sent resolution email to internal complainant. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		27

		11686		Kim Ware		04/08/2021		BARRETT		SAMUEL		Consumer		Grievance		Access to Services		Community Support Team				Mental Health Only		Adult		Carolina Outreach, LLC		1		254141 - BARRETT, SAMUEL		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		CID: 572883 4/8/2021 5:23:13 PM
CALLER: Samuel Barrett
DOB: 7/28/1964 (Age: 56) 
PHONE: 9107051097
ADMIN COUNTY: Cumberland
INSURANCE: IPRS
MENTAL STATUS: denied SI, HI, AVH, and Use
MENTAL HEALTH HISTORY: CO CST
SEVERITY: NON-THRESHOLD, Service Requested - NO, 911/CIT Criteria Met - NO, Reporting a Threat Criteria Met - NO -Grievance Recorded. -Information request only.
DISPOSITION: Grievance against Carolina Outreach, Person St in Fayetteville. He has not made complaint with CO yet. Prefers that his name is not used during grievance. His complaint is that his case management concerns have not been met recently. The agency last had contact with him over a week ago. LC recommended that member speak with CO supervisor.
CALL STATUS: CLOSED
SCREENER: S MICHAELS LMFT 4/8/2021 5:30:38 PM		CORRECTIONS: CHANGED PERMISSION TO USE NAME TO YES PER MEMBER		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8085		05/04/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID: 572883 4/8/2021 5:23:13 PM
CALLER: Samuel Barrett
DOB: 7/28/1964 (Age: 56) 
PHONE: 9107051097
ADMIN COUNTY: Cumberland
INSURANCE: IPRS
MENTAL STATUS: denied SI, HI, AVH, and Use
MENTAL HEALTH HISTORY: CO CST
SEVERITY: NON-THRESHOLD, Service Requested - NO, 911/CIT Criteria Met - NO, Reporting a Threat Criteria Met - NO -Grievance Recorded. -Information request only.
DISPOSITION: Grievance against Carolina Outreach, Person St in Fayetteville. He has not made complaint with CO yet. Prefers that his name is not used during grievance. His complaint is that his case management concerns have not been met recently. The agency last had contact with him over a week ago. LC recommended that member speak with CO supervisor.
CALL STATUS: CLOSED
SCREENER: S MICHAELS LMFT 4/8/2021 5:30:38 PM
SAMUEL BARRETT  ID: 254141     (DOB: 7/28/1964)
4/9/21 Case assigned. This writer received a forwarded message from member requesting a call regarding his grievance. This writer made call (910-705-1097); left v message requesting return call. This writer received return call form Mr Barret. The case entered indicates no permission to use name when discussing the matter with the provider. Mr Barrett indicated that his name could be used but that he just did not want to get anyone in trouble. He reports that he hasn’t heard from anyone and needs to know what is going on in his case. He reports that the team was helping him at first and suddenly no one is calling. He reports that he has requested senior living housing. He reports notifying them of the property her found and was suppose to get a call back. He reports that he did not get a call back or responses to his texts or calls. This writer explained the role of QM and next steps. Mr. Barret indicated that he had on today, called and left a message with a supervisor at Carolina Outreach. This writer confirmed mailing address for member.(K.WARE,QAA)
4/21/21 This writer contacted Carolina Outreach QM and requested that an internal review be conducted and feedback submitted to this writer.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/4/21 This writer emailed Jalen Darden, QM Specialist, to inquire if there were any updates to the matter. The agency response indicates the following: "Per the internal review, this Samuel Barrett has been contacted and serviced with CST consistently. The last billed service date was 5/2/21 where staff discussed and assisted the client with housing. During recent sessions with the client, staff has consistently provided information regarding waitlist, fees, and other requirements for obtaining permanent housing and provided the client with several listings from resources. Staff will continue to support the client in these needs and communicate consistently. Please let me know if any further information is needed." Agency response indicates contact with member as well as explaining the process involved and resources available. The agency plans to continue to monitor the matter. This writer has recommended agency continue to document efforts and respond to member contacts. This writer made call to complainant. Mr Barret confirmed that he had been contacted by the provider and does not plan to change providers but remain with Carolina Outreach and in touch with his staff. Resolution letter mailed to complainant. No further action by this writer at this time. The matter will be tracked for potential trends in the event that similar concerns are submitted regarding Carolina Outreach.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		26

		11687		Kristie White		04/09/2021		MCRAE		TARA		Consumer		Grievance		Access to Services		Psychiatric Services				Mental Health Only		Adult		Greater Image Healthcare, Corp.		1		693868 - MCRAE, TARA		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		[CID: 572976  ]  Call was escalated to LC at   12:54 PM  on 4/09/21
CALLER'S NAME/Relationship: Tara McRae--SELF
DOB: 11/24/80
ADDRESS: N/S
PHONE: 910-303-7919
COUNTY: Cumberland
INSURANCE: Medicaid
MENTAL STATUS:  BPAD.    SI/HI: Denies.   AVH: Denies.
MENTAL HEALTH HISTORY: Open to Cumberland MHC for therapy; open to Greater image, ostensibly for meds; however they are declining to provide meds for client unless client does at least six therapy sessions at GI prior to receiving meds.  
SUBSTANCES: Denies.
MEDICAL/PCP: N/S
MEDICATIONS: Running out of meds. Greater image is declining to provide med mgmt. Is open to therapy currently at another agency. Has ten day supply of BPAD meds. Divalproex 500mg am and 750 mg pm; (Depakote); risperidone—unclear of dosage. Seroquel—unsure of dosage (for sleep). Prozac—has stopped taking but might resume again--20 mg qd.
SEVERITY:  Non threshold.  No crisis needs. 
DISPOSITION: LC explained selecting a different agency to address med refill needs. Caller plans to work ongoing w/ Cumberland MHC to reinstate caller to receive med mgmt after having had some attendance issues.  Writer provided Carolina Outreach WIC info; client plans to present on Mon 4/12/21 to discuss needs; agrees to bring her medication bottles to that visit. LC explained crisis resources and the 24/7 availability of AH Access. 
Writer filed a grievance on member’s behalf to report member concerns about current provider Greater Image Healthcare, which are as follows: Provider insisted client participate in six therapy sessions prior to being able to have her medications refilled; meanwhile she would have run out of meds by then. Client is already open to a therapist at Cumberland MHC—Executive Pl, and she does not wish to change therapists. Member states that Greater image is run very poorly and their client communication re: appts and needs is poor. Caller agrees to callback by AH QM Dept to discuss these concerns.--DC Rhyne, LCSW-----------		05/18/21-Corrected to Access to Service. KM Appeals Coordinator		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8101		04/27/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Tara Mcrae Patient ID:693868 DOB: 11/24/1980
[CID: 572976] Call was escalated to LC at 12:54 PM on 4/09/21 CALLER'S NAME/Relationship: Tara McRae--SELF DOB: 11/24/80 ADDRESS: N/S PHONE: 910-303-7919 COUNTY: Cumberland INSURANCE: Medicaid MENTAL STATUS: BPAD. SI/HI: Denies. AVH: Denies. MENTAL HEALTH HISTORY: Open to Cumberland MHC for therapy; open to Greater image, ostensibly for meds; however, they are declining to provide meds for client unless client does at least six therapy sessions at GI prior to receiving meds. SUBSTANCES: Denies. MEDICAL/PCP: N/S MEDICATIONS: Running out of meds. Greater image is declining to provide med mgmt. Is open to therapy currently at another agency. Has ten-day supply of BPAD meds. Divalproex 500mg am and 750 mg pm; (Depakote); risperidone—unclear of dosage. Seroquel—unsure of dosage (for sleep). Prozac—has stopped taking but might resume again--20 mg qd. SEVERITY: Non-threshold. No crisis needs. DISPOSITION: LC explained selecting a different agency to address med refill needs. Caller plans to work ongoing w/ Cumberland MHC to reinstate caller to receive med mgmt after having had some attendance issues. Writer provided Carolina Outreach WIC info; client plans to present on Mon 4/12/21 to discuss needs; agrees to bring her medication bottles to that visit. LC explained crisis resources and the 24/7 availability of AH Access. Writer filed a grievance on member’s behalf to report member concerns about current provider Greater Image Healthcare, which are as follows: Provider insisted client participate in six therapy sessions prior to being able to have her medications refilled; meanwhile she would have run out of meds by then. Client is already open to a therapist at Cumberland MHC—Executive Pl, and she does not wish to change therapists. Member states that Greater image is run very poorly and their client communication re: appts and needs is poor. Caller agrees to callback by AH QM Dept to discuss these concerns. --DC Rhyne, LCSW-----------
04/09/21-Grievance- against Greater Image- agency declining to provide meds for member unless she attends 6 therapy sessions prior to receiving the meds; poor communication. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/15/21-Found member number off call center log called 910-303-7919 spoke to Tara Mcrae and she has switched to another provider but she wanted to report if they needed medicines and she already has a therapist and currently actively going to therapy they are trying to convert me to their office. I currently go to Cape Fear Mental Health. I have appointment for April 27, 2021 at another agency. The program requirements should be listed so client knows what to prepare them for if they need medication quick. Verified her address and number and let her know I would be sending an acknowledgment letter. Called Greater Image Healthcare at 910-321-0069 spoke to Sharon and she said sent this concern element email to greaterimagehc@yahoo.com to be returned to me by 04/22/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/26/21-Called Greater Image to follow up and spoke to Gloria Johnson and she said she did the investigation. She said the nurse was out sick that she needed additional information. She is sending this information today. Our CQR committee is requesting this information due to medication being involved. Received the information requested and per provider they do not have 6 visit max before seeing members for medication management. They reached out to member also to ask who told her that and she did not have an answer. The provider sent consumer rights and responsibilities information and also the urgent routine wait appointment time policy.  KM Appeals Coordinator
04/27/21-Called Tara Mcrae and her phone is no longer in service. Sending a resolution letter of the information that the provider provided and closing this grievance as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		18

		11688		Hillary Vandewart		04/09/2021		Keely		Diana		Consumer		Grievance		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Crisis - Inpatient				Mental Health Only		Adult		UNC Hospital		0		738217 - Keely, Diana		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		CID 573011
Diana Keely 12/12/1987
919-869-6420
Grievance is Against
UNC  Hospital  107 Sunnybrook Road Raleigh NC

Member phoned stating that she is receiving bills for services while in UNC. (10/23/2020 – 11/2/2020).    She is not able to pay these bills, she does not have the income to pay these bills.  She thought she was being treated as an uninsured member and that the state would pay for her bill.  Member is upset that she keeps getting bills.  Member is currently in UNC hospital.		CORRECTIONS: Connected member to grievance, changed Priority to Routine, Checked Grievance Against to Provider, Checked NO for discussing with agency/giving permission to use name		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8092		04/21/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID 573011 / Diana Keely 12/12/1987 / 919-869-6420
Grievance is against UNC Hospital: 107 Sunnybrook Road Raleigh NC.
Member phoned stating that she is receiving bills for services while in UNC. (10/23/2020 – 11/2/2020).    She is not able to pay these bills, she does not have the income to pay these bills.  She thought she was being treated as an uninsured member and that the state would pay for her bill.  Member is upset that she keeps getting bills.  Member is currently in UNC hospital.
[PT: Diana Keely				DOB: 4/9/21				ID: 738217]
4/12/21
This writer reviewed claims in Alpha which appeared to show that Alliance was billed/paid for these services. This writer then reviewed notes in Jiva which indicated that Tammy Ramirez is the current hospital liaison for this member. This writer then reached out to Tammy via email to share the concerns with her and see if she can assist as member is currently hospitalized.
Tammy replied and informed this writer that is aware of the concern, and that she spoke with the social worker from UNC WakeBrook on Friday about it.  She shared that she assured the social worker that Diana has IPRS funding and it has paid for her inpatient stays.  The social worker from UNC was going to help Diana reach out to UNC.
This writer thanked Tammy for the information and asked if she could share the social worker’s contact I info in case this writer needed to follow up to confirm the issue had been resolved. She replied with name and contact info: Kandis Kelly, phone: 984-974-4865, email: Kandis_kelly@med.unc.edu. 
Due to consumer being hospitalized, this writer went ahead and composed acknowledgement letter to member.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst   
4/19/21
This writer reviewed notes in Jiva to see if any updates had occurred based on the social worker assisting member in reaching out to UNC. This writer noted that Tammy Ramirez had continued to research the issue and was able to confirm internally (via Cathy Stephenson, Network Development Supervisor) that member should not have received a bill for her inpatient stay at UNC Wakebrook. This information was shared with social worker as well as UNC UM contact.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
4/20/21
This writer received an update from Tammy Ramirez that bill may have been for primary care services provided while member was in the inpatient unit. Tammy shared that she met with the member and informed her that Alliance Health paid UNC for her stay in the inpatient unit and that she does not know why she got a bill. She asked if this writer would mind being copied on an email to the UNC WakeBrook FBC Clinical Supervisor, recommending that the member contact UNC Patient Relations as there is not anything that Alliance can do about the bill. This writer agreed and confirmed that she could copy me on this correspondence. 
Tammy sent email to UNC (copying Cathy Stephenson and Karen Gaul) outlining all of the efforts that had been made and recommending that they assist member in calling Patient Relations and let Alliance know of the outcome. Efforts made by CN:
•	Researched Alpha paid claims.  UNC billed Alliance Health for Inpatient Hospitalization (3 way contract) for dates of service 10/24/2020 through 11/1/2020.  Those claims were paid by Alliance Health.
•	Met face-to-face with Diana in FBC on 4/12/2021 and explained to Diana that not only has Alliance Health paid for her previous UNC inpatient hospitalization, but also her outpatient services with Monarch and previous inpatient hospitalization with Holly Hill Hospital.  I informed Diana that I am not sure why UNC would be sending her a bill when her hospitalization was paid by Alliance Health.
•	Consulted with my Supervisor, Karen Gall, about the issue and reached out via email to Judy Gooding with UNC. Judy reported back via email that she spoke with her manager and there was little they could do.  Judy indicated her manager would speak with her manager about the issue.
•	Consulted with Alliance Health Provider Network Supervisor, Cathy Stephenson, who indicated that Alliance Health members should not receive bills for behavioral health services. Cathy reported that Brandy Morton, UNC Director of Government Billing & Follow-up with Hospital Patient Financial Services, Jessica Fahey, Manager Physician Revenue Cycle with UNC Physicians, Lindsey Ward with UNC, advised in 2019 that Alliance Health members may get a bill for primary care services, but should not receive bills for any behavioral health services.  Alliance Health expects that members are being told upfront that they may receive a bill for primary care services, so that they may give informed consent.  
UNC (Laura McDaniel) responded that they would follow up and keep us posted on the outcome.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
4/21/21
Acknowledgement letter was “returned to sender.” 
Consumer is still hospitalized. Care Navigator has confirmed that issue has been thoroughly researched and findings communicated to member. UNC has agreed to assist the member in contacting Patient Relations in order to find out why they are sending this bill to the member. Based on this, this writer will go ahead and resolve grievance at this time. Updates from UNC will be included in grievance follow-up. Unable to send resolution letter due to address on file being incorrect (letter returned).
No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		12

		11689		Kristie White		04/12/2021		ROSCOE		FRENCHIE		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Outpatient Services				Mental Health Only		Adult		Carolina Outreach, LLC		1		87434 - ROSCOE, FRENCHIE		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		Frenchie Roscoe is asking to remain Anonymous to Provider Carolina Outreach
Frenchie Roscoe is seeking to file a grievance against her CST with Carolina Outreach  which include Staff Freddie Bell,  Bianca A, and Crystal Outlaw.  Caller states that at the prompting to CST Staff Freddie Bell she was referred to Temporary Housing Program through Community Provider. The Temporary Housing Program is connected with a program called Reinvestment Partners that is designed to assist Consumer’s with accessing safe, stable affordable housing. Consumer states prior to moving she was living with a friend who allowed her to stay until she found her own place.  Caller is supported by SouthLight Peer Support Specialist Staff Margaret Mangum during the call. Consumer states was not fully educated on resources regarding housing as other tenants were. Consumer states as she attended Program and followed recommendations she learned from other Tenants of resources in which they were program which ultimately led them to securing housing. Consumer states she provided information to her CST as she learned about with the hopes she would soon find housing as well. Consumer states it did not resort to her securing housing. Frenchie Roscoe states she also had to provided information to her team more than once as her team would indicate they were not in receipt of documents which led to Consumer missing deadlines and housing opportunities. Frenchie Roscoe states she on more than one occasion had to speak with CST Staff on conference calls with her Attorney regarding documents that were submitted to CST. Consumer states when she began to confront CST about her concerns CST would be angry and confrontational. Consumer states as a result she feels CST has created a hostile environment and have acted retaliatory towards her. Consumer states she was recently informed by CST AHP will no longer be paying for her to remain in temporary housing. Consumer states she was not being informed as to why and her Temporary housing Staff also questions this action. Frenchie Roscoe states she was referred by her CST Freddie Bell and gave up a temporary housing situation with a friend with the hopes this opportunity would lead to housing. Consumer is now facing homelessness with only a 2 week notice.  
ADDRESS: 2517 Guess Rd Durham, NC 27705  PHONE NUMBER:  919-869-5730				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8105		04/28/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Frenchie Rosoe Patient ID: 87434 DOB: 05/16/1968
Frenchie Roscoe is asking to remain Anonymous to Provider Carolina Outreach Frenchie Roscoe is seeking to file a grievance against her CST with Carolina Outreach which include Staff Freddie Bell, Bianca A, and Crystal Outlaw. Caller states that at the prompting to CST Staff Freddie Bell she was referred to Temporary Housing Program through Community Provider. The Temporary Housing Program is connected with a program called Reinvestment Partners that is designed to assist Consumer’s with accessing safe, stable affordable housing. Consumer states prior to moving she was living with a friend who allowed her to stay until she found her own place. Caller is supported by SouthLight Peer Support Specialist Staff Margaret Mangum during the call. Consumer states was not fully educated on resources regarding housing as other tenants were. Consumer states as she attended Program and followed recommendations she learned from other Tenants of resources in which they were program which ultimately led them to securing housing. Consumer states she provided information to her CST as she learned about with the hopes she would soon find housing as well. Consumer states it did not resort to her securing housing. Frenchie Roscoe states she also had to provided information to her team more than once as her team would indicate they were not in receipt of documents which led to Consumer missing deadlines and housing opportunities. Frenchie Roscoe states she on more than one occasion had to speak with CST Staff on conference calls with her Attorney regarding documents that were submitted to CST. Consumer states when she began to confront CST about her concerns CST would be angry and confrontational. Consumer states as a result she feels CST has created a hostile environment and have acted retaliatory towards her. Consumer states she was recently informed by CST AHP will no longer be paying for her to remain in temporary housing. Consumer states she was not being informed as to why and her Temporary housing Staff also questions this action. Frenchie Roscoe states she was referred by her CST Freddie Bell and gave up a temporary housing situation with a friend with the hopes this opportunity would lead to housing. Consumer is now facing homelessness with only a 2-week notice. ADDRESS: 2517 Guess Rd Durham, NC 27705 PHONE NUMBER: 919-869-5730
04/12/21-Grievance- ANONYMOUS- against Carolina Outreach-agency CST created hostile environment after she got her attorney involved due to CST denying not receiving documentation from her; did not assist with finding housing. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/16/21-She is upset and Crystal Outlaw called her this week and she is rude to her. She said that Carolina Outreach is  going to drop your services due to not being to meet her needs. She was supposed to have a group session at 11:00 am no call and how can they be so rude and tacky with my services. I want to stay with Carolina Outreach since she has been with them since 2016. Crystal Outlaw is really rude and has a ghetto attitude. I am currently homeless due to them putting me since I am voicing my opinion they put me out. She said I can send the acknowledgment letter to PO box 621 Durham NC 27702. Reaching out to Carolina Outreach spoke to Jalen Darden about this grievance and  sent concern element email to QM@carolinaoutreach.com to be returned to me by 04/22/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/27/21-Received information from provider Jalen Darden at Carolina Outreach about this grievance. Since the member wanted to be anonymous they gathered from speaking to the three specific staff listed in the grievance and acknowledged their standard practice when connecting members to housing services. Temporary housing is a way to assist clients to be transitioned to permanent housing but is is noa guarantee. The CST has ensured that no hostile environment or retaliatory actions has been portrayed to the member. It was really hard to really target the specifics regarding to temporary housing payment due to the anonymous issue. I feel per information that was given Carolina Outreach has done their due diligence to help member with housing issue. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/28/21- Called member and received no answer to let her know of the providers response. Sending grievance resolution letter and closing this grievance as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		16

		11694		Hillary Vandewart		04/12/2021		WOODALL		GLORIA		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Community Support Team				Multi-Disability		Adult		B & D Integrated Health Services		1		220239 - WOODALL, GLORIA		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Johnston		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Grievance in the members own words..."I do not approve of the way they do not return phone calls, the do not let me know nothing about nothing".  She feels like the CST team lead is not able to answer questions. She does not get return calls from her team.  Member had her lights cut off on 4/12/2021 after a member of her CST had agreed to help her get her bill paid last week. She reports that her CST does not come to her home to see her. They are not providing her assistance with locating a new housing option including looking for Assisted living placement.  She believes her CST is not willing to go to court regarding her eviction on 4/14/2021. She is asking for assistance to help advocate for herself in court.		CORRECTIONS: Updated mailing address, Changed Residential to NO, Changed Licensure to Not Licensed		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8110		04/19/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Grievance in the members own words..."I do not approve of the way they do not return phone calls, the do not let me know nothing about nothing".  She feels like the CST team lead is not able to answer questions. She does not get return calls from her team.  Member had her lights cut off on 4/12/2021 after a member of her CST had agreed to help her get her bill paid last week. She reports that her CST does not come to her home to see her. They are not providing her assistance with locating a new housing option including looking for Assisted living placement.  She believes her CST is not willing to go to court regarding her eviction on 4/14/2021. She is asking for assistance to help advocate for herself in court.
[PT: Gloria Woodall				DOB: 4/25/61				ID: 220239]
4/14/21
This writer attempted to reach complainant by phone (910-514-7843). This was not a working number. This writer then researched within Jiva to see recent number listed by inserted user, and tried this number (919-604-1673). This writer was unable to leave a message due to voicemail box being full.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
4/19/21
This writer called and spoke to consumer via phone. She stated that she didn’t have a CST team with B&D and she never saw them and never heard anything from them. She stated that she was changing providers and there was no changing her mind. She stated that her lights got cut off because they wouldn’t take her to pay her bill. She then stated, “don’t even call me to talk to me about it. Bye-bye” and proceeded to hang up on this writer. 
This writer was unable to verify member’s mailing address due to abrupt call ending and member speaking over this writer. This writer updated mailing address based on most recent PCP as well as Jiva and Insurance listing in portal to: 500 N Ryals Street Apt 3b Benson NC.
This writer then sent acknowledgement/disregard/resolution letter to complainant due to her refusal to discuss grievance. This writer will include contact info in the event that she changes her mind and would like to move forward with a grievance. No further action needed at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		DISREGARD Letter sent 4/19/21		1		1		0		7

		11695		Kim Ware		04/13/2021		WILLIAMS		julia		Parent		External Stakeholder Concern		Quality of Services		Outpatient Services				Mental Health Only		Adult		NC Recovery Support Services, Inc.		1		39858 - WILLIAMS, WILLIE		Unknown		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		Caller is the mother of adult member. The member is his own guardian. Caller reports that the member needs to be in the hospital due to his MH symptoms, and that he is at risk while in the community. Reports that he was discharged from hospital on 3/18/21 after a court hearing, and that he has a court order for treatment. Reports that the member is supposed to be seen by his provider 4 times per week, but has only been seen once since his discharge, on 3/22/21. Caller reports that the provider refuses to assist the member with housing or with vocational concerns. Reports that member has court pending for 2 separate incidences related to his MH symptoms, one for trespassing and one for assault while he was responding to AH. Caller reports that member has been asked to leave the hotel where he was staying due to his disruptive behavior toward staff. Caller does not know where the member is currently.		CORRECTIONS: CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME FROM MEMBER'; SERVICE TYPE CHAGNED FROM UNKNOWN TO OUPT		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8123		04/29/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller is the mother of adult member. The member is his own guardian. Caller reports that the member needs to be in the hospital due to his MH symptoms, and that he is at risk while in the community. Reports that he was discharged from hospital on 3/18/21 after a court hearing, and that he has a court order for treatment. Reports that the member is supposed to be seen by his provider 4 times per week, but has only been seen once since his discharge, on 3/22/21. Caller reports that the provider refuses to assist the member with housing or with vocational concerns. Reports that member has court pending for 2 separate incidences related to his MH symptoms, one for trespassing and one for assault while he was responding to AH. Caller reports that member has been asked to leave the hotel where he was staying due to his disruptive behavior toward staff. Caller does not know where the member is currently.
WILLIE WILLIAMS   ID: 39858   (DOB: 2/6/91)
4/15/21 Call to complainant; left vm message.(K.WARE,QAA)
4/22/21 Call to complainant; no response. Information entered in the queue indicates no permission to use name when discussing the matter with the provider. Unable to verify mailing address; unable to mail acknowledgment letter and no response from complainant to date.(K.WARE,QAA)
4/26/21 This writer made call and spoke directly with complainant. This writer confirmed that complainant is the mother not the guardian. This writer explained limitation of exchange of information due to HIPAA, however was able to listen to concerns. She is very upset that her son is not receiving the help needed and that he is out Outpatient Commitment and the agency has not followed through on protocol. The mother was adamant that no one was doing their jobs in that her son is on OPC , should not go to jail, but to the hospital. She reports that she has called the magistrate and was told that he hospital is in charge of release. She reports that the provider is aware and still does nothing but say they have attempted to call him. She reports that he son is paranoid with phone calls and sometimes takes the battery out of the phone. This writer inquired if the limitations of information given to her may be due to HIPAA. The complainant is angry and states she does not know where her son is and that he is psychotic. This writer inquired regarding ivc to which she explained she knows what it is and has done it before, but she should not have to do it since he is already on OPC. She reports that when taking his medication he does well but he is not taking his medications, showering or shaving. She reports that she tells him if he comes to the house at a certain time he can eat dinner because she will cook for him. Complainant continued to explain that her son did not want a "white doctor and didn't like the doctor". She was upset that he had gone to another agency previously and had o issues and didn't know why they changed him to a new agency. She reports attempting to changed her son to anew provider but the provider told her that her son could not be transferred until 90 days were up. This writer reminded complainant that HIPAA limits any exchange of information, that generally the QM protocol is to contact the provider regarding concerns and request followup for concerns regarding AH members, however, in this instance she would not be provided any information due to this writer’s inability to confirm with her that her son is an AH consumer or any other information. The complainant indicated that she records names, dates and times so that she will know all the people that did nothing for her son. The complainant confirmed her mailing address and permission to use her name because she says that she has spoken with everyone and they all “act like they don’t know”. This writer reminded complainant of IVC as well as AH 24 hr access. Concern Medicaid acknowledgment letter mailed to complainant.(K.WARE,QAA)
4/26/21 This writer made call and spoke with Krystal Glenn with NCRSS regarding the matter. Per discussion the information was emailed directly for review and response to kglenn@northcarolinarecovery.com. This writer received email correspondence from Ms. Glenn indicating the following: “I hope you are well. Mr. Williams had a clinical assessment on 3/17/21. On 3/22/21, Dr. Blackburn and hospital transition team met with Mr. Williams at a park to develop his Person Centered Plan to submit for CST services. During that meeting Mr. Williams made it very clear that NCRSS was not to discuss anything with his mother regarding his treatment and he was not going to give her consent to be involved with his care. After that initial meeting, Dr. Blackburn made repeated phone attempts to contact Mr. Williams and each time his phone was not in service. Dr. Blackburn learned on 4/15/21 that Mr. Williams had been in jail for three or four days before being released later on that day. 4/21/21 8:58am Dr. Blackburn called to check in with Rachel, Care Coordinator at Alliance. He provided a brief update on Willie Williams and stated that we had tried to reach out to him late last week when we learned he was released from jail but was not able to reach him. Rachel reported she would also follow up with hospital transition team to see if they were able to reach him. No contact has been made with client since 3/22/21 in spite of multiple attempts.”
4/29/21 Agency information indicates attempted contacts with member a well as no consent to speak with mother regarding his treatment. Review of information available indicates AH CC involvement. Information indicates collaboration between Hospital Transition Team, NCRSS ,AH CC, and jail liaison. Effective 4/28/21 JIVA notes indicate continued attempts to locate and speak with member. Notes reiterate that member explicitly told him (Dr. Blackburn/NCRSS) that he did not want him communicating with his mother.” Information also indicates that AH CC has not received the OPC for member and has not been able to provide it to the provider. AH CC plans to “monitor for the duration of the OPC”. Based on information available, agency efforts and collaboration and complainant not being the guardian, case to be closed. No follow up call made to complainant at this time based on previous conversation, explanation of QM role, next steps. Concern resolution letter mailed to complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		16

		11696		Hillary Vandewart		04/13/2021		STEPHENS		JOCELYN		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Access to Services		Outpatient Services				Unknown Disability		18-20		MONARCH		1		244957 - PAYNE, KADEN		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Care Coordinator put in a referral with Monarch (350 E Holding Ave, Wake Forest NC location) on 3/26/21 for outpatient therapy for member. Care Coordinator made contact with parent on 4/8/21 who stated she had not been contacted by Monarch. Writer called Monarch at 2:55pm and remained on hold for 18 minutes before speaking with a representative. Once connected, Care Coordinator was informed that two attempts were made to reach member's mother and that member's mother would need to call in and reschedule. Care Coordinator requested to conference in member's mother to schedule another appointment while Care Coordinator and representative were on the phone so that an appointment could be scheduled as soon as possible and without the long hold time on the phone. Care Coordinator was informed that it was too late for member to be put into the queue as it was after 3pm. The representative stated member's mother would have to call back another day in the morning as early as 8am and be put into that day's queue for a  call back. Then member will receive a call at some point in the day to complete the intake. Care Coordinator requested an appointment to ensure member and his mother would be available given work and school obligations and was informed that appointments are only given after member's are established.		CORRECTIONS: Changed received date to match inserted date, changed to internal employee concern, changed complainant name to internal complainant, changed complainant address to reflect internal complainant, Changed Disability to Unknown (no dx in Alpha)		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8098		05/07/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Care Coordinator put in a referral with Monarch (350 E Holding Ave, Wake Forest NC location) on 3/26/21 for outpatient therapy for member. Care Coordinator made contact with parent on 4/8/21 who stated she had not been contacted by Monarch. Writer called Monarch at 2:55pm and remained on hold for 18 minutes before speaking with a representative. Once connected, Care Coordinator was informed that two attempts were made to reach member's mother and that member's mother would need to call in and reschedule. Care Coordinator requested to conference in member's mother to schedule another appointment while Care Coordinator and representative were on the phone so that an appointment could be scheduled as soon as possible and without the long hold time on the phone. Care Coordinator was informed that it was too late for member to be put into the queue as it was after 3pm. The representative stated member's mother would have to call back another day in the morning as early as 8am and be put into that day's queue for a call back. Then member will receive a call at some point in the day to complete the intake. Care Coordinator requested an appointment to ensure member and his mother would be available given work and school obligations and was informed that appointments are only given after member's are established.
[PT: Kaden Payne				DOB: 7/2/03				ID: 244957]
4/14/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement letter to internal complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst

4/7/21
This writer contacted the agency’s Incident and Complaint Specialist, Cornelius Powe (704) 858-1729 to make him aware of the concern. He confirmed that he was the appropriate contact for sharing this information and confirmed that he would look into the matter once the details were received. Information emailed to Cornelius.powe@monarchnc.org for review and response to include actions taken or to be taken to address the concern—deadline of 4/14 for response.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
4/19/21
This writer followed up with Cornelius via email as no response received at this time. He replied that he would follow up internally and provide a response ASAP.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
4/22/21
This writer received feedback from Cornelius that they had been attempting to reach out to the member with little luck and inquiring as to whether this writer had another contact number for him. This writer responded by clarifying that the concern was internal and that we are looking for a more general response to the concerns raised (i.e. long hold times, process for scheduling CCAs, barriers to getting consumers access to treatment). This writer also requested policies/procedures for taking referrals, scheduling CCAs, etc. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
4/23/21
This writer received an update that, while they were still working on the response to general concerns, that they had been able to reach the member and confirm that she had been able to schedule appointments at the Fuquay office (med mgmt. and therapy) and that she was satisfied with this outcome.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
4/29/21
This writer followed up to request an update on when we can expect to receive the full response (i.e. to more general issues with call center).
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
4/30/21
This writer received a response from provider which can be summarized below:
•	Provider recently brought on a VP of Customer Experience to assist with performance improvement with the call center. They also added a Director to the call center for direct supervision and quality control and to focus solely on the improvement of call center.  They are currently reviewing call center reports on hold times and response times and putting plans in place to correct.
•	Monarch has also recently added more therapists in the past 2 months to increase capacity and improve access to care. They recognized a need based on response to pandemic as well as clients being seen virtually which was also a change in process. 
This writer reviewed provider response and determined that this issue would continue to be tracked. The provider appears to be taking actions to improve issues with the call center and QM will continue to monitor.
This writer then sent resolution letter to complainant. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		24

		11697		Kim Ware		04/13/2021		Lassiter		Tomegue		Guardian		Grievance		Quality of Services		Intensive In-home Services				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Pride in North Carolina, LLC		1		195945 - LASSITER, ALESHA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Johnston		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		[SEE CID: # 573332] April 13, 2021 9:35 AM MEMBER NAME: LASISTER, ALESHA DOB: 04/14/2006 GUARDIAN / COMPLAINANT NAME: Tomegue Lassiter – Aunt/Legal Guardian; JOHNSTON, Medicaid Only ADDRESS: 517 Deer Flag Ln. Clayton, NC 27577 PHONE #: 919-333-0078 

Complainant, Tomegue Lassiter, is highly concerned about her 14-year-old niece and lack of progress being made in IIH treatment with Pride of NC.  On 4/11/21 the complainant became aware that member has been going AWOL at night from the home and suspects she has been having sex with grown men. Guardian reports prior to starting Tx with Pride the Tx team was aware of the member’s promiscuity and prior involvement with a 23-year-old man and pending charges against him. On Sunday, 4/11/21, guardian was made aware that Alecia had told her IIH counselors Brad and Tina on at least two separate occasions that she had recently left the home at night without permission and engaged in high-risk sexual contact with strangers. When Ms. Lassiter confronted the Pride IIH supervisor, Brad, he admitted that the counselors were aware of the incidents, but did not alert Ms. Lassiter because they were not required to and that it would break confidentiality between them and the member. Ms. Lassiter is very concerned about the quality of care being provided as the member is 14-years-old and she feels that the provider should have at least brought it up in a family session so there could be consequences and further interventions made to prevent continued high-risk Bx. Ms. Lassiter has requested the provider make a referral for out-of-home placement and stop outpatient counseling as she feels Brad and Tina have done more harm than good as they are trying to “be her friend”. Ms. Lassiter has started setting the house alarm at night.

-C. Helm, LCMHC, LCAS, MAC		CORRECTIONS: AGAINST CHANGED FROM OTHER TO PROVIDER		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8170		05/12/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		SEE CID: # 573332] April 13, 2021 9:35 AM MEMBER NAME: LASISTER, ALESHA DOB: 04/14/2006 GUARDIAN / COMPLAINANT NAME: Tomegue Lassiter – Aunt/Legal Guardian; JOHNSTON, Medicaid Only ADDRESS: 517 Deer Flag Ln. Clayton, NC 27577 PHONE #: 919-333-0078 Complainant, Tomegue Lassiter, is highly concerned about her 14-year-old niece and lack of progress being made in IIH treatment with Pride of NC. On 4/11/21 the complainant became aware that member has been going AWOL at night from the home and suspects she has been having sex with grown men. Guardian reports prior to starting Tx with Pride the Tx team was aware of the member’s promiscuity and prior involvement with a 23-year-old man and pending charges against him. On Sunday, 4/11/21, guardian was made aware that Alecia had told her IIH counselors Brad and Tina on at least two separate occasions that she had recently left the home at night without permission and engaged in high-risk sexual contact with strangers. When Ms. Lassiter confronted the Pride IIH supervisor, Brad, he admitted that the counselors were aware of the incidents, but did not alert Ms. Lassiter because they were not required to and that it would break confidentiality between them and the member. Ms. Lassiter is very concerned about the quality of care being provided as the member is 14-years-old and she feels that the provider should have at least brought it up in a family session so there could be consequences and further interventions made to prevent continued high-risk Bx. Ms. Lassiter has requested the provider make a referral for out-of-home placement and stop outpatient counseling as she feels Brad and Tina have done more harm than good as they are trying to “be her friend”. Ms. Lassiter has started setting the house alarm at night. -C. Helm, LCMHC, LCAS, MAC
ALESHA LASSITER    ID: 195945  (DOB: 4/14/2006)
4/20/21 Call to complainant; guardian (919) 333-0078. Left vm message requesting return call. Acknowledgment letter mailed to address listed.(K.WARE,QAA)
4/26/21 Received return call form complainant. Discussed her concerns, role of QM and next steps. She is upset with the staff “brad and tina” who did not inform her of information discussed in session with the member that were dangerous. She has since added alarms to detect if member leaves without permission due to history of behaviors.(K.WARE,QAA) 
5/4/21 This writer made call and spoke with the agency’s QAQI Training Director, Nicole Springer (910-833-4004). This writer made her aware of the concerns submitted by the guardian. This writer requested that an internal review be conducted and findings submitted to include actions taken or to be taken regarding the concerns as well as plan moving forward with member’s service provision. Per discussion, the information was emailed directly for review at NSpringer@pridenc.com. 
5/6/21 Agency response received indicating reasons for not disclosing the information. The agency also since conducting an internal investigation found out the age of one of the males mentioned in the situation.  Per report:  “I asked that they contact me first if they deemed the case investigate able so that i could then inform Alesha and her Guardian. However, before this occurred Alesha was able to find the courage to self-disclose her behaviors and unfortunately the Guardian was upset with myself and Lisa and was unable to have a rational conversation with us. The report was not included in her record but was going to be included if the case was deemed reportable as I felt disclosure of the client's actions would be a violation of trust and confidentiality unless it was considered for investigation. Also, during this time disclosure of the second male age 23 was never disclosed and a second sexual partner was not discussed. It appears this was the result of the investigation. 
There have been no reported issues on the new Intensive in-home team since the switch. 
An incident report was not completed. Brad has been asked to submit an incident report for the police reporting and has been reminded of the incident reporting guidelines and timelines. “
5/12/21  This writer made call and spoke with Ms Springer regarding information submitted. Based on agency response, to include corrective actions steps taken to address the concerns,  and police involvement,  case to be closed and tracked. The agency has confirmed the matter and taken corrective actions. The agency has reported submitting a level 3 Incident report regarding the matter. This writer reached out to QAA Diane Sofia. She confirms that it has been submitted in IRIS. She is reviewing it and plans to put it in the database. The IRIS database info shared with this writer from Ms Sofia info indicates the following: “Alesha divulged that she was sneaking out of the home to engage in sexual activity with a boy. It was eventually deduced that the boy was
18 yrs old and supervision/ consultation with supervisors was arranged based on NC age of consent laws being unclear related to reporting. Reporting was established on April 5th with respect to inquisitive action. Staff was informed that that the incident would be investigated but staff was released from the case by guardian and incident report was missed due to the complex and chaotic nature of
the reporting and uncertainty of specific actions to occur. This report was filed late due to an oversight and not an intentional denial to fulfill reporting requirements.” AH QAA Diane Sofia will review for appropriateness of submission and all required elements. This writer made call to complainant, Ms. Lassiter, to discuss action steps taken in regards to the concern and confirming that she plans to continue to work with agency and the changed IIH team. Resolution letter mailed to complainant. No further action by this writer at this time. *NOTE: Documentation submitted exceeds file limits. See K Ware if needed.(K.WARE,QAA)		CONFIRMED-CORRECTIVE ACTIONS TAKEN		1		1		0		29

		11698		Hillary Vandewart		04/13/2021		WILLIAMS		LENORA		Consumer		Grievance		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Crisis - Inpatient				Mental Health Only		Adult		UNC Hospital		1		280802 - WILLIAMS, LENORA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Johnston		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		member getting bills from UNC Physicians Smithfield for hospital stay Oct 22-27, 2020--has Medicare and Medicaid --offered grievance and directed to discuss with UNC				Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8111		04/30/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member getting bills from UNC Physicians Smithfield for hospital stay Oct 22-27, 2020--has Medicare and Medicaid --offered grievance and directed to discuss with UNC
[PT: Lenora Williams				DOB: 12/12/63				ID: 280802]
4/19/21
This writer attempted to reach Ms. Williams but there was no answer—left general VM requesting a call back.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
4/20/21
This writer attempted to reach Ms. Williams a second time and was able to get ahold of her. She was just waking up and this writer attempted to get as much information from her as possible, but had difficulty. This writer inquired as to whether or not she had discussed the matter with UNC and she stated that she had tried but then mentioned her blood pressure going up (unsure if it was due to stress of trying to reach someone re. bills). This writer shared with her that I would follow up with the billing department at Alliance to find out more information and would be in touch with her regarding what I was able to find out. This writer confirmed her mailing address and shared that she would be receiving correspondence acknowledging the grievance. She thanked this writer for the assistance.
This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement letter.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst

4/26/21
This writer recently received assistance from Dr. Michael Zarzar at UNC Hospital with a similar billing issue. This writer inquired with him via email if he was able to help with this issue being that it was the Johnston Health location. He replied and informed this writer that he contacted patient relations, and that they could try and help. He asked that this writer email them at patient.relations@unchealth.unc.edu and include basic information: patient name, date of birth, date of service, and a nutshell summary of the complaint/request. They will then notify Johnston.
This writer thanked him for the assistance and sent email to patient.relations@unchealth.unc.edu with the associated information.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst

4/27/21
This writer received a voicemail from Donna Ladd at UNC Patient Relations Department. She informed this writer that the matter had been forwarded to the billing supervisor and that they were looking into the issue and would be in touch. She left her call back number as 984-974-1935.

This writer called Ms. Ladd back and spoke with her about the status of the grievance. She informed this writer that Dr. Zarzar is working directly with the billing supervisor, Kimberly Hall, to try to get to the bottom of the issue. She stated that it appears that the member was not billed for the hospital stay but was the bill may have been “professional billing.” They are still looking into this and trying to determine how to resolve. This writer thanked her for the information and let her know that I’d await more info from her/UNC.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 

4/30/21
This writer received an email from Ms. Ladd which reported that an error had been discovered in the account and this has been resolved. Her account now reflects a zero balance for this hospital visit. Ms. Ladd shared with this writer a letter that has been sent to Ms. Ladd which informs her of this. 

This writer then contacted complainant, Ms. Lenora Williams, via phone to share this information with her. She thanked this writer for the assistance. This writer then composed and sent resolution letter. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Confirmed--Provider initiated corrective actions		1		1		0		17

		11701		Kim Ware		04/13/2021		Allen		Lindsay		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Outpatient Services				Unknown Disability				Pride in North Carolina, LLC		0		'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Johnston		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		This is not a grievance but a quality of concern as Pride in NC may not be aware of the limitations of IPRS funding or the use of Federal Block Grant funding for those individuals who are undocumented.  This came to my attention after a Care Coordinator reached out to Pride in NC  and asked about funding streams for those members who are undocumented and the response was that they use IPRS funding.		CORRECTIONS; TYPE CHANGED FROM EXTERNAL STAKEHOLDER TO INTERNAL; nature changed from access to authorization/pay/billing		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8127		05/05/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		This is not a grievance but a quality of concern as Pride in NC may not be aware of the limitations of IPRS funding or the use of Federal Block Grant funding for those individuals who are undocumented. This came to my attention after a Care Coordinator reached out to Pride in NC and asked about funding streams for those members who are undocumented and the response was that they use IPRS funding.
*no pt id
4/20/21 Call to internal complainant; Lindsay Allen regarding her concerns. This writer inquired if she was aware of a written rule to be utilized in the matter. Ms Lindsay reports that she does not know of but has heard this is the case.
4/22/21 Staffed case with Incident & Grievance Mgr., T Parker. Plan is to reach out to SIU for rule/procedure regarding the matter.
4/27/21 This writer contacted T Held, SIU supv. She has referred this writer to AH eligibility and enrollment Supv Tasha Jennings for consult.
5/4/21 This writer contacted Ms Jennings. Per her response AH does not knowingly enroll undocumented consumers.
5/5/21 Based on nature of concern and case consult; case to be closed and tracked. Ack/Res to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		22

		11702		Kristie White		04/13/2021		DIXON		ALBERT		Consumer		Grievance		Basic Needs		Residential Services (include Innovations)		Supervised Living Low		Multi-Disability		Adult		MONARCH		1		280863 - DIXON, ALBERT		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Johnston		0		1		In-State		MH Apartment - Supervised		1		0		Albert called me and requested I file a grievance against his supervised living low provider Monarch. Albert reports that staff have not been checking in regularly with clients leaving them without the assistance they need. Albert reported he had to call the fire department to have his fire alarm cut off because he was unable to get assistance from the provider. After calling he was told not to call the fire department to fix the fire alarm again. Albert reports he has talked with the provider about his needs and feels they are not being addressed for him and with several others in the complex. Albert also reported putting in a maintenance request almost 30 days ago to have an outlet that's coming of the way fixed and shortage in the light. Albert stated that no one has come to look at or fix the needed repairs. Albert reports QM may contact him via the number provided for additional information but does wish to remain anonymous when discussing the concern with the provider. Please feel free to contact me with any additional concerns or questions as well at 984-227-9192		05/18/21-Corrected to Basic Needs. KM Appeals Coordinator		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8108		04/30/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Albert Dixon Patient ID: 280863 DOB: 10/04/1947
Albert called me and requested I file a grievance against his supervised living low provider Monarch. Albert reports that staff have not been checking in regularly with clients leaving them without the assistance they need. Albert reported he had to call the fire department to have his fire alarm cut off because he was unable to get assistance from the provider. After calling he was told not to call the fire department to fix the fire alarm again. Albert reports he has talked with the provider about his needs and feels they are not being addressed for him and with several others in the complex. Albert also reported putting in a maintenance request almost 30 days ago to have an outlet that's coming of the way fixed and shortage in the light. Albert stated that no one has come to look at or fix the needed repairs. Albert reports QM may contact him via the number provided for additional information but does wish to remain anonymous when discussing the concern with the provider. Please feel free to contact me with any additional concerns or questions as well at 984-227-9192
04/16/21-Grievance against Monarch re quality of care concerns at supervised living residence. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/19/21-Called Albert Dixon at 919-437-3733 to discuss his grievance and verify address to send the acknowledgment letter. Member stated the concern was about Monarch not helping fix things around the complex. Member had a hard time talking and expressing himself about this information. Called Monarch spoke to Brenda DeBerry on this concern and sending her concern element email to be returned by 04/26/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/28/21-Received information in response to concern outlined in grievance. Provider sent proof of maintenance tickets that the tenant submitted. Per the provider finding they support provider independent living adults and they check on members twice a month and they check in with them every week. During that time the go over the member’s personal plan and goal completion and actions toward outcomes. They state they fixed Mr. Dixon’s outlet over a month ago and was told about another outlet being broke also and submitted a maintenance request for both. Per provider states that when maintenance went to fix the member did not answer the door. They discuss the members needs and he said he has a social worker helping him get home health aide and physical therapy. They also have an on-call schedule that can be utilized for emergency situations. It appears they have done what they are suppose to help members needs. They have also explained that if they need more attention or a higher level of care they can assist the member. I reached out several times to discuss this information with the member with no answer. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/30/21-Called member again and left message to discuss this resolution.  Closing this grievance and sending a resolution letter explaining this information to member. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		17

		11703		Hillary Vandewart		04/14/2021		Parker		Todd		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Outpatient Services				Multi-Disability		Adult		Johnston County Public Health Department		0		706866 - PICKENS, ROBERT		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Johnston		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		This concern is submitted on behalf of the CQR Committee following the review of the member's death. Following the review, the committee has the following questions for the provider:
Questions related to the management of this member’s OUD:
-	What was the goal of treatment: abstinence or harm reduction?
-	Was Naloxone offered?
-	Did you check PDMP?
-	Was education provided on risks associated with mixing alcohol and opiates?
-	Was he offered MOUD? Barriers to treatment?
-	Was he provided with education on risks associated with use of Fentanyl?
-	Was he educated on Never use alone approach?
-	Did you check UDS as part of his treatment monitoring?

If any of the above were not done, please provide explanation and document the next steps that will be implemented to improve care for patients with OUD?				other		Worked with Provider for resolution		8162		05/06/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		This concern is submitted on behalf of the CQR Committee following the review of the member's death. Following the review, the committee has the following questions for the provider:
Questions related to the management of this member’s OUD:
-	What was the goal of treatment: abstinence or harm reduction?
-	Was Naloxone offered?
-	Did you check PDMP?
-	Was education provided on risks associated with mixing alcohol and opiates?
-	Was he offered MOUD? Barriers to treatment?
-	Was he provided with education on risks associated with use of Fentanyl?
-	Was he educated on Never use alone approach?
-	Did you check UDS as part of his treatment monitoring?
If any of the above were not done, please provide explanation and document the next steps that will be implemented to improve care for patients with OUD?
[PT: Robert Pickens				DOB: 3/31/80				ID: 706866]
4/19/21
Based on complaint being filed by the CQR committee to request documentation follow-up, this writer will not send an internal acknowledgement email and will instead just reach out to provider with documentation request.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 	
4/29/21
This writer researched within Alpha portal and determined that Clinical contact at Johnston County Public Health Department is Avis Dublin, 'avis.dublin@johnstonnc.com.’ Due to fact that request is simply a list of questions from med mgmt department, this writer emailed Ms. Dublin to ensure that she was the appropriate contact for this type of issue. She confirmed. This writer then sent list of questions to her for review and response by 5/6.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/6/21
This writer received response from Dr. Kimberly Johnson, which included answers to each question, along with opportunities for improvement, as well as supporting documentation, which can be summarized below:
•	Goal of treatment was abstinence from alcohol (only reported using opiates during one telepsychiatry visit).
•	Naloxone not offered.
•	PDMP was checked.
•	Education was provided re risks of mixing alcohol and opiates.
•	He was prescribed naltrexone but this was stopped when he was unable to afford it. He was not offered MOUD.
•	He was not educated on risks associated with use of fentanyl.
•	He was not educated on Never Use Alone approach.
•	Did not check UDS as part of monitoring as this was being checked by DSS. They did not receive info from them (though they did have a release).
•	Opportunities for improvement:
o	Educate staff about the potential use of long acting naltrexone in patients with OUD (not just AUD). 
o	Educate staff to offer all patients struggling with substance use disorder a referral to Johnston Recovery Services.
o	Educate staff about the importance of offering naloxone samples and prescriptions to any patient who endorses using opiates.
o	Educate staff that naloxone should be offered the first time the patient reports or endorses opioid misuse.
o	Educate staff about the potential use of UDS especially as more patients return physically to office.
o	Remind staff that UDS is available for any patient and may be useful for those with substance use issues.
o	Remind staff about the importance of sharing Patient Safety Materials. 
o	Educate staff about the Never Use Alone 1-800 phone number and how patients can easily access a safety net if they are going to use opioids alone.
o	Remind staff of the importance of educating patients about the danger of fentanyl being included in drugs of abuse.
o	Prepare a flyer which can be given to patients to share the Never Use Alone phone number. 
o	Discuss with case managers the importance of sharing information with and obtaining information from other agencies when appropriate releases are in place.
o	These will all be addressed at next all staff meeting.
This writer then sent provider response to Todd Parker, Incident and Grievance Manager, to be shared with Clinical Quality Review Committee.
This writer then resolved case within Alpha and any further correspondence from CQR or provider will be documented in portal follow-up. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Undetermined--Requested information provided to CQR committee for potential follow-up		1		1		0		22

		11704		Kim Ware		04/14/2021		Gibbs		LaKenya		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Caring Hands and Supplementary Enrichment Education LLC		1		30718 - PENALOZAMAGANA, ERENDIRA		White		Unknown		Female		Not Defined		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Provider  A Caring Hands  continued to bill retainer payments for member passed 12/31/20 and previously exceeded the 3- 30 day period.  LaKenya Gibbs, MA, CMC 4/14/2021		CORRECTIONS: DISABILITY CHANGED FROM DOES NOT APPLY TO DD ONLY; NATURE CHANGED FROM ADMIN TO AUTH/PAY/BILLING		other		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8106		04/16/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Provider A Caring Hands continued to bill retainer payments for member passed 12/31/20 and previously exceeded the 3- 30 day period. LaKenya Gibbs, MA, CMC 4/14/2021 
ERENDRIA PENALOZAMAG   ID: 30718  (DOB: 7/24/1998)
4/16/21 Case consult with T Held, Special Investigations Supervisor. Per consult, SIU will be conducting regular audits of retainer payments to identify any that have been made in excess of the limit after 12/31/2020. Complainant may be informed that Office of Compliance will be auditing these claims to recover overpayments. Ack/Res emailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		UNDETERMINED- REFERRED TO AH SIU FOR REVIEW AND ACTION		1		1		0		2

		11705		Kim Ware		04/14/2021		Parker		Todd		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Substance Abuse Intensive Outpatient				Substance Abuse Only		Adult		Southlight Healthcare		0		34752 - VAUGHAN, WESLEY		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		This concern is submitted on behalf of the CQR Committee following the review of member's death. After reviewing the death, the committee has the following questions of the provider:
Questions related to the management of this member’s OUD:
-	Was MOUD offered to him? Barriers to treatment?
-	Was Naloxone offered?
-	Was he provided with education on risks associated with use of Fentanyl
-	Was he educated on Never use alone approach?
-	Did you check UDS as part of his treatment monitoring process?
-	Who coordinated his care and what type of care was offered to him besides SAIOP group sessions?
If any of the above were not done, please provide explanation and document the next steps that will be implemented to improve care for patients with OUD?		CORRECTIONS: DISABILITY CHANGED FROM MH ONLY TO MULTI; LICENSURE ENTERED DHSR		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8125		04/27/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		This concern is submitted on behalf of the CQR Committee following the review of member's death. After reviewing the death, the committee has the following questions of the provider: Questions related to the management of this member’s OUD: - Was MOUD offered to him? Barriers to treatment? - Was Naloxone offered? - Was he provided with education on risks associated with use of Fentanyl - Was he educated on Never use alone approach? - Did you check UDS as part of his treatment monitoring process? - Who coordinated his care and what type of care was offered to him besides SAIOP group sessions? If any of the above were not done, please provide explanation and document the next steps that will be implemented to improve care for patients with OUD? 
WESLEY VAUGHAN      ID: 34752     (DOB: 5/28/1969)
4/21/21 This writer contacted Kristen Cain, agency's Clinical Quality Director to make her aware of the request. Per discussion the information was emailed directly to her for review and response to caink@southlight.org.(K.WARE,QAA)
4/27/21 Email correspondence from Ms. Cain received to include agency response as well as supporting documentation. Information forwarded to Incident & Grievance Mgr, T Parker for submission to  CQR per request. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		UNDETERMINED-referred to CQR per request		1		1		0		13

		11706		Kim Ware		04/15/2021		wilkie		jessica		Parent		Internal Employee Concern		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Psychiatric Services				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Alexander Youth Network		1		656386 - ZIGLER, ASHLYNN		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Franklin		0		1		In-State		PRTF		1		0		This writer was made aware on 3/29/2021 that individual's mother, Amy Zigler, pulled individual from the PRTF due to an incident of individual being physically assaulted by a peer while left unattended by staff. This writer spoke with mom and got details about the incident. Mom reported that the two children had been having issues all day and staff sat them outside to try and work out their problems alone. Staff watched from the window, per mom's report. The other child knocked individual down on the concrete and started hitting her in the face. Mom reported that staff did not call and tell mom, but individual called and told mom about 30 minutes after the incident. This writer contacted the facility director, Leonard Shinhoster, to discuss this. Leonard reported that staff did leave the children unattended due to forgetting a mask and going back inside to get the mask. The physical attack did occur when staff left the area, but per Leonard, the staff was watching the girls from the window. This writer also informed Leonard that individual's mother reported that individual had head lice while in the facility for two months and that this was not treated properly and individual continues to have this issue. Leonard reported that he was not made aware of this and will look into it. Leonard reported that individual's mother contacted DSS and filed a report and the DSS investigator is onsite at this time to start an investigation. Leonard reported that this writer will be updated on the outcome of the investigation. 
This writer received an email update from individual's mother on 4/14/2021 informing that individual disclosed a sexual assault by a male peer in the cottage that individual was staying in. The male peer was older and would assault individual in her room while staff was watching television and not paying attention. Mom reported individual told staff about what was happening with the older male peer and staff told individual she was lying. Mom reported that she has reported these incidents to law enforcement and the PRTF has been made aware. This writer is concerned about safety of other children if these types of incidents are occurring, and being reported by the children to staff, and staff are not following up. These children in this facility also should not be left unattended to solve their own conflicts without staff assistance and supervision.				DHSR		Referred to External Lic or State Agency		8130		04/28/2021		Resolved/Completed		DHSR		This writer was made aware on 3/29/2021 that individual's mother, Amy Zigler, pulled individual from the PRTF due to an incident of individual being physically assaulted by a peer while left unattended by staff. This writer spoke with mom and got details about the incident. Mom reported that the two children had been having issues all day and staff sat them outside to try and work out their problems alone. Staff watched from the window, per mom's report. The other child knocked individual down on the concrete and started hitting her in the face. Mom reported that staff did not call and tell mom, but individual called and told mom about 30 minutes after the incident. This writer contacted the facility director, Leonard Shinhoster, to discuss this. Leonard reported that staff did leave the children unattended due to forgetting a mask and going back inside to get the mask. The physical attack did occur when staff left the area, but per Leonard, the staff was watching the girls from the window. This writer also informed Leonard that individual's mother reported that individual had head lice while in the facility for two months and that this was not treated properly and individual continues to have this issue. Leonard reported that he was not made aware of this and will look into it. Leonard reported that individual's mother contacted DSS and filed a report and the DSS investigator is onsite at this time to start an investigation. Leonard reported that this writer will be updated on the outcome of the investigation. This writer received an email update from individual's mother on 4/14/2021 informing that individual disclosed a sexual assault by a male peer in the cottage that individual was staying in. The male peer was older and would assault individual in her room while staff was watching television and not paying attention. Mom reported individual told staff about what was happening with the older male peer and staff told individual she was lying. Mom reported that she has reported these incidents to law enforcement and the PRTF has been made aware. This writer is concerned about safety of other children if these types of incidents are occurring, and being reported by the children to staff, and staff are not following up. These children in this facility also should not be left unattended to solve their own conflicts without staff assistance and supervision.
*DUPLICATE 11655 SUBMITTED BY GUARDIAN
ASHLYNN ZIGLER   ID: 656386   (DOB: 12/23/2012)
4/15/21 This writer contacted the internal complainant Jessica Wilkie in regards to her concerns and to verify that she is the complainant in that it was entered as a grievance. She confirmed that she is the complainant and is very concerned regarding the PRTF due to having other members at the facility. This writer informed Ms Wilkie that the mother had filed as well and the action steps taken to date regarding the case. This writer informed Ms. Wilkie that her concerns will be linked to the mother’s case.
4/16/21 Case consult with Wes Knepper regarding the case. This writer gave update on actions taken to date to include contact with the guardian and report filed with DHSR. To date, DHSR investigation results have not been received. Per consult plan is to follow up with DHSR to inquire if onsite investigation has occurred and actions taken in an effort to determine next steps for AH. This writer received forwarded emails received from the complainant. This writer made call and left message for Lynn Grier , DHSR Branch Manager for the Foothills Region (704-596-4072) requesting return call. Based on intake number and contact number given in letter received by DHSR, this writer made call to the MH Licensure Certification section and left message requesting return call; the voicemail indicated that staff are working remotely and to email the information directly if needed. This writer emailed to request contact and update on the case to include whether or not DHSR has been onsite to date: mhc.support@dhhs.nc.gov. Response from DHSR staff indicates that the request has been forwarded to the intake manager who will be reaching out to this writer. This writer filed a patient safety concern with The Joint Commission. The case has been assigned # 63689XJM-83813AQX. Email correspondence received from The Joint Commission confirming receipt and request for additional information. This writer updated information requested. Per Joint Commission: “Please be aware that in line with our Public Information Policy, we cannot provide you with the organization’s response.” 
4/20/21 AH Notification of Provider Action received indicating effective 4/20/21 (until further notice) Alliance has suspended referral for PRTF services at this location effective immediately).(K.WARE,QAA)
4/28/21 Any subsequent correspondence received from DHSR or Joint Commission to be noted in follow up. Based on AH Compliance involvement, referral to DHSR and Joint Commission as well as police involvement, case to be closed. Resolution emailed to complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		UNDETERMINED-REFERRED TO DHSR		1		1		0		13

		11707		Kim Ware		04/15/2021		Gibbs		LaKenya		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Caring Hands and Supplementary Enrichment Education LLC		1		27029 - KANG, JOHN		Asian		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Provider A Caring Hands continues to bill retainer payments for member.  Provider has utilized or exceeded the maximum number of retainer payments. LaKenya Gibbs, MA, CMC 4/152021				other		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8107		04/16/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Provider A Caring Hands continues to bill retainer payments for member. Provider has utilized or exceeded the maximum number of retainer payments. LaKenya Gibbs, MA, CMC 4/152021 
JOHN KANG    ID: 27029   (DOB: 11/2/1979)
4/16/21 Case consult with T Held, Special Investigations Supervisor. Per consult, SIU will be conducting regular audits of retainer payments to identify any that have been made in excess of the limit after 12/31/2020. Complainant may be informed that Office of Compliance will be auditing these claims to recover overpayments. Ack/Res emailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		UNDETERMINED-referred to SIU		1		1		0		1

		11708		Hillary Vandewart		04/15/2021		WALTON		VERONICA		Consumer		Grievance		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Outpatient Services				Mental Health Only		Adult		FERNANDEZ COMMUNITY SERVICES, INC.		1		24714 - WALTON, VERONICA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		CID: 573731 4/15/2021 1:17:27 PM
CALLER: Veronica Walton
DOB: 9/17/1981 (Age: 39) 
PHONE: 919-841-6475
ADDRESS: 330 Gilman Ln., Unit 100, Raleigh, NC 27610
ADMIN COUNTY: Wake 
INSURANCE: Medicaid
CALL PURPOSE: Caller is seeking claims information in reference to her previous provider, Fernandez Community Center.   Member states FCC refused to update her on how many sessions they had billed.  Client reports her new therapist states there are no more billable hours for her to use for services.  Member attempting to determine why no hours are available if she only had 2 or three otpt sessions with FCC.
MENTAL STATUS: denied SI, HI, AVH
MENTAL HEALTH HISTORY: Dx=None known
SUBSTANCES: last used marijuana this morning
MEDICATIONS: NONE
SEVERITY: NON-THRESHOLD, Service Requested - NO, 911/CIT Criteria Met - NO, Reporting a Threat Criteria Met - NO
DISPOSITION: LC confirmed 09/24/20 was the assessment date.  Caller reports she participated in sessions with FCC on  10/10/21, 11/07/20, 11/20/20.  The therapist informed her she was unable to provide additional sessions at that time due to personal challenges.  She would begin services at a later time.  The member reports she located a new therapist, Nanette Floyd Patterson in December 2020.  Member requested claims info. from this LC.  LC informed the member of the paid claims notated in Alpha.  LC  noted FCC submitted 18 claims from 12/03/2020 - 04/12/2021.  Member states she had not received services from FCC since 11/20/2020.  LC will submit a grievance and fraudulent claim Grievance #11708.
CALL STATUS: CLOSED
SCREENER: D BREESE LCMHC, LCAS, CRC 4/15/2021 2:10:11 PM		CORRECTIONS: Changed Nature to Auth/Payment/Billing, Changed Disability to MH Only (per CCA)		other		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8112		04/20/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID: 573731 4/15/2021 1:17:27 PM
CALLER: Veronica Walton
DOB: 9/17/1981 (Age: 39) 
PHONE: 919-841-6475
ADDRESS: 330 Gilman Ln., Unit 100, Raleigh, NC 27610
ADMIN COUNTY: Wake 
INSURANCE: Medicaid
CALL PURPOSE: Caller is seeking claims information in reference to her previous provider, Fernandez Community Center.   Member states FCC refused to update her on how many sessions they had billed.  Client reports her new therapist states there are no more billable hours for her to use for services.  Member attempting to determine why no hours are available if she only had 2 or three otpt sessions with FCC.
MENTAL STATUS: denied SI, HI, AVH
MENTAL HEALTH HISTORY: Dx=None known
SUBSTANCES: last used marijuana this morning
MEDICATIONS: NONE
SEVERITY: NON-THRESHOLD, Service Requested - NO, 911/CIT Criteria Met - NO, Reporting a Threat Criteria Met - NO
DISPOSITION: LC confirmed 09/24/20 was the assessment date.  Caller reports she participated in sessions with FCC on 10/10/21, 11/07/20, 11/20/20.  The therapist informed her she was unable to provide additional sessions at that time due to personal challenges.  She would begin services at a later time.  The member reports she located a new therapist, Nanette Floyd Patterson in December 2020.  Member requested claims info. from this LC.  LC informed the member of the paid claims notated in Alpha.  LC  noted FCC submitted 18 claims from 12/03/2020 - 04/12/2021.  Member states she had not received services from FCC since 11/20/2020.  LC will submit a grievance and fraudulent claim Grievance #11708.
CALL STATUS: CLOSED
SCREENER: D BREESE LCMHC, LCAS, CRC 4/15/2021 2:10:11 PM
[PT: Veronica Walton				DOB: 9/17/81				ID: 24714]
4/19/21
Due to this being an allegation of fraudulent billing, this writer requested a case consult by Tanya Held, SIU/Compliance, via email.
Tanya confirmed that SIU would be taking this due to the nature of the grievance.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
4/20/21
This writer contacted complainant via phone and left generic voicemail requesting a call back. This writer plans to inform Ms. Walton that the concern has been referred to another department within Alliance Health for follow-up.
This writer emailed inserted user, Debbie Breese (Access) informing her that the case had been referred to Compliance/SIU as well.
This writer received a call back from Ms. Walton and shared with her that, due to the nature of the concern, this had been referred to another department within Alliance and she would likely be hearing from them soon. 
Case will be closed based on SIU investigation. Ack/Res letter sent to complainant. No further action required from QM. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Referred to SIU for review/ follow-up		1		1		0		5

		11710		Kristie White		04/15/2021		Parker		Todd		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Outpatient Services				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		El Futuro, Inc.		0		727093 - DominguezCinto, Waytmi		White		H= Hispanic, Other		Female		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		This concern is submitted on behalf of the CQR committee following the review of the member's death. Please contact the provider request the following:

•	Request all documentation in the medical record to be submitted for review; we have the therapist’s notes.  
•	Request copy of current crisis plan. 
•	Request copy of safety plan referenced in the internal review.				Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8102		04/21/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Waytmi DominguezCinto Patient ID: 727093 DOB: 09/05/2006
This concern is submitted on behalf of the CQR committee following the review of the member's death. Please contact the provider request the following: • Request all documentation in the medical record to be submitted for review; we have the therapist’s notes. • Request copy of current crisis plan. • Request copy of safety plan referenced in the internal review.
04/16/21-Internal- El Futuro, Inc- CQR request for information. Spoke to Gulny Sarelli Rossi about this information needed for CQR committee and sent concern element email to grossi@elfuturo-nc.org  be returned back by 04/22/2021. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/20/21-Received information from El Futuro an provider states they had sent all this information to Diane Sofia and I reached out to her also to get what she had. Also, provider faxed medical records and emailed additional information. Sent to TParker to get reviewed by the CQR committee. Closing as undetermined and will put any additional request in follow-up. KM Appeals Coordinator		Undetermined-CQR Request		1		1		0		6

		11712		Kim Ware		04/16/2021		hodge		Sandra		Parent		External Stakeholder Concern		Quality of Services		Community Support Team				Multi-Disability		Adult		B & D Integrated Health Services		1		396782 - Corey, John		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Johnston		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Caller is Sandra Hodge, Parent, but not legal guardian of John Corey. Caller reports that she is calling in regards to the services her son has received from B&D. Caller reports that she is dissatisfied with the services. Caller reports that her son is blind and needs a mentor and someone to work with him on skills. Caller states that his team does not come out to render services like they should and they don't follow up with the family as they should. Caller states that she was told by B&D staff AL that they were supposed to come out this Wednesday. No one came. Al called her son and told him that they would be out Thursday and no one came. Caller reports that she has placed 3 unanswered phone calls between AL and a supervisor named Tony. Caller reports that AL did call her back but she couldn't really understand why they never showed up both days because Al couldn't explain why. She is upset and feels insulted by B&D. She reports that she has asked for interpreting services (she is deaf) so that she can be a part of the treatment and they have not found one yet. Caller states that in the past the team has popped up unannounced while her son is sleeping and that upset him. Caller reports that there are rules in her home and she needs to know who is coming to her home and when. Caller had made mention that she tried to reach another staff member named Terri Warren who has also failed to call her back. She has reached out to individual team members and called the office and everyone tells her that someone will be out or call her back and they never do.		CORRECTION: TYPE CHANGED FROM OTHER TO EXTERNAL STAKEHOLDER CONCERN (PARENT NOT GUARDIAN); LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO NOT LICENSED; SERVICE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO CST; DISABILITY CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO MULTI; NATURE CHANGED FROM OTHER TO QUALITY		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8117		05/07/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller is Sandra Hodge, Parent, but not legal guardian of John Corey. Caller reports that she is calling in regards to the services her son has received from B&D. Caller reports that she is dissatisfied with the services. Caller reports that her son is blind and needs a mentor and someone to work with him on skills. Caller states that his team does not come out to render services like they should and they don't follow up with the family as they should. Caller states that she was told by B&D staff AL that they were supposed to come out this Wednesday. No one came. Al called her son and told him that they would be out Thursday and no one came. Caller reports that she has placed 3 unanswered phone calls between AL and a supervisor named Tony. Caller reports that AL did call her back but she couldn't really understand why they never showed up both days because Al couldn't explain why. She is upset and feels insulted by B&D. She reports that she has asked for interpreting services (she is deaf) so that she can be a part of the treatment and they have not found one yet. Caller states that in the past the team has popped up unannounced while her son is sleeping and that upset him. Caller reports that there are rules in her home and she needs to know who is coming to her home and when. Caller had made mention that she tried to reach another staff member named Terri Warren who has also failed to call her back. She has reached out to individual team members and called the office and everyone tells her that someone will be out or call her back and they never do
JOHN COREY    ID: 396782  (DOB: 2/22/1989)
4/22/21 This writer made call to complainant and was able to leave a vm message with answering service.(K.WARE,QAA)
4/22/21 This writer received a return call from complainant, Ms Hodge via telephonic device. This writer explained the purpose of call and role of QM. Ms Hodge is not the guardian. Member is an adult. This writer spoke with member who gave permission for discussion of issues of concerns. Via the telephonic device/service this writer was able to speak to both the complainant and the member. Complainant reports that services are "awful", issues with frequency of services. She kept asking the member to confirm the dates of service which were limited dates. She reports that the provider pops up for unannounced visits which causes issues for member who may be sleeping and unaware that they were suppose to come. The member confirmed. She reports that at team meetings she is having to ask her son what they are saying because they still have not gotten an interpreter. This writer explained next steps to both the member and complainant.(K.WARE,QAA)
4/2/21 Acknowledgment letter mailed to complainant.(K.WARE,QAA)
4/26/21 This writer contacted B and D QM Director, Jeremy Reed to make him aware of the concern. This writer emailed the concern information directly for review and response to jreed@bdbehaviorlahealth.com.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/3/21 Agency response received indicating the following: "The CS Team report that they have made multiple attempts in the past week to reach him to no avail. He hung up on the TL on two occasions last week. The Team previously scheduled an team meeting two weeks ago via telephone per John’s request due to COVID concerns. John did not keep the appointment.
Outreach efforts have been attempted by CST administrators as well. The team is currently attempting pop up visit this week.
Mr. Corey is unmedicated.
John did not sign a release for his mother at intake. During his most recent conversation with CST administrators, John reported that he wanted to sign a release and have his mother listed so she can speak with the Team regarding his services. He has not kept any of his appointments, so a physical release has not been obtained.
The team attempted to make face to face contact with Mr. Corey on 4/29/2021. Mr. Corey refuse to meet with them when they arrived."(K.WARE,QAA)
5/5/21 This writer received notification from Incident & Grievance Mgr, T Parker, that complainant had called and left him a message requesting assistance with locating another provider. Case consult regarding case and steps taken thus far. This writer made call and left vm message for complainant via the answering service.
5/6/21 This writer made call and spoke with complainant. She reports that she wanted to add to her concern that she is angry with the agency for an unannounced visit. She reports that it is her house and she has rules. This writer attempted again to explain that the son is the member and may have appointments that have been scheduled and not followed through based on agency response. Complainant was adamant and reported that she checks his phones so that is not true. This writer again explained that the complainant is not the guardian and may not be aware of appointments made and missed and that the provider coming unannounced was an effort to see member face to face and obtain a written ROI. The complainant was angry and frustrated as this writer explained and began to interrupt this writer. This writer explained that she would receive a resolution letter in that the concern had been processed and the action steps taken. This writer referred complainant to the AH 24 hr access and information line for assistance for her son, who is his own guardian, to locate an alternative provider of choice as well as resources available. The complainant mentioned other “case managers” that are supposed to be helping her son. She was adamant that they are supposed to be picking him up and taking him out to breakfast. Again, this writer explained that it was not a required component of CST. The complainant confirmed again that the member does not take medications and sleeps all day and that he should be doing something. This writer referred complainant to member and collaborative efforts of those involved as well as roles and determining the appropriate level of care or services. This writer also explained that the member can request referral for care coordination. The complainant inquired if this writer knew of any group homes. This writer referred complainant to the DHSR listing. The complainant inquired if Alliance would be available in Maryland if her son moved there. This writer explained the Alliance Health catchment and that this writer has no knowledge of resources available in that area.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/7/21 Review of information available in JIVA regarding member indicates that member was previously considered for independent housing…. “he prefers staying closer to his mother, though their relationship continues to be contentious at times. John struggles to maintain his appointments with CST staff, often taking naps during the daytime hours and not answering his phone when contacted for sessions. John continues to use CBD oil to help with depression symptoms and he reports using meditation as his coping mechanism. He has been educated on the importance of maintaining his mental health stability, but continues to be resistant to the team???s effort to link him to medication management. John is connected to the blind services and the team will be working closely with the blind services staff to assist John with/monitor services they plan to provide virtually due to COVID-19 restrictions.” Based on agency response and plans to continue to attempt to connect with member, referral to AH Access for assistance in locating an alternative provider of choice, case to be closed. Agency indicates offering its due diligence in service provision and attempts. Resolution letter to be mailed to complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		21

		11713		Hillary Vandewart		04/16/2021		WOMBLE		THERESA		Guardian		Grievance		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Child (0-17)		I Innovations, Inc.		1		88524 - HENRY, MARDASHA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		1		In-State		Level IV		0		1		Mardasha reported to her guardian today that while she was living in the group home with I Innovations, she was forced into her bedroom by other residents, who were touching her groin area and inserted a phallic object into her rectum. Mardasha reports that staff were notified and did nothing about it. She reports that a girl named Emily was one of the people touching her. Mardasha's guardian will be reaching out to CPS in Sanford to report the issue. Theresa Womble (919-519-7883) is her guardian. 
Mardasha is not currently in the group home and is living with her guardian in Durham.		CORRECTIONS: Changed complainant info to reflect guardian		DHSR		Referred to External Lic or State Agency		8113		05/06/2021		Resolved/Completed		DHSR		Mardasha reported to her guardian today that while she was living in the group home with I Innovations, she was forced into her bedroom by other residents, who were touching her groin area and inserted a phallic object into her rectum. Mardasha reports that staff were notified and did nothing about it. She reports that a girl named Emily was one of the people touching her. Mardasha's guardian will be reaching out to CPS in Sanford to report the issue. Theresa Womble (919-519-7883) is her guardian. 
Mardasha is not currently in the group home and is living with her guardian in Durham.
[PT: Mardasha Henry				DOB: 9/23/04				ID: 88524]
4/21/21
This writer contacted complainant and acknowledged that the grievance was received by QM Department. She was unclear on the details of what happened and put the member on the phone who also was unclear. Mardasha reported that Emily and another resident touched her and “put a stick up her butt.” She reported that afterwards, they went to the park and there was blood on the car seat. She stated that staff asked her what it was and she reported it was her period. It is unclear if she told staff the truth or not. 
Guardian went on to discuss what led up to her removing Mardasha from the home—issues with cleanliness of room, etc. 
She shared that the incident had to have occurred between October and February as this was when she was at the home.
This writer inquired as to whether or not guardian had contacted CPS about the matter and she stated that she hadn’t yet. She explained that she wasn’t sure how to navigate this and that Carolina Outreach might be helping her with the process. She reported that she wasn’t sure if she should contact CPS or if Tara Moore (CN) should do so and this writer shared that I could follow up with Tara. This writer also encouraged her to contact the Department of Health Service Regulation Complaint Intake unit and advised that we would be doing the same. This writer provided her with this number.
This writer shared grievance process with her and confirmed mailing address. She thanked this writer for the assistance. This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement letter.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst

4/22/21
This writer staffed case with supervisor, Todd Parker. Todd advised that this writer touch base with Care Navigator to determine whether or not she had contacted CPS. This writer agreed with supervisor that DHSR Complaint should be filed. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
4/23/21
This writer reached out to Care Navigator, Tara Moore, via email, to see if she could provide any background on the situation.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
4/28/21
This writer received feedback from Tara Moore, who confirmed that the guardian (with the assistance of NC START) did file a CPS report. Since NC Start was the agency notified about the incident, they took that on. 
Tara also agreed that the timelines were fuzzy and that she could not attest to whether or not the report was a reliable one. She stated that she felt some of the things she reported were farfetched, however, she does feel that some unsafe things happened while she was at the group home. This writer thanked her for the feedback.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/4/21
This writer called DHSR complaint intake unit and spoke with Kim. She entered the grievance for this writer and stated we would receive correspondence in the mail regarding any next steps.
This writer staffed case with supervisor who advised that this grievance could be resolved. Provider did not submit incident which indicates that they were not made aware of this incident. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/6/21
This writer attempted to reach Ms. Womble via phone—left message requesting a call back. This writer composed and sent resolution letter as appropriate entities have been notified of alleged incident and member is no longer residing at group home. Further correspondence from complainant will be included in resolution follow-up. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Undetermined--Referred to DHSR for investigation		1		1		0		20

		11714		Kim Ware		04/16/2021		COMACHO		NANCY		Guardian		Grievance		Quality of Services		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Ultimate Family Home Care, Inc.		1		66119 - VAZQUEZ, ANDRES		White		M=  Hispanic, Mexican American		Male		Johnston		0		1		In-State		Supervised Living 5600 A (Adult with Mental Health Concerns)		1		1		This writer received call from member’s guardian of person, sister, Nancy Comacho, 919-696-0654, where she reported that Lillian/Ultimate is requesting $1,968 in back pay. She reported that Ultimate attempted to become member’s payee, but were denied. She reported their mother is member’s payee.  She reported they have paid every month for member. She reported that member was receiving $723.00 and was paying Ultimate $657.00 and having $66.00 for allowance. She reported on January 1st member was approved for$773.00, but they have not seen that amount and stated they have offered to show Ultimate the statements that they have not received $773.00. She reported an email from Lillian referenced member being approved for $814.00 on May 1st. She reported Ultimate is wanting $802.00 for February, $593.00 for March, and $591 for April; member reported Ultimate was paid for this month in cash. She reported February’s rent was prorated because member moved in on the 10th (paid $600.00). She reported that she has left a voicemail with DSS, Barbara Massey, who was guardian of member in February. She reported that she has submitted a copy of the guardianship paperwork to social security in order to get/obtain information about member’s benefits. She reported that member is doing well in the group home. She reported she has not received an eviction notice either. She was agreeable to this writer filing a grievance. She is agreeable to having someone contact her to obtain more information. She was also provided the information to make a grievance at the state level through NC Divisions of Health Service Regulation.		CORRECTIONS: ENTERED PT ID; DISABILITY CHANGED FROM MH ONLY TO MULTI; NATURE CHAGNED FROM QUALITY TO AUTH/PAY/BILLING		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8119		05/14/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		This writer received call from member’s guardian of person, sister, Nancy Comacho, 919-696-0654, where she reported that Lillian/Ultimate is requesting $1,968 in back pay. She reported that Ultimate attempted to become member’s payee, but were denied. She reported their mother is member’s payee. She reported they have paid every month for member. She reported that member was receiving $723.00 and was paying Ultimate $657.00 and having $66.00 for allowance. She reported on January 1st member was approved for$773.00, but they have not seen that amount and stated they have offered to show Ultimate the statements that they have not received $773.00. She reported an email from Lillian referenced member being approved for $814.00 on May 1st. She reported Ultimate is wanting $802.00 for February, $593.00 for March, and $591 for April; member reported Ultimate was paid for this month in cash. She reported February’s rent was prorated because member moved in on the 10th (paid $600.00). She reported that she has left a voicemail with DSS, Barbara Massey, who was guardian of member in February. She reported that she has submitted a copy of the guardianship paperwork to social security in order to get/obtain information about member’s benefits. She reported that member is doing well in the group home. She reported she has not received an eviction notice either. She was agreeable to this writer filing a grievance. She is agreeable to having someone contact her to obtain more information. She was also provided the information to make a grievance at the state level through NC Divisions of Health Service Regulation. 
4/22/21 call to complainant; no vm available.(K.WARE,QAA)
4/23/21 This writer contacted insert user to get the patient information as it was not listed in grievance. Call to complainant; no answer; ack letter mailed to address listed.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/5/21 This writer made call and spoke directly with complainant Ms. Nancy Camacho. Ms. Camacho was angry with the group home stating that her brother has received a 30-day discharge notice from the group home. She is upset that the agency is not working with her regarding payments that they say are due. She repots that she is not responsible for the payments. This wrier recommended contact with the Social Security Administration. She reports that she contacted them and that they have adjusted the type of social security benefits her brother was to receive so that the group hoe would be eligible for backpay only to April, but that it was not her fault. She continued to express anger that the group home would not work with her. This writer inquired if the complainant had received the agency’s discharge policy upon admission. She reports that she did not put her brother there but his DSS guardian did. She reports that her mother is the payee and she is the guardian. This writer explained that AH could not require the group home to keep her brother nor involved in the payment issue. This writer inquired if she had found other placement for her brother in that she has already received notice of discharge. She reports receiving a list from Alliance but had not looked for placement. This writer explained the role of QM and next steps, however, explained that payment issues were not in the purview of AH. This writer recommended the contact DHSR and SSA. Ms Camacho confirmed her corrected mailing address and permission to use her name when discussing the matter with the provider.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/12/21 This writer made call to agency and spoke with CEO Lilliam Okoro-Ezuma (919) 880-3144 regarding the grievance. Per Ms Ezuma, the agency sent the letter of discharge for 3 reason which were listed in the letter: 1. Challenges with medications- the guardian refused to allow the use of the pharmacy that the group home utilizes; it is a licensed pharmacy that delivers meds, helps with any med issues 2. The member was referred to PSR and was approved; guardian refused to insist that the member go. Member refused which impeded on continuity of care for member 3. Nonpayment-the group home applied for Special assistance and was denied due to he type of funding that the member had; the mother was called and refused the home becoming the payee. Ms. Ezuma also reports that it was challenging with the guardian and payee being different and the mother had difficulty with communicating. Ms. Ezuma explained that she attempted to work with the family however, it has not worked out. She explained that the family has received a listing of available group home placements for member. Agency indicates following its protocol in the matter. This writer made all and spoke with member’s assigned AH care coordinator, Michele Fidler. She is aware of the matter and reports that she has explained to the guardian that AH would not be involved in the payment issue and has she referred her to DHSR. She reports having the same conversations that this writer explained. Per her report she has given the guardian a list of group homes and that she has contacted several on the list for her. She has expressed to Ms Camacho that she may have to consider other placements in the catchment and has been willing to assist in the matter She reports that AH Community Health Worker, Shelly Chandler is also involved in assisting in placement. She reports speaking with Ultimate group home CEO and hearing from her the discharge issues. She reports that Ultimate has been cooperative in providing any paperwork needed for transfer of member. She reports that the agency attempted to work with the family.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/14/21 This writer made call to Ms. Camacho. Although she is still upset, she confirmed working with the AH staff to find placement for her brother and with SSA regarding funding which has been adjusted. Based on agency actions, consult with AH care coordination, recommendations made to complainant, case to be closed. Agency indicated offering its due diligence in the matter. Resolution letter mailed to complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		non issue		1		1		0		28

		11715		Kristie White		04/16/2021		BROWN		HEATHER		Consumer		Grievance		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Psychiatric Services				Mental Health Only		Adult		Carolina Partnership in Mental Healthcare dba MindPath Care Centers		1		32205 - BROWN, HEATHER		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		Heather Brown Consumer 919-737-4805 with Mind Paths was seen by Psychiatrist Ms. Paula M. Leif who was employed with Mind Paths. While in care Consumer's Medicaid was not billed and Consumer is now being billed for services. Consumer is unable to pay bill in which she is being assessed. Consumer has made efforts to get Provider to submit billing to Alliance for payment in which Agency if refusing.  Caller states she has informed the Agency she is unable to pay the bill. Agency has informed Consumer she may be discharged from services if her bill is not paid. Caller is concerned as to why Mind Paths will not bill for service as she was made aware the Psychiatrist who has since left is a Medicaid Contracted Psychiatrist.   Address:  5608 Thea Lane Unit A Raleigh, NC 27606				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8115		05/11/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Heather Brown Patient ID: 32205 DOB: 08/14/1979
Heather Brown Consumer 919-737-4805 with Mind Paths was seen by Psychiatrist Ms. Paula M. Leif who was employed with Mind Paths. While in care Consumer's Medicaid was not billed and Consumer is now being billed for services. Consumer is unable to pay bill in which she is being assessed. Consumer has made efforts to get Provider to submit billing to Alliance for payment in which Agency if refusing. Caller states she has informed the Agency she is unable to pay the bill. Agency has informed Consumer she may be discharged from services if her bill is not paid. Caller is concerned as to why Mind Paths will not bill for service as she was made aware the Psychiatrist who has since left is a Medicaid Contracted Psychiatrist. Address: 5608 Thea Lane Unit A Raleigh, NC 27606 
04/19/21-Grievance against MindPath Care Centers re. billing issues. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/20/21-Called member for clarification and information on this grievance with no answer and could not leave a message. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/21/21-Called member again with no answer and phone would not let you leave a message. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/22/21-Called member again and her phone is not answering and not accepting any voicemails. Per case consult with TParker since no answer from member send additional information letter to member. Per looking at claims none are file for member from Carolina Partnership dba MindPath. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/11/21-Never received information to resolve this grievance. Per more information letter sent the member had until 05/10/21 to get back with me on this grievance. Closing as undetermined due to lack of information from the complainant. KM Appeals Coordinator		Undetermined due to lack of information.		1		1		0		25

		11717		Kim Ware		04/18/2021		Godwin		Lynn		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Access to Services		Crisis - Emergency Department				Unknown Disability				Johnston Memorial Hospital Authority dba Johnston Health		0		'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Johnston		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		I received a call this  afternoon from the mother of an adult male/Johnston County/Uninsured who reports they were given Alliance's information after being at the emergency room for 3 to 4 hours with her son who was coming off of alcohol. The caller reports her son drinks 18 to 24 beers a day and there is no time when he is not under the influence.   She also voiced that he has been making statements about wanting to die and go to be with Jesus.   They were told by the ED staff that the hospital does not offer detox inpatient services.   They told the member he has high blood pressure.  They provided member a prescription for Librium but told him not to take it unless he completely stops drinking.  They were told to contact mobile crisis and Alliance regarding a referral to Walter B Jones in Greenville.   I am filing the concern because when the hospital, with whom we do have beds contracted,  is saying they will not detox uninsured people from ETOH,  it leaves Johnston Residents no local alternatives for a safe detox.  The hospital did not offer to make a referral for member to Walter B Jones or any other facility.  He was just returned home.		CORRECTIONS: SOURCE CHANGED FROM FAMILY MEMBER TO MCO STAFF; DISABILTY UNKNOWN; AGAINST CHANGED FROM OTHER TO PROVIDER		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8139		04/29/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		I received a call this afternoon from the mother of an adult male/Johnston County/Uninsured who reports they were given Alliance's information after being at the emergency room for 3 to 4 hours with her son who was coming off of alcohol. The caller reports her son drinks 18 to 24 beers a day and there is no time when he is not under the influence. She also voiced that he has been making statements about wanting to die and go to be with Jesus. They were told by the ED staff that the hospital does not offer detox inpatient services. They told the member he has high blood pressure. They provided member a prescription for Librium but told him not to take it unless he completely stops drinking. They were told to contact mobile crisis and Alliance regarding a referral to Walter B Jones in Greenville. I am filing the concern because when the hospital, with whom we do have beds contracted, is saying they will not detox uninsured people from ETOH, it leaves Johnston Residents no local alternatives for a safe detox. The hospital did not offer to make a referral for member to Walter B Jones or any other facility. He was just returned home.
*no pt id
4/29/21 Based on nature of concern, the concern will be tracked for potential trends in the event that similar concerns are submitted regarding the provider. Ack/Res emailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		11

		11719		Hillary Vandewart		04/19/2021		Webb-Gladden		Ann		Guardian		Grievance		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Crisis - Inpatient				Multi-Disability		Child (0-17)		Holly Hill Hospital, LLC		1		647359 - CASTO, EVIE		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		QA Analyst was notified by guardian that she had additional concerns (separate from grievance #11639) which had been communicated to Care Navigator and Holly Hill Clinical Director. See below and for email correspondence from guardian to Care Navigator and HHH:
I found out several things when I picked Evie up yesterday. 
 
1.	She told me she didn’t have shoes while at HH because they had a zipper on them. So, for 3 weeks no one thought they should call and ask me to bring Evie shoes? Plus, her coats had zippers so does that mean she did not get to wear her coat. She came out wearing a coat with a zipper. 
 
2.	Evie had on clothes that weren’t hers. That’s fine but she said she had them because she didn’t get the clothes, I brought her? She said she guesses the clothes I brought were put In storage? 
 
3.	I believe it was the 1st week when Evie scratched up her arms with the paperclip. A gentleman did call and tell me What had happened. I asked how she got the paperclip and he said she could have got it from the nurse’s station or found it in the gym. Evie told me when I picked her up that she stole it from the nursing station. 
 
4.	Said she had a panic attack, but the Adults did not believe her. 
 
5.	Evie can fudge the truth and I know the kids are there for issues . Also, Evie started a fight the day before the 2 kids got into a fight with her and left the bruise on her shoulder. I am trying to say I know it get rough sometimes. Which is why adults should be watching the kids. 
 
She did complain about her shoulder and head hurting for several days. I thought she was being over dramatic till Evie showed me the bruise on the shoulder still left over from a week ago. I asked how long the fight went on. She said for a bit because another kid had to get the adults attention. Evie said the Adults were in the corner playing on their phone .  I can overlook the above 4 issues but not this. I want the this investigated ASAP. I want to see the video tape of the incident.  I want to see what the Adults were doing while the fight was happening. 
 
Anne Webb

She also shared the below on 4/18/21:
New Hope just called me and told me Evie has covid. They made her take covid test Thursday as part of admission. Seeing as Evie as been at Holly Hill for 3 weeks. I am assuming she got it there.				DHSR		Referred to External Lic or State Agency		8116		05/19/2021		Resolved/Completed		DHSR		QA Analyst was notified by guardian that she had additional concerns (separate from grievance #11639) which had been communicated to Care Navigator and Holly Hill Clinical Director. See below and for email correspondence from guardian to Care Navigator and HHH:
I found out several things when I picked Evie up yesterday. 
1. She told me she didn’t have shoes while at HH because they had a zipper on them. So, for 3 weeks no one thought they should call and ask me to bring Evie shoes? Plus, her coats had zippers so does that mean she did not get to wear her coat. She came out wearing a coat with a zipper. 
2. Evie had on clothes that weren’t hers. That’s fine but she said she had them because she didn’t get the clothes, I brought her? She said she guesses the clothes I brought were put in storage? 
 3. I believe it was the 1st week when Evie scratched up her arms with the paperclip. A gentleman did call and tell me what had happened. I asked how she got the paperclip and he said she could have got it from the nurse’s station or found it in the gym. Evie told me when I picked her up that she stole it from the nursing station. 
 4. Said she had a panic attack, but the Adults did not believe her. 
 5. Evie can fudge the truth and I know the kids are there for issues. Also, Evie started a fight the day before the 2 kids got into a fight with her and left the bruise on her shoulder. I am trying to say I know it get rough sometimes. Which is why adults should be watching the kids. 
She did complain about her shoulder and head hurting for several days. I thought she was being over dramatic till Evie showed me the bruise on the shoulder still left over from a week ago. I asked how long the fight went on. She said for a bit because another kid had to get the adults attention. Evie said the Adults were in the corner playing on their phone.  I can overlook the above 4 issues but not this. I want this investigated ASAP. I want to see the video tape of the incident.  I want to see what the Adults were doing while the fight was happening. 
She also shared the below on 4/18/21:
New Hope just called me and told me Evie has covid. They made her take covid test Thursday as part of admission. Seeing as Evie as been at Holly Hill for 3 weeks. I am assuming she got it there.
[PT: Evie Casto					DOB: 12/13/07				ID: 647359]
4/22/21
This writer called and spoke with Ms. Webb-Gladden briefly to let her know that we had received the grievance and to see if she had gotten any kind of a response from HHH. She replied that she had not heard anything and they were supposed to have responded to her by the end of yesterday 4/21. She said she is worried that it is taking them so long to reply and feels that they might be hiding something. She is also concerned about the fact that the adults aren’t wearing masks properly which put her daughter at risk. 
This writer informed Ms. Webb-Gladden about the DHSR Complaint Intake Unit and advised that we would be sharing this information with them and encouraged her to do the same. She asked that this writer send her an email with this information as she was at work and needed to get off the phone. This writer agreed.
This writer then composed email with DHSR phone number as well as acknowledgement letter and sent both to complainant. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Undetermined--Referred to DHSR for investigation		1		1		0		30

		11720		Hillary Vandewart		04/19/2021		Elkins		Samantha		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Clinical Intake				Multi-Disability		Adult		Restoration Family Services, Inc.		1		554510 - Elkins, Samantha		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Johnston		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		[CID: 574132  ] 
CALLER'S NAME/ ROLE/ NUMBER: Samantha Elkins DOB 4/24/1995
ADDRESS: 401-B N. Green St Selma, NC 27576
PHONE: 910-434-9375
SAFETY SCREENING: Denies SI/HI/AVH/SU. No crisis needs. Hx of PTSD and BPAD.
COUNTY, if gathered: Johnston
INSURANCE, if gathered: Medicaid
PURPOSE OF CALL: Grievance and provider info
RESOURCES/Staff recommendations: 
SEVERITY: Non-threshold. 
COMMENTS / NOTES: Provided at least five agency contacts for OPT MH services and possible psychological testing. Member will call providers directly to explore options. Client filed grievance against Restoration Family Services alleging client was not called in advance when her CCA was cancelled by RFS due to the MD being ill. Member took off work that day to do the CCA. Also reports she does not agree with the initial diagnosis assigned by the clinician at RFS when client was eventually assessed. Was diagnosed w/ anxiety/trauma. Caller believes she also should have been diagnosed w/ psychosis, and believes the clinician was inexperienced and did not do a good job with her. Writer filed the grievance on member’s behalf.--DC Rhyne, LCSW-----------------		CORRECTIONS: Updated Address, Changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8118		05/13/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		[CID: 574132] 
CALLER'S NAME/ ROLE/ NUMBER: Samantha Elkins DOB 4/24/1995
ADDRESS: 401-B N. Green St Selma, NC 27576
PHONE: 910-434-9375
SAFETY SCREENING: Denies SI/HI/AVH/SU. No crisis needs. Hx of PTSD and BPAD.
COUNTY, if gathered: Johnston
INSURANCE, if gathered: Medicaid
PURPOSE OF CALL: Grievance and provider info
RESOURCES/Staff recommendations: 
SEVERITY: Non-threshold. 
COMMENTS / NOTES: Provided at least five agency contacts for OPT MH services and possible psychological testing. Member will call providers directly to explore options. Client filed grievance against Restoration Family Services alleging client was not called in advance when her CCA was cancelled by RFS due to the MD being ill. Member took off work that day to do the CCA. Also reports she does not agree with the initial diagnosis assigned by the clinician at RFS when client was eventually assessed. Was diagnosed w/ anxiety/trauma. Caller believes she also should have been diagnosed w/ psychosis, and believes the clinician was inexperienced and did not do a good job with her. Writer filed the grievance on member’s behalf.--DC Rhyne, LCSW
[PT: Samantha Elkins				DOB: 4/24/95				ID: 554510]
4/23/21
This writer called and spoke with member regarding her grievance. She stated that she was never informed that her CCA was cancelled. She waited on the phone for an hour. When she called, she was told that he was sick. The provider agreed to reschedule at 8am one day so that she wouldn’t have to take the day off of work. 
During this appointment, she noticed the clinician didn’t asked a lot of the same questions she is normally asked. She was told that he was new. After 2 weeks of no contact following the assessment, she contacted the provider to get her diagnosis info and was told that she was diagnosed with PTSD and anxiety. She was confused about this as she has been diagnosed with psychosis around 4times. She reported that she felt symptoms of an episode coming on (vibrations, zoning out, things were looking funny to her), she also told him that she had been diagnosed with this in the past. She reported that he focused on family history, childhood, but not on her symptoms. When she talked about this, he would redirect. 
She said that the assessment felt more like therapy. She stated that she didn’t feel that he was able to properly diagnose. She said she felt she needed urgent help at that time and wasn’t able to get it. She said she makes impulsive decisions at times like this and she ended up quitting her job. She did state that she has a new plan moving forward and has an appointment to get developmental and psychological testing done. She has another job lined up. She doesn’t want clinician to be fired, but feels like she didn’t get the help she needed and wants to ensure that this doesn’t happen to someone else. 
This writer thanked her for the information and let her know that we’d be in touch. This writer composed and sent acknowledgement letter to complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst

5/4/21
This writer called Patricia Price Quality Assurance Director, at 919-938-9502 x6. This writer shared the a summary of the grievance and she reported that she believes the clinician being referenced in the grievance is no longer with the agency. This writer shared with Ms. Price the process for resolving grievances and asked that she confirm her email address and that she could review and provide a formal response by 5/11. She agreed. This writer then sent concern elements for her review/response.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst

5/10/21
This writer received a response from Renee H. Jones, President/CEO (rfs@restorethefamily.org) which can be summarized below:
•	Acknowledgement that the initial appointment was cancelled due to an emergency with the therapist.
•	Report that President/CEO personally offered an appointment for that afternoon since she had taken off work, but that member stated it was fine and she could reschedule for another time as long as it was before 9am. 
•	Appointment was rescheduled from 4/6 to 4/8. The therapist was new to RFS but had been a licensed social worker since 2010. 
•	President/CEO reviewed the assessment and agreed with the diagnoses.
•	Therapist stated that he would not and did not redirect member when she tried to share information about symptoms.
•	Diagnoses were assigned based on how she presented at time of assessment. 
•	Assessment was provided (this was not billed as member was not enrolled in Alpha at the time).
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst

5/13/21
This writer reviewed assessment provided. Assessment does reflect that member discusses “psychosis” however diagnosis are PTSD and Anxiety Disorder. 

This writer called complainant and shared provider’s feedback with her. She thanked this writer for following up and stated that she had an upcoming appointment for psychological testing later this month. This writer shared that we would be closing case and monitoring it moving forward and she thanked this writer for the assistance.

This writer composed and sent resolution letter. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		24

		11727		Hillary Vandewart		04/20/2021		TROY		CARI		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Community Support Team				Multi-Disability		Adult		MONARCH		1		20050 - HILDEBRAND, CHRISTOPHE		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Vance		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Christopher is approved for 10 hours per week of community networking.  I checked claims today and in February and March they were consistently overbilled each week.  I followed up up with the provider and she plans to correct that over-billing, but also wanted to file a grievance to ensure that these hours were paid back.  These were the hours billed each week starting the first week of February, so as you can see they overbilled by 5-6 hours almost every week: 15, 15, 16, 10, 11, 15,15,15.    QP contact: Michelle Lawrence: Michelle.Lawrence@monarchnc.org  : 919-633-6380		CORRECTIONS: TYPE CHANGED FROM EXTERNAL TO INTERNAL; CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO FROM MEMBER'S; AGAINST CHANGED FROM OTHER TO PROVIDER, changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8121		05/10/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Christopher is approved for 10 hours per week of community networking. I checked claims today and in February and March they were consistently overbilled each week. I followed up with the provider and she plans to correct that over-billing, but also wanted to file a grievance to ensure that these hours were paid back. These were the hours billed each week starting the first week of February, so as you can see they overbilled by 5-6 hours almost every week: 15, 15, 16, 10, 11, 15, 15, 15. QP contact: Michelle Lawrence: Michelle.Lawrence@monarchnc.org: 919-633-6380.
[PT: Christophe Hildebrand			DOB: 1/10/74				ID: 20050]
4/26/21
This writer emailed Tanya Held (SIU/Compliance) to make her aware of this concern and also to request a case consult. 
This writer sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst

4/27/21
This writer received a response from Tanya indicating that Appendix K flexibilities “allow for an increase in service hours from what is in the person-centered plan without prior authorization for this time period,” however the provider must complete an addendum to services form to reflect this. She suggested that this writer verify that the provider submitted this and if not, to ensure that they were aware of the self-audit process.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
5/7/21
This writer reached out to Cornelius Powe, Incident and Complaint Specialist, via email to share concern information, as well as to share information regarding addendum to services form. This writer requested that he inform this writer once over-billing had been corrected.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
5/10/21
This writer received confirmation from Cornelius that he had forwarded the information and request to the appropriate staff for follow-up.
This writer composed and sent resolution email to internal complainant to make her aware that QM will be informed once claims are paid back. This writer will include updates from provider in follow-up section of portal. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		20

		11728		Kim Ware		04/20/2021		SMITH		CANDICE		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Service Coordination between providers		Crisis - Inpatient				Multi-Disability		Adult		Holly Hill Hospital, LLC		0		2424 - KUNGU, DANIEL		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		While member was hospitalized at Holly Hill Hospital, I provided HHH SW with information about community provider, Southlight CST. I also notified the CST lead about member's hospitalization. CST Lead called HHH but did not hear back while member was hospitalized. I received confirmation from unit SW that she had received my notification that member was connected to CST. The member discharged yesterday (4/19/2021) with a discharge plan reporting he had an appointment at Monarch. Southlight was not listed nor notified of discharge. No discussion was made with me (HL) or CST Lead. Upon further investigation, there was no appointment confirmed with Monarch and instead the HHH SW wrote a time down without making the appointment with Monarch. I have reached out to the SW to inquire if there was a reason that the d/c did not include Southlight. No response received yet but I can update if one is given.This is a continual issue with HHH - discharging to Monarch without an appointment, disregarding current provider connections despite multiple attempts to notify them.		CORRECTIONS: ENTERED PT ID; DISABILITY CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO MULTI; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO DHSR;NATURE CHANGED FROM QUALITY TO SERVIE COORDINATION		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8128		05/11/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		While member was hospitalized at Holly Hill Hospital, I provided HHH SW with information about community provider, Southlight CST. I also notified the CST lead about member's hospitalization. CST Lead called HHH but did not hear back while member was hospitalized. I received confirmation from unit SW that she had received my notification that member was connected to CST. The member discharged yesterday (4/19/2021) with a discharge plan reporting he had an appointment at Monarch. Southlight was not listed nor notified of discharge. No discussion was made with me (HL) or CST Lead. Upon further investigation, there was no appointment confirmed with Monarch and instead the HHH SW wrote a time down without making the appointment with Monarch. I have reached out to the SW to inquire if there was a reason that the d/c did not include Southlight. No response received yet but I can update if one is given.This is a continual issue with HHH - discharging to Monarch without an appointment, disregarding current provider connections despite multiple attempts to notify them.
DANIEL KUNGU   ID: 2424   (DOB: 6/16/1983)
4/23/21 Acknowledgment emailed to internal complainant. Response received from complainant indicates that complainant heard back from the Social Worker after submitting the concern and that she had reported to her that the member declined all appointments and referrals. She indicates that she is still concerned that “it’s best practice to include the enhanced providers or at least notify me, but I did want to provide you with that update.” This writer made call and spoke with the agency’s Risk Mgr, Marcy Cortez, in regards to the concern. Per her report it may take time to review recent concerns due to staffing change and replacement for exiting staff being in 3 weeks for the Dir of Risk Mgmt. Per discussion the concern information was emailed directly for review and response at marcy.cortz@uhsinc.com. This writer has requested that agency response be received within 5 business days of receipt of the notification.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/7/21 This writer made call and spoke with AH Network Development Supervisor, Cathy Stephenson to make her aware of the concern. Ms Stephenson explained that she is a part of the AH team that meets with HHH regularly regarding issues, barriers and strategies. Per her report, she plans to make the CEO aware of the concern and QM involvement in the next meeting scheduled for 5/11/21. Per discussion this writer will follow up with her regarding the meeting. This writer contacted Mary Cortez to inquire regarding any updates. She reports working on the concern response and apologized for the delay due to staffing shortage.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/11/21 Case to be closed based on agency notification as well as Provider Networks notification and involvement with agency. Case has been staffed with Incident & Grievance Mgr. T Parker who has indicated case should be closed and tracked. Any subsequent correspondence received from agency to be noted in follow up. Resolution emailed to internal complainant.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		21

		11729		Kim Ware		04/20/2021		ROSENTHAL		GREGG		Guardian		Grievance		Quality of Services		Crisis - Inpatient				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Holly Hill Hospital, LLC		1		725578 - ROSENTHAL, BASTIAN		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Bastian received treatment at Wakebrook CAS, WakeMed, and Holly Hill Hospital due to aggression.  I spoke with his grandfather Gregg Rosenthal, who is also his guardian, as a routine call we make to remind consumers of aftercare appointments.  Mr. Rosenthal reported that he and Bastian were at Carolina Outreach Behavioral Health Urgent Care Center at the time of my call.  Mr. Rosenthal is extremely unhappy with the care that Bastian did not receive during his hospitalization.  Mr. Rosenthal said he is an excellent advocate for Bastian and has contacted his senator and written the President and Vice President in an effort to advocate for better care for Bastian.  Mr. Rosenthal reported that HHH overmedicated Bastian and gave him injections in his legs to calm him down. Bastian came home with bandaids on his legs.  Mr. Rosenthal used the terms "abandoned him" and "abused him" in referring to the treatment Bastian received at HHH.  Mr. Rosenthal is considering suing HHH.  Mr. Rosenthal reported that HHH overmedicated Bastian to keep him calm and discharged him that way.  He reports that Bastian did not receive any help at WB CAS, WMC or HHH.  The reason they are at CO BHUC now is because Bastian's medications were messed up.  He reports that Bastian has received more help at CO BHUC in the past few hours than he received for a month at HHH.  Mr. Rosenthal reported that the HHH doctor only spoke with him for 5 minutes when Mr. Rosenthal thought it was important to be able to provide more information to the doctor.  The discharge paperwork HHH sent home with Bastian provided very little information and was not helpful.Mr. Rosenthal spoke calmly throughout our conversation and wanted to submit this grievance.  Bastian was on an involuntary commitment order, so he had to be hospitalized.  Mr. Rosenthal is extremely unhappy with the way Bastian was treated throughout the process, but particularly with HHH.  Mr. Rosenthal is cooperative and will be glad to provide any additional information needed.  Bastian's grandfather is his guardian because Bastian, his mother and brother were in a car accident; Bastian was the only survivor.  Bastian is going to be evaluated for a possible traumatic brain injury.  I did not think to ask Mr. Rosenthal specifically if he discussed his complaints to HHH.		CORRECTIONS: UNCHECKED FROM PT; CHANGED COMPLAINANT'S NAME FROM MEMBER'S		DHSR		Referred to External Lic or State Agency		8129		05/19/2021		Resolved/Completed		DHSR		Bastian received treatment at Wakebrook CAS, WakeMed, and Holly Hill Hospital due to aggression. I spoke with his grandfather Gregg Rosenthal, who is also his guardian, as a routine call we make to remind consumers of aftercare appointments. Mr. Rosenthal reported that he and Bastian were at Carolina Outreach Behavioral Health Urgent Care Center at the time of my call. Mr. Rosenthal is extremely unhappy with the care that Bastian did not receive during his hospitalization. Mr. Rosenthal said he is an excellent advocate for Bastian and has contacted his senator and written the President and Vice President in an effort to advocate for better care for Bastian. Mr. Rosenthal reported that HHH overmedicated Bastian and gave him injections in his legs to calm him down. Bastian came home with bandaids on his legs. Mr. Rosenthal used the terms "abandoned him" and "abused him" in referring to the treatment Bastian received at HHH. Mr. Rosenthal is considering suing HHH. Mr. Rosenthal reported that HHH overmedicated Bastian to keep him calm and discharged him that way. He reports that Bastian did not receive any help at WB CAS, WMC or HHH. The reason they are at CO BHUC now is because Bastian's medications were messed up. He reports that Bastian has received more help at CO BHUC in the past few hours than he received for a month at HHH. Mr. Rosenthal reported that the HHH doctor only spoke with him for 5 minutes when Mr. Rosenthal thought it was important to be able to provide more information to the doctor. The discharge paperwork HHH sent home with Bastian provided very little information and was not helpful.Mr. Rosenthal spoke calmly throughout our conversation and wanted to submit this grievance. Bastian was on an involuntary commitment order, so he had to be hospitalized. Mr. Rosenthal is extremely unhappy with the way Bastian was treated throughout the process, but particularly with HHH. Mr. Rosenthal is cooperative and will be glad to provide any additional information needed. Bastian's grandfather is his guardian because Bastian, his mother and brother were in a car accident; Bastian was the only survivor. Bastian is going to be evaluated for a possible traumatic brain injury. I did not think to ask Mr. Rosenthal specifically if he discussed his complaints to HHH
BASTIAN ROSENTHAL   ID: 725578   (DOB: 10/18/2012)
4/23/21 Made call and spoke at length with complainant regarding his concerns. He is very upset with the system and states that HHH overmedicated his son and gave him injections in his legs to calm him down. He does not believe that he received any type of treatment only sedated to keep him calm. He reports that the psychiatrist and staff at HHH  had minimal conversation with him regarding his son's history or background information that may have been useful in treatment. He reports that he adopted his grandson as his son after he was in a tragic car accident that he was the only survivor.
4/23/21 Call to HHH Dir of Risk Mgmt, Marcy Cortez and made her aware of the concerns. Per discussion, the information was emailed to marcy.cortez@uhsinc.con for review and response to include findings, actions taken or to be taken to address each matter and changes made to avoid the occurrence in the future as applicable. This writer has also requested supporting documentation. All to be submitted within 5 business days of receipt of this notification.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/4/21 Agency response received indicating contact with complainant, confirming "multiple medication interventions for management of aggression and agitation as he continued to pose a threat to himself and others", also noting that his IVC stay was extended due to continued safety, stabilization, and medication mgmt. Member's treatment included group therapy sessions, a recreation therapy assessment and a behavior mgmt plan. The agency indicates multiple contacts by nursing staff with the guardian as well as contact by the clinician; a telephone meeting to discuss the member's discharge planning, after care instructions and crisis plan instructions. The medications were discussed at time of discharge including dosages, etc...Member was discharged due to no longer meeting involuntary commitment criteria per policy & procedure. In regards to the bandages on member's legs at time of discharge, the agency indicates "Bastian’s skin was assessed at time of admission and there is no indication of open areas. There are no incident reports or nursing notes that indicate a skin injury requiring band aids.  Children routinely go outside on the playground equipment for fresh air time.  Band aids for minor skin issues are routinely given out at the nurse’s station.  We cannot substantiate or refute the presence of band aids."(K.WARE,QAA)
5/11/21 This writer staffed case with Incident & Grievance Mgr T Parker. For future reference this type case would be referred to CQR, however, at this stage in the case continue to process without referral at this time,(K.WARE,QAA)
5/19/21 Review of information in JIVA confirms member has been connected to a provider and receiving services. Based on the nature of concern, although complainant was referred to DHSR, this writer made all to the DHSR complaint intake unit and filed a report with staff "Vee". This writer included information needed as well as the complainant's contact information. As per protocol, this writer will receive correspondence regarding DHSR investigation status. This writer made call and spoke with Mr Rosenthal to make him aware of the action steps taken. Mr Rosenthal thanked this writer and confirmed that his son is receiving services at this time. He expressed his willingness to discuss the matter with DHSR.  Based on referral to DHSR, HHH notification and internal review submission, case to be closed, tracked and monitored. Any subsequent correspondence received from DHSR to be noted in follow up. This writer recommended HHH continue to monitor the matter and document. This information will be tracked for potential trends. Resolution letter mailed to complainant.(K.WARE,QAA)		undetermined-referred to DHSR for investigation and action		1		1		0		29

		11730		Hillary Vandewart		04/20/2021		Acebo		Justin		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Service Coordination between providers		Accces/Screening, Triage and Referral				Unknown Disability		Child (0-17)		Best Day Psychiatry and Counseling, PC		1		759994 - WALKER, NATHANIEL		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		I have been contacting contact Best Day Psychiatry & Counseling, Fuquay Varina 919-567-0684 (O), 919-567-0692 (F) for the past two days without response from the office manager (Sheila) who is responsible for new patient referrals.  Noted referral was faxed on 04/19 and two voicemails were left, and two more messages were left on 04/20.  TCN has been in contact with UNC Wakebrook staff about the referral and SW, Adelmar Winner at UNC Wakebrook 984-974-4380 was also going to call Best Day on 04/20 as TCN has been unsuccessful in reaching this provider and the member is set to discharge back to home on Wednesday, 04/21.		CORRECTIONS: TYPE CHANGED FROM GRIEVANCE TO INTERNAL EMPLOYEE CONCERN, Changed Nature of Issue to Service Coordination Between Providers, Changed Disability to Unknown (no dx listed in Alpha)		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8120		05/10/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		I have been contacting contact Best Day Psychiatry & Counseling, Fuquay Varina 919-567-0684 (O), 919-567-0692 (F) for the past two days without response from the office manager (Sheila) who is responsible for new patient referrals.  Noted referral was faxed on 04/19 and two voicemails were left, and two more messages were left on 04/20.  TCN has been in contact with UNC Wakebrook staff about the referral and SW, Adelmar Winner at UNC Wakebrook 984-974-4380 was also going to call Best Day on 04/20 as TCN has been unsuccessful in reaching this provider and the member is set to discharge back to home on Wednesday, 04/21.
[PT: Nathaniel Walker				DOB: 5/5/07				ID: 759994
4/23/21
This writer sent acknowledgement letter to internal complainant and also inquired as to whether communication from staff had been received as of yet. Justin responded that the hospital was able to get an appointment but he never heard back from anyone at the provider’s office.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst

5/10/21
This writer called and spoke with Karen Matlack, Admin Director at 910-323-1545 re concern. She thanked this writer for the information and stated that she would look into the matter and see if there might be a technological problem with voicemail, etc. She said she would get back to me once she has more info. This writer thanked her and confirmed her email address is k.matlack@faypsychassoc.com. This writer sent details to her email and will await her response.  
This writer received the a response from Ms. Matlock a short time later which indicated that a chart was created the member on 4/20 and an appointment was scheduled on 4/21 for 5/12. From what she could tell, it appeared that the voicemails/fax were received and the request for the appointment was processed by 4/21.  
This writer thanked her for the feedback and composed and sent resolution email to internal complainant. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		20

		11731		Hillary Vandewart		04/20/2021		Jordan-Oliver		Rasheeda		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Multi-Disability		Adult		RHA Health Services NC, LLC		1		263185 - CASTRO, AMBER		White		H= Hispanic, Other		Female		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		It was noted during routine monitoring of member's (A. Castro #263185) short range goals were signed on 3/3/2021 however effective 3/1/2021.

·         RHA submitted billing for 3/1/2021 and 3/2/2021 for Day Supports Services T2021 and Supported Employment H2025.

Per Clinical Coverage Policy 8-P, 7.2.6 Short-Range Goals, Task Analysis/Strategies- Service providers, Agencies With Choice, and Employers of Record are required to: c. ensure short-range goals and task analysis or strategies are in place prior to plan implementation.
A recoupment of funding for the total of $245.20 for the 10 units billed for Day Supports and $29.56 for the four units billed for Supported Employment is due.  I have emailed the provider regarding these findings.
Please see the last page of the short range goals which include the LRP and QP signatures.		CORRECTIONS: Connected Patient to Grievance within portal, changed Source to MCO staff, Changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8122		05/14/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		It was noted during routine monitoring of member's (A. Castro #263185) short range goals were signed on 3/3/2021 however effective 3/1/2021.
RHA submitted billing for 3/1/2021 and 3/2/2021 for Day Supports Services T2021 and Supported Employment H2025.
Per Clinical Coverage Policy 8-P, 7.2.6 Short-Range Goals, Task Analysis/Strategies- Service providers, Agencies With Choice, and Employers of Record are required to: c. ensure short-range goals and task analysis or strategies are in place prior to plan implementation.
A recoupment of funding for the total of $245.20 for the 10 units billed for Day Supports and $29.56 for the four units billed for Supported Employment is due. I have emailed the provider regarding these findings.
Please see the last page of the short range goals which include the LRP and QP signatures.
[PT: Amber Castro				DOB: 2/21/93				ID: 263185]
4/26/21
This writer sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst

5/10/21
This writer followed up with complainant to see if she had gotten any response/updates from the provider regarding the recoupment. She replied that she never received a response from them. 
After researching within portal and RHA website, this writer determined that the most direct way to contact appropriate location’s director would be via email. This writer sent email to Tammie Hollingsworth (tammie.hollingsworth@rhanet.org) requesting an update, as she has already been informed of the requested recoupment. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/13/21
This writer continued to research and noted a phone number in member’s ISP for QP, 910-739-1468. This writer called and was transferred to Tammie Hollingsworth. She stated that she had sent that request to her supervisor and apologized for the delay. She requested this writer’s phone number and stated that she would call me back hopefully later today. This writer thanked her for the assistance.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/14/21
This writer received the below response from provider:
I am sending this update for the incident of billing on 3/1 and 3/2 because the person support was in the home and service was being provided.  Due to COVID we did have some scheduling issues with getting signatures from guardians.  The plan was done virtually with the Care Coordinator and the paperwork was sent but not returned.  We went to the home to pick up the plan and didn’t realized that the guardian(grandma) had put the pickup date.    
This writer shared this feedback with Tanya Held (SIU/Compliance) and asked how to proceed. She advised not to push back on this. I would ensure they document this error/explanation in the member’s record (preferably on the Short Range Goal section of the plan). 
This writer thanked her for the feedback and reached out to the provider to share this information. This writer then sent resolution email to internal complainant. 
No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		24

		11732		Hillary Vandewart		04/21/2021		Dunn		Schiwanda		Guardian		Grievance		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Child (0-17)		Nu Visions Group, LLC		1		123792 - FLEMING, SHANESE		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		1		In-State		Level III		1		1		Caller stated that on 04/13/2021 she called the group home to discuss with staff that Carolina Outreach had reached out to her about a physician/medication appointment.  Caller stated that the person on the phone began acting in a rude manner.  Caller stated that the staff member began cursing and stated that the staff at the group home wasn't going to "put up with consumer's f***ing mess."  Caller stated that the person went on to state that she had read in the record that Shanese had become aggressive with caller at one point before placement.  Caller stated that the staff member made the statement to caller, "That is when you should have choked the f***ing sh** out of her."  Caller stated that she became very concerned that her daughter was in a very unsafe environment.  Caller stated that she notified Sarah Thomas at AH, Franchesca Golson at Carolina Outreach and Chevan Williams at DSS of the incident and expressed that she was going to go to the group home and discharge her daughter from the group home's care.  Caller stated that she then went to the group home on that date and brought her daughter back to her home in Raleigh.  Per caller the name of the group home is Cultivating Minds.  Address of the group homere is 324 Third St in Belmont, NC 28012.  Caller stated that she may have been talking to the person to whom the grievance is directed on this phone number, 646-342-8924.  Caller agreed to be contacted if further information is needed (919-986-5897).		CORRECTIONS: Changed complainant info to reflect guardian, Changed Nature to Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation due to guardian's fear for member's safety, Changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8126		05/17/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller stated that on 04/13/2021 she called the group home to discuss with staff that Carolina Outreach had reached out to her about a physician/medication appointment.  Caller stated that the person on the phone began acting in a rude manner.  Caller stated that the staff member began cursing and stated that the staff at the group home wasn't going to "put up with consumer's f***ing mess."  Caller stated that the person went on to state that she had read in the record that Shanese had become aggressive with caller at one point before placement.  Caller stated that the staff member made the statement to caller, "That is when you should have choked the f***ing sh** out of her."  Caller stated that she became very concerned that her daughter was in a very unsafe environment.  Caller stated that she notified Sarah Thomas at AH, Franchesca Golson at Carolina Outreach and Chevan Williams at DSS of the incident and expressed that she was going to go to the group home and discharge her daughter from the group home's care.  Caller stated that she then went to the group home on that date and brought her daughter back to her home in Raleigh.  Per caller the name of the group home is Cultivating Minds.  Address of the group home is 324 Third St in Belmont, NC 28012.  Caller stated that she may have been talking to the person to whom the grievance is directed on this phone number, 646-342-8924.  Caller agreed to be contacted if further information is needed (919-986-5897).
[PT: Shanese Fleming				DOB: 7/12/06				ID: 123792]
4/26/21
This writer called and spoke briefly with complainant. She stated that she was driving and on the way to an appointment but that she should be available to discuss later this afternoon after 1pm. This writer agreed to try her again then.
This writer received a call back from complainant and confirmed that the information we received was correct. She stated that she did not have the name of the staff member who she spoke with but that she had alerted the owner of her concerns and they apologized and stated that they were going to “deal with that employee.” This writer thanked her for this information, confirmed her address, and informed her of the grievance resolution process. She thanked this writer for looking into the matter.
This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement letter. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst

5/10/21
This writer called Nu Visions and spoke with Ms. Thomas who attempted to connect this writer to Director, Ladonia Scott. She was not available, but this writer was able to leave a message for her to call back regarding grievance. 
This writer also confirmed the best email address for Ms. Scott and was provided: Info.nuvisions@gmail.com. 
This writer sent email with information related to grievance and a response deadline of 5/17/21.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/17/21
This writer received response from provider which can be summarized below:
•	Confirmation of call on 4/13/21 at ~10:30am.
•	During the call, parent requested an update regarding behaviors. Staff advised parent that no extreme behaviors had been exhibited. Support and reassurance was provided to parent. Encouraged parent that member was still getting acclimated to the milieu. 
•	At ~6:38pm, parent came to facility unannounced stating that she had spoken to the state who advised her she had the right to discharge her child at will.
•	At no point during any communication was profanity used. 
This writer asked for clarification as to who spoke with member and received confirmation that Dr. Tashlyn Thomas, FNP and QP was the staff who spoke to her and she confirmed that the full extent of the conversation had been shared. She stated that she communicated with her again on 4/14/21 and there were no issues. 
Based on provider’s response, it does not appear that they were able to substantiate any wrongdoing by staff. This writer contacted guardian and shared provider’s response with her. She reported concern that they were not admitting to the conversation and stated she felt more needed to be done.
This writer shared with her that she could contact DHSR Complaint Intake unit to file a concern if she wanted and she stated that she would like that information included in her resolution letter.
This writer composed and sent resolution letter to complainant. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		26

		11733		Hillary Vandewart		04/21/2021		Parker		Todd		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Outpatient Services				Substance Abuse Only		Adult		Morse Clinic of North Raleigh, PC		0		11660 - CORNELIUS, WALTER		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		This concern is submitted on behalf of the Clinical Quality Review Committee following the review of documentation related to the death of member. As a result of the review, the med team has the following questions for the provider:

1)	Mr. Cornelius received his last dose of Methadone in clinic on 1/5/2021 prior to his 1st hospital admission. It appears that he missed 6 days of methadone dosing from 1/6 to 1/11 due to hospitalization. Could you please explain your decision to dose him with methadone 60 mg on 1/12 and then 50 mg on 1/13 given recent cardiac arrest and QTC 600? After missing 5 or more doses of methadone should he have been regarded as a new methadone induction and given a lower dose? He had no methadone in the hospital. Was there an opportunity to start him on Buprenorphine right away instead of reintroducing Methadone? Do you have a policy that outlines methadone dosing after missed doses?

2)	Potential deficiencies in documentation that should be reviewed and addressed by the provider:

-	There is no evidence that higher LOC (including ADATC) was offered to this high risk/medically complex patient. 
-	No documentation of which opiate/dose (if any) was given to him in the hospital and when last dose was given
-	No documentation of inquiry about his opiate/medication/drug use after d/c from the hospital
-	It is documented that Dr. Ditmer spent more than 50% in counseling during the 1/13/2021 visit, but no documentation on counseling topics was found  
-	No documentation on education/instructions on how to manage cravings/withdrawal symptoms during the period of transition from methadone to buprenorphine 
-	Was information/education on Never use alone provided?
-	It is unclear if his access to Naloxone was confirmed and education of family members on how to use it was offered (if appropriate)
-	Do they utilize a cardiac risk assessment/management plan? Was the cardiac risk assessment done for this member and where it was documented? 
-	Do risks/benefits of restarting methadone (in context of recent cardiac arrest and QTC 600) were discussed with Mr. Cornelius? If yes, could you please provide documentation?

Please send information and any supporting documentation to Todd when received.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Age Group to Adult, Changed Is Medicaid to No		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8186		05/13/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		This concern is submitted on behalf of the Clinical Quality Review Committee following the review of documentation related to the death of member. As a result of the review, the med team has the following questions for the provider:
1) Mr. Cornelius received his last dose of Methadone in clinic on 1/5/2021 prior to his 1st hospital admission. It appears that he missed 6 days of methadone dosing from 1/6 to 1/11 due to hospitalization. Could you please explain your decision to dose him with methadone 60 mg on 1/12 and then 50 mg on 1/13 given recent cardiac arrest and QTC 600? After missing 5 or more doses of methadone should he have been regarded as a new methadone induction and given a lower dose? He had no methadone in the hospital. Was there an opportunity to start him on Buprenorphine right away instead of reintroducing Methadone? Do you have a policy that outlines methadone dosing after missed doses?
2) Potential deficiencies in documentation that should be reviewed and addressed by the provider:
•	There is no evidence that higher LOC (including ADATC) was offered to this high risk/medically complex patient. 
•	No documentation of which opiate/dose (if any) was given to him in the hospital and when last dose was given
•	No documentation of inquiry about his opiate/medication/drug use after d/c from the hospital
•	It is documented that Dr. Ditmer spent more than 50% in counseling during the 1/13/2021 visit, but no documentation on counseling topics was found  
•	No documentation on education/instructions on how to manage cravings/withdrawal symptoms during the period of transition from methadone to buprenorphine 
•	Was information/education on Never use alone provided?
•	It is unclear if his access to Naloxone was confirmed and education of family members on how to use it was offered (if appropriate)
•	Do they utilize a cardiac risk assessment/management plan? Was the cardiac risk assessment done for this member and where it was documented? 
•	Do risks/benefits of restarting methadone (in context of recent cardiac arrest and QTC 600) were discussed with Mr. Cornelius? If yes, could you please provide documentation?
Please send information and any supporting documentation to Todd when received.
[PT: Walter Cornelius				DOB: 6/18/81				ID: 11660]
4/26/21
Based on complaint being filed by the CQR committee to request documentation follow-up, this writer will not send an internal acknowledgement email and will instead just reach out to provider with documentation request.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/10/21
This writer sent concern elements to Billie Amrstrong Avery, Program Director, via email with a request of 5/17 for a response.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
This writer received a full response to each question along with supporting documentation. They also provided the below action steps:
1.) Ensure that the ASAM criteria and ASAM sheet is filled out for all reinstatements and a specific note reflecting the findings in the client file.
2.) Have available “Never Use Alone” at key areas (waiting room, counselor offices, medical offices) 
3.) Increase the detail in the notes reflecting education and counseling provided.
4.) We strongly believe that it was the car-Fentanyl that killed him, not the methadone. If he was dosed at his full 120 mg at Wake Med and at the Morse Clinic of North Raleigh, would it have prevented his return to use with car-Fentanyl?  No one knows how severe the QTC prolonging effects of car-Fentanyl derivatives can be (not ethical to study).  Switching to Buprenorphine may have caused a return to use as well.  If he was going to die of methadone toxicity/Torsade’s, he would have done so during the time he was dosing at 120 mg daily for about 2 months – not missing a dose.  Let’s not blame methadone – that’s how stigma happens. The Medical Examiner’s report received March 17th indicated Accidental  Death due to complications of drug intoxication including fentanyl and methadone.
This writer compiled documentation and sent to Todd Parker, Incident and Grievance Manager, to be shared with CQR Committee for review and follow up if needed.
This writer then resolved grievance within portal. No further action required at this time. If further correspondence received from CQR, this will be included in concern follow-up
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Undetermined--Referred to CQR Committee for Review/Follow-up		1		1		0		22

		11734		Kim Ware		04/21/2021		SMITH		CANDACE		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Service Coordination between providers		Crisis - Inpatient				Multi-Disability		Adult		Holly Hill Hospital, LLC		1		420998 - GREEN, MICHELLE		Black/African American		Not Defined		Female		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Member has been transferred multiple times in the facility during her inpatient stay. She transferred to a unit I cover around 4/19 and I was in contact with the ACTT QP Dominique with B&D. Dominique shared that the member has set fire to her room in a boarding house and did not have funds to pay for the repairs and was unable to return to the place without paying for the repairs. This is the members second fire setting incident. HL inquired about member's status on Monday, 4/19, and was told that she had just transferred and little was known about her (per the unit SW). No d/c date was indicated. I called the unit SW on 4/20 giving information about the member, the ACTT team, and concerns about placement at discharge. No response received. Per the census on 4/20, member's entire unit had transferred and another SW was covering. Member was not listed as a scheduled discharge. HL emailed that SW for information and then was notified by Dominique with B&D that the member was discharging to a shelter today (4/21/2021). She said she was going to try to find her.

My chief complaint is that no appointments were scheduled with ACTT (per Dominique) and no notification or communication was given to ACTT nor to me as the liaison.		CORRECTIONS: ENTERED PT ID; disability changed from does not apply to multi;nature changed from quality to service coordination; licensure entered dhsr		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8164		05/11/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member has been transferred multiple times in the facility during her inpatient stay. She transferred to a unit I cover around 4/19 and I was in contact with the ACTT QP Dominique with B&D. Dominique shared that the member has set fire to her room in a boarding house and did not have funds to pay for the repairs and was unable to return to the place without paying for the repairs. This is the members second fire setting incident. HL inquired about member's status on Monday, 4/19, and was told that she had just transferred and little was known about her (per the unit SW). No d/c date was indicated. I called the unit SW on 4/20 giving information about the member, the ACTT team, and concerns about placement at discharge. No response received. Per the census on 4/20, member's entire unit had transferred and another SW was covering. Member was not listed as a scheduled discharge. HL emailed that SW for information and then was notified by Dominique with B&D that the member was discharging to a shelter today (4/21/2021). She said she was going to try to find her. My chief complaint is that no appointments were scheduled with ACTT (per Dominique) and no notification or communication was given to ACTT nor to me as the liaison.
DUPLICATE # 11728
MICHELLE GREEN  (ID: 4220998 ) DOB: 7/8/1980
This writer made call and spoke with the agency’s Risk Mgr, Marcy Cortez, in regards to the concern. Per her report it may take time to review recent concerns due to staffing change and replacement for exiting staff being in 3 weeks for the Dir of Risk Mgmt. Per discussion the concern information was emailed directly for review and response at marcy.cortz@uhsinc.com. This writer has requested that agency response be received within 5 business days of receipt of the notification.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/7/21 This writer made call and spoke with AH Network Development Supervisor, Cathy Stephenson to make her aware of the concern. Ms Stephenson explained that she is a part of the AH team that meets with HHH regularly regarding issues, barriers and strategies. Per her report, she plans to make the CEO aware of the concern and QM involvement in the next meeting scheduled for 5/11/21. Per discussion this writer will follow up with her regarding the meeting. This writer contacted Mary Cortez to inquire regarding any updates. She reports working on the concern response and apologized for the delay due to staffing shortage.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/11/21 Case to be closed based on agency notification as well as Provider Networks notification and involvement with agency. Case has been staffed with Incident & Grievance Mgr. T Parker who has indicated case should be closed and tracked. Any subsequent correspondence received from agency to be noted in follow up. Resolution emailed to internal complainant.(K.WARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		20

		11735		Hillary Vandewart		04/21/2021		Wachira		Lucy		Provider		External Stakeholder Concern		Service Coordination between providers		Crisis - Inpatient				Multi-Disability		Adult		Keystone WSNC, LLC dba Old Vineyard Behavioral Health Services		1		435790 - Gray, Kaleepha		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Ms. Gray was admitted to Old Vineyard on 3/29/2021.  Per Jiva notes, Easter Seals UCP ACTT and the Alliance Hospital Liaison, Marvin (Yves) Saint-Cyr, provided the ACTT contact information to coordinate a safe discharge plan.  Per notes and writer's communication with ACTT staff since discharge, Marvin and ACTT staff sent emails and left voicemails multiple times without response during the hospitalization.  Ms. Gray was discharged to an unspecified shelter with no aftercare scheduled except the instructions to contact ACTT. The team has not been able to locate her in the community and member's mother is also unable to make contact with her.  ACTT staff reported Ms. Gray has a high risk of danger in the community based upon her lack of safe housing and severe mental health symptoms, especially if she is not taking her medications as prescribed.  ACTT staff agreed to be contacted to provide additional information for grievance:  (919) 861-1600 option 2.		CORRECTIONS: Type changed from Grievance to External Stakeholder Concern and updated Complainant Info, Changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8200		05/20/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Ms. Gray was admitted to Old Vineyard on 3/29/2021.  Per Jiva notes, Easter Seals UCP ACTT and the Alliance Hospital Liaison, Marvin (Yves) Saint-Cyr, provided the ACTT contact information to coordinate a safe discharge plan.  Per notes and writer's communication with ACTT staff since discharge, Marvin and ACTT staff sent emails and left voicemails multiple times without response during the hospitalization.  Ms. Gray was discharged to an unspecified shelter with no aftercare scheduled except the instructions to contact ACTT. The team has not been able to locate her in the community and member's mother is also unable to make contact with her.  ACTT staff reported Ms. Gray has a high risk of danger in the community based upon her lack of safe housing and severe mental health symptoms, especially if she is not taking her medications as prescribed.  ACTT staff agreed to be contacted to provide additional information for grievance:  (919) 861-1600 option 2.
[PT: Kaleepha Gray				DOB: 11/27/91				ID: 435790]
4/27/21
This writer contacted Easter Seals ACT team at 919-861-1600 (option 1 is ACT option, not option 2 as stated in grievance info). This writer left detailed message for ACT staff connected to this line (Vanessa), stating that I was calling in reference to concern against Old Vineyard and to please have ACT Team Lead call back.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
4/28/21
This writer received VM from Lucy Wichera at 919-604-7781. This writer returned her call. She reported that this issue had happened twice with Old Vineyard discharging the member without coordinating with ACT team leading to member not being able to be located. The first time, she was discharged to a neighbor of her mother’s home and ended up walking to her mother’s house (mom had a restraining order against member). Shortly after this, she ended up back in the hospital due to an altercation. At this point, ACT team has no idea where the member is and is very concerned as she is vulnerable. She stated that AJ Patel is the med. Provider and that he would be willing to speak with this writer further, his number is 984-328-2070.
Lucy agreed that she could be listed as complainant and provided her contact info:
Lucy Wachira, lucywachira@eastersealsucp.com, 4000 Wake Forest Rd Suite 200, Raleigh, NC 27609
This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement letter.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst  
5/11/21
This writer attempted to reach Susan Keel Anderson, Director of Performance Improvement and Risk Management, at 336-794-4386 to share concern details with her. This writer was unable to reach her at this number and sent email as this is usually the easiest way to contact her.
This writer sent concern details to her with a deadline of 5/18/21.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/14/21
This writer had not heard back from Susan Keel Anderson, so again tried to reach by phone. This writer was successfully able to reach her and confirm that she had received concern. She asked if there was any was that she could wait until 5/21 so that she could review with CEO, however this would be too late for this writer (this is due date). This writer told her that, as long as we had some initial feedback by 5/18, that should be sufficient and then we can update once she has had a chance to review with CEO. She agreed.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/18/21
This writer received a response from provider which can be summarized below:
•	On 4/8/21, Clinician (Megan Stone) spoke to a member of the ACT crisis line and provided patient’s discharge plan to include the name of the shelter to which she discharged.
•	Easter Seals ACT was faxed her discharge information on 4/8/21 at 8:45am. 
•	Clinician reached out to the ACT team and left a voicemail on 3/31/21 at 2:54 with 919-783-8898 for discharge planning. 
•	Request to ensure that the team is contacting the below numbers to connect with the appropriate team member at Old Vineyard:
o	336-794-6880
o	336-794-3550
•	Member was medication compliant when she left Old Vineyard. On day of discharge, she had reached max. hospital benefit and was not an acute risk to herself or others.
Provider also included supporting documentation which included discharge paperwork, as well as documentation of coordination of care/attempts to contact East Seals. Based on the provider’s response, it appears that there might be some clarification needed when it comes to contact information for both providers. 
This writer then contacted complainant to share response at 919-604-7781. She answered the phone but stated that she was in a meeting and would need to call this member back. 
This writer researched member in Jiva and noted that member has been located and is currently at Maria Parham Health hospital.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
5/20/21
This writer has not received a call back from complainant.
This writer composed and sent resolution letter and will include any future correspondence in concern follow-up. Resolution letter includes confirmation of which phone numbers to contact at Old Vineyard to be connected to the appropriate clinician for coordination of care. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Non-Issue		1		1		0		29

		11737		Kim Ware		04/22/2021		IRWIN		BRIDGET		Guardian		Grievance		Quality of Services		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Makin' Choices, Inc.		1		262930 - PILLSBURY, DUSTYN		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Bridget Irwin, Dustyn's mom/legal guardian, got into a physical altercation with staff Shameka on 4/22/2021. She reports that staff yelled at her the day prior and told Ms. Irwin to get off of her property. Shameka came to Dustyn's home in the morning of 4/22/2021 and two verbally fighting. Dustyn was reporting that staff wouldn't help him make food (remove cellophane covering) and was being mean to him. Staff and parent were upset with one another and staff started yelling at Ms. Irwin and put her finger in moms face. Ms. Irwin reports feeling threatened and that staff was going to hit her so she grabbed staffs hand and heard a snap. Ms. Irwin stated she wasn't sure if it was a nail or the bone but as soon as she heard that she let go. Staff then proceeded to grab Ms. Irwins hair, push her against a car, scratch and bite Ms. Irwin. Ms. Irwin reports that she was yelling at her to get off and let go of her. She reports that after yelling at her to get off several times she grabbed staffs hair to pull her away from  her and this pulled off staffs hair/wig. Ms. Irwin is filing a police report and pressing charges. Ms. Irwin would like staff to be added to the registry. Staff's husband is an AFL provider for another Innovations client with another agency and Ms. Irwin is concerned for this members safety and quality of life.Bridget Irwin 308 Myers Court Fayetteville, NC  28311 (910) 303-7173 (C) Pillsburybridget68@yahoo.com

Makin’ Choices Sybil Hinton, QP 910-578-7201 sybilhinton@aol.com		CORRECTIONS: UNCHECKED FROM PT; CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO FROM MEMBER'S; nature changed from abuse/neglect to quality; licensure changed from unknown to not licensed; disability changed from dd to multi		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8133		05/07/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Bridget Irwin, Dustyn's mom/legal guardian, got into a physical altercation with staff Shameka on 4/22/2021. She reports that staff yelled at her the day prior and told Ms. Irwin to get off of her property. Shameka came to Dustyn's home in the morning of 4/22/2021 and two verbally fighting. Dustyn was reporting that staff wouldn't help him make food (remove cellophane covering) and was being mean to him. Staff and parent were upset with one another and staff started yelling at Ms. Irwin and put her finger in moms face. Ms. Irwin reports feeling threatened and that staff was going to hit her so she grabbed staffs hand and heard a snap. Ms. Irwin stated she wasn't sure if it was a nail or the bone but as soon as she heard that she let go. Staff then proceeded to grab Ms. Irwins hair, push her against a car, scratch and bite Ms. Irwin. Ms. Irwin reports that she was yelling at her to get off and let go of her. She reports that after yelling at her to get off several times she grabbed staffs hair to pull her away from  her and this pulled off staffs hair/wig. Ms. Irwin is filing a police report and pressing charges. Ms. Irwin would like staff to be added to the registry. Staff's husband is an AFL provider for another Innovations client with another agency and Ms. Irwin is concerned for this members safety and quality of life.Bridget Irwin 308 Myers Court Fayetteville, NC  28311 (910) 303-7173 (C) Pillsburybridget68@yahoo.com
Makin’ Choices Sybil Hinton, QP 910-578-7201 sybilhinton@aol.com
DUSTYN PILLSBURY   ID: 262930   (DOB: 4/26/1991)
*DUPLICATE 11752
4/27/21 This writer made call and spoke with complainant regarding her concerns. This writer explained the role of QM, confirmed permission to use complainant’s name when discussing the matter and mailing address. Ms. Irwin explained that she was assaulted by the staff and that the staff should not be working with anybody. She reports that when APS came to her home to investigate her after she was reported by the staff, her son started explaining several issues regarding staff. Ms. Irwin reports that the staff and her husband were mean to her son, that the staff would sleep on duty and would not help him prepare his food or hot chocolate eventhough he shakes due to Parkinson’s.  She went on to explain that he has several medical issues and only as 6 months to live. Ms. Irwin is upset that the staff is still working and that the agency did not terminate her explaining that any altercation was between the two of them and not the agency. Ms Irwin filed two grievances in order to give more detail. She filed # 11752. This writer explained that AH does not terminate staff at provider agencies. This writer continued to attempt to understand where the “assault” occurred. Per complainant’s description it appears to have been a physical altercation between the two with both involved in the exchanged of blows. Per her report, she has filed a police report and is in touch with APS. She reports that the APS worker plans to contact AH to file a report as well. This writer explained that AH does not go out to personal homes to review in that Dustyn does not receive residential services with the agency. She explained that he goes to the staff’s house regularly. This writer inquired if the staff’s home was a licensed or unlicensed residence. She explained that it was her personal home, but that the staff had spoken with Dustyn about assisted living and asked her not to talk to him about assisted living because he is unable to care for himself and he would lose some of his benefits. The complainant is still very angry about the assault and stated again that the staff Shameka should not be working with clients. This writer explained that AH is unable to determine termination of staff at provider agencies. Per her report she was told by agency that no incident report was filed or action taken in that it did not involve the member. She reports that she stopped with the altercation when she heard a “crack” sound and thought it was a finger nail or bone of the staff. Complainant explained that member has several medical issues and has 6 months to live. This writer explained that the complainant’s two grievances would be combined in that they were duplicative in nature. This writer recommended that complainant continue to work with the AH cc regarding service provision for Dustyn. She reports that she is working with her and pals to change providers in the best interest of Dustyn. This writer made call and spoke with the assigned AH care navigator, Brenna Ozment. She confirmed the information discussed noting that she is unsure of the expectation of the complainant in that she continues to be upset that the staff still works at the provider. She repots that she has discussed the case with her supervisor. She plans to continue to provide coordination of care and service provision for member and assist with locating alternative provider of choice. She reports that the situation was explained to her as a mutual physical altercation as well. She reports that she has followed up with agency and staff did not report injuries from the altercation although the complainant reported hearing a “crack” sound and unsure if it was a broken bone or nail. Ms Ozment also shared that the complainant has said that the member has 6 months to live for approximately 3 years. This writer explained QM role and next steps to include contact with the agency.
4/28/21 Acknowledgment letter mailed to complainant to include 11737 and 11752.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/4/21 This writer made call and left message for agency’s CEO, Rachelle Brooks-Blue (910) 483-2002. This writer also emailed the CEO to confirm that she is the correct person to contact rbblue@earthlink.net. This writer received a call from complainant. Ms Irwin explained that she had additional information. She reports that her son has told her that the staff, Shamika drives recklessly and drinks and drives which can be proven because she had a speeding ticket. This writer again attempted to explain that AH has no purview in such matters but that the information would be added to the report. This writer received a return call from Ms. Brooks-Blue and discussed the concerns. Ms Brooks Blue expressed frustration in the matter. She reports that the staff is still employed with the agency with no plans of terminating her. She reports that the mother has refused services to date and that the agency has reached out to confirm that she wishes her son to be discharged. First call the mother indicated that she was tired and would talk later. Second call, she indicated that they were going out to town and to call her back. Since the altercation, it is reported that the member has been without services. She reports that the agency continues to offer coordination of care and transition to another provider although the parent has not cooperated with these efforts. Per report there is a court date due to the mother pressing charges against the staff. Ms Brooks-Blue reports that she believed that her staff would be making an APS report due to concerns regarding the mother and the husband in the home. She reports that concerns are for Dustyn not receiving needed services and that this same staff had worked with him for at least 3 years with no issues. She reports that the staff indicated that the mother was asking the staff for money that she did not give her. She reports that after the altercation the mother was going to the staff’s place of work and personal home demanding money and “wanting to fight”. Per discussion, none of the issues mentioned pertained to the members services. She reports no concerns regarding the member’s treatment by staff. Per Ms. Brooks-Blue, the information she has is from supervision and discussion with the staff involved as well as calls from the complainant. Ms. Brooks-Blue expressed concern for the member. Per discussion, the grievance information was emailed for review and response to include actions taken or to be taken to address the concerns.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/5/21 This writer made call and spoke with AH Brenna Ozment with update regarding grievance. Ms. Ozment was able to indicate notes in JIVA regarding her attempts to explain complainant. This writer explained that the complainant called again to add that the staff is a reckless driver etc… which does not pertain to AH or the member. She reports that both she and the state have attempted to explain that the matter is a legal matter between her and the staff involved in the altercation. Staffed case with Incident & Grievance mgr T Parker. Plan is for case to be closed in that the matter does not involve the member, involves police, a court date and is not in the purview of AH. Call to complainant; left vm message.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/7/21 Call to complainant; no response. Based on actions taken  and case consult with Incident & Grievance Mgr, T Parker, case to be closed. Any subsequent contact with complainant to be noted in follow up. Resolution letter to be mailed to complainant indicating action steps previously mentioned to include both 11737 and 11752 in that 11752 was duplicative. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		non-issue- matter is not in AH purview		1		1		0		15

		11739		Kristie White		04/22/2021		KEITH		JEFFREY		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Crisis - Facility-Based Crisis Program				Multi-Disability		Adult		Holly Hill Hospital, LLC		0		21509 - KEITH, JEFFREY		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		I made a routine call to speak to Mr. Keith to get him connected to outpatient services.  He wanted to file a formal complaint against Holly Hill Hospital (HHH).  On 4/11/21, he went to Wakebrook CAS for help with his depression.  He was placed on an involuntary commitment order (IVC) and transferred to Holly Hill Hospital which he said was “the worst possible place for him.”  He reported that Wakebrook, Holly Hill Hospital and other MH providers in this area know him well.  Mr. Keith reported having trouble with benzodiazepines, and the first thing they did at HHH was give him Ativan.  Dr. Lopez at HHH is the one who ordered it, and Dr. Lopez knows Mr. Keith’s history and should have known better.  He said that he a severe history of benzodiazepines.  Mr. Keith reports being in a blackout for two days (due to being on Ativan) and lost his wallet and credentials.  He reported he tried to call Holly Hill Hospital and was told they would give Dr. Lopez the message he called.  He said that this hospitalization has set him back and did not help him at all.  He is connected with Carolina Outreach now and reports that his therapist and doctor are really helping him.  Mr. Keith said that he would provide any documentation or information we need to support his complaint.  He will allow us to talk to Carolina Outreach to get a better understanding of what happened.		I think Mr. Keith would give permission for you to use his name when talking to HHH, but I cannot remember actually asking him if we could.  He was quite animated when sharing this information.
05/18/21-Corrected Service type to crisis facility based crisis program. KM Appeals Coordinator
5-20-21
This writer attempted to contact complainant at the number provided. Writer was again not able to leave a voicemail as his mailbox was full.
T. Parker, I&G Manager		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8131		05/11/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		I made a routine call to speak to Mr. Keith to get him connected to outpatient services. He wanted to file a formal complaint against Holly Hill Hospital (HHH). On 4/11/21, he went to Wakebrook CAS for help with his depression. He was placed on an involuntary commitment order (IVC) and transferred to Holly Hill Hospital which he said was “the worst possible place for him.” He reported that Wakebrook, Holly Hill Hospital and other MH providers in this area know him well. Mr. Keith reported having trouble with benzodiazepines, and the first thing they did at HHH was give him Ativan. Dr. Lopez at HHH is the one who ordered it, and Dr. Lopez knows Mr. Keith’s history and should have known better. He said that he a severe history of benzodiazepines. Mr. Keith reports being in a blackout for two days (due to being on Ativan) and lost his wallet and credentials. He reported he tried to call Holly Hill Hospital and was told they would give Dr. Lopez the message he called. He said that this hospitalization has set him back and did not help him at all. He is connected with Carolina Outreach now and reports that his therapist and doctor are really helping him. Mr. Keith said that he would provide any documentation or information we need to support his complaint. He will allow us to talk to Carolina Outreach to get a better understanding of what happened. I think Mr. Keith would give permission for you to use his name when talking to HHH, but I cannot remember actually asking him if we could. He was quite animated when sharing this information. 
Patient: Jeffrey Keith Patient ID: 21509 DOB: 01/30/1968
04/22/21-Grievance against HHH re. prescribing Ativan despite a history of issues with benzos. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/23/21-Reached out to Jeffrey Keith at 919-268-9054 to discuss this grievance and no answer and his voicemail was not accepting any more voicemails due to it being full. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/27/21-Called again to discuss grievance concerns with member and member did not answer and voicemail is still full and is not accepting any new messages. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/28/21-Called Jeffrey Keith at 919268-9054 and Dr. Lopez knows my allergic reaction to benzodiazepines and it just knocks me out. During this IVC Dr. Lopez put him on this medication and released and then he blacked out and left and eventually got home and he had lost his wallet and had no idea where he had been. Verified his information and address and sending him an acknowledgment letter and called HHH spoke to Eric Krauskopf at 919-231-5330 to discuss this grievance and sent him concern element email to be returned to this writer by  05/05/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/04/21-Called 919-231-5330 to check on if this response can be sent back to me and Eric Krauskopf is no longer working with HHH. Called Marcy Cortez 919-250-7212 since she took over his role. I need to get this back as soon as possible due to timeframes for this member. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/06/21-Received a call from Marcia Cortez about this member and no allergy listed Ativan per his chart. I let her know that if she can send that chart and she is sending response today. She is backed up due to taking over files for Eric Krauskopf and will be sending the response as soon as she receives the member file. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/11/21-Per consult with TParker this is a state member and due to it having to be out by 05/13/21 I can close in doing further research in Jiva and file found from Dr. Lopez and no allergy to to Ativan noted. Reached out to Carolina Outreach also and they state they did not have any allergy of Ativan on file. Provider Holly Hill are still running behind due to staffing issues and will send any files and investigation to substantiate no evidence of this drug being given to member and will attach this information in follow-up. Called Mr. Keith with no answer and left message for a call back and sending resolution letter and closing case as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		19

		11743		Hillary Vandewart		04/23/2021		Thornton		Calvin		Provider		External Stakeholder Concern		Confidentiality/HIPAA		Unknown				Does Not Apply				Rainbow 66 Storehouse, Inc.		1		'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		[CID: 574884] Caller is an employee at the Rainbox 66 Storehouse Durham location at 706 Rigsbee Ave.  Caller yesterday discovered that Director Gia Abrassam has been sharing personal information about him to other employees, e.g. sharing with other employees that he is on unemployment.  Caller feels that his privacy has been violated and wants to know if this constitutes a HIPAA violation.--R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC		CORRECTIONS: Changed Disability/Age Group to Does Not Apply as this is not regarding a member, Changed Nature of Issue to Confidentiality/HIPAA, Changed Medicaid to YES		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8142		05/11/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		[CID: 574884] Caller is an employee at the Rainbox 66 Storehouse Durham location at 706 Rigsbee Ave.  Caller yesterday discovered that Director Gia Abrassam has been sharing personal information about him to other employees, e.g. sharing with other employees that he is on unemployment.  Caller feels that his privacy has been violated and wants to know if this constitutes a HIPAA violation.--R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC
[NO PT ASSOCIATED WITH GRIEVANCE]
4/28/21
This writer contacted complainant, Calvin Thornton, 919-519-5932 and spoke to him briefly. He stated that he was at an appointment and asked if he could give this writer a call back. This writer agreed.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
4/29/21
This writer did not receive a call back from complainant. This writer called and left message for complainant. Based on information provided, this concern does not appear to be within Alliance’s purview. The information shared by Director in question does not appear to be that of an Alliance member and also does not appear to be protected health information. This writer composed and sent combined Acknowledgement/Info Needed letter to complainant as more information would be needed to determine how to proceed. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/3/21
This writer received a return call from Mr. Thornton. This writer advised that he contact the company’s HR department to share these concerns and also advised that the Dept of Labor typically handles issues between an employee/employer. Mr. Thornton thanked this writer and asked if he could update me once he speaks with HR. This writer stated that would be fine.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
5/11/21
This writer staffed case with supervisor and he confirmed that this was not within Alliance’s purview. He advised that this case could be closed.
This writer composed and sent resolution letter to complainant. If further correspondence is received, this writer will include it in the concern follow-up within the portal. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Non-Issue		1		1		0		18

		11744		Kim Ware		04/23/2021		REED		CHERYL		Parent		External Stakeholder Concern		Quality of Services		Crisis - Inpatient				Multi-Disability		Adult		Holly Hill Hospital, LLC		1		264797 - FORTE, LAVENDER		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Caller is member’s mother, Cheryl Reed - 910-337-6732. Caller is not legal guardian, but reports she has been trying to get guardianship. Caller is seeking a Care Coordination referral and would like to file a grievance against HHH. Reports member was admitted to HHH at the end of March after calling 911 and reporting she had killed her grandmother. Reports HHH attempted to discharge member two weeks ago, but caller refused to take her as member continued to appear psychotic and HHH had not put her on an injectable medication. Caller reports asking again for HHH to put member on an injectable medication at that time. Caller reports HHH discharged the member yesterday (4/22/21), but member continues to show psychotic symptoms. Caller also reports that when she went to the pharmacy today (4/23/21) to pick up the member's oral medications (is also on Risperidal injection), the prescription had just arrived at the pharmacy and had not yet been filled. Caller is also concerned that she asked HHH to refer the member to a specialized service facility, and member reported wanting to go to a different facility, but a referral was not made. Caller reports speaking with Amber Wilson, HHH director of clinical services, and that she has been helpful. But caller states the doctor at HHH did not follow the clinical recommendations of Amber Wilson during member’s admission.CID 574910		CORRECTIONS: CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO FROM MEMBER'S; SOURCE CHANGED FROM FAMILY MEMBER TO PARENT		Not Defined		Referred to External Lic or State Agency		8143		05/19/2021		Resolved/Completed		DHSR		Caller is member’s mother, Cheryl Reed - 910-337-6732. Caller is not legal guardian, but reports she has been trying to get guardianship. Caller is seeking a Care Coordination referral and would like to file a grievance against HHH. Reports member was admitted to HHH at the end of March after calling 911 and reporting she had killed her grandmother. Reports HHH attempted to discharge member two weeks ago, but caller refused to take her as member continued to appear psychotic and HHH had not put her on an injectable medication. Caller reports asking again for HHH to put member on an injectable medication at that time. Caller reports HHH discharged the member yesterday (4/22/21), but member continues to show psychotic symptoms. Caller also reports that when she went to the pharmacy today (4/23/21) to pick up the member's oral medications (is also on Risperidal injection), the prescription had just arrived at the pharmacy and had not yet been filled. Caller is also concerned that she asked HHH to refer the member to a specialized service facility, and member reported wanting to go to a different facility, but a referral was not made. Caller reports speaking with Amber Wilson, HHH director of clinical services, and that she has been helpful. But caller states the doctor at HHH did not follow the clinical recommendations of Amber Wilson during member’s admission.CID 574910 
LAVENDAR FORTE  ID: 264797   (DOB: 9/22/1997) DUPLICATE 11747
4/26/21 Call to number listed; left vm message.(K.WARE,QAA)
4/29/21 Call to complainant; explained the purpose of call and role of QM. THIs writer explained that the discussion was limited due to HIPAA and that complainant is not the legal guardian.  Complainant very angry and upset that daughter is still  psychotic exhibiting aggressive behaviors responding to internal stimuli and that HHH would not take her back stating they did not have a bed. She reports attempting to IVC herself, but the magistrate refused stating that HHH had just discharged her 2 days prior. Reports that her daughter signed a release to explain everything that has happened including that member is taking meds and still exhibiting symptoms and has laid on the side of the road. Complainant reports being stressed and upset and wanting to help her daughter and no one is listening. This writer inquired if she had reported her concerns to DHSR in regards to her daughter's treatment while at HHH and gave her the complaint intake unit. This writer also referred complainant to Joint Commission in regards to her daughter's treatment. She reports that she is mainly concerned that she was discharged when she should not have been and that after speaking with someone on the phone at HHH and attempting to bring her daughter back they were turned away. She reports that the family has video of her daughter giggling ,crying and talking to herself. Ms. Reed is upset that no one from Alliance or anywhere has called to help. This writer confirmed complainant’s mailing address. This writer reminded Ms. Reed of the limitation due to HIPAA and her daughter being her own guardian. Ms Reed reports she continues to attempt to get guardianship. This writer explained that, generally, a provider agency that is assigned would reach out to members directly for services. This writer explained that the two concerns submitted would be combined due to being duplicative in nature. She reports that it was a continuation and her seeking help. This writer confirmed that Ms Reed had the number to DHSR complaint intake unit and noted the Joint Commission information. Ms Reed also reports being aware of the IVC process. Acknowledgment letter mailed to complainant.
5/3/21 This writer contacted HHH Risk Mgr, Marcy Cortz and made her aware of the concern and per discussion emailed the concern directly for review and response to marcy.cortez@uhsinc.com.
5/7/21 This writer reached out to Ms. Cortez to clarify patient information. Per Ms. Cortez, she is experiencing delay in follow up due to short staff. This writer received notification from AH Incident & Grievance Mgr, T Parker requesting status update of case due to case being presented to the AH Clincial Quality Review team on 5/12/21 for review and clinical recommendations. This writer indicated that the concern information has been submitted to the agency for review and follow up. Protocol is that upon receipt of documentation and response from agency that the information is to be forwarded to the CQR team.
5/11/21 Initial review by AH CQR indicates review in JIVA noting that member did receive injection, however, was prescribed additional oral med and difficulty in obtaining. Upon receipt of response this writer will forward to CQR.
5/12/21 CQR requested information pertaining to agency policy related to prescribing discharge meds and credentialing providers for Medicaid services. Information to be submitted upon receipt.
5/18/21 This writer contacted Ms Cortez for an update in the agency’s internal review. Per her report, she has had multiple concerns and information requests from Alliance Health and is attempting to complete the internal review for this case with plans to follow up with this writer shortly. She apologized for the delay and indicate that she takes each inquiry seriously and making every effort to complete the requests.
5/19/21 Review of information available in JIVA indicates AH CC involvement and several attempts made to contact member with no response. AH CC confirmed that member was a no show for initial appt scheduled at time of discharge for 4/27/21. Another appointment was scheduled for 5/6/21. To date, no contact has been made with member after multiple attempts. Most recent AH CC contact attempt was 5/17/21. Due to the nature of the concerns, although complainant was referred to DHSR, this writer made call to the DHSR complaint intake unit and filed the concern with “Vee”. This writer gave information available including the mother’s contact information. As per protocol, this writer will receive follow up of the investigation from DHSR. This writer made call to complainant for follow up purposes; left vm message requesting return call. Based on DHSR report filed, agency notification and request for internal review, AH care coordination involvement, case to be closed. Any subsequent contact with complainant or correspondence received from DHSR and CQR review to be noted in follow up. Information received from HHH to be submitted to CQR per request.*please note duplicate 11747		undetermined-referred to dhsr and cqr for review		1		1		0		26

		11745		Kristie White		04/23/2021		Johnson		Crystal		Guardian		Grievance		Access to Services		Medication Administration				Multi-Disability		18-20		MONARCH		1		98888 - ROBERSON, JAELUN		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Member's LRP contacted Monarch.  Monarch advised the member's LRP to have at the urgent care clinic by 2pm at Reggie's instruction the member and residential provider arrived at 12:30pm. He was not triaged upon arrival for safety and was told he could not be seen.  Doors were locked at 1:30pm prior to the posted closing sign of 3pm.  Administrative staff stated that provider would only see people on Friday and they were at capacity.		05/18/21-Corrected to guardian name Crystal Johnson/Guardian.KM Appeals Coordinator		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8160		05/12/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member's LRP contacted Monarch. Monarch advised the member's LRP to have at the urgent care clinic by 2pm at Reggie's instruction the member and residential provider arrived at 12:30pm. He was not triaged upon arrival for safety and was told he could not be seen. Doors were locked at 1:30pm prior to the posted closing sign of 3pm. Administrative staff stated that provider would only see people on Friday and they were at capacity.
Patient: Jaelun Roberson Patient ID: 98888 DOB: 09/05/2001
04/23/22-Grievance against Monarch re. lack of access to urgent care. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/26/21-Left a message for member to call about more information on this grievance. KM Appeals Coordinator 
04/27/21-Left another message for member to call to clarify information for this grievance filed. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/30/21-Attempted to call member for the third time leaving a message with still no response. Sending Ack/More Information grievance letter to receive more information about this grievance gave member until May 10, 2021 to get this back or closing this grievance. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/12/21-Never received call back on this member grievance for the additional information needed. Per the additional information letter, the member had until 05/10/21 to respond. Closing this grievance as Undetermined due to lack of information. KM Appeals Coordinator		Undetermined due to lack of information		1		1		0		19

		11746		Hillary Vandewart		04/23/2021		Jordan-Oliver		Rasheeda		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Great Expectations Day Facility and Enrichment Program, LLC		1		255630 - OWENS, TAMMY		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		On 3/17/2021, writer requested documentation from QP/Director, Terrance Pope, via email to complete the quarterly monitoring update as required by Clinical Coverage Policy-8P.  Writer requested routine documentation be submitted by 3/29/2021.  Another request was sent on 3/31/2021 for the same information.  Writer also called again on 4/23/2021 to notify provider of final attempt to collect information.  The provider was non-adherent the previous quarter as well (December 2020).  Writer requested routine quarterly documentation on 12/17/20; again on 12/30/20 via email and phone call. Front desk staff (Florence) stated Mr. Pope would get the information over to me.  Information was never received.  Provider Network Development referral has been completed and Bill Young has been assigned to assist.  Requesting this concern kept for tracking purposes.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8124		04/26/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		On 3/17/2021, writer requested documentation from QP/Director, Terrance Pope, via email to complete the quarterly monitoring update as required by Clinical Coverage Policy-8P.  Writer requested routine documentation be submitted by 3/29/2021.  Another request was sent on 3/31/2021 for the same information.  Writer also called again on 4/23/2021 to notify provider of final attempt to collect information.  The provider was non-adherent the previous quarter as well (December 2020).  Writer requested routine quarterly documentation on 12/17/20; again on 12/30/20 via email and phone call. Front desk staff (Florence) stated Mr. Pope would get the information over to me.  Information was never received.  Provider Network Development referral has been completed and Bill Young has been assigned to assist.  Requesting this concern kept for tracking purposes.
[PT: Tammy Owens				DOB: 2/10/63				ID: 255630]
4/26/21
Per indication within concern, Provider Network Development has been notified and concern was submitted for tracking purposes. This writer composed and send ack/res email to internal complainant confirming that this would be coded as tracking. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		3

		11747		Kim Ware		04/24/2021		FORTE		LAVENDER		Family Member		External Stakeholder Concern		Quality of Services		Crisis - Inpatient				Multi-Disability		Adult		Holly Hill Hospital, LLC		1		264797 - FORTE, LAVENDER		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		****Addition to Grievance 11744****
Member's mother called stating she would like to add to her grievance (11744) against Holly Hill Hospital from 4/23/21. Caller reports her pharmacist told her that the prescribing doctor at HHH for her daughter's medication is not a Medicaid provider, so the prescription can not be filled.		CID 574999CORRECTIONS: NATURE CHANGED FROM OTHER TO QUALITY		other		Referred to External Lic or State Agency		8199		05/19/2021		Resolved/Completed		DHSR		****Addition to Grievance 11744**** Member's mother called stating she would like to add to her grievance (11744) against Holly Hill Hospital from 4/23/21. Caller reports her pharmacist told her that the prescribing doctor at HHH for her daughter's medication is not a Medicaid provider, so the prescription can not be filled.
LAVENDER FORTE ID: 264797   (DOB: 9/22/1997)
4/26/21 Call to number listed; left vm message.(K.WARE,QAA)
4/29/21 Call to complainant; explained the purpose of call and role of QM. THIs writer explained that the discussion was limited due to HIPAA and that complainant is not the legal guardian.  Complainant very angry and upset that daughter is still  psychotic exhibiting aggressive behaviors responding to internal stimuli and that HHH would not take her back stating they did not have a bed. She reports attempting to IVC herself, but the magistrate refused stating that HHH had just discharged her 2 days prior. Reports that her daughter signed a release to explain everything that has happened including that member is taking meds and still exhibiting symptoms and has laid on the side of the road. Complainant reports being stressed and upset and wanting to help her daughter and no one is listening. This writer inquired if she had reported her concerns to DHSR in regards to her daughter's treatment while at HHH and gave her the complaint intake unit. This writer also referred complainant to Joint Commission in regards to her daughter's treatment. She reports that she is mainly concerned that she was discharged when she should not have been and that after speaking with someone on the phone at HHH and attempting to bring her daughter back they were turned away. She reports that the family has video of her daughter giggling ,crying and talking to herself. Ms. Reed is upset that no one from Alliance or anywhere has called to help. This writer confirmed complainant’s mailing address. This writer reminded Ms. Reed of the limitation due to HIPAA and her daughter being her own guardian. Ms Reed reports she continues to attempt to get guardianship. This writer explained that, generally, a provider agency that is assigned would reach out to members directly for services. This writer explained that the two concerns submitted would be combined due to being duplicative in nature. She reports that it was a continuation and her seeking help. This writer confirmed that Ms Reed had the number to DHSR complaint intake unit and noted the Joint Commission information. Ms Reed also reports being aware of the IVC process. Acknowledgment letter mailed to complainant.
5/3/21 This writer contacted HHH Risk Mgr, Marcy Cortz and made her aware of the concern and per discussion emailed the concern directly for review and response to marcy.cortez@uhsinc.com.
5/7/21 This writer reached out to Ms. Cortez to clarify patient information. Per Ms. Cortez, she is experiencing delay in follow up due to short staff. This writer received notification from AH Incident & Grievance Mgr, T Parker requesting status update of case due to case being presented to the AH Clincial Quality Review team on 5/12/21 for review and clinical recommendations. This writer indicated that the concern information has been submitted to the agency for review and follow up. Protocol is that upon receipt of documentation and response from agency that the information is to be forwarded to the CQR team.
5/11/21 Initial review by AH CQR indicates review in JIVA noting that member did receive injection, however, was prescribed additional oral med and difficulty in obtaining. Upon receipt of response this writer will forward to CQR.
5/12/21 CQR requested information pertaining to agency policy related to prescribing discharge meds and credentialing providers for Medicaid services. Information to be submitted upon receipt.
5/18/21 This writer contacted Ms Cortez for an update in the agency’s internal review. Per her report, she has had multiple concerns and information requests from Alliance Health and is attempting to complete the internal review for this case with plans to follow up with this writer shortly. She apologized for the delay and indicate that she takes each inquiry seriously and making every effort to complete the requests.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/19/21 Review of information available in JIVA indicates AH CC involvement and several attempts made to contact member with no response. AH CC confirmed that member was a no show for initial appt scheduled at time of discharge for 4/27/21. Another appointment was scheduled for 5/6/21. To date, no contact has been made with member after multiple attempts. Most recent AH CC contact attempt was 5/17/21. Due to the nature of the concerns, although complainant was referred to DHSR, this writer made call to the DHSR complaint intake unit and filed the concern with “Vee”. This writer gave information available including the mother’s contact information. As per protocol, this writer will receive follow up of the investigation from DHSR. This writer made call to complainant for follow up purposes; left vm message requesting return call. Based on DHSR report filed, agency notification and request for internal review, AH care coordination involvement, case to be closed. Any subsequent contact with complainant or correspondence received from DHSR and HHH review to be noted in follow up. Information received from HHH to be submitted to CQR per request. Resolution letter mailed to complainant.(K.WARE,QAA)		UNDETERMINED-REFERRED TO DHSR AND AH CQR		1		1		0		25

		11748		Kristie White		04/26/2021		Nara		Brent		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Educare Community Living Corporation - NC dba Community Alternatives North Carolina		1		199585 - BLUE, SAM		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		1		In-State		Level IV		1		1		After receiving assistance from Provider Network Development Specialist Bill Young, Service Consultant was able to obtain Sam Blue's signed short range goals and service documentation needed to complete quarterly monitoring assessments. Documentation was sent by Marika Whack, director of Educare Community Living Corporation, on 4/23/21. Upon review of short range goals, Service Consultant noted that Sam's goals were not signed by his guardian Katherine Ruiz prior to plan implementation (3/1/21), but were signed on 4/23/21. According to Clinical Coverage Policy No: 8-P, the provider is responsible with ensuring that the treatment plan (i.e. short range goals) is signed by the legal guardian prior to implementation. Provider requires education on this requirement at the very least, and pay backs may be deemed to be in necessary, although Service Consultant realizes that nearly two months of billing being paid back would be a high price indeed to be paid for this mistake. Service Consultant was also informed that the former QP, Tierria Brown, who would have been the professional responsible with ensuring short range goals were signed, left the agency in March 2021, and it may have been beyond the provider's immediate control to correct this mistake or compensate for it after the fact. Service Consultant completed this internal concern due to documentation not being in compliance according to our requirements, but understands that this may have been an honest mistake due to staffing transition, and does not want the provider to be unduly punished by the mistake of a former staff person.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8161		05/05/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Sam Blue Patient ID: 199585 DOB: 02/20/1949
After receiving assistance from Provider Network Development Specialist Bill Young, Service Consultant was able to obtain Sam Blue's signed short-range goals and service documentation needed to complete quarterly monitoring assessments. Documentation was sent by Marika Whack, director of Educare Community Living Corporation, on 4/23/21. Upon review of short-range goals, Service Consultant noted that Sam's goals were not signed by his guardian Katherine Ruiz prior to plan implementation (3/1/21), but were signed on 4/23/21. According to Clinical Coverage Policy No: 8-P, the provider is responsible with ensuring that the treatment plan (i.e. short-range goals) is signed by the legal guardian prior to implementation. Provider requires education on this requirement at the very least, and pay backs may be deemed to be in necessary, although Service Consultant realizes that nearly two months of billing being paid back would be a high price indeed to be paid for this mistake. Service Consultant was also informed that the former QP, Tierria Brown, who would have been the professional responsible with ensuring short range goals were signed, left the agency in March 2021, and it may have been beyond the provider's immediate control to correct this mistake or compensate for it after the fact. Service Consultant completed this internal concern due to documentation not being in compliance according to our requirements, but understands that this may have been an honest mistake due to staffing transition, and does not want the provider to be unduly punished by the mistake of a former staff person.
04/26/21-Internal- against Educare- auth/payment/billing issue. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/05/21-Sending ack/resolution do to internal complainant reaching out to Provider Network person Bill Young on this issue and per QM process sent Ack/Res email to internal complainant and closing this as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		9

		11749		Kristie White		04/26/2021		STEPHENS		JOCELYN		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Access to Services		Crisis - Behavioral Health Urgent Care Center				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		MONARCH		1		727160 - BARTLETT, MADISON		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Member was discharged from HHH to Monarch Behavioral Health Urgent Care (BHUC). Family went to BHUC and was turned away for assessment because member is not on medication. They were given the 1-800 number to call and told that the appointment would be virtual. Member’s father stated member prefers face to face therapy. When the admin CC followed up with Monarch for 7-day challenge information, Monarch stated member did not make appt when in fact they attended but were turned away. The issue is Monarch is not assessing and referring members who are not on medication even if they were just discharged from the hospital. They are also not making an attempt to schedule with a provider who sees members face to face per member preference.		CORRECTIONS: CHANGED TYPE FROM GRIEVANCE TO INTERNAL; SOURCE TO MCO STAFF		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8193		05/25/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member was discharged from HHH to Monarch Behavioral Health Urgent Care (BHUC). Family went to BHUC and was turned away for assessment because member is not on medication. They were given the 1-800 number to call and told that the appointment would be virtual. Member’s father stated member prefers face to face therapy. When the admin CC followed up with Monarch for 7-day challenge information, Monarch stated member did not make appt when in fact they attended but were turned away. The issue is Monarch is not assessing and referring members who are not on medication even if they were just discharged from the hospital. They are also not trying to schedule with a provider who sees members face to face per member preference.
Patient: Madison Bartlett Patient ID: 727160 DOB: 02/07/2007
04/26/2021-Internal- against Monarch- agency not assessing member after hospital discharge. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/18/21-Sent internal complainant acknowledgment letter and called Monarch and spoke to Jennifer Smith at 104-322-5058  about this internal concern and sent her concern element email to jennifer.smith@monarchnc.org  be returned to by 05/25/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/21/21-Called Jennifer Smith at 704-322-5058 to see if she received the concern element email. She let me know that she transferred this information to Cornelius Powe and he would return by due date of 05/25/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/25/21- Received a response from Cornelius Powe, Incident and Complaint Specialist at Monarch. Per the Monarch Director of Outpatient Services stated, “I spoke to the father on 5/19 regarding Madison's hospital discharge appointment on 4/16@1030.  The father states that they arrived for their appointment and their Covid screening was completed and then they were told that they were "full for the day". The father states that they were then given a number for the Monarch 800 number to call.  It appears there was a breakdown in communication between the two parties.  The father never stated they had a scheduled hospital discharge appt.  So, when it came time for the client to be seen, they were not available for telehealth therapy because they were gone and considered a 'no show'.  The father stated they were receiving services elsewhere. I did apologize for the miscommunication.  It appears the Urgent Care staff thought they were walk ins and they would be able to get seen quicker through the VOA, it could be a couple hours through the urgent care on a walk-in basis.  Currently Monarch has no "face to face" visits which is what the family is and was requesting.  The workflow at the Urgent Care is currently being restructured for operational processes to avoid further miscommunication.” It seems it was a miscommunication on both ends with the member and Urgent Care staff. Communicating this information to the internal complainant. Sending a resolution email to the internal complainant and closing this concern as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		29

		11750		Hillary Vandewart		04/26/2021		FAISON		TENIKA		Consumer		Grievance		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Developmental Therapies				Multi-Disability		Adult		Specialized Services & Personnel, Inc.		1		85163 - FAISON, TENIKA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		[SEE CID: # 575137] April 26, 2021 11:23 AM [Direct ACD Call] COMPLAINANT/MEMBER NAME: FAISON, TENIKA DOB: 06/13/1993ADDRESS: 5012 CAPE BRETON DR., Apt 204 RALEIGH, NC 27616  PHONE: 919-450-7034

GRIEVANCE: Member is calling to file a formal grievance against Specialized Services & Personnel, Inc.. Member was receiving personal assistance services. Member reports that about 1 – 2 months ago personal assistance worker Shante Johnson Specialized Services & Personnel, Inc., drove the her to the ATM to deposit her disability check. Once the deposit was made, member reports Ms. Johnson asked the member to withdraw $200 to give her complaining she was not paid by the agency enough. Member reports that when she refused to give her the money, staff then assaulted member and member was force to defend herself. Staff member reportedly called the police to “claim victim”. Sharon Atwater, staff’s direct supervisor, did not take member’s concerns seriously although the staff member was suspended during the investigation. The internal investigation resulted in the member’s claims being dismissed. Mary Sullivan (supervisor of Ms. Atwater) accused member of making false allegations stating that Ms. Johnson is their “best worker”.  Member made an APS report against Ms. Johnson which was also deemed as “unfounded”. Now the agency is refusing to provide services to the member stating they are now “afraid” to send staff out to work with the member. Member is unhappy that the staff member who assaulted her is still employed with the agency and that the provider agency is now refusing to provide service to her in retaliation for her making an APS report. Member is concerned that if this happened to her, it may be happening to other members who aren’t “as high functioning as I am and won’t say anything”.  --C. Helm, LCMHC, LCAS, MAC		CORRECTIONS: Changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8189		05/17/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		[SEE CID: # 575137] April 26, 2021 11:23 AM [Direct ACD Call] COMPLAINANT/MEMBER NAME: FAISON, TENIKA DOB: 06/13/1993ADDRESS: 5012 CAPE BRETON DR., Apt 204 RALEIGH, NC 27616  PHONE: 919-450-7034
GRIEVANCE: Member is calling to file a formal grievance against Specialized Services & Personnel, Inc.. Member was receiving personal assistance services. Member reports that about 1 – 2 months ago personal assistance worker Shante Johnson Specialized Services & Personnel, Inc., drove the her to the ATM to deposit her disability check. Once the deposit was made, member reports Ms. Johnson asked the member to withdraw $200 to give her complaining she was not paid by the agency enough. Member reports that when she refused to give her the money, staff then assaulted member and member was force to defend herself. Staff member reportedly called the police to “claim victim”. Sharon Atwater, staff’s direct supervisor, did not take member’s concerns seriously although the staff member was suspended during the investigation. The internal investigation resulted in the member’s claims being dismissed. Mary Sullivan (supervisor of Ms. Atwater) accused member of making false allegations stating that Ms. Johnson is their “best worker”.  Member made an APS report against Ms. Johnson which was also deemed as “unfounded”. Now the agency is refusing to provide services to the member stating they are now “afraid” to send staff out to work with the member. Member is unhappy that the staff member who assaulted her is still employed with the agency and that the provider agency is now refusing to provide service to her in retaliation for her making an APS report. Member is concerned that if this happened to her, it may be happening to other members who aren’t “as high functioning as I am and won’t say anything”.  --C. Helm, LCMHC, LCAS, MAC
[PT: Tenika Faison				DOB: 6/13/93				ID: 85163]
4/29/21
This writer called member at 919-450-7034 and left generic VM requesting a return call.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/3/21
This writer called and spoke with Ms. Faison regarding her concern. She stated that Shante admitted that she hit her, but she is still employed by the agency which she feels is not right. She also reported that APS was not able to substantiate the concern. This writer inquired as to whether or not she was interested in receiving services from the provider and she stated that she was looking elsewhere but that her main concern is regarding this staff remaining employed there due to concerns about safety of other members. This writer thanked her for the information and informed her about the grievance resolution process. This writer confirmed her mailing address and told her that we would be in touch.
This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement letter to complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/12/21
This writer confirmed that Incident Report for this incident was submitted via IRIS. This writer emailed Jessica Killette, QA Analyst (Incidents) to request copy of incident report and any associated documentation.
This writer received the below documentation:
•	APS Findings which indicated that case was closed and there was no finding of abuse/neglect.
•	Investigation report from provider which stated that provider was not made aware of allegation until 2/11 during team meeting (incident alleged to have occurred on 2/2). At this time, member had reported to APS and refused to discuss with provider.  Provider was aware that staff had contacted supervisor as well as CIT officer on 2/2 due to verbal and physical aggression from member.
•	IRIS Report from provider (as well as another provider, Community Partnerships).
•	Police Report. 
Based on a review of information provided, this allegation was not supported by the provider or APS. The staff person denied ever touching the consumer as well as any request for $200.
Upon learning of the allegations, the staff was placed on suspension until information could be gathered. There was insufficient evidence to substantiate the allegation and APS was also unable to substantiate. Based on this, staff was allowed to continue to work with the agency. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
5/17/21
This writer called and spoke with Ms. Faison regarding her concerns. This writer explained to her that we reviewed the provider’s investigation and confirmed that all appropriate notifications had been made. This writer shared that the staff staying employed with the agency was the choice of the agency and not within Alliance’s purview to control this. She indicated that she understood. This writer thanked her for the information and shared that we would be tracking this concern moving forward to ensure that this type of issue does not reoccur. She thanked this writer for the assistance and stated that she had been connected to a new provider, A Small Miracle and was waiting for them to have an opening. 
This writer then composed and sent resolution letter to complainant. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Non-Issue		1		1		0		21

		11751		Hillary Vandewart		04/26/2021		GILL		Garry		Guardian		Grievance		Access to Services		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Autism Society of North Carolina, Inc.		1		271142 - GILL, PAUL		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		Caller reports that he has been waiting on a listening device for over a year for Paul. Reports that he is getting the run around. He states that he has been in touch with Alliance staff Nikki Edwards who has been in direct contact with Autism Society. Caller reports that the Autism Society told Nikki that the device was in Cumberland with their staff named Mr Blue who was learning to use the device to train the Gill family. Caller states that he asked for some updated information after months had passed and states that the tracking on the device determines that it is lost. Caller reports that the last time he spoke to Nikki was about 2 weeks ago. Caller reports that no one will call him back and he wants/ needs assistance.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8146		05/24/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller reports that he has been waiting on a listening device for over a year for Paul. Reports that he is getting the run around. He states that he has been in touch with Alliance staff Nikki Edwards who has been in direct contact with Autism Society. Caller reports that the Autism Society told Nikki that the device was in Cumberland with their staff named Mr. Blue who was learning to use the device to train the Gill family. Caller states that he asked for some updated information after months had passed and states that the tracking on the device determines that it is lost. Caller reports that the last time he spoke to Nikki was about 2 weeks ago. Caller reports that no one will call him back and he wants/ needs assistance.
**DUPLICATE OF 11756**
[PT: Paul Gill					DOB: 3/18/2000			ID: 271142]
4/27/21
This writer received notification from Wes Knepper (QM Director) that he had additional information to share regarding this grievance and also that another duplicate grievance had been filed from complainant about same issue (11756). This writer received correspondence from William Etheridge (supervisor of member’s Care Navigator) who reported the following:
•	He spoke with complainant and tried to explain to him that Alliance could not stop payment to a provider and Quality Management would investigate. He was agitated and told William that he didn’t know anything about the billing process.  He tried to explain that ASNC was not providing a billable service assisting with getting an Augmentative Communication device.
•	He was not receptive to any advice given to him about the Grievance Process and stated that nothing would happen.
•	Following this conversation, William reached out to ASNC and informed them that the guardian was extremely upset regarding the situation.  
•	ASNC reported that their IT department is sending a new loaner to their Fayetteville office. William recommended them to link with NC Assistive Tech Project to get some additional loaners that may assist Paul. 
•	Guardian is requesting an audit be complete on ASNC or that billing be stopped.  He also wants to hear from William’s supervisor about his frustrations. Jeff recommended that William reached out to PND to make them aware, which he did. 
This writer also received feedback from Provider Networks that PND nor Monitoring would be following up on this as it is not a contractual concern. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
4/28/21
This writer received forwarded voicemail from Mr. Gill which was left with supervisor, Todd Parker, Incident and Grievance Manager. He was irate on the voicemail and demanding “several grievances” be filed” due to provider’s “shenanigans.”
This writer requested a case consult with supervisor before moving forward in contacting complainant.
This writer discussed case with supervisor and he advised that this writer touch base with provider prior to reaching out to complainant. He advised this writer find out:
•	Was the promise really made?
•	Has it really been this long? 
•	What is going to be done about this?
This writer then reached out to Tim Ferreira, Director of Quality and Compliance at ASNC via phone (800-442-2762 x 1117) to make him aware of grievance. This writer informed him of situation and asked if he would be able to assist and expedite the process. He agreed that he would look into it and would update me as soon as he could. This writer thanked him for the assistance.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
4/30/21
This writer received response from Mr. Ferreira which can be summarized below:
•	Concern is accurate.
•	The offer of loaner device was made around Feb 2020 (right before COVID and office closed).
•	In Oct 2020, the CC inquired about the device and it was requested through IT and sent to Greensboro location. When staff went to retrieve the iPad, it could not be located.
•	At this point, there was an additional communication failure and the family was not appropriately notified of the status of the loaner request.
•	New staff started several weeks ago and has spoken with guardian a few times to apologize, provide a status update, and encourage to work with CC to connect with appropriate resources.
•	The iPad has been reordered and expedited.
•	Mr. Ferreira acknowledged that the offer to lend the device was probably ill-advised from the beginning as they are not a vendor or provider of these devices, do not have speech language professionals on staff, and are unable to provide ongoing training of the device.
•	Provider will continue to encourage guardian to utilize the appropriate service for a purchased device.
•	Provider acknowledged that the failure in communication was on their part and hope to have this rectified soon, with the device order being rectified. 
•	Staff member (Lindsay) reported that she spoke with guardian and has kept him updated on the current status and was able to have a productive conversation after apologizing to him. 
This writer thanked Mr. Ferreira for the assistance and asked if there was a timeframe that they expected the expedited device to arrive.
He initially responded that it would be delivered within the next 2 weeks, plus or minus a few days. He then emailed again and stated that they should be able to deliver to the family on 5/12.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
5/3/21
This writer contacted Mr. Gill to acknowledge receipt of grievance. This writer shared with him that provider acknowledged communication lapses and that the loaner was to be delivered by 5/12. He began discussing how ASNC dropped the ball when the staff member took another position and they were without staff. He reported that the new girl knew nothing about the loaner and there was no hand-off. Additionally, the fact that the IT department took a $1000 item and supposedly dropped it off in Greensboro, but no one signed for it and it disappeared. He stated that he guarantees that they haven’t instituted a policy as a result.
Mr. Gill started relaying other problems had with ASNC previously. He stated that there were issues getting full hours and had to call the governor’s office at one point to solve a previous issue. This writer had a difficult time following some of the concerns and complainant was highly agitated throughout the conversation—voice raised, using profanity throughout call.
He stated that the provider was unresponsive. He said, “they are contractors. Run an audit on their books.” He reported they have a history of “passing the buck.”
He then began to state that he wants to know what they are paying CAP workers. He feels that “something is wrong.” 
He mentioned a previous staff who would be on his “Safeway parking lot list.” He then mentioned having to “lose it” with Fayetteville ASNC director in order to get what he needed. 
He then reported issues going back to even getting services in the first place. Stated Alliance “hasn’t been doing great either.” Started saying that Alliance doesn’t know how things work and should be able to walk members through how to get services, what is needed, etc.
Feels that providers are lying about services, not providing services, and Alliance needs to audit them. 
This attempted to share information regarding various internal departments who monitor providers. This writer brought complainant back to matter of loaner and stated I’d be in touch. He agreed that there was nothing else to be done until the deadline provided by ASNC. This writer shared I’d be in touch with him to ensure that this is done. This writer confirmed with Mr. Gill that second grievance could be withdrawn due to being duplicative in nature. 
This writer informed Mr. Gill that I would get back to him regarding some of the more systemic concerns that he has and will potentially be able to connect him with someone else internally (supervisor? Maybe Compliance?) He thanked this writer and agreed.
This writer withdrew 11756 due to duplicative nature. 
This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement letter to Mr. Gill.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/4/21
This writer staffed case with supervisor, Todd Parker, Incident and Grievance Manager. He advised that this writer provide the member with the Confidential Fraud and Abuse Line: (855) 727-6721. He advised that this could be sent to Mr. Gill in the resolution letter.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/14/21
This writer followed up with Tim Ferreira via email to confirm that the device had been delivered.
Tim replied and confirmed that device had been delivered on the 5/12 as promised. He added that staff has also been working on getting staff in to office to provide training on the device. Guardian has had regular communication with staff and has been very receptive. She plans to check in with him weekly as well as continuing to advocate for appropriate service (ATES) so that a formal evaluation can be done and a device purchased that meet's member’s needs.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/21/21
This writer reviewed Jiva notes and saw recent communication between Care Navigator and Mr. Gill. Mr. Gill confirmed that device has been received but is still waiting for staff to be trained. He also stated that his doctor will write a prescription for a PECS device (Picture Exchange Comm System).
He also noted concern about losing a staff member, which CN followed up about (provider has two potential staff members he is trying to prepare for the case and has told Mr. Gill this). Provider stated that they would follow up.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
5/24/21
This writer composed and sent resolution letter to complainant based on provider’s response and direction from supervisor. Provider was able to get the device delivered and Care Coordination team is assisting with other requests/concerns. This writer included phone number for Alliance Fraud Waste and Abuse hotline for complainant to report concerns about Compliance issues/his request for provider to be “audited.”
No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Confirmed--Provider initiated corrective action		1		1		0		28

		11752		Kim Ware		04/26/2021		IRWIN		BRIDGET		Guardian		Grievance		Quality of Services		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Makin' Choices, Inc.		1		262930 - PILLSBURY, DUSTYN		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Grievance already submitted regarding physical altercation between Dustyn's mom Bridget Irwin and staff Shameka Drew McMaymra. This is an additional grievance including additional concerns from LRP Bridget Irwin. She was informed by provider QP Sybil Hinton that since altercation did not physically involve Dustyn (he was present and altercation happened in front of him) that no Incident report would be filed and staff would not be fired. Parent is concerned that this is not best practice. 

Parent has filed a police report against staff. Staff has filed an APS report against parent and DSS is investigating. DSS Tameka Hendrick District 014; (910) 677-2596. 

Parent reported that while DSS case worker met with Dustyn he shared information about staff behavior that needs to be included in this grievance. Such as: 
Staff Shameka's husband is an AFL provider. When Dustyn was receiving services as staffs home the staff Shameka would frequently sleep and her husband who is an AFL for another member would tell Dustyn to not bother/wake up staff Shameka. 
Dustyn  got on the phone and reported to Care Navigator that staff would not help Shameka would not help him prepare his meals. He has Parkinson's and shakes and he said that she would not help him make his hot chocolate and told him to go do it by himself.
Bridget Irwin
308 Myers Court
Fayetteville, NC  28311
(910) 303-7173 (C)
Pillsburybridget68@yahoo.com

Makin’ Choices
Sybil Hinton, QP
910-578-7201
sybilhinton@aol.com		CORRECTIONS: UNCHECKED FROM PT; CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME FROM MEMBER'S; DISABILITY CHANGED FROM DD TO MULTI; NATURE CHANGED FROM ABUSE/NEGLECT TO QUALITY; AGAISNT CHANGED FROM OTHER TO PROVIDER; ENTERED NOT LICENSED		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8132		05/07/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Grievance already submitted regarding physical altercation between Dustyn's mom Bridget Irwin and staff Shameka Drew McMaymra. This is an additional grievance including additional concerns from LRP Bridget Irwin. She was informed by provider QP Sybil Hinton that since altercation did not physically involve Dustyn (he was present and altercation happened in front of him) that no Incident report would be filed and staff would not be fired. Parent is concerned that this is not best practice. Parent has filed a police report against staff. Staff has filed an APS report against parent and DSS is investigating. DSS Tameka Hendrick District 014; (910) 677-2596. Parent reported that while DSS case worker met with Dustyn he shared information about staff behavior that needs to be included in this grievance. Such as: Staff Shameka's husband is an AFL provider. When Dustyn was receiving services as staffs home the staff Shameka would frequently sleep and her husband who is an AFL for another member would tell Dustyn to not bother/wake up staff Shameka. Dustyn got on the phone and reported to Care Navigator that staff would not help Shameka would not help him prepare his meals. He has Parkinson's and shakes and he said that she would not help him make his hot chocolate and told him to go do it by himself.
DUPLICATE # 11737
4/27/21 This writer made call and spoke with complainant regarding her concerns. This writer explained the role of QM, confirmed permission to use complainant’s name when discussing the matter and mailing address. Ms. Irwin explained that she was assaulted by the staff and that the staff should not be working with anybody. She reports that when APS came to her home to investigate her after she was reported by the staff, her son started explaining several issues regarding staff. Ms. Irwin reports that the staff and her husband were mean to her son, that the staff would sleep on duty and would not help him prepare his food or hot chocolate eventhough he shakes due to Parkinson’s.  She went on to explain that he has several medical issues and only as 6 months to live. Ms. Irwin is upset that the staff is still working and that the agency did not terminate her explaining that any altercation was between the two of them and not the agency. Ms Irwin filed two grievances in order to give more detail. She filed # 11752. This writer explained that AH does not terminate staff at provider agencies. This writer continued to attempt to understand where the “assault” occurred. Per complainant’s description it appears to have been a physical altercation between the two with both involved in the exchanged of blows. Per her report, she has filed a police report and is in touch with APS. She reports that the APS worker plans to contact AH to file a report as well. This writer explained that AH does not go out to personal homes to review in that Dustyn does not receive residential services with the agency. She explained that he goes to the staff’s house regularly. This writer inquired if the staff’s home was a licensed or unlicensed residence. She explained that it was her personal home, but that the staff had spoken with Dustyn about assisted living and asked her not to talk to him about assisted living because he is unable to care for himself and he would lose some of his benefits. The complainant is still very angry about the assault and stated again that the staff Shameka should not be working with clients. This writer explained that AH is unable to determine termination of staff at provider agencies. Per her report she was told by agency that no incident report was filed or action taken in that it did not involve the member. She reports that she stopped with the altercation when she heard a “crack” sound and thought it was a finger nail or bone of the staff. Complainant explained that member has several medical issues and has 6 months to live. This writer explained that the complainant’s two grievances would be combined in that they were duplicative in nature. This writer recommended that complainant continue to work with the AH cc regarding service provision for Dustyn. She reports that she is working with her and pals to change providers in the best interest of Dustyn. This writer made call and spoke with the assigned AH care navigator, Brenna Ozment. She confirmed the information discussed noting that she is unsure of the expectation of the complainant in that she continues to be upset that the staff still works at the provider. She repots that she has discussed the case with her supervisor. She plans to continue to provide coordination of care and service provision for member and assist with locating alternative provider of choice. She reports that the situation was explained to her as a mutual physical altercation as well. She reports that she has followed up with agency and staff did not report injuries from the altercation although the complainant reported hearing a “crack” sound and unsure if it was a broken bone or nail. Ms Ozment also shared that the complainant has said that the member has 6 months to live for approximately 3 years. This writer explained QM role and next steps to include contact with the agency.
4/28/21 Acknowledgment letter mailed to complainant to include 11737 and 11752.
5/4/21 This writer made call and left message for agency’s CEO, Rachelle Brooks-Blue (910) 483-2002. This writer also emailed the CEO to confirm that she is the correct person to contact rbblue@earthlink.net. This writer received a call from complainant. Ms Irwin explained that she had additional information. She repos that her son has told her that the staff, Shamika drives recklessly and drinks and drives which can e proven because she had a speeding ticket. This writer again attempted to explain that AH has no purview in such matters but that the information would be added to the report. This writer received a return call from Ms. Brooks-Blue and discussed the concerns She reports that the staff is still employed with the agency with no plans of terminating her. She reports that the mother has refused services to date and that the agency has reached out to confirm that she wishes her son to be discharged. First call the mother indicated that she was tired and would talk later. Second call, she indicated that they were going out to town and to call her back. Since the altercation, it is reported that the member has been without services. She reports that the agency continues to offer coordination of care and transition to another provider although the parent has not cooperated with these efforts. Per repot there is a court date due to the mother pressing charges against the staff. Ms Brooks-Blue repost that she believed that her staff would be making an APS report due to concerns regarding the mother and the husband in the home. She reports that concerns are for Dustyn not receiving needed services and that this same staff had worked with him for at least 3 years with no issues. She reports that the staff indicated that the mother was asking the staff for money that she did not give her. She reports that after the altercation the mother was going to the staff’s place of work and personal home demanding money and “wanting to fight”. Per discussion, none of the issues mentioned pertained to the members services. She repots no concerns regarding the member’s treatment by staff. Per Ms. Brooks-Blue, the information she has is from supervision and discussion with the staff involved. Ms. Brooks-Blue expressed concern for the member. Per discussion, the grievance information was emailed for review and response to include actions taken or to be taken to address the concerns.
5/5/21 This writer made call and spoke with AH Brenna Ozment with update regarding grievance. Ms. Ozment was able to indicate notes in JIVA regarding her attempts to explain complainant. This writer explained that the complainant called again to add that the staff is a reckless driver etc… which does not pertain to AH or the member. She reports that both she and the state have attempted to explain that the matter is a legal matter between her and the staff involved in the altercation. Staffed case with Incident & Grievance mgr T Parker. Plan is for case to be closed in that the matter does not involve the member, involves police, a court date and is not in the purview of AH. Call to complainant; left vm message.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/7/21 Call to complainant; no response. Based on actions taken and case consult, case to be closed. Any subsequent contact with complainant to be noted in follow up. Resolution letter to be mailed to complainant indicating action steps previously mentioned. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		undetermined- issues not in AH purview		1		1		0		11

		11753		Kim Ware		04/26/2021		CURRIE		JAMES		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Outpatient Services				Multi-Disability		Adult		Behavioral Counseling & Psychological Services, PA dba The DWI Center		1		260087 - CURRIE, JAMES		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		caller is calling seeking to file grievance against provider due to other clients in program constantly threatening caller and caller is fearing for his safety.caller was offered to be transferred to another provider. caller declined. caller stated that he filed a police report.		CORRECTIONS: DISABILITY CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO MULTI; ENTERED NOT LICENSED; SERVICE TYPE CHAGNED FROM UNKNOWN TO OUTPATIENT SERVICES		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8135		05/14/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		caller is calling seeking to file grievance against provider due to other clients in program constantly threatening caller and caller is fearing for his safety.caller was offered to be transferred to another provider. caller declined. caller stated that he filed a police report.
JAMES D CURRIE     ID: 260087   (DOB: 6/16/1960)
4/28/21 This writer made call and spoke directly with complainant regarding his concerns. Mr. Currie is very upset and frustrated about conflicts and altercations that happen on the agency grounds and during meetings with no one intervening or trying to make changes. He reports that he has brought this to staff attention with no resolve. He reports that he should not have to change providers as has been suggested to him by others because he has been going to the provider for over a year. He is also concerned that he has not received his certificate of completion. He reports that upon receipt of his certificate he would consider a different provider. He reports that he has been called names regularly and another member put his finger on his face. He reports believing that it stems from  a woman he use to date that is in the group that has said bad things about him. He reports witnessing another client throw a brick at staff and no changes have been made to how the agency handles situations. Mr. Currie reports this as stressful and affecting his treatment. This writer explained next steps, confirmed permission to use name when discussing the matter with the provider and mailing address. This writer explained that the grievance submitted by him today will be linked (11760). Acknowledgment letter mailed to complainant.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/5/21 This writer reached to agency to inquire regarding agency QM. This writer made call to agency CEO, Janet Cardassi (910) 391-3054 to notify her of grievance submission. Ms Cardassi reports that she is retired and attends weekly team meetings. She reports that Tonya Pone is the QA/QI manager. Per discussion, this writer will follow up with grievance information. 
5/11/1 This writer made call to agency to confirm Ms Pone’s email address and contact information.(K.WARE,QAA) 
5/12/21 Per discussion the grievance information was emailed directly for review and response to include both Ms Pone and Ms Cardassi: janet.cardassi@gmail.com and everythingiwant2b@hotmail.com. Per Ms Cardassi, the matter will be discussed in team meeting and Ms. Pone will follow up with this writer.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/14/21 Per agency response, no physical altercations occurred, disputes were diffused and group rules reviewed. Per protocol, “if the conflict does not resolve, then we will refer the recipient out to another agency.” In the instance referenced, the 2 were separated and individual sessions held outside of group and complainant was asked to leave the premises. In regards to certification, the agency has planned a ceremony in June 2021 now that COVID restrictions are lifting. The agency has addressed the matter with both he complainant and the other member with which he has had conflict and followed its protocol. This writer contacted Mr. Curie to discuss action steps taken. He has no plans of leaving the agency. This writer informed member that if in the future he needed assistance with locating an alternative provider to contact the Alliance Health 24 hr access & information line. No further concerns noted at this time. Resolution letter mailed to complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		non-issue		1		1		0		18

		11755		Kim Ware		04/27/2021		KING-TORRES		RENEE		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Community Support Team				Multi-Disability		Adult		B & D Integrated Health Services		1		8640 - SANDERS, DERRICK		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		Renee King-Torres Transition Coordinator with TCL is filing concern after numerous reports from the consumer-Derrick Sanders.  First reported to TC on 03/15/2021 that he has not had much contact with his team only the peer support.  TC had difficulty with communication with team and due to this, the appeal letter that was needed for the consumer for Willard Street may have been submitted past the timeframe.  Other housing opportunities have been presented to the team for the consumer to apply but the team have stated that the consumer has not been responsive to them.  The consumer continues to inform TC that the provider keeps changing team members and he never knows who he is working with, it is very confusing.  TC spoke with Al Peoples from B & D ACT on 04/21/2021 to discuss the consumer's concerns about the team changes.  We agreed that a meeting with be appropriate Mr. Peoples gave TC the date and time of April 26th at 1pm.  TC set up the zoom meeting and notified the appropriate people.  No one from B & D showed up to the zoom meeting.  The consumer expressed his frustration with the team and asked to be transferred to a new provider.  The care coordinator is working to assist with this process.  RKTORRESBA 04.27.2021		CORRECTIONS: CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO FROM MEMBER'S; CHANGED SOURCE FROM CONSUMER TO MCO STAFF; LICENSURE CHAGNED FROM UNKNOWN TO NOT LICENSED		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8185		05/13/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Renee King-Torres Transition Coordinator with TCL is filing concern after numerous reports from the consumer-Derrick Sanders. First reported to TC on 03/15/2021 that he has not had much contact with his team only the peer support. TC had difficulty with communication with team and due to this, the appeal letter that was needed for the consumer for Willard Street may have been submitted past the timeframe. Other housing opportunities have been presented to the team for the consumer to apply but the team have stated that the consumer has not been responsive to them. The consumer continues to inform TC that the provider keeps changing team members and he never knows who he is working with, it is very confusing. TC spoke with Al Peoples from B & D ACT on 04/21/2021 to discuss the consumer's concerns about the team changes. We agreed that a meeting with be appropriate Mr. Peoples gave TC the date and time of April 26th at 1pm. TC set up the zoom meeting and notified the appropriate people. No one from B & D showed up to the zoom meeting. The consumer expressed his frustration with the team and asked to be transferred to a new provider. The care coordinator is working to assist with this process. RKTORRESBA 04.27.2021
DERRICK SANDERS   ID: 8640   (D0B: 9/22/1980)
5/4/21 Review of the information submitted indicates that the member has been referred to alternative provider for services. This writer contacted the agency’s QM Director to make him aware of the concerns, requesting that an internal review be conducted and findings submitted to include actions taken to address the maters of concern.
5/13/21 This writer received email correspondence from Mr Reed. Per review, it was confirmed that a zoom meeting that was scheduled was missed due to miscommunication. Per report, the team made several attempts to assist Mr Sanders although limited in housing options due to previous behviaros. The agency indicates offering its due diligence in assisting with communications with landlord to avoid eviction. Due to member’s aggressive behaviors toward female team members, agency team staff changes were made. The new male team member did begin working with member to address his housing issues. Per agency report, the staff attempted to meet with Mr. Sanders to discuss potential housing options identified by Alliance Health, however, his response was reportedly “I don’t feel like it today.”. The team indicates ongoing attempts made to engage member with no response. Per report the agency was informed that the member was referred to another agency. B and D repots attempts to confirm with member with no response, however, plans to move forward with the discharge process. Agency attached documentation regarding service provision. This writer recommended agency ensures communications, scheduling, follow up and monitoring of such matters. Ack/Res emailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		16

		11756		Hillary Vandewart		04/27/2021		Gill		Garry		Guardian		Grievance		Quality of Services		Unknown				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Autism Society of Cumberland County		1		271142 - GILL, PAUL		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Mr. Gill stated that he has been promised a speech device (loaner) from ASNC to train Paul on how to use it and to determine if he would be successful with this communication device before investing in a device that he would own.  Mr. Gary Gill stated that he has not received it after 2 to 3 years of promising to get him one.  Mr. Gill is very frustrated and wants the CN to file this grievance to have action taken when providers do not follow through with their promises.  Mr. Gill is requesting a billing audit even after the CN explained to him that ASNC does not bill for the loaner device this is a courtesy service but he still wanted this grievance filed.		5/3/21
This writer confirmed with complainant that grievance can be withdrawn due to being duplicative in nature with #11751.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Not Defined				8147				Not Defined		Not Defined		Mr. Gill stated that he has been promised a speech device (loaner) from ASNC to train Paul on how to use it and to determine if he would be successful with this communication device before investing in a device that he would own.  Mr. Gary Gill stated that he has not received it after 2 to 3 years of promising to get him one.  Mr. Gill is very frustrated and wants the CN to file this grievance to have action taken when providers do not follow through with their promises.  Mr. Gill is requesting a billing audit even after the CN explained to him that ASNC does not bill for the loaner device this is a courtesy service but he still wanted this grievance filed.
**DUPLICATE OF 11751**
[PT: Paul Gill					DOB: 3/18/21				ID: 271142]
4/27/21
This writer received notification from Wes Knepper (QM Director) that he had additional information to share regarding this grievance and also that another duplicate grievance had been filed from complainant about same issue (11756). This writer received correspondence from William Etheridge (supervisor of member’s Care Navigator) who reported the following:
•	He spoke with complainant and tried to explain to him that Alliance could not stop payment to a provider and Quality Management would investigate. He was agitated and told William that he didn’t know anything about the billing process.  He tried to explain that ASNC was not providing a billable service assisting with getting an Augmentative Communication device.
•	He was not receptive to any advice given to him about the Grievance Process and stated that nothing would happen.
•	Following this conversation, William reached out to ASNC and informed them that the guardian was extremely upset regarding the situation.  
•	ASNC reported that their IT department is sending a new loaner to their Fayetteville office. William recommended them to link with NC Assistive Tech Project to get some additional loaners that may assist Paul. 
•	Guardian is requesting an audit be complete on ASNC or that billing be stopped.  He also wants to hear from William’s supervisor about his frustrations. Jeff recommended that William reached out to PND to make them aware, which he did. 
This writer also received feedback from Provider Networks that PND nor Monitoring would be following up on this as it is not a contractual concern. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
4/28/21
This writer received forwarded voicemail from Mr. Gill which was left with supervisor, Todd Parker, Incident and Grievance Manager. He was irate on the voicemail and demanding “several grievances” be filed” due to provider’s “shenanigans.”
This writer requested a case consult with supervisor before moving forward in contacting complainant.
This writer discussed case with supervisor and he advised that this writer touch base with provider prior to reaching out to complainant. He advised this writer find out:
•	Was the promise really made?
•	Has it really been this long? 
•	What is going to be done about this?
This writer then reached out to Tim Ferreira, Director of Quality and Compliance at ASNC via phone (800-442-2762 x 1117) to make him aware of grievance. This writer informed him of situation and asked if he would be able to assist and expedite the process. He agreed that he would look into it and would update me as soon as he could. This writer thanked him for the assistance.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
4/30/21
This writer received response from Mr. Ferreira which can be summarized below:
•	Concern is accurate.
•	The offer of loaner device was made around Feb 2020 (right before COVID and office closed).
•	In Oct 2020, the CC inquired about the device and it was requested through IT and sent to Greensboro location. When staff went to retrieve the iPad, it could not be located.
•	At this point, there was an additional communication failure and the family was not appropriately notified of the status of the loaner request.
•	New staff started several weeks ago and has spoken with guardian a few times to apologize, provide a status update, and encourage to work with CC to connect with appropriate resources.
•	The iPad has been reordered and expedited.
•	Mr. Ferreira acknowledged that the offer to lend the device was probably ill-advised from the beginning as they are not a vendor or provider of these devices, do not have speech language professionals on staff, and are unable to provide ongoing training of the device.
•	Provider will continue to encourage guardian to utilize the appropriate service for a purchased device.
•	Provider acknowledged that the failure in communication was on their part and hope to have this rectified soon, with the device order being rectified. 
•	Staff member (Lindsay) reported that she spoke with guardian and has kept him updated on the current status and was able to have a productive conversation after apologizing to him. 
This writer thanked Mr. Ferreira for the assistance and asked if there was a timeframe that they expected the expedited device to arrive.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst				0		1		1		(44,313)

		11757		Hillary Vandewart		04/27/2021		HARTLEY		JULEE		Guardian		Grievance		Access to Services		Outpatient Services				Unknown Disability		Child (0-17)		Edward A. Rubes Jr. LPC		1		556434 - EVANS, SHAWN		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		This is a resubmission of a previous grievance (11633) which was resolved due to lack of contact from complainant:
Mother Is calling to file a grievance against Cleveland Counseling Center, specifically Edward A. Rubes Jr. LPC and assigned therapist Karen (last name unknown). Mother reports she and child’s father are in a custody battle. They have a court order granting joint custody. The order indicates both parents are to have access their son’s information associated to parenting and major decisions about medical, mental health treatment, school etc... Father initiated MH treatment with Cleveland Counseling Center in October of 2020. Since that time, mother has requested access the same information Shawn’s father has access to regarding therapy session, goals and progress. Mother reports she has been redirected to speak with her ex regarding any information she may need because he is the one who signed consent to treat and they are not allowed to share information with mother due to HIPAA laws. Mother has repeatedly offered to sign whatever she needs to be able to consult with the provider as she feels her ex is not being truthful with her. When mother showed Edward Rubes the copy of the joint custody agreement he stated, “I don’t care what that says, it doesn’t change anything” indicating that they are bound by HIPAA laws regardless of her status as the child’s mother and joint legal guardian. After speaking with Edward numerous times, he finally gave mother the phone number for the assigned therapist, Karen. When mother reached out to the therapist to get an update about her son’s treatment, she again sited HIPAA and refused to speak with mother. On 03/15/21. Mother decided to attend a session her son told her he was scheduled for. Karen, the therapist, was reportedly extremely rude and was “acting like I’m the problem” as per mother’s report. She stated that Karen made her feel she did something wrong without ever having talked to her about her son and their relationship. Mother states the therapist is “clearly siding with my ex” without knowing her side of the story. Mother had wanted to be involved in her son’s therapy as she agrees her son “has been through a lot”, but was prevented by her ex and Cleveland Counseling Center staff. Mother is nervous about an up-coming court date Monday 03/22/2021 and feels the Cleveland Counseling Center may present unknown information to paint her in a poor light. Mother adds she is very unhappy with the lack of professionalism of the Cleveland County staff.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8134		05/17/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		This is a resubmission of a previous grievance (11633) which was resolved due to lack of contact from complainant:
Mother Is calling to file a grievance against Cleveland Counseling Center, specifically Edward A. Rubes Jr. LPC and assigned therapist Karen (last name unknown). Mother reports she and child’s father are in a custody battle. They have a court order granting joint custody. The order indicates both parents are to have access their son’s information associated to parenting and major decisions about medical, mental health treatment, school etc... Father initiated MH treatment with Cleveland Counseling Center in October of 2020. Since that time, mother has requested access the same information Shawn’s father has access to regarding therapy session, goals and progress. Mother reports she has been redirected to speak with her ex regarding any information she may need because he is the one who signed consent to treat and they are not allowed to share information with mother due to HIPAA laws. Mother has repeatedly offered to sign whatever she needs to be able to consult with the provider as she feels her ex is not being truthful with her. When mother showed Edward Rubes the copy of the joint custody agreement he stated, “I don’t care what that says, it doesn’t change anything” indicating that they are bound by HIPAA laws regardless of her status as the child’s mother and joint legal guardian. After speaking with Edward numerous times, he finally gave mother the phone number for the assigned therapist, Karen. When mother reached out to the therapist to get an update about her son’s treatment, she again sited HIPAA and refused to speak with mother. On 03/15/21. Mother decided to attend a session her son told her he was scheduled for. Karen, the therapist, was reportedly extremely rude and was “acting like I’m the problem” as per mother’s report. She stated that Karen made her feel she did something wrong without ever having talked to her about her son and their relationship. Mother states the therapist is “clearly siding with my ex” without knowing her side of the story. Mother had wanted to be involved in her son’s therapy as she agrees her son “has been through a lot”, but was prevented by her ex and Cleveland Counseling Center staff. Mother is nervous about an up-coming court date Monday 03/22/2021 and feels the Cleveland Counseling Center may present unknown information to paint her in a poor light. Mother adds she is very unhappy with the lack of professionalism of the Cleveland County staff.
[PT: Shawn Evans				DOB: 2/19/14				ID: 556434]
4/27/21
This writer received a VM from complainant and returned her call. This writer was able to discuss grievance with her and informed her that a new grievance would be entered as the previous grievance was withdrawn due to lack of contact (11633). She explained that she hasn’t been able to access her voicemails and has works most days until 3pm so this is why she has been difficult to get into contact with. This writer asked for an email address as an alternate form of contact and she provided: juleemhartley@yahoo.com. 
She explained to this writer that, according to the court order, they always had shared legal custody. The court order says specifically that she is “supposed to know everything that he knows.” She referred to “incident” that occurred prior to this which led to her only having custody on Wednesday nights. She did not want to spend that night in therapy which is why she didn’t originally participate in the therapy. She reported that court order now says that they are supposed to take turns taking him to therapy and that custody is 50-50 (her visits are no longer supervised). She also stated that the provider told her ex about the complaint and he is now sending her nasty text messages. She stated that she does not want to work with this provider and is working on changing providers. This writer stated that we would at least work to get her access to the documentation she needs.
This writer informed her that I would email her so that she could respond with the court order/documentation. She thanked this writer. This writer will create new grievance in portal since previous grievance was resolved due to lack of contact. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
4/28/21
Writer composed and sent acknowledgement letter to complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst

4/30/21
This writer received VM from complainant stating that she was having issues sending the documentation via email. This writer returned her call at 984-238-6463. This writer provided technical assistance regarding secure email and told her if she still couldn’t get it to send, that I could provide her with a fax #. She agreed to try again this afternoon.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
5/12/21
This writer has still not received court order. This writer followed up with Ms. Hartley via email and provided her with fax # in case she is still not able to get email to work.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/17/21
This writer has not received any documentation from complainant. This writer checked Jiva to see if custody documentation had been uploaded to Documents tab. While reviewing recent Jiva notes, this writer found note from UM which indicated that a reauthorization had been submitted due to “Patient’s mother was found deceased of OD—patient was a witness to that…”
Due to complainant being deceased, this writer will close case as undetermined (due to lack of information provided). NO further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Undetermined--due to lack of info from complainant (deceased)		1		1		0		20

		11758		Hillary Vandewart		04/27/2021		BROWN		CHARICE		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Residential Services (include Innovations)		Community Networking		Multi-Disability		Adult		Rouse's Group Home II, Inc		1		75802 - FEHDRAU, ALANDERSON		White		H= Hispanic, Other		Male		Avery		0		1		In-State		Supervised Living 5600 C (Adult with Intellectual/Developmental Disabilities)		0		0		MCO Staff completed review of services/claims and saw that while the member was an inpatient at Holly Hill Hospital beginning 07-28-2020  to 08-13-2020. The residential provider continued to bill for residential services and community networking.

The provider (Rouse's) billed and was paid for residential services for 7 days including: 07/28/2020, 07/29/2020, 07/30/2020, 07/31/2020, 08/01/2020, 08/02/2020, and 08/03/2020.
The provider (Rouse's) billed and was paid for community networking services for 4 days including: 07/28/2020, 07/29/2020, 07/30/2020, and 07/31/2020.
The member was hospitalized on 07-28-2020, so there is a possibility that before being taken to the hospital, the member may have been able to receive community networking services on 07-28-2020.
Waiver services billing information included as well as the billing for Holly Hill Hospital.		CORRECTIONS: Changed to internal employee concern, changed complainant info to reflect inserted user, changed type to Auth/Payment/Billing, Changed Disability to Multi		other		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8136		04/28/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		MCO Staff completed review of services/claims and saw that while the member was an inpatient at Holly Hill Hospital beginning 07-28-2020  to 08-13-2020. The residential provider continued to bill for residential services and community networking.
The provider (Rouse's) billed and was paid for residential services for 7 days including: 07/28/2020, 07/29/2020, 07/30/2020, 07/31/2020, 08/01/2020, 08/02/2020, and 08/03/2020.
The provider (Rouse's) billed and was paid for community networking services for 4 days including: 07/28/2020, 07/29/2020, 07/30/2020, and 07/31/2020.
The member was hospitalized on 07-28-2020, so there is a possibility that before being taken to the hospital, the member may have been able to receive community networking services on 07-28-2020.
Waiver services billing information included as well as the billing for Holly Hill Hospital.
[PT: Alanderson	Fehdrau			DOB: 5/17/86				ID: 75802]
4/28/21
This writer reached out to Tanya Held (Compliance/SIU) for case consult due to allegation of inappropriate billing.
Tanya replied that SIU would take this case as it was an allegation of fraudulent billing.
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement/resolution email to complainant. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Undetermined--Referred to SIU/Compliance for review/follow-up		1		1		0		1

		11759		Kim Ware		04/27/2021		Cates		Tammy		Guardian		Grievance		Quality of Services		Community Support Team				Multi-Disability		Adult		B & D Integrated Health Services		1		21147 - PARKER, SEAN		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		CID575443. April 6th Kimberly from member's CST at B&D (Case Manager) about a hotel room for him for $400+ for him and his girlfriend to stay in because he is homeless. Mother/guardian has restraining order against him. Member's mother tells CST staff she cant afford his and staff member get's angry via text messages which mother has saved, and some phone calls, Mother eventually end communication's with staff person. Son is on disability for $795 a month, husband as rep payee budgeted $320 for him to spend so money would not run out. CST staff wanted B&D to become rep payee for member and issues arose form this. Son would give away all items he bought and them run out of money per mother and then they'd have to spend more money to replace those items. Father would payout money and then get it back from member when his SSDI check would come in. When mother told CST staff told mother they were "stealing from them". Mother reported he's spending money on "things he wants and doesn't need". Mother says everything is in writing and kept track of and son has to repay them. Katina Williams CST team lead finally calls mother back on April 6th, mother informed about fighting with Kimberley the CST Case Manager. Katina said she'd have Kimberly removed from member's case. Next day Katina calls and says it's been handled as of April 7. From April 7th to this past weekend of April 24/25 she's continued to be in contact with member via texting and phone calls. Saturday CST Case Manager Kimberley talked to  member's biological father who is not part of member's life and does not have guardianship and she gave PHI to him. No releases have been signed. Mother tells Katina yesterday 4-26-21 that Kimberly is still in contact with her son. Katina said she will speak to Kimberley again and not to have any contact with anyone else. Today mother sent Kimberly a text to stay away from her son, mother also sent message to Katina. Mother said B&D was fired before and this was a second chance. Son is only on one injection and no other medication.		CORRECTIONS: Updated complainant info to reflect guardian per Call Center notes, corrected phone number		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8154		05/17/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID575443. April 6th Kimberly from member's CST at B&D (Case Manager) about a hotel room for him for $400+ for him and his girlfriend to stay in because he is homeless. Mother/guardian has restraining order against him. Member's mother tells CST staff she cant afford his and staff member get's angry via text messages which mother has saved, and some phone calls, Mother eventually end communication's with staff person. Son is on disability for $795 a month, husband as rep payee budgeted $320 for him to spend so money would not run out. CST staff wanted B&D to become rep payee for member and issues arose form this. Son would give away all items he bought and them run out of money per mother and then they'd have to spend more money to replace those items. Father would payout money and then get it back from member when his SSDI check would come in. When mother told CST staff told mother they were "stealing from them". Mother reported he's spending money on "things he wants and doesn't need". Mother says everything is in writing and kept track of and son has to repay them. Katina Williams CST team lead finally calls mother back on April 6th, mother informed about fighting with Kimberley the CST Case Manager. Katina said she'd have Kimberly removed from member's case. Next day Katina calls and says it's been handled as of April 7. From April 7th to this past weekend of April 24/25 she's continued to be in contact with member via texting and phone calls. Saturday CST Case Manager Kimberley talked to  member's biological father who is not part of member's life and does not have guardianship and she gave PHI to him. No releases have been signed. Mother tells Katina yesterday 4-26-21 that Kimberly is still in contact with her son. Katina said she will speak to Kimberley again and not to have any contact with anyone else. Today mother sent Kimberly a text to stay away from her son, mother also sent message to Katina. Mother said B&D was fired before and this was a second chance. Son is only on one injection and no other medication.
SEAN PARKER  ID: 21147   (DOB: 6/28/2000)
4/29/21 Call to complainant; left vm message.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/4/21 Call to complainant. Complainant explained that she is the legal guardian and that she has made her husband her successor because she is dying; heart issues and cancer. This writer explained the purpose of call and role of QM. Ms Cates reports that she is not angry with the whole CST Team. She reports that Katina, the team lead, has stepped in and done a lot of work with Sean. She reports that he is unable to come to her home due to her older son having a restraining order against him for assaulting the granddaughter who resides at the home. She reports that the member, Sean is not properly medicated. Ms. Cates reports that she made the agency aware of staff “Kim” attempting to become payee and accusing her of misusing Dustyn’s money which she reports she does not need and attempted to give this writer a list of items purchased for the member using his money. Ms Cates offered to send this writer receipts which this writer declined indicating that it was not necessary in regards to the grievance submitted. She is upset that the one staff is not listening to requests regarding member’s medications or treatment and that he still has symptoms. She reports that agency staff “kim” does not know what she is doing and she will sue her. She reports that if AH does not do anything she will be suing “Kim” This writer explained that AH does not fire staff at agencies nor file suits against individual staff or legal matters between agency and member. Ms Cates also offered to send text messages that prove that PHI was shared. This writer referred to the concern and QM role as well as ensuring that the member was receiving appropriate services based on agency contract with AH. Ms. Cates confirmed mailing address and permission to use her name when contacting the provider. This writer contacted the agency’s QM Director, Jeremy Reed and made him aware of the concern, requesting that an internal review be conducted and submitted to include actions taken or to be taken regarding the concerns. Acknowledgment letter mailed to complainant.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/13/21 Agency response received including actions taken to address the concerns. The staff mentioned was no longer working with case. Per report there had been discrepancies with funding requests. Agency reports that a meeting was scheduled with the complainant to discuss the matter and the complainant canceled indicating an emergency. Agency  reports working with member and currently providing support while in detention. This writer has recommended continued monitoring of the matter,  continued documentation of service provision as well as addressing any HIPAA concerns with staff.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/17/21 This writer made call and spoke with complainant, Ms Cates , to discus action steps taken in the matter. This writer explained that at any time if there was a need for locating of an alternative provider of choice, to refer to AH 24 hr access and information line. Ms. Cates thanked this writer. Resolution letter mailed to complainant. No further action by this writer at this time. This matter wil be tracked.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		20

		11760		Kim Ware		04/28/2021		CURRIE		JAMES		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Outpatient Services				Multi-Disability		Adult		Behavioral Counseling and Psychological Services, PA		1		260087 - CURRIE, JAMES		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Caller reports concerns with his current provider Behavioral Counseling. Caller states that they are allowing another client in group to harass him. Caller reports that he has been harassed verbally and physically by Steve gamble. Steve put his finger in his face/ right cheek. Caller states that  Joyce Underwood McNeil is newer to the group and she and Steve like to tag team him trying to start trouble.  Caller reports that he is finding it harder to overlook.  States that he has talked to Mr Jacobs at least 3 or 4 or more times.  Mr. Jacobs sks to let him handle it and the member has continued to do this.  Caller states that this has been happening for about 1 year.  Caller states that he does this type of things to other members and staff.
Caller also wants to know why he has not received a certificate. He is also interested in looking into his contact hours and seeing how close he is to completion. His biggest concern is why they wont provide him a safe and healthy place that’s conducive to his recovery.		CORRECTIONS: SOURCE CHANGED FROM ANONYMOUS TO CONSUMER; NATURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO QUALITY; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO NOT LICENSED; SERVICE TYPE CHANGED FROM NKNOWN TO OUTPATIENT SERVICES		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8137		05/14/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller reports concerns with his current provider Behavioral Counseling. Caller states that they are allowing another client in group to harass him. Caller reports that he has been harassed verbally and physically by Steve gamble. Steve put his finger in his face/ right cheek. Caller states that Joyce Underwood McNeil is newer to the group and she and Steve like to tag team him trying to start trouble. Caller reports that he is finding it harder to overlook. States that he has talked to Mr Jacobs at least 3 or 4 or more times. Mr. Jacobs sks to let him handle it and the member has continued to do this. Caller states that this has been happening for about 1 year. Caller states that he does this type of things to other members and staff. Caller also wants to know why he has not received a certificate. He is also interested in looking into his contact hours and seeing how close he is to completion. His biggest concern is why they wont provide him a safe and healthy place that’s conducive to his recovery.
*DUPLICATE 11760
JAMES D CURRIE     ID: 260087   (DOB: 6/16/1960)
4/28/21 This writer made call and spoke directly with complainant regarding his concerns. Mr. Currie is very upset and frustrated about conflicts and altercations that happen on the agency grounds and during meetings with no one intervening or trying to make changes. He reports that he has brought this to staff attention with no resolve. He reports that he should not have to change providers as has been suggested to him by others because he has been going to the provider for over a year. He is also concerned that he has not received his certificate of completion. He reports that upon receipt of his certificate he would consider a different provider. He reports that he has been called names regularly and another member put his finger on his face. He reports witnessing another client throw a brick at staff and no changes have been made to how the agency handles situations. Mr. Currie reports this as stressful and affecting his treatment. This writer explained next steps, confirmed permission to use name when discussing the matter with the provider and mailing address. This writer explained that the grievance submitted by him today will be linked (11760). Acknowledgment letter mailed to complainant.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/5/21 This writer reached to agency to inquire regarding agency QM. This writer made call to agency CEO, Janet Cardassi (910) 391-3054 to notify her of grievance submission. Ms Cardassi reports that she is retired and attends weekly team meetings. She reports that Tonya Pone is the QA/QI manager. Per discussion, this writer will follow up with grievance information. 
5/11/1 This writer made call to agency to confirm Ms Pone’s email address and contact information. 
5/12/21 Per discussion the grievance information was emailed directly for review and response to include both Ms Pone and Ms Cardassi: janet.cardassi@gmail.com and everythingiwant2b@hotmail.com. Per Ms Cardassi, the matter will be discussed in team meeting and Ms. Pone will follow up with this writer.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/14/21 Per agency response, no physical altercations occurred, disputes were diffused and group rules reviewed. Per protocol, “if the conflict does not resolve, then we will refer the recipient out to another agency.” In the instance referenced, the 2 were separated and individual sessions held outside of group and complainant was asked to leave the premises. In regards to certification, the agency has planned a ceremony in June 2021 now that COVID restrictions are lifting. The agency has addressed the matter with both he complainant and the other member with which he has had conflict and followed its protocol. This writer contacted Mr. Curie to discuss action steps taken. He has no plans of leaving the agency. No further concerns noted at this time. Resolution letter mailed to complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)				1		1		0		16

		11761		Hillary Vandewart		04/28/2021		Gibbs		LaKenya		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Guardiantrac, LLC dba GT Independence		1		23092 - JIMERSON, ARTHUR		Unknown		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		On 4/1/2021 and 4/8/ 2021 SC contacted Jarvis James (jjames@gtindependence.com) with Guardiantrac, LLC dba GT Independence and EOR Nicole Jimerson (nicole.jimerson@yahoo.com) requesting a copy of member’s quarterly documentation/progress note for the months of January - March 2021 so I could complete a documentation review. I also requested an update on member’s health and well-being, services, behaviors, and any other concerns.  SC did not receive the documentation.   Request for Assistance to Resolve Contractual Concern referral form has been sent to Provider Networks.  LaKenya Gibbs, MA, CMC 4/28/2021		CORRECTIONSS: Changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8140		04/29/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		On 4/1/2021 and 4/8/ 2021 SC contacted Jarvis James (jjames@gtindependence.com) with Guardiantrac, LLC dba GT Independence and EOR Nicole Jimerson (nicole.jimerson@yahoo.com) requesting a copy of member’s quarterly documentation/progress note for the months of January - March 2021 so I could complete a documentation review. I also requested an update on member’s health and well-being, services, behaviors, and any other concerns.  SC did not receive the documentation.   Request for Assistance to Resolve Contractual Concern referral form has been sent to Provider Networks.  LaKenya Gibbs, MA, CMC 4/28/2021
[PT: Arthur Jimerson				DOB: 12/16/96				ID: 23092]	
4/28/21
This writer reached out to complainant to share updated procedure for resolving contractual concerns which allows Provider Network to help solve the problem first before a concern is submitted to QM. This gives PN the opportunity to try to correct the issue before a concern is filed. 
Because it appears that the complainant submitted concern to PN and QM at the same time, this writer indicated to complainant that it would be resolved and coded as tracking. Complainant thanked this writer for the follow-up.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
4/29/21
This writer composed and sent ack/res email to internal complainant. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		1

		11762		Kristie White		04/28/2021		Gibbs		LaKenya		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Pathways for People, Inc.		1		26428 - HERNANDEZ, MONICA		White		H= Hispanic, Other		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		On 4/1/2021 and 4/8/ 2021 SC contacted QP Jaime West-Haddock (jaimewhpfp@gmail.com) with Pathways for People requesting a copy of member’s quarterly documentation/progress note for the months of January - March 2021 so I could complete a documentation review. I also requested an update on member’s health and well-being, services, behaviors, and any other concerns.  SC did not receive the documentation.  Request for Assistance to Resolve Contractual Concern has been sent to Provider Networks.  LaKenya Gibbs, MA, CMC 4/28/2021		05/18/21-Corrected to Multi-Disability type. KM Appeals Coordinator		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8141		04/29/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Monica Hernandez Patient ID: 26428 DOB: 03/26/1985
On 4/1/2021 and 4/8/ 2021 SC contacted QP Jaime West-Haddock (jaimewhpfp@gmail.com) with Pathways for People requesting a copy of member’s quarterly documentation/progress note for the months of January - March 2021 so I could complete a documentation review. I also requested an update on member’s health and well-being, services, behaviors, and any other concerns. SC did not receive the documentation. Request for Assistance to Resolve Contractual Concern has been sent to Provider Networks. LaKenya Gibbs, MA, CMC 4/28/2021
04/28/21-Internal- against- Pathways for People, Inc- agency not submitting required documentation. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/29/21-Per new information given by Manager TParker we were recently informed that there has been a change in the procedure for addressing provider contractual concerns which I’ve attached here. The updated procedure allows Provider Network to help solve the problem first before a concern is submitted to QM. This gives PN the opportunity to try to correct the issue before a concern is filed. It appears that LGibbs internal complainant has submitted these 3 concerns to PN and QM at the same time, so I wanted to give you this updated procedure in case you were not aware. Sending internal complainant will be receiving acknowledgement/resolution emails for all 3 concerns. Closing internal concern and will indicate that these will be tracked by QM. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		1

		11763		Kim Ware		04/28/2021		Gibbs		LaKenya		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Autism Services, Inc.		1		31058 - BRODE, BENJAMIN		White		Not Defined		Male		Durham		0		1		In-State		Supervised Living 5600 C (Adult with Intellectual/Developmental Disabilities)		1		0		On 4/1/2021 and 4/8/ 2021 SC contacted QP Eboni Harris (eharris.asi@gmail.com) with Autism Services requesting a copy of member’s quarterly documentation/progress note for the months of January - March 2021 so I could complete a documentation review. I also requested an update on member’s health and well-being, services, behaviors, and any other concerns.  SC did not receive the documentation. QP did not response to the email sent on 4/1/2021 or 4/8/2021.  Request for Assistance to Resolve Contractual Concern has been sent to Provider Networks.  LaKenya Gibbs, MA, CMC 4/28/2021		CORRECTIONS: DISABILITY CHANGED FROM DOES NOT APPLY TO MULTI; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO DHSR; IS RESIDENTIAL AN ISSUE CHANGED FROM NO TO YES		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8138		04/28/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		On 4/1/2021 and 4/8/ 2021 SC contacted QP Eboni Harris (eharris.asi@gmail.com) with Autism Services requesting a copy of member’s quarterly documentation/progress note for the months of January - March 2021 so I could complete a documentation review. I also requested an update on member’s health and well-being, services, behaviors, and any other concerns. SC did not receive the documentation. QP did not response to the email sent on 4/1/2021 or 4/8/2021. Request for Assistance to Resolve Contractual Concern has been sent to Provider Networks. LaKenya Gibbs, MA, CMC 4/28/2021 
BENJAMIN BRODE   ID: 31058   (DOB: 3/29/1987)
4/28/21 Per protocol, AH QM will track the concern for potential trends in the event that similar concerns are submitted regarding the agency. The complainant referred the matter to the assigned PND Specialist in an effort to resolve contractual concerns. Ack/res emailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time(KWARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		0

		11764		Todd Parker		04/28/2021		STANLEY		Casandra Miller		Provider		External Stakeholder Concern		LME/MCO Functions		Care Coordination (IDD)				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		1		255186 - STANLEY, LATAIJASHA		Black/African American		Unknown		Female		Johnston		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		Care coordinator Sabrina Howell tried to bully provider into keeping a client that had been issued a 30-day notice to end services due to lack of progress. Care coordinator stated she will file a grievance and call the state (DHSR) if provider did not keep the client past the 30-day notice. CC made the provider feel very uncomfortable and threatened.		CORRECTIONS: Added member info to complaint		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8151		05/25/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		While on a CFT Ms. Howell made the QP and Executive Director feel frightened and uncomfortable.
Ms. Howell became upset with the QP, and ED because the provider issued a 30 day notice to
terminate service for one of Ms. Howell's client. Ms. Howell was speakinging to the provider in a
high pitch voice while stating (she will fill a grievance as well as a complaint with DSS and DHSR if
the provider did not pull the 30 day notice and keep the client in care). After the provider expressed
the clients lack to continue to make progress. Please feel free to contact me if you have any
questions or concerns.
5-3-21
This writer contacted complainant at the number provide (704.941.1294). Writer confirmed information provided in the Customer Service form. Complainant was accompanied by the QP and both indicated that they didn’t do anything wrong by issuing the 30-day notice. Complainant and QP shared that Ms. Howell stated that she’s been a clinician for 20 years and she knows what should be done. She told them she was going to get contract pulled. They stated that they feel Ms. Howell does not understand that providers reserve the right to issue 30-day notice. They shared the she tried to get them to submit a re-auth and keep the member. Both shared that the parent was on board with transitioning the member. They inform that they have made a lateral  move with the client and she is in a new placement. Writer asked for the member’s name. They provided Latisha Stanley (17 yrs. Old). Complainant and QP expressed that Ms. Howell needs education on what a 30-day notice means. Writer explained the complaint process and verified the mailing address for the complainant. Writer verified the mailing address, composed and mailed an Ack letter. Writer will contact Ms. Howell’s supervisor (Lindsay Allen).
T. Parker, I&G Manager

5-12-21
Writer spoke with Ms. Howell’s manager, Lindsay Allen. Writer shared the issues raised in the concern. Writer provided information about the member associated with the complaint. Manager indicated that Ms. Howell had not mentioned anything about the case to her. Writer expressed that this issue is concerning since there was a recent complaint about Ms. Howell in which manager confirmed that Ms. Howell had indeed said something to parents of a member that were unprofessional and inappropriate. Manager agreed. Writer encouraged manager to look into the issue. Writer emphasized that he does not need to know the detail of what is discussed or any disciplinary actions taken. He would like to know when the issue is been address and that it was addressed to the manager’s satisfactions. Manager shared that she will be speaking with her supervisor about the issue since this does seem to be a pattern. Writer will await Ms. Allen’s response. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager

5-24-21
This writer emailed supervisor (Lindsey Allen) to inquire as to whether this issue has been addressed. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager


5-25-21
Writer received confirmation from supervisor that the issue has been addressed with the staff. Writer thanked supervisor for the information and for assisting with this issue. Writer composed and mailed Resolution letter to complainant. No further action.
T. Parker, I&G Manager		Confirmed: Provider initiated corrective action		1		1		0		27

		11765		Hillary Vandewart		04/28/2021		Parker		Todd		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Crisis Services				Multi-Disability		Adult		UNC Hospital		0		766831 - Alcorn, Joshua		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		The CQR Committee would like the following information requested from the provider following the review of his death at the 4/28/21 CQR Committee:
Initial assessments (psych/medical)
Progress notes
CIWA ratings
VS signs
MARs		CORRECTIONS: Completed final yes/no questions (discussing with agency), changed provider to UNC Hospital		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8192		05/18/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		The CQR Committee would like the following information requested from the provider following the review of his death at the 4/28/21 CQR Committee:
•	Initial assessments (psych/medical)
•	Progress notes
•	CIWA ratings
•	VS signs
•	MARs
[PT: Joshua Alcorn				DOB: 12/20/94				ID: 766831]
4/29/21
Based on complaint being filed by the CQR committee to request documentation follow-up, this writer will not send an internal acknowledgement email and will instead just reach out to provider with documentation request.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/13/21
This writer researched member within Jiva and Alpha to determine which UNC Hospital facility member to reach out to. This writer noted that incident report did not appear to reflect a death, but rather a fall:
4/13/2021 by dsofia: UNC Wakebrook reports that on 4/7/21, 26-year-old male ADU client, J.A. (Alpha ID: 766831; DOB: 12/20/1994), suffered a seizure while standing upright, lost consciousness during the seizure, and fell and hit his head. Med code was immediately called. Client came to and was able to state his name, but was confused and irritated that people were around him. Nursing informed him of what happened. Client was transported to WakeMed via ambulance for further evaluation and wound care. The next day, it was learned that client was admitted to the Neuro Surgical Critical Care Unit; per Jiva (CC note), client sustained epidural and subdural hematomas. Client remains hospitalized at this time. Per Wakebrook, client was a voluntary admission who had completed detox (5 days) and was due to discharge the next day. He was on a routine supervision level with no history of seizures or falls; Morse fall score indicated minimal/no fall risk. Per Jiva (CC note), there is concern from head injury and change in client’s baseline function; surgery is pending medical stabilization.
This writer reached out to inserted user (Todd Parker, Incident and Grievance Manager) to clarify whether this was truly following up on a death review. He confirmed that this was an error in entering and that member was not dead.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
5/14/21
This writer emailed Wakebrook Clinical Supervisor for Facility Based Crisis, Laura McDaniel (laura_mcdaniel@med.unc.edu), to see if she could point this writer toward the appropriate contact for requesting this information. She replied that she would look into it and get back to me.
Laura followed up with this writer and indicated that request could be sent to Dr. Michael Zarzar by email at michael_zarzar@med.unc.edu. This writer then sent requested info and asked if it could be provided by 5/21.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/18/21
This writer received the requested information in 60+ page PDF from Maria Strubbe (Health Information Management, On-Site Manager).
This writer then sent the information to Todd Parker, Incident and Grievance Manager, to refer to CQR Committee. 
This writer resolved concern. Any further correspondence from CQR will be included in concern follow-up within portal. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Undetermined--Referred to CQR committee for review		1		1		0		20

		11767		Hillary Vandewart		04/28/2021		Adams		Monica		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		A Small Miracle, LLC		1		220839 - BYERS, THOMAS		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Member moved from group home with Victor and Associates back home with parents on 11/12/2020 prior to services being requested/authorized.  
A revision was completed requesting 35 hours/week of Community Living and Supports (CLS), 30 hours/week of Day Supports and 400 hours/year of Respite services and parents chose A Small Miracle as their provider. 

A second revision was completed with an implementation date of 1/10/2021 stating that parents would like to switch CLS hours to Community Innovations being that they found staff who could cover needed hours.  The service change was to switch CLS hours and Respite hours to Community Innovations effective 1/10/2021. The request was completed and authorized. However services were never implemented as authorized being that Community Innovations had not identified staff.

Another revision was completed recently with an implementation date of 4/8/2021 stating that member’s parents found staff who could provide 40 hours of CLS weekly through Community Innovations.

In regard to service change effective 1/10/2021,  Josh Otto, QP with A Small Miracle states that they were not informed of the stated plan revision/changes removing them as CLS provider.  Tamora Byers, Mom/LRP was hired as Relative as Provider (RAP) with A Small Miracle and had begun providing CLS hours until they could identify staff.  Mara Wooten, CN with Alliance Health reports that Tamora requested to transfer all hours to Community Innovations, but continued to submit documentation to A Small Miracle prompting them to bill for unauthorized services even after the revision and termination of services effective 1/10/2021.  A Small Miracle continued to bill and receive payment for unauthorized services stating that they were not made aware of any changes. Provider billed and received payment for unauthorized services.		CORRECTIONS: Changed complainant info to reflect internal complainant		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8153		05/17/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member moved from group home with Victor and Associates back home with parents on 11/12/2020 prior to services being requested/authorized.  
A revision was completed requesting 35 hours/week of Community Living and Supports (CLS), 30 hours/week of Day Supports and 400 hours/year of Respite services and parents chose A Small Miracle as their provider. 
A second revision was completed with an implementation date of 1/10/2021 stating that parents would like to switch CLS hours to Community Innovations being that they found staff who could cover needed hours.  The service change was to switch CLS hours and Respite hours to Community Innovations effective 1/10/2021. The request was completed and authorized. However services were never implemented as authorized being that Community Innovations had not identified staff.
Another revision was completed recently with an implementation date of 4/8/2021 stating that member’s parents found staff who could provide 40 hours of CLS weekly through Community Innovations.
In regard to service change effective 1/10/2021, Josh Otto, QP with A Small Miracle states that they were not informed of the stated plan revision/changes removing them as CLS provider. Tamora Byers, Mom/LRP was hired as Relative as Provider (RAP) with A Small Miracle and had begun providing CLS hours until they could identify staff.  Mara Wooten, CN with Alliance Health reports that Tamora requested to transfer all hours to Community Innovations, but continued to submit documentation to A Small Miracle prompting them to bill for unauthorized services even after the revision and termination of services effective 1/10/2021.  A Small Miracle continued to bill and receive payment for unauthorized services stating that they were not made aware of any changes. Provider billed and received payment for unauthorized services.
[PT: Thomas Byers				DOB: 8/21/86				ID: 220839]
5/4/21
This writer sent email to Tanya Held (SIU/Compliance) requesting case consult. This writer received a call from Tanya following up. Tanya state that, in looking at the auths for the member in the system, it appears that A Small Miracle’s authorization for CLS was discontinued on 1/9/21. They did continue to bill 1/11-4/9. 
Community Innovations was authorized starting 1/10, but they didn’t bill CLS until 4/15. So there is no billing overlap, which indicates that there may have been some lapses in communication/coordination of care. 
Appears that mom with doing the work—Community Innovations didn’t find staff until April. Since mom was already on board with A Small Miracle for Relative as Provider (Under Appendix K), that is likely why billing occurred through A Small Miracle. Prior authorization is “turned off” right now, which allowed them to bill without an authorization. Tanya reported that she does not feel that this is “self-audit” worthy, however, the provider should have submitted an Addendum to Services Form to say that they have a RAP doing this temporarily.  This should be on file even if it is retroactive. 
This writer will plan to follow up with ASM to inform them of the Addendum to Services form.
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
5/14/21
This writer spoke with Candace Mondragon, Program Director, via phone at 919.854.4400 ext. 701 and shared concern details with her. She reported concern that there was a communication breakdown as they had not been made aware of the change in the authorization. She reported that her understanding was that they received denials which was how they found out in the first place. She stated that she Mara Wooten (SIC) had stated that she was going to speak with her supervisor to discuss how to prevent this type of issue from reoccurring. She reported that this type of issue was happening more and more with Alliance and she doesn’t want this to continue to occur. She reported that she was concerned that QM/Compliance Dept were involved and it looked like they were trying to submit documentation for billing inappropriately. This writer assured her that this was not a reflection on them and that it appears that they had not been notified appropriately. 
This writer stated that I would look into the billing portion and also discuss with Mara what went wrong in terms of the communication breakdown and would get back to her with more info. She thanked this writer for listening and for the assistance.
This writer then reached out to Monica Adams (Service Integrity Consultant/internal complainant) and Mara Wooten (Care Navigator) via email to share provider’s feedback and see if they could provide clarity on communication issues and how to proceed.
This writer received the below feedback from Mara Wooten:
•	With this particular family, they will be having zoom team meetings before any revisions are completed and are going to make sure both the mother and father are at the meetings. 
•	A big issue was that the family signed the revision and knew about the changes, yet they kept sending billing to ASM. 
•	CC has made it clear to providers that they will no longer respond to email requests for revisions.
•	Alliance should have notified ASM of the change and the provider was truly unaware.
•	CC will ensure that everyone involved signs revision and receives a copy via DocuSign once it is signed.

Monica Adams also followed up stating that it wasn’t just the RAP providing services during this time but that there was another staff involved as well. She asked whether this would impact anything.
This writer followed up with Tanya Held (SIU/Compliance) with this question and also to confirm whether or not provider still needed to complete Addendum to Services form.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/17/21
This writer received feedback from Tanya Held stating that the other staff shouldn’t be a problem and also that if they got the RAP fully trained and checked background, etc., they wouldn’t need to do the form.
This writer confirmed with Tanya that the guardian was already hired as a RAP with A Small Miracle and that the issue seems to be more that the authorization was changed without ASM’s knowledge rather than that they were utilizing exceptions related to Appendix K flexibilities. This writer shared that I would not require the provider to complete the form based on this and Tanya agreed.
This writer then shared this information with Monica and Mara so they were aware that nothing further is needed from provider.
This writer then called Candace Mondragon, Program Director, to provide an update—LVM requesting a call back.
This writer then composed and sent resolution letter to internal complainant. This writer will update concern in portal with any further communication with provider. Nothing further needed at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Non-Issue		1		1		0		19

		11769		Kristie White		04/28/2021		MARTINEZ		Monica		Guardian		Grievance		Client Rights		Crisis - Inpatient				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Brynn Marr Hospital, Inc.		1		189554 - MARTINEZ, VANESSA		White		H= Hispanic, Other		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		Mother Monica Martinez called to file a grievance against Brynn Marr Hospital. Mother  Monica Martinez states her Daughter after experiencing a MH crisis over the past weekend was seen at Duke University Medical Center.  Duke Staff petitioned the courts for IVC and after which Consumer was transferred to Brynn Hospital under IVC. Mother states Consumer was at Duke Hospital about 72 hours before she was transferred and admitted. Mother states at which time her Daughter no longer met criteria for admission. Mother Monica Martinez states when she spoke with Brynn Marr Staff regarding the fact that Consumer was no longer in crisis after the 72 hour wait her Daughter was still admitted and denied her right to assessment to clear her of the need for admission at Brynn Marr and was admitted anyway and remains admitted at this time. Mother's concern due to violation of her Daughter's rights.    Mother states the Hospital refused to even complete the follow up assessment  which was clearly indicated as her Daughter's right.  ADDRESS;  6936 Wade Drive Cary NC 27519. PHONE NUMBER;  919-408-4754.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8148		05/18/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Vanessa Martinez Patient ID: 11769 DOB: 09/20/2006
Mother Monica Martinez called to file a grievance against Brynn Marr Hospital. Mother Monica Martinez states her Daughter after experiencing a MH crisis over the past weekend was seen at Duke University Medical Center. Duke Staff petitioned the courts for IVC and after which Consumer was transferred to Brynn Hospital under IVC. Mother states Consumer was at Duke Hospital about 72 hours before she was transferred and admitted. Mother states at which time her Daughter no longer met criteria for admission. Mother Monica Martinez states when she spoke with Brynn Marr Staff regarding the fact that Consumer was no longer in crisis after the 72 hours wait her Daughter was still admitted and denied her right to assessment to clear her of the need for admission at Brynn Marr and was admitted anyway and remains admitted at this time. Mother's concern due to violation of her Daughter's rights. Mother states the Hospital refused to even complete the follow up assessment which was clearly indicated as her Daughter's right. ADDRESS; 6936 Wade Drive Cary NC 27519. PHONE NUMBER; 919-408-4754.
04/28/21-Grievance- against Brynn Marr Hospital- member admitted after no longer in crisis; hospital refused to complete follow up assessment. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/03/21-The problem is they do not follow the letter of the law about he first verses the second assessment and it is a formality to uphold the first one. That is not true and it is never a case that is illegal and once you get first assessment then at the facility you have a right for a second assessment and then they can determine if you would be inpatient or outpatient. They told her the nurse/and administrator they will never do an unbiased assessment and determine the person does not need inpatient. This is a violation of rights and fraud I think and they think they can uphold it and just want to bill insurance. I would be fine if they did an unbiased assessment then it would have been fine. Verified address and let member guardian know that I am sending out acknowledgment letter. Reached out to provider Brynn Marr Hospital at 910-577-1400 ext. 2259 spoke to Lindsey Gunter at lindsey.gunter@uhsinc.com and sent concern element email to be returned to me by 05/10/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/11/21-Received response from Brynn Marr per Lindsey Gunter Patient Representative, The Admissions Director reviewed your concerns regarding the admission process. Per Brynn Marr policy, in order to meet the acute inpatient admission criteria, the patient is required to be evaluated by a Clinician or Registered Nurse and prove to demonstrate symptoms which require an inpatient level of care that can be expected to reasonably respond to therapeutic intervention. This includes but is not limited to: Serious and imminent risk of harm to self or others due to a behavioral health condition, as evidenced by, for example: Recent and serious suicide attempt(s) as indicated by the degree of intent, impulsivity, and/or impairment of judgment. For any patient needing to be involuntarily committed, an affidavit and first examination report must be completed by the physician or eligible commitment examiner (LCSW, LCAS, LPC, PA & NP) that is petitioning for the patient to be involuntarily committed. Once the involuntary commitment paperwork is signed by the notary or magistrate, the patient is then considered involuntarily committed. The patient was assessed at the time of admission on 04/28/2021 and determined to meet criteria for inpatient treatment. Consent for treatment services was signed by the patient’s mother on 04/28/2021. Brynn Marr Policy follows NC Statute 122C-266 in regards to inpatient commitment; second examination and treatment pending hearing. This statute states that the respondent shall be examined by a physician within 24 hours of arrival at a 24-hour facility. If the physician finds that the respondent is mentally ill and is dangerous to self, as defined by G.S. 122C-3(11)a., or others, as defined by G.S. 122C-3(11)b., the physician shall hold the respondent at the facility pending the district court hearing. “Called member to discuss this information with no answer and left a message. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/18/21- Called member mother and she I discussed the admission information with her. The hospital states, “for any patient needing to be involuntarily committed, an affidavit and first examination report must be completed by the physician or eligible commitment examiner (LCSW, LCAS, LPC, PA & NP) that is petitioning for the patient to be involuntarily committed. Once the involuntary commitment paperwork is signed by the notary or magistrate, the patient is then considered involuntarily committed. The patient was assessed at the time of admission on 04/28/2021 and determined to meet criteria for inpatient treatment. Consent for treatment services was signed by the patient’s mother on 04/28/2021. Brynn Marr Policy follows NC Statute 122C-266 in regards to inpatient commitment; second examination and treatment pending hearing. This statute states that the respondent shall be examined by a physician within 24 hours of arrival at a 24-hour facility. If the physician finds that the respondent is mentally ill and is dangerous to self, as defined by G.S. 122C-3(11) a., or others, as defined by G.S. 122C-3(11) b., the physician shall hold the respondent at the facility pending the district court hearing.” The member mother was adamant that someone told her that they always just admit the person either way. I let her know that we do track these grievances for patterns and if a pattern we will investigate through our compliance department further. I let her know I would be sending her a resolution letter in mail and closing this as tracking since provider states that they follow proper protocols per legal statues. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		20

		11770		Kim Ware		04/28/2021		cole		nikeya		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Crisis - Inpatient				Mental Health Only				SBH-Wilmington, LLC dba Carolina Dunes Behavioral Health		1		'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Durham		0		1		In-State		PRTF		1		0		Facility allots 15 minutes for all treatment team meetings. When Liaison is called late for any meeting, meeting still ends at the scheduled 15-min mark (e.g. meeting scheduled at 9:00, liaison called at 9:07, meeting still ends at 9:15).  Facility will double-book meetings and when asked if there is any flexibility, typically therapists indicate they can email updates; liaison has requested missed meeting updates from one therapist multiple times without receiving them, or meeting notes are sent well past the time the meeting took place. Due to the 15 minutes allotted for team meetings, PRTF liaison (and school-based liaison) often feel rushed by staff to get through the meeting, so documentation is often fragmented. 
When a member's step-down plan is a Level III group home or TFC, if facility is unable to immediately identify placement, they will often discharge home with enhanced services despite the step-down plan previously agreed upon by Team, including guardian.  
Members at this facility on occasion have discharged without facility notifying liaison. 
Two members discharged from this facility and within 2-3 months, readmitted.  Both guardians in this case cite facility did not adequately prepare member(s) for discharge and/or should have given adequate time to identify a step-down placement. 
Another member discharged in early April, and guardian informed Liaison member was d/c after continuously endorsing A/V hallucinations, SI and SIB.  Guardian informed Liaison she advocated for continued stay and was informed by therapist member demonstrated enough progress to d/c. Therapist advised Liaison a referral for IIHS was made on 3/15 and provider (Hope Services) advised they had no record of it; thus, member was not connected to mental health services for a couple of weeks post d/c.  It is noted member receives partial-hospitalization, will be transitioned to IIHS, and guardian's desire is to seek PRTF LOC again.For the most part, if Liaison is double booked with meetings at this facility, therapists usually email updates the same day or a day later.  One therapist at the facility consistently fails to send updates.  This writer has yet to receive meeting updates for a meeting that took place on 3/30/21, which therapist advised on multiple occasions she would send.  Latest correspondence from therapist regarding meeting was on 4/27/21: "I need to update minor areas and will send by the end of day." No permission to use name.		CORRECTIONS: UNCHECKED ANONYMOUS; ENTERED YES FOR MEDICAID BASED ON AGENCY CONTRACT; ENTERED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO; ENTERED LICENSURE; ENTERED SERVICE TYPE; IS RESIDENTIAL AN ISSUE CHANGED FROM NO TO YES; ENTERED IN STATE; ENTERED PRTF		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8177		05/11/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		*no pt id given
5/4/21 This writer made all and spoke with internal complainant. This writer inquired regarding pt id. No pt id given at this time. This writer explained the internal concern process and forwarded information regarding entry to provide technical assistance. The complainant indicated no use of her name when discussing the matter in that she has to work with the agency and attempts to build rapport with the social workers and staff, although realizes they may “guess” who filed. She reports that it is extremely difficult to get all needed information within the 15 minutes allotted. She reports that there are multiple missed meetings due to double booked meetings. She reports some but not all therapists do not provide updates in a timely manner and have to be asked multiple times. She reports that these rushed meetings cause fragmented documentation. This writer explained the role of QM and next steps to include contacting the agency and requiring an  internal review. This writer further explained that the matter will be tracked and monitored for potential trends which may require further action in the future.
5/6/21 This writer made call and spoke with the agency’s new Director of Quality and Risk Management, Derek Johnson x4004. This is his 4th day on the job. This writer made him aware of the concern. This writer has requested an internal review of the matter and feedback submission to include actions taken or o be taken to address the concerns. Per his report, he plans to follow up with both the Clinical Director and Medical Director regarding the concerns and review of current process. Per discussion this writer emailed the information directly to derek.johnson@strategicbh.com. This writer has explained that the matter will be tracked for potential trends by the QM department in the event that similar concerns are submitted regarding the agency. This writer consulted with Incident & Grievance Mgr, T Parker regarding the matter. He recommended being mindful when discussing the matter in that AH only has single case agreements with the provider. Per case consult the matter appears to be a matter to be tracked after notifying the provider.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/11/21 Based on contact with agency and agency plans to review and follow up, case to be closed and tracked. Any subsequent correspondence received from the agency to be noted in follow up. Resolution to be emailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		13

		11771		Kim Ware		04/28/2021		GRAY		KENDRA		Consumer		Grievance		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Psychiatric Services				Multi-Disability		Adult		Carolina Psychiatry P.C.		1		744970 - GRAY, KENDRA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		[CID: 575598] Reporting concerns around Carolina Psychiatry's billing practices.  Reports having a primary insurance and Medicaid, has had Medicaid since 11/01/2019.  Has been charged a co-pay with each visit.  Has made the following payments: 4/23/19 $25, 3/26/19 $20, 1/29/20 $25- 'co-payment for 1/29', 3/6/20 $25, 4/3/20 $59, 6/5/20 $66, 7/7/20 $50, 7/23/20 $50, 8/24/20 $40, 10/16/20 $45, 11/17/20 $50, 12/14/20 $95, reports that there may be more transactions than this and she is going to request another transaction list from provider.  Caller has a meeting with provider tomorrow to discuss all these transactions.--R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC		CORRECTIONS:DISABILITY CHANGED FROM MH ONLY TO MULTI		other		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8155		05/05/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		[CID: 575598] Reporting concerns around Carolina Psychiatry's billing practices.  Reports having a primary insurance and Medicaid, has had Medicaid since 11/01/2019.  Has been charged a co-pay with each visit.  Has made the following payments: 4/23/19 $25, 3/26/19 $20, 1/29/20 $25- 'co-payment for 1/29', 3/6/20 $25, 4/3/20 $59, 6/5/20 $66, 7/7/20 $50, 7/23/20 $50, 8/24/20 $40, 10/16/20 $45, 11/17/20 $50, 12/14/20 $95, reports that there may be more transactions than this and she is going to request another transaction list from provider.  Caller has a meeting with provider tomorrow to discuss all these transactions.--R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC
KENDRA GRAY   ID: 744970   (DOB: 3/23/1992)
5/4/21 Call to complainant; 910-5518015; left vm message.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/5/21 This writer received notification from T Held, AH Special Investigation Supervisor, that SIU will be handling this case and plan to reach out for an interview with the complainant. Ack/Res to be mailed to complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		undetermined-referred to SIU		1		1		0		7

		11773		Kristie White		04/29/2021		Milligan		Lisa		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Psychosocial Rehab				Multi-Disability		Adult		Southeastern Healthcare of North Carolina, Inc.		1		257525 - BURNETT, RESHA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Onslow		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		This provider appears to be manipulating the LOCUS score for the purpose of meeting entrance level of care. LOCUS scores are used to place members in the most appropriate level of care. This provider submitted two different LOCUS scores, completed on the same day, by the same staff member: documenting LOCUS III for entrance into Psychosocial Rehabilitation and LOCUS II for entrance into Peer Support Service. There also seems to be a pattern of requesting both PSR and PSS for this provider's members. While there is no service exclusion between the two services, the services are highly duplicative thus, approval of both is the exception, not the rule.		Corrected internal complainant information./Corrected to Multi-Disability type		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8145		05/24/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Resha Burnett Patient ID: 257525 DOB: 04/23/1973
This provider appears to be manipulating the LOCUS score for the purpose of meeting entrance level of care. LOCUS scores are used to place members in the most appropriate level of care. This provider submitted two different LOCUS scores, completed on the same day, by the same staff member: documenting LOCUS III for entrance into Psychosocial Rehabilitation and LOCUS II for entrance into Peer Support Service. There also seems to be a pattern of requesting both PSR and PSS for this provider's members. While there is no service exclusion between the two services, the services are highly duplicative thus, approval of both is the exception, not the rule.
04/29/21-Internal- against-Southeastern Healthcare-pattern of requesting both PSR and PSS for members. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/30/21-Since accusation of fraudulent billing sending to SIU for case consult. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/5/21-Sent to SIU and per SIU unless this is a trend then we should just reach out to provider and see what their response is. Sending acknowledgment letter to internal complainant and reached out to Southeastern Healthcare spoke to Joyce Harper at 919-987-2798 about this internal and sent her concern element email to jharper@sehcnc.com to be returned to me by 05/12/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/11/21-Received a call from Southeastern Healthcare spoke to Veronica Murphy about this internal and sent her concern element email sent to wrong person. I resent to her attention at vmurphy@sehcnc.com to be returned to me by 05/12/21. She stated JHarper is no longer with the agency. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/24/21-Per response from PSR Program Director and PSS Director of Southeaster Healthcare. Per provider,” spoke with Qualified Professional concerning LOCUS completion for two different services on the same day, as the QP was unaware that this could not be done. Southeastern Healthcare has and will continue to request PSS services for specific consumers who qualify for PSR and PSS services and will differentiate and demonstrate why the consumer(s) could benefit from both services. There are some PSR consumers who benefit from both services and are making improved progress towards independent living. We at Southeastern Healthcare of NC, Inc. are very much aware that approval of both services are the exception not the rule which is why only specific consumers who will benefit from both services are currently being submitted for PSS. We currently have over 100 people on roster for PSR and we are not submitting or requesting PSS services for all of our clients.” Response from this provider adequately explains the reason this does happen and acknowledges it is very rare but benefits consumers. Closing concern as tracking and sending internal complainant resolution email. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		25

		11774		Hillary Vandewart		04/29/2021		Wilkie		Jessica		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Alexander Youth Network		1		649770 - CRUM, EMMA		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		1		In-State		PRTF		0		1		This writer received a call from individual's mother, Amy Crum 919-749-8965, informing that she received a call yesterday from her daughter informing that she has tested positive or chlamydia after experiencing some issues and going to the OB/GYN. Amy reported that individual told her that on the last morning of her stay at Alexander Youth Network PRTF in Greensboro (formerly Youth Focus) on 2/22/2021, individual's female roommate woke her up at 5am and told individual that a male peer went out on a home visit and came back with a vape tube and asked individual if she wanted to go vape with roommate and the male peer in the bathroom. Per Amy, individual informed that they were all vaping in the bathroom and the other individual noted in this grievance asked individual for "payment" by engaging in intercourse. Individual told Amy that she said no initially because the other female peer and the male peer had been having sex in that bathroom for sometime before this specific incident and individual did not feel comfortable doing that. Individual told Amy that the female peer and male Alliance consumer pressured individual until she agreed to have sexual intercourse with the male peer. Individual is now positive for the STD and is concerned about the other two individual's involved. Mom is contacting DHSR, Joint Commission, Alliance, and CPS. The concern is that there is potential situation where 3 children were able to leave their rooms at 5am to join up in a bathroom, use a vaping tool, and have sex without any staff supervision or checks. Also, there is concern that this is something that has been happening in the facility for some time between the female roommate and the male Alliance peer. Individual is now in a different PRTF, but this was happening at AYN prior to her transfer. Individual was also 13 at the time of the incident and the male peer is over the age of 16.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Provider to Alexander Youth Network		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8212		05/25/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		This writer received a call from individual's mother, Amy Crum 919-749-8965, informing that she received a call yesterday from her daughter informing that she has tested positive or chlamydia after experiencing some issues and going to the OB/GYN. Amy reported that individual told her that on the last morning of her stay at Alexander Youth Network PRTF in Greensboro (formerly Youth Focus) on 2/22/2021, individual's female roommate woke her up at 5am and told individual that a male peer went out on a home visit and came back with a vape tube and asked individual if she wanted to go vape with roommate and the male peer in the bathroom. Per Amy, individual informed that they were all vaping in the bathroom and the other individual noted in this grievance asked individual for "payment" by engaging in intercourse. Individual told Amy that she said no initially because the other female peer and the male peer had been having sex in that bathroom for some time before this specific incident and individual did not feel comfortable doing that. Individual told Amy that the female peer and male Alliance consumer pressured individual until she agreed to have sexual intercourse with the male peer. Individual is now positive for the STD and is concerned about the other two individual's involved. Mom is contacting DHSR, Joint Commission, Alliance, and CPS. The concern is that there is potential situation where 3 children were able to leave their rooms at 5am to join up in a bathroom, use a vaping tool, and have sex without any staff supervision or checks. Also, there is concern that this is something that has been happening in the facility for some time between the female roommate and the male Alliance peer. Individual is now in a different PRTF, but this was happening at AYN prior to her transfer. Individual was also 13 at the time of the incident and the male peer is over the age of 16.
[PT: Emma Crum				DOB: 3/2/07				ID: 649770]
5/5/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
5/14/21
This writer confirmed that incident report was completed by provider:
Client's mom informed staff that Emma had tested positive for chlamydia. Upon receiving this positive test result Emma informed her therapist that she had sex with another client the morning she left (2/22) around 5 am. Her mother reported that Emma reported that her and another peer snuck down to his room to use his vape to get high, as a form of “payment” she then had sex with him. It was reported that she said yes although felt pressured. This was what was reported by Amy Crum that her daughter reported to her during a call with her therapist. 4/30/21 At 9:06 am, Guilford DSS was called and a report was made. All information was given and it will be passed to determine if it will be investigated. DHSR will also be made aware from DSS and can investigate as well. Contacted IT (9:11 am via text) to make sure cameras went that that far. As of 1:15 pm on 4/30 nothing has been found on the cameras and mom was called to ask if that date was right.
This writer reached out to QA Analyst (Incidents), Jessica Killette to request documentation related to incident report. 
This writer received Incident Report from Jessica, however, no other documentation was available due to Alliance not being home MCO. Incident Report confirmed that appropriate reports had been made to Guilford County DSS as well as DHSR and Joint Commission.
This writer then reached out to Buddy Plummer, VP Performance Improvement, via email to share concern details and requested a response no later than 5/21. He responded that they were currently reviewing the incident and finalizing their response and that he would send next week.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/20/21
This writer received written report from Mr. Plummer.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
5/25/21
This writer finalized review of report which can be summarized below:
•	Internal investigation occurred 4/29/21.
•	On 5/12/21, an internal panel review was conducted after gaining further information.
•	Interviews were conducted with on duty staff and the one client still in the program who was alleged to have been involved.
•	Video review also occurred to provide supportive information.
•	Female member who is currently still enrolled in the program has denied any sexual encounters occurred.
•	Video review reflects that Emma and the male entered the female member’s bedroom (no cameras are in the bedrooms). Unclear what occurred in the bedroom. 
•	A vape was not observed during the video review (however he was holding a Cheetos bag when he entered).
•	Prior to this incident, there were concerns that the male member had a visitor who gave him cigarettes which he smuggled in through his hair. 
•	As a result, ongoing wand searches occurred to prevent contraband.
•	Internal panel review identified concerns with supervision by third shift staff—particularly concerns of staff sleeping while on the 3rd shift. The staff involved in the incident with Emma has received corrective actions.
•	Additionally, the below action steps are being implemented to prevent this type of issue from occurring in the future:
o	Door chimes are being added to each member’s bedroom door to alert staff if/when member’s leave their bedroom which requires staff acknowledgement to silence.  
o	Planning has begun to add a 3rd shift monitor to support PRTF staff nightly throughout their shift and updating the check-in process by using a barcode scanning system to ensure nightly bed checks are completed as expected. 
o	Additionally, procedures have been adjusted to ensure staff are assigned positions while on the unit during 3rd shift. 
o	Nursing staff are also conducting 30 minute checks on the unit to assist if any staff require a break from their assigned location.
o	Random video reviews are also conducted by the Executive Director as needed.
Based on review of incident report as well as provider’s review/response/action steps, it appears that the appropriate entities have been notified and the provider is initiating corrective action in order to prevent this type of issue from reoccurring.
Based on this, this writer composed and sent resolution email to internal complainant. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Confirmed--Provider initiated corrective actions		1		1		0		26

		11775		Kristie White		04/29/2021		Nara		Brent		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		The Loving Home Incorporated		1		277705 - BURGESS, CRYSTAL		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Cumberland		0		1		In-State		Level III		1		1		Service Consultant made attempts on 4/1/21 and 4/22/21 to request the following documentation needed this month for quarterly monitoring. The following is needed for this month:
•	Crystal Burgess : Quarterly progress notes for 1/1/21-3/31/21
•	Crystal Burgess: Signed short range goals effective 1/1/21
•	Becky Shaw: Quarterly progress notes for 1/1/21-3/31/21
•	Sherman Weatherspoon: Quarterly progress notes for 1/1/21-3/31/21
This is in addition to documentation needed from last month (see below, copied from last month’s concern), which Service Consultant also included in this month’s requests in the hopes that the provider would respond to the overdue requests.
Service Consultant made attempts on 3/8/21 and 3/22/21 to request quarterly progress notes for Teresa Banks, Huey Brooks, Megan Killman and Jennifer Lockamy for the dates 12/1/20-2/28/21 needed in order to complete quarterly monitoring assessments. Service Consultant is also still waiting on documentation which was requested for twice last month, including a quarterly progress note for Terry Horne for the dates 11/1/20-1/31/20, a quarterly progress note for Jennifer Burkett for the dates 11/1/20-1/31/20, and signed short range goals for Jennifer Burkett (effective 11/1/20). In Service Consultant's emails this month (3/8 and 3/22), Service Consultant reminded QPs of these overdue requests. Requests were made to Vincent Williams, QP at The Loving Home (vwilliams.tlhnc@yahoo.com) and Beverly Curtis, QP at The Loving Home (thelovinghome@aol.com).
In addition to failure to provider service documentation, Service Consultant observed in reviewing claims for member Sherman Weatherspoon that there has been under- and over-utilization of services, and attempted to bring this to the provider’s attention, but has received no response. In claims review, Service Consultant observed that Sherman received 34.75 hours per week of Community Living and Supports, and is approved for 25 hours per week. Claims were not entered this quarter for Community Networking and Supported Employment services. SC brought this to QPs' attention in the email attempts this month so that over/underutilization may be addressed.
Finally, Service Consultant was contacted by Care Navigator Dante Murphy and informed that Specialized Consultative Services provider Dr. Geertina Ellis has also not been able to get a response from Mr. Williams and Ms. Curtis. She needs behavioral data for Teresa Banks in order to be able to update her behavior support plan. I told Dante that I would follow up on Dr. Ellis’s behalf.		No documentation has been sent since previous month’s internal concern was filed. Non-compliance with monitoring requirements continues to be an issue with this provider.
05/18/21-Correted to Administrative Issues. KM Appeals Coordinator		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8167		05/07/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Service Consultant made attempts on 4/1/21 and 4/22/21 to request the following documentation needed this month for quarterly monitoring. The following is needed for this month: • Crystal Burgess : Quarterly progress notes for 1/1/21-3/31/21 • Crystal Burgess: Signed short range goals effective 1/1/21 • Becky Shaw: Quarterly progress notes for 1/1/21-3/31/21 • Sherman Weatherspoon: Quarterly progress notes for 1/1/21-3/31/21 This is in addition to documentation needed from last month (see below, copied from last month’s concern), which Service Consultant also included in this month’s requests in the hopes that the provider would respond to the overdue requests. Service Consultant made attempts on 3/8/21 and 3/22/21 to request quarterly progress notes for Teresa Banks, Huey Brooks, Megan Killman and Jennifer Lockamy for the dates 12/1/20-2/28/21 needed in order to complete quarterly monitoring assessments. Service Consultant is also still waiting on documentation which was requested for twice last month, including a quarterly progress note for Terry Horne for the dates 11/1/20-1/31/20, a quarterly progress note for Jennifer Burkett for the dates 11/1/20-1/31/20, and signed short range goals for Jennifer Burkett (effective 11/1/20). In Service Consultant's emails this month (3/8 and 3/22), Service Consultant reminded QPs of these overdue requests. Requests were made to Vincent Williams, QP at The Loving Home (vwilliams.tlhnc@yahoo.com) and Beverly Curtis, QP at The Loving Home (thelovinghome@aol.com). In addition to failure to provider service documentation, Service Consultant observed in reviewing claims for member Sherman Weatherspoon that there has been under- and over-utilization of services, and attempted to bring this to the provider’s attention, but has received no response. In claims review, Service Consultant observed that Sherman received 34.75 hours per week of Community Living and Supports, and is approved for 25 hours per week. Claims were not entered this quarter for Community Networking and Supported Employment services. SC brought this to QPs' attention in the email attempts this month so that over/underutilization may be addressed. Finally, Service Consultant was contacted by Care Navigator Dante Murphy and informed that Specialized Consultative Services provider Dr. Geertina Ellis has also not been able to get a response from Mr. Williams and Ms. Curtis. She needs behavioral data for Teresa Banks in order to be able to update her behavior support plan. I told Dante that I would follow up on Dr. Ellis’s behalf. No documentation has been sent since previous month’s internal concern was filed. Non-compliance with monitoring requirements continues to be an issue with this provider
 
04/29/21-Internal- The Loving Home Incorporated- not submitting requested documentation. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/30/21-Sending for case consult from SIU-THeld due to claims issues of over/underutilization. Also reached to internal complainant about if Provider Network Department is involved and he stated yes but BYoung could not get anyone to respond at the provider agency. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/07/21-This writer composed and sent acknowledgement/resolution email to internal complainant. This writer reached out to Vincent Williams, Clinical Director at The Loving Home, to share concerns and request a written response by 05/14/21. This writer encouraged the provider to complete an internal audit. This writer will resolve concern based on notifying provider of concerns and will continue tracking moving forward. Any further updates received from provider will be included in concern follow-up. Thanks Kristie for all your help with the issues I’ve been having with The Loving Home. Per internal complainant , " called Vincent Williams today, and we talked on the phone about my outstanding documentation requests.Mr. Williams said he will be working today on getting some of these overdue quarterly progress updates to me."KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		8

		11776		Kim Ware		04/29/2021		Smith		Candice		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Service Coordination between providers		Crisis - Inpatient				Multi-Disability		Adult		Holly Hill Hospital, LLC		1		276859 - KRAKOWSKI, JOSEPH		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Member was hospitalized at HHH. HL notified HHH staff of connection to Easter Seals ACTT, and ACTT of member's HHH inpatient stay. Member discharged on 4/28/2021 with an aftercare plan to follow up with Monarch. I inquired to the SW about this and she reported that she "accidently" wrote Monarch. Monarch is extremely overused for discharge planning and this documentation error could cause an issue with continuity of care.		CORRECTIONS: ENTERED PT ID; AGAINST CHANGED FROM OTHER TO PROVIDER; licensure entered dhsr; DISABILITY CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO MULTI		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8149		05/03/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member was hospitalized at HHH. HL notified HHH staff of connection to Easter Seals ACTT, and ACTT of member's HHH inpatient stay. Member discharged on 4/28/2021 with an aftercare plan to follow up with Monarch. I inquired to the SW about this and she reported that she "accidently" wrote Monarch. Monarch is extremely overused for discharge planning and this documentation error could cause an issue with continuity of care. 
JOSEPH KRAKOWSKI  ID: 276859   (DOB: 8/23/1983)
*please note duplicative nature, different members #11728 and 11778
4/29/21 This writer made call and spoke with internal complainant, hospital liaison Candice Smith. This writer explained the role of QM and next steps regarding her concerns. This writer explained that due to the duplicative nature of multiple concerns submitted by complainant, the cases will be linked and tracked. This writer explained that the agency’s Risk Mgr has been contacted and required to submit and internal review to include actions taken to address the concerns and changes made to avoid the occurrence in the future. This writer explained that based on date of submission the provider’s internal review is still in progress noting that they have not had the opportunity to take corrective actions prior to her submitting other concerns. This writer staffed case with Incident & Grievance Mgr, T Parker regarding the duplicity. This writer is to proceed as planned with the agency submitting systemic changes to avoid the occurrence in the future. This writer plans to notify the assigned AH PND Specialist.
5/3/21 This writer notified HHH Risk Mgr, Marcy Cortez of the duplicity of concerns. This writer has requested that this case be included in submission of actions taken for previous case (11728). This writer explained that the matter is being tracked by the QM department. Ack/Res emailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time. Any subsequent correspondence received from provider to be noted I follow up(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		4

		11777		Hillary Vandewart		04/29/2021		CRUM		Amy		Guardian		Grievance		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Alexander Youth Network		1		649770 - CRUM, EMMA		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		1		In-State		PRTF		0		1		Member was participating in treatment at facility at which time during the night Feb 22, 2021, she was awoken by other participants who she used a vapor pen with and participated in sexual activities, resulting in an STD. Member was moved to new facility on Feb 22 to new facility in SC. Member did not have proper supervisor while in this facility. Care Coordinator, Jessica Wilkie, who encouraged mom to file grievance.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Service Type to Residential and Residential to PRTF		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8159		05/26/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member was participating in treatment at facility at which time during the night Feb 22, 2021, she was awoken by other participants who she used a vapor pen with and participated in sexual activities, resulting in an STD. Member was moved to new facility on Feb 22 to new facility in SC. Member did not have proper supervision while in this facility. Care Coordinator, Jessica Wilkie, who encouraged mom to file grievance.
[PT: Emma Crum				DOB: 3/2/07				ID: 649770]
5/5/21
This writer contacted complainant, Amy Crum, to discuss grievance. She provided some additional information that had come to light since filing the grievance. She stated that she had been in contact with the ED (Megan) who stated that the video tapes were reviewed and they weren’t able to see anything on the camera showing that members were able to get up and go to bathroom. She inquired as to whether or not there was a chance the date/time had been mixed up. Both guardian and therapist at new PRTF asked Emma and she stated emphatically that she knew it was this date because it was the day she was moving. She reported that after the incident, her roommate helped her pack her bags.
Emma also reported that she knew that Dyquan had sexually assaulted another girl who ended up at a hospital and was transferred. Megan (ED) told Amy that they had “suspicions” about him but could never catch him and could never get any of the other girls to report. She stated that, as a mother to a child who was assaulted, she was not pleased to hear this. She emphasized that, despite the fact that Emma was not held against her will, she never should have been able to be unsupervised in the bathroom for that amount of time. 
This writer thanked her for the information and confirmed her mailing address. This writer shared with her the grievance resolution process and told her that I would be in touch.
This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement letter.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/14/21
This writer confirmed that incident report was completed by provider:
Client's mom informed staff that Emma had tested positive for chlamydia. Upon receiving this positive test result Emma informed her therapist that she had sex with another client the morning she left (2/22) around 5 am. Her mother reported that Emma reported that her and another peer snuck down to his room to use his vape to get high, as a form of “payment” she then had sex with him. It was reported that she said yes although felt pressured. This was what was reported by Amy Crum that her daughter reported to her during a call with her therapist. 4/30/21 At 9:06 am, Guilford DSS was called and a report was made. All information was given and it will be passed to determine if it will be investigated. DHSR will also be made aware from DSS and can investigate as well. Contacted IT (9:11 am via text) to make sure cameras went that that far. As of 1:15 pm on 4/30 nothing has been found on the cameras and mom was called to ask if that date was right.
This writer reached out to QA Analyst (Incidents), Jessica Killette to request documentation related to incident report. 
This writer received Incident Report from Jessica, however, no other documentation was available due to Alliance not being home MCO. Incident Report confirmed that appropriate reports had been made to Guilford County DSS as well as DHSR and Joint Commission.
This writer then reached out to Buddy Plummer, VP Performance Improvement, via email to share concern details and requested a response no later than 5/21. He responded that they were currently reviewing the incident and finalizing their response and that he would send next week.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/20/21
This writer received written report from Mr. Plummer.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
5/25/21
This writer finalized review of report which can be summarized below:
•	Internal investigation occurred 4/29/21.
•	On 5/12/21, an internal panel review was conducted after gaining further information.
•	Interviews were conducted with on duty staff and the one client still in the program who was alleged to have been involved.
•	Video review also occurred to provide supportive information.
•	Female member who is currently still enrolled in the program has denied any sexual encounters occurred.
•	Video review reflects that Emma and the male entered the female member’s bedroom (no cameras are in the bedrooms). Unclear what occurred in the bedroom. 
•	A vape was not observed during the video review (however he was holding a Cheetos bag when he entered).
•	Prior to this incident, there were concerns that the male member had a visitor who gave him cigarettes which he smuggled in through his hair. 
•	As a result, ongoing wand searches occurred to prevent contraband.
•	Internal panel review identified concerns with supervision by third shift staff—particularly concerns of staff sleeping while on the 3rd shift. The staff involved in the incident with Emma has received corrective actions.
•	Additionally, the below action steps are being implemented to prevent this type of issue from occurring in the future:
o	Door chimes are being added to each member’s bedroom door to alert staff if/when member’s leave their bedroom which requires staff acknowledgement to silence.  
o	Planning has begun to add a 3rd shift monitor to support PRTF staff nightly throughout their shift and updating the check-in process by using a barcode scanning system to ensure nightly bed checks are completed as expected. 
o	Additionally, procedures have been adjusted to ensure staff are assigned positions while on the unit during 3rd shift. 
o	Nursing staff are also conducting 30 minute checks on the unit to assist if any staff require a break from their assigned location.
o	Random video reviews are also conducted by the Executive Director as needed.
This writer contacted Ms. Crum and discussed provider’s response with her. She asked whether or not this writer was aware how many staff were on shift that evening. This writer shared that I did not. She stated that the reason she asks is because she learned that in November, this provider was cited for not having enough staff. There were only 2-3, and should have been minimum 4. She stated that, had they heeded that warning in November, she feels this might have been prevented (Emma reported to mom that there were only 2 staff on shift that evening). 
She shared with this writer that DHSR’s report was supposed to be finalized by Thurs/Fri and would hopefully shed light on this. This writer agreed and stated that we would continue to monitor to ensure that this type of issue does not reoccur.
This writer then located DHSR Plan of Correction from 11/4/21 (https://info.ncdhhs.gov/dhsr/mhlcs/sods/2020/20201110-971047.pdf) which confirmed that provider had been cited for only having 2 staff on 3rd shift when they should have had 4 minimum. 
This writer then reached out to Mr. Plummer to ask him to confirm whether the appropriate number of direct care staff were on shift on the morning of the incident, and if not, if this was something that would be addressed in the corrective actions. This writer foresees that this information will also be available in forthcoming DHSR report. This writer will update grievance portal with follow-up from Mr. Plummer and DHSR results letter. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/26/21
This writer composed and sent resolution letter. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Confirmed--Provider initiated corrective action		1		1		0		27

		11778		Kim Ware		04/29/2021		SMITH		CANDICE		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Service Coordination between providers		Crisis - Inpatient				Multi-Disability		Adult		Holly Hill Hospital, LLC		0		747216 - Hendricks, Brandon		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Member was admitted to HHH. HL notified HHH of member's connection with NCRSS for SAIOP. Notification was confirmed as received by the social worker and the discharge planner. Member discharged to follow up with Monarch, without notes of if member was going to continue with NCRSS. Monarch is overused as a discharge plan at HHH.		CORRECTIONS: ENTERED PT ID; CHANGED DISABILITY FROM UNKNOWN TO MULTI ; CHANGED AGE GROUP FROM UNKNOWN TO ADULT; AGAINST CHANGED FROM OTHER TO PROVIDER; LICENSURE ENTERED DHSR		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8150		05/03/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member was admitted to HHH. HL notified HHH of member's connection with NCRSS for SAIOP. Notification was confirmed as received by the social worker and the discharge planner. Member discharged to follow up with Monarch, without notes of if member was going to continue with NCRSS. Monarch is overused as a discharge plan at HHH. 
BRANDON HENDRICKS  ID: 747216  (DOB: 11/3/1983)
4/23/21 Acknowledgment emailed to internal complainant. Response received form Ms. Smith indicates the following: Hi Kim! 
Re: Concern 11728
I heard back from the SW after submitting the grievance, and she reported that the member had declined all appointments/referrals. I still think it’s best practice to include the enhanced providers or at least notify me, but I did want to provide you with that update.

Thank you!

4/29/21 This writer made call and spoke with internal complainant, hospital liaison Candice Smith. This writer explained the role of QM and next steps regarding her concerns. This writer explained that due to the duplicative nature of multiple concerns submitted by complainant, the cases will be linked and tracked. This writer explained that the agency’s Risk Mgr has been contacted and required to submit and internal review to include actions taken to address the concerns and changes made to avoid the occurrence in the future. This writer explained that based on date of submission the provider’s internal review is still in progress noting that they have not had the opportunity to take corrective actions prior to her submitting other concerns. This writer staffed case with Incident & Grievance Mgr, T Parker regarding the duplicity. This writer is to proceed as planned with the agency submitting systemic changes to avoid the occurrence in the future. This writer plans to notify the assigned AH PND Specialist.
5/3/21 This writer notified HHH Risk Mgr, Marcy Cortez of the duplicity of concerns. This writer has requested that this case be included in submission of actions taken for previous cases (11728/11776). This writer explained that the matter is being tracked by the QM department. Res emailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time. Any subsequent correspondence received from provider to be noted in follow up.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		4

		11779		Kristie White		04/29/2021		Thompson		Rashanya		Family Member		External Stakeholder Concern		Quality of Services		Assertive Community Tx Team				Mental Health Only		Adult		Easter Seals UCP North Carolina & Virginia, Inc.		1		509111 - Thompson, Nikki		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Caller reports concerns related to member well-being and lack of engagement by the ACTT team.  Caller is member’s mother (not LG).  Caller reports member was evicted from apartment due to ACTT not submitting paperwork in a timely manner.  Caller reports information was obtained from rental office staff and this occurred approximately 2 months ago.  Member is currently pregnant and currently incarcerated; upon release she has no where to go.  Member is to be released tomorrow; April 30th.  Caller communicated with ACTT (Vanessa Hodge and a person named Matt) to inquire as to members living arrangements upon release and ongoing services as she has not been receiving prior to incarceration. Provider unwilling to provide any additional information to caller due to not having a ROI on file.  
Caller reports engaging staff to have ROI signed; willing to pick up and take to jail for signature.  Provider only willing to fax document to jail facility.  Caller has been in contact with Maria at jail to ensure arrival of fax.  Recently informed in receipt of fax; but still no signature.  Caller reports an understanding of members role in eviction; but continued to express concerns related to ACTT services as due to their lack of engagement with member; small issues and/or concerns were never addressed and their inability or lack of intervention to assist member ultimately resulted in her eviction.		CORRECTIONS: TYPE CHANGED FROM GRIEVANCE TO EXTERNAL STAKEHOLDER/Changed to Mental Health Only.		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8165		05/25/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Nikki Thompson Patient ID: 509111 DOB: 07/12/1997
Caller reports concerns related to member well-being and lack of engagement by the ACTT team. Caller is member’s mother (not LG). Caller reports member was evicted from apartment due to ACTT not submitting paperwork in a timely manner. Caller reports information was obtained from rental office staff and this occurred approximately 2 months ago. Member is currently pregnant and currently incarcerated; upon release she has nowhere to go. Member is to be released tomorrow; April 30th. Caller communicated with ACTT (Vanessa Hodge and a person named Matt) to inquire as to members living arrangements upon release and ongoing services as she has not been receiving prior to incarceration. Provider unwilling to provide any additional information to caller due to not having a ROI on file. Caller reports engaging staff to have ROI signed; willing to pick up and take to jail for signature. Provider only willing to fax document to jail facility. Caller has been in contact with Maria at jail to ensure arrival of fax. Recently informed in receipt of fax; but still no signature. Caller reports an understanding of members role in eviction; but continued to express concerns related to ACTT services as due to their lack of engagement with member; small issues and/or concerns were never addressed and their inability or lack of intervention to assist member ultimately resulted in her eviction.
04/29/21-External stakeholder concern- against ESUCP- lack of engagement of ACT Team. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/06/21-Reached out to Access clinician who took call Yvonne James to get the mother’s name and number for this external grievance. Found out her name was Rashanya Thompson and called her at 919-791-7151 to get additional information and address to send the grievance acknowledgment letter. Explained to mother that if she is not legal guardian it will be limited information I can give her. I asked them about the housing issue. The main work she got evicted her paper work was not submitted in a timely manner. EasterSeals ACTT Team is saying that the could not find Nikki in order to complete the paper. They do not check on her daughter as they should or do a well check up on her and if she does not come to the door rather than ask management team to unlock her door and they do not and the crisis person is very disrespectful to me and they hung up on her (Shelda). Sending acknowledgment letter to member mother and reached to EasterSeals Phyllis Elliott about this grievance and emailed her concern element email to be returned to me by 05/13/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/13/21-Per Jive on 05/6/21 , Aimee Izawai from TCLI spoke to , "Member called today and notified that she has been released from jail.  She was separated from her housing in March of 2021 due to lease violations but is interested now in looking for new housing.  She is currently living with her mother and would like to live with her mom, her mom's daughter, and another baby that is either on the way or is very young.  A short discussion transpired on the rehousing process.  Nikki switched between differnt topics and questions quickly so it was hard to answer her questions.  She is still linked to Easter Seals ACT in Wake County.  An email was made to Lucy Wachira ACTT Team lead to let her know that Nikki is interested in connecting with the housing specialist on the team.  Nikki also asked for contact information for her mother so an email was also sent to her mom at  queenzyni2016@gmail.com so she would have the information she requested.  Nikki's number is 919-247-7920." KM Appeals Coordinator
05/25/21-See open grievance #11783 about housing/check issue also. Received response from EasterSeals sent ACTT notes and Psych Notes. Calling member at 919-791-7151 about this response and spoke to Rashanya Thompson. She was still upset about EasterSeals services informed her they can call the Access line to see if they can get another provider or get a referral from EasterSeals. Also, let her know to let her know this per the notes they spoke with TCLI Team Lead on 5/12/21 and Nikki would receive her TCLI voucher once Niki and her mother  get approved for an apartment. When this happens TJ Team Leader will send appropriate documents to staff and Niki is responsible for all moving costs. Other notes state about a possible check that she is stating EasterSeals has and Nikki had several crisis calls and was accusing Shelda a of stealing a check. They informed Nikki of the purpose of the crisis phone. Per the information in the notes the ACTT team has helped member in the right direction for Housing services and also the crisis line information states she was redirected on not calling the crisis line for other things other than a crisis. Closing this concern as tracking and sending resolution grievance letter to member. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		26

		11780		Kim Ware		04/29/2021		WILLOUGHBY		JENNIFER		Guardian		Grievance		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Crisis - Inpatient				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Keystone WSNC, LLC dba Old Vineyard Behavioral Health Services		1		301829 - CRUZTYLER, CECILIA		White		H= Hispanic, Other		Female		Wake		0		1		In-State		PRTF		1		1		(CID 575690)
Jennifer Willoughby  Foster --  care worker (case manager) Wake Co. DSS
Celicia Cruz-Tyler 09/19/2008

Grievance is against Old Vineyard

Client told staff that she was being touch inappropriately by another client at the facility.  Old Vinyard never consulted the guardian that this had happened.  There was no investigation or follow up to the member’s compliant.  Guardian found this concerning, it bothered her that she was assaulted and the staff member never notified the guardian.  There should have been an investigation.  
Guardian would like to be contacted for this investigation.		CORRECTIONS: UNCHECKED FROM PT; CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME FROM MEMBER'S; AGAINST CHANGED FROM OTHER TO PROVIDER; ENTERED PROVIDER; ENTERED DHSR LICENSURE		DHSR		Referred to External Lic or State Agency		8225		05/28/2021		Resolved/Completed		DHSR		CID 575690)
Jennifer Willoughby  Foster --  care worker (case manager) Wake Co. DSS
Celicia Cruz-Tyler 09/19/2008

Grievance is against Old Vineyard

Client told staff that she was being touch inappropriately by another client at the facility.  Old Vinyard never consulted the guardian that this had happened.  There was no investigation or follow up to the member’s compliant.  Guardian found this concerning, it bothered her that she was assaulted and the staff member never notified the guardian.  There should have been an investigation.  
Guardian would like to be contacted for this investigation.
5/3/21 Call to grievant; left vm message.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/6/21 Call to grievant; left vm message. Ack letter mailed.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/10/21 Call to Ms Willoughby; no response to date.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/26/21 This writer received call from Ms. Willoughby and discussed the matters of concern. She apologized for delay in response. Per her report she only found out after member was discharged and shared with her that she had reported the inappropriate touching to staff “Ashely” and nothing was done. This writer explained steps to be taken by QM to include DHSR reporting as well as follow up with the agency regarding incident reporting etc. The plan is to monitor agency response and adherence to reporting protocol. Call to DHSR; filed directly with complaint intake unit staff “Vee”. Per Vee, the case had been submitted by DSS as well. Per protocol, this writer will be contacted in regards to the investigation and results. 
5/28/21 This writer made call to Susan Keel Anderson (336) 794-4386, Director of Performance Improvement and Risk Mgmt. to make her aware of the concern. The information was mailed directly for review and response at susan.keel-anerson@uhsinc.com. Based on agency notification and DHSR report filed, case to be closed. Any subsequent correspondence received from both DHSR and the agency to be noted in follow-up. Resolution letter mailed to grievant.(K.WARE,QAA)		undetermined-referred to DHSR		1		1		0		29

		11781		Kristie White		04/30/2021		Howell		Sabrina		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Unity Home Care, Inc.		1		127483 - COHEN, ADIAH		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Johnston		0		1		In-State		Therapeutic Foster Care		1		0		Member was left alone for roughly 9+ hours Monday through Friday at the TFC home while the TFC provider was at work.  There was another TFC child in the home and the TFC providers minor child in the home, all unattended.  TFC providers boyfriend was also in the home and caring for the member and it does not appear that he is on the license and it is unclear if he has been cleared through the system.		CORRECTIONS: Changed complainant info to reflect internal complainant, changed Type to Internal, Changed Nature to Abuse/Neglect		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8168		05/21/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member was left alone for roughly 9+ hours Monday through Friday at the TFC home while the TFC provider was at work. There was another TFC child in the home and the TFC providers minor child in the home, all unattended. TFC providers boyfriend was also in the home and caring for the member and it does not appear that he is on the license and it is unclear if he has been cleared through the system.
Patient: Adiah Cohen Patient ID: 127483 DOB: 05/25/2007
04/30/21-Internal Employee Concern against Unity Home Care re. minor member being left unattended. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/07/21-Sending acknowledgment email to internal complainant SHowell. Called Brenda McLean and per provider the member was left alone due to TFC parent having to go to work and the child was at school virtually. She did not know if this was a problem since the child was not a cutter and was told she would have to get daycare for her and she did and then DHSR would not pay for it. They said they would have to come and get the member and they found her another placement. She did a file a grievance against the foster parent. Since no CPS report she was told she did not have to file an incident report. Sending her concern element email at unityhomecare@aol.com  to be returned to me by 05/14/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/11/21-Per TParker consult call provider and they do need to do an incident report and call DHSR line to report this also. Received email from provider with response and let her know that an incident report does need to be made even if the child is no longer placed at the TFC. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/21/21-Received full investigation from Unity Home Care Director, “received a call from Belle Wilson on April 22 about children (13, 15, and 1) were left at home doing their virtual learning. I Brenda McLean, Director, told Belle that “I was not aware of the situation at all.” Per Director was told that the girls were left at home due to her daughter went back to work from the Pandemic. The child was informed by a social worker that when the child is moved her supervisor will be filing a grievance that I was unaware of. The boyfriend was a frequent visitor and had a background check on him from the agency. I let provider know that she needs to file an incident report. Per Jiva note dated JKillette wrote 04/22/21 Level 2 was filed. “Level 2 - Allegation of Neglect:  According to the Foster Parent, she went to work and the children were at home with her 16-year-old granddaughter. The pandemic had called the FP back to work and the children continue to be out of school doing work virtually.  Supervision plan was put in place, however the DSS social worker chose to remove the child.” Sending internal complainant this information and closing this internal concern as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		21

		11782		Kim Ware		04/30/2021		Evans		Keatrah		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Assertive Community Tx Team				Mental Health Only		Adult		UNC Faculty Physicians		1		89786 - WHITE, ERICA		Black/African American		Not Defined		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		UNC ATT has an authorization on file for member id   89786 that expired May 2020. ACTT team hasn't submitted a recent authorization, pcp, or crisis plan in 2 years for member. They have also been billing claims for services and member has been in a medical rehab facility for the last year. I suspect services haven't been rendered to member as claimed by the ACTT team.		CORRECTIONS: Connected member to grievance in portal, Change Nature to Auth/Payment Billing, Changed Type to Internal Employee Concern		other		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8156		05/05/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		UNC ATT has an authorization on file for member id 89786 that expired May 2020. ACTT team hasn't submitted a recent authorization, pcp, or crisis plan in 2 years for member. They have also been billing claims for services and member has been in a medical rehab facility for the last year. I suspect services haven't been rendered to member as claimed by the ACTT team.
ERICA WHITE   ID: 89786  (DOB: 1/27/1986)
5/5/21 This writer received notification from T Held, AH Special Investigations Unit, that the case will be handled by SIU due to the allegation of billing for services not rendered. Ack/Res emailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		undetermined-referred to SIU for investigation and action		1		1		0		5

		11783		Hillary Vandewart		04/30/2021		Thompson		Rashanya		Parent		External Stakeholder Concern		Access to Services		Assertive Community Tx Team				Mental Health Only		Adult		Easter Seals UCP North Carolina & Virginia, Inc.		1		509111 - Thompson, Nikki		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		[CID: 575859 ] 
CALLER'S NAME/ ROLE/ NUMBER: Rashanya Thompson—mother, not guardian. Has recently obtained signed PHI consent. PH: 919-791-7151.  ADDRESS: 608-D Peter Ct Raleigh, NC 27610.
MEMBER'S NAME (if different): Nikki Thompson. DOB 7/12/1997. 
SAFETY SCREENING: No acute crisis needs. Currently incarcerated in Wake jail; pending d/c soon.
COUNTY, if gathered: Wake
INSURANCE, if gathered: Medicaid
PURPOSE OF CALL: GRIEVANCE. Caller reports the following concerns re: provider, Easter Seals ACT--Wake: Member Is being released w/ no advance preparation by Easter Seals to address housing. Client is being d/c from jail--23 y/o homeless pregnant female; was in jail for 37 days. Caller reports that the provider is now not returning her calls, nor has she been allowed to speak w/ an Easter Seals supervisor as requested. Is getting voice mails when caller contacts the provider; has left repeated messages. Has legal PHI consent from member as of 4/29/21. Caller reports the provider is being unresponsive to her inquiries to support her daughter.
RESOURCES/Staff recommendations: Continue to work w/ provider as possible. Writer will file grievance.
SEVERITY: Non-threshold. 
COMMENTS / NOTES: Writer gathered contact information and filed grievance as requested by caller.
--DC Rhyne, LCSW-----------------		CORRECTIONS: Changed Type of Case to External Stakeholder, Changed Source to Parent, Connected member to Grievance in Portal, Changed Nature to Access to Services, Changed Residential to NO		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8196		05/25/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		[CID: 575859] 
CALLER'S NAME/ ROLE/ NUMBER: Rashanya Thompson—mother, not guardian. Has recently obtained signed PHI consent. PH: 919-791-7151.  ADDRESS: 608-D Peter Ct Raleigh, NC 27610.
MEMBER'S NAME (if different): Nikki Thompson. DOB 7/12/1997. 
SAFETY SCREENING: No acute crisis needs. Currently incarcerated in Wake jail; pending d/c soon.
PURPOSE OF CALL: GRIEVANCE. Caller reports the following concerns re: provider, Easter Seals ACT--Wake: Member is being released w/ no advance preparation by Easter Seals to address housing. Client is being d/c from jail--23 y/o homeless pregnant female; was in jail for 37 days. Caller reports that the provider is now not returning her calls, nor has she been allowed to speak w/ an Easter Seals supervisor as requested. Is getting voice mails when caller contacts the provider; has left repeated messages. Has legal PHI consent from member as of 4/29/21. Caller reports the provider is being unresponsive to her inquiries to support her daughter.
RESOURCES/Staff recommendations: Continue to work w/ provider as possible. Writer will file grievance.
[PT: Nikki Thompson				DOB: 7/12/97				ID: 509111]
5/6/21
This writer contacted complainant and acknowledged receipt of concern. She reported that member has been released and is now staying in her home with her (which is not allowed by landlord). She reported that after she worked with jail and ACT to get consent to team, they have been communicating with her more freely. She added to her concern that she did not feel as though they were checking on her appropriately and that all they did was knock on her door (did not contact apartment management, do a wellness check, etc). Complainant reported that the only reason she realized she was incarcerated was because she went to check on her and found out. 
She reported that they do have an appointment with the ACT doctor today and she plans to share some of these concerns. 
She feels that there is no plan for the member in terms of stable housing. Right now, she is having to sneak her into her complex and it’s like she is in another jail. 
ACT staff have told her excuses such as, they have over 800 people and Nikki is not the only client. 
This writer explained limitations of exchanging information and she stated that she could have Nikki verbally consent if needed. This writer confirmed her mailing address and told her we would be in touch. She thanked this writer.
This writer then composed and sent external stakeholder concern acknowledgement letter.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/18/21
This writer contacted QM Director, Phyllis Elliot (919) 622-6194 to share concern info and confirm whether this should be sent to her or ACT Team Lead. She confirmed that it should go to her and this writer thanked her and informed her that the information would be sent to her via email for her review and response.
This writer sent concern info to Ms. Elliott with a deadline of 5/25.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/19/21
This writer received forwarded voicemail from complainant from Todd Parker, Incident and Grievance Manger. Todd noted that it appeared that Kristie White (Appeals and Grievance Coordinator) had received a similar concern from same complainant (#11779). This writer informed Todd that I would touch base with Kristie regarding how to move forward.
This writer discussed case with Kristie and she informed this writer that she had already received a response from Ms. Elliott regarding the concern (which is mainly regarding member being evicted from housing prior to arrest). She stated that she had been given verbal permission from member to exchange information with complainant. This writer and Kristie agreed that Kristie would return mother’s call and share the information she had and to inform her that this writer was still awaiting more information regarding her second grievance and would share once available.
This writer then received response from Ms. Elliott stating that she had received a similar concern and sending the psychiatric/outpatient notes for the member. This writer thanked her and stated I would review and be in touch to let her know if anything else is needed
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/24/21
This writer conducted review of Easter Seals notes which can be summarized below:
•	Review of the record indicates that Nikki was often unavailable for services from the ACT staff.  ACT staff have coordinated with Nikki and her mother in an attempt to keep Nikki health and safe.
•	Nikki was evicted from her housing due to lease violations and police activity.
•	Member went to jail on 3/1 and was evicted around this time. Family feels it was Alliance’s fault.
•	Member was released and then went to jail again around 3/31 for assault with a deadly weapon.
•	Mother began calling crisis line on 4/29 regarding her daughter needing immediate housing upon being released from jail. Staff attempted to explain that this was not available.
•	Staff suggested Bridge Housing at Carolina Duke Inn if possible. Also possibility of a unit opening soon on Dacian Rd. 
•	Staff tried to explain that Nikki was evicted from Washington Terrace but Nikki reports that she simply did not complete a renewal document and claims she is still in good standing. 
•	Member and mother called crisis phone again recently regarding a check that they had allegedly been told was at the office. 
•	TJ Hayes with Alliance reported that Nikki will still receive her TCLI voucher once they are approved for an apartment. 
Provider response also indicated that Nikki was evicted due to lease violations and police activity and that Nikki and her mother have monopolized the crisis line when concerns were not a crisis and they would become verbally aggressive when redirected.
After reviewing notes from provider, this writer reached out to Ms. Elliott to ensure that there hadn’t been any updates in terms of housing options for this member (Bridge Housing/Dacian Rd apartment).
This writer received some additional more recent notes which indicated that housing specialist had recently attempted to reach Nikki to discuss housing options (5/19) but that she was disorganized and said she would call back later. When ACT staff couldn’t answer her return call, she contacted the crisis line and then asked for all correspondence to be through email. 
Ms. Elliott reported that the current plan was for Nikki and her mother to get a new place together. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/26/21
This writer reviewed notes from similar concern, #11779. Notes indicate that QA Analyst assigned to case, Kristie Mack, discussed provider’s response with complainant and informed her that they can call the Access line or ask for a referral from Easter Seals if they are unhappy with services. She shared provider’s response which indicated that they had been attempting to provide support with regards to housing and that they would receive their TCLI voucher once Nikki and her mother get approved for an apartment. Complainant was unhappy regarding housing not being able to be obtained immediately and QA Analyst continued to explain options.
Due to complainant already having been made aware of provider’s response, this writer will send resolution letter. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
5/27/21
This writer composed and sent resolution letter to external stakeholder. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Non-Issue		1		1		0		25

		11786		Kristie White		05/03/2021		Hughes		Katie		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Service Coordination between providers		Community Support Team				TBI Only		Adult		B & D Integrated Health Services		1		19147 - BULLOCK, THOMAS		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		CST team lead for this member has been incredibly unresponsive to TBI CC, physical health consultant only replying to emails with multiple phone calls to remind. CST team has interventions and goals to which team lead cannot and has not answered whether they have been that are directly impacting member's medication administration, compliance with doctor appointments, and risk for hospitalization. In efforts to collaborate to keep member out of hospital provider has only returned messages with multiple emails being sent, multiple phone calls and has not once responded with information needed for this member's urgent health needs.  Member continues to miss doctors appointments despite CST team intervention for compliance as well as provider of transportation. CST team lead continues to not be aware of missed appointments.		CORRECTIONS: TYPE CHANGED FROM GRIEVANCE TO INTERNAL/Disability is TBI Only based on information in internal concern info.(Portal only lists unknown morbidity obesity)		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8172		05/17/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CST team lead for this member has been incredibly unresponsive to TBI CC, physical health consultant only replying to emails with multiple phone calls to remind. CST team has interventions and goals to which team lead cannot and has not answered whether they have been that are directly impacting member's medication administration, compliance with doctor appointments, and risk for hospitalization. In efforts to collaborate to keep member out of hospital provider has only returned messages with multiple emails being sent, multiple phone calls and has not once responded with information needed for this member's urgent health needs. Member continues to miss doctors appointments despite CST team intervention for compliance as well as provider of transportation. CST team lead continues to not be aware of missed appointments.
Patient: Thomas Bullock Patient ID# 19147 DOB: 05/13/1968
05/03/21-Internal- against B&D- CST team lead unresponsive to AH CC attempts to coordinate services for TBI member; member continues to miss dr appts etc…KM Appeals Coordinator
05/10/21-Sent acknowledgment email to internal complainant KHughes and reached out to Jeremy Reed at B&D about this internal concern. Advised I can send the concern element email to him at jreed@bdihs.com to be returned to me by 05/17/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/17/21-Per internal investigation B&D conducted TBI was communicating with Chris Gladney, QP Case Manger for the team TL is Livia Corry. They were informed that member was aware we provide transportation despite member stating he didn’t realize we can take him to doctor’s appointments. Mr. Gladney states he did miss an email from the TBI but followed up with her after receiving a call from her. The member was adamant that he was compliance with his current medication and he doesn’t want his medication to be transferred to Gurley’s at this time. Per B&D, “On 5/11/21, a team meeting occurred that included Kate, the TBI CC, and Yancee Perez, the nurse consultant on the case. The team reports, “We identified our roles on the team and we touched base regarding Thomas's upcoming medical appointments and his medication compliance. We have agreed to be in touch regularly with any updates, especially medical updates.” Sending resolution email to internal complainant on this concern since B&D has shown to demonstrate they tried to be complainant and help member. Closing this concern as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		14

		11789		Hillary Vandewart		05/03/2021		SEMERE		FANUEL		Consumer		Grievance		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Crisis Services				Unknown Disability		18-20		Holly Hill Hospital, LLC		0		366617 - SEMERE, FANUEL		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		(CID 576257)   Member phoned to place a grievance in reference to his hospital bill.  He was covered by Medicaid during the time of his hospital (Holly Hill) stay, however, Medicaid has not paid the bill and they have contacted him to pay the bill.  Member would like the issue resolved.		CORRECTIONS: Added phone number, changed Disability to Unknown, Changed Nature of Issue to Auth/Payment/Billing, Changed Provider to Holly Hill, Changed Is Medicaid to NO		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8171		05/27/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		(CID 576257) Member phoned to place a grievance in reference to his hospital bill. He was covered by Medicaid during the time of his hospital (Holly Hill) stay, however, Medicaid has not paid the bill and they have contacted him to pay the bill. Member would like the issue resolved.
[PT: Fanuel Semere				DOB: 3/26/02				ID: 36617]
5/7/21
This writer called and left voicemail requesting a call back (919-696-4635).
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/10/21
This writer called and spoke briefly with Mr. Semere. He confirmed that the person he spoke with at Holly Hill said that the claims had been “rejected.” This writer assured him that I would look into the matter further and would be in contact with him regarding what I’m able to find out. This writer confirmed member’s address then composed and sent acknowledgement letter.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/18/21
This writer reached out to Claims Supervisors (Marilyn Madison and Tina Everett) with grievance details and requested assistance in looking into issue.
Tina Everett responded that the claims denied for “patient not enrolled on date of service.” It does not appear the member’s Medicaid is showing active in ACS. This is a denial issue that the provider should have reached out to their assigned Claims Research Analyst (Chelsea Reid) to review with them, rather than billing the member. She reported that Chelsea would reach out to the provider to address.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/24/21
This writer followed up with Chelsea via emai to see if she had been able to get the issue resolved with Holly Hill. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
5/25/21
This writer received feedback from Chelsea that she was able to explain to the new biller (Flor Lopez) that the claim should not have been billed to Alliance as he does not have coverage with Alliance, but it should have been sent to Value Options (who he is covered under). She stated that she would look into resolving the issue and indicated that she understood that the member should not have been billed directly for the service. 
This writer thanked her for the assistance and requested Flor’s number to be shared with the member in case he needs it. She provided: 919-250-7001.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
5/27/21
This writer called complainant and shared with him that the Alliance billing department had been in contact with Holly Hill, who would be resolving the issue. This writer shared with him that the phone number for the HHH billing contact would be included in his resolution letter in case he needed it. He thanked this writer for the assistance. 
This writer composed and sent resolution letter. No further action required at this time. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Confirmed--Provider initiated corrective action		1		1		0		24

		11791		Kristie White		05/03/2021		MOOLJI		RABAB		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Outpatient Services				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		B & D Integrated Health Services		1		696349 - MOOLJI, RABAB		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		Member reports that a Substance Use Counselor contacted her to offer services, but member does not need that type of service, she says. She adds that she requested a counselor who can help her with past trauma issues and was told by the provider that they do not have anyone like that on staff. Member adds a complaint that the staff members do not have defined roles at B & D, as evidenced by no one answering her questions when she asks what it is that a staff member does.				Not Defined				8158				Not Defined		Not Defined		5-5-21
This writer received voicemail messages from complainant yesterday (5-4-21) and today. Writer attempted to contact complainant at the number provided. Complainant's vm greeting states that she is "in a lot of pain but it doesn't matter". Writer left a vm for complainant informing that her case has been assigned to K. Mack and she will be reaching out to her. Writer left Kristie Mack's phone number as well as his number and encouraged complainant to call back if she has questions. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager
Patient: Rabab Moolji Patient ID: 696349 DOB: 03/23/1981
Member reports that a Substance Use Counselor contacted her to offer services, but member does not need that type of service, she says. She adds that she requested a counselor who can help her with past trauma issues and was told by the provider that they do not have anyone like that on staff. Member adds a complaint that the staff members do not have defined roles at B & D, as evidenced by no one answering her questions when she asks what it is that a staff member does.
05/04/21-Grievance against B&D re. various issues with staff, lack of defined roles. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/06/21-Called member at 919-742-0830 and no answer and left a message. KM Appeals Coordinator				1		1		0		(44,319)

		11792		Kim Ware		05/03/2021		KERSEY		ELYSE		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Outpatient Services				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Cape Fear Behavioral Health Center, LLC		1		648457 - CAMPBELL, KAMIRA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		This provider is repeatedly not addressing any recommendations in prior requests. Clinical justification is often almost identical, or at least very similar, to the prior request as well. CM continues to note this and asks for updates on recommendations, with no response. On 5/3/2021 CM also reviewed requests for Thaliyah Smith, Tatiana Sotoguzman, and Lily Capps that all had similar issues.

It would be beneficial to contact the provider and ensure they are reading/reviewing our recommendations.		CORRECTIONS: Changed to internal employee concern, changed complainant info to reflect internal complainant; DISABILITY CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO MH ONLY; NATURE CHANGED FRO QUALITY TO ADMINISTRATIVE; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO NOT LICENSED		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8184		05/12/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		This provider is repeatedly not addressing any recommendations in prior requests. Clinical justification is often almost identical, or at least very similar, to the prior request as well. CM continues to note this and asks for updates on recommendations, with no response. On 5/3/2021 CM also reviewed requests for Thaliyah Smith, Tatiana Sotoguzman, and Lily Capps that all had similar issues. It would be beneficial to contact the provider and ensure they are reading/reviewing our recommendations.		tracking		1		1		0		9

		11793		Kristie White		05/04/2021		MCDONALD		Cathy		Parent		External Stakeholder Concern		Access to Services		Community Support Team				Unknown Disability		18-20		B & D Integrated Health Services		1		729946 - MCDONALD, KYLE		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Johnston		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Caller is mother not legal guardian calling seeking to file a grievance against B and D Integrated Health CST. Caller reports that CST has not rendered CST services in months.		caller was transferred to LC for additional CST providers		other		Referred to Another LME/MCO		8181		05/13/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller is mother not legal guardian calling seeking to file a grievance against B and D Integrated Health CST. Caller reports that CST has not rendered CST services in months.
Patient: Kyle McDonald Patient ID: 729946 DOB: 02/18/2001
05/05/21-Grievance- against B&D; CST has not provided services in months. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/07/21-Called member mother Cathy McDonald at 919-879-7265 with no answer and left a message for a call back on information on this grievance. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/10/21-Reached out to member mother Cathy McDonald at 919-879-7265 and left a message. KM Appeals Coordinator 
05/11/21-Reached out to mother for third time with no call back or response sent more information needed letter to be returned by 05/24/21. Also sent to SIU for case consult also due to allegations of fraud/abuse. KM Appeals Coordinator
5/13/21-Per case consult from SIU willl take this as an allegation of billing for services not rendered. Closing concern as undetermied-Referred to SIU. KM Appeals Coordinator		Undetermined-Referred to SIU		1		1		0		9

		11794		Hillary Vandewart		05/04/2021		Keever		Shawnna		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Opioid Treatment				Substance Abuse Only		Adult		BAART Community Healthcare		0		94949 - ROPER, AARON		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		QOC for Aaron Roper (ID 94949) at BAART: CCM reviewing a request from BAART for OMT service for Aaron R. CCM noted that there were no documents for CCM to review and the SAR Justification did not provide any clinical information. CCM reached out to provider requesting clinical information and even advised provider as to what information would be helpful in determining medical necessity. Provider ended up re-submitting request with a nearly blank PCP. It appears that provider is utilizing a pre-fabricated PCP and did not provide adequate clinical information for this CCM to make a medical necessity determination. BAART does not appear to be aware of the benefit plan despite having technical assistance provided to them by CCM’s. This is the third submission for Aaron R. and this could be delaying services for this member. CCM staffed case with supervisor, Melissa Simpson and was advised to send for a quality of care concern. *Shawnna Keever, LCSW 5/4/21		CORRECTIONS: Changed Nature of Issue to Administrative Issues		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8169		05/26/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		QOC for Aaron Roper (ID 94949) at BAART: CCM reviewing a request from BAART for OMT service for Aaron R. CCM noted that there were no documents for CCM to review and the SAR Justification did not provide any clinical information. CCM reached out to provider requesting clinical information and even advised provider as to what information would be helpful in determining medical necessity. Provider ended up re-submitting request with a nearly blank PCP. It appears that provider is utilizing a pre-fabricated PCP and did not provide adequate clinical information for this CCM to make a medical necessity determination. BAART does not appear to be aware of the benefit plan despite having technical assistance provided to them by CCM’s. This is the third submission for Aaron R. and this could be delaying services for this member. CCM staffed case with supervisor, Melissa Simpson and was advised to send for a quality of care concern. *Shawnna Keever, LCSW 5/4/21
[PT: Aaron Roper				DOB: 2/14/93				ID: 94949]
5/10/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/11/21
This writer received email from complainant which included forwarded correspondence from agency indicating that CCA was not completed for member. Member had been in service since at least March 2021, so it appears admissions paperwork was never completed.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/21/21
This writer attempted to contact BAART via phone however agency closes at 1pm. This writer sent email to Clinical Director, Hilda Smith (hsmith@baartprograms.com) requesting that she confirm that she is still the appropriate contact for this type of concern.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
5/25/21
This writer has not received a response. This writer called BAART again 919.683.1607 and left a detailed message for her on her voicemail requesting a call back. This writer also sent a follow up email.
-Hillary Vandewart
5/26/21
This writer called BAART again to see if there is another contact who I can discuss the issue with. Spoke with receptionist and was directed to Sandra Lewis, Fiscal Clerk. She shared that Hilda was no longer working at BAART and that they are extremely short-staffed at the moment (without a clinical director) and trying to stay up to date with new intakes. She stated that she would do her best to respond to the concerns within the 3-5 day turnaround but couldn’t guarantee it. This writer asked that she just keep me posted if there were issues in meeting that deadline.
She agreed and provided her email address, Slewis2@baartprograms.com
This writer then sent concern elements to her with a deadline of 6/2.
This writer received response from Ms. Lewis stating that authorization had been approved and inquiring as to whether documentation was still needed (PCP, Crisis Plan, UA, etc). This writer reached out to internal complainant to inquire as to whether the requested documentation had been received and she confirmed.
This writer then shared with Ms. Lewis that no documentation needed to be uploaded; but providing technical assistance regarding ensuring that documentation is complete and current before submitting requests. Additionally, this writer advised that provider be sure to check the "Provider Communications" tab within the SAR for any direction from the UM reviewers following a submission.

Ms. Lewis thanked this writer for the assistance and confirmed that she would share the feedback with the counselors. 
This writer then composed and sent resolution email to internal complainant. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		22

		11796		Hillary Vandewart		05/05/2021		HUGHES		HUREY		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		18-20		Life Changez, Inc.		1		643179 - STEPHENSJR, LEON		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		1		In-State		Level III		1		1		Provider continues to submitted Residential Level III requests without the federally mandated discharge transition plan being attached. This issue has been addressed by CCM Hurey Hughes for over a year.		CORRECTIONS: TYPE CHANGED FROM GRIEVANCE TO INTERNAL; CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO FROM MEMBER'S, Changed Nature of Issue to Administrative Issues, Changed Residential to YES/IN-STATE/LEVEL III, CHANGED DISABILITY TO MULTI		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8175		05/24/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Provider continues to submit Residential Level III requests without the federally mandated discharge transition plan being attached. This issue has been addressed by CCM Hurey Hughes for over a year.
[PT: Leon Stephens Jr.				DOB: 8/25/03				ID: 643179]
5/11/21
This writer sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/20/21
This writer asked for clarification from complainant regarding who at agency communication has been with. He clarified that it had been with Alacia Davis QP. Rene Cofer has been submitting requests.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/21/21
This writer attempted to reach provider by phone at 919-803-2808 and number did not appear to be in service. This writer then reached out to provider by email as this has been most successful method of contacting previously. This writer sent email to provider, Rene Cofer Whitehead (Executive Director), alerting her of the concern and providing technical assistance regarding discharge transition plan. This writer requested she confirm receipt of email.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/24/21
This writer received response from Ms. Whitehead confirming receipt of the email. She reported that the discharge docs were in the zip file that was attached. She advised that, if at any time, the zip files cannot be open, to please advise UM to contact her immediately. 

This writer confirmed that docs were included and composed and sent resolution email to internal complainant. This will be resolved as a non-issue. Nothing further required.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Non-Issue		1		1		0		19

		11797		Kim Ware		05/05/2021		mcclelland		matthew		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Access to Services		Clinical Intake				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Hope Services, LLC		0		682508 - Coffey, Jade		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		CID576333 -  This LC is submitting an internal stakeholder concern at request of supervisor, Kate Neely.   TUE, 04 MAY 2021 - Caller is Peggy Coffey (919-802-4384) calling in reference to her daughter, Jade Coffey - DOB: 02 SEP 2005 – 8525 Bright Loop Raleigh NC 27613 - Wake/uninsured/15F - LC attempted to schedule caller’s daughter with Hope Services via three-way call with Jessica from Hope Services.  Jessica informed LC that intake information including family financial information is needed to determine if member is eligible for “eight to ten sessions” prior to scheduling member for intake assessment.  Member’s mother was on a minute phone and had limited time remaining per her report.  Caller was unprepared to provide her financial information over the phone.  Jessica offered options of provided this information over the phone or completing it online.  LC received a call back a short time later from Jessica who informed that member does not meet IPRS funding criteria so no assessment will be scheduled.		CORRECTIONS: TYPE CHANGED FROM GRIEVANCE TO INTERNAL; CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO FROM MEMBER'S; licensure changed from unknown to not licensed; checked no for permission;		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8214		05/19/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID576333 - This LC is submitting an internal stakeholder concern at request of supervisor, Kate Neely. TUE, 04 MAY 2021 - Caller is Peggy Coffey (919-802-4384) calling in reference to her daughter, Jade Coffey - DOB: 02 SEP 2005 – 8525 Bright Loop Raleigh NC 27613 - Wake/uninsured/15F - LC attempted to schedule caller’s daughter with Hope Services via three-way call with Jessica from Hope Services. Jessica informed LC that intake information including family financial information is needed to determine if member is eligible for “eight to ten sessions” prior to scheduling member for intake assessment. Member’s mother was on a minute phone and had limited time remaining per her report. Caller was unprepared to provide her financial information over the phone. Jessica offered options of provided this information over the phone or completing it online. LC received a call back a short time later from Jessica who informed that member does not meet IPRS funding criteria so no assessment will be scheduled.
JADE COFFEY      ID: 682508    (DOB: 9/2/2005)
**11797.11799 duplicative in nature
5/13/21 This writer made call and spoke with agency’s QM Director, Sara Leonard regarding the matter as well as emailed the information directly for review. Per discussion Ms. Leonard is very upset that the internal staff did not call them directly if here were concerns. Per her report, the agency staff is following its protocol. Per report the agency is unable to randomly schedule appts and fill slots for clinician and then find out later that the person is unable to be serviced due to not meeting criteria. She report that staff have a template to follow. She confirmed that a ROI (to include AH) is part of their protocol due to being questioned in previous reviews when one is not present. Ms. Leonard has given her direct contact number if needed by internal staff. She reports frustrating with the concern being submitted to QM and having to be tracked when communication and coordination would suffice. She has requested that if a different procedure is required that Hope Services should be notified.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/25/21 Based on agency notification and discussion case to be closed and tracked.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		14

		11799		Kim Ware		05/05/2021		JAMES		YVONNE		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Accces/Screening, Triage and Referral				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Hope Services, LLC		1		357980 - VANOVER, NYASIA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		A fax referral was received from Growing Child Pediatrics to assist member with access to care.  I contacted Hope Services and spoke with staff Richard Gordon on 4/29/2021 to set up initial appointment for member.  All information needed was given to provider to set up initial appointment. I was then informed by Mr. Gordon, Hope Services does not set up initial appointments with members until parent/guardian has completed and turned in all initial paperwork.  Mr. Gordon informed me he will be contacting the parent from this point.  I informed him Alliance Health Access since completing the referral, I need to document the time and date of appointment as there is additional follow-up that needs to occur.  Mr. Gordan repeated information, no appointment will be made until paperwork is complete and he will be unable to provide Alliance Health Access  with any additional information as to time, date or attendance of appointment unless the parent/guardian signs a release of information for Alliance Health.

As a result of this, I was unable to fax back Growing Child Pediatrics information related to a scheduled appointment as the PCP referral requested.  Additional concerns related to Hope Services practice of not scheduling members until all paper is completed.  Initial paperwork is generally completed upon arrival to initial appointment, hence the arriving 15 minutes early to complete.  Lastly, not providing AH information unless the parent signs a ROI for Alliance Health.		CORRECTIONS: CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFORMATION FROM MEMBER'S; DISABILITY CHANGED FROM DOES NOT APPLY TO MH; LICNESURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO NOT LICENSED		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8215		05/25/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		A fax referral was received from Growing Child Pediatrics to assist member with access to care. I contacted Hope Services and spoke with staff Richard Gordon on 4/29/2021 to set up initial appointment for member. All information needed was given to provider to set up initial appointment. I was then informed by Mr. Gordon, Hope Services does not set up initial appointments with members until parent/guardian has completed and turned in all initial paperwork. Mr. Gordon informed me he will be contacting the parent from this point. I informed him Alliance Health Access since completing the referral, I need to document the time and date of appointment as there is additional follow-up that needs to occur. Mr. Gordan repeated information, no appointment will be made until paperwork is complete and he will be unable to provide Alliance Health Access with any additional information as to time, date or attendance of appointment unless the parent/guardian signs a release of information for Alliance Health. As a result of this, I was unable to fax back Growing Child Pediatrics information related to a scheduled appointment as the PCP referral requested. Additional concerns related to Hope Services practice of not scheduling members until all paper is completed. Initial paperwork is generally completed upon arrival to initial appointment, hence the arriving 15 minutes early to complete. Lastly, not providing AH information unless the parent signs a ROI for Alliance Health.

11797.11799 duplicative in nature
5/13/21 This writer made call and spoke with agency’s QM Director, Sara Leonard regarding the matter as well as emailed the information directly for review. Per discussion Ms. Leonard is very upset that the internal staff did not call them directly if here were concerns. Per her report, the agency staff is following its protocol. Per report the agency is unable to randomly schedule appts and fill slots for clinician and then find out later that the person is unable to be serviced due to not meeting criteria. She report that staff have a template to follow. She confirmed that a ROI (to include AH) is part of their protocol due to being questioned in previous reviews when one is not present. Ms. Leonard has given her direct contact number if needed by internal staff. She reports frustrating with the concern being submitted to QM and having to be tracked when communication and coordination would suffice. She has requested that if a different procedure is required that Hope Services should be notified.
5/25/21 Based on agency notification and discussion case to be closed and tracked.		tracking		1		1		0		20

		11800		Todd Parker		05/05/2021		Harding		Caleb		Provider		External Stakeholder Concern		LME/MCO Functions		Unknown				Does Not Apply				Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		1		'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Caller is calling seeking to file a grievance against Lisa Milligan due to caller reporting that LIsa Milligan hung up on him after asking to speak with her  supervisor. Caller reports that Lisa Milligan was unprofessional regarding a denial for services				Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8180		05/12/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller is calling seeking to file a grievance against Lisa Milligan due to caller reporting that Lisa Milligan hung up on him after asking to speak with her supervisor. Caller reports that Lisa Milligan was unprofessional regarding a denial for services
Southeastern Healthcare of NC. 
5/11/21
This writer contacted complainant at the phone number provided. Complainant shared that when he called staff to discuss denial she was unprofessional. Said he attempted to discuss that he thought the information in the letter was opinion-based vs clinical. According to complainant, staff laughed at him Staff indicated that she thought it was funny that complainant was concerned. Staff indicated that the letter she sent was reviewed by her supervisor before sending it. Complainant then asked to speak with the supervisor. Staff refused to give complainant her supervisor’s number but told him she would have the supervisor call him. He shared that after staff indicated that she would not give him the supervisor’s number, he called the ACCESS number back and got supervisor’s number. He left a voicemail for supervisor and she called him back within the hour. Complainant shared supervisor indicated she listened to the call and thought it was inappropriate. She further indicated that she did not see a copy of the letter prior to staff sending it but felt it was inappropriate as it did include the staff’s opinions vs clinical information. Complainant indicated that he felt the concern had been addressed appropriate with the supervisor. No action required of this writer. This complaint will be closed based on this information. Writer emailed supervisor to make her aware that he has spoken with the complainant and that no further action is required. 
T. Parker, I&G 
5/12/21
Writer composed and mailed Ack/Res letter. No further action. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager		Confirmed: Provider initiated corrective action		1		1		0		7

		11801		Kristie White		05/05/2021		Milligan		Lisa		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Psychosocial Rehab				Does Not Apply		Adult		Southeastern Healthcare of North Carolina, Inc.		1		257525 - BURNETT, RESHA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		I received this message from Caleb Harding of Southeastern requesting a phone call. 

His e-mail: 

"Good afternoon Lisa M. My name is Caleb Harding the LP in charge of the PSS program at Southeastern Healthcare. After reading your comments in the denial note for Deborah S. I am requesting a time at your convenience next week to speak with you to clarify some of the comments I found concerning as clarification is clearly needed. I look forward to a scheduled time to talk with you next week.
Thank you
Caleb Harding MS, MA, LCMHC
 Southeastern Healthcare of North Carolina
919-212-8580 ph
919-212-8581 fx"

My response, "Hello Mr. Harding.

I am available next week:
Wednesday 05/05/20201 12 noon to 2PM
Thursday 05/06/2021 1-2 PM
Friday 05/07/2021 12 noon to 2 PM
Thank you

Lisa Milligan MA, LCAS
(She/Her/Hers)
Clinical Care Manager
Utilization Management MH/SA 
Alliance Health
5200 W. Paramount Parkway, Suite 200
Morrisville, NC 27560
Phone: (919) 651-8548"

I did not receive a response from him to notify me of confirmation of when this call would take place. He called at 12 noon today 05/05/2021. I returned his call at12:10PM. This call should have been taped. He accused me of being inappropriate and accusing him/agency of fraud regarding requesting both Peer Support and Psychosocial rehab services simultaneously. After his questioning, I did agree that there seems to be a pattern of requesting both services for their clients, I did not say all of their clients, but he was clearly upset. He asked to speak to my supervisor, of which I told him I would have her call him. I abruptly ended the call as I felt attacked verbally as I feel he was inappropriate and not professional towards me, and I did no want to say anything else further to escalate the situation.

This is the same provider I filed an internal grievance against regarding conflicting LOCUS scores/Quality of care concern last week. I do not know if he is aware of this grievance. I am aware of his grievance against me today. My supervisor, Melissa Simpson, is attempting to obtain the taped phone call from IT.

Thank you		Changed disability/age  to unknown/change to administrative issue/Changed to Medicaid/added member.		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8209		05/24/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		I received this message from Caleb Harding of Southeastern requesting a phone call. His e-mail: "Good afternoon Lisa M. My name is Caleb Harding the LP in charge of the PSS program at Southeastern Healthcare. After reading your comments in the denial note for Deborah S. I am requesting a time at your convenience next week to speak with you to clarify some of the comments I found concerning as clarification is clearly needed. I look forward to a scheduled time to talk with you next week. Thank you, Caleb Harding MS, MA, LCMHCSoutheastern Healthcare of North Carolina 919-212-8580 ph 919-212-8581 fx" My response, "Hello Mr. Harding. I am available next week: Wednesday 05/05/20201 12 noon to 2PM Thursday 05/06/2021 1-2 PM Friday 05/07/2021 12 noon to 2 PM Thank you Lisa Milligan MA, LCAS (She/Her/Hers) Clinical Care Manager Utilization Management MH/SA Alliance Health 5200 W. Paramount Parkway, Suite 200 Morrisville, NC 27560 Phone: (919) 651-8548" I did not receive a response from him to notify me of confirmation of when this call would take place. He called at 12 noon today 05/05/2021. I returned his call at12:10PM. This call should have been taped. He accused me of being inappropriate and accusing him/agency of fraud regarding requesting both Peer Support and Psychosocial rehab services simultaneously. After his questioning, I did agree that there seems to be a pattern of requesting both services for their clients, I did not say all of their clients, but he was clearly upset. He asked to speak to my supervisor, of which I told him I would have her call him. I abruptly ended the call as I felt attacked verbally as I feel he was inappropriate and not professional towards me, and I did no want to say anything else further to escalate the situation. This is the same provider I filed an internal grievance against regarding conflicting LOCUS scores/Quality of care concern last week. I do not know if he is aware of this grievance. I am aware of his grievance against me today. My supervisor, Melissa Simpson, is attempting to obtain the taped phone call from IT. Thank you
05/05/21-Internal- against Southeastern; submitted by staff in 11800 above; related to previous internal concern #11773. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/24/21-Received response from Southeastern Healthcare and they discussed with QP the issue of this internal concern. Per provider,” spoke with Qualified Professional concerning LOCUS completion for two different services on the same day, as the QP was unaware that this could not be done. Southeastern Healthcare has and will continue to request PSS services for specific consumers who qualify for PSR and PSS services and will differentiate and demonstrate why the consumer(s) could benefit from both services. There are some PSR consumers who benefit from both services and are making improved progress towards independent living. We at Southeastern Healthcare of NC, Inc. are very much aware that approval of both services are the exception not the rule which is why only specific consumers who will benefit from both services are currently being submitted for PSS. We currently have over 100 people on roster for PSR and we are not submitting or requesting PSS services for all of our clients.” Response from this provider adequately explains the reason this does happen and acknowledges it is very rare but benefits consumers. Closing concern as tracking and sending internal complainant ack/resolution email. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		19

		11802		Hillary Vandewart		05/05/2021		Kersey		Elyse		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Outpatient Services				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Jackelin Veloz-Jefferson		1		595518 - REYES, FRANK		White		M=  Hispanic, Mexican American		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		CM had reached out to Solaz on 5/5/2021, due to having an OPT request from them under review while having another OPT request from this provider under review. CM spoke with Aris from Solaz and the guardian (who was with the provider) and learned that the other provider (Jackelin Veloz-Jefferson) had not met with the family since late January/early February 2021. The guardian shared that they met once per week virtually up until then. They are now working with Solaz and the guardian clarified that she would like to continue working with them. CM notes that Jackelin Veloz-Jefferson has continued billing sessions up until 4/23/2021 and even submit another request for continued treatment.

CM notes that she had approved an OPT request for Jackelin Veloz-Jefferson for member’s sibling prior to learning this information. While talking to Aris, she advised that she would also be submitting an authorization for the sibling (Sarah Reyes).		CORRECTIONS: Changed Disability to MH Only		other		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8176		05/11/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CM had reached out to Solaz on 5/5/2021, due to having an OPT request from them under review while having another OPT request from this provider under review. CM spoke with Aris from Solaz and the guardian (who was with the provider) and learned that the other provider (Jackelin Veloz-Jefferson) had not met with the family since late January/early February 2021. The guardian shared that they met once per week virtually up until then. They are now working with Solaz and the guardian clarified that she would like to continue working with them. CM notes that Jackelin Veloz-Jefferson has continued billing sessions up until 4/23/2021 and even submit another request for continued treatment.
CM notes that she had approved an OPT request for Jackelin Veloz-Jefferson for member’s sibling prior to learning this information. While talking to Aris, she advised that she would also be submitting an authorization for the sibling (Sarah Reyes).
[PT: Frank Reyes				DOB: 8/14/12				ID: 595518]
5/11/21
Due to the allegation of potential fraudulent billing, this writer emailed Tanya Held (SIU/Compliance) to assess for SIU appropriateness.
Tanya replied that SIU would take the case as it is an allegation of fraudulent billing. This writer thanked Tanya and composed and sent resolution email to internal complainant. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Undetermined--Referred to SIU/Compliance for review/investigation		1		1		0		6

		11805		Kim Ware		05/06/2021		BOUCHER		NATALIE		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Crisis - Inpatient				Multi-Disability		Adult		Holly Hill Hospital, LLC		1		192194 - HENDRIX, JAKIRRA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Discharge social workers at HHH were provided information both verbal and written of member's connection to an ACT Team.  Discharge plan gave information for Walk-in at Monarch.  Monarch is being over utilized by discharge planner without any thought regarding member's current tx provider.		CORRECTIONS; UNCHECKED ANONYMOUS; ENTERED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO; ENTERED PT ID; CHANGED DISABILITY FROM DOES NOT APPLY TO MULTI; NATURE CHANGED FROM QUALITY TO ADMINISTRATIVE; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO DHSR		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8178		05/11/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Discharge social workers at HHH were provided information both verbal and written of member's connection to an ACT Team. Discharge plan gave information for Walk-in at Monarch. Monarch is being over utilized by discharge planner without any thought regarding member's current tx provider.
JAKIRRA HENDRIX ID: 192194
5/7/21 This writer made call to insert user to clarify information entered. Ms Boucher reports that she did not want to use her name or any pt id’s so that the provider would not know that she was filing. She reports attempting to establish rapport with the social work staff. Ms  Boucher gave this writer a pt id for the report use only and not to be used when discussing the matter with the provider. This writer recommended that Ms. Boucher discuss the matter directly with the provider by way of offering technical assistance as needed. This writer explained that the matter is currently being addressed based on multiple internal concerns submitted by she and her hospital liaison team member. Ms Boucher was adamant to inquire regarding a timeframe. This writer explained the role of QM and next steps. This writer explained that once the agency takes corrective actions, that QM will monitor for potential trends and that there should be time allowed for them to make the systemic changes needed to avoid the occurrence in the future.  Ms Boucher reports that she did not want to use her name or any pt id’s so that the provider would not know that she was filing. staff. This writer explained that the matter is currently being addressed based on multiple internal concerns submitted by she and her hospital liaison team member. Ms Boucher was adamant to inquire regarding a timeframe. This writer explained the role of QM and next steps. This writer explained that once the agency takes corrective actions, that QM will monitor for potential trends and that there should be time allowed for them to make the systemic changes needed to avoid the occurrence in the future. This writer made call and spoke with AH Network Development Supervisor, Cathy Stephenson to make her aware of the concern. Ms Stephenson explained that she is a part of the AH team that meets with HHH regularly regarding issues, barriers and strategies. Per her report, she plans to make the CEO aware of the concern and QM involvement in the next meeting scheduled for 5/11/21. Per discussion this writer will follow up with her regarding the meeting. This writer contacted Mary Cortez to inquire regarding any updates. She reports working on the concern response and apologized for the delay due to staffing shortage.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/11/21 Case to be closed based on agency notification as well as Provider Networks notification and involvement with agency. Case has been staffed with Incident & Grievance Mgr. T Parker who has indicated case should be closed and tracked. Any subsequent correspondence received from agency to be noted in follow up. Ack/Resolution emailed to internal complainant.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		5

		11806		Kim Ware		05/07/2021		barkhau		danielle		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Outpatient Services				Mental Health Only		Adult		Fernandez Community Center, LLC		1		24714 - WALTON, VERONICA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		UM CM received an initial OPT authorization request from Nanette Floyd Patterson, MA, LPC. Upon looking at claims, I noticed that 2 providers had been billing OPT services-Nanette and Fernandez. I contacted Nanette to request a provider choice form in order to clarify which provider member wanted to receive services from as both had been submitted claims for services in April 2021. Per provider Nanette-" Hi. I have been seeing the individual since December and have had claims to be denied bc the other provider was billing for sessions that did not happen per recipient.
The recipient did speak with someone at Alliance regarding this situation.". I was unable to confirm this via Alpha or Jiva notes.		CORRECTIONS: ENTERED PT ID		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8234		06/07/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		UM CM received an initial OPT authorization request from Nanette Floyd Patterson, MA, LPC. Upon looking at claims, I noticed that 2 providers had been billing OPT services-Nanette and Fernandez. I contacted Nanette to request a provider choice form in order to clarify which provider member wanted to receive services from as both had been submitted claims for services in April 2021. Per provider Nanette-" Hi. I have been seeing the individual since December and have had claims to be denied bc the other provider was billing for sessions that did not happen per recipient. The recipient did speak with someone at Alliance regarding this situation.". I was unable to confirm this via Alpha or Jiva notes.
VERONICA WALTON   ID: 24714
5/25/21 Contacted insert user to clarify information submitted due to no member information included.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/7/21 This writer contacted the agency CEO, Yanet Fernandez Cerda (919) 900-7438 and discussed the internal concern. This writer has requested that the provider review the matter and provide findings. This writer has requested an internal review/self-audit and referred Ms. Fernandez to the "submitting voided claims and remitting paid claims" process found in the Provider Manual if discrepancies are found during the self-audit. This writer requested review for dates in April for the member and supporting documentation for services provided during that period. QM will track agency response and actions taken.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		31

		11807		Kim Ware		05/07/2021		SHAW		JAMES		Consumer		Grievance		Access to Services		Outpatient Services				Mental Health Only		Adult		Behavioral Counseling & Psychological Services, PA dba The DWI Center		1		267443 - SHAW, JAMES		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Call ID: 576935   Miletta Hines (AH) called in with consumer James Shaw.  Access scheduled appt for consumer today with  Behavioral Counseling and Psychological Services,   915 Hay Street., Fayetteville.   Callers report showing up for appt and was told they cannot be seen, were referred to Precious Haven.  Consumer is not clear why he was not seen or information about Precious Haven.  Writer offered to reschedule with another agency, consumer chose to call back, was not able to make appt today, advised him o 24/7 access.  Updated LC who made appt and will file grievance (consumer indicated an interest in such). no si/hi, no SA, no a/vh. LC had called agency with consumer on the line to schedule the appt. initially.  Rich Resnick LCAS		CORRECTIONS: CHECKED FROM PATIENT;NATURE CHANGED FROM QUALITY TO ACCESS; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO NOT LICENSED		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8188		05/25/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Call ID: 576935 Miletta Hines (AH) called in with consumer James Shaw. Access scheduled appt for consumer today with Behavioral Counseling and Psychological Services, 915 Hay Street., Fayetteville. Callers report showing up for appt and was told they cannot be seen, were referred to Precious Haven. Consumer is not clear why he was not seen or information about Precious Haven. Writer offered to reschedule with another agency, consumer chose to call back, was not able to make appt today, advised him o 24/7 access. Updated LC who made appt and will file grievance (consumer indicated an interest in such). no si/hi, no SA, no a/vh. LC had called agency with consumer on the line to schedule the appt. initially. Rich Resnick LCAS
JAMES SHAW   ID: 267433   (DOB: 6/9/1981)
5/12/21 This writer made call to number listed for member; no answer.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/14/21 This writer made call to member’s AH InReach Peer support specialist to update member’s contact information and to inform her that the grievance had been assigned. Member is being connected to another provider, however, is filing due to how he was treated at Behavioral. This writer made call to member at another number: (910) 527-1837. This writer spoke with Mr. Shaw explaining the purpose of call, role of QM and next steps. Mr. Shaw confirmed that he did not give permission to use his name when discussing the matter with the provider. He reports that the appt was scheduled then once he got there he was told there was no one there to complete the assessment. Mr. Shaw reports that he is on a fixed income and is unable to go back and forth and he could have been notified in advance. He reports feeling like he was getting “the runaround”. He confirmed that he continues to work with AH staff M Hines and referral to another provider. Acknowledgment mailed to confirmed mailing address.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/25/21 This writer contacted the agency’s QI Director, Tonya Pone, to make her aware of the concern. Due to the limited information (i.e. no permission to use the member’s name), this writer made her aware of the concern, requested review of agency policy/procedure in regards to the matter. This writer has indicated that QM will continue to track the matter for potential trends in the event that similar concerns was submitted. The grievance information and information from complainant indicate that member was referred to another provider for services. Based on contact with complainant, complainant connection with alternative agency and agency notification, case to be closed. Complainant was made aware of the action steps taken in the matter and thanked this writer. Resolution letter mailed. No further action by this writer at this time. Any subsequent correspondence received from provider to be noted.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		18

		11808		Hillary Vandewart		05/07/2021		Kersey		Elyse		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Outpatient Services				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Edward A. Rubes Jr. LPC		1		25912 - THOMPSON, SAVANNAH		Black/African American		H= Hispanic, Other		Female		Johnston		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		The provider continues to provide the same clinical justification repeatedly, even after CM will request that this be updated. CM also notes that he billed for individual therapy sessions, and was paid, while member was hospitalized. There are 4-5 overlapping claims. The provider also failed to mention member’s recent hospitalization and current safety concerns.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Nature of Issue to Auth/Payment/Billing, Changed disability to MH only		other		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8179		06/04/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		The provider continues to provide the same clinical justification repeatedly, even after CM will request that this be updated. CM also notes that he billed for individual therapy sessions, and was paid, while member was hospitalized. There are 4-5 overlapping claims. The provider also failed to mention member’s recent hospitalization and current safety concerns.
[PT: Savannah Thompson			DOB: 3/17/07				ID: 25912]
5/11/21
This writer sent email to Tanya Held (SIU/Compliance) to request a case consult. She responded and advised that:
•	This provider has no SIU history and the overpayment implication is around $600
•	QM should proceed with usual process. 
•	QM should request March and April 2021 notes to see if the member’s hospitalization is mentioned. 
•	If he was providing OPT services while member was inpatient (remotely or providing care coordination), this would be abuse rather than fraud, and SIU would encourage a self-audit as those claims should be paid back. 
•	If the notes read like the member was seen face-to-face and the hospitalization is not mentioned, you can refer this case to SIU at that time as an allegation of fraud.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/12/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/25/21
This writer reached out to provider via email ('edrubes@earthlink.net') to share concerns and request notes for March and April 2021 per feedback from SIU.
This writer received response from Mr. Rubes which did not include requested information. He reported that member was currently at Johnston County Memorial Hospital waiting to be moved to a state hospital.
This writer thanked him for the information but reiterated the request for service notes and also provided technical assistance regarding being sure to include most recent clinical/safety information when submitting SARS (rather than sending the same information with each request).
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/2/21
This writer followed up with Mr. Rubes via email, again requesting service notes for March/April 2021.
6/4/21
This writer received service notes for member. In reviewing service notes, notes read like the member was seen face-to-face and the hospitalization is not mentioned. Per Tanya Held’s request, this will be referred to SIU as an allegation of fraud.
This writer emailed notes to Tanya.
This writer then composed and sent resolution letter to internal complainant. She replied and thanked this writer, confirming that SIU would be investigating. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Undetermined--Referred to SIU for investigation		1		1		0		28

		11810		Kim Ware		05/07/2021		robinson		deidra		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Medication Administration		outpatient theray		Mental Health Only		Adult		MONARCH		1		77193 - FERNANDEZ, SYLVANA		White		H= Hispanic, Other		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Slyvanna Fernandez (919-741-1615) indicated that Monarch called her on Sunday to cancel her therapy appointment due to issues with their computers and therapist attending a funeral.  Slyvanna indicated that the appointment was not rescheduled and she had tried calling Monarch several times but was put on hold for 2 hours in one instance.  Slyvanna is out of medication and indicated her medication was the only thing keeping her going. CC contacted Monarch with member on the phone and waited 45 minutes before someone answered. The staff was able to see that Slyvana had a medication appointment on 5/21 at 11am and advised Slyvanna to contact Behavioral Urgent Care and ask for Dr. C Fullwood (prescribing doctor) for a refill.  CC and Slyvanna were transferred but had to leave a message for a return phone call. CC suggested that member walk in if no one returns her call. The staff at Monarch was able to get her therapy appointment rescheduled but not until 7/5/2021 at 8 am. The staff did indicate she would put her on a waitlist just in case something became available sooner.		CORRECTIONS: CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO FROM MEMBER'S		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8237		06/04/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Slyvanna Fernandez (919-741-1615) indicated that Monarch called her on Sunday to cancel her therapy appointment due to issues with their computers and therapist attending a funeral. Slyvanna indicated that the appointment was not rescheduled and she had tried calling Monarch several times but was put on hold for 2 hours in one instance. Slyvanna is out of medication and indicated her medication was the only thing keeping her going. CC contacted Monarch with member on the phone and waited 45 minutes before someone answered. The staff was able to see that Slyvana had a medication appointment on 5/21 at 11am and advised Slyvanna to contact Behavioral Urgent Care and ask for Dr. C Fullwood (prescribing doctor) for a refill. CC and Slyvanna were transferred but had to leave a message for a return phone call. CC suggested that member walk in if no one returns her call. The staff at Monarch was able to get her therapy appointment rescheduled but not until 7/5/2021 at 8 am. The staff did indicate she would put her on a waitlist just in case something became available sooner.
SYLVAN FERNANDEZ   ID: 77193   (DOB: 4/22/1986)
5/25/21 This writer contacted the agency's Incident & Complaint Specialist, Cornelius Powe (704) 858-1729. Per discussion the information was emailed directly for review and response at cornelius.powe@monarchnc.org. Mr. Powe confirmed receipt and that the information would be forwarded to the appropriate staff for follow up.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/26/21 Case was presented to AH CQR by Incident & Grievance Mgr, Todd Parker for review and any clinical recommendations. No recommendations at time of review; continue resolution process.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/3/21 This writer has not received response from agency. This writer contacted Mr. Powe. He apologized for the delay and plans to follow up with this writer.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/4/21 Agency response received to include internal review result findings as well a actions taken as follows:
Findings
The client came to Monarch 3/31/21, she was discharged from the hospital and placed on the schedule to be seen 4/5/21.  Patient was evaluated 4/5/21 by a therapist and a recommendation was made for outpatient therapy that the patient agreed to.  The patient was set up for an appt close to her home for 5/3/21.  Her therapist called to cancel due to leaving the company and advised the patient at the time to call the BHUC for medication refill.  There is no record of the patient reaching out to the BHUC or call center for call transfer, when the therapist cancelled her appt.  She sent it to the schedulers for reschedule.  The client never mentioned needing to speak to the BHUC or requesting transfer to the line.  The patient was scheduled for a med mgt appt with a provider for 5/21.  When she spoke with the provider, she indicated she was taking meds she got/had from Mexico and did not like the (US) meds.  The client and the provider agreed she would continue the meds from Mexico.  Patient has schedule therapy appt on 6/17.

Follow Up
Monarch has recently been adding additional providers and therapist to help with the growing demand for care within the last year especially. With this increase in access and availability there should not be further issues. Monarch will continue to monitor, follow up appts when cancelled, rescheduled or no show as our current procedure indicates." Based on agency notification , review and response case to be closed and tracked for potential trends. This writer has recommended that agency continue to monitor the matter and continue to review for areas of improvement. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		28

		11811		Hillary Vandewart		05/08/2021		Barber		Dominique		Family Member		External Stakeholder Concern		Access to Services		Crisis - Facility-Based Crisis Program				Unknown Disability				Recovery Innovations, Inc.		0		'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Johnston		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Caller (Dominique Barber - 910-336-1440) initially called (CID 577036) seeking service options for her partner, and was provided information on CRRC. Caller called back (CID 577040) and reports calling CRRC, but the person she talked to was rude and kept cutting her off. Caller reports she spoke with Ebony, who informed her she is the supervisor. Caller reports she was trying to explain her partner’s situation, and get information about the program. Caller reports Ebony Kept cutting her off, saying “This is a 23-hr facility. Is there anything else you need?” Caller states she attempted to ask questions about the length of stay, but Ebony cut her off again, stating “This is a 23-hr facility. Is that all?” Caller states she asked for a supervisor, and Ebony stated she is the supervisor. Caller states she was unable to get additional information about CRRC, as Ebony continued to say “This is a 23-hr facility. Is that all?”		CORRECTIONS: Changed to External Stakeholder Concern, Changed Source to Family Member, Updated mailing address, Changed Nature of Issue to Access to Services		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8183		06/03/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller (Dominique Barber - 910-336-1440) initially called (CID 577036) seeking service options for her partner, and was provided information on CRRC. Caller called back (CID 577040) and reports calling CRRC, but the person she talked to was rude and kept cutting her off. Caller reports she spoke with Ebony, who informed her she is the supervisor. Caller reports she was trying to explain her partner’s situation, and get information about the program. Caller reports Ebony Kept cutting her off, saying “This is a 23-hr facility. Is there anything else you need?” Caller states she attempted to ask questions about the length of stay, but Ebony cut her off again, stating “This is a 23-hr facility. Is that all?” Caller states she asked for a supervisor, and Ebony stated she is the supervisor. Caller states she was unable to get additional information about CRRC, as Ebony continued to say “This is a 23-hr facility. Is that all?”
[NOT RELATED TO A MEMBER]
5/12/21
This writer called and spoke with complainant regarding her concerns and confirmed that we would be looking into the matter. She shared that her mailing address was 5013 Houston Rd, Fayetteville, NC 28311.
This writer inquired whether or not she had found services elsewhere and she stated that she had not. This writer asked if she would be interested in CRRC if they are able to look into the issue and she stated that she would be. This writer thanked her for the information and stated that we would be in touch.
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement letter.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/25/21
This writer called and left detailed message for Beth Work, Risk Manager, at (602) 636-4405, requesting a call back to discuss.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/1/21
This writer received a response from Beth Work which can be summarized below:
•	Eboni reported that she validated Dominique throughout the call, and at times, Dominique expressed feeling interrupted (for which Eboni apologized).
•	Eboni also indicated that Dominique expressed feeling rushed during the call and so Eboni again paused in the conversation and tried to allow Dominique room to ask her questions completely. 
•	During the call, Eboni explained several times that Cumberland Recovery Response Center (CRRC) is a 23-hour crisis facility intended to help individuals stabilize during a mental health or substance use crisis episode. 
•	Dominique did appear to be confused about the nature of the CRRC’s services despite multiple attempts to describe services in various ways. 
•	Dominique had several questions around medications which Eboni explained were beyond her scope to answer. 
•	Additionally, Dominique had questions about what would happen to her partner after discharge, and Eboni explained that discharge planning begins at admission and includes referrals to aftercare services. 
•	She stated that as a supervisor, she is aware of the importance of customer service and made efforts to apologize and meet Dominique’s needs during the call. 
Provider ultimately could not substantiate complainant’s allegations. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/3/21
This writer contacted Dominique Barber to share provider’s feedback at 910-336-1440. This writer shared with her that the concerns were shared with leadership and that we would be tracking the issue moving forward. This writer encouraged her to contact the Access and Information Line if she needed additional resources and she stated that they were going to give CRRC another try. This writer thanked her for this and informed her that she would be receiving a resolution letter in the mail. She thanked this writer. 
This writer then composed and sent resolution letter. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		26

		11812		Todd Parker		05/10/2021		Patterson		Tewaunna		Provider		External Stakeholder Concern		Access to Services		Unknown				Multi-Disability		Adult		Not Defined		0		715140 - Hicks, Nathan		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		[CID: 577155] Caller is staff with The Hope Center for Advancement reporting issues with ModivCare transportation and inability to reach or hear back from anyone at ModivCare and unable to reach member's CC Nicholas Riddle to help in addressing the issue.  Caller reports multiple calls to ModivCare and his CC and feeling "paranoid" as she cannot get in touch with anyone and is not receiving a call from the Lyft driver.  Member received a ride to The Hope Center and had a ride scheduled to take him to his residential program in Raleigh but it has not picked him up.  Member was doing well upon arriving at The Hope Center but now is feeling "uneasy", "not safe", "paranoid" and doesn't know who is picking him up.--R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8182		05/17/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		[CID: 577155] Caller is staff with The Hope Center for Advancement reporting issues with ModivCare transportation and inability to reach or hear back from anyone at ModivCare and unable to reach member's CC Nicholas Riddle to help in addressing the issue.  Caller reports multiple calls to ModivCare and his CC and feeling "paranoid" as she cannot get in touch with anyone and is not receiving a call from the Lyft driver.  Member received a ride to The Hope Center and had a ride scheduled to take him to his residential program in Raleigh but it has not picked him up.  Member was doing well upon arriving at The Hope Center but now is feeling "uneasy", "not safe", "paranoid" and doesn't know who is picking him up.--R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC
PT:  Nathan Hicks	DOB:  1-13-76		ID:  715140
5-11-21
Writer contacted complainant at the number provided. Writer explained that he was calling in reference to a complaint against Alliance staff.  Complainant shared that the complaint is not against staff; it is against the transportation service. She mentioned the staff because she had attempted to contact her.  Complainant expressed that “the service never works”. Writer explained that the service is not one that Alliance manages but he will contact someone internally that may have information on who to inform. Wrtier informed that he will make the appropriate persons aware of her concerns.
Writer emailed Dough Wright (Dir. of Community Health and Wellbeing) to inquire about who he might contact to inform of the complaint. Mr. Wright provided contact information for Lydia Hennick (Lydia.hennick@modivcare.com) and Michael Egan (michael.egan@modivcare.com). Mr. Wright suggested emailing both. Writer will email to inform of the complaint. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager
5-12-21
Writer emailed Modivcare contacts to make them aware of the complaint. Writer shared complainant’s phone number and the initials of the member impacted. Writer will await a response from Modivecare. If received prior to 5/17/21, writer will Ack/Res. If not, an Ack letter will be sent to complainant. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager

5/17/21
Writer followed up with an email to ModivCare staff. Writer will Ack/Res this complaint as no other items are actionable for QM at this time. Writer composed and mailed Ack/Res letter to complainant. No further action. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager		Undetermined; not an Alliance service provider		1		1		0		7

		11813		Kim Ware		05/07/2021						Anonymous		Grievance		Quality of Services		Outpatient Services				Unknown Disability				The Mindly Group, PLLC				'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		The following was reported to the Alliance Compliance Line on 5/7/2021:
"During 2021, the caller encountered a problem with Sarah, where Sarah or someone that Sarah knows, was hacking into the caller's phone, and also Sarah has visited the caller's apartment. The caller also did not authorize Sarah to be the caller's therapist, and it is suspected that Sarah obtained the caller's signature under a false name. The caller is unaware of the reason for Sarah going to the caller's apartment. Whenever the caller made a social media post, Sarah would show up to the caller's apartment with the police and ambulance, so it is suspected that Sarah hacked the caller's phone. This situation has been ongoing for over one year, though the caller is unaware of when it started exactly. The caller also told Sarah that the caller was raped by a sheriff deputy who identified himself by the name of Kevin Butler, but Sarah did nothing to protect the caller. The caller is unaware of any witnesses to this situation. The situation was not reported to management."
Sarah Renee Smusz was identified by the caller as the person perpetrating the cell phone hacking.
Smusz is an LP with The Mindly Group.
I responded through the hotline to advise the caller to report these allegations to the police if not already reported. SIU will not investigate these allegations.				Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8213		05/19/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		The following was reported to the Alliance Compliance Line on 5/7/2021: "During 2021, the caller encountered a problem with Sarah, where Sarah or someone that Sarah knows, was hacking into the caller's phone, and also Sarah has visited the caller's apartment. The caller also did not authorize Sarah to be the caller's therapist, and it is suspected that Sarah obtained the caller's signature under a false name. The caller is unaware of the reason for Sarah going to the caller's apartment. Whenever the caller made a social media post, Sarah would show up to the caller's apartment with the police and ambulance, so it is suspected that Sarah hacked the caller's phone. This situation has been ongoing for over one year, though the caller is unaware of when it started exactly. The caller also told Sarah that the caller was raped by a sheriff deputy who identified himself by the name of Kevin Butler, but Sarah did nothing to protect the caller. The caller is unaware of any witnesses to this situation. The situation was not reported to management." Sarah Renee Smusz was identified by the caller as the person perpetrating the cell phone hacking. Smusz is an LP with The Mindly Group. I responded through the hotline to advise the caller to report these allegations to the police if not already reported. SIU will not investigate these allegations.
*ANONYMOUS
 5/19/21 No acknowledgment letter mailed due to anonymity and no contact information. This writer made call to agency (919) 617-9656. The call was directed to Ms Reesse Whitaker. This writer left a message requesting a return call in reference to an anonymous grievance submitted to QM. Based on limited information and anonymity, the plan is to notify the agency and close case, per case consult with Incident & Grievance Mgr, T Parker. This writer received return call from agency CEO, Stephanie  Philips and made he aware of the anonymous concern. AH is requiring no action from provdier at this time per case consult. No letter mailed due to anonymity.(K.WARE,QAA)		undetermined		1		1		0		12

		11814		Hillary Vandewart		05/11/2021		Brown		Carrie		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Opioid Treatment				Multi-Disability		Adult		BAART Community Healthcare		0		250115 - TUTT, WILLIAM		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Provider is submitting a reauthorization request for this member to start May 2021.  Provider submitted 2 different SAR’s for approximately the same dates and the same service.  All of the information submitted by the provider is from September of 2020.   Information that is 8 months old is not helpful in doing a clinical review.  Despite a prior authorization being on file there is no billing on this member from BAART, so it is not clear if the member is returning to services or is continued stay.  CCM has reached out to provider to request current information and will continue to do so, but this is an ongoing issue.  CCM has already contacted the agency about old information being submitted with other reviews so there is concern about ongoing administrative practices at this agency.  Carrie Brown, LMFT 5/11/21		CORRECTIONS: Changed Is Medicaid? to NO, Changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8187		05/27/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Provider is submitting a reauthorization request for this member to start May 2021. Provider submitted 2 different SAR’s for approximately the same dates and the same service. All of the information submitted by the provider is from September of 2020. Information that is 8 months old is not helpful in doing a clinical review. Despite a prior authorization being on file there is no billing on this member from BAART, so it is not clear if the member is returning to services or is continued stay. CCM has reached out to provider to request current information and will continue to do so, but this is an ongoing issue. CCM has already contacted the agency about old information being submitted with other reviews so there is concern about ongoing administrative practices at this agency. Carrie Brown, LMFT 5/11/21
[PT: William Tutt				DOB: 5/16/84				ID: 250115]
5/13/21
This writer sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant. She replied and added that provider still hasn’t provided any updated info and needs this in order to process the request. UR was supposed to speak to clinical supervisor to get info. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/21/21
This writer attempted to contact BAART via phone however agency closes at 1pm. This writer sent email to Clinical Director, Hilda Smith (hsmith@baartprograms.com) requesting that she confirm that she is still the appropriate contact for this type of concern.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
5/25/21
This writer has not received a response. This writer called BAART again 919.683.1607 and left a detailed message for her on her voicemail requesting a call back. This writer also sent a follow up email.
-Hillary Vandewart
5/26/21
This writer called BAART again to see if there is another contact who I can discuss the issue with. Spoke with receptionist and was directed to Sandra Lewis, Fiscal Clerk. She shared that Hilda was no longer working at BAART and that they are extremely short-staffed at the moment and trying to stay up to date with new intakes. She stated that she would do her best to respond to the concerns within the 3-5 day turnaround but couldn’t guarantee it. This writer asked that she just keep me posted if there were issues in meeting that deadline.
She agreed and provided her email address, Slewis2@baartprograms.com
This writer then sent concern elements to her with a deadline of 6/2.
This writer received response from Ms. Lewis stating that authorization had been approved and inquiring as to whether documentation was still needed (PCP, Crisis Plan, UA, etc). This writer reached out to internal complainant to inquire as to whether the requested documentation had been received and she confirmed but also pointed out that PCP was incomplete and they should correct this for their records. 
This writer shared this feedback with Ms. Lewis and confirmed that no documentation needed to be uploaded; but providing technical assistance regarding ensuring that documentation is complete and current before submitting requests. Additionally, this writer advised that provider be sure to check the "Provider Communications" tab within the SAR for any direction from the UM reviewers following a submission.
Ms. Lewis thanked this writer for the assistance and confirmed that she would share the feedback with the counselors. 
This writer then composed and sent resolution email to internal complainant. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		16

		11815		Hillary Vandewart		05/11/2021		Wilkie		Jessica		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Psychiatric Services				Multi-Disability		Child (0-17)		Benchmark Behavioral Health Systems		1		178725 - MOORE, ELIJAH		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		1		Out of State outside of 40 mile radius		PRTF		1		0		I received an email from DSS guardian, Ruel Samuels, from Benchmark PRTF informing "today we discovered a staff member who appears to have been allowing Elijah to smoke a vape pen. I discovered the event while doing  a random video audit. Based off of Elijah’s behaviors this past weekend, (he was reported being erratic/ hypomanic) we are not sure what he was smoking, tobacco or marijuana. We immediately took the staff member off of his shift and interviewed him. He did not give us any valuable information. I have reported the event to Child Protective Services. They will be opening a case for Child Endangerment Case # 2762073. I will be notifying WX City PD and our Licensing agency today."
I notified my supervisor and was asked to file a grievance for this case.

I will note that the facility did take immediate action and notified the DSS guardian when this was learned. I am not sure of the outcome for the staff person, and if they are on suspension or if they were terminated. We had a Treatment Team Meeting yesterday for him and this did not come up, but his behavior in the meeting was very different than any other meeting we have had previously. He was agitated, cursing, and then was crying.		CORRECTIONS: Changed to Internal Employee Concern, Changed Source to MCO Staff, Changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8190		06/03/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		I received an email from DSS guardian, Ruel Samuels, from Benchmark PRTF informing "today we discovered a staff member who appears to have been allowing Elijah to smoke a vape pen. I discovered the event while doing  a random video audit. Based off of Elijah’s behaviors this past weekend, (he was reported being erratic/ hypomanic) we are not sure what he was smoking, tobacco or marijuana. We immediately took the staff member off of his shift and interviewed him. He did not give us any valuable information. I have reported the event to Child Protective Services. They will be opening a case for Child Endangerment Case # 2762073. I will be notifying WX City PD and our Licensing agency today."
I notified my supervisor and was asked to file a grievance for this case.
I will note that the facility did take immediate action and notified the DSS guardian when this was learned. I am not sure of the outcome for the staff person, and if they are on suspension or if they were terminated. We had a Treatment Team Meeting yesterday for him and this did not come up, but his behavior in the meeting was very different than any other meeting we have had previously. He was agitated, cursing, and then was crying.
[PT: Elijah Moore				DOB: 5/29/06				ID: 178725]
5/17/21
This writer sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/1/21
This writer reviewed notes in Jiva which further reported that DSS felt that the incident was handled appropriately by the PRTF and that they did not wish to file a grievance. Jive notes also stated that DSS was to update CN with results of DSS investigation once available.
This writer reached out to inserted user, Jessica Wilkie, to see if she had any updates regarding the DSS investigation. This writer also requested the contact information for the Benchmark staff who alerted DSS to the incident.
Jessica informed this writer that she had not received any updates and provided the name Chris Coburn as the staff at Benchmark who alerted DSS to the incident. A google search reveals that this is the Director of Risk Management at Benchmark. 
This writer then contacted Benchmark via phone at (801) 299-5300 and requested to be connected to Chris Coburn’s extension. This writer then left a message with him requesting a call back.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/3/21
This writer received voicemail from Chris Coburn, returning call. He left callback number of 801-299-5379. This writer returned his call and again left voicemail requesting a call back. This writer received a call back from Mr. Coburn and discussed with him the reason for my call. He shared additional details regarding the incident and confirmed that staff member had been terminated and was never allowed back into building following incident. He also informed this writer that CPS was still investigating and that the police department were going to be screening the individual for charges; however, they have not yet been able to locate him. 
This writer thanked him for the information and informed him that we would be closing the concern based on this additional information. He provided his email address in case any additional information was needed: Chris.coburn@uhsinc.com. 
This writer then composed and sent resolution email to internal complainant. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Confirmed--Provider initiated corrective action		1		1		0		23

		11816		Kim Ware		05/11/2021		Abdrahman		Mohamed		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Assertive Community Tx Team				Multi-Disability		Adult		B & D Integrated Health Services		1		403336 - Abdrahman, Mohamed		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		[CID: 577432  ]    
CALLER'S NAME/Relationship if not member: Mohamed Abdrahman--SELF
MEMBER'S NAME (if different): 
DOB: 8/18/1989
ADDRESS: 4715 Archean Way Raleigh, NC 27616
PHONE: 919-949-3797
COUNTY: Wake 
INSURANCE: Medi/Medi
MENTAL STATUS: Denies crisis needs.
MENTAL HEALTH HISTORY: Was open to B&D ACTT in Wake County but has ended services with that agency.
SUBSTANCES: N/S
MEDICATIONS: N/S
SEVERITY:  Non Threshold. 
DISPOSITION:  Member calling to file grievance against former ACTT provider, B&D. Member reports the following concerns with B&D:  Since August 2019 client B&D ACT Team staff Showed up unannounced and knocked loudly on client’s door at 7:00 AM and at other times. B&D withheld medication prescriptions for several months despite repeated requests by client to begin medication management.. Staff did not properly handle the school paperwork client needed to reenter college. Some of the ACT staff were not helpful and asked odd questions. Client also reports he did not receive the housing supports he required. Caller agrees to callback by AH QM re: this grievance. Writer filed grievance on member’s behalf.
--DC Rhyne, LCSW------------		CORRECTIONS: DISABILITY CHANGED FROM MH ONLY TO MULTI; IS RESIDENTIAL A PART CHANGED FROM YES TO NO; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO NOT LICENSED		other		Worked with Provider for resolution		8191		06/03/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		[CID: 577432  ]    
CALLER'S NAME/Relationship if not member: Mohamed Abdrahman--SELF
MEMBER'S NAME (if different): 
DOB: 8/18/1989
ADDRESS: 4715 Archean Way Raleigh, NC 27616
PHONE: 919-949-3797
COUNTY: Wake 
INSURANCE: Medi/Medi
MENTAL STATUS: Denies crisis needs.
MENTAL HEALTH HISTORY: Was open to B&D ACTT in Wake County but has ended services with that agency.
SUBSTANCES: N/S
MEDICATIONS: N/S
SEVERITY:  Non Threshold. 
DISPOSITION:  Member calling to file grievance against former ACTT provider, B&D. Member reports the following concerns with B&D:  Since August 2019 client B&D ACT Team staff Showed up unannounced and knocked loudly on client’s door at 7:00 AM and at other times. B&D withheld medication prescriptions for several months despite repeated requests by client to begin medication management.. Staff did not properly handle the school paperwork client needed to reenter college. Some of the ACT staff were not helpful and asked odd questions. Client also reports he did not receive the housing supports he required. Caller agrees to callback by AH QM re: this grievance. Writer filed grievance on member’s behalf.
--DC Rhyne, LCSW------------
MOHAMED ABDRAHAM   ID: 403336  (DOB: 8/18/1989)
5/17/21 Call to complainant; left vm message.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/18/21Call to complainant; left vm; acknowledgment mailed to address listed in grievance information.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/25/21 Call to complainant; left vm message requesting return call. To date no response from complainant. Due to nature of the concern involving medication issues, case to be presented to AH CQR on 5/26/21 for review and clinical recommendations. This writer contacted agency QM Director, Jeremy Reed to request that an internal review be conducted and submitted.
6/3/21 Agency submitted email correspondence on 6/3/21 regarding the matter. Agency response indicates multiple attempts to engage member, member is already receiving housing and member refusal to submit urine screen in regards to prescriptions and adherence to medication policy: "Regarding unannounced visits: Mr. Abdrahaman has a history of non-engagement requiring unannounced visits in an attempt to make contact. He purposely avoided contact with his team until an engagement letter was sent on March 15th . Upon reconnecting with his team, he requested to be stepped down to a lower level of care, which was granted to him.
Regarding housing supports: Mr. Abdrahaman is in the TCLI program. He is currently housed, but has a goal for a bigger house. The ACT team was working with him to meet this goal and to address the issues he had maintaining his current housing. Mr. Abdrahaman avoided his team and related housing supports for about 90 days. TMS was recommended for Mr. Abdrahaman so that he could maintain his housing and would have resources to continue to work toward his housing goal.
Regarding medication: Mr. Abdrhaman was unable to receive his prescription, due to his refusal to submit a urine screen, per the B&D Medication Policy and his agreement with through his medication contract. Mr. Abdrhaman provided a UDS on April 23, 2021.
Regarding College Paperwork: Mr. Abdrahman requested a letter from Dr. Trost for the purpose ofre-entering school. The letter was provided on 11/25/2020. This was documented in the service note." Agency indicates attempts to contact member via USPS, telephone as well as the unannounced visits. This writer made call to member; left vm messge. No response to contact attempts to date with this writer. The acknowledgment letter mailed to address listed was returned on 6/2/21 marked as "RETURN TO SENDER VACANT UNABLE TO FORWARD". Information and documentation received from B and D to be forwarded to T Parker to present to CQR as requested. Based on agency response, no response from complainant, case to be closed and tracked. No resolution letter mailed due to return letter, no forwarding address and no repsonse from complainant.		tracking		1		1		0		23

		11818		Kim Ware		05/12/2021		BURTON		JAMES		Consumer		Grievance		Access to Services		Assertive Community Tx Team				Multi-Disability		Adult		B & D Integrated Health Services		1		91924 - BURTON, JAMES		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		(CID 577564)     
James  Burton (09/08/1983)
2503 Banner Street Durham NC  27704

Grievance against B&D services

Member stated B&D is not putting effort to his payee services.  His payee is not giving him funds.  Payee will not give him his stimulus money.  
He see his provider once a week (ACTT); he does not see his therapist.  He stopped seeing his therapist over 3 months; he does not talk to her over the phone (It’s been about a month).  Member does not understand why he is not seeing his therapist. Member has seen his case worker once a week and nurse once a month; he has not seen his therapist in 3 months, nor talk to her on the phone.  
Member would like to see his case worker often, talk to his therapist, and get his finances corrected with his payee.		CORRECTIONS; PRIORITY CHANGED FROM HIGH TO ROUTINE; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO NOT LICENSED; SERVICE CHANGED FROM OUTPATIENT TO ACTT; disability changed from mh only to multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8194		05/18/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		James  Burton (09/08/1983)
2503 Banner Street Durham NC  27704

Grievance against B&D services

Member stated B&D is not putting effort to his payee services.  His payee is not giving him funds.  Payee will not give him his stimulus money.  
He see his provider once a week (ACTT); he does not see his therapist.  He stopped seeing his therapist over 3 months; he does not talk to her over the phone (It’s been about a month).  Member does not understand why he is not seeing his therapist. Member has seen his case worker once a week and nurse once a month; he has not seen his therapist in 3 months, nor talk to her on the phone.  
Member would like to see his case worker often, talk to his therapist, and get his finances corrected with his payee.
5/17/21 This writer made call to complainant; no vm available.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/18/21 This writer made call and spoke directly with complainant. This writer explained purpose of call, role of QM and issues submitted by complainant. Per Mr Burton, the matter has been taken care of. He reports that the issue regarding his payee has ben handled. He also indicated that he will now be speaking with his therapist once a week. He reports that he spoke directly with the agency owner regarding his concerns. Mr. Burton indicated that this writer did not need to contact the provider, the matter has been resolved and the case can be closed. This writer explained that if assistance was needed in the future feel free to contact this writer or the AH access and information line. Mr Burton thanked this writer, confirmed mailing address and ended the call. No further concerns noted at this time. Disregard letter mailed to complainant. No further action by this writer at this time per complainant request.(K.WARE,QAA)		DISREGARD		1		1		0		6

		11819		Kristie White		05/13/2021		Lewis		Natalie		Parent		External Stakeholder Concern		Quality of Services		Outpatient Services				Mental Health Only		Adult		MONARCH		0		4575 - LEWIS, BENJAMIN		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		[CID: 577768] Caller is mother expressing concerns around member's services at Monarch.  Caller reports that member has a diagnosis of schizophrenia and has been decompensating since transferring his services to Monarch.  Caller reports that member was stable with previous provider but now with Monarch he is experiencing auditory hallucinations and paranoid delusions and has been unable to maintain employment as a result.  Caller reports that rather than being linked with a psychiatrist at Monarch he was linked with a physician's assistant.  Caller reports that due to the pandemic their office has been closed and member couldn't get in touch with them for medication and member has been "spiraling".  Caller reports that member was linked with a therapist who he spoke to twice but then that therapist quit.  Caller adds that the physician assistant he was seeing is no longer his provider.  Caller reports that the lack of support, access, and consistency has contributed to his decompensation.  Caller describes the actions by the provider as "reckless" and that she has considered taking her concerns to the governor.--R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC		Changed to Quality of Services.		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8197		06/03/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		[CID: 577768] Caller is mother expressing concerns around member's services at Monarch. Caller reports that member has a diagnosis of schizophrenia and has been decompensating since transferring his services to Monarch. Caller reports that member was stable with previous provider but now with Monarch he is experiencing auditory hallucinations and paranoid delusions and has been unable to maintain employment as a result. Caller reports that rather than being linked with a psychiatrist at Monarch he was linked with a physician's assistant. Caller reports that due to the pandemic their office has been closed and member couldn't get in touch with them for medication and member has been "spiraling". Caller reports that member was linked with a therapist who he spoke to twice but then that therapist quit. Caller adds that the physician assistant he was seeing is no longer his provider. Caller reports that the lack of support, access, and consistency has contributed to his decompensation. Caller describes the actions by the provider as "reckless" and that she has considered taking her concerns to the governor. --R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC
Patient: Benjamin Lewis Patient ID: 4575 DOB: 10/08/1983
05/14/21-External stakeholder-against Monarch- lack of support, access and consistency has contributed to member’s decompensation. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/17/21-Called to speak to member mom at 910-608-7377 about this grievance with no answer and left message. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/18/21-Called again and left another message for her to call me about information about this grievance. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/19/21-Called again to speak about this external grievance and the voicemail was full and would not allow this writer to leave a message. This writer is sending need more information letter. KM Appeals Coordinator
06/03/21-This writer never received call or correspondence from external stakeholder about this grievance. Closing as undetermined-Due to no information given to complete grievance. KM Appeals Coordinator		Undetermined-No information given from complainant to resolve issue.		1		1		0		21

		11821		Hillary Vandewart		05/13/2021						Consumer		Grievance		Access to Services		Crisis - Facility-Based Crisis Program				Unknown Disability				Recovery Innovations, Inc.		1		'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		Member reports being discharged from RI on 5/12/21. Reports he was not given a prescription at the time of discharge, despite being on ongoing medications. Reports plans to attend another program that needs his medications, so they can be continued. Reports contacting RI, but was told there was nothing they can do. RI advised member that in order to get prescription he would need to be readmitted to facility.		CORRECTIONS: Changed type of case to Grievance, changed nature of issue to Access to Services		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8219		05/26/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member reports being discharged from RI on 5/12/21. Reports he was not given a prescription at the time of discharge, despite being on ongoing medications. Reports plans to attend another program that needs his medications, so they can be continued. Reports contacting RI, but was told there was nothing they can do. RI advised member that in order to get prescription he would need to be readmitted to facility.
[MEMBER IS ANONYMOUS]
5/18/21
Unable to contact member to acknowledge grievance due to anonymous nature.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
5/25/21
This writer called and left detailed message for Beth Work, Risk Manager, at (602) 636-4405, requesting a call back to discuss.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/26/21
This writer did not receive a call back so tried Ms. Work via email (Elizabeth Work, MA, LPC, NCC Elizabeth.Work@riinternational.com). This writer shared anonymous grievance info with her via email and informed her that a response would not be required due to the limited information provided. 
She responded that it would be very atypical of an RI provider to leave an individual without their ongoing medications at discharge. If the individual reported that they had just recently filled a prescription and had plenty at home, it is possible they would not have done another. If the guest contacted provider, protocols would have been to try to assist the guest in correcting any error. 
She reported that she would expect to see the explanation documented within the record, but without more info, this is not possible to determine.
This writer thanked her for the response and informed her we would be closing the grievance based on lack of information. 
This writer then closed grievance in portal. Unable to send resolution letter due to anonymous nature of grievance. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Undetermined due to lack of info provided by complainant/anonymous nature		1		1		0		13

		11822		Kim Ware		05/13/2021		BRANCH		STANLEY		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Crisis - Facility-Based Crisis Program				Substance Abuse Only		Adult		Recovery Innovations, Inc.		0		75907 - BRANCH, STANLEY		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Caller reports that he is being harassed at the Durham Recovery and Response Center.  He states that staff are treating him differently than other patients and they are inconsistent with rules and procedures.  When asked for an example, caller reports that he fell asleep while watching television and staff woke him up and asked him to leave the area.  Caller feels this represents client mistreatment and harassment.  He asked the staff at DRRC if he could file a grievance against them, and they advised him to call Alliance.  Caller's phone number: 919-824-5307. Current address: 1120 Sweet Gale Dr. Durham, NC 27704.  He states that he plans to remain at DRRC and his contact code there is "Baltimore."				Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8216		05/28/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller reports that he is being harassed at the Durham Recovery and Response Center. He states that staff are treating him differently than other patients and they are inconsistent with rules and procedures. When asked for an example, caller reports that he fell asleep while watching television and staff woke him up and asked him to leave the area. Caller feels this represents client mistreatment and harassment. He asked the staff at DRRC if he could file a grievance against them, and they advised him to call Alliance. Caller's phone number: 919-824-5307. Current address: 1120 Sweet Gale Dr. Durham, NC 27704. He states that he plans to remain at DRRC and his contact code there is "Baltimore."
STANLEY BRANCH    ID: 75907   (DOB: 10/22/1980)
5/14/21 Case assigned. This writer made call to number listed for member; no vm. Due to member inpatient status at time of submission, this writer will not call unit per QM protocol.
5/17/21 Acknowledgment letter mailed to address listed.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/26/21 This write made call to complainant and was able to speak to him directly regarding his concerns. The complainant  confirmed that he is no longer at the facility. He reports that  he was treated unfairly. He reports that he believes it stems from the staff finding out that his fiancé was there at the same time that he was. He reports that when he mentioned the unfair treatment he was initially told some actions were due to policy/procedures then told that it was not written but that they try to avoid any confrontations due to relationships etc. He explained that he did not see her most of the time due to her sleeping the whole time with no treatment. He was concerned that she left AMA and he did not know. Mr Branch confirmed permiession to use his name when discussing the matter with the provider. This writer explained the actions steps to be taken to include notifying the agency requiring that an internal review be conduced and submitted, recommendations made and that his concerns would be tracked for potential trends as possibilities. This writer contacted the agency's Risk Mgr, Joy Brunson Nsubuga (919) 560-7305 to make her aware of the grievance information. Per Ms Nsubuga she has forwarded the information to the mgmt team for review and response. Based on complainant contact and agency notification case to be closed. Any subsequent correspondence received from agency to be noted in follow up.(K.WARE,QAA)		non issue- agency followed HIPAA and treatment protocol		1		1		0		15

		11824		Hillary Vandewart		05/14/2021		Britt		Lisa		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Outpatient Services				Multi-Disability		Adult		MONARCH		0		5204 - Solly, Stevierae		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Staffed with UM Supervisor Melissa Simpson. Level III incident report submitted 4/2021. Outreach to provider (Erica Bales, Terizia Holloway Kochie as well as a detailed voicemail left for nursing at Cary office) to obtain: Did Member attend assessment appt; If there is a safety plan and what safety plan is; What is treatment modality she will receive; Medications prescribed and any dates of service with monarch (assessment, therapy, crisis).  Resulted in the following information: 
Hi Lisa!
Looks like she was last seen at our BHUC on 4/23/21. A risk assessment was completed at that time.  

Current meds are:
Continue Buspar 20mg by mouth three times a day for anxiety
Continue Lamictal 300mg by mouth daily for mood
Continue Vraylar 4.5mg by mouth at bedtime for mood
Continue Cogentin 1mg by mouth at bedtime for EPS
Continue Propranolol 10mg by mouth twice a day as needed for anxiety
Continue Lexapro 5mg, 1 po qd (this was added at Wakebrook)

She has a follow up appointment with the prescriber scheduled for 5/28 and with a therapist on 6/3. There is no safety plan on file, but I will put a note for the therapist to complete one on 6/3.

Hope this helps!

Thanks!
Erica Bales, LCSW | Behavioral Health Therapist
 
AND 
Hello Ms. Britt, 

I received your message requesting information on patient S.S. DOB 9/25/1991. This patient has not been seen by her provider since November 12, 2020. She has an upcoming appointment on May 28, 2021 @ 10:30 AM. Her regular provider was unaware of this incident. She was seen at the Behavioral Health Urgent Care on 4/23/21 when she was provided refills on her medications. She reported to staff at that time that she was considering going to Dove's Nest in Charlotte. She also sees a therapist and her upcoming appointment is 6/3/21.
Please let me know if I can be of further assistance. My direct line is 919-650-3325 ext. 1652.

Sincerely,
Sherry
Sherry Dempsey, LPN

Concern is regarding Member's therapy appt is scheduled 6/3 despite having a Level III incident in April. Also, "her regular provider was unaware of this incident," however Member was seen at Monarch BH Urgent Care. 

I have emailed Erica Bales who stated she put a note for the therapist regarding creating a safety plan. Also emailed both Erica Bales and Sherry Dempsey to encourage a closer appt date as 6/3 is still about three weeks from now. Sherry put her on the waitlist to fill the first cancellation available.

Thank you, 
Lisa Britt MS,LCAS,CRC,MAC 5/14/2021		CORRECTIONS: Changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8243		06/10/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Staffed with UM Supervisor Melissa Simpson. Level III incident report submitted 4/2021. Outreach to provider (Erica Bales, Terizia Holloway Kochie as well as a detailed voicemail left for nursing at Cary office) to obtain: Did Member attend assessment appt; If there is a safety plan and what safety plan is; What is treatment modality she will receive; Medications prescribed and any dates of service with monarch (assessment, therapy, crisis).  Resulted in the following information: 
Hi Lisa!
Looks like she was last seen at our BHUC on 4/23/21. A risk assessment was completed at that time.  
Current meds are:
•	Continue Buspar 20mg by mouth three times a day for anxiety
•	Continue Lamictal 300mg by mouth daily for mood
•	Continue Vraylar 4.5mg by mouth at bedtime for mood
•	Continue Cogentin 1mg by mouth at bedtime for EPS
•	Continue Propranolol 10mg by mouth twice a day as needed for anxiety
•	Continue Lexapro 5mg, 1 po qd (this was added at Wakebrook)
She has a follow up appointment with the prescriber scheduled for 5/28 and with a therapist on 6/3. There is no safety plan on file, but I will put a note for the therapist to complete one on 6/3.
Hope this helps!
Thanks!
Erica Bales, LCSW | Behavioral Health Therapist
AND 
Hello Ms. Britt, 

I received your message requesting information on patient S.S. DOB 9/25/1991. This patient has not been seen by her provider since November 12, 2020. She has an upcoming appointment on May 28, 2021 @ 10:30 AM. Her regular provider was unaware of this incident. She was seen at the Behavioral Health Urgent Care on 4/23/21 when she was provided refills on her medications. She reported to staff at that time that she was considering going to Dove's Nest in Charlotte. She also sees a therapist and her upcoming appointment is 6/3/21.
Please let me know if I can be of further assistance. My direct line is 919-650-3325 ext. 1652.
Sincerely,
Sherry
Sherry Dempsey, LPN
Concern is regarding Member's therapy appt is scheduled 6/3 despite having a Level III incident in April. Also, "her regular provider was unaware of this incident," however Member was seen at Monarch BH Urgent Care. 
I have emailed Erica Bales who stated she put a note for the therapist regarding creating a safety plan. Also emailed both Erica Bales and Sherry Dempsey to encourage a closer appt date as 6/3 is still about three weeks from now. Sherry put her on the waitlist to fill the first cancellation available.
Thank you, 
Lisa Britt MS, LCAS, CRC, MAC 5/14/2021
[PT: Stevierae Solly				DOB: 9/25/91				ID: 5204]
5/19/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/1/21
This writer reached out to Cornelius Powe, Incident and Complaint Specialist, to share concern details and request a response by 6/8.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/10/21
This writer received a response from Mr. Powe which can be summarized below:
•	On 4/23/21 the client was seen at the BHUC, post hospital discharge from WakeBrook. BHUC provider was not aware of the assault and client stated no SI. 
•	Records sent from Wakebrook did not mention assault. Client also stated no SI at Wakebrook per review of notes. 
•	Monarch received a call following up on S. Solly on 5/14/21.  At the time, the nurse was not aware of the assault, as the patient has not been regularly following up with her therapy appts. 
•	Her regular therapist did the Level III report and coordinated the admission to Wakebrook, but this information never followed the patient through admission and d/c follow up.  
•	The client had her regular med management appointment with her provider on 5/28 as scheduled.  
•	The client was a no show to her therapy appt on 6/3.  
•	Monarch will review their current process for communicating level III, safety plans, and follow ups back to the entire team and make necessary changes to current process.
Based on provider’s response, it appears that they will be making corrective actions on their end to ensure that this type of issue does not reoccur. This writer will resolve this internal concern as tracking and will continue to monitor to ensure that this does not become a pattern.
This writer composed and sent resolution email to internal complainant and resolved concern. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Confirmed--Provider initiated corrective action		1		1		0		27

		11825		Hillary Vandewart		05/14/2021		Brown		Carrie		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Community Support Team				Multi-Disability		Adult		Sunrise Clinical Associates, PLLC		1		17001 - BURCH, FRANCINE		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Mbr has been receiving CST services from this agency since 10/26/20.  Provider reported in the CCA that member has a significant history of Suicidal Ideation, Self-injurious behaviors such as skin picking and setting her skin on fire, ongoing delusions, hallucinations and aggression toward others.  On subsequent review 12/2020 CCM pointed out that a lot of the information provider was submitting appeared historical and asked provider to respond to several questions about any current safety issues or needs, housing and to consider referral to ACTT.  Provider did not address this in the request submitted on 3/2/21 and they submitted this statement in the clinical Justification for Services: “Francine’s behaviors and symptoms have been characterized by persistent delusions, hallucinations and paranoia.  In addition to Francine’s psychotic symptoms, Francine experiences depressive symptoms that are characterized by suicidal ideation and suicidal behaviors.  Francine has issues with delusions with bugs at where she is residing currently still.  Francine wants to be more independent with her living on her own, and be able to practice consistent sobriety on an independent level.”  Reports of active suicidal behaviors were very concerning and CCM called the Team Lead Pius Ondachi  on 3/12/21 to obtain additional information and explore any current safety concerns and needs.  Provider did not call back.  The case was sent to Peer Review with Dr Kaesemeyer and was reduced with the recommendation to transfer member to ACTT services based on the information we had.  CCM emailed QP Marcus Best to advise of safety concerns and recommendations from Peer Review to link with ACTT.  A new review was submitted on 5/5/21 with the following statement, “Francine has no record of being hospitalized and no record of having suicidal thoughts.”  Provider also did not address recommendation for ACTT services.  Current mental health symptoms are unclear.  CCM called the CST supervisor Bradford Herring on 5/13/21 and reviewed the information in the PCP with him.  I have attached the PCP from the provider for reference and highlighted the conflicting information on the PCP in the UPDATE section.  I told Bradford I have no understanding of what is happening with member at this time because of the conflicting information.  Bradford said he would have QP Marcus Best call CCM.  He also said he could give me Team Lead Pius’s phone number.  I indicated that I preferred supervisor have Pius call CCM since he did not return my call previously.  As of 3:30pm on 5/14/21 no one has called CCM back.  CCM reviewed case for Peer Review again with recommendation of further assessment to determine most appropriate level of care for member at this time.  Submitting internal employee concern due to minimal and conflicting information submitted by provider and lack of response when CCM has made multiple attempts to contact the agency for clarification.  Carrie Brown, LMFT 5/14/21				Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8201		06/10/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member has been receiving CST services from this agency since 10/26/20.  Provider reported in the CCA that member has a significant history of Suicidal Ideation, Self-injurious behaviors such as skin picking and setting her skin on fire, ongoing delusions, hallucinations and aggression toward others.  
On subsequent review 12/2020 CCM pointed out that a lot of the information provider was submitting appeared historical and asked provider to respond to several questions about any current safety issues or needs, housing and to consider referral to ACTT.  Provider did not address this in the request submitted on 3/2/21 and they submitted this statement in the clinical Justification for Services: 
“Francine’s behaviors and symptoms have been characterized by persistent delusions, hallucinations and paranoia.  In addition to Francine’s psychotic symptoms, Francine experiences depressive symptoms that are characterized by suicidal ideation and suicidal behaviors.  Francine has issues with delusions with bugs at where she is residing currently still.  Francine wants to be more independent with her living on her own, and be able to practice consistent sobriety on an independent level.”  
Reports of active suicidal behaviors were very concerning and CCM called the Team Lead Pius Ondachi  on 3/12/21 to obtain additional information and explore any current safety concerns and needs.  Provider did not call back.  
The case was sent to Peer Review with Dr. Kaesemeyer and was reduced with the recommendation to transfer member to ACTT services based on the information we had.  CCM emailed QP Marcus Best to advise of safety concerns and recommendations from Peer Review to link with ACTT.  A new review was submitted on 5/5/21 with the following statement, “Francine has no record of being hospitalized and no record of having suicidal thoughts.”  
Provider also did not address recommendation for ACTT services.  Current mental health symptoms are unclear.  CCM called the CST supervisor Bradford Herring on 5/13/21 and reviewed the information in the PCP with him.  I have attached the PCP from the provider for reference and highlighted the conflicting information on the PCP in the UPDATE section.  I told Bradford I have no understanding of what is happening with member at this time because of the conflicting information.  Bradford said he would have QP Marcus Best call CCM.  He also said he could give me Team Lead Pius’s phone number.  I indicated that I preferred supervisor have Pius call CCM since he did not return my call previously.  As of 3:30pm on 5/14/21 no one has called CCM back.  
CCM reviewed case for Peer Review again with recommendation of further assessment to determine most appropriate level of care for member at this time.  
Submitting internal employee concern due to minimal and conflicting information submitted by provider and lack of response when CCM has made multiple attempts to contact the agency for clarification. 
[PT: Francine Burch				DOB: 1/21/72				ID: 17001]
5/20/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/2/21
This writer reached out to provider via phone at (919) 493-5013 and requested to speak with Sheila Burge, QA/QI Director.
This writer was transferred to Ms. Burge but she could not hear this writer on the other end of phone. This writer sent email to sburge@sunriseclinical.org to share concern details and request a response by 6/9. This writer informed her that she could contact me with any questions.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/10/21
This writer received response from Ms. Burge which included several documents:
•	Several notes from weekly CST meetings
•	Health and Safety Plan
•	Notes from Internal Review Meeting
•	6/2 service note
•	MCO Recommendation Template
Per a review of documentation, internal meeting occurred on 6/7/21 to discuss concern. Attendees were QA/QI Director, CEO, Clinical Director, CST Team Lead, CST QP. 
Initially, member was not referred for ACT due to main concern being housing.
TL addressed that team was concerned about member’s safety and developed a Health and Safety plan with her, dated 4/26/21.
TL apologized for missing Alliance call and stated that he had no recollection of being notified of a call (no voicemail). 
Member has been referred for Carolina Outreach ACT services and this is in transition (documented on 6/2 service note). 
Action Plan: During each weekly CST meeting, recent recommendations from MCO will be discussed and documented on the MCO Recommendation Template. The Clinical Director will prioritize the recommendations and ensure that this is reviewed each week. This will show evidence that recommendations are being addressed and will also alert the importance of inquiring for additional services and supports, developing Health and Safety Plans, updating PCPs, etc. The Clinical Director and QA/QI Director will also meet with the Team Lead bi-weekly to confirm that recommendations are being adequately addressed. 
Based on a review of the provider’s response, they have put in place a corrective action plan to ensure that recommendations are being followed up on. This member is transitioning to a more appropriate level of care. This case will be resolved based on provider initiating corrective action.
This writer composed and sent resolution email to internal complainant. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Confirmed--Provider initiated corrective action		1		1		0		27

		11826		Kim Ware		05/16/2021		SMITH		SCOTT		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Intensive In-home Services				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Carolina Outreach, LLC		1		293391 - RACKHAM, MICHAEL		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		Andi from Therapeutic Alternatives called about member Michael Rakham, DOB 8/24/2006, to find out if he has enhanced services. TA mobile crisis had been contacted to provide crisis services to this member. LC discovered that member is receiving IIH from Carolina Outreach and informed Andi of this.  Andi requested contact information for the provider. LC gave Andi all phone numbers that the Call Center has for the provider in both Wake and Durham counties.  Andi was not able to make contact with anyone at Carolina Outreach, except for a staff member who takes calls for the ACTT service. That staff member reportedly informed Andi that this member is not a client of Carolina Outreach. LC requested that TA mobile crisis provide the necessary crisis services due to the IIH provider not being available.		CORRECTIONS: CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO FROM MEMBER'S; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO NOT LICENSED		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8222		06/11/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Andi from Therapeutic Alternatives called about member Michael Rakham, DOB 8/24/2006, to find out if he has enhanced services. TA mobile crisis had been contacted to provide crisis services to this member. LC discovered that member is receiving IIH from Carolina Outreach and informed Andi of this. Andi requested contact information for the provider. LC gave Andi all phone numbers that the Call Center has for the provider in both Wake and Durham counties. Andi was not able to make contact with anyone at Carolina Outreach, except for a staff member who takes calls for the ACTT service. That staff member reportedly informed Andi that this member is not a client of Carolina Outreach. LC requested that TA mobile crisis provide the necessary crisis services due to the IIH provider not being available.
MICHALE RACKHAM     id:    (DOB: 8/24/2006)
5/27/21 Acknowledgment emailed to internal complainant.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/3/21 This writer contacted agency QM to make them aware of the concern, requesting that an internal review be conducted. Per discussion, the information was emailed directly for review and response at qm@carolinaoutreach.com.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/11/21 Agency response received indicating that the member was not connected to ACTT services. Agency has indicated: " Per the internal review, it seems that this client is not connected to ACTT services. There may have been miscommunication from the mobile crisis center as well as Carolina Outreach. Our staff has ensured that the client has the correct crisis information and will use this information moving forward." Based on agency notification, review and follow up with staff to ensure that members have correct crisis information, case to be closed. This writer has recommended that agency continue to monitor the matter and document. Resolution emailed to internal complainant. No further action by the writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		26

		11828		Hillary Vandewart		05/17/2021		McDowell		Meghan		Provider		External Stakeholder Concern		Service Coordination between providers		Outpatient Services				Multi-Disability		Adult		MONARCH		1		704684 - Martinez, David		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		My biggest complaint and frustration is their complete lack of communication and follow thru.
 
I have emailed, called, and left messages with no return contact at all.
 
I feel like they are not appropriately supporting and providing quality care to David.  When he did not have any medication refills recently, they were hard to get ahold of in regards to the issue and then took forever to assist, telling David to just go to the urgent care center.  They have not provided consistent OPT services to David and his current therapist has not been engaging at all in my opinion.
 
The new issue with mailing of his medications.  That is poor service and quite frankly shocking with all that transpired with that (not reaching out to confirm address, provide tracking information, etc.).  How is someone supposed to manage and ensure their medication routine with, in my opinion, such poor delivery.
 
To me as a mental health provider, you should be engaging in services and supports for the individuals you serve, providing coordination of care, but more importantly maintaining of communication and just simply responding to providers and individuals in a timely manner.
 
That’s it for now! ??
 
Hope that helps!
Thanks!
 
Meghan McDowell, BA QP TMS Team Lead Easter Seals UCP NC & VIrginia, Inc.  4000 Wake Forest Road Suite 200 Raleigh NC 27609 984-272-9022.  
Renee King-Torres BA QP		CORRECTIONS: Changed complainant info to reflect external stakeholder's info, Changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8207		06/16/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		My biggest complaint and frustration is their complete lack of communication and follow thru.
I have emailed, called, and left messages with no return contact at all.
I feel like they are not appropriately supporting and providing quality care to David.  When he did not have any medication refills recently, they were hard to get ahold of in regards to the issue and then took forever to assist, telling David to just go to the urgent care center.  They have not provided consistent OPT services to David and his current therapist has not been engaging at all in my opinion.
The new issue with mailing of his medications.  That is poor service and quite frankly shocking with all that transpired with that (not reaching out to confirm address, provide tracking information, etc.).  How is someone supposed to manage and ensure their medication routine with, in my opinion, such poor delivery.
To me as a mental health provider, you should be engaging in services and supports for the individuals you serve, providing coordination of care, but more importantly maintaining of communication and just simply responding to providers and individuals in a timely manner.
Meghan McDowell, BA QP TMS Team Lead Easter Seals UCP NC & VIrginia, Inc.  4000 Wake Forest Road Suite 200 Raleigh NC 27609 984-272-9022.  
[PT: David Martinez				DOB: 12/08/68				ID: 704684]
5/21/21
This writer contacted complainant, Meghan McDowell (tenancy management support), at 984-272-9022 to acknowledge receipt of concern against Monarch—left detailed message requesting a call back.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
5/24/21
This writer received a voicemail from Ms. McDowell returning my call. This writer contacted her again and was able to reach her successfully. Ms. McDowell provided more background on the situation—he transitioned into a new apartment in April (from mother’s home who passed away). This was a stressful time and it was made more difficult by issues with Monarch. She has been covering the case since January, and in all that time, she never got a call or email back from anyone at Monarch.
She had issues obtaining the member’s CCA (took over a month) which was needed to identify recommended services. Member also went through 2 crisis situations with meds (needing refills and an issue with meds being mailed to the wrong address). In both of these situations, Monarch was difficult to get in contact with and was not helpful. In regard to refills, they told him just to go to the hospital. 
Therapy was not consistent. He has since been transitioned to Easter Seals and got a new CCA on 5/14 which recommended CST. He will be receiving all services through Easter Seals moving forward. 
Ms. McDowell reported that she preferred not to be named in the concern but that it was fine to share it came from Easter Seals. This writer asked if there was anything else needed from the provider at this point and the only thing she could think of was that they might need them to share the medical records if this hasn’t been done yet. 
This writer stated that I could follow up about this and also confirmed mailing address. This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement letter. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/1/21
This writer reached out to Cornelius Powe, Incident and Complaint Specialist, to share concern details and request a response by 6/8.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/8/21
This writer received a response from Mr. Powe which can be summarized below:
Response:
A request came in for David Martinez's CCA go to Easter Seals, the request was processed for validation with our HIM department and processed and sent via secure email to Easter Seals Meghan McDowell on 3/30/21.  
On 4/8 a request for med refill came into the call center and was sent to the provider, a call came in on 4/9/21 to the therapist and a request again was sent to the provider, to send them to the Walmart across the street due to no transportation. 
His regular provider was out of the country with a death.  The covering provider did review the medications and refilled them, several days later.  
Monarch has since put into place a medication refill request line that goes direct to nurses for processing and follow up with provider.  With this new process that Monarch has put in place for meds refill, medication refills should not be delayed even when provider is away.  
This writer reviewed response and noted that it did not address issue with OPT, issue with meds being mailed, or the length of time it took to get the CCA to Easter Seals. This writer asked Mr. Powe to respond to those elements of the concern and he replied that he would follow up with the Outpatient Director for assistance in answering those concerns/questions.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/15/21
This writer sent follow-up email to Mr. Powe inquiring as to when we could expect to receive an update.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 	
6/16/21
This writer contacted complainant to share initial feedback received from provider and ensure that she had what she needed in terms of documentation from provider. Ms. McDowell’s outgoing VML stated that she was out of the office until Monday, 6/21. This writer left Ms. McDowell a detailed VML indicating that I was following up to ensure that she had what she needed and would be sending her a resolution letter in the mail outlining our plans to monitor/track these issues. This writer left call-back number for Ms. McDowell in the event that she needed anything additional.
This writer then composed and sent resolution letter based on provider’s initial response as well as member having transferred to a new provider. This writer will continue to follow up with provider for their response to the remainder of the concerns and will include any follow-up from provider/complainant in grievance resolution follow-up.
No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Confirmed--Provider initiated corrective action		1		1		0		30

		11829		Kim Ware		05/17/2021						Anonymous		External Stakeholder Concern		Quality of Services		Community Support Team				Multi-Disability				B & D Integrated Health Services		1		'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		On Friday May, 17 2021 an external stakeholder filed a concern about the actions of an LCAS-A on the Community Support Team at B&D. The LCAS-A is Manon Fielding. The allegation is that Manon Fielding was licensed as a chiropractor in another state, but that license is expired, and that she performed a medical evaluation on an Alliance member with TBI and alcohol use diagnoses and reportedly found C3 & C4 spinal issues.  During a team meeting with the Community Support Team and Alliance Care Coordinator (TBI – Katie Hughes), Ms. Fielding made reference to her medical evaluation and stated that if the client were referred to a chiropractor for treatment, the seizures would stop.  During this meeting, the Alliance team shared with the Community Support Team that Ms. Fielding was practicing outside her scope of practice.  Ms. Fielding allegedly took the client to a chiropractor she knew for an evaluation, received a special rate, and paid for it out of her own pocket. These concerns have allegedly been reported to Ms. Fielding and to the clinical director, Erin Lewis, but Ms. Fielding continues to practice outside of her scope.
Recommended actions are follow-up with B&D compliance officer to obtain information on what they have done in response to these allegations, and whether or not that includes reporting the allegations to substance abuse professional practice and chiropractic practice boards. If they have not made the reports, they need to be encouraged to do so.				Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8233		06/03/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		On Friday May, 17 2021 an external stakeholder filed a concern about the actions of an LCAS-A on the Community Support Team at B&D. The LCAS-A is Manon Fielding. The allegation is that Manon Fielding was licensed as a chiropractor in another state, but that license is expired, and that she performed a medical evaluation on an Alliance member with TBI and alcohol use diagnoses and reportedly found C3 & C4 spinal issues. During a team meeting with the Community Support Team and Alliance Care Coordinator (TBI – Katie Hughes), Ms. Fielding made reference to her medical evaluation and stated that if the client were referred to a chiropractor for treatment, the seizures would stop. During this meeting, the Alliance team shared with the Community Support Team that Ms. Fielding was practicing outside her scope of practice. Ms. Fielding allegedly took the client to a chiropractor she knew for an evaluation, received a special rate, and paid for it out of her own pocket. These concerns have allegedly been reported to Ms. Fielding and to the clinical director, Erin Lewis, but Ms. Fielding continues to practice outside of her scope. Recommended actions are follow-up with B&D compliance officer to obtain information on what they have done in response to these allegations, and whether or not that includes reporting the allegations to substance abuse professional practice and chiropractic practice boards. If they have not made the reports, they need to be encouraged to do so.
*ANONYMOUS
*NO PT ID

5/25/21 This writer contacted Jeremy Reed At B and D in regards to the concerns. The information was submitted for internal review and response to include actions taken or to be taken regarding the matter.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/3/21 Agency response received noting Clinical Director , Erin Lewis indicating that the matter was not reported to the Board, however, the use of personal funds was a  breach of B and D Ethic’s Policy as it relates to dual relationships and has been addressed directly. Ms Lewis’ response as follows: 
 “Livia asked to meet with me on May 14th. The team had had a team meeting with the Alliance TBI Care Coordinator and the Alliance nurse consultant earlier that week, during which Manon had relayed her observations that Thomas may benefit from a certain type of chiropractic evaluation. It is NOT my understanding that Manon performed any sort of “medical evaluation.” Meaning, not a physical examination, which the grievance seems to imply. It is my understanding that Manon did refer Thomas to a chiropractor in the community (with his permission), and assisted him in attending that appointment (again with his permission). 
“[Team Lead] Livia [Corry, LPCA, LCASA] and I discussed that the way Manon had presented herself during the team meeting had been outside of the scope of CST (meaning, she should not be making suggestions about what specific chiropractic care may be needed by a consumer). Upon our meeting, Livia had already addressed this with Manon. I encouraged Livia to address it with Manon again, which she did. Manon expressed acknowledgement. 
“No one from Alliance contacted me directly about this issue. 
“I am not sure what is meant by “Ms. Fielding continues to practice outside of her scope.” She has made a referral to a chiropractor in the community, and the provider has offered to treat Thomas pro bono for any follow-up treatment. Again, this is being done with Thomas’ permission, as he is his own guardian. It is true that Manon paid for the initial evaluation, which she should not have done. I do not think any of this rises to a report to either Board. If she had been treating him as a chiropractor, that would be one thing, but she did make a referral to a community provider. 
“Thomas is scheduled to see his neurologist and Primary Care Provider in June. I have asked Livia to relay to Manon and Thomas that it would be best for him to get clearance from both his neurologist and PCP before attending any chiropractic treatment appointments. As of this moment, my understanding is that he had just attended the initial evaluation. “  Agency response indicates that both the member’s neurologist and PCP should be contacted and provide clearance before attending any chiropractic appointments and do not believe that Ms Fielding is not operating outside of her scope. In regards to actions to be taken the agency indicates the following: Ms. Feilding’s payment of the individual’s services is a breach of B & D’s ethic’s policy, particularly regarding duel relationships, “avoid dual relationships with clients that could impair professional judgment or increase the risk of harm to clients. (Examples of such relationships include, but are not limited to, familial, social, financial, business, or close personal relationships with clients.)” 
As indicated in Ms. Lewis’s reply, this has been addressed with Ms. Fielding. Additionally, Ms. Fielding has been made aware of B&D indigent fund for addressing this types of individual’s needs.”
This writer has recommended that agency continue to monitor the matter. AH QM plans to track the matter for potential trends in the event that similar concerns are submitted regarding B and D. The agency does not plan to report to the board believing that it “did not rise to that level” and that Ms Fielding operates in her scope. No letters mailed due to anonymity. Case closed at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		17

		11831		Hillary Vandewart		05/18/2021		Cox		April		Guardian		Grievance		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Crisis - Inpatient				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Central Regional Hospital		1		50192 - VAZQUEZ, LORENZO		White		H= Hispanic, Other		Male		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		The member was admitted to CRH on 5/8/2021 and since that time the member's mother, April Cox, has only spoken with hospital staff once since admission.  Ms. Cox was able to reach out to the doctor and speak with him again about her son's treatment. Ms. Cox also expressed concern about the direct care her son is receiving while on the quarantine unit.  She states that the member has talk about staff becoming verbally aggressive with him and making statements that could be construed as threats.  Ms. Cox has also heard staff in the background of calls to her son be rude and slam the member's bedroom door. She reports that there seems to be more of an issue with weekend staff.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Nature of Issue to Abuse/Neglect/Exploitation		DHSR		Referred to External Lic or State Agency		8258		06/17/2021		Resolved/Completed		DHSR		The member was admitted to CRH on 5/8/2021 and since that time the member's mother, April Cox, has only spoken with hospital staff once since admission.  Ms. Cox was able to reach out to the doctor and speak with him again about her son's treatment. Ms. Cox also expressed concern about the direct care her son is receiving while on the quarantine unit.  She states that the member has talk about staff becoming verbally aggressive with him and making statements that could be construed as threats.  Ms. Cox has also heard staff in the background of calls to her son be rude and slam the member's bedroom door. She reports that there seems to be more of an issue with weekend staff.
[PT: Lorenzo Vazquez				DOB: 9/1/05				ID: 50192]
5/4/21
This writer contacted Ms. Cox and spoke to her regarding her grievance. She stated that the issue that occurred with the “threat” was that member had been there for 2 weeks and had been asking daily for deodorant. He asked a staff member again and said, jokingly, “well maybe if I start banging on things then someone will pay attention and give me deodorant.” He reported that staff member went over to him and stated,” I wouldn’t do that because if you do then I will get one of these big strong men to come handle you.” She feels that this is a verbal threat. 
She also stated that she has heard staff in the background of calls be rude and slam doors when they hand him his phone. 
She stated that after the filed the grievance, she did get a call from the psychiatrist but she felt that this was only because she had filed the grievance. This writer explained that QM had not made them aware of the grievance but it was possible that the CC had informed them. 
This writer inquired as to whether or not she had made a formal complaint with CRH and she stated that she had not. This writer informed her that we would be contacting CRH and sharing her concerns with them and she confirmed that this was fine. 
This writer confirmed her mailing address and then composed and sent. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/28/21
This writer received a voicemail from complainant requesting a call back to discuss some additional concerns. This writer returned her call and she stated that she would call me back on Tuesday. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/7/21
This writer called and LVM for Paula Appel, Assistant Hospital Director for CRH requesting a call back (919-764-7330). This writer received a call back from Ms. Appel and shared the concern details with her. She thanked this writer and stated that she would be in touch with the advocacy department and would look into how to appropriately resolve. This writer then sent details of concern to Paula via email at Paula.Appel@dhhs.nc.gov. This writer requested a response by 6/11.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/10/21
This writer received a VM from Ms. Appel requesting a return call, at 919-764-7330. This writer returned her call and spoke with her regarding the concerns. She stated that Dr. Cooke spoke with the team, and the internal advocacy department as well.
She reviewed chart and saw in notes that SW contacts occurred on 5/10, 5/18, and 5/21 (member was admitted on 5/8). At this time, he was in the quarantine unit and there likely wasn’t the need for a lot of contact at that time. On 5/21, he was transferred to the regular unit and since then, there has been more regular contact (5/24, 5/26, 6/1, 6/4, and 6/8.
Advocacy department has opened an investigation regarding the allegation of a threat being made and the other concerns have been logged as inquiries—advocacy department will talk with staff and discuss. 
She also made an allegation that she felt she was being retaliated against due to grievance being filed as the number of phone calls she received from Lorenzo had decreased. This was not possible due to the timeline. Ms. Appel reported that she wanted him to call her twice a day to talk for 45 minutes which was not necessarily feasible. 
Grievant also reported to advocacy department that she had concerns about the SW. She called last minute to set up a weekend visit and was told this wasn’t possible. She was extremely unhappy with this and requested to speak to her supervisor. Supervisor confirmed that the earliest visit would be 6/12 so this was scheduled. The SW is currently on leave so this case will be covered by another SW—Ms. Appel hopes that this will help “take the temperature down” on the situation. 
Grievant also had a concern about timing of meds, so clinical nurse should be reaching out to her to discuss this further. 
Chuck Cox, Advocacy Director, spoke with Ms. Cox and told her how to contact advocacy department at any time (call hospital operator and leave phone number and a patient advocate will call her back). 
This writer thanked Ms. Appel for the detailed information.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/16/21
This writer followed up with Michelle Roach (CC) to see if she had any updates regarding the case as, per a review of the Jiva notes, the mother was not cooperating in discussing discharge options and was attempting to pick member up despite member being on IVC. 
This writer contacted DHSR complaint intake unit and spoke with Shanita Lancaster regarding whether or not this would be appropriate for the DHSR complaint intake unit. She confirmed and took information from this writer. This writer also shared that I would be encouraging guardian to file a complaint as well.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/17/21
This writer contacted Ms. Cox via phone. She stated that she still had some concerns but that they had court today and requested discharge and he only has to stay for 2 more weeks. She mentioned additional concerns about a staff member “playfully” choking another staff member in front of patients and also that she smelled marijuana outside in the parking lot. This writer explained to her what had been done in terms of contacting the advocacy department and filing a complaint with DHSR. Encouraged her to do so as well. She thanked this writer and agreed. 
This writer then composed and sent resolution letter. No further action required at this time. Any further updates from DHSR will be included in grievance follow-up.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Undetermined--Referred to DHSR for investigation/follow-up		1		1		0		30

		11832		Todd Parker		05/18/2021		Wooten		Mara		MCO Staff		Compliment		Quality of Services		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Kyseem's Unity Group Home		1		61421 - REYNOLDS, MACY		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		1		In-State		Level IV		0		1		Dearl Powell is the owner operator of Kyseem's Unity Group home. He took one of my members quickly after she was discharged from the hospital and the previous group home would not take her back. He worked with myself, the SC, LGR and doctors to take care of Macy. He has gone above and beyond to take are of this member. He will be a residential provider I use again.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8204		05/24/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		5/24/21
This writer mailed a Compliment Letter to Mr. Dearl Powell. Writer informed Mara of the letter.
T. Parker, I&G Manager		Compliment		1		1		0		6

		11833		Hillary Vandewart		05/18/2021		Anderson		Cheryl		Guardian		Grievance		Quality of Services		Outpatient Services				Mental Health Only		18-20		A New Life Services Inc.		1		580404 - ANDERSON, LAMAR		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		Compliance received an EOB survey from parent Cheryl Anderson regarding her son's services with A New Life Services, Inc. Parent wrote in comments "Services are too short 40 min. Same questions are asked each visit. Nothing is resolved; 0 suggestions." Writer spoke with parent on 5/18/21 to address her concerns. Parent stated that the therapist is good but that she is extremely displeased with the attending physician (Eric Mizelle). Stated that she is very concerned about the quality of services and her son's overall well being. When asked she indicated that she would like for another provider to be located which can address her son's needs. Parent was adamant that she doesn't want the attending physician at A New Life Services to find out about grievance. Stated that the attending physician is aware that her son doesn't want to continue services with him and wants to leave it at that.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Grievance Against to Provider--A New Life Services, Changed Source to Guardian		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8210		06/10/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Compliance received an EOB survey from parent Cheryl Anderson regarding her son's services with A New Life Services, Inc. Parent wrote in comments "Services are too short 40 min. Same questions are asked each visit. Nothing is resolved; 0 suggestions." Writer spoke with parent on 5/18/21 to address her concerns. Parent stated that the therapist is good but that she is extremely displeased with the attending physician (Eric Mizelle). Stated that she is very concerned about the quality of services and her son's overall well being. When asked she indicated that she would like for another provider to be located which can address her son's needs. Parent was adamant that she doesn't want the attending physician at A New Life Services to find out about grievance. Stated that the attending physician is aware that her son doesn't want to continue services with him and wants to leave it at that.
[PT: Lamar Anderson				DOB: 3/8/01				ID: 58404]
5/24/21
This writer called and left detailed message for Ms. Anderson requesting a call back to discuss concerns. This writer received a call back from Ms. Anderson and discussed her concerns more in-depth. She gave more information regarding Dr. Mizelle. She stated that initially, he only wanted to meet every 3 months, then all of a sudden he requested every other week with no explanation. She feels that he isn’t engaging and isn’t doing anything to help her son. She said he basically just asks the same few questions and that her son stopped taking his meds and doesn’t want to talk to psychiatrist. She stated that the therapist was “fantastic” but she also had concerns about the office’s COVID protocols. She stated that there was no separation, no signage, didn’t clean or wipe anything, didn’t wear masks, etc. This writer asked if she was OK with us sharing concerns with leadership at agency and she stated that would be fine but she doesn’t want us to speak to him directly about it. She stated that she would be open to staying at same agency with a different med provider and she would be open to changing providers as well. This writer stated I would try to research to find out more info about the possibilities and would be in touch. She provided her new mailing address. This writer thanked her and stated I would be in touch. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/25/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement letter. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/7/21
This writer contacted agency at (919) 877-6101 and requested to speak to whoever handles grievances/concerns. This writer was directed to Bella Santiago (Office Manager). This writer shared concerns with her verbally and she shared that they tried to accommodate all clients and that they had found it difficult to please Ms. Anderson at all times. She confirmed that Dr. Mizelle is the only med mgmt. provider at the agency and that she would not share the grievance with him directly. She asked what needed to be done on her end and this writer shared that I would follow up with Ms. Anderson to see how she wanted to proceed and would contact her once I had that information. 
Regarding COVID protocols, she stated that this occurred back in Feb-March 2020 and acknowledged that they hadn’t implemented the COVID protocols fully at that time—but this has since changed and they have followed all orders from governor, etc. 
This writer thanked her for the feedback and informed her that she did not need to do anything at this time, but that I would send details to her for her records and that I’d be in touch once I speak with Ms. Anderson. She provided the following email address: administration@anlstherapy.com
This writer then sent info to her and received the below additional information re. COVID procedures:
•	Protocols were put in place after March 12, 2020 (grievant was no longer coming to the office).
•	Masks are worn at all times, hand sanitizer is provided to clients when they arrive, each office is sanitized before and after a client comes into the building.
•	Only new patients/guardians allowed into building for paperwork purposes. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/9/21
This writer called and LVM for Ms. Anderson requesting a call back.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/10/21
This writer spoke with Ms. Anderson and shared the information regarding Dr. Mizelle being the only medication management provider at the office. This writer confirmed that we shared feedback with office manager and she reported that she didn’t think that she would do anything with the information. This writer assured her that we would be monitoring the provider and tracking concerns to ensure that this is not a recurring issue. This writer shared that she could contact the Access and Information Line to locate a new provider at 1-800-510-9132 and that this information would be shared with her in a resolution letter. She thanked this writer for the assistance.
This writer then reached out to Bella Santiago to provide her with this update. 
This writer composed and sent resolution email to grievant. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		23

		11835		Kristie White		05/18/2021		Blair		Rachel		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Access to Services		Accces/Screening, Triage and Referral				Multi-Disability		Adult		Holly Hill Hospital, LLC		1		283305 - SMITH, RYAN		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		CID578546 Caller, Carnen Jacobs, explained that he was presently at the time of the call outside of Holly Hill Hospital and had been waiting for a significant amount of time.  Caller noted that had knocked several times and explained that the male receptionist had looked up and acknowledge that he saw caller with a negative look, but did not proceed to let caller in.  Caller explained that he called Alliance Health because he wants to seek treatment, but not from Holly Hill Hospital, if this is what he was currently experiencing.   During the call, this clinician heard caller address staff at Holly Hill Hospital when they appeared to immediately let another female individual in without delay.		Changed disability to multi-disability type/changed nature to Access of service		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8198		06/03/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		ID578546 Caller, Carnen Jacobs, explained that he was presently at the time of the call outside of Holly Hill Hospital and had been waiting for a significant amount of time. Caller noted that had knocked several times and explained that the male receptionist had looked up and acknowledge that he saw caller with a negative look, but did not proceed to let caller in. Caller explained that he called Alliance Health because he wants to seek treatment, but not from Holly Hill Hospital, if this is what he was currently experiencing. During the call, this clinician heard caller address staff at Holly Hill Hospital when they appeared to immediately let another female individual in without delay.
Patient: Ryan Smith Patient ID: 283305 DOB: 07/12/1998
05/19/21-Internal concern against HHH re. lack of access to services. Sending internal complainant acknowledgment email. Called HHH spoke with Marcia Cortez about this concern and sent her concern element email to be returned to this writer by 05/26/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/24/21-Recieved response from provide MCortez Director of Risk Management at Holly Hill Hospital. KM Appeals Coordinator
06/03/21-MCortez Director of Risk Management explained that they run three admissions arears on two campuses in Raleigh NC. Per provide, "Our Main campus Admissions department has open access 24 hours a day and there is no need to wait outside or knock as staff sits at the door and opens it automatically as patients approach.  There were no patient’s named Ryan Smith entered into the EMTALA log as required on 5/18/21.  I have interviewed the staff and they cannot substantiate that anyone was knocking on the door or that anyone was not let in.  Video review of this door does not show any male waiting, knocking, or being refused entry in deference to a female.Video review was also completed for our South entrance and again does not show anyone knocking on the door, or being refused entry in deference to a female. As substantiation of an exact location of patient on our campuses cannot be made by video or Alliance team member who stated they were on the phone we cannot identify opportunities to address.  If the patient was at Holly Hill Hospital it may have been that he approached closed entrances due to COVID and did not read the signs that redirect to other locations.  We will keep this investigation open and continue to support investigation as new information presents itself. Attached per your request is our Admissions policy." They also sent the admissions policy for HHH. Per provider investigation and response it appear Holly Hill Hospital performed they followed all Covid-19 protocols and followed their guidelines to help service our members. Closing this concern as tracking and sending the internal complainant a resolution email. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		16

		11836		Kim Ware		05/19/2021		peredo		carrie		Guardian		Grievance		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Outpatient Services				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Greater Image Healthcare, Corp.		1		114475 - MARICH, ROBERT		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		CID 578549 -Member's mother, Carrie Peredo, called expressing that she was concern because while in the process of getting son into a residential home, she received paperwork that highlights billing and charges that caller noted are not accurate.  Caller expressed being very upset and noted that there are charges for telehealth appointments that did not occur and medical equipment that caller explained she does not have, giving the example of a charge for a Nebulizer which caller noted that her son does not have.  Mother expressed concern that she would like to understand multiple billings and wanted to bring it to attention that the billing claims are not accurate.  Caller noted that some of the paperwork indicates that there is a possibly password protected cd, which caller explained that she has never received.  Caller also noted that the paperwork expresses that she had requested son’s medical records in the past, which caller stated she has not.  Caller indicated there is also paperwork mention an investigation.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Grievance Against to Greater Image; unchecked from pt; entered complainant name; source changed from family member to guardian; disability changed from unknown to mh		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8217		06/16/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID 578549 -Member's mother, Carrie Peredo, called expressing that she was concern because while in the process of getting son into a residential home, she received paperwork that highlights billing and charges that caller noted are not accurate.  Caller expressed being very upset and noted that there are charges for telehealth appointments that did not occur and medical equipment that caller explained she does not have, giving the example of a charge for a Nebulizer which caller noted that her son does not have.  Mother expressed concern that she would like to understand multiple billings and wanted to bring it to attention that the billing claims are not accurate.  Caller noted that some of the paperwork indicates that there is a possibly password protected cd, which caller explained that she has never received.  Caller also noted that the paperwork expresses that she had requested son’s medical records in the past, which caller stated she has not.  Caller indicated there is also paperwork mention an investigation.
ROBERT MARICH    ID: 114475     (DOB: 3/16/2006)
5/25/21 Call to complainant (910) 260-7403; left vm message requesting return call.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/26/21 Call to complainant; left vm message. Acknowledgment letter mailed to address listed.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/4/21 Unable to leave message; voice mailbox full.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/9/21 Call to complainant at number listed;unable to leave vm message. To date, no response to contact attempts. Unable to clarify concern information or confirm permission to use name with no response from complainant. Info needed letter mailed indicating required response due by 6/16/21 or case to be closed.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/16/21 Disregard letter mailed to complainant.No contact to date. Case to be closed. No further action from this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		undetermined		1		1		0		28

		11837		Kim Ware		05/19/2021		Robinson		Deidra		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Does Not Apply		Adult		I Innovations, Inc.		1		552898 - LUCAS, LARRY		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		1		In-State		Supervised Living 5600 C (Adult with Intellectual/Developmental Disabilities)		0		0		Writer was alerted by phone on 5/5 by Marie at I Innovations that Larry Lucas was taken to Cape Fear Valley Hospital after his guardian failed to pick him up. The guardian had been provided a discharge notice but was not replying to the group home by phone or email when asked when the member would be picked up after the group home allowed for an extension.  As  result,  the group home staff took member to the ED and dropped him.  The member ended up walking away and police were called.		corrections: changed from grievance to internal; entered pt id; disability changed from does not apply to multi;nature changed from quality to abuse/neglect		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8221		06/04/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Writer was alerted by phone on 5/5 by Marie at I Innovations that Larry Lucas was taken to Cape Fear Valley Hospital after his guardian failed to pick him up. The guardian had been provided a discharge notice but was not replying to the group home by phone or email when asked when the member would be picked up after the group home allowed for an extension.  As  result,  the group home staff took member to the ED and dropped him.  The member ended up walking away and police were called.
LARRY LUCAS   ID: 552898   (DOB: 5/4/1984)
5/27/21 Clarified entry information to include pt id with internal complainant. Acknowledgment emailed.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/27/21 This writer received forwarded information from Incident & Grievance Mgr, T Parker regarding facility. Based on information received, the agency received an A1 Violation (suspension of admission, intent to revoke license) from DHSR.
6/4/21 This writer consulted with QAA Diane Sofia regarding incident reporting in the matter. Per consult, if the provider was aware that he member walked off and the member had been receiving services within 90 days of the event, they would need to submit a report via IRIS. Ms. Sofia has indicated that the provider may be referred to her if needed. This writer made call to agency owner, Tonja Reid (919) 770-9903. Per her report, this writer is the first to mention that the member walked away from the ED. Per her report the state as well as the MCO have been involved in the case. Per her report DHSR spoke with them regarding leaving him at the ED and advised against it. She reports that the agency did "get in trouble" in regards to the matter with DHSR involvement. She reports that she consulted with them in how to handle the matter in the future. She reports that the agency extended the discharge and attempted to assist with transition to a new provider noting that the guardian was aware of the discharge etc... and had prompted the discharge due to previous incidents that were reported. Based on agency notification of concern, DHSR involvement and sanctions, case to be closed with no further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		16

		11838		Hillary Vandewart		05/19/2021		Jones		Sharonda		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Service Coordination between providers		Crisis - Inpatient				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Brynn Marr Hospital, Inc.		1		485903 - SNIPES, AMIR		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		Youth was inpatient at Brynn Marr Hospital with a recommendation for PRTF. Youth was discharged home without medications pending PRTF approval. Venice PRTF SAR was not submitted until 5/18/2021, the date member discharged home. Member's mother was told member was to be accepted last week. There is no provider in place as the recommendation was PRTF. There is an open CPS case in which it was disclosed that member's younger brother reported member sexually abused him. There is a safety risk with siblings being in the home together. Member's mother is having to stay home out of work to provide supervision.		corrections; changed from grievance to internal; changed complainant name and info from member's, Changed Nature of Issue to Coord of Care		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8248		06/15/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Youth was inpatient at Brynn Marr Hospital with a recommendation for PRTF. Youth was discharged home without medications pending PRTF approval. Venice PRTF SAR was not submitted until 5/18/2021, the date member discharged home. Member's mother was told member was to be accepted last week. There is no provider in place as the recommendation was PRTF. There is an open CPS case in which it was disclosed that member's younger brother reported member sexually abused him. There is a safety risk with siblings being in the home together. Member's mother is having to stay home out of work to provide supervision.
[PT: Amir Snipes				DOB: 1/7/10				ID: 485903]
5/25/21
This writer noted that this appears to be duplicative in nature (at least in part) with #11839. For this reason, this writer combined two concerns as it relates to internal acknowledgement email and sent to both inserted users (Yves Saint-Cyr and Sharonda Jones.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/8/21
This writer attempted to reach out to Brynn Marr Patient Representative, Linsey Gunter, via phone at (910) 577-1400 ext.2259 to share concern information. Dialtone rang with no opportunity to leave a voicemail. This writer then reached out to her via email at lindsey.gunter@uhsinc.com and requested that she provide a response to concern details by 6/15.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/15/21
This writer received response from provider which can be summarized below:
•	Nurse Manager reviewed discharge prescriptions and noted that paper prescriptions were provided along with a medication discharge summary. It is the guardian(s) responsibility to ensure prescriptions are filled by their pharmacy at discharge.
•	Director of Clinical Services reviewed concerns regarding PRTF placement process and noted that the Acute Clinician received the Venice PRTF admission acceptance on 5/8/21.
•	Upon acceptance, mother needed to fill out specific documents, and these were received on 5/13/21 in screen shot format.
•	Venice PRTF indicated that needed documents would not be accepted in the form of screen shots. Corrected documentation was sent on 5/17/21.
•	Member discharged on 5/18/21.
•	Aftercare appointments were not set up as the plan was for the member to admit as soon as authorization came through from Venice PRTF.
•	PRTF indicated that this would be 1-2 days once they received corrected documentation.
•	Communication was made to DSS via phone regarding member returning home to await placement and no concern was verbalized. 
This writer reviewed discharge paperwork and confirmed that discharge paperwork included medications and direction to go to pharmacy. 
This writer reviewed Jiva notes and it appears that member was home for 1-2 days and was admitted to PRTF on 5/20. Based on provider’s response, this case will be resolved as tracking, particularly as it relates to coordination of care/discharge planning.
This writer composed and sent resolution email. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		27

		11839		Hillary Vandewart		05/19/2021		Saint-Cyr		Yves		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Service Coordination between providers		Accces/Screening, Triage and Referral				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Brynn Marr Hospital, Inc.		1		485903 - SNIPES, AMIR		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Member was provided with inpatient services and it was determined that member required a higher level of care (Residential/PRTF).  The hospital did not provide open/effeictive communication during the process and was not responisive with ensuring that this member's needs would be met.    The hospital did not communitcate regularly with the guardian and MCO on barriers affecting member.   When a placement was found for this member,   The hospital discharged member without ensuring that authorization for the service was approved.  Member was discharged back to the community despite that not being the idetnified goal.  There was no aftercare plan put in place for the member in the event that the PRTF placement did not go through.   Authorization requests repeatedly indicated the need for a PRTF placement.		Member is currently discharged to the community without an aftercare plan in place as the MCO works on getting authorization for PRTF level services.
CORRECTIONS: CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO FROM MEMBER'S, Changed Nature of Issue to Coord of Care		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8249		06/15/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member was provided with inpatient services and it was determined that member required a higher level of care (Residential/PRTF).  The hospital did not provide open/effective communication during the process and was not responsive with ensuring that this member's needs would be met.    The hospital did not communicate regularly with the guardian and MCO on barriers affecting member.   When a placement was found for this member,   The hospital discharged member without ensuring that authorization for the service was approved.  Member was discharged back to the community despite that not being the identified goal.  There was no aftercare plan put in place for the member in the event that the PRTF placement did not go through.   Authorization requests repeatedly indicated the need for a PRTF placement.
[PT: Amir Snipes				DOB: 1/7/10				ID: 11839]	
5/25/21
This writer noted that this appears to be duplicative in nature (at least in part) with #11838. For this reason, this writer combined two concerns as it relates to internal acknowledgement email and sent to both inserted users (Yves Saint-Cyr and Sharonda Jones.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/8/21
This writer attempted to reach out to Brynn Marr Patient Representative, Linsey Gunter, via phone at (910) 577-1400 ext.2259 to share concern information. Dialtone rang with no opportunity to leave a voicemail. This writer then reached out to her via email at lindsey.gunter@uhsinc.com and requested that she provide a response to concern details by 6/15.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/15/21
This writer received response from provider which can be summarized below:
•	Nurse Manager reviewed discharge prescriptions and noted that paper prescriptions were provided along with a medication discharge summary. It is the guardian(s) responsibility to ensure prescriptions are filled by their pharmacy at discharge.
•	Director of Clinical Services reviewed concerns regarding PRTF placement process and noted that the Acute Clinician received the Venice PRTF admission acceptance on 5/8/21.
•	Upon acceptance, mother needed to fill out specific documents, and these were received on 5/13/21 in screen shot format.
•	Venice PRTF indicated that needed documents would not be accepted in the form of screen shots. Corrected documentation was sent on 5/17/21.
•	Member discharged on 5/18/21.
•	Aftercare appointments were not set up as the plan was for the member to admit as soon as authorization came through from Venice PRTF.
•	PRTF indicated that this would be 1-2 days once they received corrected documentation.
•	Communication was made to DSS via phone regarding member returning home to await placement and no concern was verbalized. 
This writer reviewed discharge paperwork and confirmed that discharge paperwork included medications and direction to go to pharmacy. 
This writer reviewed Jiva notes and it appears that member was home for 1-2 days and was admitted to PRTF on 5/20. Based on provider’s response, this case will be resolved as tracking, particularly as it relates to coordination of care/discharge planning.
This writer composed and sent resolution email. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		27

		11840		Kristie White		05/19/2021		GRAY		KENDRA		Consumer		Grievance		Access to Services		Psychiatric Services				Unknown Disability		Adult		Carolina Psychiatry P.C.		1		744970 - GRAY, KENDRA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		CID: 578655 5/19/2021 1:35:53 PM
CALLER: Kendra Gray
DOB: 3/23/1992 (Age: 29) 
PHONE: 910-551-8015
ADMIN COUNTY: Cumberland 
INSURANCE: Private and Medi -BCBS
CALL PURPOSE: Caller is seeking help with using a prior authorization for med mgmt.  Caller reports she has an allergic reaction to the generic brand and therefore is prescribed the brand name of the medication.  Caller reports the pharmacy system now indicates she is not eligible for the brand name at the generic price.  Caller feels slighted by her previous provider and that they have caused this situation purposely.  Member states she has contacted the office of Carolina Psychiatry  twice today and they have refused to allow her to speak with the PAC.  She was informed the owner, Dr. Shabbir Chowbhury, is out of town on vacation for a week and they are unable to allow her to speak with Emily Pevtsov, PAC.  Caller reports she had not filled her medication yet because she has 3 childien ( 2 are twins) and is in middle of a divorce.  She states she is ovewhelmed.  She states these agency should be responsible to assist her.  She mentioned the agency discontinued her services because she filed a grievance against them.  She reports the discharge letter was dated  April 29, 2021, but she received the letter on May 5, 2021.  She will run out of her medication today.  
MENTAL HEALTH HISTORY: Carolina Psychiatry 910-0484-3400
MEDICATIONS: Adderal
SEVERITY: NON-THRESHOLD, Service Requested - NO, 911/CIT Criteria Met - NO, Reporting a Threat Criteria Met - NO
DISPOSITION: LC was unable to assist member with her medication needs.   LC encouraged calling her primary insurer and locating a new provider immediately.  Member stated she had names and numbers of providers, but had not called them yet. The member states Carolina Psych.  had written her a 3-month prescription.   Caller indicated the normal co-pay is $3 ( that is what she expects to pay), but without the co-pay her cost would be $10.  LC encouraged taking advantage of her ability to pay for her medication. Member indicated it was not fair that the provider could not be held accountable immediately.  LC reminded member the grievance does not lend itself to immediate satisfaction hence the investigative nature of the process. LC attempted to expose the member to the fact that many people have no money and are unable to solve the problem on their own.  LC confirmed the member did want to file a greivance in reference to the medication adjustment needed for the lower co-pay.  LC will file grievance.
CALL STATUS: CLOSED
SCREENER: D BREESE LCMHC, LCAS, CRC 5/19/2021 2:15:27 PM		Changed to unknown for disability type.		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8205		06/03/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID: 578655 5/19/2021 1:35:53 PM CALLER: Kendra Gray DOB: 3/23/1992 (Age: 29) PHONE: 910-551-8015 ADMIN COUNTY: Cumberland INSURANCE: Private and Medi -BCBS CALL PURPOSE: Caller is seeking help with using a prior authorization for med mgmt. Caller reports she has an allergic reaction to the generic brand and therefore is prescribed the brand name of the medication. Caller reports the pharmacy system now indicates she is not eligible for the brand name at the generic price. Caller feels slighted by her previous provider and that they have caused this situation purposely. Member states she has contacted the office of Carolina Psychiatry twice today and they have refused to allow her to speak with the PAC. She was informed the owner, Dr. Shabbir Chowbhury, is out of town on vacation for a week and they are unable to allow her to speak with Emily Pevtsov, PAC. Caller reports she had not filled her medication yet because she has 3 childien (2 are twins) and is in middle of a divorce. She states she is ovewhelmed. She states these agencies should be responsible to assist her. She mentioned the agency discontinued her services because she filed a grievance against them. She reports the discharge letter was dated April 29, 2021, but she received the letter on May 5, 2021. She will run out of her medication today. MENTAL HEALTH HISTORY: Carolina Psychiatry 910-0484-3400 MEDICATIONS: Adderal SEVERITY: NON-THRESHOLD, Service Requested - NO, 911/CIT Criteria Met - NO, reporting a Threat Criteria Met - NO DISPOSITION: LC was unable to assist member with her medication needs. LC encouraged calling her primary insurer and locating a new provider immediately. Member stated she had names and numbers of providers, but had not called them yet. The member states Carolina Psych. had written her a 3-month prescription. Caller indicated the normal co-pay is $3 (that is what she expects to pay), but without the co-pay her cost would be $10. LC encouraged taking advantage of her ability to pay for her medication. Member indicated it was not fair that the provider could not be held accountable immediately. LC reminded member the grievance does not lend itself to immediate satisfaction hence the investigative nature of the process. LC attempted to expose the member to the fact that many people have no money and are unable to solve the problem on their own. LC confirmed the member did want to file a grievance in reference to the medication adjustment needed for the lower co-pay. LC will file grievance. CALL STATUS: CLOSED SCREENER: D BREESE LCMHC, LCAS, CRC 5/19/2021 2:15:27 PM
Patient: Kendra Gray Patient ID: 744970 DOB: 03/23/1992
05/19/21-Grievance- against Carolina Psychiatry- issues with medication prior authorization and pay. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/21/21-Reached out to Kendra Gray about this grievance filed at 910-551-8015. She states she needs a prior authorization from BCBSNC it has expired and she asked Carolina Psychiatry if they could file another prior and they said no. She had heard the are at fault since they discharged you unjustly due to billing issues. I found out they were filing Medicaid claims and they were getting copays from me. Since no longer a patient they will not send a prior authorization and this is against the law. I have found a new provider and they are going to do another new evaluation and it has been 2 days without your medication. This is the second grievance Laquita Chilsom is supposed to be working on this also. She called and I missed the call and called her back with no return. I verified her address and advised I am going to look into this information and send her an acknowledgment letter. Reached out to Laquita Chilsom(Investigator) in Compliance also via email to see if she can give me any additional information. Per LChilsom she does have open investigation on this issue of the Medicaid billing. Sending case consult to THeld to make sure this will be handled by grievance. She said she is handling and have an open investigation for the Medicaid billing of copays issue. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/21/21-Reached out to Kendra Gray and she needs that prior authorization to get he brand vs generic. She said she is discharged from Carolina Psychiatry and they did not give her that prior authorization and she has spoken to and she is getting her medical records released. Let her know I will be working on this issue and Laquita Chilsom will be working with the provider on the copay issues. Sending her acknowledgment letter and reached out to Carolina Psychiatry spoke to Liz Bird and sending her concern element email to Carolinapsychbiller@gmail.com  be returned by 06/01/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
06/03/21-Received provider response to this grievance elements. Per provider (Emily Pevtsov PA-C) notes dt’d 05/25/21 member did not report any symptoms of drug allergy to Adderall or Adderall XR. The reason they initially wrote prescriptions as brand only for Adderall and Adderall XR was because staff relayed a message that the member had to have for insurance. On the element of member being discharged was due to disruptive behavior in the office that were unacceptable. The provider has the right to discharge any patients due to threats and invasion of personal space. The member had been provided refills of her prescriptions for the next three months so member can have time to find another provider to continue care. Per research this member has BCBS and Medicaid. As of October 2020, the provider let her know that BCBS would be primary and Medicaid secondary. The copay issue will be handled by SIU Laquita Chilsom. The provider seems they have done all they can for the member and reached out to member several times to discuss this information. Sent member resolution letter and closing this as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		15

		11842		Hillary Vandewart		05/20/2021		Boucher		Natalie		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Crisis - Inpatient				Multi-Disability		Adult		Holly Hill Hospital, LLC		1		82033 - DUNN, STANLEY		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		1		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		*FOR TRACKING PURPOSES ONLY*  Last minute discharge planning for member Stanley Dunn left him without appropriate placement.  HHH SW stated she did not know that he had a legal guardian.  ACT Team had tried to get in touch with SW, left voicemails without return call.  HL, ACT Team and guardian concerned for member and family's safety upon discharge.  Discharge to shelter was inappropriate.  Member left shelter and arrived at his mother's home.		CORRECTIONS: Un-checked anonymous, added internal complainant info, added member to grievance, Changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8202		05/21/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		*FOR TRACKING PURPOSES ONLY* Last minute discharge planning for member Stanley Dunn left him without appropriate placement.  HHH SW stated she did not know that he had a legal guardian.  ACT Team had tried to get in touch with SW, left voicemails without return call.  HL, ACT Team and guardian concerned for member and family's safety upon discharge.  Discharge to shelter was inappropriate.  Member left shelter and arrived at his mother's home.
[PT: Stanley Dunn				DOB: 10/25/66				ID: 82033]
5/21/21
This concern was submitted for tracking purposes only. This writer sent ack/res email to internal complainant and will track concern for trends.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		1

		11843		Kim Ware		05/20/2021		MCCREA		TONIKA		Consumer		Grievance		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Substance Abuse Halfway House				Multi-Disability		Adult		Freedom House Recovery Center, Inc.		0		53249 - MCCREA, TONIKA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		1		In-State		SA Halfway House		1		1		CID: 578940  Patient reports on her first day at the house on April 22, 2021 - the staff Juanita Harris spoke to her about another resident in a very disrespectful way (feels that violated their privacy – "big sore on her leg and wouldn’t let her cook in the kitchen with gloves on"). Patient reports the resident was treated terribly by staff persons Juanita Harris and Carolyn Harris including belittling her in front of other residents until that resident eventually moved out. 
Residents are not supposed to go to the mailbox themselves and one resident has gone at least twice that patient is aware of and nothing was done and that resident is not spoken to like the other residents. Patient states the rules are that if they go to the mailbox, then it is an automatic dismissal and she feels that this resident is shown favoritism by the two staff Juanita and Carolyn.
Patient reports that today she was sitting on the front porch and saw someone she knew passing by and informed them that she had 31 days clean. She states that the staff person Juanita did not pull her aside but instead was rude and belittling in front of other residents and was going to write her up even though this was not a rule previously reported to the patient. She indicates that they were on their way to a little league baseball game and Juanita stopped the van in the street to berate her. Another resident inquired about the dangers of stopping in the road and that Juanita became angrier and directed it at the patient. While filing the grievance, patient reports that she was given the write up. She indicates that it speaks about her interaction with the person walking past the porch. She reports the write up is a behavioral contract that has requirements that must be completed or patient will be dismissed. It indicates that patient has been using abusive rhetoric and that clients are not to yell at cars and disrespect the house by sitting improperly on the furniture. It also notes that patient has been talking down towards other residents.  Patient reports that she felt pressured to get the Covid vaccine shot even though she did not want it or she would not be able to go to outside functions. This was not explained to the patient when she entered the house and she states that she would have likely not accepted the admission. Patient received first vaccine on May 14, 2021 and is scheduled for the 2nd shot on June 8, 2021. She notes that today she was told by staff person Juanita Harris that they were planning a trip to the lake on Memorial Day and was told to not tell anyone because the staff could get in trouble (notes that a staff at the male’s house was fired for taking the men to an outlet when they were not supposed to).		CORRECTIONS: DISABILITY CHANGED FROM SA ONLY TO MULTI;		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8223		06/03/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID: 578940 Patient reports on her first day at the house on April 22, 2021 - the staff Juanita Harris spoke to her about another resident in a very disrespectful way (feels that violated their privacy – "big sore on her leg and wouldn’t let her cook in the kitchen with gloves on"). Patient reports the resident was treated terribly by staff persons Juanita Harris and Carolyn Harris including belittling her in front of other residents until that resident eventually moved out. Residents are not supposed to go to the mailbox themselves and one resident has gone at least twice that patient is aware of and nothing was done and that resident is not spoken to like the other residents. Patient states the rules are that if they go to the mailbox, then it is an automatic dismissal and she feels that this resident is shown favoritism by the two staff Juanita and Carolyn. Patient reports that today she was sitting on the front porch and saw someone she knew passing by and informed them that she had 31 days clean. She states that the staff person Juanita did not pull her aside but instead was rude and belittling in front of other residents and was going to write her up even though this was not a rule previously reported to the patient. She indicates that they were on their way to a little league baseball game and Juanita stopped the van in the street to berate her. Another resident inquired about the dangers of stopping in the road and that Juanita became angrier and directed it at the patient. While filing the grievance, patient reports that she was given the write up. She indicates that it speaks about her interaction with the person walking past the porch. She reports the write up is a behavioral contract that has requirements that must be completed or patient will be dismissed. It indicates that patient has been using abusive rhetoric and that clients are not to yell at cars and disrespect the house by sitting improperly on the furniture. It also notes that patient has been talking down towards other residents. Patient reports that she felt pressured to get the Covid vaccine shot even though she did not want it or she would not be able to go to outside functions. This was not explained to the patient when she entered the house and she states that she would have likely not accepted the admission. Patient received first vaccine on May 14, 2021 and is scheduled for the 2nd shot on June 8, 2021. She notes that today she was told by staff person Juanita Harris that they were planning a trip to the lake on Memorial Day and was told to not tell anyone because the staff could get in trouble (notes that a staff at the male’s house was fired for taking the men to an outlet when they were not supposed to).
TONIKA MCCREA    ID: 53249   (DOB: 10/1/1976)
5/25/21 Call to grievant; left vm message. VM indicates member's name.(K.WARE,QAA)
5/27/21 Call to grievant; left vm message. Acknowledgement letter mailed to address listed.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/3/21 Call to grievant. This writer spoke directly with member regarding her concerns. She reports that she is no longer living at that particular house, but is still involved in classes. This writer explained the role of QM and that due to no previous response from complainant in regards to a non medicaid issue, the case would be closed and a new one opened and processed to include concerns discussed.(K.WARE,QAA)		undetermined		1		1		0		14

		11844		Hillary Vandewart		05/20/2021		BOUCHER		NATALIE		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Access to Services		Accces/Screening, Triage and Referral		ACTT		Multi-Disability		Adult		Fellowship Health Resources, Inc.		1		39610 - WILKERSON, KATHY		Black/African American		Not Defined		Female		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		Submitted grievance at request of supervisor Karen Gall.  Referred member for ACT services, however all agencies are on a 4 week wait.  Requested Fellowship to provide any other service for member while waiting for ACT.  Fellowship declined stating that any lower level of care would not be appropriate. After Karen contacted  FHR (MaryAnn Johnson/unknown position at FHR) MaryAnn  declined member for any services due to homelessness and does not have a phone for telehealth.		CORRECTIONS: Connected member to concern, changed complainant info to reflect internal complainant, Checked YES for Is Provider, Changed Nature of Issue to Access for Services, Changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8239		06/15/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Submitted grievance at request of supervisor Karen Gall.  Referred member for ACT services, however all agencies are on a 4 week wait.  Requested Fellowship to provide any other service for member while waiting for ACT.  Fellowship declined stating that any lower level of care would not be appropriate. After Karen contacted  FHR (MaryAnn Johnson/unknown position at FHR) MaryAnn  declined member for any services due to homelessness and does not have a phone for telehealth.
[PT: Kathy Wilkerson				DOB: 11/8/78				ID: 39610]
5/27/21
This writer reached out to complainant as well as supervisor, Karen Gall, to acknowledge concern and request clarity on what they were wanting to occur with the concern (i.e. tracking, etc). 
Karen responded that the concern was that the agency denied the member on the basis of being homeless/not having a phone. She stated that this was especially concerning due to current capacity issues with providers.
This writer staffed case with supervisor, Todd Parker, and he advised that this writer should just ask the provider to respond to them denying the member due to homelessness. He stated that if they provide clinical justification for this, that the concern could be resolved. However, if they could not provide clinical justification, that this writer should provide technical assistance to the provider regarding members not being declined on the basis of homelessness.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/9/21
This writer reached out to Mary Ann Johnson, Regional Director, via email (mjohnson@fhr.net) to share concern and ask that she respond in writing as to why the member was declined.
She replied and her response can be summarized below:
•	Her response was not meant to be a definitive denial of services. She had not yet consulted with the ACT team lead or OPT staff as to what could be provided.
•	She was simply stating that current peer support specialist who does AE for clients leaving the hospital provides services via telehealth due to COVID.
•	No additional info was given, or questions asked. 
•	By glancing at referral, it appeared that this individual’s needs were greater than OPT could provide. 
•	She is always available by phone in the event that CC wanted to discuss the case further.
•	If member could make it to office for OPT or have access to technology to speak with a peer, then they would serve her, but this would be a disservice and a liability due to not being the appropriate level of care. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/14/21
This writer staffed case with supervisor Todd Parker, Incident and Grievance Manager, and shared provider’s feedback with him. He agreed that this case could be resolved based on this response as it does not appear that they denied member due to homelessness. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/15/21
This writer composed and sent resolution email. This case will be tracked moving forward. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		26

		11846		Todd Parker		05/21/2021		PEARSALL		AQUILA		Consumer		Grievance		Client Rights		Unknown				Mental Health Only		Adult		Not Defined		1		14327 - PEARSALL, AQUILA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		1		In-State		Own home		1		1		CID 579008
Aquila Pearsall   (5/7/1974 ) 
267 Apt. B Dacian Road Raleigh NC 27610
Grievance Against:
TJ Hayes, Alliance staff

Member phoned upset and crying. She stated that: she let her real estate people know she was leaving town for 2 weeks, she was leaving keys with her son to check on apartment. My son lost the key, but he left the door unlock for management to do pest control. Member will return home; She arrives on Saturday, 5/22/2021. Pest control came to apartment today Friday, 5/21/2021. They locked the door behind them.  She spoke with management to tell them to unlock the door, they declined to do so.  Management phoned TJ Hayes, and Mrs. Hayes agreed not to unlock the door.  
Mrs. Hayes has a nasty disposition with me whenever I talk to her.  I have called and left messages in the past, she never returns my calls.  Member believes it is unfair that they will not unlock her door.		Withdrawn		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8206		06/18/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID 579008 Aquila Pearsall (5/7/1974 ) 267 Apt. B Dacian Road Raleigh NC 27610 Grievance Against: TJ Hayes, Alliance staff Member phoned upset and crying. She stated that: she let her real estate people know she was leaving town for 2 weeks, she was leaving keys with her son to check on apartment. My son lost the key, but he left the door unlock for management to do pest control. Member will return home; She arrives on Saturday, 5/22/2021. Pest control came to apartment today Friday, 5/21/2021. They locked the door behind them. She spoke with management to tell them to unlock the door, they declined to do so. Management phoned TJ Hayes, and Mrs. Hayes agreed not to unlock the door. Mrs. Hayes has a nasty disposition with me whenever I talk to her. I have called and left messages in the past, she never returns my calls. Member believes it is unfair that they will not unlock her door.
PT: Aquila Pearsall		ID:  14327		DOB:  5-7-74
5-24-21
This writer attempted to contact grievant at the phone number provided:  919-592-2248. Writer was unable to reach complainant as the message indicated she was “not accepting calls at this time”. Writer will make another attempt to contact grievant to acknowledge her grievance. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager

5-27-21
Writer attempted to contact grievant at the number provided. Got the same message as previously. Composed and mailed Ack. Letter. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager

6-8-21
Writer still unable to reach complainant at the number provided. Writer sent Info Needed letter with a response date of 6-18-21. Writer will withdraw grievance if not received by that date. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager

6-18-21
This writer was unable to reach member by phone and did not receive a response to the letter sent on 6/8/21. This grievance will be withdrawn based on this information. No further action.
T. Parker, I&G Manager		Withdrawn		1		1		0		28

		11847		Kristie White		05/21/2021		Hughes		Kate		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Service Coordination between providers		Outpatient Services				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		MONARCH		1		228502 - COFIELD, KALIYAH		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		I am submitting this concern about our inability to communicate directly with a provider for coordination of services, due to difficulties making contact with Monarch staff. 

Background of the situation: Kaliyah Cofield, ID 228502, is in Wake DSS custody. She was d/c from a level 3 group home, while waiting on admission to PRTF. She has since been in a crisis bed the past two weeks. She was supposed to admit to Venice PRTF this week (5/19), but were unable to get paperwork from Monarch. We needed a signed CON and PCP/Service order. Kaliyah was seen by an NP at Monarch in Charlotte for medication management. The care coordinator Jillian Knight faxed the paperwork to Monarch last Wednesday 5/12, and spoke with the provider Dr. Riley on the phone, but was unable to get in contact with the provider since that date. As of this day 5/21 paperwork has been completed and received. However the problem of not being able to directly contact the provider or the office location of the provider led to a delay in paperwork, delayed PRTF admission, and the member spending the night in the Wake County DSS office building. 

Phone numbers attempted: Phone: 866-272-7826 (main number), 704-525-3255 (Mecklenburg number that goes back to main number), 336-687-6918 (Guilford county no answer), Fax: 336-676-6490

This is a list of the attempts to contact the provider or office location directly by the CC:
5/12/2021:
Initial phone call with provider and faxed documents Fax: 336-676-6490

 5/14/2021: Per CC Documentation
Writer call to the Monarch Mecklenburg office (704-525-3255) at 11:24am which directed writer's call back to the main number and writer spoke to staff in the call center. Provider reported they sent a message to the admin for the Guilford County office who confirmed the documents were sent to Dr. Riley and the admin also reportedly indicated they would follow up with Dr. Riley today 5/14/2021 and let him know the signatures are needed as soon as possible for placement and would hopefully have them back to writer by the end of the day. Writer contacted the Guildford County office for Monarch (336-676-6840) at 4:35pm which routed writer’s call back to the call center again. Writer spoke to staff in call center and asked that another message be sent to Dr. Riley regarding the signatures being needed on the PCP and CON as soon as possible. As of 6pm on 5/14/2021 writer had not yet received any documents from Monarch. 

5/17/2021: Per CC Documentation 
Writer contacted the Guilfold County Monarch number at 336-676-6840 at 10:53am on 5/17/2021 after not yet receiving clinical documents sent to Dr. Riley last week. Writer spoke with call center staff who reported they reviewed member's record and did not see any updates regarding documents signed by Dr. Riley. 

 Writer contacted the Mecklenburg County Monarch number 704-525-3255 at 2:45pm and was routed back to being on hold with the call center. Writer decided to try to find alternative contact numbers for the Guilford County location. Writer contacted 336-676-6906 at 2:47pm and spoke to a staff member who reported this was their crisis line number and gave writer a different number for their outpatient office 336-687-6918. Writer attempted to contact this number at 2:49pm but it continued to ring and there was no option to leave a voicemail.


5/18/2021: Per CC Documentation

Writer contacted the main Monarch number 866-272-7826 at 9:01 am and spoke to a call center staff member who again reported there were no updates in their system regarding the status of member's documents being signed. Writer requested a direct contact number for Dr. Riley and was informed that the call center staff are not allowed to give out direct contact numbers. Writer asked if they could provide Dr. Riley's email address and the staff agreed and reported his email address was jurell.riley@monarchnc.org. Writer email to Dr. Riley at 9:20am reminding him that he and writer spoke last week regarding signatures needed for member on PCP and CON for PRTF placement. Writer let him know that the documents were faxed on 5/13/21		Changed to mental health only/changed to Service Coordination b/providers.		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8220		06/10/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		I am submitting this concern about our inability to communicate directly with a provider for coordination of services, due to difficulties making contact with Monarch staff. Background of the situation: Kaliyah Cofield, ID 228502, is in Wake DSS custody. She was d/c from a level 3 group home, while waiting on admission to PRTF. She has since been in a crisis bed the past two weeks. She was supposed to admit to Venice PRTF this week (5/19), but were unable to get paperwork from Monarch. We needed a signed CON and PCP/Service order. Kaliyah was seen by an NP at Monarch in Charlotte for medication management. The care coordinator Jillian Knight faxed the paperwork to Monarch last Wednesday 5/12, and spoke with the provider Dr. Riley on the phone, but was unable to get in contact with the provider since that date. As of this day 5/21 paperwork has been completed and received. However, the problem of not being able to directly contact the provider or the office location of the provider led to a delay in paperwork, delayed PRTF admission, and the member spending the night in the Wake County DSS office building. Phone numbers attempted: Phone: 866-272-7826 (main number), 704-525-3255 (Mecklenburg number that goes back to main number), 336-687-6918 (Guilford county no answer), Fax: 336-676-6490 This is a list of the attempts to contact the provider or office location directly by the CC: 5/12/2021: Initial phone call with provider and faxed documents Fax: 336-676-6490 5/14/2021: Per CC Documentation Writer call to the Monarch Mecklenburg office (704-525-3255) at 11:24am which directed writer's call back to the main number and writer spoke to staff in the call center. Provider reported they sent a message to the admin for the Guilford County office who confirmed the documents were sent to Dr. Riley and the admin also reportedly indicated they would follow up with Dr. Riley today 5/14/2021 and let him know the signatures are needed as soon as possible for placement and would hopefully have them back to writer by the end of the day. Writer contacted the Guildford County office for Monarch (336-676-6840) at 4:35pm which routed writer’s call back to the call center again. Writer spoke to staff in call center and asked that another message be sent to Dr. Riley regarding the signatures being needed on the PCP and CON as soon as possible. As of 6pm on 5/14/2021 writer had not yet received any documents from Monarch. 5/17/2021: Per CC Documentation Writer contacted the Guilfold County Monarch number at 336-676-6840 at 10:53am on 5/17/2021 after not yet receiving clinical documents sent to Dr. Riley last week. Writer spoke with call center staff who reported they reviewed member's record and did not see any updates regarding documents signed by Dr. Riley. Writer contacted the Mecklenburg County Monarch number 704-525-3255 at 2:45pm and was routed back to being on hold with the call center. Writer decided to try to find alternative contact numbers for the Guilford County location. Writer contacted 336-676-6906 at 2:47pm and spoke to a staff member who reported this was their crisis line number and gave writer a different number for their outpatient office 336-687-6918. Writer attempted to contact this number at 2:49pm but it continued to ring and there was no option to leave a voicemail. 5/18/2021: Per CC Documentation Writer contacted the main Monarch number 866-272-7826 at 9:01 am and spoke to a call center staff member who again reported there were no updates in their system regarding the status of member's documents being signed. Writer requested a direct contact number for Dr. Riley and was informed that the call center staff are not allowed to give out direct contact numbers. Writer asked if they could provide Dr. Riley's email address and the staff agreed and reported his email address was jurell.riley@monarchnc.org. Writer email to Dr. Riley at 9:20am reminding him that he and writer spoke last week regarding signatures needed for member on PCP and CON for PRTF placement. Writer let him know that the documents were faxed on 5/13/21.
Patient: Kaliyah Cofield Patient ID: 228502 DOB: 04/24/2006
05/26/21-Internal concern against Monarch due to difficulties contacting staff. Sent internal complainant an acknowledgment and reached out to Monarch spoke to Jennifer Smith about this concern and sent her concern element email to be sent back by 06/03/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
06/10/21-Received provider response on 06/04/21 from Cornelius Powe/Incedient and Complaint Specialist at Monarch. Per provider,” n 5/12/21 Monarch received a call from Alliance asking if Monarch received faxes for papers to be filled out for person for placement.  It was confirmed the faxes were received at the office and forwarded to the provider J. Riley.  On 5/14/21, Alliance called back to see if the papers had been filled out, the provider does not work on Friday. The papers had not been filled out and returned, it appears the provider did fill out the papers and they were received back the week of 5/19/21, for individual's placement.  As the only provider that saw the individual, it would be difficult for another provider to fill out and sign the paperwork for placement. Follow up: Monarch will review our internal process for forms/correspondence and the return of documentation to streamline a time frame to meet the needs for all parties.” Since per provider they will review their internal process for forms/correspondence to be more successful on getting things back as soon as possible. This writer is closing this internal concern as tracking and sending a resolution email to internal complainant. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		20

		11848		Kim Ware		05/24/2021		Wooten		Mara		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Innovation Services (non-residential)		EOR		Multi-Disability		Adult		Guardiantrac, LLC dba GT Independence		1		98370 - ATKINSON, REBECCA		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		am filing a grievance against Jarvis James of GT Independence.  It has gone beyond not doing his job properly to bullying me. It is causing an interruption to services at this point and it is unprofessional. We should be working together as a team and he seems to be doing the opposite. He is making the services more confusing for the families to understand. Please see attached email and quote. Before this correspondence, he tried to insist that I should do a revision to get Innovations to pay for a service that had already been used with no prior approval. The insinuation that I am causing a delay in services was the last straw for me. This has been ongoing since this family started with EOR.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Type of Case to Internal Employee Concern		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8242		06/16/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		am filing a grievance against Jarvis James of GT Independence. It has gone beyond not doing his job properly to bullying me. It is causing an interruption to services at this point and it is unprofessional. We should be working together as a team and he seems to be doing the opposite. He is making the services more confusing for the families to understand. Please see attached email and quote. Before this correspondence, he tried to insist that I should do a revision to get Innovations to pay for a service that had already been used with no prior approval. The insinuation that I am causing a delay in services was the last straw for me. This has been ongoing since this family started with EOR.
5/27/21This writer emailed internal complainant requesting a call in regards to concern submitted. Staffed case with Incident & Grievance Mgr, T Parker. Per his recommendation contact complainant and ask if she would like the matter tracked, if not, contact the staff’s supervisor to make her aware of the concern.
5/28/21 This writer received a return call from internal complainant Mara Wooten which also included Kristy Reeves (AH integrity consultant) to discuss the concerns. Per her repot the issue has been ongoing with the staff Jarvis. She repots that the issue is that he is not submitting the quotes correctly and that he is blaming her for the delay. Ms Wooten has attached the email exchange. She reports that his behaviors have not changed and that he has does this to other AH staff as well. Ms. Reeves confirmed the rude behaviors.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/3/21 This writer received email from Ms. Wooten indicating a “change in tone” of the staff person, confirmed receipt of the information needed and thanked this writer.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/4/21 This writer made call to Ms Wooten and explained that the provider had not been contacted yet in regards to the matter and if she wished the matter to be tracked. She reports that her supervisor, Beverly is aware of the concern and has spoke directly with the agency in regards to the rude, behaviors. This writer explained that the matter would be tracked in that the needed documentation was received and that the staff was more responsive to the request as well as plans to contact the agency to make them aware.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/15/21 This writer made call to Ms. Silvia Reyes, Quality Assurance Specialist with GT (919) 437-8424. This writer made her aware of the concern noting that the unprofessionalism and not submitting requested information properly was duplicative and experienced by more than one AH staff person. This writer did note that the staff did change his tone and submitted the required paperwork. Per Ms Reyes she will follow up with Ms Raquel Barber, the staff's direct supervisor and Director regarding the matter. This writer has recommended that the agency continue to monitor the matter to avoid the occurrence in the future as to not cause delay in services and collaborative efforts with AH staff or confusion for families. Per Ms. Reyes the agency will follow its protocol in monitoring and review in the matter to include supervision and review of customer service training with all staff. Case to be closed and tracked. (K.WARE,QAA)
6/15/21 Resolution mailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		23

		11849		Kristie White		05/24/2021		Manus		Dawn		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Does Not Apply				Firm Foundation, Inc.		1		'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Wake		0		1		In-State		Therapeutic Foster Care		1		1		Email from Toby Foster, Cumberland County DSS on May 13, 2021- 
At 2am this morning I received notification from our extended duty social worker that TFC parent, Valerie Blue with Firm Foundation called advising that a child in her home was on the way to the hospital.  Ms. Blue called to notify the agency that a social worker would need to go to the hospital as the owner of Firm Foundation, Mr. Davenport told her not to go to the hospital.  
This is the same child that she sent to the hospital alone back in November 2020.  Ms. Blue sent a different child to the hospital alone on May 6th 2020 and we did not know he was at the hospital till the morning of May 7, 2020.  I believe my management is looking into this but since I mentioned this to you at the TFC meeting and had not sent you the information I wanted to make sure to get it to you.

Other information on this complaint- Alliance PM, Kate Peterson contacted Heather West of DSS Licensure  and reported this issue as this is the third time a minor child has been sent to the ED by EMS without an adult or the TFC Agency rep meeting them at the hospital to oversee their care. Cumberland DSS reported this event to CPS and it was recently ruled out for investigation.		Dawn Manus, PNDS at Alliance oversees the TFC homes contract internally and can be reached at 919-651-8847 or dmanus@alliancehealthplan.org for additional information.  PNDS feels that this is a health and safety issue that is repeatedly happening to our members./Changed from internal from grievance.		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8230		06/17/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Email from Toby Foster, Cumberland County DSS on May 13, 2021- At 2am this morning I received notification from our extended duty social worker that TFC parent, Valerie Blue with Firm Foundation called advising that a child in her home was on the way to the hospital. Ms. Blue called to notify the agency that a social worker would need to go to the hospital as the owner of Firm Foundation, Mr. Davenport told her not to go to the hospital. This is the same child that she sent to the hospital alone back in November 2020. Ms. Blue sent a different child to the hospital alone on May 6th 2020 and we did not know he was at the hospital till the morning of May 7, 2020. I believe my management is looking into this but since I mentioned this to you at the TFC meeting and had not sent you the information I wanted to make sure to get it to you. Other information on this complaint- Alliance PM, Kate Peterson contacted Heather West of DSS Licensure and reported this issue as this is the third time a minor child has been sent to the ED by EMS without an adult or the TFC Agency rep meeting them at the hospital to oversee their care. Cumberland DSS reported this event to CPS and it was recently ruled out for investigation. Comments: Dawn Manus, PNDS at Alliance oversees the TFC homes contract internally and can be reached at 919-651-8847 or dmanus@alliancehealthplan.org for additional information. PNDS feels that this is a health and safety issue that is repeatedly happening to our members.
05/24/21-Against Firm Foundation re. TFC parent sending child to hospital without an adult meeting them at the hospital to oversee their care. Sent to THeld in compliance for allegation of abuse/Neglect of member. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/25/21-This would not be taken by SIU per case consult. Reached out to Dawn Manus about this morning and she said Kate Peterson filed a grievance for Heather West with State DSS licensure. They will have a much bigger role in this than we would. Heather reached out to them and per Cumberland DSS there are three kids involved and something is happening that these kids are having to be hospitalized and they are all under 18 years and in Cumberland county custody. The foster parent is not going with minor kids under their care to the hospital. She is saying that she cannot go to the hospital with the kids it is not her place. The agency responsibility to do so and she says she reaches out to Mr. Davenport (owner)and he will not do it and said DSS kid and they need to send somebody. If it is 2:00 am then DSS does not have anyone and that means that a child is sitting be themselves with emergency room and not being supervised. Firm Foundation is going to be targeted at their license renewal and Toby Foster(DSS Supervisor) he got the call at 2:00 am about the child being at ED by themselves filed DSS and screened it out. Sean Schiber and Kate Peterson told Dawn to file this since this is a member issue. She can make recommendation based on your resolution and Provider Network can stop referrals, reduce Medicaid rates (since the get enhanced rate), remove kids from their homes.  I let her know I will be doing a consult with TParker on next steps. KM Appeals Coordinator

05/27/21-Per case consult TParker find out who the member was first since none list.  Advised to ask Firm Foundation for this member crisis plan and emergency policy or crisis for members and any notes about the member during, before and after. May be able to find in Jiva and look to see if they followed the crisis plan and compare to the agency around a crisis for member. I will also check to see if an incident report. Called Toby Foster the external complainant and left message I need the name of the most recent member that was involved with this grievance per her voicemail she will be out of office until Tuesday w07/02/21. Emailed DManus to ask her the name of the member involved and she did not have this either. KM Appeals Coordinator
06/01/21-Called Toby Foster at 910-321-6462 and left another message for her to call me on this issue and the member name that is involved. Let her know due to grievance timeframes I am sending her acknowledgment letter also. Called Charles Davenport at Firm Foundation and discussed the grievance issues sent him a concern element email to cdavenport.firm@gmail.com  return to me no later than 06/07/21 to this writer. KM Appeals Coordinator
06/03/21-Toby Foster from Cumberland DSS called back and she said she did not want to file this grievance. She said she notified Dawn Manus about this and CPS by Firm Foundation was filed and it was ruled out for investigation.  I am not authorized to do a grievance and DManus can do the grievance but I cannot file at her level without permission. Changing to internal concern from grievance due to this reason. I reached out to Dawn Manus on this and let her know I am still doing my investigation and will be in contact with her with the resolution. KM Appeals Coordinator
06/17/21-Received information from Charles Davenport Director of Firm Foundation. Per provider,” Firm policy for children going to hospital will be updated to reflect training information for foster parents’ responsibilities when a child in your home requires hospitalization. Firm foster parents are required to seek proper care for remaining minors in your care and contact your Firm case worker and the social worker agency to inform them that their child is being hospitalized. Firm parent are to remain at hospital with minor foster child until relieved via social worker agency, Firm on call staff or some other guardian approved designee. Firm Foster parent will have to be sure that information is communicated within 2 hours of ambulance service or admittance to local hospital units.” The agency also submitted Firm Foundation’s Emergency Care & Hospitalization Protocol. Closing this internal concern as tracking since provider does seem to have proper protocols in place for Foster parents in an emergency situation. Sending internal complainant DManus resolution email and closing concern. KM Appeal Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		24

		11850		Todd Parker		05/24/2021		Mondragon		Candace		Provider		External Stakeholder Concern		Authorization/ Payment/ Billing - LME-MCO Only		Unknown				Multi-Disability		Adult		Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		1		685854 - FRAZIER, TORY		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		A Small Miracle Staff Candace Mondragon 919-854-4400 Ext.  701 called seeking to file a grievance against UM-IDD CM who failed to communicate necessary changes that resulted in the Agency having a pay back for services. Caller states Staff noticed a change by Internal Staff that the Agency was receiving denials around 2/27/2020 for claims submitted. Provider reached out to Christina Phillips PN Staff regarding these changes and that TBI Dept was aware of changes but Provider indicates they were not made aware in order to make necessary adjustments.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Type of Case to External Stakeholder Concern
Check #11767		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8218		06/15/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		A Small Miracle Staff Candace Mondragon 919-854-4400 Ext. 701 called seeking to file a grievance against UM-IDD CM who failed to communicate necessary changes that resulted in the Agency having a pay back for services. Caller states Staff noticed a change by Internal Staff that the Agency was receiving denials around 2/27/2020 for claims submitted. Provider reached out to Christina Phillips PN Staff regarding these changes and that TBI Dept was aware of changes but Provider indicates they were not made aware in order to make necessary adjustments.
**No Patient associated
5-26-21
Writer attempted to contact complainant at the phone number provided to acknowledge her complaint. Writer did not reach complainant but left a vm for her to return his call. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager

6-1-21
Writer attempted to contact complainant again at the number provided. Writer left another vm for complainant. Writer composed and mailed an Ack letter. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager
6-7-21
This writer attempted to contact complainant following a VM left on Friday (6/4/21). Writer left a VM for complainant to return his call.
T. Parker, I&G Manager

6-14-21
This writer spoke with complainant to get clarity on the nature of the complaint. Complainant shared that the complaint stems from the agency’s TBI service getting denied for member (Tory Frazier) beginning in February. She indicated that they reached out to TBI CN (Erica Davis/Mike Miley) and was told it was a code issue. On 3/5/21 she emailed Christina Phillips who confirmed TBI team was aware and she’d contact Wake Co DSS and then escalate to state. On 3/9/21 claims were approved. On 3/24/21 claims were denied and money was recouped by Alliance. It was later determined that mother changed from TBI Waiver to CAP C. All billing Jan and Feb was recouped ($8,200.00). Complainant expressed concerns that provider wasn’t given contacts Christina reached out to. She shared that communication between the provider and Alliance was not good. Writer asked complainant who would have been responsible for notifying the agency that the change from TBI to CAP was made. Complainant indicated that she felt that they could have been more proactive if they knew who C. Phillips reached out to and could have followed up with that entity. Writer inquired as to how the agency verifies insurance coverage for members. Complainant shared that the billing department verifies insurance and was alerted to an issue when billing was denied. Writer asked complainant what she would like to see as an outcome for filing the complaint. She indicated that in addition to the communication problem between Alliance and the provider, she would like to find a way for the provider to be paid for the services that were recouped. Writer shared that he does not know of a mechanism by which the agency can receive payment for the services but will check into it when he contacts M. Milley/C. Phillips. 
Writer attempted to contact M. Millley but he was not available. Writer contact acted C. Phillips who indicated that she was aware of the issue and that the member was previously on the TBI Waiver. She shared that  she is aware that the member was switched and the agency had billing recouped but was not sure of the particulars if the issue. She shared that M. Milley will most likely have more detail. 
Writer was able to reach M. Milley and discussed the issue. He indicated that he was aware of the issue. He shared that member’s mother wanted to use RAP services and switched to CAP-DA since the TBI waiver does not allow for RAP services and she wanted to provide the services. M. Milley shared that the change was made directly with CAP-DA and Alliance was not aware. He shared that the provider contacted Alliance when they were getting denials. Alliance thought there was an error in coding due to an error with DSS. They were not aware that mother had changed waivers. Alliance contacted DSS to see if the the waiver change could be backdated and were told no. Writer asked M. Milley if he knew of an avenue to pay the provider. He indicated that he knew of no avenue except to contact the CAP DA vendor to see if they will be able to pay it.  Alliance has no mechanism to pay for the services as theer is nothing to match the billing within the system; no authorized codes. Writer shared complainants concerns with the communication. He shared that the CC made the provider and Alliance aware of the switch as soon as they were aware. He shared that the member’s mother was most likely not aware that she would lose TBI services when she switched to CAP services. The CC only became aware of the switch in a casual conversation with mother.  Writer thanked M. Milley for sharing the information.
Writer called complainant and shared information received from M. Milley. Complainant shared that she will reach out to DSS to see what options for payment there are for the agency. Writer composed and mailed Res Letter. No further action.
T. Parker, I&G Manager		Nonissue		1		1		0		22

		11852		Hillary Vandewart		05/24/2021		ANDERSON		DEIDRA		Consumer		Grievance		LME/MCO Functions		Care Coordination (MH/SA)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		1		73652 - ANDERSON, DEIDRA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		CID 579431

Caller, Deidra Anderson, explained that she would like to file a grievance against TCLI Outreach program.  Caller explained that she filed necessary paperwork and was approved for housing in December 2020, yet still does not have housing.  Caller noted that she has tried multiple shelters in both Durham and Wake Co., but expressed that tonight she is sleeping in her car due to not being able to find shelter and no longer having ability to stay with a friend.  Caller explained that she attempted to talk with the agency and has 2 workers that she is working with, but did not want to give their number.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Nature of Issue to LME/MCO Functions, Changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8227		06/21/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID 579431
Caller, Deidra Anderson, explained that she would like to file a grievance against TCLI Outreach program.  Caller explained that she filed necessary paperwork and was approved for housing in December 2020, yet still does not have housing.  Caller noted that she has tried multiple shelters in both Durham and Wake Co., but expressed that tonight she is sleeping in her car due to not being able to find shelter and no longer having ability to stay with a friend.  Caller explained that she attempted to talk with the agency and has 2 workers that she is working with, but did not want to give their number.
[PT: Deidra Anderson				DOB: 4/3/73				ID: 73652]
5/25/21
This writer received voicemail (forwarded from Todd Parker, Incident and Grievance Manager) from member who was tearful and stating that she wanted to ensure that her grievance had been filed. She stated in the voicemail that she was homeless and did not want to wait any longer for housing.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
5/26/21
This writer researched member within Jiva and noted that TJ Hayes (Transition Program Coodinator) noted that she received housing slot 25566 on 5/25 and her case was assigned to Alex Jones and Holly Mozee to “start the transition process.”
This writer reached out to TJ to inform her of the grievance.5/19 and had been assigned to Alex Jones, Transition Coordinator. She reported that Alex would be reaching out to her this week to get started with the transition process.
She acknowledged that the process does take time and that once everything was in place, she was staffed by outreach. Staff are also carrying a full caseload, which is another reason it takes time. 
This writer thanked her for the information and asked about how long the process would take now that she has been staffed. She shared that it depends on housing availability, engagement, etc. and they try to get people housed within 90 days but it can take longer.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
5/28/21
This writer reached out to complainant by phone at 984-245-4562 to acknowledge grievance and share the info we had received. This writer heard person on other end of the line pick up and then hang up phone. Will try again at a later date. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/1/21
This writer called and spoke with Ms. Anderson regarding her grievance. This writer shared the information received from TCLI Program Coordinator and inquired as to whether or not she had heard from Alex. She stated that she had not and that she was “not waiting any longer.” She stated that she is “sick and tired of being ignored” and doesn’t want to hear any more excuses. This writer told her that I would follow up with Alex to try to find out what the hold-up was and she thanked this writer. This writer also confirmed that she could get mail at 510 Reynolds Ave in Durham and she confirmed.
This writer then reached out to Alex to share this with him and request that he follow up with her ASAP.
This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement letter to complainant. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/4/21
This writer reviewed Jiva notes for update and confirmed that transition meeting had been held on 6/3/21 via phone between TCLI team, CST team, and member. Member reported that everything was going well with CST services and that she is eager to find housing. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/21/21
This writer again reviewed Jiva for updates. It appears that TCLI team and CST team are still looking for housing options for member. Transition Coordinator, Alex Jones, submitted an application to Valley Terrace but member was denied due to owing a previous property. CST team was informed and stated they would look into resources for assisting with this. TCLI team plans to continue to try to assist member in finding housing.
Based on internal discussions and confirmation via Jiva notes, this writer has confirmed that TCLI is actively working with member to address housing needs. 
This writer composed and sent resolution letter to grievant. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Non-Issue		1		1		0		28

		11853		Kristie White		05/25/2021		Simpson		Melissa		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Opioid Treatment				Does Not Apply				Metro Treatment of North Carolina, L.P.		1		'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		SAR Justifications appear to be almost identical across all members. " Patient presents with an opioid use disorder. Requesting authorization for 180 days to continue treatment services. Patient has been educated on the dangers of mixing methadone with other medications and illicit substances. Patient has been provided with a Narcan kit as well as training and has access to additional ones when needed."  There is no specific information related to UDS or progress found in the SAR Justification that can assist with medical necessity review.  Provider continues to not use the required PCP and Comprehensive Crisis Plan despite multiple outreach and technical assistance opportunities provided by UM Care Managers.  When attempting to get additional information, attempts are often unsuccessful as the admin staff transfer calls to the incorrect VM location.  In addition, email communications sent to the provider often remain unread which may prevent timely review of decisions made or requests for additional information as applicable.		Change nature of issue to Administrative/does not apply for age/disability type.		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8231		06/09/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		SAR Justifications appear to be almost identical across all members. " Patient presents with an opioid use disorder. Requesting authorization for 180 days to continue treatment services. Patient has been educated on the dangers of mixing methadone with other medications and illicit substances. Patient has been provided with a Narcan kit as well as training and has access to additional ones when needed." There is no specific information related to UDS or progress found in the SAR Justification that can assist with medical necessity review. Provider continues to not use the required PCP and Comprehensive Crisis Plan despite multiple outreach and technical assistance opportunities provided by UM Care Managers. When attempting to get additional information, attempts are often unsuccessful as the admin staff transfer calls to the incorrect VM location. In addition, email communications sent to the provider often remain unread which may prevent timely review of decisions made or requests for additional information as applicable.
05/25/21-Internal- against Metro Treatment of NC LP dba Fayetteville Treatment Center-SAR justifications appear to be almost identical across all members; technical assistance has been offered by UM multiple times; unresponsive to emails from UM. Appeals Coordinator
06/01/21-Sending acknowledgment email to internal complainant about the issues in the internal concern. Called Metro Treatment of NC dba Fayetteville Center spoke to Tabitha Goodpasture at 910-483-0958 about this internal concern. Sending her a concern element email to Tabitha.goodpasture@ccmglp.com to be returned to this writer by 06/08/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
06/04/21-REceiveed response from Chelsey Walters/Pre-Authorization Coordinator at Fayetteville Metro Treatment Center that they have recently centralized their prior authorization with verification and billing. They are working to understand and improve their methods. KM Appeals Coordinator
06/08/21-Provider states that Fayetteville Metro counselors have training today regarding the implementation of the PCP and CCP. They are getting familiar with documents in other centers so they are utilizing that experience for this transition. They have our authorization requests on hold for a day or two while they cover all training and communication. The provider appears to be training and getting more knowledge on accurately addressing the internal concern. Sending resolution email to the internal complainant and closing this concern as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		15

		11854		Kim Ware		05/25/2021		Peace		Charlotte		Consumer		Grievance		Access to Services		Assertive Community Tx Team				Mental Health Only		Adult		UNC Faculty Physicians - Medicaid		1		361952 - Peace, Charlotte		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		579521 – TUE, 25 MAY 2021 @ 1245 - Peace, Charlotte – DOB: 09 APR 1976 – Durham/Medi-Medi/F – 919-698-9890 – 1110 Professor Place Durham NC 27713 - MENTAL STATUS:  Caller denied SI/HI/AVTH.  SUBSTANCES: Denied. SEVERITY: NON-THRESHOLD  DISPOSITION:  Member  is reporting that she is currently open to UNC ACT in Wake County.  Member is requesting both a CC referral and to file a grievance against current provider.  Member is reporting that ACT team is refusing to provide her with a new therapist and has attempted to refer her to OP treatment.  Member further explained that she has spoken with OP providers that UNC ACT had referred her to but that these providers indicate that her level of need is too high for regular OP therapy.  Caller reported having had 6 inpatient or ED visits in the past year which she attributes to ongoing issues with UNC ACT.  Member is requesting to file a grievance anonymously against UNC ACT as she reported that she has not had therapy in almost three months.  Member is concerned about being retaliated against by provider.  Member reported that her PCP is also spoken with the ACT team without success.  Member is also specifically requesting a care coordination referral to assist her with linkage to appropriate level of service as she has been unable to do so on her own and reported that she is need of assistance from Alliance with this.  LC reminded of 24/7/365 availability of call center.  McClelland LCMHCS-----				Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8226		06/10/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		579521 – TUE, 25 MAY 2021 @ 1245 - Peace, Charlotte – DOB: 09 APR 1976 – Durham/Medi-Medi/F – 919-698-9890 – 1110 Professor Place Durham NC 27713 - MENTAL STATUS: Caller denied SI/HI/AVTH. SUBSTANCES: Denied. SEVERITY: NON-THRESHOLD DISPOSITION: Member is reporting that she is currently open to UNC ACT in Wake County. Member is requesting both a CC referral and to file a grievance against current provider. Member is reporting that ACT team is refusing to provide her with a new therapist and has attempted to refer her to OP treatment. Member further explained that she has spoken with OP providers that UNC ACT had referred her to but that these providers indicate that her level of need is too high for regular OP therapy. Caller reported having had 6 inpatient or ED visits in the past year which she attributes to ongoing issues with UNC ACT. Member is requesting to file a grievance anonymously against UNC ACT as she reported that she has not had therapy in almost three months. Member is concerned about being retaliated against by provider. Member reported that her PCP is also spoken with the ACT team without success. Member is also specifically requesting a care coordination referral to assist her with linkage to appropriate level of service as she has been unable to do so on her own and reported that she is need of assistance from Alliance with this. LC reminded of 24/7/365 availability of call center. McClelland LCMHCS-----
5/28/21 Call to grievant and spoke with her directly regarding her concerns. She confirmed that she wanted to remain anonymous and still wanted to receive services with the provider. This writer explained the limitations due to anonymity however case would be handled in "general" . This writer explained action steps to be taken in resolution of the matter to include that the provider would be contacted without the use of her name and made aware of the concerns. The concern will be tracked for potential trends in the event that similar concerns are submitted regarding the provider. Acknowledgment letter mailed to grievant.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/10/21 Based on anonymity, this writer contacted the UNC ACTT Team lead, Emily Clark and made her aware of the concern. Per Ms. Clark the agency follows its protocol in regards to assessing members for appropriate level of care, assessing member needs and service provision. She reports that the team does have a doctor as required. Based on limited information, agency notification and request for review, case to be closed and tracked. Member remains with agency and has been connected to AH CC. Any subsequent correspondence from provider to be noted in follow up. Resolution letter mailed to complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		16

		11855		Kim Ware		05/26/2021		MOSS		MECIA		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Access to Services		Crisis - Inpatient				Mental Health Only		18-20		Holly Hill Hospital, LLC		1		339566 - BROAD, MARGARET		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		FOR TRACKING PUPOSES ONLY
Member's discharge summary includes a scheduled appt with provider, Monarch; however, Monarch has no record of the appointment being scheduled.  This continues to be an ongoing appt where dc summaries identify an appt, but no appts exist.  This continues to cause a delay in members receiving actual appts as the new appt is scheduled following discharge by Administrative Care Coordinators.Hospital Liaison, Natalie Boucher followed up Holly Hill Hospital; however, a response is still pending.		CORRECTIONS; CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO FROM PT; AGAINST CHANGED FROM OTHER TO PROVIDER; ENTERED DHSR LICENSURE; SERVICE CHANGED FROM OTHER TO CRISIS INPATIENT		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8224		05/28/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		FOR TRACKING PUPOSES ONLY Member's discharge summary includes a scheduled appt with provider, Monarch; however, Monarch has no record of the appointment being scheduled. This continues to be an ongoing appt where dc summaries identify an appt, but no appts exist. This continues to cause a delay in members receiving actual appts as the new appt is scheduled following discharge by Administrative Care Coordinators. Hospital Liaison, Natalie Boucher followed up Holly Hill Hospital; however, a response is still pending.
MARGARET BROAD   ID: 339566   (DOB: 7/3/2001)
5/28/21 Agency staff continues to indicate discharge with Monarch although no appointment has been scheduled. QM plans to continue to track this issue as a potential trend. AH Provider Network Dept is involved in the matter. Ack/REs emailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		2

		11856		Todd Parker		05/26/2021		Wooten		Mara		Other		Compliment		Quality of Services		Supported Employment (State funded)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		ACI Support Specialists, LLC		1		98603 - WEST, MATTHEW		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1				Georgia Best is one of the very few QPs who will cover hours with my members if staff is not available. She has currently been covering supported employment hours with this member and has helped this member make great strides towards getting more hours and more responsibility at his job at Food Lion. She is irreplaceable and more QPs could learn from her with her work ethic and empathy for the members. She covers hours on top of her QP job. I wish I had more members with her.				Not Defined				8229		06/01/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Georgia Best is one of the very few QPs who will cover hours with my members if staff is not available. She has currently been covering supported employment hours with this member and has helped this member make great strides towards getting more hours and more responsibility at his job at Food Lion. She is irreplaceable and more QPs could learn from her with her work ethic and empathy for the members. She covers hours on top of her QP job. I wish I had more members with her.


6-1-21
Writer composed and emailed Compliment letter to provider. Writer also informed Insert User (Mara Wooten) of the letter.
No further action.
T. Parker, I&G Manager				1		1		0		6

		11857		Kim Ware		05/26/2021		WILLIAMS		KENDALL		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Psychological Mobile Services, PA		1		199990 - MCREE, NICHOLASA		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Nash		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		Level of Concern from Kendall Williams, Service Consultant with Alliance Health.  This provider has an authorization to write a Behavior Support Plan for the Innovations Waiver recipient listed above.  His residential provider, Ambleside, has reported tried to contact them several times to set up a time to write up the plan.  They have not received any call backs from the provider.  This SC contacted the main office of Psychological Mobile Services (252-291-0735) on 4/5/21 and requested a return call. This message was not returned.  This SC also talked directly to the contact who was given for the case (Christel Holdcroft 770-527-7966).  She answered and said that she was at lunch, but took down SC's number and said she would call him back that day.  She never called back. This SC can only verify these two attempts, so reliance is also placed upon the provider, Ambleside, actually making multiple attempts.

Kendall Williams, CMC
984-302-1952
kwilliams@alliancehealthplan.org		CORRECTIONS: CHANGED TYPE FROM GRIEVANCE TO INTERNAL; CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO FROM MEMBER'S; nature changed from quality to administrative;		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8241		06/09/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Level of Concern from Kendall Williams, Service Consultant with Alliance Health. This provider has an authorization to write a Behavior Support Plan for the Innovations Waiver recipient listed above. His residential provider, Ambleside, has reported tried to contact them several times to set up a time to write up the plan. They have not received any call backs from the provider. This SC contacted the main office of Psychological Mobile Services (252-291-0735) on 4/5/21 and requested a return call. This message was not returned. This SC also talked directly to the contact who was given for the case (Christel Holdcroft 770-527-7966). She answered and said that she was at lunch, but took down SC's number and said she would call him back that day. She never called back. This SC can only verify these two attempts, so reliance is also placed upon the provider, Ambleside, actually making multiple attempts. Kendall Williams, CMC 984-302-1952 kwilliams@alliancehealthplan.org
NICHOLASA MCREE   ID: 199990   (DOB: 10/6/1995)
6/9/21 This writer made call to agency and spoke with Ms Christel Holdcroft. This writer explained the purpose of the call , role of QM and made her aware of the concern information. Per discussion and review, Ms Holdcroft indicates that the agency utilizes a calling system that generates info for call backs. She plans to review the system with staff for any possible missed calls. Ms Holdcroft reports that she spoke with Ms Williams (AH SC) on 4/29/21, however, has no record of any other calls, missed or otherwise for Ms Williams. She reports that the member has been seen by agency noting that he missed an appointment with his therapist last week, 6/5 and is scheduled for a psych eval in August. Ms. Holdcroft cofirmed a message from "Kendra" with Ambleside today. She plans to follow up with the agency. This writer has recommended that agency continue to monitor the matter as well as confirm follow up. Based on agency notification, plans to follow up and coordinate services, plans for continued monitoring and review of the agency call system, case to be closed. Concern to be tracked for potential trends in the event that similar concerns are submitted regarding the provider. Ack/Res to internal complainant.(K.WARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		14

		11858		Hillary Vandewart		05/26/2021		Peterson		Kate		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Access to Services		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Blessed New Beginnings, LLC		1		228502 - COFIELD, KALIYAH		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		1		In-State		Level III		0		0		Based on our conversation earlier this week, I wanted to share with you concerns we had with a providers messaging to us about discharging a youth in our care to our building. The youth is Kaliyah Cofield. She was placed with Blessed New Beginnings, LLC, and the specific group home was Blessed Alms. Mr. Bobby Cunningham participated in a meeting that included our program manager, Toni Bush. Kayliah was placed in their care on 4/6/2021 and was knowingly discharged to the Swinburne Building on 5/7/2021 with no identified placement. Mr. Cunningham reported that he and other providers know that Wake County Human Services has the capacity and ability to house youth at our building. Therefore, he knew that the child would be cared for even when we were stressing to him that there was not another placement identified at that time for Kayliah. Mr. Cunningham insisted on the discharge, without appropriate notice. Our concern is there is messaging occurring by and between providers that youth awaiting placement in our social services building is a reasonable option and allows them to negate their contracted expectations. We in now way want to promote youth awaiting placement in our building and strive to timely locate the right placement match for youth in our care.		CORRECTIONS: UNCHECKED FROM PT; changed complainant info from member's; type changed from grievance to internal, changed provider info, Changed Disability to MH Only		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8228		06/21/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Based on our conversation earlier this week, I wanted to share with you concerns we had with a providers messaging to us about discharging a youth in our care to our building. The youth is Kaliyah Cofield. She was placed with Blessed New Beginnings, LLC, and the specific group home was Blessed Alms. Mr. Bobby Cunningham participated in a meeting that included our program manager, Toni Bush. Kayliah was placed in their care on 4/6/2021 and was knowingly discharged to the Swinburne Building on 5/7/2021 with no identified placement. Mr. Cunningham reported that he and other providers know that Wake County Human Services has the capacity and ability to house youth at our building. Therefore, he knew that the child would be cared for even when we were stressing to him that there was not another placement identified at that time for Kayliah. Mr. Cunningham insisted on the discharge, without appropriate notice. Our concern is there is messaging occurring by and between providers that youth awaiting placement in our social services building is a reasonable option and allows them to negate their contracted expectations. We in no way want to promote youth awaiting placement in our building and strive to timely locate the right placement match for youth in our care.
[PT: Kaliyah Cofield				DOB: 4/24/06				ID: 228502]
6/1/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant, Kate Peterson. She shared that this was reported to Alliance by the head of Child Welfare and in general they were reluctant to file a concern directly for fear of losing additional beds.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/14/21
This writer reviewed Jiva notes and was unable to confirm that provider discharged member to Swineburne building. Jiva notes report that member was IVC’d due to running away and refusing to go into group home and for this reason, group home owner contacted DSS when hospital discharged member
This writer contacted Jillian Knight, Care Navigator for member, via phone to discuss and get more information on exactly what happened with discharge. 
Jillian confirmed that Jiva notes were accurate and that she felt that the group home had tried to keep her in place until the higher level of care opened up. Mr. Cunningham only contacted DSS when the hospital discharged her and he had IVC’d her. She only spent one night at the Swineburne building to Jillian’s knowledge. 
Based on this information, it appears that member was not simply discharged to the Swineburne building without a plan, but that the group home was trying to maintain the placement until the placement opened up on 5/15 with Venice/Hampton. The placement was disrupted due to member leaving the group home/refusing to go back inside. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/21/21
Based on findings, it does not appear that provider willfully discharged member to Swineburne building with no notice, or felt that this was an appropriate discharge plan. Member was hospitalized due to refusing to take meds and leaving the group home property which led to member being picked up by DSS guardian. This writer plans to track this concern in the event that this reoccurs or becomes a pattern for this provider. 
This writer composed and sent resolution email to internal complainant. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		26

		11859		Kristie White		05/26/2021		STARTT		JACKIE		Consumer		Grievance		Access to Services		Psychiatric Services				Unknown Disability		Adult		B & D Integrated Health Services		1		37220 - STARTT, JACKIE		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Granville		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Caller states she had been receiving services through Carolina Community Support Services, including psychiatric services, but was recently transferred to B&D Integrated. Caller reports she was prescribed Clonazepam by Carolina Community Support Services. Caller reports being told there were issues with the transfer, and the first psychiatrist appointment she was able to get with B&D is for 6/1/21. Caller reports she has 1.5 pills left of her Clonazepam prescription. Reports talking with Carolina Community Support, and they will not refill the medication. Reports talking with B&D and they are unable to see her before 6/1. Caller reports the grievance is for both providers as no one will bridge the medication, despite possible physical effects from stopping the medication. Caller also asked to include in the grievance that B&D has told her she can not bring her service dog in their transportation vehicles, and she feels this violates her ADA rights.		CID 579720/Changed to access to services/disability to unknown.		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8232		06/14/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller states she had been receiving services through Carolina Community Support Services, including psychiatric services, but was recently transferred to B&D Integrated. Caller reports she was prescribed Clonazepam by Carolina Community Support Services. Caller reports being told there were issues with the transfer, and the first psychiatrist appointment she was able to get with B&D is for 6/1/21. Caller reports she has 1.5 pills left of her Clonazepam prescription. Reports talking with Carolina Community Support, and they will not refill the medication. Reports talking with B&D and they are unable to see her before 6/1. Caller reports the grievance is for both providers as no one will bridge the medication, despite possible physical effects from stopping the medication. Caller also asked to include in the grievance that B&D has told her she cannot bring her service dog in their transportation vehicles, and she feels this violates her ADA rights.
Patient: Jackie Startt Patient ID: 37220 DOB: 07/29/1972
05/26/21-Grievance against B&D and Carolina Community Support Services re. refusal to bridge meds. KM Appeals Coordinator
06/02/21-Called Jackie Startt to get more information about this grievance. She stated that B&D is taking her off her Clonazepam and put her on Lexpro. She cannot sleep and she has been on these medications for 15 to 20 years. B&D state they state that this is a narcotic and they offered her Buspar and member states it never does anything for her.  She really wants to be with Carolina Behavioral Care since it is closer to her house and she spends half a day going to B&D. She states she almost fell at B&D and they do not want her to have her service dog to ride in their transportation. She is getting evicted and she loves her peer support person just the medication provider. I verified her address and gave her the Access Number 1-800-5109132 if she wants to find another provider closer to her and accepting new patients. Sending her acknowledgment letter and called B&D Integrated spoke to JReed about this grievance and sending concern element email to be returned by 06/09/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
06/14/21-Received response from B&D and per provider the member was initially assessed on 04/01/21 and began CST on 04/13/21. The member was diagnosed with Cocaine abuse (in remission), MDD, and PTSD. Then the member attended a medication management appointment on June 1, 2021 where she is expressed her desire for Xanax. It was told to the member that B&D’s policy that no benzodiazepines are prescribed without a diagnosis of Anxiety disorder and then only will be prescribed for six months. Regarding the issue with the member’s dog concern per the provider this dog is not a service dog. B&D does not have a policy against staff transporting non-support animals in their personal vehicles, it is discouraged for liability reasons. They were willing to work with the member on this but the member chose not to bring the dog. Per the response from provider they have their policy on prescribing benzodiazepines and if the member still wants to get transferred to a provider closer she should ask for a referral from B&D and also reach out to Access Department for information on providers closer to her. Called member twice with no call back and this writer is sending resolution letter and closing this grievance as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		19

		11860		Kim Ware		05/27/2021		NARA		BRENT		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Adult		The Loving Home Incorporated		1		257100 - BURKETT, JENNIFER		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		1		In-State		Level III		1		1		Service Consultant made attempts on 5/3/21 and 5/25/21 to request the following documentation needed this month for quarterly monitoring. SC called Mr. Williams on 5.7.21 to discuss the outstanding documentation requests, and Mr. Williams stated he would be working on getting the needed information to SC. However, that information has not come through. The following is needed for this month:
•	Jennifer Burkett: Quarterly progress note for 2/1/21-4/30/21
•	Terry Horne: Quarterly progress note for 2/1/21-4/30/21
•	Terry Horne: Signed short range goals (effective 2/1/21)
The following documentation requests are overdue from previous months. They are listed in the order of most recent to least recent:
•	Crystal Burgess : Quarterly progress notes for 1/1/21-3/31/21
•	Crystal Burgess: Signed short range goals effective 1/1/21
•	Becky Shaw: Quarterly progress notes for 1/1/21-3/31/21
•	Sherman Weatherspoon: Quarterly progress notes for 1/1/21-3/31/21
•	Teresa Banks: Quarterly progress notes for 12/1/20-2/28/21
•	Huey Brooks: Quarterly progress notes for 12/1/20-2/28/21
•	Megan Killman: Quarterly progress notes for 12/1/20-2/28/21
•	Jennifer Lockamy: Quarterly progress notes for 12/1/20-2/28/21
•	Terry Horne: Quarterly progress notes for 11/1/20-1/31/21
•	Jennifer Burkett: Quarterly progress notes for 11/1/20-1/31/21
•	Jennifer Burkett: Signed short range goals (effective 11/1/20)
No documentation has been sent since previous month’s internal concern was filed. Non-compliance with monitoring requirements continues to be an issue with this provider. Provider continues to be responsive to phone calls to share updates on members for Service Consultant’s monthly check-ins, but does not send documentation required by Service Consultant to meet the monitoring requirements in Clinical Coverage Policy No: 8-P. This period of non-compliance has extended so long that there are now multiple quarters (6 months) with no documentation provided to report on the progress of these members.		CORRECTIONS: CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFORMATION FROM MEMBER'S; DISABILITY CHANGED FROM MH ONLY TO MULTI		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8252		06/15/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Service Consultant made attempts on 5/3/21 and 5/25/21 to request the following documentation needed this month for quarterly monitoring. SC called Mr. Williams on 5.7.21 to discuss the outstanding documentation requests, and Mr. Williams stated he would be working on getting the needed information to SC. However, that information has not come through. The following is needed for this month: • Jennifer Burkett: Quarterly progress note for 2/1/21-4/30/21 • Terry Horne: Quarterly progress note for 2/1/21-4/30/21 • Terry Horne: Signed short range goals (effective 2/1/21) The following documentation requests are overdue from previous months. They are listed in the order of most recent to least recent: • Crystal Burgess : Quarterly progress notes for 1/1/21-3/31/21 • Crystal Burgess: Signed short range goals effective 1/1/21 • Becky Shaw: Quarterly progress notes for 1/1/21-3/31/21 • Sherman Weatherspoon: Quarterly progress notes for 1/1/21-3/31/21 • Teresa Banks: Quarterly progress notes for 12/1/20-2/28/21 • Huey Brooks: Quarterly progress notes for 12/1/20-2/28/21 • Megan Killman: Quarterly progress notes for 12/1/20-2/28/21 • Jennifer Lockamy: Quarterly progress notes for 12/1/20-2/28/21 • Terry Horne: Quarterly progress notes for 11/1/20-1/31/21 • Jennifer Burkett: Quarterly progress notes for 11/1/20-1/31/21 • Jennifer Burkett: Signed short range goals (effective 11/1/20) No documentation has been sent since previous month’s internal concern was filed. Non-compliance with monitoring requirements continues to be an issue with this provider. Provider continues to be responsive to phone calls to share updates on members for Service Consultant’s monthly check-ins, but does not send documentation required by Service Consultant to meet the monitoring requirements in Clinical Coverage Policy No: 8-P. This period of non-compliance has extended so long that there are now multiple quarters (6 months) with no documentation provided to report on the progress of these members.
6/10/21 This writer contacted the internal complainant, Brent Nara, to inquire if Provider Networks had been contacted regarding the concern in that it was duplicative as well as whether or not he had received the required documentation. Per his response: I still haven’t received the documentation, no. Cristina Phillips, Bill Young, and Amy Johndro as well as my supervisor Rasheeda Jordan-Oliver are all aware of this specific concern, but I don’t know specifically what steps Bill or Cristina have taken as of yet. This writer made call and spoke with the assigned PND Specialist, Bill Young regarding the concern. Per his repot the provider had been contacted as well as Compliance being made aware of the matter and involved in next steps for provider This writer disused with Mr. Young that QM’s role will be to track the matter. This writer did not follow up with provider in that other departments have been in contact with the provider and are coordinating next steps in the matter.
6/15/21 Based on discussion with PND Specialist and his confirmation that Compliance has been involved and that the departments are coordinating next steps, case to be closed and tracked. This information may be used for monitoring and review purposes. Resolution emailed to internal complainant. Concern information emailed to PND Specialist Bill Young for his records. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		19

		11861		Hillary Vandewart		05/28/2021		WARREN		CHIP		Guardian		Grievance		Administrative Issues		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Guardiantrac, LLC dba GT Independence		1		71788 - WARREN, KATHLEEN		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Not Defined		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Kathleen Warren receives her Innovations Waiver services through the "Self-directed" option known as "Employer of Record" (EOR), which enables her guardian to hire, supervise, terminate, determine wages for, and seek training for staff that support her. The guardian is assisted by GT Independence with many of these tasks (processing timesheets, billing for services, purchasing approved  items, etc). One of the services available to EOR participants is known as "Employer Supplies", and it allows items and services that support the EOR function to be purchased with Innovations waiver funding. A number of items were approved under this service for Kathleen's current ISP year (10/01/2020 - 09/30/2021), and among them was monthly Internet service through AT&T, since an Internet connection is required to process timesheets and other EOR necessities. At the beginning of each ISP it is expected that GT Independence should review the annual consumer budget with the EOR representative so plans and purchases can be followed up on. It appears that this never happened, so no arrangements were made for GTI to pay for Kathleen Warren's AT&T Internet service. Kathleen's father, Chip Warren, (her EOR Representative) had forgotten that this was approved so paid for the service monthly until the beginning of 2021, when he and his GT Independence Community Navigator, Jarvis James, were informed by Kathleen's Care Navigator (writer) that this service was in effect. At that time it was suggested that GT Independence reimburse Mr. Warren for the cost of the Internet service over the last few months, and Jarvis James said he would look into it. However, it has recently come to light that Mr. James and his supervisor, Erica Miller, claim that they are not able to reimburse Mr. Warren for the cost of these items because it's forbidden by the service definition. However, a review of the service definition does not confirm that claim. Mr. Warren feels that he should be reimbursed because he was approved for the service and that GTI failed to properly review his approved annual budget with him at the beginning of the ISP year. There is an additional area of concern that involves GTI's corporate office. GTI utilizes an application to record employee shifts and training times, but when the application failed to provide the necessary options for Mr. Warren's staff to record training time, a representative at GTI's corporate office directed Mr. Warren to enter the time under Kathleen's main service, Community Living and Supports, and at a completely different time frame than when the training took place. They then instructed Mr. Warren to sign off and attest to the vailidity of the fabricated time recorded. Mr. Warren has been reimbursed by GTI for staff training costs - which also fall under "Employer Supplies" - so it's inconceivable why they cannot reimburse him for the monthly AT&T internet costs.		CORRECTIONS: Un-Checked Grievance from Patient, Changed Complainant info to reflect guardian, Chip Warren, Changed Disability to Developmental		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8235		07/09/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Kathleen Warren receives her Innovations Waiver services through the "Self-directed" option known as "Employer of Record" (EOR), which enables her guardian to hire, supervise, terminate, determine wages for, and seek training for staff that support her. The guardian is assisted by GT Independence with many of these tasks (processing timesheets, billing for services, purchasing approved items, etc). 
One of the services available to EOR participants is known as "Employer Supplies", and it allows items and services that support the EOR function to be purchased with Innovations waiver funding. A number of items were approved under this service for Kathleen's current ISP year (10/01/2020 - 09/30/2021), and among them was monthly Internet service through AT&T, since an Internet connection is required to process timesheets and other EOR necessities. 
At the beginning of each ISP it is expected that GT Independence should review the annual consumer budget with the EOR representative so plans and purchases can be followed up on. It appears that this never happened, so no arrangements were made for GTI to pay for Kathleen Warren's AT&T Internet service. Kathleen's father, Chip Warren, (her EOR Representative) had forgotten that this was approved so paid for the service monthly until the beginning of 2021, when he and his GT Independence Community Navigator, Jarvis James, were informed by Kathleen's Care Navigator (writer) that this service was in effect. At that time it was suggested that GT Independence reimburse Mr. Warren for the cost of the Internet service over the last few months, and Jarvis James said he would look into it.
However, it has recently come to light that Mr. James and his supervisor, Erica Miller, claim that they are not able to reimburse Mr. Warren for the cost of these items because it's forbidden by the service definition. However, a review of the service definition does not confirm that claim. Mr. Warren feels that he should be reimbursed because he was approved for the service and that GTI failed to properly review his approved annual budget with him at the beginning of the ISP year. 
Mr. Warren has been reimbursed by GTI for staff training costs - which also fall under "Employer Supplies" - so it's inconceivable why they cannot reimburse him for the monthly AT&T internet costs.

There is an additional area of concern that involves GTI's corporate office. GTI utilizes an application to record employee shifts and training times, but when the application failed to provide the necessary options for Mr. Warren's staff to record training time, a representative at GTI's corporate office directed Mr. Warren to enter the time under Kathleen's main service, Community Living and Supports, and at a completely different time frame than when the training took place. They then instructed Mr. Warren to sign off and attest to the validity of the fabricated time recorded. 
 [PT: Kathleen Warren				DOB: 9/29/90				ID: 71788]
6/3/21
This writer confirmed guardianship documentation for Mr. Chip Warren is on file.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/4/21
This writer contacted complainant via phone at 919-280-0246 and discussed concerns with him in more detail. He reported that the main issue is requesting that he enter fraudulent info in app (he had overlapping hours due to training and there is no dropdown box for training). They reported that they had IT working on the issue but it isn’t corrected yet. 
Regarding the issue with reimbursement, he reiterated that they can reimburse him and they are just “pulling” him. He stated that he would like to call Erica and give them one more chance to reimburse him before QM reaches out and gets involved. He stated he would not stop until he was reimbursed and that if he needs to take them to small claims court, he would. 
He went on to describe various issues with GTI over the years and reported that they were under-staffed and don’t get paid enough. He stated that he feels that if they know he filed a grievance, they will “bully” him and he wants to ensure that he is able to get his newest staff member on board before QM reaches out to them.
This writer thanked him for this information and stated that I would share info internally and would follow up with him in a week or so to see where things stand and whether or not we need to reach out to them. He agreed.
This writer confirmed mailing address. Composed and sent acknowledgement letter.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/17/21
This writer received VM from Mr. Warren and returned his call. He informed this writer that GTI has still not paid the phone bill and he doesn’t think they have any intention of doing so. He is extremely frustrated because this is supposed to be about the member and he feels that it has become a contest between GTI and Alliance. He did confirm that the issue with the app had been corrected. 
Right now, his bill is in the $400 range and he has a delinquent bill that was supposed to be paid on the 15th and he doesn’t know whether to pay it or not. He was told to take it off auto pay and submit a request form which he did but they haven’t paid it. He feels that GTI is being “hateful and spiteful” towards his impaired daughter.
He feels that it is Alliance’s responsibility to enforce this and that we are not holding GTI to this. This writer shared that I would reach out to them and see what I can find out. He asked if I could tell him by the end of the day whether to pay his bill and I explained that I did not feel comfortable telling him whether to pay the bill or not and that I didn’t know what info we would get from GT in that turnaround time. He then stated that he needed to end the call. 
This writer then emailed Grant and Hillary to share that I had spoken with him and find out where things stood as it relates to the bill.
Grant responded and confirmed that nothing had been resolved from the provider and that they were refusing to reimburse Mr. Warren.
This writer then reached out to Latoya Todd, Regional Director for GT Independence, via email to ask that she look into the concerns. She replied and shared that Silvia Reyes is the Compliance Manager for the Innovations program and would be looking into the concerns.
Silvia then reached out and confirmed that she would look into the issues today. She also provided her cell phone number in case it was needed, 919-437-8421. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/22/21
This writer sent follow-up email to Ms. Reyes to request an update on the grievance.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/24/21
This writer called Ms. Reyes on the provided number as no update has been received. This writer attempted to reach Ms. Reyes via phone and was unable to leave a voicemail due to VM being full. 
This writer then sent email to Silvia Reyes requesting an update by end of day and copied Latoya Todd, Regional Director.
This writer staffed case with supervisor, Todd Parker, Incident and Grievance Manager, during individual supervision. Todd advised that this writer could extend the deadline for this grievance if needed. He advised that I should follow up with Latoya if I do not receive a response from Silvia by EOD.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/25/21
This writer received an update from Ms. Reyes that she would be providing a response today.
This writer then contacted Mr. Chip Warren via phone to share that we would be extending the grievance resolution deadline in order to give us time to get full response from GTI and review. 

He went on to share that he recently on-boarded a new hire and had to use 50 training hours in a 2 week period. Got an email from Andrea in Michigan telling him that he only has 10 hours a week for training. He didn’t know that and said he wouldn’t have signed off on it because it isn’t enough for his daughter’s care. He stated that he hoped they would approve these hours, thinks that they will, but had to go back and forth with them regarding the issue. 
He went on to state that he got a notice from T Mobile now stating that they have levied him with a late charge for not paying the bill. He stated that they could potentially cut his internet off and doesn’t know what he will do if this occurs. He stated that he feels they wish him and his daughter ill will. 
He then shared that he felt that the issue with asking him to put the incorrect training info in the app was fraudulent and that he wants to “push” that. He feels that this is absolutely wrong and fraud. 
He asked this writer to share email address so that he can send additional info. This writer emailed him at cbwarren720@gmail.com. 
This writer then informed him that I would update him as soon as I have more info. He thanked this writer. He also shared that he would be “out of pocket” next Wed-Wed. 
This writer then composed and sent “Medicaid Date Extend” letter with a deadline of 7/9 (14 calendar days from now). 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/28/21
This writer was copied on email from Mr. Warren to GTI staff which can be summarized below:
•	He does not understand why GTI can’t reimburse him for the internet bills. He spoke with Medicaid and they did not understand either. They knew of no law or rule prohibiting payment.
•	T-Mobile bill is past due. 
•	Feels this is intentional disrespect of daughter. 
•	It has been 19 days since he submitted the request and it is still not paid. He has amassed late fees and T-Mobile is threatening to discontinue service. His credit score is also dropping due to nonpayment. 
•	He is requesting immediate payment on these bills.
This writer forwarded email to Latoya Todd and Silvia Reyes. This writer also requested an update on when we would receive response. 
This writer contacted Ms. Reyes via phone and her phone appeared turned off and her voicemail box was full. This writer then contacted Ms. Todd via phone at 919.219.9241 and her mailbox was full as well. 
This writer staffed case with supervisor, Todd Parker, Incident and Grievance Manager. He advised that this writer send another email to Ms. Reyes and Ms. Todd asking for a status update and reminding them of the contractual obligation to provide a timely response to complaints. 
This writer also discussed issue with training app and potential concern about fraud. Todd suggested that this writer could share concern with Compliance/SIU in the event that they would want to investigate further. 
This writer sent both emails per discussion with supervisor. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/29/21
This writer received feedback from Tanya Held stating that SIU would not get involved at this point.
This writer received a lengthy response from GT with supporting documentation. Ultimately, they are reported that they are not substantiating the grievance. This writer reviewed documentation and attempted to summarize below:
•	On 5/10/21, GT communicated that proof of payment for months of Feb-April along with dispersement/reimbursement request would need to be submitted to reimburse.
•	Payment was approved by Innovations Program Manager. Previously, they made the decision of “no-direct reimbursements” based on interpretation of service definition for Employer Supplies (unclear where in service definition it states no-direct reimbursements). 
•	Proof of payment was not provided. EOR only submitted the invoices. 
•	GT informed the EOR and Alliance that EOR would be “credited” from the internet service providers. How and when will this occur?
•	Appears that they are stating that the May and June bills for T-Mobile were paid up front and that he would be getting a credit from T-Mobile. 
•	Jarvis James sent a reminder email regarding internet bills in January 2021. 
•	On 5/5/21, GT was informed that internet service provider changed. ISP was updated and GT informed that EOR would be receiving a credit for May and June from T- Mobile. 
•	They provided breakdown of payments made by GT independence to AT&T and T-Mobile:
o	AT&T – 5/7 and 5/21
o	T-Mobile – 6/18 paid for 5/27 and 6/5 service dates
This writer requested a consult with supervisor, Todd Parker, to discuss next steps. Todd advised that this writer should try to reach out to all internal parties to clarify Alliance’s position on the matter before reaching back out to GT. He also advised that I should follow up with GT regarding the issue with the current bill and ask them to follow up with grievance directly ASAP to resolve.
This writer sent internal email to include Grant Goodman, Hilary Dossett, and Todd Day requesting clarity on Alliance’s position regarding reimbursement.
This writer also followed up with provider to request that they contact Mr. Warren ASAP regarding current issue with bill.
This writer was copied on an email from Jarvis James, QP (GT) stating that the checks were sent directly to T-Mobile and should be reflective on the account. He also sent copies of the checks which were dated 6/18/21.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/30/21
This writer reached out to Hilary Dossett, Service Integrity Consultant, via email, to set up time to chat on the phone regarding the issue. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
7/1/21
This writer received call from Hilary Dosset to discuss. She shared that she spoke with Mr. Warren at length yesterday and he was concerned about the lack of information on the checks that Jarvis sent (no account number, in Kathleen’s name, no month, etc). Hilary shared that she instructed him to just pay as it is clear that they did send the checks and will get a credit if needed. 
She shared that the crux of the issue is that GT had to become a vendor so that they could pay for things directly—they are interpreting this to mean that they can never directly reimburse an EOR. 
Regarding the reimbursement issue, she did acknowledge that Medicaid has a hard and fast rule about paying things over 90 days—providers only have 90 days to submit claims. She agreed that it would be helpful to find out if there is any wiggle room here. Additionally, the question about accrued funds and whether or not this would be a possibility. She shared that Walter Linney might be a good resource as well due to his extensive history in working with GT through these types of issues. 
She also agreed that there was confusion about which months had been paid and which months had not. She thanked this writer for following up on the matter.
This writer then followed up with Todd Day to get his feedback on whether he felt reimbursement was possible. 
Todd replied and reported that he had spoken with Sylvia at GT and shared that he made her aware that the money can be utilized from the accrued funds to reconcile this situation (per information from the state), be sure that it’s clearly documented for why it’s used, and then there needs to be a plan set up for how the bills will be paid in the future. 
This writer then shared this information via email with Hilary Dossett to get her thoughts on whether this would be a good plan moving forward. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
7/2/21
This writer emailed Walter Linney, Director of Care Management Support, to get his feedback on the situation before reaching out to EOR/provider. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
7/7/21
This writer sent follow-up email to Walter Linney.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
7/8/21
This writer received feedback from Walter which indicated that he felt these funds should not be deducted from accrued funds as GTI failed to bill Alliance for the Employer Supplies Service. He advised that this writer could check with claims to see if an exception could be granted to the provider to submit claims past 90 days (if the auth is still valid). He suggested that, if this isn’t an option, this writer could reach out to Compliance/Legal to determine if GT is responsible for reimbursing claims for this service.
This writer thanked him for the information and asked Hilary Dossett, copied on the email, to weigh in on whether or not the auth was still valid. This writer also copied Todd Daye o		Undetermined--AH made recommendation to provider for reimbursement		1		1		0		42

		11862		Kim Ware		06/01/2021		HOLLIS		Carlton		Guardian		Grievance		Quality of Services		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Autism Society of Cumberland County		1		266053 - HOLLIS, CORDARO		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		Mr. Hollis stated that the agency was asking him personal questions that did not have anything to do with the services that Cordaro receives.  Mr. Hollis stated they were asking about things and making it seem as if the services would be affected if he did not an answer the questions.  He said he asked Jaime Marcum at ASNC why she was asking those questions and he did not get an answer.		CORRECTIONS: CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME FROM MEMBER'S; NATURE CHANGED FROM OTHER TO QUALITY; checked no permission to use name; updated address		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8285		06/30/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Mr. Hollis stated that the agency was asking him personal questions that did not have anything to do with the services that Cordaro receives.  Mr. Hollis stated they were asking about things and making it seem as if the services would be affected if he did not an answer the questions.  He said he asked Jaime Marcum at ASNC why she was asking those questions and he did not get an answer.
CORDARO HOLLIS   ID: 266053   (DOB: 12/4/1987)
6/2/21 Call to complainant left vm message.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/8/21 Call to complainant; no answer; no response to previous message. Acknowledgment letter mailed to address listed.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/16/21 Call; no voicemail available.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/29/21 Call ; spoke directly with Mr Hollis, member’s brother/guardian. Per discussion he does not want his name or his brother’s name used when discussing the matter. He reports that he believes that after expressing concerns with the provider that they retaliated. He reports that he believes they experience retaliation due to previous grievances submitted. Mr. Hollis reports that the provider justified their actions indicating that they had a right to ask questions. He reports that he had requested to change the respite from the agency to another agency. After the changes was made the agency contacted him asking personal questions that did not pertain to his brother and insinuated that all other services would end if they did not answer. He reports he refused to answer due to the questions not pertaining to Cordaro or his services and that since Autism Society was no longer providing the service no answers were required to be given. He reports that the agency eventually agreed, however were upset that they were not told that the services was change to another agency. All other services currently remain with Autism Society, however he was led to believe that by not answering questions the other services could end which he felt was something held over his head. Per complainant report, he contacted AH CC regarding his concerns and spoke with the Integrity Consultant “Josephine” regarding the matter. The complainant inquired regarding how the process works in regards to what happens to an agency after grievances are submitted due to submitting grievances in the past and feeling like the provider retaliated. This writer explained the role of QM and next steps which would involve the agency responding to the matter in general without the use of the member’s name per complainant request. This writer explained that recommendations would be made and the matter tracked for potential trends noting that the information could be used for future monitoring and review purposes. Complainant gave this writer an updated address for use : 826 Encounter Pl. Hope Mills, NC 28348. Mr. Hollis confirmed that services have continued and the agency did finally agree to request for another agency to be authorized for the respite services for his brother, Cordaro. Plans to continue other services with Autism Society and is connected to AH Care Coordination.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/30/21 This writer reached out to agency’s Director of Quality and Compliance, Tim Ferreira and gave him the concern information although limited. Although the concern issue is not client specific due to anonymity requested a response to include agency process or actions (in general) taken in such instances. This writer recommended that staff review customer service requirements as well as correspondence with guardians to ensure members/guardians have received and understand Client Rights and Responsibilities in regards to submitting complaints etc… without fear of retaliation. Any subsequent correspondence received from agency to be noted. Based on complainant request for anonymity, agency notification, recommendations and plans to follow up with this writer, case to be closed and tracked. Resolution mailed to complainant. No further actions by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		29

		11863		Hillary Vandewart		06/02/2021		BOUCHER		NATALIE		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Service Coordination between providers		Crisis - Inpatient				Multi-Disability		Adult		Holly Hill Hospital, LLC		0		21575 - MATTHEWS, RALPH		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		*FOR TRACKING PURPOSES ONLY*  Submitted at request of MHSUD CC Supervisor.  HL received discharge summary without appointment.  Instead of providing an appointment it is written that "pt is working with Alliance for appt."  Unfortunately I do not know what "Alliance" the SW is referencing.  Member name - Ralph Matthews dob 3/30/65.		CORRECTIONS: Un-Checked Anonymous and connected Patient to Concern, Updated Complainant info to reflect internal complainant, changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8236		06/04/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		*FOR TRACKING PURPOSES ONLY* Submitted at request of MHSUD CC Supervisor.  HL received discharge summary without appointment.  Instead of providing an appointment it is written that "pt is working with Alliance for appt."  Unfortunately I do not know what "Alliance" the SW is referencing.  Member name - Ralph Matthews dob 3/30/65.
[PT: Ralph Matthews				DOB: 3/30/65				ID: 21575]
6/4/21
Per request of complainant, this concern will be resolved as tracking. This writer composed and sent ack/res email. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		2

		11864		Hillary Vandewart		06/03/2021		Wilkie		Jessica		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Psychiatric Services				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Thompson Child & Family Focus		1		150971 - PRIVETTE, RICHARD		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		1		In-State		PRTF		1		0		RICHARD PRIVETTE (4/17/08):
I was made aware during a CFT meeting on 5/20/2021 that individual is requesting, and being provided, excessive PRN medications. I discussed this with my supervisor and a determination was made to have this reviewed by the Integrated Health Consultant and/or Pharmacy Program Manager. I requested from the PRTF the medical summary and PRN use form for the month of May. This was all submitted for review. On 5/27/2021 I was made aware that the PRTF is giving a 30 day notice of discharge with an end date of 6/26/2021. The recommendation is for a lateral transfer to another PRTF due to aggression, however, the facility will send individual home with services if no PRTF can be located. This case has now been recommended for case escalation after review of the PRN medications that are being given. During a CFT meeting on 6/2/2021, it was noted that individual continues to request and receive PRN medications after his mother requested PRNs only being given by nursing when individual is in crisis and that individual not be able to request these medications on his own. Mom is now signing a form that will revoke consent for individual to request PRN medications since the facility continues to give them. The concern is the excessive amount of PRN medications being provided without consideration for scheduled medication changes. A medication change was made on 5/30 to discontinue the Olanzapine and add Abilify 10mg. Individual is still getting PRNs of Thorazine on top of the medication change.
RAMIR KING (5/11/10):
During a CFT meeting on 5/19/2021 it was noted that individual continues to use excessive amounts of PRN medications daily. DSS guardian requested that PRN medications no longer be allowed during this meeting since the PRTF is requesting individual step down to level II placement asap. It was discussed in the meeting the concern with requesting step down to a home setting when individual uses daily PRN medications for agitation. This was discussed with my supervisor after noticing that this is a pattern with children at the facility. This case is being reviewed by the Integrated Health Consultant and has been recommended for case escalation with the medical team. During a CFT meeting on 6/1/2021 it was noted that individual continues to be given PRN medications after it was requested that this not occur. The DSS supervisor on the call will sign a form revoking consent for PRN medications since the PRTF is still requesting step down to a lower level of care while using excessive PRN medications for agitation. The concern is the amount of PRN medications being provided without consideration for scheduled medication changes to address the reason for the PRN use. Also, continuing to provide the PRNs after the legal guardian requested that these medications be stopped on 5/19/2021.
NAZIR WILLIAMS (12/22/10):
After learning that other consumers at the facility are being provided excessive PRN medications, this writer requested a copy of individual's PRN use for the month of May. After reviewing the information, this was sent for review by the Integrated Health Consultant due to the excessive use of PRNs. This case has now been recommended for case escalation with the medical team. Individual is being provided almost daily PRN medications for agitation. The concern is PRN medications are being used in excess rather than a consideration of medication changes in scheduled medications to manage the agitation. Other possible concern is that individual, and others, are being given PRN medications at request without crisis or notable need for the PRN medication.
TREVAIRE JENKINS (5/8/13):
After learning in other CFT meetings the amount of PRN use that individuals are receiving, this writer requested individual's PRN use for the month of May for review. It was determined through review that individual was provided 8 PRNs for agitation between May 1st-May 15th, with two given on the 15th. This has been sent for review by the Alliance Integrated Health Consultant and a case escalation has been recommended based on the excessive PRN use to address agitation. The concern is the amount of PRN medications being provided for agitation instead of potential scheduled medication changes to address or teaching coping skills to manage agitation, and potential for PRN medications being provided at request instead of during a actual crisis situation.		CORRECTIONS: This concern was entered at the same time as 3 other grievances (11865, 11866, and 11867) which were all against the same provider regarding the same issue. For this reason, the information was consolidated within this concern and the other 3 were withdrawn. Changed Source to MCO Staff		other		Worked with Provider for resolution		8290		06/30/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		RICHARD PRIVETTE (4/17/08):
I was made aware during a CFT meeting on 5/20/2021 that individual is requesting, and being provided, excessive PRN medications. I discussed this with my supervisor and a determination was made to have this reviewed by the Integrated Health Consultant and/or Pharmacy Program Manager. I requested from the PRTF the medical summary and PRN use form for the month of May. This was all submitted for review. On 5/27/2021 I was made aware that the PRTF is giving a 30 day notice of discharge with an end date of 6/26/2021. The recommendation is for a lateral transfer to another PRTF due to aggression, however, the facility will send individual home with services if no PRTF can be located. This case has now been recommended for case escalation after review of the PRN medications that are being given. During a CFT meeting on 6/2/2021, it was noted that individual continues to request and receive PRN medications after his mother requested PRNs only being given by nursing when individual is in crisis and that individual not be able to request these medications on his own. Mom is now signing a form that will revoke consent for individual to request PRN medications since the facility continues to give them. The concern is the excessive amount of PRN medications being provided without consideration for scheduled medication changes. A medication change was made on 5/30 to discontinue the Olanzapine and add Abilify 10mg. Individual is still getting PRNs of Thorazine on top of the medication change.
RAMIR KING (5/11/10):
During a CFT meeting on 5/19/2021 it was noted that individual continues to use excessive amounts of PRN medications daily. DSS guardian requested that PRN medications no longer be allowed during this meeting since the PRTF is requesting individual step down to level II placement asap. It was discussed in the meeting the concern with requesting step down to a home setting when individual uses daily PRN medications for agitation. This was discussed with my supervisor after noticing that this is a pattern with children at the facility. This case is being reviewed by the Integrated Health Consultant and has been recommended for case escalation with the medical team. During a CFT meeting on 6/1/2021 it was noted that individual continues to be given PRN medications after it was requested that this not occur. The DSS supervisor on the call will sign a form revoking consent for PRN medications since the PRTF is still requesting step down to a lower level of care while using excessive PRN medications for agitation. The concern is the amount of PRN medications being provided without consideration for scheduled medication changes to address the reason for the PRN use. Also, continuing to provide the PRNs after the legal guardian requested that these medications be stopped on 5/19/2021.
NAZIR WILLIAMS (12/22/10):
After learning that other consumers at the facility are being provided excessive PRN medications, this writer requested a copy of individual's PRN use for the month of May. After reviewing the information, this was sent for review by the Integrated Health Consultant due to the excessive use of PRNs. This case has now been recommended for case escalation with the medical team. Individual is being provided almost daily PRN medications for agitation. The concern is PRN medications are being used in excess rather than a consideration of medication changes in scheduled medications to manage the agitation. Other possible concern is that individual, and others, are being given PRN medications at request without crisis or notable need for the PRN medication.
TREVAIRE JENKINS (5/8/13):
After learning in other CFT meetings the amount of PRN use that individuals are receiving, this writer requested individual's PRN use for the month of May for review. It was determined through review that individual was provided 8 PRNs for agitation between May 1st-May 15th, with two given on the 15th. This has been sent for review by the Alliance Integrated Health Consultant and a case escalation has been recommended based on the excessive PRN use to address agitation. The concern is the amount of PRN medications being provided for agitation instead of potential scheduled medication changes to address or teaching coping skills to manage agitation, and potential for PRN medications being provided at request instead of during a actual crisis situation.
[3 members listed in grievance info]
6/7/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/9/21
This case was reviewed by Clinical Quality Review team and recommendation was: Vera Reinstein, Pharmacist, and Dr. Heidi Middendorf, Associate Medical Director, will review each of these cases. Get the full MAR, diagnoses, Psychiatrist/Prescriber notes.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/18/21
This writer contacted agency via phone at 704-396-5108 and there was no answer. This writer then sent email to Hannah Dunham, Chief Performance and Quality Officer at hdunham@thompsoncff.org as there is no direct number for her located within Alpha or agency website. This writer emailed and asked her to confirm that she is still the appropriate contact for sharing concerns/grievances.
This writer received a response stating that the office was closed for Juneteenth; however, I could send it to her for her to review next week. This writer agreed and sent concern details with a response deadline of 6/25/21.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/25/21
This writer received response from provider which can be summarized below. This response also included all requested documentation (MARs, notes, etc):
•	Many of the concerns were validated with the exception of the concern that scheduled medication changes were not considered/completed. 
•	Overall, the provider did acknowledge some action steps that would need to be taken in response to concerns:
o	Psychiatrist will have orders for PRN meds be more specific for use moving forward and being more descriptive for agitation in the order. 
o	Psychiatrist will have PRN meds spaced out from every 6 hours to every 8 hours. 
o	PRN Usage is a topic we have already been addressing internally prior to the complaint. a. A new protocol was developed to address PRN usage concerns starting week of June 14th to include the nurse asking for “5 things/behaviors” the client has tried to adjust before considering usage of PRN. 
o	On 6/11/2021, the Lead Nurse facilitated a training on new protocol to address PRN usage and was recorded for all nursing staff to view if they could not attend meeting. 
o	Lead Nurse has been attending Direct Care Staff meetings and discussing PRN use including how much has been used and the impact. 
All information was provided to Clinical Quality Review Team for review and potential follow-up.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/30/21
This writer composed and sent resolution email to internal complainant based on provider’s response as well as referral to CQR Committee. This writer will include any additional correspondence with CQR or the provider within the follow-up section of the portal.
No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Confirmed--Provider initiated corrective action
Referred to CQR Committee for any additional review/follow-up		1		1		0		27

		11865		Not Defined		06/03/2021		Wilkie		Jessica		Provider		Internal Employee Concern		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Psychiatric Services				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Thompson Child & Family Focus		1		296866 - KING, RAMIR		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		1		In-State		PRTF		1		0		During a CFT meeting on 5/19/2021 it was noted that individual continues to use excessive amounts of PRN medications daily. DSS guardian requested that PRN medications no longer be allowed during this meeting since the PRTF is requesting individual step down to level II placement asap. It was discussed in the meeting the concern with requesting step down to a home setting when individual uses daily PRN medications for agitation. This was discussed with my supervisor after noticing that this is a pattern with children at the facility. This case is being reviewed by the Integrated Health Consultant and has been recommended for case escalation with the medical team. During a CFT meeting on 6/1/2021 it was noted that individual continues to be given PRN medications after it was requested that this not occur. The DSS supervisor on the call will sign a form revoking consent for PRN medications since the PRTF is still requesting step down to a lower level of care while using excessive PRN medications for agitation. The concern is the amount of PRN medications being provided without consideration for scheduled medication changes to address the reason for the PRN use. Also, continuing to provide the PRNs after the legal guardian requested that these medications be stopped on 5/19/2021.		Concerns 11864, 11865, 11866, 11867 were combined under 11864 as these were all regarding the same provider/issue. For this reason, this concern was withdrawn on 6/3/21.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst																		0		1		1		(44,350)

		11866		Not Defined		06/03/2021		Wilkie		Jessica		Provider		Internal Employee Concern		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Psychiatric Services				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Thompson Child & Family Focus		1		686517 - WILLIAMS, NAZIR		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		1		In-State		PRTF		1		0		After learning that other consumers at the facility are being provided excessive PRN medications, this writer requested a copy of individual's PRN use for the month of May. After reviewing the information, this was sent for review by the Integrated Health Consultant due to the excessive use of PRNs. This case has now been recommended for case escalation with the medical team. Individual is being provided almost daily PRN medications for agitation. The concern is PRN medications are being used in excess rather than a consideration of medication changes in scheduled medications to manage the agitation. Other possible concern is that individual, and others, are being given PRN medications at request without crisis or notable need for the PRN medication.		Concerns 11864, 11865, 11866, 11867 were combined under 11864 as these were all regarding the same provider/issue. For this reason, this concern was withdrawn on 6/3/21.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst																		0		1		1		(44,350)

		11867		Not Defined		06/03/2021		Wilkie		Jessica		Provider		Internal Employee Concern		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Psychiatric Services				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Thompson Child & Family Focus		1		520746 - JENKINS, TREVIAIRE		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		1		In-State		PRTF		1		0		After learning in other CFT meetings the amount of PRN use that individuals are receiving, this writer requested individual's PRN use for the month of May for review. It was determined through review that individual was provided 8 PRNs for agitation between May 1st-May 15th, with two given on the 15th. This has been sent for review by the Alliance Integrated Health Consultant and a case escalation has been recommended based on the excessive PRN use to address agitation. The concern is the amount of PRN medications being provided for agitation instead of potential scheduled medication changes to address or teaching coping skills to manage agitation, and potential for PRN medications being provided at request instead of during a actual crisis situation.		Concerns 11864, 11865, 11866, 11867 were combined under 11864 as these were all regarding the same provider/issue. For this reason, this concern was withdrawn on 6/3/21.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst																		0		1		1		(44,350)

		11868		Hillary Vandewart		06/03/2021		RASHDAN		ERZSEBET		Consumer		Grievance		Authorization/ Payment/ Billing - LME-MCO Only		Outpatient Services				Unknown Disability		Adult		Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		1		694817 - RASHDAN, ERZSEBET		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		CID 580664
Erzsebet Rashan 06/22/1982
5944 Shiloah Chruch Road Fayetteville 28306

Member phoned seeking reasons for Medicaid not paying her mental health bill.  Member stated that she only has Medicaid insurance. She does not have any other insurance. She does not understand why Medicaid is not paying her bill and she receives bills that she has to pay for the coverage. Caller stated she cannot pay these bills.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Disability to Unknown (no dx listed in portal), Changed Type to Auth/Payment/Billing (MCO), changed Grievance against to MCO Dept/Claims		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8240		06/14/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID 580664
Erzsebet Rashan 06/22/1982
5944 Shiloah Chruch Road Fayetteville 28306
Member phoned seeking reasons for Medicaid not paying her mental health bill.  Member stated that she only has Medicaid insurance. She does not have any other insurance. She does not understand why Medicaid is not paying her bill and she receives bills that she has to pay for the coverage. Caller stated she cannot pay these bills.
[PT: Erzsebet Rashan 				DOB: 6/22/82				ID: 694817]
6/9/21
This writer called grievant to acknowledge receipt of grievance and confirm issues associated—left generic VM requesting a call back. She called this writer back and confirmed that the bills she was getting were from Cape Fear Valley. They informed her that Alliance denied payment because of secondary insurance, but she does not have any secondary insurance. She stated that she called Medicaid who confirmed this (her other insurance ended in January) She is concerned that if this doesn’t get straightened out that she will be without her meds. This writer informed her that I would reach out to billing department at Alliance to get to the bottom of issue. She thanked this writer.
This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement letter to grievant.
This writer also reached out to Claims Supervisors (Marilyn Madison and Tina Everett) to request their assistance in looking into the matter. 
Marilyn responded that she had verified the other Insurance with BCBS terminated on 6/30/2020 and had the eligibility department update the enrollment.  She stated will have the claims that denied for other coverage readjudicated today. This writer asked if she could provide an update once complete and she confirmed.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/10/21
This writer received confirmation from Ashley Jones, Claims Research Analyst, that claims had been readjudicated.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/14/21
This writer contacted grievant via phone to share that claims had been corrected. She thanked this writer for the assistance. This writer then composed and sent resolution letter. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Confirmed--Alliance Health corrected billing issue		1		1		0		11

		11869		Kim Ware		06/04/2021		WINSTON		MARIANNAH		Consumer		Grievance		LME/MCO Functions		Not Service Related				Multi-Disability		Adult		Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		1		275235 - WINSTON, MARIANNAH		Unknown		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Caller reports that she has been trying to get in touch with Cumberland site. She states that she has called 4 times today and was hung up on. Caller reports that she would hear noise and then the person would hang up. She states that no one ever said hello. Caller reports that she is in the TCLI program and she is having major concerns about the place she was put into. Caller is unaware of who her TCLI contact staff is. Caller states that as of last night the air went out. Caller reports that her son has asthma as well as other medical conditions and she has a medical condition as well. Caller states that the heat can affect her blood sugar levels.  Caller reports that there is also water damage in her walls. Caller states that the landlord had some one come out and try to repair it and that's what the repair staff told her. Caller said the wall was soft her feet went through them while rearranging furniture. Caller reports that the flooring is bad and insects that are dangerous have been coming into the home.		CORRECTIONS: CHANGED DISABILITY FROM MH ONLY TO MULTI; NATURE CHANGED FROM OTHER TO LME/MCO FUNCTIONS; AGAINST CHANGED FROM OTHER TO PROVIDER; ENTERED AH; NATURE CHANGED FROM OTHER TO QUALITY		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8244		06/30/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller reports that she has been trying to get in touch with Cumberland site. She states that she has called 4 times today and was hung up on. Caller reports that she would hear noise and then the person would hang up. She states that no one ever said hello. Caller reports that she is in the TCLI program and she is having major concerns about the place she was put into. Caller is unaware of who her TCLI contact staff is. Caller states that as of last night the air went out. Caller reports that her son has asthma as well as other medical conditions and she has a medical condition as well. Caller states that the heat can affect her blood sugar levels. Caller reports that there is also water damage in her walls. Caller states that the landlord had some one come out and try to repair it and that's what the repair staff told her. Caller said the wall was soft her feet went through them while rearranging furniture. Caller reports that the flooring is bad and insects that are dangerous have been coming into the home.
MARIANNAH WINSTON   ID: 275235  (DOB: 12/9/1997)
6/8/21 Call to complainant; no answer; no voicemail available.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/10/21 Call no answer.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/11/21 Call; no answer. Acknowledgment letter mailed to address listed.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/24/21 No response from complainant to date. Info needed letter mailed with response requested by 6/30/21.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/29/21 Call to complainant; no answer; no voicemail available.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/30/21 No response from complainant to date. Disregard letter mailed to include AH Access and Information Line to be utilized if needed. Case to be closed. No further action from this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		UNDETERMINED		1		1		0		26

		11870		Hillary Vandewart		06/07/2021		CARLO		CHARLENE		Parent		External Stakeholder Concern		Quality of Services		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Alpha Management Services, Inc.		1		11854 - CARLO, ANJELICA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		1		In-State		Level III		1				This complaint was submitted to the Complaints mailbox. It is unclear what the issue is or whether the parent is the legal guardian. The documents received are attached to this case. Since submitting the information to the Complaints email address, she has contacted the provider and has been given a new QP. She left a vm sharing this information and asked for a call back. 
**I have documents and an email related to this complaint**

RE: Anjelica S. Carlo
DATE: Wednesday June 2, 2021

FROM: Charlene Carlo.

I had to stop to address some things with group home that updated correspondence is attached.
Respectfully Submitted for your immediate review and response with a new QP .		On 6/21, this writer received a written request from complainant via email for grievance to be withdrawn.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Not Defined				8245				Not Defined		Not Defined		This complaint was submitted to the Complaints mailbox. It is unclear what the issue is or whether the parent is the legal guardian. The documents received are attached to this case. Since submitting the information to the Complaints email address, she has contacted the provider and has been given a new QP. She left a vm sharing this information and asked for a call back. 
RE: Anjelica S. Carlo
DATE: Wednesday June 2, 2021
FROM: Charlene Carlo.
I had to stop to address some things with group home that updated correspondence is attached.
Respectfully Submitted for your immediate review and response with a new QP.
[PT: Charlene Carlo				DOB: 11/25/90				ID: 11854]
6/10/21
This writer reviewed extensive information submitted by complainant. Attempted to summarize information:
•	On 5/7, Mr. Green said he would contact grievant to discuss payment for group home and policies/procedures. He did not. Ms. Carlo brought this up at 5/28 meeting and he tried to “lie.”
•	She was told that Mr. Green just got that position. Teka Dempson (Family Partner Coordinator, Alliance also had a hard time getting Mr. Green to consistently respond to questions with clarity. 
•	On 5/27, member entered the group home. On 5/28, Ms. Carlo was given restrictive instructions for contact. She reported that she was also supposed to be given a calendar/schedule so that contact could be made without interfering in member’s day. She has not received this information yet and would like that document as part of the resolution.
•	There was also confusion about whether Alliance Health pays room and board vs. SSA check/special assistance check. She wants clarification on this.
•	She was also told that she had to make appointments a week in advance and could only do so through Mr. Green. She feels that this goes against “open door policy.”
•	On 5/31, Nikita Bell (Alpha Mgmt) called to tell Ms. Carlo that no FL2 was found and she had to take her to a medical facility to get her meds, had to bring her home, interrupting transition?
•	Ms. Carlo notified Ladetra King (CC), Robert Green (Alpha QP), and Keisha Bunch (CC supervisor) and no one has responded to answer questions.
•	Ms. Carlo stated she is requesting “a new QP from Alliance Health” and a meeting with Alpha and Alliance. 
•	She stated she needs a new QP ASAP to explain things to her and answer questions.
•	Concerned that member moved on a holiday weekend when no one was around to answer questions. 
•	Ms. Carlo reported member was “traumatized” at dr appt and wants assurance this will never happen again and she will be told about all doctor’s appointments. She was bruised by needle during blood draw. 
•	She has gotten a new QP and feels that everything Mr. Green told her about communication restrictions was incorrect. 
Emails provided included additional concerns:
•	Anjie was listening to music on her tablet which is not the purpose of the tablet.
•	Ms. Carlo would like her to get more social and out of her room. She needs to be engaged and active.
This writer then reviewed Jiva notes which indicated the following:
•	Ms. Carlo removed member from group home after only being there 13 days due to not being able to control the everyday functioning of the group home or the member’s doctor’s appointments.
•	Ladetra King, Care Navigator, contacted APS to file an abuse and caretaker neglect report on member’s mother. CN was notified that APS investigation was opened to ensure member’s safety.
This writer confirmed that member was her own guardian, but ROI is on file which grants Alliance the ability to exchange information with Ms. Carlo. 
This writer then called Ms. Charlene Carlo to acknowledge receipt of concern and left generic message requesting a call back.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/11/21
This writer attempted to contact Ms. Carlo again following receipt of a voicemail returning my call. This writer was able to discuss Ms. Carlo’s concerns with her in detail. She began by stating that she feels that overall, communication needs to be better and she wants a knowledgeable and communicative team that responds in a timely fashion. 
She went on to describe various concerns about the group home. Never got clarity regarding procedure for payment for group home. She feels there is a wall up in terms of communication. 
She went on to state that she needs complete disclosure of all med info from group home so that she can make informed decisions regarding member’s medical care moving forward. 
She reported concerns about the medical issues and felt that Ladetra) (CN did not share the appropriate information with the group home and that this led to meds getting changed, not using catheter, not getting appropriate diet, coming home “sedated,” etc. She reported that she has a new primary care doctor at Duke and is going in for a med review next week. Food she brought and catheters were brought back to Ms. Carlo.
She also reported that while she was trying to get services in place with Yelverton’s, APS showed up at her door and she feels it was Nikita (at group home) who called APS on her (was anonymous). 
Meds were changed to only 8am and 8pm. Issues speaking with pharmacist and felt that she was lied to that she could keep her own doctor/med team. She feels that med tech should have noticed that member was becoming lethargic. 
She reported that she canceled a doctor’s appointment while Anjelica was at group home because it wasn’t until September. She couldn’t believe that she didn’t have an appt until this time. 
There was the issue with the bruise on her arm and Ms. Carlo is concerned that she has no information about this visit to the doctor, doesn’t know if she got a COVID test. Etc. 
She then became upset and emotional, stating that it was not fair and that she trusted the process and did everything she was told, begged for information and her daughter is now “traumatized.”
She stated that there is a meeting on 6/15 and she does not want the grievance to be included in this meeting. She just wants this to be about how to move forward with a new care coordinator. She wants fill disclosure and wants to be a team. Feels that her opinions aren’t being respected. 
Mentioned that Yelverton’s had not been told by Ladetra (CN) that she no longer needed services while at group home. Ladetra was supposed to tell them.
In summary, she stated that the main thing is that she wants to get the medical information from the provider in advance of the med review with the new primary doctor and wants to know if she had a COVID shot. 
This writer confirmed her mailing address and stated that I would share concerns with CC team ahead of the meeting and would also see what I could find out about medical records. She thanked this writer. Shortly after hanging up, this writer received a voicemail from Ms. Carlo stating that she just found out that she wouldn’t be getting an agenda for the 6/15 meeting until the day of and wanted this writer to attempt to facilitate her getting it ahead of time through Keshia Bunch (CN Supervisor). She feels that it isn’t fair for her not to be able to prepare.
This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement letter to complainant.
This writer then sent email to Keshia Bunch informing her of concern and request regarding agenda for next week’s meeting. Keshia then called via Skype and shared that she had sent the agenda earlier in the day. She stated that they were doing the best they can as a team to work around Ms. Carlo to get Anjelica what she needs. She stated that she would be getting a new CN but not until things were put in place. The plan is to try to get CLS and Respite nursing in place and the team is all working hard in support of the member. This writer thanked her for the update and stated that I would likely be following up with her next week to hear about the meeting.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/14/21
This writer staffed case with supervisor, Todd Parker (Incident and Grievance Manager), to see what can be done about guardian’s request for Alliance to request medical records from provider. Todd reported that, although we have an ROI for us to share information with Ms. Carlo, that doesn’t cover sharing information from a third party. 
In order for the medical records for the group home to be released, Angelica would have to request those herself (since she is her own guardian), or, she would have to sign a release with Alpha Management which agrees that they can release her records to you.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/16/21
This writer received voicemail from Ms. Carlo requesting a return call to discuss acknowledgement letter. 
Rather than discussing the letter, she began to share info about meeting yesterday. She stated that Ms. Bunch listed benefit requirement for enhanced benefit for respite nursing and she asked that this be put in writing due to having a doctor’s appointment tomorrow. Ms. Bunch reportedly stated that she would. Then, Ms. Carlo asked for meeting minutes and she was directed to Jeanette Kelly with Community Partnerships. She stated that she was only interested in Alliance minutes and felt that she was trying to make a statement with this. She can’t do medical care without being able to get needed information. 
She then made statements regarding issues with legality of consents signed by Angelica because she is her own guardian but isn’t competent. She had offered to do a zoom call and then they stated they would rather do it in person but never did. Wants Alliance to look into the consents. 
She went on to discuss the communication issues and how she feels she is being ignored by Alliance. She stated that Keshia sent email omitting her request and not fulfilling it. She stated that she was ignored by Jeff Payne 3 years ago and the people below him treat her the same way, ignoring her and not returning her calls. 
She then stated she received a text from Jeanette Kelly which stated that Alliance told her she was over-stepping and confusing things by assisting her. She feels that this is more proof that Alliance is against her. She also stated that she was told that Doug wasn’t at the meeting when this happens and she feels that this was on purpose and that “if you are going to tell a provider that you are limiting her participation, why are you not doing it in an open and ethical manner?”
This writer thanked her for the info and told her that I would be in touch. This writer then touched base with supervisor, Todd Parker, to get feedback on how best to move forward. He advised that this writer speak with both Doug Wright and Keshia and to try to find out more information. 
This writer emailed Keshia re the request for notes and respite nursing info. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/17/21
This writer received documentation which showed that Keshia had emailed the requested information regarding nursing respite. She also shared that they did not take meeting minutes and instead documented the meeting in Jiva but that Jeanette Kelly had agreed to provide her notes from the meeting.
This writer then reached out to Doug Wright to update him regarding Jeanette Kelly and he shared that he was aware of this and had advised Keshia to file a concern if this was something she was concerned about (rather than approaching her directly). He shared that this was a challenging case and he had encouraged Ms. Carlo to try to move forward with establishing the appropriate care for her daughter.
This writer discussed case with supervisor further and he advised that this writer try to focus on the original concerns and find wins for her (new Care Navigator, getting services set up for daughter, etc). 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/21/21
This writer received email communication from Ms. Carlo which can be summarized below:
•	Care Navigator has been replaced. 
•	Member is no longer in group home.
•	She spoke with Doug Wright about her concerns about the discussion after the last treatment team meeting (with Keisha Bunch/Jeanette Kelly). 
•	She stated that she has been looking into the Choice Program Model and has spoken to the Arc of NC about their program. She has spoken with Teka Dempson, who is going to assist with setting up a call with new Care Navigator, Mallory Derringer. 
•	She then reported that “as of today I am withdrawing all items in the complaint.”
This writer then responded to her email thanking her and informing her that the concern would be withdrawn based on this request.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/2/21
This writer then withdrew concern within portal. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		WITHDRAWN		0		1		1		(44,354)

		11871		Kim Ware		06/07/2021		OUTLAW		CRYSTAL		Provider		External Stakeholder Concern		Access to Services		Community Support Team				Mental Health Only		Adult		B & D Integrated Health Services		1		87434 - ROSCOE, FRENCHIE		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		Caller from Carolina Outreach was trying to connect the member to Community Support Services or Peer Support Services at B & D Integrated Health and left a message with referral for services for the member on 05/03/2021. Caller did not hear back from B & D Integrated, so on May 12, 2021, Caller called B & D Integrated again. Caller spoke to Ms. Davis at B & D Integrated about the referral and sent by e-mail the RI and the MH assessment to her. On May 14, 2021 caller sent an e-mail inquiring about the referral for services for the member again. Caller did not hear back from Ms. Davis and confirmed with member that she had not heard from B & D Integrated staff either. Then on June 4, 2021, member called Carolina Outreach and reported that no one from B & D Integrated had not contacted her.  On the same day, Caller then called B & D Integrated and left a message for them to call back.  Caller decided to call Ms. Davis again on the 4th of June and Ms. Davis acted as if she had not spoke to caller. Then, Ms. Davis revealed that B & D Integrated was not taking new members for Community Support Team, but reported that they would provide Peer Support Services if the client wrote a letter stating that she did not want Community Support Services and would accept Peer Support Services.		CORRECTIONS: CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO FROM MEMBER'S; PRIORITY CHANGED FROM HIGH TO ROUTINE; licensure entered not licensed;		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8247		07/01/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller from Carolina Outreach was trying to connect the member to Community Support Services or Peer Support Services at B & D Integrated Health and left a message with referral for services for the member on 05/03/2021. Caller did not hear back from B & D Integrated, so on May 12, 2021, Caller called B & D Integrated again. Caller spoke to Ms. Davis at B & D Integrated about the referral and sent by e-mail the RI and the MH assessment to her. On May 14, 2021 caller sent an e-mail inquiring about the referral for services for the member again. Caller did not hear back from Ms. Davis and confirmed with member that she had not heard from B & D Integrated staff either. Then on June 4, 2021, member called Carolina Outreach and reported that no one from B & D Integrated had not contacted her. On the same day, Caller then called B & D Integrated and left a message for them to call back. Caller decided to call Ms. Davis again on the 4th of June and Ms. Davis acted as if she had not spoke to caller. Then, Ms. Davis revealed that B & D Integrated was not taking new members for Community Support Team, but reported that they would provide Peer Support Services if the client wrote a letter stating that she did not want Community Support Services and would accept Peer Support Services.
FRENCHIE ROSCO   ID: 87434  (DOB: 5/16/1968)
6/11/21 Contacted insert user, Dulce Ramirez to clarify entry information.  Per Ms Ramirez, staff at Carolina Outreach (not her or the member as listed) is the complainant: Crystal Outlaw (984) 365-4492.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/14/21 This writer made call and spoke directly with Ms. Outlaw regarding her concerns. She reports that she is the team lead in the Durham office. She reports that by the agency being unresponsive it caused a delay in finding the member services once they responded indicating they were not taking any new CST members. This writer explained next steps to include contacting the agency, Requiring an internal review be submitted and that agency response and actions will be tracked by QM. No permission to use name when discussing the matter with the provider, however indicated use of member name. Per discussion acknowledgment emailed to crystal.outlaw@carolinaoutreach.com.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/24/21 Without the use of the complainant name per request, this writer contacted Jeremy Reed, B and D QM Director to make him aware of the concerns. Per discussion, the information was emailed directly for review and response at jreed@bdbehavioralhealth.com.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/30/21 6/30/21 Response received from agency indicating that member had an active authorization for Carolina Outreach at the time of calls. The agency indicates several contacts with CO staff in regards to the matter. It was discussed that B and D was no longer taking new CST referrals. Ms Davis with CO reports that:
 “I explained to her that I needed to know if Ms. Roscoe is declining CST services with Carolina Outreach and willing to do PSS with B & D. I asked her if it was documented that Ms. Roscoe declined CST with Carolina Outreach.” 
At that time Ms. Davis reports that Ms. Outlaw stated that she would contact her supervisor and consult with them as Ms. Roscoe has not stated in writing that she wanted to decline CST services with Carolina Outreach.” In regards to B and D plans in the matter: 
 “B&D agrees with the Carolina Outreach’s Assessment that Frenchie Roscoe is most appropriate for CST services. If Ms. Roscoe chooses to leave CST and chooses to leave Carolina Outreach in the middle of her treatment episode, her desires would need to be documented in writing (this is usually done on a provider choice form). Based on the information provided by CO, B&D’s clinical team believes that Ms. Roscoe’s needs could be partially met with PSS services. OPT services would likely also be recommended.”
7/1/21 Based on agency’s internal review submission, B and D acted accordingly and were willing to assist with transition to appropriate services as needed, however, member has a current authorization for Carolina Outreach and would need to follow protocol. Resolution mailed to complainant. No further action by this writer at this time(K.WARE,QAA)		non issue		1		1		0		24

		11872		Kim Ware		06/08/2021		MANN		Nancy		Parent		External Stakeholder Concern		Access to Services		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Autism Services, Inc.		1		646465 - MANN, MARISSA		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		Mother/Not Legal Guardian Nancy Mann called to file concern against Providers Alpha Management and Autism Services. Mother Nany Mann states she has been reaching out to Providers for several weeks seeking and requesting services for her adult Daughter Marissa Mann DOB: 5/19/1989.  Mother Nancy Mann states she has not been able to get a follow up call from Providers even after reaching out to Providers on a weekly basis.  Mother states her Daughter is IDD and would greatly benefit from services and she has become aggressive with Mother recently.  Mother states Autism Services Staff Roberts scheduled with Consumer and her Mother but failed to show for scheduled appointment.  Mother Nancy Mann states Staff did not provide any explanation as to why he did not keep appointment but neither Provider has called back in response to her numerous calls.		CORRECTIONS: ENTERED PT ID; changed provider name to autism services; licensure changed from unknown to not licensed; service type changed from respite to innovations; residential changed from yes to no; source changed from family member to parent		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8250		07/08/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Mother/Not Legal Guardian Nancy Mann called to file concern against Providers Alpha Management and Autism Services. Mother Nany Mann states she has been reaching out to Providers for several weeks seeking and requesting services for her adult Daughter Marissa Mann DOB: 5/19/1989. Mother Nancy Mann states she has not been able to get a follow up call from Providers even after reaching out to Providers on a weekly basis. Mother states her Daughter is IDD and would greatly benefit from services and she has become aggressive with Mother recently. Mother states Autism Services Staff Roberts scheduled with Consumer and her Mother but failed to show for scheduled appointment. Mother Nancy Mann states Staff did not provide any explanation as to why he did not keep appointment but neither Provider has called back in response to her numerous calls.
MARISSA MANN   ID: 646465   (DOB: 5/19/1989)
6/15/21 This writer made call and spoke with complainant, Nancy Mann (301) 580-7670. Ms Mann confirmed that she is not the legal guardian for her daughter. This writer explained the role of QM and the limitations of HIPAA. This writer inquired if the provider was aware that she was not the legal guardian. She stated they did. She reports that her daughter is mute and "only talks to her". This writer inquired if she was in the process of getting guardianship to which she replied no and that she "forgot why she hadnt done it in the past. Per her report re Autism Services or Autism Society (unsure), she participated in a zoom meeting where she was told that she would receive follow up and respite services by the end of May. Per her report, she has made numerous calls with no follow up or services. Per her report, Alpha Mgmt staff set up a meeting with her and her daughter to be conducted at the home and they did not show up as scheduled , call or respond to her numerous calls. Ms Mann confirmed her mailing address and understands the use of a ROI as well as guardianship. This writer again explained the limitations of HIPAA.
This writer contacted both agencies Tony Hanes, Director of Operations for Alpha and Tim Ferreira, Director of Quality and Compliance with Autism Society of NC.  This writer has also contacted Autism Services contact Alyse Shirley to make her aware and request review as well. This writer requested review and response although information is limited and the mother is not the legal guardian.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/8/21 Per Autism Society there is no record of the individual. This writer received response from Autism Services indicating the following: " I just spoke to our QP, Ebony Harris.  She spoke with a Nancy Mann back in May.  Unfortunately, due to a severe staffing crisis, we are unable to staff new consumers right now. Ebony stated she communicated that to Ms. Mann in May.   I've asked Ebony to reach back out to Ms. Mann and explain our current situation again, to make referrals, and to follow up with Ms. Mann at least monthly.  ASI is facing a severe staffing crisis as is this entire industry.  We are advertising and working with the Employment Security Commission to attempt to get employees.  We will continue to follow up monthly regarding this consumer." This writer contacted the complainant to discuss action steps taken and response from Autism Services noting that they plan to follow up with her. This writer recommended that complainant contact AH Access and Information for referral for services as well as possible care coordination referral. Based on response by Autism Services confirming the matter ,plans to take corrective actions and recommendations by this writer, case to be closed. Resolution mailed to complainant. No further action by this writer at this time. Any subsequent correspondence from Alpha Mgmt to be noted in follow up.(K.WARE,QAA)		confirmed-provider initiated corrective actions		1		1		0		30

		11873		Hillary Vandewart		06/08/2021		Smith		Veronica		Guardian		Grievance		Authorization/ Payment/ Billing - LME-MCO Only		Outpatient Services				Developmental Disabilities Only		Child (0-17)		Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		1		464184 - Smith, Jaden		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		[Cid 581424]    
Veronica Smith ; guardian

Jaden Smith 09/02/2021

Guardian phoned to inquire/grievance about Medicaid bill not being paid to the Autism Society.  Please check and find out what the problem is and return a call to guardian.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Grievance Against to MCO Dept/Claims, Changed Disability to Developmental		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8246		06/14/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		[CID 581424]    
Veronica Smith: Guardian
Jaden Smith 09/02/2021
Guardian phoned to inquire/grievance about Medicaid bill not being paid to the Autism Society.  Please check and find out what the problem is and return a call to guardian.
[PT: Jaden Smith				DOB: 9/2/12				ID: 464184]
6/14/21
This writer sent email to Claims Supervisors, Marilyn Madison and Tina Everett, to request that they look into the matter. Marilyn responded with the below information:
Per NC Tracks – member has other coverage with BCBS of Georgia that includes Behavioral Health services effective 1/1/2021, policy holder is Timothy Smith – Policy Number E4KFM1081204 Group Number GB0192M002.
This writer then contacted grievant via phone to acknowledge receipt of grievance and share info obtained from billing/claims.
This writer learned from grievant that the Autism Society was already aware of the issue and was working on getting the billing corrected. This writer answered some additional questions for her regarding the Access and Information Line (to follow up on Innovations waitlist) and inquired as to whether she needed anything else. She stated that was all. This writer composed and sent ack/res letter. No further action required. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Confirmed--Provider initiated corrective action		1		1		0		6

		11874		Kim Ware		06/03/2021		MCCREA		TONIKA		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Substance Abuse Halfway House				Multi-Disability		Adult		Freedom House Recovery Center, Inc.		0		53249 - MCCREA, TONIKA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		1		In-State		SA Halfway House		1		1		Agency has not been upfront in regards to rules and regulations and holds residents accountable for unknown rules that appear to be made up. Staff is rude and unprofessional. Staff has attempted to intimidate member for reporting concerns via the agency process. Staff should be drug tested. SEE # 11843				Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8238		06/16/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Agency has not been upfront in regards to rules and regulations and holds residents accountable for unknown rules that appear to be made up. Staff is rude and unprofessional. Staff has attempted to intimidate member for reporting concerns via the agency process. Staff should be drug tested. SEE # 11843
TONIKA MCCREA   ID: 53249  (DOB: 10/1/1976)
6/3/21 This writer made call and spoke with complainant and reviewed areas of concern. She gave permission for use of her name and an updated mailing address. She reports that the staff was rude and talked down to her so much that other members started disrespecting her as well. she reports that since leaving , she has seen the staff and the staff have attempted to intimidate her. She reports attempting to follow the "chain of command" and start at the facility when reporting her concerns but there were no changes so she filed with Alliance . She reports that the people  in charge of the home drink and should be drug tested and fired. She reports not wanting to leave the house due to it being a great opportunity but had no choice due to bad treatment. She reports remaining in treatment and told this writer her number of days clean and that she was proud of that . This writer encouraged member to continue with treatment. She reports that she remains in treatment with the agency, however, still wants to file due to how she was treated while at the halfway house. She reports that she did not want to leave, but felt that she had to. She reports that she does not want any other members to be treated the same way she was and that staff should be fired. This writer explained that AH had no purview in firing staff at the facility, explained next steps and confirmed current mailing address. Disregard letter for previous case mailed to updated mailing address.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/8/21 Staffed case with Incident & Grievance Mgr T Parker. Acknowledgment letter to be mailed to complainant for new case to include concerns noted in previous concern.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/10/21 Acknowledgement letter mailed to complainant. This writer contacted the Freedom House director to make her aware of the concerns. Per discussion the information was emailed directly for review and response at heather.g@fhrecovery.org.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/15/21 This writer received call from Ms Griffin-Dolciney confirming member's contact information . Per her report she will reach out directly to complainant to discuss and address her concerns. Based on agency contact and plans to follow up directly with member case to be closed. Any subsequent correspondence received from provider to be noted.		tracking		1		1		0		13

		11875		Hillary Vandewart		06/08/2021		KAHLOR		COLLEEN		Guardian		Grievance		Authorization/ Payment/ Billing - LME-MCO Only		Outpatient Services				Unknown Disability		Child (0-17)		Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		1		356130 - KAHLOR, AVA		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Johnston		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		(Cid 581489)
Guardian phoned seeking solutions as to why her daughter's bill was not paid by medicaid. Daughter cannot receive services until this bill is paid.  Guardian is not happy with the outcome of medicaid not paying this bill. Please investigate.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Grievance Against to Alliance/Claims, Changed Type to Auth/Payment/Billing (MCO), Changed Disability to Unknown (no dx listed in portal)		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8268		06/23/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		(Cid 581489)
Guardian (Colleen Kahlor) phoned seeking solutions as to why her daughter's bill was not paid by Medicaid. Daughter cannot receive services until this bill is paid.  Guardian is not happy with the outcome of Medicaid not paying this bill. Please investigate.
[PT: Ava Kahlor					DOB: 1/11/13				ID: 356130]
6/14/21
This writer sent email to Claims Supervisors, Marilyn Madison and Tina Everett, to request that they look into the matter. Marilyn responded with the below information:
Per NC Tracks – member has other coverage with Ameriben Solutions that includes Behavioral Health services effective 6/1/2018 policy holder is Tyler Koschitzki – Policy Number JUG10214883C2.  It appears provider submitted claim to the primary carrier with the incorrect Policy Number so claim denied.  Also need all pages of the EOB when submitting as secondary.
This writer contacted grievant by phone at 518-965-3162 to acknowledge grievance and share feedback from billing/claims department. She shared with this writer that she has proof that member’s father no longer has this coverage (ended 6/30/20). This writer asked if she could send this via email and provided email address. She agreed. This writer then asked for her mailing address and she provided: 2646 Fairground Rd / Coats, NC 27521.
This writer then received document from Ms. Kahlor and forwarded to Marilyn Madison, who shared with eligibility to determine what else needed to be done. 
This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement letter to grievant. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/15/21
This writer received update from Tasha Jennings, Eligibility and Enrollment Supervisor, which indicated that she sent a request to DHHS to verify/update policy and that this process could take up to 5 days to complete.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/23/21
This writer followed up to determine whether or not the policy had been updated. Tasha confirmed, and then Marilyn sent the information to Linetta Hughes, Claims Analyst, who confirmed that the claims had been readjudicated.
This writer then reached out to complainant, Colleen Kahlor, via phone at 518-965-3162. This writer shared that the issue had been resolved and she thanked this writer for the assistance.
This writer then composed and sent resolution letter. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Non-Issue (AH was able to correct billing based on updated insurance info from member)		1		1		0		15

		11876		Kristie White		06/09/2021		Resnick		Rich		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Access to Services		Accces/Screening, Triage and Referral				Mental Health Only		Adult		Sunrise Clinical Associates, PLLC		1		57526 - JONES, TALESHA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		Writer called agency on 6/1/21, spoke to Brad.  Consumer was on the line as well.  Agreement was that consume would be seen on her date of preference which was 6/8/21.  Brad indicated he would call her back to confirm exact time and who will complete assessment.  Consumer phoned back today.  She expressed disappointment/irritated about not hearing back from  agency, she waited all day yesterday for the call back and no response.  Consumer stated she would be agreeable to give agency another opportunity for CCA.  Writer called agency again today, spoke with  Brad.  Writer expressed that consumer was disappointed and requested setting up new appt as quickly as possible today given her experience.  Writer and consumer waited several minutes and decided to disconnect and she was scheduled with another provider.  Writer submitting concern.		Sunrise clinical has two locations.		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8253		06/28/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Writer called agency on 6/1/21, spoke to Brad. Consumer was on the line as well. Agreement was that consume would be seen on her date of preference which was 6/8/21. Brad indicated he would call her back to confirm exact time and who will complete assessment. Consumer phoned back today. She expressed disappointment/irritated about not hearing back from agency, she waited all day yesterday for the call back and no response. Consumer stated she would be agreeable to give agency another opportunity for CCA. Writer called agency again today, spoke with Brad. Writer expressed that consumer was disappointed and requested setting up new appt as quickly as possible today given her experience. Writer and consumer waited several minutes and decided to disconnect and she was scheduled with another provider. Writer submitting concern.
Patient: Talesha Jones Patient ID: 57526 DOB: 02/10/1993
06/09/21-Internal- against Sunrise Clinical- member did not receive return call as promised; not scheduled; long wait times on phone. KM Appeals Coordinator
06/16/21-Sending acknowledgment email to internal complainant RResnick about this internal concern. Called Sunrise Clinical spoke to Sheila Burge about this internal concern and sent her a concern element email to sburge@sunriseclinical.org to be returned to this writer by 06/23/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
06/28/21-On 06/23/21 received provider response from Sunrise Clinical Associates with response and client intake and referral form for member. Per this information the member referral date was June 1, 2021. The member was asked what time worked best and she replied, “Next week any day and prefer in the morning after 9 am.” The initial assessment would be completed on June 8, 2021, after 9 am or June 10, 2021 after 9 am. The member was informed there is a possibility a returned call did not occur and was an oversight. The member received an assessment on June 10, 2021. Per provider, “The agency utilizes a referral tracker, and it has been strongly expressed and emphasized that all transactions relating to referrals, scheduling, follow-ups, and conversations with members be recorded with details to minimize and eliminate uncertainties, misunderstandings, or miscommunications. Recording the series of steps taken on the referral tracker is an essentials documentation trail.” This is not with another agency and is currently receiving outpatient therapy services. The member also came into the office recently and requested a psychological evaluation on June 21, 2021. Due to psychologist on vacation they completed a referral to Alase Center for Enrichment II and the member has been referred to a Pre-trail Intervention Program due to problems with law enforcement. Per this response this writer feels that the provider has taken appropriate steps to help and service the member needs. Sending a resolution email to the internal complainant and closing this concern as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		19

		11879		Kim Ware		06/09/2021		WATKINS		GERRELL		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Intermediate Care Facility				Multi-Disability		Adult		Sophia B. Pierce & Associates, Inc.		1		286541 - NEPHEW, HALEY		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Cumberland		0		1		In-State		Intermediate Care Facility (ICF/IDD)		1		0		Northside group home in Fayetteville on boxdale rd. 331 boxdale rd. Writer completed LRP monitoring and  spoke with  Mary Mullaley, (910) 583-1861mother of member 286541Hayley Nephew. In speaking with LRP about her satisfaction with provider Sophia B. Pierce and Associates, LRP disclosed that she was not satisfied with services for her daughter and would be changing providers July1,2021. During conversation LRP mentioned that she was a current employer with provider.  LRP stated she believed there were incidents of abuse occurring with residents at Northside group home 3301 Barksdale Road Fayetteville, NC 28301.Writer informed LRP of the duty to report and provided LRP with the Cumberland County APS contact information. LRP was also made aware that writer would be filing a grievance/concern with quality management. Writer asked LRP if she would like to be named or remain anonymous. LRP response: "I'm ok with quality management contacting me but I don't want to be named when you speak to Sophia B.Pierce because I'm still an employee until July 1,2021.		CORRECTIONS: ENTERED PT ID; CHANGED NAME OF COMPLAINANT FROM MEMBER'S; ENTERED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO; AGAINST CHANGED FROM OTHER TO PROVIDER; LICENSURE ENTERED DHSR; DISABILITY CHANGED FROM UKNOWN TO MULTI		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8279		06/28/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Northside group home in Fayetteville on boxdale rd. 331 boxdale rd. Writer completed LRP monitoring and spoke with Mary Mullaley, (910) 583-1861mother of member 286541Hayley Nephew. In speaking with LRP about her satisfaction with provider Sophia B. Pierce and Associates, LRP disclosed that she was not satisfied with services for her daughter and would be changing providers July1,2021. During conversation LRP mentioned that she was a current employer with provider. LRP stated she believed there were incidents of abuse occurring with residents at Northside group home 3301 Barksdale Road Fayetteville, NC 28301.Writer informed LRP of the duty to report and provided LRP with the Cumberland County APS contact information. LRP was also made aware that writer would be filing a grievance/concern with quality management. Writer asked LRP if she would like to be named or remain anonymous. LRP response: "I'm ok with quality management contacting me but I don't want to be named when you speak to Sophia B.Pierce because I'm still an employee until July 1,2021.
*no pt id
6/ /21 This writer reached out to insert user to confirm that informaotn entered is an internal em;loyee concern. Ms WAtlkins confirmed. Case assigned to this writer.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/24/21 REview of the informaotn indiates no specifics given and no patien affected. This writer reached out to compant to reuiest call to clarify informaotn entered.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/28/21 Case consult with Incident & Grievance Mgr, Todd Parker.  Plan is to follow up with internal complainant and explain limited  next steps due to the limited information and to clarify information entered. This writer received a call from Ms. Watkins, AH Service Integrity Consultant. Per Ms Watkins, the LRP of the member is an employee, however, the member does not live at the facility that the concern refers to. This writer inquired if any specific information was given in regards to the allegation. Per Ms. Watkins, the LRP "rambled" about things she thought could be incidents but did not give specifics. She indicated that she had spoken with the agency about her concerns, an internal investigation occurred, however, was told there "was no need to report to DHSR" due to there not being an issue. The LRP has been dissatisfied with services, however, the member continues to receive services with the provider and she is working there until July 1.Ms Watkins confirmed informing the LRP of the duty to report, gave her the number for APS. Ms Watkins filed the concern after consult with her supervisor. This writer recommended that complainant inform LRP regarding DHSR complaint intake unit. This writer explained that QM would contact DHSR, however, unable to guarantee that there would be an investigation by DHSR due to the limited, vague information. This writer is unable to review incident reporting or any further information due to no member information given or specific allegations. This writer made all to DHSR complaint intake unit (919) 855-4500 and spoke with intake specialist, "Kim". Per case consult the information is not reportable in that it is limited and unable to take the complaint at this time. Case to be closed based on case consult with Incident & Grievance Mgr. T Parker, case consult with DHSR and recommendations to refer the LRP to DHSR as well as complainant referring LRP to APS. Ack/Res emailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		undetermined		1		1		0		19

		11882		Kristie White		06/10/2021		Fredritz		Trish		Parent		External Stakeholder Concern		Quality of Services		Unknown				Mental Health Only		18-20		Youth Villages, Inc.		1		577317 - Fredritz, Madisen		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		CID581836. Caller is mother of 19 yo in Durham getting unknown service from Youth Villages in Louisburg. Therapist was supposed to provide 4 hours weekly contact with her daughter. The therapist said that due to member's cough (which was deemed chronic by doctor and member tested negative for COVID-19), she'd provide therapy by phone. Therapist then came to home after making the comment that she would not come to the home.  Mother does not think 4 hours per week has been happening. Three weeks ago, therapist came to the home and there was verbal altercation with mother after agency told them they were discharging member. Therapist called supervisor and mother pointed out that therapist is chronically late for appointments. The Supervisor told mother that due to her lack of participation they were cancelling service. Mother say she was never made aware her participation was mandatory for daughter to get that service.  Member made it clear she didn't want mother involved in some services. Therapist has been doing things with member and has not asked mother to participate. Mother has met with team from wrap around service weekly and was told by them that mother was to work with them while daughter worked with therapist. The wrap around team reached out to their supervisor to make them aware - supposedly that team got the same answer from the therapist - which was not helpful and vague - that therapist was discharging member. No work by therapist on independence skills. Last week no call/no show by therapist. This week member tried to contact therapist about the group meeting this week and therapist didn't call her back. Member does not want to be discharged and they've not heard anything about transfer to another agency. Mother feels like member is not stable and actively cutting. member feels she needs more help.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8259		07/06/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID581836. Caller is mother of 19 yo in Durham getting unknown service from Youth Villages in Louisburg. Therapist was supposed to provide 4 hours weekly contact with her daughter. The therapist said that due to member's cough (which was deemed chronic by doctor and member tested negative for COVID-19), she'd provide therapy by phone. Therapist then came to home after making the comment that she would not come to the home. Mother does not think 4 hours per week has been happening. Three weeks ago, therapist came to the home and there was verbal altercation with mother after agency told them they were discharging member. Therapist called supervisor and mother pointed out that therapist is chronically late for appointments. The Supervisor told mother that due to her lack of participation they were cancelling service. Mother say she was never made aware her participation was mandatory for daughter to get that service. Member made it clear she didn't want mother involved in some services. Therapist has been doing things with member and has not asked mother to participate. Mother has met with team from wrap around service weekly and was told by them that mother was to work with them while daughter worked with therapist. The wrap around team reached out to their supervisor to make them aware - supposedly that team got the same answer from the therapist - which was not helpful and vague - that therapist was discharging member. No work by therapist on independence skills. Last week no call/no show by therapist. This week member tried to contact therapist about the group meeting this week and therapist didn't call her back. Member does not want to be discharged and they've not heard anything about transfer to another agency. Mother feels like member is not stable and actively cutting. member feels she needs more help.
Patient: Madisen Fredritz Patient ID: 577317 DOB: 05/08/2002
06/10/21-External stakeholder- against Youth Villages- issues with therapist; member discharged; no assistance with transfer to another agency. KM Appeals Coordinator
06/16/21-Called Trish Fredritz and left message for more information on this grievance. KM Appeal Coordinator
06/17/21-Called Trish Gredritz several times with no answer. Sent out additional information letter and that if not
received this concern will be closed within a week before resolution date should be. KM Appeals Coordinator
07/06/21-This writer never heard back form complainant per more information letter sent to complainant and closing this grievance due to not enough information. KM Appeals Coordinator		Undetermined-No Information Given to Complete Grievance		1		1		0		26

		11883		Hillary Vandewart		06/10/2021		GOODMAN		GRANT		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Guardiantrac, LLC dba GT Independence		1		71788 - WARREN, KATHLEEN		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		The internal employee concern is being filed by myself, Alliance Health Care Navigator, Grant Goodman. There are two issues to address concerning GT Independence. The first involves one of their employees, Jarvis James, whose conduct has frankly been questionable for some time, but perhaps most Care Navigators don't have the time to issue concerns about him, or perhaps he's impervious to them because his agency is the only one within Alliance that can provide Community Navigation Services for Employer of Record Innovations Waiver participants. The issue at hand is Jarvis's repeated failure to accept technical assistance from Care Navigators or Service Integrity Consultants, often disrespectfully, which negatively impacts the quality of the services that our Innovations Waiver members receive,  but also obstructs those services from beginning in a timely manner. A recent example of this involves the Internet service that the Innovations waiver covers for Kathleen Warren. Kathleen's father changed his Internet Service provider from AT&T to T-Mobile in March of 2021, but did not notify Jarvis and I until April. While not ideal, I instructed Jarvis that we could add the increase in cost to Kathleen's Annual budget and he (GTI) could immediately bill for the increased cost. However, prior to this Jarvis had failed to instruct Mr. Warren on how to request reimbursement for the service, so attention to the change in Internet service providers was on hold while this occurred (a grievance was previously filed about Jarvis's previous failure). However, once that was resolved, Jarvis insisted that additional documentation needed to be submitted to Alliance's Utilization Management department in order for him to bill for the service, while I stated that only the budget needed modification and upload to Alpha. Because he was obstructing the process and the guardian was heated about a number of issues involving GTI, I acquiesced to Jarvis's demand and developed, signed and submitted the additional documentation (an ISP Update) to Utilization Management via Alpha. UM said they could not process the request because the service had already been approved and all that was necessary would be to update and upload the budget to Alpha - exactly what Jarvis had been advised of. As an aside, while I have been able to sustain a pretty good working relationship with Jarvis over the years, this has not been the case for the majority of other Care Navigators who he has shared cases with. He is often reported to be rude and dismissive with them, and if you would like to contact them about it please let me know and I will provide you with their contact information. The other issue involves GTI as an agency and their failure to provide adequate Community Navigation services for Employer of Record (EOR) members, and specifically with their failure to provide references for organizations that can train EOR staff. They presently only use the "Scales" training agency, which has been extremely hard to contact (won't answer phone and voicemail is full), and by delaying or failing to provide the training mandated by the state, EOR members fail to get the services and supports that they need. This also happened with Kathleen Warren's case, and when I discussed it with Jarvis, his supervisor Erica Miller, and Kathleen's Services Consultant Hilary Dossett, Jarvis and Ms. Miller said that they had looked into options online and in the community and couldn't find anything. However, their honesty and/or competence has repeatedly been called into question by those served by them, and common sense tells me that they could find numerous online resources if they tried, so I doubt that their assertion is accurate. I suggested that they check with local nursing agencies since they could provide Medication Administration trainings and got no response from GTI. Their negligence at providing the service they are being paid to provide _Community Navigator services for EOR participants - is simply obstructing other services - imperative daily services - from occurring at all.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8251		07/19/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		The internal employee concern is being filed by myself, Alliance Health Care Navigator, Grant Goodman. There are two issues to address concerning GT Independence. 
The first involves one of their employees, Jarvis James, whose conduct has frankly been questionable for some time, but perhaps most Care Navigators don't have the time to issue concerns about him, or perhaps he's impervious to them because his agency is the only one within Alliance that can provide Community Navigation Services for Employer of Record Innovations Waiver participants. The issue at hand is Jarvis's repeated failure to accept technical assistance from Care Navigators or Service Integrity Consultants, often disrespectfully, which negatively impacts the quality of the services that our Innovations Waiver members receive, but also obstructs those services from beginning in a timely manner. 
A recent example of this involves the Internet service that the Innovations waiver covers for Kathleen Warren. Kathleen's father changed his Internet Service provider from AT&T to T-Mobile in March of 2021, but did not notify Jarvis and I until April. While not ideal, I instructed Jarvis that we could add the increase in cost to Kathleen's Annual budget and he (GTI) could immediately bill for the increased cost. However, prior to this Jarvis had failed to instruct Mr. Warren on how to request reimbursement for the service, so attention to the change in Internet service providers was on hold while this occurred (a grievance was previously filed about Jarvis's previous failure). However, once that was resolved, Jarvis insisted that additional documentation needed to be submitted to Alliance's Utilization Management department in order for him to bill for the service, while I stated that only the budget needed modification and upload to Alpha. Because he was obstructing the process and the guardian was heated about a number of issues involving GTI, I acquiesced to Jarvis's demand and developed, signed and submitted the additional documentation (an ISP Update) to Utilization Management via Alpha. UM said they could not process the request because the service had already been approved and all that was necessary would be to update and upload the budget to Alpha - exactly what Jarvis had been advised of. As an aside, while I have been able to sustain a pretty good working relationship with Jarvis over the years, this has not been the case for the majority of other Care Navigators who he has shared cases with. He is often reported to be rude and dismissive with them, and if you would like to contact them about it please let me know and I will provide you with their contact information. 
The other issue involves GTI as an agency and their failure to provide adequate Community Navigation services for Employer of Record (EOR) members, and specifically with their failure to provide references for organizations that can train EOR staff. They presently only use the "Scales" training agency, which has been extremely hard to contact (won't answer phone and voicemail is full), and by delaying or failing to provide the training mandated by the state, EOR members fail to get the services and supports that they need. This also happened with Kathleen Warren's case, and when I discussed it with Jarvis, his supervisor Erica Miller, and Kathleen's Services Consultant Hilary Dossett, Jarvis and Ms. Miller said that they had looked into options online and in the community and couldn't find anything. However, their honesty and/or competence has repeatedly been called into question by those served by them, and common sense tells me that they could find numerous online resources if they tried, so I doubt that their assertion is accurate. I suggested that they check with local nursing agencies since they could provide Medication Administration trainings and got no response from GTI. Their negligence at providing the service they are being paid to provide _Community Navigator services for EOR participants - is simply obstructing other services - imperative daily services - from occurring at all.
[PT: Kathleen Warren				DOB: 9/29/90				ID: 71788]
6/15/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
7/9/21
This writer attempted to contact Ms. Reyes via phone and was unable to leave VM due to mailbox not being set up. This writer then sent concern details to her via email and requested a response by 7/14.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
7/19/21
This writer received response and supporting documentation which can be summarized below:
•	Unable to substantiate any instances of QP (Jarvis) being dismissive or rude.
•	This staff is transitioning to another position at GT Independence and will no longer act as the QP for the consumers currently shared with Alliance. 
•	GT Independence Quality Assurance Specialist will contact the NC Board of Nursing, local Community Colleges, and other online alternatives to update the list of Medication Administration Trainers and courses for GT Independence Community Navigators to provide as
•	resources.
•	The GT independence Innovations Newsletter which will be released on July 19, 2021, is to include a list of Medication Administration Instructors that was made available by the North Carolina Department of Health and Human Services.
•	The updated Medication Administrating Instructor and/or Training list will be available by August 16, 2021.
Based on a review of provided documentation, it appears that provider is initiating appropriate corrective action. This writer composed and sent resolution letter to internal complainant. This case will be resolved and QM will continue to track. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Confirmed--Provider initiated corrective action		1		1		0		39

		11884		Hillary Vandewart		06/10/2021		Wilkie		Jessica		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Access to Services		Psychiatric Services				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Thompson Child & Family Focus		1		150971 - PRIVETTE, RICHARD		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		1		In-State		PRTF		1		0		This writer received a call from individual's mother following the confirmation of a lateral transfer to discuss ongoing concerns with the Thompson PRTF treatment. Mom reported that individual told mom, and per mom she confirmed with a staff person, that individual was not seeing the Psychiatrist in person or via Zoom. Mom reported that per individual and staff, these weekly encounters were by phone only. Per mom, individual was having some negative side effects of medications and no one was reporting it, and mom is upset that the Psychiatrist was not seeing individual to be able to observe the eye rolling that mom reported. There is also concern around an incident that took place on 5/21/21 where individual attacked the PRTF therapist after a family session that was held via Zoom. Mom reported that individual was upset and escalated and a male staff person came in an put their hands on individual to try and calm him, and then took him out of the room. This incident was not reported in IRIS and when this writer spoke with the PRTF therapist supervisor, Brittany Tillman, she said there was not safety hold and no hands on. Per mom, she saw the male staff put individual in a restraint. This writer discussed with PRTF therapist supervisor that there is also no documentation of the incident in the SAR justification or therapist report. Brittany did inform that it is also not in the therapist's notes and this will be discussed with therapist when she returns on 6/14/2021. This writer expressed concern that this incident is not documented and this is the incident that caused the 30 day notice and lateral transfer of this individual to another PRTF. Brittany reported that the Psychiatrist does do virtual meetings with the children on MEND and should be coming back to the PRTF in person some time this month. Per mom, individual and staff reported that it has not been in person and only by telephone calls. The concern is the lack of an incident report or any documentation of the incident on 5/21 of a physical assault on a therapist by the individual and mom reporting witnessing a restraint. Also, potential that children are receiving inadequate medical care by not seeing a psychiatrist in person or via telehealth for proper care and medication management.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Source to MCO Staff, Changed Nature of Issue to Access to Services		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8254		07/02/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		This writer received a call from individual's mother following the confirmation of a lateral transfer to discuss ongoing concerns with the Thompson PRTF treatment. Mom reported that individual told mom, and per mom she confirmed with a staff person, that individual was not seeing the Psychiatrist in person or via Zoom. Mom reported that per individual and staff, these weekly encounters were by phone only. Per mom, individual was having some negative side effects of medications and no one was reporting it, and mom is upset that the Psychiatrist was not seeing individual to be able to observe the eye rolling that mom reported. There is also concern around an incident that took place on 5/21/21 where individual attacked the PRTF therapist after a family session that was held via Zoom. Mom reported that individual was upset and escalated and a male staff person came in an put their hands on individual to try and calm him, and then took him out of the room. This incident was not reported in IRIS and when this writer spoke with the PRTF therapist supervisor, Brittany Tillman, she said there was not safety hold and no hands on. Per mom, she saw the male staff put individual in a restraint. This writer discussed with PRTF therapist supervisor that there is also no documentation of the incident in the SAR justification or therapist report. Brittany did inform that it is also not in the therapist's notes and this will be discussed with therapist when she returns on 6/14/2021. This writer expressed concern that this incident is not documented and this is the incident that caused the 30 day notice and lateral transfer of this individual to another PRTF. Brittany reported that the Psychiatrist does do virtual meetings with the children on MEND and should be coming back to the PRTF in person some time this month. Per mom, individual and staff reported that it has not been in person and only by telephone calls. The concern is the lack of an incident report or any documentation of the incident on 5/21 of a physical assault on a therapist by the individual and mom reporting witnessing a restraint. Also, potential that children are receiving inadequate medical care by not seeing a psychiatrist in person or via telehealth for proper care and medication management.
[PT: Richard Privette				DOB: 4/17/08				ID: 6/10/21]
6/16/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant.
Note that this member’s case was reviewed by the Clinical Quality Review team and recommendation was: Vera Reinstein, Pharmacist, and Dr. Heidi Middendorf, Associate Medical Director, will review cases. Get the full MAR, diagnoses, Psychiatrist/Prescriber notes.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/18/21
This writer contacted agency via phone at 704-396-5108 and there was no answer. This writer then sent email to Hannah Dunham, Chief Performance and Quality Officer at hdunham@thompsoncff.org as there is no direct number for her located within Alpha or agency website. This writer emailed and asked her to confirm that she is still the appropriate contact for sharing concerns/grievances.
This writer received a response stating that the office was closed for Juneteenth; however, I could send it to her for her to review next week. This writer agreed and sent concern details with a response deadline of 6/25/21.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/25/21
This writer received response from provider which can be summarized below. This response also included nursing notes and internal incident report:
•	Per 5.7.2021 Nursing Note, client reported eye twitching from wearing glasses, but nurse assessed and did not notice twitching or blinking. Jason Roberts, DON, also stated that he verbally relayed to the mother that he addressed the concern and that no eye rolling was present. 
•	Dr. Watson noted that she has spoken to the mother 2-3 times on the phone and no concerns of side effects were reported by the mother regarding eye blinking to her. 
•	There was an incident report documented. A physical restraint was not documented in the Incident Report or shift notes for that day. Furthermore, based on interviews conducted with staff (Stephanie Beard, Quentin Palmer, and Bonny Okafor), they did not witness nor did they administer a physical restraint on RP on 5/21/2021. 
•	Action steps:
o	Psychiatrists (Dr. Watson and Dr. Shannon) at PRTF will receive training and begin utilizing the virtual telehealth platform, MEND, in July 2021. 
o	Dr. Watson will resume rounding in person with PRTF clients in July 2021. 

This writer did note there were Level 2 incidents submitted for incidents on 5/22 and 5/25 for restrictive interventions being used by staff. 
All information was provided to Clinical Quality Review Team for review and potential follow-up.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
7/2/21
This writer composed and sent resolution email to internal complainant based on provider’s response as well as referral to CQR Committee. This writer will include any additional correspondence with CQR or the provider within the follow-up section of the portal.
No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Confirmed--Provider initiated corrective action
Referred to CQR Committee for review/follow-up		1		1		0		22

		11885		Kim Ware		06/11/2021		simpson		melissa		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Access to Services		Community Support Team				Multi-Disability		Adult		B & D Integrated Health Services		1		2513 - WILSON, KENNETH		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		The provider has a current action related to several services, include Community Support Team (CST).  The provider indicated that they had referrals in process and submitted a spreadsheet to identify members that should be transitioning into ACTT and CST Services.  There are several members for whom there appear to be potential issues and there appears not to be timely access to possibly needed services.  Examples: Kenneth Wilson PID 2513- Member had been in SAIOP, last date of billed service 4/14/2021- member was indicated to be transitioning to CST, but there is no evidence of billing of pass through or SAR submitted for CST level of care; Paul Burke PID 19995 Previously received Peer Support Services, last Date of service billed 4/13/2021, new assessment completed 5/18/2021. There is TCLI involvement, but no indication of billing for CST or submission of a SAR for that level of care. Stephanie Ruiz (189482), an assessment was billed for date of service 4/20/2021, but there has been no claims submissions or submission of SAR for CST level of care; Regina Forte (356462) the provider had billed for pass thru units through 5/24/2021, initially submitted a SAR, but then rescinded the request.  Alexander Ingram (725675) the member was hospitalized at UNC with a 6/1/2021. Care Coordination followed up with the member who indicated that she had not been seen by the provider.  CC then followed up with the provider who indicated that the member had not been assigned a team.  There has not been any billing of pass thru units or submission of SAR.		CORRECTIONS: ENTERED PT ID;		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8280		06/28/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		The provider has a current action related to several services, include Community Support Team (CST). The provider indicated that they had referrals in process and submitted a spreadsheet to identify members that should be transitioning into ACTT and CST Services. There are several members for whom there appear to be potential issues and there appears not to be timely access to possibly needed services. Examples: Kenneth Wilson PID 2513- Member had been in SAIOP, last date of billed service 4/14/2021- member was indicated to be transitioning to CST, but there is no evidence of billing of pass through or SAR submitted for CST level of care; Paul Burke PID 19995 Previously received Peer Support Services, last Date of service billed 4/13/2021, new assessment completed 5/18/2021. There is TCLI involvement, but no indication of billing for CST or submission of a SAR for that level of care. Stephanie Ruiz (189482), an assessment was billed for date of service 4/20/2021, but there has been no claims submissions or submission of SAR for CST level of care; Regina Forte (356462) the provider had billed for pass thru units through 5/24/2021, initially submitted a SAR, but then rescinded the request. Alexander Ingram (725675) the member was hospitalized at UNC with a 6/1/2021. Care Coordination followed up with the member who indicated that she had not been seen by the provider. CC then followed up with the provider who indicated that the member had not been assigned a team. There has not been any billing of pass thru units or submission of SAR.
6/15/21 Acknowledgment emailed to internal complainant.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/24/21 Case consult with Incident & Grievance Mgr, Todd Parke regarding the concern. Plan is to contact Matt Ruppell, Sr Director of Program Integrity regarding the matter to ascertain Compliance involvement and possible next steps.
6/28/21 Response received from Mr. Ruppel to indicate the following:" I advised UM to continue to log internal concerns about this provider. Please follow-up with Jeanne and Rose-Ann because the provider is on probation to monitor these services during the transition period leading up to the termination. I will let them know that there are internal concerns being filed." This writer contacted MR Parker for follow up purposes. Plan is to ack/res and track case in that PND is currently aware of the matter. Ack/Res emailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		17

		11886		Kim Ware		06/11/2021		Brown		Carrie		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Community Support Team				Multi-Disability		Adult		Easter Seals UCP North Carolina & Virginia, Inc.		1		21280 - CARRINGTON, KELVIN		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		Member has been receiving CST services with Easter Seals since 8/5/2020 following a 5/2020 hospitalization.  Much of the information submitted was inconsistent, confusing or information was missing.  1/8/21 CCM attempted to call QP Kevin Russell but was advised he was no longer with the agency.  CCM attempted to call TL Kierra Bryant but received her voicemail along with a message that her voicemail was full.  CCM was concerned that provider was reporting that member was consistently filling his medications but none had been filled since 5/24/2020 and member had not had a psychiatric evaluation since entering CST.  CCM wanted the team to monitor for suicidal ideation because member reported a history of suicidal ideation and was not taking any medications.  CCM also asked for member to work with the team SU specialist because there was a DWI arrest along with reports of continued substance use.  The amount and frequency of his substance use has never been clear.  CCM has been requesting further evaluation of Substance Use needs since member entered treatment in order to determine ASAM and appropriate level of care needed to meet his SU needs.  CCM has also been requesting UDS monitoring and linkage with community based recovery support groups.  Provider has not adequately addressed substance use except to acknowledge ongoing use.  Severity of use is not known.  There are no treatment goals related to substance use and per billing member is not working with the team SU specialist.  The request from 4/16/21 was sent to peer review with recommendations for a SU evaluation, a psychiatric evaluation and linkage to OPT.  Provider submitted a new request to start 6/9/21 and information was not clear.  CCM sent the following email to provider on 6/9/21: Tabatha, I attempted to call you but your voicemail was full and I could not leave a message.  I also attempted to call TL Tierra Bryant but her voicemail is not set up so I could not leave a message with her.  I am trying to complete a review for SAR 840438, Kelvin C.  You are requesting 630 units for 62 days.  The clinical coverage policy indicates you can request a maximum of 420 units for 60 days or 630 units for 90 days so I am confused by that part of your request.  Additionally, this member is only utilizing between 15 and 30 unit per month, so I am unclear why you are requesting 210 units per month.   The last request was clinically denied with the recommendation to continue Supported Employment and transition to OPT.  A psychiatric evaluation was also recommended.  The current request does not address the prior denial at all and indicates that you are referring him to parent education groups and PSR.  If member is interested in employment, it appears Supported Employment is a better fit than PSR so I wanted to ask you about that.  The current clinical indicates that a barrier to housing is his legal history but per prior reviews it appears his lack of income is the major barrier.  Currently it is unclear how member’s current mental health diagnosis contributes to either of these barriers.  It appears that in the past 9 ½ member has poorly engaged in CST and his DLA 20 actually indicates he his functioning has declined with this service, yet the treatment goals remain the same.  Please help me understand how another authorization would be helpful.  By Friday 6/11/21 provider had not responded so member sent request to Peer Review with Dr. Foster.  Dr Foster is concerned member may need an alternative level of care but we don’t have enough information to determine the most appropriate level of care.  There is concern provider is not addressing member’s Substance Use needs and it is unclear if that may be the underlying problem that needs treatment.  CCM and peer reviewer discussed sending the case to the medical team for case consultation however there is so much information missing that it would be difficult to assess member’s needs.  In consultation with Dr. Foster and supervisor Melissa Simpson, decision was made to file internal employee concern as multiple attempts have been made via phone call and email to obtain information from the provider for this member but no one has responded to the attempts.  Attempted to discuss concerns with the agency but unable to because CCM received no response.  Carrie Brown, LMFT 6/11/21		NATURE CHANGED FROM QUALITY TO ADMINSTRATIVE; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO NOT LICENSED		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8299		07/06/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member has been receiving CST services with Easter Seals since 8/5/2020 following a 5/2020 hospitalization.  Much of the information submitted was inconsistent, confusing or information was missing.  1/8/21 CCM attempted to call QP Kevin Russell but was advised he was no longer with the agency.  CCM attempted to call TL Kierra Bryant but received her voicemail along with a message that her voicemail was full.  CCM was concerned that provider was reporting that member was consistently filling his medications but none had been filled since 5/24/2020 and member had not had a psychiatric evaluation since entering CST.  CCM wanted the team to monitor for suicidal ideation because member reported a history of suicidal ideation and was not taking any medications.  CCM also asked for member to work with the team SU specialist because there was a DWI arrest along with reports of continued substance use.  The amount and frequency of his substance use has never been clear.  CCM has been requesting further evaluation of Substance Use needs since member entered treatment in order to determine ASAM and appropriate level of care needed to meet his SU needs.  CCM has also been requesting UDS monitoring and linkage with community based recovery support groups.  Provider has not adequately addressed substance use except to acknowledge ongoing use.  Severity of use is not known.  There are no treatment goals related to substance use and per billing member is not working with the team SU specialist.  The request from 4/16/21 was sent to peer review with recommendations for a SU evaluation, a psychiatric evaluation and linkage to OPT.  Provider submitted a new request to start 6/9/21 and information was not clear.  CCM sent the following email to provider on 6/9/21: Tabatha, I attempted to call you but your voicemail was full and I could not leave a message.  I also attempted to call TL Tierra Bryant but her voicemail is not set up so I could not leave a message with her.  I am trying to complete a review for SAR 840438, Kelvin C.  You are requesting 630 units for 62 days.  The clinical coverage policy indicates you can request a maximum of 420 units for 60 days or 630 units for 90 days so I am confused by that part of your request.  Additionally, this member is only utilizing between 15 and 30 unit per month, so I am unclear why you are requesting 210 units per month.   The last request was clinically denied with the recommendation to continue Supported Employment and transition to OPT.  A psychiatric evaluation was also recommended.  The current request does not address the prior denial at all and indicates that you are referring him to parent education groups and PSR.  If member is interested in employment, it appears Supported Employment is a better fit than PSR so I wanted to ask you about that.  The current clinical indicates that a barrier to housing is his legal history but per prior reviews it appears his lack of income is the major barrier.  Currently it is unclear how member’s current mental health diagnosis contributes to either of these barriers.  It appears that in the past 9 ½ member has poorly engaged in CST and his DLA 20 actually indicates he his functioning has declined with this service, yet the treatment goals remain the same.  Please help me understand how another authorization would be helpful.  By Friday 6/11/21 provider had not responded so member sent request to Peer Review with Dr. Foster.  Dr Foster is concerned member may need an alternative level of care but we don’t have enough information to determine the most appropriate level of care.  There is concern provider is not addressing member’s Substance Use needs and it is unclear if that may be the underlying problem that needs treatment.  CCM and peer reviewer discussed sending the case to the medical team for case consultation however there is so much information missing that it would be difficult to assess member’s needs.  In consultation with Dr. Foster and supervisor Melissa Simpson, decision was made to file internal employee concern as multiple attempts have been made via phone call and email to obtain information from the provider for this member but no one has responded to the attempts.  Attempted to discuss concerns with the agency but unable to because CCM received no response.  Carrie Brown, LMFT 6/11/21
KELVIN CARRINGTON   ID: 21280   (DOB: 7/13/1988)
6/16/21 Acknowledgment emailed to internal complainant UM CM Carrie Brown.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/24/21 This writer contacted the agency’s QM Director, Phyllis Elliot to make her aware of the concern. This writer has requested that an internal review be conducted to include actions taken or to be taken to address the concerns as well as changes made to avoid the occurrence in the future. This writer has asked that the agency reach out to the UM CM with the information requested. The concern information was emailed directly for review and response at Phyllis.elliot@eastersealsucp.com. (K.WARE,QAA)
7/1/21 Response received from agency indicating the following: “The CST staff member who submitted the documentation requesting authorization neglected to follow-up with the requests for additional information. Requested information will be submitted today.  CST team has a new team lead.  CST Supervisor will provide training and Team lead will provide oversight to staff submitting documentation.”(K.WARE,QAA)
7/6/21 This writer contacted the internal complainant and confirmed that she had been contacted by the provider. Per her response, she was contacted by the team lead and was able to discus all of her concerns and get the information needed as well as the contact name and information if needed in the future. Agency confirmed issue, took corrective actions to include follow up with UM and supervision. Case to be closed and mater tracked for potential trends in the event that similar concerns are submitted regarding the agency. Resolution emailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		CONFIRMED-PROVIDER INITIATED CORRECTIVE ACTIONS		1		1		0		25

		11887		Kristie White		06/11/2021		Simpson		Melissa		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Peer Support Services				Mental Health Only		Adult		Upward Change Health Services, LLC		1		134322 - ADAMS, SHANEKA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		While reviewing an open service request, it was noted that Upward Change has continued to bill for Peer Support Services (H0038) without an active authorization on a member who is currently authorized for Community Support Team (CST) with another provider (Easter Seals UCP).  There is no indication that the member has been discharged from CST and there is a service exclusion between the 2 services.  Based on claims history review, there has been an overlap between these 2 services for several months, but last authorized date for PSS was 12/19/2020 and provider should not have continued billing after that date, as member was authorized for and receiving CST services, which were being paid for based on paid claims review. In addition, there is evidence of billing for OPT.  While there is no service exclusion between CST and OPT, the clinical coverage policy does suggest that therapy should be completed by the team lead on the CST team and that additional therapy (unless for a very specialized treatment intervention) would be duplicative in nature.  There does not appear to be coordination of care with Easter Seals.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8255		06/29/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		While reviewing an open service request, it was noted that Upward Change has continued to bill for Peer Support Services (H0038) without an active authorization on a member who is currently authorized for Community Support Team (CST) with another provider (Easter Seals UCP). There is no indication that the member has been discharged from CST and there is a service exclusion between the 2 services. Based on claims history review, there has been an overlap between these 2 services for several months, but last authorized date for PSS was 12/19/2020 and provider should not have continued billing after that date, as member was authorized for and receiving CST services, which were being paid for based on paid claims review. In addition, there is evidence of billing for OPT. While there is no service exclusion between CST and OPT, the clinical coverage policy does suggest that therapy should be completed by the team lead on the CST team and that additional therapy (unless for a very specialized treatment intervention) would be duplicative in nature. There does not appear to be coordination of care with Easter Seals.
Patient: Shaneka Adams Patient ID: 134322 DOB: 08/28/978

06/14/21-Internal concern against Upward Change re. billing for PSS while member is receiving CST with another agency. KM Appeals Coordinator
06/16/21-Sent to SIU for consult it looked like it is coordination of care but waned to send in case it qualified as waste. Per SIU perform our normal process. Sent acknowledgment to internal complainant. Called Upward Change and spoke to Ms. Gladney about this internal concern. Sent concern element email to d.gladney@upwardchangehealthservices.org to be returned by 06/23/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
06/29/21- Per provider, “Upward Change Health Services was not aware that the member was receiving services from another provider. This information was not communicated to Upward Change Health Services during the CCA process, during times when staff was working with the member or by Easter Seals USP. To prepare for the agency's response to this concern, the member was asked whether she was receiving both services. She indicated she was receiving both services as she was trying to determine which service provided her with the resources she needed. Based on claims history review, there has been an overlap between these two services for several months, but last authorized for PSS was 12/19/2020 and provider should not have continued billing after that date, as member was authorized for and receiving CST services, which were being paid for based on paid claims review. Per provider they are implementing an action plan: There is evidence of billing for OPT. While there is no service exclusion between CST and OPT, the clinical coverage policy does suggest that therapy should be completed by the team lead on the CST team and that additional therapy (unless for a very specialized treatment intervention) would be duplicative in nature.” This writer is closing this internal concern as tracking as it seems provider has addressed the issue and also an action plan to ensure this does not happen again. Sending internal complainant a resolution email also. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		18

		11888		Hillary Vandewart		06/12/2021		ALSTON		MELVIN		Consumer		Grievance		Access to Services		Outpatient Services				Unknown Disability		Adult		Freedom House Recovery Center, Inc.		0		33133 - ALSTON, MELVIN		Not Defined		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		CID: 582172 6/12/2021 2:02:54 PM
CALLER: Melvin Austin
PHONE: 9196384256
ALTERNATE: 9198860081
ADMIN COUNTY: Durham (Alliance Health: 1-800-510-9132)
INSURANCE: IPRS
MENTAL STATUS: denied SI, HI, AVH
MENTAL HEALTH HISTORY: Freedom House is current provider
SUBSTANCES: crack cocaine and heroin use last night
PHYSICAL DISCOMFORT: reports no discomfort currently, declining need for 911
SEVERITY: NON-THRESHOLD, Service Requested - NO, 911/CIT Criteria Met - NO, Reporting a Threat Criteria Met - NO -Information request only.
DISPOSITION: Caller wanting to go to DRRC, does not have gas. He is not able to problem solve, thinks no one will help him. He said his provider will not help him either and agreed to file grievance. He is not wanting 911 but will go to DRRC. He has no way of getting there is not wanting to bring attention to his community by calling 911. LC gave number for FH MCM explaining that they might transport him but that member would have to call, he plans to do that. 
GRIEVANCE: He would like to file a grievance against FHRC. Last saw therapist in March or April. His therapist left the agency. He called FHRC in June. He was told by FHRC that he needed group therapy when he called back this Monday (it appears he has not contacted them in 2 months). On Monday, staff said he should start group therapy on Thursday. No one called him since then.Member called on Thursday and did not hear from them. Member has been using since then.
CALL STATUS: CLOSED
SCREENER: S MICHAELS LMFT 6/12/2021 2:17:36 PM		CORRECTIONS: Connected member to grievance		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8286		06/30/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID: 582172 6/12/2021 2:02:54 PM
CALLER: Melvin Austin
PHONE: 919-638-4256
ALTERNATE: 919-886-0081
ADMIN COUNTY: Durham (Alliance Health: 1-800-510-9132)
INSURANCE: IPRS
MENTAL STATUS: denied SI, HI, AVH
MENTAL HEALTH HISTORY: Freedom House is current provider
SUBSTANCES: crack cocaine and heroin use last night
PHYSICAL DISCOMFORT: reports no discomfort currently, declining need for 911
SEVERITY: NON-THRESHOLD, Service Requested - NO, 911/CIT Criteria Met - NO, Reporting a Threat Criteria Met - NO -Information request only.
DISPOSITION: Caller wanting to go to DRRC, does not have gas. He is not able to problem solve, thinks no one will help him. He said his provider will not help him either and agreed to file grievance. He is not wanting 911 but will go to DRRC. He has no way of getting there is not wanting to bring attention to his community by calling 911. LC gave number for FH MCM explaining that they might transport him but that member would have to call, he plans to do that. 
GRIEVANCE: He would like to file a grievance against FHRC. Last saw therapist in March or April. His therapist left the agency. He called FHRC in June. He was told by FHRC that he needed group therapy when he called back this Monday (it appears he has not contacted them in 2 months). On Monday, staff said he should start group therapy on Thursday. No one called him since then. Member called on Thursday and did not hear from them. Member has been using since then.
CALL STATUS: CLOSED
SCREENER: S MICHAELS LMFT 6/12/2021 2:17:36 PM
[PT: Melvin Alston				DOB: 7/30/66				ID: 33133]
6/16/21
This writer contacted member via phone at 919-638-4256. Phone was not accepting calls at this time. This writer attempted to reach him at alternate number provided, 919-886-0081 and a woman answered the phone and told this writer that he was not available. She asked this writer if he could call me back at this number and this writer agreed and shared my name. 
This writer then received a VML from her stating that I could reach member at 919-578-9517.
This writer then contacted member at this number and spoke to him regarding his concerns. He reported that he had previously seen a therapist who was able to work around his work schedule and even do phone sessions with him. 
It had been awhile since he had spoken with her and when he called, the receptionist told him that she was no longer there. He was not told she was leaving nor was he reassigned to a new counselor. He reported that the receptionist looked into his record, which he was uncomfortable with, and she claimed that she was going to have someone contact him to get him enrolled in a group. He waited all last week and was never contacted. Then he went and “screwed up royally” and has been using. He stated that he is now in a situation where is over-drafted his bank account and now wants to get into treatment. 
He reported that he feels that if he had access to services, this wouldn’t have happened and this is the end result. This writer shared with him that we would reach out to Freedom House and recommended that he contact the Access Line for assistance as he is unsure about whether or not the DRRC will be helpful for him due to not being a long-term facility.
The phone call got cut off at this point and when this writer attempted to call him back, he was already on the other line with Access. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/17/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement letter to complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/18/21
This writer reached out to Melanie Thomas via phone at 919-428-4756 and confirmed that she was the still the appropriate contact for sharing grievances information. She confirmed and this writer sent concern elements to her via email at melanie.t@fhrecovery.org and requested a response by 6/25.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/21/21
This writer received a response from Melanie which reported that the member’s last 2 contacts were by phone in Dec and Jan 2021 and that he was not a regular client. She reported that he stated he did not feel comfortable in a group setting and would seek services elsewhere. He was provided with mobile crisis as a resource if needed. 
This writer requested additional information regarding last contacts.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/24/21
This writer received additional feedback from provider which stated that last two contacts were telehealth case support contacts including the client's continued statements that work conflicted with him attending the monthly individual therapy sessions. They stated that he had not attended a regular session since October and had reported to them that he did not feel comfortable in group sessions. Provider reported that they did not have documentation of his most recent call. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/28/21
This writer contacted member to share provider’s feedback. He reported that his previous counselor, Michelle, told him that appointments could be via phone to work around his schedule. He continued to report concerns about communication issues with provider. This writer asked Mr. Alston what his desired outcome for the grievance was and he stated that it was to be reassigned a new therapist. This writer stated that I would share this information with Freedom House and let him know what they said.
This writer then reached out to provider to ask that they reach out to him regarding this request.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/30/21
This writer received feedback from Freedom House Clinical Director that they would follow up with him and advise AH of the status.
This writer then contacted Mr. Alston to share this information. He thanked this writer for the assistance. This writer inquired as to whether or not he could receive mail at this time (received bounce-back for acknowledgement letter) and he stated that he could not. This writer then told him that we would be resolving issue but to feel free to reach out if he needed anything else. He agreed.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		18

		11889		Kim Ware		06/14/2021		LEEJONES		DAVID		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Outpatient Services				Multi-Disability		Adult		Easter Seals UCP North Carolina & Virginia, Inc.		1		78288 - LEEJONES, DAVID		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		[CID: ]582234
Consumer was scheduled to have CCA this morning with Easter Seals as part of being part of a supportive type employment program.  He expressed some frustration regarding their cancelling so close to appt time. He said he was suppose to meet with a psychologist, then was not sure if it was a psychiatrist, but was certain it was for an aseesment and entry into the employment program they offered.  He stated he did not need medication management, later stated he did.  Writer explained that perhaps waiting to meet Friday with Easter Seals may be in his best interest since they seem to offer the program he would like.  He agreed that having services “scattered” all over the place would not be helpful yet insisted on CCA sooner with another provider.  He went to Wake Med a few weeks ago because he wanted to “clear his head”, was there for a day, then had Peer Support services which ran out a couple of days ago.  He stated he has court tomorrow and wanted to be able to show the judge he was trying to improve his life and hoped to have the CCA.  He thinks he is getting the run around from Easter Seals, seeks to have SSI and employment.  He requested a CCA soon so we set him up with a 1pm CCA with Triangle Counseling Agency, was advised to talk with Matthew.  He prefers to be seen close to 2pm, he will ask Matthew to make adjustment.  Rich Resnick LCASConsumer stated he would like to file concern about Easter Seals canceling last minute "especially since they wok from home". CCA set with Triangle Counseling Agency for tomorrow, 6/15/21  RR		CORRECTIONS: DISABILITY CHANGED FROM MH ONLY TO MULTI; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO NOT LICENSED		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8256		07/02/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID: ]582234 Consumer was scheduled to have CCA this morning with Easter Seals as part of being part of a supportive type employment program. He expressed some frustration regarding their cancelling so close to appt time. He said he was suppose to meet with a psychologist, then was not sure if it was a psychiatrist, but was certain it was for an aseesment and entry into the employment program they offered. He stated he did not need medication management, later stated he did. Writer explained that perhaps waiting to meet Friday with Easter Seals may be in his best interest since they seem to offer the program he would like. He agreed that having services “scattered” all over the place would not be helpful yet insisted on CCA sooner with another provider. He went to Wake Med a few weeks ago because he wanted to “clear his head”, was there for a day, then had Peer Support services which ran out a couple of days ago. He stated he has court tomorrow and wanted to be able to show the judge he was trying to improve his life and hoped to have the CCA. He thinks he is getting the run around from Easter Seals, seeks to have SSI and employment. He requested a CCA soon so we set him up with a 1pm CCA with Triangle Counseling Agency, was advised to talk with Matthew. He prefers to be seen close to 2pm, he will ask Matthew to make adjustment. Rich Resnick LCASConsumer stated he would like to file concern about Easter Seals canceling last minute "especially since they wok from home". CCA set with Triangle Counseling Agency for tomorrow, 6/15/21 RR
DAVID LEE JONES
6/16/21 Call to complainant and spoke directly with him regarding his concerns. He confirmed that the agency called him and cancelled so close to his appointment when he really needed it. Complainant was angry regarding the matter and indicated that he has scheduled with another provider due to getting the run around from ESUCP. This writer explained the role of QM and next steps. The complainant confirmed permission to use his name when discussing the matter a well as his mailing address. Mailed acknowledgment letter to address listed.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/24/21 This writer contacted ESUCP QM  MGR, Phyllis Elliot and made her aware of the complainant's concerns. Per discussion, the information was emailed directly for review and response at phyllis.elliott@eastersealsucp.com.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/1/21 Agency response received indicating the following in the matter:"'Mr. Jones was initially scheduled for a CCA.  The clinician was ill on the scheduled date.  He was contacted that morning prior to the appointment and offered an opportunity to reschedule.  Mr. Jones became very angry and disrespectful to the staff scheduling the appointment.  He reported he would get his assessment somewhere else.  He had also requested Outpatient Therapy and  IPS Employment services.  Due to the leangthy waitlist, he was provided other resources."
7/2/21 This writer followed up with complainant to confirm that he was able to obtain the needed CCA and actions taken regarding this concerns. Based on agency review and confirming that the appt was cancelled due to unforeseen circumstances, willingness to assist member with rescheduling and referral to other resources available, case to be closed and tracked. Resolution letter mailed to complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		18

		11891		Hillary Vandewart		06/15/2021		THOMPSON		TAMMY		Guardian		Grievance		Quality of Services		Crisis - Inpatient				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		SBH-Raleigh, LLC dba Strategic Behavioral Center - Garner		1		25912 - THOMPSON, SAVANNAH		Black/African American		H= Hispanic, Other		Female		Johnston		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Mother/guardian of member expressed concerns about child's care while inpatient at Strategic Behavioral Health-Garner (6/1-6/14/21). Mother felt that hospital exhibited poor communication and poor discharge planning and did not take her concerns into consideration. Per mother, member reported that she did not do anything while at the hospital and did not talk about her issues, behaviors, symptoms, etc. Mother reported that she did attempt to speak with hospital SW but felt like she was not being listened to and felt that her concerns were not acknowledged. Mother reported that hospital SW seemed confused about why member was admitted to hospital and was not aware of the extent of member's self-injurious behaviors. Per mother, she was told that since member was doing fine in the hospital she would be discharged. Additionally, member's sister, was admitted to SBH Garner, a week prior 5/19-5/31/21, and mother expressed similar concerns. Mother felt that discussions about her concerns and need for higher level of care were not discussed or acknowledged. This member eloped shortly after discharge and was missing for several days until she was found and ultimately re-hospitalized.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Name, Number, Source to reflect guardian info, Un-Checked Grievance from Patient		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8260		07/14/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Mother/guardian of member expressed concerns about child's care while inpatient at Strategic Behavioral Health-Garner (6/1-6/14/21). Mother felt that hospital exhibited poor communication and poor discharge planning and did not take her concerns into consideration. Per mother, member reported that she did not do anything while at the hospital and did not talk about her issues, behaviors, symptoms, etc. Mother reported that she did attempt to speak with hospital SW but felt like she was not being listened to and felt that her concerns were not acknowledged. Mother reported that hospital SW seemed confused about why member was admitted to hospital and was not aware of the extent of member's self-injurious behaviors. Per mother, she was told that since member was doing fine in the hospital she would be discharged. Additionally, member's sister, was admitted to SBH Garner, a week prior 5/19-5/31/21, and mother expressed similar concerns. Mother felt that discussions about her concerns and need for higher level of care were not discussed or acknowledged. This member eloped shortly after discharge and was missing for several days until she was found and ultimately re-hospitalized.
[PT: Savannah Thompson				DOB: 3/17/07			ID: 25912]
6/18/21
This writer contacted Ms. Thompson via phone and discussed her concerns with her. She shared that Strategic did not do any of the discharge planning/work/coordination of care to get placements for both daughters. They didn’t cooperate with Light of Hope (Day Treatment, IIH agency) to get proper paperwork, intake, etc. Savannah was supposed to start at Light of Hope and needed an intake but hospital was not available to assist. They had to set up a new intake after she was discharged and she ran away before that was able to occur. 
Had to get Cassidi and Sabrina to help because they didn’t have paperwork. Light of Hope was amazing pushing everything through. Got nothing from Strategic that they needed. She reported that if she didn’t know how the system worked and how to get a placement, they wouldn’t have had any services in place. 
She stated that they would not listen to her concerns. Hospital was not recommending/making referrals. Told her they don’t have to make referrals. 
At this point, Savannah is going to a PRTF and Ashlyn is going to get IIH because they need someone to help get her into a PRTF. 
Hospital saying need a referral, police saying they can’t do anything because she is 15, Alliance is telling her that they need a clinical rec, need a home person, to do recommendation, they said services needed to be in place. Makes it very difficult for parents to understand and get services in place.  
This writer thanked her for the information and confirmed mailing address, stated we would be in touch.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst  
6/28/21
This writer contacted provider via phone and requested to be connected with Rachel Beal, CEO. This writer was informed that she no longer works at Strategic. This writer was connected to Qadriyyah Joyner, QI and Compliance Director. This writer left VM requesting a call back. 
This writer received a call back and discussed concern process with her. She provided her email address: qadriyyah.joyner@strategicbh.comand we agreed on a deadline of 7/6/21. This writer sent details for her review/response via email. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
7/7/21
This writer received written response from provider which can be summarized below:
•	Ashlyn Thompson:
o	Per discharge paperwork, she had appointments scheduled with Pathways and Ed Rubes.
o	Discharge and safety plan was reviewed with member and family.
o	Ms. Thompson requested a referral to day treatment be made and, while therapist reached out to a day treatment program, no formal referral was made. 
•	Savannah Thompson:
o	Per discharge paperwork, she had appointments scheduled with Pathways and Ed Rubes as well. She was scheduled to start at day treatment on 6/15. 
o	Discharge and safety plan was reviewed with member and family, although this required several attempts to reach guardians.
o	Therapist provided care coordination the necessary documents to make a referral to New Hope PRTF.
•	Overall, provider found there to be adequate discharge planning. However, the requested referral for day treatment was not completed for Ashlyn.
•	There were no grievances or concerns noted throughout either chart. Appears family had adequate communication from several professionals at the facility.
•	Internal review identified opportunities for improvement, particularly as it related to the follow-up on the referral for day treatment for Ashlyn. TO address this, the facility will follow these steps:
o	Discuss and document discharge planning during initial contact with guardian.
o	Review and document discharge plan during initial treatment team meeting.
o	Update family on progress of the discharge plans during last family session prior to discharge and document in family note.
o	Review and document the review of the discharge plan, including all referrals made and follow-up information prior to discharge. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
7/14/21
Based on provider’s response and corrective action steps, this writer plans to resolve and track concern moving forward. 
This writer contacted guardian to discuss provider’s feedback. She shared that a similar issue happened recently with another of her children, Abigail Thompson (DOB: 04/01/08). She stated that there were several issues stemming from a lack of communication between staff at SBH. She kept SW up to date on where she would be and informed staff that family was going to be on vacation for 4th of July. SBH sent police to her house for a wellness check because she wasn’t answering the home phone (she had given her cell phone number). There were other times where she came home to voicemails threatening police or social services when she had been out of the house for her internship. She would return calls and no one would be available (she works during day and doctor is gone by the time she calls back). She reported that there were concerns about the week SW and weekend SW not communicating. She also stated that there was a treatment team meeting that she wasn’t informed about. 
This writer inquired as to whether or not she had filed a grievance directly with SBH and she stated that she had today. She was told someone would contact her to discuss further.  
This writer suggested that we resolve concern as tracking and include this new information and that we give SBH the chance to implement the action steps and improve with regard to communication with guardians/discharge planning. She agreed. She also stated that Light of Hope may file an external stakeholder concern about issues getting paperwork from them. This writer shared that they could do this by calling Access and Info line. 
She went on to voice concerns about CC, Sabrina Howell, and stated she had already filed a grievance about her but that she said it was fine to keep her on the case because she has all of the background. She did state that Sabrina and her are butting heads and she can be rude. 
This writer thanked her for the feedback and again shared that this would be monitored and to not hesitate to let us know if issues persisted. She thanked this writer for the assistance. 
This writer then composed and sent resolution letter. Nothing further needed at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		29

		11893		Kristie White		06/15/2021		Hartley		Kenneth		Other		External Stakeholder Concern		Quality of Services		Crisis - Inpatient				Unknown Disability		Adult		Cumberland County Hospital System, Inc. dba Cape Fear Valley Health System		0		448826 - ROBINSON, DELILAH		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Halifax		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		[CID: 582613] Caller is the president of a DV shelter expressing concern around CFVH.  Caller reports that a 21-year-old female, Delilah Robinson (caller did not have her DOB), with severe mental illness was discharged to the streets of Fayetteville where she does not know anyone.  Caller is very concerned about her safety, fearful that she will be taken advantage of due to her "state of mind".  Caller reports that his shelter cannot accept her due to her behavior as a result of her severe mental illness.  Caller reports that this isn’t the first time CFVH has discharged a member to the streets, and he has talked to the facility before about his concerns with this practice.--R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC				Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8263		07/09/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		[CID: 582613] Caller is the president of a DV shelter expressing concern around CFVH. Caller reports that a 21-year-old female, Delilah Robinson (caller did not have her DOB), with severe mental illness was discharged to the streets of Fayetteville where she does not know anyone. Caller is very concerned about her safety, fearful that she will be taken advantage of due to her "state of mind". Caller reports that his shelter cannot accept her due to her behavior as a result of her severe mental illness. Caller reports that this isn’t the first time CFVH has discharged a member to the streets, and he has talked to the facility before about his concerns with this practice.--R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC
Patient: Delilah Robinson Patient ID: 448826 DOB: 08/10/1988
06/16/21-External stakeholder- against Cape Fear- member discharged to streets. KM Appeals Coordinator
06/18/21-Called Kenneth Hartley at 803-605-2868 about the elements of this concern and just concerned about the member since they been having a lot with Cape Fear. They will discharge them to the streets and these people need more help. Her dad and his friend brought her down to get her enrolled in this homeless shelter. The member started showing/acting out and he could not let her in the shelter since the women in the shelter are self-driven they go to work. They had to call 911 and they said she needs to go back to the hospital and they got her in the mental ward a couple of days. She called him and they cannot help her and this member is mentally ill and just been let back on the streets.  This member is being a 21-year-old with mental health issues and he is concerned that she will fall prey to the streets. This writer is reaching out to this external stakeholder for more information and also his address in order to be able to send him an acknowledgment email. KM Appeals Coordinator
06/22/21-Sending acknowledgment letter to Kenneth Hartley let him know it will be limited information on what I can give him but I will reach out to this provider. Reached out to  Mark Gronski, Administrative Director  (910) 615-3650, mgron2@capefearvalley.com and sent concern element email to be returned to this writer by 06/29/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
07/09/21-Received information back from Mark Gronski from Cape Fear with general discharge process due to not being able to track this specific member in their system. Called Kenneth Hartley 910-615-3650 let him know due to HIPAA cannot really discuss any specifics but in general I spoke with Cape Fear Hospital about their discharge information and we are closing this external concern and QM department will track for trends for this provider. Sent resolution concern letter and closing this as tracking.  KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		24

		11896		Kim Ware		06/16/2021		Ray		Carlotta		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Crisis - Mobile Crisis Management				Multi-Disability		Child (0-17)		Therapeutic Alternatives, Inc.		1		247175 - STEPHENS, TREVOR		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Caller is Alliance employee Carlotta Ray seeking to file a grievance against Therapeutic Alternatives- Cumberland-. Caller  reported that per report from DSS-  Therapeutic Alternatives told DSS to not call them regarding client needing crisis services again to call 911 because they have been to location (DSS group home) several times.  Caller stated that she spoke with DHHS and DHHS suggested to reach out to Therapeutic Alternatives regarding failure to respond to DSS group home regarding client being in crisis.		CORRECTIONS: TYPE CHANGED FROM EXTERNAL TO INTERNAL; DISABILITY CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO MULTI; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO NOT LICENSED; RESIDENTIAL AN ISSUE CHANGED FROM YES TO NO		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8257		06/28/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller is Alliance employee Carlotta Ray seeking to file a grievance against Therapeutic Alternatives- Cumberland-. Caller reported that per report from DSS- Therapeutic Alternatives told DSS to not call them regarding client needing crisis services again to call 911 because they have been to location (DSS group home) several times. Caller stated that she spoke with DHHS and DHHS suggested to reach out to Therapeutic Alternatives regarding failure to respond to DSS group home regarding client being in crisis.
TREVOR STEPHENS   ID: 247175   (DOB: 10/10/2007)
6/16/21 This writer reviewed information submitted. Acknowledgment emailed to internal complainant, Carlotta Ray MH/SUD Care Coordination Supervisor-Cumberland. Response received from Ms. Ray this writer noting “Thank you!  I hope the outcome is positive for our DSS partners.” Forwarded email thread received indicating that the complaint has also reached out to AH PND Specialist Ana Evan regarding the matter. Ms Evan has requested a consult so as not to duplicate efforts in the matter.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/25/21 This writer contacted Ms Evan as scheduled to discuss the concerns. Per her report she has reviewed the matter and spoken directly with the complaint to inquire as to the desired outcome. Per her report she explained to the complainant that AH is unable to require that Therapeutic Alternatives go out for every call made to them, however was willing to discuss the matter with the provider. Ms. Evan reports that the complainant also indicated that the hospital shouldn’t discharge to the facility which Ms. Evan explained was not in the purview of this situation at this time. The internal complainant began to discuss that there were 2-3 other members at the placement, however, Ms. Evan redirected her to the case specific to her internal concern submitted. Per Ms. Evan she contacted Bruce Womble and the discussed the matter. Per discussion, the group home-Safe Landing- called repeatedly for instances that were not instances considered crises, but more behavioral in nature (i.e property damage). Mr. Womble reports that each time that TA went to the group home that they deescalated and remained. Mr Womble reports staffing the cases with the agency Clinical Director, Erin Johnson who has agreed with agency response. Per Ms Evan, per her review, she is unable to confirm any issues with agency actions, role or contractual requirements. Per her report , the agency appears to be operating appropriately within its scope. The agency has offered to provide education to staff at the group home in regards to identifying crises vs a situation that is not deemed a crisis as well as de-escalation techniques. Mr. Womble confirmed that the group home was referred to 911 in one instance where a medical evaluation was deemed appropriate. Per Ms Evan, review of the member’s PCP as well as other members in the home indicates “call mobile crisis” on each crisis plan indicating “canned plans”. Per Ms. Evan she plans to follow up with Care Coordination (the internal complainant) to recommend that they provide technical assistance with the provider, Best Day Psychiatry for crisis plans specific to each member as required. Based on discussion in the matter, Ms. Evan has contacted the provider directly and indicated that this writer does not need to follow up with Therapeutic Alternatives. She reports that provider has been made aware of QM involvement due to internal concern submission. Ms. Evan has also indicated follow up with complainant. Ack/Res emailed to internal complainant with no further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		12

		11898		Hillary Vandewart		06/16/2021		Fagan		Kellie		Provider		External Stakeholder Concern		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Outpatient Services				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Restoration Family Services, Inc.		1		119486 - FORSYTHE, AVIYA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		Ms. Fagan reports that she is an MSW Intern with Wrenn House, which is a part of Haven House, Inc. (Wrenn House provides crisis shelter and/or respite for children).**  She is calling to report concerns about Maxine Tibbetts, reporting that Ms. Tibbetts works with Restoration Family Services, Inc.  Ms. Fagan reports that she was working on a crisis referral for a child that came into Wrenn House and spoke to Ms. Tibbetts as the identified therapist for the child.  

Ms. Fagan reported that the child came into Wrenn House on 6/9/2021 and returned home 6/12/2021.  When asked why the child came in, Ms. Fagan reported that “mom didn’t want her so she came to stay with us for 3 days.”  When I asked where the child went after leaving Wrenn House, Ms. Fagan reported that she thought she went home.  When I asked if the child is an Alliance consumer, Ms. Fagan reported that she is not sure – so I did not ask for the child’s name.

I received a call this morning from Ms. Fagan indicating she'd been directed to me to report her concerns.  I was able to speak with her directly to gather information.  
Per Ms. Fagan:
•	Ms. Tibbetts reported that the child’s mother came in to see her and told her that she’d seen a video of her daughter, in which her daughter was masturbating.
•	Ms. Tibbetts reported that the child’s mother also stated that there was a man in the video, also masturbating, but she was not sure if he was in the same room as the child.
•	Ms. Tibbets watched the entire video.
•	Ms. Tibbets could not (or would not) use proper language to describe what she saw in the video (instead of saying “masturbating” she reportedly said “he took his thingy out, played with it, and then he finished”) – the concern being that a therapist should be able to use proper language.
•	Ms. Fagan asked for a CPS report number, assuming that Ms. Tibbetts had reported this incident to CPS.
•	Ms. Tibbetts reported that she did not report this to CPS but that she “mandated the mom to report.”
•	Ms. Fagan reports she spoke with the mother, and the mother reported that she’d talked to the police, the police said they couldn’t do anything, and that the police officer she spoke to was ‘uncomfortable’ with the video.
•	Ms. Fagan reached out again to Ms. Tibbetts to inform that the mother had not reported and asked if she planned to report the incident.  Ms. Fagan reported that Ms. Tibbetts stated she “didn’t have time to report it so she didn’t.”  
•	Ms. Fagan shared that she finally reported the incident to CPS.  She reported that she has not heard anything back about her report, and to her knowledge, it is still being reviewed.  She also reported that she gave Ms. Tibbetts’ contact information as part of the CPS report for any follow up that might be needed.  

•	Ms. Tibbetts called and asked to speak to the child on 6/10/2021.  Ms. Fagan reported that they put the call on speakerphone, which has been approved by all management of Haven House, Inc.  
o	Ms. Fagan reported that at the time of the call, the child had not eaten anything.  Ms. Fagan reported that the staff had been offering the child food but she had chosen not to eat.
o	Ms. Fagan reports that Ms. Tibbetts, upon learning the child had not eaten, recommended that the Wrenn House staff ‘stop offering her food’, and then began yelling at the child about why she wasn’t eating.  
o	Ms. Tibbetts began yelling at the staff and asked to be taken off speakerphone.  Ms. Fagan was not present for the remainder of the phone call.


Per records in ACS, Maxine Tibbetts is an LCMHC-A, and she is linked with both Restoration Family Services, Inc. and Yelverton’s Enrichment Services, Inc.  Per the NC LCMHC Licensure Board, Ms. Tibbetts has an active Associate Level license (through 6/30/2021) with no disciplinary action.  




**Haven House, Inc. is contracted to provide Medicaid and State funded services with Alliance Health.  
- Kathy Mathis, LCAS - Investigator II		CORRECTIONS; Changed Disability to MH Only		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8264		07/12/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Ms. Fagan reports that she is an MSW Intern with Wrenn House, which is a part of Haven House, Inc. (Wrenn House provides crisis shelter and/or respite for children).**  She is calling to report concerns about Maxine Tibbetts, reporting that Ms. Tibbetts works with Restoration Family Services, Inc.  Ms. Fagan reports that she was working on a crisis referral for a child that came into Wrenn House and spoke to Ms. Tibbetts as the identified therapist for the child.  
Ms. Fagan reported that the child came into Wrenn House on 6/9/2021 and returned home 6/12/2021.  When asked why the child came in, Ms. Fagan reported that “mom didn’t want her so she came to stay with us for 3 days.”  When I asked where the child went after leaving Wrenn House, Ms. Fagan reported that she thought she went home.  When I asked if the child is an Alliance consumer, Ms. Fagan reported that she is not sure – so I did not ask for the child’s name.
I received a call this morning from Ms. Fagan indicating she'd been directed to me to report her concerns.  I was able to speak with her directly to gather information.  
Per Ms. Fagan:
•	Ms. Tibbetts reported that the child’s mother came in to see her and told her that she’d seen a video of her daughter, in which her daughter was masturbating.
•	Ms. Tibbetts reported that the child’s mother also stated that there was a man in the video, also masturbating, but she was not sure if he was in the same room as the child.
•	Ms. Tibbets watched the entire video.
•	Ms. Tibbets could not (or would not) use proper language to describe what she saw in the video (instead of saying “masturbating” she reportedly said “he took his thingy out, played with it, and then he finished”) – the concern being that a therapist should be able to use proper language.
•	Ms. Fagan asked for a CPS report number, assuming that Ms. Tibbetts had reported this incident to CPS.
•	Ms. Tibbetts reported that she did not report this to CPS but that she “mandated the mom to report.”
•	Ms. Fagan reports she spoke with the mother, and the mother reported that she’d talked to the police, the police said they couldn’t do anything, and that the police officer she spoke to was ‘uncomfortable’ with the video.
•	Ms. Fagan reached out again to Ms. Tibbetts to inform that the mother had not reported and asked if she planned to report the incident.  Ms. Fagan reported that Ms. Tibbetts stated she “didn’t have time to report it so she didn’t.”  
•	Ms. Fagan shared that she finally reported the incident to CPS.  She reported that she has not heard anything back about her report, and to her knowledge, it is still being reviewed.  She also reported that she gave Ms. Tibbetts’ contact information as part of the CPS report for any follow up that might be needed.  
•	Ms. Tibbetts called and asked to speak to the child on 6/10/2021.  Ms. Fagan reported that they put the call on speakerphone, which has been approved by all management of Haven House, Inc.  
o	Ms. Fagan reported that at the time of the call, the child had not eaten anything.  Ms. Fagan reported that the staff had been offering the child food but she had chosen not to eat.
o	Ms. Fagan reports that Ms. Tibbetts, upon learning the child had not eaten, recommended that the Wrenn House staff ‘stop offering her food’, and then began yelling at the child about why she wasn’t eating.  
o	Ms. Tibbetts began yelling at the staff and asked to be taken off speakerphone.  Ms. Fagan was not present for the remainder of the phone call.
Per records in ACS, Maxine Tibbetts is an LCMHC-A, and she is linked with both Restoration Family Services, Inc. and Yelverton’s Enrichment Services, Inc.  Per the NC LCMHC Licensure Board, Ms. Tibbetts has an active Associate Level license (through 6/30/2021) with no disciplinary action.  
**Haven House, Inc. is contracted to provide Medicaid and State funded services with Alliance Health.  
- Kathy Mathis, LCAS - Investigator II
6/21/21
This writer called and LVM with Ms. Fagan requesting a call back to discuss concern.
This writer received a call back from Ms. Fagan and discussed concerns with her in detail. She shared that she had since been informed that CPS was not going to be investigating. 
She shared that her main concern is that the therapist watched the whole video. She should not have personally viewed this. Additionally, child is survivor of being raped by foster dad at 4, and the therapist could not even use appropriate language to discuss the video. 
Regarding the issue with the speakerphone, she stated that she verbally berated staff for having her pn speakerphone even though this is their policy (if youth agrees for speakerphone). 
She also added that mom had told therapist that child stays in the car all day while she is at work. Therapist did tell her that it wasn’t appropriate but did not report to CPS. “Solution” was to put a video camera in the child’s room, which is also not appropriate. She is concerned that none of these things have been reported to CPS. 
This writer thanked her for the info and confirmed that correspondence could be sent to Wrenn House address. This writer also asked for her to try to confirm whether or not the child is an Alliance member and to let this writer know what she finds out. She agreed. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/22/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement letter to complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/30/21
This writer has not received any update from Ms. Fagan regarding whether or not the concern is related to an Alliance member. This writer contacted her via phone to follow up—left a detailed message outlining reason for call and asking for a call back. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
7/2/21
This writer has not received a response from Ms. Fagan and thus still does not know whether or not this consumer is an Alliance Health member. This writer then contacted provider: Patricia Price Quality Assurance Director, via phone at 919-938-9502 x6 and LVM requesting a call back.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
7/7/21
This writer received VM from Ms. Price returning call. This writer then contacted her again to discuss concern. This writer requested that she looks into the matter and provides a response by 7/13. She agreed. This writer then sent concern elements via email.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
7/9/21
This writer received response from provider to include letter from DSS which states that they will not be investigating the matter. The provider was able to ascertain that the member is an Alliance consumer—Aviya Forsyth. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
7/12/21
This writer reviewed provider’s response which can be summarized below:
•	Clinician did not watch the entire video. She reviewed it per the mother’s request and advised she take it to the police department. 
•	Clinician did file a DSS report on 6/23 which was not accepted for investigation as child is receiving therapy and this does not rise to the level of abuse/neglect. Report also stated that there is no indication that the child’s need are not being me and that the caretaker has caused any harm to the child.
•	Clinician did inquire with Wrenn House’s Clinical supervisor of Clinician being on speaker phone with client which breach client confidentially that is based on confidentially laws.
This writer has not received a return call from complainant. At this time, this writer will resolve the concern based on response and documentation received from provider. At this time, concerns have been reported to DSS by both parties and DSS has made a determination not to investigate further. 
This concern will be resolved and tracked for potential trends. This writer composed and sent resolution letter to external stakeholder. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		26

		11899		Todd Parker		06/16/2021		GRIFFIN		PAMELA		Consumer		Grievance		LME/MCO Functions		Unknown		TCLI		Mental Health Only		Adult		Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		1		70042 - GRIFFIN, PAMELA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		1		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Caller is calling to file a grievance against an alliance employee. caller stated that she wanted to file a grievance against  "Vita" caller did not have last name. writer looked on alliance directory and there was no Vita on directory and writer informed caller of that. caller then reports that alliance employee never helped caller with removing washer and dryer from her apartment that is not working.  caller reports that alliance employee was suppose to replace washer and dryer and stated that he never happened. writer was able to look in Jiva and no "vita" was found. writer was able to see notes from Lave Wilson as well as Sara Smith regarding incident that caller is referring to.				Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8262		07/09/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller is calling to file a grievance against an alliance employee. caller stated that she wanted to file a grievance against "Vita" caller did not have last name. writer looked on alliance directory and there was no Vita on directory and writer informed caller of that. caller then reports that alliance employee never helped caller with removing washer and dryer from her apartment that is not working. caller reports that alliance employee was suppose to replace washer and dryer and stated that he never happened. writer was able to look in Jiva and no "vita" was found. writer was able to see notes from Lave Wilson as well as Sara Smith regarding incident that caller is referring to.
PT:  Pamela Griffin		DOB:  1/8/64			ID:  70042
6-21-21
This writer attempted to contact grievant at the number provided. Writer reached a generic vm. Writer left a general message for grievant to return his call. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager

6-23-21
Writer attempted to contact grievant at the number provided.  A female answered the phone. When writer identified himself and said he was calling from Alliance Health, the person hung the phone up. Writer composed and mailed and Ack letter as he was unable to acknowledge the grievance. Writer will make another attempt to contact grievant prior to contacting the staff’s supervisor.
T. Parker
I&G Manager

6-25-21
Writer attempted to contact grievant again at the number provided. The person who answered informed “you have the wrong number”. Writer composed and sent an Info Needed letter with a response date of 7/9/21. If writer has not heard back from grievant by that time, the case will be resolved based on no contact with grievant. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager
6-29-21
This writer received a vm from grievant informing she received letters from this writer but she is not clear what the letters were about. Grievant left a phone number (919-207-8015) which is different from the number in ACS that writer was calling. Writer updated the number and called grievant. Grievant’s vm included her first and last names. Writer left a detailed message requesting grievant return his call. Writer informed grievant that he had been calling a different number for her and that he has updated it. Writer informed he was calling about the grievance she filed. Writer will await a return call from grievant. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager
6-30-21
10:05 am: Writer called grievant at the number provided on 6-29-21. Grievant asked that writer call her back later. 
1:47 pm: Writer called grievant back and attempted to get some clarity on grievant’s concerns. Grievant was difficult to follow as she appeared to change from subject to subject. She mentioned that she was currently receiving por quality services from Easter Seals and that she was switching providers to SouthLight. She mentioned not wanting CST services but wanting to keep her PSS. This writer redirected grievant multiple times to try to understand the issue she filed the grievance about. Writer was able to determine that grievanrt’s main concern was that a washer and dryer were purchased for her when she moved into her apartment. She says they did not work and “Miss Vita” [LaVe Wilson] was supposed to have them removed; she never did. Writer was able to help grievant understand that the name of the staff is LaVe. She indicated that she did recognize that to be the name of the staff in question.  Writer attempted to explain the grievance resolution process to grievant. She responded that she understood. Writer informed that he will be in contact with the staff’s manager to get some clarity about the washer and dryer. Writer informed that the response may be that housing services may not be able to support removal of the machines since the service is time limited. Writer assured grievant he will contact Ms. Wilson’s supervisor to share her concerns. Writer assured grievant he will contact her with any information he finds. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager

7-1-21
Writer emailed supervisor of Ms. Wilson (TJ Hayes) to share her concerns re: the washer and dryer. Writer received a quick response from Ms. Hayes informing that Ms. Wilson is no longer working with grievant. She shared that the program is time-limited. She shared that, since grievant is no longer receiving the service, she will need to make arrangements to either repair the washer and dryer or to purchase a new one. Ms. Hayes indicates that grievant has complained about this issue previously and was provided this information. Writer searched grievances and did not find any information /cases related this issue. Writer will contact grievant and share the information received from Ms. Hayes.
T. Parker, I&G Manager

7-8-21
Writer attempted to contact grievant to share information received from Ms. Hayes but was unable to reach her or to leave a vm as the mailbox was full. Writer will make another attempt to contact complainant before sending resolution letter. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager

7-9-21
Writer attempted to contact grievant again to share information received from Ms. Hayes. Writer was unable to reach grievant or leave a message as the mailbox was full. Writer composed and mailed the Res letter to member. No further action.
T. Parker, I&G Manager		Undetermined		1		1		0		23

		11900		Kim Ware		06/16/2021						Anonymous		Grievance		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Developmental Disabilities Only				ShineLight, Inc.		1		'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Durham		0		1		In-State		Supervised Living 5600 C (Adult with Intellectual/Developmental Disabilities)		0		0		Care navigator received a call from another member's guardian that she witnessed Samuel be shoved by a Shinelight staff named Deonne (spelling may be incorrect). Guardian reported that she was dropping off her grandson (who lives at Hawfield) to the Flatrock group home because staff were unavailable at the Hawfield group home.The guardian is concerned for retaliation against her grandson so she does not want her name used. S has reported she has witnessed staff, Trevonne, shoving her grandson a few weeks ago when she picked him up but did not want to file a grievance for fear of retaliation. We are seeking other placement for him ASAP.				DHSR		Referred to External Lic or State Agency		8270		06/23/2021		Resolved/Completed		DHSR		Care navigator received a call from another member's guardian that she witnessed Samuel be shoved by a Shinelight staff named Deonne (spelling may be incorrect). Guardian reported that she was dropping off her grandson (who lives at Hawfield) to the Flatrock group home because staff were unavailable at the Hawfield group home.The guardian is concerned for retaliation against her grandson so she does not want her name used. S has reported she has witnessed staff, Trevonne, shoving her grandson a few weeks ago when she picked him up but did not want to file a grievance for fear of retaliation. We are seeking other placement for him ASAP.
ANONYMOUS  NO PT ID
6/23/21 No letter due to anonymity and limited information. Due to nature of concern, this writer made call to DHSR complaint intake unit (919) 855-4500. This writer spoke with complaint intake staff “Kim” and made her aware of the grievance information submitted although limited. Issues regarding shoving of members and no staff availability at one of the homes: Summer at 6350 Hawfield Dr. Fayetteville, NC and College Lakes at 5104 Flatrock Dr. Fayetteville, NC. Case to be closed based on DHSR referral. Any subsequent correspondence received from DHSR to be noted in follow up. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		UNDETERMINED-referred to DHSR		1		1		0		7

		11901		Hillary Vandewart		06/16/2021		BUNCH		KESHIA		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Client Rights		Innovation Services (non-residential)		Community Navigation		Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Community Partnerships, Inc.		1		11854 - CARLO, ANJELICA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		1.  Met with the provider agency concerning policy 8p and the duplication of services as it relates to Community Navigation.  
2.  This service does not duplicate care coordination. Care coordination under managed care includes 
the development of the ISP, completing or gathering evaluations inclusive of the re-evaluation of the 
level of care, monitoring the implementation of the ISP, choosing service providers, coordination of 
benefits and monitoring the health and safety of the beneficiary consistent with 42 CFR 438.208(c).
3.  Reviewed this portion of the Policy.
4. Discussed the importance of providing support to the member based on policy and procedure.
5.  Member is not her own guardian current provider is advocating for the mother.
6.  Provider agency is advocating for the members mother and not the member.  She is the program director and not the assigned Community Navigator.  
7.  There was a previous complaint with this provider agency and specifically Jeanette Kelly.

This member is not her own guardian.  The member has stated she wants to live in the group home.  She was discharged from the group home due to the involvement of the Community Navigator's involvement.  We are spending countless hours engaging with this particular provider agency and parent.  We have yet to establish the medically necessary services provided by the Innovations Waiver due to the issues with this mother and now the provider agency.  This case was transferred to this team due to the previous teams inability to establish services and work collaboratively with the parent.  Now the parent is being supported by a provider agency that has the team exhausting time going back and forth filing grievances, changing provider agencies, reassigning the case, mean while the members needs are not being met by the Innovations Waiver.		CORRECTIONS: Connected member to grievance		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8266		06/23/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		1.  Met with the provider agency concerning policy 8p and the duplication of services as it relates to Community Navigation.  
2.  This service does not duplicate care coordination. Care coordination under managed care includes the development of the ISP, completing or gathering evaluations inclusive of the re-evaluation of the level of care, monitoring the implementation of the ISP, choosing service providers, coordination of benefits and monitoring the health and safety of the beneficiary consistent with 42 CFR 438.208(c).
3.  Reviewed this portion of the Policy.
4. Discussed the importance of providing support to the member based on policy and procedure.
5.  Member is not her own guardian current provider is advocating for the mother.
6.  Provider agency is advocating for the members mother and not the member.  She is the program director and not the assigned Community Navigator.  
7.  There was a previous complaint with this provider agency and specifically Jeanette Kelly.
This member is not her own guardian.  The member has stated she wants to live in the group home.  She was discharged from the group home due to the involvement of the Community Navigator's involvement.  We are spending countless hours engaging with this particular provider agency and parent.  We have yet to establish the medically necessary services provided by the Innovations Waiver due to the issues with this mother and now the provider agency.  This case was transferred to this team due to the previous team’s inability to establish services and work collaboratively with the parent.  Now the parent is being supported by a provider agency that has the team exhausting time going back and forth filing grievances, changing provider agencies, reassigning the case, meanwhile the members needs are not being met by the Innovations Waiver.
[PT: Anjelica Carlo				DOB: 11/25/90				ID: 11854]
6/22/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		7

		11902		Hillary Vandewart		06/17/2021		Gibbs		LaKenya		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Caring Hands and Supplementary Enrichment Education, LLC		1		27029 - KANG, JOHN		Asian		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		Provider Caring Hands and Supplementary Enrichment Education, LLC billed retainer payments for this member for the months of March- May 2021.  This member has exceeded the use of retainer payment.  This provider has been previously informed that member exceeded the use of retainer payments.  LaKenya Gibbs, MA, CMC 6/17/2021		CORRECTIONS: Changed Disability to Developmental		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8267		07/08/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Provider Caring Hands and Supplementary Enrichment Education, LLC billed retainer payments for this member for the months of March- May 2021. This member has exceeded the use of retainer payment.  This provider has been previously informed that member exceeded the use of retainer payments.  LaKenya Gibbs, MA, CMC 6/17/2021
[PT: John Kang					DOB: 11/2/79				ID: 27029]
6/21/21
This appears to be related to #11608 which was referred to SIU. This writer reached out to SIU (Tanya Held) via email to see if they would be taking this as well.
Tanya responded and stated that SIU would be conducting regular audits of retainer payments to identify any that had been made in excess of the limit. She copied Matt Ruppel, Director of Program Integrity, as he has been responsible for these audits. This writer inquired as to whether or not QM needed to do anything further. Matt replied that he would be reaching out to Sara Wilson (Senior Director of Government Relations) to see if retainer payments were reset in April, and if the State provided any guidance on recovering overpayments when the limits have been exceeded. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
6/23/21
This writer is awaiting feedback from SIU. This writer composed and sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
7/2/21
This writer followed up with Matt to see if any feedback had been received from the state. He responded and stated that Compliance is still waiting for a response.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
7/8/21
This writer has still not received any updates. Based on referral to SIU and delay in receiving feedback from the state, this writer will go ahead and resolve concern. Any updates received from SIU will be included in follow-up.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Undetermined--Referred to SIU for review and follow-up		1		1		0		21

		11903		Kristie White		06/17/2021		GILL		Gary		Guardian		Grievance		Access to Services		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Autism Society of Cumberland County		1		271142 - GILL, PAUL		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Mr. Gary Gill, LRP/Father called the CN stating that he is upset because the agency (Autism Society of NC) knew about the staff putting in his two weeks notice and failed to identify a trained staff to replace him.  Mr. Gill is upset because he has been missing work to monitor Paul because of not having a worker and this has been going on for almost a month now.  Mr. Gill wants something done about this agency's lack of providing services they are responsible for rendering.		Mr. Gill would like for someone to call him concerning this matter (910) 551-8441		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8265		07/09/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Mr. Gary Gill, LRP/Father called the CN stating that he is upset because the agency (Autism Society of NC) knew about the staff putting in his two weeks’ notice and failed to identify a trained staff to replace him. Mr. Gill is upset because he has been missing work to monitor Paul because of not having a worker and this has been going on for almost a month now. Mr. Gill wants something done about this agency's lack of providing services they are responsible for rendering. Mr. Gill would like for someone to call him concerning this matter (910) 551-8441.
Patient: Paul Gill Patient ID: 271142 DOB: 03/18/2000
06/17/21-Grievance against Autism Society of NC re. lack of access to services. KM Appeals Coordinator
06/22/21-Called Mr. Garyl Gill at 910-551-8441 to discuss the grievance he was screaming and I informed him to lower his voice first. He said it started with Covid-19 when he was Paul was being home schooled. He requested that one of the staff that was out of work also due to school being out to come to his house and do computer with Paul. Autism Society and Alliance said he could not do that since it was double dipping.  His son beats up his mom on a computer camera before everyone saw Paul needed this help. Mr. Blue got another job and could not do CAP services and they did zero for the first week and he called them and they said they still did not have anyone. His last day was Thursday and the new guy could not do Friday and no service and no services. The other CAP worked only can work a certain amount hour a week. We are in 6-7 weeks in and no weekend services and barely week services. They will not follow-up on he is very upset. Verified his address and let him know this writer will be sending an acknowledgment letter. Called Kerri Erb at 1-800-442-2762 ext 11022 discussed this grievance and was told to send concern element email to Tim Ferreira tferreira@autismsociety-nc.org and cc kerb@autismsociet-nc.org to be returned by 06/29/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
07/08/21-Per Tim Ferreira Director of Quality & Compliance states, “5/7 – DSP submitted his two-week notice, with 5/20 being his last day; QP notified our regional Staffing Specialist & the Regional Director on this same day that DSP had submitted his 2-week notice; QP also informed that father (Gary Gill). QP believes it was that same day, but if it wasn't, it was within a day or two of that date. 5/21 – There was a gap in staffing on this day that occurred in between the last day of previous staff and the first day of new staff. 5/24 – New staff started to work with Paul and was/is able to cover the shifts that the previous staff regularly worked, except for the weekends. Shortly after the new staff started to work, his mother passed away, which resulted in a lack of staff for Paul during this time. As a result of that staff being out unexpectedly (6/2-6/11), the entire schedule was not able to be covered. 6/23 – QP communicated to Mr. Gill on this day, that the new staff would now be able to start covering every other weekend, with the upcoming weekend being the first time and that we were continuing to look for staff that can cover the remainder of the hours Paul is authorized for It should be noted, that we had previously identified 2 staff that would be good matches, but weren’t successful in fully linking Paul with them. One of the matches is an existing staff that we were ultimately unable to link with Paul. The other staff is a new hire, but has not been responsive to a background check requirement that we need to sort out. We are continuing to look for suitable staff that will be a good match for Paul and his father and there has been ongoing communication regarding staffing with Mr. Gill, since his staff put in his 2 weeks’ notice.” Called member guardian/father Gary Gill at 910-551-8441 to discuss this resolution. Per parent he is still very upset with this provider. I let him know he can change to another provider by reaching out to Access Department to see who is in his area and accepting new patients. Mr. Gill refuses saying it will take to long to get services for his son. his son can get services. He is requesting a meeting from Care Navigator and Alliance and DHHS and per Jiva notes Nikki Edwards has been working with him. Mr. Gill  really upset and wants to speak to management on this issue. Reaching out to my manager TParker about the issue and was advised to reach out to contact Care Navigator NEdwards about this. Reached out to NEdwards and advised her that we in QM do not organize meetings between agency or DHHS. It appears member father Mr.Gill seem to have issue with level of care and it needs to be addressed through Care Navigator. KM Appeals Coordinator
05/09/21-The response from provider of the staffing issue has been resolved. This writer is closing this grievance and sending complainant resolution letter and closing the grievance as tracking.  KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		22

		11910		Kim Ware		06/18/2021		DAVIS		ANTWAN		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Beyond Challenges Community Services, LLC		1		58280 - DAVIS, ANTWAN		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		1		In-State		Supervised Living 5600 F (Alternative family Living)		1		1		Caller reports that he is dissatisfied with services at his ASL home. Caller reports that he spoke to the owner Mr. Davis and asked if he could go home. Mr Davis told him yes but only for 1 day. Caller reports that he has not been home in 2 years and doesn't understand why he will only get 1 day instead of the weekend. Caller reports that he later spoke to ASL staff Jaquetta and asked her to ask Mr Davis why he only gets 1 day. Caller states that Jaquetta spoke to Mr Davis who told her that he can only get 1 day at home and he doesn't want to discuss it further. Caller reports that the staff there does not care and that he gets treated like a child. He states that his roommates have handicaps but he is high functioning and they don't treat him like he is a grown man.  The location of the asl home is 910 Dabney Drive Henderson NC 27536 (Vance County). The callers direct phone number is 984-244-4530. He prefers to be followed up on this phone number.		CORRECTIONS: NATURE CHANGED FROM OTHER TO QUALITY		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8272		07/14/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller reports that he is dissatisfied with services at his ASL home. Caller reports that he spoke to the owner Mr. Davis and asked if he could go home. Mr Davis told him yes but only for 1 day. Caller reports that he has not been home in 2 years and doesn't understand why he will only get 1 day instead of the weekend. Caller reports that he later spoke to ASL staff Jaquetta and asked her to ask Mr Davis why he only gets 1 day. Caller states that Jaquetta spoke to Mr Davis who told her that he can only get 1 day at home and he doesn't want to discuss it further. Caller reports that the staff there does not care and that he gets treated like a child. He states that his roommates have handicaps but he is high functioning and they don't treat him like he is a grown man. The location of the asl home is 910 Dabney Drive Henderson NC 27536 (Vance County). The callers direct phone number is 984-244-4530. He prefers to be followed up on this phone number.
ANTWAN DAVIS     ID: 58280   (DOB: 9/10/1991)
6/25/21 This writer made call to number listed in grievance information (984) 244-4530; number not accepting calls at this time. This writer called another number found for member due to member calling other QAAs (984) 244-4560. This writer spoke directly with Mr. Davis regarding his concerns. Mr. Davis explained that he did go visit his family, but that it was only for one day. He reports that he enjoyed the visit, but needed more time and needs more freedom at the home. He reports that he feels that the staff does not care about him and wanted to know what this writer could do about his situation. This writer explained the role of QM and next steps. This writer inquired if Mr. Davis had discussed the matter with his assigned guardian, Vivian Harris. He reports that he has but that she won’t do anything. He reports that he is tired of the situation and needs his freedoms because he will be 30 years old. This writer confirmed mailing address and permission to use name when discussing the matter with the provider.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/7/21 This wrier reached out to agency contact in regards to concern and left vm message. This writer emailed the grievance information directly for review to both the provider and the member’s guardian for review and response. To be noted the matter is duplicative in nature in that the member filed # 11400 and 10560 where the matter is addressed.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/12/21 This writer received the following response from the member’s assigned guardian Vivian Harris via email: “ I can certainly share that AD is very aware of why he has not been given overnight visits, again, with family.  His lastl visit, he met a man on facebook, secretly met him after his mom was asleep.  Had unprotected sex with this stranger behind a building somewhere and when he returned home told that residential staff person that he was in pain and then told her why.  This prompted a visit to doctor for HIV testing as well as an attempted meeting with AD, again, to explain the dangers of meeting people that he believes to be his "best friend" on face book and all the dangers that come with those encounters, from HIV to kidnapping to death.  He continues to not get it.  There is a process set up with this provider where if he does meet someone in this manner that he can met them with a staff person close by to assure safety, etc.  He does not like this and continues to try and find a way to meet his "best friends" without there being any oversight, etc.  His biggest issue is an ingrained belief that he has absolutely no disability and the only reason he has a guardian is because he was put in the "system" as a child and now he just wants out.

As far as not being treated fair, I cannot address that other than to say this is new and may have started when he "took" a persons expensive watch who was visiting the home and said he did not know where it was and had not seen it only for it to show up in his room sometime later.  When I spoke to him about this a few weeks ago he admitted that yes he took it.  People come in his room and take his things so he can go and take things if he wants.  This was the first time I had any mention of  "people taking his things" so I was suspicious of the statement as he tells me everything as soon as he thinks he has been "wronged" and when I attempted to explain that taking other peoples belongings is not how we deal with perceived wrongs, he did not think there was any other way to deal with it and hung up on me.”(K.WARE,QAA)

7/13/21 This writer received  response from the provider indicating reasons for the limited overnight visits citing health and safety concerns as well as member inconsistency with follow thorough. Provider also indicates adhering to COVID 19 precautions and postponement of visits as well as past incidents. This writer thanked both the provider and guardian for their responses and for working together in the matter.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/14/21 Based on agency and guardian response, case to be closed. This wrier made call to member to discuss action steps taken and to refer him to work with his provider and guardian regarding his concerns; left vm message. Resolution letter mailed to complainant. Any follow up communication with member to be noted. No further action by provider or this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		non-issue		1		1		0		26

		11911		Todd Parker		06/18/2021		Quintana		Edna		Consumer		Grievance		Access to Services		Unknown				Does Not Apply		Adult		Not Defined		0		394196 - Quintana, Edna		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		CID583090. Mrs. Quintana reported Roosevelt Richard told her she was out of town for two weeks and that Ms. Branch would be in touch with her. Mrs. Quintana left a message for him and he has not called her back. Mrs. Quintana reported that last Monday June 14th she met with Ramona Branch at her home 712 Carolina Pines Avenue, Raleigh, NC 27603 about past police harassment and social injustice. Member stated she was told she'd get a call back from Ms. Branch. Ms. Branch gave her a phone number 884-227-0333 and no voicemail was set up. Ms. Branch gave her a business card with her office number 919-651-8821, member left a message on the June 16th. Ms. Branch left a message on Mrs. Quintana's answering machine that she'd call her next Monday. Mrs. Quintana attempted to reach Ms. Branch today at 844-227-0333 and voicemail is still not set up. Mrs. Quintana would like a result.		Withdrawn. Unable to contact member.		Not Defined				8261				Not Defined		Not Defined		CID583090. Mrs. Quintana reported Roosevelt Richard told her she was out of town for two weeks and that Ms. Branch would be in touch with her. Mrs. Quintana left a message for him and he has not called her back. Mrs. Quintana reported that last Monday June 14th she met with Ramona Branch at her home 712 Carolina Pines Avenue, Raleigh, NC 27603 about past police harassment and social injustice. Member stated she was told she'd get a call back from Ms. Branch. Ms. Branch gave her a phone number 884-227-0333 and no voicemail was set up. Ms. Branch gave her a business card with her office number 919-651-8821, member left a message on the June 16th. Ms. Branch left a message on Mrs. Quintana's answering machine that she'd call her next Monday. Mrs. Quintana attempted to reach Ms. Branch today at 844-227-0333 and voicemail is still not set up. Mrs. Quintana would like a result.
PT:  Edna Quintana			DOB:  1-27-47			ID: 394196
6-21-21
 Writer attempted to contact grievant at the number provided. Writer got a message indicating the number “has been disconnected or no longer in service”.  Writer will attempt to reach grievant again another day. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager

6-25-21
Writer still unable to reach complainant via telephone to verify complaint. Complaint will be withdrawn. If member calls, a new complaint will be filed. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager		Withdrawn - unable to reach member		0		1		1		(44,365)

		11915		Kim Ware		06/21/2021		Robinson		Laura		Parent		External Stakeholder Concern		Client Rights		Crisis - Inpatient				Mental Health Only		18-20		Keystone WSNC, LLC dba Old Vineyard Behavioral Health Services		1		468503 - ROBINSON, RONEA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		[CID: 583237] Caller is mother, not legal guardian, calling regarding member currently hospitalized at Old Vineyard.  Caller does not give permission for her name to be used during discussion about the issue with the provider.  Caller is concerned for member and wishes for her to return home, reports that member has been held over 72 hours and is hungry, does not have clothes, only scrubs, and is scared, is around strangers and medicated, sounding "drowsy" over the phone.  Caller reports being a home health aide and has set up her aftercare, reports that she will ensure that member takes her meds and connects with aftercare treatment.  Caller has spoken with Dr. Reddy, and nurses Christie and Bernadette and does not understand why they won't discharger her.  Caller reports that member isn't acting out, is being "quiet", taking her meds, cooperating, and "doing well".  Caller reports member's "code" at the facility is 46217.  Caller wants member to be discharged and returned home, reports that all the supports will be in place when she comes home, all aftercare will be set up and she will ensure member takes her meds.--R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8295		07/20/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		[CID: 583237] Caller is mother, not legal guardian, calling regarding member currently hospitalized at Old Vineyard. Caller does not give permission for her name to be used during discussion about the issue with the provider. Caller is concerned for member and wishes for her to return home, reports that member has been held over 72 hours and is hungry, does not have clothes, only scrubs, and is scared, is around strangers and medicated, sounding "drowsy" over the phone. Caller reports being a home health aide and has set up her aftercare, reports that she will ensure that member takes her meds and connects with aftercare treatment. Caller has spoken with Dr. Reddy, and nurses Christie and Bernadette and does not understand why they won't discharger her. Caller reports that member isn't acting out, is being "quiet", taking her meds, cooperating, and "doing well". Caller reports member's "code" at the facility is 46217. Caller wants member to be discharged and returned home, reports that all the supports will be in place when she comes home, all aftercare will be set up and she will ensure member takes her meds.--R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC
6/24/21 Call to complainant; no vm available. (K.WARE,QAA)
6/28/21 Call; no response. Ack mailed to external stakeholder. Review of information available in JIVA indicates member hospital discharge date of 6/24/21 with aftercare scheduled with Monarch. Member did not attend appointment. AH CC plans to continue to monitor for 30 days post hospital discharge.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/18/21 This writer made call and spoke directly to complainant. This writer explained the purpose of call and role of QM. This writer confirmed with complainant that she is not the legal guardian and discussed limitation of exchange of information due to HIPAA. Ms. Robinson stated that she understood. She wanted someone to know that her daughter was not treated respectfully while at the hospital. She reports that they did not physically harm her but mistreated her by forcing her to take a shower and making her phone calls shortened. She also reports that her daughter told her that staff threatened her by making fists in front of her. She reports that when she called to speak with her daughter she was told that the daughter did not want to speak with her which she does not believe. Ms Robinson reports that she believed her daughter would only be at the hospital, be assessed, received a med and discharged home, however, she was sent to Old Vineyard. Since the date of the concern submission her daughter was discharged home. 
7/19/21 Call to Director of Performance Improvement and Risk Mgmt , Susan Keel Anderson (336) 794-4386, and made her awer of the concern submitted without the use of complainant or member’s name per complainant’s request. This writer informed Ms Anderson that the matter would be tracked and recommended agency monitor the matter for any quality improvement purposes as applicable.
7/20/21 This writer contacted Ms Robinson to inform her that a resolution letter will be mailed although limited information given due to HIPAA. This writer referred Ms. Robinson to the AH 24 hr access and information line for her daughter in the event that the daughter, who is her own guardian, needed assistance with locating a provider. She reports that her daughter had been connected to a provider and that she is in the process of getting guardianship. Ms. Robinson thanked this writer. Based on agency notification with limited information to include no complainant or pt information, case to be closed. No further action by this writer at this time.  (K.WARE,QAA)		undetermined		1		1		0		29

		11917		Hillary Vandewart		06/21/2021		Pegram		Katherine		Guardian		Grievance		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Residential Services (include Innovations)		Community Networking		Multi-Disability		Adult		Michael's Place, Inc.		1		29394 - EVANS, RASHENE		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		1		In-State		Other		1		1		LRP Katherine Pegram is in the hospital and has been contacting CN Bridget Briggs (bbriggs@alliancehealthplan.org) regarding concern about the safety and well-being of the individual. On 6/17/2021, SC contacted Dr. Joyce Young (michaels.place07@yahoo.com), provider, to check on the individual and make sure she is at the group home. Provider stated that the individual is in the group home and is doing well. SC documented the Provider's statement in Jiva. SC also sent an email requesting for additional staff's names and numbers as SC had difficulty contacting Provider at the group home, also documented in Jiva. LRP left 5 voicemails for CN over the weekend with more concerns about the individual's well-being. CN filed a report with APS on 6/21/2021. Erica Tillman, MA/QP, NADD-DDS 6/21/2021		CORRECTIONS: Changed Disability to Developmental		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8273		07/15/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		LRP Katherine Pegram is in the hospital and has been contacting CN Bridget Briggs (bbriggs@alliancehealthplan.org) regarding concern about the safety and well-being of the individual. On 6/17/2021, SC contacted Dr. Joyce Young (michaels.place07@yahoo.com), provider, to check on the individual and make sure she is at the group home. Provider stated that the individual is in the group home and is doing well. SC documented the Provider's statement in Jiva. SC also sent an email requesting for additional staff's names and numbers as SC had difficulty contacting Provider at the group home, also documented in Jiva. LRP left 5 voicemails for CN over the weekend with more concerns about the individual's well-being. CN filed a report with APS on 6/21/2021. Erica Tillman, MA/QP, NADD-DDS 6/21/2021
[PT: Rashene Evans				DOB: 4/30/80				ID: 29394]
6/23/21
This writer reached out to CN Bridget Briggs and requested more information regarding contacting complainant and what the safety concerns were. She shared the phone number of the hospital where Ms. Pegram is and confirmed mailing address. She also shared the voicemails she received and confirmed that she had filed an APS report regarding the matter.
This writer listened to voicemails which alleged that Dr. Young (QP and “Guardian Representative”) as well as other staff (Demetra and Mike Benjamin) were beating her daughter, throwing her in the water, and sexually harassing her. She reported that they put her outside naked, hit her in the head, smoked crack in the house, and various other allegations. 
This writer reviewed member’s diagnoses and recent Jiva notes and noted that she has a history of psychosis, paranoia and inpatient hospitalizations.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/24/21
This writer reviewed Jiva notes for member and noted that member is no longer at hospital where this writer could have reached her via phone. 
This writer reached out to CN, Bridget Briggs, and SIC, Erica Tillman, to see if either of them had any updated contact info for her or if there was any update regarding the APS report. 
Both replied that they had not heard from her and did not have a contact number for her, that her contact info is listed as Dr. Young’s and she typically just calls Bridget’s office and leaves a message if she wants to get in touch.
Bridget also shared that Katherine has given her permission to speak with Dr. Young again; however, due to DHSR and DSS being involved, she is being very mindful regarding how to proceed.  She reported that she has spoken with DSS Durham County; however, Ebony (DSS Caseworker) is continuing in her investigation and findings are not yet available.  
This writer determined that an acknowledgement letter could be sent to member based on this information. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 	
7/8/21
This writer received email update from Bridget Briggs stating that she is still waiting to hear back from guardian as well as APS and still does not have a way to contact guardian.
This writer went ahead and composed and sent Info Needed Letter with a response deadline of 7/14/21.
If this writer does not hear back from guardian by this point, this will be resolved due to lack of information.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
7/15/21
This writer has not received a response from guardian. This writer again reviewed Jiva notes and determined that CC and SC have still not heard from guardian. CC sent certified letter to grievant on 7/13 requesting updated contact information and direction on how she would like to proceed.
Grievant appears to be unstable and QM is unable to contact her via phone. Care Coordination is aware of concerns and is actively working to try to connect with her. Additionally, Durham County APS has an open case regarding the allegations. 
Due to lack of response from guardian and lack of information provided (despite sending info needed letter), this case will be resolved. Grievant can file a new grievance if/when she is able to communicate with AH. This writer emailed CC and CN to share this direction with them.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Undetermined--Resolved due to lack of information/communication from grievant		1		1		0		24

		11918		Kristie White		06/21/2021		Kersey		Elyse		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Intensive In-home Services				Unknown Disability		Child (0-17)		Pride in North Carolina, LLC		1		582323 - MONTANEZAVILES, JINEISHKA		White		P= Hispanic, Puerto Rican		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		The provider continues to provide PCPs that are not measurable. CM referenced this in her recommendations in March 2021 for another service and they still submit a PCP with goals that are not measurable. Note from recommendations: Please ensure goals are measurable (i.e. what will be achieved, by when, and how will this be measured) on the PCP, as they currently are not. Please address this and update the PCP.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8271		06/24/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		The provider continues to provide PCPs that are not measurable. CM referenced this in her recommendations in March 2021 for another service and they still submit a PCP with goals that are not measurable. Note from recommendations: Please ensure goals are measurable (i.e. what will be achieved, by when, and how will this be measured) on the PCP, as they currently are not. Please address this and update the PCP.
Patient: Jineishka Montanezaviles Patient ID: 582323 DOB: 07/04/2010
06/21/21-Internal employee concern against Pride in North Carolina re. admin issues. KM Appeals Coordinator
06/24/21-This writer reached out to supervisor, Todd Parker (Incident and Grievance Manager) for case consult, to confirm that this case should be tracked and resolved—her confirmed. This writer researched within portal and determined that these are the only two recent internal concerns against this provider regarding this issue. This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement/resolution email to internal complainant, informing her that this issue would be tracked. No further action required at this time. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		3

		11919		Hillary Vandewart		06/23/2021		SMITH		KIM		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Child (0-17)		ShineLight, Inc.		1		77375 - THOMPSON, GAVIN		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		1		In-State		Level IV		1		1		SC called provider Shine Light Inc. to monitor  consumer services. While talking with the consumer he stated that it was only one staff in the home and two consumers. SC called the provider QP to follow up with why there is only one staff with two consumers in the home with one consumer having enhanced rates. SC reminded the provider QP that consumers with enahnced rates require 1:1 staff. The provider QP stated that the other consumer in the home stays in his room all day, and that justifies the other consumer 1:1 staff. SC called the LRP. LRP reports that when she picks up the consumer for home visits there is only one staff in the home. LRP states that when she takes the consumer back to the group home, she always have to drop him off at another group home site, where there is only one staff with three other consumers.		CORRECTIONS: UNCHECKED FROM PT; CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME FROM MEMBER'S; TYPE CHANGED FROM GRIEVANCE TO INTERNAL; SOURCE CHANGED FROM GUARDIAN TO MCO STAFF;		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8274		07/14/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		SC called provider Shine Light Inc. to monitor consumer services. While talking with the consumer he stated that it was only one staff in the home and two consumers. SC called the provider QP to follow up with why there is only one staff with two consumers in the home with one consumer having enhanced rates. SC reminded the provider QP that consumers with enhanced rates require 1:1 staff. The provider QP stated that the other consumer in the home stays in his room all day, and that justifies the other consumer 1:1 staff. SC called the LRP. LRP reports that when she picks up the consumer for home visits there is only one staff in the home. LRP states that when she takes the consumer back to the group home, she always have to drop him off at another group home site, where there is only one staff with three other consumers.
[PT: Gavin Thompson				DOB: 1/18/05				ID: 77375]
6/25/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
7/12/21
This writer reviewed Jiva notes which reported that a meeting occurred on 7/8 to include Shine Light Inc. Director, Owner, and staff, along with CC team. During meeting, CN expressed concern over Gavin receiving an enhanced rate for the group home but not having a one-to-one staff. Shine light reported that the other member was working outside of the home, so Gavin was the only person there, ultimately receiving one-on-one on services. SC Kim reported that this had not been communicated to her at all in the past when she has asked about the one-on-one services.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
7/14/21
This writer contacted DHSR Complaint Intake Unit and filed complaint with Deborah regarding concerns.
This case will be closed based on referral to DHSR as Shine Light Management has already been informed of the concern and the member is no longer residing there. 
This writer spoke with Deborah at DHSR Complaint Intake Unit and shared concern with her. She stated that, unless the provider had failed to meet the care needs of the member, that this would really be more of a staffing issue that would need to be discussed directly with the provider.
This writer then reached out to insert user to share this feedback and see if there was anything else she was looking to see happen at this time. She replied that nothing further was needed and that the member was no longer at this group home. This writer thanked her and shared that this would be resolved/tracked. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		21

		11924		Todd Parker		06/23/2021		Marley		Ticarra		Consumer		Grievance		LME/MCO Functions		Accces/Screening, Triage and Referral				Mental Health Only				Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		0		'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		[CID: 583608 ]   Call was escalated to LC at  10:29 AM   on 6/23/21.
CALLER'S NAME/Relationship if not member: Ticarra Marley - self
MEMBER'S NAME (if different):
DOB: 07/11/1988
ADDRESS: 405 E. Lawson St Durham 27707
PHONE: 919-885-5121
COUNTY: Durham
INSURANCE: None
MENTAL STATUS: Depression w/ irritability. Poor sleep and appetite. Anger issues. Possible trauma hx. Denies SI. Has thought to choke the AH LC she spoke with earlier today. Caller confirms she does not intend to harm anyone, but does request to file a grievance against the AH staff she talked with in the prior call today. Denies AVH. Possibly mild paranoia. 
MENTAL HEALTH HISTORY: None
SUBSTANCES: Moderate etoh and MJ use. No physical sx or cravings.
MEDICAL/PCP: Headaches. Chronic problems w/ blood clots. Has medical care.
MEDICATIONS: Eliquis for clots. 
LEGAL: N/S
MILITARY: N/S
IDD: Denies. 
TBI: Denies. 
SEVERITY:  Routine. No crisis needs. 
DISPOSITION: Writer completed ACS partial enrollment of client (enrollment ID #360355). Writer explained IPRS services and crisis access 24/7. Writer linked ct in ACS w/ Freedom House—400 Crutchfield for Tues 6/29/21 at 8:30 AM. Confirmed caller has AH Access number for 24/7 reference. 
LC filed grievance on caller’s behalf due to the following concerns: Member called AH earlier today and reports the AH female staff she talked with was dismissive to her and seemed to minimize the caller’s concerns. Caller stated the staff’s interpersonal skills were very poor and caller has the impression that the AH staff was not respecting caller. The experience was entirely unsatisfactory to the caller. Caller agrees to callback from AH QM to discuss the grievance. Writer searched ACS call history and found ref CID 583599, wherein client had talked today with LC Te’Kia Norman and client abruptly ended the call, per that call note.
--DC Rhyne, LCSW------		CORRECTIONS: Changed Nature of issue to LME/MCO Functions. Added Alliance as provier		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8276		06/28/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		[CID: 583608 ]   Call was escalated to LC at  10:29 AM   on 6/23/21.
CALLER'S NAME/Relationship if not member: Ticarra Marley - self
DOB: 07/11/1988
ADDRESS: 405 E. Lawson St Durham 27707
PHONE: 919-885-5121
COUNTY: Durham
DISPOSITION: Writer completed ACS partial enrollment of client (enrollment ID #360355). Writer explained IPRS services and crisis access 24/7. Writer linked ct in ACS w/ Freedom House—400 Crutchfield for Tues 6/29/21 at 8:30 AM. Confirmed caller has AH Access number for 24/7 reference. 
LC filed grievance on caller’s behalf due to the following concerns: Member called AH earlier today and reports the AH female staff she talked with was dismissive to her and seemed to minimize the caller’s concerns. Caller stated the staff’s interpersonal skills were very poor and caller has the impression that the AH staff was not respecting caller. The experience was entirely unsatisfactory to the caller. Caller agrees to callback from AH QM to discuss the grievance. Writer searched ACS call history and found ref CID 583599, wherein client had talked today with LC Te’Kia Norman and client abruptly ended the call, per that call note.
--DC Rhyne, LCSW------
6-25-21
Writer contacted grievant at the number provided. Writer spoke with grievant about the grievance she submitted related to staff T. Norman. Grievant thanked writer for calling to discuss the concerns and stated Ms. Norman was “rude as hell”.  She stated that she is “Not trying to take nobody’s job” but Ms. Norman “did not care” and “didn’t make me feel welcome”. Grievant shared that she was attempting to access services as she was referred by Voc Rehab. She shared the Ms. Norman asked questions about whether she wanted to kill herself. Writer explained that ACCESS is also a crisis line so staff have to assess for SI/HI etc. She stated she understood why the questions were being asked but felt Ms. Norman was “trying to pick at the situation and not helping. It’s her job to connect me to people”. She feels Ms. Norman needs to be more open—it’s a part of her job. Writer explained the grievance process and informed that he would be contacting Ms. Norman’s supervisor. He shared that he will be sending an Ack letter today. Grievant stated that it was not necessary for writer to send a letter. She stated that she still got the help she needed and was set up with an appointment. She just wants someone to be made of her experience. Writer agreed that he would not send the letter but thanked grievant for bringing the issue to our attention and assured her that he will be making the staff’s supervisor aware of the issue. Grievant thanked grievant for brining the issue to our attention and provided his contact information should she have issues related to this case going forward. 
Writer emailed callcentersupervisors@alliancehealthplan.org to share the concerns grievant expressed: 
•	Caller felt staff was dismissive and seemed to minimize her concerns
•	Staff’s interpersonal skills were poor 
•	Caller felt disrespected by staff
•	Staff was rude and not helpful
Writer informed that the case will need to be resolved by 7/8. Writer will await supervisor’s response. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager

6-28-21
Writer received an email response from Jenny Edwards (staff’s supervisor) which also included the recording of the call in question. In the email, Ms. Edwards indicated that “Te’Kia followed our procedures and tried to provide good customer service”. Writer listened to the recording provided by J. Edwards and agreed with the statements she made I the email. Ms. Norman attempted to clarify grievant’s answers to questions as they were unclear. This caused grievant to become more frustrated and hang up. Ms. Norman appeared to be professional and attempted to get grievant the services she was requesting up until grievant disconnected the call. 
Writer will resolve the grievance based on this information. A letter will not be sent out to member as she requested in her 6-25-21 that letters were not needed. No further action at this time. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager		Non-issue		1		1		0		5

		11926		Kim Ware		06/23/2021		ROSCOE		FRENCHIE		Consumer		Grievance		Access to Services		Outpatient Services		Med Mgmt		Mental Health Only		Adult		Carolina Outreach, LLC		1		87434 - ROSCOE, FRENCHIE		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		1		In-State		MH Apartment - Supervised		1		1		CID: 583649 6/23/2021 1:20:38 PM
CALLER:  Frenchie Roscoe
DOB: 5/16/1968 (Age: 53) 
PHONE: number given after member was informed she needed a number for CC to reach her= 919-491-0839; number from the screen= 919-869-5730
ADMIN COUNTY: Durham
INSURANCE: Medicaid
Caller is seeking help with her BH care and housing since being d/c from CST services by CO. She reports she is frustrated and would like to file a grievance against CO for what she described as abandoning her in her time of need after they told her they would not leave her w/o services and they would help her with her housing barriers.  Caller believes she may have been d/c from the CO housing program due to a lack of funding or that she voiced her concerns about their lack of services.  The member is disappointed as she was d/c back into homelessness and the stress has increased her anxiety, ability to focus, and other BH symptoms.  Member states she has Medicaid and is homeless, “Why have I gone without services for two months?” Member mentioned she completed an Intake at Sunrise Services on Friday, 06/18/2021 at 1PM.  She states she now has a DHA housing voucher which she needs assistance with as there is a deadline for application submission.   Member states she was hospitalized in February 2021 for medical reasons.  She reports she needs all services; she needs help with everything.  Member indicated she has medication, as she was given a 3 month prescription from CO.  Caller reports CO stated they would not leave her w/o services, but they did upon d/c, however upon d/c they informed her the housing arrangements would come to an end.
MENTAL STATUS: denied SI, HI, AVTH, and Use
MENTAL HEALTH HISTORY: Carolina Outreach 2016 – April, 2021 - Re-investment Home Improvement program which helps with homelessness
HOSPITALIZATIONS: 2021 for medical conditions 
MEDICAL:  LC did not assess
MEDICATIONS: Rx'd by Dr. John Matthews = Buspar, Aripiprazole (Abilify); Escitalopram (Cipralex, Lexapro)
LEGAL: Denied involvement
MILITARY: Not Veteran
I/DD: Denied
BRAIN INJURY: Denied
SEVERITY: NON-THRESHOLD, Service Requested - NO, 911/CIT Criteria Met - NO, Reporting a Threat Criteria Met - NO
DISPOSITION: LC educated member about CC,  will submit a grievance, and a request for Care Coordination.
SCREENER: D BREESE LCMHC, LCAS, CRC 6/23/2021 1:57:25 PM				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8275		07/19/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID: 583649 6/23/2021 1:20:38 PM CALLER: Frenchie Roscoe DOB: 5/16/1968 (Age: 53) PHONE: number given after member was informed she needed a number for CC to reach her= 919-491-0839; number from the screen= 919-869-5730 ADMIN COUNTY: Durham INSURANCE: Medicaid Caller is seeking help with her BH care and housing since being d/c from CST services by CO. She reports she is frustrated and would like to file a grievance against CO for what she described as abandoning her in her time of need after they told her they would not leave her w/o services and they would help her with her housing barriers. Caller believes she may have been d/c from the CO housing program due to a lack of funding or that she voiced her concerns about their lack of services. The member is disappointed as she was d/c back into homelessness and the stress has increased her anxiety, ability to focus, and other BH symptoms. Member states she has Medicaid and is homeless, “Why have I gone without services for two months?” Member mentioned she completed an Intake at Sunrise Services on Friday, 06/18/2021 at 1PM. She states she now has a DHA housing voucher which she needs assistance with as there is a deadline for application submission. Member states she was hospitalized in February 2021 for medical reasons. She reports she needs all services; she needs help with everything. Member indicated she has medication, as she was given a 3 month prescription from CO. Caller reports CO stated they would not leave her w/o services, but they did upon d/c, however upon d/c they informed her the housing arrangements would come to an end. MENTAL STATUS: denied SI, HI, AVTH, and Use MENTAL HEALTH HISTORY: Carolina Outreach 2016 – April, 2021 - Re-investment Home Improvement program which helps with homelessness HOSPITALIZATIONS: 2021 for medical conditions MEDICAL: LC did not assess MEDICATIONS: Rx'd by Dr. John Matthews = Buspar, Aripiprazole (Abilify); Escitalopram (Cipralex, Lexapro) LEGAL: Denied involvement MILITARY: Not Veteran I/DD: Denied BRAIN INJURY: Denied SEVERITY: NON-THRESHOLD, Service Requested - NO, 911/CIT Criteria Met - NO, Reporting a Threat Criteria Met - NO DISPOSITION: LC educated member about CC, will submit a grievance, and a request for Care Coordination. SCREENER: D BREESE LCMHC, LCAS, CRC 6/23/2021 1:57:25 PM
FRENCHIE ROSCOE   ID: 87434   (DOB: 5/16/1968)
6/25/21 Call to member at number listed (919) 491-0839 and spoke directly with her regarding her concerns. Ms. Roscoe is angry and expressed concern that she was discharged for voicing concerns directly with provider. She reports that she has not been in services since her discharge from CO in April. She reports that she was told that she would be contacted by “Behavior Health” and was not. This writer inquired if she meant a behavioral health service? Ms. Davis indicated that she did not know but had recently had an intake completed with Sunrise. Ms. Roscoe reports that she believes that CO did not provider her with resources that she needed or refer her to appropriate programs. She reports that since filing the grievance she was contacted by Courtney Outlaw with CO who told her that she did not understand why “behavioral health” had not contacted her and that she was willing to assist her if needed. Ms. Roscoe is upset stating that if that were the case she should have been helped months ago. This writer confirmed permission to use name and mailing address. This writer explained the role of QM and next steps. Acknowledgment letter mailed to complainant.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/30/21 This writer contacted agency's QM Director regarding the matter, requesting that an internal review be conducted and submitted to include actions taken or to be taken to address the concerns as well as any follow up with member.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/2/21 This writer received email correspondence from agency QM Mgr indicating notification of appropriate staff and plans to follow up with this writer with a response.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/12/21 This writer followed up with Carolina Outreach to inquire if there had been any updates.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/13/21 Agency response received indicating the following: "Per the internal review, Frenchie Rose is still actively being supported by Carolina Outreach. The staff has continued CST services with the client while also assisting with referrals on her behalf. These referrals include B&D services who have not followed up with Carolina Outreach despite numerous requests and consistent communication from our staff. The most recent referral was for Sunrise Clinical. The client has been referred to Sunrise Clinical but has not yet been discharged because Alliance had not approved her for CST services as of last week.  Staff connected with Sunrise Clinical today and they were looking to verify if she was approved for CST. The client will not have any auth's after today." This writer requested that supporting documentation be submitted regarding service provision for member as well as recommended ensuring member is assisted with transition to appropriate level of service and provider. To be noted agency has an open authorization at time of grievance submission.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/15/21 This writer was notified that member left a message for the Incident And Grievance Mgr, T Parker, however, did not indicate purpose of call. Mr. Parker called the number left by member with no response and left her a generic message requesting return call. Per case consult, this writer will follow up directly with member. This writer made call; left vm message.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/16/21 Call to member to discuss action steps taken. This writer confirmed with member that she has been connected to AH care coordination and to Sunrise. She reports that Sunrise has explained the authorization process and that although she was denied for CST she was approved for other services which she can receive through the agency. Ms Roscoe thanked this writer for assistance regarding her concerns against Carolina Outreach. Ms Roscoe also requested to file a compliment regarding CC Elias Njiru. She reports that he has been so patient and is in the right job. Compliment submitted.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/19/21 Resolution letter mailed to complainant. Agency notified that case is closed with recommendations to continue documentation and monitoring of issue. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		26

		11927		Todd Parker		06/24/2021		Wooten		Mara		MCO Staff		Compliment		Quality of Services		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Advantage Care In Home Services, Inc.		1		29955 - COX, AMY		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		1		In-State		Supervised Living 5600 C (Adult with Intellectual/Developmental Disabilities)		1		1		Tonya Reed - Director of Operations/Advantage Care - 919-725-5033; Charitel Rogers - AFL/Advantage Care - 252-425-6545 
Charitel is an exemplary AFL - we need many more like her- she has done a wonderful job working with AJ and improving behavior issues, working with the guardian, and working smart/hard to take care of member; very educated about the member and really works on decreasing the behaviors issues that she had while living with mom. This is a very difficult case and Charitel has stepped up to the plate and really used her knowledge to support AJ. Tonya Reed in addition is a wonderful advocate for our members and really works with her members and staff to ensure everyone is stable.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8277		06/25/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		A compliment for this staff and provider was submitted by the same Alliance staff in September 2020. No letter was issued as not to give the impression of bias. 
writer emailed insert user to thank her for the compliment. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager		Compliment		1		1		0		1

		11928		Todd Parker		06/24/2021		Fien		Kimberly		MCO Staff		Compliment		Quality of Services		Care Coordination (IDD)				Developmental Disabilities Only				Universal Mental Health Services, Inc.		1		'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		Provider Compliment- Universal Mental Health Services, Inc. does a wonderful job of giving a quick turnaround of documentation and progress summaries.  They support the Members to the best of their ability.   I wanted to give a huge accolade to a Provider that goes the extra mile for their clients.  Thank you, Tanya Harris, Tony Yingling,  Alice Nunn, Brianna Taylor, Chelsea Calnan, Sylvia Gardner, Lisa Hawley, and Nancy Madenyika.    You all are a pleasure to work with in partnership to provide care for members with many complex medical and behavioral needs.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8288		06/30/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Writer composed and emailed a compliment letter to the provider.		compliment		1		1		0		6

		11929		Hillary Vandewart		06/24/2021		TILLMAN		ERICA		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Michael's Place, Inc.		1		29394 - EVANS, RASHENE		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		1		In-State		Other		0		0		On 6/23/2021, SC was involved in a phone conference with CN Bridget Briggs (bbriggs@alliancehealthplan.org) and DSS representative Ebony King. DSS representative stated that Provider Dr. Young stated that there are 3 staff at Michael's Place: Teresa Johnson, Dr. Young, and Michael Young. When SC reexamined the documentation that was submitted last month, only Teresa Johnson's goal documentation was submitted. SC was not made aware of other staff prior to speaking to DSS, even though SC attempted to ask Provider the names and numbers of any additional staff in an email on 6/17/2021. Both SC and CN want to ensure that the individual is being taken care with ongoing support daily as dictated by Residential Supports. Erica Tillman, MA/QP, NADD-DDS 6/24/2021		CORRECTIONS: Type changed from other to internal, changed complainant info to reflect internal complainant, changed nature to admin issues		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8314		07/16/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		On 6/23/2021, SC was involved in a phone conference with CN Bridget Briggs (bbriggs@alliancehealthplan.org) and DSS representative Ebony King. DSS representative stated that Provider Dr. Young stated that there are 3 staff at Michael's Place: Teresa Johnson, Dr. Young, and Michael Young. When SC reexamined the documentation that was submitted last month, only Teresa Johnson's goal documentation was submitted. SC was not made aware of other staff prior to speaking to DSS, even though SC attempted to ask Provider the names and numbers of any additional staff in an email on 6/17/2021. Both SC and CN want to ensure that the individual is being taken care with ongoing support daily as dictated by Residential Supports. Erica Tillman, MA/QP, NADD-DDS 6/24/2021
[PT: Rashene Evans				DOB: 4/30/80				ID: 29394]
6/28/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
7/15/21
This writer researched within Grievance Portal to determine if similar concerns have been filed for this provider and there have not been.
This writer then reviewed protocol for resolving contractual concerns as this is related to a provider failing to submit goal documentation. This writer then reached out to internal complainant to find out if she had made a good faith attempt to request the needed documentation from the provider (at least 2) and to inform her that this did not appear to be a trend—therefore QM would track this moving forward. This writer recommended internal complainant follow the protocol for addressing contractual concerns and if she doesn’t get a response after 2 attempts, advising that she can follow the protocol for reaching out to PND to complete the Request for Assistance to Resolve Contractual Concern. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
7/16/21
This writer resolved concern and coded as “tracking” due to no further action being requested from complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		22

		11930		Hillary Vandewart		06/25/2021		WINTERS		DAVID		Consumer		Grievance		Authorization/ Payment/ Billing - LME-MCO Only		Outpatient Services				Multi-Disability		Adult		Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		1		71110 - WINTERS, DAVID		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		[CID 583890]
David Winters    01/15/1986     919-323-7970
6207 Cabin Branch Drive Durham 17712

Member is receiving a bill from his psychiatric services at Carolina Behavior Care.  Member do not understand why Medicaid is not paying this bill.  Member would like for Medicaid to pay this bill. Please contact member with explanation of why the bill is not being paid.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Grievance Against to Alliance/Claims		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8282		06/29/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		[CID 583890]
David Winters    01/15/1986     919-323-7970
6207 Cabin Branch Drive Durham 17712
Member is receiving a bill from his psychiatric services at Carolina Behavior Care.  Member do not understand why Medicaid is not paying this bill.  Member would like for Medicaid to pay this bill. Please contact member with explanation of why the bill is not being paid.
[PT: David Winters				DOB: 1/15/86				ID: 71110]
6/28/21
This writer sent email to Claims Supervisors, Marilyn Madison and Tina Everett to request their assistance in researching the matter.
Tina responded that there is a date in March that denied for COB/Other insurance. The other insurance (United) was end dated after the claim processed. They have set the claim to reprocess against the new information tonight.
She did state that the provider should not be billing the patient. They should be working with the payor to resolve the claims issue. This writer thanked her for the information.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
6/29/21
This writer reached out to Administrative contact at CBC, Jeneane Sligh,   jsligh@carolinabehavioralcare.com, to share feedback/technical assistance from billing department.
This writer then reached out to member to share that issue had been resolved. He thanked this writer and confirmed that there was nothing he needed to pay on his end. This writer confirmed that Medicaid would cover and that he should not have received a bill in the first place. 
This writer recommended that if this reoccurs, to direct CBC to contact Alliance billing to resolve.
This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement/resolution letter to Mr. Winters. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Non-Issue		1		1		0		4

		11933		Kim Ware		06/25/2021		GREEN		KAREN		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Outpatient Services				Multi-Disability		Adult		MONARCH		1		55373 - SPRUILL, OLA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		I Karen Green Admin Care Coordinator contacted Ms. Spruill on 6/24/2021. Ms. Spruill said that she would need transportation assistance to attend her appointment with Monarch scheduled on 6/25/2021. I contacted Monarch (919-856-4703) to verify the location for Ms. Spruill’s appointment. I gave Monarch the pertinent information needed to verify Ms. Spruill. The customer service representative gave me the address for Ms. Spruill’s appointment (350 E. Holding Ave Wake Forest NC 27587). I contacted ModivCare (1-866-420-6259) and scheduled transportation for Ms. Spruill. Ms. Spruill contacted me this morning 6/25/2021 and said that she had went to Monarch and was told she did not have an appointment at that location. Ms. Spruill said she was told to leave immediately. Ms. Spruill became upset and took a bus to a nearby shopping center. Ms. Spruill was able to call Modivcare (1-866-420-6260) and arrange transportation to return home. I contacted Monarch (919-856-4703) and spoke with Natalie who gave me a different address for member’s appointment (319 Chapanoke Rd. Suite 120 Raleigh NC 27603). The reason for this grievance is because Ms. Spruill felt mistreated with the way Monarch handled the situation.The address and phone number above for Ms. Spruill are incorrect. The correct phone number is 919-714-1893 and the correct address is 2120 Castle Pine Dr. Raleigh NC 27604. 
If you have any further questions or need any more information feel free to contact me at 919-302-1585.		CORRECTIONS: COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO CHANGED FROM MEMBER'S; licensure changed from unknown not licensed; disability changed from sa only to multi		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8283		06/29/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		I Karen Green Admin Care Coordinator contacted Ms. Spruill on 6/24/2021. Ms. Spruill said that she would need transportation assistance to attend her appointment with Monarch scheduled on 6/25/2021. I contacted Monarch (919-856-4703) to verify the location for Ms. Spruill’s appointment. I gave Monarch the pertinent information needed to verify Ms. Spruill. The customer service representative gave me the address for Ms. Spruill’s appointment (350 E. Holding Ave Wake Forest NC 27587). I contacted ModivCare (1-866-420-6259) and scheduled transportation for Ms. Spruill. Ms. Spruill contacted me this morning 6/25/2021 and said that she had went to Monarch and was told she did not have an appointment at that location. Ms. Spruill said she was told to leave immediately. Ms. Spruill became upset and took a bus to a nearby shopping center. Ms. Spruill was able to call Modivcare (1-866-420-6260) and arrange transportation to return home. I contacted Monarch (919-856-4703) and spoke with Natalie who gave me a different address for member’s appointment (319 Chapanoke Rd. Suite 120 Raleigh NC 27603). The reason for this grievance is because Ms. Spruill felt mistreated with the way Monarch handled the situation.The address and phone number above for Ms. Spruill are incorrect. The correct phone number is 919-714-1893 and the correct address is 2120 Castle Pine Dr. Raleigh NC 27604. If you have any further questions or need any more information feel free to contact me at 919-302-1585.

6/25/21 This writer made call to insert user, AH administrative care coordinator Karen Green to clarify information entered. Ms. Green confirmed that she is the complainant in the matter. This writer explained QM role and next steps indicating that the provider will be notified of the issue, required to review the matter and provide feedback to include actions taken and recommendations made by this writer. The matter will be tracked for potential trends in the event that similar concerns are submitted.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/29/21 This writer contacted Cornelius Powe, agency’s Incident and Complaint Specialist and made him aware of the concern without use of the complainant name per request. Based on the nature of the concern, this writer recommended follow up with staff in regards to correct scheduling information. Any subsequent correspondence received from the provider to be noted. Ack/Res emailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		4

		11934		Kim Ware		06/25/2021		HOPKINS		JENNIFER		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Crisis - Inpatient				Multi-Disability		Adult		Cape Fear Behavioral Health Center, LLC		0		265903 - HOPKINS, JENNIFER		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		CID: 583948 6/25/2021 2:47:53 PM
CALLER: Jennifer Hopkins (265903)
DOB: 3/7/1974 (Age: 47) 
PHONE: 9103548193
ADDRESS: 1279 Tricia Dr, Fayettville, NC 28306
ADMIN COUNTY: Cumberland
INSURANCE: Medicaid MADQN - Verified in NC Tracks; MEDICARE, UHC
MENTAL STATUS: member currently inpatient at CFVH, not screened (went for suicidal thoughts on Friday 6/18
SEVERITY: NON-THRESHOLD, Service Requested - NO, 911/CIT Criteria Met - NO, Reporting a Threat Criteria Met - NO -Information request only. -Requests for care coordination separate from other referral. -Grievance Recorded.
DISPOSITION: Call Escalated. Caller inpatient at CFVH wanting help. She is not able to identify what she is looking for. She will discharge between 6/27/21. Caller needs help coordinating care. LC completed CC referral. Transferred to C Ray, upon request.
GRIEVANCE: Caller has a long history of complaints, it is not ok to use her name i , she has made her complaints known against the agency. Please contact with questions about grievance.
CALL STATUS: CLOSED
SCREENER: S MICHAELS LMFT 6/25/2021 3:04:05 PM		CORRECTIONS: DISABILITY CHANGED FROM MH ONLY TO MULTI		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8294		07/01/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID: 583948 6/25/2021 2:47:53 PM
CALLER: Jennifer Hopkins (265903)
DOB: 3/7/1974 (Age: 47) 
PHONE: 9103548193
ADDRESS: 1279 Tricia Dr, Fayettville, NC 28306
ADMIN COUNTY: Cumberland
INSURANCE: Medicaid MADQN - Verified in NC Tracks; MEDICARE, UHC
MENTAL STATUS: member currently inpatient at CFVH, not screened (went for suicidal thoughts on Friday 6/18
SEVERITY: NON-THRESHOLD, Service Requested - NO, 911/CIT Criteria Met - NO, Reporting a Threat Criteria Met - NO -Information request only. -Requests for care coordination separate from other referral. -Grievance Recorded.
DISPOSITION: Call Escalated. Caller inpatient at CFVH wanting help. She is not able to identify what she is looking for. She will discharge between 6/27/21. Caller needs help coordinating care. LC completed CC referral. Transferred to C Ray, upon request.
GRIEVANCE: Caller has a long history of complaints, it is not ok to use her name i , she has made her complaints known against the agency. Please contact with questions about grievance.
CALL STATUS: CLOSED
SCREENER: S MICHAELS LMFT 6/25/2021 3:04:05 PM
JENNIFER HOPKINS   ID: 265903   (DOB: 3/7/1974)
6/30/21 Cal to number listed, (910) 354-8193
7/1/21 Call to complainant; This writer was unaware that the member was still in the hospital. Ms Hopkins ended the call and asked to call this writer back. Ms Hopskins called back and began explaining that she was not at the Behavioral Health unit and that they had refused to accept her because she” needed more attention than the average patient.”. She reports that she was suppose to go to the BH unit but had a false positive COVID test, but was placed on the COVID ward. She explained that she didn’t receive oxygen. Per her report she is believes she will discharge home today. This writer explained the purpose of call. Ms. Hopkins rambled during the conversation stating that she wasn’t sure if it was against the hospital or behavioral health and for this writer to call back in a week or so. She reports having several complaints but could  not give this writer a concern to be noted. This writer explained QM role and information was needed to proceed to next steps. Ms Hopkins stated that although she will be discharged home she was not going to the address listed due to it being unsafe and that she may or may not get a letter from this writer due to mailboxes being robbed. She reports that she is not sure where she is going. Ms Hopkins appeared to be confused throughout conversation and was unable to clearly state what her grievance was about. This writer inquired as to what the member wanted to do in regards to concerns, she stated that she did not know and would call this writer back in a weeks or so. This writer discussed the grievance being withdrawn and that the member could call back to the access and information line to file once she could decide what the matters of concern were. She reports it’s a long list beginning back in April but could not give this writer any further information. This writer inquired if she was referred to care coordination as indicated in the grievance information. Ms Hopkins reports she didn’t know but that she had been contacted by the hospital liaison. This writer explained that the hospital liaison was AH care coordination staff. Based on discussion with member, current inpatient status and connection to care coordination, case to be closed and marked as withdrawn due to member’s inability to give concern information to proceed. Disregard letter mailed to address listed although member currently hospitalized. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		WITHDRAWN- per complainant		1		1		0		6

		11936		Hillary Vandewart		06/25/2021		SHIPMAN		Dorthelia		Guardian		Grievance		Quality of Services		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Multi-Disability		Adult		A Small Miracle, LLC		1		98401 - SHIPMAN, HARVEY		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Program Integrity received an EOB from member's mother regarding Community Living Support Services with a Small Miracle. The mother wrote the following: "The only problem that is no one comes inside of my home and do anything with Harvey at all. No mentor has ever been at my new address (listed above) and done any work with him on any chance he has at home."
PI Analyst attempted to call the mother on 6/23/21, however the call went straight to VM and the VM was full.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8284		07/21/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Program Integrity received an EOB from member's mother regarding Community Living Support Services with a Small Miracle. The mother wrote the following: "The only problem that is no one comes inside of my home and do anything with Harvey at all. No mentor has ever been at my new address (listed above) and done any work with him on any chance he has at home."
PI Analyst attempted to call the mother on 6/23/21, however the call went straight to VM and the VM was full.
[PT: Harvey Shipman				DOB: 5/8/88				ID: 98401]
6/29/21
This writer confirmed guardianship documentation on file for member.
This writer then called Ms. Dorthelia Shipman to discuss. She reported that staff came to her house “at the beginning” (years ago) and now they just drop him off. She stated that he reports that he just goes to someone else’s house and watches TV. She doesn’t understand why he can’t just do that at home. 
She also stated that she preferred a male staff and was told that there weren’t any. 
This writer thanked her for this information and confirmed that she was fine with us reaching out to provider to share grievance info. This writer confirmed mailing address, then composed and sent acknowledgement letter. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
7/15/21
This writer composed and sent concern elements to Candace Mondragon, Program Director, with a response deadline of 7/21/21. Due to the working nature of relationship with Candace, this writer sent concern elements directly to her via email as this is typically the best way to reach her. This writer asked that she confirm receipt of email. This writer received confirmation that she would respond by this deadline.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
7/15/21
This writer received a response from Ms. Mondragon which can be summarized below:
•	A Small Miracle is aware of the long-standing request for male staff and continue to recruit staff and will offer any male applicants to you for a permanent placement ot the temporary female staff.
•	Provider reported being told by Ms. Shipman that she doesn’t want staff in her home. 
•	Provider reports working with staff to spend more time in the community while keeping COVID safety measures in place.
•	Client Advocacy Department connected with Ms. Shipman and offered an overview of resources/support they can offer. They shared that she can call them at any time to discuss any type of concern, grievance, etc. so that they can advocate while working closely with the clinical team to make any needed adjustments. 
This writer contacted Ms. Dorthelia Shipman to share provider’s response and resolve. She denied stating that she didn’t want anyone in the home and seemed to still have concerns about what Harvey is doing all day. This writer inquired with her about whether the Client Advocacy Dept had contacted her and she stated that they hadn’t (that she could remember). This writer informed her that I would have them contact her directly so that she could communicate any lingering concerns and that QM would be resolving but would continue to track and if she would like to change providers, she has that option as well. She stated that Harvey doesn’t handle change very well which is why she is still with ASM. This writer indicated that I understood and would have ASM Advocacy reach out to her. She agreed.
This writer then followed up with Candace to share feedback and ask her to have Advocacy Dept contact Ms. Shipman. 
This writer then composed and sent resolution letter. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		26

		11937		Hillary Vandewart		06/25/2021		COOPER		BELON		Consumer		Grievance		Administrative Issues		Medication Administration				Mental Health Only		Adult		MONARCH		0		268835 - COOPER, BELON		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Johnston		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Member was requesting documentation from Monarch to be sent to her employer to assist with transitioning from full time to PRN work hours and does not feel as though Monarch assisted her in completing this task. Member has now lost her employment.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8287		07/12/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member was requesting documentation from Monarch to be sent to her employer to assist with transitioning from full time to PRN work hours and does not feel as though Monarch assisted her in completing this task. Member has now lost her employment.
[PT: Belon Cooper				DOB: 7/9/84				ID: 268835]
6/30/21
This writer contacted Ms. Cooper to acknowledge receipt of concern, 252-886-3785—Left detailed message requesting a call back (outgoing message confirmed this was her voicemail). 
This writer received a call back from grievant and discussed concerns with her. She informed this writer that she is currently out of state, working at a camp (Camp Speers YMCA). She stated that she was doing well but that she did not have a good experience with Monarch. She also inquired about resources when she returns to Raleigh as she plans to return in August. This writer informed her that she could contact the Access and Information Line regarding resources upon her return but I would be looking into the grievance. She stated that she felt that Monarch lied to her about sending the information to her job and that they said they would send it but never even had a fax number. She felt that this led to her losing her job. This writer stated that I would be in touch with her regarding what I found out from the provider and confirmed her current address: 143 Nichecronk Rd, Dingmans Ferry, PA 18328. She thanked this writer for the assistance.
This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement letter.
This writer then sent concern elements to Cornelius Powe, Incident and Complaint Specialist with Monarch, Cornelius Powe <Cornelius.Powe@monarchnc.org>. This writer tends to send concerns directly to Cornelius via email as he has to then send the information off to the appropriate location/staff to provide feedback.
This writer asked for a response by 7/8.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
7/6/21
This writer received a response from the provider which can be summarized below, per Terizia Holloway Kochie, Director of Outpatient Services:
•	On 6/2/21, member called in and stated that while she is taking her meds, she would like to be on “light duty” and needs a note of such. At this time, she stated her meds were making her jerk.
•	The nurse informed member that she would need to come back in for a re-eval or go to HHH if she is having these side effects, so she returned to BHUC for re-eval. A note was given for her to return to work on 6/4/21.
•	On 6/3/21, the member told the provider that her HR rep said that she only needed her medical records for them. Member was told to come the next day to sign an ROI and she agreed—but never came.
•	On 6/8/21, the mother called to request a note but there was no ROI for mother.
•	On 6/9/21, the member called to say she lost her job.
Per provider’s feedback, they were told that only the medical records were needed and the member never came in to sign the ROI which would allow those to be released.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
7/8/21
This writer called Ms. Cooper and spoke to her briefly. She asked if she could call this writer back and this writer agreed.
This writer shared provider’s feedback with Ms. Cooper and she again repeated that she was doing a lot better and that she would be interested in connecting with a new provider upon her return to NC. This writer advised that she contact the Access and Information line upon her return. She thanked this writer for contacting her. 
This writer then composed and sent resolution letter. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		17

		11938		Kim Ware		06/25/2021		Quintana		Edna		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Other				Mental Health Only		Adult		Not Defined		0		394196 - Quintana, Edna		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		CID 584006 Caller, Edna Quintana (current phone number 404-689-8187), expressed wanting to file on the thrift store she went to today.  Caller noted that Hand Me Up (8320 Litchford Rd. Raleigh, NC) treated her badly due to misplacing her bag after caller left her bags at the store and went to Subways to eat.  Caller expressed that she was told by manager, Diane, to leave and banned her from returning to the store.    Caller noted that this is the 50th store she has been banned from.		CORRECTIONS: DISABILITY CHANGED FROM DOES NOT APPLY TO MH;		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8278		06/29/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID 584006 Caller, Edna Quintana (current phone number 404-689-8187), expressed wanting to file on the thrift store she went to today.  Caller noted that Hand Me Up (8320 Litchford Rd. Raleigh, NC) treated her badly due to misplacing her bag after caller left her bags at the store and went to Subways to eat.  Caller expressed that she was told by manager, Diane, to leave and banned her from returning to the store.    Caller noted that this is the 50th store she has been banned from.
EDNA QUNITANA   ID: 394196   (DOB: 1/27/1947)
6/28/21 Per case consult, member left a voicemail message for Incident & Grievance Mgr, T Parker regarding her concerns. Plan is for this writer to contact complainant directly to explain that the store is not in the AH network and that AH has no purview in regards to stores banning her an close case. This writer made calls to number listed (404-689-8187); left vm messages.(K.WARE,QAA)
6/29/21 Call to number listed no response. Case to be closed based to no response and the nature of concern. Member to be referred to Access if needed. Disregard letter mailed to address listed. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		non issue		1		1		0		4

		11939		Kim Ware		06/25/2021						Guardian		Grievance		Quality of Services		Crisis - Mobile Crisis Management				Mental Health Only				Therapeutic Alternatives, Inc.		1		'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		CID: 584003 / 584011 - Caller wishes to remain anonymous. Anonymous reports that the clinician dispatched to the home was very rude, unprofessional, and yelled at them. Anonymous reports that the clinician never gave his name and wanted to do the assessment outside rather than in the apartment although the adult affirmed that they were vaccinated. Anonymous reports that clinician was only on site for approximately 15 minutes and asked maybe 2 questions to the person who was to be evaluated and then was adamant that they needed to go to the hospital despite not being actively suicidal.  Notes that clinician said that the person in question had attempted suicide earlier however that was not true. Reports that he raised his voice several times and exited yelling that he would be calling his supervisor. Anonymous also notes that an interpreter was used by telephone speaker phone and the interpreter noted that they were in training and that they also raised their voice at them during the encounter. Anonymous believes that the call was likely monitored and recorded and how poorly she was treated could be documented.		CORRECTIONS: CHECKED MEDICAID BASED ON AGENCY CONTRACT; AGAINST CHANGED FROM OTHER TO PROVIDER; LICENSURE ENTERED NOT LICENSED		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8308		07/14/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID: 584003 / 584011 - Caller wishes to remain anonymous. Anonymous reports that the clinician dispatched to the home was very rude, unprofessional, and yelled at them. Anonymous reports that the clinician never gave his name and wanted to do the assessment outside rather than in the apartment although the adult affirmed that they were vaccinated. Anonymous reports that clinician was only on site for approximately 15 minutes and asked maybe 2 questions to the person who was to be evaluated and then was adamant that they needed to go to the hospital despite not being actively suicidal. Notes that clinician said that the person in question had attempted suicide earlier however that was not true. Reports that he raised his voice several times and exited yelling that he would be calling his supervisor. Anonymous also notes that an interpreter was used by telephone speaker phone and the interpreter noted that they were in training and that they also raised their voice at them during the encounter. Anonymous believes that the call was likely monitored and recorded and how poorly she was treated could be documented.
*ANONYMOUS NO PT ID
7/8/21 This writer contacted Mr. Bruce Womble, Mobile Crisis Director, and made him aware of the concern with limited information due to anonymity.
7/13/21 This writer received a response from Mr Womble regarding the matter although limited information presented. Per response: In order to conduct an internal review regarding the submission of an anonymous grievance, an analytical process was completed. Based on the information reported above, I discovered one Mobile Crisis request for services matching this date. Information obtained from our daily call log indicates that a request for Mobile Crisis services was made by an Alliance Health clinician at 6:54pm on 6/25/2021 reference number 487657 provided. Due to the grievance being submitted anonymously, it is an assumption that the responses being provided will be applicable to the content described within the grievance. 
     In response to the above noted grievance from the anonymous individual who reports that the Mobile Crisis clinician was being rude, unprofessional, and yelling was contrary to the findings that was reported by the responding Mobile Crisis clinician. The clinician documented his encounter with the anonymous individual along with the recommendation and findings that was given. The clinician did meet with the member and the anonymous individual inside the home and was present longer than 15 minutes per clinicians’ documentation. The clinician confirmed that an interpreter service was utilized during the assessment and documented that the anonymous individual was able to speak English during this encounter although the use of an interpreter was being utilized. 
    The actions taken in order to address the anonymous grievance with the responding clinician will be as follows; provide further guidance, education and de-escalation techniques during crisis interventions by revisiting our current Mind Set Safety Curriculum. 
     Additionally, I have attached a summary of the events that took place during this encounter that was prepared by the responding clinician and what is documented in the members’ medical record we have on file. The members LME record number is also documented within the documentation and can be accessed via the Alliance Provider Portal.  
Please feel free to contact me if further details are required. 
Thanks, 
Bruce Womble, Mobile Crisis Director     
7/14/21 Based on agency review and response case to be closed. Agency has indicated its due diligence in the matter. The agency also attached documentation regarding the date of service . No letters mailed to complainant due to anonymity. This writer informer Mr. Womble that case is considered resolved and closed with no further action needed. No further action by provider or this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		19

		11940		Kristie White		06/26/2021		CAMPBELL		RICHARD		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Crisis - Inpatient				Multi-Disability		Adult		Holly Hill Hospital, LLC		1		30443 - CAMPBELL, RICHARD		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		Richard Campbell called seeking to file a grievance against HHH where consumer is currently admitted. Consumer reports he has concerns regarding care in which he is receiving. Consumer reports he has been given wrong medications. Medications which belong to other Resident. Richard Campbell states phones are off and Consumer is not able to have access to phones. Richard Campbell states has not been able to participate in any treatment, nor has he seen the Doctor while he has been there. Richard Campbell also states Staff are calling him by the wrong name. Caller states he and other Residents are also being placed in activity room for more the 18 hours a day. Caller has a list of other concerns regarding his treatment since being admitted. Consumer reports due to not getting his proper medications his blood pressure has been untreated. Patient Advocate is no longer responding to Consumer per his reports.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8289		07/19/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Richard Campbell called seeking to file a grievance against HHH where consumer is currently admitted. Consumer reports he has concerns regarding care in which he is receiving. Consumer reports he has been given wrong medications. Medications which belong to other Resident. Richard Campbell states phones are off and Consumer is not able to have access to phones. Richard Campbell states has not been able to participate in any treatment, nor has he seen the Doctor while he has been there. Richard Campbell also states Staff are calling him by the wrong name. Caller states he and other Residents are also being placed in activity room for more the 18 hours a day. Caller has a list of other concerns regarding his treatment since being admitted. Consumer reports due to not getting his proper medications his blood pressure has been untreated. Patient Advocate is no longer responding to Consumer per his reports.
06/28/21-Grievance against HHH re. poor quality of care (DUPLICATE). KM Appeals Coordinator
06/30/21-Per Jiva member is calling to Care Manager Katie Bryan about this issue also. Per Katie Bryan, “Hi Kristie, Is he still at Holly Hill? I was under the impression that he was going to discharge from Holly Hill on Monday, so I attempted to reach him in the community yesterday; however, he did not answer and I had to leave a message. He left me a voicemail from Holly Hill on Monday telling me that he had been there since last Wednesday and had been calling me “incessantly” and that I had not answered—he wanted to know whether or not I ever even work, etc. He then asked me to call him back, but did not leave his patient specific pin number, so I was unable to call him back. He may very well have attempted to reach me before that, but that was the first voicemail I received from him while hospitalized. I reached out to Natalie Boucher, one of our Holly Hill hospital liaisons, and she was able to indicate that it looked like he was scheduled for discharge that day. Unfortunately, we were not alerted of the admission and thus, our liaison was not involved in his inpatient treatment and/or discharge planning because the hospital mistakenly had him listed as Cardinal Medicaid. He did end up calling me back on Monday and was asking about rental assistance. I explained to him that if he has a sustainability plan, we could help him apply for ILI funding. However, he was wanting to discharge to an Oxford House in Wilmington. I had to explain to him that ILI funding through Alliance could only be used for the counties in our catchment area—I told him what counties we cover and he indicated that he didn’t want to stay in any of those counties. He then stated that he had to go take his medication and abruptly got off the phone. I did not hear back from him. I had been trying to get back in touch with him prior to this admission with no success. I our last contacts prior to this admission I had encouraged him to connect to Freedom House for outpatient as he was staying in an Oxford House in Chapel Hill. He reported that he planned to switch his Medicaid to Orange County and wondered what other service providers might be available to him once the switch occurs. I made sure he had Cardinal’s contact number so that he could reach out to inquire, but still encouraged him to connect to Freedom House in the interim and also made sure that he knew about the Carolina Outreach Behavioral Health Urgent Care in Durham if he needed to bridge his meds while in the process of connecting to outpatient treatment. I don’t believe he ever followed through and then ended up back at Holly Hill. 

He did not voice any concerns to me about Holly Hill when he called me on Monday and since our liaison was not involved in the case during this admission, unfortunately I can’t really speak to whether or not any concerns he has expressed about the hospital are substantiated. I’m assuming that the internal concern is against me. Again, I did my best to assist him prior to this admission and he did not follow through. He says that he called me “incessantly” during this admission; however, Monday was the first time I received a voicemail from him and I ended up speaking to him the same day. I looked back through my call history and it looks like I do have two back to back missed calls from that same holly hill number at the end of the day last Friday with no voicemails. Another missed call from that number on Saturday with no voicemail. And then 4 back to back missed calls from him first thing Monday morning with only one voicemail before speaking to him later that day. So I think what he mostly means by calling me now answering when he calls me “incessantly” is that he called me back to back to back hoping I would eventually answer—however, obviously if I was not available at 8:49 am, then there is a good chance that I am unlikely to be available at 8:53 am, 8:59 am, and 9:04 am.  I acquired him from another care coordinator during his last Holly Hill admission after he “fired” her, so I’m not taking it personal that he has likely voiced concerns about me. I know that I have been trying to assist him.
Member has called and filed two grievances 11940 and 11941 and also internal concern filed also 11942. Member is still inpatient in hospital. Sent CM Katie Bryan email on this to make sure she is aware of member needing additional help and seems to be very angry about inpatient stay at HHH. Since can not call to HHH to speak to member going to send acknowledgment letter to address on in system since some notes state member is homeless. Sending concern element email marcy.cortez@uhsinc.com at  HHH also to be returned to this writer by 07/08/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
07/16/21-Received response from provider HHH about this and per provider wrong medication was never given and Per Holly Hill Hospital Policy and Procedures this type of occurrence would require a completion of a Healthcare Peer Review (HPR) report for the medication error. No error was found. Per Roberta Morgan Director of Risk Management, “Richard was seen by his therapy team in accordance with his treatment plan and our primary modality of treatment being through group therapy and not individual counseling. Richard, throughout his stay, was seen by a provider, a history and psychiatric evaluation was completed on 6/25/2021. Richard was seen by a provider on 6/27/2021 then again on day of discharge, 6/28/2021. During Richard’s short stay he did not attend or actively participate in Social Work/Therapist group. On 6/25/2021, patient was encouraged to attend group/session but declined. On 6/26/2021, patient was encouraged to attend group/session but declined. On 6/27/2021, patient was encouraged to attend group/session but declined. On 6/28/2021, patient was not present for Recreational Therapy intervention.” The member was discharged per member request and signed a withdrawal after the 72-hour voluntary rule and discharged on 06/28/21. Per all this information this writer agrees that HHH followed their protocols to ensure member safety. Reached out to member via phone with no response. KM Appeals Coordinator
07/19/21- Reached out to member via phone with no answer and left voicemail. Sending resolution letter and closing grievance as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		23

		11941		Kristie White		06/26/2021		CAMPBELL		RICHARD		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Crisis - Inpatient				Multi-Disability		Adult		Holly Hill Hospital, LLC		1		30443 - CAMPBELL, RICHARD		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Orange		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Caller is currently at Holly Hill hospital. The caller stated he hasn't received his medication since being admitted. Caller stating he hasn't seen a doctor. Caller stating the facility isn't following the policies and procedures listed in the patient handbook given to him at the facility. Member stated the facility isn't following the schedule (therapy, phone time, psychiatrist). Member state he isn't satisfied with the therapeutic treatment at HHH. Caller stated a staff member at Holly Hill hasn't taken his vitals since being admitted.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8291		07/19/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller is currently at Holly Hill hospital. The caller stated he hasn't received his medication since being admitted. Caller stating he hasn't seen a doctor. Caller stating the facility isn't following the policies and procedures listed in the patient handbook given to him at the facility. Member stated the facility isn't following the schedule (therapy, phone time, psychiatrist). Member state he isn't satisfied with the therapeutic treatment at HHH. Caller stated a staff member at Holly Hill hasn't taken his vitals since being admitted.
06/28/21-Grievance against HHH re. poor quality of care (DUPLICATE). KM Appeals Coordinator
06/30/21-Per Jiva member is calling to Care Manager Katie Bryan about this issue also. Per Katie Bryan, “Hi Kristie, Is he still at Holly Hill? I was under the impression that he was going to discharge from Holly Hill on Monday, so I attempted to reach him in the community yesterday; however, he did not answer and I had to leave a message. He left me a voicemail from Holly Hill on Monday telling me that he had been there since last Wednesday and had been calling me “incessantly” and that I had not answered—he wanted to know whether or not I ever even work, etc. He then asked me to call him back, but did not leave his patient specific pin number, so I was unable to call him back. He may very well have attempted to reach me before that, but that was the first voicemail I received from him while hospitalized. I reached out to Natalie Boucher, one of our Holly Hill hospital liaisons, and she was able to indicate that it looked like he was scheduled for discharge that day. Unfortunately, we were not alerted of the admission and thus, our liaison was not involved in his inpatient treatment and/or discharge planning because the hospital mistakenly had him listed as Cardinal Medicaid. He did end up calling me back on Monday and was asking about rental assistance. I explained to him that if he has a sustainability plan, we could help him apply for ILI funding. However, he was wanting to discharge to an Oxford House in Wilmington. I had to explain to him that ILI funding through Alliance could only be used for the counties in our catchment area—I told him what counties we cover and he indicated that he didn’t want to stay in any of those counties. He then stated that he had to go take his medication and abruptly got off the phone. I did not hear back from him. I had been trying to get back in touch with him prior to this admission with no success. I our last contacts prior to this admission I had encouraged him to connect to Freedom House for outpatient as he was staying in an Oxford House in Chapel Hill. He reported that he planned to switch his Medicaid to Orange County and wondered what other service providers might be available to him once the switch occurs. I made sure he had Cardinal’s contact number so that he could reach out to inquire, but still encouraged him to connect to Freedom House in the interim and also made sure that he knew about the Carolina Outreach Behavioral Health Urgent Care in Durham if he needed to bridge his meds while in the process of connecting to outpatient treatment. I don’t believe he ever followed through and then ended up back at Holly Hill. 

He did not voice any concerns to me about Holly Hill when he called me on Monday and since our liaison was not involved in the case during this admission, unfortunately I can’t really speak to whether or not any concerns he has expressed about the hospital are substantiated. I’m assuming that the internal concern is against me. Again, I did my best to assist him prior to this admission and he did not follow through. He says that he called me “incessantly” during this admission; however, Monday was the first time I received a voicemail from him and I ended up speaking to him the same day. I looked back through my call history and it looks like I do have two back to back missed calls from that same holly hill number at the end of the day last Friday with no voicemails. Another missed call from that number on Saturday with no voicemail. And then 4 back to back missed calls from him first thing Monday morning with only one voicemail before speaking to him later that day. So I think what he mostly means by calling me now answering when he calls me “incessantly” is that he called me back to back to back hoping I would eventually answer—however, obviously if I was not available at 8:49 am, then there is a good chance that I am unlikely to be available at 8:53 am, 8:59 am, and 9:04 am.  I acquired him from another care coordinator during his last Holly Hill admission after he “fired” her, so I’m not taking it personal that he has likely voiced concerns about me. I know that I have been trying to assist him.
Member has called and filed two grievances 11940 and 11941 and also internal concern filed also 11942. Member is still inpatient in hospital. Sent CM Katie Bryan email on this to make sure she is aware of member needing additional help and seems to be very angry about inpatient stay at HHH. Since can not call to HHH to speak to member going to send acknowledgment letter to address on in system since some notes state member is homeless. Sending concern element email marcy.cortez@uhsinc.com at  HHH also to be returned to this writer by 07/08/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
07/16/21-Received response from provider HHH about this and per provider wrong medication was never given and Per Holly Hill Hospital Policy and Procedures this type of occurrence would require a completion of a Healthcare Peer Review (HPR) report for the medication error. No error was found. Per Roberta Morgan Director of Risk Management, “Richard was seen by his therapy team in accordance with his treatment plan and our primary modality of treatment being through group therapy and not individual counseling. Richard, throughout his stay, was seen by a provider, a history and psychiatric evaluation was completed on 6/25/2021. Richard was seen by a provider on 6/27/2021 then again on day of discharge, 6/28/2021. During Richard’s short stay he did not attend or actively participate in Social Work/Therapist group. On 6/25/2021, patient was encouraged to attend group/session but declined. On 6/26/2021, patient was encouraged to attend group/session but declined. On 6/27/2021, patient was encouraged to attend group/session but declined. On 6/28/2021, patient was not present for Recreational Therapy intervention.” The member was discharged per member request and signed a withdrawal after the 72-hour voluntary rule and discharged on 06/28/21. Per all this information this writer agrees that HHH followed their protocols to ensure member safety. Reached out to member via phone with no response. KM Appeals Coordinator
07/19/21- Reached out to member via phone with no answer and left voicemail. Sending resolution letter and closing grievance as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		23

		11942		Kristie White		06/28/2021		Howard		Rachel		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Crisis - Inpatient				Multi-Disability		Adult		Holly Hill Hospital, LLC		1		30443 - CAMPBELL, RICHARD		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		[CID: 584159] Submitting Internal Employee Concern, unclear if grievance with Alliance has been submitted- Currently inpatient at HHH, was admitted on IVC and reports that facility intends on keeping him for a "prolonged period of time", has expressed desire to be transferred to another facility but has been “brushed off”.  Member reports having been there for 5 days and not having seen a doctor or therapist; has not participated in any therapeutic interventions or able to watch TV, has not received meds for physical or mental health needs, reports needing blood pressure meds and anxiety is "through the roof", feels that he will "lose my top" and have a panic attack.  Reports that he was given someone else's meds in error when first admitted on IVC.  Reports that he is "not belligerent or aggressive".  Member has gathered info. on multiple group living environments and has 6 places where he can be admitted, needing internet access to submit payment, was told by a doctor that he may use a laptop but then nurse said there’s no internet access despite another staff printing off listing for him.  Member has filed multiple grievances against HHH (with DHSR mentioned) and now feels that facility is retaliating against him.—R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8292		07/19/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		06/30/21-Per Jiva member is calling to Care Manager Katie Bryan about this issue also. Per Katie Bryan, “Hi Kristie, Is he still at Holly Hill? I was under the impression that he was going to discharge from Holly Hill on Monday, so I attempted to reach him in the community yesterday; however, he did not answer and I had to leave a message. He left me a voicemail from Holly Hill on Monday telling me that he had been there since last Wednesday and had been calling me “incessantly” and that I had not answered—he wanted to know whether or not I ever even work, etc. He then asked me to call him back, but did not leave his patient specific pin number, so I was unable to call him back. He may very well have attempted to reach me before that, but that was the first voicemail I received from him while hospitalized. I reached out to Natalie Boucher, one of our Holly Hill hospital liaisons, and she was able to indicate that it looked like he was scheduled for discharge that day. Unfortunately, we were not alerted of the admission and thus, our liaison was not involved in his inpatient treatment and/or discharge planning because the hospital mistakenly had him listed as Cardinal Medicaid. He did end up calling me back on Monday and was asking about rental assistance. I explained to him that if he has a sustainability plan, we could help him apply for ILI funding. However, he was wanting to discharge to an Oxford House in Wilmington. I had to explain to him that ILI funding through Alliance could only be used for the counties in our catchment area—I told him what counties we cover and he indicated that he didn’t want to stay in any of those counties. He then stated that he had to go take his medication and abruptly got off the phone. I did not hear back from him. I had been trying to get back in touch with him prior to this admission with no success. I our last contacts prior to this admission I had encouraged him to connect to Freedom House for outpatient as he was staying in an Oxford House in Chapel Hill. He reported that he planned to switch his Medicaid to Orange County and wondered what other service providers might be available to him once the switch occurs. I made sure he had Cardinal’s contact number so that he could reach out to inquire, but still encouraged him to connect to Freedom House in the interim and also made sure that he knew about the Carolina Outreach Behavioral Health Urgent Care in Durham if he needed to bridge his meds while in the process of connecting to outpatient treatment. I don’t believe he ever followed through and then ended up back at Holly Hill. 

He did not voice any concerns to me about Holly Hill when he called me on Monday and since our liaison was not involved in the case during this admission, unfortunately I can’t really speak to whether or not any concerns he has expressed about the hospital are substantiated. I’m assuming that the internal concern is against me. Again, I did my best to assist him prior to this admission and he did not follow through. He says that he called me “incessantly” during this admission; however, Monday was the first time I received a voicemail from him and I ended up speaking to him the same day. I looked back through my call history and it looks like I do have two back to back missed calls from that same holly hill number at the end of the day last Friday with no voicemails. Another missed call from that number on Saturday with no voicemail. And then 4 back to back missed calls from him first thing Monday morning with only one voicemail before speaking to him later that day. So I think what he mostly means by calling me now answering when he calls me “incessantly” is that he called me back to back to back hoping I would eventually answer—however, obviously if I was not available at 8:49 am, then there is a good chance that I am unlikely to be available at 8:53 am, 8:59 am, and 9:04 am.  I acquired him from another care coordinator during his last Holly Hill admission after he “fired” her, so I’m not taking it personal that he has likely voiced concerns about me. I know that I have been trying to assist him.
Member has called and filed two grievances 11940 and 11941 and also internal concern filed also 11942. Member is still inpatient in hospital. Sent CM Katie Bryan email on this to make sure she is aware of member needing additional help and seems to be very angry about inpatient stay at HHH. Since can not call to HHH to speak to member going to internal complainant acknowledgment email and starting the concern process. Sending acknowledgement email and sending concern element email to HHH also to be returned to this writer by 07/08/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
07/19/21-Receieved response from HHH that, “In review of the medical record, there is no evidence that the patient received the wrong medications that were not his. Per Holly Hill Hospital Policy and Procedures this type of occurrence would require a completion of a Healthcare Peer Review (HPR) report for the medication error. I was not able to locate any report for this patient for a medication error. In a review of the Medication Administration Record, the patient received his schedule Amlodipine 10mg oral dose once daily for Hypertension on 6/25/2021, 6/27/2021, and 6/28/2021. The Medication Administration Record indicates that the patient refused Amlodipine 10mg dose on 6/26/2021.  During his stay, the patient was compliant with his medications the vast majority of the time.” The member was discharged on 6/27/2021 at 9:40 am a progress note indicated that Richard requested and signed to withdrawal the 72-hour request for discharge on 6/27/2021 at 9:25am and Richard was advised of his scheduled discharge date of 6/28/2021 at 1:30pm. A progress noted written on 6/27/2021 at 6:15pm indicated that patient expressed frustration over discharge housing facility and was to discuss with the social worker. Sending ack/resolution email to internal complainant and closing this internal concern as tracking. KMack Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		21

		11943		Kristie White		06/28/2021		STARTT		JACKIE		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Community Support Team				Mental Health Only		Adult		B & D Integrated Health Services		1		37220 - STARTT, JACKIE		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Member wants to make a grievance on the decision related to her last grievance. She reports that B & D Behavioral Services provided inaccurate information during the investigation. She doesn't understand why her medication Klonopin was stopped by the provider a month ago. She reports extreme anxiety that causes heart palpation. She reports she has been on Klonopin since 2012 until it was discontinued a month ago. She has discussed her issue with the agency.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8300		07/06/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member wants to make a grievance on the decision related to her last grievance. She reports that B & D Behavioral Services provided inaccurate information during the investigation. She doesn't understand why her medication Klonopin was stopped by the provider a month ago. She reports extreme anxiety that causes heart palpation. She reports she has been on Klonopin since 2012 until it was discontinued a month ago. She has discussed her issue with the agency.
Patient: Jackie Startt Patient ID: 37220 DOB: 07/29/1972
06/28/21-Grievance- against B and D; upset about outcome of previous grievance findings (11859). KM Appeals Coordinator
07/06/21-Reached out to Jackie Startt about this grievance and she is seeing another psychiatrist now. She is letting them look at her old records which proves she had anxiety. She is currently going to another provider closer It was untrue about her asking for Xanax from B&D. Member states she did not ask for that medication. They stated they can pull your records from Dr. Davis from 2012. She is upset that she feels B&D lied about this information. She is still getting peer support through B&D and case management from B&D currently and wants to continue with those services only. She is just going to another provider for the medication management that is closer to her home. She does not want me to reach back out to B&D on this issue since she has discussed with them and they helped her get another psychiatrist that can help her with her medication since they can not. Sending member withdrawal letter on what we discussed and closing this grievance as withdrawn per member request. KM Appeals Coordinator		Undetermined-Member wanted to Withdraw Grievance		1		1		1		8

		11944		Kim Ware		06/28/2021		ray		diana		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Service Coordination between providers		Crisis - Inpatient				Multi-Disability		18-20		Vidant Medical Group		1		57283 - MCCULLERS, LUTHANIEL		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		*For recording purposes due to consistent lack of response from OON hospitals*  Member was admitted to Vidant Greenville on 6/24/2021.  I left detailed voicemail messages with Vidant Medical Center Greenville inpatient psychiatric unit social worker Ashley Ware (252-847-9078) requesting discharge updates and offering to assist with discharge planning.  She did not respond to messages.  Member is pending discharge for today or tomorrow, according to the guardian.  Aftercare provider information is unknown at this time.  It would have been benefitted the member to coordinate referral from the hospital to a new provider with a new service rather than initiating from the community.		CORRECTIONS: type changed from grievance to internal; changed complainant name from member's; against changed from other to provider; licensure entered dhsr; NATURE CHANGED FROM QUALITY TO SERVICE COORDINATION		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8281		06/29/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		*For recording purposes due to consistent lack of response from OON hospitals*  Member was admitted to Vidant Greenville on 6/24/2021.  I left detailed voicemail messages with Vidant Medical Center Greenville inpatient psychiatric unit social worker Ashley Ware (252-847-9078) requesting discharge updates and offering to assist with discharge planning.  She did not respond to messages.  Member is pending discharge for today or tomorrow, according to the guardian.  Aftercare provider information is unknown at this time.  It would have been benefitted the member to coordinate referral from the hospital to a new provider with a new service rather than initiating from the community.
LUTHANIEL MCCULLERS   ID: 57283  (DOB: 4/17/2002)
6/29/21 Internal concern entered for tracking purposes regarding out of network provider. Ack/Res emailed. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		1

		11945		Kim Ware		06/28/2021		BARHAM		Janice		Parent		External Stakeholder Concern		Quality of Services		Assertive Community Tx Team				Multi-Disability		Adult		Carolina Outreach, LLC		1		69283 - BARHAM, BENNETT		Black/African American		Not Defined		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Caller is mother of client calling seeking to file a grievance against CO due to quality of services. caller reports that CO triaged client after client being in crisis and then released client stating that client was cleared to be released from CO. Caller reports that client is not well to be released and needs to be inpatient treatment.		CORRECTIONS: DISABILITY CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO MULTI; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO NOT LICENSED; SERVICE TYPE ENTERED ACTT		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8296		07/23/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller is mother of client calling seeking to file a grievance against CO due to quality of services. caller reports that CO triaged client after client being in crisis and then released client stating that client was cleared to be released from CO. Caller reports that client is not well to be released and needs to be inpatient treatment.
BENNETT BARHAM   ID: 69283   (DOB: 9/8/1980)
6/29/21 Call to complainant at number listed (704) 502-6284; complainant is not the guardian, her sister, the member’s aunt is the legal guardian. This writer explained limitation due to HIPAA. Ms. Barham spoke at length regarding her concerns with Carolina Outreach and lack of services and interventions provided. Ms Barham became upset and tearful though conversation. Per her report her son is currently in jail. She reports that she believes that CO did not intervene prior to his arrest and an incident that occurred at a nearby grocery store. She reports that he was arrested for destruction of property and assault on an officer although she had pleaded with the magistrate to have him committed earlier in the week when the landlord reported that he was going door to door knocking on neighbors’ doors. Per her report, when she spoke with CO, she was told that staff went out to see him on that same day but does not believe that they did in that the incident happened early in the day and staff said that he was “ok” at that time. She reports that her son slammed a mirror in the store bathroom at the grocery store “fighting himself” and had to have his hand stitched however she has not seen him and does not know how he is doing.  Ms Barham discussed how this provider was just as bad as the previous provider and was tired of people telling her that she agitates her son. Per her report Carolina Outreach has had multiple staff changes and that the new staff “Stuart does not care and is racist”. Ms Barham went on to tearfully talk about George Floyd and how she fears for her son. She tearfully explained that she just wanted help for her son and that CO was “not doing shit” and that police were not following protocol in that no CIT officer went to the scene. She reports that she and her sister work closely with agencies regarding her son, his treatment and concerns that they have had. She reports that the nurse from the jail called them and let them know that he is isolated on the medical unit. She also reports that she has been in touch with AH TCLI supervisor TJ Hayes who has been helpful and listening to her in regards to housing concerns as well as helped by AH CC Detrick Battle. She reports her issue is with Carolina Outreach. This writer explained next steps although limited in what could be shared with her. Ms. Barham insisted that she is involved and had permission, however, this writer reminded her of the HIPAA limitations. Ms. Barham confirmed mailing address which is her sister’s mailing address for written correspondence. She reports that she has filed before and understands that there is not much that AH can do but that AH needs to know that the agency is “terrible” and that they will “cover up” because they only call or stop by and knock on the door without intervening or actually providing services.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/2/21 Concern Acknowledgment letter mailed to complainant.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/2/21 This writer contacted agency's QM to make them aware of the concern and requested that an internal review be conducted to include actions taken or to be taken to address the concern. Per QM Specialist, J Darden, the information has been forwarded to the appropriate staff for review.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/13/21 Email correspondence received from agency indicating the following: "11945:Per internal review, our ACT team has consistently supported this client and continues to despite the client being in jail. Bennett Barham’s mother has communicated with staff as well and staff has ensured that they are working diligently to support the client. There have been difficulties connecting with the client and family due to canceled visits and no responses. I have attached the most recent non billable notes from staff to show the communication and support provided by the ACT Team." Agency attached documentation indicating coordination of care  with AH staff, jail staff, responding to member's family and attempts in seeing member face to face including attempts at delivering food prior to most recent detention. The agency indicates call to guardian (member's aunt) with no response, speaking to clients mother "who displayed histrionics, accusing team of not doing their job and not caring about client. Blaming team for client arrest and pending eviction". The agency explained attempts to clarify teams schedule, role, efforts and member refusal. The mother believed that the team was suppose to see member 6 days a week. The mother became angry during agency call and hung up. Agency information indicates continued coordination with stakeholders involved.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/23/21 Based on review of information available in JIVA, agency response, continued collaboration and service provision, AH CC involvement, case to be closed. Concern resolution letter to be mailed to complainant. No call to complainant due to previous conversation with limited explanation of steps to be taken by QM and referral to provider and AH CC for member and guardian.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		25

		11946		Hillary Vandewart		06/29/2021		BOOKHART		ROBERT		Provider		External Stakeholder Concern		Quality of Services		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Universal Mental Health Services, Inc.		1		78149 - WEVER, DANIEL		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Caller is calling from A small miracle seeking to file a grievance against Universal. Caller reports that universal told staff at  A small miracle that they did not need to  have a HS diploma to work at Universal. Caller reports that staff to client to Universal for services.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8313		07/22/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller is calling from A Small Miracle seeking to file a grievance against Universal. Caller reports that Universal told staff at A Small Miracle that they did not need to have a HS diploma to work at Universal. Caller reports that staff to client to Universal for services.
PT: Daniel Wever			DOB: 3/26/1990			ID: 78149]
7/1/21
This writer called and spoke with complainant at ext 708 via phone. He confirmed that the concern was that Universal informed a member and mother who was onboarding as a RAP that she did not need a high school diploma. She and the client then went to Universal and thus A Small Miracle lost a client and a RAP/staff. 
This writer requested member’s information and shared concern resolution process. He confirmed it was fine to reach out to provider regarding this concern. 
This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement letter.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
7/16/21
This writer researched Relative as Provider service in Clinical Coverage Policy 8P and confirmed that a “high school diploma or high school equivalency” is required. 
This writer reached out to Care Navigator and Service Integrity Consultant (Mara Wooten and Kim Fien) to get their feedback on the situation. Kim reported that Universal should be able to hire her because she has the diploma, but not the transcript, so therefore since she has the High School Diploma she does meet the qualifications for providing Innovations Waiver Clinical Coverage Policy 8-P services which says  “g. High school diploma or high school equivalency (GED). (p.77)”
This writer then contacted Tracy Frye, QI Director at (828) 759-2228 (Corporate Office) to share concern with her. This writer shared concern details verbally and confirmed her email address to send info. She confirmed that she would look into this right away and would get back with a written response by 7/23.
This writer then composed and sent concern elements via email, tfrye@umhs.net.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
7/22/21
This writer received a response from Ms. Frye (along with documentation of diploma) which can be summarized below:
•	Universal Mental Health Services has not hired this mother.  
•	She was told that Universal would have to receive a diploma and an official verification of the diploma—as well as a background check.
•	At no point was the potential staff told by any Universal employee that she could be hired without having this information in place prior to moving forward in the hiring process.  
•	Diploma has been received, but not an official verification of the diploma. Provider is still working to obtain this. 
Based on provider’s response and associated documentation, this appears to be a non-issue.
This writer received follow up call from provider stating that HR had provided an update that they had received the official verification. She asked if this was needed and this writer stated that it would not be necessary. 
This writer called and LVM with complainant requesting a call back.
This writer then composed and sent resolution letter. No further action required at this time. Any further correspondence from complainant will be documented in follow-up.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Non-Issue		1		1		0		23

		11947		Kim Ware		06/30/2021		NARA		BRENT		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Unity Home Care, Inc.		1		263684 - BENNETT, HARRY		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		1		In-State		Level IV		1		1		Service Consultant made two attempts by phone and email to request Harry Bennett’s service documentation and signed short range goals in order to complete monitoring assessment and verify that goals are in compliance for Harry’s new ISP year. Attempts were made on 6/2 and 6/22. Ms. McLean did send service documentation, but did not send signed short range goals. Service Consultant is unable to complete first quarter monitoring as the result. Service Consultant has informed supervisor and requested for assistance from Provider Networks with resolving this concern.		CORRECTIONS: CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFORMATION FROM MEMBER'S; NATURE CHANGED FROM LME/MCO FUNCTION TO ADMINISTRATIVE; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO DHSR; disability changed from dd only to multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8297		07/07/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Service Consultant made two attempts by phone and email to request Harry Bennett’s service documentation and signed short range goals in order to complete monitoring assessment and verify that goals are in compliance for Harry’s new ISP year. Attempts were made on 6/2 and 6/22. Ms. McLean did send service documentation, but did not send signed short range goals. Service Consultant is unable to complete first quarter monitoring as the result. Service Consultant has informed supervisor and requested for assistance from Provider Networks with resolving this concern.
HARRY BENNET JR.   ID: 263684   (DOB: 2/7/1967)
7/7/21 Based on nature of concern and complainant indication of referral to AH PND, case to be closed and tracked per protocol. Ack/Res emailed to internal complaintn. no further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		7

		11948		Hillary Vandewart		06/30/2021		NARA		BRENT		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Adult		The Loving Home Incorporated		1		281835 - BANKS, TERESA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Cumberland		0		1		In-State		Level IV		1		1		Service Consultant Brent Nara made multiple attempts by phone and email to reach Beverly Curtis and Vincent Williams, QPs at the Loving Home to request quarterly progress notes for the above individuals for the dates 3/1/2021-5/31/2021. Short range goals are needed for Huey Brooks (effective 6/1/2021). Attempts were made on 6/1 and on 6/22. This is in addition to the following documentation requests that are overdue since March 2021, which I include below (most to least recent requests):
•	Jennifer Burkett: Quarterly progress note for 2/1/21-4/30/21
•	Terry Horne: Quarterly progress note for 2/1/21-4/30/21
•	Terry Horne: Signed short range goals (effective 2/1/21)
•	Crystal Burgess : Quarterly progress notes for 1/1/21-3/31/21
•	Crystal Burgess: Signed short range goals effective 1/1/21
•	Becky Shaw: Quarterly progress notes for 1/1/21-3/31/21
•	Sherman Weatherspoon: Quarterly progress notes for 1/1/21-3/31/21
•	Teresa Banks: Quarterly progress notes for 12/1/20-2/28/21
•	Huey Brooks: Quarterly progress notes for 12/1/20-2/28/21
•	Megan Killman: Quarterly progress notes for 12/1/20-2/28/21
•	Jennifer Lockamy: Quarterly progress notes for 12/1/20-2/28/21
•	Terry Horne: Quarterly progress notes for 11/1/20-1/31/21
•	Jennifer Burkett: Quarterly progress notes for 11/1/20-1/31/21
•	Jennifer Burkett: Signed short range goals (effective 11/1/20)
As can be seen, this now makes a full 6 months of a gap in monitoring services, or two quarters. Provider needs to send quarterly progress notes or service grids for members as soon as possible so that quarterly monitoring assessments may be completed.
Service Consultant has informed supervisor and reached out to Provider Networks for assistance with resolving this contractual concern.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Disability to Multi		other		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8301		07/27/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Service Consultant Brent Nara made multiple attempts by phone and email to reach Beverly Curtis and Vincent Williams, QPs at the Loving Home to request quarterly progress notes for the above individuals for the dates 3/1/2021-5/31/2021. Short range goals are needed for Huey Brooks (effective 6/1/2021). Attempts were made on 6/1 and on 6/22. This is in addition to the following documentation requests that are overdue since March 2021, which I include below (most to least recent requests):
•	Jennifer Burkett: Quarterly progress note for 2/1/21-4/30/21
•	Terry Horne: Quarterly progress note for 2/1/21-4/30/21
•	Terry Horne: Signed short range goals (effective 2/1/21)
•	Crystal Burgess: Quarterly progress notes for 1/1/21-3/31/21
•	Crystal Burgess: Signed short range goals effective 1/1/21
•	Becky Shaw: Quarterly progress notes for 1/1/21-3/31/21
•	Sherman Weatherspoon: Quarterly progress notes for 1/1/21-3/31/21
•	Teresa Banks: Quarterly progress notes for 12/1/20-2/28/21
•	Huey Brooks: Quarterly progress notes for 12/1/20-2/28/21
•	Megan Killman: Quarterly progress notes for 12/1/20-2/28/21
•	Jennifer Lockamy: Quarterly progress notes for 12/1/20-2/28/21
•	Terry Horne: Quarterly progress notes for 11/1/20-1/31/21
•	Jennifer Burkett: Quarterly progress notes for 11/1/20-1/31/21
•	Jennifer Burkett: Signed short range goals (effective 11/1/20)
As can be seen, this now makes a full 6 months of a gap in monitoring services, or two quarters. Provider needs to send quarterly progress notes or service grids for members as soon as possible so that quarterly monitoring assessments may be completed. Service Consultant has informed supervisor and reached out to Provider Networks for assistance with resolving this contractual concern.
[SEVERAL MEMBERS INCLUDED]
7/7/21
This writer researched recent internal concerns related to this and determined that PND leadership and Compliance are involved/coordinating next steps. 
This writer sent information to PND Specialist Bill Young for his records. This writer then received a response from Bill stating that Compliance needs to be “fully involved.”
This writer replied inquiring to what extent Compliance had been involved previously and stating that this writer could submit a Compliance Issues form if needed.
This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant.
Bill responded that he believed that Compliance had only been made aware verbally and that he had no knowledge of a Compliance Issues form being filled out. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
7/19/21
This writer completed Compliance Issues Report along with supporting information and submitted to the Compliance Committee for review. This writer will await feedback from Compliance.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
7/27/21
This writer composed and sent resolution letter to internal complainant, advising that matter had been referred to Compliance and that we would provide updates once received. Future correspondence with Compliance/complainant will be included in resolution follow-up. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Undetermined--Referred to Corporate Compliance Committee for review/follow-up		1		1		0		27

		11950		Kim Ware		06/30/2021		WILLIAMS		MARLENE		Parent		External Stakeholder Concern		Administrative Issues		Innovation Services (non-residential)		CLS, SE		Multi-Disability		Adult		A Small Miracle, LLC		1		265308 - WILLIAMS, VICTORIA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Marlene Williams, mother called today to report that the member does not have service hours remaining for today (the last day in the plan year) and she was told she would have to use respite for today. Ms. Williams states that they do not use over the allotted hours in a week and feels perhaps there was a miscalculation with the units billed. She would like this looked into to see what happened to the CLS and SE hours that left the member short for the plan year to make sure this does not continue to happen. Ms. Williams states that this is not the first time this has been a concern.		CORRECTIONS: COMPLAINANT NAME CHANGED FROM MEMBER'S; type changed from grievance to external stakeholder; source changed from family member to parent; disability changed from dd only to multi;nature changed from access to administrative; licensure changed from unknown to not licensed		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8302		07/27/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Marlene Williams, mother called today to report that the member does not have service hours remaining for today (the last day in the plan year) and she was told she would have to use respite for today. Ms. Williams states that they do not use over the allotted hours in a week and feels perhaps there was a miscalculation with the units billed. She would like this looked into to see what happened to the CLS and SE hours that left the member short for the plan year to make sure this does not continue to happen. Ms. Williams states that this is not the first time this has been a concern.
VICTORIA WILLIAMS  ID: 265308   (DOB: 6/8/1983)
7/1/21 Call to number listed (910) 489-0647; left vm message.(KWARE,QAA)
7/7/21 Call to complainant; no answer; vm message did not indicate complainant’s name; left message for complainant requesting return call. Information available indicates that the father is the legal guardian. This writer is unable to confirm if the mother/complainant is guardian as well. This writer reached out to AH CN Daisy Calhoun in regards to the guardianship questions. Per her response the father is the guardian. Concern Acknowledgment letter mailed to address listed.(K.WARE,QAA
7/16/21 Call to complainant. She explained that she is the mother and that the father is the guardian. This writer explained the role of QM, next steps and how the case will be handled in that she is considered an external stakeholder (ie HIPAA). This writer contacted agency candace.mondragon@asmallmiraclellc.com (Program Director) to inquire regarding correct contact person for concern.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/20/21 Per response, the member is served out of the Goldsboro office. The information was forwarded by Ms. Mondragon to the Program Director of that office, Oliva Fredrick for review and response. Ms Frederick plans to follow up with this writer with internal review results.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/27/21 This writer received email correspondence indicating agency internal review of the matter. Per agency review, the member had not exceeded the weekly approved hours, however, there was not enough authorized units to cover the last day of the year based on the mother’s weekly schedule that she developed. The AH care navigator added additional hours in the budget to cover the extra day. “ The mother is correct that they have not exceeded the weekly approved hours for CLS nor SE. I have enclosed a spreadsheet showing the time records for CLS and SE throughout the ISP year, 7/1/2020-6/30/2021. The spreadsheet will confirm that the weekly utilized hours were not exceeded nor was there any miscalculations with the units billed. It will also show that every available hour/unit was utilized within the year. You will see that 7/1/2020-6/30/2021 covers a span of 53 weeks. When calculated, there were 52 weeks and 1 day. It is my understanding that the calculations for annual authorizations are to multiply the number of calendar weeks (standard of 52) by the number of weekly hours.  Since we had 52 weeks plus 1 day for this ISP year, there was not enough authorized units to cover the last day of the year. 

Per our QP’s report, during the ISP plan meeting, the care navigator added an additional 25 hours of Respite in the budget to account for this type of scenario, as it has occurred in the past, as mom mentioned in her concern. Also, per QP report, Respite was added because her budget would not allow for additional CLS. Unfortunately, this ISP year will yield the same issue with regards to the number of weeks in the calendar year from 7/1/21-6/30/22 (52 weeks plus 1 day). Based on the current schedule for 7/1/21-6/30/22, we will need 12 additional hours of CLS to cover 6/30/22. All authorized CLS units will be exhausted on 6/29/22, if we follow the weekly schedule developed by the mother.” The agency has indicated that in order to prevent any confusion regarding the use of hours, they plan to review each service auth upon receipt and compare the weekly units:  “In an effort to prevent the perception of miscalculations of hours, we will review each service authorization upon receipt and compare the weekly units to the proposed weekly schedule for the entire year. This will give the QP an advanced view of whether there are enough units to cover the full authorized date range and adequate time to discuss any shortages with the client/family and care navigator.” It appears that the agency has reviewed the matter during an ISP plan meeting including the QP and AH CN and are planning ahead for this plan year. It appears that the agency has followed protocol and the one day short was due to adherence to the mother’s requested scheduling and the number of weeks in the calendar year. The agency has indicated that they plan to have the agency’s Client Advocacy Representative to follow up with complainant to address any additional concerns she may have. Based on agency response, documentation submitted regarding utilization as well as actions taken and follow up actions to be taken, case to be closed.  The agency has followed protocol as well as coordinated efforts. The guardian will be referred to continue to work with AH CN and agency in regards to concerns in concern resolution letter mailed to complainant.(K.WARE,QAA)		nonissue- agency has followed protocol		1		1		0		27

		11951		Hillary Vandewart		06/30/2021		Cook		Colleen		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Intensive In-home Services				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Hope Services, LLC		1		403484 - SCOTT, KAYLEE		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Please use "UM staff" when reaching out to provider.  Member was authorized for IIH services for 100 units from 7/2020 - 1/12/2021.  Provider has continued to serve member in IIH services until the present without an authorization. CM communicated with UM supervisor, Karen Ogg, as there are COVID flexibilities in place (https://medicaid.ncdhhs.gov/blog/2020/04/16/special-bulletin-covid-19-46-behavioral-health-service-flexibilities) but it is not clear how long at reauth is for IIH without a MN review by UM staff.  CM is doing a QOC as instructed by supervisor. Colleen Cook, LCMHC, NCC, 6/30/2021		CORRECTIONS: Changed Nature of Issue to Auth/Payment/Billing		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8298		07/02/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Please use "UM staff" when reaching out to provider.  Member was authorized for IIH services for 100 units from 7/2020 - 1/12/2021.  Provider has continued to serve member in IIH services until the present without an authorization. CM communicated with UM supervisor, Karen Ogg, as there are COVID flexibilities in place (https://medicaid.ncdhhs.gov/blog/2020/04/16/special-bulletin-covid-19-46-behavioral-health-service-flexibilities) but it is not clear how long at reauth is for IIH without a MN review by UM staff.  CM is doing a QOC as instructed by supervisor. Colleen Cook, LCMHC, NCC, 6/30/2021
[PT: Kaylee Scott				DOB: 8/9/11				ID: 403484]
7/2/21
This writer emailed Tanya Held, SIU/Compliance for case consult. She shared that “As long as the flexibilities are in place, providers can serve members without reauthorization (for those serviced with re-auth waived in Bulletin #46). We are waiting on guidance from the State on when to lift the flexibilities and begin requiring re-authorizations.
Based on this feedback, provider can continue serving member without reauthorization. This writer composed and sent ack/res email to internal complainant. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Non-Issue		1		1		0		2

		11952		Hillary Vandewart		06/30/2021		PUCKETT		Maurice		Guardian		Grievance		Quality of Services		Crisis - Inpatient				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		SBH-Raleigh, LLC dba Strategic Behavioral Center - Garner		1		703161 - PUCKETT, KHRISTIAN		Black/African American		H= Hispanic, Other		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Father calling to express concerns about services in Strategic Behavioral Health.  Son has been in Strategic twice over past 4 months, been to Bryn Marr, not happy with services at Strategic, Bipolar Disorder and ADHD, needs inpatient care, feels like services are like a revolving door, history of med noncompliance, verbal threats, takes medications in addition to the ones being prescribed (endangering himself), plays with fire in garage., threatens with knives.  Son has had multiple enhanced services, needs inpatient care.  Caller is concerned that Strategic is not taking his concerns seriously.  His most recent therapist has not even taken a thorough history and is not informed., she has been calling father prior to looking at history.  He has not been properly evaluated.    Rich Resnick LCAS		CORRECTIONS: Updated Provider Info/Service Type		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8339		07/30/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Father calling to express concerns about services in Strategic Behavioral Health. Son has been in Strategic twice over past 4 months, been to Bryn Marr, not happy with services at Strategic, Bipolar Disorder and ADHD, needs inpatient care, feels like services are like a revolving door, history of med noncompliance, verbal threats, takes medications in addition to the ones being prescribed (endangering himself), plays with fire in garage, threatens with knives. Son has had multiple enhanced services, needs inpatient care. Caller is concerned that Strategic is not taking his concerns seriously. His most recent therapist has not even taken a thorough history and is not informed, she has been calling father prior to looking at history. He has not been properly evaluated. Rich Resnick LCAS
[PT: Khristian Puckett			DOB: 12/15/2005			ID: 703161]
7/7/21
This writer called and left generic VM requesting a call back.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
7/8/21
This writer contacted grievant via phone and spoke to him in detail regarding his concerns. He reported that the biggest issue was that the therapist was extremely rude and unprofessional/condescending (Lakesha). She was never clear regarding discharge planning. 
Mr. Puckett had expressed concerns to her regarding Khristian not taking his meds and how this led to hospitalizations. She advised that inpatient may be recommended. She stated that they could discuss this with him the next day in a family session. During the family session, she did not bring up inpatient possibility and instead asked Khristian why he was there and then asked Mr. Puckett was his concerns were. He reiterated his concerns about Khristian not taking meds and she then stated “he can refuse” in front of member which was concerning to him, made the situation worse. Didn’t think it was appropriate for her to be saying that in front of a minor. After he pointed this out, she “blew up” and the conversation went left. He asked if he could speak to her supervisor and she stated she would have the CEO call him. This never occurred. 
That evening, he received a call from his son asking if he was going to come pick him up and learned that apparently he was “discharged” without saying anything to him. At this point, he wanted to speak with a doctor regarding the possibility of an injectable. The next day, the therapist called him and asked “why is he still here?” and he stated that no one called him or informed him about the discharge. He also requested to speak with a doctor, which he was eventually able to. Doctor shared that he could go on an injectable after he was discharged (they didn’t have the meds at the facility). 
CPS then contacted Mr. Puckett because the therapist called CPS stating he was refusing to pick up Khristian. He never said he wouldn’t was just waiting on a date/time, and also wanted to ensure that a discharge plan was in place (this didn’t happen the last time he was discharged). 
Mr. Puckett stated that Khristian was home and everything was ok, but that this experience was extremely unpleasant. This writer thanked him for sharing and confirmed that we could reach out to provider/also confirmed mailing address.
This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement letter. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
7/19/21
This writer recently confirmed that SBH Garner has a new QI and Compliance Director, Qadriyyah Joyner, who coordinates internal reviews. This writer spoke with Qadriyya via phone and sent internal concern information to her directly via email with a deadline of 7/26. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
7/27/21
This writer received a request from Qadriyyah for an extension until Friday, 7/30. This writer responded that an extension was possible, but the latest we could receive a response would be 7/29. She agreed and thanked this writer for the extension.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
7/30/21
This writer received a response from the provider which can be summarized below:
•	Member was admitted on 6/19. Therapist completed psychosocial assessment on 6/22 and father requested referrals be made for residential treatment. Therapist contact previous support services for referral information. Easter Seals indicated that services were terminated due to father declining recommendations. 
•	Therapist completed a family session on 6/29 with father and member. Discussed boundaries, safety planning, etc. Father became agitated and requested to speak to CEO or Dr. 
•	Therapist and Dr. spoke to father on 7/1 to discuss discharge at 10am on 7/2. 
•	Therapist stated that it was a patient’s right to refuse medications during a conversation about him being compliant at the hospital. 
•	CEO attempted to call father on 6/29 at 5:55pm and 6:57pm and on 6/30 at 9:30am. CEO could not leave a message.
•	Mr. Puckett was given a discharge date by therapist on 6/29 for a 6/30 discharge and father hung up on therapist. Father spoke to therapist on 6/30 and was given discharge information. He never picked up member. On 7/1, therapist reported to Wake County DSS that he did not pick up member from scheduled discharge. 
•	Mr. Puckett spoke to Dr. and therapist on 7/1, discharge on 7/2 at 10am were discussed.
•	Per review of documentation, Strategic determined that they did communicate thoroughly re discharge plan, but did identify some areas of improvement/follow-up actions:
o	Discharge communication to families from therapist will be documented in chart as a discharge planning contact note separate from family session note.
o	Discharges where families and/or guardians are not in agreement with treatment team recommendations or discharge plan will be brought to the DCS, CNO, or CEO for guidance and or family contact.
o	Discharges for next day will be discussed in leadership meeting daily and follow up on as needed. 
Based on the provider’s response, they were unable to substantiate any wrongdoing; however, they are still putting into place some parameters to improve communication with parents especially when there are disagreements regarding discharge planning. Leadership to be more involved in communications and planning. 
Based on this response, this writer plans to resolve grievance.
This writer contacted grievant by phone at 984-528-0743 and shared provider’s feedback with him. He reiterated that the main issue was the conversation with Lakesha that the member could refuse medications and stated that he is “dealing with the backlash” from that. This writer shared that provider did acknowledge this conversation and that we had shared his feedback that he felt this was inappropriate for an impressionable and unstable child. He stated that he just wanted to get this point across. This writer asked if he still wanted to hear from the CEO and he stated that would not be necessary.  This writer thanked him for the feedback and he thanked this writer for the call. 
This writer composed and sent resolution letter. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		30
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		11953		Kim Ware		07/01/2021		Ellis		Lucinda		Guardian		Grievance		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Residential Services (include Innovations)		Level II Therapeutic Foster Care (TFC)		Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Pinnacle Family Services of North Carolina, LLC		1		698912 - GARVIN, DEMARIO		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		1		In-State		Therapeutic Foster Care		0		1		See Attached
Re: Demario Garvin
DOB: 06/28/2010
Patient ID #: 698912
Alliance Health MHSUD CC Jillian Knight received report from Demario’s guardian, his great aunt Lucinda Ellis on 7/1/2021 via phone (919-520-0270) that member had not been sitting on his bottom since he returned to her home on 6/28/2021. Guardian stated that member reported to her daughter (age 30), who also lives in the home, and then to the guardian that “when he was in Ms. Brandy Evans’ home” with Pinnacle Family Services, “her son raped him from the time he started staying there until the time he went to the hospital”. Guardian further reported member stated that the foster parent “heard him screaming when he was being raped but did not do anything about it”. Guardian reported she believes the son is 38 years old. CC assessed if guardian had contacted the police or Pinnacle Family Services and she reported she had not. Writer encouraged guardian to make a police report and she reported she planned to after she obtained the address of the foster parent from member’s current IIH QP Katie Larrimore with Community Support Agency. Member was in this foster placement from 6/2/2021 to 6/9/2021. CC spoke with IIH QP Katie Larrimore (910-918-1672) who indicated guardian made the same report to her and she reported she made a CPS report to Duplin County CPS, where the foster home is located. She also reported she would be informing the guardian that she can make a CPS report as well and Katie would also be contacting Pinnacle Family Services TFC Coordinator Elizabeth Dori 248-703-9031. 
CC spoke with guardian again on 7/2/2021 and recommend member be seen urgently by a primary care provider to be evaluated for physical injuries. Guardian agreed she would contact Capital Pediatrics to request he be seen as soon as possible. CC assessed if guardian had made a police report or a report to CPS. She reported she had not made either report but planned to make both reports today 7/2/2021. CC assessed if guardian had contacted Pinnacle Family Services to discuss the allegation with them and she reported she had not contacted Pinnacle because, “they are just going to protect their workers.” Guardian gave CC permission to use her name and member’s name when discussing the allegation with the provider. 
CC attempted to contact Pinnacle TFC Coordinator Elizabeth Dori on 7/2/2021 who had left CC a voicemail after hours on 7/1/2021 letting CC know she wanted to make sure CC was aware of the allegation member made. CC left a voicemail for Elizabeth requesting a return call and will continue to attempt to make contact with the provider.

Jillian Knight, LMFT
MHSUD Care Coordinator 
Alliance Health 
984-260-6228				Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8303		07/30/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		See Attached Re: Demario Garvin DOB: 06/28/2010 Patient ID #: 698912 Alliance Health MHSUD CC Jillian Knight received report from Demario’s guardian, his great aunt Lucinda Ellis on 7/1/2021 via phone (919-520-0270) that member had not been sitting on his bottom since he returned to her home on 6/28/2021. Guardian stated that member reported to her daughter (age 30), who also lives in the home, and then to the guardian that “when he was in Ms. Brandy Evans’ home” with Pinnacle Family Services, “her son raped him from the time he started staying there until the time he went to the hospital”. Guardian further reported member stated that the foster parent “heard him screaming when he was being raped but did not do anything about it”. Guardian reported she believes the son is 38 years old. CC assessed if guardian had contacted the police or Pinnacle Family Services and she reported she had not. Writer encouraged guardian to make a police report and she reported she planned to after she obtained the address of the foster parent from member’s current IIH QP Katie Larrimore with Community Support Agency. Member was in this foster placement from 6/2/2021 to 6/9/2021. CC spoke with IIH QP Katie Larrimore (910-918-1672) who indicated guardian made the same report to her and she reported she made a CPS report to Duplin County CPS, where the foster home is located. She also reported she would be informing the guardian that she can make a CPS report as well and Katie would also be contacting Pinnacle Family Services TFC Coordinator Elizabeth Dori 248-703-9031. CC spoke with guardian again on 7/2/2021 and recommend member be seen urgently by a primary care provider to be evaluated for physical injuries. Guardian agreed she would contact Capital Pediatrics to request he be seen as soon as possible. CC assessed if guardian had made a police report or a report to CPS. She reported she had not made either report but planned to make both reports today 7/2/2021. CC assessed if guardian had contacted Pinnacle Family Services to discuss the allegation with them and she reported she had not contacted Pinnacle because, “they are just going to protect their workers.” Guardian gave CC permission to use her name and member’s name when discussing the allegation with the provider. CC attempted to contact Pinnacle TFC Coordinator Elizabeth Dori on 7/2/2021 who had left CC a voicemail after hours on 7/1/2021 letting CC know she wanted to make sure CC was aware of the allegation member made. CC left a voicemail for Elizabeth requesting a return call and will continue to attempt to make contact with the provider. Jillian Knight, LMFT MHSUD Care Coordinator Alliance Health 984-260-6228
DEMARIO GARVIN   ID: 698912   (DOB: 6/28/2010)
7/8/21 This writer made call and spoke with Jillian Knight, AH MH/SUD Care coordinator regarding the matter for update and clarification of information entered. Per her report, she has spoken with the member’s IIH lead who indicates filing report with CPS in Duplin County and follow up with Pinnacle. This writer indicated that review of information available does not indicate that an Incident Report was filed. Per Ms. Knight, the TFC Coordinator reports that the agency has reported working on the Pinnacle Incident report for submission on Friday 7/2/21. Ms Knight reports that the member is currently with the guardian, that the guardian previously did not want him at the home, however, after the allegations report that she does not want him in foster care. DSS is involved as well as care coordination and the IIH provider. Ms Knight reports that she is unable to confirm if the guardian filed a police report or CPS as recommended. This writer explained next steps to Ms. Knight and confirmed the complainant’s contact number and address. Per her report the complainant is wheelchair bound and at times does not respond to voicemail or phone calls right away but weeks later. The guardian’s daughter is at the home and provides support. CC plans to continue to remain involved with the case, coordinating services, etc…This writer made call and spoke with AH QAA Jessica Killette in collaboration regarding Incident Reporting. No report has been filed to date, however, she will continue to monitor the matter and explained that the IIH agency would be responsible for the report. This writer made call to complainant; left voicemail message. Acknowledgment letter mailed to complainant.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/12/21 Call to complainant ; no response; left vm message.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/19/21 Review of information available indicates confirmation of CPS report filed. Also indicates that effective 7/11/21 member was admitted to the hospital and is currently inpatient at HHH. CC is involved in the case. Call to complainant; voicemailbox full. Review of IRIS indicates no report submitted.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/21/21 Due to the nature of the concern, this writer contacted agency Director of Corporate Services, Sharon Artis and left message with person answering the phone requesting call back regarding incident reporting and grievance. This writer emailed Ms Artis to request same -sharon.artis@pinnaclefamilyservices.org. This writer received response from Ms Artis indicating that Debbie Womack would be contacting this writer.
This writer received a call from Ms Womack and spoke at length regarding the matter. Per her report   the agency was not responsible for the IRIS report, however, per protocol, cease all referral to the TFC until the CPS investigation has been completed and they were notified of the results. Call to complainant, no response.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/30/21 This writer made call and spoke directly to guardian. The guardian was very vague in responses to questions asked. This writer explained the purpose of call and steps taken. This writer inquired if she had received any follow up from CPS. The complainant's response was "everything has been taken care of". This writer inquired if she had been in touch with AH CC and new provider of IIH. Complainant confirmed. This writer contacted Community Support Agency, Katie Larrimore to request that the agency's internal review. Ms Larrimore reports that as soon the agency was made aware of the allegation, a report was filed with Duplin county, then Sampson county to ensure that the correct DSS county was notified. Per her report an interagency report was filed. Based on CPS report, AH CC involvement, and agency notification and response, case to be considered RESOLVED and CLOSED. Any subsequent correspondence received to be noted.(K.WARE,QAA)		UNDETERMINED- CPS report was filed by agency		1		1		0		29

		11954		Hillary Vandewart		07/02/2021		FOSTER		MOYA		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Residential Services (include Innovations)		PRTF		Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		SBH-Wilmington, LLC dba Carolina Dunes Behavioral Health		1		301829 - CRUZTYLER, CECILIA		White		H= Hispanic, Other		Female		Wake		0		1		In-State		PRTF		0		0		In consultation with Nikeya Cole (Care Management/Liaison PRTF), this writer learned that the DSS Guardian was seeking a lateral PRTF transfer due to concerns at this facility.  The member continued to engage in self-injurious behavior in the PRTF and was reportedly not stepped up to acute care (though acute level services are available on-site).  She lost access to her evidence-based treatment (TF-CBT) when her therapist quit.  It was reported that 4 therapists quit from this PRTF in one month and the Clinical Director is covering in meetings while trying to re-fill positions.  The environment is described as chaotic with fighting which is said to trigger and impede the member's ability to benefit from a therapeutic environment.
These concerns (turnover, loss of Evidence Based Treatment, lack of evidence of consideration for stepping youth up to acute when indicated, and fighting/chaotic environment) are a pattern.  Please share concerns with Executive level personnel such as Dr. Melcher, Sean, Dr. Middendorf, and Dr. Mankad.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Disability to MH Only		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8304		07/26/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		In consultation with Nikeya Cole (Care Management/Liaison PRTF), this writer learned that the DSS Guardian was seeking a lateral PRTF transfer due to concerns at this facility.  The member continued to engage in self-injurious behavior in the PRTF and was reportedly not stepped up to acute care (though acute level services are available on-site).  She lost access to her evidence-based treatment (TF-CBT) when her therapist quit.  It was reported that 4 therapists quit from this PRTF in one month and the Clinical Director is covering in meetings while trying to re-fill positions.  The environment is described as chaotic with fighting which is said to trigger and impede the member's ability to benefit from a therapeutic environment.
These concerns (turnover, loss of Evidence Based Treatment, lack of evidence of consideration for stepping youth up to acute when indicated, and fighting/chaotic environment) are a pattern.  Please share concerns with Executive level personnel such as Dr. Melcher, Sean, Dr. Middendorf, and Dr. Mankad.
[PT: Cecilia Cruztyler				DOB: 9/19/08				ID: 301829]
7/9/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
7/13/21
This writer staffed case with supervisor, Todd Parker, Incident and Grievance Manager, and inquired as to how best to proceed. Todd advised that, due to the nature of the concern, and the concerns from the medical team about a pattern, this writer should compile issues and sent to Todd. Todd will then compose and sent letter to SBH leadership requesting a response to each issue.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
7/19/21
This writer summarized recent concerns and sent to Todd for his review/to be sent to Audrey Wallace, Risk Manager for their review and response.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
7/21/21
This writer was copied on letter sent to Audrey Wallace. Letter requested a response by 8/11.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
7/22/21
This writer discussed next steps with Todd. He advised that this could be closed based on letter being sent for in-depth review of issues. He will share provider’s response with CQR team.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
7/26/21
This writer sent resolution letter to Dr. Foster explaining how concern was being handled. This writer will close case and include future correspondence from provider and CQR in resolution follow-up. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Undetermined--In-depth action plan requested from provider by 8/11, this will be shared with CQR committee for review and potential follow-up		1		1		0		24

		11955		Hillary Vandewart		07/04/2021		MCCLURE		TERESA		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Other		Enhanced Supportive Housing		Mental Health Only		Adult		Resources for Human Development, Inc.		1		90056 - MCCLURE, TERESA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		1		In-State		Other		1		1		Reports current manager of the housing where she is staying (Angela – RHD) has been disrespectful toward her, and refused to give her an apartment that had been assigned to her. Reports the person she talked to would not let her talk to their manager. Reports this person also “took a swing at me” when she was in her previous apartment. She also reports issues with the bathtub in the apartment, and the lock on the bedroom door. Caller also reports concerns about how they are managing her money.		CID 585072		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8305		07/31/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Reports current manager of the housing where she is staying (Angela – Resources for Human Development) has been disrespectful toward her, and refused to give her an apartment that had been assigned to her. Reports the person she talked to would not let her talk to their manager. Reports this person also “took a swing at me” when she was in her previous apartment. She also reports issues with the bathtub in the apartment, and the lock on the bedroom door. Caller also reports concerns about how they are managing her money.
[PT: Teresa McClure				DOB: 3/19/62				ID: 90056]
7/9/21
This writer contacted grievant by phone at 347-931-1282. This writer listened as grievant listed issues with RHD. She reported that the manager when she first moved was Jonathan and that he was really good at his job.
She does not like the new manager, Angela. She reported that she was “skeptical” of her right away because of the way she carried herself and the way she was dressed. 
She reported Angela put her down and made smart remarks at her. She stated that she swung at her and this caused her to hit her head. She stated she has been in the hospital since Monday. 
She then went on to describe concerns about her apartment. She stated that the dumpster is right next to her apartment and she heard someone get shot. She doesn’t like her next door neighbor. 
She stated that her apartment wasn’t finished and she couldn’t take a shower in the apartment. This writer shared with her that I would look into her grievance and she asked me not to say anything about the gunshot. She stated that she doesn’t have a way to get mail right now and preferred I call her. This writer told her I would contact RHD and would get back to her via phone with more info. This writer also shared that it appeared a CC referral had been made (via review of most recent Jiva note). She thanked this writer. 
No acknowledgement letter sent due to request of member.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst  
7/12/21
This writer received VM from Ms. McClure stating that she needed to speak with me more and was calling from a different number. This writer was unable to hear her clearly in message and could not decipher a call-back number. This writer attempted to reach her at previous number and it was disconnected.
This writer then researched within Alpha and found a different number she had called from today, 347-931-1783. This writer tried to reach her at that number. It was also disconnected. This writer will await a call back from the grievant. 
This writer noted member’s dx include Schizophrenia, paranoid type. It appears that she may be enrolled in the Enhanced Supported Housing program with RHD. 
This writer received call from Ms. McClure and she again stated concerns about her apartment. She stated that the window won’t lock and she can’t take a shower, there are smells coming from the trash. She was supposed to be in apartment 4, etc. She mentioned having a run-in with another staff this morning, Reggie, and she stated that he started “walking up on her.” She reported that they were asking her for papers from the hospital and she stated that she would have to sign a release for them to get access to this. She again discussed Angela and how the doctor told her not to be around her. 
This writer explained the grievance resolution process again and told her that this process could take up to 30 days and that I didn’t have any updates since Friday when we spoke last. This writer assured her that I would let her know once I had more information. She then stated someone had gotten to her house to give her a ride and needed to go.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
7/14/21
This writer received several calls from Ms. McClure calling from an anonymous number between 8am and 8:30am. This writer spoke with Ms. McClure briefly and she inquired as to whether or not I could assist with moving her from her apartment. This writer explained again the role of QM and that our process was to gather information from consumers/providers and try to work towards a resolution and that the process could take up to 30 days. She became very upset and continued to talk about her neighbors buying drugs and being “crackheads” and having to do with a murder. She again spoke about how staff Jonathan told her she could have Apt 4 and that Angela moved her to a different apartment and is lying. This writer attempted to inquire if there was any way that I could contact her as I looked into these concerns as she did not provide a mailing address and her phone number was now disconnected. She stated that she would not be providing me any information and didn’t want to speak with this writer anymore. She stated that she would have her lawyer contact me and I could speak to him and then ended the call.
This writer shared this interaction with supervisor, Todd Parker, Incident and Grievance Manager, via email.
This writer reviewed Jiva notes for update relating to CC referral. This writer noted that Kimberli Johnson, CC Supervisor, made a note stating that she would follow up with member. This writer then followed up with Kimberli via email to share concerns about member’s stability and issue with no contact info. Kimberli replied stating that it would be fine to share her contact information with the member: Kimberli Johnson, Care Coordination, (919) 651-8816.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
7/19/21
This writer contacted Devona Vanlue, QA contact with RHD, to share concern details with her via phone: 215-951-0300 Ext. 3000—left voicemail requesting a call back. This writer then tried Devona’s cell phone (267-788-8924) and was able to get through to her. This writer informed her that we had received a grievance from a member and asked if she was still the appropriate contact for this. She stated that she was at the moment, but did mention that RHD is going through restructuring at this time and this was only temporary. This writer thanked her for letting me know and confirmed email address for the information to be sent. She confirmed and this writer sent info to devona.vanlue@rhd.org with a response deadline of 7/26.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
7/21/21
This writer received a VM from Ms. McClure again stating that she doesn’t have a phone but that she “wants to know what was done” about her grievance. She stated she would call back later.
This writer was assigned a duplicative grievance filed today by this grievant, #11919. Grievance summary pasted below:
CID 587542 Consumer requests to file a grievance regarding RHD. Consumer has been in and out of the hospital. She is currently on medications which are helping with symptoms, denies si/hi, no a/vh. Angela at RHA does not like her, she is not responsive to her needs and placed her in an inadequate apartment (raggedy). current address is 1711 Gunter Apt 2, Durham, she has no mailbox, she is not able to take a shower, garbage smells through the air conditioner, she knows this is a bad area. She asked for her money back, she tripped over a bag when she was having an altercation with Angela. Caller stated she has filed a grievance previously. Her area is known to be a "bad" area and consumer is not receiving help to move.
Due to the duplicative nature of this grievance and following a discussion with supervisor, this grievance was withdrawn and is to be included in original grievance, #11955.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
7/26/21
Member left voicemail with this writer as well as supervisor inquiring about her grievance and stating she hasn’t gotten any follow-up. Unfortunately, member continues to call from anonymous number and does not have a working phone number. Additionally, member was told by this writer that grievance resolution process can take up to 30 days. This writer will await feedback from provider that can be shared with member once able to connect via phone.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
7/27/21
This writer received a call from Ms. McClure and spoke with her about her concerns. She stated that she received a letter from “Angela” stating that RHD can no longer meet her needs and she needs a higher level of care. She has 60 days to find new housing. 
She went on to state that Angela doesn’t know her and that she didn’t do anything to cause trouble. She mentioned someone named Reva stating that she would help her find a place. She continued to discuss other residents of building and state that she doesn’t know them. 
She referred back to previous manager, Jonathan Hall, who she states she never had issues with. She reported that she wants to get a restraining order against Angela. She doesn’t mind working with Reggie and Reva but won’t work with anyone else. 
This writer then explained to her that I was still waiting on the provider’s response and that I hoped to have a response from them later this week. We decided that she could call around 9am on Thursday for an update. 
This writer also tried to explain that Care Coordination had tried to reach her at her old phone number and that she could contact Kimberli Johnson directly to learn more about Care Coordination and what resources she could be connected to. She agreed. This writer asked if she could give her direct number that she has been calling from and she agreed but asked this writer not to share it with anyone (929-412-3873). This writer encouraged her to leave that number on Kimberli’s VM. 
This writer also followed up with provider via email to request an update.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
7/28/21
This writer received a response from the provider, along with supporting documentation, which can be summarized below:
•	The ESH Program had recently undergone changes, including a new program manager, Angela.
•	The individuals who live in the apartments located on Hudson Ave. had to move because the apartment complex was sold while RHD’s lease period was ending the new owners decided not to renew the lease. RHD then had 60 days to share this info with the individuals in the program, locate 12 apartments, acquire movers, etc.
•	Member was admitted to the program in March 2021 and moved into an apartment with the support of a male program manager. In late May, she was informed that she had to move and that the original Program Manager was no longer with RHD. She was worried about moving to an unknown location and was also apprehensive that the new Program Manager was a woman due to past experiences working with women.
•	She met the Program Manager (Angela) and moved on the same day (7/2). She was not pleased with the new apartment because she was previously told she would move to apartment 4 (on second floor). This apartment was found to not have running water, so she was moved to apartment 2 instead.
•	All of her concerns with apartment 2 have been reported to the property management company and concerns have yet to be resolved. Bathtub works, but there may be issues with showerhead.
•	Progress Notes were provided between 6/24 and 7/13:
o	6/24: Member expressed anxiety about moving. She expressed concerns about who would be living in the apartment building. She was told that the acting program manager would be coming and wanted to meet her. Member refused and stated she did not work well with females. 
o	6/30: Member expressed that she did not want to move to the same building as 2 of the people (women) who were moving there. Staff suggested that she keep an open mind. Member reported that if they mess with her she will “knock them out” and defend herself. 
o	7/2: Member was upset that movers had not moved her yet and felt that they were moving the white people before her. Staff explained to her that movers started at the bottom floor and worked their way up. She then voiced her concerns about the women who were moving into the same apartment building and stated again that she would knock them out if she needed to protect herself. 
o	7/2 Cont’d: First (and only) meeting with Angela, Program Manager—Angela processed with her why she had to move to a different apartment than the one she was initially supposed to move into. Member became irate and cursed at the staff, threw her remote against her living room table, and threatened to assault her. Staff asked her to refrain from getting in her personal space. Member accused staff of setting her up and favoring the white clients over her. During ride to apartment, she communicated that if it was ten years ago, the staff would be laid out in the parking area and that she would damage the apartment over the weekend. She accused staff of talking about her to the movers. 
o	7/5: Member reported being upset about being placed in a different apartment. She expressed her multiple concerns (shower, ants, bedroom window not locking, odor from dumpster) and staff wrote down maintenance requests. She then complained about her chest hurting. She then started talking about the move and that she was going to knock out the program manager because she doesn’t like her. Staff encouraged her to hang up and call 911 to get seen for chest pain and she agreed. 
o	7/5 Cont’d: Member reported to staff that she was at Duke Regional Hospital because she had a stroke. Again she reported being upset about moving into the wrong apartment and threatened to harm the program manager at times during the conversation with staff. 
o	7/9: Member called staff Reggie from hospital and requested she be picked up. He explained that he would not be able to pick her up and suggested that she have the hospital arrange for her to get transportation to her apartment. She began to get upset and stated that RHD had been changing since they brought in Angela to replace John and stated she knew she was going to have problems with her. He explained that he had scheduled appointments and this had nothing to do with Angela. She then stated that she was going to sue RHD and continued to speak negatively about Angela.
o	7/12: Member approached staff (Reggie) and used a racial slur at him. Again, she began talking about Angela and stating she was going to get her fired. Staff canceled appointment for the day because of her behavior.
o	7/13: Member called Reggie and asked if he could pick her up from Duke Regional because she had been to the emergency room to be seen. He explained that he had scheduled appointments and should have hospital arrange transportation. She stated that is not right and that staff was changing and it was because of Angela and she was going to get her fired. Member hung up with staff while he was talking. 
•	Provider also gave documentation showing texts and emails with property management company about member’s concerns with apartment. Additionally, a screenshot from the property management’s maintenance portal showed that the maintenance request had been closed.
After reviewing the provided information, this writer reached back out to provider via email to inquire about 1. Member’s report that she received a discharge notice and 2. Current status of repairs, particularly due to maintenance portal showing that the issue had been canceled. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
7/28/21
This writer received a voicemail from Teresa stating that she knew we had discussed touching base on Thursday at 9am but she had a question regarding whether or not she had to pay her rent or whether they could “put her out” in the 60 days as she stated that she wouldn’t have any money for a new apartment if she did pay her rent. She stated in the voicemail that she would plan to tell me more tomorrow during 9am call. 
This writer followed up with Kimberli Johnson, Care Coordination, (919) 651-8816 to provide her with an update on the member’s situation and inquire as to whether she contacted her. She replied that she had received a VM but could not make out the name or number left. This writer thanked her and informed her that I would encourage member to contact her again and also confirm that I could share her phone number with her.
This writer then received a response from provider		Tracking		1		1		0		27

		11956		Kim Ware		07/04/2021		WALDMAN		LISA		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Access to Services		Assertive Community Tx Team				Multi-Disability		Adult		Carolina Outreach, LLC		1		285373 - LILES, ERIC		White		Not Defined		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		CID585084. LC Lisa Waldman unable to reach CO ACT today, mailbox was full and I was unable to leave a message that member called crisis line seeking help.		CORRECTIONS: CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO FROM MEMBER'S; AGAINST CHANGED FROM OTHER TO PROVIDER		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8306		07/12/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID585084. LC Lisa Waldman unable to reach CO ACT today, mailbox was full and I was unable to leave a message that member called crisis line seeking help.
ERIC LILES   ID: 285373   (DOB: 3/26/1989)
7/12/21 THis writer contacted the agency's QM department to make them aware of the concern. This writer has requested that an internal review be conducted and findings submitted to include actions taken or to be taken to address the concern. This writer has indicated that the matter will be tracked for potential trends. Any subsequent correspondence received for the agency to be noted. Ack/Res emailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		8

		11957		Kim Ware		07/07/2021		HARRIS		WILMA		Parent		External Stakeholder Concern		Quality of Services		Assertive Community Tx Team				Multi-Disability		Adult		B & D Integrated Health Services		1		149279 - HARRIS, TYRONE		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		Wilma Harris Mother of Consumer Tyrone Harris who is actively participating in ACTT Services via B and D Services.  Mother is concerned with Staff not being truthful to Consumer. Caller states Consumer has been asked to sign documents and not date them. Mother also states Consumer has also been mislead regarding drug test administered. Caller states Consumer has been given a drug test but has been informed it was regarding his medication levels.  Consumer is cooperative and would submit to any request by Provider. Caller is also concerned as B and D has not been able to maintain Staff and therefore Consumer is not being seen as often as necessary.		CORRECTIONS: ENTERED PT ID; SOURCE CHANGED FROM FAMILY MEMBER TO PARENT; Against CHECKED PROVIDER; LICENSURE ENTERED NOT LICENSED; disability changed from mh only to multi		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8310		07/30/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Wilma Harris Mother of Consumer Tyrone Harris who is actively participating in ACTT Services via B and D Services.  Mother is concerned with Staff not being truthful to Consumer. Caller states Consumer has been asked to sign documents and not date them. Mother also states Consumer has also been mislead regarding drug test administered. Caller states Consumer has been given a drug test but has been informed it was regarding his medication levels.  Consumer is cooperative and would submit to any request by Provider. Caller is also concerned as B and D has not been able to maintain Staff and therefore Consumer is not being seen as often as necessary.
TYRONE HARRIS   ID: 149279    (DOB: 9/25/1999)
7/12/21 Call to complainant; left voicemail message. To be noted complainant is parent/ not legal guardian of member.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/13/21 Call to complainant; explained purpose of call, role of QM and limitations due to HIPAA. Confirmed mailing address and explained that the member would need to follow up with his current provider regarding service provision or contact the AH 24 hr access and information line if assistance was needed to locate an alternative provider of choice. Without the use of complainant’s name, this writer contacted the agency’s QM Director, Jeremy Reed and made him aware of the concern, requesting that an internal review of the matter be conducted and findings submitted.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/14/21 External stakeholder acknowledgment letter mailed to address listed(K.WARE,QAA)
7/22/21 Case collaboration with AH PND, Rose-Ann Bryda. Per discussion this writer will share information received from provider in that there is currently an open monitoring review.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/23/21 Agency’s response received indicating due diligence in service with member, however, experience the mother as a barrier to treatment and impeding on service provision. The member lives with the mother however she is not the guardian. The mother has been “uncooperative” with visits to have member sign consents that he has indicated he is willing to do. Agency plans the following actions: 
•	Team Lead is attempting to establish a one-on-one relationship with Mr. Harris’s mom with the hopes of reducing her resistance to Mr. Harris’s treatment. 
•	To improve the team’s relationship with the family, the Team Lead has changed some of the core staff the work with Mr. Harris. 
•	 Team Lead will review with the team that all individuals must sign and date their own paperwork. 
7/30/21 This writer forwarded information received from provider to Rose Ann Bryda for PN use. Based on agency response and PND collaboration, case to be closed. Agency has offered its due diligence the matter and plan to continue to work directly with member. Concern Resolution mailed to complainant (external stakeholder). No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		non issue- agency has offered its due diligence		1		1		0		23

		11958		Hillary Vandewart		07/08/2021		Smith		Candice		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Service Coordination between providers		Crisis - Inpatient				Mental Health Only		Adult		Holly Hill Hospital, LLC		1		388800 - SHECKELLS, COURTNEY		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		This grievance was also requested by the member's community provider, Carolina Outreach CST. This member was hospitalized at Holly Hill Hospital from 6/30-7/5/2021. The assigned HL informed HHH of member's treatment with CST, and the CST of member's hospitalization. The HHH SW did not reach out to the CST team, and the CST attempted to reach HHH but no one called them back. The member was then discharged to follow up to Living Well, and no appointment was identified. CST was not aware of the member's discharge which is concerning due to the events that led the member to be hospitalized. CST Lead is Cassie Phillips (614-843-0564, cassie.phillips@carolinaoutreach.com). Discharge document also reported that the member was discharged "home" but she is homeless. SW told CST via email on 7/8/2021 that the member was discharged to S Wilmington St Shelter, which is a mens shelter and the member is female.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Disability to MH Only		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8307		08/06/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		This grievance was also requested by the member's community provider, Carolina Outreach CST. This member was hospitalized at Holly Hill Hospital from 6/30-7/5/2021. The assigned HL informed HHH of member's treatment with CST, and the CST of member's hospitalization. The HHH SW did not reach out to the CST team, and the CST attempted to reach HHH but no one called them back. The member was then discharged to follow up to Living Well, and no appointment was identified. CST was not aware of the member's discharge which is concerning due to the events that led the member to be hospitalized. CST Lead is Cassie Phillips (614-843-0564, cassie.phillips@carolinaoutreach.com). Discharge document also reported that the member was discharged "home" but she is homeless. SW told CST via email on 7/8/2021 that the member was discharged to S Wilmington St Shelter, which is a mens shelter and the member is female.
[PT: Candice Smith				DOB: 9/8/86				ID: 388800]
7/14/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
7/22/21
Per direction from Holly Hill Hospital Director of Risk Management, all grievances and concerns are to be sent via email to: Roberta.Morgan@uhsinc.com.
This writer sent concern elements to Ms. Morgan and requested a response by 7/29.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
8/2/21
This writer received a written response from Holly Hill Hospital, which can be summarized below:
•	A comprehensive chart review and interview with Chief Clinical Officer was completed.
•	Acknowledgement that discharge paperwork was only sent to psychiatrist, Living Well. Aftercare instructions appointment stated “will contact patient.”
•	They could not substantiate if there was any direct contact by their staff to CST team or the attempts made by the CST team to contact HHH social worker.
•	Director of Clinical Services has recently retrained staff (7/13) on existing discharge process which includes every patient receiving an aftercare appointment within 7 days of discharge, not scheduling walk-in services, and ensuring discharge paperwork is faxed to provider within 24 hours. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
8/3/21
After reviewing provided response, this writer inquired as to whether or not HHH had any response as to why coordination of care did not occur with the CST team and what action steps are being implemented to address.  This writer also followed up regarding member being discharged “home” when she is homeless and conflicting information about what shelter she was discharged to. This writer emphasized the importance of coordination of care, particularly with enhanced services such as CST. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
8/6/21
This writer received update from Ms. Morgan after meeting with Director of Clinical Services. Updated response is summarized below:
•	Upon interview with the patient’s unit therapist and the Director of Clinical Services, the therapist acknowledged that he did reply to an email that he had received on 7/8/2021 from the CST and provided incorrect information regarding the patient discharging to S Wilmington St. The unit therapist indicated that it was an error on his part. 
•	The unit therapist acknowledges that there was a break in policy by failing to communicate with the CST for coordination of care. The unit therapist is currently a new therapist with Holly Hill Hospital. The Director of Clinical Services has provided re-education to this unit therapist. Re-education and/ or corrective action will be taken for all unit therapist per the Director of Clinical Services. 
•	In reviewing this concern with the unit therapist, this writer encouraged strong communication with CST teams in order to provide the greatest continuity of care possible. 
•	In review of the medical record, the patient registration form filled out by the patient indicates a home address of 8009 Monitor Court, Apex, NC 27539.  Upon interview of the unit therapist he indicated that he was lead to believe that the patient would be returning to the address provided by patient.
Based on this response, it appears that the provider has initiated corrective again with unit therapist. This case will be tracked moving forward. This writer composed and sent resolution letter to internal complainant. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Confirmed--Provider initiated corrective action		1		1		0		29

		11959		Kim Ware		07/08/2021		BROWER		ALECIA		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Community Support Team				Mental Health Only		Adult		B & D Integrated Health Services		1		554721 - CRUDUP, DASHAWN		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		1		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		Provider B&D Integrated Services has been providing CST services to member Dashawn Crudup (DOB: 03/04/1993 Alpha ID: 554721) since he transitioned into his apartment on 07/07/2020. On 07/08/2021 provider reports that member's apartment unit is severely unkempt, providing photos of the state of the unit. When asked about what they have done to assist with cleaning the unit, provider stated that his apartment has been in this state since he moved in. Provider has not provided significant tenancy support and did not notify Alliance Health TCL team to address concerns. No concerns were raised until 7/8/2021. Provider has not notified LME/MCO of concerns regarding member's unit, and has not provided any significant treatment to member to assist with problems with maintaining his place to live. Provider stated that they "set up a cleaning company to come in" but member turned the cleaning company away. No other actions have been noted to assist member with his apartment.  Member is currently at the Wake County Detention Center as of 07/08/21, and provider staff met with the property manager, who allow provider staff to enter the apartment unit to take photos of the state of the apartment. It is unknown if the provider staff obtained permission from the member to enter the apartment, or if the member is even aware of the actions of the provider staff in talking with the property manager. Provider staff stated that she and the property manager "called the sheriff and was told that (member) has 6 felony charges in the past 90 days, and he can't live there if he has a felony." Member has not been convicted of a felony as of 07/08/21. There is no indication that the provider has attempted to contact or work with Alliance Health staff to contact member since his detainment at the Wake County Detention Center.		CORECTIONS: ENTERED PT ID; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO NOT LICENSED; SOURCE CHANGED FROM PROVIDER TO MCO STAFF		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8327		07/23/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Provider B&D Integrated Services has been providing CST services to member Dashawn Crudup (DOB: 03/04/1993 Alpha ID: 554721) since he transitioned into his apartment on 07/07/2020. On 07/08/2021 provider reports that member's apartment unit is severely unkempt, providing photos of the state of the unit. When asked about what they have done to assist with cleaning the unit, provider stated that his apartment has been in this state since he moved in. Provider has not provided significant tenancy support and did not notify Alliance Health TCL team to address concerns. No concerns were raised until 7/8/2021. Provider has not notified LME/MCO of concerns regarding member's unit, and has not provided any significant treatment to member to assist with problems with maintaining his place to live. Provider stated that they "set up a cleaning company to come in" but member turned the cleaning company away. No other actions have been noted to assist member with his apartment.  Member is currently at the Wake County Detention Center as of 07/08/21, and provider staff met with the property manager, who allow provider staff to enter the apartment unit to take photos of the state of the apartment. It is unknown if the provider staff obtained permission from the member to enter the apartment, or if the member is even aware of the actions of the provider staff in talking with the property manager. Provider staff stated that she and the property manager "called the sheriff and was told that (member) has 6 felony charges in the past 90 days, and he can't live there if he has a felony." Member has not been convicted of a felony as of 07/08/21. There is no indication that the provider has attempted to contact or work with Alliance Health staff to contact member since his detainment at the Wake County Detention Center.
DASHAWN CRUDUP   ID: 554721  (DOB: 3/4/1993)
7/13/21 This writer notifed the internal complaint AH TCL Supv, Alecia Brower that the concern has been received and assigned to this writer. This writer contacted Jeremy Reed, agency QM Director, to make him aware of the concern. This writer requested that an internal review be conducted and submitted to include actions taken or to be taken to address the concern.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/15/21 This writer emailed the concern information to jreed@bdbehavioralhealth.com for review and response without the use of the complainant name per request. Acknowledgment emailed to internal complainant.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/19/21 Due to the nature of the concern, previous case consult and current PND review, this writer notified Ms Rose Ann Bryda AH Provider Network Evaluator that concern had been submitted regarding provider.
7/21/21 This writer received agency’s internal review. Agency reports that the team notified AH of the member’s unit conditions via monthly checklists and attached the checklist noting dates beginning 8/7/20 through 5/18/21. During that the tie. The team indicated that the member rarely answered the phone and had “intermittent engagement” in services. Further reports that member often refused team efforts. “For example, on 2/19/2021, TMS staff scheduled Carolina Best Cleaners to clean the unit on that day at 3:00pm. Mr. Crudup did not allow them to enter the unit, and declined the service. He was adamant that he wanted to take care of the cleaning himself.  In March, TMS staff offered to arrange another cleaning, but this was again declined by Mr. Crudup. TMS staff attempted to engage Mr. Crudup in interventions directed at ways that he could better maintain the cleanliness of his residence, but he declined engagement. In addition to the aforementioned TCL Tenancy Checklists, on 3/4/2021TMS staff {Sasha Myles) spoke with the Transition Coordinator at Alliance {Alex Jones) to discuss the situation with Mr. Crudup's apartment. In conversations with TMS Manager {Taji Mitchiner), Alex Jones acknowledged that he had been in ongoing conversations  with Ms. Myles regarding the condition of the unit, and was even aware of the cleaning company that had been hired. BDIHS has on-file a signed Release of Information (Attachment "B") from Mr. Crudup dated 2/11/2021 which is for Sunnybrook Pointe Apartment Homes, his apartment community. He initialed the box which states, "Permission to communicate verbally information considered relevant to the care and safety of this person," giving staff permission to speak with the property manager regarding issues pertinent to his care/safety. Due to Mr. Crudup's aforementioned intermittent engagement, this led to TMS staff going to  Sunnybrook  Pointe Apartments to perform a welfare check. Additionally, TMS staff needed to follow-up on the information from Alliance that Mr. Crudup would be receiving a "notice to vacate" due to him not re-certifying his lease. It was discovered that Mr. Crudup had failed to go to the office and re-sign his re-certified lease, despite prompting from staff on multiple occasions. It was the property manager who confirmed Mr. Crudup's incarceration, and encouraged TMS staff to view the unit. It should be noted that while the photos evidenced that much of Mr. Crudup's apartment was "severely unkempt," his bedroom was actually quite neat and tidy."(K.WARE,QAA) 
7/22/21 Case consult conducted with Ms Bryda. Discussed agency response. Per discussion this writer forwarded the agency’s internal review findings submitted for use by PND team as applicable. Per Ms Bryda, documentation will be requested of provider for member for current PND monitoring review purposes.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/23/21 This writer reuqted follow up from Mr Reed regarding agency planmoving forward regaring the matter. Based on agency response and referral to PND evaluation team for continued review, case o be closed and tracked. Any subsequent correspondence received from agency to be noted in follow up. (K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		15

		11960		Kim Ware		07/08/2021		Horne		Will		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Assertive Community Tx Team				Multi-Disability		Adult		B & D Integrated Health Services		1		428442 - Horne, Will		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Member called AH Access department presenting as very agitated due to lack of follow through as related to his ACTT team members.  Member reports he has provided contact numbers to Social Security Staff of ACTT team member’s and no one is answering their phones.  Member continued to report he is being put on different types of medication; but B & D staff are not ensuring he has food to eat.  Member reports he has not eaten an adequate meal in 3 days and ACTT team member Tony continued to tell him he will bring a “food box” but has not received one or seen Tony yet.  Member continued to report his team member Karen, he only sees her when she has a paper for him to sign.  Another team member Will, he has not seen this person yet, reporting he does not know what he looks like.  Member reports he has been able to address some of his concerns by speaking with the nurse Susan.  Member reports he has informed provider he does not want services anymore and requested the main contact number of the B&D agency and was informed by team member Tony, he did not know it.  Member reports he wanted to file a grievance due to how unfairly he has been treated and how uncooperative his team has been.  Today, member reports team staff Tony was yelling back at him resulting in member becoming very angered and tossing property in his home. Contact number of member: 919-713-3058.		CORRECTIONS: DISABILITY CHANGED FROM MH ONLY TO MULTI; NATURE CHANGED FROM CLIENT RIGHTS TO QUALITY; ENTERED NOT LICENSED		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8325		07/22/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member called AH Access department presenting as very agitated due to lack of follow through as related to his ACTT team members.  Member reports he has provided contact numbers to Social Security Staff of ACTT team member’s and no one is answering their phones.  Member continued to report he is being put on different types of medication; but B & D staff are not ensuring he has food to eat.  Member reports he has not eaten an adequate meal in 3 days and ACTT team member Tony continued to tell him he will bring a “food box” but has not received one or seen Tony yet.  Member continued to report his team member Karen, he only sees her when she has a paper for him to sign.  Another team member Will, he has not seen this person yet, reporting he does not know what he looks like.  Member reports he has been able to address some of his concerns by speaking with the nurse Susan.  Member reports he has informed provider he does not want services anymore and requested the main contact number of the B&D agency and was informed by team member Tony, he did not know it.  Member reports he wanted to file a grievance due to how unfairly he has been treated and how uncooperative his team has been.  Today, member reports team staff Tony was yelling back at him resulting in member becoming very angered and tossing property in his home. Contact number of member: 919-713-3058.
WILL HORNE   ID: 428442     (DOB: 7/3/1991)
7/12/21 Call to member at number listed 919-713-3058 and spoke directly with him regarding his concerns. Member only answered questions and kept the conversation very short. This writer was able to confirm the issues with member, permission to use name when discussing the matter with the provider and mailing address. This writer explained the role of QM and next steps. The member thanked this writer. Acknowledgment letter mailed.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/13/21  This writer made call to agency’s QM Director, Jeremy Reed to make him aware of the concern. Per discussion the concern information was emailed directly for review and response to include actions taken to address the concerns jreed@bdbehavioralhealth.com.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/21/21 This writer received email correspondence from provider indicating internal review of the matter. Agency documentation and information indicates offering its due diligence in working with member and service provision. The agency reports assisting with SSA, food, and responding to multiple calls from member. The team has found that member is selling his EBT benefits leaving him with no food in the home. Staff have taken member food boxes, however have “cautioned him against selling his food stamps as it lead to not having food in the home.” The internal report indicates multiple face to face as well as telephonic contact with member. The member has had to be redirected when calling multiple times and has gotten angry when agency does not respond immediately. The team indicates clarifying emergency vs non emergency with Mr Horne. In regards to agency recommendation/action plan in the matter: “B&D will continue to serve Mr. Horne. The team will discuss where Mr. Horn wants to receive services. If he would like to change providers, the team will assist him in identifying a new provider and facilitate a warm hand off”. This writer made call to member to discuss action steps taken in resolving the matter; left vm message requesting return call.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/22/21 Case discussion with PND Specialist, Rose-Ann Bryda. Shared information submitted by agency in respone to concern for review purposes. Call to member, no response. Based on agency notification and response to include actions taken to address the concerns,  as well as PND involvement, case to be closed. Any subsequent contact with complainant to be noted in follow up. Resolution letter mailed to complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		14

		11961		Hillary Vandewart		07/08/2021		FOSTER		MOYA		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Access to Services		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Unknown Disability		Child (0-17)		Stan B Treatment Services, Inc.		1		768767 - SAULS, GABRIELLA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wilson		0		1		In-State		Therapeutic Foster Care		0		0		Based on a review of records, I have concerns about health/safety risk for this member and limited access to mental health services.  Her records indicate she has expressed psychotic thought processes, suicidal ideation, and other thoughts about harming others.  She has been in DSS custody and housed in Stan B therapeutic homes.  While in a Stan B home, she once reportedly grabbed a knife and chased 2 other youth (teens) in the home.  Her story (and the story of others reporting) changed in terms of the circumstances of why this occurred, but the safety risk is consistent. Despite exhibiting behaviors which reflect suicidal, homicidal, and otherwise aggressive conduct, the member was not linked to enhanced mental health supports, nor was she seen in the ED/Emergency or behavioral health urgent care to rule out the need for an acute admission.

Jiva Notes suggest that the people working with her are aware of concerns and they may have minimized the behaviors for a period of months prior to seeking to step the member up to PRTF (opinion).  Updated clinical assessments were pursued (June/July 2021) for recommendations and a higher level of care (PRTF) was recommended. She was recently moved to a different therapeutic home (with a caregiver who does not work outside the home, no other children) during a period where she is stepping up to PRTF (anticipated next week, approximately 7/14/21).  The need for this notification is based on what appears to be an environment where youth who may need acute intervention may not be assessed to have such needs or linked to appropriate mental health services in a timely manner.

This member is set to step up from therapeutic placement through Stan B (DSS) to PRTF (Thompson's).  While it seems that an appropriate level of care is imminent, health/safety risks in the current level of care (based on history) are a concern for this member and other children who exhibit high risk.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Disability to Unknown		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8309		08/04/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Based on a review of records, I have concerns about health/safety risk for this member and limited access to mental health services.  Her records indicate she has expressed psychotic thought processes, suicidal ideation, and other thoughts about harming others.  She has been in DSS custody and housed in Stan B therapeutic homes.  While in a Stan B home, she once reportedly grabbed a knife and chased 2 other youth (teens) in the home.  Her story (and the story of others reporting) changed in terms of the circumstances of why this occurred, but the safety risk is consistent. Despite exhibiting behaviors which reflect suicidal, homicidal, and otherwise aggressive conduct, the member was not linked to enhanced mental health supports, nor was she seen in the ED/Emergency or behavioral health urgent care to rule out the need for an acute admission.
Jiva Notes suggest that the people working with her are aware of concerns and they may have minimized the behaviors for a period of months prior to seeking to step the member up to PRTF (opinion).  Updated clinical assessments were pursued (June/July 2021) for recommendations and a higher level of care (PRTF) was recommended. She was recently moved to a different therapeutic home (with a caregiver who does not work outside the home, no other children) during a period where she is stepping up to PRTF (anticipated next week, approximately 7/14/21).  The need for this notification is based on what appears to be an environment where youth who may need acute intervention may not be assessed to have such needs or linked to appropriate mental health services in a timely manner.
This member is set to step up from therapeutic placement through Stan B (DSS) to PRTF (Thompson's).  While it seems that an appropriate level of care is imminent, health/safety risks in the current level of care (based on history) are a concern for this member and other children who exhibit high risk.
[PT: Gabriella Sauls				DOB: 12/27/11				ID: 768767]
7/14/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
7/21/21
This writer confirmed via Jiva notes that member was admitted to Thompson PRTF on 7/15 as planned. Jiva notes also confirm that Care Coordinator reviewed IVC criteria with director and staff Angela Holder. Both replied that they followed their protocol and did not feel that she met IVC criteria as she was able to de-escalate. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
7/26/21
This writer contacted agency via phone at 919-938-1190 and spoke with Madison. She informed this writer that Ms. Hammersley, Exec Director was unavailable but she took a message and stated she would have her call this writer back.
This writer received a call back from Ms. Hammersley and discussed concerns with her. She stated that she was very familiar with the concern and would be able to respond fairly quickly. She asked that this writer send email to bbusy@stanbinc.com as well as stanbinc@aol.com.
This writer sent this info as requested and asked for a written response by 8/2.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
 7/27/21
This writer received response from Ms. Hammersley as well as supporting documentation to include: CCA, psych notes, incident report, etc. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
8/3/21
This writer conducted review of information received from provider, which can be summarized below:
•	Stan B has an agreement with JC DSS to place foster children (in DSS custody) in TFH’s supervised by Stan B as emergency placements if requested. These placements are considered emergency placements and are paid for by Johnston County. The agreement is that Stan B maintains the children for 30 days. If, after 30 days, Stan B felt that the child could be served in TFC and met criteria, Stan B can work towards getting the child authorized under Medicaid. 
•	Agency determined that member’s need to feel safe was violated when Therapeutic Foster Parent went to a meeting and left 16 year old in charge. Member’s trauma history included seeing her brother go after her “daddy” with a knife when he was assaulting her mother. Based on previous observations and conversations with member, it was determined that she was re-enacting what she had seen with her family of origin. TFP was advised to listen and observe carefully for any similar behavior or aggressive words that could assist in a clear-cut determination if she had actual homicidal intent or was re-enacting. Stan B reported that they followed Crisis Response Plan and maintained member in least restrictive environment.
•	Social Worker did not return to Stan B assigned consent to seek and obtain emergency and non-emergency medical, dental, and psych care. Stan B concluded that she did not meet the standard for IVC, however, the Social Worker was informed of the incident and could have sought an IVC but did not. 
•	Executive Director sent several emails in an attempt to set up a treatment team meeting to discuss moving forward with TFC in a different TFH due to current TFP working outside the home and having 3 older children in the home. Social worker never responded to the emails, and current TFP turned in a 30 day notice for her to be removed. 
•	An Alliance representative told Johnston County DSS that Stan B was the clinical home, but this was untrue. G. Sauls was in an emergency placement TFH bed that was funded through DSS. Member was not authorized for TFC, therefore, SBTS was not the clinical home.
•	Alliance requested that Stan B complete a PCP for TFC. This was completed and sent to DSS. DSS never signed the PCP. Prior to this request, DSS got a CCA for a PRTF at the recommendation of an Alliance representative. Stan B was not involved in this (which Stan B stated is more the rule than the exception). 
•	Regarding access to mental health services, Stan B was informed by DSS that member was seeing someone at DSS for therapy and that she would be taking care of doctor’s appointments. DSS did not include Stan B in any of this until June 2021. Stan B never received copy of psychological testing. 
•	Regarding SI/HI, provider indicated that member was repeating movie lines, etc. Based on observation, interviews with the Day Care owner, interview with the teacher, member did not display psychotic thoughts, SI or other thoughts about harming others. She did display behaviors common to trauma victims who are children. 
•	Attempts were made to discuss member’s trauma history and the impact on her brain and treatment recommended by Stan B with DSS SW, but she was not receptive. Alliance never reached out to Stan B to get any understanding of how Stan B assessed member’s mental health or needs. 
•	In summary, from the time member was placed in the emergency placement bed on 4/30 until 11 days prior to placement in PRTF, Stan B was left out of the loop regarding clinical assessment and needs. It appears there was consistent contact between the representative of AH and DSS to place in a PRTF. Stan B never saw member as a health/safety risk or as having psychotic thought processes, suicidal ideations, or other thoughts about harming others.  Again, Social Worker never signed consent for Stan B to seek or obtain emergency or non-emergency medical, dental, and psychiatric care.
•	Stan B determined that member needed a TFH with no other children with a TFP that did not work outside the home. That was provided approximately 5 days in June and during that time, there were zero incidents in the TFH, zero incidents in the community, zero incidents in school, and one incident at day care. 
This writer shared provider’s feedback with Dr. Foster and requested her thoughts. She replied that she isn’t sure what else to add but would recommend consultation with supervisor(s) and legal on next steps given the concerns prompting the filing. She also shared that she would loop her supervisor, Dr. Heidi Middendorf, Assoc. Medical Director in as well.
This writer replied and added Todd Parker, Incident and Grievance Manger to the email thread. This writer shared that QM typically does not involve Legal unless it is a court-related matter (guardianship, custody, etc) and that I would certainly review issue with supervisor.
This writer then discussed with supervisor in detail. He noted that the time period of the concern is one in which AH was not managing her care. From a grievance standpoint, all we can do is make them aware of concerns and give them the opportunity to respond (which we have done). He stated that he would share with Dr. Foster and Dr. Middendorf that this will be resolved from a QM standpoint and if they would like to discuss a difference in clinical opinion with the provider, they can do so.
Todd then sent email making them aware of this and giving them the opportunity to let QM know if anything further is needed with regard to facilitating a conversation with the provider or sharing clinical recommendations.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
8/4/21
This writer determined that concern could be resolved based on provider’s response and discussion with supervisor, along with providing Medical Management staff opportunity to share any additional recommendations (no response received as of yet). This writer saved email from supervisor as “resolution” letter and resolved case as tracking. Any further correspondence received from Dr. Foster or Dr. Middendorf will be included in concern follow-up.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		27

		11962		Kim Ware		07/08/2021		BRYAN		ALICIA		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Not Service Related				Multi-Disability		18-20		Not Defined		1		67555 - SMITH, JUSTIN		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		1		In-State		Supervised Living 5600 C (Adult with Intellectual/Developmental Disabilities)		1		1		Per Kristina Pierce QP of House of Care, and per Deborah Evans (LRP) - the provider has not received payment for Justin residing in the provider group home.  The guardian has stated that she will not pay them anything and that she will not provide documentation needed to apply for SSA  or SSI.  Justin has been in the home since June 11th 2021.		CORRECTIONS: CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO FROM MEMBER'S; PRIORITY CHANGED FROM HIGH TO ROUTINE; NATURE CHANGED FROM ABUSE/NEGLECT TO administrative; SERVICE TYPE CHANGED FROM RESIDENTIAL TO NOT SERVICE RELATED;		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8315		07/19/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Per Kristina Pierce QP of House of Care, and per Deborah Evans (LRP) - the provider has not received payment for Justin residing in the provider group home. The guardian has stated that she will not pay them anything and that she will not provide documentation needed to apply for SSA or SSI. Justin has been in the home since June 11th 2021.
JUSTIN SMITH   ID: 67555 (DOB: 9/7/2001)
7/9/21 This writer made call to internal complainant, Alicia Bryan regarding her concerns. She explained that the guardian has refused to ay the provider although the member has been living there stating that "he wont be there long so I dont have to pay" as well as telling the group home that if she gives them the SSA check they would have to give her money for her light bill. She reports  that she was told by her supervisor to file a concern. She reports that the provider has indicated that the mother calls the home 3-4x per day and gets the member upset. Per report at his last home visit, CIT was called, member was taken to the hospital and the group home had to pick him up. The agency does not indicate any issues with member except for when he becomes agitated each time he visits the mother or speaks to her on the phone. The complainant inquired regarding an advocate for the member. This writer explained that she was in the role of advocate.
7/19/21 After discussion with the complainant it was confirmed that the complainant is against the guardian. This is not in the purview of AH QM for action. The guardian is not in the provider network. The group home could be referred to SSA to report fraud, however, QM would not be involved in the matter. Ack/Res emailed.(K.WARE,QAA)		UNDETERMINED-NOT IN AH PURVIEW		1		1		0		11

		11963		Hillary Vandewart		07/09/2021		Thompson		Peggy		Guardian		Grievance		Quality of Services		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Pearl's Angel Care, Inc.		1		608986 - THOMPSON, XYSHAUN		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		1		In-State		Level III		0		1		This grievance was received in the Complaints mailbox. Documents are attached. In short, the guardian is complaining about the services received in the residential program.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Disability to MH Only		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8312		08/04/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		This grievance was received in the Complaints mailbox. Documents are attached. In short, the guardian is complaining about the services received in the residential program.
[PT: Xyshaun Thompson				DOB: 11/22/06				ID: 608986]
7/15/21
This writer read through letter and synthesized it below:
•	She filed a previous grievance which was about a different situation.
•	She would like help understanding her rights.
•	On 6/25. The team did an emergency meeting due to her not signing paperwork from 6/18/21. She explained that she was trying to find a different placement for her son because she felt his care was neglected (had to take him to doctor on 2 weekends).
•	On 6/4, he had to get medication for an abscess on his leg. Can’t remember issue from other time she had to take him to dr. 
•	She has to drive to his location for MM to do telehealth appointments.
•	Approx. 2-3 family therapy appointments were missed before June due to no issues on her end.
•	She was told that she had until 7/7/21 to sign paperwork due to auth ending. 
•	He is now having more issues. He reported Ms. Washington(?) said he could come stay with her.
•	He also reported other slanderous things that the agency has said about her (she won’t help him find a job). 
•	On 6/29, the CC asked if she was coming to get him for a home visit the first weekend in July. She wasn’t aware of this and stated it would be the second or third.
•	Xyshaun is now having anxiety issues and doesn’t want to go to Level II, wants to go with Ms. Washington because of what she told him.
•	He reported that they were coached on what to say during the last grievance. 
•	On 6/6, she was dropping son off and “witnessed a situation.”
•	She wanted him to be able to come home but feels that lack of proper care is causing him to need Level II. 
•	Feels communication is lacking (mostly text and email). 
•	Her phone died during last team meeting and she didn’t know how it ended. 
•	She did agree to allow Director to sign her name via text for the 6/18 paperwork.
•	She feels that if he was in the right environment, he would be ready to come home. 
This writer then contacted Ms. Peggy Thompson via phone to discuss her concerns and acknowledge receipt of grievance against Pearl’s Angel Care (910-658-1131)—LVM requesting a call back. This writer received a return call from Ms. Thompson. She shared that there were a handful of times where she felt that member wasn’t getting appropriate medical care (“oozing” bump on his leg, back issues, recently he had a hurt thumb from playing ball). 
She also reported that she felt that she shouldn’t have to drive to group home for telehealth—she had signed paperwork stating that this was supposed to be done by group home. 
Issues with cancellations of family sessions at least 2 times (once was her fault).
She stressed that she wants to ensure that he is getting the proper treatment. She clarified that Ms. Washington is the owner and she told him he could come stay with her because she is a foster parent. This messed with his emotions. 
Current plan is for him to go to therapeutic foster care on 7/29. She said she felt as though if his needs were met, he would be ready to transition home. Executive Director wasn’t always there. Lots of inconsistency with staff, not stable.
She agreed that this writer could reach out to provider but stated that they do “cover-ups.” 
This writer confirmed her mailing address and thanked her for the feedback.
This writer composed and sent acknowledgment letter. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
7/27/21
This writer contacted owner of Pearl’s Angel Care, Betty Washington to share grievance information at 910-257-6060—LVM requesting a call back. This writer received a call back and shared info related to grievance/grievance resolution process. This writer confirmed email address and that she could provide a response within 3-5 business days. She agreed. This writer sent concern elements to her via email: msbwashington@yahoo.com.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
8/3/21
This writer received response from Ms. Washington which can be summarized below:
•	These issues were discussed in a CFT meeting on 7/13/21.
•	Pearl’s Angel Care staff was not aware of abscess on member’s leg. He reported that he did not tell staff about this and only told his mother.
•	Member is not on medication—unsure what this is in reference to. Guardian did complete a telehealth appointment via telephone to give medical history when member was first placed into the facility.
•	Therapist is not employed by Pearl’s Angel Care. Therapist stated that Ms. Thompson had requested family therapy be on hold because she was busy.
•	Alliance CC determined that member was ready to be stepped down to go home but she argued that he was not ready yet. Alliance CC said he would be stepped down to Level II foster care placement. He asked Ms. Washington if he could stay with her and she replied that it would have to be approved through the CFT team and his mother has final approval. He then asked mother if he could live with her in foster care (she is licensed).
•	Guardian does communicate with program director and they are not aware of any communication issues. The exception being that sometimes she requests clarification and they may have to explain issues to her more than once so that she understands. 
This writer reviewed notes in Jiva and it appears that the plan continues to be for member to transition to a Level II Foster Care Placement with Lutheran Family Services.
Based on provider’s response, this writer is unable to substantiate any violations on the part of Pearl’s Angel Care. It appears that guardian was given the opportunity to share concerns at CFT meeting. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
8/4/21
This writer contacted guardian to share provider’s feedback with her—LVM requesting a call back. This writer received a call back from guardian and shared provider’s response with her. She indicated that she wanted to “pull him out of the program” but was not receptive to speaking with CC at this time. She continued to state that “it’s fine” and that didn’t need anything further. 
This writer then composed and sent resolution letter. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		26

		11964		Kim Ware		07/09/2021		SANCHEZ		Charles		Parent		External Stakeholder Concern		Access to Services		Supported Employment (b) (3)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Easter Seals UCP North Carolina & Virginia, Inc.		1		269697 - SANCHEZ, MARC		White		M=  Hispanic, Mexican American		Male		Cumberland		1		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		[CID: 585893] Father expressing concern around services member received through Easter Seals.  Reports member has rarely seen Easter Seals.  Member reports he worked at a cafeteria for one day only, hasn't received any other assistance with employment.  Reports staff at Easter Seals changed often.  Reports member was linked with Easter Seals for two years but rarely saw provider and staff kept changing.  Reports that he would ask member who his assigned staff is and member would say he doesn't know and that no one has visited him.  Reports having spoken with Ryan Gardner and Jennifer Diamond at the agency about his concerns.  Reports that staff would say that they went by member's home but he wasn't there.  Father informed agency that member struggles with record keeping and father asked Easter Seals to call father if unable to reach member.  Father reports that staff only reached out to him one time and it was "some time ago".  Father also reports that Easter Seals was asking member to use a laptop but member doesn't own one.  Father reports that member will be evicted on 7/16/21, needing support.--R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC		CORRECTIONS: ; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO NOT LICENSED; nature changed to access		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8318		07/28/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		[CID: 585893] Father expressing concern around services member received through Easter Seals.  Reports member has rarely seen Easter Seals.  Member reports he worked at a cafeteria for one day only, hasn't received any other assistance with employment.  Reports staff at Easter Seals changed often.  Reports member was linked with Easter Seals for two years but rarely saw provider and staff kept changing.  Reports that he would ask member who his assigned staff is and member would say he doesn't know and that no one has visited him.  Reports having spoken with Ryan Gardner and Jennifer Diamond at the agency about his concerns.  Reports that staff would say that they went by member's home but he wasn't there.  Father informed agency that member struggles with record keeping and father asked Easter Seals to call father if unable to reach member.  Father reports that staff only reached out to him one time and it was "some time ago".  Father also reports that Easter Seals was asking member to use a laptop but member doesn't own one.  Father reports that member will be evicted on 7/16/21, needing support.--R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC
7/14/21 Call to complainant; no answer.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/16/21 This writer made call to complainant; unable to leave vm message; the complainant is father, not guardian. External stakeholder concern acknowledgment letter mailed to address listed.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/19/21 Call to number listed; left generic vm message requesting return call. Complainant left a message with Incident & Grievance Mgr regarding status of his complaint. This writer received a return call from complainant with the member on the phone as well giving permission to discuss the concerns. The complainant made it clear that it was the only time that this writer was to speak to his mother or father because he knows his rights and is his own guardian. The member explained that he never sees anyone and that they do not respond to his calls and do not show up to meet as scheduled. The complainant explained that the member needed a peer support for his job and that staff changed so often that the member did not know who was assigned to him or heard from no one. The complainant explained that his son was evicted. The member explained that all of his belongings were in boxes. The complainant explained that the provider has not reached out to him in order to reach his son as needed as they had originally agreed. This writer explained next steps and the HIPAA limitations which he explained he understood. The member interrupted and ended the call.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/26/21 This writer contacted agency's QM Director, Phyllis Elliot and made her aware of the concern submitted by the father/not guardian including the staff names mentioned in the concern. Per Ms Elliot, the staff mentioned no longer work for the agency and that the information has been forwarded to the appropriate staff for response. Per report : "The staff you mentioned no longer work for Easterseals UCP.  The IPS Employment staff Lekesia Benjamin has been trying to reach him.  No response.  Staff plan to contact the father." Follow up received from M Elliot indicates that staff Lakeia Shaw was able to contact the father and an appointment has been scheduled for 7/27/21 to meet and update member's plan." 
7/28/21 Per agency: " Jennifer no longer works here. (Inappropriate relationship with a person supported, remember?). I’m adding Lakeia to this. According to Welligent we haven’t had any contact with him since Jennifer was let go in May. Looks like Ryanne Gardner was his TMS Peer Support but I see in Welligent that they closed his case back in July 2020. Anyways, definitely looks like we need to figure out what is going on so we can get back working with him again" Agency has confirmed that member has not been seen and has taken corrective actions to engage member in services. Due to member's request that this writer not contact the complainant anymore, this writer will not follow up with external stakeholder regarding resolution steps. Concern resolution mailed to complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		confirmed-provider initiated corrective actions		1		1		0		19

		11965		Kristie White		07/12/2021		JOHNSON		Kimberly		Guardian		Grievance		Access to Services		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Autism Society of North Carolina, Inc.		1		272085 - JOHNSON, VIRGIL		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		Virgil "Maleek" Johnson's mother/guardian Kimberly Johnson requested that Service Consultant Brent Nara complete a grievance against Autism Society for their failure to remain in communication with her about finding staff to work with Maleek. Maleek completed his COVID-19 vaccine series in April 2021 and since then she has asked his approved provider, Autism Society of NC, to find staff to provide Maleek's approved services. Ms. Johnson was told by Demarcus Billups, QP at Autism Society of NC, that he is searching for staff, but she has not heard back from him since the initial call in April to request staff. Service Consultant followed up with Mr. Billups via email on 7.1.21 to address underutilization of services. Mr. Billups responded that he is searching for staff and will inform Service Consultant of any updates. Neither Service Consultant nor Ms. Johnson have heard back from Mr. Billups. This staffing issue was a problem prior to the pandemic, and Ms. Johnson believes that Mr. Billups is not working as hard as he could to find staff for Maleek. Service Consultant sent Ms. Johnson a list of other providers. Ms. Johnson is currently considering moving Maleek's services to another provider, and requested that a grievance be filed so that Quality Management is aware of this issue.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8311		07/23/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Virgil "Maleek" Johnson's mother/guardian Kimberly Johnson requested that Service Consultant Brent Nara complete a grievance against Autism Society for their failure to remain in communication with her about finding staff to work with Maleek. Maleek completed his COVID-19 vaccine series in April 2021 and since then she has asked his approved provider, Autism Society of NC, to find staff to provide Maleek's approved services. Ms. Johnson was told by Demarcus Billups, QP at Autism Society of NC, that he is searching for staff, but she has not heard back from him since the initial call in April to request staff. Service Consultant followed up with Mr. Billups via email on 7.1.21 to address underutilization of services. Mr. Billups responded that he is searching for staff and will inform Service Consultant of any updates. Neither Service Consultant nor Ms. Johnson have heard back from Mr. Billups. This staffing issue was a problem prior to the pandemic, and Ms. Johnson believes that Mr. Billups is not working as hard as he could to find staff for Maleek. Service Consultant sent Ms. Johnson a list of other providers. Ms. Johnson is currently considering moving Maleek's services to another provider, and requested that a grievance be filed so that Quality Management is aware of this issue.
Patient: Virgil Johnson Patient ID: 272085 DOB: 12/18/1997
07/12/21-Grievance against Autism Society of NC- lack of communication; lack of staff available. KM Appeals Coordinator
07/15/21-Called Kimberly Johnson at 910-568-9666 to speak her about the grievance. She is fearful about this before Covid-19 no services before due to staff stop working. They said they waited and waited and since April no services has rendered. Every time she calls them out it is always staffing issues. I think my son is difficult to staff just because my son is bad they don’t want to deal with him. This writer advised guardian to call Access department to get list of providers in area so she can get the services she needs. She said BNara her Care Navigator did send her a listing of a few providers and she is researching this now. Verified Sending her acknowledgment letter and reached out also spoke Tim Ferrerira at Autism Society of NC about this grievance and sent concern element email to tferreira@autismsociety-nc.org  him to be returned to this writer by 07/22/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
07/23/21-Received a response from Tim Ferreira Director of Quality &Compliance per provider response, “Demarcus had not spoken with the member's guardian since the initial call in April that you reference, which is obviously unacceptable. Our Fayetteville office is in the middle of a leadership change, so I have spoken with both the "acting" Regional Services Director as well as the incoming Regional Services Director. The acting Regional Services Director has addressed the issue with Demarcus and ensured that he understands the importance of ongoing communication with the member/LRP when staff are being sought for a member, even if there is no identified staff. The incoming Regional Services Director has plans to meet with the regional office's Staffing Specialist about communicating every other week with any member (or his/her LRP) who need staff in order to provide information about recruiting efforts that have been made and to maintain communication with the member (and family, where appropriate) during any periods of a lack of available staff. I learned that during the past 2-3 months, four candidates were found that would have been matches for working with the member, but all fell through (for various reasons). This could have been communicated to the member's LRP as part of a regular update, although when potential staff fall through, it is a disappointment. As of this past Friday, the acting Regional Services Director was able to confirm that we have two other staff that are identified to work with this member, and that between those two staff, they should be able to cover all of the hours that the member is authorized for.” Reached out to member mother Kimberly Johnson and spoke with her about this resolution. Explained to her staffing issues are a issue for several providers due to Covid-19 pandemic and as long as the provider is trying to communicate the issue and working on it we have to allow time for this to take place.  Member mother still was unsatisfied and wanted a time frame on how long this should be accepted. This writer let member mother know that I can not answer that but if she is still unsatisfied she can get in contact with our Access Department to find par providers in her area. This writer is sending resolution letter and closing this grievance as tracking. KMack Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		11

		11966		Hillary Vandewart		07/12/2021		BRIDGES		JAMES		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Substance Abuse Intensive Outpatient				Multi-Disability		Adult		B & D Integrated Health Services		1		73963 - BRIDGES, JAMES		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		James is adamant that B&D was supposed to obtain a copy of his social security card and birth certificate that he needs to move along in the TCL process.  I spoke with Tyesha Curtis, SAIOP clinician with B&D today, 7/12/2021, and she said that she only had a copy of James' NC ID card.  I requested that Tyesha email it to me which she did today, 7/12/2021.  I uploaded a copy of the ID to JIVA.  I then forwarded a copy of the ID card to Kandis Kelly, LCSW, UNC WakeBrook Facility Based Crisis Clinician, to give to James.  James insists that an African-American woman went to the Wake Inn to meet with him about the documents in the past.  He could not remember when this occurred.  James requested this grievance be entered on his behalf.  James told me today that B&D is lying and they did help him get the documents, and he needs copies.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8340		07/30/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		James is adamant that B&D was supposed to obtain a copy of his social security card and birth certificate that he needs to move along in the TCL process.  I spoke with Tyesha Curtis, SAIOP clinician with B&D today, 7/12/2021, and she said that she only had a copy of James' NC ID card.  I requested that Tyesha email it to me which she did today, 7/12/2021.  I uploaded a copy of the ID to JIVA.  I then forwarded a copy of the ID card to Kandis Kelly, LCSW, UNC WakeBrook Facility Based Crisis Clinician, to give to James.  James insists that an African-American woman went to the Wake Inn to meet with him about the documents in the past.  He could not remember when this occurred.  James requested this grievance be entered on his behalf.  James told me today that B&D is lying and they did help him get the documents, and he needs copies.
[PT: James Bridges				DOB: 10/29/55				ID: 73963]
7/16/21
This writer contacted grievant by phone to discuss his concerns—left generic VM requesting a call back.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
7/19/21
This writer has not received a return call from member. This writer researched member in Jiva and noted that he was discharged to the South Wilmington St Shelter on 7/15 and that he does not currently have a cell phone. This writer researched mailing address for member associated with Medicaid Card and it appears to be the Wilmington St shelter: 1420 S Wilmington St, Raleigh, NC 27603. This writer updated address connected to grievance and composed and sent acknowledgement/info needed letter with a deadline for a response of 8/1/21.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
7/27/21
This writer received acknowledgement/info needed as “Returned to Sender.” This writer reviewed notes in Jiva which indicate that there is still no working number/address on file for member
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
7/30/21
This writer again researched within Jiva for updates regarding this member. It appears that he has been hospitalized again and is currently at Holly Hill Hospital. 
At this time, this writer is unable to proceed with grievance as communication with member has not been possible. He is currently inpatient and has no working phone or address. This writer will close case based on lack of information. If member contacts Alliance again, he will be advised to submit a new grievance. No further action required at this time. Unable to send resolution letter due to member being homeless.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Undetermined--Unable to contact member to discuss grievance. Unable to successfully send Info Needed Letter (member is homeless)		1		1		0		18

		11968		Kim Ware		07/13/2021		EVANS		DIANE		Guardian		Grievance		Quality of Services		Respite				Developmental Disabilities Only		Child (0-17)		Caring Hands and Supplementary Enrichment Education LLC		1		489338 - LITTLE, MARIANNA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		Members guardian Diane Evans (919) 225-9137 reports that while receiving Respite Services through Caring Hands her character was insulted. She also expressed that the agency exhibited a lack of professionalism and did not follow through with scheduling meetings for her to meet new staff. Mrs. Evans also reports that her daughter was spanked and yelled at by a staff.(Johnny Goldsmith) She described a specific incident where are child was afraid to be around the particular staff after this occurrence. She expressed that her daughter trembled in fear and did not want to leave with the staff.		CORRECTIONS: UNCHECKED FROM PT; CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME FROM MEMBER'S; PRIORITY CHANGED FROM HIGH TO ROUTINE; NATURE CHANGED FROM ABUSE/NEGLECT TO QUALITY; PERMISSION TO USE NAME CHANGED FROM YES TO NO; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO DSS		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8316		08/03/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Members guardian Diane Evans (919) 225-9137 reports that while receiving Respite Services through Caring Hands her character was insulted. She also expressed that the agency exhibited a lack of professionalism and did not follow through with scheduling meetings for her to meet new staff. Mrs. Evans also reports that her daughter was spanked and yelled at by a staff.(Johnny Goldsmith) She described a specific incident where are child was afraid to be around the particular staff after this occurrence. She expressed that her daughter trembled in fear and did not want to leave with the staff.
MARIANNA LITTLE    ID: 489338    (DOB: 8/28/2013)
7/19/21 This writer made call to complainant at number listed (919) 225-9137; Complainant explained that she wishes to remain anonymous and not tot to use her daughter’s name when discussing the matter with the  provider. She reports that the provider goes to her church. This writer inquired regarding spanking. Per Ms. Evans, her daughter reported to her that the staff yelled at her and put her in time out. She reports that she does not believe that her daughter was spanked because she monitors that and has noticed no bruises or changes and that it was her daughter’s way of describing mistreatment and yelling by Ms. Goldsmith. She reports that the Staff disrespected her and insulted her parenting skills and that she reported it to the agency. Although she reported it, Ms. Evans reports that the staff remains working with the agency after being rude and unprofessional. She reports that after she requested to be discharged the agency attempted to provide her with pampers, etc…Ms Evans believes that the provider blamed her for issues with Medicaid renewal when they did not provide services. Ms Evans reports that she has already found another provider for respite and is working on getting the agency/staff authorized to begin providing services for he daughter. This writer explained next steps which will be limited due to anonymity, however, agency will be notified, recommendations made and the concerns tracked for potential trends. Ms Evans confirmed her mailing address and thanked this writer for assistance. Acknowledgment letter mailed to complainant.(K.WARE,QAA)
8/2/21 This writer contacted Cedricka Holliday at Caring Hands to make her aware of the concern with the very limited information and no use of the member or parent’s name. This writer recommended agency continues to monitor customer service and ensure documentation of interactions/service provision.  Based on agency notification, member wishes to remain anonymous and indicating no abuse/neglect as well as connected to another provider agency of choice, case to be closed and tracked for potential trends.(K.WARE,QAA)
8/3/21 Resolution mailed to complainant. No further action by this writer or provider at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		21

		11969		Hillary Vandewart		07/13/2021		Gibbs		LaKenya		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Caring Hands and Supplementary Enrichment Education LLC		1		91404 - HINTON, AYANA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Member is currently receiving Specialize Consultative Service for Behavioral Supports with Dr. Larry HInes through Caring Hands and Supplementary Enrichment Education, LLC. Provider submitted quarterly documentation to review for the months of April-June 2021 which shows that member is receiving more of a  counseling service which is not the intended purpose of this service.  LaKenya Gibbs, MA,		CORRECTIONS: Changed Type to Developmental Only		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8320		07/30/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member is currently receiving Specialize Consultative Service for Behavioral Supports with Dr. Larry Hines through Caring Hands and Supplementary Enrichment Education, LLC. Provider submitted quarterly documentation to review for the months of April-June 2021 which shows that member is receiving more of a counseling service which is not the intended purpose of this service.  LaKenya Gibbs, MA,
[PT: Ayana Hinton				DOB: 6/10/96				ID: 91404]
7/19/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement letter to internal complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
7/22/21
This writer staffed case with provider during individual supervision. This writer shared that another similar concern had been submitted against this provider (#11685). This concern was shared with SIU/Compliance, who informed this writer that the service definition allows for providing behavioral and psychological care and that it was not appropriate for an SIU referral (unless the staff is not qualified to render the service, which is not the allegation). SIU advised that if SCS is being used for therapy only, there may be more appropriate resources the Care Navigator could assist with linkage to.  
Based on the previous concern not being accepted by SIU, supervisor and this writer agreed that this case could be tracked and Care Navigator can provide feedback/connection to other resources if needed.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
7/30/21
This writer composed and sent resolution email to internal complainant. This issue will be tracked. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		17

		11970		Kim Ware		07/14/2021		HASSELL		KERRI		Consumer		Grievance		Access to Services		Outpatient Services				Mental Health Only		Adult		Freedom House Recovery Center, Inc.		1		584179 - HASSELL, KERRI		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		Caller reports concerns about freedom house. Caller reports that the receptionist ( Mrs. Linda) is obviously overwhelmed. Caller reports that she is mean and rude and shouldn't be like that working in MH. Caller reports that she she sucks her teeth and hangs up on people. Caller reports that the receptionist told the member that everyone quit except for her and Dr Gross. Caller reports that she has been asking for therapy for months and they have not assigned anyone to her. Caller reports that her medications have been changed several times and that she has witnessed fights at the office.  Caller listed an additional number to contact her on 984-227-1356. Both numbers are working numbers.		CORRECTIONS: AGAINST CHANGED FROM OTHER TO PROVIDER; ENTERED NOT LICENSED		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8322		08/12/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller reports concerns about freedom house. Caller reports that the receptionist ( Mrs. Linda) is obviously overwhelmed. Caller reports that she is mean and rude and shouldn't be like that working in MH. Caller reports that she she sucks her teeth and hangs up on people. Caller reports that the receptionist told the member that everyone quit except for her and Dr Gross. Caller reports that she has been asking for therapy for months and they have not assigned anyone to her. Caller reports that her medications have been changed several times and that she has witnessed fights at the office.  Caller listed an additional number to contact her on 984-227-1356. Both numbers are working numbers.
KERRI HASSEL   ID: 584179    (DOB: 9/27/1972)
7/20/21 Called 984-219-6985 ; no vm available; 984-2271356 (restricted and not accepting calls).
7/21/21 No response from grievant; acknowledgment letter mailed to address listed.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/29/21 Call to grievant; left generic message requesting return call with person answering the phone.(K.WARE,QAA)
8/2/21 This writer received a return call from grievant, Kerri Hassell and spoke directly with her regarding her concerns. She stated that she still has not received therapy, the provider is not giving her the appropriate  medications and have changed her medications several times. She reports that the receptionist is not helping those with mental health issues acting the way she does towards them. She reports that when she brought this up to the receptionist she exclaimed that the only staff are her and the doctor. This writer confirmed permission to use name when discussing the matter with the provider and next steps. Ms Hassell confirmed receipt of the acknowledgment letter from this writer. This writer explained next steps in the matter noting that the provider is able to assist with transition to an alternative provider of choice if unable to meet her needs at this time. Member indicated that she did not wish to change provider at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)
8/3/21 This writer emailed the agency's Director, Heather Griffin-Dolciney to request contact in regards to grievance.(K.WARE,QAA)
8/10/21 This writer made call to agency (919) 428-8174 and left message for Ms Griffin- Dolciney.(K.WARE,QAA)
8/11/21 This writer received a return call and discussed the matters of concern. Per Ms Griffin Dolciny , she reports that she did not receive the original  request for return call. Initial response indicates that the member may have not received individual therapy due to changes made. Per discussion the information was emailed again for review and response to include actions taken or to be taken to address each matter of concern.(K.WARE,QAA)
8/12/21 Email correspondence received from Ms Griffin-Dolciney indicates the following: "This one came through. Still not sure why others did not .

I spoke to the program manager. She said that the consumer was being seen individually several months ago when we had a different clinic manager and therapists. With new management and new staff, we will not offer many individual sessions as FHRC primarily offers a group model. We are a small clinic. Currently, we have the clinic Director, two therapists, the doctor and two Peer Bridgers. We have always had at least one therapist on staff, but they may have been running a group when consumer visited.

The consumer has been offered group several times and has declined to participate. She was supposed to come in the last week or so and did not show. She has been receiving med management consistently.

I have asked the program manager to offer her a referral to an agency who can see her individually if that is her preference.

Regarding the concern with reception, it is hard investigate the concern without specifics, but I have let the manager know the concern so she can address generally with the receptionist.

Regarding medications, I would encourage the consumer to use her next session with the doctor to explicitly discuss her concerns so they can work toward a regimen both are comfortable with.

I also don’t have the specifics of any fight that occurred, but can say for sure that no type of physical altercation has ever happened at this site. On occasion, we have had a consumer in group become agitated and leave group with a raised voice or slammed door. I’m wondering if this is what the consumer may be referencing. In those instances, the agitated consumer is met with immediately by other available staff to help soothe them and prevent further disruption to other clients."
Based on agency response, staff changes have occurred at the clinic recently which appears to have caused a disruption in member's individual sessions, however, member refuses group sessions and has missed recent scheduled appointment. The member does however attend med mgmt regularly. Agency is able to assist with transfer to an alternative provider of choice for member if needed, plan to continue to monitor the customer service issue and follow up with staff. This writer has recommended that agency ensure direct follow up with member in regards to transition to an alternative provider if needed as well as follow up in regards to medication concerns. This writer made call to grievant to explain action steps taken, referring to provider for transition and medication mgmt follow up. His writer also gave the AH 24 hr Access and Info line number for assistance in locating alternative provider for individual therapy if needed. No other questions or concerns by grievant at this time. Resolution letter mailed. No further action by this writer at this time.		tracking		1		1		0		29

		11971		Kim Ware		07/14/2021		Wilson		Renee		Provider		External Stakeholder Concern		Quality of Services		Outpatient Services				Unknown Disability				Carolina Psychiatry P.C.		1		'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Call ID: 586570  provider calling (therapist)  about treatment of consumers by office staff in her setting, caller has expressed concern to the Dr's there. consumers are leaving visits more upset than when they entered, front desk staff is so abusive, consumers leaving in state of disarray,, shouting session between office staff and consumer last Friday, for example., she called her clinical supervisor who advised she make a grievance, office staff have no training, consumers have  complained many times. .   front staff has no training, office staff said they will talk rude to clients who are rude to them, provider is Carolina Psychiatry, Dr. Chowdhurm , two other PA's work in the office but problem is office staff.   Rich Resnick LCAS Advised caller of contact info for supervisor in Grievance dept.   RR		corrections: nature changed from quality to administrative issues		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8344		08/11/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Call ID: 586570 provider calling (therapist) about treatment of consumers by office staff in her setting, caller has expressed concern to the Dr's there. consumers are leaving visits more upset than when they entered, front desk staff is so abusive, consumers leaving in state of disarray,, shouting session between office staff and consumer last Friday, for example., she called her clinical supervisor who advised she make a grievance, office staff have no training, consumers have complained many times. . front staff has no training, office staff said they will talk rude to clients who are rude to them, provider is Carolina Psychiatry, Dr. Chowdhurm , two other PA's work in the office but problem is office staff. Rich Resnick LCAS
*no pt id
7/19/21call to complainant; left vm message.
7/20/21call to complainant; no response; mailed ack letter to address listed.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/29/21 Call to complainant; left vm message.(K.WARE,QAA)
8/3/21 Call to complainant; left vm message. No response from complainant to date, therefore provider has not been contacted. Info needed letter mailed to complainant with response date of 8/11/21 requested.(K.WARE,QAA)
8/11/21 No response from complainant to date. Case withdrawn and closed.(K.WARE,QAA)		withdrawn- no response from complainant		1		1		0		28

		11972		Hillary Vandewart		07/14/2021		PATANE		MARK		Consumer		Grievance		Authorization/ Payment/ Billing - LME-MCO Only		Crisis - Inpatient				Mental Health Only		Adult		Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		1		446787 - PATANE, MARK		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Consumer Mark Patane is filing a grievance against Alliance Health Claims Dept. Provider Novant Health Services provided MH services to Consumer in 5/2020. The services were bills to alliance in which claims are present in alpha. The claims were billed approximately 1 Month after the services were delivered but have not been paid and as a result the unpaid bill has bee seen to collections by Novant. Consumer is now being contacted by a Collections Agency regarding the unpaid bills. Consumer reports he has Medicaid at the time of the service.		CORRECTIONS: Connected patient to grievance in portal, updated contact info to match as entered, Changed to Auth/Payment/Billing (MCO), Medicaid is YES due to member having Medicaid at time of billing concern (grievance is Medicaid related)		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8321		08/12/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Consumer Mark Patane is filing a grievance against Alliance Health Claims Dept. Provider Novant Health Services provided MH services to Consumer in 5/2020. The services were bills to alliance in which claims are present in alpha. The claims were billed approximately 1 Month after the services were delivered but have not been paid and as a result the unpaid bill has been seen to collections by Novant. Consumer is now being contacted by a Collections Agency regarding the unpaid bills. Consumer reports he has Medicaid at the time of the service.
[PT: Mark Patane				DOB: 4/25/84				ID: 446787]
7/20/21
This writer reached out to Claims Dept to see if they could provide any info prior to reaching out to complainant. Sent email to Tina Everett and Marilyn Madison (Claims Supervisors) asking that they research the issue.
Tina responded and shared that ACS is showing payment to Novant for Dates of Service 5/13/2020-5/20/2020.  Per contract, provider accepts payment as payment in full. Member should not have been billed. 
This writer asked for recommendations on how to address with Novant. She advised that we let the member know that payment was made to Novant for his stay on 5/13/2020-5/20/2020. She also advised that Novant could be contacted to let them know the issue and remind that them that they are supposed to accept the Medicaid payment as payment in full and not bill the member. She advised that if the member wants to pursue further action because of the collections, it would be more appropriate for the member to file grievance directly with Novant. 
This writer contacted member directly to share this information—left detailed voicemail requesting a call back as outgoing message confirmed correct contact information.
This writer received a call back from member and shared with him feedback received from billing department. This writer shared with Mark that we would reach out to Novant to share this with them and remind them that they should not be billing him. Mark asked this writer what he should tell collections and this writer shared that this would be something that he would likely need to discuss with Novant. This writer shared that I would ask Novant to follow up with him regarding how he should proceed when it comes to this issue as he stated he still owes collections $1200. He thanked this writer for the assistance and confirmed his mailing address. 
This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement letter to member.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
7/28/21
This writer contacted “main contact” listen in ACS portal, Carol Barron, Corporate Director, via phone at 336-277-1133—left VM requesting a return call. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
8/2/21
This writer has not received a call back from Ms. Barron. This writer sent an email to Ms. Barron at crbarron@novanthealth.org requesting her assistance in this matter.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
8/3/21
This writer received a reply from Ms. Barron stating that the Novant revenue cycle team shows that this account was paid in May 2020. She requested more information about the bills he received. This writer asked that she or someone from Novant billing reach out to the member directly to get more information.
She replied stating that “I can ask our team to reach out but typically in handling grievances all communication is between you and member regarding resolution. Will you be following up with your member regarding this inquiry? We do not show record of billing this patient.”
This writer advised that we would follow up with the member and share their feedback, however direct communication may be warranted between them depending on his response. She thanked this writer for the assistance. 

This writer then contacted member by phone and shared the provider’s feedback. He stated that he had the document he received which stated that he owed Novant and would email it to me. This writer shared that I would share that info with Novant and be in touch.
This writer received document which did state that Novant had sent him to Collections. This writer forwarded that document to Ms. Barron and asked her to look into the matter. 

Ms. Barron replied that the letter the member received pertains to the Novant Health Medical Group Services, which is not contracted with Alliance so they would bill the patient.

This writer shared this feedback with Tina Everett, Claims Supervisor, to get her thoughts on the response. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst

8/4/21
This writer received response from Tina advising that this writer consult with Provider Networks as the member does not have any choice/control over which physician group is selected by the hospital to render services to the member. This seems like an undue stress/hardship to the member to have to navigate. 

This writer researched and determined the PND Supervisor, Cathy Stephenson, was assigned to hospital contracts. This writer reached out to her via email to see if she could assist. She replied that she would reach out to her contact. 

-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
8/10/21
This writer staffed case with supervisor, Todd Parker, Incident and Grievance Specialist. He advised that, as AH doesn’t manage the medical portion of his care, we would not be able to directly assist. However, he did state that this writer could reach out to Glenda Stokes, mailto:glenda.stokes@dhhs.nc.gov to see if she had any recommendations as to where member could be directed to address the medical side of things relating to Medicaid.
This writer reached out to Glenda with this inquiry and also followed up with Cathy to see if she had been able to get any feedback from the provider.
Cathy shared that she had not made any progress in terms of receiving helpful info from Novant. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
8/11/21
Glenda replied to this writer inquiring as to whether or not member had Medicaid, stating that if so, she could rout to her contact at DHB. This writer replied that member had Medicaid at the time services were provided.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
8/12/21
This writer researched NC Medicaid website and located a number for the NC Medicaid Ombudsman (877-201-3750), a service which can be called when “You have questions about a notice or bill you have received.” This writer will share this information with member, along with all feedback received both internally and from Novant, and then will need to resolve grievance as Alliance is unable to assist directly with the bill. 
This writer called and left message for Mr. Patane requesting a call back.
This writer composed and sent resolution letter to Mr. Patane and will include any future correspondence in grievance follow-up. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Non-Issue (bill is unrelated to Alliance Health)		1		1		0		29

		11973		Kristie White		07/15/2021		Kersey		Elyse		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Outpatient Services				Unknown Disability		Child (0-17)		Inner Peace Community Support Services, LLC		1		526422 - STONE, BRANDAL		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		CM contacted the provider, Cassandra Boston, on 7/8/2021 requesting additional clinical justification. The provider agreed to upload this information in provider communications by 7/9/2021. By 7/12/2021, CM still had not received the requested information and tried to reach the provider again. A message was left for the provider on that date, and as of 7/15/2021, there still was no response.		Nothing in diag in portal/unknown diagnosis. KMack		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8336		07/26/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CM contacted the provider, Cassandra Boston, on 7/8/2021 requesting additional clinical justification. The provider agreed to upload this information in provider communications by 7/9/2021. By 7/12/2021, CM still had not received the requested information and tried to reach the provider again. A message was left for the provider on that date, and as of 7/15/2021, there still was no response.
07/15/21-Internal concern against Inner Peace Community Support Services, LLC re. admin issues. KM Appeals Coordinator
Patient: Brandal Stone Patient ID: 526422 DOB: 03/01/2014
07/26/21-Per Jiva this request has been approved, “Recommendations: continue to assess treatment needs and link with referrals/supports, as warranted. Please ensure family therapy is also taking place. Collaboration with the school to ensure appropriate educational/behavioral supports are implemented. Ensure member is connected with a primary care physician for annual well-check appointments.  Link with prosocial activities and community supports. Authorizing 1 unit of Outpatient Therapy (90837 GT) from 6/29/2021 to 6/30/2021. End date adjusted to 6/30/2021, due to standard plan transition as of 7/1/2021. This is a valid retro request, per supervisor Karen Timkey Ogg, due to COVID-19 restrictions. Elyse Kersey, LCMHC, LMHC, NCC, 7/15/2021” Sending ack/resolution email to internal complainant and closing concern as tracking. KMack Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		11

		11974		Hillary Vandewart		07/15/2021		Presson		Gene		Guardian		Grievance		Access to Services		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Educare Community Living Corporation - NC dba Community Alternatives North Carolina		1		74735 - PRESSON, LEE		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		1		In-State		Supervised Living 5600 F (Alternative family Living)		1		1		Mr. and Mrs. Presson expressed concern that the AFL provider had been providing transportation to and from the day program for member.  When the day program site changed the AFL provider stopped providing transportation.  The day program staff is now providing transportation and billing day supports during transport.  Mrs. Presson noted this takes away from the time member is at the day program site and asked for clarification regarding schedule and transportation responsibility.  CN clarified schedule and provided information regarding day support service definition noting that transportation is included in the service and it is the responsibility of the day support provider.  CN noted that residential providers sometimes will work with day programs to share this responsibility but it is not required.  CN offered to submit an ISP update to request additional hours to cover the transportation time.  Shalonda Williams, QP/Wake Enterprises (919-582-0357), has agreed to a request however indicates the program is currently short staffed and will not be able to staff the additional hours until they are able to hire more staff.  CN informed Mrs. Presson that a revision can be submitted at the time staff is available.  CN offered to submit grievance on the part of Mr. and Mrs. Presson and they asked that CN do so.  Additional contact, Crystal Kearney, QP/Educare/Rescare (919-268-1299).		CORRECTIONS: Changed complainant to reflect guardian's info, changed disability to Multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8323		08/13/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Mr. and Mrs. Presson expressed concern that the AFL provider had been providing transportation to and from the day program for member.  When the day program site changed the AFL provider stopped providing transportation.  The day program staff is now providing transportation and billing day supports during transport.  Mrs. Presson noted this takes away from the time member is at the day program site and asked for clarification regarding schedule and transportation responsibility.  CN clarified schedule and provided information regarding day support service definition noting that transportation is included in the service and it is the responsibility of the day support provider.  CN noted that residential providers sometimes will work with day programs to share this responsibility but it is not required.  CN offered to submit an ISP update to request additional hours to cover the transportation time.  Shalonda Williams, QP/Wake Enterprises (919-582-0357), has agreed to a request however indicates the program is currently short staffed and will not be able to staff the additional hours until they are able to hire more staff.  CN informed Mrs. Presson that a revision can be submitted at the time staff is available.  CN offered to submit grievance on the part of Mr. and Mrs. Presson and they asked that CN do so.  Additional contact, Crystal Kearney, QP/Educare/Rescare (919-268-1299).
[PT: Lee Presson				DOB: 7/2/71				ID: 74735]
7/20/21
This writer contacted insert user, Eugene Bene, to clarify who the complainant was and who the grievance was against. He replied with contact info for parents who are the complainants. He also confirmed that the complaint was against Educare for not providing transportation to day support (even though this is the day support program’s responsibility per the service definition). He reported that he wasn’t sure who exactly to file the grievance against. The concern is that transportation is included in the billing time for day supports.  He reportedly went back and forth a bit to explain the service definition and discuss options to resolve the issue.  After not being able to satisfy them, he offered to file the grievance.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
7/21/21
This writer confirmed that guardianship documentation is on file for Gene Presson (grievant). This writer contacted him to acknowledge receipt of grievance and get more info—via phone at 919-376-3170. This writer initially spoke with Gene and ended up on speakerphone with Mrs. Gerta Presson as well, who did most of the talking.
She reported concerns that the caretaker he was living with had always provided transportation to the day support, but now “all of a sudden,” this has changed. This means that hours of diminished by around 40 minutes a day. She feels that this is a significant amount of time for him to lose when that was not the case prior to the pandemic. 
She then went on to describe some concerns with AFL provider—Gwenn. She does not spend significant time with Lee. They don’t eat meals together. She puts his food on the kitchen counter and he eats by himself. There is no interaction, he stays in his room watching television. No one to sit with him, chat with him. She sees this as a job and not a relationship. 
She has spoken with Crystal Carney and has requested a transfer as she does not feel that this is a healthy environment. She hasn’t heard back about this and Lee does not know that this has been initiated. She also reported that Lee reported to her that last weekend, Lee had been dropped off somewhere else for 2 days and no one informed guardians. It was respite, which they had agreed to but they need to know where he is. When they spoke with Gwenn about this, she was adamant that she didn’t need to tell them where he was. Crystal has not been made aware of this yet. 
Also, there was another recent incident where member fell in the bathroom and Gwenn took him to the doctor. Guardians were not notified that he had gone to the doctor.
She did state that the AFL provider has never done this before and they have tried to be patient, but these recent issues are especially concerning.
This writer confirmed mailing address and stated that I would be in touch. 
This writer then received a VM from Ms. Presson adding that Gwenn is not permitting them to enter apartment for them to see his room. She will not allow to enter building at all. She says it’s because COVID. Everyone has been vaccinated. Wanted to help him put pictures on his bulletin board, help him try on shirts, etc.  
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement letter.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
8/2/21
This writer left detailed voicemail for Executive Director, Cynthia Bradford, at 919-387-1011 x238 requesting a call back to discuss grievance. This writer also sent follow-up email to cynthiabradford@rescare.com requesting a response/confirmation that she is the appropriate contact for grievance communication. 
This writer received a VM from Ms. Bradford indicating that is able to assist in this and also that Crystal Kearney is the AFL Director and may be able to assist as well. She provided her number as well: 919-815-0526. 
This writer called Ms. Bradford and shared concern information with her as well as grievance resolution process. She thanked this writer and asked that I send information to her and Crystal (Crystal.kearney@rescare.com) via email and confirmed that she could send a response by 8/9. This writer sent information with an 8/9 response deadline.
Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
8/9/21
This writer received response, along with supporting documentation, from Crystal Kearney, QP. Documentation included: Investigation Summary, Written Statements, ISP and Service Definition.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
8/11/21
This writer conducted review of response/documentation, which can be summarized below:
•	Member was interviewed regarding how he spends his time. He shared that he watches TV in his room. When asked who he ate with, he stated he shared meals with Ms. Gwen, AFL provider. He also reported that he enjoyed where he lived and felt safe.
•	Gwendolyn was interviewed as well. She reported that he has never eaten alone and she eats his meals with him everyday. She also reported that she told guardians that would inform them the next time he was in respite. She reported not knowing that she needed to contact them when he is taken to doctor. She confirmed that she does not allow anyone in her home because of COVID (she has asthma). 
•	Stepmother was also interviewed as part of the investigation.
•	Provider found that, based on interviews, there was no significant evidence that member is being mistreated. Services are being provided as written according to ISP and Service Definition. 
•	Provider did find that AFL provider required additional training for Tools of Support which include ISP, Incident Reporting, and Documentation. 
This writer thanked provider for response and asked her to confirm whether an incident report was completed for fall. Additionally, inquired about whether training was being provided to AFL staff regarding communication with guardians. She confirmed both and stated she was checking on the status of the incident report. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
8/12/21
Based on the provider’s response and confirmation that AFL provider will be receiving additional training, this writer plans to resolve grievance.
This writer called and left message with grievant(s) requesting a call back.
This writer received VM from Mrs. Presson returning call.  
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
This writer contacted Ms. Presson and shared provider’s feedback with her. She shared that her main concern was regarding the transportation issue. This writer explained that it is the day support provider’s responsibility to transport and that she would need to work with CN and day support provider to request more hours if she was concerned about the time lost in transit. She agreed to do this. This writer also confirmed with her that Crystal Kearney was actively looking for a new AFL provider. She thanked this writer for the follow-up. This writer then composed and sent resolution letter. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		29

		11975		Kim Ware		07/16/2021		HUGHES		Susan		Guardian		Grievance		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Intermediate Care Facility				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Murdoch Developmental Center		1		98790 - HUGHES, SKYLER		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		1		In-State		Intermediate Care Facility (ICF/IDD)		1		1		Writer was contacted by member's LRP, and was informed a new staff at Murdoch who was being trained by two long-term staff reported the long-term staff were speaking inappropriately to the member. The new staff reported the long-term staff were encouraging the member to have a maladaptive behavior, so they could apply personal restraint in an aggressive manner. It was further reported the long-term staff were threatening to use food as punishment. The new staff reported the incident to management at Murdoch, and subsequently an investigation was launched by Murdoch's advocacy department. Writer informed the LRP he would file a QOCC.		CORRECTIONS: TYPE CHANGED FROM EXTERNAL TO GRIEVANCE; unchecked from pt; entered complainant name; against changed from other to provider; licensure entered dhsr		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8329		07/27/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Writer was contacted by member's LRP, and was informed a new staff at Murdoch who was being trained by two long-term staff reported the long-term staff were speaking inappropriately to the member. The new staff reported the long-term staff were encouraging the member to have a maladaptive behavior, so they could apply personal restraint in an aggressive manner. It was further reported the long-term staff were threatening to use food as punishment. The new staff reported the incident to management at Murdoch, and subsequently an investigation was launched by Murdoch's advocacy department. Writer informed the LRP he would file a QOCC.
SKYLER HUGHES    ID: 98970   (DOB: 12/3/1998)
7/16/21 This writer contacted insert user, AH CC Scott Bailey to clarify information entered. The member's guardian is the complainant per insert user. Corrections made to the entry. This writer researched contact information for guardian.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/22/21 Call to guardian at number listed (919) 395-9674; left vm message requesting return call.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/23/21 No response from complainant. Reviewed information available regarding member. Acknowledgment letter mailed to complainant at address listed for complainant.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/27/21 This writer received vm message from guardian indicating that she did not want to proceed in that she did not file with AH, but directly with the provider. She reports  that Murdoch has already investigated the matter and addressed it and unsure of why she was contacted. This writer made call and spoke directly with complainant.  This writer explained the purpose of call and role of QM. Per guardian request, case withdrawn. She reports that she received a copy of the agency's internal investigation and was satisfied with the actions taken to address the concerns She reports that her daughter was not physically harmed, but was spoken to inappropriately. She reports that she believes that Mr. Bailey wanted the issue documented. Per discussion a disregard letter will be mailed to Ms. Hughes with no further action. Disregard letter mailed and case closed with no further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		DISREGARD		1		1		0		11

		11976		Kim Ware		07/16/2021		Abdrahman		Suhair		Parent		External Stakeholder Concern		Quality of Services		Assertive Community Tx Team				Multi-Disability		Adult		B & D Integrated Health Services		1		403336 - Abdrahman, Mohamed		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Complainant is member's mother, Suhair. Suhair reports that she has spoken to Jasmine and Kenya with the ACTT at B&D and shared concerns numerous times of the member's behavior and reported she was scared of him. Suhair reports the member has abused her and broken her nose, and that when she expressed her fear and concern to the the ACTT provider, they didn't do anything.Suhair asked for a grievance to be filed while speaking to MHSUD Supervisor, Karen Gall.		CORRECTIONS: ENTERED PT ID;TYPE CHANGED FROM GRIEVANCE TO EXTERNAL STAKEHOLDER; SOURCE CHANGED FROM FAMILY MEMBER TO PARENT; AGAINST CHANGED FROM OTHER TO PROVIDER; LICENSURE ENTERED NOT LICENSED; DISABILITY CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO MULTI		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8319		07/23/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Complainant is member's mother, Suhair. Suhair reports that she has spoken to Jasmine and Kenya with the ACTT at B&D and shared concerns numerous times of the member's behavior and reported she was scared of him. Suhair reports the member has abused her and broken her nose, and that when she expressed her fear and concern to the the ACTT provider, they didn't do anything.Suhair asked for a grievance to be filed while speaking to MHSUD Supervisor, Karen Gall.

MOHAMED ABDRAHAM  ID: 403336  (DOB: 8/18/1989)
7/19/21 Call to Complainant; explained the purpose of call; role of QM and confirmed with her that she is not the legal guardian of the member. This writer explained the limitations of the phone call due to HIPAA. The complainant explained that the provider does nothing for member. She reports that she has called provider several times regarding behaviors and that he has several episodes. This writer inquired if the complainant was aware of the IVC process or when to call the police. She reports that she has done it at least 2x this month. This writer inquired if the complainant understood what ACTT entails. Complainant continued to explain that the provider does not help. She reports that when her son i inpatient and becomes compliant, then at discharge she sometimes let him stay for  few days, then he changes. She reports that he will hang up the phone on staff and threaten family. This writer confirmed mailing address again explaining limitations of HPAA and referring complainant to IVC process and use of 911 if needed. She reports that when she explains the situation to the provider they have told her that they can do nothing if they have not seen the behaviors that she is describing of abuse or hitting. Confirmed mailing address.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/22/21 Staffed case with Incident& Grievance Mgr Todd Parker during supervision. Plan is to send the complainant a copy of the ACTT service definition when closing case. This writer will also follow up with PN Evaluator Rose-Ann Bryda due to open monitoring review of provider. THis writer made call and spoke with Ms Bryda regarding the concerns noting that the complainant is not the guardian and that QM would not be exchanging information with her. Per discussion, this writer will follow up with B and D in regards to any contact with the mother or most recent service provision. Information received to be forwarded to Ms Bryda for PN use and noted in follow up. Per Ms Bryda, the member may be one of the case files requested of B and D during current review.
7/23/21 Based on supervision/case consult, PND case collaboration and complainant not being the guardian, case to be marked as resolved and resolution letter (including ACTT service definition to be mailed to complainant. Any subsequent correspondence received from agency to be noted in follow up and forwarded to PND for use per collaboration.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		7

		11977		Todd Parker		07/16/2021		ROSCOE		FRENCHIE		Consumer		Compliment		Other		Care Coordination (MH/SA)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Not Defined		1		87434 - ROSCOE, FRENCHIE		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Member wanted to ensure that the supervisor for AH CC Elias Njuri is notified that he has done alot to assist her, has followed up, been patient with her and a tremendous help in coordinating services. Ms Roscoe has indicated that she would like to talk to someone to let them know.(K.WARE,QAA)				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8332		07/26/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member wanted to ensure that the supervisor for AH CC Elias Njuri is notified that he has done alot to assist her, has followed up, been patient with her and a tremendous help in coordinating services. Ms Roscoe has indicated that she would like to talk to someone to let them know.(K.WARE,QAA)

2-26-21
This writer emailed the staff's supervisor to make her aware of the compliment:
Good morning,
I’m writing to inform you of a compliment QM received about  staff you supervise: Elias Njuri

The compliment is from member Frenchie Roscoe. According to the information entered in the compliment, Ms. Roscoe wanted to make sure Mr. Njuri’s supervisor was aware that he has done a lot to assist her. She indicates that he has “followed up, been patient and has been a tremendous help in coordinating services”. 

Please share our appreciation with Mr. Njuri. We are always happy to receive good news about our staff and want to make sure it is celebrated. 
Thanks for all the hard work you and your staff do!

No further action.		Compliment		1		1		0		10

		11980		Kristie White		07/19/2021		Smith		Candice		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Service Coordination between providers		Crisis - Inpatient				Multi-Disability		Adult		Holly Hill Hospital, LLC		1		504405 - JOHNSON, DANIEL		White		Not Defined		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		FOR TRACKING PURPOSES ONLY - 
Member discharged from Holly Hill Hospital on 7/16/2021. His CST Provider with Carolina Outreach (Cassie Phillips, team lead) had been in contact with HHH. I had also informed HHH of CST involvement. SW at HHH confirmed that she had spoken with Carolina Outreach. Cassie with Carolina Outreach told me that the SW at HHH said a discharge planner would be in touch to schedule a discharge appointment for the member. Cassie reported to HL that she had not heard from the discharge planner. Member discharged with an aftercare plan to follow up with Monarch.		For tracking purposes only - HHH overuses Monarch, does not truly set up appointments up for the members with Monarch. Despite the member having an enhanced provider and the unit SW knowing this, the discharge planner did not arrange discharge with the enhanced provider.		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8326		07/22/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		FOR TRACKING PURPOSES ONLY - Member discharged from Holly Hill Hospital on 7/16/2021. His CST Provider with Carolina Outreach (Cassie Phillips, team lead) had been in contact with HHH. I had also informed HHH of CST involvement. SW at HHH confirmed that she had spoken with Carolina Outreach. Cassie with Carolina Outreach told me that the SW at HHH said a discharge planner would be in touch to schedule a discharge appointment for the member. Cassie reported to HL that she had not heard from the discharge planner. Member discharged with an aftercare plan to follow up with Monarch. For tracking purposes only - HHH overuses Monarch, does not truly set up appointments up for the members with Monarch. Despite the member having an enhanced provider and the unit SW knowing this, the discharge planner did not arrange discharge with the enhanced provider.
 07/19/21-Internal (Candice)- against HHH; inappropriate discharge planning TRACKING. KM Appeals Coordinator
07/22/21-Per email from Compliance Department Holly Hill Hospital is under review for these same reasons and per internal complainant closing this as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		3

		11982		Todd Parker		07/19/2021		ROSCOE		FRENCHIE		Consumer		Compliment		Other		Outpatient Services				Mental Health Only		Adult		Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		1		87434 - ROSCOE, FRENCHIE		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Frenchie Roscoe wanted to express how outstanding Kim Ware and Elias Njiru has been in assisting her through the grievance process as she  dealt  with crisis situation. Caller reports both staff  treated her as a person and have demonstrated to her that her feelings and her words matter.  Caller was also reports Kim Ware has been exceptional not just in how she responded to her but also in her efforts to connect her to people that continued to see she was taken care of. Frenchie Roscoe reports both Staff were very understanding. Caller wanted to make sure she made this known.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8333		07/26/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Frenchie Roscoe wanted to express how outstanding Kim Ware and Elias Njiru has been in assisting her through the grievance process as she dealt with crisis situation. Caller reports both staff treated her as a person and have demonstrated to her that her feelings and her words matter. Caller was also reports Kim Ware has been exceptional not just in how she responded to her but also in her efforts to connect her to people that continued to see she was taken care of. Frenchie Roscoe reports both Staff were very understanding. Caller wanted to make sure she made this known.

7-26-21
This writer emailed supervisor of Mr. Njuri to make her aware of the compliment. Writer also commended Ms. Ware as he is her manager. Writer also made the QM SVP aware of the compliment and he commended her as well. 
No further action.		Compliment		1		1		0		7

		11983		Kristie White		07/19/2021		Simpson		Melissa		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Peer Support Services				Does Not Apply				Greater Image Healthcare, Corp.		1		'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		Multiple UM Care Managers are reporting difficulty with getting clinical information needed to complete Medical Necessity reviews for authorization purposes.  The provider agency is often only entering 1-2 sentences in the SAR Justification section of the SAR, usually with limited information.  PCPs are not consistently updated with specific goal progress or modifications of treatment interventions.  Outreach attempts are often unsuccessful, with neither email nor phone calls returned.  Based on the limited information received by the provider, it is unclear if the members for whom services are requested need the requested units/frequency of service.  This results in peer reviews, which may be unnecessary if the information was included at the time of submission. In addition, it appears that the provider continues to request 260 units (max benefit is 270) for all members at each authorization request, even though the service definition indicates that titration of services should occur, and even for members for whom there has already been a peer review/reduction.  Multiple UM Care Managers have provider technical assistance, discussing service expectations, etc., but there does not appear to have been any change in this area either.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8354		08/02/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Multiple UM Care Managers are reporting difficulty with getting clinical information needed to complete Medical Necessity reviews for authorization purposes. The provider agency is often only entering 1-2 sentences in the SAR Justification section of the SAR, usually with limited information. PCPs are not consistently updated with specific goal progress or modifications of treatment interventions. Outreach attempts are often unsuccessful, with neither email nor phone calls returned. Based on the limited information received by the provider, it is unclear if the members for whom services are requested need the requested units/frequency of service. This results in peer reviews, which may be unnecessary if the information was included at the time of submission. In addition, it appears that the provider continues to request 260 units (max benefit is 270) for all members at each authorization request, even though the service definition indicates that titration of services should occur, and even for members for whom there has already been a peer review/reduction. Multiple UM Care Managers have provider technical assistance, discussing service expectations, etc., but there does not appear to have been any change in this area either.
07/19/21-Internal- against Greater Image- continued issues with documentation submission. KM Appeals Coordinator
08/02/21-This writer composed and sent acknowledgement email to ack/resolution to internal complainant. This writer researched within Grievance Portal to determine if similar concerns have been filed for this provider and there have not been. Advising that she can follow the protocol for reaching out to PND to complete the Request for Assistance to Resolve Contractual Concern. Resolved concern and coded as “tracking” due to no further action being requested from complainant. KMack Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		14

		11985		Hillary Vandewart		07/20/2021		BUTLER		CLIFTON		Consumer		Grievance		Access to Services		Peer Support Services				Multi-Disability		Adult		Sunrise Clinical Associates, PLLC		1		427728 - BUTLER, CLIFTON		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Caller reported he worked for a while with a support person who would come to his home and help him until she got fired, eight to ten months ago. Caller reported since the person he worked with got fired he was not connected with another person to go out to his home and help him. Caller reported he would call Sunrise Clinical Associates once a week or once every two weeks and he was told to sign more papers or give me a reason as to why they had not connected me to someone else to come out to my home. Caller reported he was told today (07/20/2021) by the program director Mrs. Ashley she had the right to refuse me anything. Caller reported this made him upset because it seemed she didn't care to help him. Caller reported Medicaid this whole time has been paying for the services he was suppose to be receiving from Sunrise Clinical Associates and they never provided services to him.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Nature of Issue to Access to Services		other		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8334		08/06/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller reported he worked for a while with a support person who would come to his home and help him until she got fired, eight to ten months ago. Caller reported since the person he worked with got fired he was not connected with another person to go out to his home and help him. Caller reported he would call Sunrise Clinical Associates once a week or once every two weeks and he was told to sign more papers or give me a reason as to why they had not connected me to someone else to come out to my home. Caller reported he was told today (07/20/2021) by the program director Mrs. Ashley she had the right to refuse me anything. Caller reported this made him upset because it seemed she didn't care to help him. Caller reported Medicaid this whole time has been paying for the services he was supposed to be receiving from Sunrise Clinical Associates and they never provided services to him.
[PT: Clifton Butler				DOB: 4/18/55				ID: 427728]
7/22/21
This writer sent case consult to Tanya Held (Compliance/SIU) via email as this appears to be an allegation of fraudulent billing. Tanya responded stating that SIU will add this to existing case on Sunrise and will likely request notes as it’s an allegation of billing for services not rendered, but to please proceed with QM resolution as well- engaging with the provider as needed and working on getting him re-connected to services if needed/desired. She asked that this writer inform him that someone from Investigations will be contacting him as well. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
7/26/21
This writer contacted Clifton Butler via phone at 919-626-1514 to discuss concern—left generic message requesting a call back. This writer received a call back from grievant and discussed concerns with him in detail. He shared that no one has helped him or provided him with services. He stated he had an emergency the other day where he had to get to Duke Hospital and when he contacted them for assistance with transportation, they told him that he had been discharged. 
He reported that “Ms. Ashley” has not been helpful and told him that she had the right to refuse services to anyone. He felt that she “turned into a different person.” 
This writer shared grievance resolution process with Mr. Butler and confirmed mailing address. This writer also asked whether he was still interested in receiving services with Sunrise Clinical Associates. He stated no, and he needed help getting connected to a new provider. This writer advised that he contact the Access and Information line and shared this with him. He agreed.
This writer also shared with member that someone from Investigations may be contacting him regarding the concerns about billing fraud.
This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement letter to member.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
8/2/21
This writer reached out to provider via phone at (919) 493-5013 and requested to speak with Sheila Burge, QA/QI Director. This writer was told by receptionist that she was in a meeting and took a message for this writer. This writer also sent email to sburge@sunriseclinical.org to share concern details and request a response by 8/9. This writer asked that she contact me with any questions or concerns related to the request. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
8/9/21
This writer received response and supporting documentation from provider which can be summarized below:
•	Member was contacted and received services from other PSS staff after his was terminated. 
•	He was not always available to receive services (supporting documentation included).
•	Member was notified to schedule re-assessment but he refused this. Last Peer Support service was rendered on 3/8. He was stepped down to OPT after last PSS auth was partially denied. 
•	Re. 7/20 conversation: member called and was irate, demanding, and disrespectful to staff, using vulgar language throughout call. He refused to de-escalate. 
•	Agency did not bill for non-rendered Medicaid services. They have provided pro-bono work since last session on 3/8. 
•	Action steps:
o	Agency will communicate with member that he can be re-assessed to determine whether he meets criteria for PSS.
o	Peer Support Program Director will receive a customer service refresher on how to manage frustrations when dealing with clients with poor communication skills. 
This writer reviewed supporting documentation which included non-billable PSS notes which demonstrated member’s lack of engagement at times. Also reviewed OPT notes showing that member did receive OPT services 6/30 and 7/8. 
Based on provider’s response and supporting documentation, it appears that provider offered due diligence in attempting to keep member connected with services. This writer will plan to share provider’s feedback with member and inform him that they will be contacting him to discuss being reassessed. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
8/11/21
This writer called and spoke with Mr. Butler via phone regarding the provider’s response. He was adamant that he did not want to continue services with Sunrise Clinical and this writer again recommended he contact Access in order to get referred to another provider. He thanked this writer for the assistance. This writer composed and sent resolution letter to include number for Access and Information line. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Undetermined--Fraud allegation referred to SIU for investigation		1		1		0		17

		11986		Kim Ware		07/20/2021		WILLIAMS		KENDALL		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Community Companion Home Care, LLC		1		706097 - GOOD, CHRISTIAN		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		McDowell		0		1		In-State		Supervised Living 5600 C (Adult with Intellectual/Developmental Disabilities)		1		1		During a review of claims during monitoring of services, SC noticed that Residential Supports were being billed on days when the member was spending the weekend with her father.  After further review, this writer, Kendall Williams (Service Consultant), found that the provider has billed every day of the month, except for December, since August 2020 (checked through June 2021).  There have also been occurrences when the member was home visiting with her mother out of town that were billed.  This writer informed the QP, Becky Davis, who is new to the case.  She said that she will bring it to her supervisor's attention, and SC let her know that he would need to file an area of concern to formally address the issue.I have not heard an explanation from the provider at this time.  They are aware that an area of concern is being completed.  

Community Companion- Becky Davis, QP- (828)208-4557, rdavis.cchc@gmail.com
Kendall Williams- Service Consultant- (984)302-1952, kwilliams@alliancehealthplan.org
Michelle Steva- Care Navigator- (984)484-4990, msteva@alliancehealthplan.org		CORRECTIONS: CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFORMATION FROM MEMBER'S		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8357		08/24/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		During a review of claims during monitoring of services, SC noticed that Residential Supports were being billed on days when the member was spending the weekend with her father.  After further review, this writer, Kendall Williams (Service Consultant), found that the provider has billed every day of the month, except for December, since August 2020 (checked through June 2021).  There have also been occurrences when the member was home visiting with her mother out of town that were billed.  This writer informed the QP, Becky Davis, who is new to the case.  She said that she will bring it to her supervisor's attention, and SC let her know that he would need to file an area of concern to formally address the issue.I have not heard an explanation from the provider at this time.  They are aware that an area of concern is being completed.  

Community Companion- Becky Davis, QP- (828)208-4557, rdavis.cchc@gmail.com
Kendall Williams- Service Consultant- (984)302-1952, kwilliams@alliancehealthplan.org
Michelle Steva- Care Navigator- (984)484-4990, msteva@alliancehealthplan.org
CHRISTIAN GOOD  ID: 706097   (DOB: 7/9/1998)
7/23/21 Based on the nature of the concern, this writer contacted Tanya Held, AH Special Investigations Supervisor, for case consult. Per case consult, there is currently no SIU history with the provider. It was recommended that this writer proceed with the QM process, contact the provider and offer the opportunity for self-audit to correct the issue. SIU will monitor the matter however, will not be taking the case at this time.
7/28/21 Acknowledgment emailed to internal complainant. Internal complainant confirmed receipt and offered a contact at the agency: CEO Aimee Smith (828) 659-6453 aimeesmith.cchc@gmail.com as well as QP Becky Davis.(K.WARE,QAA)
8/16/21 This writer reached out to QP listed, Becky Davis in regards to contact person. Per her report, she had been out with COVID and explained delay in response. Per he report she was aware of the matter and that the agency plans to remit claims. This writer referred her to the Provider Manual self audit instructions regarding voiding claims and remitting paid claims.(K.WARE,QAA)
8/18/21 This writer received a return call from CEO Aimee Smith. Ms. Smith apologized for the delay in her response to her being out with COVID for 2 weeks. Ms Smith plans to follow up with Becky Davis in regards to the self audit, followup with this writer upon completion and submit any changes agency has made to avoid the occurrence in the future. This writer has recommended that agency continue to monitor the matter as well as provide supervision with staff in that QM will be tracking the matter for potential trends. To date, the matter does not appear to be a trend.(K.WARE,QAA) 
8/24/21 Based on agency notification and referral to self audit process, agency plans to notify this writer upon completion, case to be closed. Any subsequent correspondence received from provider to be noted in follow up. Internal complainant inquired regarding status of case. Resolution emailed to complainant; case to be tracked for potential trends.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		35

		11987		Kristie White		07/20/2021		Chavis		Awanya		Guardian		Grievance		Client Rights		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Johnson's House of Hope Family Care Home, LLC		1		91383 - BRIGHT, LOUIS		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		1		In-State		Supervised Living 5600 C (Adult with Intellectual/Developmental Disabilities)		1		1		[CID: 587378] 
CALLER'S NAME/ ROLE/ NUMBER: Ananya Chavis/Legal Guardian/919-641-5542
MEMBER'S NAME (if different): Louis Bright
Safety Screening: The legal guardian denied SI/HI/SA/AVH for member
Purpose of Call: The member's legal guardian stated that she wanted to file a grievance against Johnson House of Hope located in Durham, NC.  The legal guardian for the member stated that Johnson House of Hope evicted her nephew from the group home which was not right. The legal guardian stated that the group home manager of Johnson House of Hope, Carol Johnson, stated that her nephew had an outburst and hit another house mate in the head.  The legal guardian stated the group home manager called her and told her to come pick up her nephew from the group home.  The legal guardian stated that  that the group home manager did an emergency eviction which occurred possibly in May 2021. The legal guardian stated that the group home manager had no right to put her nephew out without giving the proper notice.  The legal guardian stated that she informed the group home manager that she was not coming to pick up her nephew.  The legal guardian stated that a few days later, the group home manager called her back and told her that she had one week to come pick up her nephew.  The legal guardian, stated that her nephew's care coordinator Malik Griffin had to find her nephew emergency placement.  The legal guardian stated that the group home did not have the appropriate staff in place to deal with the clients there.  The legal guardian stated that her nephew is not the type of person that would hurt anyone.  The legal guardian stated that she could not remember the exact dates of when the events occurred but can call back tomorrow, 7/21/21 to give the accurate dates but believes the eviction occurred in May 2021.  
Insurance: Medicaid and Medicare (Verified in NC Tracks)
Disposition: Grievance Filed
Grievance ID#: 11987
CWilliams, MSW		The legal guardian stated that she could not remember the exact date of incident but can call back with the dates.		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8338		08/05/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		[CID: 587378] CALLER'S NAME/ ROLE/ NUMBER: Awanya Chavis/Legal Guardian/919-641-5542 MEMBER'S NAME (if different): Louis Bright Safety Screening: The legal guardian denied SI/HI/SA/AVH for member Purpose of Call: The member's legal guardian stated that she wanted to file a grievance against Johnson House of Hope located in Durham, NC. The legal guardian for the member stated that Johnson House of Hope evicted her nephew from the group home which was not right. The legal guardian stated that the group home manager of Johnson House of Hope, Carol Johnson, stated that her nephew had an outburst and hit another house mate in the head. The legal guardian stated the group home manager called her and told her to come pick up her nephew from the group home. The legal guardian stated that that the group home manager did an emergency eviction which occurred possibly in May 2021. The legal guardian stated that the group home manager had no right to put her nephew out without giving the proper notice. The legal guardian stated that she informed the group home manager that she was not coming to pick up her nephew. The legal guardian stated that a few days later, the group home manager called her back and told her that she had one week to come pick up her nephew. The legal guardian, stated that her nephew's care coordinator Malik Griffin had to find her nephew emergency placement. The legal guardian stated that the group home did not have the appropriate staff in place to deal with the clients there. The legal guardian stated that her nephew is not the type of person that would hurt anyone. The legal guardian stated that she could not remember the exact dates of when the events occurred but can call back tomorrow, 7/21/21 to give the accurate dates but believes the eviction occurred in May 2021. Insurance: Medicaid and Medicare (Verified in NC Tracks) Disposition: Grievance Filed Grievance ID#: 11987The legal guardian stated that she could not remember the exact date of incident but can call back with the dates CWilliams, MSW
Patient: Louis Bright Patient ID: 91383 DOB: 12/17/1994
07/20/21-Grievance- against Johnson’s House of Hope- member evicted without proper notice. KMack Appeals Coordinator
07/26/21- Nephew been placed Horace Home so he is safe. She said they did not file an incident and she did not want them to come back. She said that my nephew hit another client hit in head and she did not call the hospital or anything. They are suppose something in place to help and the guardian had have had a stroke and cannot take care of her nephew him. They do not have authorized people that work and not having proper workers and protocols in place. They have had him since middle school and he is in late 20’s now. They just put her nephew out without any notice and it is not fair. Informed guardian sending an acknowledgment letter to start the process. KM Appeals Coordinator
07/27/2021-This writer reached out to Carolyn Johnson at Johnson’s at 919-598-6416 to discuss the grievance concerns. Sent concern element email to johnson.l.e@msn.com to be returned by 08/03/21. Sent complainant acknowledgment letter also. KM Appeals Coordinator
08/03/21-Received response Carol Johnson CEO/QP from Johnson’s House of Hope Family Care Home with their discharge policy attached. KM Appeals Coordinator
08/05/21- Upon review per the agency states they did not evict the member after the incident and they were looking for temporary living arrangement s away for JHOH. They just wanted one the members out of the home temporarily while they determined what kind of interventions were needed to avoid future incidents. The member guardian was working her Care Navigator and they she was pleased for the placement to a new facility by the Alliance Navigator. Per Jiva per note dated 06/15/2021 by Malek Griffin, CN spoke with Louis' LRP, Awanya Chavis(919-641-5542), and she informed the CN that she had met with the owner of Better Living Concepts of Durham and toured the group home. Mrs. Chavis informed the CN that she wanted Louis to move into Better Living Concepts of Durham on 6/21/21. CN explained to Mrs. Chavis the steps that needed to be done to get that authorization in place.” The agency also states they have proper staff in their facility and the housemate received first aid treatment and an internal incident report was completed. They have experienced health care providers and current evidence of certifications (NCI plus, CPR, First Aid, Seizure management, Blood borne pathogen, medication administration). All staff re supervised and monitored for appropriate care and they have certified behaviorist to review behaviors and provider support for each client serviced. The provider gave adequate evidence they did all they could to help and have member to ensure the member gets comparable service with his transition. This writer called member guardian Awanya Chavis about this resolution and she is still upset with this agency and states they do not have proper staff. She still wants more done to this provider and investigated about the staffing issue. She is aware she can appeal this decision once she receives the resolution letter. This writer stated to guardian we have to listen to both sides since both the member and provider are our customers and we will track this issue. Sending resolution letter to member and closing this grievance as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		16

		11988		Hillary Vandewart		07/20/2021		WEAVER		CASEY		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Service Coordination between providers		Residential Services (include Innovations)		IAFT		Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Access Family Services, Inc.		1		629699 - BLUE, JAYLA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Johnston		0		1		In-State		Therapeutic Foster Care		1		1		MH/SUD Care Coordinator is filing the grievance. Member has been in crisis( ED as well as crisis respite bed). Member was most recently placed in an IAFT placement with Access Family Services with an IAFT Consultant (Charnyka Brooks Charnyka.Brooks@accessfamilyservices.com) in place. Ms. Brooks has not provided updates in regards to what alternative IAFT placements have been pursued, if a universal application was completed, and did not participate in most recent CFT on 7/20. Access Family Services was members last clinical home. It is this writers understanding that IAFT consultant would have led referrals for other placements as member could not return to her previous placement upon discharge from ED. Lack of communication and involvement in case that did require a meeting with the rapid response team is concerning to this CC.		CORRECTIONS: TYPE CHANGED FROM GRIEVANCE TO INTERNAL, updated complainant info		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8330		08/13/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		MH/SUD Care Coordinator is filing the grievance. Member has been in crisis (ED as well as crisis respite bed). Member was most recently placed in an IAFT placement with Access Family Services with an IAFT Consultant (Charnyka Brooks Charnyka.Brooks@accessfamilyservices.com) in place. Ms. Brooks has not provided updates in regards to what alternative IAFT placements have been pursued, if a universal application was completed, and did not participate in most recent CFT on 7/20. Access Family Services was members last clinical home. It is this writers understanding that IAFT consultant would have led referrals for other placements as member could not return to her previous placement upon discharge from ED. Lack of communication and involvement in case that did require a meeting with the rapid response team is concerning to this CC.
[PT: Jayla Blue					DOB: 6/25/10				ID: 629699]
7/26/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
8/5/21
This writer contacted main Access contact, Kristin Farmer via phone and confirmed with her that she is the appropriate contact for this concern. This writer then sent concern elements to her for her review and response no later than 8/12. She confirmed receipt.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
8/12/21
This writer received response from provider (Foster Care Director, Myca Jeter, myca.jeter@accessfamilyservices.com which can be summarized below:
•	Member was in her most recent Access Family Services home from 11/30/18-6/8/21. During her last month in the home, her escalations increased to the point of being hospitalized on 3 separate occasions. The last incident resulted in her discharge from AFS foster care and she subsequently moved to a Rapid Response Home through Pinnacle Family Services in early July (after hospital discharge). 
•	Once member was discharged from AFS foster care services, it was anticipated that Pinnacle Family Services would then serve as her clinical home as she was only continuing with AFS for FCT. 
•	Prior to her discharge from AFS, Consultant Charnyka Brooks did complete an application for PRTF and made several referrals. However, the plan changed following member’s discharge as it was recommended for her to be referred for Level II TFC or IAFT. 
•	Provider assumed that Pinnacle would manage the referrals until AFS received a request from the CC to submit the application in mid-July.
•	Ms. Brooks was unable to attend the CFT meeting due to a conflict with another CFT meeting. The AFS FCT therapist dud attend in order to assist with coordination. 
•	Again, the assumption was that Pinnacle was serving as the clinical home, based on how AFS functions when accepting individuals into their own Rapid Response Program, as well as the responsibilities of the program as indicated in the service definition:
o	These responsibilities include completion of a more comprehensive assessment to identify the appropriate level of care and treatment to prevent future crises as well as linkage to community services and resources. Furthermore, the provider staff supervising Rapid Response homes also assist the LME/MCO in arranging appropriate ongoing services including mental health and medical services for the member.
•	Provider acknowledged confusion regarding which agency was expected to serve as the clinical home and that better communication on the part of Ms. Brooks could have resolved this issue before it resulted in a delay of obtaining needed services for member. 
•	Moving forward, AFS will communicate with other providers and the CC to establish and document which agency will serve as the clinical home when discharges and transfers occur similar to this one. AFS will fulfill the role of clinical home as appropriate. 
Based on provider’s response, it appears that they acknowledged issue with communication and have an action plan for how to handle similar concerns moving forward. This will be resolved as tracking. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
8/13/21
This writer composed and sent resolution email to internal complainant. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		24

		11989		Hillary Vandewart		07/21/2021		MCCLURE		TERESA		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Unknown				Mental Health Only		Adult		Resources for Human Development, Inc.		0		90056 - MCCLURE, TERESA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		CID 587542  Consumer requests to file a grievance regarding RHD. Consumer has been in and out of the hospital.  She is currently on medications which are helping with symptoms, denies si/hi, no a/vh.  Angela at RHA does not like her, she is not responsive to her needs and placed her in an inadequate apartment (raggedy). current address is 1711 Gunter Apt 2, Durham,  she has no mailbox, she is not able to take a shower, garbage smells through the air conditioner, she knows this is a bad area.  She asked for her money back, she tripped over a bag when she was having an altercation with Angela.  Caller stated she has filed a grievance previously.  Her area is known to be a "bad" area and consumer is not receiving help to move.
Writer was not able to change address here. Consumer is with RHD for Individual Supports, writer was not sure what service type to choose from above menu  RR		This grievance is duplicative in nature with grievance #11955. As no new information was provided, this was added to original grievance and withdrawn on 7/22/21.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst																		0		1		1		(44,398)

		11995		Kristie White		07/22/2021						Provider		External Stakeholder Concern		Administrative Issues		Unknown				Unknown Disability				Life Based Conceptions LLC		1		'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		caller is calling to file a grievance against Life Based Conception- caller reports to be a Hab tech, and Life Based Conception is-cutting her hours at work and Instead having the clients grandmother work with client and  is getting paid. caller reports that clients family members are not authorized to work with their own family members.		CORRECTIONS; TYPE CHANGED FROM GRIEVANCE TO EXTERNAL STAKEHOLDER; SOURCE CHANGED TO PROVIDER		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8345		08/09/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller is calling to file a grievance against Life Based Conception- caller reports to be a Hab tech, and Life Based Conception is-cutting her hours at work and Instead having the client’s grandmother work with client and is getting paid. caller reports that client’s family members are not authorized to work with their own family members.
07/22/21-External stakeholder-ANONYMOUS- against Life Based Conceptions; not paying Hab Tech; cutting her hours. KM Appeals Coordinator
07/29/21- This writer reached Life Based Conceptions at  919-403-6061spoke to Reginald Carter  emailed the concern element email to rcarter@lbccres.com be returned to this writer by 08/05/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
08/09/21-Received a response from Reginald Carter per provider, “LBC works at the request of the families we served. LBC employees are an integral part of our business, as a result, we make every effort to bridge the gaps between families and employees to work together. Unfortunately, during this difficult time due the Covid pandemic some of the families have elected to increase their working hours to minimize risk of "Covid and the new Delta variant." In those rare occasions that the families have requested to work their cases, LBC has continued to pay staff if they are available and willing to work when needed.” Per provider all the families they serve elect to work with their family’s members must be approved by LBC and met the criteria as indicated in “appendix K.” Guardian cannot provider respite, so they need to do the CLS hours. The provider only allows families to work CLS services, However, staff prefers to work CLS instead of Respite due to higher rate. In the question of client’s family members are not authorized to work with their own families the provider replied, “Caller reports that client's family members are not authorized to work with their own family members. Reply: Due to LBC confidentiality policy, we are prohibited talking to non-relative- staff members about relative as provider employees' status. Oftentimes, most families elect not to discuss their employments to other staff members working on their case to minimize confusion and /or competition for work hours on the case. Many of our families simply communicate with LBC and staff what hours they need to be worked. Inclosing, we understand during this pandemic has been especially difficult for our families and staff. We are hopeful when the number of Covid-19  cases decreases that will create more opportunities for our staff members. The Innovations waiver allows members over the age of 18 to be served by family members through 'relative as provider' and those family members begin the on boarding and training process with LBC. Under appendix K, families are allowed to provide support to family members if the member is under 18. LBC follows all protocols to inform the care team and appropriate alliance staff of such changes.” Since this provider response was sufficient due to Covid-19 and Appendix K provisions. Since this external grievance was an anonymous external grievance closing this as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		18

		11997		Kim Ware		07/22/2021		LAWRENCE		VANESSA		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Assertive Community Tx Team				Multi-Disability		Adult		Carolina Outreach, LLC		1		64656 - LAWRENCE, VANESSA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		1		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		[CID: 587820] Member reports being treated poorly by ACT Team, reports that ACTT is not helping her- e.g. won't take her to food bank or bring list, won't do anything.  Reports talking to ACTT about her payee taking her money and they laughed.--R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC		corrections: nature changed from abuse/neglect to quality		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8342		08/18/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		[CID: 587820] Member reports being treated poorly by ACT Team, reports that ACTT is not helping her- e.g. won't take her to food bank or bring list, won't do anything. Reports talking to ACTT about her payee taking her money and they laughed.--R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC
VANESSA LAWRENCE   ID: 64656   (DOB: 11/29/1972)
7/28/21 Call to member (919) 806-6614; number not in service.(K.WARE,QAA)
7/29/21 Review of CID indicates call came from (919) 937-3767. This writer made call to this number and spoke directly with member. This writer reviewed areas of concern with member. Member only stated yes to each matter of concern, confirmed mailing address. This writer explained next steps. Acknowledgment letter mailed.(K.WARE,QAA)
8/11/21 This writer contacted the agency's QM mgr to make them aware of the concern, requesting feedback regarding actions taken or to be taken to address the concerns. Review of information available in JIVA indicates contact attempts by AH CC with member and offer of care coordination. Member declined CC.(K.WARE,QAA)
8/15/21 No response from provider; this writer sent an email and left vm message requesting return call in that it is unusual for provider not to respond.(K.WARE,QAA)
8/18/21 This writer received a call from QM Specialist Jalen Darden. Ms Darden apologized for the delay noting new QM Director and audits taking place. This writer reviewed the concern and Ms Darden also noted receipt of email correspondence from this writer requesting review of the matter and response to include actions taken or to be taken to address the concerns. This writer has requested that agency contact member directly , explain services available as well as willingness to assist in transferring to an alternative provider of choice if desired.
8/18/21 This writer made call and spoke directly with member regarding her concerns and the action steps taken in regards to resolving her concerns. This writer explained that member would be contacted directly by CO regarding service provision and issues with payee and housing concerns as well as assistance with transferring to another provider. Ms Lawrence thanked this writer and indicated that she plans to find another ACT Team. Resolution letter mailed to complainant to include AH 24 hr access and information line if assistance is still needed in regards to locating an alternative provider of choice. Any subsequent correspondence received from provider to be noted.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		27

		11998		Hillary Vandewart		07/22/2021		Gray, SR		Haywood		Guardian		Grievance		Quality of Services		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		18-20		Independent Living Group Home LLC		1		260577 - GRAY, HAYWOOD		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		1		In-State		Supervised Living 5600 B (Minor with Intellectual/Developmental Disabilities)		1		1		Member, Haywood "August" Gray's father, Mr.Gray, reports that Independent Living Group Home did not report August's TV was broken by the client.  Father reports that he was never informed that August broke his TV and that it was thrown out.  August has moved to another Group Home, but when Mr. Gray went to get August's personal belongings the TV was missing.  Mr. Gray also reports that medication errors seemed to occur, but LTS SC reviewed data and the medications on the Medication Administration Record  (MAR) were initialed by staff (please see attached MAR).		CORRECTIONS: Un-checked "Grievance from patient" and corrected contact info to reflect guardian, changed Type to Quality of Services, Changed Disability to Multi		DHSR		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8337		08/18/2021		Resolved/Completed		DHSR		Member, Haywood "August" Gray's father, Mr.Gray, reports that Independent Living Group Home did not report August's TV was broken by the client.  Father reports that he was never informed that August broke his TV and that it was thrown out.  August has moved to another Group Home, but when Mr. Gray went to get August's personal belongings the TV was missing.  Mr. Gray also reports that medication errors seemed to occur, but LTS SC reviewed data and the medications on the Medication Administration Record  (MAR) were initialed by staff (please see attached MAR).
[PT: Haywood Gray				DOB: 8/21/03				ID: 260577]
7/27/21
This writer contacted Mr. Gray via phone to acknowledge receipt of grievance at 910-670-3022. With regard to medicine, he reported that when he picked August up on 6/4, they gave him medicine packs from the 3rd and 2nd which hadn’t been given to him. He wasn’t getting his 2pm meds. He reported this was puzzling and concerning.
He also reported an issue with the TV—he stated that in early June, the TV was in the closet and wasn’t broken. Then, he was later told that the cord was unplugged because he was watching inappropriate things. When he went to go pack August up, the TV wasn’t there and they said they would call around to try to find it but grievant left and didn’t want to wait. Hasn’t heard anything since.
He also stated that he saw a staff member there with an ankle bracelet on, which was concerning. He also reported some concerns about another resident who is under 18 and he just walks around all day talking to himself. He asked about him and was told that he can’t go to the day program because he is under 18. 
This writer confirmed that group home was licensed facility, at 355 Ransom Road; Winston-Salem, NC 27105. Confirmed grievant’s mailing address and said I would be in touch.
Sent acknowledgment letter to grievant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
8/6/21
This writer contacted Director of group home, Shanita Lovelace, by phone (336-575-8688) to share concern with her. She did state that they did have the television. This writer sent concern elements to her at shanita001@bellsouth.net and requested a response by 8/13.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
8/16/21
This writer received response from Shanita which indicated:
•	He received his medications the staff just wasn’t going in the order of the dates
•	After speaking with the team lead she stated that his television was taken out of his room (per dad so he wouldn’t destroy it). The TV is still at the home and is available for pickup.  Mr.Gray has always had very poor communication with the agency which has lead to several grievances from him but could’ve been avoided had he told us he was coming to collect August things.
•	The staff had already been working for us for a few years and is a great staff and has had no problems at the job since working for us.  He is on probation for a nonviolent offense and is working hard to get his life together and we support him.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
8/17/21
This writer contacted DHSR due to concerns about medications and staff with ankle monitor. Spoke with Nikki and shared concerns with her. She advised that she would file the concern regarding the medications but that the issue with the staff would not be included as that would be considered a staffing issue. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst  
8/18/21
This writer called and spoke with Mr. Gray and shared provider’s feedback as well as informed him of DHSR complaint. He requested that this writer tell the provider to ship the TV to him. This writer informed him that we could not require that they do this and recommended that he work it out with director Shanita. This writer did agree to share with Shanita that this was his preference. He thanked this writer for the assistance and shared that member was doing wonderfully in new placement, no issues. This writer thanked Mr. Gray for making AH aware of issues and composed and sent resolution letter. This writer also emailed Shanita to let her know that concern was being closed and to ask her to reach out to him regarding TV. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Undetermined--Referred to DHSR for investigation		1		1		0		27

		11999		Kim Ware		07/22/2021		NYLAND		JAMIE		Consumer		Grievance		LME/MCO Functions		Not Service Related				Multi-Disability		Adult		Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		1		402224 - NYLAND, JAMIE		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		1		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Member stated that she has been involved with transitional living for 3.5 years.  Member stated that the staff with the transitional living department has not been helping with her living situation.  Member stated that she has fear living in her current home-her ex boyfriend comes in and out takes things.    Member stated that  someone has opened up an account in her name at a bank.  Member stated that a man has been stalking her and that the transitional staff knew about her concerns but dismissed her.  Member stated that her ex boyfriend is in control of her phone.  Member stated that she feels like she is under surveillance with Alliancehealth. Member stated that she feels like her cell phone has been hacked.  Member stated that she feels that Alliancehealth should be telling her the truth, support her, and answer her questions. Member stated that she wants Alliancehealth (transitional living department)  to call her and answer her questions and give her the truth.		CORRECTIONS: DISABILITY CHANGED FROM MH TO MULTI; NATURE CHANGED FROM QUALITY TO LME/MCO FUNCTION		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8343		08/11/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		JAMIE NYLAND     ID: 402224   (DOB: 8/16/1963)
Member stated that she has been involved with transitional living for 3.5 years.  Member stated that the staff with the transitional living department has not been helping with her living situation.  Member stated that she has fear living in her current home-her ex boyfriend comes in and out takes things.    Member stated that  someone has opened up an account in her name at a bank.  Member stated that a man has been stalking her and that the transitional staff knew about her concerns but dismissed her.  Member stated that her ex boyfriend is in control of her phone.  Member stated that she feels like she is under surveillance with Alliancehealth. Member stated that she feels like her cell phone has been hacked.  Member stated that she feels that Alliancehealth should be telling her the truth, support her, and answer her questions. Member stated that she wants Alliancehealth (transitional living department)  to call her and answer her questions and give her the truth.
7/29/21 This writer received forwarded email indicating that member has reached out to Rob in regards to her concerns. The member has called and emailed regarding her concerns. The member’s concerns pertain to the whole transitional living department at AH. Member has filed similar concerns in the past (#10426 12/20/2019 and#9977 8/15/2019) ). This writer contacted TJ Hayes, TCLI Program Supervisor regarding member to inquire who was working with her. Per her report no one is working with her in TCL. The member is post transition. She reports that member made a call a few weeks ago and spoke with both Alecia Brower (TCL Supervisor) and Aimee Izawa (AH Adult Services Program Mgr). At that time, member refused services. Per Ms Hayes: “She is very paranoid and fixated on this situation that we cannot help her with”. Per Ms Hayes, she will follow up with Aimee to reach out to member in that her grievance mentioned wanting someone from TCL to contact her. This writer made call to member at number listed (919) 579-0535; message indicated "unreachable try again later". This writer called number listed in CID (919) 306-8871; left generic vm message requesting return call. This writer received follow up from Alecia Brower indicating that she spoke with Ms Nyland on Friday 7/23/21: "I spoke with her Friday. She is still very paranoid and convinced that TCL is doing something in partnership with her boyfriend to antagonize her. She has had no assistance from Law Enforcement (probably because there is no evidence of this) and cannot be convinced that Alliance is not complicit in what she considers to be things done to her. 
She said that she was supposed to meet with law enforcement again on Monday, but I figured that there would be no resolution. Despite multiple attempts by multiple staff, Jamie is convinced that we are conspiring against her. "
-This writer made another call to number listed with no response. Updated member address found in JIVA. Acknowledgment letter mailed to address. Per request, this writer gave the number to TCL for follow up and requested that if contact is made to follow up with this writer with any updates. This writer reached out to the TMS staff at ESUCP given by the TCL team, Meghan McDowell via email meghan.mcdowell@eastersealsucp.com. 
-This writer received follow up from Aimee Izawa indicating the following: "I just spoke w/ Jamie.  She received your call Kim but since she wasn’t sure who you were was reluctant to call you back.  I encouraged her to contact you if she wanted to give additional feedback.  Her main concerns are she feels her ex boyfriend has access to her apartment, she has been the victim of identity theft, and her phone is being tampered with.  She is working on gathering her own evidence but she has been in contact with the police and the bank as well as with ESUCP.  Thanks. Aimee "
-Based on information available, member has been contacted by TCL, ha contacted the police and the provider is aware of the matter. Each of the matters are not in the purview of QM as it relates to theft in her home, etc. This writer will continue to attempt to follow up with member in regards to her grievance.(K.WARE,QAA)
8/2/21 Call to (919) 306-8871;no response; left vm message requesting return call. This writer spoke with Ms McDowell with ESUCP to make her aware of member issues. The agency is aware of the matter and continue to work with member for service provision(K.WARE,QAA)
8/10/21 Call to complainant; no response to previous messages or acknowledgment letter. Left vm message.(K.WARE,QAA)
8/11/21 Call to complainant; spoke directly to Ms Nyland regarding purpose of call and role of QM. Per Ms Nyland she is the victim of identity theft and is working on that. This writer confirmed with Ms Nyland that she was contacted by AH TCL Aimee and that she had spoken with her. This writer also confirmed with her that she is working with her current provider for services and the bank for any account issues. Ms Nyland thanked this writer and ended the call. Resolution letter mailed to complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		non issue		1		1		0		20

		12000		Kristie White		07/23/2021		Smith		Kim		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Access to Services		Adult Day Vocational Program				Multi-Disability		Adult		Kaleo Supports, Inc.		1		263151 - HAZELL, SHERRI		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		SC was conducting a quarterlly review. SC reviewed provider grids, and email update from the provider QP. Provider, Lisa Woodrow.  QP states that the consumer has a worker a few days a week but is not able to live at home until they get staff hired. The consumer is living with her sister until they find staff that can provide services for the consumer in her natural environment. SC informed the provider QP that supportive living services are not being provided according to the ISP. The provider is only providing the service a few days per week, and even though the consumer receives services in her natural environmenet, she is only receiving a few hours a few days per week.		CORRECTIONS: TYPE CHANGED FROM GRIEVANCE TO INTERNAL EMPLOYEE CONCERN		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8346		08/09/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		SC was conducting a quarterly review. SC reviewed provider grids, and email update from the provider QP. Provider, Lisa Woodrow. QP states that the consumer has a worker a few days a week but is not able to live at home until they get staff hired. The consumer is living with her sister until they find staff that can provide services for the consumer in her natural environment. SC informed the provider QP that supportive living services are not being provided according to the ISP. The provider is only providing the service a few days per week, and even though the consumer receives services in her natural environment, she is only receiving a few hours a few days per week.
Patient: Sherri Hazell Patient ID: 263151 DOB: 09/27/1962
07/23/21-Internal- against Kaleo Supports- services not provided according to ISP; limited staff availability. KMack Appeals Coordinator
07/28/21-Kim Smith internal complainant emailed this writer about this internal concern issue filed. Sent acknowledgment email to internal complainant. KM Appeals Coordinator
07/29/21-This writer reached out to Kaleo Supports about this internal concern spoke to Nancy Szmkowiak 910-322-2755 emailed her concern element email to be returned by 08/05/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
08/09/21-Receieved response from Nancyy Szymkowiak from Kaleo Suppports that they do have staff a few days per week and those services are provided in the home. Due to staffing issues it has been difficult but Kaleo Supports have made every effort to run ads in the paper, on Facebook. They have interviewed and hired two people in which they both backed out. The member is not living with her sister. She is spending nights there and weekends if there is not staff available. Kaleo Supports team is doing everything they can to get the members services back to normal. Per provider regarding to the implementation of the ISP the services are being billed are completed in home not the sister’s house. The member continues to participate in her normal activities, including the daily living activities in her home. The goals are being run in her home. Due to staffing issues due to Covid-19 it appears the provider is doing what they can due to lack of staffing. Closing concern as tracking and sending resolution email to internal complainant. KMack Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		17

		12001		Hillary Vandewart		07/23/2021		Smith		Darnesha		Provider		External Stakeholder Concern		Access to Services		Residential Services (include Innovations)		Level III, group home		Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Life Changez, Inc.		1		191189 - MYERS, RUSSELL		American Indian/Native American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		1		In-State		Level III		1		1		Writer contacted by Darnesha Smith, SW Holly Hill Hospital 919-250-6793 who was informed by the member's DSS guardian, Aytch Arrington, Cumberland DSS 910-321-6458 (O), 910-916-0694 (M) last night that the Life Changez will not allow the member to return, did not provide thirty day notice or provide him with a detailed explanation.  Additionally, Mr. Arrington's supervisor at Cumberland DSS also told him to pick the member up from Holly Hill as they do not have a placement and do not want to monitor the member in their offices.  Of note, the member was brought in voluntarily by Life Changez staff for an assessment of depression/SI.  Alacia Davis, Program Manager 919-803-2799 (O),  919-637-9877 (M).  

Justin P Acebo, MS, LCMHC 
Transition Team Care Navigator 
Alliance Health		CORRECTIONS: TYPE CHANGED FROM GRIEVANE TO EXTERNAL STAKEHOLDER (hhh sw), updated complainant info to reflect HHH SW, Changed type to Access to Services		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8348		08/16/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Writer contacted by Darnesha Smith, SW Holly Hill Hospital 919-250-6793 who was informed by the member's DSS guardian, Aytch Arrington, Cumberland DSS 910-321-6458 (O), 910-916-0694 (M) last night that the Life Changez will not allow the member to return, did not provide thirty day notice or provide him with a detailed explanation. Additionally, Mr. Arrington's supervisor at Cumberland DSS also told him to pick the member up from Holly Hill as they do not have a placement and do not want to monitor the member in their offices. Of note, the member was brought in voluntarily by Life Changez staff for an assessment of depression/SI. Alacia Davis, Program Manager 919-803-2799 (O), 919-637-9877 (M). Justin P Acebo, MS, LCMHC Transition Team Care Navigator Alliance Health
[PT: Russell Myers				DOB: 5/19/2004			ID: 191189]
7/28/21
This writer called and left detailed VM for Darnesha requesting a call back to discuss her concern.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
7/30/21
This writer called a second time to discuss concern—LVM requesting a call back. This writer composed and sent acknowledgment letter. Will continue to try to reach complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
8/6/21
This writer has not received a return call from complainant. This writer composed and sent Info Needed letter to complainant with a requested response by 8/13.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
8/16/21
This writer did not receive a response to Info Needed letter from complainant. This will be resolved due to lack of information received.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Undetermined--due to lack of contact with complainant		1		1		0		24

		12002		Kim Ware		07/26/2021		CALLAHAN		BETH		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Residential Services (include Innovations)		TBI		Multi-Disability		Adult		Lutheran Family Services in the Carolinas		1		12545 - HOBBS, JUSTIN		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		1		In-State		Supervised Living 5600 C (Adult with Intellectual/Developmental Disabilities)		1		1		This "specialty" TBI Group Home stating to specialize in medically and behaviorally complex care of individuals on the TBI Waiver began having difficulty managing this member's needs shortly after admission. Medical management with outside medical providers, family and TBI CC re: monitoring of labs, fluid intake and output protocol and behavior concerns have not been proactively communicated. Staffing concerns are present with  staff not having the adequate support and contract staff discussing concerns of whether member's needs may be not manageable w/ family prior to care coordination team meeting or calls.Feel free to call me w/ any questions @ 919-257-8278 Beth Callahan		CORRECTIONS: UNCHECKED FROM PT; CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO FROM MEMBER'S; DISABILITY CHANGED FROM TBI ONLY TO MULTI		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8369		08/25/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		This "specialty" TBI Group Home stating to specialize in medically and behaviorally complex care of individuals on the TBI Waiver began having difficulty managing this member's needs shortly after admission. Medical management with outside medical providers, family and TBI CC re: monitoring of labs, fluid intake and output protocol and behavior concerns have not been proactively communicated. Staffing concerns are present with  staff not having the adequate support and contract staff discussing concerns of whether member's needs may be not manageable w/ family prior to care coordination team meeting or calls.Feel free to call me w/ any questions @ 919-257-8278 Beth Callahan
JUSTIN HOBBS   ID: 12545   (DOB: 2/12/1981)
8/2/21 Call to internal complaint Beth Callahan to clarify information entered and expected outcome. Per discussion complainant is “unsure” of the expected outcome but is concerned that the provider was given a contract for a reason and cannot follow through with taking care of members appropriately. She explained that the member had been at the facility for 6 weeks and had already been hospitalized twice. She does not believe that the staff is adequately trained and the provider’s ability to provide the service is limited. She indicates speaking with the staff that arranged the contract with the facility and requests for meetings to discuss the matter. This writer inquired if she had spoken to the provider regarding her concerns. Per her report, she did discuss it with the provider and they have indicated plans of addressing the issue via training, supervision and monitoring the matter This writer inquired as to the expected outcome of QM involvement in that she has already addressed the matter with the provider. Beth inquired if QM contact the agency and they submit a response if it would be forwarded to her. This writer explained QM role and process noting that if she already addressed with the provider if it was necessary for QM to contact them as well. Per her response she was unsure and that her supervisor mentioned tracking however she is concerned that she will not know if the agency followed through in the matter.
8/9/21 This writer received an email from Cristina Phillips (AH PND Supervisor) TBI/IDD long term support services. Her email inquired regarding the internal concern submitted that that “Here in PND, I helped to operationalize this program, which is Alliance’s first TBI Enhanced Residential Program.
If this concern is open,  I was wondering if you might have time to talk to Mike Milley and I about this concern a bit further?
We can both help to shed some light on the situation and may be able to help discuss possible solutions. 
Please Advise.
8/10/21 Staffed case during QM Team meeting with recommendations to speak with C Phillips; let her and the complainant know that it appears the issues have been addressed by the complainant; educate both complainant and C Phillips on QM's function/role in these type cases.(K.WARE,QAA)
8/18/21 This writer received an email from Ms Phillips to include attachments regarding scope of work etc. This writer made call to Ms Philips to explain that this is beyond the QM role but that the information may be included. Ms Philips discussed the possibility of pulling together other departments to discuss the matter in that there are concerns regarding the member's medical fragility etc which may include the CQR team and PND for next steps for AH. This writer explained that the information may be tracked and used for future reference in regards to actions taken and if trends noted. This writer explained that QM would not necessarily be  a part of these meetings however, if the internal complainant would like to follow up with the action steps taken by AH that the information could be added to the concern documentation. QM to be involved as needed.(K.WARE,QAA)
8/25/21 This writer received email correspondence from Cristina Phillips (on 8/19/21-see attached) to include Mike Miley and internal complainant Beth Callahan noting plan moving forward in the matter. Ms Phillips plans interdepartmental review to include AH medical, PND, Compliance. Ms Callahan is to provide more information regarding this concern or file another concern if needed to be included and tracked by QM. To date, the matter is not noted as a trend with this provider agency. Case to be closed and tracked by QM. Resolution emailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		30

		12003		Hillary Vandewart		07/26/2021		Roach		Michelle		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Unknown Disability		Child (0-17)		Cumberland Hospital, LLC dba Cumberland Hospital for Children and Adolescents		1		381539 - PLATE, JESSE		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		1		Out of State outside of 40 mile radius		PRTF		0		0		I spoke with Tracy Law, this member's grandmother and guardian (818-209-0400), on Thursday, July 22, 2021, to follow up with her about her grandson's care and treatment while at Cumberland Hospital in Virginia.  Ms. Law expressed extreme concern about the quality of care her grandson is receiving.  She reported that on multiple occasions she has visited the member and found him to be unbathed.  She stated that it appeared that the member was having toileting accidents and staff were changing his clothing but not washing his body or washing his wheel chair.  At one point she complained about his wheel chair smelling like urine and the nurse manager agreed to take the wheelchair to her home and clean it herself apparently because it was not being cleaned by floor staff.  She states that his hair is unwashed and his finger and toe nails are uncut unless she brings clippers to do it herself.  She stated that she is now visiting him weekly to ensure his nails are cut and he has been bathed.  When she has talked with staff about her concerns about the member's hygiene, she stated that staff and stated that the member becomes aggressive when they make attempts so they had left him alone.  
The member's grandmother also reports that she does not feel the member has made any progress since admission.  She has requested medication adjustments but no new medications have been tried.  She states that she receives conflicting information from hospital staff.  She states that the RN who works at case manager on the case will report improvement on aggression and then the floor staff she interacts with when she visits state there has been no improvement.  
I spoke with Ms. Law about completing a grievance but she was not willing to do so that at time but said she would consider it in the future.  
-Michelle Roach, LCMHC 7/26/21		Corrections: Changed Source to MCO Staff, Changed Disability to Unknown (none listed)		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8341		08/11/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		I spoke with Tracy Law, this member's grandmother and guardian (818-209-0400), on Thursday, July 22, 2021, to follow up with her about her grandson's care and treatment while at Cumberland Hospital in Virginia.  Ms. Law expressed extreme concern about the quality of care her grandson is receiving.  She reported that on multiple occasions she has visited the member and found him to be unbathed.  She stated that it appeared that the member was having toileting accidents and staff were changing his clothing but not washing his body or washing his wheel chair.  At one point she complained about his wheel chair smelling like urine and the nurse manager agreed to take the wheelchair to her home and clean it herself apparently because it was not being cleaned by floor staff.  She states that his hair is unwashed and his finger and toe nails are uncut unless she brings clippers to do it herself.  She stated that she is now visiting him weekly to ensure his nails are cut and he has been bathed.  When she has talked with staff about her concerns about the member's hygiene, she stated that staff and stated that the member becomes aggressive when they make attempts so they had left him alone.  
The member's grandmother also reports that she does not feel the member has made any progress since admission.  She has requested medication adjustments but no new medications have been tried.  She states that she receives conflicting information from hospital staff.  She states that the RN who works at case manager on the case will report improvement on aggression and then the floor staff she interacts with when she visits state there has been no improvement.  
I spoke with Ms. Law about completing a grievance but she was not willing to do so that at time but said she would consider it in the future.  
-Michelle Roach, LCMHC 7/26/21
[PT: Jesse Plate					DOB: 3/22/10				ID: 381539]
7/28/21
This writer composed and sent internal concern email to complainant. This writer inquired about whether or not the guardian would be comfortable with this info being shared with the provider since she indicated she was not comfortable filing at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
8/10/21
This writer received call from Care Navigator to discuss. She shared that she will double-check with guardian regarding whether or not she felt comfortable with Alliance reaching out to provider but that she would likely wait until after he was no longer there due to concerns about his vulnerability (member has global developmental delays, can’t walk or talk). This writer shared that, if she does decide to file, it might be best to file with Beacon (who is paying for the service) and/or the state of Virginia/DHSR. 
Michelle shared that they are actively trying to get him out of hospital and hope to have him somewhere else by mid-September. This writer discussed that this would be tracked unless grievant decides she wants AH to reach out to provider. She stated she would let me know once she has spoken with Ms. Law (guardian). 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
8/11/21
This writer received an update from Care Navigator, Michelle Roach. She spoke with guardian and confirmed that she did not want AH to reach out to hospital but that she would plan to file an anonymous concern with DHSR. This writer informed Michelle that we would close case as tracking. This writer closed case. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		16

		12005		Hillary Vandewart		07/27/2021		Kersey		Elyse		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Outpatient Services				Multi-Disability		Adult		Fellowship Health Resources, Inc.		1		23300 - EDWARDS, SERENA		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		This provider often submits identical clinical justifications from prior review periods (it appears as if they just copy and paste the old one). This is now the 3rd case I have reviewed in the last two weeks where I have had this same issue and had to reach the provider to request updated information.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Nature of Issue to Admin Issues, Changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8349		08/19/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		This provider often submits identical clinical justifications from prior review periods (it appears as if they just copy and paste the old one). This is now the 3rd case I have reviewed in the last two weeks where I have had this same issue and had to reach the provider to request updated information.
[PT: Serena Edwards				DOB: 9/8/95				ID: 23300]
7/30/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
8/16/21
This writer contacted Mary Ann, FHR Regional Director, 919-573-6520 and shared concern elements with her via phone. Confirmed with her the process for resolving grievances and sent for her review with a deadline of 8/20.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
8/19/21
This writer received response from Mary Ann, which can be summarized below:
•	Intake coordinator, Anna Aman, just recently started completing the authorization process for all clinicians in an attempt to remove some of the administrative burden from them.
•	In the case of Serena Edwards, she is overdue for her annual CCA and since Anna typically includes the integrated summary section of the CCA on the initial SAR, she submitted info from the last CCA on file instead. 
•	Serena hasn’t been seen for individual therapy in quite some time, and her former therapist is no longer with our agency. 
•	Anna recognizes her error and will ensure that this doesn’t happen again. Serena is scheduled for a CCA for 9/1 and has been assigned to clinician, Madison Alvarez.
•	Any time that we have to request additional units, Anna will ensure that the information contained in the SAR has been updated.
This writer thanked her for the response and shared that the concern would be resolved based on her feedback.
This writer composed and sent resolution email to internal complainant. Nothing further needed at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		23

		12006		Kristie White		07/27/2021		Callahan		Beth		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Adult		E D Emmanuel Homes, LLC		1		38419 - FARRINGTON, CLIFTON		Black/African American		Unknown		Male		Durham		0		1		In-State		Supervised Living 5600 C (Adult with Intellectual/Developmental Disabilities)		1		1		Member's mother / guardian called following several remarks given by member stating he was being cussed out. TBI CC reached out to staff, unfortunately there have been alot of changes recently and current staff / directors are not very familiar w/ this member. They are now reportedly stating he has shown aggression. When asked about this it was that he threw something at the door and was not patient w/ staff when they needed to attend to other residents. TBI CC has also been concerned w/ the day support / community networking staff providing care to two people during the day hours.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8347		08/17/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member's mother / guardian called following several remarks given by member stating he was being cussed out. TBI CC reached out to staff, unfortunately there have been alot of changes recently and current staff / directors are not very familiar w/ this member. They are now reportedly stating he has shown aggression. When asked about this it was that he threw something at the door and was not patient w/ staff when they needed to attend to other residents. TBI CC has also been concerned w/ the day support / community networking staff providing care to two people during the day hours.
Patient: Clifton Farrington Patient ID: 38419 DOB: 11/14/1979
07/27/21-Internal - against ED Emmanuel Homes- staffing. KM Appeals Coordinator
07/30/21-This writer sent acknowledgment email to internal complainant about this concern. Reached out to E D Emmanuel Homes at 919-231-2981 discussed the concerns with Eloise Dowtin and sent concern element email to eloisedowtin@gmail.com to be returned by 08/06/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
08/17/21-This writer received response from ED Emmanuel Homes CEO Eloise Dowtin, she states they investigated this matter. Per CEO response, “their investigation included a review of the staff conduct, an interview with the Staff present at the time of the incident, and discussions on how better to handle similar situations in the future. Of the multiple Staff Members present during the interaction, all stated that the matter did not escalate during that time. They described the situation as 'the resident wanted an immediate response from staff while Staff was focused on assisting another Resident. The Resident automatically contact his family member, which is consistent with prior habits exhibited by the Resident. When management met with Staff about his response to Resident, the staff indicated that he was regretful of his stern tone, but claimed that no inappropriate language was used. This was verified by the other Staff Member that was present at that time. The Staff Member extended his sincere apologies for not addressing the Resident's requested need, and explained that he was assisting others. As a follow-up, we have discussed and addressed the ongoing behaviors of this Resident with ALL staff and have clarified ways to utilize interventions that are effective based on his PCP specific to TBI Clients. In addition, the Community Network role and responsibilities were reviewed with the Staff assigned to this Resident. The services, hours, schedule, documentation, activities, and interventions were reviewed. Our team have discussed the concerns with all involved, and EDEH has resolved the matter.” Per this information the agency did respond and make staff aware of more effective ways to handle these incidents. Sending resolution to internal complainant. Closing the concern as tracking. KMack Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		21

		12008		Kim Ware		07/28/2021		Edwards		Nikki		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Autism Society of North Carolina, Inc.		1		257922 - HOLMES, ROSIETTA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		CN has been working with Autism Society of North Carolina Psychologist on getting the Behavior Plan for Rosietta since 01/01/2020 and the agency stated that they were delayed because their current Psychologist was over capacity and then they assigned a new Psychologist to the case.  I am not sure exactly who is responsible for the plan at this time.Please call Nikki Edwards, CN (984) 302-1924 for further details.		CORRECTIONS: TYPE CHANGED FROM EXTERNAL TO INTERNAL; changed complainant name and info from consumer's; nature changed from other to administrative		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8352		08/03/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CN has been working with Autism Society of North Carolina Psychologist on getting the Behavior Plan for Rosietta since 01/01/2020 and the agency stated that they were delayed because their current Psychologist was over capacity and then they assigned a new Psychologist to the case. I am not sure exactly who is responsible for the plan at this time.Please call Nikki Edwards, CN (984) 302-1924 for further details.
8/2/21Call to CN Nikki Edwards to clarify information submitted. Per her report, staff had told her that delay is due to staffing issues. The agency has still not submitted the Behavior Plan needed for member and she is unsure as to who at the agency will be submitting it to her. This writer explained next steps. Acknowledgment emailed to internal complainant. This writer confirmed permission to use name when discussing the matter with the provider. This writer contacted agency's Director of Quality and Compliance, Tim Ferreira and made him aware of the concern. This writer requested that an internal review be conducted and findings submitted to include actions taken or to be taken to address the concerns. This writer has also requested that he ensure that the CN receive the needed plan.(K.WARE,QAA)
8/3/21 Email correspondence received from Mr Ferreira to indicate the following: " I've looked into this. The behavior support plan has not been sent to Alliance staff (Nikki) yet, because it is waiting on the appropriate signatures. This was explained in an email to Nikki from the clinician (Lindsay Gordon) on 7/16. ASNC staff followed up a couple of times with the guardian of RH, as she was having difficulty accessing the document and then signing it (was sent to her via DocuSign). (At one point it was also sent to an older email address for the LRP, and subsequently voided and re-sent to correct address) Yesterday, an ASNC staff scheduled an in-person meeting with RH's mother to go ahead and just get a physical signature on the plan. That meeting was scheduled for this morning. Once that is signed, it will be reviewed and signed by our Human Rights Committee and our Clinical Director. I have asked them to expedite that process as much as possible. Once the plan is in effect (all signatures present), it will be sent to Nikki." Per agency the guardian previously had difficulty in utilizing electronic signature, a meeting was scheduled 8/3/21 in person to gather needed signatures. Provider plans to expedite their current process and follow up with Ms. Edwards upon completion of all required signatures. This writer notified Ms Edwards of action steps taken and agency's next steps. Resolution emailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		6

		12009		Hillary Vandewart		07/28/2021		Barkhau		Danielle		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Substance Abuse Comprehensive Outpatient Tx				Multi-Disability		Adult		Elite Care Service Inc.		1		263060 - JOHNSON, JOTHEUSA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Per information provided in Patient360, it appears that Elite Care Service has been providing SACOT to the member while he has also been receiving SAIOP services. There is a service exclusion between the 2 and a member should not be receiving both of these services at the same time. Elite does not have a current authorization for SACOT. It does not appear that they did any coordination of care with the member and did not coordinate with other services that he is receiving.

Update Received from Melissa Simpson, UM Manager on 7/30:
Danielle was not sure if she had indicated that in her conversation with Carolina Outreach, that provider indicated that they had asked the member if he was receiving services with another provider.  He indicated that he was not.  She was not sure if she had entered that information clearly in the Internal Employee Concern and cannot access it since it has already been submitted.  Elite has been billing daily and there are dates of service that Carolina Outreach is billing as well.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Disability to Multi, Changed Nature of Issue to Auth/Payment/Billing		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8351		08/17/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Per information provided in Patient360, it appears that Elite Care Service has been providing SACOT to the member while he has also been receiving SAIOP services. There is a service exclusion between the 2 and a member should not be receiving both of these services at the same time. Elite does not have a current authorization for SACOT. It does not appear that they did any coordination of care with the member and did not coordinate with other services that he is receiving.
Update Received from Melissa Simpson, UM Manager on 7/30:
Danielle was not sure if she had indicated that in her conversation with Carolina Outreach, that provider indicated that they had asked the member if he was receiving services with another provider.  He indicated that he was not.  She was not sure if she had entered that information clearly in the Internal Employee Concern and cannot access it since it has already been submitted.  Elite has been billing daily and there are dates of service that Carolina Outreach is billing as well.
[PT: Jotheusa Johnson				DOB: 9/30/74				ID: 263060]
7/30/21
This writer requested case consultation with Tanya Held (SIU/Compliance) due to allegation of potential fraudulent billing. This writer received a response from Tanya which indicated that SIU would follow up on the fraudulent billing aspect of the case but that QM should follow up on the lack of coordination of care. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
8/2/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
8/16/21
This writer contacted agency and asked to speak with Candace McMillan, or whoever handles grievances/complaints, at 910-483-0324. This writer was transferred to Melinda Frederick who identified herself at the office and HR manager. This writer shared information related to grievance and informed her of the resolution process. She provided her email address: Elitecareserviceinc2014hr@gmail.com. This writer then composed and sent info via email with a deadline of 8/20.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
8/17/21
This writer received a response from the provider which stated that consumer was discharged from the program on or about the date of April 21, 2021. The stated consumer was not at that current time involved with another company, as it was not mention to him nor pulled up in the system.
This writer then checked claims and noted that billing had been consistent past that date up until early August 2021. This writer reached out to Tanya Held to inquire as to how to move forward.
This writer spoke with Tanya Held who informed this writer that Compliance was in the “pre-investigation” phase with this case. She advised that this writer not share information with provider regarding billing for services not rendered as they are currently investigating to see if this is a systemic issue for the provider. She requested this writer forward email from provider, Melinda Frederick to her and lead investigator on case, Cathy Mathis. This writer did this and composed resolution email based on referral to SIU. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Undetermined--Referred to SIU/Compliance for investigation		1		1		0		20

		12010		Kim Ware		07/28/2021		Campbell		Quonda		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Crisis - Inpatient				Multi-Disability		Adult		Keystone WSNC, LLC dba Old Vineyard Behavioral Health Services		1		368580 - Campbell, Quonda		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Caller reports that she is IVC'd at Old Vineyard (her contact extension is 46669). Caller reports that she is supposed to go home today and that the staff there is trying to fraud her medicaid and keep her until tomorrow morning. Caller reports that there is mold in the ice machines. The hospital is understaffed. Caller reports that people did not get their 8am medications until noon.  Caller reports that no one would give her that state/alliances number. Caller reports that the number is supposed to be posted in every room and they don't have it posted.		CORRECTIONS: AGAINST CHANGED FROM OTHER TO PROVIDER; AGAINST CHANGED FROM ALL TO KEYSTONE; LICENSURE ENTERED DHSR; SERVICE ENTERED CRISIS INPT; nature changed from other to quality; disability changed from mh only to multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8355		08/24/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller reports that she is IVC'd at Old Vineyard (her contact extension is 46669). Caller reports that she is supposed to go home today and that the staff there is trying to fraud her medicaid and keep her until tomorrow morning. Caller reports that there is mold in the ice machines. The hospital is understaffed. Caller reports that people did not get their 8am medications until noon.  Caller reports that no one would give her that state/alliances number. Caller reports that the number is supposed to be posted in every room and they don't have it posted.
QUONDA CAMPBELL ID: 36580   (DOB: 9/29/1984)
8/2/21 Review of information indicates member has been discharged from facility. This writer made call to grievant (919) 987-7750; message indicates it is not a working number. Unable to leave vm message. This writer called another number listed (919) 470-7756; message indicates number has been disconnected or no longer in services. Discharge paperwork unavailable at this time per CC noted in JIVA.
8/3/21 Unable to reach grievant by phone. Acknowledgment letter mailed to address listed. This writer included withdrawal date (8/20/21) if no response  from member.(K.WARE,QAA)
8/24/21 Information available indicates that member was IVD'd by her sister on 8/19/21. No response to contact attempt by AH CC. No response to this writer. Case to be closed due to no contact or response from complainant. DISREGARD letter mailed. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		UNDETERMINED		1		1		0		27

		12012		Hillary Vandewart		07/29/2021		Briggs		Bridget		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Michael's Place, Inc.		1		29394 - EVANS, RASHENE		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		1		In-State		Supervised Living 5600 C (Adult with Intellectual/Developmental Disabilities)		0		1		Guardian (Katherine Pegram) and another personnel were at the group home (Michael’s Place), trying to visit Rashene. No one answered the door. Guardian and other personnel informed me, there were vehicles in the drive way and they heard sounds, inside the home and there was a light on. I called Dr. Joyce Young (QP with Michael's Place) and left a voice message informing her on Guardian being outside the group home. The other personnel, informed me, Dr. Young was sent an email on Monday, 7/26/2021, in regards to wanting to visit with Rashene, at the group home. I was informed, Dr. Young has not responded. 
I confirmed address to Guardian and other personnel and it was accurate for where they were. I informed them, due to their concern and no one answering the door, Guardian may can call the Durham Non-Emergency line for a welfare check. I gave them the number as well. In addition, on 7/26/2021, Guardian and other personnel informed me, Dr. Young informed them, Guardian is not able to see her daughter prior to having a plan.
I spoke with Guardian and was informed, the police did go to the group home and was able to speak with a male. It is unknown who the male was and whether or not Rashene was there. Guardian was not there when police arrived.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Type of Case to Internal Employee Concern and Source to MCO Staff, Nature of Issue to Quality of Services, Changed Dx to Multi (due to Impulse Control D/O)		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8361		08/05/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Guardian (Katherine Pegram) and another personnel were at the group home (Michael’s Place), trying to visit Rashene. No one answered the door. Guardian and other personnel informed me, there were vehicles in the drive way and they heard sounds, inside the home and there was a light on. I called Dr. Joyce Young (QP with Michael's Place) and left a voice message informing her on Guardian being outside the group home. The other personnel, informed me, Dr. Young was sent an email on Monday, 7/26/2021, in regards to wanting to visit with Rashene, at the group home. I was informed, Dr. Young has not responded. 
I confirmed address to Guardian and other personnel and it was accurate for where they were. I informed them, due to their concern and no one answering the door, Guardian may can call the Durham Non-Emergency line for a welfare check. I gave them the number as well. In addition, on 7/26/2021, Guardian and other personnel informed me, Dr. Young informed them, Guardian is not able to see her daughter prior to having a plan.
I spoke with Guardian and was informed, the police did go to the group home and was able to speak with a male. It is unknown who the male was and whether or not Rashene was there. Guardian was not there when police arrived.
[PT: Rashene Evans				DOB: 4/30/80				ID: 29394]
7/30/21
This writer received call from internal complainant who shared some updates regarding case. She forwarded documentation as well, which can be summarized below:
•	CN was updated by professional (from Carolina Outreach) who was with guardian that Dr. Young was inside the group home, along with an adult male and Rashene (Member) when police came to do welfare check. 
•	CN called Dr. Young while Guardian and professional were outside the home, and left a VM. She did not answer your respond back until over an hour later. 
•	Dr. Young told police that she did not answer the door due to past incidents with Guardian and she was afraid and feeling unsafe. She also reportedly stated that she didn’t want to violate her license by talking to the guardian with the professional also there. 
•	CN also recently learned that member’s siblings may be looking to petition the court for guardianship. Guardian is not aware of this and CN was not made aware of this until she learned second-hand that Dr. Young informed the police of this information.
•	APS has chosen not to accept the case filed by CN.  
•	CN plans to proceed with provider change documents, as requested by guardian. 
•	CN is going to proceed with the provider change documents, as requested by Guardian. 
This writer informed complainant that I will need to consult with supervisor regarding next steps as this sounds like a potential legal issue. She thanked this writer.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
8/3/21
This writer staffed case with supervisor. He advised the following:
•	Appears that guardian showed up at a time that wasn’t approved visiting hours/didn’t have an appointment. 
•	Group home could have been protecting the safety and confidentiality of the people at group home.
•	Doesn’t appear to be anything actionable to be done from a QM perspective. 
•	Recommendation is to staff with her supervisor. 
•	See that she filed with DHSR—they will follow up with her. 
•	She can encourage guardian to follow procedures regarding arranging visits. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst  
8/4/21
This writer sent email to Bridget Briggs, complainant, sharing supervisor’s feedback and stating that QM would track the concern but that there doesn’t appear to be anything else actionable for QM to do.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
8/5/21
This writer composed and sent ack/res email to internal complainant. No further action required at this time. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Non-Issue		1		1		0		7

		12013		Kim Ware		07/29/2021		CUMMINGS		TIARA		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Intensive In-home Services				Multi-Disability		Adult		B & D Integrated Health Services		1		3022 - CUMMINGS, TIARA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Caller reported B & D Integrated Health Services are disrespectful and have no respect for anyone's private space. Caller reported they show up at peoples homes unannounced and do not call ahead of time to let the person know they are coming over to their home. Caller reported in several occasions last year in the places where she was living at the time, they showed up unannounced. Caller reported in one of those occasions she was at her mothers home and the other times she was with her child at another home. Caller reported they don't have good communication skills and they show up when they want to show up. Caller reported they curse at the clients when they are having a bad day. Caller reported last year she was cursed out by a staff member from B & D Integrated Health Services. Caller reported they show no sympathy for anyone and they just got rid of two staff members she was working well with.		CORRECTIONS: AGAINST CHANGED FROM OTHER TO PROVIDER; PRIORITY CHANGED FROM HIGH TO ROUTINE; DISABILTY CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO MULTI DISABILITY		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8358		08/24/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller reported B & D Integrated Health Services are disrespectful and have no respect for anyone's private space. Caller reported they show up at peoples homes unannounced and do not call ahead of time to let the person know they are coming over to their home. Caller reported in several occasions last year in the places where she was living at the time, they showed up unannounced. Caller reported in one of those occasions she was at her mothers home and the other times she was with her child at another home. Caller reported they don't have good communication skills and they show up when they want to show up. Caller reported they curse at the clients when they are having a bad day. Caller reported last year she was cursed out by a staff member from B & D Integrated Health Services. Caller reported they show no sympathy for anyone and they just got rid of two staff members she was working well with.
8/3/21 Call to grievant; person answering phone stated that she was unavailable but would give her the number and message. Acknowledgment mailed to address listed.(K.WARE,QAA)
8/10/21 Call to grievant; no response.(K.WARE,QAA)
8/13/21 Call to grievant. Person answering phone indicated that she was unavailable and at work but he would have her to call. No response from grievant to date. Info needed letter mailed requesting contact by 8.20.21.(K.WARE,QAA)
8/24/21 No response from grievant to date. Disregard letter mailed. Case closed. Provider was not contacted due to no response from grievant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		DISREGARD		1		1		0		26

		12014		Hillary Vandewart		07/30/2021		Nara		Brent		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Adult		The Loving Home Incorporated		1		277705 - BURGESS, CRYSTAL		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Cumberland		0		1		In-State		Level III		1		1		Service Consultant made attempts on 7/1/21 and 7/20/21 to QPs Vincent Williams (vwilliams.tlhnc@yahoo.com) and Beverly Curtis (thelovinghome@aol.com) to request the following documentation needed this month for quarterly monitoring. The following is needed for this month:
•	Crystal Burgess: Quarterly progress note for 4/1/21-6/30/21
•	Becky Shaw: Quarterly progress note for 4/1/21-6/30/21
•	Sherman Weatherspoon: Quarterly progress note for 4/1/21-6/30/21
The following documentation requests are overdue from previous months. They are listed in the order of most recent to least recent (oldest requests at the bottom of the list):
•	Teresa Banks: Quarterly progress note for 3/1/21-5/31/21
•	Huey Brooks: Quarterly progress note for 3/1/21-5/31/21
•	Huey Brooks: Signed short range goals effective 6/1/21
•	Megan Killman: Quarterly progress note for 3/1/21-5/31/21
•	Jennifer Lockamy: Quarterly progress note for 3/1/21-5/31/21
•	Jennifer Burkett: Quarterly progress note for 2/1/21-4/30/21
•	Terry Horne: Quarterly progress note for 2/1/21-4/30/21
•	Terry Horne: Signed short range goals (effective 2/1/21)
•	Crystal Burgess :Quarterly progress notes for 1/1/21-3/31/21
•	Crystal Burgess: Signed short range goals effective 1/1/21
•	Becky Shaw: Quarterly progress notes for 1/1/21-3/31/21
•	Sherman Weatherspoon: Quarterly progress notes for 1/1/21-3/31/21
•	Teresa Banks: Quarterly progress notes for 12/1/20-2/28/21
•	Huey Brooks: Quarterly progress notes for 12/1/20-2/28/21
•	Megan Killman: Quarterly progress notes for 12/1/20-2/28/21
•	Jennifer Lockamy: Quarterly progress notes for 12/1/20-2/28/21
•	Terry Horne: Quarterly progress notes for 11/1/20-1/31/21
•	Jennifer Burkett: Quarterly progress notes for 11/1/20-1/31/21
•	Jennifer Burkett: Signed short range goals (effective 11/1/20)

Provider continues to be responsive to phone calls from Service Consultant to check on members' updates, but continues to disregard requests for documentation, even when Provider Network Development Specialist has made multiple attempts to contact them about this.		CORRECTIONS: Changed complainant info to reflect internal employee, changed Type to Admin Issues, Changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8360		08/04/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Service Consultant made attempts on 7/1/21 and 7/20/21 to QPs Vincent Williams (vwilliams.tlhnc@yahoo.com) and Beverly Curtis (thelovinghome@aol.com) to request the following documentation needed this month for quarterly monitoring. The following is needed for this month:
•	Crystal Burgess: Quarterly progress note for 4/1/21-6/30/21
•	Becky Shaw: Quarterly progress note for 4/1/21-6/30/21
•	Sherman Weatherspoon: Quarterly progress note for 4/1/21-6/30/21
The following documentation requests are overdue from previous months. They are listed in the order of most recent to least recent (oldest requests at the bottom of the list):
•	Teresa Banks: Quarterly progress note for 3/1/21-5/31/21
•	Huey Brooks: Quarterly progress note for 3/1/21-5/31/21
•	Huey Brooks: Signed short range goals effective 6/1/21
•	Megan Killman: Quarterly progress note for 3/1/21-5/31/21
•	Jennifer Lockamy: Quarterly progress note for 3/1/21-5/31/21
•	Jennifer Burkett: Quarterly progress note for 2/1/21-4/30/21
•	Terry Horne: Quarterly progress note for 2/1/21-4/30/21
•	Terry Horne: Signed short range goals (effective 2/1/21)
•	Crystal Burgess :Quarterly progress notes for 1/1/21-3/31/21
•	Crystal Burgess: Signed short range goals effective 1/1/21
•	Becky Shaw: Quarterly progress notes for 1/1/21-3/31/21
•	Sherman Weatherspoon: Quarterly progress notes for 1/1/21-3/31/21
•	Teresa Banks: Quarterly progress notes for 12/1/20-2/28/21
•	Huey Brooks: Quarterly progress notes for 12/1/20-2/28/21
•	Megan Killman: Quarterly progress notes for 12/1/20-2/28/21
•	Jennifer Lockamy: Quarterly progress notes for 12/1/20-2/28/21
•	Terry Horne: Quarterly progress notes for 11/1/20-1/31/21
•	Jennifer Burkett: Quarterly progress notes for 11/1/20-1/31/21
•	Jennifer Burkett: Signed short range goals (effective 11/1/20)

Provider continues to be responsive to phone calls from Service Consultant to check on members' updates, but continues to disregard requests for documentation, even when Provider Network Development Specialist has made multiple attempts to contact them about this.
[VARIOUS MEMBERS INOLVED IN CONCERN]
8/4/21
This concern is related to several other concerns (11948, 11860, 11775, etc). Due to the ongoing concerns with this provider not fulfilling contractual obligations to submit quarterly progress notes, this writer involved Compliance Department via a Compliance Issues Report initially submitted as a part of concern #11948.
This writer was copied on email from Compliance to provider which included a warning letter and notice of overpayment which requested response within 31 days or else AH would begin recovery from future claim payments and/or cease all reimbursement until the overpayment is paid in full. 

Based on involvement from Compliance, this writer composed and sent acknowledgement/resolution letter. No further action required at this time. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Confirmed--Compliance submitted Warning Letter and Notice of Overpayment to Provider		1		1		0		5

		12015		Kim Ware		07/30/2021		DELLINGER		MALLORY		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Break Out, LLC		1		23241 - CLEMONS, CHRISTIAN		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		1		In-State		Supervised Living 5600 C (Adult with Intellectual/Developmental Disabilities)		0		0		Writer received a call from another provider (not the group home) stating that while they were on the phone with Chris they could hear a group home staff named Tasha Jennings yelling at Chris about what he thought he was doing. When Chris calmly said "I'm on the phone." The provider could hear Tasha berate Chris by yelling "you aren't going to talk to me that way!" Provider asked Chris if staff yelled at him a lot and Chris reported that yes, staff talked to him like that all the time.		CORRECTIONS: UNCHECKED ANONYMOUS; CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO FROM MEMBER'S; SOURCE CHANGED FROM PROVIDER TO MCO STAFF; DISABILITY CHANGED FROM DD ONLY TO MULTI; nature changed from quality to abuse/neglect		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8350		08/02/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Writer received a call from another provider (not the group home) stating that while they were on the phone with Chris they could hear a group home staff named Tasha Jennings yelling at Chris about what he thought he was doing. When Chris calmly said "I'm on the phone." The provider could hear Tasha berate Chris by yelling "you aren't going to talk to me that way!" Provider asked Chris if staff yelled at him a lot and Chris reported that yes, staff talked to him like that all the time.
CHRISTIAN CLEMONS   ID: 23241   (DOB: 7/28/1997)
8/2/21 This writer made call to complainant, AH CC Mallory Derringer to discuss her concerns. This writer inquired if there was any information that would indicate health and safety concerns for the member or abuse/neglect. Per Ms Derringer there were not health and safety concerns. She reports that the member has a history of “exaggerations”, however, she submitted the concern after a provider contacted her regarding the issue. Per her report the member has told her in that past that the staff yell at him regularly. Per discussion, due to the matter not being considered a pattern or health and safety concern, case to be closed and tracked. Per discussion, Ms. Derringer plans to monitor the matter in the event that a pattern, trend or health and safety is an issue. Ack/Res mailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		3

		12019		Hillary Vandewart		07/30/2021		Peterson		Kate		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Residential Services (include Innovations)		PRTF		Multi-Disability		Child (0-17)		Excalibur Youth Services LLC		1		14135 - COVINGTON, EUNIQUE		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		1		In-State		PRTF		0		0		Email from Kate Peterson: 
Hello,

As part of the DSS initiative I am working with Jessica King on the provider part of the crisis programs.  Last week, Jessica informed me of a child who was being held at detention after punching a staff.  According to Jessica the note she saw from Jessica Wilke indicated the child had been placed on restriction and sat in the middle of the hall, wouldn’t move and 2 staff went to escort her physically and she punched one in the face.  They pressed charges and told DSS she would be discharged immediately.

I was asked by DSS and subsequently by Sean to explore whether they would take her back and what they would need.  I called on Thursday, July 22nd-tried the contract contact, left a vmail.  After a few hours I tried again and got vmail.  I tried to find another # and called admissions.  I explained what I was looking for—she indicated that there was a lot of “stuff going on” and “we change ownership this weekend”.  She also gave the contact’s email and said I’d better email fast as they were all getting shut down and changed this weekend, but no one know what the new ones would be.

She also gave me a number for Chico, the program director.  I called Chico, asked him about taking the child back, and if he could add some resources we’d be able to get a higher rate temporarily.  He said he didn’t have enough staff to cover and sounded very stressed – said there was just no way as he didn’t have staff.

In addition I was told by Youth Villages LEAD staff working to coordinate services for a child there that it was impossible to communicate with the child and to coordinate meetings outside of the CFT (GAL, Adoptive worker and Family, etc) as they only could have communication in CFT or have it occur in therapy which the therapist doesn’t want to happen as it gives up time.  They have not developed another solution.  Given the stressors around the changes above and this info, I wanted to log a concern as we have several youth there—if they are short resources and staff that is problematic.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8362		08/31/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Email from Kate Peterson: 
Hello,
As part of the DSS initiative I am working with Jessica King on the provider part of the crisis programs.  Last week, Jessica informed me of a child who was being held at detention after punching a staff.  According to Jessica the note she saw from Jessica Wilke indicated the child had been placed on restriction and sat in the middle of the hall, wouldn’t move and 2 staff went to escort her physically and she punched one in the face.  They pressed charges and told DSS she would be discharged immediately.
I was asked by DSS and subsequently by Sean to explore whether they would take her back and what they would need.  I called on Thursday, July 22nd-tried the contract contact, left a vmail.  After a few hours I tried again and got vmail.  I tried to find another # and called admissions.  I explained what I was looking for—she indicated that there was a lot of “stuff going on” and “we change ownership this weekend”.  She also gave the contact’s email and said I’d better email fast as they were all getting shut down and changed this weekend, but no one know what the new ones would be.
She also gave me a number for Chico, the program director.  I called Chico, asked him about taking the child back, and if he could add some resources we’d be able to get a higher rate temporarily.  He said he didn’t have enough staff to cover and sounded very stressed – said there was just no way as he didn’t have staff.
In addition I was told by Youth Villages LEAD staff working to coordinate services for a child there that it was impossible to communicate with the child and to coordinate meetings outside of the CFT (GAL, Adoptive worker and Family, etc) as they only could have communication in CFT or have it occur in therapy which the therapist doesn’t want to happen as it gives up time.  They have not developed another solution.  Given the stressors around the changes above and this info, I wanted to log a concern as we have several youth there—if they are short resources and staff that is problematic.
[PT: Enrique Covington				DOB: 2/17/04				ID: 14135]
8/5/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
8/10/21
During team meeting, this writer learned that a similar concern was filed by DSS regarding same member and regarding similar issues (#12038). QA Analyst assigned to this case is Kristie Mack, who planned to follow up with DSS complainant for more info.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
8/16/21
This writer noted that Kristie has reached out to provider for their response with regards to 12038. This writer will plan to review this information/response prior to reaching out to provider in order to avoid requesting duplicative information.  Provider response to 12038 is due 8/19.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
8/17/21
This writer reached out to Kristie to request that she share provider’s response with this writer once received.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
8/31/21
This writer discussed case with Kristie White. She shared that she had finally been able to get into contact with the state Clinical Director for SC, William L. Mulkey who shared that he would be discussing with the clinical director at the facility and would share a response. He provided the following contact information: wmulkey@broadstep.com, or via phone at (843) 401-9284.
In researching this PRTF it appears that they have indeed been recently acquired by Broadstep which likely explains the changes staff was discussing with Kate Peterson, complainant. 
Member related to concern is currently inpatient at Old Vineyard. 
This writer connected this case to #12038 for tracking purposes and will resolve as tracking due to complainant’s request to log a concern. This writer will await the provider’s response to the duplicative concern and will include this and any other related correspondence in grievance follow-up. This writer sent resolution email to complainant outlining these steps. Nothing further needed at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart		Tracking		1		1		0		32

		12022		Kim Ware		08/02/2021		PENREE		KATIE		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Access to Services		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Access Family Services, Inc.		1		565714 - White, Azurae		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		1		In-State		Level III		0		0		Member Azurae White, 565714
I am submitting this grievance due to a concern about discrimination and denials from treatment due to height and weight. This member is currently in DSS custody, and has been denied treatment from a large number of our in-network providers. The denial reasons base the denial on the member’s size, and a concern for staff member required physical intervention.  There have been no current/recent instances of physical aggression. I am requesting a review of the denials from providers to determine if there is any cause for concern or discrimination on size about denials reasons.  I have included below, denial reasons from providers given, and the information that Wake DSS (the guardian) provides. Attached are clinical documents sent with referrals as well. 


Denials received by DSS who made the referrals:
7/22/21- Access Family Services denied because behaviors and no teen beds for females at this time. The Middleton’s - no aggression and no older teens who are bigger than her.

7/20/2021- Hey, just wanted to update you, the team doesn't think that she is a fit based on her age with so many compliance issues.  Her size is intimidating and would be with the consumers we currently have. – Sandra Davis Inspirations Level III Group Home

Received by CC:
Denial by Thompson Crisis Stabilization received by Jessica King
Denied due to “the possibility of her being there in 2 months when she would need a blood draw and that she [is] large so if she was aggressive they would [not] be unable to restrain her.”

Precious Haven reported to CC: Also, I spoke to Precious Haven and they reported the main reason she was denied for Level IV was that “her size was concerning due to past issues with aggression”, “staff might be intimidated” and there being “other larger girls” in the program already.



Referral details provided by DSS:
DOB: 2/7/2004
 Reason for Disruption:  AW and the foster child in the home had been having issues and the situation almost turned physical on 10/21/20 as AW requested respite to get space from the other foster child. 
 Current Placement: TFC with private agency
 Current Permanency Plan:  Reunification
 Preference: she can be placed with other children. Pets are okay, she does not need a stay at home parent, religion unknown (none reported)
 Visitation:  
Location of Visits: Virtual until Covid-restrictions are more sustainable    
Visits are with whom (if known): Dad and relatives in VA     Frequency:  TBD   Day/Times: TBD  
Supervised by Whom: WCHS or designee    
Shared Parenting considerations? ?Y   ?N (Please explain): dad is a trigger for AW 
Medication:  Lithium: 300 mg 1x daily (Bipolar), Vyvanse:30 mg (ADHD), Trazadone 50 mg, (depression) Melatonin 3 MG (sleep)
Medical: immunizations current, food allergies (Epi-pen (X strawberries), Sleep Issues (hard fall asleep), height and weight are above average.
Strengths: Seeks Help/ Comfort, when needed, Club, Group, Sport Involvement, engaging personality, Goal-Oriented, Positive Behaviors in School, Sense of Humor, Shows Empathy & Sensitivity to Others, Skill/Interest in Academics, Well-Mannered, Employed, wants learn IL skills.
Behaviors: C-Current/ H- History
Current- Alcohol/Drug Abuse, Cleanliness Issues, Depressed Mood, Hygiene Issues, Impulsive, Loss/Grief Difficulties, Low Self-Esteem, Lying, Oppositional, Prolonged Tantrums, Social Immaturity, Verbal Aggression
Current Details: 
AW uses her size to intimidate others and makes issues bigger than what they are
AW is impulsive and cannot control her anger and emotions
AW has been cursing FP out when she does not get what she wants
AW no longer takes pride in her appearance, hygiene
Defiant, verbally aggressive, lying about work schedule, feels almost 18 can do what she wants
Refusing meds. at times, therapy-don’t care attitude  

History- Assaultive (physical), Property Destruction, Running Away, Self-Injurious Behaviors, Suicidal, 
History (details):
AW has physically assaulted/verbal aggression her father in their home as well as destroyed property by punching holes in the wall.
AW has run away from the home and refused to come home.
AW has past trauma of death of her mom at a young age.
AW has history of suicidal ideation and attempts (cutting)
AW is triggered when people talk about her size/weight which has led to low self esteem
 
Education:  East Wake High School, Zebulon, NC, 11th, traditional school, NO IEP, GPA of 3.1
Mental Health:  Bipolar, ADHD, Unspecified Trauma, Monica Capps Triangle Primary Care, Therapist (Joanne Schaffer   919-562-9922), Weekly/virtual, Care Coordinator		CORRECTIONS; CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO FROM MEMBER'S; AGAISNT CHANGED FROM OTHER TO PROVIDER; ENTERED PROVIDER NAME; LICENSURE ENTERED DHSR; RESIDENTIAL AN ISSUE CHANGED FROM NO TO YES; ENTERED LOCATION AND TYPE		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8368		09/01/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member Azurae White, 565714
I am submitting this grievance due to a concern about discrimination and denials from treatment due to height and weight. This member is currently in DSS custody, and has been denied treatment from a large number of our in-network providers. The denial reasons base the denial on the member’s size, and a concern for staff member required physical intervention.  There have been no current/recent instances of physical aggression. I am requesting a review of the denials from providers to determine if there is any cause for concern or discrimination on size about denials reasons.  I have included below, denial reasons from providers given, and the information that Wake DSS (the guardian) provides. Attached are clinical documents sent with referrals as well. 


Denials received by DSS who made the referrals:
7/22/21- Access Family Services denied because behaviors and no teen beds for females at this time. The Middleton’s - no aggression and no older teens who are bigger than her.

7/20/2021- Hey, just wanted to update you, the team doesn't think that she is a fit based on her age with so many compliance issues.  Her size is intimidating and would be with the consumers we currently have. – Sandra Davis Inspirations Level III Group Home

Received by CC:
Denial by Thompson Crisis Stabilization received by Jessica King
Denied due to “the possibility of her being there in 2 months when she would need a blood draw and that she [is] large so if she was aggressive they would [not] be unable to restrain her.”

Precious Haven reported to CC: Also, I spoke to Precious Haven and they reported the main reason she was denied for Level IV was that “her size was concerning due to past issues with aggression”, “staff might be intimidated” and there being “other larger girls” in the program already.



Referral details provided by DSS:
DOB: 2/7/2004
 Reason for Disruption:  AW and the foster child in the home had been having issues and the situation almost turned physical on 10/21/20 as AW requested respite to get space from the other foster child. 
 Current Placement: TFC with private agency
 Current Permanency Plan:  Reunification
 Preference: she can be placed with other children. Pets are okay, she does not need a stay at home parent, religion unknown (none reported)
 Visitation:  
Location of Visits: Virtual until Covid-restrictions are more sustainable    
Visits are with whom (if known): Dad and relatives in VA     Frequency:  TBD   Day/Times: TBD  
Supervised by Whom: WCHS or designee    
Shared Parenting considerations? ?Y   ?N (Please explain): dad is a trigger for AW 
Medication:  Lithium: 300 mg 1x daily (Bipolar), Vyvanse:30 mg (ADHD), Trazadone 50 mg, (depression) Melatonin 3 MG (sleep)
Medical: immunizations current, food allergies (Epi-pen (X strawberries), Sleep Issues (hard fall asleep), height and weight are above average.
Strengths: Seeks Help/ Comfort, when needed, Club, Group, Sport Involvement, engaging personality, Goal-Oriented, Positive Behaviors in School, Sense of Humor, Shows Empathy & Sensitivity to Others, Skill/Interest in Academics, Well-Mannered, Employed, wants learn IL skills.
Behaviors: C-Current/ H- History
Current- Alcohol/Drug Abuse, Cleanliness Issues, Depressed Mood, Hygiene Issues, Impulsive, Loss/Grief Difficulties, Low Self-Esteem, Lying, Oppositional, Prolonged Tantrums, Social Immaturity, Verbal Aggression
Current Details: 
AW uses her size to intimidate others and makes issues bigger than what they are
AW is impulsive and cannot control her anger and emotions
AW has been cursing FP out when she does not get what she wants
AW no longer takes pride in her appearance, hygiene
Defiant, verbally aggressive, lying about work schedule, feels almost 18 can do what she wants
Refusing meds. at times, therapy-don’t care attitude  

History- Assaultive (physical), Property Destruction, Running Away, Self-Injurious Behaviors, Suicidal, 
History (details):
AW has physically assaulted/verbal aggression her father in their home as well as destroyed property by punching holes in the wall.
AW has run away from the home and refused to come home.
AW has past trauma of death of her mom at a young age.
AW has history of suicidal ideation and attempts (cutting)
AW is triggered when people talk about her size/weight which has led to low self esteem
 
Education:  East Wake High School, Zebulon, NC, 11th, traditional school, NO IEP, GPA of 3.1
Mental Health:  Bipolar, ADHD, Unspecified Trauma, Monica Capps Triangle Primary Care, Therapist (Joanne Schaffer   919-562-9922), Weekly/virtual, Care Coordinator
AZURE WHITE   ID: 565714   (DOB: 2/7/2004)
8/9/21 This writer made call to internal complaint in an effort to clarify information entered. The concern is pertaining to several providers to include: Inspirations, Thompson Crisis Stabilization, Precious Haven, and Access Family Services. Katie Penree, AH CC, is concerned that the reason for denial are discriminatory against member due to her size. This writer inquired noting that information entered indicates other factors noted by providers and member history. Per her report that is why she included  clinical information and that “someone needs to look into it”. She reports that it has become a “pattern” where providers indicate size as a determining factor for admittance or taking a case. This writer explained the role of QM and inquired regarding the expected outcome based on QM role. Per her report she was instructed to “file a grievance” after staffing with Cathy Stephenson (AH Network Development Supervisor) and Walter Linney (AH Director of CareMgmt). This writer explained internal employee concern submission and process and that the matter will be staffed with QM team and Mgr, however, this writer is uncertain what actions would be based on the nature of the concern.(K.WARE,QAA)
8/10/21 Staffed case with Incident &Grievance Mgr T Parker. The recommendation is to:  Review contract requirements related to denying admission. Encourage complainant to contact DHSR.  Refer complainant to OCR if they feel the member’s rights are being violated.(K.WARE,QAA)
89/1/21 Based on information available, member denials were logged as well as placement searches. Information indicates collaboration with DSS guardian, CC and PND. Each denial indicate clinical impressions, etc i.e. "upheld the denial due to current mileu and member aggression" or agency capacity and staffing. Information indicates kinship placement and follow up regarding community based service connection to be made. Based on information available, no pattern to date for the individual providers mentioned by complainant (Access,Thompson, Inspirations and Precious Haven) case to be closed an tracked. Complainant to be referred to DHSR and OCR. NO further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		30

		12023		Hillary Vandewart		08/03/2021		Irwin		Bridget		Guardian		Grievance		Quality of Services		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Makin' Choices, Inc.		1		262930 - PILLSBURY, DUSTYN		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		4/21/2021 Incident with staff Shameka who worked for Makin' Choices. Staff and parent had a physical altercation which Dustyn saw. Grievances were submitted in regards to this incident. There were court proceedings in regards to the altercation. 

Provider agency found and trained a new staff, Marcus. On 6/16/2021 Dustyn reported that Marcus woke him up and the two drove to pick up Marcus's significant other from his fast food job in the middle of the night. Marcus reported to the agency that this did not occur. QP reportedly said to mom that in his annual ISP packet that it indicates that Dustyn doesn't always tell the truth, and that staff said it didn't happen. 

Family has a new provider agency and no longer engages with Makin' Choices. Despite this Dustyn is having lasting effects from these two incidences. Now when he sees someone in the community that looks like Shameka or Marcus he gets very upset and hits himself, threatens to hurt himself, etc. 

Family is submitting grievance due to poor quality of staffing support and the negative impact that has been caused.

CN is encouraging LRP to seek mental health services for Dustyn. He is on a waiting list for individual therapy at Costal Carolina. Team will also look into Specialized Consultative Services for a formal Behavior Intervention Plan. There is a shortage of providers and he will be on a waiting list for this service as well. Team discussed NC Start and will continue discussing. 

LRP has requested that the ISP be updated to remove any language of Dustyn needing support to accurately report.		CORRECTIONS: Changed complainant info to reflect guardian (un-checked Grievance From Patient)		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8366		08/31/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		4/21/2021 Incident with staff Shameka who worked for Makin' Choices. Staff and parent had a physical altercation which Dustyn saw. Grievances were submitted in regards to this incident. There were court proceedings in regards to the altercation. 
Provider agency found and trained a new staff, Marcus. On 6/16/2021 Dustyn reported that Marcus woke him up and the two drove to pick up Marcus's significant other from his fast food job in the middle of the night. Marcus reported to the agency that this did not occur. QP reportedly said to mom that in his annual ISP packet that it indicates that Dustyn doesn't always tell the truth, and that staff said it didn't happen. 
Family has a new provider agency and no longer engages with Makin' Choices. Despite this Dustyn is having lasting effects from these two incidences. Now when he sees someone in the community that looks like Shameka or Marcus he gets very upset and hits himself, threatens to hurt himself, etc. 
Family is submitting grievance due to poor quality of staffing support and the negative impact that has been caused.
CN is encouraging LRP to seek mental health services for Dustyn. He is on a waiting list for individual therapy at Costal Carolina. Team will also look into Specialized Consultative Services for a formal Behavior Intervention Plan. There is a shortage of providers and he will be on a waiting list for this service as well. Team discussed NC Start and will continue discussing. 
LRP has requested that the ISP be updated to remove any language of Dustyn needing support to accurately report.
[PT: Dustyn Pillsbury				DOB: 4/26/91				ID: 262930]
8/6/21
This writer confirmed guardianship documentation is on file for Ms. Irwin. This writer called and spoke briefly with Ms. Irwin. She stated that she was currently at a doctor’s appointment but would call this writer back later this afternoon. This writer agreed.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
8/9/21
This writer called and spoke with Ms. Irwin regarding her concerns. Ms. Irwin became extremely agitated during the call, raising her voice and becoming tearful at times. This writer explained that the issue with the altercation had already been addressed and determined that this was more of a legal issue. 
She reported that staff used what was written in ISP about lying to state that he was lying about being woken up and driven to Smithfield. This writer confirmed with her that this had been addressed within the ISP. 
She stated that he is now having behavioral problems. She stated that she has enough on her plate and resents being told that this is between her and the company. Feels that he was mistreated and Alliance isn’t doing anything about it.
This writer asked what she would like to see happen as a result of the grievance since he is no longer receiving services from this agency. She stated that she doesn’t want those two workers to be able to “mentally abuse” other people and shouldn’t be able to provide services. 
This writer thanked her for the information. Due to her heightened level of agitation, this writer explained that I would look into what could be done. Confirmed her address. 
Composed and sent acknowledgement letter. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
8/17/21
This writer contacted CEO, Rachelle Brooks-Blue, via phone at 910-483-2002 to make her aware of grievance. This writer spoke with staff who answered call and informed this writer that she was not available but that she could be reached via email at rbblue@earthlink.net or by phone at 910-257-4339.
This writer contacted Ms. Brooks-Blue via phone and discussed concerns. She stated that there was an existing relationship between staff Shameka and guardian from prior agency (she was previous worker for them). She learned following the altercation that guardian had been demanding money and had demanded that member stay overnight at her house. 
Regarding incident with Marcus, she did confirm that this allegation was unsubstantiated. She reported that guardian would come up with allegations against staff when she didn’t get what she wanted. 
This writer thanked her and informed her of resolution process. She agreed to provide response in writing by 8/24. This writer sent concern elements to her via email.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
8/31/21
This writer received a response from Ms. Brooks-Blue which can be summarized below:
•	On 6/16/2021 the support worker (Marviyahn Jones) asked the guardian if member could be awaken if asleep when services are being provided (guardian wanted overnight services and had requested this be provided).  
•	The guardian did not discuss this request with Makin Choices, Inc. When support worker did not oblige request, guardian became upset and terminated services shortly thereafter. 
•	The support worker had a prior obligation to transport his roommate to work without knowing that the guardian was going to request the member spend the night.
•	The allegation made is false due to the fact that the roommate did not need to be transported.

Based on the provider’s response, the allegation against the staff was unsubstantiated by the provider. Additionally, the guardian has been made aware in previous grievances (11737 and 11752) that Alliance Health cannot terminate staff at provider agencies.

This writer does not feel that a phone conversation would be productive due to previous conversation with grievant and insistence that staff be terminated (which is not within Alliance Health purview). Based on this, this writer composed and sent resolution letter which outlined steps taken. 
Nothing further needed at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Non-Issue		1		1		0		28

		12024		Kim Ware		08/03/2021		GRIFFIN		MALEK		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		House of Care, Inc.		1		95182 - EDWARDS, EMANUEL		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		1		In-State		Supervised Living 5600 C (Adult with Intellectual/Developmental Disabilities)		1		1		Emanuel Edwards reported to the CN that he was being sexually harrassed by residential staff (Stella) for about a month. He reported that the staff member would take her breast out of her shirt and rub it on his head and his face. He also reported that she would make comments about the staff member referring to his genitals as her property. Mr. Edwards informed the CN that he didn't report this when is started occurring to either the director of his residential program, other residential staff, or the CN because the entire situation made him feel awkward. CN spoke with the owner of the program operated by House of Care about the complaint and informed her that I would be submitting a grievance on House of Care on Mr. Edwards behalf. CN also stated that the staff in questioned should not work with Mr. Edwards at all again. The owner stated that she would not have coverage for Mr. Edwards if she did that. CN explained that the staff that allegedly had been sexually harrassing Mr. Edwards needed to be removed from the home ASAP and that it was her responsibility to make sure that Mr. Edwards was still cared for.		CORRECTIONS: UNCHECKED FROM PATIENT; CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO FROM MEMBER'S;  TYPE CHANGED FROM GRIEVANCE TO INTERNAL; SOURCE CHANGED FROM CONSUMER TO MCO STAFF; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO DHSR; RESIDENTIAL TYPE ENTERED .5600C		DHSR		Referred to External Lic or State Agency		8359		08/16/2021		Resolved/Completed		DHSR		Emanuel Edwards reported to the CN that he was being sexually harrassed by residential staff (Stella) for about a month. He reported that the staff member would take her breast out of her shirt and rub it on his head and his face. He also reported that she would make comments about the staff member referring to his genitals as her property. Mr. Edwards informed the CN that he didn't report this when is started occurring to either the director of his residential program, other residential staff, or the CN because the entire situation made him feel awkward. CN spoke with the owner of the program operated by House of Care about the complaint and informed her that I would be submitting a grievance on House of Care on Mr. Edwards behalf. CN also stated that the staff in questioned should not work with Mr. Edwards at all again. The owner stated that she would not have coverage for Mr. Edwards if she did that. CN explained that the staff that allegedly had been sexually harrassing Mr. Edwards needed to be removed from the home ASAP and that it was her responsibility to make sure that Mr. Edwards was still cared for.
EMANUEL EDWARDS    ID: 95182   (DOB: 12/23/1963)
8/4/21 This writer made call to insert user to clarify information entered. Per discussion, he is the complainant. Member has severe cerebral palsy. Per Mr Griffin (AH CC), he contacted the provider directly regarding the concerns. Since the submission he reports that the group home owner has found another staff person to work with the member as well as plans to conduct an internal review. This writer explained next steps in the matter to include reporting the matter to DHSR due to the nature of the allegations  as well as review for incident reporting. This writer made call to the DHSR complaint intake unit (919) 855-4500 and filed the allegation with “Deborah”. The facility is a .5600C facility. This writer gave information available. Per protocol, this writer will receive written correspondence in regards to the complaint investigation. This writer may also be contacted during the course of the investigation. This writer also gave the name and number of the AH CC. This writer consulted with incident reporting staff QAA Jessica Killette regarding the matter. Per discussion, an IRIS report should be submitted by the provider within 72 hours of notification as a level 3 and HCPR report filed. This writer made call to agency (919) 493-6871; left message with person answering phone requesting return call from owner Oga Emodi-Onwuka. Acknowledgment emailed to internal complainant.  This writer received a call from agency QP Kristine Pierce. She reports that Ms. Oga has undergone knee replacement surgery and that she would be able to address the matter. This writer discussed the concern as well as IRIS requirement. Tsi wrier has referred Ms Pierce to QAA Jessica Killette if further assistance was needed in regards to IRIS submission. This writer revived a call form agency owner Ms. Oga. In discussing the matter she reports that several staff in the past have left due to accusations made by the member. She explained that the use of the lift and way to maneuver the member causes his head to lay on the chest of the caregiver(male or female) she also explained that the staff have to be trained to  work with member due to complex needs. Ms. Oga expressed concern that staff have left indicating it was “too difficult”. She reports that staff Stella is trained and is training other staff to work with member. She expressed concern regarding the reported allegations noting that the agency is conducting an internal review, however does not believe that they will be able to substantiate the allegation based on pt history and needs. This writer has referred Ms. Oga to IRIS and protocol noting that her internal review will be a part of the report. Acknowledgment emailed to internal complainant. This writer updated Jessica Killette in regards to agency plan. Ms Killette plans to monitor for IRIS reporting as well as notify Diane Sofia, QAA.(K.WARE,QAA)
8/13/21 This writer received email correspondence from DHSR acknowledging receipt of complaint. This writer viewed IRIS and the incident is not in the system. This writer made called and spoke with QAA Diane Sofia. Per her report it is not in IRIS. Ms. Sofia explained that the agency may have not submitted it and only saved. She explained how the provider might check and correct the issue. This writer made call to QP Ms Kristine Pierce in regards to IRIS report, per her report she has filed. This writer explained that it was not in IRIS and to review it and and ensure that the submit tab is used in that it may be in save mode.(K.WARE,QAA)
8/16/21 This writer was notified by Ms Sofia (AH QAA) that the incident report has been filed in IRIS. This writer contacted AH CC Malek Griffin and explained action steps taken in the matter. Based on DHSR report and IRIS report, and agency actions, case to be closed. Provider was unable to substantiate. AckRes emailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		Undetermined-referred to DHSR		1		1		0		13

		12025		Kim Ware		08/03/2021		CLEMONS		CHRISTIAN		Consumer		Grievance		Confidentiality/HIPAA		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Break Out, LLC		1		23241 - CLEMONS, CHRISTIAN		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		1		In-State		Supervised Living 5600 C (Adult with Intellectual/Developmental Disabilities)		1		1		Member contacted care navigator to discuss his concerns about the group home he lives in. He states that they routinely violate his HIPAA rights by talking about him on the phone. CN asked if the group home was talking to his doctor or another provider. Member states that no, they were not talking to his doctor but were talking to their friends. CN asked member what they were saying. He reported that they were talking about things he done at the group home and ways that he'd acted. Per member he states that he has made recordings of staff at the group home talking about him and heard the staff making fun of these recordings to someone on the phone.Member is high functioning enough to understand his rights and to recognize when they are being violated.		CORRECTIONS: SOURCE CHANGED FROM ANONYMOUS TO CONSUMER; AGAINST CHANGED FROM OTHER TO PROVIDER; L ICENSURE ENTERED DHSR; DISABILITY TYPE CHANGED FROM DD TO MULTI		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8411		08/31/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member contacted care navigator to discuss his concerns about the group home he lives in. He states that they routinely violate his HIPAA rights by talking about him on the phone. CN asked if the group home was talking to his doctor or another provider. Member states that no, they were not talking to his doctor but were talking to their friends. CN asked member what they were saying. He reported that they were talking about things he done at the group home and ways that he'd acted. Per member he states that he has made recordings of staff at the group home talking about him and heard the staff making fun of these recordings to someone on the phone.Member is high functioning enough to understand his rights and to recognize when they are being violated.
CHRISTIAN CLEMONS   ID: 23241 (DOB: 7/28/1997)
8/10/21 This writer reached out to the member’s AH CN Mallory Derringer to clarify information submitted. The grievance indicates no permission to use member’s name when discussing the matter with the provider. The member is currently living at the residential facility. Per Ms Dellinger it may be best to send any written correspondence to the member’s guardian, Tiffany Collins and to contact the member directly by phone at 504-205-4011. This writer made call and spoke with member’s guardian/mother regarding his concerns. Ms Collins expressed no concerns regarding placement at this time. This writer explained the role of QM and next steps which will be limited due to the member wishing to remain anonymous. This writer explained that the provider would be contacted and notified that an anonymous concern was submitted regarding HIPAA and staff phone usage recommending followup with staff training and supervision. Ms Collins confirmed member’s contact number and gave this writer her mailing address : 4578 Feliciana Dr. New Orleans, LA. Ms Collins thanked this writer. This writer mailed the acknowledgment letter to guardian. Call to member; no answer.(K.WARE,QAA)
8/18/21 Call to member; no answer.(K.WARE,QAA)
8/19/21 Per AH CN, Ms Dellinger spoke with the guardian regarding member’s concerns. The guardian has indicated that she has spoken with the “grievance department” in regards to the matter and feels that she does not have concerns or plan to move the member from current placement in that the “group home will be able to handle any behaviors that may come up.”
8/31/21 This writer made call to member, no answer; left vm message. This writer contacted Break Out CEO Darnella Warten (919) 220-2181 and made her aware of the concern without the use of member’s name. This writer recommended review of HIPAA with staff and that agency continue to monitor the matter with staff. No further action by this writer or provider at this time. Resolution letter mailed in care of member’s guardian Tiffany Collins as requested. Based on discussion with guardian, AH CN and notification of agency, case to be closed. Any subsequent response or contact from member to be noted.(K.WARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		28

		12026		Kristie White		08/03/2021		Fidler		Michele		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Access to Services		Outpatient Services				Unknown Disability		Adult		Johnston Psychiatric Associates, P.A.		1		730985 - JOHNSON, ASHTON		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Johnston		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		MindPath Care Centers-Clayton was Johnston Psychiatric Associates. Member has expressed interest in becoming connected to Johnston County Industries for their supportive employment program. Member has provided MindPath Care Centers-Clayton with consent to release information on 7/9.  This writer contacted MindPath Care Centers-Clayton on 7/13, where Margie reported that a referral has not been sent and that this can take some time.  This writer followed up on 7/21, where Breanna reported she did not see where a referral was sent to Johnston County Industries. Breanna placed this writer on hold and another woman picked up, where she reported that this is out of the intake departments scope to send a referral to Johnston County Industries. She reported that there is a referral department that sees member’s release of information on file and is aware of what information is needed to complete the referral. She reported that she will provide the referral department with this writers’ information and mark this as “high priority.”  She could not provide this writer a contact number or a person to follow-up on the referral status. This writer has not received a call back from MindPath Care Centers-Clayton. This writer has left follow-up voicemails on 7/27 and 7/30 with no response or return call. This writer did not discuss with member about filing a grievance.		CORRECTIONS: Connected member to grievance, updated complainant info, changed to internal employee concern		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8416		09/01/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		MindPath Care Centers-Clayton was Johnston Psychiatric Associates. Member has expressed interest in becoming connected to Johnston County Industries for their supportive employment program. Member has provided MindPath Care Centers-Clayton with consent to release information on 7/9. This writer contacted MindPath Care Centers-Clayton on 7/13, where Margie reported that a referral has not been sent and that this can take some time. This writer followed up on 7/21, where Breanna reported she did not see where a referral was sent to Johnston County Industries. Breanna placed this writer on hold and another woman picked up, where she reported that this is out of the intake departments scope to send a referral to Johnston County Industries. She reported that there is a referral department that sees member’s release of information on file and is aware of what information is needed to complete the referral. She reported that she will provide the referral department with this writers’ information and mark this as “high priority.” She could not provide this writer a contact number or a person to follow-up on the referral status. This writer has not received a call back from MindPath Care Centers-Clayton. This writer has left follow-up voicemails on 7/27 and 7/30 with no response or return call. This writer did not discuss with member about filing a grievance.
Patient: Ashton Johnson Patient ID: 730985 DOB: 08/20/1987
08/10/21-Sent acknowledgment email to internal complainant. This writer reached out MindPath Care Centers and sent an customerservice@mindpath.com  sent  internal concern sent concern element email to be returned by 08/17/21. KMack Appeals Coordinator
08/24/21-Called MindPath at 919-550-3323 and was transferred to intake department with no answer and I left message need this information as soon as possible to resolve this internal concern. KMack Appeals Coordinator 
08/27/21-This writer reached back out to MindPath since no response from previous email sent on 08/10/21. This writer sent to wrong email address and sent again to customerservice@mindpathcare.com  to be returned by 08/31/21. KMack Appeals Coordinator
08/31/21-This writer never received a response from this provider about this issue. Called and transferred to intake department and spoke to Katie and sent the concern sent to referrals@mindpathcare.com to get this back as soon as possible. KMack Appeals Coordinator
09/01/21-This writer received a response from Chelsea at the referrals department that they do not have a referral on file for this patient. A referral can be submitted to www.mindpathcare.com/referrals . If a referral is not needed the patient is more than welcome to call their intake to get scheduled without a referral on file the intake number is 1-877-876-3783. The provider extended that if the referral is submitted she will personally check to ensure they have received and get processed and reach out to the patient the same day. Emailed internal complainant with this provider response and closing this internal concern at tracking. KMack Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		29

		12027		Kim Ware		08/03/2021		Hardison		Martha		Parent		External Stakeholder Concern		Quality of Services		Crisis - Emergency Department				Multi-Disability		Adult		Duke University Health System - Duke Regional		1		30475 - VIRGIL, KORTNY		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		[CID: 589290] Mother expressing concerns around member’s treatment at Duke Regional on 8/3/21.  Member presented to ED on 8/3/21 for mental health crisis.  Caller reports member needs inpatient treatment as he will hurt himself and someone else but member was only given Ativan at the hospital and was discharged to the street same day.  Caller reports that she was not notified of his discharge and had to find him.  Caller reports when she found him he was “agitated” and had no memory of talking to anyone at the hospital.  Caller expressed her concerns to a patient advocate at the hospital.  Member adds that behavioral health needs training on how to talk to people.—R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8410		09/02/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		[CID: 589290] Mother expressing concerns around member’s treatment at Duke Regional on 8/3/21. Member presented to ED on 8/3/21 for mental health crisis. Caller reports member needs inpatient treatment as he will hurt himself and someone else but member was only given Ativan at the hospital and was discharged to the street same day. Caller reports that she was not notified of his discharge and had to find him. Caller reports when she found him he was “agitated” and had no memory of talking to anyone at the hospital. Caller expressed her concerns to a patient advocate at the hospital. Member adds that behavioral health needs training on how to talk to people.—R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC
KORTNY VIRGIL  ID: 30475   (DOB: 11/23/1985)
8/6/21 Call to complainant; left vm message requesting return call.(K.WARE,QAA)
8/10/21 This writer made call to complainant and spoke with her directly. This writer identified herself , the purpose of call and role of QM. The complainant confirmed that she is not the guardian of the member. This writer explained the limitations of the conversation due to HIPAA. Ms Hardison reports that she understood, but was upset and believed that someone needed to know about the hospital. She reports that it was hard to convince her son to go there in the first place so when she finally convinced him to go reports that she was expecting some help. She reports that she is upset at the way her son was treated in that he was expressing SI directly with the staff at the hospital. She reports talking to the SW and the nurse. She reports she was told that the family could leave and that he would be kept inpatient to monitor him due to SI comments made. She reports that the next day she received a call from him stating that he was discharged. She reports she and her family had to look for him and later found him on the grass asleep on the hospital grounds. The hospital did not notify her that he was being discharged and that he had agreed to Durham Rescue and Recovery although he never made it there. She is upset due to seeing another member walking around in “paper clothes” apparently released from the hospital that way. Ms Hardison confirmed that she did notify patient advocacy regarding her concerns to make them aware of the issues and how upsetting it was. This writer informed Ms Hardison of next steps however, reminded Ms Hardison that due to her not being the guardian information would be limited. This writer inquired if she was aware of the IVC procedure as well as steps to take to gain guardianship if needed to which she replied yes. Acknowledgment letter mailed.(K.WARE,QAA)
8/13/21 Note in JIVA indicates “Pt has polysubstance use. Pt stated he has been isolating himself from his family and is currently experiencing homelessness, which is a stressor. Pt needs inpatient to stabilize potentially dangerous behavior. “No indication of member connected to services.(K.WARE,QAA)
8/16/21 Call to Carey Unger ((19) 681-2642 to confirm correct contact person at facility for grievances and concerns. Left vm message indicting purpose of call(K.WARE,QAA)

8/30/21 No response. This writer emailed to carey.unger@duke.edu. This writer received email from AH Cathy Stephenson inquiring if this writer had attempted to contact Ms Unger regarding a grievance in that she was unsure about opening the email. This writer confirmed. This writer received a response from Ms. Unger indicating that she is the correct contact and that this writer may send the concern information directly for review and response. This writer made call to speak with Ms. Unger before sending the information. Left vm message indicating that the email would be forthcoming.
9/2/21 Concern information sent for review and response to include actions taken or to be taken to address the concern as well as supporting documentation in the matter. Based on agency notification and plans for follow up, the complainant not being the guardian will be referred to the Joint Commission if she was not satisfied with the response given by the pt advocate and the case to be tracked. Any subsequent correspondence received from the facility to be noted in follow up. Concern Resolution letter to be mailed to complainant with limited information due to HIPAA which was previously explained. The member is his own guardian. JIVA informaotn indicates medicare.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		30

		12028		Hillary Vandewart		08/04/2021		Walker		Deidre		Provider		External Stakeholder Concern		Access to Services		Crisis - Inpatient				Multi-Disability		Adult		Walter B. Jones ADATC		0		773585 - FOX, JESSICA		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Out of State		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Caller is a social worker with Betsy Johnson Hospital in Harnett County. Caller is attempting to get a Cumberland County resident in to a state facility, but the state facility for Cumberland County is denying member, stating member is currently in Harnett County. Caller reports the state facility completed an interview with the member and went through the entire review process, but the state facility’s doctor is denying due to the member’s current location. Caller reports member has a Cumberland County address and lives in Cumberland County. Caller reports the facilities doctor is recommending they complete IVC paperwork in Cumberland County. Current IVC was done in Harnett County, but shows member's address in Cumberland County.CID 589412		CORRECTIONS: TYPE CHANGED FROM GRIEVANCE TO EXTERNAL STAKEHOLDER, Changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8386		09/01/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller is a social worker with Betsy Johnson Hospital in Harnett County. Caller is attempting to get a Cumberland County resident in to a state facility, but the state facility for Cumberland County is denying member, stating member is currently in Harnett County. Caller reports the state facility completed an interview with the member and went through the entire review process, but the state facility’s doctor is denying due to the member’s current location. Caller reports member has a Cumberland County address and lives in Cumberland County. Caller reports the facilities doctor is recommending they complete IVC paperwork in Cumberland County. Current IVC was done in Harnett County, but shows member's address in Cumberland County. CID 589412
[PT: Jessica Fox					DOB: 10/21/86				ID: 773585]
8/10/21
This writer attempted to reach complainant at number provided but number was invalid. This writer then researched Betsy Johnson Hospital and noted a slightly different number, 910-892-1000. This writer called that number and spoke to the operator who was able to transfer this writer to the appropriate department—this writer left message requesting a call back.
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement letter.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
8/16/21 
This writer received VML from complainant returning call: Deidre Walker, Betsy Johnson – complaint 910-892-1000 x4796. This writer attempted to return her call and there was no answer. This writer will continue to try to reach her. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
8/17/21
This writer contacted Ms. Walker and was able to get more information regarding situation. She explained that the member has since been discharged and was not accepted into a state facility (was added to Cherry waitlist). She stated that there was a lot of back and forth over several days with several facilities and that the only reason she was not accepted was due to her physical location in Harnett. No one would take responsibility for member who was desperate to get treatment. 
She was a Cumberland resident (homeless) and had been to Cape Fear multiple times. The only reason she was in Harnett County was because she felt like she wasn’t getting help she needed at Cape Fear and requested EMS take her to a different hospital. 
A supervisor at Cherry hospital stated that the understanding for homeless patients is that the responsibility is in the area of wherever the physical body of the patient is. No other reason for her to be denied other than catchment area issue. She was in the ED too long. No onsite psychiatry. Just want to make sure patients are getting treatment that they need. 
This writer thanked her for the information and let her know that I would be in touch once I had more information. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
8/18/21
This writer researched portal to try to find a contact for Walter B Jones Center. This writer went to DHHS website and located phone number for Standards and Risk Management Dept: 252-707-5047. 
This writer called number and outgoing message was for Malcolm Simmons. This writer left message requesting a call back to discuss a concern.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
8/19/21 
This writer did not receive a call back from Mr. Simmons. This writer contacted the main line for Walter B Jones, (252) 830-3426, and was transferred to Ms. Beverly DeWitt, Executive Assistant to the Director at facility. This writer left her a detailed VM requesting a call back.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
8/20/21
This writer received voicemail from Ms. DeWitt returning call, left callback number: 252-707-5090. This writer called her back at this number. This writer spoke to Ms. DeWitt briefly and she informed this writer that I would need to speak to the Medical Director. She stated that she would have to call me back in order to transfer me as they are having difficulties with their phone lines this am. This writer agreed. This writer received a call back from Ms. DeWitt who advised that this writer reach Michael Howard, Chief Clinical Officer. 
This writer then left a message with Michael Howard, Chief Clinical Officer at Walter B Jones requesting a call back: 252-707-5044
This writer shared concern with Mr. Howard who directed this writer to contact Dr. Sonya Longest, Chief Medical Officer: 252-707-5059 (Asst’s ext is 5058). This writer then called and LVM with Dr. Longest requesting a call back to discuss concern. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
8/30/21
This writer has not received a return call from Dr. Longest. This writer called assistant at 252-707-5058 and left message for Lynn Roscoe requesting a call back.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
8/31/21
This writer received a VM from Dr. Longest returning call from yesterday. This writer called her back and LVM requesting a call back.
This writer then composed and sent email to Dr. Longest at s.longestmd@dhhs.nc.gov to ask if she could provide feedback on policy.
This writer received a call back from Dr. Longest and discussed concern with her. She shared that she was only able to find one admissions packet from Betsy Johnson Hospital and it was for a different member. This writer shared the concern and she shared that the simple fact that she was in another hospital should not have pre-empted her from receiving services with them. She said that this occurs with other hospitals (WakeMed, for example), and they take those referrals. She went on to state that they should have been able to coordinate getting a Cumberland officer to pick member up. 
This writer shared that the complainant stated that the facility doctor denied the member and she stated that this would not have been the normal protocol, especially considering they didn’t complete admissions paperwork. She shared that the Admissions team will soon have a SW in office to assist and that they could be reached at 252-707-5009. She stated that clinical concerns could always be directed to her or Mike Howard (admissions supervisor) if needed. 
This writer thanked her for the information and informed her that the case would be resolved and this information would be shared with complainant. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
9/1/21
This writer contacted complainant, Deidre Walker, at 910-892-1000 x4796 and LVM requesting a call back. Composed and sent resolution letter. Any further correspondence with complainant will be included in concern follow-up.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		28

		12029		Kim Ware		08/04/2021		Williams		Stacey		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Intensive In-home Services				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Pride in North Carolina, LLC		1		764435 - CONTRERAS, MARIA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		Provider is currently requesting expedited IIH services. The requesting provider administer the CCA on 4/7/21 acknowledging the member reported seeing  her imaginary friend 12/6/20, but then only being able to hear her and refusing to discuss the friend any further because it was the friend’s personal information. Clinical information indicates: Member is a 12 y/o female. Member began to self-isolate at the beginning of the pandemic and behaviors increased 12/2020. Member began failing her classes, trouble sleeping at night and sleeping during he day. Made comment wanting to stab her sister with a pen. Member reports meeting an imaginary friend 12/6/20. Member is reluctant to discuss her imaginary friend.  Member recently informed her teacher that a ghost told her to kill one of her classmates. Member has been experiencing social anxiety since returning to in-person learning.  A QOC is being filed after staffing with UM CM Supervisor Karen Timkey, LCSW. The CCA assessor did refer the member to Wilson Private Practice for a psychiatric eval on 4/7/21 per consult with Megan Pate at 919-920-1249, however no follow is evident by the provider and no billing is indicated in Patient 360.  The member was not seen again by the provider until 6/29/21.  Megan indicated documentation showed the member missed an appointment on 4/28/21. The provider was unable to explain why there was a gap in services and no follow up on linkage with psychiatry due to the severity of the symptoms reported.  Stacey Williams, LCSW. 8/4/21.		CORRECTIONS: SOURCE CHANGED FROM PROVIDER TO MCO STAFF; NATURE CHANGED FROM QUALITY TO ADMINISTRATIVE		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8388		08/18/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Provider is currently requesting expedited IIH services. The requesting provider administer the CCA on 4/7/21 acknowledging the member reported seeing her imaginary friend 12/6/20, but then only being able to hear her and refusing to discuss the friend any further because it was the friend’s personal information. Clinical information indicates: Member is a 12 y/o female. Member began to self-isolate at the beginning of the pandemic and behaviors increased 12/2020. Member began failing her classes, trouble sleeping at night and sleeping during he day. Made comment wanting to stab her sister with a pen. Member reports meeting an imaginary friend 12/6/20. Member is reluctant to discuss her imaginary friend. Member recently informed her teacher that a ghost told her to kill one of her classmates. Member has been experiencing social anxiety since returning to in-person learning. A QOC is being filed after staffing with UM CM Supervisor Karen Timkey, LCSW. The CCA assessor did refer the member to Wilson Private Practice for a psychiatric eval on 4/7/21 per consult with Megan Pate at 919-920-1249, however no follow is evident by the provider and no billing is indicated in Patient 360. The member was not seen again by the provider until 6/29/21. Megan indicated documentation showed the member missed an appointment on 4/28/21. The provider was unable to explain why there was a gap in services and no follow up on linkage with psychiatry due to the severity of the symptoms reported. Stacey Williams, LCSW. 8/4/21.
MARIA CONTRERAS   ID: 764435   (DOB: 11/17/2008)
8/10/21 Acknowledgment emailed to internal complainant.(K.WARE,QAA)
8/17/21 This writer contacted the agency’s QA/QI Training Director, Nicole Springer (910) 228-5041 and made her aware of the concern. The concern information was emailed for review at NSpringer@pridenc.com. This writer requested that agency review the matter and provide findings to include actions taken or to be taken to address the matter. This writer has indicated to Ms Springer that the matter as well as the agency response will be tracked for potential trends in the event that similar concerns are submitted regarding the agency. This writer has referred the agency to UM if technical assistance is needed in the matter.(K.WARE,QAA)
8/18/21 To date, the matter does not indicate a pattern for provider. Based on agency notification, case to be closed and tracked for potential trends. To be noted, member is receiving services. Any subsequent correspondence received from provider to be noted in follow up. Resolution to be emailed to internal complainant with no further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		14

		12030		Kristie White		08/04/2021		Bennett		Deloris		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Service Coordination between providers		Outpatient Services				Multi-Disability		Adult		Reliable Health Services, Inc.		1		87958 - SANITA, ALISON		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Per discussion with another provider (B & D) this agency delivered services to member without guardian consent and did not engage in coordination of care with that provider.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8363		08/19/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Per discussion with another provider (B & D) this agency delivered services to member without guardian consent and did not engage in coordination of care with that provider.
Patient: Alison Sanita Patient ID: 87958 DOB: 09/06/1974
08/05/21-Internal Concern against Reliable Health Services re. delivering services without guardian consent and lack of coord of care. KMack Appeal Coordinator
08/05/21-Reached out to internal complainant and sent acknowledgment email. Called Reliable Health Service spoke to Valerie Parker on this issue and sent concern element email to valerieparker287@gmail.com to be returned to me by 08/12/21. KMack Appeals Coordinator
08/19/21-This writer received response from agency on this concern element email. Per provider the member is a returning patient who was last seen in 2019 and she returned on 03/29/21 because she is moving to Virginia and need a new doctor. The patient did not make them aware of any guardian and when asked the member is still denying any guardian. Per provider, “Patient was a returning patient who was stable at the time of her clinical assessment. She wanted to continue on the same medications she was previously on while she was under my care. She provided prescription bottles which confirmed that she had been continued on the same medications. Therefore, I continued her on the same medications. It is of note that there was no coordination of care with this practice after patient was last seen on 6/19/2019.” It does not appear to be an intention act of the provider delivering services without guardian and lack of coordination.  Closing this concern as tracking and sending internal complainant a resolution email. KMack Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		15

		12031		Hillary Vandewart		08/05/2021		Keever		Shawnna		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Community Support Team				Unknown Disability		Adult		Sunrise Clinical Associates, PLLC		1		344259 - BROOKS, BRIANNE		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		QOC for inaccurate scoring information; education needed on scoring information. Provider would benefit from review of managing potential crisis situations. Sunrise Clinical Associates submitted a CST request 8/3/2021 for Brianne Brooks (ID 344259). The assessment provided had inaccurate information. Provider cited CALOCUS which is a score given to children (page 20); adults are reviewed for LOCUS. Furthermore, the score given appears to be inaccurate, as a 26 would indicate a need for Facility Based Crisis while the provider requests CST. Page 18, assessor reported Brianne has major medical conditions but no major medical conditions are listed in her assessment. Assessor indicates Brianne has had a poor response to prior treatment. Brianne has not had a poor response to prior treatment but instead does not engage in treatment for any lengthy period of time. CCM and supervisor reviewed this case and also noted that despite giving a high score indicative of needing crisis treatment the provider does not have Brianne contract for safety nor does the provider have a thorough comprehensive crisis plan developed for Brianne. CCM was advised by supervisor (Melissa Simpson) to file a QOC. *Shawnna Keever, LCSW 8/5/21		CORRECTIONS: Changed Nature of Issue to Admin Issues, Disability Unknown d/t to dx listed in Alpha		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8370		08/30/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		QOC for inaccurate scoring information; education needed on scoring information. Provider would benefit from review of managing potential crisis situations. Sunrise Clinical Associates submitted a CST request 8/3/2021 for Brianne Brooks (ID 344259). The assessment provided had inaccurate information. Provider cited CALOCUS which is a score given to children (page 20); adults are reviewed for LOCUS. Furthermore, the score given appears to be inaccurate, as a 26 would indicate a need for Facility Based Crisis while the provider requests CST. Page 18, assessor reported Brianne has major medical conditions but no major medical conditions are listed in her assessment. Assessor indicates Brianne has had a poor response to prior treatment. Brianne has not had a poor response to prior treatment but instead does not engage in treatment for any lengthy period of time. CCM and supervisor reviewed this case and also noted that despite giving a high score indicative of needing crisis treatment the provider does not have Brianne contract for safety nor does the provider have a thorough comprehensive crisis plan developed for Brianne. CCM was advised by supervisor (Melissa Simpson) to file a QOC. *Shawnna Keever, LCSW 8/5/21
[PT: Brianne Brooks				DOB: 12/9/94				ID: 344259]
8/11/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgment email to internal complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
8/19/21
This writer contacted Sheila Burge, QA/QI Director via email—due to volume of concerns/grievances with this provider, email is typically used for communicating re QM issues. Sent concern elements with a deadline of 8/26.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 

8/30/21
This writer received a response from Ms. Burge which can be summarized below:
•	The clinician used the correct scoring placement instrument (LOCUS); however, the justification was erroneously written and cited the CALOCUS as the scoring instrument used.
•	The clinician has been consulted on the discrepancy and will receive a refresher training on LOCUS/CALOCUS, specifically level of care placement decisions and assessment dimensions. In addition, during future supervisions, the clinician and Clinical Director will review components of the LOCUS/CALOCUS Training Manual as an overview. 
•	During the next service re-authorization and PCP update, the LOCUS composite rating will be properly adjusted.
•	The clinician included the major medical condition language in the assessment based on the client having a recent respiratory disease (COVID-19) in June 2021.  
•	The clinician will receive guidance from the Clinical Director on how to improve formulating questions to obtain more clarity related to prior treatments.
•	Upon recent review of the clinical documents, it was discovered the Health and Safety Plan was partially completed because the client was unreachable to finalize the document. The Health and Safety Plan has now been completed.
•	Action steps:
o	A Community Support Team on-call meeting with team members is scheduled on August 26, 2021, for a focused case consultation.  
o	Intensive supervision and LOCUS training to the clinician will occur to improve areas of concern shared by Alliance.
Based on a review of provider’s response, this case is to be closed and tracked. Provider is implementing action steps to avoid similar concerns with documentation in the future.
This writer composed and sent resolution email to internal complainant. Nothing further needed at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		25

		12033		Kim Ware		08/05/2021		SIMPSON		MELISSA		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Firm Foundation, Inc.		1		540180 - GORDON, NEVAEH		Black/African American		H= Hispanic, Other		Female		Cumberland		0		1		In-State		Therapeutic Foster Care		0		0		UM Supervisor received a call from The Bair Foundation due to claim denials for services.  Upon looking at claims, denials were due to Firm Foundation having billed for services for dates of service where the member was not at their facility.  Per Jen Allen with The Bair Foundation, the member PID 540180 Nevaeh Gordon experienced a disruption at the last placement and had emergency placement at their facility on 6/25/2021.  The Firm Foundation continued to bill for services causing claims for The Bair Foundation to deny.  It appears that Firm Foundation has billed for dates of service 6/25/2021-7/5/2021 even though the member was no longer in their care beginning 6/25/2021.		CORRECTIONS: ENTERED PT ID; ENTERED DHSR LICENSURE		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8377		08/12/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		UM Supervisor received a call from The Bair Foundation due to claim denials for services. Upon looking at claims, denials were due to Firm Foundation having billed for services for dates of service where the member was not at their facility. Per Jen Allen with The Bair Foundation, the member PID 540180 Nevaeh Gordon experienced a disruption at the last placement and had emergency placement at their facility on 6/25/2021. The Firm Foundation continued to bill for services causing claims for The Bair Foundation to deny. It appears that Firm Foundation has billed for dates of service 6/25/2021-7/5/2021 even though the member was no longer in their care beginning 6/25/2021.
NAVAEH GORDON  ID: 540180  (DOB: 11/22/2007)
8/12/21 This writer contacted the agency's Foster Care Program Mgr, Winter Johnson and made her aware of the concern. Based on the nature of the concern, Ms. Johnson was referred to the Provider Manual self audit process. This writer shared the process and required information. This writer has also requested that the agency provide any systemic changes to be made to avoid the occurrence in the future. This writer contacted internal complainant Melissa Simpson in regards to actions taken. She reports that she has spoken with Regina Davis, AH Sr Claims analyst and made her aware as well due to the other provider receiving a denial for claims. Based on agency notification, plans for self audit and review for claims remittance, and AH claims notification, case to be closed. Any subsequent correspondence received from agency to be noted in follow up. Ack/Res emailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		7

		12034		Hillary Vandewart		08/05/2021		Ramirez		Tammy		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Crisis - Emergency Department				Multi-Disability		Adult		WakeMed		1		131315 - TEW, KRISTEN		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Johnston		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		This grievance is from me, Tammy Ramirez, Alliance Health Crisis/ED Liaison to WakeMed ED.  It concerns WakeMed ED not completing a SANE exam to collect evidence of sexual abuse.  Kristen was admitted to WakeMed ED on 7/29/2021.  Kristen made repeated reports to WakeMed staff about sexual abuse by her stepfather.  Raquel Leigh Hendershot, PA-C with WakeMed requested SANE exam on 7/31/2021.  The exam did not occur.  Sukanto Biswas, MD documented on 8/2/2021 that they were deferring the SANE exam as it had been > 72 hours since last alone with stepfather.  APS report was made by WakeMed.  Police report has also been made.  GYN consult was requested due to the reported sexual abuse and the consult was completed on 8/3/2021.  Nozomi Sakai, MD documented on 8/3/2021 that they were contact by the primary team due to reported sexual abuse and being outside the 72 hour window for a SANE nurse evaluation. Concern is that WakeMed did not follow through on completing the SANE exam as the PA-C recommended and requested.  Mother and family were in support of having the exam completed.		CORRECTIONS: Changed complainant info to reflect internal employee, changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8371		08/20/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		This grievance is from me, Tammy Ramirez, Alliance Health Crisis/ED Liaison to WakeMed ED.  It concerns WakeMed ED not completing a SANE exam to collect evidence of sexual abuse.  Kristen was admitted to WakeMed ED on 7/29/2021.  Kristen made repeated reports to WakeMed staff about sexual abuse by her stepfather.  Raquel Leigh Hendershot, PA-C with WakeMed requested SANE exam on 7/31/2021.  The exam did not occur.  Sukanto Biswas, MD documented on 8/2/2021 that they were deferring the SANE exam as it had been > 72 hours since last alone with stepfather.  APS report was made by WakeMed.  Police report has also been made.  GYN consult was requested due to the reported sexual abuse and the consult was completed on 8/3/2021.  Nozomi Sakai, MD documented on 8/3/2021 that they were contact by the primary team due to reported sexual abuse and being outside the 72 hour window for a SANE nurse evaluation. Concern is that WakeMed did not follow through on completing the SANE exam as the PA-C recommended and requested.  Mother and family were in support of having the exam completed.
[PT: Kristen Tew				DOB: 8/9/96				ID: 131315]
8/11/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant. This writer received update from Tammy that she, Karen Gall, and Teresa Gaskin had a conference call on 8/5/2021 with David Humes, Manager of Case Management with WakeMed (phone: 919-350-8354, email: dhumes@wakemed.org) and Martin Rose, WakeMed Complex Case Manager (phone: 919-350-4534, email: marrose@wakemed.org) about concern. She related that she hopes that they made an internal Patient Relations referral about concern and asked if I might be able to confirm if this was done.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
8/19/21
This writer sent email to David Humes and Martin Rose inquiring about whether or not a referral had been made/any action taken in reference to this concern.
This writer received response from David Humes stating that an internal quality audit had been completed in reference to the concern. 
Based on response from provider as well as insert user, this writer will code as tracking and close concern.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
8/20/21
This writer emailed insert user to share provider’s feedback and confirm that nothing else was needed. She thanked this writer. Nothing further needed at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		15

		12036		Hillary Vandewart		08/06/2021		Adams		Monica		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		A Caring Heart Case Management, Inc.		1		282410 - BROWN, AULSTON		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Johnston		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Monica Adams, Service Integrity Consultant-SC  completed quarterly review for the months of March, April and May 2021 upon completion Selena Manning, QP with A Caring Heart was emailed in order to follow up regarding provider billing over the authorized hours for CLS.  Member is currently authorized to receive 15 hours/week of CLS and provider billed 16 hours.  SC inquired if provider has requested extended service hours via Appendix K flexibilities and SC was informed via Monique Wiggins-Jones, QP that A Caring Heart did not  request extended hours because it is not a regular occurrence and the member did not receive services from April to December and was not at risk of running out of authorized hours.  SC was also informed by Monique-QP that it is her understanding (via a letter from Deb Goda) that provider agencies are allowed to make up time that has been missed in previous weeks or throughout the current authorization period.  Monique-QP states that there is nothing that they need to do being that they have provided services within the service definition and allowed parameter.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Type of Case to Internal Employee Concern, Changed complainant info to reflect internal complainant		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8376		08/30/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Monica Adams, Service Integrity Consultant-SC  completed quarterly review for the months of March, April and May 2021 upon completion Selena Manning, QP with A Caring Heart was emailed in order to follow up regarding provider billing over the authorized hours for CLS.  Member is currently authorized to receive 15 hours/week of CLS and provider billed 16 hours.  SC inquired if provider has requested extended service hours via Appendix K flexibilities and SC was informed via Monique Wiggins-Jones, QP that A Caring Heart did not request extended hours because it is not a regular occurrence and the member did not receive services from April to December and was not at risk of running out of authorized hours.  SC was also informed by Monique-QP that it is her understanding (via a letter from Deb Goda) that provider agencies are allowed to make up time that has been missed in previous weeks or throughout the current authorization period.  Monique-QP states that there is nothing that they need to do being that they have provided services within the service definition and allowed parameter.
[PT: Aulston Brown				DOB: 8/23/95				ID: 282410]
8/11/21
This writer emailed Tanya Held, SIU/Compliance for case consult. Tanya shared that, as the treatment team agreed to a certain number of hours/week as detailed in the ISP, ongoing hours outside of this schedule would require an Addendum to Services form (during COVID) and/or a reconvening of the treatment to discuss an ISP revision. 
If one week happens to be 14 hours and the next is 16 that would be okay, but if 16 hours are being billed weekly for 3 months then that would be a concern. She advised that QM could provide technical assistance to the provider but a self-audit wouldn’t be necessary.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
8/12/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
8/30/21
This writer contacted provider at (252) 206-1266 and was connected to program Manager, Monique Wiggins-Jones. This writer shared concern with her and she explained that this had only occurred during one week, it was not a consistent issue. She shared that her team runs regular reports which highlight when hours are over allotted auths so that any consistent overages can be monitored and addressed. She indicated that she was well aware that they should adhere to authorization except for occurrences when flexibility is needed. She stated that she would review billing for this member and address with QP if she noted any consistent irregularity.
This writer thanked her for the assistance and shared that the concern would be closed as a non-issue. She asked that this writer send email to her stating this and provided email address: mjones@acaringheartinc.com 
This writer composed and sent resolution email to internal complainant and email to Monique to close the loop on the concern. Nothing further needed at this time. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Non-Issue		1		1		0		24

		12037		Hillary Vandewart		08/09/2021		NARA		BRENT		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Autism Society of North Carolina, Inc.		1		160405 - NORRIS, CHRISTIAN		Unknown		Unknown		Male		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Service Consultant attempted to contact Rachel Uhas, QP and Day Program director at Autism Society of NC (cell phone: 910.748.8062, email: ruhas@autismsociety-nc.org) on 8/3/21 and again on 8/9/21 to request that Ms. Uhas follow up with Christian's guardian Annette Coy to provide updates on the search for replacement Day Supports staff. This was brought to Service Consultant's attention by Christian's sister and AFL provider Nicole Whiteside. Christian's Day Supports staff person quit about a month ago and Christian's family have received no communication regarding backup staffing or hiring an additional staff person. Service Consultant has not been successful in getting a response about this, and is requesting assistance from QM.

Service Consultant was informed today by guardian Annette Coy that former Autism Society of NC director Jamie Marcum quit several weeks ago. Given that Day Program director Rachel Uhas is not responding, Service Consultant is in need of assistance with identifying a contact person there who can be reached to communicate updates about staffing and services.		CORRECTIONS: Changed complainant info to reflect internal employee, Changed Type to Admin, Change Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8380		08/30/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Service Consultant attempted to contact Rachel Uhas, QP and Day Program director at Autism Society of NC (cell phone: 910.748.8062, email: ruhas@autismsociety-nc.org) on 8/3/21 and again on 8/9/21 to request that Ms. Uhas follow up with Christian's guardian Annette Coy to provide updates on the search for replacement Day Supports staff. This was brought to Service Consultant's attention by Christian's sister and AFL provider Nicole Whiteside. Christian's Day Supports staff person quit about a month ago and Christian's family have received no communication regarding backup staffing or hiring an additional staff person. Service Consultant has not been successful in getting a response about this, and is requesting assistance from QM.
Service Consultant was informed today by guardian Annette Coy that former Autism Society of NC director Jamie Marcum quit several weeks ago. Given that Day Program director Rachel Uhas is not responding, Service Consultant is in need of assistance with identifying a contact person there who can be reached to communicate updates about staffing and services.
[PT: Christian Norris				DOB: 12/27/93				ID: 160405]
8/13/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgment email to internal complainant (he is out of the office so unable to get an update on whether he has heard from provider yet).
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
8/30/21
This writer followed up with Brent via to inquire as to whether or not he has received any updates. He shared with this writer that he has not, but that the member’s services will be transitioning to a new provider in the near future. This writer inquired as to whether or not he would like to pursue the concern further and he stated that it could be resolved as tracking. He stated if he continues to have issues contacting provider that he will file another concern. Nothing further needed at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		21

		12038		Kristie White		08/09/2021		Evans		Jennifer		Guardian		Grievance		Access to Services		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Child (0-17)		Excalibur Youth Services LLC		1		14135 - COVINGTON, EUNIQUE		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		1		Out of State outside of 40 mile radius		PRTF		1		1		Eunique Covington ID 14135

Compliant is being filed on behalf of Wake County DSS. 

Member was discharged from Venice PRTF on 7/21/2021 after being sent to the detention center for assault on a staff member. The staff member assaulted pressed charges. The PRTF then discharged member and would not accept her back because of the safety concerns. Prior to this assault charge, the recommendation was for level three. After the assault, the therapist reported verbally to care coordinator that member would now need a higher level of care, not the level three as was being recommended.  Jessica Wilkie, assigned Care Coordinator, requested that the PRTF write an updated CCA Addendum their new  clinical recommendation. PRTF therapist and Clinical Director stated that they are not able to write the addendum because member is no longer in their facility. When CC requested update and explained they were her clinical home, the PRTF reported that for them to do a CCA addendum, member would have to have a mental status assessment done by the Psychiatrist, which could not be done because she was no longer at the facility. CC requested this be completed on two separate occasions, once by phone and once by email. The request was denied both times. This is the final email response the CC received:

“Unfortunately we cannot update the CCA Addendum due to her not being at the facility to meet with the Psychiatrist for mental status exam.”

We regard it best practice for a provider to support member’s transition to another placement. Venice PRTF has created a barrier in member transitioning to the appropriate level of care to receive treatment by not providing a clinical update to the CCA, and by not offering alternative solutions. It is our experience in care coordination, that when a CCA Addendum is written to a full CCA, no mental status exam is needed. That has been the practice for many providers.  Additionally, this member’s current needs and behavioral presentation cannot be supported in the level III.  And finally, the process of having member re-assessed for the appropriate clinical recommendation by a community provider can take up to two weeks and delay member’s referral to treatment. 

The member is currently staying in the Wake County DSS office building because she has no placement with providers or family. Member is in custody of Wake County DSS, and has behavioral health needs that have made it difficult for her to access care.		09/20/21-Corrected Type of case to grievance from external. KMack Appeals Coordinator/QAA		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8374		09/01/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Eunique Covington ID 14135 Compliant is being filed on behalf of Wake County DSS. Member was discharged from Venice PRTF on 7/21/2021 after being sent to the detention center for assault on a staff member. The staff member assaulted pressed charges. The PRTF then discharged member and would not accept her back because of the safety concerns. Prior to this assault charge, the recommendation was for level three. After the assault, the therapist reported verbally to care coordinator that member would now need a higher level of care, not the level three as was being recommended. Jessica Wilkie, assigned Care Coordinator, requested that the PRTF write an updated CCA Addendum their new clinical recommendation. PRTF therapist and Clinical Director stated that they are not able to write the addendum because member is no longer in their facility. When CC requested update and explained they were her clinical home, the PRTF reported that for them to do a CCA addendum, member would have to have a mental status assessment done by the Psychiatrist, which could not be done because she was no longer at the facility. CC requested this be completed on two separate occasions, once by phone and once by email. The request was denied both times. This is the final email response the CC received: “Unfortunately we cannot update the CCA Addendum due to her not being at the facility to meet with the Psychiatrist for mental status exam.” We regard it best practice for a provider to support member’s transition to another placement. Venice PRTF has created a barrier in member transitioning to the appropriate level of care to receive treatment by not providing a clinical update to the CCA, and by not offering alternative solutions. It is our experience in care coordination, that when a CCA Addendum is written to a full CCA, no mental status exam is needed. That has been the practice for many providers. Additionally, this member’s current needs and behavioral presentation cannot be supported in the level III. And finally, the process of having member re-assessed for the appropriate clinical recommendation by a community provider can take up to two weeks and delay member’s referral to treatment. The member is currently staying in the Wake County DSS office building because she has no placement with providers or family. Member is in custody of Wake County DSS, and has behavioral health needs that have made it difficult for her to access care.
Patient: Enuique  Covington Patient ID: 14135 DOB: 02/17/2004
08/09/21-External Stakeholder- against Excalibur Youth PRTF- not supporting member’s transition to a higher level of care after getting charges and detention? KM Appeals Coordinator
08/12/21-Called Jennifer Evans the DSS verified address is Wake County DSS Attn: Jennifer Evans PO Box 46833 Raleigh NC 27610. The member was in the DSS building since PRTF would not give us a discharge CCA. The member had was in the DSS building until last night and now she is IVC’d in Wakebrook. Because they did not send that CCA discharge clinical documentations and that was barrier. I guess she wished the child did not have had to go through this and no notice was given before her discharge from the PRTF. Alliance reached out to give them an enhanced rate but they just discharged her anyway without notice. Sending external complainant acknowledgment letter. Reached out to Excalibur Youth PRTF spoke to Leslie Williams about this concern and sent her concern element email to lwilliams@recoverouryouth.org  be returned to this writer by 08/19/21. KMack Appeals Coordinator
08/20/21-This writer called Leslie Williams on 864-836-7220 left message needing this information to complete this grievance process. KMack Appeals Coordinator
08/27/21-This writer called left message again to Leslee Williams Compliance manager at Excalibur  Youth to ask for the information requested via email on 08/12/21 to be returned. KMack Appeals Coordinator
08/30/21-Per Leslee Williams they are broadstep now and gave me contact information to send this to get concern element email questions answered. KMack Appeals Coordinator
09/01/21-This writer received a response from Clinical Director William Mulkey, MA, LPCS from BroadStep (No longer named Excalibur Youth) about the concern elements sent to them about a grievance filed from Wake County DSS. On the allegations of charges pressed due to member assault and battery the provider states they do not press charges against resident but the individual involved has a personal right to do so. The member at them time presented behavioral indicating a neef for a lower level of care. Due to the severity of the assault and member being charged as an adult the member did require a higher LOC. Since member violating probation and was returned to the NC Department of Juvenile Justice the confinement would indicate also a higher LOC. The issue with the CCA it requires a Mental Status Exam and the attending physician was unable to do so since the member was no longer in the care of Venice PRTF. The provider recognized the CCA addendum should have ethically been completed at the time of the member’s arrest and the discharge notes. The provider has put in additional clinician training, accuracy in discharge summaries along with viable treatment recommendations. Since the provider has proven they have put in steps to prevent this in the future. This writer is sending resolution letter and called and left several messages to the complainant about this resolution closing this as tracking. KMack Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		23

		12039		Kim Ware		08/09/2021						Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Outpatient Services				Multi-Disability				Easter Seals UCP North Carolina & Virginia, Inc.		1		'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Caller wishes to remain anonymous.  Reports therapy and psychiatric services through Easter Seals in Durham.  Reports barely being able to get in touch with provider and difficulties getting assistance with her needs.  Reports that provider always has something else they need to do.  Reports that she is supposed to receive therapy but has not received a new therapist since her previous therapist left.  Reports barely seeing psychiatrist; psychiatrist visits her home to administer injection on their schedule without consulting member.  Reports that doctor should give her a day or two advance notice but doesn’t.  Reports that provider needs to be more “business like”.  Was supposed to get injection on 8/9/21 but was unable.—R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC				Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8378		08/13/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller wishes to remain anonymous. Reports therapy and psychiatric services through Easter Seals in Durham. Reports barely being able to get in touch with provider and difficulties getting assistance with her needs. Reports that provider always has something else they need to do. Reports that she is supposed to receive therapy but has not received a new therapist since her previous therapist left. Reports barely seeing psychiatrist; psychiatrist visits her home to administer injection on their schedule without consulting member. Reports that doctor should give her a day or two advance notice but doesn’t. Reports that provider needs to be more “business like”. Was supposed to get injection on 8/9/21 but was unable.—R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC
*no pt id ANONYMOUS
8/13/21 With  limited information available, this writer contacted agency's QM Mgr, Phyllis Elliot to make her aware of the anonymous concern submitted for agency review and use. No further action required of agency at this time. No contact information for complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		undetermined-		1		1		0		4

		12040		Kristie White		08/10/2021		Cannady		Vonda		Guardian		Grievance		Access to Services		Assertive Community Tx Team				Multi-Disability		Adult		B & D Integrated Health Services		1		30831 - SARTOR, EMMITT		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		1		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Complaint is from the legal guardian of member. The legal guardian is dissatisfied with the services she has received from provider. The guardian stated the provider isn't assisting the family with finding housing and providing crisis services for the member. The member receives ACT from B&D Integrated Services. The guardian was unable to contact provider to respond when the family was having a crisis. The guardian had to contact magistrate when the member is in crisis. The provider stated the enhancement services are not being done by the provider. The housing coordinator from B&D refuses to work with member because "it was too hard for him." Guardian is unable to get in contact with the director, Cynthia. Guardian stated the phone line is always is always busy. Guardian stated the psychiatrist at the facility (Dr. J) informed her that her son is difficult and "he doesn't know how to help him." Guardian stated the agency is helping her son and is not compliant with services.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8385		08/27/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Complaint is from the legal guardian of member. The legal guardian is dissatisfied with the services she has received from provider. The guardian stated the provider isn't assisting the family with finding housing and providing crisis services for the member. The member receives ACT from B&D Integrated Services. The guardian was unable to contact provider to respond when the family was having a crisis. The guardian had to contact magistrate when the member is in crisis. The provider stated the enhancement services are not being done by the provider. The housing coordinator from B&D refuses to work with member because "it was too hard for him." Guardian is unable to get in contact with the director, Cynthia. Guardian stated the phone line is always is always busy. Guardian stated the psychiatrist at the facility (Dr. J) informed her that her son is difficult and "he doesn't know how to help him." Guardian stated the agency is helping her son and is not compliant with services.
Patient: Emmitt Sartor Patient ID: 30831 DOB: 04/11/1989
08/10/21-Grievance- against B & D- not assisting with housing; unavailable during crisis; no response to contact attempts. KMack Appeals Coordinator
08/12/21-This writer attempted to reach out to the complainant Vonda Cannaday with no answer and left a message needing information on the grievance. KMack Appeals Coordinator
08/16/21-This writer reached out to Vonda Cannaday mother/guardian of member about this grievance with no answer and left a message. KM Appeals Coordinator
08/17/21-This writer called several times and left messages for guardian with no response. Sending more information letter in order to receive the information to initiate the grievance process. KMack Appeals Coordinator
08/19/21-Received call from Vonda Cannady and she is mad about how they are not working with her son. She is not a easy case since her son has mental health issues and drug problems. She states they gave him 500 dollars from his SSI check and don’t follow-up and help him find a place to stay. She said they can not make him do it and they can suggest he gets housing. If they do not help him they are the worst provider. This writer verified She has appointment with Carolina Outreach for the 09/15/21 she is just dissatisfied with the service. She said they have a voucher for over a year and she did most of the foot work to get him housing. Sending her acknowledgment letter to start this process and reaching out to B&D Jeremy Reed at B&D about this issue and sent concern element email to be returned by 08/26/21. KMack Appeals Coordinator
08/27/21-This writer received response from B&D about the concern element email. The provider states that the member has no desire to stop using whish is impacting his progress. They have tried to help him with his housing but he has been rehoused multiple times but kicked out due to suing substances and allowing other to stay with him no on lease. The ACT team cannot force the member to do something he is not interested in and his mom/guardian is trying but the member has to make his own decision to change. The provider feels they have done everything in their control to help the member and the mother/guardian was the payee for the member’s SSI check but she chose to send it to B&D’s office since she no longer wanted to take care of his money. The provider states the provide all services the team can provide. The member is uninterested in participating in services right not and he received SA treatment, therapy and nursing services sporadically due to lake of engagement also receives case management services consistently.  The action plan that the agency plans on is identifying an alternative payee if his mother approves it and they have scheduled an appointment to meet with member and mother on 09/01/21 at 11:00 am.  This writer reached out to the guardian/mother to share this information given by provider. Sending resolution letter to guardian and closing this grievance as tracking. KMack Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		17

		12041		Hillary Vandewart		08/10/2021		Prevatte		Linda		Parent		External Stakeholder Concern		Quality of Services		Opioid Treatment				Substance Abuse Only		Adult		Metro Treatment of North Carolina, L.P.		0		482418 - Prevatte, Joshua		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		[CID: 590253] Parent expressing concerns with member's provider, Dr. Susan Scarlett, at New Season- Fayetteville Treatment Center.  Member requested that doctor drop down his dose of special medication but she initially didn't want to.  Doctor then agreed to drop it by 5% every couple months.  Member needed the dose dropped to be admitted to a special inpatient treatment facility.  Doctor at the inpatient treatment facility stated that it is impossible for member to be dropped down from 150mg in 2-3 weeks without major health risks, doctors at the inpatient treatment facility also said that no one should be kept at 150mg for over a year.  Family visited Florida in May and requested that doctor sign off on a "guest order" at a facility in Florida.  Doctor refused to sign the guest order and the facility in Florida was shocked, member then could not see doctor on Memorial Day as it was a holiday.  When family confronted doctor about her refusal to sign the guest order she said that it was too dangerous to drop his dose; parent replied to doctor that he had to go from 150mg to 0mg without the medication while in Florida.  Parent and member have contacted all the state-funded inpatient treatment providers but none of the facilities can accept member due to his high dose of medication.  Parent contacted one state-funded inpatient treatment facility where doctor said they would take him when he dropped to 100mg but then when family contacted facility again when he was at 100mg they said they can't take him until he's dropped to 60mg.  Parent is feeling extremely frustrated about member's quality of care by Dr. Susan Scarlett and member's inability to connect with the inpatient treatment he needs due to the treatment she is providing; parent feels that his life is at stake.--R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8381		09/09/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		[CID: 590253] Parent expressing concerns with member's provider, Dr. Susan Scarlett, at New Season- Fayetteville Treatment Center.  Member requested that doctor drop down his dose of special medication but she initially didn't want to.  Doctor then agreed to drop it by 5% every couple months.  Member needed the dose dropped to be admitted to a special inpatient treatment facility.  Doctor at the inpatient treatment facility stated that it is impossible for member to be dropped down from 150mg in 2-3 weeks without major health risks, doctors at the inpatient treatment facility also said that no one should be kept at 150mg for over a year.  Family visited Florida in May and requested that doctor sign off on a "guest order" at a facility in Florida.  Doctor refused to sign the guest order and the facility in Florida was shocked, member then could not see doctor on Memorial Day as it was a holiday.  When family confronted doctor about her refusal to sign the guest order she said that it was too dangerous to drop his dose; parent replied to doctor that he had to go from 150mg to 0mg without the medication while in Florida.  Parent and member have contacted all the state-funded inpatient treatment providers but none of the facilities can accept member due to his high dose of medication.  Parent contacted one state-funded inpatient treatment facility where doctor said they would take him when he dropped to 100mg but then when family contacted facility again when he was at 100mg they said they can't take him until he's dropped to 60mg.  Parent is feeling extremely frustrated about member's quality of care by Dr. Susan Scarlett and member's inability to connect with the inpatient treatment he needs due to the treatment she is providing; parent feels that his life is at stake.--R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC
[PT: Joshua Prevatte				DOB: 3/12/90			ID: 482418]
8/16/21
This writer contacted complainant by phone and acknowledged receipt of concern. She informed this writer that her son (member) was in the car with her and this writer received verbal confirmation that I could exchange information related to his treatment from the member. Joshua and Ms. Prevatte went on to describe concern in more detail. The main issue was that the family had to go out of town to Florida and was on a dose of 150mg at that time. He was told that he could dose at a “sister clinic” in Florida, but when he got there, he was told that Dr. Scarlet had denied his ability to guest dose. No real reason provided. She previously had reported that she didn’t want to lower his dosage any more than 10mg every 2 weeks, but when he was in FL, she was willing to cut him down to nothing overnight. Grievances were filed with corporate by family and by other clinic and no update has been received. Haven’t heard anything, no apology, nothing. 
Ms. Prevatte noted that there were signs in the office stating “Got a vacation? No problem, we will set you up with a guest dose.”
At this point, member is receiving 100mg and is looking for an inpatient place to go which will accept state funding. Reported that counselor is excellent (Courtney Washington), but experience with Dr. Scarlet has been terrible. She wouldn’t talk to them without counselor present. Wouldn’t answer the other clinic, unprofessional, acted like she didn’t care, didn’t have an answer as to why she couldn’t let him guest dose. 
Member and mother expressed frustration and concern about the potential safety concerns of being stranded without being able to dose. The FL clinic was able to get him in by conducting new intake, etc. But if they hadn’t done this, they do not know what they would have done.
This writer shared concern resolution process and requested mailing address: 3716 Cedar Hill Drive/ Fayetteville, NC 28312. This writer composed and sent acknowledgement letter. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
8/25/21
This case was reviewed by Clinical Quality Review (CQR) committee. Committee shared that tapering the dose was appropriate but that member should not have been “dropped” while on vacation in FL. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
9/1/21
This writer discussed case with supervisor during individual supervision. It was discussed that this writer would reach out to provider regarding issue with denying guest dose to member while he was out of state.
This writer contacted Regional Director, Tabitha Goodpasture, via phone to discuss concern with her, 910-483-0958. Left message requesting a call back. This writer also sent email to tabitha.goodpasture@cmglp.com to let her know that I called and to confirm that she is the appropriate contact for concerns. She responded and stated that she is no longer the appropriate contact and that this writer should reach out via email to Adriana.londono@cmglp.com; Angela.forrest@cmglp.com. This writer did so to confirm who would be best to share the info with. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
9/2/21
This writer received confirmation from Angela Forrest confirming that she is the Regional Director and that Adriana Londono is the Program Director and that info could be shared with them for review and follow-up. This writer sent info to both with a response deadline of 9/8.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
9/3/21
This writer received request from Ms. Londono for extension to 9/8 deadline. She stated that she has initiated the investigation but that Dr. Scarlett would not be back in the office until 9/14 and she would like to review with her before sending the formal response. This writer replied that this would be fine but to please at least sent policies and procedures for guest dosing by initial deadline. She agreed.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
9/7/21
This writer received a copy of provider’s policies and procedures. Once these have been reviewed, this writer plans to resolve concern based on initial response from provider and can update complainant once formal response is received from provider. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
9/9/21
This writer reviewed policies and procedures, which can be summarized below:
•	It is the policy of Metro Treatment of North Carolina, LP to accept patients from other clinics in a guest dosing status. Requests for guest dosing can normally be accommodated with 72 hours advance notice. In the case of a request received with less than 72 hours advance notice, guest dosing status may be offered at the discretion of the Program Director.
•	The clinic requires a guest dose request from the sending program and on the program’s letterhead that contains the following information: phone number, address, length of stay, instructions by sending clinic, etc. 
This writer contacted complainant via phone and shared that provider has been made aware of concern and policies have been reviewed. She shared that she was not aware of the 72 hour requirement in the policies and procedures and shared that this was a special circumstance due to COVID and other issues related to the trip. They had kept the counselor in the loop and did everything that was asked of them. This writer shared that we were still waiting on some additional information from the provider (after speaking with Dr. Scarlett) and she confirmed that she wanted to be updated with the follow-up. This writer agreed and told her she would be getting a resolution letter but that she would be updated once more info was received. She thanked this writer as she stated that their response would likely impact whether the member continued services there. She stated that she does not want them to be able to sweep the issue under the rug. 
This writer composed and sent resolution letter and will update complainant with full response from provider once received. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		30

		12042		Kim Ware		08/11/2021		Kersey		Elyse		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Child & Adolescent Day Tx				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Diverse Family Services, LLC		1		148603 - BAINES, LASCHELLE		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		After multiple requests for a copy of members’ IEP and BIP, CM has not received copies or any response regarding barriers to uploading these documents. The provider has not responded to other ongoing recommendations (linkage with a psychiatric assessment, what happened to member’s ADHD diagnosis, additional screening for anxiety and depression, ensuring her grief is addressed in therapy, and inquires about legal charges for breaking a peer’s arm).		CORRECTIONS: DISABILITY CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO MH; NATURE CHANGED FROM QUALITY TO ADMINISTRATIVE; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM NOT TO dhsr		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8379		08/13/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		After multiple requests for a copy of members’ IEP and BIP, CM has not received copies or any response regarding barriers to uploading these documents. The provider has not responded to other ongoing recommendations (linkage with a psychiatric assessment, what happened to member’s ADHD diagnosis, additional screening for anxiety and depression, ensuring her grief is addressed in therapy, and inquires about legal charges for breaking a peer’s arm).
8/12/21 This writer contacted the agency's executive director, Kristen Jones (919) 572-8833 and made her aware of the internal concern submitted. Per discussion the information was emailed to her at kjones@dfservices.org. Per Ms Jones, she plans to follow up with the treatment program director. This writer has recommended that agency follow up with UM department regarding requested information and review the provider communications module in regards to recommendations made. This writer informed provider that the concern will be tracked by QM for potential trends in the event that similar concerns are submitted regarding Diverse Family Services. This writer made call to internal employee Elyse Kersey in an attempt to discuss actions taken. No response. Case to be closed with no further action from this writer at this time. Provider has been referred to UM department in that complaint indicated no permission to use her name when discussing the matter.(K.WARE,QAA)
8/13/21 Ack/Res emaild to internal complainant.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		2

		12043		Hillary Vandewart		08/11/2021		OGG		KAREN		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Clinical Intake				Mental Health Only		18-20		Pride in North Carolina, LLC		1		143341 - STEVENS, ZYAN		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Johnston		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		As per Clinical Coverage Policy 8C, the Comprehensive Clinical Assessments must include ALL of the following elements:
a. description of the presenting problems, including source of distress, precipitating events, and associated problems or symptoms; 
b. chronological general health and behavioral health history (including both mental health and substance abuse) of the beneficiary’s symptoms, treatment, and treatment response; 
c. current medications (for both physical and psychiatric treatment); 
d. a review of biological, psychological, familial, social, developmental and environmental dimensions to identify strengths, needs, and risks in each area; 
e evidence of beneficiary and legally responsible person’s (if applicable) participation in the assessment; 
f. analysis and interpretation of the assessment information with an appropriate case formulation; 
g. diagnoses from the DSM-5, including mental health, substance use disorders, or intellectual/developmental disabilities, as well as physical health conditions and functional impairment; and 
h. recommendations for additional assessments, services, support, or treatment based on the results of the CCA. 
i. The CCA must be signed and dated by the licensed professional completing the assessment.

UM reviewers have noticed a pattern with Vince Wright at Pride in NC and the assessments completed.  I have attached 5 here as examples, and following are some observations about these assessments in general:
-Why is the bulk of the CCA nothing but quotes?
-Lack of precipitating events 
-Lack of clinical impressions
-There is a lack of individualized symptoms, behaviors, frequency, and strengths to support diagnosis.

-Case Formulation lacks: 
*Where are the symptoms/behaviors occurring?
* When are these symptoms/behaviors occurring?  Intensity? Frequency? Duration? Triggers?
*Why is there a problem? ie: comorbidity, untreated depression, substance use in the household, parenting skill deficits, low self-esteem (Client’s thoughts, beliefs)
*How can it be fixed? What treatment and referrals are needed? Evidence Based Treatment: Clinical Model(s), Interventions
*Barriers= barriers to successful treatment? Medication non-compliance, friendships, self-esteems, have they tried treatment in the past? What didn’t work?
*Strengths= personal Strengths/Assets, What worked with previous treatment? Describe periods of times when symptom management was successful

UM recommends that Vince Wright, or perhaps even the agency in general, receive some training around completion of CCAs, what the requirements are as per Clinical Coverage Policy, maybe have a clinical supervisor or clinical director review the assessments				Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8382		09/07/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		As per Clinical Coverage Policy 8C, the Comprehensive Clinical Assessments must include ALL of the following elements:
a. description of the presenting problems, including source of distress, precipitating events, and associated problems or symptoms; 
b. chronological general health and behavioral health history (including both mental health and substance abuse) of the beneficiary’s symptoms, treatment, and treatment response; 
c. current medications (for both physical and psychiatric treatment); 
d. a review of biological, psychological, familial, social, developmental and environmental dimensions to identify strengths, needs, and risks in each area; 
e evidence of beneficiary and legally responsible person’s (if applicable) participation in the assessment; 
f. analysis and interpretation of the assessment information with an appropriate case formulation; 
g. diagnoses from the DSM-5, including mental health, substance use disorders, or intellectual/developmental disabilities, as well as physical health conditions and functional impairment; and 
h. recommendations for additional assessments, services, support, or treatment based on the results of the CCA. 
i. The CCA must be signed and dated by the licensed professional completing the assessment.

UM reviewers have noticed a pattern with Vince Wright at Pride in NC and the assessments completed.  I have attached 5 here as examples, and following are some observations about these assessments in general:
-Why is the bulk of the CCA nothing but quotes?
-Lack of precipitating events 
-Lack of clinical impressions
-There is a lack of individualized symptoms, behaviors, frequency, and strengths to support diagnosis.
-Case Formulation lacks: 
*Where are the symptoms/behaviors occurring?
* When are these symptoms/behaviors occurring?  Intensity? Frequency? Duration? Triggers?
*Why is there a problem? ie: comorbidity, untreated depression, substance use in the household, parenting skill deficits, low self-esteem (Client’s thoughts, beliefs)
*How can it be fixed? What treatment and referrals are needed? Evidence Based Treatment: Clinical Model(s), Interventions
*Barriers= barriers to successful treatment? Medication non-compliance, friendships, self-esteems, have they tried treatment in the past? What didn’t work?
*Strengths= personal Strengths/Assets, What worked with previous treatment? Describe periods of times when symptom management was successful
UM recommends that Vince Wright, or perhaps even the agency in general, receive some training around completion of CCAs, what the requirements are as per Clinical Coverage Policy, maybe have a clinical supervisor or clinical director review the assessments
[NOT RELATED TO ONE SPECIFIC PATIENT, SEVERAL LISTED]
8/16/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
9/1/21
This writer contacted Pride in NC QA/QI Director, Nicole Springer, at 910-452-1460 to share concern with her. The person who answered (Janet) shared that she was at a different office and that the phones were not currently working there. This writer then reached out to Nicole via email to share concern details and requested a response by 9/8.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
9/7/21
This writer received response from provider which can be summarized below:
•	Courtney Owens, Clinical Director has reviewed a sample of Vincent Wright’s CCAS.
•	Courtney Owens has a scheduled supervision with Vincent on 9/14/21 to discuss and re-train Vincent on CCA requirements to include all the concerns noted above.
•	Courtney Owens will review all CCAs completed by Vincent over the next 30 days to ensure improvements are made.
•	Vincent is only being scheduled for 3 CCAs per week until improvements are shown.
This writer thanked Nicole Springer for this feedback and informed her that the concern would be resolved based on this feedback.
This writer then composed and sent resolution email to internal complainant. Nothing further needed at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Confirmed--Provider initiated corrective action		1		1		0		27

		12044		Kristie White		08/11/2021		Parker		Todd		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Opioid Treatment				Substance Abuse Only		Adult		ATS of North Carolina, LLC dba Carolina Treatment Center - Fayetteville		0		777451 - Sanders, Tommy		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		This concern is submitted on behalf of the CQI Committee following initial review of the member's death. The committee would like the provider to respond to the following:
1) Notes submitted for review did not include credentials of staff as required by APSM 45-2 (Service Records Manual)
2) What are the credentials of Victoria Brown; the staff submitting a note on 7/12/21. Documentation appeared to indicate she shared potentially erroneous information about the effects of cocaine use on the heart. Who is her supervisor and what frequency is she supervised based on her supervision plan (ask for plan)
3) What is the agency's policy re: discharging members for using cocaine? (ask for policy)

** I have included documents submitted for review for your records.				Not Defined				8373				Not Defined		Not Defined		This concern is submitted on behalf of the CQI Committee following initial review of the member's death. The committee would like the provider to respond to the following: 1) Notes submitted for review did not include credentials of staff as required by APSM 45-2 (Service Records Manual) 2) What are the credentials of Victoria Brown; the staff submitting a note on 7/12/21. Documentation appeared to indicate she shared potentially erroneous information about the effects of cocaine use on the heart. Who is her supervisor and what frequency is she supervised based on her supervision plan (ask for plan) 3) What is the agency's policy re: discharging members for using cocaine? (ask for policy) ** I have included documents submitted for review for your records.
08/12/21-Internal concern against ATS of NC re. member’s death review by CQR. Called ATS of NC spoke to Stephanie Dixon at 910-864-8739 stephanie.dixon@ctcprograms.com  to be returned to this writer by 08/19/21. KMack Appeals Coordinator				1		1		0		(44,419)

		12045		Kim Ware		08/12/2021		Bannister		Michael		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Crisis - Facility-Based Crisis Program				Multi-Disability		Adult		Holly Hill Hospital, LLC		0		778071 - Bannister, Michael		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Michael Bannister called and is filing a grievance against HHH. Consumer reports he never saw a Doctor during his 72 hours stay at HHH.  No pain medications were administered and Consumer suffers from chronic back pain.  Consumer reports he was informed the Doctor was on vacation. Consumer reports being in pain the entire time he was admitted and only being given ibuprofen because Doc was not available to write the appropriate script because the Doctor was on vacation. 
According to Consumer Mr. Shindo (Med Tech) snatched a chair from underneath Consumer while Consumer was waiting for the Nurse and was instructed by Nurse to sit in the chair. The  (Med Tech) Mr. Shindo was very rude and could have injured Consumer who almost fell to the floor when the chair was snatched from underneath Consumer. Mr. Shindo refused to listen to Consumer explain why he was sitting in the chair.  Mr. Bannister reports the Incident was witnessed by other patients.
Mr. Bannister also reports a male patient made sexual advances towards him making him very uncomfortable. Mr. Bannister also states he had to go to great lengths to avoid this patient. Mr. Bannister states he feels tormented and traumatized by events he went through in an effort get the help he needed. 
Mr. Bannister recounts Nursing Staff and other Staff being unresponsive to his needs and using their time to take personal calls and to handle other affairs that did not meet his needs or the needs of other patients. Caller states after his 72 hours admission he demanded he be released.		CORRECTIONS: CHECKED FROM PT; ENTERED PT ID; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO DHSR; DISABILITY CHANGED FROM MH ONLY TO MULTI DISABILITY		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8390		09/13/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Michael Bannister called and is filing a grievance against HHH. Consumer reports he never saw a Doctor during his 72 hours stay at HHH. No pain medications were administered and Consumer suffers from chronic back pain. Consumer reports he was informed the Doctor was on vacation. Consumer reports being in pain the entire time he was admitted and only being given ibuprofen because Doc was not available to write the appropriate script because the Doctor was on vacation. According to Consumer Mr. Shindo (Med Tech) snatched a chair from underneath Consumer while Consumer was waiting for the Nurse and was instructed by Nurse to sit in the chair. The (Med Tech) Mr. Shindo was very rude and could have injured Consumer who almost fell to the floor when the chair was snatched from underneath Consumer. Mr. Shindo refused to listen to Consumer explain why he was sitting in the chair. Mr. Bannister reports the Incident was witnessed by other patients. Mr. Bannister also reports a male patient made sexual advances towards him making him very uncomfortable. Mr. Bannister also states he had to go to great lengths to avoid this patient. Mr. Bannister states he feels tormented and traumatized by events he went through in an effort get the help he needed. Mr. Bannister recounts Nursing Staff and other Staff being unresponsive to his needs and using their time to take personal calls and to handle other affairs that did not meet his needs or the needs of other patients. Caller states after his 72 hours admission he demanded he be released.
MICHAEL BANNISTER   ID:778071  (DOB: 10/29/1969)
8/16/21 Call to number listed; no vm available.(K.WARE,QAA)
8/18/21 Review of information available indicates that member was discharged from HHH on 8/2/21. Discharge paperwork indicates that "pt refused appt" and was given walk in information. JIVA notes indicate no follow up with provider and no response to AH CC contact attempt. This writer made call today with no answer and unable to leave vm. Acknowledgment letter mailed to address listed.(K.WARE,QAA)
8/24/21 Call to complainant; no vm available. Case to be reviewed by CQR. Recommendations to follow up with provider.(K.WARE,QAA)
8/25/21 This writer received forwarded vm message from grievant confirming receipt of letter. This writer made call and spoke directly with grievant (919) 441-9230 regarding his concerns. He reports that he was told that he could not receive Percocet for his chronic back pain but that he could receive another medication which he never received. He reports being told that the doctor was on vacation and that was the reason he could not receive it. He reports that staff were rude, unprofessional and inconsiderate when he attempted to speak with them regarding his concerns. Grievant reports understanding his rights and that after 72 hours he had a right to request discharge. Grievant reports that he did not belong at the facility and was in alot of pain at the time. He reports that a nurse finally gave him tylenol but that it did not help. During the conversation when this writer inquired about him seeing no doctor the entire 72 hours, the member indicated he did but not "his doctor". He reports believing that the staff were "lying" when they said the doctor was not there because the doctor told him she was there when he did meet with her. In regards to the tech moving his chair, he reports that he had had issues with that staff person making rude comments towards him and moving a rolling chair that he was about to sit in when he was asked to be seated by the nurse. Per his report he met with the CEO and another staff regarding his concerns when he demanded to be released. He was upset and angry that another patient kept making advances towards him and nothing was done. This writer inquired if the member had been connected to a provider. He confirmed that he had been to Southlight for anxiety. This writer encouraged member to continue with appts with agency and that the agency would be able to assist with resources. He confirmed that he did not have Medicaid, but that Southlight was planning to assist him with attempting to obtain it.
8/26/21 This writer made call to agency's Director of Risk Mgmt, Roberta Morgan (919) 250-7212 and left a voicemail message requesting a return call. This writer also emailed roberta.morgan@uhsinc.com requesting contact regarding recent grievance submitted regarding HHH.
8/27/21 This writer received a call from Ms Morgan.  This writer explained the role of QM and next steps. This writer discussed the concern with Ms. Morgan and requested that an internal review be conducted to include actions taken or to be taken to address the grievant concerns. Per discussion the grievance information was emailed directly to roberta.morgan@uhsinc.com. This writer requested that the agency response be received within 3-5 business days of receipt of the notification to include any supporting documentation.(K.WARE,QAA)
9/1/21 This writer emailed Ms. Morgan requesting update on case resolution.(K.WARE,QAA)
9/8/21 No response from Ms. Morgan to date. This writer emailed Ms. Morgan requesting update. Per her email response, she apologized for the delay indicating days out and planning to submit response by Friday 9/10/21.(K.WARE,QAA)
9/9/21 Due to no response from provider to date, non Medicaid extension letter mailed to complainant.(K.WARE,QAA)
9/13/21 To date, the response has not been received from HHH. This writer emailed Ms Morgan with a reminder as well as call and voicemail. Per response from Ms. Morgan the information was sent to this writer on Friday 9/10/21. Review of email confirms receipt in the junk mail folder. Agency internal review indicates following its protocol as well as no indication of issues while member was inpatient. This writer made call to grievant to notify him of action steps taken as well as referring him to the Joint Commission in the event that there are further patient safety issues/concerns. This writer also referred member to his current provider for continued services and supports. The agency response will be tracked for potential trends. Based on agency notification, review and response, case to be closed and tracked. Resolution letter mailed to grievant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		32

		12046		Hillary Vandewart		08/12/2021		Mason		Rebecca		Parent		External Stakeholder Concern		Quality of Services		Assertive Community Tx Team				Multi-Disability		Adult		Easter Seals UCP North Carolina & Virginia, Inc.		1		65359 - MASON, CRYSTAL		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Rebecca Mason- 919-797-3320Mom is concerned that Easter Seals is not providing enough supports for her.  They only come and give her the shot.  They are giving her the shot outside on the porch, mom has offered to bring her to the office for privacy.  Crystal has had issues with cleanliness in the home, no one is coming in to assist with daily living skills or cooking.  Crystal has had issues with CPS with her daughter and Mom can not go and check on her due to limited mobility.  Crystal has no day activities that the team has found for her to keep her busy.  No one is assisting her with budgeting.  Crystal was supposed to take a parenting class, no one has assisted with helping with linking age.  Crystals daughter is 3 years.  Crystal spends time walking around to churches for food.  Her mom has a refrigerator full of food but does not come inside for food.  Concerned about her and Easter Seals support, would like her to be linked with a new provider.  Just bring medication.  Mom is concerned because the granddaughter is a risk of being taken away.  Renee King-Torres TC		CORRECTIONS: Updated complainant info to match parent, changed to external stakeholder concern, changed Nature of Issue to Quality of Services, Changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8389		09/02/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Rebecca Mason- 919-797-3320 Mom is concerned that Easter Seals is not providing enough supports for her.  They only come and give her the shot.  They are giving her the shot outside on the porch, mom has offered to bring her to the office for privacy.  Crystal has had issues with cleanliness in the home, no one is coming in to assist with daily living skills or cooking.  Crystal has had issues with CPS with her daughter and Mom cannot go and check on her due to limited mobility.  Crystal has no day activities that the team has found for her to keep her busy.  No one is assisting her with budgeting.  Crystal was supposed to take a parenting class, no one has assisted with helping with linking age. Crystal’s daughter is 3 years.  Crystal spends time walking around to churches for food.  Her mom has a refrigerator full of food but does not come inside for food.  Concerned about her and Easter Seals support, would like her to be linked with a new provider.  Just bring medication.  Mom is concerned because the granddaughter is a risk of being taken away.  Renee King-Torres TC
[PT: Crystal Mason				DOB: 4/13/87				ID: 65359]
8/16/21
This writer called complainant at 919-797-3320, person on other end answered and then hung up the phone. This writer will continue attempting to reach complainant.
This writer received VM from Rebecca Mason returning call. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
8/17/21
This writer contacted Ms. Mason via phone to discuss—VM box full. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst  
8/18/21
This writer attempted to reach Ms. Mason to discuss and VM box full again. This writer composed and sent acknowledgement letter.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
9/2/21
This writer called and spoke with Ms. Mason regarding her concern and the limitations of exchanging information due to HIPAA. She shared that she felt that Easter Seals was doing “a little bit better” but that she did still have concerns about Crystal needing someone to care for her. She stated that she needs parenting classes, someone to come in and help her, etc. She is currently having problems with her landlord. Feels that ACT team only provides meds.
She shared that she does not have guardianship because Crystal won’t agree to that and she understands that this limits her abilities to assist. She also expressed concern that if she were to get guardianship, then the granddaughter might not be able to live with her. She indicated that she understood Alliance’s limitations. This writer did share the grievance process with her, including that we would typically make the provider aware of the concerns and ask that they look into them. She agreed that this was fine. 
She then asked if this writer could provide information about getting an “aide” to come in and help her with breakfast, lunch, etc. This writer shared that she could contact the Alliance Health Access and Information Line for info related to available resources. She asked that this writer send information to her via email at rmas128@gmail.com and this writer did so.
This writer then contacted Easter Seals QM Director, Phyllis Elliott, to share concerns with her and request that she look into the matter. This writer then sent concern elements to her with a deadline of 9/9/21.
This writer then composed and sent resolution letter to Ms. Mason as will be unable to share information received from provider due to HIPAA. This information will be included in concern follow-up within Alpha.
No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		21

		12047		Hillary Vandewart		08/12/2021		Eaves		Amanda		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Peer Support Services				Multi-Disability		Adult		Greater Image Healthcare, Corp.		1		759101 - WEEMS, SCOTT		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		There has been a pattern in the most recent reviews for Peer Support services I have received from Greater Image. The clinical justification is inadequate, does not provide enough detail regarding justification of the service, and at times is inappropriate (for example: states that a member is fighting with demons). There is a pattern of the PCP goal updates having one sentence only with poor documentation of progress made or interventions the member is receiving. (For example one PCP goal update stated: "This consumer is serious about her education for bettering herself for her and her family.") At times, the provider has requested inaccurate dates of service, overlapping current authorizations. The provider is not responsive to outreach for clarification on dates of service or progress in service; either via phone or email outreach attempts. Additionally, the provider has a pattern of requesting the same number of units (260) for every request, regardless of utilization of units that can be tracked through claims.

Additional member whose recent request had duplicative issues: Fiona Gyuran, (PCP that was submitted is from 2019).		CORRECTIONS: Changed Nature of Issue to Admin Issues, Changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8384		09/15/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		There has been a pattern in the most recent reviews for Peer Support services I have received from Greater Image. The clinical justification is inadequate, does not provide enough detail regarding justification of the service, and at times is inappropriate (for example: states that a member is fighting with demons). There is a pattern of the PCP goal updates having one sentence only with poor documentation of progress made or interventions the member is receiving. (For example one PCP goal update stated: "This consumer is serious about her education for bettering herself for her and her family.") At times, the provider has requested inaccurate dates of service, overlapping current authorizations. The provider is not responsive to outreach for clarification on dates of service or progress in service; either via phone or email outreach attempts. Additionally, the provider has a pattern of requesting the same number of units (260) for every request, regardless of utilization of units that can be tracked through claims.
Additional member whose recent request had duplicative issues: Fiona Gyuran, (PCP that was submitted is from 2019).
[PT: Scott Weems				DOB: 2/5/63				ID: 759101]
[PT: Fiona Gyuran				DOB: 6/27/01				ID: 255453]
8/16/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement letter to internal complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
9/3/21
This writer contacted Gloria Johnson, owner, via phone at (910) 321-0069 to inform her of concerns. She stated that some training had been completed with staff as they were aware of concerns but that she will review the specific cases that are being brought up to see if she needs more clarity regarding what UM is looking for. This writer stated that info would be sent to her via email and requested a response by 9/10. She agreed.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
9/13/21
This writer followed up with provider and requested an update. This writer received a request from Ms. Johnson to call her at is 910-476-7977 and this writer did so. She informed this writer that the PCPs were being conducted telephonically due to COVID-19 but she did notice that this wasn’t documented clearly. This writer shared that I could follow up with UM regarding how this should be documented.
She also stated that she had met with Derrick multiple times and he “isn’t grasping” state mandates, etc. She stated that he was going to be terminated and that, moving forward, SARs and PCPs would be completed and submitted by either her or Sharon Horne. She also stated that he had not allowed her to review everything before submitting which is the policy. She requested until tomorrow morning to submit action steps and this writer agreed.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
 9/15/21
This writer received a response from the provider which can be summarized below:
•	Provider has terminated Peer Support Supervisor Derrick Brown due to inconsistency and inability to show progress and improvement with on-going training.  
•	As of September 14, 2021 all PCPs, Crisis Plans, and all communications as it relates to Peer Support will be submitted by Gloria Johnson, CPSS, MSW, LCSW-A and Sharon Horne, CPSS, MA-QP.  
•	Greater Image cannot substantiate allegations of non-communication, and is open and willing to receive any and all support and advisement from Alliance as it relates to consumer service delivery, and additional information for clinical justification.  
Based on discussions with provider and review of written response, provider is taking action to correct documentation concerns. This writer composed and sent resolution email to internal complainant an issue will continue to monitored. Nothing further needed at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Confirmed--Provider initiated corrective action		1		1		0		34

		12048		Hillary Vandewart		08/12/2021		Eaves		Amanda		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Peer Support Services				Unknown Disability		18-20		Greater Image Healthcare, Corp.		1		255453 - GYURAN, FIONA		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined				0		There has been a pattern in the most recent reviews for Peer Support services I have received from Greater Image. The clinical justification is inadequate, does not provide enough detail regarding justification of the service, and at times is inappropriate (for example: states that a member is fighting with demons). There is a pattern of the PCP goal updates having one sentence only with poor documentation of progress made or interventions the member is receiving. (For example one PCP goal update stated: "This consumer is serious about her education for bettering herself for her and her family.") At times, the provider has requested inaccurate dates of service, overlapping current authorizations. The provider is not responsive to outreach for clarification on dates of service or progress in service; either via phone or email outreach attempts. Additionally, the provider has a pattern of requesting the same number of units (260) for every request, regardless of utilization of units that can be tracked through claims. In this particular initial PSS request for Fiona Gyuran, the PCP that was submitted is from 2019.		8/16/21 - Duplicative in nature with #12047--only difference is another member involved. Added this member to #12047 and withdrew this concern.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst																		0		1		1		(44,420)

		12049		Kim Ware		08/13/2021		DAVIS		PATRICIA		Guardian		Grievance		Authorization/ Payment/ Billing - LME-MCO Only		Not Service Related				Multi-Disability		Adult		Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		1		66743 - DAVIS, OWEN		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Guardian/Mother received based budget letter for member in the amount of $30,776.00 for the year starting November 1, 2021 to November 1, 2022. This amount is not sufficient to maintain member in residential facility and all current services. Guardian/Mother is request for this amount to be reviewed and adjusted.		CORRECTIONS: UNCHECKED FROM PT; CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO FROM MEMBER'S; PRIORITY CHANGED FROM HIGH TO ROUTINE; DISABILTY CHANGED FROM DD ONLY TO MULTI; NATURE CHANGED FROM LME/MCO FUNCTION TO AUTH/PAY/BILLING LME/MCO ONLY		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8383		08/16/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Guardian/Mother received based budget letter for member in the amount of $30,776.00 for the year starting November 1, 2021 to November 1, 2022. This amount is not sufficient to maintain member in residential facility and all current services. Guardian/Mother is request for this amount to be reviewed and adjusted.
8/16/21 This writer called guardian adn left vm messgae in regards to return. The member's Care navigator was unavialbe due to vacation. This writer called Malek Griffin to notify him that the guardian had summitted the grievance in regards to most recent budget letter and per QM protocol referred to CN to begin the process of requesting review. Mr Griffn reports being aware of the process. Per discussion this writer emailed the information to Mr Tim Culb (AH CN) and cc'd Mr Griffin. Per protocol, Ack/Res mailed to complainant within 3 business days. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		3

		12050		Kristie White		08/13/2021		Held		Michael		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		18-20		Home Care Solutions of NC, LLC		1		86336 - BUICO, MARIA		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		1		In-State		Supervised Living 5600 C (Adult with Intellectual/Developmental Disabilities)		1		0		The concern stems from a virtual Zoom meeting held today, 8/13/2021, which included parents/guardians of member receiving services, the care navigator, the service consultant, and CEO LaTonya Jones of Home Care Solutions as well as Dwain Jones of same said agency (title unknown to me). The meeting was scheduled to discuss concerns that the member and the guardians had about the home. At one point, in addition to the topics that were scheduled to be discussed, one guardian referred to a photograph she recently received via cell phone from one of the staff members of the home the member resides in of the member's bare bottom. There was some sort of issue with the member and the staff didn't know what the issue was and sent the picture to both the guardian as well as CEO LaTonya Jones to determine what the problem was. It was later confirmed that the issue with the member was hemorrhoids. I have since contacted the DHSR hotline (919-855-4500) and filed a complaint concerning the taking/sending of the picture.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8395		08/26/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		The concern stems from a virtual Zoom meeting held today, 8/13/2021, which included parents/guardians of member receiving services, the care navigator, the service consultant, and CEO LaTonya Jones of Home Care Solutions as well as Dwain Jones of same said agency (title unknown to me). The meeting was scheduled to discuss concerns that the member and the guardians had about the home. At one point, in addition to the topics that were scheduled to be discussed, one guardian referred to a photograph she recently received via cell phone from one of the staff members of the home the member resides in of the member's bare bottom. There was some sort of issue with the member and the staff didn't know what the issue was and sent the picture to both the guardian as well as CEO LaTonya Jones to determine what the problem was. It was later confirmed that the issue with the member was hemorrhoids. I have since contacted the DHSR hotline (919-855-4500) and filed a complaint concerning the taking/sending of the picture.
Patient:  Maria Buico Patient ID: 86336 DOB: 03/02/2001
08/16/21-Internal concern against Home Care Solutions re. taking/sending inappropriate photo of member. KMack Appeals Coordinator
08/20/21-This writer reached out to internal complainant about who the member was and added this information to the concern. Sending acknowledgment email to internal complainant. Reached out to LaTonya Jones at Home Care Solutions at 336-767-4514 emailed at ljones@hcsonc.com to be returned back by 08/27/21. KMack Appeals Coordinator
08/26/21-Reached to SC Michael Held about this and the grievance filed also Grievance# 12072 and now with the meetings with the provider and the guardians they have chosen to move the member from the home due to not fully agreeing with provider on concerns addressed. Per provider response they regarding the photo staff sent, “Furthermore, in regards of the photos that were taken, the staff stated that they were asked to send the previously mentioned picture to the mother. I advised them moving forward, Maria could take pictures and send them (if needed), but the staff will not.” The provider had responded to other concerns the guardians of the member that they have addressed. Sending internal complainant resolution email and closing this concern as tracking. KMack Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		13

		12051		Hillary Vandewart		08/16/2021		GOODMYN		STUART		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Other		Personal Assistance		Multi-Disability		Adult		ACI Support Specialists, LLC		1		47561 - GOODMYN, STUART		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		1		In-State		Other		1		0		590876 – Escalated on MON, 16 AUG 2021 @ 0846 – Goodmyn, Stuart – DOB: 22 DEC 1962 – Wake/Medi-MediM – 919-600-1974 – 2534 Lake Wheeler Road Apt 217 Raleigh NC 27603 - Member is requesting to file anonymous grievance against his personal assistance provider, ACI Support Services, and report concerns about his current place of residence, Lennox Chase through DHIC.  Member reported that provider, ACI, has consistently treated him in an unprofessional manner.  Caller reported that several staff with ACI have refused to assist him with his  goal plans.  One staff, David Crumpler, reportedly informed member that he "didn't get paid enough" to work with member and refused to assist.  This staff person was reported transferred to another consumer.  Member reported that, after several months of working together, another staff person did not know consumer's goals that needed worked on.  Member reported concerns that another staff person that was recently hired to work with member has no background in behavioral health and has only worked in landscaping.  Caller reported that his requests for additional staffing or higher level of care have been ignored by ACI.  Member further reported that ACI staff had thrown away significant amounts of his medical records without his consent.  

Member reported that he is being retaliated against by DHIC staff, specifically Monica Cheek, due to member having contacted the state about the public restrooms on the first floor of his complex being locked.  Member reported that, after doing this, Ms Cheek told caller that, in his words "I am a little person. I have no money or clout.  Who do I think I am?" and that she called him a "troublemaker".  Member explained that Ms Cheek also told him that she could "come up with something" to have him evicted and that he needed to "start being nice".  Ms Cheek also reported told member that she planned to review video surveillance records to see if member "really" uses those restrooms.  Member has numerous health issues leading him to frequent incontinence and reported that he is being retaliated for expecting facility to meet ADA requirements.		CORRECTIONS: Un-checked anonymous, changed Nature of Issue to Quality of Services		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8394		09/07/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		590876 – Escalated on MON, 16 AUG 2021 @ 0846 – Goodmyn, Stuart – DOB: 22 DEC 1962 – Wake/Medi-Medi – 919-600-1974 – 2534 Lake Wheeler Road Apt 217 Raleigh NC 27603 - Member is requesting to file anonymous grievance against his personal assistance provider, ACI Support Services, and report concerns about his current place of residence, Lennox Chase through DHIC.  Member reported that provider, ACI, has consistently treated him in an unprofessional manner.  Caller reported that several staff with ACI have refused to assist him with his goal plans.  One staff, David Crumpler, reportedly informed member that he "didn't get paid enough" to work with member and refused to assist.  This staff person was reported transferred to another consumer.  Member reported that, after several months of working together, another staff person did not know consumer's goals that needed worked on.  Member reported concerns that another staff person that was recently hired to work with member has no background in behavioral health and has only worked in landscaping.  Caller reported that his requests for additional staffing or higher level of care have been ignored by ACI.  Member further reported that ACI staff had thrown away significant amounts of his medical records without his consent.  
Member reported that he is being retaliated against by DHIC staff, specifically Monica Cheek, due to member having contacted the state about the public restrooms on the first floor of his complex being locked.  Member reported that, after doing this, Ms. Cheek told caller that, in his words "I am a little person. I have no money or clout.  Who do I think I am?" and that she called him a "troublemaker".  Member explained that Ms. Cheek also told him that she could "come up with something" to have him evicted and that he needed to "start being nice.”  Ms. Cheek also reported told member that she planned to review video surveillance records to see if member "really" uses those restrooms.  Member has numerous health issues leading him to frequent incontinence and reported that he is being retaliated for expecting facility to meet ADA requirements.
[PT: Stuart Goodmyn				DOB: 12/22/62				ID: 47561]
8/16/21
This writer researched within ACS portal and determined that DHIC/Lennox Chase is not a contracted Alliance provider. This writer will encourage member to follow up with the state regarding his concerns. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
8/18/21
This writer reached out to insert user to determine whether member wished to remain completely anonymous or only anonymous to provider.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
8/20/21
This writer did not receive a response from insert user. Based on request for grievance to be anonymous, this writer will not plan to contact member directly. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
8/30/21
This writer was out of the office 8/21-8/25. Upon return on 8/30, this writer received email from Matthew McClelland, inserted user, which stated that member had been receptive regarding being contacted by QM.
This writer noted via Jiva that member was in the process of starting Care Coordination. Taylor Self is assigned CC and has been trying to contact member to get process started. This writer will follow up next week to see if he is connected and then will reach out to see if he would like to continue grievance as anonymous, etc. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
9/7/21
This writer contacted Mr. Goodmyn and spoke to him briefly. He reported that he did not want the info to be shared with ACI. He did state that he was willing to discuss it further but asked that he be allowed to get home and situate himself and that he would call this writer back to discuss further.
This writer received a call back from Mr. Goodmyn and he expressed hesitation to allow Alliance to share grievance info. He stated that the biggest issue is that he doesn’t have staff for personal assistance right now and has been without it for almost a month. 
He reiterated concern with bathroom issue and this writer shared that Alliance did not have purview as it relates to the housing. He indicated he understood but wanted this writer to understand the context as he feels that his ACI QP is “siding” with housing folks who have threatened him with eviction. 
He went on to describe that even when he did have staff, they weren’t doing quality job. Ex: staff sleeping a lot, not knowing goals, skipping out on him, etc.  
This writer confirmed with member that he had shared these concerns with Taylor Self (CC) and recommended that he continue to work with CC to help him navigate these issues and connect to appropriate resources. 
He agreed that the grievance could be resolved as “tracking” and that he would work with CC to get issues addressed. This writer confirmed mailing address and thanked him for sharing info. 
This writer reached out to member’s CC to update him regarding grievance and recommendation to work with CC to address issues. 
This writer composed and sent ack/res letter. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		22

		12053		Hillary Vandewart		08/17/2021		Leslie		Martha		Guardian		Grievance		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Psychosocial Rehab				Mental Health Only		Adult		Eagle Healthcare Services, Inc.		1		105574 - SMITH, DANTE		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		[CID: ] 591104
CALLER'S NAME/ ROLE/ NUMBER: Martha Leslie, guardian , PO Box 46 Marianna Florida 32447
MEMBER'S NAME/DOB (if different):Dante Smith  12/22/1987
SAFETY SCREENING: no safety concerns
COUNTY, if gathered:Wake
INSURANCE, if gathered: Medicaid per NC Tracks
PURPOSE OF CALL: Caller wanted to make sure no benefits were being sent to the group home he is no longer in.  Writer advised caller that no payments to a group home are indicated but that PSR was shown as service provided.  She clarified she was not calling about social security benefits being paid.
RESOURCES/Staff recommendations:

COMMENTS / NOTES: ++++  Caller indicated that consumer has not participated in PSR services since prior to pandemic and is concerned about why billing or reimbursement has taken place.  Writer advised her that a grievance would be submitted.
SEVERITY: Non-threshold.++++
Rich Resnick LCAS		WITHDRAWN - 9/7/21
This writer contacted Ms. Leslie via phone and she shared that she would like to withdraw the concern because she did not realize that the provider was indeed providing services to the member via Zoom.
This writer went ahead and withdrew grievance per request of complainant. Nothing further needed at this time.
-Hilary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Not Defined				8393				Not Defined		Not Defined		[CID: ] 591104
CALLER'S NAME/ ROLE/ NUMBER: Martha Leslie, guardian , PO Box 46 Marianna Florida 32447
MEMBER'S NAME/DOB (if different):Dante Smith  12/22/1987
SAFETY SCREENING: no safety concerns
COUNTY, if gathered: Wake
INSURANCE, if gathered: Medicaid per NC Tracks
PURPOSE OF CALL: Caller wanted to make sure no benefits were being sent to the group home he is no longer in.  Writer advised caller that no payments to a group home are indicated but that PSR was shown as service provided.  She clarified she was not calling about social security benefits being paid.
RESOURCES/Staff recommendations:
COMMENTS / NOTES: ++++  Caller indicated that consumer has not participated in PSR services since prior to pandemic and is concerned about why billing or reimbursement has taken place.  Writer advised her that a grievance would be submitted.
SEVERITY: Non-threshold.++++
Rich Resnick LCAS
[PT: Dante Smith				DOB: 12/22/87				ID: 105574]
8/18/21
This writer reached out to Tanya Held, SIU/Compliance for case consult as this grievance appears to be regarding billing for services not rendered. She replied, stating Eagle has been billing PSR During Disaster for about 2 hours/week for a couple weeks per month from May 2020-November 2020, then about 5 hours/weekly from May 2021-July 2021. This service allows for telephonic contact and care coordination/case management (indirect services). She advised that this writer reach out to the complainant/member and ask if anyone from Eagle was calling him at his group home a couple times/week and/or month. She advised requesting documentation as well and if that this could be passed back to SIU if this writer found any evidence of fraud in response.  
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
8/19/21
This writer unable to confirm guardianship documentation on file. This writer contacted complainant to acknowledge and LVM requesting a call back.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst  
8/20/21
This writer will be out of office all next week, so went ahead and sent acknowledgement letter, using concern template (appears that member is own guardian). 
This writer will continue to try to reach complainant upon this writer’s return to the office.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst				0		1		1		(44,425)

		12055		Kim Ware		08/17/2021		RAINEAR		Angela Christine		Guardian		Grievance		Authorization/ Payment/ Billing - LME-MCO Only		Not Service Related				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		1		76922 - RAINEAR, NOAH		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Mrs. Rainear received annual NC Innovations budget tool/letter.  She asked that CN file a grievance indicating that LRP does not feel recommended budget meets members support needs.  CN advised LRP to continue to request the services that she feels member needs.		CORRECTIONS: CHANGED NATURE FROM ACCESS TO AUTH/PAY/BILLING LEM/MCO ONLY; AGAISNT CHANGED FROM OTHER TO PROVIDER; ENTERED ALLIANCE		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8387		08/18/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Mrs. Rainear received annual NC Innovations budget tool/letter. She asked that CN file a grievance indicating that LRP does not feel recommended budget meets members support needs. CN advised LRP to continue to request the services that she feels member needs.
NOAH RANIER
8/18/21 Call to guardian; left vm message indicating purpose of call and that she has begun the process correctly with her CN. Letter mailed (due within 3 business days of receipt of grievance) to include information regarding process as per QM  protocol. Ack/Res letter mailed to guardian. This writer notified insert user, CN Eugene Bene of actions taken.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		1

		12056		Hillary Vandewart		08/18/2021		Dunn		Melissa		Consumer		Grievance		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Outpatient Services				Multi-Disability		Adult		Community Hospital Group, Inc.		0		538699 - Dunn, Melissa		Unknown		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		(CID 591263)
Melissa Dunn (910) 682-8826
11/01/1979
6282 Hackberry Apt. B Hope Mills NC

Community Mental Health Center
Caller is seeing a PA at Community Mental Health Center. She has a problem with the billing dept.  They are telling her that she has to speak with Medicaid, in reference to her bill not being paid.  Member has called Medicaid at least 7 times. When she calls Medicaid, Medicaid requests that the biller (CMHC) phone to correct the problem. She spoke to someone on Ramsey Street DSS, who told her that she don’t know what the problem because she has full Medicaid.  DSS gave her a number to NC tracks and NC tracks stated that the biller needs to call to see what is going on.  NC tracks and Medicaid is stating that they have not received any bills from Community Mental Health Center.  The member continues to get bills for her visits.  Member is very frustrated and would like assistance with dealing with this problem.

Second complaint
Member had an appt. and she was put on a medication. She phoned the pharmacy and was told it was not authorized by Medicaid. Medicaid stated that the doctor at Community Mental health Center has to pre-approve.  Member is still waiting to receive her medication.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Disability to Multi, left Is Medicaid as NO as member has MAFGN which is paid for by Beacon Health		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8392		08/19/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		(CID 591263)
Melissa Dunn (910) 682-8826
11/01/1979
6282 Hackberry Apt. B Hope Mills NC
Community Mental Health Center
Caller is seeing a PA at Community Mental Health Center. She has a problem with the billing dept.  They are telling her that she has to speak with Medicaid, in reference to her bill not being paid.  Member has called Medicaid at least 7 times. When she calls Medicaid, Medicaid requests that the biller (CMHC) phone to correct the problem. She spoke to someone on Ramsey Street DSS, who told her that she don’t know what the problem because she has full Medicaid.  DSS gave her a number to NC tracks and NC tracks stated that the biller needs to call to see what is going on.  NC tracks and Medicaid is stating that they have not received any bills from Community Mental Health Center.  The member continues to get bills for her visits.  Member is very frustrated and would like assistance with dealing with this problem.
Second complaint
Member had an appt. and she was put on a medication. She phoned the pharmacy and was told it was not authorized by Medicaid. Medicaid stated that the doctor at Community Mental health Center has to pre-approve.  Member is still waiting to receive her medication.
[PT: Melissa Dunn			DOB: 11/1/79					ID: 538699]
8/19/21

This writer researched member’s insurance listed within the ACS portal and it noted, “has MAFGN goes to Beacon Health.” This writer then reached out to Tina Everett, Claims Supervisor to see how to proceed. She recommended the member contact Beacon Health, as they are the entity managing her care. 
This writer then contacted consumer and shared with her that Beacon Health is the entity managing her care, rather than Alliance Health, at this time. This writer shared contact info for Beacon Health with consumer and advised that they should be able to assist. She thanked this writer for the assistance.
This writer composed and sent ack/res letter using concern template as member does not have active Alliance-managed insurance at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Undetermined--Referred to Beacon Health (Entity managing consumer's healthcare)		1		1		0		1

		12057		Kim Ware		08/18/2021		Harrington		Jessica		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Crisis - Inpatient				Multi-Disability		Adult		Holly Hill Hospital, LLC		0		605956 - Harrington, Jessica		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Johnston		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Ms. Harrington was admitted to Holly Hill Hospital on 8/4/21.  At admission, she completed paperwork and reported to HHH that she has polycystic kidney disease.  She was discharged on two medications, Abilify and Trileptol, which have helped her mood by could be harmful to her kidneys.  She reviewed the paperwork HHH sent home with her and the information there said that these medications should not be used by anyone having kidney or liver disease.  She has felt sick since taking these medications and has stopped taking them on her own because she does not want to do any further harm to her kidneys.  She reported that taking these medications could kill her so she stopped taking them.  She was diagnosed with polycystic kidney disease in 2016.  She is upset that the doctors at HHH did not appear to review her information and take her kidney problem into account when prescribing her medications.  She feels that the doctors there acted irresponsibly and should be held accountable for their actions.
The current address and phone number for Ms. Harrington are:  2828 Eunice Lane, Wendell, NC 27591  and 870-214-8655.  She understands that our QM staff may call for additional info.  She does not want her name used when  we communicate with HHH.  Ms. Harrington is dually diagnosed MH/SUD.  She missed her appointment on 8/16/21 at Living Well Behavioral for medication management; I am working with her to get that appointment rescheduled so that her medication concerns could be addressed.		CORRECTIONS: LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO DHSR		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8391		09/13/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Ms. Harrington was admitted to Holly Hill Hospital on 8/4/21. At admission, she completed paperwork and reported to HHH that she has polycystic kidney disease. She was discharged on two medications, Abilify and Trileptol, which have helped her mood by could be harmful to her kidneys. She reviewed the paperwork HHH sent home with her and the information there said that these medications should not be used by anyone having kidney or liver disease. She has felt sick since taking these medications and has stopped taking them on her own because she does not want to do any further harm to her kidneys. She reported that taking these medications could kill her so she stopped taking them. She was diagnosed with polycystic kidney disease in 2016. She is upset that the doctors at HHH did not appear to review her information and take her kidney problem into account when prescribing her medications. She feels that the doctors there acted irresponsibly and should be held accountable for their actions. The current address and phone number for Ms. Harrington are: 2828 Eunice Lane, Wendell, NC 27591 and 870-214-8655. She understands that our QM staff may call for additional info. She does not want her name used when we communicate with HHH. Ms. Harrington is dually diagnosed MH/SUD. She missed her appointment on 8/16/21 at Living Well Behavioral for medication management; I am working with her to get that appointment rescheduled so that her medication concerns could be addressed.
8/18/21 Call to grievant. This writer identified herself, purpose of call , role of QM and next steps. This writer confirmed that grievant does not want her name used when discussing the matter with the provider. This writer explained that agency response will be limited, however, the agency will be made aware of the concern and requested to review and monitor such matters. THis writer inquired if grievant had been to her provider for medication management to which she indicated that she was unable to make her appointment but will follow up. This writer reminded grievant that her care coordinator could also assist with follow up with the provider. This writer confirmed mailing address. Acknowledgment letter mailed to complainant.(K.WARE,QAA)
8/26/21 This writer made call to agency's Director of Risk Mgmt, Roberta Morgan (919) 250-7212 and left a voicemail message requesting a return call. This writer also emailed roberta.morgan@uhsinc.com requesting contact regarding recent grievance submitted regarding HHH.
8/27/21 This writer received a call from Ms Morgan.  This writer explained the role of QM and next steps. This writer discussed the concern with Ms. Morgan and requested that an internal review be conducted to include actions taken or to be taken to address the grievant concerns. Per discussion the grievance information was emailed directly to roberta.morgan@uhsinc.com. This writer requested that the agency response be received within 3-5 business days of receipt of the notification to include any supporting documentation. This writer indicated that although no member information is given due to no permission, that agency indicate its protocol in such matters.(K.WARE,QAA)
9/1/21 This writer emailed Ms. Morgan requesting update on case resolution.(K.WARE,QAA)
9/8/21 No response from Ms. Morgan to date. This writer emailed Ms. Morgan requesting update. Per her email response, she apologized for the delay indicating days out and planning to submit response by Friday 9/10/21.(K.WARE,QAA)
9/9/21 Due to no response from provider to date, non Medicaid extension letter mailed to complainant.(K.WARE,QAA)
9/13/21 To date, the response has not been received from HHH. This writer emailed Ms Morgan with a reminder as well as call and voicemail. Per response from Ms. Morgan the information was sent to this writer on Friday 9/10/21. Agency response indicates the following: "Holly Hill assesses for patient medical history at multiple points (intake, nursing assessment, psychiatric evaluation). If medical diagnosis is identified (through self-report, family collateral information, referral information, etc…), it is entered into the HCS electronic order entry system." Agency responded based on limited information. This writer made call to grievant to confirm action steps taken. Agency response to be tracked and monitored by QM for potential trends in the event that similar concerns are submitted regarding HHH. Resolution letter mailed. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		26

		12058		Kristie White		08/18/2021		Vazquez		Dora		Parent		External Stakeholder Concern		Basic Needs		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Alpha Home Care Services, Inc.		1		66119 - VAZQUEZ, ANDRES		White		M=  Hispanic, Mexican American		Male		Johnston		0		1		In-State		Supervised Living 5600 A (Adult with Mental Health Concerns)		0		0		Mother is making a grievance on Alpha Home Care Service 2103 Oakland Ave Henderson, NC 27536. The caller reports there was a hole in the wall at the group home and bats were coming into the room. Caller stated that two bats were in the member's room. Caller reports the member reported their is crack in bedroom and their is water leaking from the crack. The member is concerned that with water leaking in the room that the electricity may cause a fire. Caller also stated the group home only patched the hole with tape. Caller stated the member has informed the guardian been informed but hasn't done anything to assist. Caller stated she has observed the holes in the room.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8397		09/13/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Mother is making a grievance on Alpha Home Care Service 2103 Oakland Ave Henderson, NC 27536. The caller reports there was a hole in the wall at the group home and bats were coming into the room. Caller stated that two bats were in the member's room. Caller reports the member reported their is crack in bedroom and their is water leaking from the crack. The member is concerned that with water leaking in the room that the electricity may cause a fire. Caller also stated the group home only patched the hole with tape. Caller stated the member has informed the guardian been informed but hasn't done anything to assist. Caller stated she has observed the holes in the room.
Patient: Andres Vazquez Patient ID: 66119 DOB: 12/12/1987
08/20/21-Looked to see who the guardian is on file for this member per Jiva it is Nancy Camacho. This writer called 919-756-0878 with no answer and left message for a call back on the concern elements of this grievance. KMack Appeals Coordinator
08/23/21-Called to reach out to complainant with no answer and left message. KMack Appeals Coordinator
08/24/21- Called Dora Vazquez again with no answer. Sending letter need more information in order to process this grievance. Sending more information letter to be returned no later than 09/13/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
09/13/21-This writer sent disregard letter to complainant due to no additional information received. Closing this concern at Undetermined due to lack of information. KMack Appeals Coordinator		Undetermined due to lack of information		1		1		0		26

		12059		Hillary Vandewart		08/19/2021		Hemby		Tamara		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Access to Services		Developmental Therapies				Does Not Apply				ACI Support Specialists, LLC		1		'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Tracking purposes:
Lack of availability of personal assistance and developmental therapy services for Johnston Co.
-ACI Specialists (919-329-5671) has a waitlist of 100 members for services per staff's report on 8/3/2021.
-Writer has not been able to complete a referral to RHA Harnett/Johnston Co.  (919-894-5124) despite 4 attempts dating from 8/3/2021-8/19/2021 for the same member.		CORRECTIONS: Changed to internal employee concern, updated Provider and Service Type, Checked No for discussing with provider/agency and permission to use name		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8398		08/20/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Tracking purposes:
Lack of availability of personal assistance and developmental therapy services for Johnston Co.
-ACI Specialists (919-329-5671) has a waitlist of 100 members for services per staff's report on 8/3/2021.
-Writer has not been able to complete a referral to RHA Harnett/Johnston Co.  (919-894-5124) despite 4 attempts dating from 8/3/2021-8/19/2021 for the same member.
[NO MEMBER INFO PROVIDED]
8/20/21
Per submission, this will be resolved as tracking. This writer composed and sent ack/res email to inserted user.
No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		1

		12060		Kim Ware		08/19/2021		HUSKEY		JULIET		Consumer		Grievance		Access to Services		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Lutheran Family Services in the Carolinas		1		259354 - HUSKEY, JULIET		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Cumberland		0		1		In-State		Supervised Living 5600 C (Adult with Intellectual/Developmental Disabilities)		0		0		Member feels she has been offered support that she is not receiving.  Community Networking was approved and no service has started. She doesn't feel supported at times by the Residential staff who do not seem open to her going into the community. She would like to go the gym 2x per week and often feels she is told to go to her room and watch TV.		CORRECTIONS: DISABILITY CHANGED FROM TBI ONLY TO MULTI; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO DHSR		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8402		08/27/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member feels she has been offered support that she is not receiving. Community Networking was approved and no service has started. She doesn't feel supported at times by the Residential staff who do not seem open to her going into the community. She would like to go the gym 2x per week and often feels she is told to go to her room and watch TV.
JULIET HUSKEY
8/26/21 This writer contacted the insert user AH TBI CC Beth Callahan to clarify information entered. Per her report the member is the complainant and can be contacted directly. This wrier inquired if it was correct that the member did not give permission to use her name. Ms Calla]han explained that it was ok in that the provider will now it is her. This writer also inquired if it was ok to contact the member at the group home. This writer explained the role of QM and reason that clarification was needed in order to proceed with the concern. This writer made call to number listed for member (910) 633-5618; left vm message. This writer mailed an acknowledgment letter to member to address listed.(K.WARE,QAA)
8/27/21 This writer received email correspondence from Ms Callahan giving the number to reach the member at the group home. This writer made call (919) 973-0148 and spoke directly with Ms Huskey. This writer identified herself and purpose of call. Ms Huskey responded that she did not remember filing a grievance and didnt know. This writer gave her the concern information that was inserted by Beth Callahan and inquired if she would like to proceed. She responded "it doesn't matter because they dont do shit". this writer again explained the purpose of call and inquired if she would like to proceed. She responded "go ahead". This writer explained that an acknowledgment letter had been mailed to her address in Fayetteville and inquired if she received mail from that address to which she responded "no". This writer inquired regarding the group home address to which she stated "you have to look it up sorry i dont know and they dont do shit for people". This writer referred grievant to her assigned CC to continue to coordinate services with provider and that provider would be contacted and made aware of her concerns. Grievant mumbled then said ok and ended the call. This writer notified Ms Callahan that member did not remember filing and the conversation with member. She responded that it may be due to member's issues with short term memory. This writer reviewed information in JIVA noting several issues with member complainant sending multiple texts and making several phone calls to AH CC and her brother regarding multiple concerns and working together to coordinate responses with member. This writer made call to Program Director, Grace Togba (919) 480-4292 and discussed the concern submitted. Per Ms Togba she is aware of the matter and had spoken with AH CC Beth Callahan this morning and discussed the matter. Per her report there have been issues with staffing and hiring appropriate staff to begin the service. Ms Togba reports that interviews have been conducted and that a staff should be in place the beginning of September. This writer inquired if member was her own guardian. Per Ms Togba, the member's brother and sister are her assigned guardians. She reports that the group home has activities for member to participate, however, she refuses. She reports that member has been taken to the gym as she has requested. She reports that more recently member has become more agitated in that she is not able to visit her brother has frequently (per his requests and COVID concerns). While at the brother's the member is at times left unattended and can do whatever she would like to include smoking. At the group home she is not allowed to smoke due to COPD. Ms Togba also explained that member has refused telehealth appointments scheduled with the doctor. She reports that an appt is scheduled today and that staff are attempting to have the appt with member in the office in hopes that she does not refuse again today. Ms Togba reports coordinating with AH CC and guardian in regards to continued support and service provision. This writer has recommended that agency continue to document efforts and that per QM protocol, the matter will be tracked. Due to ack letter mailed to member's Fayetteville address, ackres letter mailed to group home address: 409 ebron rd. durham, nc. Member has been referred to her guardian, AH CC and provider regarding service provision. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		8

		12061		Kim Ware		08/20/2021		CALLAHAN		BETH		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Lutheran Family Services in the Carolinas		1		12545 - HOBBS, JUSTIN		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		1		In-State		Supervised Living 5600 C (Adult with Intellectual/Developmental Disabilities)		1		0		Informing a parent that member is not appropriate and that they are not equipped to take care of him. TBI CC asked if they were providing a 60 d written notice but has not been given a response. 

Member's initial admission was 6/14/2021 
He was hospitalized  July 1 - 14, 2021. 
Hospitalized July 24 - Aug 1 and re hospitalized on Aug 18th - present.

TBI CC participated in a called meeting 8-17 to discuss support of TBI / medically complex resident. The Program Director  called this emergency meeting to inform me that they were not able to serve our member with the current staff and needed additional staffing to meet his needs. The Program Director, House Manager, and the distantly located  contract nurse repeated stated this member was not suited for the program and they did not have the support to take care of him. The Allied Health and Specialized Consultative Support services along w/ the family have attempted to support. DUMC physicians have provided orders in various ways to help the program staff understand how to track and adjust to his Adipsic Diabetes Insipidus. Prior to admission much of this was offered however few staff have been able to consistently follow the protocol of making sure his fluid intake is close to even with his urine output every day. This along w/ the monitoring of his sodium labs and assisting with insomnia protocol when mismanaged affect his overall well being and endocrine function.   

Reportedly the managers are overwhelmed and have been described by the Allied Health and SCS staff to be  disinterested in trying to learn how to take care of this member. I've been told on numerous occasions they feel overwhelmed with too many admissions and not enough staff or adequately trained staff.  The contract nurse has repeatedly commented that the staff are unable to grasp the protocols and orders in place.		CORRECTIONS: Changed to internal employee concern; PRORITY CHANGED FROM HIGH TO ROUTINE; disability changed from tbi only to multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8405		08/27/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Informing a parent that member is not appropriate and that they are not equipped to take care of him. TBI CC asked if they were providing a 60 d written notice but has not been given a response. Member's initial admission was 6/14/2021 He was hospitalized July 1 - 14, 2021. Hospitalized July 24 - Aug 1 and re hospitalized on Aug 18th - present. TBI CC participated in a called meeting 8-17 to discuss support of TBI / medically complex resident. The Program Director called this emergency meeting to inform me that they were not able to serve our member with the current staff and needed additional staffing to meet his needs. The Program Director, House Manager, and the distantly located contract nurse repeated stated this member was not suited for the program and they did not have the support to take care of him. The Allied Health and Specialized Consultative Support services along w/ the family have attempted to support. DUMC physicians have provided orders in various ways to help the program staff understand how to track and adjust to his Adipsic Diabetes Insipidus. Prior to admission much of this was offered however few staff have been able to consistently follow the protocol of making sure his fluid intake is close to even with his urine output every day. This along w/ the monitoring of his sodium labs and assisting with insomnia protocol when mismanaged affect his overall well being and endocrine function. Reportedly the managers are overwhelmed and have been described by the Allied Health and SCS staff to be disinterested in trying to learn how to take care of this member. I've been told on numerous occasions they feel overwhelmed with too many admissions and not enough staff or adequately trained staff. The contract nurse has repeatedly commented that the staff are unable to grasp the protocols and orders in place.
JUSTIN HOBBS  ID: 12545 (DOB: 2/12/1981)
8/27/21 Review of information submitted indicates additional information related to concern # 12061 submitted on 7/28/21. Per discussion with Cristina Phillips, AH PND Supervisor IDD Long Term Support Services the plan moving forward is intradepartmental discussion on next steps in the matter to include, but not limited to, AH Compliance , CQR and PND. Cases linked and the matter tracked for potential trends. AckRes emailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		7

		12063		Todd Parker		08/20/2021		RUSHJACK		KAYLA		Consumer		Grievance		Access to Services		Assertive Community Tx Team				Multi-Disability		Child (0-17)		Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		1		45832 - RUSHJACK, KAYLA		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		1		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		utkuyfliyiy				Not Defined				8396				Not Defined		Not Defined		illjhgjkgkkjhk				0		1		0		(44,428)

		12064		Todd Parker		08/20/2021		Hines		Carol		Guardian		Grievance		LME/MCO Functions		Care Coordination (IDD)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		1		764888 - STANLEY, REGINALD		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Alamance		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		Mrs. Hines, the member's mother asked hat the following information be included in the grievance: I would like to share our unpleasant experience with how she interacted with our family; lack of experience and lack of compassion shown towards Reginald! It was stressful from the onset!		As supervisor for Heidi I reassigned a new LTS Care Navigator on 8/19/2021.
CORRECTIONS: Added Alliance as provider. Changed Nature of issue to LME/MCO Functions. Changed service to Care Coordination-IDD		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8399		08/24/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Mrs. Hines, the member's mother asked hat the following information be included in the grievance: I would like to share our unpleasant experience with how she interacted with our family; lack of experience and lack of compassion shown towards Reginald! It was stressful from the onset! 
Comments
As supervisor for Heidi I reassigned a new LTS Care Navigator on 8/19/2021. CORRECTIONS: Added Alliance as provider. Changed Nature of issue to LME/MCO Functions. Changed service to Care Coordination-IDD
Member:  Reginald Stanley		DOB: 6-4-84			ID:  764888
8-23-21
This writer contacted the insert user (Beverly Harris) to confirm that she has, in effect, already addressed the issue by changing the member’s staff. Writer received an email asking to have a conversation with this writer. The call was scheduled for tomorrow; 8-24-21.
T. Parker, I&G Manager
8-24-21
This writer spoke with Beverly Harris. Ms. Harris informed she has indeed spoken with the parent and changed staff. Writer explained that the resolution process would have involved QM contacting Ms. Harris, as the staff’s supervisor, to have her address the issue. He informed that because this has happened, it may not be necessary for him to speak with the grievant. Ms. Harris shared that grievant may be filing a grievance of her own. She further shared that the concerns the grievant has and the allegations against staff are not true. Writer informed that the grievances would be combined if another is received related to the same issue. Writer inquired as to whether Ms. Harris felt a call to the grievant would be helpful. Ms. Harris suggested that writer contact grievant. Writer will contact grievant to discuss her concerns. 
This writer was in the process of calling grievant but realized the insert user di not include a phone number for the grievant or the grievant’s full name. Writer emailed Beverly Harris asking her to provide that information. 

Writer later received an email from Ms. Harris providing the full name of grievant and her phone number:
Carol Hines
(984) 200-7600 (H)
(919) 265-7778 (C) 
Writer called grievant to discuss her concerns. Grievant indicated that she was very disappointed with her previous Care Navigator and does not want other families to have the same experience. Writer confirmed with grievant that she is satisfied that a new Care Navigator has been assigned but she had to request it. She does not feel that she should have had to make that request. Writer discussed how grievances against Alliance staff are addressed and shared that steps taken have already addressed the issue. Writer expressed gratitude for grievant bringing the issue to our attention and assured her that, although there are things he would not be able to share related to any disciplinary action that might be taken, these concerns are taken seriously. Grievant expressed that she understood and asked if there is a way to provide her concerns in writing as well.  Writer shared that there is a form on Alliance’s website to provide the complaint in writing. Writer shared that he can send the form to grievant when he sends the Ack/Res letter. Grievant agreed and provided her email address: senihca@gmail.com
Grievant asked that information be emailed. Writer composed Ack/Res letter and emailed the letter and Customer Service letter to grievant. Writer will upload the completed Customer Service form to this grievance when received. After reviewing the form, writer will share any pertinent information with Ms. Harris and address other concerns if necessary. No further action. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager		Confirmed:  Provider initiated corrective action		1		1		0		4

		12065		Hillary Vandewart		08/23/2021		Wilkie		Jessica		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Psychiatric Services				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Excalibur Youth Services LLC		1		114116 - SAWYER, JUSTICE		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		1		Out-of-State within 40 mile radius		PRTF		1		0		This writer is filing this on behalf of individual's father, Andrew Sawyer. Mr. Sawyer called this writer on Thursday the 19th to inform this writer that he is concern about individual's reports during a family call. Mr. Sawyer reported that individual is stating that since his admission on 6/6/2021, individual has not had access to a towel for showering and is using his dirty clothes to dry off. Mr. Sawyer reported that individual has lost close to 20lbs since admission (this was determined in the last CFT meeting held on 8/11/21) and individual does not seem to be gaining weight. Mr. Sawyer noted that individual was placed on Ensure following the last meeting to help address this. Individual is reporting that the food is so disgusting, it is difficult to eat, and staff will not even eat it. Mr. Sawyer reported that individual is also stating that weekend staff are encouraging residents to fight one another to get out aggression and do not intervene unless things get out of hand. This has all been reported with therapist present. This writer informed that writer would file a grievance on the families behalf. This writer spoke with PRTF therapist, Rayneice Pinckney, about these concerns. Therapist reported that individual did receive a towel at admission, and requested a new one the other day and was given a new one. Therapist reported that nursing is monitoring the weight loss and put individual on Ensure. Therapist will be sending an updated weight to this writer today. Therapist reported that she reported the complaint about staff encouraging fighting to the facility director and this was investigated and not substantiated. This writer did notify that writer would be filing a grievance to make sure these things are being addressed. Therapist reported that she understood and would get whatever is needed when requested. Jessica Wilkie, LCSW 8/23/2021		Changed to internal from Grievance.KMack Appeals Coordinator		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8407		09/21/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		This writer is filing this on behalf of individual's father, Andrew Sawyer. Mr. Sawyer called this writer on Thursday the 19th to inform this writer that he is concern about individual's reports during a family call. Mr. Sawyer reported that individual is stating that since his admission on 6/6/2021, individual has not had access to a towel for showering and is using his dirty clothes to dry off. Mr. Sawyer reported that individual has lost close to 20lbs since admission (this was determined in the last CFT meeting held on 8/11/21) and individual does not seem to be gaining weight. Mr. Sawyer noted that individual was placed on Ensure following the last meeting to help address this. Individual is reporting that the food is so disgusting, it is difficult to eat, and staff will not even eat it. Mr. Sawyer reported that individual is also stating that weekend staff are encouraging residents to fight one another to get out aggression and do not intervene unless things get out of hand. This has all been reported with therapist present. This writer informed that writer would file a grievance on the families behalf. This writer spoke with PRTF therapist, Rayneice Pinckney, about these concerns. Therapist reported that individual did receive a towel at admission, and requested a new one the other day and was given a new one. Therapist reported that nursing is monitoring the weight loss and put individual on Ensure. Therapist will be sending an updated weight to this writer today. Therapist reported that she reported the complaint about staff encouraging fighting to the facility director and this was investigated and not substantiated. This writer did notify that writer would be filing a grievance to make sure these things are being addressed. Therapist reported that she understood and would get whatever is needed when requested. Jessica Wilkie, LCSW 8/23/2021
[PT: Justice Sawyer				DOB: 4/10/07				ID: 114116]	
8/30/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
9/8/21
This writer reached out to William Mulkey, SC State Clinical Director for Broadstep, to confirm that he is the appropriate contact for sharing concerns. He confirmed and asked that this writer email him as well as Amanda Deines (QA representative) with the information so that they could look into the matter further. This writer agreed and sent concern details with a deadline of 9/15.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
9/17/21
This writer sent follow-up email to Mr. Mulkey requesting an update/response.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
9/21/21
This writer was assigned a new concern (12153) regarding same member/provider. Member was picked up from PRTF on 9/20 and several injuries were noted (bruising, weight loss, etc). This writer connected this concern within portal. 
This writer discussed concerns with supervisor, Todd Parker, who advised that he would likely be having a discussion with Care Management leadership (Walter Linney, Katie Penree) regarding their concerns about Hampton/Venice PRTFs and member safety. He advised that this writer discuss concerns with internal complainant and advise that she contact SC oversight entities for health/safety concerns.
This writer discussed concerns with Jessica Wilkie, internal complainant and she reported that she had not filed any reports however did confirm that member’s guardian filed a CPS report and a police report and that he also planned to file with the licensure entity. This writer recommended that with health/safety issues, she should also file. She also informed this writer that the member’s guardian planned to file his own grievance following conversations he had with the member. She also added that staff were vaping in front of kids on the unit and would open the emergency exit and stand with the door open to smoke (would threaten kids if they would run out). Parents reported that child looked “emaciated.”
This writer discussed with Jessica that this concern would be closed and connected with 12153 as they are pertaining to the same member/provider/issues. This will be tracked in the system and all follow-up correspondence will be included in concern follow-up as well as #12153. This writer will continue to follow up with provider regarding this and other concerns. This writer sent resolution letter to internal complainant informing her of the same. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		29

		12066		Kim Ware		08/23/2021		CARLO		CHARLENE		Guardian		Grievance		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Alpha Management Services, Inc.		1		11854 - CARLO, ANJELICA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		1		In-State		Supervised Living 5600 C (Adult with Intellectual/Developmental Disabilities)		1		1		Anjelica Carlo's mother/guardian, Charlene Carlo, has requested that a grievance is submitted to refute the billing/authorized payment for residential services level 3 group home, to the residential provider, Frankie and Jamie Care Home, LLC, who operate under the provider agency of Alpha Management Services. According to Ms. Carlo, the home was a Psychiatric Residential Treatment Facility, which she did not agree to. Ms. Carlo indicated that as a result of going to this treatment facility, her daughter was traumatized. Ms. Carlo indicated that her daughter entered this facility on 05-27-2021 and was brought home approximately 72 hours later (on 05-31-2021). Ms. Carlo stated that she was lied to and mislead as this was not the type of facility she  had agreed to, and it was outside of the catchment area. Ms. Carlo stated that she was lied to about the type of residential setting this was, and that her daughter was taken advantage of because she was her own guardian at the time of the residential placement. Ms. Carlo has since become her daughter's legal guardian. Ms. Carlo provided CN with a document detailing these accounts and they are entered in the clinical documentation section. 
Ms. Carlo's desire is to have the Medicaid funding recouped which was used to pay the residential provider during her daughter's stay in the residential setting.
The letter from Ms. Carlo is dated 07-12-2021, but the correspondence attached to the letter contains additional dates of communication with the involved parties. It is not known to this CN, if Ms. Carlo had direct contact with the residential provider during this time		Corrected the date to show today's date since just entered in system KMack Appeals Coordinator
CORRECTIONS: UNCHECKED FROM PT;CHANGED NAME OF COMPLAINANT FROM MEMBER'S; AGAINST CHANGED FROM OTHER TO PROVIDER		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8406		08/30/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Anjelica Carlo's mother/guardian, Charlene Carlo, has requested that a grievance is submitted to refute the billing/authorized payment for residential services level 3 group home, to the residential provider, Frankie and Jamie Care Home, LLC, who operate under the provider agency of Alpha Management Services. According to Ms. Carlo, the home was a Psychiatric Residential Treatment Facility, which she did not agree to. Ms. Carlo indicated that as a result of going to this treatment facility, her daughter was traumatized. Ms. Carlo indicated that her daughter entered this facility on 05-27-2021 and was brought home approximately 72 hours later (on 05-31-2021). Ms. Carlo stated that she was lied to and mislead as this was not the type of facility she had agreed to, and it was outside of the catchment area. Ms. Carlo stated that she was lied to about the type of residential setting this was, and that her daughter was taken advantage of because she was her own guardian at the time of the residential placement. Ms. Carlo has since become her daughter's legal guardian. Ms. Carlo provided CN with a document detailing these accounts and they are entered in the clinical documentation section. Ms. Carlo's desire is to have the Medicaid funding recouped which was used to pay the residential provider during her daughter's stay in the residential setting. The letter from Ms. Carlo is dated 07-12-2021, but the correspondence attached to the letter contains additional dates of communication with the involved parties. It is not known to this CN, if Ms. Carlo had direct contact with the residential provider during this time
ANJELICA CARLO    ID: 11854   (DO: 11/25/1990)
8/24/21 This writer was contacted by AH LTS Supervisor, Keshai Bunch in regards to recent complaints made by Ms Carlo. Ms Bunch inquired regarding the number of complaints made by Ms. Carlo and how they were resolved by QM. Initial review, this writer explained to Ms. Bunch that there were not many. Ms Bunch explained that mgmt. was attempting to clarify some information and requested the possibility of a report by QM. This writer explained that she would staff with Todd Parker, Incident & Grievance Mgr regarding the matter and follow up. This writer staffed with T Parker. Mr Parker pulled the MicroStrategy report noting cases for the member. Based on data, there were 3 cases as follows: 11870- withdrawn by complainant.  11901- internal (by Ms Bunch)- info or technical assistance provided to complainant and 12066- submitted by guardian 8/23/21 (open case).  QM plans to follow its protocol in the handling of the grievance with the grievant. 
8/25/21 Call to Ms Carlo at number listed; left vm message.(K.WARE,QAA)
8/26/21 This writer emailed K Bunch with the requested information informing Ms. Bunch of the role of QM and preference for data request information.(K.WARE,QAA)
8/30/21 Call to grievant; left vm message. No response to previous message left. This writer received a return call from Ms Carlo. This writer identified herself, purpose of call and role of QM. Ms Carlo explained that she did not file a grievance. but that it is a "fact". She reports that the issue is that someone is "lying" either Alliance or Alpha Mgmt. She reports that her daughter was placed at the facility under false pretenses. She reports that the funding for room and board was not to come from Anji's money but from Alliance Health. She reports that it should not come out of her budget. She reports  that AH did not give full disclosure regarding the facility type. Ms Carlo reports that she is going to the state with this information and Disability Rights. She reports that she is currently going through her daughter's files and is upset that so much has been redacted and that it took so long to get it. She was hesitant to discuss the matter further with this writer stating that she did not trust the phone calls being recorded and appearing to be one sided as the information she has seen thus far in her daughter's records. Ms Carlo was adamant that it was not a grievance and that she did not want it processed that way. She reports that she would prefer the case went "upstairs". This writer attempted to clarify who she meant and again the role of QM. She reports that she spoke at length with Mr Rob Bell who was very helpful. She reports he directed her to the care coordinator. She reports that this is not a grievance or complaint issue but facts that she submitted to UM to "fix". Again stating this is not a grievance. This writer explained  that correspondence could be sent to her indicating her wish to withdraw the matter as a grievance. Ms Carlo indicated she did not need a letter or want a letter. This writer inquired that Ms Carlo's plan is to continue to work with "the state" to figure out the matter. She reports that this writer does not know what she is saying to the state. This writer again attempted to clarify what Ms Carlo needed in regards to her concern. She continued to say this is not a grievance and  will be taking this upstairs to whoever is over Ms Angel Felton-Gore and Jeff Payne and care coordination. She reports that" it is deeper than a grievance" and that she is going to "let the state figure it out" because it looks like nothing is happening with Alliance or Alpha Mgmt. Again she confirmed that this is not a grievance. She has indicated that this writer can correspond with her via email and not a letter. This writer staffed case with T Parker. In that the complainant indicated it as not a grievance this writer plans to followup with her via email per her request that she is not filing a grievance and case withdrawn/closed with no further. Per Ms Carlo's request this writer emailed her at survivingautism@gmail.com indicating her wish for the matter not to be processed as a grievance. This writer received notification confirming email delivery. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		withdrawn		1		1		0		7

		12072		Kristie White		08/24/2021		Buico		Paul		Guardian		Grievance		Client Rights		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		18-20		Home Care Solutions of NC, LLC		1		86336 - BUICO, MARIA		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		1		In-State		Supervised Living 5600 C (Adult with Intellectual/Developmental Disabilities)		1		1		This is in regards to Member Maria Buico, member ID 86336. SC (Mike Held, Service Consultant) attended a virtual Zoom meeting with the guardians, Erika Burracchio and Paul Buico, as well as Care Navigator Johnathan Bostic and then CEOs/Executive Directors of Home Care Solutions, Latonya and Dwain Jones. The meeting was scheduled to go over several concerns both guardians had received from the member herself in regards to possible client rights and privacy infringements at the home where Maria (member) receives residential supports services from Home Care Solutions. Both guardians wanted to allow Home Care Solutions a chance to contact group home staff and find out what was happening and did not want SC to file a grievance at that time in fear of possible retaliation at the home as well as they wanted to give the provider agency a chance to rectify the issues. SC followed up with provider the following Friday 8/20 as they had not yet communicated their response to the allegations/concerns shared at the 8/13 meeting as they had indicated they would. Home Care Solutions then sent SC their response and SC forwarded to both guardians for them to review. Both guardians were not happy with the response and communicated with SC that they were okay with SC filing the grievance on their behalf and agreed to be contacted as a result of the grievance on Monday 8/23. These are the concerns that were brought to the attention of the guardians from Maria: member was being warned that if she acted out in the home, that staff would not transport her to her part-time job she has at Subway; member was not being allowed to have privacy when calling her parents on the phone (i.e.. being made to talk on speaker phone in the living room as opposed to her bedroom); member was having her tablet taken away as punishment and there is a concern that is not on the behavioral plan, that there was were not enough fruits or vegetables being served at the home; and that, after the meeting on 8/13, Maria was told she could only use her phone on Wednesdays and Saturdays; that Maria had not been taken to church as she had requested despite SC asking QP Brittany Moore about the situation and the QP confirming the issue was taken care of (SC had sent the QP the 5 different Mass times at the church located less than 10 minutes away from the home and was told the problem was taken care of but it was confirmed later at the 8/13 meeting by Dwain Jones that he had a strong conviction on not taking her to church due to COVID and that was not happening. SC received word that the home took Maria to church this past weekend on 8/22). Paul Buico also agreed to be contacted in regards to this grievance and his phone number is 919-827-2814.		CORRECTIONS: DATE CHANGED FROM 8/13 TO 8/24		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8401		08/30/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		This is in regards to Member Maria Buico, member ID 86336. SC (Mike Held, Service Consultant) attended a virtual Zoom meeting with the guardians, Erika Burracchio and Paul Buico, as well as Care Navigator Johnathan Bostic and then CEOs/Executive Directors of Home Care Solutions, Latonya and Dwain Jones. The meeting was scheduled to go over several concerns both guardians had received from the member herself in regards to possible client rights and privacy infringements at the home where Maria (member) receives residential supports services from Home Care Solutions. Both guardians wanted to allow Home Care Solutions a chance to contact group home staff and find out what was happening and did not want SC to file a grievance at that time in fear of possible retaliation at the home as well as they wanted to give the provider agency a chance to rectify the issues. SC followed up with provider the following Friday 8/20 as they had not yet communicated their response to the allegations/concerns shared at the 8/13 meeting as they had indicated they would. Home Care Solutions then sent SC their response and SC forwarded to both guardians for them to review. Both guardians were not happy with the response and communicated with SC that they were okay with SC filing the grievance on their behalf and agreed to be contacted as a result of the grievance on Monday 8/23. These are the concerns that were brought to the attention of the guardians from Maria: member was being warned that if she acted out in the home, that staff would not transport her to her part-time job she has at Subway; member was not being allowed to have privacy when calling her parents on the phone (i.e.. being made to talk on speaker phone in the living room as opposed to her bedroom); member was having her tablet taken away as punishment and there is a concern that is not on the behavioral plan, that there was were not enough fruits or vegetables being served at the home; and that, after the meeting on 8/13, Maria was told she could only use her phone on Wednesdays and Saturdays; that Maria had not been taken to church as she had requested despite SC asking QP Brittany Moore about the situation and the QP confirming the issue was taken care of (SC had sent the QP the 5 different Mass times at the church located less than 10 minutes away from the home and was told the problem was taken care of but it was confirmed later at the 8/13 meeting by Dwain Jones that he had a strong conviction on not taking her to church due to COVID and that was not happening. SC received word that the home took Maria to church this past weekend on 8/22). Paul Buico also agreed to be contacted in regards to this grievance and his phone number is 919-827-2814.
Patient: Maria Buico Patient ID: 86336 DOB: 03/02/2001
08/24/21-Grievance- Against Home Care Solutions- client rights; privacy infringement (same member and provider as 12050). KMack Appeals Coordinator
08/26/21-This writer reached out to guardian Paul Buico about information on this grievance with no answer. Left a message and awaiting return call about this grievance. Received call back from Paul Buico he left message due to this writer being in a meeting and unable to answer the call. KMack Appeals Coordinator
Received call back from Paul Buico and he is moving his daughter from them as of this weekend. He was upset about this agency and said they are not doing nothing for his child and he wanted someone to do something to this agency (Sanctions, close them down) This writer advised we investigate the concern the member/member guardian and ask the provider about these allegations. I advised we will have reached out them about these issues per Internal Concern filed previously (12050). He stated the provider will lie about the issues. This writer advised member guardian (Paul Buico) that we will track these issues for a pattern or trend. Advised Mr. Buico that both the provider and the member are our customers and we have to listen to both sides and the provider has an opportunity to rectify the issues. He has chosen to move his daughter so we will still track the issues and if they are a pattern a different process will happen. He got upset and hung up the phone yelling, “we do nothing.”  The provider has responded previously to concern#12050 about same issues and do not want to reach back out them since per member guardian they may retaliate  against the member and they are relocating her to another home this weekend. KMack Appeals Coordinator
08/30/21-Sending ack/resolution letter to grievant and closing this grievance as tracking. KMack Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		6

		12073		Kim Ware		08/24/2021		ONEAL		TAMECA		Guardian		Grievance		Quality of Services		Multisystemic Therapy (MST)				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Haire Enterprises, LLC		1		105269 - ONEAL, SHIDAREUS		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		[CID: 592139 ]   
CALLER'S NAME/Relationship if not member: Tameca Oneal- mother
MEMBER'S NAME (if different): Shidareus Oneal
DOB: 12/04/2007
ADDRESS: 4849 Old Field Rd
PHONE: 910-495-5492
COUNTY: Cumberland
INSURANCE: Medicaid
MENTAL STATUS: ODD and DMDD; ADHD.Denies SI/HI/AVH. Had behavior issues which resulted in client being IVC’d to day to CFVH.
MENTAL HEALTH HISTORY: Open to Haire Enterprises, which caller refers to as “C-Rap.”
SUBSTANCES: N/S
MEDICAL/PCP: N/S
MEDICATIONS: N/S
IDD: None per ACS Dx module
TBI:  N/S
SEVERITY:  Non threshold. Caller is with member in CFVH where member is currently under IVC.
DISPOSITION:  LC gathered the following information that caller would like to include as allegations in her grievance to be filed against the child’s provider, Haire Enterprises (MST). Caller reports the following issues: 1. Caller believes the provider has mislead her into IVCing her son, Shidareus, today. She reports that the IVC may now interfere with the member’s transportation to a residential program that was recently arranged for member. 2. Caller wonders whether the provider is properly billing the MST services, though caller states she has no specific knowledge of how the MST is being billed. Caller would like to explore that area further.  3.The provider video recorded sessions with the client, which caller was not allowed to review; the session(s) were deleted without caller’s knowledge. 4.Caller believes Haire Enterprises is not doing an effective job of providing therapeutic services to her son; believes in some ways they have made things worse. 5.Family MST counseling sessions have not included the member’s siblings, which is contrary to caller’s understanding of how the sessions should occur. Ms Oneal provides permission in this call for her name to be used in the grievance she is filing today. Writer filed the requested grievance today on caller’s behalf.--DC Rhyne, LCSW------		CORRECTIONS: UNCHECKED FROM PT; CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME FROM MEMBER'S; SOURCE CHANGED FROM FAMILY MEMBER TO GUARDIAN; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO NOT LICENSED		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8404		09/17/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID: 592139 ] CALLER'S NAME/Relationship if not member: Tameca Oneal- mother MEMBER'S NAME (if different): Shidareus Oneal DOB: 12/04/2007 ADDRESS: 4849 Old Field Rd PHONE: 910-495-5492 COUNTY: Cumberland INSURANCE: Medicaid MENTAL STATUS: ODD and DMDD; ADHD.Denies SI/HI/AVH. Had behavior issues which resulted in client being IVC’d to day to CFVH. MENTAL HEALTH HISTORY: Open to Haire Enterprises, which caller refers to as “C-Rap.” SUBSTANCES: N/S MEDICAL/PCP: N/S MEDICATIONS: N/S IDD: None per ACS Dx module TBI: N/S SEVERITY: Non threshold. Caller is with member in CFVH where member is currently under IVC. DISPOSITION: LC gathered the following information that caller would like to include as allegations in her grievance to be filed against the child’s provider, Haire Enterprises (MST). Caller reports the following issues: 1. Caller believes the provider has mislead her into IVCing her son, Shidareus, today. She reports that the IVC may now interfere with the member’s transportation to a residential program that was recently arranged for member. 2. Caller wonders whether the provider is properly billing the MST services, though caller states she has no specific knowledge of how the MST is being billed. Caller would like to explore that area further. 3.The provider video recorded sessions with the client, which caller was not allowed to review; the session(s) were deleted without caller’s knowledge. 4.Caller believes Haire Enterprises is not doing an effective job of providing therapeutic services to her son; believes in some ways they have made things worse. 5.Family MST counseling sessions have not included the member’s siblings, which is contrary to caller’s understanding of how the sessions should occur. Ms Oneal provides permission in this call for her name to be used in the grievance she is filing today. Writer filed the requested grievance today on caller’s behalf.--DC Rhyne, LCSW------
SHIDAREUS ONEAL   ID: 105269   (DOB: 12/4/2007
8/25/21 Call to complainant (910) 495-5492; left vm message.(K.WARE,QAA)
8/26/21 Call to grievant; left message with person answering phone requesting return call.(K.WARE,QAA)
8/27/21 Call to grievant; left vm message. No response. Acknowledgment letter mailed to address indicated.(K.WARE,QAA)
9/13/21 To date, no response from grievant. This writer made call and spoke directly with grievant. This writer identified herself and the purpose of call. Discussed matters of concern. Per Ms Oneal the agency did not provide appropriate therapy, did not include the family, and made things worse noting that the provider undermined her parenting. She reports that the staff is more concerned with their “Gucci and nice clothes”. Per her report she noticed changes in her son’s behaviors due to the provider. She reports that a change in therapist was made after she spoke with the owner, however it did not help. Per her report the counselors made promises to her son i.e promises of going out to get a burger, and not followed through. This writer explained role of QM and next steps. Ms. Oneal confirmed her mailing address and this writer inquire if she had received the ack letter which she was unsure but would check. Permission to use name when discussing the matter with the provider. Ms Oneal confirmed that she spoke with the provider about her concerns, but they seemed not to care. She reports that she wasn’t going to file but that AH needed to know that the staff do not do a good job.(K.WARE,QAA)
9/14/21 This writer made call and spoke with Ms. Denise Haire at Haire Enterprises (910) 488-7517 and made her awer of the concern. Ms Haire was well aware of the member and the grievant. She reports that the agency did everything possible to assist the member and family and offered its due diligence. She reports that the mother had accused the clinical director of “liking her husband” and the staff being ‘jealous of her”. Per Ms Haire the agency provided transportation for member to current placement due to the mother being afraid of the member.  Per Ms Haire, the agency coordinated with AH care coordination and DSS and provided appropriate treatment for member. Per discussion this writer emailed the concern information directly for review and response due within 3-5 business days of receipt of the notification: denisehaire@seasidehc.com.(K.WARE,QAA)
9/15/21 Agency response received and attached. Per Ms. Haire agency offered its due diligence in each matter of concern and areas of quality improvement found have been addressed and documented. Agency coordinated care, followed protocol including billing and documentation as well as best interest of member and follow through with placement.(K.WARE,QAA)
9/17/21 Call to complaint and made her aware of the actions taken to address her concerns and ensured her that her concerns were being tracked. Ms Oneal went on to say that is what she needed to happen so that AH knows what they are dealing with. This writer has referred Ms Oneal to AH CC in regards to services and supports that have been put in place for member. Resolution letter mailed to complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		24

		12076		Kim Ware		08/25/2021		WHACK		MARICKA		Provider		External Stakeholder Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Not Service Related				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Not Defined		1		589228 - CARTER, WALTER		White		Not Defined		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		VOCA Corporation of NC dba Community Alternatives of NC (CANC) received a referral for Walter Carter. Walter’s mother, Elizabeth Carter, is his guardian. They resided in Garner, NC in Johnston County since 2017. Walter has attended Able to Service Day Program for approximately three years. He has a diagnosis with Moderate Intellectual Disability, Communication Disorder, Scoliosis, small Aorta and possible Marfan Syndrome and Autism Spectrum diagnoses. Based on his psychological evaluation, Walter met and meets the criteria for admission to an Intermediate Care Facility.  Walter has been admitted to ICF IDD services with CANC; however, there is an outstanding issue with his Medicaid that needs to be resolved.
On May 6, 2021, Jermaine Kearney, Program Manager (PM) received Walter’s referral for ICF IDD services from Jodi Mangum, Alliance’s Olmstead Liaison.  At the time, Walter didn’t have Medicaid. 
CANC worked with Walter’s family in order to reinstate Medicaid. Jermaine instructed the family to complete paperwork from Johnston County DSS. Elizabeth Carter (Walter’s Guardian) and Kimberly Carter went to Johnston County to complete paperwork to reinstate his Medicaid. They spoke with Leslie Dixon, Johnston County DSS. Ms. Dixon advise them to complete a FL-2 form and stated the form would need to be signed by Walter’s physician. Ms. Elizabeth Carter submitted bank accounts, and other documents to DSS at that time. Elizabeth took Walter to his physician in order to get the FL-2 form completed and signed. They returned to Johnston County DSS and were told that the FL-2 form was incorrect. They asked whether the form was what Ms. Dixon had provided. The DSS worker told the family that Walter’s Medicaid would be approved pending review of the documents Ms. Elizabeth submitted and once he is admitted into the group home. Ms. Elizabeth left Jermaine’s contact information with Johnston County DSS.  
On June 15, 2021, Elizabeth Carter (Walter’s Guardian) and Kimberly Carter let Jermaine know that the family was having issues with Johnston County in terms of getting the correct document for Walter. CANC sent Alliance Level of Care (LOC) Document to the Carter family. CANC instructed Mrs. Carter that Walter’s physician would need to sign the LOC so CANC can submit to Alliance and Johnston County DSS.  This is a normal process as stated in the Innovation Waiver manual for Level Of Care- ICF/IDD.
On June 16, 2021 Kimberly Carter and Elizabeth Carter spoke with Ms. Dixon’s supervisor, Amy Althaus, to explain CANC process that an FL-2 form is not necessary but an LOC is what MCO/LME is required. 
On June 23, 2021, Dr. Feyisayo Adeyina MD signed the LOC. CANC attempted to submit the LOC to Alliance, however Walter’s Medicaid was not yet approved; so, CANC could not submit the LOC to Alliance and waited for Johnston County to approve Medicaid coverage as this is the normal process.  
On June 30, 2021, Walter was admitted into Hickory 2 ICF group home.
On July 1, 2021 Laura Miles, Business Manager, faxed the LOC to Leslie Dixon at Johnston County DSS.
Around July 16 – 20th Laura Miles spoke with Leslie and indicated that if the Medicaid wasn’t approved we’d have to obtain another LOC.  Leslie stated that she was going to give the LOC to her supervisor, Amy Althaus.
On July 22, 2021, CANC got a second LOC signed by physician, Sampson Harrell, MD, as it expired for the purpose of requesting a service authorization request (within 30 days of the doctors signature).
On July 28, 2021 Laura Miles called and left a voice message with Amy Althaus, Johnston County Medicaid DSS.
On August 4, 2021 Laura Miles called Amy Althaus again and followed up with an email regarding Walter’s status.
On August 9, 2021 Amy Althaus emailed Laura and stated that she was waiting on the approved level of care to be able to approve the Medicaid application. Laura Miles asked “how long will it take to finalize the Medicaid application?”  
On August 11, 2021 Amy Althaus stated that she emailed Johnston County OST representative with the state. The OST representative stated that Medicaid would start the date the doctor approved the LOC which was 8/9/2021. If there was a need to retro the Medicaid, the doctor would need to put that date on the LOC approval date. Until then we cannot retro unless the doctor approves those retro dates.  Note, CANC possessed 2 LOCs with doctors signatures of June 23, 2021 and July 22, 2021.
Alliance MCO authorized ICF services at Hickory 2 start date for 8/1/2021 to 12/19/2021  
Two LOCs were signed over the course of trying to resolve the Medicaid approval.  Mr. Carter’s physician signed one on  6/23/2021 and 7/22/2021.  Alliance’s physician, Dr. Heidi Middendorf, MD.,  signed one dated 7/22/2021 on  August 9,2021 at the request of Johnson DSS.  In similar cases, a consumer’s physician signed the LOC and DSS would retro the date based on the consumer’s physician signature and date, not a MCO physician signature date.  Due to the back and forth conversations with Johnson representatives, Mr. Carter’s service authorizations have been delayed as it’s customary for the MCO to approve services after the Medicaid indicator is active.  This will allow the MCO to get information into the system so that agency would be able to submit a request for services.
As a resolution, CANC is requesting for Medicaid to be reinstated back to 6/30/2021 so Alliance can authorize for ICF services at Hickory 2 from 6/30/2021.		CORRECTIONS; CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO FROM MEMBER'S; NOT SERVICE RELATED (AGAINST DSS)		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8421		09/20/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		VOCA Corporation of NC dba Community Alternatives of NC (CANC) received a referral for Walter Carter. Walter’s mother, Elizabeth Carter, is his guardian. They resided in Garner, NC in Johnston County since 2017. Walter has attended Able to Service Day Program for approximately three years. He has a diagnosis with Moderate Intellectual Disability, Communication Disorder, Scoliosis, small Aorta and possible Marfan Syndrome and Autism Spectrum diagnoses. Based on his psychological evaluation, Walter met and meets the criteria for admission to an Intermediate Care Facility. Walter has been admitted to ICF IDD services with CANC; however, there is an outstanding issue with his Medicaid that needs to be resolved. On May 6, 2021, Jermaine Kearney, Program Manager (PM) received Walter’s referral for ICF IDD services from Jodi Mangum, Alliance’s Olmstead Liaison. At the time, Walter didn’t have Medicaid. CANC worked with Walter’s family in order to reinstate Medicaid. Jermaine instructed the family to complete paperwork from Johnston County DSS. Elizabeth Carter (Walter’s Guardian) and Kimberly Carter went to Johnston County to complete paperwork to reinstate his Medicaid. They spoke with Leslie Dixon, Johnston County DSS. Ms. Dixon advise them to complete a FL-2 form and stated the form would need to be signed by Walter’s physician. Ms. Elizabeth Carter submitted bank accounts, and other documents to DSS at that time. Elizabeth took Walter to his physician in order to get the FL-2 form completed and signed. They returned to Johnston County DSS and were told that the FL-2 form was incorrect. They asked whether the form was what Ms. Dixon had provided. The DSS worker told the family that Walter’s Medicaid would be approved pending review of the documents Ms. Elizabeth submitted and once he is admitted into the group home. Ms. Elizabeth left Jermaine’s contact information with Johnston County DSS. On June 15, 2021, Elizabeth Carter (Walter’s Guardian) and Kimberly Carter let Jermaine know that the family was having issues with Johnston County in terms of getting the correct document for Walter. CANC sent Alliance Level of Care (LOC) Document to the Carter family. CANC instructed Mrs. Carter that Walter’s physician would need to sign the LOC so CANC can submit to Alliance and Johnston County DSS. This is a normal process as stated in the Innovation Waiver manual for Level Of Care- ICF/IDD. On June 16, 2021 Kimberly Carter and Elizabeth Carter spoke with Ms. Dixon’s supervisor, Amy Althaus, to explain CANC process that an FL-2 form is not necessary but an LOC is what MCO/LME is required. On June 23, 2021, Dr. Feyisayo Adeyina MD signed the LOC. CANC attempted to submit the LOC to Alliance, however Walter’s Medicaid was not yet approved; so, CANC could not submit the LOC to Alliance and waited for Johnston County to approve Medicaid coverage as this is the normal process. On June 30, 2021, Walter was admitted into Hickory 2 ICF group home. On July 1, 2021 Laura Miles, Business Manager, faxed the LOC to Leslie Dixon at Johnston County DSS. Around July 16 – 20th Laura Miles spoke with Leslie and indicated that if the Medicaid wasn’t approved we’d have to obtain another LOC. Leslie stated that she was going to give the LOC to her supervisor, Amy Althaus. On July 22, 2021, CANC got a second LOC signed by physician, Sampson Harrell, MD, as it expired for the purpose of requesting a service authorization request (within 30 days of the doctors signature). On July 28, 2021 Laura Miles called and left a voice message with Amy Althaus, Johnston County Medicaid DSS. On August 4, 2021 Laura Miles called Amy Althaus again and followed up with an email regarding Walter’s status. On August 9, 2021 Amy Althaus emailed Laura and stated that she was waiting on the approved level of care to be able to approve the Medicaid application. Laura Miles asked “how long will it take to finalize the Medicaid application?” On August 11, 2021 Amy Althaus stated that she emailed Johnston County OST representative with the state. The OST representative stated that Medicaid would start the date the doctor approved the LOC which was 8/9/2021. If there was a need to retro the Medicaid, the doctor would need to put that date on the LOC approval date. Until then we cannot retro unless the doctor approves those retro dates. Note, CANC possessed 2 LOCs with doctors signatures of June 23, 2021 and July 22, 2021. Alliance MCO authorized ICF services at Hickory 2 start date for 8/1/2021 to 12/19/2021 Two LOCs were signed over the course of trying to resolve the Medicaid approval. Mr. Carter’s physician signed one on 6/23/2021 and 7/22/2021. Alliance’s physician, Dr. Heidi Middendorf, MD., signed one dated 7/22/2021 on August 9,2021 at the request of Johnson DSS. In similar cases, a consumer’s physician signed the LOC and DSS would retro the date based on the consumer’s physician signature and date, not a MCO physician signature date. Due to the back and forth conversations with Johnson representatives, Mr. Carter’s service authorizations have been delayed as it’s customary for the MCO to approve services after the Medicaid indicator is active. This will allow the MCO to get information into the system so that agency would be able to submit a request for services. As a resolution, CANC is requesting for Medicaid to be reinstated back to 6/30/2021 so Alliance can authorize for ICF services at Hickory 2 from 6/30/2021.
WALTER CARTER   ID: 589228   (DOB: 10/31/1956)
8/25/21 This writer contacted insert user, AH PND Bill Young to clarify information entered. Per his report the complaint is Marika Whack, CEO of VOCA against Alliance Health and DSS and wanting Medicaid reinstated for member. Mr Young was uncertain as to who it was against. This writer explained to insert user how to enter case and correction made by this writer to indicate external stakeholder concern. This writer explained that she was unsure of next steps due to the nature of the concern.(K.WARE,QAA)
8/26/21 Staffed case during supervision with Incident & Grievance Mgr T Parker. Per case consult, the nature of the case is not in the purview of AH. Recommendations: Complainant to be referred to DSS or Medicaid and case to be closed. Call to complainant, left vm message.(K.WARE,QAA)
No response from complainant. Ack mailed.(K.WARE,QAA)
9/3/21 Bill Young reached out to QM regarding the status of the concern. QAA Hillary responded in the absence of this writer explaining that “I touched base with Todd after reviewing the information provided, and it does not appear that this matter would be in the purview of QM/Alliance as it appears to be an issue with Johnston County DSS/NC Medicaid. Kim will likely be recommending that the external stakeholder/complainant reach out to these entities for assistance.” Bill Young indicated that he would follow up with the complainant as well.(K.WARE,QAA)
9/13/21 call to complainant; no response.(K.WARE,QAA)
9/20/21 This writer made call and spoke with Ms Whack. This writer confirmed with her that she had been contacted by Bill young and referred to DSS in that the matter is not in the purview of AH and not in reference to current authorizations. Ms Whack continued to explain that she believes that it is a systemic issue. She explained that the agency has experienced these issues when stepping a member down to another LOC in that the Medicaid does not begin until the member is actually in the facility. She reports that she has followed up with DSS and they seem to not understand in the matter. She reprots that the period of 6/23-7/31 the agency was not paid for services provided due to Medicaid issues. This writer has referred her to take it a step higher with the state if not pleased with the answer received from DSS. She plans to follow up with DHHS in the matter. This writer explained that although not in the purview of AH, the matter it will be tracked. Ms Whack thanked this writer. This writer explained that she would receive a resolution letter indicating referral to DSS. Resolution letter mailed to complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		26

		12079		Kim Ware		08/25/2021		ACEBO		JUSTIN		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Crisis - Inpatient		Facility Based Crisis		Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		MONARCH		1		736997 - DUGGER, MONROE		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		The following grievance is being submitted at the recommendation of Heidi E. Middendorf M.D., Associate Medical Director Alliance Health to ensure action was taken by Alliance staff to 
document and assess the allegation that was made by the member, Monroe Dugger against Monarch SECU for being held inpatient.  Member was admitted to Monarch on 08/03 on IVC due to worsening agitation, mood instability, aggression, threats to cut his wrists/throat and HI directed toward parents. Father reported that just prior to ED admission, youth threatened to cut his throat and then repeatedly stabbed the counter so hard he broke the knife.  Recommendation for PRTF was made by Monarch based upon continued safety concerns and treatment history.  Member has continued to report that he does not require continued inpatient/residential treatment at Monarch or another facility.  

Per reauthorizations in Jiva and conversations with Ms. Lori Davis at Monarch, as of 08/19 the member has been speaking with the child attorney assigned to Monarch/Mecklenburg County court about being held at Monarch and possible transfer to residential treatment facility.  Member is requesting discharge back to home. Monarch staff are providing him with unrestricted access to the assigned lawyer and is scheduled to see the attorney/judge again on Thursday, 08/26 as part of normal proceedings.

Lori Davis, Behavioral Health Therapist FBC 704-206-2342
Jacqueline N. Smith, MD Associate Medical Director 704-525-3255 

Justin P Acebo, MS, LCMHC 
Transition Care Team Navigator
Alliance Health
Mobile: 984-364-0333
Email: jacebo@alliancehealthplan.org		CORRECTIONS: UNCHECKED FROM PT; CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO FROM MEMBER'S; TYPE CHANGED FROM GRIEVANCE TO INTERNAL; SOURCE CHANGED FROM PROVIDER TO MCO STAFF		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8400		09/22/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		The following grievance is being submitted at the recommendation of Heidi E. Middendorf M.D., Associate Medical Director Alliance Health to ensure action was taken by Alliance staff to document and assess the allegation that was made by the member, Monroe Dugger against Monarch SECU for being held inpatient. Member was admitted to Monarch on 08/03 on IVC due to worsening agitation, mood instability, aggression, threats to cut his wrists/throat and HI directed toward parents. Father reported that just prior to ED admission, youth threatened to cut his throat and then repeatedly stabbed the counter so hard he broke the knife. Recommendation for PRTF was made by Monarch based upon continued safety concerns and treatment history. Member has continued to report that he does not require continued inpatient/residential treatment at Monarch or another facility. Per reauthorizations in Jiva and conversations with Ms. Lori Davis at Monarch, as of 08/19 the member has been speaking with the child attorney assigned to Monarch/Mecklenburg County court about being held at Monarch and possible transfer to residential treatment facility. Member is requesting discharge back to home. Monarch staff are providing him with unrestricted access to the assigned lawyer and is scheduled to see the attorney/judge again on Thursday, 08/26 as part of normal proceedings. Lori Davis, Behavioral Health Therapist FBC 704-206-2342 Jacqueline N. Smith, MD Associate Medical Director 704-525-3255 Justin P Acebo, MS, LCMHC Transition Care Team Navigator Alliance Health Mobile: 984-364-0333 Email: jacebo@alliancehealthplan.org
MONROE DUGGER   736997  (DOB: 3/3/2006)
8/25/21 This writer made call to insert user to clarify information submitted to include complainant information. Per discussion the matter will be handled as an internal employee concern. Per Mr Acebo, he has notified the provider that a concern would be submitted. Per his report the agency appears to be offering its due diligence in the matter. The member sees an attorney weekly in regards to his concerns. The member is upset that he is currently inpatient and believes the he does not belong at the facility. Member is awaiting admittance to a prtf which he is against as well.(K.WARE,QAA)
8/26/21 This writer participated in conference call/case consult  to include Dr Heidi Middendorf (AH Assoc Medical Dir) , Justin Acebo  AH Transition Care Navigator, Katherine Bryan (AH UM Care Mgr and T Parker (Incident & Grievance Mgr)  for case consult. Per discussion, QM will be handling case based on protocol to include contact with provider agency and offering the opportunity to address the matters of concern. Based on concerns, once the provider was made aware of the allegation, they were responsible for submitting an incident report following incident reporting protocol. Per discussion, the member does not want to be transferred back to New Hope due to allegation of a sexual assault. No assault is mentioned in any of New Hope PRTF paperwork and the provider was unaware of the matter until contacted by Monarch. When questioned, the member retracted the allegation. To date, the member is being held at Monarch due to continued behaviors as well as coordination of placement. The placement available is New Hope. which the member is adamantly against. Per Dr Heidi, AH Mgmt has concerns that they wish to have addressed prior to authorizing the placement. Mr. Parker explained the role of QM and next steps including QM timelines. The provider, Monarch, appears to have offered it due diligence in service provision for the member while at the facility. The member has been able to contact the attorney regularly about is concerns. Review of information available indicates that the member continues to have SI and refuses calls with parents. Per Mr Acebo, he notified the SW at Monarch the concern was being filed. This writer plans to follow up with Monarch and request that an internal review be conducted and submitted to include, but not limited to adherence to incident reporting protocol. Dr Heidi Middendorf  has requested that she be informed after the contact is made with the provider so that she can follow up with the doctor. AH legal and Medical teams are involved in the matter.(K.WARE,QAA)
8/26/21 This writer made call and spoke with Monarch Incident and Complaint Specialist, Cornelius Powe (704) 858-1729 and made him aware of the concern reviewing each element. Per discussion the information will be emailed directly for review and response to Cornelius.powe@monarchnc.org.(K.WARE,QAA)
8/30/21 The information was emailed directly. This writer has requested that upon completion of an internal review that the provider submit findings and attach supporting documentation as applicable to include adherence to incident reporting protocol. The information submitted in queue indicates that Monarch discussed the matter with the member’s previous therapist and UR staff. It was requested that a response be received within 3-5 business days of receipt of the email notification. Acknowledgment emailed to internal complainant.(K.WARE,QAA)
9/7/21 Agency response received (see attached).  The agency has indicated its due diligence in working with this member and AH care coordination regarding services and placement. Per agency: "Throughout our coordination with Alliance, they have been in support of a higher level of care, as the transition navigator, Justin Acebo has been the main contact with Alliance in support of a higher level of care.  The team is willing to complete an incident report if required, per directives from the medical director.  However, the pws later recanted his statements against New Hope. "(K.WARE,QAA)
9/9/21 Case consult with AH QAA Jessica Killette, the agency would not be responsible for reporting via IRIS, however, would be responsible for a Level 1. Ms Killette offered technical assistance and discussed the matter with Mr. Powe in coordination with this writer. Mr. Powe plans to follow up with the agency's level 1 incident report in the matter. IRIS manual was referred to in the matter:   
"if a child (anyone 17 or younger) or disabled adult makes a disclosure of an alleged incident of an alleged incident of sexual abuse or assault or other abuse or neglect or exploitation that occurred prior to the consumer's receiving services from the current agency, treat and document these disclosed incidents as level 1 incidents.  The incidents are to be reported to the DSS in the county where the incident occurred."
9/17/21 This writer received email request for update regarding case from AH Associate Medical Director, Heidi Middendorf. This writer explained via email correspondence that the case was currently open. To date, it appears that New Hope would only be required to conduct a level 1 review regarding the matter which is not reportable in IRIS, however, the provider is currently reviewing the matter and will provide further feedback as applicable. The agency has submitted its response to the matters of concern.(K.WARE,QAA)
9/22/21 Based on agency response, QM incident reporting review of protocol and technical assistance, case to be closed. The agency has offered it due diligence reviewing the matter and reporting its findings. The agency was unable to substantiate claims. Resolution emailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		undetermined		1		1		0		28

		12080		Hillary Vandewart		08/25/2021		SEMANKO		RICHARD		Guardian		Grievance		LME/MCO Functions		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Unknown Disability		Adult		Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		1		740404 - SEMANKO, RICHARD		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Lee		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Service Consultant called LRP Richard Semanko, Sr. to inform Mr. Semanko of upcoming POD implementation and who is next assigned Service Consultant will be effective 10/1/21. Service Consultant provided the reasons given by supervisor for the POD implementation. Mr. Semanko expressed concern about this change, feeling it to be unnecessary, and requested Service Consultant to complete a grievance on his behalf. Service Consultant offered to provide email address provided by supervisors so that he could express his concern directly (careteam@alliancehealthplan.org). However, Mr. Semanko persisted in requesting that Service Consultant complete grievance.		Mr. Semanko would like to be contacted by phone at (919) 906-1635 in reference to this grievance.
CORRECTIONS: Changed disability to Unknown (none listed in portal)		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8414		09/14/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Service Consultant called LRP Richard Semanko, Sr. to inform Mr. Semanko of upcoming POD implementation and who is next assigned Service Consultant will be effective 10/1/21. Service Consultant provided the reasons given by supervisor for the POD implementation. Mr. Semanko expressed concern about this change, feeling it to be unnecessary, and requested Service Consultant to complete a grievance on his behalf. Service Consultant offered to provide email address provided by supervisors so that he could express his concern directly (careteam@alliancehealthplan.org). However, Mr. Semanko persisted in requesting that Service Consultant complete grievance. Mr. Semanko would like to be contacted by phone at (919) 906-1635 in reference to this grievance.
[PT: Richard Semanko				DOB: 11/19/95				ID: 740404]
8/31/21
This writer reached out to inserted user, Brent Nara, via email to request information related to POD implementation as this writer is unfamiliar with this. 
He shared with this writer the letter sent to guardians explaining the change which can be summarized below:
•	Having smaller Care Teams helps our team members coordinate care more effectively. Care Teams are being reorganized to have Service Integrity Consultants support one caseload with one Care Navigator. 
•	Main point of contact on the Care Team will still be Care Navigator, the person at Alliance who writes the ISP and coordinates service needs.
•	Concerns can be sent to: careteam@alliancehealthplan.org.
•	The purpose of the change is to improve the efficiency of communication amongst team members, so that they are not contacting so many colleagues within a day and can better keep track of who is on each member’s care team.
This writer confirmed that guardianship documentation is on file for grievant. This writer contacted Mr. Richard Semanko at (919) 906-1635 to discuss his concerns—left generic VM requesting a call back.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
9/1/21
This writer tried again to reach Mr. Semanko via phone and there was no answer—VM box was full. This writer composed and sent acknowledgement/info needed letter with a response deadline of 9/13/21.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
9/14/21
This writer did not receive a response from grievant. Due to lack of response from the grievant, this writer composed and sent Disregard letter and closed case. Nothing further needed at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Undetermined--due to lack of response from grievant		1		1		0		20

		12081		Hillary Vandewart		08/25/2021		ANDERSON		KELLY		Guardian		Grievance		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Rusmed Consultants LLC		1		98467 - ANDERSON, JACOB		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		1		In-State		Supervised Living 5600 C (Adult with Intellectual/Developmental Disabilities)		1		1		CN was notified on 8/22/21 by Kelly Anderson (Guardian) that Jake (Member) was picked up by his father from the group home and he observed bruising on the member's body.  Guardian followed up with Provider (Rus Med) and was told they would do an incident report but a full body check had been done and nothing was noted previously.  The parents expressed concern to the provider regarding the marks, and about his overall hygiene (his nails were quite long and his hair/face appeared unwashed/oily).  The next morning, the provider (Tammy Russell Meadows) issued a 60 day notice to Care Navigator (Sara Buchanan) citing a racist comment was made by the parent to staff.  Parent reported the only comment made was about his appearance and undocumented bruises.  Care Navigator felt this was not a clinically sound discharge as the provider reported Jake had transitioned well and was stable.  Team began to seek alternate placement options given the discharge notice of 8/23-10/23/2021.  On 8/24/21 (evening), Jake's parents were notified by the provider agency that a 24 hour notice would be required prior to any visitation moving forward.  Jake's mother had concerns about this and visited the group home at approximately 5:30pm on the 24th, feeling that it was a rights restriction to prevent her from visiting.  Jake was already in bed and groggy/ asleep at 5:30pm which is very out of character.  She indicated she wanted to visit with him so she got him up and he could barely walk.  She asked the staff if his night time (sleep) meds had already been administered, to which they replied no.  The PM doses are typically given at 8pm, but no earlier than 7pm (this was again around 5:30pm).  Parent reported Jake was extremely groggy/lethargic and seemed as if the meds had been given. She was very concerned as he was not acting himself and could not get up (he is typically very active).  LRP suggested perhaps he needed to be seen at Urgent care or the ER then if it was not a med issue, after which the provider on staff confessed to having given him his night time meds early (these include psychotropics which would have caused the drowsiness observed).  Parent kept Jake home overnight for observation.  Jake awoke this morning (8/25/21) and returned to his normal state.  He attended his regularly scheduled day program hours today.  LRP returned to the group home to review Jake's medication administration records and noted dozens of medications missing from the count, and not given as indicated.  LRP reported "missing controlled substances that are unaccounted for, medications that are documented as having been administered when the supply is not missing.  His Depakote is missing, but has been documented as being given though according the the count it would have run out on the 22nd.  There were 4 missing Xanax (PRN meds) but no documentation of administration, and Clonazepam had 4 remaining in the bottle when there were 14 total, so 10 are unaccounted for.  Mirtazapine counts were also incorrect as well as Prilosec".  Parent reported to DHSR as well.  Provider noted that they will also report to DHSR and staff will face disciplinary action.  Parent is fearful of how long this has been going on as she was prohibited from visiting for his first 2 weeks of residency - (member just moved in on 8/1/21).  Parent is following up with Med admin provider NC Neuropsychiatry to obtain orders for a comprehensive toxicology panel.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Nature of Issue to Abuse/Neglect		other		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8415		09/24/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CN was notified on 8/22/21 by Kelly Anderson (Guardian) that Jake (Member) was picked up by his father from the group home and he observed bruising on the member's body.  Guardian followed up with Provider (Rus Med) and was told they would do an incident report but a full body check had been done and nothing was noted previously.  The parents expressed concern to the provider regarding the marks, and about his overall hygiene (his nails were quite long and his hair/face appeared unwashed/oily).  
The next morning, the provider (Tammy Russell Meadows) issued a 60 day notice to Care Navigator (Sara Buchanan) citing a racist comment was made by the parent to staff.  Parent reported the only comment made was about his appearance and undocumented bruises.  Care Navigator felt this was not a clinically sound discharge as the provider reported Jake had transitioned well and was stable.  Team began to seek alternate placement options given the discharge notice of 8/23-10/23/2021.  
On 8/24/21 (evening), Jake's parents were notified by the provider agency that a 24 hour notice would be required prior to any visitation moving forward.  Jake's mother had concerns about this and visited the group home at approximately 5:30pm on the 24th, feeling that it was a rights restriction to prevent her from visiting.  Jake was already in bed and groggy/ asleep at 5:30pm which is very out of character.  She indicated she wanted to visit with him so she got him up and he could barely walk.  She asked the staff if his night time (sleep) meds had already been administered, to which they replied no.  The PM doses are typically given at 8pm, but no earlier than 7pm (this was again around 5:30pm).  Parent reported Jake was extremely groggy/lethargic and seemed as if the meds had been given. She was very concerned as he was not acting himself and could not get up (he is typically very active).  LRP suggested perhaps he needed to be seen at Urgent care or the ER then if it was not a med issue, after which the provider on staff confessed to having given him his night time meds early (these include psychotropics which would have caused the drowsiness observed).  Parent kept Jake home overnight for observation. 
Jake awoke this morning (8/25/21) and returned to his normal state.  He attended his regularly scheduled day program hours today.  LRP returned to the group home to review Jake's medication administration records and noted dozens of medications missing from the count, and not given as indicated.  LRP reported "missing controlled substances that are unaccounted for, medications that are documented as having been administered when the supply is not missing.  His Depakote is missing, but has been documented as being given though according the the count it would have run out on the 22nd.  There were 4 missing Xanax (PRN meds) but no documentation of administration, and Clonazepam had 4 remaining in the bottle when there were 14 total, so 10 are unaccounted for.  Mirtazapine counts were also incorrect as well as Prilosec".  
Parent reported to DHSR as well.  Provider noted that they will also report to DHSR and staff will face disciplinary action.  Parent is fearful of how long this has been going on as she was prohibited from visiting for his first 2 weeks of residency - (member just moved in on 8/1/21).  Parent is following up with Med admin provider NC Neuropsychiatry to obtain orders for a comprehensive toxicology panel.
[PT: Jacob Anderson				DOB: 6/13/91				ID: 98467]
8/31/21
This writer received update from supervisor, Todd Parker, Incident and Grievance Manager, related to incident. He had received updated concerns from Care Navigator related to a POC that the provider agency submitted. This can be summarized below:
•	POC does not adequately address the issues. 
•	POC does not address that the wrong medication was given to member on multiple occasions (Tums instead of Prilosec) and that the wrong medication was documented as given for several days. This was confirmed by staff Devin, who stated that he was unaware that this was not the same medication.
•	Member was not given his Mirtazapine as ordered (only been administered 21 doses of the nightly medication out of 25 nights). There were still two pills in the bottle so guardian is not sure why it was not given.
•	There were pills missing from his Xanax and Clonazepam bottles (opioids/controlled substances). She has been told repeatedly that he has not needed any doses of PRN meds other than stool softener, and there is no documentation of staff having administered doses of either medication. 
•	Regarding the early medication administration:
o	When she arrived at 5:30pm, he was already in bed, asleep in pajamas. Staff stated he had already had his dinner and bath and was resting. Staff initially denied having medicated Jake (he was unable to stand up or stay awake).
o	After you informed staff that she would call paramedics to take him to the hospital for a blood draw, staff eventually admitted that the medication had been administered at 5:30, 2-3 hours early. 
o	When asked why he was medicated early, staff stated that he had been trying to leave and tried to get into the car. Staff did not state any other steps taken to redirect Jake from attempting to leave. Guardian feels that this is using a chemical restraint and constitutes abuse of the medication, in addition to a hazard to his health and safety. 
•	Multiple staff have attempted to tell parents that they had to provide 24 hours notice and get approval from the company office before visiting. This only started after member’s father visited the previous weekend and took pictures of bruises and marks. 
•	Staff informed guardian that he would need a COVID test if she were to take him out of the house before they would let him back in. 2 days prior to this, they stated that COVID testing was only required for overnight visits. 
•	Tammy accused guardian of being a racist because she brought concerns about his hygiene and bruises to their attention. They then issues 60 day discharge. 
This writer reached out to Care Navigator to get clarity on the Plan of Correction and to request a copy, if available. Care Navigator sent copy of POC which stated that:
•	Staff will be re-trained on medication administration by a licensed nurse
•	MARs will be reviewed and medications will be counted at the beginning and end of each shift
•	RusMed Consultants will contract with a Licensed Nurse to review MARs each month for accuracy and compliance
•	Only the Group Home Managers and/or Designee will have access to PRN medications. If a member is in need of a PRN medication, staff must contact the Group Home Manager and/or Designee for approval and access before administering
This writer confirmed guardianship documentation is on file for Kelly Anderson.
This writer then contacted Ms. Anderson by phone at 919-769-1326. This writer asked for clarification re. bruising and she stated that it was mostly fingerprints under his shoulder blades—her thought was that they were using a bear hug technique to lift him. Bruising was deep and old. 
Re the “racist comment” accusation, she reported that they stated via text that they would never be able to make her happy and wanted to know if they had a problem with them as a people or as a company—implying that she had issues because it was a black-owned company. 
Her only concerns previously had been about hygiene—looking greasy (they stated it was from full body lotion) as well as questioning why he was wearing full length jeans and a heavy polo on a 90 degree day. She reported that she had told staff repeatedly that they were doing a good job and never said anything derogatory to them. 
At some point, communication changed to email/text as phone conversations would result in contradictory info being provided. Guardian has requested copies of all electronic forms so it would be in writing. Hasn’t gotten those yet.
Regarding the meds being given early, she did end up taking him out but he continued to become more and more out of it as meds kicked in.  
Next morning, brought him back and the house manager got meds together (Devin). Guardian noticed that she didn’t recognize pills. That is when she realized the Tums were being given in place of Prilosec. Chewable tablet, which they put that in his cup for him to swallow. Failed to maintain supply of actual meds. He has swallowing issues already. Guardian then requested that someone go through meds with her—they tried to state that she should leave that to the state but she insisted.
That is when she discovered other issues. She had written down the amount when he moved in and that is how she knew how many pills should be there.  
Staff told her they were just “going by what she told them.” She reported not knowing if they had orders from doctor’s offices for the meds.  Guardian pointed out that this is not a medication error, this is an abuse of meds/chemical restraint to stop him going outside.  
After talking to the psych office (labs drawn), guardian asked to bring him to a specific LabCorps, brought him to a different one. Failed to get the necessary specimens. Supposed to get a urine sample. Didn’t do it and wasn’t informed until psych office called and said they didn’t get enough blood—hadn’t done urine test. She shared this additional info with DHSR but they stated that this was the responsibility of the lab company rather than the provider.  
When she brought him back yesterday after taking for bloodwork, mentioned that urine was still really dark according to pictures from dad. Mentioned his urine being dark. Pushing fluids. Has been that way, plus it stinks… obviously they don’t obtain medical care when needed—might need to seek medical attention. 
Issues with fingernails was brought up and they did not follow through on this. Day program ended up having to do it. Also issues with them not cutting his food.
This writer asked about POC and she stated that they asked HER if they could send her a POC to review and give feedback (after offering her a job to assist them for a few months). She pointed out that she is not a consultant and did not ask for a POC. 
Finally, she reported that they told her “good luck with the search” after issuing 60 day discharge. Notification was sent via text message. She is concerned that they are not following contractual obligation to assist with transitioning member. 
This writer thanked her for the info and explained resolution process. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
9/1/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement letter.
This writer discussed case with supervisor, Todd Parker, Incident and Grievance Manager, in individual supervision. He advised that this writer ask for:
•	Investigation as to how this occurred
•	All MARs
•	Incident reports (including those for missed dosages)
•	Discharge paperwork
•	Supervision notes for staff 
He also advised that this writer could contact DSHR as well regarding concerns and that CQR would be reviewing and may request additional information.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
9/8/21
Clinical Quality Review team reviewed concerns and indicated that QM should continue with resolution process as planned.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
9/13/21
This writer contacted Tammy Russell-Meadows, CEO of RusMed Consultants, at (919) 890-5569 to make her aware of grievance and ask that she conduct an internal review of the concerns. This writer spoke with Allen who transferred this writer to Tammy’s extension. 
This writer spoke with Tammy briefly and she confirmed that she was the appropriate contact and that she would be able to provide a written response by 9/20. She also shared that DHSR would be coming in the morning and inquired about how “who advocates for the providers” and claimed that the guardian was harassing the agency. This writer explained that we do not accept grievances against guardians and that also explained AH/QM role in terms of working toward a resolution that is positive for both providers and members. She stated that she would speak with the state regarding this question in the morning. 
This writer confirmed email address, Rusmed6@gmail.com, and sent with a deadline of 9/20. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
9/20/21
This writer received written response and documentation from provider.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
9/21/21 
This writer conducted review of response and documents provided which can be summarized below:
•	No concerns were expressed upon return from visit with dad. 
•	A body sheet was completed that morning which indicated that there was a bump and redness/irritation to the skin. Dad reportedly informed staff that he wasn’t worried due to the fact that he gets random marks and bruises while at home.
•	RusMed reported that they issued an email to all guardians that they would require 72 hour notice for visitation from guardians. On 9/9/21, the state visited the home and reiterated the need for families to give 24-48 hours advance notice. Testing requirement remained the same.
•	Acknowledgement that staff was not truthful about the medications and stated this was because “the manner in which she was asked and she felt intimidated.”
•	Staff reported no PRN was given. Provider assumes that the markings on the bottles may have been incorrect. 
•	Documentation that HCPR was contacted regarding neglect. Department determined that an investigation would not be conducted. 
•	“Plan of Correction” stating that staff would be retrained in medication administration by a licensed nurse and that MARs will be reviewed and meds counted at the beginning and end of each shift. 
•	Discharge summary provided. Reason for discharge listed: “Not a great match with agency.” Discharge paperwork did not indicate assistance in transitioning to another level of care—despite discharge policy indicating that they would do so. 
•	Certification for medication administration training for staff Eniya Smith.
•	Employee Disciplinary Action Form for Eniya Smith. She received 2 week suspension and had to retrain on medication administration. 
•	Level 2 incident report filed for meds being given 2.5 hours earlier than prescribed. Note that incident report did not discuss WHY meds were given early. 
•	Email was provided from Tammy Russell-Meadows to Jessica Nixon (RusMed staff) stating that guardian had made racist comments and spoken to staff rudely. 
•	Correspondence between Care Navigator and RusMed staff stating that they prefer not to cut his nails due to the possibility of him incurring an injury/wound. They stated that they would file them instead and that guardian could cut them herself. 
•	Additional correspondence regarding updates needed for goals to ensure that member’s hygiene, weight goals, etc. were detailed. 
This writer then sent provider response and documentation to supervisor, Todd Parker, to be shared with CQR committee and to get his thoughts/feedback.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
9/23/21
This writer discussed grievance with supervisor, Todd Parker, during individual supervision. He informed this writer that CQR committee would be reviewing the matter on 9/30.
This writer shared with supervisor that this would be resolved prior to that time based on internal referral as well as DHSR investigation. He agreed.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
9/24/21
This writer attempted to contact guardian to share info regarding provider response as well as referral to internal dept. for further review. Will continue to reach out to guardian to share this info and will include all future correspondence in grievance follow-up.
Composed and sent resolution letter to grievant. No further action needed at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Undetermined--Referred to CQR Committee for continued review/response		1		1		0		30

		12083		Kim Ware		08/25/2021		BRYAN		KATHRYN		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		New Hope Carolinas, Inc.		1		736997 - DUGGER, MONROE		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		1		Out-of-State within 40 mile radius		PRTF		1		1		This CCM was requested to submit grievance/QOC per Assistant Medical Director, Heidi Middendorf regarding allegations made by member against New Hope (previously at New Hope October 2020 to March 2021 ) to current provider Monarch. Member is contesting placement at New Hope PRTF and is currently at Monarch FBC.  

Per SAR submission 855661, Episode 105427 in Jiva regarding PRTF LOC 60 units from 8/24/2021 to 10/22/2021  Documentation submitted by New Hope PRTF  (information taken directly from Monarch FBC Assessments dated 8/3/2021 and 8/11/2021)

 “Monroe has a hx of depression, self-injurious behaviors, anxiety, ODD and ADHD. He denies self-harm x 6 months. He continues to report ADHD symptoms, depressed mood, behavior issues and impulsivity but states "I don't belong here. My parents just wanted to get rid of me". Youth has an extensive MH hx and has had numerous tx episodes including inpatient and PRTF admissions over the last two years. Youth reports this is his 8th hospitalization in 2 years. Youth reports symptoms started when he was sexually assaulted by a friend two years ago. He reports also being assaulted by a peer at New Hope. Monroe states in both incidences the friend/peer “grinded” on him.

It was also noted in the Monarch Review ( Episode 105347 in web note by provider )“ Rec is PRTF and he is adamantly against it due to past negative experiences. New Hope has accepted PWS and facility is awaiting bed date. PWS has threatened HI towards parents due to having to go to PRTF and also threatened to cause property damage if care coordinator continues to pursue PRTF placement for him.” 

CCM sought to clarify with CC, Justin Acebo information that came from Monarch regarding allegations of sexual assault. Per CC he had was not aware of any sexual acting out or assault at New Hope per documentation he reviewed. No sexual acting out with FCT or at Monarch. 

CCM noted that per review of documentation from New Hope (Psychological Evaluation, Discharge/Transition Tool (includes CFT information) and Discharge/Summary) there was no documentation regarding any allegations of assault while at New Hope. CCM sought clarification from Calvinetta Woodruff, UR at New Hope regarding any sexual assault while previously at New Hope. Calvinetta noted “per Ms. Kemp (previous therapist), “we processed the events of the peer ‘grinding on him’ when he was at home (before being placed at new hope) but there is nothing in my documentation re any sexual allegations while here at New Hope – so no investigation.”  
Justin Acebo ,CC followed up with SW, Lori David at Monarch who noted “the member reported that he witnessed staff abusing other patients not him. And regarding his contesting the IVC and placement.  All patients child/adult have the right to contest their hospitalization at any facility and/or treatment services.  He has been speaking with the child attorney assigned to Monarch/Mecklenburg County court about not being sent to back to New Hope or any other residential facility, that he be discharged from Monarch back to home.  He is scheduled to see the attorney/judge again on Thursday as part of normal proceedings.”   

Further clarification sent in email by Lori Davis, SW at Monarch 8/25/2021 “ I talked to MD (Monroe Dugger)  yesterday evening and today.  He reports the following re: New Hope.
-He was never assaulted/injured by staff or peers.

-Re: seeing peers assaulted or abused:  He saw two kids get into a fight and the staff closed the door.  He reports a staff member came to work "high".  Said he knew the staff member was high because his eyes were bloodshot and he was "stumbling words".  MD said the staff member gave MD and his peers his backpack because "he would let us play his X-box".  MD said the bag smelled of THC and "the other kids could tell he was high too".  States they didn't say anything.

States he heard from peers that a peer had been punched by staff.  He says he didn't witness this just "heard about it".  

He then stated there was "nothing else" that happened.” 

Kathy Bryan,  LCSW   8/25/202
UM MH/SA Care Manger 
Alliance Health
919 651-9550
kbryan@alliancehealthplan.org
8/25/2021		CORRECTIONS: CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO FROM MEMBER; SOURCE CHANGED FROM CONSUMER TO MCO STAFF; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO DHSR		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8413		09/22/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		This CCM was requested to submit grievance/QOC per Assistant Medical Director, Heidi Middendorf regarding allegations made by member against New Hope (previously at New Hope October 2020 to March 2021 ) to current provider Monarch. Member is contesting placement at New Hope PRTF and is currently at Monarch FBC. Per SAR submission 855661, Episode 105427 in Jiva regarding PRTF LOC 60 units from 8/24/2021 to 10/22/2021 Documentation submitted by New Hope PRTF (information taken directly from Monarch FBC Assessments dated 8/3/2021 and 8/11/2021) “Monroe has a hx of depression, self-injurious behaviors, anxiety, ODD and ADHD. He denies self-harm x 6 months. He continues to report ADHD symptoms, depressed mood, behavior issues and impulsivity but states "I don't belong here. My parents just wanted to get rid of me". Youth has an extensive MH hx and has had numerous tx episodes including inpatient and PRTF admissions over the last two years. Youth reports this is his 8th hospitalization in 2 years. Youth reports symptoms started when he was sexually assaulted by a friend two years ago. He reports also being assaulted by a peer at New Hope. Monroe states in both incidences the friend/peer “grinded” on him. It was also noted in the Monarch Review ( Episode 105347 in web note by provider )“ Rec is PRTF and he is adamantly against it due to past negative experiences. New Hope has accepted PWS and facility is awaiting bed date. PWS has threatened HI towards parents due to having to go to PRTF and also threatened to cause property damage if care coordinator continues to pursue PRTF placement for him.” CCM sought to clarify with CC, Justin Acebo information that came from Monarch regarding allegations of sexual assault. Per CC he had was not aware of any sexual acting out or assault at New Hope per documentation he reviewed. No sexual acting out with FCT or at Monarch. CCM noted that per review of documentation from New Hope (Psychological Evaluation, Discharge/Transition Tool (includes CFT information) and Discharge/Summary) there was no documentation regarding any allegations of assault while at New Hope. CCM sought clarification from Calvinetta Woodruff, UR at New Hope regarding any sexual assault while previously at New Hope. Calvinetta noted “per Ms. Kemp (previous therapist), “we processed the events of the peer ‘grinding on him’ when he was at home (before being placed at new hope) but there is nothing in my documentation re any sexual allegations while here at New Hope – so no investigation.” Justin Acebo ,CC followed up with SW, Lori David at Monarch who noted “the member reported that he witnessed staff abusing other patients not him. And regarding his contesting the IVC and placement. All patients child/adult have the right to contest their hospitalization at any facility and/or treatment services. He has been speaking with the child attorney assigned to Monarch/Mecklenburg County court about not being sent to back to New Hope or any other residential facility, that he be discharged from Monarch back to home. He is scheduled to see the attorney/judge again on Thursday as part of normal proceedings.” Further clarification sent in email by Lori Davis, SW at Monarch 8/25/2021 “ I talked to MD (Monroe Dugger) yesterday evening and today. He reports the following re: New Hope. -He was never assaulted/injured by staff or peers. -Re: seeing peers assaulted or abused: He saw two kids get into a fight and the staff closed the door. He reports a staff member came to work "high". Said he knew the staff member was high because his eyes were bloodshot and he was "stumbling words". MD said the staff member gave MD and his peers his backpack because "he would let us play his X-box". MD said the bag smelled of THC and "the other kids could tell he was high too". States they didn't say anything. States he heard from peers that a peer had been punched by staff. He says he didn't witness this just "heard about it". He then stated there was "nothing else" that happened.” Kathy Bryan, LCSW 8/25/202 UM MH/SA Care Manger Alliance Health 919 651-9550 kbryan@alliancehealthplan.org 8/25/2021
MONROE DUGGER   ID:                           (DOB: 3/3/2006)
8/26/21 This writer participated in conference call to include Dr Heidi , Justin Acebo and Katherine Bryan for case consult. Per discussion, QM will be handling case based on protocol to include contact with provider agency and offering the opportunity to address the matters of concern. Based on concerns, once the provider was made aware of the allegation, they were responsible for submitting an incident report following incident reporting protocol. Per discussion, the member does not want to be transferred back to New Hope due to allegation of a sexual assault. No assault is mentioned in any of New Hope PRTF paperwork and the provider was unaware of the matter until contacted by Monarch. When questioned, the member retracted the allegation. To date, the member is being held at Monarch due to continued behaviors as well as coordination of placement. The placement available is New Hope. which the member is adamantly against. Per Dr Heidi, AH Mgmt has concerns that they wish to have addressed prior to authorizing the placement. Mr. Parker explained the role of QM and next steps including QM timelines. The current provider, Monarch, appears to have offered it due diligence in service provision for the member while at the facility. The member has been able to contact the attorney regularly about is concerns. Review of information available indicates that the member continues to have SI and refuses calls with parents. Per Mr Acebo, he notified the SW at Monarch the concern was being filed. This writer plans to follow up with Monarch and request that an internal review be conducted and submitted to include, but not limited to adherence to incident reporting protocol. Dr Heid has requested that she be informed after the contact is made with the provider so that she can follow up with the doctor. AH legal and Medical teams are involved in the matter. The concern is that the provider did not follow incident reporting protocol once made aware of the allegation. There  is no specific date or other member name given for the allegation. The allegation of assault occurring at the facility at some point during the inpatient stay (10/2020- March 2021), although member has since recanted. The member is adamant about not returning to the facility or any other prtf.(K.WARE,QAA)
8/31/21 Acknowledgment emailed to internal complainant, UM Care Mgr Katherine Bryan. This writer emailed the agency's CEO, Eric Baumgartner to inform him that a concern had been submitted and request for return call to discuss the matter. This writer also made call to Mr Baumgartner and left vm message(K.WARE,QAA)
9/1/21 Spoke directly with agency CEO Mr. Baumgartner and made him aware of the concern, requesting internal review and response to include but not limited to adherence to incident reporting protocol etc...Mr Baumgartner emailed this writer agency response noting that he conferred with the Resident Advocate, Nancy Cody and the member's therapist, Alaina Kemp. Per the therapist report: "I was never made aware of any sexual assault at New Hope. In therapy, we discussed/processed an incident that occurred in his friend’s home PRIOR to treatment, but he never came forward with any sexual assault allegations that occurred while in our care. The incident that occurred prior to treatment was not something reportable. His parents were also aware of that incident prior to coming to New Hope. I just asked WP1 TL, in case I was missing something, and they relayed that they have no recollection of Monroe reporting a sexual assault either.  I’m happy to provide any other information that you need." Per the resident advocate report: I was never made aware of any allegation from the resident.  He reported to Ms. Kemp back in January that other kids were fighting in the dayroom but he did not witness it nor was he involved.  No other allegations from him against staff were reported to me." This writer conferred with AH QAA Jessica Killette regarding incident reporting requirements. Per case consult it appears that the provider would not be required to submit level 3 in IRIS but level 1 report and report to DSS.
Case consult and discussion with both Mr Baumgartner and J Killette regarding incident reporting protocol. Per Mr. Baumgartner he wishes further technical assistance in the matter for clarification and next steps. Ms Killette plans to follow up with agency CEO, Mr Baumgartner.
9/17/21 This writer received email request for update regarding case from AH Associate Medical Director, Heidi Middendorf. This writer explained via email correspondence that the case was currently open. To date, it appears that New Hope would only be required to conduct a level 1 review regarding the matter which is not reportable in IRIS, however, the provider is currently reviewing the matter and will provide further feedback as applicable. The agency has submitted its response to the matters of concern.(K.WARE,QAA)
9/21/21 Per J Killette to r Baumgartner: "I just wanted to follow up with you regarding the allegation of abuse Kim Ware has been discussing with you.  Since the consumer had not received services from New Hope in well over 90 days at the time the allegation was made, you are not required to do an incident report on this allegation.  Feel free to contact me with any questions, thanks!"(K.WARE,QAA)
9/22/21 Based on agency response, QM incident reporting review of protocol and technical assistance, case to be closed. The agency has offered it due diligence reviewing the matter and reporting its findings. The agency was unable to substantiate claims. Resolution emailed to internal complainant. No further actions by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		undetermined		1		1		0		28

		12084		Hillary Vandewart		08/26/2021		Parker		Todd		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Intermediate Care Facility				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Community Innovations, Inc.		1		68897 - FALK, ALEXANDER		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		1		In-State		Intermediate Care Facility (ICF/IDD)		0		1		This concern is being submitted on behalf of the CQR Committee following the review of a L3 Incident Report submitted by Wake Enterprises. 
Per IRIS report , on 8/9/21, client informed staff at Wake Enterprises that staff at his group home had hit him on the hand with a sandal.  He proceeded to show staff the bruise it had made.  Client and staff went to speak with the supervisor, who contacted the group home and client’s guardian.   A report was also filed with DSS.  No further information is provided in the report. 
At this point, the provider (Community Innovations) has not submitted a report and subsequent investigation.
Diane Sofia has reached out to the provider to request the report to no avail. Contact Diane for copies of emails sent.
Please contact the provider and request the report be submitted and an investigation conducted. Share documents with Todd when received from the provider.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Disability to Developmental		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8444		09/16/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		This concern is being submitted on behalf of the CQR Committee following the review of a L3 Incident Report submitted by Wake Enterprises. 
Per IRIS report , on 8/9/21, client informed staff at Wake Enterprises that staff at his group home had hit him on the hand with a sandal.  He proceeded to show staff the bruise it had made.  Client and staff went to speak with the supervisor, who contacted the group home and client’s guardian.   A report was also filed with DSS.  No further information is provided in the report. 
At this point, the provider (Community Innovations) has not submitted a report and subsequent investigation.
Diane Sofia has reached out to the provider to request the report to no avail. Contact Diane for copies of emails sent.
Please contact the provider and request the report be submitted and an investigation conducted. Share documents with Todd when received from the provider.
[PT: Alexander Falk				DOB: 6/17/89				ID: 68897]
8/30/21
No acknowledgement email needed at this is internally filed on behalf of CQR by supervisor, Todd Parker, Incident and Grievance Manager.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
9/13/21
This writer reached out to Diane to find out if she had received any info from provider. She responded stating that she emailed Tonya Beckwith at Community Innovations on 8/16/21 (see attached) and has yet to receive a response or a report.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
9/14/21
This writer reached out to CEO, Melinda Frederick, to confirm whether she was the appropriate contact for QM related matters.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
9/15/21
This writer did not receive a response from Ms. Frederick. This writer then contacted the main agency line to request to speak with whoever handles concerns/grievances: 910-642-5697.
This writer was provided the information for Ms. Julia Johnson, 252-229-6800. This writer called and spoke with her regarding concern. She agreed to follow up with Tonya Beckwith and would have her submit the appropriate documentation. This writer confirmed her email address jjohnson@communityinnovations.com and sent concern elements with 9/22 deadline. 
This writer then received call from Tonya Beckwith, who shared that she hadn’t received any information from Alliance regarding the IRIS report and she did not know that she had to submit since it had been submitted by Wake Enterprises. It appears that Diane had sent to the incorrect email address which is why she didn’t receive. Her correct email address is: tbeckwith@communityinnovations.com. 
This writer advised that she go ahead and submit the report and to include reasoning for late submission in report. She confirmed that she would and would let this writer know once submitted.
This writer then updated Diane regarding conversation.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
9/16/21
This writer received confirmation from provider that IRIS report was submitted. This writer requested a copy of documents from Diane Sofia, Incident Report QA Analyst. She provided documentation. Documentation indicated that upon investigation, allegation was found to be unsubstantiated. This writer sent documentation to supervisor, Todd Parker, Incident and Grievance Manager, to share documents as requested. This writer will resolve based on obtaining requested documentation. If anything further is requested by CQR, this information will be included in concern follow-up.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Undetermined--Requested documentation sent to Clinical Quality Review (CQR) team for review		1		1		0		21

		12085		Kristie White		08/26/2021		Williams		Stacey		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Other		OPT Plus		Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Pride in North Carolina, LLC		1		697581 - Haithcock, Michael		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Johnston		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		UM CM staffed with UM CM Supervisor Karen Timkey who supported a QOC.  UM CM noted the provider had an authorization for OPT Plus from 4/27/21 to 7/27/21.  The provider submitted a reauthorization as an initial request for OPT Plus on 8/23/21 due to a lapse in service.  UM CM spoke with Callie Smith at 252-944-7070, who informed the writer that a new CCA was complete because the previous CCA had expired and so a new PCP was also completed due to the lapse in service. UM CM inquired about the dates of service billed. Callie indicated there is no OPT TL at this time and so the members have to go into the office and see a therapist as the schedule permits. Currently the member is reported to see a therapist bi-weekly. However, billing shows therapy visits on 5/18/21, 6/1/21 and 7/12/21. The member received CM with OPT Plus on 5/19/21,6/8/21, 6/22/21, 7/9/21 and 7/13/21. Note CCP indicates; Billing Guidance: OPT Plus units may only be billed on day when the therapist has performed a face-to-face service with the beneficiary or a family member. Only one unit may be billed per beneficiary per month. All other contacts including qualified professionals, meetings, travel time, etc. is accounted for in the buildup of the unit rate.
It is unclear how frequently the member is seeing and therapist or how frequently face to face encounters are occurring if signature pages cannot be signed. CFT are to happen monthly with the member and the guardian.  Stacey Williams, LCSW 8/26/21				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8408		09/13/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		UM CM staffed with UM CM Supervisor Karen Timkey who supported a QOC. UM CM noted the provider had an authorization for OPT Plus from 4/27/21 to 7/27/21. The provider submitted a reauthorization as an initial request for OPT Plus on 8/23/21 due to a lapse in service. UM CM spoke with Callie Smith at 252-944-7070, who informed the writer that a new CCA was complete because the previous CCA had expired and so a new PCP was also completed due to the lapse in service. UM CM inquired about the dates of service billed. Callie indicated there is no OPT TL at this time and so the members have to go into the office and see a therapist as the schedule permits. Currently the member is reported to see a therapist bi-weekly. However, billing shows therapy visits on 5/18/21, 6/1/21 and 7/12/21. The member received CM with OPT Plus on 5/19/21,6/8/21, 6/22/21, 7/9/21 and 7/13/21. Note CCP indicates; Billing Guidance: OPT Plus units may only be billed on day when the therapist has performed a face-to-face service with the beneficiary or a family member. Only one unit may be billed per beneficiary per month. All other contacts including qualified professionals, meetings, travel time, etc. is accounted for in the buildup of the unit rate. It is unclear how frequently the member is seeing and therapist or how frequently face to face encounters are occurring if signature pages cannot be signed. CFT are to happen monthly with the member and the guardian. Stacey Williams, LCSW 8/26/21
Patient: Michael Haithcock Patient ID: 697581 DOB: 11/29/2009
08/26/21-Internal- against Pride in NC- authorization/billing issues; no OPT team lead available. KMack Appeals Coordinator
08/30/21-Sent to THeld in SIU for case consult due to accusations of fraudulent billing. Per SIU this writer was told to go through same QM process and ensure provider understands the requirements of OPT Plus, including billing, contact requirements, ect. KMack Appeals Coordinator
09/01/21-Sending acknowledgment email to internal complainant SWilliams. This writer reached out to Nicole Springer at 910-833-4004 about these concern element and  sent concern element email to nspringer@pridenc.com  to be returned to this writer by 09/09/21. KMack Appeals Coordinator
09/13/21-This writer received a response from Region Director Megan Pate and Director of Business Operation Jason Rutski about this concern. Per provider a new authorization request was submitted since there was a lapse in service and a new CCA and PCPC were completed due to expiring. They did not have identified OPT lead for OPT Plus. Clients have been coming into the office for therapy sessions with OPT staff. Callie Smith is currently being credentialed and will become the identified OPT therapist for OPT Plus and will do face to face sessions. The provider was advised by Alliance Health to bill all other services at $.01 so Alliance Health can track all service contacts that are being provided and they do not get reimbursed for them. The provider also sent all notes for this member in question. The provider did a Plan of Action which includes Callie Smith as a full-time outpatient therapist for OPT Plus services and OPT Plus therapist will see clients more frequently and ensure all follow service delivery expectations per the service description are met. Lastly the QAQI will review OPT Plus services to ensure service delivery follows expectations for the next 90 days. Per this response the provider is taking full accountability of their mistakes and taking actions to correct them. Closing internal concern as tracking and sending internal complainant resolution email. KMack Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		18

		12086		Kim Ware		08/26/2021		NARA		BRENT		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Adult		The Loving Home Incorporated		1		257100 - BURKETT, JENNIFER		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		1		In-State		Level III		1		1		Service Consultant made attempts on 8/2/21 and 8/20/21 to QPs Vincent Williams (vwilliams.tlhnc@yahoo.com) and Beverly Curtis (thelovinghome@aol.com) to request the following documentation needed this month for quarterly monitoring. The following is needed for this month:
•	Jennifer Burkett: Quarterly progress note for 5/1/21-7/31/21
•	Terry Horne: Quarterly progress note for 5/1/21-7/31/21

The following documentation requests are overdue from previous months. They are listed in the order of most recent to least recent (oldest requests at the bottom of the list):
•	Huey Brooks: Signed short range goals effective 6/1/21
•	Jennifer Burkett: Quarterly progress note for 2/1/21-4/30/21
•	Terry Horne: Signed short range goals (effective 2/1/21)
•	Crystal Burgess: Signed short range goals effective 1/1/21
•	Jennifer Burkett: Quarterly progress notes for 11/1/20-1/31/21
•	Jennifer Burkett: Signed short range goals (effective 11/1/20)
The majority of overdue documentation was sent on 8/22/21, after the deadline given by Compliance (8/18/21). Provider stated that they did not receive the letter from Provider Networks warning them about the deadline until 8/19/21. SC discussed the remaining documentation still needed with Mr. Williams over the phone on 8/23/21. Mr. Williams said that he is working on it, but did not provide a date for when the documentation will be sent.		CORRECTIONS: CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO FROM MEMBER'S; DISABILITY CHANGED FROM DD TO MULTI; NATURE CHANGED FROM LME/MCO FUNCTION TO ADMINISTRATIVE; AGAINST CHANGED FROM OTHER TO PROVIDER; LICENSURE ENTERED DHSR		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8403		08/27/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Service Consultant made attempts on 8/2/21 and 8/20/21 to QPs Vincent Williams (vwilliams.tlhnc@yahoo.com) and Beverly Curtis (thelovinghome@aol.com) to request the following documentation needed this month for quarterly monitoring. The following is needed for this month: • Jennifer Burkett: Quarterly progress note for 5/1/21-7/31/21 • Terry Horne: Quarterly progress note for 5/1/21-7/31/21 The following documentation requests are overdue from previous months. They are listed in the order of most recent to least recent (oldest requests at the bottom of the list): • Huey Brooks: Signed short range goals effective 6/1/21 • Jennifer Burkett: Quarterly progress note for 2/1/21-4/30/21 • Terry Horne: Signed short range goals (effective 2/1/21) • Crystal Burgess: Signed short range goals effective 1/1/21 • Jennifer Burkett: Quarterly progress notes for 11/1/20-1/31/21 • Jennifer Burkett: Signed short range goals (effective 11/1/20) The majority of overdue documentation was sent on 8/22/21, after the deadline given by Compliance (8/18/21). Provider stated that they did not receive the letter from Provider Networks warning them about the deadline until 8/19/21. SC discussed the remaining documentation still needed with Mr. Williams over the phone on 8/23/21. Mr. Williams said that he is working on it, but did not provide a date for when the documentation will be sent.
8/26/21 Based on case consult with Incident & Grievance Mgr, T Parker, case to be closed and tracked by QM. Email correspondence received from AH Compliance indicates involvement and plans of addressing the matter further.(K.WARE,QAA)
8/27/21 Ack Res emailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		1

		12087		Hillary Vandewart		08/26/2021		Kersey		Elyse		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		The Bair Foundation		1		297058 - HINTON, ANGEL		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		1		In-State		Therapeutic Foster Care		0		0		Provider continues to not respond to most of UM recommendations for multiple review periods. These recommendations include: ***PLEASE BE ADVISED*** Requests for continued stay should not be submitted in excess of two weeks prior to the requested authorization start date in order to provide the most accurate and recent clinical information for review. ***PLEASE PROVIDE UPDATES ON ALL RECOMMENDATIONS WITH ANY FUTURE REQUEST AND ENSURE THE CRISIS PLAN IS PROVIDED WITH EACH REVIEW PERIOD, AS THIS REQUIRED DOCUMENT WAS NOT INCLUDED*** Continue to provide updates on the discharge/transition plan with tentative timeframes. With member continuing to make progress, consider stepping down to level I FC. Can member remain in the same home with stepping down? ONCE AGAIN, PLEASE ADDRESS THIS ONGOING INQUIRY. Ensure member continues seeing a psychiatrist for ongoing medication management and behavioral monitoring. Consider completing an updated CCA. Please note that she is due for her annual update in September 2021. Ensure a safety/supervision plan remains in place with monitoring and restricting of electronic devices, given her history of trying to access inappropriate content. Consider linking with a full psychological assessment to further assess personality and functioning. HAS THIS RECOMMENDATION BEEN DISCUSSED? Please provide updates on progress in therapy. Ensure family therapy is also taking place, as appropriate. Ensure member’s grief of her mother’s parental rights being terminated continues to be addressed in therapy, along with her sadness regarding her relationship with her brother. Please ensure collaboration with the school and ensure supports are in place, including tight supervision with electronics used for learning. PLEASE ADVISE OF EFFORTS THE SCHOOL IS MAKING TO ENSURE SHE DOES NOT HAVE ACCESS TO INAPPROPRIATE SITES/CONTENT. Ensure continued engagement with age appropriate prosocial activities. Continue to encourage annual well checks, annual dental, and vision screenings. Ensure her medical provider is aware of her history of enuresis and is treating, as appropriate. 

CM has also had to call the provider several times in the past about needed documents/missing documentation. CM did not reach out this time, but notes they did not provide the required crisis plan.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Nature of Issue to Admin, Changed Disability to MH only		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8418		09/02/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Provider continues to not respond to most of UM recommendations for multiple review periods. 
These recommendations include: ***PLEASE BE ADVISED*** Requests for continued stay should not be submitted in excess of two weeks prior to the requested authorization start date in order to provide the most accurate and recent clinical information for review. ***PLEASE PROVIDE UPDATES ON ALL RECOMMENDATIONS WITH ANY FUTURE REQUEST AND ENSURE THE CRISIS PLAN IS PROVIDED WITH EACH REVIEW PERIOD, AS THIS REQUIRED DOCUMENT WAS NOT INCLUDED*** Continue to provide updates on the discharge/transition plan with tentative timeframes. With member continuing to make progress, consider stepping down to level I FC. Can member remain in the same home with stepping down? ONCE AGAIN, PLEASE ADDRESS THIS ONGOING INQUIRY. Ensure member continues seeing a psychiatrist for ongoing medication management and behavioral monitoring. Consider completing an updated CCA. Please note that she is due for her annual update in September 2021. Ensure a safety/supervision plan remains in place with monitoring and restricting of electronic devices, given her history of trying to access inappropriate content. Consider linking with a full psychological assessment to further assess personality and functioning. HAS THIS RECOMMENDATION BEEN DISCUSSED? Please provide updates on progress in therapy. Ensure family therapy is also taking place, as appropriate. Ensure member’s grief of her mother’s parental rights being terminated continues to be addressed in therapy, along with her sadness regarding her relationship with her brother. Please ensure collaboration with the school and ensure supports are in place, including tight supervision with electronics used for learning. PLEASE ADVISE OF EFFORTS THE SCHOOL IS MAKING TO ENSURE SHE DOES NOT HAVE ACCESS TO INAPPROPRIATE SITES/CONTENT. Ensure continued engagement with age appropriate prosocial activities. Continue to encourage annual well checks, annual dental, and vision screenings. Ensure her medical provider is aware of her history of enuresis and is treating, as appropriate. 
CM has also had to call the provider several times in the past about needed documents/missing documentation. CM did not reach out this time, but notes they did not provide the required crisis plan.
[PT: Angel Hinton				DOB: 12/21/10				ID: 297058]
9/2/21
This writer reviewed grievance and it appears to be related to administrative issues (missing documentation, etc). This writer researched within Alpha and noted that there are no other related concerns for this provider/issue and thus it is not a pattern.
Based on this, this writer sent acknowledgement/resolution letter to internal complainant and closed case as tracking. Nothing further needed at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		7

		12088		Kim Ware		08/26/2021		WALTON		ROBIN		Consumer Advocate/Rep.		External Stakeholder Concern		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Crisis - Inpatient				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Holly Hill Hospital, LLC		1		79126 - LIVERMAN, KATHY		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		This complaint is being filed on behalf of Robin Walton, Durham County DSS guardian 919-730-9377

Robin Walton is the guardian of member Kathy Liverman, ID 79126. Member has been hospitalized at Holly Hill Hospital since May, and has been on the waitlist for CRH. Last week, the hospital gave notice that member would be discharged on this day (8/26). As of this morning, the hospital was moving forward with discharging member. There was no plan for discharge, as a residential placement or respite family had not been identified that would accept member, and no clinical services were in place. Robin Walton felt that the plan to discharge member without member having a placement, and discharging member to the Durham County DSS office building is an unsafe discharge plan. The hospital has been unwilling to discuss extending discharge and reports that member is stable to discharge. 

Care Coordination has been in communication with the hospital and working to find a placement for member, however we have exhausted all available resources for placement and expressed our concerns about the discharge as well.

Katie Penree, MSW, LCSW 8/26/2021		CORRECTIONS: COMPLAINANT NAME CHAGNED FROM MEMBER'S; AGAINST CHANGED FROM OTHER TO PROVIDER; NATURE CHANGED FROM QUALITY TO ABUSE/NEGLECT; LICENSURE ENTERED DHSR; SERVICE TYPE CHANGED FROM NOT SERVICE RELATED TO CRISIS/INPATIENT		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8433		09/20/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		This complaint is being filed on behalf of Robin Walton, Durham County DSS guardian 919-730-9377 Robin Walton is the guardian of member Kathy Liverman, ID 79126. Member has been hospitalized at Holly Hill Hospital since May, and has been on the waitlist for CRH. Last week, the hospital gave notice that member would be discharged on this day (8/26). As of this morning, the hospital was moving forward with discharging member. There was no plan for discharge, as a residential placement or respite family had not been identified that would accept member, and no clinical services were in place. Robin Walton felt that the plan to discharge member without member having a placement, and discharging member to the Durham County DSS office building is an unsafe discharge plan. The hospital has been unwilling to discuss extending discharge and reports that member is stable to discharge. Care Coordination has been in communication with the hospital and working to find a placement for member, however we have exhausted all available resources for placement and expressed our concerns about the discharge as well. Katie Penree, MSW, LCSW 
8/26/21 Call to complainant; left vm message. The matter appears to be duplicative in nature in regards to lack of coordination in discharge planning. Due to nature of concern, this writer made call to agency's Director of Risk Mgmt, Roberta Morgan (919) 250-7212 and left a voicemail message requesting a return call. This writer also emailed roberta.morgan@uhsinc.com requesting contact regarding recent grievance submitted regarding HHH.
8/27/21 This writer received a call from Ms Morgan.  This writer explained the role of QM and next steps. This writer discussed the concern with Ms. Morgan and requested that an internal review be conducted to include actions taken or to be taken to address the grievant concerns. Per discussion the grievance information was emailed directly to roberta.morgan@uhsinc.com. This writer requested that the agency response be received within 3-5 business days of receipt of the notification to include any supporting documentation.(K.WARE,QAA)
9/1/21 Acknowledgment letter mailed to complainant at DSS.(K.WARE,QAA)
9/8/21 No response from Ms. Morgan to date. This writer emailed Ms. Morgan requesting update. Per her email response, she apologized for the delay indicating days out and planning to submit response by Friday 9/10/21. This writer contacted complainant in regards to concern and next steps.(K.WARE,QAA)
9/13/21 To date, the response has not been received from HHH. This writer emailed Ms Morgan with a reminder as well as call and voicemail. Per response from Ms. Morgan the information was sent to this writer on Friday 9/10/21. Review of email confirms receipt in the junk mail folder. Agency internal review indicates facilitation of a treatment team meeting to include AH cc, AH supv and DSS guardian. HHH indicates discharge discussed:  
•	Patient was discharge on 8/26/21 with aftercare scheduled through Monarch Behavioral Health, appointment date of 8/30/21 at 10:30am. The agency was provided DSS guardians contact information. Discharge instructions were reviewed with nurse and DSS guardian. DSS guardian was provided copies of all discharge instructions, prescriptions and a letter of admission to excuse from any educational, financial, legal, and unemployment obligations. Patient discharged to a respite per DSS guardian. 
•	The patient’s attending psychiatrist, Dr. Jeffrey Childers, concluded that the patient had reached her baseline and a level 3 group home would be appropriate for Kathy. Dr. Childers met with the patient on day of discharge. 
This writer has recommended agency ensure the appropriateness of discharge planning as well as in regards to discharge to a building unattended. Call to complainant in regards to actions taken; no answer.(K.WARE,QAA)
9/20/21 Based on agency response and recommendations by this writer , case to be closed and tracked. This case will be monitored for potential trends. Resolution mailed to complainant. Any follow up with complainant to be noted.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		25

		12089		Kim Ware		08/27/2021		Wilkie		Jessica		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Psychiatric Services				Multi-Disability		Child (0-17)		Benchmark Behavioral Health Systems		1		178725 - MOORE, ELIJAH		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		1		Out of State outside of 40 mile radius		PRTF		1		1		This writer has participated in monthly meetings since 12/30/2020 for individual above with Benchmark PRTF in Utah. The last CFT was held on 8/11/2021 where it was reported that individual was on Level 5, which is the highest level of progress in the facility. During the meeting, it was discussed that individual intimidated a female staff to provide him with a vape pen. Individual used the vape pen, and then turned it in and turned in the staff person. This is the second time since his admission that he has been able to get staff to supply him with a vape pen for smoking. Both staff were terminated. This writer received an email on 8/16/2021 from the PRTF therapist, Melinda Larson, informing that individual had an incident of physical aggression with peers on 8/12/2021 and the facility would like individual to be moved to another PRTF due to his continued unsafe behaviors and danger to staff and peers. This writer requested all the documents needed to send referrals for lateral placement to begin the process of a transfer. This writer asked multiple times for the proper documentation for individual with no response. This writer was able to secure a lateral placement option for individual using information this writer has, since the PRTF still had not sent any documentation, but this writer still needed the paperwork for the facility to be able to submit a SAR for transfer.  This writer was pulled into an emergency CFT on 8/24/21 with DSS and the PRTF at Benchmark. During this meeting, Benchmark requested that individual be moved in 7-10 days. This writer noted that a placement has been located and this writer continues to request documents needed for transfer and still has not received them. Over the week, this writer made continued contact with Benchmark to get a CON, PCP, Crisis Plan, CCA, CCA Addendum. This writer received a unfinished PCP and Crisis Plan, a CON without a doctor signature, and the facility does not do a CCA or addendums and sent a "Letter of Removal." This writer spoke with the facility again about getting the documents corrected for placement. This writer was asked to join another CFT on 8/26/2021 when the facility requested individual be removed immediately due to another peer altercation where individual busted the child's lip that required an ED visit. This writer still was requested the needed documents for the transfer. The PRTF was discussing flying individual back to North Carolina since he is "North Carolina's responsibility." This writer requested that they hold individual until Sunday for direct placement with Hampton PRTF once Benchmark submits proper paperwork. Another meeting is being held on 8/27 @1pm to make final plans. This writer finally received documents completed by Benchmark on 8/27/2021.This facility has not mentioned any concerning behaviors during meetings each month. He changed therapists twice. Individual has been able to manipulate and intimidate staff and peers to allow him to do things, and access things, he should never have had. Two staff gave him a vape pen, he is assaulting peers and staff and still on the highest level in progress. The PRTF made immediate request for removal, and would not send the appropriate documents to implement this removal. It appears this child was never held accountable, or did any effective treatment since admission  on 12/20/2020.		CORRECTIONS; TYPE CHANGED FROM GRIEVANCE TO INTERNAL; NATURE CHANGED FROM MH ONLY TO MULTI;		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8426		09/27/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		This writer has participated in monthly meetings since 12/30/2020 for individual above with Benchmark PRTF in Utah. The last CFT was held on 8/11/2021 where it was reported that individual was on Level 5, which is the highest level of progress in the facility. During the meeting, it was discussed that individual intimidated a female staff to provide him with a vape pen. Individual used the vape pen, and then turned it in and turned in the staff person. This is the second time since his admission that he has been able to get staff to supply him with a vape pen for smoking. Both staff were terminated. This writer received an email on 8/16/2021 from the PRTF therapist, Melinda Larson, informing that individual had an incident of physical aggression with peers on 8/12/2021 and the facility would like individual to be moved to another PRTF due to his continued unsafe behaviors and danger to staff and peers. This writer requested all the documents needed to send referrals for lateral placement to begin the process of a transfer. This writer asked multiple times for the proper documentation for individual with no response. This writer was able to secure a lateral placement option for individual using information this writer has, since the PRTF still had not sent any documentation, but this writer still needed the paperwork for the facility to be able to submit a SAR for transfer.  This writer was pulled into an emergency CFT on 8/24/21 with DSS and the PRTF at Benchmark. During this meeting, Benchmark requested that individual be moved in 7-10 days. This writer noted that a placement has been located and this writer continues to request documents needed for transfer and still has not received them. Over the week, this writer made continued contact with Benchmark to get a CON, PCP, Crisis Plan, CCA, CCA Addendum. This writer received a unfinished PCP and Crisis Plan, a CON without a doctor signature, and the facility does not do a CCA or addendums and sent a "Letter of Removal." This writer spoke with the facility again about getting the documents corrected for placement. This writer was asked to join another CFT on 8/26/2021 when the facility requested individual be removed immediately due to another peer altercation where individual busted the child's lip that required an ED visit. This writer still was requested the needed documents for the transfer. The PRTF was discussing flying individual back to North Carolina since he is "North Carolina's responsibility." This writer requested that they hold individual until Sunday for direct placement with Hampton PRTF once Benchmark submits proper paperwork. Another meeting is being held on 8/27 @1pm to make final plans. This writer finally received documents completed by Benchmark on 8/27/2021.This facility has not mentioned any concerning behaviors during meetings each month. He changed therapists twice. Individual has been able to manipulate and intimidate staff and peers to allow him to do things, and access things, he should never have had. Two staff gave him a vape pen, he is assaulting peers and staff and still on the highest level in progress. The PRTF made immediate request for removal, and would not send the appropriate documents to implement this removal. It appears this child was never held accountable, or did any effective treatment since admission  on 12/20/2020.
ELIJAH MOORE    ID: 178725         (DOB: 5/29/2006)
8/31/21 Acknowledgment emailed to internal complainant Jessica Wilkie, AH MH/AUS Care Coordinator.
9/1/21 This writer made call and spoke with Ms Wilkie regarding the matter. Per her report since the date of concern the member was flown to NC, with DSS guardian with plans to admit member to a facility for 7 days to which he refused and the father took him home with him. The member is involved in DJJ and went before the judge the following day. The judge released the member home with his father. He is on probation, however, was released home with no connection to a community provider or services or action taken in regards to behaviors at the facility. Ms Wilke had made arrangements for services as well as had found placement. The concern continues to be the facility’s lack of treatment for member and not indicating information that would be needed for transfer. Ms. Wilkie indicated that she went over with the provider the information needed and how to submit it in that they appeared to be unfamiliar with NC requirements. The member had intimidated staff and started a gang at the facility and had jumped other members. Each CFT, no information regarding these aggressive and increasing behaviors were discussed. The facility called and wanted to immediately discharge member after a fight that resulted in injury to another member. Throughout his inpatient stay, member received no consequences for his actions or behaviors. Ms. Wilkie reports that there is another AH member there where the same appears to be occurring. She is currently making arrangements to move that member. This writer discussed next steps with Ms Wilkie. Although member is no longer at the facility. The facility will be made aware of the concern and required to complete an internal review to include action taken or to be taken to address the concerns and systemic changes made to avoid the occurrence in the future. This writer contacted Incident Reporting staff, QAA Jessica Killette. Due to the agency being out of state, they are not required to follow IRIS reporting. AH was unaware of any incidents involving member. Call to facility; left vm message requesting return call and inquiring who handles grievances and concerns for facility. No return call.
9/27/21 This writer contacted agency  Director of Clinical Services, Mary Barker (801) 299-5300 to make her aware of the concerns noting that technical assistance had been provided and member had been discharged. This writer requested internal review , findings and any changes made to avoid the occurrence in the future. No patient safety concerns noted, no follow up with external agencies needed at this time. Based on technical assistance by AH CC, agency notification and recommendations, case to be closed and tracked.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		31

		12090		Todd Parker		08/27/2021		Acebo		Justin		MCO Staff		Compliment		Quality of Services		Clinical Intake				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Carolina Outreach, LLC		1		191189 - MYERS, RUSSELL		American Indian/Native American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		COMPLIMENT:  Thank you to Cory Williams, Site Manager at Carolina Outreach 828-785-9544 (M) for helping to identify a staff member that could go on-site to Holly Hill Hospital (children’s campus) to complete an updated CCA on behalf of Cumberland County DSS.  And thank you to Stephanie Williams, therapist Carolina Outreach 919-588-3130 (M) for working with care coordination and hospital staff to work out the logistics of when and how to complete the CCA.  Always a pleasure working with Carolina Outreach.  

Justin P Acebo, MS, LCMHC 
Alliance Health				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8412		08/30/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		8/30/21
Composed and send Compliment Letter. Notified insert user.
T. Parker, I&G Manager		Compliment		1		1		0		3

		12092		Kristie White		08/28/2021		Williams		Stacey		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Access to Services		Diagnostic Assessment				Mental Health Only		Adult		MONARCH		1		780244 - Stinson, TANJANIA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Member is listed an an unenrolled; demographic information is as follows: Tanjania (TJ) Stinson (DOB: 02/07/1993) Address: 3939 Glenwood Ave. Apt. 461 Raleigh, NC 27612; Phone: 678-614-1954. 
Member contacted access seeking assistance with ACTT services. Upon screening member, member endorses SI 3 days ago and denied plan or intent.  SU: no concerns; AVH: endorsed active visual and auditory hallucinations; which are command at times telling her to kill herself and others.  Member reported a recent hospitalization at Rex ED early this month,  where she was held for 2 days.  Member reports no memory as to what occurred resulting in her being at Rex. Member's service hx is limited as she reports an inpatient hospitalization in 2020 (In Las Vegas) prior to Rex 2 day inpatient stay.  
Member was linked to Monarch for an initial CCA on August 9th, of which she attended.  Member reports she made clinician aware of her persistent AVH to included "....water snake circling the ceiling in her bedroom; a little girl (demonic at times) standing in the corner of her bedroom which 'pokes' at her."  Since appointment at Monarch for initial CCA, member has been isolated to her bedroom as she fears leaving her home.  Member continued to report when she leaves her environment; auditory hallucinations significantly worsen and become command auditory hallucinations telling her to "harm herself and others."  Remaining at home, minimizes the occurrence of this happening.  Member provided very detailed information related to visual and auditory hallucinations she experiences;  all of which she reports she made aware to the clinician assessing her.  
From the inpatient hospitalization in Las Vegas and Monarch, member reports she was informed by each she has dx of Schizoaffective D/O, Bipolar D/O and PTSD.  
From this appointment with Monarch, member reports she was scheduled to see the psychiatrist at Monarch on September 9th.  Which puts her 30 plus day out for initial psychiatric evaluation.  
Due to member's presentation of untreated MH symptoms, providing member with an appointment 30 days in the future did not appear to be in the member's best interest considering Monarch operates BHUC (Behavior Health Urgent Care) and member would have been able to access additional care that day or the following day through the BHUC. 
This LC has concerns as to the delay in access to care for member.  As a result, member continued to experience persistent MH symptoms which has resulted in the past 3 weeks of isolation in her bedroom.  Mobile Crisis was dispatched and member was taken to the ED voluntarily due to worsening MH symptoms.		Member is not aware this concern has been filed.		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8409		09/22/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member is listed an an unenrolled; demographic information is as follows: Tanjania (TJ) Stinson (DOB: 02/07/1993) Address: 3939 Glenwood Ave. Apt. 461 Raleigh, NC 27612; Phone: 678-614-1954. Member contacted access seeking assistance with ACTT services. Upon screening member, member endorses SI 3 days ago and denied plan or intent. SU: no concerns; AVH: endorsed active visual and auditory hallucinations; which are command at times telling her to kill herself and others. Member reported a recent hospitalization at Rex ED early this month, where she was held for 2 days. Member reports no memory as to what occurred resulting in her being at Rex. Member's service hx is limited as she reports an inpatient hospitalization in 2020 (In Las Vegas) prior to Rex 2 day inpatient stay. Member was linked to Monarch for an initial CCA on August 9th, of which she attended. Member reports she made clinician aware of her persistent AVH to included "....water snake circling the ceiling in her bedroom; a little girl (demonic at times) standing in the corner of her bedroom which 'pokes' at her." Since appointment at Monarch for initial CCA, member has been isolated to her bedroom as she fears leaving her home. Member continued to report when she leaves her environment; auditory hallucinations significantly worsen and become command auditory hallucinations telling her to "harm herself and others." Remaining at home, minimizes the occurrence of this happening. Member provided very detailed information related to visual and auditory hallucinations she experiences; all of which she reports she made aware to the clinician assessing her. From the inpatient hospitalization in Las Vegas and Monarch, member reports she was informed by each she has dx of Schizoaffective D/O, Bipolar D/O and PTSD. From this appointment with Monarch, member reports she was scheduled to see the psychiatrist at Monarch on September 9th. Which puts her 30 plus day out for initial psychiatric evaluation. Due to member's presentation of untreated MH symptoms, providing member with an appointment 30 days in the future did not appear to be in the member's best interest considering Monarch operates BHUC (Behavior Health Urgent Care) and member would have been able to access additional care that day or the following day through the BHUC. This LC has concerns as to the delay in access to care for member. As a result, member continued to experience persistent MH symptoms which has resulted in the past 3 weeks of isolation in her bedroom. Mobile Crisis was dispatched and member was taken to the ED voluntarily due to worsening MH symptoms.
Patient: Tanjania Stinson DOB: 02/07/1993
08/30/21-Internal concern against Monarch re. not connecting member to appropriate services in a timely manner. KMack Appeals Coordinator
08/30/21-This writer reached out to internal complainant about this internal concern and also sent acknowledgment email to internal complainant to start the concern process. This writer also reached out to Monarch and spoke to Cornelius Powe Director of Compliance at Monarch about this concern of Monarch not connecting member to appropriate services in timely manner. Sent concern element email to be returned to this writer by 09/07/21 due to Labor Day holiday. KMack Appeals Coordinator
09/22/2021-This writer received response from Monarch Compliance Specialist Jennifer Smith. Per provider the member began at Monarch on 08/09/21 she did register and had multiple assessments that day. Per CCA the therapists indicate that the member was in fear of leaving home and experience AVH. The therapist agreed for them member outpatient therapy and medication management. The member had an appointment set for PE 09/09/1 and the member did attend PE and her medication was adjusted the provider and member agreed on this treatment plan. A CST referral was also initiated that day by the provider. The provider does agree the member could have been guided to Monarch BHUC to receive an appointment sooner and Monarch will remind therapist of this and the wait time is greatly based on what needs the member has. Upon return to see the therapist the member did not indicate they contacted mobile crisis and had gone to the ED. The provider to notified the therapist of this information and the records were obtained. Closing this concern as tracking and sending internal complainant resolution email of this information. The provider thoroughly investigated the problem and let therapist know about other alternatives to get members treatment more timely manner in the future.  KMack Appeals Coordinator/QAA		Tracking		1		1		0		25

		12095		Kristie White		08/30/2021		Bradshaw		Evette		Guardian		Grievance		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Not Defined		1		91414 - JONES, SHIMEKA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		1		In-State		Family Care Home		1		1		caller is calling to file grievance against Provider- Dedove home INC 1717 N alston ave durham nc 27703/01- Medicaid fraud,  completing bogus assessments on the clients there. Claiming that client has physical disabilities to get extra payments				Not Defined				8417				Not Defined		Not Defined		Caller is calling to file grievance against Provider- Dedove home INC 1717 N alston ave durham nc 27703/01- Medicaid fraud, completing bogus assessments on the clients there. Claiming that client has physical disabilities to get extra payments.
08/30/21-Grievance- against Dedove Home Inc.- medicaid fraud; bogus assessments. KMack Appeals Coordinator
Patient: Shimeka Jones Patient ID: 91414 DOB: 08/07/1980
08/31/21-Called Evette Bradshaw at 984-888-0358 with no answer with questions about this grievance. KMack Appeals Coordinator
09/01/21-Called Evette Bradshaw for more information with no answer and no voicemail. This writer will attempt to call back on 09/07/21 and send more information letter if no answer. KMack Appeals Coordinator				1		1		0		(44,438)

		12097		Hillary Vandewart		08/30/2021		Blake-Lee		Patricia		Guardian		Grievance		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Autism Society of North Carolina, Inc.		1		253569 - LEE, CHRISTOPHER		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		Service Consultant received two phone calls from Christopher's mother/LRP Patricia Blake-Lee (910.988.8137). In the first call, SC called Mrs. Blake-Lee to check on her satisfaction with Christopher's services as part of quarterly monitoring at 10:48 am. LRP informed SC that Christopher's Day Supports staff dropped Christopher off on Friday 8/27 with another staff person (from another agency that provides Christopher's Community Living and Supports services) without informing her. Day Supports staff decided that she needed to get a COVID-19 test. Day Support staff is currently in the hospital receiving care for COVID-19, per LRP. LRP called Victoria Lee, QP at Autism Society to follow up on her concern that Christopher did not have staff in place. Ms. Lee informed Mrs. Blake-Lee that she would call her back later. Mrs. Blake-Lee called SC back at 2:43 to inform SC that she had not heard back from Autism Society but that Christopher and her husband, although fully vaccinated, tested positive for COVID-19. Both are displaying respiratory symptoms. At 4:23, Mrs. Blake-Lee called back a third time to inform SC that Victoria Lee had called her back. Mrs. Blake-Lee did not provide details of the resolution to the staffing problem, but stated she understood that Christopher needs to complete his quarantine period for testing positive for COVID-19 prior to resuming services. Mrs. Blake-Lee stated that she is upset, however, that Christopher and her husband have now been infected by COVID-19 due to negligence on the part of Christopher's Day Supports staff, who did not get the COVID-19 vaccine nor did she wear a mask while working with Christopher in his family's home and the community. Mrs. Blake-Lee would like for Quality Management to follow up with Autism Society of NC in order to ensure that safety practices are being observed, including wearing a mask while working and, if not getting the vaccine, then at least getting tested before reporting to work. Mrs. Blake-Lee understands that direct support professionals are not paid well, but wants to ensure that what has happened to her family does not happen to another member.

Mrs. Blake-Lee has asked that her and her son's name do not come up in discussion of this matter. She is overwhelmed with caring for her husband, who was in poor health prior to testing positive for COVID-19, and does not want any additional stress to her relationship with Autism Society of NC. Mrs. Blake-Lee would, however, prefer to be informed by phone (910.988.8137) of any developments (for example, if Autism Society responds and if this grievance is able to enact any changes in their COVID-19 operating policy, such as paying for regular testing for non-vaccinated staff who are providing direct support to members or requiring staff to wear masks while providing Innovations services). Mrs. Blake-Lee understands that Autism Society may already have such policies in place, and these may have been neglected by staff. Mrs. Blake-Lee also complained that Victoria Lee, QP at Autism Society of NC, has not contacted her for at least 3-4 months to check on Christopher and her, and would like for this non-communication to be addressed as well, if possible.		CORRECTIONS: Changed complainant info to reflect guardian, Changed Nature of Issue to Abuse/Neglect		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8419		09/27/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Service Consultant received two phone calls from Christopher's mother/LRP Patricia Blake-Lee (910.988.8137). In the first call, SC called Mrs. Blake-Lee to check on her satisfaction with Christopher's services as part of quarterly monitoring at 10:48 am. 
LRP informed SC that Christopher's Day Supports staff dropped Christopher off on Friday 8/27 with another staff person (from another agency that provides Christopher's Community Living and Supports services) without informing her. Day Supports staff decided that she needed to get a COVID-19 test. Day Support staff is currently in the hospital receiving care for COVID-19, per LRP. LRP called Victoria Lee, QP at Autism Society to follow up on her concern that Christopher did not have staff in place. Ms. Lee informed Mrs. Blake-Lee that she would call her back later. Mrs. Blake-Lee called SC back at 2:43 to inform SC that she had not heard back from Autism Society but that Christopher and her husband, although fully vaccinated, tested positive for COVID-19. Both are displaying respiratory symptoms. 
At 4:23, Mrs. Blake-Lee called back a third time to inform SC that Victoria Lee had called her back. Mrs. Blake-Lee did not provide details of the resolution to the staffing problem, but stated she understood that Christopher needs to complete his quarantine period for testing positive for COVID-19 prior to resuming services. Mrs. Blake-Lee stated that she is upset, however, that Christopher and her husband have now been infected by COVID-19 due to negligence on the part of Christopher's Day Supports staff, who did not get the COVID-19 vaccine nor did she wear a mask while working with Christopher in his family's home and the community. 
Mrs. Blake-Lee would like for Quality Management to follow up with Autism Society of NC in order to ensure that safety practices are being observed, including wearing a mask while working and, if not getting the vaccine, then at least getting tested before reporting to work. Mrs. Blake-Lee understands that direct support professionals are not paid well, but wants to ensure that what has happened to her family does not happen to another member.
Mrs. Blake-Lee has asked that her and her son's name do not come up in discussion of this matter. She is overwhelmed with caring for her husband, who was in poor health prior to testing positive for COVID-19, and does not want any additional stress to her relationship with Autism Society of NC. 
Mrs. Blake-Lee would, however, prefer to be informed by phone (910.988.8137) of any developments (for example, if Autism Society responds and if this grievance is able to enact any changes in their COVID-19 operating policy, such as paying for regular testing for non-vaccinated staff who are providing direct support to members or requiring staff to wear masks while providing Innovations services). Mrs. Blake-Lee understands that Autism Society may already have such policies in place, and these may have been neglected by staff. 
Mrs. Blake-Lee also complained that Victoria Lee, QP at Autism Society of NC, has not contacted her for at least 3-4 months to check on Christopher and her, and would like for this non-communication to be addressed as well, if possible.
[PT: Christopher Lee				DOB: 2/5/1987				ID: 253569]
9/3/21
This writer confirmed that guardianship documentation is on file. This writer noted that a second grievance was filed regarding same issue/member (#12112). This information is below: 
Christopher's guardian Patricia Blake-Lee called Service Consultant back to share an additional detail regarding the incident on Friday 8/27/21 where Christopher was exposed to COVID-19 due to negligence on the part of his direct care staff. Christopher and his father have tested positive for COVID-19 as the result of this mistake. 
Mrs. Blake-Lee shared the detail that the direct care staff, Beverly, took Christopher with her during his service hours on the day of the incident to get her COVID-19 test. Per Mrs. Blake-Lee, Beverly was coughing for several days, and should have called in sick. Failing that, she should not have taken Christopher with her to get her COVID-19 test, and failing that, she should have at least informed Mrs. Blake-Lee that she was dropping Christopher off with another staff person. 
Service Consultant followed up with provider and received response on 9/1/21 from director Chris Leonard that Mr. Leonard will be following up with Beverly regarding safety practices. Service Consultant followed up with Mr. Leonard again on 9/2 following call from Mrs. Blake-Lee to share the detail that Beverly picked up Chris and took him with her to get tested. Service Consultant conveyed Mrs. Blake-Lee's concern and Service Consultant's concern that taking a member to a personal appointment is not something that can be done during the member's waiver services. Service Consultant is awaiting response from Mr. Leonard (cliga@autismsociety-nc.org) 
Mrs. Blake-Lee would like to be informed of any updates with this grievance at (910) 988-8137. Mrs. Blake-Lee requested Service Consultant to elevate the priority of the grievance while including the additional detail that Christopher was taken by Beverly with her COVID-19 test.
This writer withdrew duplicative grievance (#12112) as information will be included in review of this grievance.
This writer then contacted grievant who put this writer on speakerphone with her daughter (member’s sister. Both expressed that the main concern is regarding the staff taking member to her COVID test, particularly when she wasn’t feeling well and they feel that this is medical negligence. 
This writer inquired if their name could be included in discussions with the provider and they confirmed. This writer shared the grievance resolution process and confirmed mailing address. This writer composed and sent acknowledgement letter.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
9/16/21
This writer contacted Tim Ferreira, Director of Quality and Compliance, and shared information with him via email. He shared that this was the first time he heard of this issue and would get back to me with a response by 9/23.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
9/23/21
This writer received written response from provider, which can be summarized below:
•	Only awareness that staff supervisor had was that she had a headache (not coughing or being sick). 
•	Acknowledged that Beverly took member with her when she was tested on the 26th but that this occurred after her shift ended. Staff from Maxim were scheduled to take over services from ASNC at the end of her shift but had not arrived yet. 
•	ASNC has strongly encouraged vaccination of staff but have not to date required it.
•	ASNC has consistently required staff to wear masks during their shifts at all times. Currently requiring KN-95 masks in all indoor settings and surgical face masks if outdoors. 
•	Provider was not made aware that staff was not complying with the masking requirement.
•	Beverly has not worked since the 26th.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
9/27/21
This writer contacted Ms. Patricia Blake-Lee to share provider’s response with her. She shared that everyone in her house has now tested negative for COVID but that the staff is in the hospital/ICU. She shared that Christopher has not had staff and that she has been in discussion with her CN regarding providing RAP service under Appendix K in the meantime. This writer reviewed Jiva notes which reported that ASNC was to contact her no later than today to discuss. This writer shared this info with her and told her to follow up with CN if this does not occur.
She went on to inform this writer that hospitals are denying x-rays which is leading to Covid Pneumonia. Her son had pneumonia but it was caught because she insisted on an x-ray. She wanted to pass this information along from her personal experience. This writer thanked her and informed her that we would be tracking this issue moving forward. No further action needed at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		28

		12099		Kim Ware		08/31/2021		BRYAN		KATHERINE		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Crisis - Inpatient				Multi-Disability		Child (0-17)		Benchmark Behavioral Health Systems		1		178725 - MOORE, ELIJAH		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		1		1		Out of State outside of 40 mile radius		PRTF		1		1		Quality Care Concern  initiated by Alliance Clinical Case Manager, Kathy Bryan, LCSW based on  limited / lack of quality clinical documentation received from facility, emails/calls with facility ,consultation with CC, Jessica Wilkie and direction of UM Supervisor Wendy Deacon to completed QOC.  (Member 14 yr old male in the custody of Wake County DSS and on probation)

Unclear Treatment Plan/Goals not reflective of the severity of behaviors/problems that precipitated admission.  
Example DMDD Goal: “I need to get rid of bad friends.” Elijah would like to learn the warning signs that a person he is getting to know is a bad influence. Substance Abuse Goal: “Focus on myself not others.”  He would like to have good boundaries and health rel. Objective learning about boundaries. Therapist will provide psychoeducation related to boundaries.
CCM made multiple attempts reaching out to Benchmark UR and therapist. CCM and Alliance CC, Jessica Wilkie collaborated multiple times in attempts to assist facility in completing PCP, Crisis Plan and following up on recommendations given. 
CCM sent email to Therapist, Michelle Randall  "  I received Scott’s email noting that you are working on Elijah Moore’s PCP. Please upload the completed PCP, Crisis Plan and Signature Page by Tuesday March 9th. The Signature Page has a place for the Guardian, therapist and MD to sign. If you are unable to upload, you can email the completed forms. Per my review of the member’s record, he has a significant history of physically aggressive and assaultive behavior which has occurred in the home, school and community (parents, peers and police), daily substance use, suicidal ideation, elopement, previous reports of AH/VH, criminal behavior/involvement with legal system for several years with multiple probation violations and history of detention, family conflict and lack of response to treatment. The goals should measurable and encompass these problems. The PCP is important in understanding the presenting problems, goals and progress made. This form will be needed as the member transitions from Benchmark to a lower level or care. Jessica Wilkie, PRTF Care Coordinator has expressed her willingness to assist you if you need further assistance. In the Initial Psychiatric Assessment the MD noted that the following assessments would be completed trauma assessment, a C-SSRS to assess for suicide ideation and risk, VRAG to assess for risk of violence, and a SASSI-A2 to assess for substance abuse and risk . Have these been completed? If so please upload these assessments. Alliance was also recommending Psychological Testing. Has that been scheduled? Please contact me if you have any questions.” Thank you, Kathy Bryan, LCSW 3/2/2021

Clinical Information provided at each review was limited in clinical substance, therefore difficult to understand progression of tx or facility’s conceptualization of clinical issues. Frequently needed to make calls out to ask for information that had been requested in the context of treatment recommendations.

Facility had extreme difficulty completing requested documents ie PCP, Crisis Plan and PCP Signature Page (Admitted 12/30/2020) despite attempts of CC and CCM to assist and repeated requests for documentation in recommendations. 
Please upload PCP and Crisis Plan as well as any assessments completed at next review
Initial PCP uploaded 2/26/2021 however was not completed and same goals from Benchmark’s Treatment Plan which did not reflect symptoms/behaviors. 3/11/2021 uploaded part of a crisis plan. 4/28/2021 uploaded PCP that still lacked substantive goals and information. More complete PCP uploaded 7/28 w/signature page although did not have guardian signature.   
CC Jessica Wilkie had joint meeting with Director of UR Scott Roper and the therapist on 6/24 and explained again all about the PCP and Crisis Plan, provided instruction, copies, website.  

Minimized behaviors up until the facility asked for member to be removed from facility. 
Member maintained level 5 (highest level ) most of the month of July
Benchmark is requesting his removal and submitted a letter noting “Elijah has had multiple occurrences of violations against residents and staff members which have made his residency unsafe.  These behaviors include assaulting peers and staff; threatening staff and peers; taking other peer’s medication; and making and hiding weapons.  He has had several incidents of bullying his peers into fighting each other.  Also, bullying them for their snacks.  He often intimidates staff and peers into getting things he is not allowed to have or do. In order to keep Elijah and those around him safe, multiple interventions have been tried aside from the behavior modification program on the unit. These include behavior plans, changes in rooms, changes in roommates, changing his unit, one-on-one conferences with administration with little to no effect. Elijah shows anti-social traits and he has not been amenable to treatment while at Benchmark.  Elijah is unable to maintain safe behaviors.  As a result, Elijah has made a situation in which staff members and residents are not willing or comfortable in engaging with him. Benchmark can no longer meet the needs of this resident and respectfully request his removal from the facility.”  
PRTF CC also noted that this week he assaulted a peer by punching him so hard that the peer’s tooth punctured his own jaw and required stitches.
Facility did not hold member accountable for behaviors, staff intimidated by member and allowed him to get by with behaviors and or unaware of behaviors.   
Lack of progress due to inability to accept responsibility or engage in therapy on a meaningful level. Safety Concerns Individual has been in PRTF placement in Utah since Dec 2020 and the PRTF is requesting a lateral transfer due to continued aggression and manipulation. Individual assaulted a peer last week when he saw other peers attacking this peer. Individual has been able to get two staff to give him a vape pen while in the facility.

Unable or unwilling to complete a CCA for lateral transfer. 
CC, Jessica Wilkie informed by email that member would need another facility followed by a Letter of Removal. Facility requesting member be moved in 5-7 days. CC requested needed documentation for lateral transfer but had extreme difficulty getting facility to complete bare essentials for transfer.		CORRECTIONS: COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO CHANGED FROM MEMBER		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8428		10/06/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Quality Care Concern initiated by Alliance Clinical Case Manager, Kathy Bryan, LCSW based on limited / lack of quality clinical documentation received from facility, emails/calls with facility ,consultation with CC, Jessica Wilkie and direction of UM Supervisor Wendy Deacon to completed QOC. (Member 14 yr old male in the custody of Wake County DSS and on probation) Unclear Treatment Plan/Goals not reflective of the severity of behaviors/problems that precipitated admission. Example DMDD Goal: “I need to get rid of bad friends.” Elijah would like to learn the warning signs that a person he is getting to know is a bad influence. Substance Abuse Goal: “Focus on myself not others.” He would like to have good boundaries and health rel. Objective learning about boundaries. Therapist will provide psychoeducation related to boundaries. CCM made multiple attempts reaching out to Benchmark UR and therapist. CCM and Alliance CC, Jessica Wilkie collaborated multiple times in attempts to assist facility in completing PCP, Crisis Plan and following up on recommendations given. CCM sent email to Therapist, Michelle Randall " I received Scott’s email noting that you are working on Elijah Moore’s PCP. Please upload the completed PCP, Crisis Plan and Signature Page by Tuesday March 9th. The Signature Page has a place for the Guardian, therapist and MD to sign. If you are unable to upload, you can email the completed forms. Per my review of the member’s record, he has a significant history of physically aggressive and assaultive behavior which has occurred in the home, school and community (parents, peers and police), daily substance use, suicidal ideation, elopement, previous reports of AH/VH, criminal behavior/involvement with legal system for several years with multiple probation violations and history of detention, family conflict and lack of response to treatment. The goals should measurable and encompass these problems. The PCP is important in understanding the presenting problems, goals and progress made. This form will be needed as the member transitions from Benchmark to a lower level or care. Jessica Wilkie, PRTF Care Coordinator has expressed her willingness to assist you if you need further assistance. In the Initial Psychiatric Assessment the MD noted that the following assessments would be completed trauma assessment, a C-SSRS to assess for suicide ideation and risk, VRAG to assess for risk of violence, and a SASSI-A2 to assess for substance abuse and risk . Have these been completed? If so please upload these assessments. Alliance was also recommending Psychological Testing. Has that been scheduled? Please contact me if you have any questions.” Thank you, Kathy Bryan, LCSW 3/2/2021 Clinical Information provided at each review was limited in clinical substance, therefore difficult to understand progression of tx or facility’s conceptualization of clinical issues. Frequently needed to make calls out to ask for information that had been requested in the context of treatment recommendations. Facility had extreme difficulty completing requested documents ie PCP, Crisis Plan and PCP Signature Page (Admitted 12/30/2020) despite attempts of CC and CCM to assist and repeated requests for documentation in recommendations. Please upload PCP and Crisis Plan as well as any assessments completed at next review Initial PCP uploaded 2/26/2021 however was not completed and same goals from Benchmark’s Treatment Plan which did not reflect symptoms/behaviors. 3/11/2021 uploaded part of a crisis plan. 4/28/2021 uploaded PCP that still lacked substantive goals and information. More complete PCP uploaded 7/28 w/signature page although did not have guardian signature. CC Jessica Wilkie had joint meeting with Director of UR Scott Roper and the therapist on 6/24 and explained again all about the PCP and Crisis Plan, provided instruction, copies, website. Minimized behaviors up until the facility asked for member to be removed from facility. Member maintained level 5 (highest level ) most of the month of July Benchmark is requesting his removal and submitted a letter noting “Elijah has had multiple occurrences of violations against residents and staff members which have made his residency unsafe. These behaviors include assaulting peers and staff; threatening staff and peers; taking other peer’s medication; and making and hiding weapons. He has had several incidents of bullying his peers into fighting each other. Also, bullying them for their snacks. He often intimidates staff and peers into getting things he is not allowed to have or do. In order to keep Elijah and those around him safe, multiple interventions have been tried aside from the behavior modification program on the unit. These include behavior plans, changes in rooms, changes in roommates, changing his unit, one-on-one conferences with administration with little to no effect. Elijah shows anti-social traits and he has not been amenable to treatment while at Benchmark. Elijah is unable to maintain safe behaviors. As a result, Elijah has made a situation in which staff members and residents are not willing or comfortable in engaging with him. Benchmark can no longer meet the needs of this resident and respectfully request his removal from the facility.” PRTF CC also noted that this week he assaulted a peer by punching him so hard that the peer’s tooth punctured his own jaw and required stitches. Facility did not hold member accountable for behaviors, staff intimidated by member and allowed him to get by with behaviors and or unaware of behaviors. Lack of progress due to inability to accept responsibility or engage in therapy on a meaningful level. Safety Concerns Individual has been in PRTF placement in Utah since Dec 2020 and the PRTF is requesting a lateral transfer due to continued aggression and manipulation. Individual assaulted a peer last week when he saw other peers attacking this peer. Individual has been able to get two staff to give him a vape pen while in the facility. Unable or unwilling to complete a CCA for lateral transfer. CC, Jessica Wilkie informed by email that member would need another facility followed by a Letter of Removal. Facility requesting member be moved in 5-7 days. CC requested needed documentation for lateral transfer but had extreme difficulty getting facility to complete bare essentials for transfer.
9/8/21 Acknowledgment emailed to internal complainant. Similar issues noted in other internal cases (12089,12099).(K.WARE,QAA)
This writer contacted the agency and requested return call with individual responsible for grievances and complaints.(K.WARE,QAA)
No response from agency to date.
This writer made call and left message for Clinical Director, Mary Barker.
This writer received vm message from Ms Barker.(K.WARE,QAA)
9/29/21 This writer emailed Jessica Wilkie to inquire regarding who eventually sent the requested documentation and the email address. Per her response it was the member's therapist melinda.larson@uhsinc.com. No response from phone call to Clinical Director of Services. This writer emailed her directly requesting contact: mary.barker@uhsinc.com. This writer and Ms Barker have both called one another leaving messages. Information available indicates that the member was transitioned to Hampton PRTF as planned. Matt Roper at Benchmark confirmed discharge.
10/4/21 This writer made call and spoke with Ms. Barker and made her aware of the concern and requested that an internal review be conducted and submitted to this writer noting any changes made to avoid the occurrence in the future. Technical assistance was provided by AH, documentation was submitted member has been transferred. This writer has recommended agency review of documentation, communication with AH when requested, timely follow up with CM recommendations  to ensure coordination of care. Case to be closed with subsequent documentation to be noted in follow up upon receipt.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		36

		12100		Hillary Vandewart		08/31/2021		Green		Costella		Guardian		Grievance		Quality of Services		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Developmental Disabilities Only		18-20		Maxim Healthcare Services, Inc.		1		622546 - GREEN, JOSHUA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Service Consultant received phone call from LRP Costella Green (910) 676-0362. Ms. Green reported that she spoke with I/DD Service Director for the Fayetteville location, Wayne McDonald, concerning her daughter Jade being hired to provide Joshua's Respite service. Ms. Green stated that her daughter completed training requirements and submitted the necessary documentation, but that provider has been lax in moving forward with the hiring process. Per Ms. Green, Mr. McDonald stated that he forgot about it when she spoke with him on the phone today. Ms. Green reported that Mr. McDonald stated "If you don't like our services, you can go somewhere else". Ms. Green reported that another Maxim employee she spoke to, Ebony, was also rude to her and used abusive language (curse words). Ms. Green reported that services have been lacking in quality since former I/DD Director Ronneta Howze left, and that she has been struggling with Maxim for the past two months to get her daughter hired and to request respite services. Ms. Green asked Service Consultant to file a grievance on her behalf so that Mr. McDonald's rudeness can be addressed by quality management. Service Consultant followed up on 8/31 with Mr. McDonald and with another Maxim QP, Jean Geratz (who has been assisting the Fayetteville office since Ms. Howze left) via email to inquire about the respite request and ask when Ms. Green may expect to receive respite. Service Consultant received call from Wayne McDonald (910) 485-2255. Mr. McDonald explained that Ms. Green's respite request is short notice, but that he is working on it. From the conversation that Service Consultant had with Mr. McDonald, who spoke courteously and respectfully, it is difficult to reconcile Service Consultant's experience with Mr. McDonald with that of Ms. Green reported above. Nonetheless, Service Consultant is following through on responsibility to support Joshua's guardian.

Ms. Green stated that she is fine with her name being brought up in the discussion with the provider. She stated she would be fine with speaking with Quality Management about this to share her perspective.		CORRECTIONS: Changed complainant name to match LRP		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8423		09/28/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Service Consultant received phone call from LRP Costella Green (910) 676-0362. Ms. Green reported that she spoke with I/DD Service Director for the Fayetteville location, Wayne McDonald, concerning her daughter Jade being hired to provide Joshua's Respite service. Ms. Green stated that her daughter completed training requirements and submitted the necessary documentation, but that provider has been lax in moving forward with the hiring process. 
Per Ms. Green, Mr. McDonald stated that he forgot about it when she spoke with him on the phone today. Ms. Green reported that Mr. McDonald stated "If you don't like our services, you can go somewhere else". 
Ms. Green reported that another Maxim employee she spoke to, Ebony, was also rude to her and used abusive language (curse words). Ms. Green reported that services have been lacking in quality since former I/DD Director Ronneta Howze left, and that she has been struggling with Maxim for the past two months to get her daughter hired and to request respite services. Ms. Green asked Service Consultant to file a grievance on her behalf so that Mr. McDonald's rudeness can be addressed by quality management. 
Service Consultant followed up on 8/31 with Mr. McDonald and with another Maxim QP, Jean Geratz (who has been assisting the Fayetteville office since Ms. Howze left) via email to inquire about the respite request and ask when Ms. Green may expect to receive respite. Service Consultant received call from Wayne McDonald (910) 485-2255. Mr. McDonald explained that Ms. Green's respite request is short notice, but that he is working on it. From the conversation that Service Consultant had with Mr. McDonald, who spoke courteously and respectfully, it is difficult to reconcile Service Consultant's experience with Mr. McDonald with that of Ms. Green reported above. Nonetheless, Service Consultant is following through on responsibility to support Joshua's guardian.
Ms. Green stated that she is fine with her name being brought up in the discussion with the provider. She stated she would be fine with speaking with Quality Management about this to share her perspective.
[PT: Joshua Green				DOB: 9/3/21				ID: 622546]
9/3/21
This writer confirmed that guardianship paperwork is on file for grievant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
9/7/21
This writer called and spoke with Ms. Costella Green via phone. She stated that the hiring process has been dragging on for 3 months at this point. She reiterated that IDD Director was disrespectful to her and told her to “go somewhere else” and that staff member Ebony also called her disrespectful names. She stated that she called every day last week for an update and hasn’t gotten a call back. 
She reported that there were issues with daughter’s diploma at first and they stated they didn’t accept diplomas and needed transcript. She stated that they have provided everything that has been requested but still waiting. She reported that the reason she is trying to get her daughter hired is because they don’t have needed staff. She stated that she just wants her daughter to be able to fill in, but the process is taking a long time.
This writer thanked her for the information and confirmed her mailing address. This writer composed and sent acknowledgement letter.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
9/17/21
This writer reviewed Jiva notes which indicated that CN had already discussed the matter with Mr. McDonald. In this conversation, he reported that the hiring process had been taking a long time due to conflicting dates between the high school diploma and the college transcript. He also stated that Ms. Green and not Jade has been following up on the hiring process, when Jade is the prospective staff person who should be taking the lead.
As Mr. McDonald has already been made aware of the issue, this writer reached out to him via email to request that he respond in writing to the concerns. This writer requested a response by 9/24.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
9/27/21
This writer sent follow-up email to Mr. McDonald requesting an update.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
9/28/21
This writer received a response from Mr. McDonald which can be summarized below:
•	Candidate could not provide proof of education. 
•	The diploma provided was questionable and Maxim was not able to verify it. 
•	The family said they would turn in a transcript; however, the transcript provided did not match the diploma. 
•	The family complained over and over again surrounding our onboarding process and how other agencies didn't have this problem. In response, Mr. McDonald informed them that they had the autonomy to choose which agency they wanted to provide respite services. 
•	Mr. McDonald spoke with Ebonee about the conversation when it took place and Ebonee informed him that guardian called her an ignorant B**** twice. Ebonee denied cursing at her.
•	The family has since requested that the respite be switched to another agency.
This writer reviewed provided documentation of transcript and diploma. This writer noted that guardian was listed as principal of school, Green House Academy. Address provided appears to be residential. Graduation date on diploma reads January 2021 and on transcript it reads January 2020.
Based on the provider’s response as well as member no longer working with this agency, this will be resolved as a non-issue.
This writer called Ms. Costella Green to share provider’s response with her. This writer listened as she expressed continued concerns about Mr. McDonald and Ebonee and concerns re. changes in management. This writer assured her that the issue was being monitored/tracked and thanked her for the feedback. This writer confirmed that she was transitioning out of Maxim and working with her CN to do so. She thanked this writer for the call. Nothing further needed at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst.		Non-Issue		1		1		0		28

		12102		Kim Ware		08/31/2021		BRYAN		KATHERINE		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Crisis - Inpatient				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Benchmark Behavioral Health Systems		1		339966 - MATTHEWS, MATT		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Brunswick		1		1		Out of State outside of 40 mile radius		PRTF		1		1		QOC completed by Kathy Bryan, LCSW Clinical Care Manager for Alliance Health 8/31/2021 (consultation with both CC, Jessica Wilkie and UM Supervisor Wendy Deacon regarding concerns )

Inability to provide thorough clinical documentation as requested ie  Member admitted 4/20/2021 but did not receive a PCP until July (Despite repeated requests by CCM and CC as well as having worked with facility on previous Alliance consumers regarding PCP and facility having member’s previous PCP as any example to work off of) 
Benchmark documentation indicated no legal involvement however this member is on probation, please correct record. Please ensure Juvenile Court Counselor, Arthur Reed is included in all Treatment Team Meetings and consult regarding probation expectations/requirements
Recommendation: Upload Treatment Plan/PCP at each review. Consider adding a family goal and substance use goal.

Quality of Service: Concern with lack of progress, therapist aligning with member over dad, staff easily manipulated and unable to hold member accountable for behaviors
This writer received a call from individual’s father, Kevin Matthews. Individual had a family session with dad and talked about becoming a Warlock and getting information from a staff person that is teaching him spells and how to read tarot cards. Dad reported that the therapist feels this is not a big issue, but did discuss with the staff. Individual is wanting to talk to cousins on mom’s side that he has not talked to in a long time. Individual is pushing for these calls and the therapist is backing this even though dad does not want this to happen. Dad feels the therapist is undermining dad in front of individual and dad did hang up during the family session. Dad reported that individual is being very manipulative and is working the system right now. Dad feels that the therapist alignment is negative and will ultimately end poorly if individual is able to step down without working on anything in treatment. This writer explained that these things can me monitored in the CFT today and if there is concern, this writer will address it. Jessica Wilkie, LCSW 6/9/2021
Dad reported that the sessions are going ok, but these are more like check-ins and not family sessions. Therapist reported that the goals are vague and they are fluctuating based on individual's change in what he wants to do with dad.
CCM consulted with CC Jessica Wilkie as member not making progress. Very manipulative. Per CC, facility does not hold consumers’ accountable for their actions as they do not want to upset the kids They do not utilize restraints unless absolutely necessary. Facility is not locked (noted in error). CC notes concerns with unprofessional behavior on part of therapist whispering w/member in CFT meetings, therapist aligning with member to point of undermining dad, therapist just recently reached out to step mother despite recommendations noting importance of her involvement in family therapy, member’s inability to take responsibility for behaviors and therapist’s inability to fully complete PCP and CCA. CC exploring potential lateral transfers for two Alliance consumers.  To discuss option of potential lateral transfer with dad. CC to keep CCM updated around tx concerns and consideration for lateral transfer. Kathy Bryan, LCSW 8/23/2021  

Lack of cooperation/responsiveness  
CCM spoke with Jessica Wilkie 8/31/2021 CC noted father in support of a lateral transfer, Hampton PRTF has a bed for member Monday of next week and therapist is not responding to CC’s calls regarding needed documentation to complete transfer. CC left out of weekly staffing meeting.		CORRECTIONS: CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO FROM MEMBER'S; NATURE CHANGED FROM QUALITY TO ADMINISTRATIVE; DISABILILTY CHANGED FROM MULTI TO MH		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8430		10/04/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		MATT MATTHEWS   ID:  339966   (DOB: 9/30/2005)
QOC completed by Kathy Bryan, LCSW Clinical Care Manager for Alliance Health 8/31/2021 (consultation with both CC, Jessica Wilkie and UM Supervisor Wendy Deacon regarding concerns )

Inability to provide thorough clinical documentation as requested ie  Member admitted 4/20/2021 but did not receive a PCP until July (Despite repeated requests by CCM and CC as well as having worked with facility on previous Alliance consumers regarding PCP and facility having member’s previous PCP as any example to work off of) 
Benchmark documentation indicated no legal involvement however this member is on probation, please correct record. Please ensure Juvenile Court Counselor, Arthur Reed is included in all Treatment Team Meetings and consult regarding probation expectations/requirements
Recommendation: Upload Treatment Plan/PCP at each review. Consider adding a family goal and substance use goal.

Quality of Service: Concern with lack of progress, therapist aligning with member over dad, staff easily manipulated and unable to hold member accountable for behaviors
This writer received a call from individual’s father, Kevin Matthews. Individual had a family session with dad and talked about becoming a Warlock and getting information from a staff person that is teaching him spells and how to read tarot cards. Dad reported that the therapist feels this is not a big issue, but did discuss with the staff. Individual is wanting to talk to cousins on mom’s side that he has not talked to in a long time. Individual is pushing for these calls and the therapist is backing this even though dad does not want this to happen. Dad feels the therapist is undermining dad in front of individual and dad did hang up during the family session. Dad reported that individual is being very manipulative and is working the system right now. Dad feels that the therapist alignment is negative and will ultimately end poorly if individual is able to step down without working on anything in treatment. This writer explained that these things can me monitored in the CFT today and if there is concern, this writer will address it. Jessica Wilkie, LCSW 6/9/2021
Dad reported that the sessions are going ok, but these are more like check-ins and not family sessions. Therapist reported that the goals are vague and they are fluctuating based on individual's change in what he wants to do with dad.
CCM consulted with CC Jessica Wilkie as member not making progress. Very manipulative. Per CC, facility does not hold consumers’ accountable for their actions as they do not want to upset the kids They do not utilize restraints unless absolutely necessary. Facility is not locked (noted in error). CC notes concerns with unprofessional behavior on part of therapist whispering w/member in CFT meetings, therapist aligning with member to point of undermining dad, therapist just recently reached out to step mother despite recommendations noting importance of her involvement in family therapy, member’s inability to take responsibility for behaviors and therapist’s inability to fully complete PCP and CCA. CC exploring potential lateral transfers for two Alliance consumers.  To discuss option of potential lateral transfer with dad. CC to keep CCM updated around tx concerns and consideration for lateral transfer. Kathy Bryan, LCSW 8/23/2021  
Lack of cooperation/responsiveness  
CCM spoke with Jessica Wilkie 8/31/2021 CC noted father in support of a lateral transfer, Hampton PRTF has a bed for member Monday of next week and therapist is not responding to CC’s calls regarding needed documentation to complete transfer. CC left out of weekly staffing meeting.
9/8/21 Acknowledgment emailed to internal complainant. Similar issues noted in other internal cases (12089,12099).(K.WARE,QAA)
This writer contacted the agency and requested return call with individual responsible for grievances and complaints.(K.WARE,QAA)
No response from agency to date.
This writer made call and left message for Clinical Director, Mary Barker.
This writer received vm message from Ms Barker.(K.WARE,QAA)
9/29/21 This writer emailed Jessica Wilkie to inquire regarding who eventually sent the requested documentation and the email address. Per her response it was the member's therapist melinda.larson@uhsinc.com. No response from phone call to Clinical Director of Services. This writer emailed her directly requesting contact: mary.barker@uhsinc.com. This writer and Ms Barker have both called one another leaving messages. Information available indicates that the member was transitioned to Hampton PRTF as planned. Matt Roper at Benchmark confirmed discharge.
10/4/21 This writer made call and spoke with Ms. Barker and made her aware of the concern and requested that an internal review be conducted and submitted to this writer noting any changes made to avoid the occurrence in the future. Technical assistance was provided by AH, documentation was submitted member has been transferred. This writer has recommended agency review of documentation, communication with AH when requested, timely follow up with CM recommendations  to ensure coordination of care as well as staff to contact in the absence of another staff person so as to not interrupt continuity of care. Case to be closed with subsequent documentation to be noted in follow up upon receipt.(K.WARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		34

		12103		Hillary Vandewart		08/31/2021		Marx		Robin		Parent		External Stakeholder Concern		Administrative Issues		Other		EOR		TBI Only		18-20		Guardiantrac, LLC dba GT Independence		1		290858 - MARX, AIDAN		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Please call Robin Marx to further explain at 919-757-4046; essentially, there was a part of the employee application that was agreed would be removed. GT is stating they did not agree to remove it and are not allowed to. It seems to be causing delays in hiring staff

I have an email that goes with this grievance. I will email it to Todd Parker		CORRECTIONS: UNCHECKED FROM PT; CHANGED FROM GRIEVANCE TO EXTERNAL STAKEHOLDER (mother not guardian), Changed Nature of Issue to Admin Issues		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8424		09/29/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Please call Robin Marx to further explain at 919-757-4046; essentially, there was a part of the employee application that was agreed would be removed. GT is stating they did not agree to remove it and are not allowed to. It seems to be causing delays in hiring staff
I have an email that goes with this grievance. I will email it to Todd Parker
[PT: Aidan Marx					DOB: 6/20/02				ID: 290858]
9/7/21
This writer called and spoke with Ms. Marx regarding her concern. She indicated that there were two concerns. The first is that GT outsources background checks which takes 3-4 business days. She stated that the state requirement is 24 hours and that this needs to be remedied. She reported that “there is no reason that is should take this amount of time” and it only takes 15 mins.
The other issue is that she wants the Caregiver Link to be removed as she feels this is being used in order to offer jobs with other clients to staff being hired by EOR. She feels that this is a conflict of interest and that this should be removed.
She stated that a previous grievance had led to GT agreeing to remove this and that they could use whatever hiring packet they wished as long as it met state requirements.
This writer confirmed mailing address and told her we would be in touch.
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement letter.  
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
9/17/21
This writer reviewed previous grievance, #11427 which was also regarding Caregiver Link issue. GT Independence response to this was: Each Employee Packet contains the “Caregiver Link”, which can easily be bypassed by the potential employee via DocuSign, by checking the box: “I do not agree to be on the Caregiver Link. (Please, just sign and date the bottom of the form.)”
This writer reached out to Silvia Reyes, GT Independence Quality Assurance Specialist, via email as this is typically the best way to reach her in this writer’s experience. This writer shared concerns with Ms. Reyes and requested a response by 9/24/21.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
9/27/21
This writer sent follow-up email to Ms. Reyes and included a read receipt. This writer received read receipt but no response.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
9/28/21
This writer contacted Ms. Reyes via her cell phone at 919-437-8421—left message requesting a response via phone or email as soon as possible.
This writer emailed Ms. Reyes again, copying Latoya Todd (State Director) advising that a response was required ASAP in order to avoid a referral to AH management.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
9/29/21
This writer received response from Ms. Reyes which can be summarized below:
•	Each employee packet contains the “Caregiver Link,” which can easily be bypassed by the potential employee via DocuSign, by checking the box, “I do not agree to be on the Caregiver Link.”
o	The employee will not need to complete contact information if this box is checked. 
o	The Caregiver Link Form is a form attached to GT Independence’s approved and standardized EOR employee packet.
•	Employee application and criminal record consent form was signed by Mrs. Robin Marx on 8/25 in the afternoon, but it was uploaded to system the next business day.
•	Processor was assigned to the Criminal Background Check (CBC) packet on 8/27 (Friday). 
•	The processor has two business days to process the request once she is assigned to the CBC packet.
•	The processor was assigned on Friday and it was completed on Monday.
•	Steps taken by the processor for processing a CBC packet:
o	Pulling the CBC packet from Docusign
o	Running all the background checks
o	Providing CBC results to EOR
o	Waiting for EOR’s approval to send New Hire Packet to applicant 
•	Overall, GT Independence was unable to substantiate concern. 
Based on the provider’s response, it appears that they are following own protocol and no wrongdoing is indicated. This writer was unable to identify any state requirements for a 24 hour turnaround on background checks. The concerns appear to be administrative in nature and not within the purview of AH. This writer composed and sent resolution letter. Any further correspondence with complainant will be included as follow-up.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Non-Issue		1		1		0		29

		12104		Hillary Vandewart		08/31/2021		Waldman		Lisa		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Access to Services		Crisis - Mobile Crisis Management				Unknown Disability		Child (0-17)		Therapeutic Alternatives, Inc.		1		145723 - GALVANBASTARDO, PAMELA		White		H= Hispanic, Other		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		WellCare CID - WC8795BH-2108314N1
**UPDATE** 8-31-21 5:30pm. Shonda from MCM returned LC's call. Mother was not initially contacted after LC and mother spoke to MCM.  Shonda and interpreter called mother at 5pm and reported mother declined needing MCM and wanted OPT providers. Shonda gave three OPT referrals for Hope Services, Thriveworks, and Carolina Kids Therapy. Close call. LWaldman,MS,LCAS-
Caller's Name/Relationship if not member: Renita from Alliance Health crisis line transferred called with Esther Bastardo, mother and interpreter #30341 on the line
Member's name (if different): Pamela GalvanBastardo
Member's DOB: 03-12-2008
Language spoken if Non-English speaking: 
Member's Address: 5309 Beckom Road, Raleigh, NC 27616
Member's Phone: 919-532-4454
Member's location: Child in school at time of call
County of residence: Wake
Insurance verified: Yes
Mental Status: Mother denied current SI/HI/AVH/ - daughter cut self 2 days ago after issue with boy from school. Mother unsure of SI today as child in school
Mental Health History: Past hx of cutting and was in OPT. Daughter has cut several times in the past, had stopped and started again since school began
Substances: Denied
Medications: NS
Severity: U- mother declined hospital/WIC options, child in school until 4pm and safe. Mother chose MCM to have child assessed after school due to child's cutting again
Disposition: Warm transfer to Charlton at Therapeutic Alternatives MCM. They will contact mother with an arrival time and contact WC BHCL upon arrival. Call pending.
LWaldman,MS,LCAS------------------		CORRECTIONS: Changed complainant info to reflect internal staff, changed Disability to Unknown d/t no dx listed in portal		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8420		09/23/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		WellCare CID - WC8795BH-2108314N1
**UPDATE** 8-31-21 5:30pm. Shonda from MCM returned LC's call. Mother was not initially contacted after LC and mother spoke to MCM.  Shonda and interpreter called mother at 5pm and reported mother declined needing MCM and wanted OPT providers. Shonda gave three OPT referrals for Hope Services, Thriveworks, and Carolina Kids Therapy. Close call. LWaldman,MS,LCAS-
Caller's Name/Relationship if not member: Renita from Alliance Health crisis line transferred called with Esther Bastardo, mother and interpreter #30341 on the line
Member's name (if different): Pamela GalvanBastardo
Member's DOB: 03-12-2008
Language spoken if Non-English speaking: 
Member's Address: 5309 Beckom Road, Raleigh, NC 27616
Member's Phone: 919-532-4454
Member's location: Child in school at time of call
County of residence: Wake
Insurance verified: Yes
Mental Status: Mother denied current SI/HI/AVH/ - daughter cut self 2 days ago after issue with boy from school. Mother unsure of SI today as child in school
Mental Health History: Past hx of cutting and was in OPT. Daughter has cut several times in the past, had stopped and started again since school began
Substances: Denied
Medications: NS
Severity: U- mother declined hospital/WIC options, child in school until 4pm and safe. Mother chose MCM to have child assessed after school due to child's cutting again
Disposition: Warm transfer to Charlton at Therapeutic Alternatives MCM. They will contact mother with an arrival time and contact WC BHCL upon arrival. Call pending.
LWaldman,MS,LCAS
[PT: Pamela Galvanbastardo			DOB: 3/12/08				ID: 145723]
9/3/21
This writer contacted complainant to get clarity on the concern as it is unclear based on grievance info entered. She responded:
MCM did not call the mother initially after they said they would to coordinate the child being seen at 4pm when she got back from school. I think the initial call was around 12:30 or 1pm. They only called her back when I followed up with them around 5pm to see if they had arrived yet. 
This writer thanked her for the clarification. Composed and sent ack email.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
9/20/21
This writer contacted Bruce Womble, MCM Admin Director, via phone at 336-633-8713 and shared the info with him. He agreed to look into the matter and provide a response by 9/23.
This writer sent concern details to him via phone at bruce@mytahome.com.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
9/22/21
This writer received response from provider which can be summarized below:
•	MCM acknowledged that there was a delay in returning call due to high all volume but that the parent of the member was contacted via interpreter at 4:43pm. 
•	At this time, parent denied request for MCM.

Based on provider’s response (as well as consumer not being an Alliance Health consumer—Standard Plan) this will be resolved and tracked moving forward. 
Resolution email sent to complainant. Nothing further needed at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		23

		12110		Kim Ware		09/02/2021		adams		monica		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Basic Needs		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Adult		MONARCH		1		282999 - LLOYD, SCOTT		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Johnston		0		1		In-State		Supervised Living 5600 C (Adult with Intellectual/Developmental Disabilities)		0		0		SC received an email from Eugene Bene, CN that had been sent to him by member's mother Linda Lloyd following a parent meeting that was held on Tuesday, 8/31/2021 evening.
Mrs. Lloyd states that they are concerned about the members in the group home hygiene, food, medication dispensing and transportation.  Concern has also been expressed about clients not receiving services that have been authorized for several members at the group home as well.		CORRECTIONS: UNCHECKED FROM PT; CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME FROM MEMBER'S; 9/8/21 type changed from grievance to internal; changed source from guardian to mco staff		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8437		09/09/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		SC received an email from Eugene Bene, CN that had been sent to him by member's mother Linda Lloyd following a parent meeting that was held on Tuesday, 8/31/2021 evening.
Mrs. Lloyd states that they are concerned about the members in the group home hygiene, food, medication dispensing and transportation.  Concern has also been expressed about clients not receiving services that have been authorized for several members at the group home as well.
SCOTT LLOYD     ID: 282999    (DOB: 6/26/1977)
9/8/21 This writer made call to grievant, Linda Lloyd (919) 779-2445. This writer identified herself and the purpose of call. Ms. Lloyd became angry stating that she had not filed a grievance and that this writer had been given “false information”. This writer explained the matter and inquired regarding the issues listed. Ms. Lloyd again angrily stated “no I did not file a grievance”, that Monarch handled it , the manager was fired and it was all settled. Ms. Lloyd stated that she only emailed Eugene to let him know and that she told Monica that she was not filing a grievance and she knows the process. She reports that if needed it would have been taken further but that the parents got together, had a meeting and got it handled. This writer inquired if she was concerned regarding her son’s hygiene, food etc as stated. Ms. Lloyd interrupted with it was more than that, but “we handled it” and that she needed no further contact with this writer. This wrier made call to the insert user, Monica Adams, AH Service Integrity Consultant (984) 465-8001 and explained to her the conversation with Ms Lloyd. Ms. Adams was surprised at the response in that she had discussed the matter directly with her and explained to her that she would be filing a grievance on her behalf due to the nature of the concerns. She reports that Ms. Lloyd did not disagree so she moved forward. Ms. Adams indicated that she would forward an email to this writer and requested that the matter be noted and documented. This writer inquired if she wished for the matter to be changed to an internal employee concern. Ms. Adams agreed due to the sequence of events and wanting to ensure that the matter was tracked. Ms. Adams reports that Ms. Lloyd had indicated that the “parents “ would be contacting the state in regards to the concerns.  Ms Lloyd did not give specifics as to how each matter related specifically to her son. This writer explained the role of DHSR and specific questions that would be asked in the matter and referred Ms. Adams to DHSR . Per discussion once the house mgr was fired, Ms. Lloyd expressed no concerns regarding health and safety and did not follow up with Ms Adams or Eugene any further with concerns.
9/9/21 As per discussion the case has been changed to an internal employee concern and will be tracked. Ack/Res emailed to Ms Adams.(K.WARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		7

		12111		Kim Ware		09/02/2021		CARPENTER		ROSE		Guardian		Grievance		Quality of Services		Crisis - Inpatient				Multi-Disability		18-20		New Hope Carolinas, Inc.		1		722482 - CARPENTER, TYLER		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Member's guardian, Rose Carpenter, contacted writer (CC) requesting to file a grievance on her/member's behalf.  GRD's general concern is against a member of the facility's Nursing staff, her interactions with member and subsequent 'medical mistakes' made per information received by member.  
GRD advised she was informed by her son that a nurse called him a racially motivated term, which she reported to PRTF Program Director and Leadership.  PRTF reportedly reviewed footage of the exchange and was unable to substantiate the claims, but did acknowledge speaking to the nurse, member and another resident who was present.  The outcome, according to the facility, was several inaccuracies were found in the versions of the incident reported by member and the other resident.  GRD informed this writer she later found out staff reviewed footage from the wrong time of day, which she informed them, and to date, no further follow-up on incident was initiated.
 
GRD's secondary complaints by way of member, is that the same nurse almost administered the wrong medication to a resident until member noticed it and informed her.  This, according to guardian, was brought to the attention of the facility, who then investigated the claim and implemented corrective action.  Facility informed writer and participants of member's treatment team meeting, the nurse's actions were corrected and they were not aware of any further incidents.  Lastly, with regard to administering medication, GRD advised member informed her that the nurse had medication lying open on a medication cart all morning, then attempted to administer the medication to him, which he refused as he did not see her take it from the designated container.  This resulted in an argument between member and nurse, which he reported to GRD and she reported to staff.  It is unclear if any action was taken.
 
GRD's chief complaint was negligence by the nurse and facility's failure to properly investigate, follow up and follow through by firing the nurse as GRD believed the nurse was endangering residents. 

Treatment team meeting for member took place on 9/1/21 and GRD asked PRTF to confirm the nurse who this grievance references, was deceased, as this what member informed her.  PRTF expressed they felt it was inappropriate to discuss on a team call, but did confirm the nurse in question passed away the night before.  GRD informed writer she wanted to proceed with the grievance, nevertheless.GRD does not feel the facility (Leadership) has acted in a way which reflects they took her complaints seriously, and does not want residents to be subjected to negligence of any kind in the future.		CORRECTIONS: CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME FROM MEMBER'S; TYPE CHANGED FROM EXTERNAL TO GRIEVANCE; AGAINST CHANGED FROM OTHER TO PROVIDER		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8432		09/29/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member's guardian, Rose Carpenter, contacted writer (CC) requesting to file a grievance on her/member's behalf. GRD's general concern is against a member of the facility's Nursing staff, her interactions with member and subsequent 'medical mistakes' made per information received by member. GRD advised she was informed by her son that a nurse called him a racially motivated term, which she reported to PRTF Program Director and Leadership. PRTF reportedly reviewed footage of the exchange and was unable to substantiate the claims, but did acknowledge speaking to the nurse, member and another resident who was present. The outcome, according to the facility, was several inaccuracies were found in the versions of the incident reported by member and the other resident. GRD informed this writer she later found out staff reviewed footage from the wrong time of day, which she informed them, and to date, no further follow-up on incident was initiated. GRD's secondary complaints by way of member, is that the same nurse almost administered the wrong medication to a resident until member noticed it and informed her. This, according to guardian, was brought to the attention of the facility, who then investigated the claim and implemented corrective action. Facility informed writer and participants of member's treatment team meeting, the nurse's actions were corrected and they were not aware of any further incidents. Lastly, with regard to administering medication, GRD advised member informed her that the nurse had medication lying open on a medication cart all morning, then attempted to administer the medication to him, which he refused as he did not see her take it from the designated container. This resulted in an argument between member and nurse, which he reported to GRD and she reported to staff. It is unclear if any action was taken. GRD's chief complaint was negligence by the nurse and facility's failure to properly investigate, follow up and follow through by firing the nurse as GRD believed the nurse was endangering residents. Treatment team meeting for member took place on 9/1/21 and GRD asked PRTF to confirm the nurse who this grievance references, was deceased, as this what member informed her. PRTF expressed they felt it was inappropriate to discuss on a team call, but did confirm the nurse in question passed away the night before. GRD informed writer she wanted to proceed with the grievance, nevertheless.GRD does not feel the facility (Leadership) has acted in a way which reflects they took her complaints seriously, and does not want residents to be subjected to negligence of any kind in the future.

9/8/21 Call to grievant; left vm message.(K.WARE,QAA)
9/9/21 Call to grievant; left vm message. No response. Ack letter mailed to address listed.(K.WARE,QAA)
9/13/21 No response from grievant to date. Grievance information indicates that agency was made aware of the concern by the grievant and that an investigation and action took place. The information indicates that the grievant was not pleased with the response.(K.WARE,QAA)
9/23/21 This writer made call and spoke with Ms Carpenter. This writer identified herself and the role of QM. She was unable to confirm receipt of acknowledgment letter noting she had not been checking her mail, however, did confirm that it was the correct mailing address, She discussed her concerns. She reports that her son is still at the facility awaiting transfer and that she would prefer to not use her or her son's name when discussing the matter with the provider. She reports that they may know who it is since she has been in touch with pt advocacy at the facility etc...Because of her concerns they did conduct an internal review and said changes or things they did but she felt as though there was not appropriate  follow up because the nurse in question passed. She reports that the nurse called her son the "n" word which the provider says they could not substantiate. She reports that her son knows his meds and would let them know they were not correct. She expressed concern for other patients that may not be as familiar with their meds and receiving the wrong thing. She reports frustration with the facility not allowing the parent to speak directly with staff, but rather having to wait and speak with a therapist or treatment team the next day when there are concerns. She reports that the agency did investigate all of her concerns, but she is not pleased with the response. This writer referred Ms. Carpenter to DHSR as well as the Joint Commission regarding her concerns. She plans to file those reports directly. This writer explained next steps and the limitations with no use of her son's name, however, agency protocol and incident reporting will be reviewed for such matters , generally speaking. She reports that her son should be leaving within the next few weeks. Ms Carpenter thanked this writer.(K.WARE,QAA)
9/28/21 This writer contacted the agency's CEO Eric Baumgartner and made him aware of the concern with limited information in that the grievant did not wish to use her name or the member's name. This writer recommended continued review of medication protocol as well as incident reporting and communications with guardians.
9/29/21 Call to grievant to discuss resolution steps taken; left vm message. Based on agency notification, recommendations, referral of grievant to DHSR and the Joint Commission, case to be closed and resolution letter mailed.(K.WARE,QAA)		undetermined		1		1		0		27

		12112		Hillary Vandewart		09/02/2021		LEE		CHRISTOPHER		Guardian		Grievance		Quality of Services		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Autism Society of North Carolina, Inc.		1		253569 - LEE, CHRISTOPHER		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Christopher's guardian Patricia Blake-Lee called Service Consultant back to share an additional detail regarding the incident on Friday 8/27/21 where Christopher was exposed to COVID-19 due to negligence on the part of his direct care staff. Christopher and his father have tested positive for COVID-19 as the result of this mistake. Mrs. Blake-Lee shared the detail that the direct care staff, Beverly, took Christopher with her during his service hours on the day of the incident to get her COVID-19 test. Per Mrs. Blake-Lee, Beverly was coughing for several days, and should have called in sick. Failing that, she should not have taken Christopher with her to get her COVID-19 test, and failing that, she should have at least informed Mrs. Blake-Lee that she was dropping Christopher off with another staff person. Service Consultant followed up with provider and received response on 9/1/21 from director Chris Leonard that Mr. Leonard will be following up with Beverly regarding safety practices. Service Consultant followed up with Mr. Leonard again on 9/2 following call from Mrs. Blake-Lee to share the detail that Beverly picked up Chris and took him with her to get tested. Service Consultant conveyed Mrs. Blake-Lee's concern and Service Consultant's concern that taking a member to a personal appointment is not something that can be done during the member's waiver services. Service Consultant is awaiting response from Mr. Leonard (cliga@autismsociety-nc.org)

Mrs. Blake-Lee would like to be informed of any updates with this grievance at (910) 988-8137. Mrs. Blake-Lee requested Service Consultant to elevate the priority of the grievance while including the additional detail that Christopher was taken by Beverly with her COVID-19 test.		9/3/21
This is a duplicate grievance (grievance #12097). This updated information was added to existing grievance and this grievance was withdrawn.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst																		0		1		1		(44,441)

		12113		Kristie White		09/02/2021		SPAIN		PHYLLIS		Guardian		Grievance		Access to Services		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Community Alternative Housing, Inc.		1		257138 - CORBIN, CHRYSTAL		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		SC received a call from the provider QP. QP stated that the LRP tested positive for covid 19 and did not inform them. QP states that they are requesting a negative covid test result from all of the members in the home before staff can resume services with the consumer. QP states that once they receive negative results from the members in the home then they will send workers back in to proceed with CLS services. SC talked with the LRP, Physllis Spain, who stated that it has been 10 days since she tested positive, and she is now feeling fine. LRP states that the consumer receives her services in the privacy of her own room, and provider should not stop providing services. LRP requested that I file a grievance on her behalf.		CORRECTIONS: UNCHECED FROM PT; CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME FROM MEMBER'S		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8429		09/23/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		SC received a call from the provider QP. QP stated that the LRP tested positive for covid 19 and did not inform them. QP states that they are requesting a negative covid test result from all of the members in the home before staff can resume services with the consumer. QP states that once they receive negative results from the members in the home then they will send workers back in to proceed with CLS services. SC talked with the LRP, Phyllis Spain, who stated that it has been 10 days since she tested positive, and she is now feeling fine. LRP states that the consumer receives her services in the privacy of her own room, and provider should not stop providing services. LRP requested that I file a grievance on her behalf.
Patient: Chrystal Corbin Patient ID: 257138 DOB: 01/13/1983
09/07/21-Grievance against -Community Alternative Housing, Inc- agency requesting negative COVID tests before sending staff due to previous positive tests at the home. KMack Appeals Coordinator
09/08/21-Called Phyllis Spain at 910-229-5451 about this grievance that was filed. She is member mother and she had Covid-19 and isolated herself for 10 days per provider. Chrystal was and still is  Covid free.  The provider states she has to get back on another 10-day quarantine another 10 days since she did not tell them she had Covid. The member mother had to hire someone to help her since her daughter is total care and due to her health issues, she cannot perform her duties. One aid got Covid and her husband had it. She thinks the aide brought it to her home. She can not take care of herself and I have had to pay her and this Friday hopefully is the last day. This child can not take care of herself at all and I can not pull on her and do any of her personal care. She has not been updated and they cut the service and have not communicated with her since. This writer verified her address and let the complainant know that she will be receiving an acknowledgment letter. This writer called Community Alternative Housing and spoke to member QP Catherine Oneill and sending her concern element email to catherineo@cahinc.net to be returned to this writer by 09/15/21. KMack Appeals Coordinator
09/08/21-This writer received response and Covid-19 policy from Community Alternatives. They advised 08/31/21 by the guardian for back up staff provided services. September 3, 2021 due to primary two staff unable to provide services. That is the date the QP was told the guardian of member was exposed to Covid-19 and she had denied exposure at first and then stated, “don’t have it anymore.” QP informed the guardian of the agency’s polies and procedure of Covid-19 exposure. They informed the guardian the have to have negative Covid-19 test from guardian and all parties leaving in the home with the member before the staff can come back to home.  Due to one of the primary staff husband being positive for Covid-19 could not return until her husband is negative. As of September 1, 2021 QP, last contact with guardian still has not provided any Covid-19 test results. The QP sent member guardian via email the Covid-19 test family policies. KMack Appeals Coordinator/QAA
09/20/21-This writer reached out to member guardian about this response of this grievance with no answer could not leave a message since mailbox is full. KMack Appeals Coordinator/QAA

09/21/21- This writer reached out to Phyllis Spain(guardian) via phone for second time with no answer and voicemail full so could not leave a message. KMack Appeals Coordinator/QAA
09/23/2021- This writer reached out to Phyllis Spain(guardian) via phone for third time with no answer and voicemail full so could not leave a message. Sending resolution letter to guardian(Phyllis Spain) and closing grievance as tracking. KMack Appeals Coordinator/QAA		Tracking		1		1		0		21

		12114		Todd Parker		09/03/2021		CARLO		CHARLENE		Guardian		Grievance		LME/MCO Functions		Care Coordination (IDD)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		1		11854 - CARLO, ANJELICA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		1		In-State		Level III						Concern 1: 30-year-old daughter with ASD and Mast Cell Syndrome was placed in a mental health group home by Alliance. Ms. Carlo was unaware that the placement was a mental health group home or that the group home was out of the catchment area (Franklin County). States her daughter needs a level III IDD home. 
•	Group home did not want Ms. Carlo to visit initially. She was told she would need to schedule calls and visits. 
•	Group home ignored the plan for her Mast Cell Syndrome (dietary needs). Ms. Carlo provided food, but group home “feed her whatever they wanted”.
•	Group home would not allow Ms. Carlo to take her daughter to appointments because she was her own guardian at the time. Ms. Carlo states she is now the guardian. 
•	Ms. Carlo provided the group home a three month supply of Anjelica’s medication. However, the group home had her medications refilled by another pharmacy. 
•	Ladetra King, Care Coordinator worked with the group home and did not return Ms. Carlo’s calls. King filed an APS report against Ms. Carlo stating she was not working with the group home. 
•	The daughter was admitted to the group home on Memorial Day weekend 2021 and returned home on 6/7/21. Anjelica punched a hole in the group home wall. 
•	Anjelica returned home with a black and blue bruise on her arm from a blood draw. Ms. Carlo was not informed that Anjelica needed blood drawn. 
Concern 2: Mallory Derringer, Care Coordinator added services on her ISP that were not approved by UM. Ms. Carlo voiced concern that the information added to the ISP was inaccurate. Ms. Carlo spoke with Rob Bell in UM. 

Concern 3: Ms. Carlo has concerns about employer of record. However, specific details of this concern were not obtained. 

Concern 4 (Seems related to Concern 1): 
•	Complaint filed with Alliance on 6/2/21. Ms. Carlo requested new QP from Alliance because she was not getting answers to her questions. She received a new QP. 
•	Robert Green, QP with Alpha Management did not return calls to discuss payment and policies. 
•	5/27/21: Admitted to group home. 
•	Ms. Carlo was not provided schedule for contact. Green told Ms. Carlo she needed to make an appointment a week in advance. 
•	Concern that is was unclear how room and board would be paid. 
•	Concern that FL2 was not completed prior to admission to group home. 
•	Concern about not being told about doctor appointments. Anjelica was traumatized by blood draw. Anjelica has received allergy shots for 11 years and has been compliant with blood work. 
Concern 5 (Seems Related to Concerns 1 and 2):
•	Concern that ISP contained inaccurate information about behaviors designed to make Anjelica look a certain way. 
•	Ms. Carlo did not agree to the mental health facility approved. 
•	Anjelica was returned home after 72 hours due to not having the FL2 form. Concern that Ladetra King brought the group home to Alliance knowing that it was out of catchment.				Not Defined				8422		09/15/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Concern 1: 30-year-old daughter with ASD and Mast Cell Syndrome was placed in a mental health group home by Alliance. Ms. Carlo was unaware that the placement was a mental health group home or that the group home was out of the catchment area (Franklin County). States her daughter needs a level III IDD home. 
•	Group home did not want Ms. Carlo to visit initially. She was told she would need to schedule calls and visits. 
•	Group home ignored the plan for her Mast Cell Syndrome (dietary needs). Ms. Carlo provided food, but group home “feed her whatever they wanted”.
•	Group home would not allow Ms. Carlo to take her daughter to appointments because she was her own guardian at the time. Ms. Carlo states she is now the guardian. 
•	Ms. Carlo provided the group home a three month supply of Anjelica’s medication. However, the group home had her medications refilled by another pharmacy. 
•	Ladetra King, Care Coordinator worked with the group home and did not return Ms. Carlo’s calls. King filed an APS report against Ms. Carlo stating she was not working with the group home.  
•	The daughter was admitted to the group home on Memorial Day weekend 2021 and returned home on 6/7/21. Anjelica punched a hole in the group home wall. 
•	Anjelica returned home with a black and blue bruise on her arm from a blood draw. Ms. Carlo was not informed that Anjelica needed blood drawn. 
Concern 2: Mallory Derringer, Care Coordinator added services on her ISP that were not approved by UM. Ms. Carlo voiced concern that the information added to the ISP was inaccurate. Ms. Carlo spoke with Rob Bell in UM. 

Concern 3: Ms. Carlo has concerns about employer of record. However, specific details of this concern were not obtained. 

Concern 4 (Seems related to Concern 1): 
•	Complaint filed with Alliance on 6/2/21. Ms. Carlo requested new QP from Alliance because she was not getting answers to her questions. She received a new QP. 
•	Robert Green, QP with Alpha Management did not return calls to discuss payment and policies. 
•	5/27/21: Admitted to group home. 
•	Ms. Carlo was not provided schedule for contact. Green told Ms. Carlo she needed to make an appointment a week in advance. 
•	Concern that is was unclear how room and board would be paid. 
•	Concern that FL2 was not completed prior to admission to group home. 
•	Concern about not being told about doctor appointments. Anjelica was traumatized by blood draw. Anjelica has received allergy shots for 11 years and has been compliant with blood work. 
Concern 5 (Seems Related to Concerns 1 and 2):
•	Concern that ISP contained inaccurate information about behaviors designed to make Anjelica look a certain way. 
•	Ms. Carlo did not agree to the mental health facility approved. 
•	Anjelica was returned home after 72 hours due to not having the FL2 form. Concern that Ladetra King brought the group home to Alliance knowing that it was out of catchment. 
9-3-21
Writer was copied on an email received from Kenneth Bausell, IDD Manager with DHB. The information contained in the grievance is copied from the email in which Mr. Bausell listed concerns from guardian. Writer entered the information into ACS to process this as a grievance as requested by Mr. Bausell.  Writer consulted with H. Vandewart and K. Ware who both have processed grievances with this grievant in the past. In two cases, grievant insisted on withdrawing grievances submitted on her behalf. Writer researched previous grievances and determined that most of the issues contained in this grievance were listed and addressed in previous grievances. According to information reviewed, grievant was not the legal guardian during the time of the member’s placement in the group home. She became guardian on 7/27/21 which was also prior to filing her initial concern.
10:23 am - Writer attempted to contact grievant at the phone number provided. Grievant answered and said she was “paying a bill right now” and asked if she could call back. The call disconnected at that time. 
12:48 – Writer returned a call from a vm left by grievant. Writer attempted to share with grievant that he was contacted by DHB to reach out to her. Grievant began to speak more loudly and stated that she is “over Alliance”. She repeated to writer, “You know what Ladetra King did”. This writer continued to try to explain that he does not know what she did but his role is to look into her concerns. Grievant said she did not wish to speak to anyone at Alliance. Grievant stated she has spoken to “Medicaid” and they assured her they would be contacting her to let her know who the case worker was. She continued to stat she has already reported her concerns to Medicaid and there is no need to speak to Alliance. She stated that she will speak with Medicaid and will let this writer know what her next steps are. Grievant indicated she did not want anything in writing from Alliance so no Ack Letter was sent. Writer again attempted to share with grievant that he hears her concerns and is attempting to address them. Grievant hang up.
T. Parker, I&G Manager

9-3-21
1:16pm - Grievant called back to inform writer that she has not heard back from “Stephanie” but she does not trust Alliance and does not feel Alliance can “police itself”. She continued to express that this writer knew what was going on; “You know what she did. It’s in my daughter’s record”. Writer attempted to again share his role and that QM is independent of Care Navigation. She said that Alliance does not care because Ms. King is still employed with Alliance. Writer once again attempted to clarify what the concerns were. She shared that Ms. King tried to get guardianship from her and give it to the group home. Grievant became tearful and stated that she is emotional because of what was done to her daughter and that it ruined her family. Writer was still unable to get a clear idea of what grievant’s is were as 5 were listed in the grievance submitted by DHB. She was not amenable to reviewing the issues. When writer attempted to review the concerns entered, grievant began to speak over him and not allow him to review the information received. Grievant went back and fort between saying she did not want to deal with Alliance or want Alliance to deal with her concerns and telling writer he needed to look into her daughter’s record. She complained about receiving a redacted version of the record. Grievant again ended the call saying she would let writer know what her next steps would be. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager

9-8-21
This writer met with Grievance Specialists (Kim Ware and Hillary Vandewart) to discuss the concerns stated in this grievance as the two of them have previously been assigned cases from this grievant listing most of the issues stated in this case. Both Kim and Hillary share that grievant refused to complete the resolution process and asked to withdraw the grievances at some point in the process. Hillary shared that the primary issue appeared to be that grievant was not the LG at the time her daughter was placed in a group home. Kim shared that grievant was adamant about not filing a grievance. The case had been entered on her behalf but she indicated that she didn’t’ want to file a grievance. Both indicate that find it difficult to communicate with grievant and that she does not appear to have a clear understanding of how services work. Writer shared that he has been reviewing notes in Jiva and it appears CN staff have made accommodations for grievant and her daughter but she sabotages progress. Writer shared that he will be contacting CN manager (Keshia Bunch) to follow up on the items grievant has listed

Writer contacted Keisha Bunch and informed her of the complaint grievant submitted to DHB. Keshia shared how CN has accommodated grievant. She shared that the CN department has put several things in place to accommodate grievant’s routine complaints about staff and requests for new staff. Writer also shared his review of case notes with Ms. Bunch. Writer asked Ms. Bunch if she would be willing to provide a response to items in grievant’s list of complaints. Ms. Bunch agreed and indicated she will share other documents created to track the issues presented to the CN ream. Writer emailed the concerns to MS. Bunch and will await her response.
T. Parker, I&G Manager

9-15-21
Participated in a discussion with CN, Sara Wilson and DHB regarding the case. DHB shared that member has expressed that she does not want to file a grievance. Writer shared that he was able to speak with Keshia Bunch who provided a response to all the items on the email DNB had submitted. Those items were shared with DHB. Since Ms. Carlo insists she does not want to file a grievance, this grievance will be withdrawn.
T. Parker, I&G Manager				1		1		1		12

		12116		Hillary Vandewart		09/08/2021		Osgood		Courtney		Family Member		External Stakeholder Concern		Access to Services		Crisis - Behavioral Health Urgent Care Center				Multi-Disability		Adult		MONARCH		0		598094 - RAMOS, JEREMIAH		White		H= Hispanic, Other		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		The information gathered came from members girlfriend, member did not participate in the call as he was still at BHUC still awaiting to be seen.

Caller reports member was released from HHH and linked with Monarch for follow-up services.  Upon discharge from HHH member was provided with 2 (15 day) refills for his Zoloft.  Although scheduled for an initial CCA with Monarch member was not scheduled for the psychiatrist until September 28th, well after the time of being out of his medication.  Member informed by Provider he would need to access the BHUC (Behavioral Health Urgent Care) to gain a re-fill on his medication since he will be out prior to initial meeting with psychiatrist.  

Today, member presented to the BHUC at 8:30 am as he has 1 day left on his medication.  Member informed by Monarch although he has been seen for an initial CCA at another site; at the BHUC he needs to have a CCA again and continue to wait for an appointment with the psychiatrist afterwards.   At the time of this grievance, caller reports member is sitting in a room with an iPad still waiting for initial CCA occur as he has been waiting close to 4 hours.  Caller’s concerns are related to the length of time out member is scheduled to see a psychiatrist from initial CCA.  Also, repeated CCA’s by the same provider, significant amount of time spent at BHUC to obtain a re-fill. 
Caller reports she did file a complaint internally with Monarch, but has not heard anything back from this provider.		CORRECTIONS: TYPE CHANGED FROM GRIEVANCE TO EXTERNAL, Changed Source to Family Member, Changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8445		10/05/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		The information gathered came from member’s girlfriend, member did not participate in the call as he was still at BHUC still awaiting to be seen.
Caller reports member was released from HHH and linked with Monarch for follow-up services.  Upon discharge from HHH member was provided with 2 (15 day) refills for his Zoloft.  Although scheduled for an initial CCA with Monarch member was not scheduled for the psychiatrist until September 28th, well after the time of being out of his medication.  Member informed by Provider he would need to access the BHUC (Behavioral Health Urgent Care) to gain a re-fill on his medication since he will be out prior to initial meeting with psychiatrist.  
Today, member presented to the BHUC at 8:30 am as he has 1 day left on his medication.  Member informed by Monarch although he has been seen for an initial CCA at another site; at the BHUC he needs to have a CCA again and continue to wait for an appointment with the psychiatrist afterwards.   At the time of this grievance, caller reports member is sitting in a room with an iPad still waiting for initial CCA occur as he has been waiting close to 4 hours.  Caller’s concerns are related to the length of time out member is scheduled to see a psychiatrist from initial CCA.  Also, repeated CCA’s by the same provider, significant amount of time spent at BHUC to obtain a re-fill. 
Caller reports she did file a complaint internally with Monarch, but has not heard anything back from this provider.
[PT: Jeremiah Ramos				DOB: 12/04/80				ID: 598094]
9/13/21
This writer contacted complainant to acknowledge receipt of concern—left VM requesting a call back.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
9/15/21
This writer again tried to reach complainant via phone and left message requesting a call back.
This writer composed and acknowledgement/info needed letter with a deadline of 9/22.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
9/17/21
This writer received voicemail from complainant returning this writer’s calls. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
9/20/21
This writer contacted complainant again via phone and left message requesting a call back.
This writer received a call back from Courtney who shared additional details regarding the concerns. She shared that the concerns with Monarch go back at least a year and she feels that he ended up hospitalized due to their poor management of his care. About 4 months ago, he reached out to them and stated that he was rapid cycling and his meds weren’t working. The earliest appointment they could give him was 9/20. Told him to go to BHUC in case of emergency. He ended up in the hospital. Had not been seeing a therapist. 
After he left hospital, he had to get another assessment—every time he goes there they act like he is brand new. Needs consistent therapy. He only had a 30 day supply of meds after hospitalization and was told that he couldn’t see a psych for 6 weeks. He had to go to BHUC as a result and spent 6 hours without seeing a psychiatrist. Went back the next day and spent 2 hours and was finally able to get a refill on meds. 
He has not seen a therapist since hospitalization. Feeling completely abandoned by the system. Did feel that Alliance has been helpful. Alliance suggested that it would be best for Monarch to provide a referral to another provider. He was meeting with his psychiatrist today and she isn’t sure how that went yet. He can provide verbal approval for me to speak with her regarding his treatment. 
This writer thanked her for the information and shared that we would reach out with Monarch and would be in touch. This writer also explained that ability to exchange info with her would be limited without receiving permission from member. She explained that this would not be an issue. 
This writer sent concern elements to Cornelius Powe, Monarch Incident and Grievance Specialist, with a deadline of 9/27 to respond. This writer sent info via email as this is preferred method of communication for Cornelius—he typically has to reach out to the appropriate site/contact within Monarch to get the response. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst  
9/27/21
This writer received a written response from Jennifer Smith, Compliance Specialist/Reviews and Audits (Jennifer R. Smith Jennifer.Smith@monarchnc.org) which can be summarized below:
•	Timeline: 
o	4/14: Member called requesting appointment—was scheduled for OPT and MM appts.
o	5/13: Admin staff left message to discuss the need to change date of appt. No contact with member.
o	5/17: No show for scheduled therapy appt.
o	6/4: Presented at BHUC, received registration but left before he could be seen.
o	6/9: Discharged from OPT due to consecutive no shows and no response to letter sent on 4/19 to encourage him to call to coordinate therapy.
?	No-Shows: 2/12/20, 9/16/20, 9/28/20, 1/13/21, 5/17/21, and 8/2/21.
o	6/14: Member called to schedule MM appt and requested refills. Nurse attempted to contact him to inform him he need to be seen by a provider in order to adjust but he has refills at pharmacy—requested a call back to coordinate appt. 
o	7/29: Member’s girlfriend called stating that he needs detox and was transferred to coordinate care.
o	8/2: Monarch called 2 times attempting to do nursing check-in without success.
o	8/2: Received call that member was in the hospital. 
o	8/9: Hospital contacted asking for follow up appt. Since he had been d/c’d from outpatient, he was scheduled for a registration appt and CCA on 8/12. He was referred for individual therapy and a psych eval (PE). PE appt was scheduled for 9/20 and he was informed of waitlist for therapy services.
o	8/25: Member called stating he needed meds before 9/20 and was referred to BHUC. 
o	9/9: Member received BHUC eval from therapist and provider.
o	9/20: Member was seen by provider for medication check. Follow up scheduled for 12/13.
Overall findings and improvement plan:
•	In May and June, staff had challenges connecting with Jeremiah by phone. He was discharged from OPT in June due to consecutive no-shows.
•	When girlfriend called on 7/29, she was transferred to an invalid extension. 
o	PLAN: Monarch to review appropriate extensions with Call Center staff and to encourage a warm hand off rather than forwarding to an extension. 
•	Member received an updated CCA to reestablish therapy services; however, after this, he should have received a MM appt rather than waiting for a Psychiatric Evaluation. Additionally, it does not appear that he was placed on the waitlist for a therapist. He was also not referred out for more immediate therapy services.
o	PLAN: Monarch will review scheduling expectations and will review history before scheduling an appointment. Staff will be re-educated on therapy waitlist process as well as the importance of making a referral if more immediate therapy is needed.
•	Member requested an appointment for meds prior to his scheduled appointment. Call Center referred him to the BHUC because he was (inaccurately) scheduled for a PE. 
o	PLAN: Monarch will educate all staff to review the service history and if medication needs are identified that the individual be referred to a navigator and/or reviewed by a nurse to determine immediacy of needs to coordinate timely care. Monarch will educate BHUC staff to complete contact logs when an individual chooses not to stay on site and will also make sure they are educated to keep individuals informed regarding wait times while at the BHUC. 
•	Regarding referral to another provider:
o	PLAN: Member will be contacted by Assertive Engagement staff by 9/28/21 to discuss need for referrals to another provider for therapy. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
10/4/21
This writer contacted complainant to share provider’s feedback—LVM requesting a call back.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
10/5/21
This writer has not received a response back from complainant. This writer composed resolution letter with generic information as complainant is not member’s guardian. Any further correspondence with complainant will be documented in concern follow-up. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Confirmed--Provider initiated corrective action		1		1		0		27

		12117		Todd Parker		09/08/2021		Mathew		Alicia		Provider		External Stakeholder Concern		LME/MCO Functions		Care Coordination (IDD)				Multi-Disability		18-20		Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		1		629372 - ISMAIL, KAMRUL		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		The individual who is filling the external stakeholder complaint  is Alicia Mathew (Behavioral Health Case Manager) and she can be reach at the following phone numbers: 919-236-3477 (cell) ; 919-236-3477 (desk) or 919-862-5644. 

 Caller reported the following: I found some of her behavioral  interactions to be very unprofessional. At one point during a more serious conversation she started laughing. This happened yesterday (09/07/2021) before noon. I was explaining to her that the patient did not meet involuntary criteria and she was trying to make a case that he did. Then, when I was explaining to her that he did not, she started to laugh and made the following statement,  “Well, he will back tonight” I also spoke with the patients guardian and she informed me that Alicia Bryan has been instructing her to leave the patient in the ER and I suggested to Alicia Bryan that perhaps a respite facility would be appropriate. At that point she stated “ Well you can call NC Start” and I informed her I was not able to do that at the time. Also in conversation with the guardian Alicia Bryan has stated to the guardian “Well I told you not to pick him up" in regards to when he is discharged. She is incredibly unhelpful and very condescending and no empathy expressed in the process to me or the guardian.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8447		09/15/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		PT:  Ismail Kamrul		DOB:  7-9-2021			ID:  629372
The individual who is filling the external stakeholder complaint is Alicia Mathew (Behavioral Health Case Manager) and she can be reach at the following phone numbers: 919-236-3477 (cell) ; 919-236-3477 (desk) or 919-862-5644. Caller reported the following: I found some of her behavioral interactions to be very unprofessional. At one point during a more serious conversation she started laughing. This happened yesterday (09/07/2021) before noon. I was explaining to her that the patient did not meet involuntary criteria and she was trying to make a case that he did. Then, when I was explaining to her that he did not, she started to laugh and made the following statement, “Well, he will back tonight” I also spoke with the patients guardian and she informed me that Alicia Bryan has been instructing her to leave the patient in the ER and I suggested to Alicia Bryan that perhaps a respite facility would be appropriate. At that point she stated “ Well you can call NC Start” and I informed her I was not able to do that at the time. Also in conversation with the guardian Alicia Bryan has stated to the guardian “Well I told you not to pick him up" in regards to when he is discharged. She is incredibly unhelpful and very condescending and no empathy expressed in the process to me or the guardian.
9-15-21
This writer contacted complainant to discuss the concern. Writer reviewed information contained in the complaint. Complainant shared that member presented to Duke Bx Health with the possibility of being admitted but did not meet criteria for admission. Member had been physically threatening to his mother but had deescalated by the time he reached the facility. Member presented no psychosis at the time. In addition to the information contained in the complaint as entered, complainant stated she felt like staff was not taking responsibility for things she was responsible for. She shared the member received no services for 4 months. 
Writer apologized to complainant for her experience and ensured her that the issue will be taken seriously. Writer informed that he will be in contact with the staff’s supervisor to make them aware of the issue. Writer shared that he will not be able to share any potential HR actions taken against staff as personnel issues are confidential. Complainant shared that she did want to know any results of the complaint but wanted to make Alliance aware of the issue so the member can get the best services. Writer explained that she will get a letter from him (Ack/Res) acknowling the complaint and how it was addressed. Writer composed and mailed Ack/Res letter.  Writer emailed concerns to staff’s supervisor, William Ethridge. Any response form Mr. Ethridge will be documented as Follow up.
T.  Parker, I&G Manager		Undetermined		1		1		0		7

		12118		Hillary Vandewart		09/08/2021		ALLGOOD		STACEY		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Crisis - Emergency Department				Mental Health Only		Adult		Johnston Health Services Corporation		0		775387 - ALLGOOD, STACEY		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Johnston		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		The member’s name is Stacey Allgood – DOB 5/20/1984. He states that the hospital treated him unfairly like he was a nobody and a piece of trash. He stated that the nurses in the emergency room and on the unit mistreated him and added to his depression and anxiety. He also states that he did go back to the hospital to file a complaint and they treated him as if he came up to the hospital to get drugs and he just wanted to get his medical records. He states that he was told that he could not have his medical records because of medical records could not be released to him due to hospital’s policy in which he feels that he should have access to his medical records.		CORRECTIONS: REC'D DATE CHANGED FROM 8/26/21 TO 9/8/21 ;TYPE CHANGED FROM COMPLIMENT TO GRIEVANCE, connected member in portal, Changed Nature of Issue to Quality of Services, Changed Service Type to Crisis - ED		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8436		09/27/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		The member’s name is Stacey Allgood – DOB 5/20/1984. He states that the hospital treated him unfairly like he was a nobody and a piece of trash. He stated that the nurses in the emergency room and on the unit mistreated him and added to his depression and anxiety. He also states that he did go back to the hospital to file a complaint and they treated him as if he came up to the hospital to get drugs and he just wanted to get his medical records. He states that he was told that he could not have his medical records because of medical records could not be released to him due to hospital’s policy in which he feels that he should have access to his medical records.
[PT: Stacey Allgood				DOB: 5/20/84				ID: 775387]
9/13/21
This writer left message for complainant requesting a call back. This writer received a call back from grievant and spoke with him regarding his grievance. He reported that he did get the needed paperwork eventually but that, in reviewing the paperwork, his concern was against the PA, Sherri Parker, who he reported used intimidation tactics (threatening him by staying he was on an involuntary order) to “bully” him into having a catheter put in. He reported that she lied about when the order had been filed and even had a cop tell him he was committed. He reported that the timing doesn’t work out and that the order is useless until the magistrate signs it. He stated that he has never been treated so badly by the PA and MD and that he was treated like a common criminal. 
He stated that he won’t feel comfortable going back to the ER and that if he gets to a dark place again in the future, he will just go see his family. He felt that this was not a one-off situation and he doesn’t think that he will be able to go to the ER without having a panic attack.
He told the PA he couldn’t pee in front of people and she didn’t believe him. He stated that there was no mention of a catheter in the records and that, if they try to deny it, there should be video evidence in Room 17. 
He stated that he also filed a grievance with the NC Health Care System.
He also filed a grievance with the hospital and the person who called him back stated that it was their policy and that there was nothing he could do. 
This writer thanked him for the information and confirmed address. He thanked this writer for listening and stated that he would not be letting the issue go because he feels that it wasn’t right how he was treated. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
9/20/21
This writer contacted Angela Deans, main contact listed in Alpha, via phone at 919-938-7155. This writer spoke with her briefly and she requested that the information be sent to her via email so that she could have someone follow up. She provided an updated email address: Angela.deans@unchealth.unc.edu. This writer then sent the information to her with a deadline of 9/24.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
9/21/21
This writer received email and documentation from Angela Deans which can be summarized below:
•	Provider received a complaint from this patient and an initial investigation and follow-up letter was sent to him in response (letter included in documentation sent). Letter indicated that no deviation of care was found. Chief of Hospital Services concurred with treatment provided. 
•	He has become so hostile towards provider that attorney is sending cease and desist letter to him. He called Johnston Health Compliance Director several times including ~1am. 
•	Email from Compliance Director indicated the same and that she would ask attorney to investigate concerns provided by AH. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
9/23/21
This writer staffed case with supervisor, Todd Parker, incident and grievance manager, and he advised that the grievance could be closed based on info provided. This writer inquired as to whether this writer could ask for more detailed info regarding involuntary commitment and/or catheter being forced. He advised that I could always ask although they might not provide additional details until they get attorney’s response. This writer also stated that a hospital liaison might be able to provide additional information. Todd agreed.
This writer reviewed discharge documentation within Jiva to get more information regarding admission/involuntary commitment. Discharge summary reported:
•	He initially presented voluntarily, but after being told to change into his blue scrubs and sit in the hall he decided he wanted to leave. 
•	At that point, he was involuntarily committed. He stated he has no patience with doctors or nurses and does not feel like he has been treated fairly since arriving to the hospital. 
•	He stated his depression was actually worse now than it was prior to coming in. 
In reviewing this documentation, the timeline on the IVC is unclear. Additionally, there is no mention of the catheter being used for UDS. 
This writer reached out to hospital liaison, Taria Bonaparte, to see if she had any additional information about the member’s claims. She replied that she did not have any knowledge of the situation and that she typically does not work with ED staff. This writer thanked her for her response.
This writer also followed up with provider to see if they could provide any information about the original review of the IVC or catheter. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
 9/27/21
This writer received a response from the provider which reported the below:
•	No issues were identified with the IVC – He came in on his own but quickly began to not cooperate. He did not want to stay in the hall (which was the only available option in order to appropriately watch him). 
•	He would not adhere to the safety measures required. He was at high risk for suicide with a plan to overdose on his mother’s medication and stated he had made a previous attempt with a gun that jammed. IVC was initiated for his safety. He was admitted to inpatient behavioral health from the emergency department. 
•	He agreed to the catheter because he could not urinate. He was not restrained or forced to have the catheter. He stated that he was against it but then told them to just go ahead and do it. In all of his communication he is back and forth and inconsistent in his story about what happened.    
This writer researched emergency IVC orders which allow for immediate hospitalization (magistrate is bypassed). 
This writer attempted to reach Mr. Allgood via phone and was unable LVM (not accepting calls at this time). Based on review of provider’s response, this will be resolved as tracking. This writer will include phone numbers for Joint Commission and DHSR in resolution letter—composed and sent. Nothing further needed at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Non-Issue		1		1		0		19

		12119		Kristie White		09/08/2021		Pauls		Debbie		Guardian		Grievance		Access to Services		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Easter Seals UCP North Carolina & Virginia, Inc.		1		441753 - Pauls, Tyler		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Tyler Pauls' guardian/mom Debbie Pauls contacted Care Navigator to discuss concerns she has about Easter Seals. The QP Tyler had left in June 2020 and Debbie reports that she has not heard from anyone at Easter Seals since then. She states that prior to June she received monthly communication from her QP. Debbie also reports that Tyler's direct support staff has stated he has not heard from Easter Seals since March and plans to resign due to the total lack of communication. Please use the number 919-412-7507 to contact Debbie Pauls.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8442		09/16/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Tyler Pauls' guardian/mom Debbie Pauls contacted Care Navigator to discuss concerns she has about Easter Seals. The QP Tyler had left in June 2020 and Debbie reports that she has not heard from anyone at Easter Seals since then. She states that prior to June she received monthly communication from her QP. Debbie also reports that Tyler's direct support staff has stated he has not heard from Easter Seals since March and plans to resign due to the total lack of communication. Please use the number 919-412-7507 to contact Debbie Pauls.
Patient: Tyler Pauls Patient ID: 441753 DOB: 04/10/1998
09/08/21-Grievance- against ESUCP-member not receiving services since June. KMack Appeals Coordinator
09/09/21-This writer reached out to guardian for more information on this grievance. Left a message with Debbie Pauls and left message. KMack Appeals Coordinator
09/14/21-This writer attempted to get in contact again with Debbie Pauls about information on this grievance. Left another message for a return call to discuss the grievance. KMack Appeals Coordinator
09/15/21-This writer left another message for Debbie Pauls at 919-412-7507 with no return call to clarify the concern elements for this grievance. Sending more information needed letter and if no response by 09/27/21 then closing grievance. KMack Appeals Coordinator

09/14/21-This writer attempted to get in contact again with Debbie Pauls about information on this grievance. Left another message for a return call to discuss the grievance. KMack Appeals Coordinator
09/15/21-This writer left another message for Debbie Pauls at 919-412-7507 with no return call to clarify the concern elements for this grievance. Sending more information needed letter and if no response by 09/27/21 then closing grievance. KMack Appeals Coordinator
09/16/21-This writer received call back from Debbie Pauls about Tyler Pauls. She has not heard anything from Easter Seals since May 31, 2021. The last person worked with was named Josh from Easter Seals. The guardian has started the referral process to The Arc of North Carolina and since Easter Seals were not responsive is the reason for the change. She thinks a lot of this is because Easter Seals were going through a lot of turnover with their employees. The guardian states she does not want to file a grievance and just making us aware of the issue. This writer advised the member guardian we can keep this on file for tracking purposes in case this issue arises again. The guardian has a referral for son to The Arc of North Carolina and she just does not want anyone getting in trouble but she thinks Easter Seals just dropped the ball. Sending her a disregard letter and closing this grievance as tracking. KMack Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		8

		12120		Kim Ware		09/08/2021		Brumbelow		Susan		Guardian		Grievance		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Community Innovations, Inc.		1		294472 - Brumbelow, Jacob		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		1		In-State		Supervised Living 5600 B (Minor with Intellectual/Developmental Disabilities)		1		1		The guardian was contacted by agency to inform her that the member had a minor bruise and scratch. When she saw him, it was larger than described and in a different area than described. The agency is unable to explain how the injury occurred.		CORRECTIONS: DISABILITY CHANGED FROM DD ONLY TO MULTI		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8443		09/28/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		The guardian was contacted by agency to inform her that the member had a minor bruise and scratch. When she saw him, it was larger than described and in a different area than described. The agency is unable to explain how the injury occurred.
JACOB BRUMBELOW     ID: 294472      (DOB: 294472)
9/8/21 This writer received a call from the complainant, member’s guardian Susan Brumbelow. Ms Brumbelow explained that she had a situation and did not know what to do but remembered that this writer had helped her a while back. Ms Brumbelow expressed concerns that the residential facility called to tell her about a minor injury that her son had sustained and that they did not know how it occurred. Per Ms Brumbelow when she saw the injury it was much larger than described and the area was not in the same place described. She explained that the provider mentioned possibility of I occurring at Wake Enterprise. This writer referred Ms Brumbelow to DHSR for an allegation of abuse/neglect. Ms Brumbelow reports that she plans to contact DHSR to file directly and wished to file a grievance due to believing hat too many unexplained incidents occur and that she is concerned. This writer explained next steps to be taken by QM to include incident reporting review and follow up with the agency. Ms Brumbelow confirmed her mailing address and permission to use her name when discussing the matter with the provider and thanked this writer. This writer entered the case and took assignment.(K.WARE,QAA)
9/15/21 Grievance Medicaid acknowledgment letter mailed to complainant.(K.WARE,QAA)
9/22/21 This writer contacted the agency Senior QM Director, Melinda Frederick and made her aware of the concern (910) 736-4715 . This writer requested that an internal review be completed and that the agency provide its findings, actions taken or to be taken to address the concern and plan moving forward in the matter. Per discussion the grievance information was emailed directly for review and response at mfrederick@cbcare.com.(K.WARE,QAA)
9/28/21 Agency response received to include findings, conclusion and recommendations. The agency reports that an internal review was conducted to include seven staff interviews and documentation review:
Conclusion:
? The bruise itself appears to have been reported appropriately and the internal incident reporting
protocol was followed. Although it was reported to the CI Clinical Supervisor that JB made an
allegation at Wake Enterprises that a Wake Enterprise employee hit him, this was not reported to
the authorities and a level 2 IRIS report was not made.
Corrective Action:
? The Clinical Supervisor will submit a late IRIS report for this allegation and will notify DSS.
? The Clinical Supervisor will receive coaching and will be retrained on Incident Reporting
requirements and timeframes.
Agency reports that "The CI Clinical Supervisor, stated that Wake Enterprises notified her that JB had reported to
them that “Mr. James had “hit him””. The CI Clinical Supervisor, stated that she was told by
Wake Enterprises that Mr James had been involved in JB’s behavioral incidents the week prior
and was no longer employed by Wake Enterprises.
? The CI Clinical Supervisor did not report this allegation to DSS and did not complete a level 2
IRIS report.
? During this internal review, JB did not report to QM that Mr James hit him. When asked how he
got the bruise he said “hit something”.
9/28/21 Review of incident reporting indicates that Wake Enterprise filed an incident report, with HCRP and DSS protocol followed. Community Innovations, however, reports that they plan to follow up with IRIS protocol in the matter. This writer made call and followed up with complainant. She confirmed DHSR report. This writer explained action steps taken by QM. Ms Brumbelow thanked this writer. Based on agency notification, review and corrective actions, report to DHSR, case to be closed and tracked. Resolution letter mailed to complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		20

		12121		Kim Ware		09/08/2021		DIXON		pamela		Guardian		Grievance		LME/MCO Functions		Care Coordination (IDD)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		1		79567 - DIXON, CHRISTOPHER		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Mother/Legal Guardian Pamela Dixon of Consumer Christopher Dixon DOB:  7/8/1990 and Consumer Jack L Dixon DOB:  11/26/1994 called to file a grievance against Alliance Health Plan. Mother states she is concerned with recent changes to her son's services which include the assigning of a Care Navigator to her son(s). Mother is concerned that the  changing of the Services Consultant Sara Proctor as of Oct 1st negatively impacts her son is that they are both adults and over the past couple yrs the Consumer's have been working on the transitioning into a more independent living situation.  This is needed to increased medical limitations of Legal Guardian. The Consumer's have many needs. Sara Proctor has been instrumental in this process and finding and AFL home for her son.  Legal Guardian feels this progress would not have been made without Sara Proctor.  Legal Guardian is concerned that a switch at this time would be a disruption in the momentum.  Legal Guardian reports Sara Proctor has been a consistent figure in her family's life over the past couple yrs and has taken the time to become very familiar with her family needs as a whole. Legal Guardian is also concerned that these changes take place often and they take place without the family's involvement.  The family reports she was informed of the change via a letter  with an effective date of Oct. 1st. Legal Guardian is also concerned the the "Listening Parties" are difficult to take seriously because they happen after changes have been made.   PHONE NUMBER:  919-619-1209		CORRECTIONS: NATURE CHANGED FROM OTHER TO LME/MCO FUNCTION; AGAINST CHANGED FROM OTHER TO MCO DEPT; ENTERED DEPT NAME		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8448		09/30/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Mother/Legal Guardian Pamela Dixon of Consumer Christopher Dixon DOB: 7/8/1990 and Consumer Jack L Dixon DOB: 11/26/1994 called to file a grievance against Alliance Health Plan. Mother states she is concerned with recent changes to her son's services which include the assigning of a Care Navigator to her son(s). Mother is concerned that the changing of the Services Consultant Sara Proctor as of Oct 1st negatively impacts her son is that they are both adults and over the past couple yrs the Consumer's have been working on the transitioning into a more independent living situation. This is needed to increased medical limitations of Legal Guardian. The Consumer's have many needs. Sara Proctor has been instrumental in this process and finding and AFL home for her son. Legal Guardian feels this progress would not have been made without Sara Proctor. Legal Guardian is concerned that a switch at this time would be a disruption in the momentum. Legal Guardian reports Sara Proctor has been a consistent figure in her family's life over the past couple yrs and has taken the time to become very familiar with her family needs as a whole. Legal Guardian is also concerned that these changes take place often and they take place without the family's involvement. The family reports she was informed of the change via a letter with an effective date of Oct. 1st. Legal Guardian is also concerned the the "Listening Parties" are difficult to take seriously because they happen after changes have been made. PHONE NUMBER: 919-619-1209
CHRISTOPHER DIXON    ID: 79567     (dob: 7/8/90)
JACK DIXON                                            (DOB: 11/26/94)
9/13/21 Call to complainant (919) 619-1209; unable to leave vm message; mailbox full.(K.WAR,QAA)
9/15/21 Call to complainant; mailbox full. Acknowledgment letter mailed to address listed.(K.WARE,QAA)
9/22/21 This writer received vm message from complainant confirming receipt of acknowledgment letter and having questions. This writer returned call; left vm message. This writer contacted the current AH Service Integrity Consultant who plans to f/u with this writer. This writer received return call from Ms Proctor and spoke with her regarding the concern. Per her report she has worked with the complainant to assist her and has also explained the changes to her. Ms Proctor has documented her efforts and the member plan is noted. Ms Proctor understands the complainant’s frustration however, has no bearing in the process that has been put into place. She reports that the changes are an effort to improve communication and supports. Ms Proctor informed this writer that the newly assigned Service Integrity Consultant is no longer at AH and that a new one will be assigned. The assigned CN, Malek Griffith, will not change, has worked with the member, and is aware of plans. Ms Proctor reports that she will be available during the transition period, however, has a new caseload. This writer thanked Ms Proctor for the information and informed her how complimentary the complainant was of her and her efforts. This writer explained that QM will contact her supervisor to inform him of the grievance and the guardian’s comments regarding her work ethic. Call to CM Operational Integrity Supervisor, Duke Nyabera. He will be out of the office through 9/24/21.(K.WARE,QAA)
9/23/21 During individual supervision, this writer staffed case with supervisor, Incident & Grievance Mgr T Parker. Plan is to inform grievant that changes are occurring systemically and there is nothing QM can do. This writer has expressed this to grievant. This writer made call to grievant and discussed her concerns. This writer explained that the changes had been made and that QM would have no bearing in changing the process. This writer attempted to explain how the changes were designed to improve coordination of services. Ms. Dixon was adamant that Sarah knew what she was doing, had the resources and knows her sons. She is upset that AH “does this all the time” and does not like the way things are handled. She reports that AH does not listen and explains changes after the fact. She expressed concern that other staff will not be able to help like Sarah. This writer explained that Ms. Proctor’s efforts and work has been documented and available to the staff that she will be assigned. She further expressed concern that she was told that the new staff assigned to her no longer works at AH so she now has to wait for a replacement. This writer explained that her current CN has not changes and will be a part of her team for reference She reports that she understands this however adamant again that the Service Integrity consultant should not change after working with them for 2 years. She stated that “alliance did this 2 years ago and here they go again”. Ms. Dixon asked this writer if it was okay for her to write a letter to the supervisor. This writer explained that she has a right to do so. Ms. Dixon stated that she had planned on writing him but wanted to file a grievance first. This writer explained the role of QM and that QM had no bearing in the process, however, QM would track her concern as well as ensure that the appropriate dept is aware of her concerns. Ms. Dixon thanked this writer for listening to her concerns.(K.WARE,QAA)
9/28/21 Email to Mr. Nyabera requesting call regarding grievance.(K.WARE,QAA)
9/29/21 This writer emailed Mr. Nyabera, cc’d Malek Griffith (AH CN) and Sarah Proctor (AH SC). The email included the grievance information as well as this writer’s actions to date. The grievant has been referred to her team for any further understanding regarding the changes that have taken place and coordination of care for her sons.
9/30/2 Based on case consult, contact with the grievant and referral to her AH team, informing the supervisor, case to be closed and the matter tracked. Resolution letter mailed to grievant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		22

		12122		Hillary Vandewart		09/08/2021		TOWNSEND		CHRISTOPHER		Consumer		Grievance		Access to Services		Accces/Screening, Triage and Referral				Multi-Disability		Adult		B & D Integrated Health Services		1		144539 - TOWNSEND, CHRISTOPHER		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		Member had an appointment with provider on 8/25/2021. Member was informed that someone will follow-up with him within 7 days. Member has not received any information from the provider. Member has made several attempts to contact the provider to follow-up. Member stated the agency tells him that someone will contact him but he does not get a response from anyone. The member has contacted the provider twice with the last contact being on 9/7/2021. The member is still waiting on a response from the provider.  Member stated the provider is supposed to be helping him with finding apartment complex that will accept his income and member needs assistance with filling out applications. The member's telephone number is 919-390-5624.		9/14/21
This writer contacted member by phone. He stated that B&D did get in contact with him yesterday and explained that they had the wrong contact info. He confirmed that the grievance could be withdrawn. This writer went ahead and withdrew grievance based on this request from member.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst																		0		1		1		(44,447)

		12124		Hillary Vandewart		09/09/2021		McLurkin		Andrew		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Access to Services		Outpatient Services				Mental Health Only		Adult		Freedom House Recovery Center, Inc.		0		327545 - CORTESCORTES, DEISY		White		M=  Hispanic, Mexican American		Female		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		*Internal Employee Concerns*
[CID: 593929] 
CALLER'S NAME/Relationship if not member: Deisy Cortes reporting she had a 9am “appointment” at Freedom House this morning that she scheduled through Access. Caller reports that she showed at Freedom House at 9am and they informed her that she could not be seen since the WIC is at 8:30am. Caller reports she was also told that she can present tomorrow morning for the WIC at 8:30am but could not be assured of IPRS funding as she wouldn’t have the referral from Alliance Health (?). 
DOB: 11/24/1996
MENTAL STATUS: No reported safety concerns. 
SEVERITY: Non-threshold.
DISPOSITION: LC clarified the above noted circumstances. LC apologized for this situation as Access would be partly responsible if we informed caller of an appointment time of 9am as Freedom House's WIC has been 8:30am for recent years. LC informed caller that LC does not believe that Freedom House needs an actual referral from Alliance Health in order for them to access IPRS funding. LC offered to file a Grievance and/or consult with other Access Staff/Supervisors. Caller declined both options and indicates that she plans to attend the WIC tomorrow morning at 8:30am. LC submitted a Consumer Alert for Supervisor Attention. AMcLurkin,LCSW?		CORRECTIONS: Changed Complainant info to reflect internal complainant, Changed Disability to MH Only		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8438		09/14/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		*Internal Employee Concerns*
[CID: 593929] 
CALLER'S NAME/Relationship if not member: Deisy Cortes reporting she had a 9am “appointment” at Freedom House this morning that she scheduled through Access. Caller reports that she showed at Freedom House at 9am and they informed her that she could not be seen since the WIC is at 8:30am. Caller reports she was also told that she can present tomorrow morning for the WIC at 8:30am but could not be assured of IPRS funding as she wouldn’t have the referral from Alliance Health (?). 
DOB: 11/24/1996
MENTAL STATUS: No reported safety concerns. 
SEVERITY: Non-threshold.
DISPOSITION: LC clarified the above noted circumstances. LC apologized for this situation as Access would be partly responsible if we informed caller of an appointment time of 9am as Freedom House's WIC has been 8:30am for recent years. LC informed caller that LC does not believe that Freedom House needs an actual referral from Alliance Health in order for them to access IPRS funding. LC offered to file a Grievance and/or consult with other Access Staff/Supervisors. Caller declined both options and indicates that she plans to attend the WIC tomorrow morning at 8:30am. LC submitted a Consumer Alert for Supervisor Attention. AMcLurkin,LCSW?
[PT: Deisy CortesCortes				DOB: 11/24/96				ID: 327545]
9/14/21
This writer reviewed concern details. This writer researched within Alpha portal to determine whether this appeared to be a pattern (concerns with access to WIC) and there are no recent concerns related to this matter. 
Based on member declining to file grievance and potential error on AH Access staff’s end, this will be resolved and tracked moving forward. 
This writer composed and sent ack/res email. Nothing further needed at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		5

		12125		Kim Ware		09/09/2021		RONAN		JOANNA		Consumer		Grievance		Access to Services		Community Support Team		Therapy		Mental Health Only		Adult		Carolina Outreach, LLC		1		22254 - RONAN, JOANNA		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Caller reported the following: 
Last year in 2020’ I received services from a Therapist named Natasha at Carolina Outreach. I received two years of therapy services from Natasha and I had a really good relationship with her. Prior to Natasha leaving I requested CST services and I was informed there was a waiting list of six weeks. During the time I waited to receive CST services I was connected to a therapist that I only saw once. Eventually, they connected me with a CST Team and it only had two people on the team a therapist and a case manager. The therapist (Connie) only spoke with me over the phone and she wanted me to write down everything on paper like my to do tasks. At that time, I needed help and support and she could not meet me face to face. This caused my anxiety to intensify. My therapist and my case manager would go back and forth with each other and one would say to do one thing and the other one would say not to do it. I talked to the office manager and she said she would talk to them. Then, I got a new case manager and I only connected with her one or two times. The new case manager said she couldn’t assist me with the phone calls and I called and spoke with 211 and she said she would help me with the voucher. At that time, I was in a domestic violence situation and my child was with CPS. 
Connie was supposed to call back regarding the voucher and it was not sent out until weeks later after it was filled out. The case manager did not end up doing anything for me, I only had Connie and did not have a single face to face therapy session. An informational packet from HUD p arrived at Carolina Outreach office and I was notified until several days after. We filled out a couple of pages from the packet and I end up taking it home to complete it (I only had ten days to complete it). Connie did not assist me to fill it out. Connie informed me that Alliance Health would monitor the voucher and the voucher will be automatically be extended. 
Connie left the company on June 30th, 2021. In July 2021 I verified with the new CST Team and they told me the voucher did not get renewed and it expired. I also found out that the “Back at Home Program with Endeavors” application had not been processed and nothing had been set up for me at that time I was working with Connie. I was told there is no funding in getting assistance from the Wrap Around Program and they are trying to stop my CST services. She did not connect me to services. Carolina outreach did not advocate for me or my child.  I have requested on numerous occasions for an audit (of what has been done and what needs to be done) and they have not provided me the audit.		CORRECTIONS: DISABILITY CHANGED FROM DOES NOT APPLY TO MH; PRIORITY CHANGED FROM HIGH TO ROUTINE; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO NOT LICENSED		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8449		10/20/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller reported the following: Last year in 2020’ I received services from a Therapist named Natasha at Carolina Outreach. I received two years of therapy services from Natasha and I had a really good relationship with her. Prior to Natasha leaving I requested CST services and I was informed there was a waiting list of six weeks. During the time I waited to receive CST services I was connected to a therapist that I only saw once. Eventually, they connected me with a CST Team and it only had two people on the team a therapist and a case manager. The therapist (Connie) only spoke with me over the phone and she wanted me to write down everything on paper like my to do tasks. At that time, I needed help and support and she could not meet me face to face. This caused my anxiety to intensify. My therapist and my case manager would go back and forth with each other and one would say to do one thing and the other one would say not to do it. I talked to the office manager and she said she would talk to them. Then, I got a new case manager and I only connected with her one or two times. The new case manager said she couldn’t assist me with the phone calls and I called and spoke with 211 and she said she would help me with the voucher. At that time, I was in a domestic violence situation and my child was with CPS. Connie was supposed to call back regarding the voucher and it was not sent out until weeks later after it was filled out. The case manager did not end up doing anything for me, I only had Connie and did not have a single face to face therapy session. An informational packet from HUD p arrived at Carolina Outreach office and I was notified until several days after. We filled out a couple of pages from the packet and I end up taking it home to complete it (I only had ten days to complete it). Connie did not assist me to fill it out. Connie informed me that Alliance Health would monitor the voucher and the voucher will be automatically be extended. Connie left the company on June 30th, 2021. In July 2021 I verified with the new CST Team and they told me the voucher did not get renewed and it expired. I also found out that the “Back at Home Program with Endeavors” application had not been processed and nothing had been set up for me at that time I was working with Connie. I was told there is no funding in getting assistance from the Wrap Around Program and they are trying to stop my CST services. She did not connect me to services. Carolina outreach did not advocate for me or my child. I have requested on numerous occasions for an audit (of what has been done and what needs to be done) and they have not provided me the audit.
JOANNA RONAN   ID: 22254   (DOB: 9/9/1981)
9/13/21 Call to complainant; left vm message.(K.WARE,QAA)
9/15/21 Call to complainant 910-689-3320; left vm message. No response. Acknowledgment letter mailed to address listed.(K.WARE,QAA)
9/22/21 Acknowledgment letter returned as not deliverable. This writer made call to number listed; message indicated not a working number. Review of information available indicates member involved in possible dv situation. This writer did not send the ack letter out again to any other addresses listed due to this factor and unable to confirm member's living arrangements.(K.WARE,QAA)
9/28/21 Call to number listed; message indicated that the vm box was full. This writer has been unable to reach complainant via USPS or telephone to clarify grievance information. The provider has not been contacted.(K.WARE,QAA)
10/4/21 Received forwarded voicemail from Incident & Grievance Mgr T Parker from complainant. This writer made call and spoke with Ms Ronan. Ms Ronan spoke at length regarding her concerns.  Complainant was very upset with ESUCP and that the staff person who was helping her left without ensuring that all processes would be complete,Ms Ronan explained that her address is confidential due to domestic violence issues, however, gave this writer the correct mailing address 119 N. Cool Spring St, Fayetteville, NC 28304. This writer explained that contact attempts had been made as well as a returned letter marked as undeliverable. This writer explained the role of QM. The complainant continued to explain that her phone currently has issues and has been hacked which is why this writer was unable to reach her. She reports that she received a letter of discharge from the provider effective 9/9/21. She reports that she was supposed to receive ILI assistance for 3 months and only received 2 months, did not receive the move in funding , assistance or coordination that she was due to receive. Per her report she was told that she would be on a month waitlist for a therapist and had been without a therapist. She reports that the team only had a case manager and a team lead although “connie” was the only one on the team to assist her and is no longer working at the agency. She reports she only had 2 sessions with her therapist and was not helpful. She reports completing her housing application on her own and was told that her precious bf? Husband? name should have been taken off and she was assured that it would. It was not taken off and she reports that she is no longer at the apartment due to fleeing and that the bf is living there rent free that she is paying. Ms Ronan spoke at length about all the things she believes the provider did wrong in her case. This writer redirected member throughout call in order to ascertain concern elements. She reports that she requested that the agency complete an audit of everything they did and did not do as planned to assist her and provide services, however the provider has not done so. She reports that the provider told her that she could get her treatment record. Ms Ronan complained that it is the agency's fault that her housing is in jeopardy and that she is not receiving services. This writer explained the role of QM and next steps. This writer referred Ms Ronan to AH Access if she needed assistance with locating an alternative provider of choice in that she indicated that she had been discharged from services with CArolian Outreach. Ms Ronan thanked this writer.(K.WARE,QAA)
10/5/21 Case consult with Incident & Grievance Mgr T Parker. This writer was unable to contact member and had no response from member at day 25 of process. Plan moving forward is that since no response form member was received and member has now contacted this writer, an extension of up to 14 days will be added to the process to give the agency an opportunity to respond and address the matter.(K.WARE,QAA)
10/6/21 Extension letter mailed to complainant. This writer contacted Carolina Outreach’s QM department (qm@carolinaoutreach.com) to make them aware of the concern and requested that internal review be conducted and submitted to include findings, actions taken or to be taken to address the concern.(K.WARE,QAA)
10/13/21 Internal review findings not received to date. This writer reached out to Jalen Darden, QM Specialist who has indicated that the response would be received by end of day today. This writer received a call from complainant requesting update on her case in that she will be evicted. This writer explained the role of QM and that the housing issue may not be addressed immediately by the provider, however, they have been made aware of all of her concerns. This writer inquired if the member had followed up with Access. Per her report, she did and was given 3 providers , however, she is concerned that she will have to go through the complete intake process if Carolina Outreach does not make the referral She reports that she contacted the agency today  in regards to assistance with referral to new provider. She reports she was in contact with Renew Counseling however, cannot use that provider due to them only doing virtual appointments. This writer referred member to Access in the event that she needed assistance with crisis intervention or possible resources. She began to state the resources she is currently using and is upset that she will be evicted and that it is Carolina Outreach's fault.(K.WARE,QAA)
10/20/21 This writer reviewed agency response emailed to to this writer on 10.13.21. The agency response indicates the following: "Per internal review, this client was discharged as of 9/9/21. The client met the criteria for lower level of care and was stably housed. Our staff also thoroughly assisted the client with the moving process with help from Cumberland County Community Development. Our staff also ensured that she had been provided support to maintain housing in the community. Client has been linked to wrap-around services, such as food banks, FNS, Mainstream Voucher, rental assistance, and the Care Center for DV support. Please let me know if any additional information is needed or if you would like to see any supporting documentation." This writer requested that the agency submit the supporting documentation. This writer made call to member, no answer and unable to leave vm. Based on agency response in offering its due diligence in the matter and referral of member to available resources and wraparound services case to be closed. Any subsequent correspondence form provider to be noted as well as any follow up contact received from member. Resolution letter mailed to include AH 24 hr access and information line. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		non issue- agency offered its due diligence in assisting member		1		1		0		41

		12129		Hillary Vandewart		09/10/2021		Campbell		Renee		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Peer Support Services				Multi-Disability		Adult		Greater Image Healthcare, Corp.		1		696515 - JOHNSON, WANDA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Provider consistently does not submit updated clinical information with peer support requests. He will attach a PCP that has not been reviewed per standard protocol (has not been reviewed in several months, or at all  in some cases). He provides two sentences of justification in the request, but the sentences are vague and provide no substance. I know I spoke with him (Derrick Brown) on 7/22/21 to discuss submission requirements/expectations, and I believe at least one other CCM has done so as well. He is often not responsive when UM contacts him for additional information.

I have attached a PCP as an example; It was created in March, and the member has been receiving services yet it has never been updated. It is unclear how the service is being delivered if someone is not able to have the member sign (or even review telephonically). There have been several situations like this.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Disability to Multi, Changed Licensure to not Licensed		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8439		09/22/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Provider consistently does not submit updated clinical information with peer support requests. He will attach a PCP that has not been reviewed per standard protocol (has not been reviewed in several months, or at all in some cases). He provides two sentences of justification in the request, but the sentences are vague and provide no substance. I know I spoke with him (Derrick Brown) on 7/22/21 to discuss submission requirements/expectations, and I believe at least one other CCM has done so as well. He is often not responsive when UM contacts him for additional information.
I have attached a PCP as an example; it was created in March, and the member has been receiving services yet it has never been updated. It is unclear how the service is being delivered if someone is not able to have the member sign (or even review telephonically). There have been several situations like this.
[PT: Wanda Johnson				DOB: 7/4/72				ID: 696515]
9/14/21
This writer composed connected case to similar case (#12047). This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement letter to internal complainant. This writer also asked for clarification on how provider should document if a PCP is being conducted telephonically due to COVID.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
NOTES FROM DUPLICATE CASE #12047:
9/3/21
This writer contacted Gloria Johnson, owner, via phone at (910) 321-0069 to inform her of concerns. She stated that some training had been completed with staff as they were aware of concerns but that she will review the specific cases that are being brought up to see if she needs more clarity regarding what UM is looking for. This writer stated that info would be sent to her via email and requested a response by 9/10. She agreed.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
9/13/21
This writer followed up with provider and requested an update. This writer received a request from Ms. Johnson to call her at is 910-476-7977 and this writer did so. She informed this writer that the PCPs were being conducted telephonically due to COVID-19 but she did notice that this wasn’t documented clearly. This writer shared that I could follow up with UM regarding how this should be documented.
She also stated that she had met with Derrick multiple times and he “isn’t grasping” state mandates, etc. She stated that he was going to be terminated and that, moving forward, SARs and PCPs would be completed and submitted by either her or Sharon Horne. She also stated that he had not allowed her to review everything before submitting which is the policy. She requested until tomorrow morning to submit action steps and this writer agreed.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
 9/15/21
This writer received a response from the provider which can be summarized below:
•	Provider has terminated Peer Support Supervisor Derrick Brown due to inconsistency and inability to show progress and improvement with on-going training.  
•	As of September 14, 2021 all PCPs, Crisis Plans, and all communications as it relates to Peer Support will be submitted by Gloria Johnson, CPSS, MSW, LCSW-A and Sharon Horne, CPSS, MA-QP.  
•	Greater Image cannot substantiate allegations of non-communication, and is open and willing to receive any and all support and advisement from Alliance as it relates to consumer service delivery, and additional information for clinical justification.  
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
9/22/21
This writer did not receive response from internal complainant regarding how to document that a PCP is being completed or signed electronically. 
Based on discussions with provider and review of written response, provider is taking action to correct documentation concerns. This writer composed and sent resolution email to internal complainant an issue will continue to monitored. Included recommendation to share with provider how best to document electronic PCP signatures. Nothing further needed at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Confirmed--Provider initiated corrective action		1		1		0		12

		12131		Kristie White		09/10/2021		Bennett		Deloris		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Community Support Team				Multi-Disability		Adult		Carolina Outreach, LLC		1		626683 - Pace, Aviana		Unknown		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		UM CM noticed 24 units were billed on 8/14/21 which appeared to be an excessive number of units. Requested provider notes, note indicate service duration of 180 minutes which would be 12 units.  See note attached.				Not Defined				8434				Not Defined		Not Defined		CM noticed 24 units were billed on 8/14/21 which appeared to be an excessive number of units. Requested provider notes, note indicate service duration of 180 minutes which would be 12 units. See note attached.
09/10/21-Internal- against Carolina Outreach- excessive billing; 24 units (180 minutes) for one day. KMack Appeals Coordinator
09/13/21-Sending to SIU for case consult for allegations of waste, fraud and abuse. KMack Appeals Coordinator				1		1		0		(44,449)

		12132		Hillary Vandewart		09/10/2021		Penree		Katie		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Service Coordination between providers		Crisis - Other				Multi-Disability		Child (0-17)		Thompson Child & Family Focus		1		649154 - KING, LEANNA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Member Leanna King has been receiving services at Thompson’s Crisis and Stabilization program since 7/22/2021. During a CFT meeting on 9/9/2021, the guardian and CC were made aware that member was being discharged from the program due to refusing medication Topiramate on Tuesday and Wednesday, and Thursday of the same week.  The program therapist noted that the upper management was consulting with a Doctor to determine if they would be able to continue treating member.  During the meeting a Nurse came in to tell her that after that consultation they were no longer able to keep member at the facility because, per the Doctor, "he could have a seizure at any moment". 

The facility had planned to take member the hospital for evaluation due to potential negative side effects of abruptly stopping this medication, however member was no able to return to the program if medically cleared.

Therapist indicated that Leo needed to be picked up by DSS on 9/10/21.  She later followed up via email to ask if DSS could instead come on 9/9/21.

Member has no placement or services set up with an immediate discharge from this program. Member has a complex clinical history and treatment needs, and denials from all of our in network residential level 3 and PRTF providers. Member is in DSS custody. 

This matter is currently being addressed by PN and CM leadership. 

Katie Penree
9/10/2021		CORRECTIONS: Changed Nature of Issue to Service Coordination (as provider did not coordinate placement for member)		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8455		09/21/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member Leanna King has been receiving services at Thompson’s Crisis and Stabilization program since 7/22/2021. During a CFT meeting on 9/9/2021, the guardian and CC were made aware that member was being discharged from the program due to refusing medication Topiramate on Tuesday and Wednesday, and Thursday of the same week.  The program therapist noted that the upper management was consulting with a Doctor to determine if they would be able to continue treating member.  During the meeting a Nurse came in to tell her that after that consultation they were no longer able to keep member at the facility because, per the Doctor, "he could have a seizure at any moment". 
The facility had planned to take member the hospital for evaluation due to potential negative side effects of abruptly stopping this medication, however member was no able to return to the program if medically cleared.
Therapist indicated that Leo needed to be picked up by DSS on 9/10/21.  She later followed up via email to ask if DSS could instead come on 9/9/21.
Member has no placement or services set up with an immediate discharge from this program. Member has a complex clinical history and treatment needs, and denials from all of our in network residential level 3 and PRTF providers. Member is in DSS custody. 
This matter is currently being addressed by PN and CM leadership. 
[PT: Leanna King				DOB: 6/26/04				ID: 649154]
9/16/21
This writer sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant and also requested any updates regarding how the issue is being addressed by PN and CM leadership.
This writer received update from complainant which can be summarized below:
•	Alliance Director of Physical Healthcare Management Teresa Gaskin requested report from PN Leadership. 
•	Alliance Senior Director of Provider Networks Operations Cathy Downs met with Katie to review the concern and asked her to reach out to the program again and request they do not discharge due to member having no placement. 
•	In response, the program decided to continue with the discharge as planned. 
•	Cathy Downs scheduled a meeting with the Thompson’s Crisis and Stabilization program manager Tiffany Santos, and the VP of Residential Services Leonard Shinholster, and Katie. 
•	All parties talked through the situation, contractual issues, and clinical concerns, and Thompson’s agreed to allow member to remain in their placement until the following Monday 9/13. On Monday, the Thompson’s team set a new discharge date of this Friday 9/17 which allowed more time for the DSS guardian and care coordination to create a safe discharge plan.
This writer thanked her for the information and stated that, based on provider’s response, this would be resolved as tracking unless anything else was needed from her end. 
This writer also researched within portal and confirmed that this does not appear to be a pattern for this provider.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
9/21/21
This writer did not receive any additional requests from complainant. This writer reviewed Jiva notes and member has returned to aunt’s home as of 9/17.
Nothing further needed at this time. This writer will continue to track.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		11

		12133		Todd Parker		09/10/2021		Yarboro-Sajjad		Colette		Guardian		Grievance		LME/MCO Functions		Care Coordination (IDD)				Multi-Disability		18-20		Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		1		629372 - ISMAIL, KAMRUL		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		1		In-State		Parents / Guardian's Home		1		1		Son was in AFL home but came home on May 28th stay with her for the Memorial Day weekend but he hasn't returned. May 29, 2021 her son attacked her due to an incident that occurred in AFL home. She was corner in the kitchen by him. Care navigator described what had happened in the home that contributed to the behaviors after she was attacked.  She was  with staff from the AFL agency on May 30 and May 31st and AFL agency told her that her son couldn't return to the current home but they would help locate another placement. She picked up medications on June 1, 2021 from AFL agency and that time she was not told about the meeting that later occurred on June 3rd. She doesn't understand why she wasn't invited to the  meeting June 3, 2021. Care Navigator Breanna Ozment and AFL agency that handle the AFL provider had invited others but she was not informed. Her son had community supports but when he was placed out of the home all services were stopped. She was not fully informed until June 7, 2021 by Ozment that her son was couldn't not go back to the home or continue services. She was accused of taking him out of the AFL and her son wouldn’t have any services for the next four or five months. She stated she never asked for her son to be removed from the home.  Carolina Outreach is currently providing services that they say they can’t continue to provide services due to his level of need. June 10, 2021 had to call CIT officer came to home due to her son attacking her. He went to ED but wasn’t able to find him an inpatient bed. June 11, 2021, she had at this time had left five voice messages for William Etheridge and still hadn't heard from him. June 15, 2021 called CIT officer back to the home due to aggressive behaviors. He again went to the ED. She reached back out to William Etheridge and never received a call back from him. She didn’t hear from William Etheridge until June 17, 2021. She reports no referrals were made by Brenna Ozment. She had to find her own referrals in spite of her son’s aggressive behaviors. She reports her son’s behaviors continues to get more aggressive. She reports Brenna Ozment was giving her misleading information about her son’s treatment options. July 12, 2021 received email about a new care navigator. She reports when William Etheridge finally contacted her she felt his demeanor was inappropriate because of her multiple emails. Her compliment is the lack of accountability of Ozment and Etheridge. She feels she was doing a lot of researching on her own to get her son the appropriate services. She reports Easter Seals provided documentation in June to Ozment and  Ozment didn't respond to their correspondence. Ozment reports she didn't have access to resources in Wake County.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8465		10/06/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Pt: Ismail Kamrul		DOB:  7-9-01				ID:  629372
Son was in AFL home but came home on May 28th stay with her for the Memorial Day weekend but he hasn't returned. May 29, 2021 her son attacked her due to an incident that occurred in AFL home. She was corner in the kitchen by him. Care navigator described what had happened in the home that contributed to the behaviors after she was attacked. She was with staff from the AFL agency on May 30 and May 31st and AFL agency told her that her son couldn't return to the current home but they would help locate another placement. She picked up medications on June 1, 2021 from AFL agency and that time she was not told about the meeting that later occurred on June 3rd. She doesn't understand why she wasn't invited to the meeting June 3, 2021. Care Navigator Breanna Ozment and AFL agency that handle the AFL provider had invited others but she was not informed. Her son had community supports but when he was placed out of the home all services were stopped. She was not fully informed until June 7, 2021 by Ozment that her son was couldn't not go back to the home or continue services. She was accused of taking him out of the AFL and her son wouldn’t have any services for the next four or five months. She stated she never asked for her son to be removed from the home. Carolina Outreach is currently providing services that they say they can’t continue to provide services due to his level of need. June 10, 2021 had to call CIT officer came to home due to her son attacking her. He went to ED but wasn’t able to find him an inpatient bed. June 11, 2021, she had at this time had left five voice messages for William Etheridge and still hadn't heard from him. June 15, 2021 called CIT officer back to the home due to aggressive behaviors. He again went to the ED. She reached back out to William Etheridge and never received a call back from him. She didn’t hear from William Etheridge until June 17, 2021. She reports no referrals were made by Brenna Ozment. She had to find her own referrals in spite of her son’s aggressive behaviors. She reports her son’s behaviors continues to get more aggressive. She reports Brenna Ozment was giving her misleading information about her son’s treatment options. July 12, 2021 received email about a new care navigator. She reports when William Etheridge finally contacted her she felt his demeanor was inappropriate because of her multiple emails. Her compliment is the lack of accountability of Ozment and Etheridge. She feels she was doing a lot of researching on her own to get her son the appropriate services. She reports Easter Seals provided documentation in June to Ozment and Ozment didn't respond to their correspondence. Ozment reports she didn't have access to resources in Wake County.
9-16-21
Writer researched the case and determined this case is related to case #12117 in which staff at Duke Bx Health filed a complaint against staff supervised by William Ethridge, on of the subjects of this complaint. This complaint is against another staff he supervises as well has Mr. Etheridge himself. Mr. Ethridge’s supervisor is Christine Gillenkirk.
Writer attempted to contact grievant to acknowledge the concerns. The call was diverted to vm but writer was not able to leave a message as the mailbox was full. Writer composed and mailed Ack letter. Writer will contact Ms. Gillenkirk to make her aware of the concerns. Since writer has already sent concern elements related to this case to Mr. Ethridge, writer will determine if any information received is pertinent to this case. 
Writer was unable to verify guardianship documents in ACS or Jiva. Writer reviewed the call and caller is listed as “Mother/Legal Guardian” but entered in grievance as “Family member”. Writer will treat the case as a grievance based on this information but will make further attempts to verify guardianship. 
Writer composed and mailed Ack letter. Will attempt to reach grievant again. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager

9-30-21
This writer emailed supervisor of staff, Christine Gillenkirk, to inform her of the concern and asked for a response by 10/7/21. Writer will  resolve the issue  based on this referral to the supervisor. Future information received from the supervisor will be documented in the follow - up section . 
T. Parker, I&G Manager

10-6-21
Writer composed and mailed Res letter to complainant. No further action from QM at this point.
T. Parker, I&G Manager		Undetermined		1		1		0		26

		12136		Kristie White		09/13/2021						Family Member		External Stakeholder Concern		Client Rights		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Unknown Disability				Not Defined		0		'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Wake		0		1		In-State		Supervised Living 5600 F (Alternative family Living)		0		0		A letter was received via USPS to  AH on 9.13.21. See attached. The concern is anonymous. The facility address given is for Faith Homes & Rehabilitation III (Destiny Pursuits, Inc. located at 4014 Suitt Rd, Durham, NC 27703. Limited information available. Check for licensure type.(K.WARE,QAA)				DHSR		Referred to External Lic or State Agency		8451		09/20/2021		Resolved/Completed		DHSR		A letter was received via USPS to AH on 9.13.21. See attached. The concern is anonymous. The facility address given is for Faith Homes & Rehabilitation III (Destiny Pursuits, Inc. located at 4014 Suitt Rd, Durham, NC 27703. Limited information available. Check for licensure type.(K.WARE,QAA)
09/14/21-Recived anonymous letter from member guardian. The letter states concern of member rights and the residents living in the home not have rights. They also state that the staff are totally pocketing the Medicaid or insurance money. The address is Faith Homes 2711 Fayetteville St Durham and Faith Homes & Habilitation III 4014 Suitt Rd Durham locations are in question in this grievance. KM Appeals Coordinator
09/16/21-Sent to SIU for case consult due to allegations of Medicaid fraud. Per SIU advised this writer to follow with usual process information resolution and DHSR referral. KMack Appeals Coordinator
09/20/21-This writer cannot find the provider in ALPHA ACS system so they are non-participating in Alliance Health Plan network. Calling DHSR hotline at 1-800-624-3004 speaking to Kim and was told since it is in letter form I can fax to attn: Diana Romaine at 919-715-7724 since this was an anonymous complaint.  Since this concern is anonymous can not send an acknowledgment letter. Closing this as tracking. KMack Appeals Coordinator/QAA		Undetermined-Faxed anonymous letter to DHSR for investigation		1		1		0		7

		12137		Kim Ware		09/13/2021		TORRES		RENEE		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Service Coordination between providers		Assertive Community Tx Team				Multi-Disability		Adult		Easter Seals UCP North Carolina & Virginia, Inc.		1		98177 - BOTROS, BAKHUM		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Transition Coordinator Renee King-Torres filing grievance against Easter Seals ACT team Durham, have made numerous attempts to communicate and assist the consumer with the process of applying to housing limited assistance from the ACT team.  At the initial meeting, that TC had with the consumer and his sister who is a big support.  They expressed concern that they have been receiving services from the ACT team for the past 9 years and it was not satisfactory.  We discussed the concerns and they agreed to give them another chance.  We came to some agreements of what was to be put in place.  Some concerns was that the team was not meeting with the consumer on a regular basis, they only gave him his shot and nothing else.  The meetings were held at random public places.  The consumer did not have a copy of his PCP and was unaware of what his goals where.  Upon discharge from Central Regional Hospital the consumer had some serious medical concerns that needed follow up, the team stated they would be able to support the consumer.  He is facing a diagnosis of cancer and due for surgery in October.  He also needed to follow up with numerous appointments.  The team was also supporting the consumer with an application for SSI benefits.  TC had requested a copy and date of the application and never received this information.
TC gave the team numerous housing leads to apply with the consumer and followed up via email.  TC has spoken with the consumer and he continues to report that the team is not meeting with him.  He reports that he did see a housing community via computer at one visit but that he has not filled out any housing application.  TC last spoke with Jasmin the housing coordinator for the ACT team on August 30th and asked about the application process.  She had questions and TC went over the process and how to support the consumer in applying.  TC informed Jasmin that I could meet her in the community to support them when they go out etc...  She was encouraged to print off the housing information and work on it with the consumer and his sister before going out so they had everything together.  She stated that she was clear and would call to let TC know when would be a good time to meet.  TC received a call from the consumer on 09/10/2021 reporting that he still has not completed any housing searches or applications.  TC informed him that I could begin the process with him I would need to set up time where he would need to meet me in the community since I could not transport him, which would make things a little bit trickier in arranging to meet.  TC will be following up with consumer to arrange time to meet in the community.  RKTORRESBA 09.13.2021		CORRECTIONS: CHANGED FROM EXTERNAL TO INTERNAL; CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO FROM MEMBER; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO NOT LICENSED		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8466		10/01/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Transition Coordinator Renee King-Torres filing grievance against Easter Seals ACT team Durham, have made numerous attempts to communicate and assist the consumer with the process of applying to housing limited assistance from the ACT team. At the initial meeting, that TC had with the consumer and his sister who is a big support. They expressed concern that they have been receiving services from the ACT team for the past 9 years and it was not satisfactory. We discussed the concerns and they agreed to give them another chance. We came to some agreements of what was to be put in place. Some concerns was that the team was not meeting with the consumer on a regular basis, they only gave him his shot and nothing else. The meetings were held at random public places. The consumer did not have a copy of his PCP and was unaware of what his goals where. Upon discharge from Central Regional Hospital the consumer had some serious medical concerns that needed follow up, the team stated they would be able to support the consumer. He is facing a diagnosis of cancer and due for surgery in October. He also needed to follow up with numerous appointments. The team was also supporting the consumer with an application for SSI benefits. TC had requested a copy and date of the application and never received this information. TC gave the team numerous housing leads to apply with the consumer and followed up via email. TC has spoken with the consumer and he continues to report that the team is not meeting with him. He reports that he did see a housing community via computer at one visit but that he has not filled out any housing application. TC last spoke with Jasmin the housing coordinator for the ACT team on August 30th and asked about the application process. She had questions and TC went over the process and how to support the consumer in applying. TC informed Jasmin that I could meet her in the community to support them when they go out etc... She was encouraged to print off the housing information and work on it with the consumer and his sister before going out so they had everything together. She stated that she was clear and would call to let TC know when would be a good time to meet. TC received a call from the consumer on 09/10/2021 reporting that he still has not completed any housing searches or applications. TC informed him that I could begin the process with him I would need to set up time where he would need to meet me in the community since I could not transport him, which would make things a little bit trickier in arranging to meet. TC will be following up with consumer to arrange time to meet in the community. RKTORRESBA 09.13.2021
BAKHUM BOTROS     ID: 98177   (DOB: 4/27/1975)
9/20/21 Acknowledgment emailed to internal complainant. This writer reached out to agency’s QM Mgr., Phyllis Elliot in regards to the concern. This writer received a message indicating that Phyllis would be out and to contact Leslie Flowers, QM Director. This writer contacted Leslie (919) 623-3602 and made her aware of the concern. The information was emailed for review and response at leslie.flowers@easterseals.com. Ms. Flowers has indicated that in Phyllis’ absence she will follow up and respond once the internal review of the matter is completed. (K.WARE,QAA)
9/24/21 Agency response received. Per agency response: 
Investigation Details:
ESUCP Housing specialist has met with individual several times and completed the PCP attached with the signature page. 
As the service provision is meant to be, staff would meet the individual at the place of their choosing. The community, the home, the office, etc. 
B is scheduled 3 times a week.  Attached is the contact log
Attached is the communication between Alliance and the staff regarding collaboration of services for B.
ACTION: 
ESUCP Staff will schedule a meeting with B to review the completed PCP to be completed by 10/1/21
Every phone contact with Alliance will be followed up with an email regarding this case. The Team Lead will be CCed on all communications.
10/1/21 This writer has recommended that agency continue to monitor contacts, document and ensure coordination of services and appropriate level of care for member as well as continued coordination with the AH TCLI staff in regards to concerns. Based on agency response and actions planned to address the concerns, case to be closed and tracked. Resolution emailed to internal complainant.(K.WARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		18

		12138		Hillary Vandewart		09/14/2021						Anonymous		External Stakeholder Concern		Access to Services		Assertive Community Tx Team				Does Not Apply				Fellowship Health Resources, Inc.		1		'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		A behavioral health clinician (requested name to be withheld) in the ER at Wake Med Hospital is requesting to file a grievance against Fellowship Health Resources because they do not have a working crisis number for their ACT Team members.  Instead of having an ACT Team clinician answer their 24 hour crisis number (which is 919-573-6520), a caller is greeted by a voicemail telling them to call 911 in case of emergency.  This has resulted in ACT Team members calling 911 and being sent to the ER for mental health crisis situations instead of being able to talk with their ACT Team clinicians, which should be available to their members 24/7/365.  This is particularly frustrating for hospital staff given the rising number of Covid patients in the ER.  Caller is requesting that Fellowship Health Resources have a working crisis number that is available to their ACT Team members 24 hours a day.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Type of Concern to External Stakeholder, Changed Provider Licensure to Not Licensed		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8470		09/28/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		A behavioral health clinician (requested name to be withheld) in the ER at Wake Med Hospital is requesting to file a grievance against Fellowship Health Resources because they do not have a working crisis number for their ACT Team members.  Instead of having an ACT Team clinician answer their 24 hour crisis number (which is 919-573-6520), a caller is greeted by a voicemail telling them to call 911 in case of emergency.  This has resulted in ACT Team members calling 911 and being sent to the ER for mental health crisis situations instead of being able to talk with their ACT Team clinicians, which should be available to their members 24/7/365.  This is particularly frustrating for hospital staff given the rising number of Covid patients in the ER.  Caller is requesting that Fellowship Health Resources have a working crisis number that is available to their ACT Team members 24 hours a day.
[NO SPECIFIC MEMBER INFO PROVIDED]
9/16/21
This writer is unable to acknowledge concern due to anonymous nature of submission.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
9/28/21
This writer reached out to Mary Ann Johnson, Fellowship Health Resources Regional Director to share concern details with her. This writer sent elements via email at mjohnson@fhr.net and requested a response by 10/5.
This writer received a response from Mary Ann which can be summarized below:
•	When you dial 919-573-6520, it first states that if you are having a medical emergency, please hang up and dial 911. It then mentions our office hours are 9-5, M-F, and states that if you require crisis services during non-office hours dial 1 or call 911 for emergencies. 
•	All FHR clients know to dial 919-573-6520, and hit 1. FHR even developed magnets for the fridge that have this and other numbers listed.
•	Provider reported that they think this concern may be related to an ACT client named Gwen Williams, who has a 20 year history of showing up at ED's. Reported that she is well aware of crisis line, and they have been working hard to try to stop this behavior. She reported that Wake Med "threatened" her that she better not come back again because she has presented to the ED on many occasions.  
Based on provider’s response, this concern will be resolved as a non-issue. No resolution correspondence is able to be sent due to anonymous nature of concern.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Non-Issue		1		1		0		14

		12139		Kim Ware		09/14/2021		Diop		Mame		Guardian		Grievance		Quality of Services		Respite		personal assistance		Developmental Disabilities Only		Child (0-17)		CNC/Access, Inc. dba All Ways Caring HomeCare		1		669830 - BATHILY, MOHAMMED		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Mother states concerns about Personal Assistance/Personal Care Services.  She stated that staff makes comments that are inappropriate and make her feel bad, such as question why her son needs to wear diapers, meaning that she has not taken good care of him.  Also, Respite staff said it's too hot outside to work with son outside and she has never worked with a child with Autism before.writer is not sure of location site of provider in Durham				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8454		10/07/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Mother states concerns about Personal Assistance/Personal Care Services.  She stated that staff makes comments that are inappropriate and make her feel bad, such as question why her son needs to wear diapers, meaning that she has not taken good care of him.  Also, Respite staff said it's too hot outside to work with son outside and she has never worked with a child with Autism before.
MOHAMMED BATHILY    ID: 669830    (DOB: 9/3/2015)
9/15/21 Call to complainant (919) 358-3507; no answer; no vm available.(K.WARE,QAA)
9/21/21 Call to complainant; no answer. Unable to leave vm message. Acknowledgement letter mailed to address listed.(K.WARE,QAA)
9/28/21 Call; no answer. No contact from complainant to date. Info needed letter mailed to complainant with response requested by 10/7/21 or case will be considered resolved and closed.(K.WARE,QAA)
10/7/21 No response from complainant to date. Disregard letter mailed. Case closed. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		disregard		1		1		0		23

		12140		Hillary Vandewart		09/14/2021		Wilkie		Jessica		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Child (0-17)		Excalibur Youth Services LLC		1		398947 - Bloodworth, Emily		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		1		Out-of-State within 40 mile radius		PRTF		1		0		Writer participated in a CFT meeting today with individual, parents, PRTF therapist, DSS worker, and GAL. It was noted in the meeting that individual is not receiving adequate schooling due to active COVID in the building and teachers not doing work with the residents. It was also noted in the meeting that individual is not allowed outside time regularly because there are some residents that are at risk for elopement, so all the residents are on these same restrictions. Individual, mom, and therapist all reported that it can be over a month at times that the residents are unable to go outdoors for any recreational time.

Writer currently has 13 children in this facility. Some have been on quarantine for a month with no therapy, no family visits or calls, and no outdoor time. This is not conducive to meeting the mental health and physical health needs of the children in the PRTF treatment facility. The lack of time outside has been reported before this. This is an ongoing concern. There seems to be a lot of things going on that are having a negative impact on the well-being of Alliance members. Also, there has been a mass exodus of therapist and it was noted in the meeting today that the remaining therapists caseloads will be going up to 12 or more. This is a concern based on the 90 minute required individual sessions, group sessions, family sessions, CFT meetings, and documentation that is required per member.		CORRECTIONS: Changed complainant info to reflect internal employee concern, Changed Nature of Issue to Abuse/Neglect, Changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8503		10/21/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Writer participated in a CFT meeting today with individual, parents, PRTF therapist, DSS worker, and GAL. It was noted in the meeting that individual is not receiving adequate schooling due to active COVID in the building and teachers not doing work with the residents. It was also noted in the meeting that individual is not allowed outside time regularly because there are some residents that are at risk for elopement, so all the residents are on these same restrictions. Individual, mom, and therapist all reported that it can be over a month at times that the residents are unable to go outdoors for any recreational time.
Writer currently has 13 children in this facility. Some have been on quarantine for a month with no therapy, no family visits or calls, and no outdoor time. This is not conducive to meeting the mental health and physical health needs of the children in the PRTF treatment facility. The lack of time outside has been reported before this. This is an ongoing concern. There seems to be a lot of things going on that are having a negative impact on the well-being of Alliance members. Also, there has been a mass exodus of therapist and it was noted in the meeting today that the remaining therapists caseloads will be going up to 12 or more. This is a concern based on the 90 minute required individual sessions, group sessions, family sessions, CFT meetings, and documentation that is required per member.
[PT: Emily Bloodworth				DOB: 2/23/06				ID: 398947]
9/20/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
9/21/21
This writer discussed concerns with supervisor, Todd Parker, who advised that he would likely be having a discussion with Care Management leadership (Walter Linney, Katie Penree) regarding their concerns about Hampton/Venice PRTFs and member safety. He advised that this writer discuss concerns with internal complainant and advise that she contact SC oversight entities for health/safety concerns.
This writer discussed concerns with Jessica Wilkie, internal complainant and she reiterated her concerns about quarantine protocol. She shared that she had shared her concerns with the provider regarding this and had never received a response.
This writer informed her that I would update her once I had more information (either internally or from provider).
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
9/23/21
This writer sent email to Jeanne Jeanne Kleinschmidt, Provider Network Evaluations Supervisor, inquiring as to whether a targeted monitoring might be warranted for this provider due to the high number and severity of recent concerns regarding Excalibur PRTFs (12065, 12140, 12153, 12155). 
This writer discussed cases with Todd Parker, Incident and Grievance Manager, during individual supervision. He advised that this writer hold off on contacting the provider until hearing back from Jeanne regarding potential monitoring. He also advised that licensing/health/safety entity for SC should be contacted by either this writer or CN, Jessica Wilkie.
This writer reached out to Jessica Wilkie to share this info and to request that she make the call due to her more intimate knowledge of the issues. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
9/30/21
This writer followed up with Jeanne to see if she had any updates regarding the potential monitoring. She replied and confirmed that she had reviewed the materials submitted and spoken with Jessica Wilkie and that her team will be conducting a review of Excalibur.
This writer thanked her for the confirmation and inquired as to whether QM could still follow normal protocol (reaching out to provider to share the concerns etc) and she confirmed.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
10/6/21
This writer contacted Mr. Bill Mulkey via phone at 843-401-9284 to confirm best contacts for sending concern info and to share that I would be sending 4 new concerns/grievances. He shared two additional contacts to include on concerns: Ms. Rayniece Pinckney, Clinical Services Manager at HAMPTON PRTF: rpinckney@broadstep.com, and Ms. Robin Brackett, Clincial Services Manager at VENICE PRTF: rbrackett@broadstep.com. He stated that they would review and get a response back to AH by 10/13. This writer thanked him and stated that I would send the information shortly. This writer sent all Excalibur concerns/grievances (12140, 12153, 12155, 12161) to contacts with 10/13 deadline.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
10/15/21
This writer received an email from Ms. Deines asking this writer to confirm that requested response date.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
10/18/21
This writer responded that the response date was 10/13 and could be extended as late as 10/20. This writer asked her to confirm.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
10/19/21
This writer sent follow up email to Ms. Deines as will as Mr. Murkey again asking for confirmation that they would be sending a response by 10/20.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
10/20/21
This writer has not received a response. This writer contacted Ms. Amanda Deines by phone at (864) 361-1321—unable to leave VM as mailbox full.
This writer then contacted Mr. Bill Mulkey at (843) 401-9284 and left message requesting a response as soon as possible.
This writer then sent email to Jeanne (Provider Networks) updating her on the lack of responsiveness from the provider and inquiring as to whether her team had any updates that she could share. 
This writer received a response from Jeanne which reported that her team was on site last week at both Hampton and Venice. They toured the facilities, requested information (policies and procedures) and also scanned clinical notes and documentation. They also requested policies and procedures, which she confirmed have been received. She thanked this writer for the update and advised that it is possible that the provider could have confused their on-site with QM’s review. This writer confirmed that the phone number on file for Ms. Deines was correct. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
10/21/21
This writer confirmed via Care Coordination notes in Jiva that South Carolina’s OHAN (out of home health and neglect) agency is actively investigating this provider based on Concern #12153 and #12155.
Based on referring this concern to Provider Networks (Monitoring) and confirming that the monitoring is underway, as well as lack of responsiveness from provider, this writer plans to resolve the concern as undetermined. This writer will continue to follow up with the provider for responses to concerns/grievances and will include all future correspondence in concern follow-up within portal. This writer composed and sent resolution letter to internal complainant informing her of the same. This writer resolved concern.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Undetermined--Referred to Provider Networks for Monitoring		1		1		0		37

		12141		Hillary Vandewart		09/15/2021		Gibbs		LaKenya		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Break Out, LLC		1		23241 - CLEMONS, CHRISTIAN		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		1		In-State		Level IV		1		1		LRP Tiffany Williams received unprofessional and unappropriated text message exchange between Break Out staff Ms. Amanda and Vernon Collins regarding member.   Text messages shows lack of boundaries between staff and member.  LRP has talked to the owner/ QP Chaunte Fullard regarding staff's behavior once before and there has not be a change. LaKenya Gibbs, MA, CMC 9/15/2021		CORRECTIONS: Changed to internal employee concern		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8453		10/08/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		LRP Tiffany Williams received unprofessional and unappropriated text message exchange between Break Out staff Ms. Amanda and Vernon Collins regarding member.   Text messages shows lack of boundaries between staff and member.  LRP has talked to the owner/ QP Chaunte Fullard regarding staff's behavior once before and there has not be a change. LaKenya Gibbs, MA, CMC 9/15/2021
[PT: Christian Clemons				DOB: 7/28/97				ID: 23419]
9/20/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant and also asked for any additional information regarding text message exchange.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
9/21/21
This writer received forwarded text message reportedly sent by “Ms. Amanda: to Vernon Collins, member’s stepdad:
Fwd:
God evening!
I'm so sick of every day I come to work...I just got here...I haven't seen your son all day...here we go with him on the phone with you. I keep it business with Christian but I'm getting sick and tired of the harassment and defamation of character and slander of my name. So now...I cheat on my husband...left him here with them and someone paid him money to keep quiet....yeah tf right. So this supposed to have happened when? And why would I really trust a resident with such information? How stupid so he or anybody think I am??? Like seriously this has to stop. If these are the accusation being told...I need to do what I need to do to protect my name and what I've built. I've never in my life had to deal with such disrespect and one ManChild seeking to get whatever revenge for his own personal sexual infatuation. But I guess he never tells his outburst of how he thinks I'm pretty and how
 he comes in the kitchen to say things about my body...I guess he never said how he says what he would do to me how beautiful I am and maybe the fact that he asked his grandmother for money to give me presents...trust me she will vouch for everything I'm saying bc she know. So again...I'm the bad guy. I stopped dealing with Christian because he is a bully. Yes I advocate for the consumers in here who can't talk or not in the same position as Christian...he tried to fight two people who are deemed helpless...when he calls them retarded and brain dead...yeah I speak for them...when he tried to curse at them over little things...that's a bully. I've seen and heard Christian talk down to each and everyone of these consumers but later apologized when he felt I would give him a cigarette...speaking of which he has started stealing from me...lied in my face about it numerous time until I asked
 the last time if he took my cigarette as he said yes...I didn't think you was gonna smoke it. If I leave a cigarette outside for 4 or 5 days it's still mine. Enough is enough because harassment and damn near stalking is a very serious thing that I don't take lightly. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
10/7/21
This writer attempted to reach Break Out Owner, Ms. Darnella Warthen, via phone at 919-220-2181. The person who answered the phone provided her direct contact number: 919-672-4536. This writer called her at this number. This writer shared the concern with Ms. Warthen and she stated that she was aware of the concern and that they had also complained to DHSR. She asked that I sent the information to her via email. This writer shared that she did not need to provide a written response but that could if she wished. She provided her email address: darnellawarthen@yahoo.com. This writer then sent her email with concern elements.
This writer received VM from Ms. Warthen requesting a screenshot of the text message in order to assist in her response.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
10/8/21
This writer emailed Ms. Warthen sharing that I did not have a screenshot of the text message and that this is why a detailed response was not being requested. 
This writer sent resolution email to complainant based on having shared concern with provider. Nothing further needed at this time. Any further correspondence with provider will be included in concern follow-up.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		23

		12142		Kim Ware		09/15/2021		Buchanan		Cathy		Guardian		Grievance		LME/MCO Functions		Care Coordination (MH/SA)				Mental Health Only		Adult		Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		1		689858 - Brunner, Eric		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Caller/guardian Ms Buchanan expressed concern that consumer was recently released from Duke Regional with the expectation that home health services were set up to address diabetes but the referral was made mistakenly for a dentistry referral.  Caller/guardian was agreeable to discharge with the understanding that diabetes would be treated and because this did not happen consumer needed to be hospitalized again.  Reasons for hospitalization was psychiatric and other medical needs/diabetes.  Caller mentioned that the hospital liaison with AH was the staff coordinating this plan with her, she recalls the name "Kara or Cara" but writer does not see this name in our directory or notes in Jiva.  Rich Resnick LCAS Guardian is with Phoenix Counseling Services in Raleigh NC.  Guardian was provided with Todd's contact info for follow up if needed.  Thank you RR		CORRECTIONS; CORRECTED COMPLAINANT PHONE NUMBER; nature changed from quality to lme/mco function; service type entered care coordination mh/sa; against changed from mco dept to provider; entered alliance health		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8457		09/27/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller/guardian Ms Buchanan expressed concern that consumer was recently released from Duke Regional with the expectation that home health services were set up to address diabetes but the referral was made mistakenly for a dentistry referral. Caller/guardian was agreeable to discharge with the understanding that diabetes would be treated and because this did not happen consumer needed to be hospitalized again. Reasons for hospitalization was psychiatric and other medical needs/diabetes. Caller mentioned that the hospital liaison with AH was the staff coordinating this plan with her, she recalls the name "Kara or Cara" but writer does not see this name in our directory or notes in Jiva. Rich Resnick LCAS Guardian is with Phoenix Counseling Services in Raleigh NC. Guardian was provided with Todd's contact info for follow up if needed. Thank you RR
ERIC BRUNNER  ID: 689858    (DOB: 11/15/1978)
9/20/21 Call to number listed 984-219-1001; person answering indicated it was the wrong number.(K.WARE,QAA)
9/21/21 This writer found correct number for complainant (member's assigned guardian) and made call 704-297-5330.Per discussion the case is against Alliance Health. She could not recall the specific staff person's name, however believes it is either the CRH liaison or Duke hospital liaison. She reports that during discharge planning she was ensured by AH that the member's diabetes and medical needs would be followed and addressed with him. She reports that the member had been at CRH long term, transferred from prison. Per Ms Buchanan, Duke was able to look at the referral made by AH and found the reason no one had followed up with member regarding his diabetes care. The referral was made for dental care instead. The member is housed at RHD. AH had assured complainant that they would arrange for medical staff to coordinate with RHD and member, however, no one ever came to see member. Member ended up with an episode that was initially thought to be psychotic however found to be due to sugar level issues and issues pertaining to his diabetes. Ms Buchanan confirmed that the hospital worked with her to get the correct appointment scheduled. This writer explained next steps to be taken to resolve the matter, confirmed mailing address and permission to use name when discussing the matter with the provider.(K.WARE,QAA)
9/22/21 Acknowledgment letter mailed to complainant. Due to no specific staff member identified, case to continue to be processed by this writer. Incident & Grievance Mgr T Parker notified regarding case. If  specific staff found during processing, this writer is to notify him for action. Case consult recommendation: make AH MH/SUD supervisor, Karen Gall aware of the matter. Notify the complainant that the case was escalated to AH mgmt for review and action. QM will track the matter.(K.WARE,QAA)
9/27/21 This writer made Karen Gall aware of the matter noting that no specific staff name was given. Resolution letter mailed to complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		12

		12146		Kristie White		09/16/2021		MCDOUGALD		DANIEL		Consumer		Grievance		Access to Services		Assertive Community Tx Team				Multi-Disability		Adult		Carolina Outreach, LLC		1		254196 - MCDOUGALD, DANIEL		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		CID594851. Mr. McDougal reported Carolina Outreach was supposed to have called him for an intake appointment 9-15-21 for ACT and did not. He spoke to reception who told him they'd be in touch "when they can". LC attempted to reach someone 9-16-21 and left a message for CO to contact member directly.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8456		10/05/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID594851. Mr. McDougal reported Carolina Outreach was supposed to have called him for an intake appointment 9-15-21 for ACT and did not. He spoke to reception who told him they'd be in touch "when they can". LC attempted to reach someone 9-16-21 and left a message for CO to contact member directly.
Patient Daniel McDougald Patient ID: 254196 DOB: 12/09/1960
09/16/21-Grievance- against Carolina Outreach- ACTT has not contacted member. KMack Appeals Coordinator
09/20/21-This writer calls Daniel McDougald about this grievance with no answer at 919-327-7192 no answering voicemail to leave a message. KMack Appeals Coordinator/QAA
09/21/21-This writer calls Daniel McDougald about this grievance with no answer at 919-327-7192 no answering voicemail to leave a message. KMack Appeals Coordinator/QAA
09/23/21-This writer called for third time with no answer and left a message. Sending more information letter since need additional information in order to start the grievance process. KMack Appeals Coordinator/QAA
10/05/2021-This writer never received a call or additional information from the grievant on this grievance. Per the more information letter sent no response by 10/04/2021 would indicate this grievance was resolved. Closing this grievance as undetermined since no additional information was ever received. KMack Appeals Coordinator/QAA		Undetermined-No additional information rec'd.		1		1		0		19

		12147		Not Defined		09/16/2021		ONEAL		SHIDAREUS		Guardian		Grievance		Confidentiality/HIPAA		Multisystemic Therapy (MST)				Multi-Disability		Child (0-17)		Haire Enterprises, LLC		1		105269 - ONEAL, SHIDAREUS		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Grievance requested by guardian and writer is submitting on her behalf.  Member is currently in a residential facility, and was seen by this provider prior to his admission.  GRD advises during treatment, member was not seen as frequently as the service outlined; was recorded without permission during a home visit and provider then proceeded to show the recorded video to a case manager who was also in the home.  GRD further accuses the provider of disclosing information to her son that she provided to them in individual conversations, subsequently causing him to become reactive and further fracturing their relationship.   GRD informed writer contact was made to the owner of the agency who said follow up would be made, but this never took place. GRD expressed although her son is no longer with the agency, the grievance is necessary so they do not continue to cause harm to other families.GRD is Tameca Oneal 
910-495-5492		case withdrawn-member did not wish to file 2																		0		1		1		(44,455)

		12148		Hillary Vandewart		09/16/2021		HOSKINS		TREVON		Guardian		Grievance		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Child (0-17)		New Hope Carolinas, Inc.		1		274467 - HOSKINS, TREVON		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		MENTAL STATUS: denied SI, HI, AVH, and Use
Grievance  - New Hope, in Rock Hill, SC -

EVENT _ Caller reports her son stated one of the staff have been looking at him inappropriately.  There was a meeting with the guardian on Monday 09/13/21 in reference to these incidents.  Last night when he was showering, the member put his underwear on, and the staff kicked in the bathroom door.  The member responded; the staff punched the member in the face.  The facility has not informed the parent of the incident at this time. .  She received a call from her son around 3PM.  He informed his mother of the incident and that he was not allowed  to make a phone call last night to inform her of the situation.  Caller reports the supervisors last name is Jones.  The caller states she has contacted her sons CC - Laurie Moray; CC - Mr. Fredericks; Cumb County Juvi Dept. - Amy Peeples; and has left  avm with the New Hope Rights Advocate - Nancy Cody.  And plan contact DSS and the police department to press charges.		Duplicate entry (to 12149). Withdrawn on 9/17/21.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst																		0		1		1		(44,455)

		12149		Hillary Vandewart		09/16/2021		HOSKINS		VANNE		Guardian		Grievance		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Child (0-17)		New Hope Carolinas, Inc.		1		274467 - HOSKINS, TREVON		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		1		Out-of-State within 40 mile radius		PRTF		0		1		MENTAL STATUS: denied SI, HI, AVH, and Use
Grievance  - New Hope, in Rock Hill, SC -

EVENT - Caller reports her son, Trevon stated one of the staff had been looking at him inappropriately.  There was a meeting with the guardian on Monday 09/13/21 in reference to these incidents.  And, last night after he had showered he put his underwear on then a staff member kicked in the bathroom door.  The member informed his mother he did respond to the door being kicked open.  The member stated, the staff member then punched him in the face.  The member informed his mother he was was not allowed to use the phone after the incident.  The caller reports she received a call from her son today around 3PM.  The caller reports the supervisors last name is Jones.  The caller states she has contacted her sons Alliance CC - Laurie Moray; CC - Mr. Fredericks; Cumb County Juvi Dept. - Amy Peeples; and has left  a voice mail with the New Hope Rights Advocate - Nancy Cody.  The caller states she plans to contact DSS and the police department to press charges.  At the time of this reporting, the caller states the facility has not yet informed her of the incident.		Corrections: Changed complainant to reflect guardian, changed phone # and address, Changed Is Residential to YES		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8460		10/11/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		MENTAL STATUS: denied SI, HI, AVH, and Use
Grievance  - New Hope, in Rock Hill, SC -
EVENT - Caller reports her son, Trevon stated one of the staff had been looking at him inappropriately.  There was a meeting with the guardian on Monday 09/13/21 in reference to these incidents.  And, last night after he had showered he put his underwear on then a staff member kicked in the bathroom door.  The member informed his mother he did respond to the door being kicked open.  The member stated, the staff member then punched him in the face.  The member informed his mother he was was not allowed to use the phone after the incident.  The caller reports she received a call from her son today around 3PM.  The caller reports the supervisors last name is Jones.  The caller states she has contacted her sons Alliance CC - Laurie Moray; CC - Mr. Fredericks; Cumb County Juvi Dept. - Amy Peeples; and has left  a voice mail with the New Hope Rights Advocate - Nancy Cody.  The caller states she plans to contact DSS and the police department to press charges.  At the time of this reporting, the caller states the facility has not yet informed her of the incident.
[PT: Trevon Hoskins				DOB: 1/12/2005			ID: 274467]
9/22/21
This writer contacted member’s guardian, Vanne Hoskins: 910-315-9721 and discussed grievance with her in detail. She shared that she did receive an apology from the director for not reporting the incident to her immediately. She reported that the incident took place at 9:30pm and she didn’t find out until the next day at 3:30 (by her son). She also reported that the PRTF did not want to take him to the hospital and only did this after parents requested several times. He didn’t go to the hospital until 9/20. 
She also reported that she learned of a meeting held yesterday regarding Trevon that she wasn’t a part of. She requested to file a separate grievance against her Care Coordinator, Lauren Murray, regarding this issue. She also stated that she found a company with a PRTF in Raeford (Cornerstone) who was willing to hold a bed for Trevon and she had reached out to the CC about this without getting any response. Her goal is to get member out of New Hope. This writer shared that I would follow up with CC and would also file a separate grievance about this. She provided her updated mailing address: 547 North Parker Church Road / Raeford, NC 28376 and thanked this writer for the assistance.
This writer followed up with CC Lauren Murray regarding member’s concerns.
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement letter to grievant. 
This writer received email from Lauren stating the following:
•	She has been in contact with mom since Thursday when she learned of incident.  
•	The meeting on Monday was regarding the clinical documents that needed to be updated for lateral referrals to be made. It was not a CFT but was her facilitating the updating of documents. 
•	She sent the documents to Cornerstone yesterday for review and just got a call back and was then told they would be willing to offer him a bed. That is the only thing mom has not yet been updated on. She will possibly have a bed 9/27 but that is not firm yet. 
This writer thanked her for this information. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
9/27/21
This writer received Skype message from Diane Sofia, Quality Assurance Analyst (Incidents) regarding this incident/allegation of staff abuse. She inquired if this writer had received anything from the provider yet and I shared that I had not. She stated that she would copy me on her communications to the provider. This writer thanked her. 
She then reached out to provider requesting the below:
•	Please note whether consumer received any medical attention and/or follow-up after initially declining triage and first aid; if so, please submit a copy of any related documentation.  
•	Please note whether consumer has and/or will be evaluated for trauma associated with the alleged abuse (if applicable). 
•	Please submit a copy of the agency’s internal investigation, to include findings and corrective measures.  
•	Please note any feedback received from DSS OHAN and submit any related documentation. 
•	Please note any police involvement and submit any related documentation. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
9/29/21
This writer received email from provider which included documentation regarding medical care, including notes from nurses as well as other medical providers (ER and dental). 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
10/2/21
This writer received full Critical Incident Review sent by provider, which can be summarized below:
•	Incident was reported to SC DHEC BHFL, SC DSS OHAN, IRIS, and Rock Hill Police.
•	Rock Hill Police determined that incident was self-defense on the part of the staff. 
•	Cause of the incident attributed to the action of the staff member and his role in causing or exacerbating an unnecessary power struggle with resident. Staff committed several policy violations.
•	Acknowledgement of poor communication with legal guardian—provider will strive to notify guardians of incidents as soon as possible. Program leadership has been coached. 
•	No current proof that member was sexually harassed. 
•	Internal incident reports which reflect a critical incident will be verified for completeness by supervisor and completeness will be relayed to Residential Manager and Program Director by end of shift (to include legal guardian contact).
•	Employee was formally suspended on 9/16 and subsequently terminated on 9/21 for violation of “Standards of Conduct.” He remains under investigation with OHAN for suspected child abuse.
•	Member has been discharged at request of guardian and will be placed with Cornerstone PRTF.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
10/5/21
This writer received a copy of police report that was sent by provider, confirms that status was “administratively closed.”
This writer also confirmed within Jiva that member has been successfully transferred to Cornerstone PRTF.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
10/11/21
This writer contacted grievant to share provider’s feedback with her. She inquired as to whether she would be getting a letter in the mail and this writer confirmed. She thanked this writer. This writer composed and sent resolution letter. Nothing further needed at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Confirmed--Provider initiated corrective action		1		1		0		25

		12150		Hillary Vandewart		09/17/2021		DUNSTON		TABATHA		Guardian		Grievance		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Lindley Habilitation Services, Inc.		1		128802 - DUNSTON, TAYLOR		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Not Defined		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Care Navigator is filing this grievance on behalf of member 128802's guardian Tabatha Dunston. Mrs. Dunston would like to file a complaint against Lindley Habilitation Service regarding a pay discrepancy. Mrs. Dunston reported that she is missing hours in the pay period for August 8th 2021. She reported that she clocked in and out for the time that she worked but she did not get paid for all hours worked. Mrs. Dunston asked Care Navigator to report that Mrs. Dunston has been getting up throughout out the night working with member. Mrs. Dunston stated that she is not getting proper rest, so she has been forgetting to do some things. Mrs. Dunston reported that she forgot to do her service notes for a week that she worked, so Lindley did not pay Mrs. Dunston for the time that she worked. Mrs. Dunston stated that she understands that she may be required to wait until the next pay period to receive payment for those hours, but she expressed that she wants to get paid for all time worked at all. Mrs. Dunston stated that she believes that payment is justified because there is evidence of Mrs. Dunston clocking in and out. Therefore Mrs. Dunston asked Care Navigator to file a grievance to recover the wages that Mrs. Dunston believes she is owed by provider.		CORRECTIONS: Un-checked Grievance from Patient and updated Complainant info with guardian, changed Nature of Concern to Auth/Payment/Billing, Changed Priority to Routine		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8461		10/12/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Care Navigator is filing this grievance on behalf of member 128802's guardian Tabatha Dunston. Mrs. Dunston would like to file a complaint against Lindley Habilitation Service regarding a pay discrepancy. Mrs. Dunston reported that she is missing hours in the pay period for August 8th 2021. She reported that she clocked in and out for the time that she worked but she did not get paid for all hours worked. Mrs. Dunston asked Care Navigator to report that Mrs. Dunston has been getting up throughout out the night working with member. Mrs. Dunston stated that she is not getting proper rest, so she has been forgetting to do some things. Mrs. Dunston reported that she forgot to do her service notes for a week that she worked, so Lindley did not pay Mrs. Dunston for the time that she worked. Mrs. Dunston stated that she understands that she may be required to wait until the next pay period to receive payment for those hours, but she expressed that she wants to get paid for all time worked at all. Mrs. Dunston stated that she believes that payment is justified because there is evidence of Mrs. Dunston clocking in and out. Therefore Mrs. Dunston asked Care Navigator to file a grievance to recover the wages that Mrs. Dunston believes she is owed by provider.
[PT: Taylor Dunston				DOB: 7/14/99				ID: 128802]	
9/22/21
This writer contacted Tabatha Dunston via phone at 919-633-1188. This writer attempted to explain to Ms. Dunston that wage disputes were not within the purview of Alliance and that she would need to contact the Labor Board. She pushed back, stating that she reported them last year to Alliance and Alliance was able to assist with the matter and required them to reimburse her. She also stated that, since the money comes from Alliance, we should be able to assist in the matter. This confirmed with her that the reason she didn’t get paid was because she didn’t writer her notes, but that she did clock in and out. This writer explained that the provider’s policy likely states that notes have to be written in order to be paid. She stated that she feels that she should be able to write them later and be reimbursed and that she wouldn’t accept not being paid for work she had done. She did state that she had discussed the concern with the QP at Lindley and they were not willing to assist.
This writer stated that I would find out if there was anything else that could be done other than referring her to the Labor Board.
She thanked this writer for looking into the matter and confirmed her mailing address.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
9/23/21
This writer staffed case with supervisor, Todd Parker, during individual supervision. This writer inquired as to whether I should proceed with contacting provider despite this being a wage dispute. He agreed that this would be a good plan of action.
This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement letter to complainant. This writer will plan to reach out to provider to share concern and ask about requirements about notes/billing.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
10/5/21
This writer emailed Wendy Steele, CEO and Melinda Frederick, QM Director to share concern info with them and request a response to include related policies/procedures.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
10/6/21
This writer received response from Wendy Steele which reported:
•	On 9/29/2019, Ms. Dunston signed a Relative/Legal Guardian Direct Support Provider Independent Contractor Agreement (blank copy included in response).  In this contract it specifically states:
•	"On a daily basis, Provider will use Company’s electronic documentation system to record services provided.  Provider will be paid on a bi-weekly basis for services provided that are both submitted timely and billable." 
•	Timely Documentation Policy (also attached) defines timely per Medicaid 24 hours and billable as 7 days. 
•	If they do not complete their documentation within the 7 day billable window then per their contract they are not paid for hours that provider is unable to bill. 
Based on this response, this writer plans to close case. Provider followed policies and procedures regarding timely billing. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
10/12/21
This writer left message for Ms. Tabatha Dunston requesting a call back to discuss grievance. This writer composed and sent resolution letter. Any further contact with grievant will be included in resolution follow-up. Nothing further needed at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Non-Issue		1		1		0		25

		12151		Kim Ware		09/19/2021						Anonymous		Grievance		Quality of Services		Community Support Team				Unknown Disability				B & D Integrated Health Services		1		'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		.  Caller explained that she placed a caller to her CMS (formerly CST) team at B&D and spoke with a male who stated that what she was sharing didn’t seem right and that he would check into something and call the caller back. Caller explained that this was over 50 minutes ago and the B&D staff has yet to call back.  Caller explained that she had told the staff that she was recently in the hospital from Saturday to Thursday.  When she returned to her apartment she was concerned that someone was in my home when she was gone due to paint on the floor and 2 items missing/tampered with.  Caller explained that she contacted her landlord, whom noted that the paint was on the floor previously.  Caller expressed that she was relieved, but then tonight she notice her inhaler was broken and her new box of eye drops were opened and the safety wrapping gone.  Caller explained that she called the Benson Police who came to the home.  Caller expressed concern that the officer whom she noted she did not get his name or badge number but noted that he was a tall AA male, didn’t write anything down and barely took a report.  Caller expressed that she was concerned about the officer’s interaction with her and was having increase anxiety which led her to caller her CMS team.		CORRECTIONS: TYPE CHANGED FROM EXTERNAL TO GRIEVANCE; DISABILITY CHANGED FROM DOES NOT APPLY TO UNKNOWN; AGAINST CHANGED FRO OTHER TO PROVIDER; AGAINST ENTERED B&D; ENTERED NOT LICENSED; SERVICE TYPE CHANGED FROM OTHER TO CST; DISCUSSED ENTERED NO; PERMISSION ENTERED NO; medicaid checked yes based on agency contract		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8459		09/22/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		. Caller explained that she placed a caller to her CMS (formerly CST) team at B&D and spoke with a male who stated that what she was sharing didn’t seem right and that he would check into something and call the caller back. Caller explained that this was over 50 minutes ago and the B&D staff has yet to call back. Caller explained that she had told the staff that she was recently in the hospital from Saturday to Thursday. When she returned to her apartment she was concerned that someone was in my home when she was gone due to paint on the floor and 2 items missing/tampered with. Caller explained that she contacted her landlord, whom noted that the paint was on the floor previously. Caller expressed that she was relieved, but then tonight she notice her inhaler was broken and her new box of eye drops were opened and the safety wrapping gone. Caller explained that she called the Benson Police who came to the home. Caller expressed concern that the officer whom she noted she did not get his name or badge number but noted that he was a tall AA male, didn’t write anything down and barely took a report. Caller expressed that she was concerned about the officer’s interaction with her and was having increase anxiety which led her to caller her CMS team.
*ANONYMOUS *NO PT ID
9/22/21Due to anonymity and limited information ,case to be closed and tracked. Complainant has indicated police involvement. No address or contact information. No letters mailed.(K.WARE,QAA)		undetermined- limited information -anonymous		1		1		0		3

		12152		Kim Ware		09/20/2021		KANOY		MATT		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Maxim Healthcare Services, Inc.		1		98437 - MCGHEE, JAMIE		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Program Integrity received an EOB response from member's mother regarding Community Living Supports services provided by Maxim Healthcare Services. The mother wrote "Provider has not contacted me in quite some time to see if things are going well with Jamie".		CORRECTIONS: CHANGED FROM GRIEVANCE TO INTERNAL EMPLOYEE CONCERN; COMPLAINANT INFO CHANGED FROM GUARDIAN'S INFO; SOURCE CHAngED FROM FAMILY MEMBER TO MCO STAFF		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8520		10/21/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Program Integrity received an EOB response from member's mother regarding Community Living Supports services provided by Maxim Healthcare Services. The mother wrote "Provider has not contacted me in quite some time to see if things are going well with Jamie".
JAMIE MCGHEE   ID: 98437   (DOB: 11/14/1990)
9/29/21 This writer contacted insert user, Matt Kanoy in order to confirm who the complainant is in the matter. Per discussion, he is the complainant. This writer explained that the matter would be considered an internal employee concern. Acknowledgment emailed to complainant.(K.WARE,QAA)
10/21/21 The concern was entered based on guardian’s response on survey. This writer contacted Ms Tina McGhee (919) 817-1901 , identified herself and the role of QM. This writer discussed the complainant’s concern based on survey comment. Ms Mcghee explained that she did not wish this writer to contact the provider so as to not cause any trouble and di not want a grievance. She reports that she had just had the annual review with provider and is connected  to AH CC. This writer explained the grievance process and how to use if needed in the future. This writer explained that the matter would be tracked for potential trends. Ms Mcghee thanked this writer. Based on nature of concern, case to be tracked for potential trends in the event that similar concerns are submitted regarding Maxim. Resolution emailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		31

		12153		Hillary Vandewart		09/20/2021		Wilkie		Jessica		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Excalibur Youth Services LLC		1		114116 - SAWYER, JUSTICE		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		1		Out-of-State within 40 mile radius		PRTF		0		0		This writer received a call from individual's father, Andrew Sawyer, informing that he just picked up individual from Hampton PRTF for the lateral transfer scheduled for today to Alexander Youth Network PRTF in Greensboro. Mr. Sawyer reported that he is taking individual to an emergency department due to injury. Individual has two black eyes, bruises all over his body, and indentions on his chest. Mr. Sawyer noted that individual has lost a significant amount of weight and does not look healthy. Mr. Sawyer reported that individual was assaulted by peers that claimed to be in a gang. Mr. Sawyer reported, per individual's report, that he was scared to say anything because these peers threatened to kill individual if he "snitched." Individual reported that staff did not do anything to help him. Mr. Sawyer emailed this writer several pictures of individual's bruised body.  This writer has put individual in for a lateral transfer due to concerns with weight loss, and individual reporting that staff were encouraging peers to fight on the weekends. Individual will be seen at an ED immediately to make sure there are no broken bones or internal issues.
There seems to be issues within Hampton and Venice PRTF lately around staffing issues, residents not getting the proper schooling, not being able to go outside, being on quarantine for over a month on a unit, and now these continued concerns about residents safety.		Corrections: Changed to Internal Employee Concern/MCO Staff		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8458		10/21/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		This writer received a call from individual's father, Andrew Sawyer, informing that he just picked up individual from Hampton PRTF for the lateral transfer scheduled for today to Alexander Youth Network PRTF in Greensboro. Mr. Sawyer reported that he is taking individual to an emergency department due to injury. Individual has two black eyes, bruises all over his body, and indentions on his chest. Mr. Sawyer noted that individual has lost a significant amount of weight and does not look healthy. Mr. Sawyer reported that individual was assaulted by peers that claimed to be in a gang. Mr. Sawyer reported, per individual's report, that he was scared to say anything because these peers threatened to kill individual if he "snitched." Individual reported that staff did not do anything to help him. Mr. Sawyer emailed this writer several pictures of individual's bruised body. This writer has put individual in for a lateral transfer due to concerns with weight loss, and individual reporting that staff were encouraging peers to fight on the weekends. Individual will be seen at an ED immediately to make sure there are no broken bones or internal issues. There seems to be issues within Hampton and Venice PRTF lately around staffing issues, residents not getting the proper schooling, not being able to go outside, being on quarantine for over a month on a unit, and now these continued concerns about residents safety.
[PT: Justice Sawyer				DOB: 4/10/07				ID: 114116]
9/21/21
This writer was assigned a new concern regarding same member/provider as #12065. This was linked with previous case within portal. 
This writer discussed concerns with supervisor, Todd Parker, who advised that he would likely be having a discussion with Care Management leadership (Walter Linney, Katie Penree) regarding their concerns about Hampton/Venice PRTFs and member safety. He advised that this writer discuss concerns with internal complainant and advise that she contact SC oversight entities for health/safety concerns.
This writer discussed concerns with Jessica Wilkie, internal complainant and she reported that she had not filed any reports however did confirm that member’s guardian filed a CPS report and a police report and that he also planned to file with the licensure entity. This writer recommended that with health/safety issues, she should also file. She also informed this writer that the member’s guardian planned to file his own grievance following conversations he had with the member. She also added that staff were vaping in front of kids on the unit and would open the emergency exit and stand with the door open to smoke (would threaten kids if they would run out). Parents reported that child looked “emaciated.”
This writer thanked her for the information and stated that I would be in touch once more information was received (either internally or from provider).
This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
 9/23/21
This writer sent email to Jeanne Kleinschmidt, Provider Network Evaluations Supervisor, inquiring as to whether a targeted monitoring might be warranted for this provider due to the high number and severity of recent concerns regarding Excalibur PRTFs (12065, 12140, 12153, 12155). 
This writer discussed cases with Todd Parker, Incident and Grievance Manager, during individual supervision. He advised that this writer hold off on contacting the provider until hearing back from Jeanne regarding potential monitoring. He also advised that licensing/health/safety entity for SC should be contacted by either this writer or CN, Jessica Wilkie.
This writer reached out to Jessica Wilkie to share this info and request that she make the call due to her more intimate knowledge of the issues. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
9/30/21
This writer followed up with Jeanne to see if she had any updates regarding the potential monitoring. She replied and confirmed that she had reviewed the materials submitted and spoken with Jessica Wilkie and that her team will be conducting a review of Excalibur.
This writer thanked her for the confirmation and inquired as to whether QM could still follow normal protocol (reaching out to provider to share the concerns etc) and she confirmed.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
9/30/21
This writer followed up with Jeanne to see if she had any updates regarding the potential monitoring. She replied and confirmed that she had reviewed the materials submitted and spoken with Jessica Wilkie and that her team will be conducting a review of Excalibur.
This writer thanked her for the confirmation and inquired as to whether QM could still follow normal protocol (reaching out to provider to share the concerns etc) and she confirmed.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
10/6/21
This writer contacted Mr. Bill Mulkey via phone at 843-401-9284 to confirm best contacts for sending concern info and to share that I would be sending 4 new concerns/grievances. He shared two additional contacts to include on concerns: Ms. Rayniece Pinckney, Clinical Services Manager at HAMPTON PRTF: rpinckney@broadstep.com, and Ms. Robin Brackett, Clincial Services Manager at VENICE PRTF: rbrackett@broadstep.com. He stated that they would review and get a response back to AH by 10/13. This writer thanked him and stated that I would send the information shortly. This writer sent all Excalibur concerns/grievances (12140, 12153, 12155, 12161) to contacts with 10/13 deadline.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
10/15/21
This writer received an email from Ms. Deines asking this writer to confirm that requested response date.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
10/18/21
This writer responded that the response date was 10/13 and could be extended as late as 10/20. This writer asked her to confirm.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
10/19/21
This writer sent follow up email to Ms. Deines as will as Mr. Murkey again asking for confirmation that they would be sending a response by 10/20.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
10/20/21
This writer has not received a response. This writer contacted Ms. Amanda Deines by phone at  (864) 361-1321—unable to leave VM as mailbox full.
This writer then contacted Mr. Bill Mulkey at (843) 401-9284 and left message requesting a response as soon as possible.
This writer then sent email to Jeanne (Provider Networks) updating her on the lack of responsiveness from the provider and inquiring as to whether her team had any updates that she could share. 
This writer received a response from Jeanne which reported that her team was on site last week at both Hampton and Venice. They toured the facilities, requested information (policies and procedures) and also scanned clinical notes and documentation. They also requested policies and procedures, which she confirmed have been received. She thanked this writer for the update and advised that it is possible that the provider could have confused their on-site with QM’s review. This writer confirmed that the phone number on file for Ms. Deines was correct. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
10/21/21
This writer confirmed via Care Coordination notes in Jiva that South Carolina’s OHAN (out of home health and neglect) agency is actively investigating this provider based on Concern #12153 and #12155.
Based on referring this concern to Provider Networks (Monitoring) and confirming that the monitoring is underway, as well as lack of responsiveness from provider, this writer plans to resolve the concern as undetermined. This writer will continue to follow up with the provider for responses to concerns/grievances and will include all future correspondence in concern follow-up within portal. This writer composed and sent resolution letter to internal complainant informing her of the same. This writer resolved concern.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Undetermined--Referred to Provider Networks for Monitoring		1		1		0		31

		12155		Hillary Vandewart		09/21/2021		SAWYER		CHRISTINA		Guardian		Grievance		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Residential Services (include Innovations)		PRTF		Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Excalibur Youth Services LLC		1		114116 - SAWYER, JUSTICE		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		1		Out of State outside of 40 mile radius		PRTF		1		1		Please note this grievance has a significant amount of information relayed from parent (mother) with multiple areas of concern. Parent has relayed additional reports were taken by hospital SW (Children’s Hospital/Greenville, NC), police report was filed with Pickens, SC police department and AH Care Coordinator Jessica Wilke has filed a grievance as well.   Parent is requesting to speak to someone in the Grievance Department at Alliance Health to ensure all of her concerns are addressed. 

Member entered Hampton PRTF (Pickens, SC) on June 5th 2021.  Mother states they are fully aware of member’s needs and the purpose of the needing this level of care.  Family was open to all of the requirements and doing family therapy via FaceTime.  Member remained the facility for 3 months and yesterday he was removed and placed in Alexander Youth Network.  Mother reports during this 3-month period multiple concerns had arisen, but none of their concerns were addressed by Hampton PRTF.  Yesterday seeing member in person is when the full scale of what member was saying came full circle. 
 
During time at Hampton, caller noted member’s MH state remained the same with no improvement.  During family therapy sessions or visits via FaceTime member was unable to communicate with his family privately.  A therapist was always present and would counter any information member may state.  For instance, caller noted during a Facetime she was able to see bruising on his arm and markings on his face.  Member let his parents know other kids were “beating him up,” therapist interjected member starts fights.  Caller acknowledges her son has MH concerns, but is not a violent child, but repeatedly getting reports from staff member’s her son was in a fight and retaliated; did not seem like her child.   Other areas of concern are listed below:
-Family never allowed to speak to member privately.
-Addressing the on-going fights and parents asking for review of cameras.  Always informed the fights occurred out of the view of cameras. 
-Parents not allowed to speak with member on a regular basis
-Member reporting being “beat-up and bullied” on a regular basis.  Member reports other kids would enter his room a night and repeatedly punch him.  
-Staff sleeping during shift and allowing other residents to enter their rooms.  
-Staff playing video games during shift and “vaping” around the residents and blowing the vape smoke in his face.  
-Member relayed to parents he is allowed to watch rated R movies.  Parent intervened and informed facility their son is not allowed to view such movies.  Member reports he was attacked again due to this.  
-Treatment team meeting occurred in August with family and CC (Ms. Wilke) and it was identified member had visibly lost approximately 20 lbs. in a month.  Caller reports her son looked “sick and emaciated.”  
-Member verbalized the food was inedible.  Ms. Wilke was able implement with Hampton PRTF they provide daily Ensure and weekly weight checks.  
-Per CC inquiry member relayed he is constantly bullied and attacked by other residents on a regular basis and staff does not intervene during fights. 

It was set up for member to be moved to Alexander Youth Network on September 7th.  This was delayed due to Hampton PRTF reporting and “active” Covid test in his ward.  Alexander Youth Network still willing to accept member as he could quarantine there.  Family received an email the next day reporting member was positive for Covid19 and needed to quarantine prior to leaving.  Caller reports move was put in hold due to positive test of member, but during the 3-week period family had no contact with member.  Father had to demand to see member and was allowed the opportunity to FaceTime and member did not look well to family.  Family had requested, but not received the medical information related to positive Covid test for member. 
Member was picked up from the facility yesterday.  Mother reports when she watched her son exit the facility she was visibly shaken by her son’s appearance.  Member had 2 black eyes and yellow bruising on his cheek bones.  Left black eye appeared to be older and healing, right was more recent.  Member presented as disoriented and reported he had not been outside in a week.  Member appeared sick, emaciated with bruising on his legs, arms and face.  

Member initially was not forthcoming with information to his parents stating, “…if I do they will come and kill me.”  Pictures were taken of member by mother and member had additional markings and bruising on his chest and a very large bruise on his sternum, which he stated was very painful.   Due to member’s state, he was taken to Children’s Hospital in Greenville to be checked over.  From this visit, hospital SW completed a report and Pickens PD was notified and a report filed along with pictures of member’s injuries.  

The injuries that incurred at the end of his stay at Hampton PRTF are suspected retaliation of member leaving the program.  Member continued to report Executive Director “Kevin” (last name unknown) spoke to him prior to leaving and stated “…you are not to speak to anyone about what occurred in here,” and “ …you are not to talk to your parents about anything.”  
Caller noted her son exited the facility yesterday with a brand new pair of Nike's, which he did not have prior to entering the PRTF. 

Although member has transitioned to another facility, caller has on-going concerns related to other children residing in the facility at this time due to the level of abuse her son encountered.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Source to Guardian		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8504		10/21/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Please note this grievance has a significant amount of information relayed from parent (mother) with multiple areas of concern. Parent has relayed additional reports were taken by hospital SW (Children’s Hospital/Greenville, NC), police report was filed with Pickens, SC police department and AH Care Coordinator Jessica Wilke has filed a grievance as well.   Parent is requesting to speak to someone in the Grievance Department at Alliance Health to ensure all of her concerns are addressed. 
Member entered Hampton PRTF (Pickens, SC) on June 5th 2021. Mother states they are fully aware of member’s needs and the purpose of the needing this level of care. Family was open to all of the requirements and doing family therapy via FaceTime. Member remained the facility for 3 months and yesterday he was removed and placed in Alexander Youth Network. Mother reports during this 3-month period multiple concerns had arisen, but none of their concerns were addressed by Hampton PRTF.  Yesterday seeing member in person is when the full scale of what member was saying came full circle. 
During time at Hampton, caller noted member’s MH state remained the same with no improvement.  During family therapy sessions or visits via FaceTime member was unable to communicate with his family privately.  A therapist was always present and would counter any information member may state.  For instance, caller noted during a Facetime she was able to see bruising on his arm and markings on his face.  Member let his parents know other kids were “beating him up,” therapist interjected member starts fights.  Caller acknowledges her son has MH concerns, but is not a violent child, but repeatedly getting reports from staff member’s her son was in a fight and retaliated; did not seem like her child.   Other areas of concern are listed below:
-Family never allowed to speak to member privately.
-Addressing the on-going fights and parents asking for review of cameras.  Always informed the fights occurred out of the view of cameras. 
-Parents not allowed to speak with member on a regular basis
-Member reporting being “beat-up and bullied” on a regular basis.  Member reports other kids would enter his room a night and repeatedly punch him.  
-Staff sleeping during shift and allowing other residents to enter their rooms.  
-Staff playing video games during shift and “vaping” around the residents and blowing the vape smoke in his face.  
-Member relayed to parents he is allowed to watch rated R movies.  Parent intervened and informed facility their son is not allowed to view such movies.  Member reports he was attacked again due to this.  
-Treatment team meeting occurred in August with family and CC (Ms. Wilke) and it was identified member had visibly lost approximately 20 lbs. in a month.  Caller reports her son looked “sick and emaciated.”  
-Member verbalized the food was inedible.  Ms. Wilke was able implement with Hampton PRTF they provide daily Ensure and weekly weight checks.  
-Per CC inquiry member relayed he is constantly bullied and attacked by other residents on a regular basis and staff does not intervene during fights. 
It was set up for member to be moved to Alexander Youth Network on September 7th.  This was delayed due to Hampton PRTF reporting and “active” Covid test in his ward.  Alexander Youth Network still willing to accept member as he could quarantine there.  Family received an email the next day reporting member was positive for Covid19 and needed to quarantine prior to leaving.  Caller reports move was put in hold due to positive test of member, but during the 3-week period family had no contact with member.  Father had to demand to see member and was allowed the opportunity to FaceTime and member did not look well to family.  Family had requested, but not received the medical information related to positive Covid test for member. 
Member was picked up from the facility yesterday.  Mother reports when she watched her son exit the facility she was visibly shaken by her son’s appearance.  Member had 2 black eyes and yellow bruising on his cheek bones.  Left black eye appeared to be older and healing, right was more recent.  Member presented as disoriented and reported he had not been outside in a week.  Member appeared sick, emaciated with bruising on his legs, arms and face.  
Member initially was not forthcoming with information to his parents stating, “…if I do they will come and kill me.”  Pictures were taken of member by mother and member had additional markings and bruising on his chest and a very large bruise on his sternum, which he stated was very painful.   Due to member’s state, he was taken to Children’s Hospital in Greenville to be checked over.  From this visit, hospital SW completed a report and Pickens PD was notified and a report filed along with pictures of member’s injuries.  
The injuries that incurred at the end of his stay at Hampton PRTF are suspected retaliation of member leaving the program.  Member continued to report Executive Director “Kevin” (last name unknown) spoke to him prior to leaving and stated “…you are not to speak to anyone about what occurred in here,” and “…you are not to talk to your parents about anything.”  
Caller noted her son exited the facility yesterday with a brand new pair of Nike's, which he did not have prior to entering the PRTF. 
Although member has transitioned to another facility, caller has on-going concerns related to other children residing in the facility at this time due to the level of abuse her son encountered.
[PT: Justice Sawyer			DOB: 4/10/2007				ID: 114116]
9/23/21
This writer sent email to Jeanne Kleinschmidt, Provider Network Evaluations Supervisor, inquiring as to whether a targeted monitoring might be warranted for this provider due to the high number and severity of recent concerns regarding Excalibur PRTFs (12065, 12140, 12153, 12155). 
This writer discussed cases with Todd Parker, Incident and Grievance Manager, during individual supervision. He advised that this writer hold off on contacting the provider until hearing back from Jeanne regarding potential monitoring. He also advised that licensing entity for SC should be contacted by either this writer or CN, Jessica Wilkie.
This writer reached out to Jessica Wilkie to share this info and see if she would be willing to make the call due to her more intimate knowledge of the issues. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 

9/27/21
This writer contacted Christina Sawyer to acknowledge receipt of grievance, 919-744-9098—left voicemail requesting a call back to discuss grievance (outgoing message confirmed it was correct contact number). 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
9/29/21
This writer attempted to contact Ms. Sawyer by phone—LVM requesting a call back. This writer composed and sent acknowledgement letter which summarizes detailed concerns listed in initial grievance. This writer will continue to try to reach grievant to discuss concerns in more detail.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
10/6/21
This writer contacted Mr. Bill Mulkey via phone at 843-401-9284 to confirm best contacts for sending concern info and to share that I would be sending 4 new concerns/grievances. He shared two additional contacts to include on concerns: Ms. Rayniece Pinckney, Clinical Services Manager at HAMPTON PRTF: rpinckney@broadstep.com, and Ms. Robin Brackett, Clincial Services Manager at VENICE PRTF: rbrackett@broadstep.com. He stated that they would review and get a response back to AH by 10/13. This writer thanked him and stated that I would send the information shortly. This writer sent all Excalibur concerns/grievances (12140, 12153, 12155, 12161) to contacts with 10/13 deadline.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
10/15/21
This writer received an email from Ms. Deines asking this writer to confirm that requested response date.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
10/18/21
This writer responded that the response date was 10/13 and could be extended as late as 10/20. This writer asked her to confirm.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
10/19/21
This writer sent follow up email to Ms. Deines as will as Mr. Murkey again asking for confirmation that they would be sending a response by 10/20.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
10/20/21
This writer has not received a response. This writer contacted Ms. Amanda Deines by phone at  (864) 361-1321—unable to leave VM as mailbox full.
This writer then contacted Mr. Bill Mulkey at (843) 401-9284 and left message requesting a response as soon as possible.
This writer then sent email to Jeanne (Provider Networks) updating her on the lack of responsiveness from the provider and inquiring as to whether her team had any updates that she could share. 
This writer received a response from Jeanne which reported that her team was on site last week at both Hampton and Venice. They toured the facilities, requested information (policies and procedures) and also scanned clinical notes and documentation. They also requested policies and procedures, which she confirmed have been received. She thanked this writer for the update and advised that it is possible that the provider could have confused their on-site with QM’s review. This writer confirmed that the phone number on file for Ms. Deines was correct. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
10/21/21
This writer confirmed via Jiva notes that South Carolina DSS (OHAN) is actively investigating the concerns. 
Based on referring this concern to Provider Networks (Monitoring) and confirming that the monitoring is underway, as well as lack of responsiveness from provider, this writer plans to resolve the concern as undetermined. This writer will continue to follow up with the provider for responses to concerns/grievances and will include all future correspondence in concern follow-up within portal. 
This writer attempted to contact grievant by phone to share resolution information—left message requesting a call back. This writer has not yet received a call back from grievant. This writer composed and sent resolution letter. All future correspondence will be included in grievance follow-up in ACS portal.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Undetermined--Referred to Provider Networks for Monitoring		1		1		0		30

		12156		Todd Parker		09/22/2021		HOSKINS		VANNE		Guardian		Grievance		LME/MCO Functions		Care Coordination (MH/SA)				Multi-Disability		Child (0-17)		Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		1		274467 - HOSKINS, TREVON		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		1		Out-of-State within 40 mile radius		PRTF		1		1		This grievance was received when acknowledging Grievance #12149 regarding allegation of abuse/neglect at New Hope PRTF. Grievant requested that a grievance also be filed against her Care Coordinator, Lauren Murray. She found out that there was a meeting held on Monday 9/20 regarding Trevon and she was not included in this meeting. She wants to move Trevon from the current placement as soon as possible and Lauren is aware of this; however, she is not responding to guardian’s emails. Guardian reported that she has located a new PRTF (Cornerstone) which has a possible bed and is willing to hold it for Trevon. She reported that she has emailed CC this information and hasn’t gotten a response. She stated that “if we lose this bed, it won’t be on me.”

This writer contacted CC Lauren to ask that she follow up with guardian and received response from her documenting her efforts. This is attached.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8464		10/19/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		PT:  Trevon Hoskins			DOB: 1/12/05			ID:  274467
This grievance was received when acknowledging Grievance #12149 regarding allegation of abuse/neglect at New Hope PRTF. Grievant requested that a grievance also be filed against her Care Coordinator, Lauren Murray. She found out that there was a meeting held on Monday 9/20 regarding Trevon and she was not included in this meeting. She wants to move Trevon from the current placement as soon as possible and Lauren is aware of this; however, she is not responding to guardian’s emails. Guardian reported that she has located a new PRTF (Cornerstone) which has a possible bed and is willing to hold it for Trevon. She reported that she has emailed CC this information and hasn’t gotten a response. She stated that “if we lose this bed, it won’t be on me.” This writer contacted CC Lauren to ask that she follow up with guardian and received response from her documenting her efforts. This is attached.
2-24-21
Writer reviewed the grievance entered and recognized that it was entered by H. Vandewart while acknowledging #12149 related to the same grievant and member. Writer spoke with H. Vandewart to discover whether this issue was discussed with grievant. H. Vandewart shared that grievant asked that another grievance be filed related to the staff. She has acknowledged the issue with grievant and shared that she did not feel it was necessary to call grievant to ack the grievance. Writer composed and mailed an ack letter to grievant. He will contact staff’s supervisor (Laura Smith) to make her aware of the concerns and ask for a response.
T. Parker, I&G Manager

9-30-21
This writer emailed supervisor, Laura Smith, to inform her of the concerns submitted. Writer asked Ms. Smith to address the issue with the staff and notify him by 10/15/21. Writer will resolve the grievance based on this information.
T. Parker, I&G Manager

10-18-21
Writer did not hear from supervisor regarding this issue. Writer emailed supervisor for a follow-up. Supervisor responded to writer’s email and expressed appreciation for the reminder. In the response to the elements presented, supervisor (Laura Smith) shared that she was aware of these events as they unfolded. She shared that the staff indicated (Lauren Murray) kept her posted through this process. She states that she is confident that Lauren “acted with integrity and performed consistently within her scope as the PRTF liaison for Trevon”. To the specific concerns submitted. Ms. Smith offered the following. 
•	A meeting was conducted on 9/20/21 regarding the member that she was not included in.  Ms. Hoskins was not excluded from any CFTs nor meetings where treatment decisions were being made.  The “meeting” on 9.20 was simply a call with Lauren and the New Hope Program Director to determine logistics of sending out referrals for another PRTF. Ms. Hoskins only know about this “meeting” because Lauren informed Ms. Hoskins that she had met with New Hope to ensure there was a plan for submitting referrals. 
•	Ms. Hoskins is not responding to her emails. She is concerned that she will lose a bed at a PRTF due to her lack of response. I’m assuming you meant that Lauren instead of Ms. Hoskins was not responding to her emails. Lauren was in regular contact with Ms. Hoskins throughout the process of moving Trevon to another PRTF.  Trevon did in fact move to Nova PRTF on 9.29.21. 
Writer will compile the information received and resolve the grievance based on this information. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager

10.19.21
Writer reviewed and compiled information received. Writer composed and mailed a resolution letter to complainant. No further action.
T. Parker, I&G Manager		Undetermined		1		1		0		27

		12157		Kim Ware		09/22/2021		Resnick		Rich		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Respite				Multi-Disability		Child (0-17)		Caring Hands and Supplementary Enrichment Education LLC		1		195870 - BARNER, LANIYA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Mom/caller stated she is very concerned about quality of care. Mother stated that child has been in "limbo" because the agency, Caring Hands, cannot find a qualified staff to meet daughters needs.  She stated the agency is a "mess", her daughter had a helpful employee for years but after this person left the agency cannot find an appropriate replacement.  Mom is interviewing candidates but all are not qualified to take care of her daughter.  Rich Resnick LCAS Mom declined offer to file a grievance, stated she will be calling local news directly.  Writer spoke with supervisor, Kate , who advised that writer file an internal employee concern.  Mother is not aware of this, she is Stacy Lee, 347-495-2648.   Writer is not sure of the location of the office. Thank you				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8468		09/27/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Mom/caller stated she is very concerned about quality of care. Mother stated that child has been in "limbo" because the agency, Caring Hands, cannot find a qualified staff to meet daughters needs. She stated the agency is a "mess", her daughter had a helpful employee for years but after this person left the agency cannot find an appropriate replacement. Mom is interviewing candidates but all are not qualified to take care of her daughter. Rich Resnick LCAS Mom declined offer to file a grievance, stated she will be calling local news directly. Writer spoke with supervisor, Kate , who advised that writer file an internal employee concern. Mother is not aware of this, she is Stacy Lee, 347-495-2648. Writer is not sure of the location of the office. Thank you

9/27/21 No permission to use name by internal complainant. Guardian is unaware of the concern being submitted. Agency's Director of Operations, Cedricka Holliday contacted by this writer and made aware of  staffing concerns with limited information and no identifying information. This writer informed Ms Holliday that QM will be tracking the matter for potential trends in the event that similar concerns are submitted and if at that time, further review and action is required. Ack/Res emailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		5

		12159		Kristie White		09/22/2021		Brown		Lee		Provider		External Stakeholder Concern		Access to Services		Psychiatric Services				Mental Health Only		Adult		Greater Image Healthcare, Corp.		0		778947 - HAUSER, ANGELA		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		Staff with UNC Family Medicine and Pediatrics in Holly Springs Lee Brown 984-215-5410 called to file a grievance against Greater Image. Lee Brown Staff indicates Client who was referred to AHP Access after discharge from Rex ED-Behavioral Health Unit 7/14/2021 for aftercare follow up.  Consumer was seen by UNC Family Medicine and Pediatric 7/19/2021 and Consumer was referred by AHP to Greater Image for CCA on 8/10/2021.  Consumer established care and was being seen for OPT and would be referred for Med Management according to OPT.  Lee Brown followed up with OPT on behalf of Consumer.  Lee Brown states she was assured by OPT and Psychiatry is being established. OPT with Greater Image was informed PCP would not be able to continue medication services.  UNC Staff states she was contacted by Consumer regarding her concerned with her medications as Psychiatry was not established. UNC Staff is concerned with timeframe as UNC Staff learns 9/22/2021 from OPT that Psychiatric services are not available through Greater Image and OPT did not really have a plan regarding her Psychiatric services.  Consumer has not had any Psychiatric follow up since her discharge from Rex ED-Behavioral Health.  Caller states she was informed the Psychiatrist is not available due to illness.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8462		10/12/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Staff with UNC Family Medicine and Pediatrics in Holly Springs Lee Brown 984-215-5410 called to file a grievance against Greater Image. Lee Brown Staff indicates Client who was referred to AHP Access after discharge from Rex ED-Behavioral Health Unit 7/14/2021 for aftercare follow up. Consumer was seen by UNC Family Medicine and Pediatric 7/19/2021 and Consumer was referred by AHP to Greater Image for CCA on 8/10/2021. Consumer established care and was being seen for OPT and would be referred for Med Management according to OPT. Lee Brown followed up with OPT on behalf of Consumer. Lee Brown states she was assured by OPT and Psychiatry is being established. OPT with Greater Image was informed PCP would not be able to continue medication services. UNC Staff states she was contacted by Consumer regarding her concerned with her medications as Psychiatry was not established. UNC Staff is concerned with timeframe as UNC Staff learns 9/22/2021 from OPT that Psychiatric services are not available through Greater Image and OPT did not really have a plan regarding her Psychiatric services. Consumer has not had any Psychiatric follow up since her discharge from Rex ED-Behavioral Health. Caller states she was informed the Psychiatrist is not available due to illness.
09/22/21-External- against Greater Image Healthcare- lapse of time between referral and member contact KMack Appeals Coordinator/QAA
Patient: Angela Hauser Patient ID: 778947 DOB: 09/02/1967
09/24/2021-This writer called spoke to Lee Brown (social worker) wanted to file a grievance and the member started with Greater Image and she is trying to assist this member on receiving long term care. The member saw Greater Image 08/10/21 and she still has not seen a medication provider and that is over 6 weeks. This is not okay and I have called the therapist on her behalf and the member gave me permission. The therapist is out sick and been out for 3 weeks and they don’t have back plan. She does not have insurance and she really need more than a family medicine provider. Updated name of member and address of external complainant to send acknowledgment letter. This writer called Rodney Johnson at Greater Image about this grievance and sent concern element email to greaterimagehc@yahoo.com  to be returned to this writer by 10/01/21. KMack Appeals Coordinator/QAA
10/11/21-This writer received response from Greater Image Gloria Johnson, MSW, LCSWA per provider they have made several attempts to with member to schedule medication management evaluation 1005/21, 10/07/21 all unsuccessful. The agency's director made attempts to contact the members emergency contact also all were authorized by member. Greater Image's Psychiatrist was not available to schedule medication for the member but the Physician Assistant,Bryan Lewis was the back up for this. At this time they have not received any response from the member regarding medication management services. KMack Appeals Coordinator/QAA
10/12/21-Per provider response reached out to the external complainant to let her know that we did discuss this matter with provider but due to HIPAA we can really can not discuss the information. Sent resolution letter to complainant and closing this concern as tracking. KMack Appeals Coordinator/QAA		Tracking		1		1		0		20

		12161		Hillary Vandewart		09/23/2021		Dunn		Schiwanda		Guardian		Grievance		Basic Needs		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Child (0-17)		Excalibur Youth Services LLC		1		123792 - FLEMING, SHANESE		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		1		Out-of-State within 40 mile radius		PRTF		1		1		This writer, Jessica Wilkie, is filing this grievance on the behalf of individual's mother, Schiwanda Dunn. This writer received a call today from individual's mother informing that she has not spoken with her child since 8/16/2021 and individual has been in quarantine for a month at the PRTF. Mom reported that individual's therapist, last day was 9/20/2021, kept telling mom that individual was upset with her and did not want to talk to her. Mom reported that this is unlike individual to go so long without contact. Mom also reported that even if individual did not want contact, the therapist was not calling to provide any updates. Mom reported that since the beginning of this week, mom has been receiving calls that individual is being placed in safety holds and has been attacking staff. This writer informed that writer received a call yesterday from a therapist at the facility informing that individual and a peer did attack a staff member earlier this week after the previous therapist told individual that she would be transferring to another PRTF facility. Ms. Dunn is concerned that individual's basic needs are not being met. Individual has been locked on a unit for a month without therapy, without contact with mom, and without any off unit abilities. Mom is concerned that individual is acting out now because of the time on the unit, needs not being met, and the therapist telling individual that she is going to be moved to another facility. This writer is also reaching out to the new therapist to request that individual have a call with mom today so mom can hear that she is safe.

This writer has filed a similar grievance regarding quarantine time, the lack of therapy, lack of schooling, and not having calls or going outside at all. These are ongoing concerns with this facility.		CORRECTIONS: Un-checked "Grievance From Patient," Changed Complainant Info to Reflect Guardian as Complainant, Changed Disability to Multi d/t Mild IDD dx		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8505		10/21/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		This writer, Jessica Wilkie, is filing this grievance on the behalf of individual's mother, Schiwanda Dunn. This writer received a call today from individual's mother informing that she has not spoken with her child since 8/16/2021 and individual has been in quarantine for a month at the PRTF. Mom reported that individual's therapist, last day was 9/20/2021, kept telling mom that individual was upset with her and did not want to talk to her. Mom reported that this is unlike individual to go so long without contact. Mom also reported that even if individual did not want contact, the therapist was not calling to provide any updates. Mom reported that since the beginning of this week, mom has been receiving calls that individual is being placed in safety holds and has been attacking staff. This writer informed that writer received a call yesterday from a therapist at the facility informing that individual and a peer did attack a staff member earlier this week after the previous therapist told individual that she would be transferring to another PRTF facility. Ms. Dunn is concerned that individual's basic needs are not being met. Individual has been locked on a unit for a month without therapy, without contact with mom, and without any off unit abilities. Mom is concerned that individual is acting out now because of the time on the unit, needs not being met, and the therapist telling individual that she is going to be moved to another facility. This writer is also reaching out to the new therapist to request that individual have a call with mom today so mom can hear that she is safe.
[PT: Shanese Fleming				DOB: 7/12/06				ID: 123792]
9/29/21
This writer contacted grievant to acknowledge receipt against Venice PRTF and discuss concerns in more detail—this writer spoke with Ms. Dunn briefly and she asked if she could call this writer back. This writer agreed.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
9/30/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement letter. This writer will continue to attempt to reach complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
9/30/21
This writer followed up with Jeanne to see if she had any updates regarding the potential monitoring. She replied and confirmed that she had reviewed the materials submitted and spoken with Jessica Wilkie and that her team will be conducting a review of Excalibur.
This writer thanked her for the confirmation and inquired as to whether QM could still follow normal protocol (reaching out to provider to share the concerns etc) and she confirmed.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
10/6/21
This writer contacted Mr. Bill Mulkey via phone at 843-401-9284 to confirm best contacts for sending concern info and to share that I would be sending 4 new concerns/grievances. He shared two additional contacts to include on concerns: Ms. Rayniece Pinckney, Clinical Services Manager at HAMPTON PRTF: rpinckney@broadstep.com, and Ms. Robin Brackett, Clincial Services Manager at VENICE PRTF: rbrackett@broadstep.com. He stated that they would review and get a response back to AH by 10/13. This writer thanked him and stated that I would send the information shortly. This writer sent all Excalibur concerns/grievances (12140, 12153, 12155, 12161) to contacts with 10/13 deadline.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
10/15/21
This writer received an email from Ms. Deines asking this writer to confirm that requested response date.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
10/18/21
This writer responded that the response date was 10/13 and could be extended as late as 10/20. This writer asked her to confirm.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
10/19/21
This writer sent follow up email to Ms. Deines as will as Mr. Murkey again asking for confirmation that they would be sending a response by 10/20.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
10/20/21
This writer has not received a response. This writer contacted Ms. Amanda Deines by phone at  (864) 361-1321—unable to leave VM as mailbox full.
This writer then contacted Mr. Bill Mulkey at (843) 401-9284 and left message requesting a response as soon as possible.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
10/20/21
This writer has not received a response. This writer contacted Ms. Amanda Deines by phone at (864) 361-1321—unable to leave VM as mailbox full.
This writer then contacted Mr. Bill Mulkey at (843) 401-9284 and left message requesting a response as soon as possible.
This writer then sent email to Jeanne (Provider Networks) updating her on the lack of responsiveness from the provider and inquiring as to whether her team had any updates that she could share. 
This writer received a response from Jeanne which reported that her team was on site last week at both Hampton and Venice. They toured the facilities, requested information (policies and procedures) and also scanned clinical notes and documentation. They also requested policies and procedures, which she confirmed have been received. She thanked this writer for the update and advised that it is possible that the provider could have confused their on-site with QM’s review. This writer confirmed that the phone number on file for Ms. Deines was correct. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
10/21/21
This writer reviewed Jiva notes for member. Per recent notes from CFTs, member is encouraged to make calls home but states that she doesn’t want to. Most recent notes also report that member has not shown aggression recently. She has also been denied from all other PRTFs for a lateral transfer.
It does appear that there have been 2 recent phone calls with mom as of most recent note (10/14). 
This writer called and spoke with grievant and confirmed that things have been better recently and she has been able to speak to her daughter. She stated that she is also out of quarantine which she is happy about. This writer informed her that we would be reviewing the providers policies/procedures with regard to quarantine and thanked her for letting us know about her concerns. 
This writer composed and sent resolution letter. This writer will include forthcoming correspondence/response from provider in follow-up within ACS portal. Nothing further needed at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Undetermined--Referred to PN for Review/Monitoring		1		1		0		28

		12162		Kim Ware		09/24/2021		DEMPSON		NICOLE		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Brighthaven Home		1		98592 - GONZALES, NICHOLAS		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		1		In-State		Supervised Living 5600 C (Adult with Intellectual/Developmental Disabilities)		1		1		CN was informed by Kristy Reeves, Service Consultant via email from the guardian on 8/2/2021 that member was returning home from the group home at night due to staff shortages. The group home has made arrangements with the guardian to return member home every night except Friday. The current schedule is M-F at the day program 9:30am -3:30pm Brighthaven 4pm-8pm. Parents house the rest of the night except Friday nights only Nick stays overnight at Brighthaven and goes home in the evening to his parents on Saturday evening until Monday at 4pm. Parents shared a concern of the group home not providing the residential supports but still receiving financial supports including SSI.		CORRECTIOS: UNCHECKED FROM PT; CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME FROM MEMBER'S; CHANGED FROM EXTERNAL TO INTERNAL; nature changed from access to quality; licensure changed from unknown to dhsr; changed res type from level 3 to .5600		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8532		10/22/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CN was informed by Kristy Reeves, Service Consultant via email from the guardian on 8/2/2021 that member was returning home from the group home at night due to staff shortages. The group home has made arrangements with the guardian to return member home every night except Friday. The current schedule is M-F at the day program 9:30am -3:30pm Brighthaven 4pm-8pm. Parents house the rest of the night except Friday nights only Nick stays overnight at Brighthaven and goes home in the evening to his parents on Saturday evening until Monday at 4pm. Parents shared a concern of the group home not providing the residential supports but still receiving financial supports including SSI.
NICHOLAS GONZALES    ID: 98592    (DOB: 9/11/1988)
9/29/21 Acknowledgment emailed to internal complainant. Case consult wit Incident & Grievance Mgr T Parker. T Parker has responded to an inquiry by AH PND Supervisor Cristina Phillips. Mr Parker explained QM role in the matter and suggestions for PND. Per PND, both UM and CC departments are aware of the matter.(K.WARE,QAA)
10/26/21 This writer made call and spoke with agency Director Santosh Gaur (919) 844-6864 and made him aware of the concern. Per his report he had spoken with someone at Alliance and explained that there was a staff shortage. Per his report the parents have agreed to the overnight stays while he is in the process of hiring. Per his report he has interviewed and the interviewee is receiving the appropriate certification with plans to begin on 11/1/21. This writer inquired if he was still submitting claims and receiving pay for the period when the members are not present. Ms Gaur explained that it was only overnight hours that the members were not in the agency’s care and seemed to not understand this writer’s question in regards to pay for residential supports. Per discussion, this writer will email the information directly for his review for a written response in the matter at brighthaven_home@bellsouth.net. This writer explained that QM will be tracking the mater for potential trends and follow up regarding planned actions taken to address the concern. This writer made call to the DHSR complaint intake unit and spoke with staff “Deborah” in regards to the matter. Per consult, she explained that DHSR would not take the case for investigation in that the member’s care needs were being met while the agency was in the process of hiring. She reports that the pay issue regarding the timeframe that the members were not at the facility was not in DHSR purview. Case consult with T Held, AH SIU supervisor. The matter would be difficult to review for fraud due to it being billed as a daily rate with no specific regulations regarding how many hours per day of service are required. Based on agency notification and plans for hiring of staff, reports that CC, PND and UM are aware of the matter , Incident & Grievance Mgr case consult with PND, case to be closed and tracked by QM.(K.WARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		28

		12163		Kristie White		09/24/2021		IACONIS		Jacqueline		Guardian		Grievance		LME/MCO Functions		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Child (0-17)		Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		1		495282 - IACONIS, IVANO		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Parent stated that her son, Ivano Iaconis  was not given the emergency slot for the Innovations Waiver.  Parent stated that her son really needs the slot as he is not safe around her other children as he will scream or hurt her other children-bite, hits.  Parent stated that her son is non verbal and will hit her and others when he is upset.  Parent stated that her son can not clean himself when he is using the bathroom. Parent stated that her son can't eat properly-shove all the food in his mouth to where he may choke.  Parent stated that her son's behaviors is getting worse-screaming and biting and not knowing the reason why he is behaving.  Parent stated that her children do not feel safe around her son and does not want to leave her kids alone with him.   Parent stated that her children (whom are younger) are afraid of her son and don't want to be left alone with him as they can't defend themselves against her son. Parent stated that she and her husband are divorcing which is causing more stress as she is the primary care giver. Parent stated that she feels that her son should be reconsidered for an emergency slot for the Innovations Waiver as she feels that more services are needed as she wants to protect her other children as well.		Grievance Completed.		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8469		09/28/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Parent stated that her son, Ivano Iaconis was not given the emergency slot for the Innovations Waiver. Parent stated that her son really needs the slot as he is not safe around her other children as he will scream or hurt her other children-bite, hits. Parent stated that her son is nonverbal and will hit her and others when he is upset. Parent stated that her son cannot clean himself when he is using the bathroom. Parent stated that her son can't eat properly-shove all the food in his mouth to where he may choke. Parent stated that her son's behaviors is getting worse-screaming and biting and not knowing the reason why he is behaving. Parent stated that her children do not feel safe around her son and does not want to leave her kids alone with him. Parent stated that her children (whom are younger) are afraid of her son and don't want to be left alone with him as they can't defend themselves against her son. Parent stated that she and her husband are divorcing which is causing more stress as she is the primary care giver. Parent stated that she feels that her son should be reconsidered for an emergency slot for the Innovations Waiver as she feels that more services are needed as she wants to protect her other children as well.
Patient: Ivano Iaconis Patient ID: 495282 DOB: 01/18/2013
09/24/21-Grievance- against- Alliance Health- not given the emergency Innovations Waiver slot. KMack Appeals Coordinator/QAA
09/27/21-This writer reached out to Michael Milley, Long Term Services Program Manager about this grievance received in QM. In this specific case the member was not denied a slot nor awas a slot terminated. His request for an emergency wavier slot was not granted. Alliance has limited number of slots each year that cannot accommodate the number of requests. Non-award letters inform the participants that the decision is not appealable, but is they can file a grievance. Per Manager Todd Parker consult via email with this information given from Michael no emergency slots are available there is nothing that we in QM can change. KMack Appeals Coordinator/QAA
09/28/21-This writer called Jacqueline Iaconis at510-862-2496 and left a message. The member mother reached out via phone and I let her know that the QM department cannot overturn that since it is limited emergency slots allocated for this waiver year and they will award emergency slots again July 2022. She does not have to reapply her child will be considered for an emergency slot again during the next review. I did give her the Access Center number they can assist her on other services that might help. The member mother was very upset on why they offer grievance options if QM cannot do anything.   Sending ack/resolution letter and closing this grievance as tracking. KMack Appeals Coordinator/QAA		Tracking		1		1		0		4

		12164		Hillary Vandewart		09/24/2021		Pittman		La Shaunda		Guardian		Grievance		Access to Services		Psychosocial Rehab				Multi-Disability		Child (0-17)		Priorities ABA PLLC		1		431384 - WATSON, TROY		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		CID: 595993 9/24/2021 11:47:15 AM
CALLER: La Shaunda Pittman
Member: Troy Watson
DOB: 7/27/2006 (Age: 15) 
PHONE: 919-236-3586
ADMIN COUNTY: Wake (Alliance Behavioral Healthcare: 1-800-510-9132)
INSURANCE: Medicaid
MENTAL STATUS: denied SI, HI, AVTH, and Use
 CALL PURPOSE: Caller is seeking CC, residential placement, and to file a grievance on her son's behalf.  She is disappointed that no provider has helped him.
Feels her son will be 18 soon.  She feels everyone is simply billing the insurance and passing him along.   Caller is frustrated.  Her son has had ot pt, four times - ot pt plus, one time-  IIH, three times -now ABA and "none of these services has helped him accomplish a goal, they are just billing".
Caller states her son was recently admitted to HHH for continuously stating he wishes he were dead and his family were dead.  He also exhibited physical aggression towards his siblngs.  He was d/c from HHH on 09/23/21 and the receommended placement was for him to be in a level I or II group home. Caller reports HHH referred him to Monarch for ot pt and he was assessed today.  The HHH SW did not help her son with residential placement, the SW indicated she would help, would call back the parent, but never did, and did not answer her phone.  Today,  Monarch stated they could help locate residential tx and recommeded to seek a case mgr through Alliance.  
Priority ABA 2021 - not responding, acting as if they do not understand - son is in a program with them M-F 4pm-7pm.  Disappointed that the youth at Priorities ABA will come to the home , watch TV, look at their cell phones , and not help her son.  The staff appear to be too young and inexperienced to help her son. But the company is billing for services.
HHH- second admission to HHH in a year Nov. 2020 and Sept 2021 yelling he wished he, his family were dead and physical aggression towards his siblngs
Monarch - had first appt today
Carter Clinic- provides med mgmt, they stated they could help with residential placement also.
Hx of services with many providers including Carolina Outreach - Hope Services - Easter Seals -etc.
MENTAL HEALTH HISTORY: multiple providers and services
HOSPITALIZATIONS: HHH - d/c 09/22/21
I/DD: Autism; Mild ID
BRAIN INJURY: Head Trauma from biological father beating him in the hed as a child
DISPOSITION: LC confirmed J. Acebo and J. Fields are the CC's for her son at this time.  LC will submit a grievance which actually refers to all of his providers .  
SCREENER: D BREESE LCMHC, LCAS, CRC--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------		CORRECTIONS: Un-Checked Grievance From Patient, Changed Complainant Info to Reflect Guardian		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8473		10/20/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID: 595993 9/24/2021 11:47:15 AM
CALL PURPOSE: Caller is seeking CC, residential placement, and to file a grievance on her son's behalf.  She is disappointed that no provider has helped him. Son will be 18 soon. She feels everyone is simply billing the insurance and passing him along. Caller is frustrated. Her son has had OT/PT four times, OPT plus one time, IIH three times, and now ABA and "none of these services has helped him accomplish a goal, they are just billing.”
Caller states her son was recently admitted to HHH for continuously stating he wishes he were dead and his family were dead. He also exhibited physical aggression towards his siblings. He was d/c from HHH on 09/23/21 and the recommended placement was for him to be in a level I or II group home. Caller reports HHH referred him to Monarch for OT/PT and he was assessed today. The HHH SW did not help her son with residential placement, the SW indicated she would help, would call back the parent, but never did, and did not answer her phone. Today, Monarch stated they could help locate residential tx and recommended to seek a case mgr through Alliance.  
Priority ABA 2021 - not responding, acting as if they do not understand - son is in a program with them M-F 4pm-7pm. Disappointed that the youth at Priorities ABA will come to the home, watch TV, look at their cell phones, and not help her son. The staff appear to be too young and inexperienced to help her son. But the company is billing for services.
HHH- second admission to HHH in a year Nov. 2020 and Sept 2021 yelling he wished he, his family were dead and physical aggression towards his siblings
Monarch - had first appt today
Carter Clinic- provides med mgmt, they stated they could help with residential placement also.
Hx of services with many providers including Carolina Outreach - Hope Services - Easter Seals -etc.
MENTAL HEALTH HISTORY: multiple providers and services
HOSPITALIZATIONS: HHH - d/c 09/22/21
I/DD: Autism; Mild ID
BRAIN INJURY: Head Trauma from biological father beating him in the head as a child
DISPOSITION: LC confirmed J. Acebo and J. Fields are the CC's for her son at this time.  LC will submit a grievance which actually refers to all of his providers.  
[PT: Troy Watson				DOB: 7/27/06				ID: 431384]
9/29/21
This writer contacted grievant, Ms. La Shaunda Pittman, via phone to acknowledge grievance and discussed it in detail. She clarified that the grievance was against Priorities ABA, although she did express frustration with HHH as well. She stated that he was discharged home despite a recommendation for a Level 1 or 2 facility. SW told her it was a “short-term facility” and that she would call her back but she never did (April?). She was given 4 phone numbers (to places referrals were apparently sent by HHH). One number was disconnected and another one never called her back. 
She went on to discuss the bulk of her concern, which was regarding Priorities ABA. She stated that Troy has gone through 4 therapy techs, 3 of which were young and inexperienced. Initial therapist (David) was “triggering” him and she had to referee. After that, she requested a black male therapist and preferably someone older/with experience. He was matched with Deborah, a young black female. She did a good job but then had to leave due to getting her master’s degree. The next staff (Jessiah?) didn’t engage him. All she did was play UNO. Current staff, Natalia, has been “building rapport” for months and is not working on goals. Goals are to give him self-soothing techniques and to help him manage and control emotions. She shared with Natalia’s supervisor that they haven’t done any therapy and also that she doesn’t inform mom when he is not cooperating. Things have improved slightly this week since she spoke with supervisor—however, he still isn’t working on his goals. 
She feels that he needs a “real therapist” and isn’t sure if he can have therapy while receiving ABA. She left messages for Justin and Jessica (CCs) re. this but hasn’t heard back. She doesn’t want to cancel ABA since he was on the waitlist for so long but feels it isn’t helping. 
She is also concerned about getting him an out of home placement. He can be aggressive towards his siblings and is 294 lbs (not aware of his strength). She stated she is on waiting list for a Monarch group home. 
This writer shared that I would follow up with provider as well as CNs. She stated that she had concerns with other agencies (listed Hope Services, Ray of Hope, Easter Seals) and this writer explained that this would be tracked but the grievance would be focused on the current issues and how to get Troy connected to the appropriate resources. She agreed. Confirmed that address had been updated to 1818 Fountain Dr, Raleigh NC. Thanked her for the info and let her know I would be in touch. Composed and sent acknowledgment letter. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
10/13/21
This writer attempted to reach contact listed in Alpha, Carla Johnson, via phone at 910-864-3732, however call could not be completed as dialed. This writer then noted that member was in Raleigh and Raleigh site lists Apple Boyce, Director, as contact This writer attempted to reach Ms. Boyce via phone 252-341-4192—this writer was directed to main line which went unanswered. This writer then reached out to Ms. Boyce via email to share concern details and request that she respond by 10/20: Apple.Boyce@prioritiesaba.com.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
10/19/21
This writer has not received a response to email. This writer contacted agency and again there was no answer with reception—left detailed VM requesting a call back from Apple Boyce. This writer then sent follow-up email to Ms. Boyce requesting confirmation.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
10/20/21
This writer researched within ACS and Jiva portals and noted that it does not appear member has received ABA in over a month. He does have a CC and she is working to get him connected to a TFCBT therapist as well as a residential placement per Jiva notes (group home). 
This writer reached out to member’s Care Coordinator, Jessica Fields, for an update on current status and whether or not guardian wished to continue with Priorities ABA. She replied that the last time she spoke with the mother, he was receiving ABA services but that he was not engaged during sessions. The auth ends on 12/19 and mother wants him to receive TFCBT in conjunction with ABA. 
This writer received a call from Emily Cogdell, who identified herself as the Clinical Director Priorities ABA. She informed this writer that she would be the best contact moving forward (Apple Boyce is the owner, however her responsibilities are changing as they were recently purchased by a larger organization). She provider her contact number (910-631-7018) and shared that she had just sent an email response to the grievance. This writer then checked Spam folder and saw the email, as well as 2 emails from Ms. Boyce. This writer thanked her for sending and told her that if anything else was needed that I would be in touch.
This writer reviewed the provider’s response, which can be summarized below:
•	First BT was replaced because Troy was jealous of having another male in the home.
•	Second BT has been with the company for 6 months when she started with Troy. She resigned her position, but her replacement was able to shadow for a few days before taking over.
•	Third BT was a new hire who had completed training before being placed with Troy. This BT also resigned but was able to train replacement as well.
•	Fourth BT had been with company for a year when she started with Troy. She resigned in Oct. 2021 and also was able to train replacement. 
•	Fifth BT had been with provider for 2 months and has been with Troy since the beginning of Oct 2021. She has already started working on the programs and goals outlined in the treatment plan. 
•	Provider included recent treatment plan update which provides the number of targets mastered/worked on in each program/goal and progress that has been made. 
•	On 10/13, mother shared to provider that he does not respond to ABA therapy. The BCBA (Board Certified Behavior Analyst) responded that he has been participating and responding well. 
•	Troy has shown great progress in several areas. He has improved communication and interactions with others. He is more consistent in following directions and completing tasks in full. He has improved his safety skills and independence in the kitchen. Has improved in using coping strategies as well. 
•	Mother does not typically participate in sessions. 
•	Recommended action plan: 
o	BCBA/LPA will provide a minimum of three observations per month and 7-10% supervision of therapy hours worked per month.
o	BCBA will provide the parent with a printout from Catalyst (data collection platform) each month of progress made on Troy’s goals.
o	BCBA will encourage parent to participate in family treatment guidance for an hour each month to be better able to help Troy utilize and generalize skills.
This writer also reviewed recent treatment plan provided and confirmed that it appears that progress is being made. 
Based on provider’s response, as well as confirmation that Care Coordinator is working with guardian to get member connected to requested services, this grievance will be resolved.
This writer then contacted Ms. Lashaunda Pittman at 919-236-3586 to share provider’s feedback with her. She shared that she is very happy with the new BT and feels that she is “doing the actual work.” She reported that then new BT is in her 30s and has more experience which is helping.  She shared that she had found a TFCBT therapist and meds had also been increased which has improved things overall. She reported that they still have not found a group home and this writer encouraged her to continue to work with CC on this. She thanked this writer for the follow-up. 
This writer composed and sent resolution letter. Nothing further needed at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Confirmed--Provider initiated corrective action		1		1		0		26

		12165		Kim Ware		09/24/2021		TORRES		RENEE		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Assertive Community Tx Team				Multi-Disability		Adult		Easter Seals UCP North Carolina & Virginia, Inc.		1		98177 - BOTROS, BAKHUM		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		Transition to Community Living Coordinator (TC) Renee King-Torres arrived for scheduled visit with Bakum at 12:00 on 09/24/2021 to complete housing applications.  TC planned to meet with Bakum to complete housing search process due to Bakum reporting that no one from Easter Seals ACT has met with him to discuss housing or completed any housing applications.
At arrival Bakum was outside smoking cigarettes.  TC noticed that the consumer's hair was greasy, all of his finger nails had black stuff underneath them, he looked dishelved, his pants were khaki's and they look they had been left wet for too long and had small specks of black all over them that appear to be mold from not doing laundry properly.  Bakum resides with his older sister and brother.  His sister is out of the country and she prompts him to complete his ADL's and does his laundry.  TC followed up on how his laundry was getting completed he reported he was washing it.  Asked how he was eating since he does not cook for himself.  He reported his brother is cooking for him.  

We moved inside and Bakum was walking as if he was in pain and moving slow.  When questioned he brought up that he had been hit by a car.  TC asked if he was in pain he reported no.  TC mentioned that his injury is old and if he had recently been hit by a car or fallen he stated no and again stated he was not in pain.  It is important to note that the consumer may have a high pain tolerance, he is due for surgery on his ear in October-his ear randomly bleeds etc... and he does not complain of any pain.  But, it is a very painful issue.  When asked if he has been linked to a primary care physician and can not recall being linked to a primary care physician.  The consumer also has a TBI but has not been linked to any supports.  
TC reflected to the consumer that he did not look well and he stated that he was tired he had not been sleeping.  He reported that he is out of his medication.  He takes Trazadone for sleep.  He reports that all his medication are delivered to him by the ACT team and they are filled at Gurley's.  He thinks it has been about 2 weeks since he has not had his medication.  He reported the last time he saw the ACT team nurse she told him she would get his Trazodone.  
TC contacted Holly Mozee Care Coordinator who contacted Easter Seals to follow up on medication.  The team reports that they do not prescribe the Trazodone.  The team sent out a nurse to see Bakum.  The nurse came to the door while TC was still present, she asked if I (Renee was still there and Bakum reported yes), she asked how he was he said fine.  She stayed outside the door and then I came to speak with her, asked her to come in since she was letting flies in the house.  While I was attempting to tell her that Bakum had been prescribed the Trazadone by Easter Seals psychiatrist as reported on the discharge paperwork from CRH.  It was continued upon discharge from CRH, then the script ran out.  The psychiatrist from Easter Seals, has not refilled the script.  The nurse was attempting to call the team lead Ms. Hall and get her on the phone so she can verbally tell me that Easter Seals has not prescribed the script and the psychiatrist is not in and they will not be able to get him the medication.  
She also reported that when the nurse last saw Bakum he reported that he was fine and reported he was sleeping.  
Upon entering the home, Bakum's mannerism changed, he withdrew in the chair and wrapped his arms around his legs.  He was very uncomfortable.  When the nurse asked him how he was, he stated fine.  TC encouraged Bakum to tell the nurse how he was sleeping and that it was okay to share his feelings.  He stated that he is not sleeping.  He reported that he was told that nurse was going to bring him his medication and it never happened.  He stated that Easter Seals tells lies and they do not support him.  When Tishna began talking he became very aggitated and yelled out in frustration one curse word.  
Since I have been working with Bakum, all my conversations with him he reports that Easter Seals is not supportive and they are not supporting him.  He asked Tishna about his social security application because he spoke with someone on the phone from social security and he was told that Easter Seals did not send documents to them.  Tishna reported to him that his application was denied and they are no longer assisting him with the process since his sister reported to them that he has a lawyer.  This is contradictory to our first meeting with Easter Seals who reported that his sister is not his guardian and does not make decisions for Bakum.  I was informed by Terrel Dubose from Easter Seals ACT that he was personally handling the SSI application and would keep us updated.  TCL needs to know if there are any changes to the status of the application and if it is declined an appeal needs to be filed immediately-we were not notified.  
After, Bakum got agitated Tishna stated that she was giving the nurse permission to leave since he was being unruly and they could not work with him while he was acting in that manner.  The nurse still on the phone just walked out of the house.
TC stayed and talked with Bakum with Holly Mozee care coordinator.  Discussed what Bakum has been doing to get to sleep, he has been taking 2 shots of liquor with soda to get to sleep.  Discussed a safety plan in case he begins to feel like he needs more support since he does not feel like he can reach out to Easter Seals at this time.  He has transportation to UNC hospital and was given the 800 number to Alliance Crisis line.  
He is still without his sleep medication and no plan to get it.  Alecia Brower TCL supervisor was made aware of situation and has also followed up with Easter Seals via email.  RKTORRESBA 09.24.2021		CORRECTIONS: Changed complainant info to reflect internal employee; entered pt id; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO NOT LICENSED; medicaid changed from no to yes based on agency contract; nature changed from basic needs to quality		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8483		10/06/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Transition to Community Living Coordinator (TC) Renee King-Torres arrived for scheduled visit with Bakum at 12:00 on 09/24/2021 to complete housing applications. TC planned to meet with Bakum to complete housing search process due to Bakum reporting that no one from Easter Seals ACT has met with him to discuss housing or completed any housing applications. At arrival Bakum was outside smoking cigarettes. TC noticed that the consumer's hair was greasy, all of his finger nails had black stuff underneath them, he looked dishelved, his pants were khaki's and they look they had been left wet for too long and had small specks of black all over them that appear to be mold from not doing laundry properly. Bakum resides with his older sister and brother. His sister is out of the country and she prompts him to complete his ADL's and does his laundry. TC followed up on how his laundry was getting completed he reported he was washing it. Asked how he was eating since he does not cook for himself. He reported his brother is cooking for him. We moved inside and Bakum was walking as if he was in pain and moving slow. When questioned he brought up that he had been hit by a car. TC asked if he was in pain he reported no. TC mentioned that his injury is old and if he had recently been hit by a car or fallen he stated no and again stated he was not in pain. It is important to note that the consumer may have a high pain tolerance, he is due for surgery on his ear in October-his ear randomly bleeds etc... and he does not complain of any pain. But, it is a very painful issue. When asked if he has been linked to a primary care physician and can not recall being linked to a primary care physician. The consumer also has a TBI but has not been linked to any supports. TC reflected to the consumer that he did not look well and he stated that he was tired he had not been sleeping. He reported that he is out of his medication. He takes Trazadone for sleep. He reports that all his medication are delivered to him by the ACT team and they are filled at Gurley's. He thinks it has been about 2 weeks since he has not had his medication. He reported the last time he saw the ACT team nurse she told him she would get his Trazodone. TC contacted Holly Mozee Care Coordinator who contacted Easter Seals to follow up on medication. The team reports that they do not prescribe the Trazodone. The team sent out a nurse to see Bakum. The nurse came to the door while TC was still present, she asked if I (Renee was still there and Bakum reported yes), she asked how he was he said fine. She stayed outside the door and then I came to speak with her, asked her to come in since she was letting flies in the house. While I was attempting to tell her that Bakum had been prescribed the Trazadone by Easter Seals psychiatrist as reported on the discharge paperwork from CRH. It was continued upon discharge from CRH, then the script ran out. The psychiatrist from Easter Seals, has not refilled the script. The nurse was attempting to call the team lead Ms. Hall and get her on the phone so she can verbally tell me that Easter Seals has not prescribed the script and the psychiatrist is not in and they will not be able to get him the medication. She also reported that when the nurse last saw Bakum he reported that he was fine and reported he was sleeping. Upon entering the home, Bakum's mannerism changed, he withdrew in the chair and wrapped his arms around his legs. He was very uncomfortable. When the nurse asked him how he was, he stated fine. TC encouraged Bakum to tell the nurse how he was sleeping and that it was okay to share his feelings. He stated that he is not sleeping. He reported that he was told that nurse was going to bring him his medication and it never happened. He stated that Easter Seals tells lies and they do not support him. When Tishna began talking he became very aggitated and yelled out in frustration one curse word. Since I have been working with Bakum, all my conversations with him he reports that Easter Seals is not supportive and they are not supporting him. He asked Tishna about his social security application because he spoke with someone on the phone from social security and he was told that Easter Seals did not send documents to them. Tishna reported to him that his application was denied and they are no longer assisting him with the process since his sister reported to them that he has a lawyer. This is contradictory to our first meeting with Easter Seals who reported that his sister is not his guardian and does not make decisions for Bakum. I was informed by Terrel Dubose from Easter Seals ACT that he was personally handling the SSI application and would keep us updated. TCL needs to know if there are any changes to the status of the application and if it is declined an appeal needs to be filed immediately-we were not notified. After, Bakum got agitated Tishna stated that she was giving the nurse permission to leave since he was being unruly and they could not work with him while he was acting in that manner. The nurse still on the phone just walked out of the house. TC stayed and talked with Bakum with Holly Mozee care coordinator. Discussed what Bakum has been doing to get to sleep, he has been taking 2 shots of liquor with soda to get to sleep. Discussed a safety plan in case he begins to feel like he needs more support since he does not feel like he can reach out to Easter Seals at this time. He has transportation to UNC hospital and was given the 800 number to Alliance Crisis line. He is still without his sleep medication and no plan to get it. Alecia Brower TCL supervisor was made aware of situation and has also followed up with Easter Seals via email. RKTORRESBA 09.24.2021
BAKHUM BOTROS   ID: 98177   (DOB: 4/27/1975)
*LINKED TO CASE # 12137
10/1/21 Acknowledgment emailed to internal complainant. Case has been linked to 12137 due to the duplicative nature. The agency submitted a response to 12137 to indicate the following actions to be taken: 
“ACTION: 
ESUCP Staff will schedule a meeting with B to review the completed PCP to be completed by 10/1/21
Every phone contact with Alliance will be followed up with an email regarding this case. The Team Lead will be CCed on all communications.”
At that time,  this writer recommended that agency continue to monitor contacts, document and ensure coordination of services and appropriate level of care for member as well as continued coordination with the AH TCLI staff in regards to concerns. 
This writer emailed the QM Director Leslie Flowers who forwarded the information directly to Phyllis Elliot in her return to make her aware of the additional concerns and requested that additional follow up take place. 
10/6/21 Concern entry indicates that TCL supervisor is aware of the concern and has followed up with the agency. Based on agency response and actions planned to address the concerns, case to be closed and tracked. Resolution emailed to internal complainant. Any subsequent correspondence received from agency to be noted in follow up. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		12

		12166		Hillary Vandewart		09/25/2021		BURNETTE		TIFFANY		Consumer		Grievance		Access to Services		Community Support Team				Multi-Disability		Adult		B & D Integrated Health Services		1		94609 - BURNETTE, TIFFANY		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		Member is calling B & D crisis line for CST and does not get a live person. Also, voicemail message is full and member is not able to leave a message. For the past two weeks, member calls crisis line at B & D for CST and same thing occurs. DRamirez, MPA

Writer screened member for safety and no safety concerns at this time. DRamirez, MPA		CORRECTIONS: Changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8476		10/20/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member is calling B & D crisis line for CST and does not get a live person. Also, voicemail message is full and member is not able to leave a message. For the past two weeks, member calls crisis line at B & D for CST and same thing occurs. DRamirez, MPA
[PT: Tiffany Burnette				DOB: 11/03/1975			ID: 94609]
9/29/21
This writer called grievant to acknowledge receipt and get more info—left generic VM requesting a call back. 
10/1/21
This writer called again and left generic message requesting a call back.
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement letter. Will continue attempting to reach member by phone. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
10/13/21
This writer has not received return call from grievant. This writer composed and sent Info Needed letter to grievant with a response deadline of 10/19.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
10/20/21
This writer did not receive a call back from complainant. This writer composed and sent Disregard letter. Case to be closed as Undetermined due to lack of contact from grievant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Undetermined due to lack of response from grievant		1		1		0		25

		12167		Kim Ware		09/27/2021		KING		JANA		Guardian		Grievance		Quality of Services		Crisis - Inpatient				Multi-Disability		Adult		Holly Hill Hospital, LLC		1		56304 - KING, MACKENZIE		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Johnston		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Guardian Jana King has a daughter at Holly Hill Hospital (Mackenzie King) and she is not been able to communicate with hospital about medications. Guardian indicated she is not being made aware of medication changes and she has asked that member not receive Haldol or Abilify due to the side affects of the medications. She learned from her daughter that she is still receiving the medications. Guardian has attempted to reach out to the SW and patient advocate and hasn't received a return call. Guardian states member's psychiatrist with Duke has made several attempts to reach out to Holly Hill and no one has returned his calls. Holly Hill is expected to discharge this week and they haven't reached out to the guardian for approval of d/c to a placement. Guardian: Jana King 984-989-3552.		CORRECTIONS: UNCHECKED FROM PT; CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME FROM  MEMBER'S; PRIORITY CHANGED FROM HIGH TO ROUTINE; disability changed from dd to multi		other		Worked with Provider for resolution		8475		10/25/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Guardian Jana King has a daughter at Holly Hill Hospital (Mackenzie King) and she is not been able to communicate with hospital about medications. Guardian indicated she is not being made aware of medication changes and she has asked that member not receive Haldol or Abilify due to the side affects of the medications. She learned from her daughter that she is still receiving the medications. Guardian has attempted to reach out to the SW and patient advocate and hasn't received a return call. Guardian states member's psychiatrist with Duke has made several attempts to reach out to Holly Hill and no one has returned his calls. Holly Hill is expected to discharge this week and they haven't reached out to the guardian for approval of d/c to a placement. Guardian: Jana King 984-989-3552.
MACKENZIE KING       ID: 56304    (DOB: 4/12/1999)
9/30/21 10:45 a.m. Call to grievant, Ms King (984) 989-3552; left generic vm message requesting return call.(K.WARE,QAA)
11:00 a.m. This writer received a return call from Ms King; she discussed her concerns at length. She is upset that to date she has not heard back from the patient advocate. Per her report the nurse practitioner had contacted her to inquire regarding her daughter’s current medications. Per her report she explained that this is her daughter’s 21st admittance and that she is not sure of all the medications but no to Haldol because it is a tranquilizer and no to  Abilify because it has a history of increasing her daughter’s agitation and aggression. She explained that her daughter had previously been at Duke and the psychiatrist has attempted to reach out to HHH in regards to the medications with no response. Ms. King reports that she left messages for the pt. advocate; the pt. advocate promised he would call her back and to date has not done so. Ms. King is upset that her daughter is incompetent which is why she is appointed guardian and does not understand why the psychiatrist discussed the medication issue with her daughter noting that the doctor told her daughter that they might try a new medication, but the Haldol had been given the night prior. Per her report she was told that they would wait for discharge. Ms. King added that she is unsure if her daughter has been able to utilize a shower chair that she needs,  while at the facility. Ms King explained that she currently has custody of her daughter’s 6-week-old baby and fears for the baby’s safety if her daughter were to return to the home. She reports that there is no control or structure at HHH. She reports that her daughter has received no individual therapy only group and is not ready for discharge . She reports hat her daughter calls her at least 32 times per day which she reports she can see via missed calls. The guardian plans to file with both DHSR and The Joint Commission. This writer explained next steps and confirmed mailing address. Acknowledgment letter mailed. This writer contacted the agency’s Director of Risk Management, Roberta Morgan, requesting that an internal review be conducted and submitted to include but not limited to, actions taken or to be taken to  address the matters of concern as well as supporting documentation. Ms. Morgan provided an update indicating case staffing with Dr. Addonizio, COO, HHH therapists, guardian and AH staff. This writer requested that the internal review be submitted upon completion.(K.WARE,QAA)
10/11/21 Internal review has not been submitted. This writer emailed Ms Morgan for an update noting an internal concern was submitted indicating an unplanned discharge. The internal concern #12189 indicates that during the meeting: “Frank verbalized that ACTT would be referred and medication would be prescribed and neither happened. HHH did not follow through with what they said they would do to ensure safe and appropriate discharge for the patient.”(K.WARE,QAA)
10/13/21 Case has been referred to AH CQR for review and further recommendations. This writer made call to Risk Mgr, Roberta Morgan (919) 250-5432; left vm message requesting review and follow up with this writer in that no internal review has been submitted.(K.WARE,QAA)
10/13/21 Case to be referred to AH CQR for review and recommendations on 10.15.21.(K.WARE,QAA)
10/14/21 Agency response received indicating coordination with Duke provider regarding meds, guardian, HHH therapists and AH staff in regards to discharge noting the following: “In review of the medical record and interview with the NP Kacy McDonough, contact was initiated by this provider on several different occasions to communicate with Duke provider, Dr. Guinan. Holly Hill Hospital provider was able to speak with Dr. Guinan on or about September 23 2021 regarding the plan of care for patient Mackenzie King. Upon discharge from Holly Hill Hospital an after care appointment was scheduled for October 18 2021 at 8:30am with Dr. Guinan. 

On October 4 2021, Dr. Addonizio, Chief Clinical Officer (CCO) along with Holly Hill therapists, Lillieann Lemay and Letrianna Demps-Scott and Alliance Health staff Candace Smith (Hospital Liaison) and Tiffany Ray (Care Coordinator for Innovations Waivers) called and spoke with Jana King, guardian/mother for Mackenzie King. Ms. King said she is contesting discharge today because she does not think Mackenzie is ready. Dr. Addonizio provided an update regarding Mackenzie’s clinical presentation over the last 17 days while hospitalized. Dr. Addonizio reports Mackenzie’s Latuda medication has been increased to a therapeutic level with PRN Haldol given to help with intermittent symptoms. Dr. Addonizio provided clarity as to the reasons for her discharge, primarily because she is clinically stable, no longer meeting inpatient criteria. Guardian said she understands the need to discharge her based of this information but believes Mackenzie is “manipulative” and can behave when she chooses. Alliance team both report they agree with the plan for her to discharge and return home.” Although HHH indicated stability and no longer meeting inpatient criteria, the guardian made them aware of her concerns due to member having several hospitalizations and the agency not communicating with her appropriately as the guardian.(K.WARE,QAA)
10/15/21Due to the nature of the concern the case was referred to AH Clinical Quality Review Team. The recommendations received indicate referral to AH Provider Networks to include similar grievances or concerns previously submitted regarding HHH. Review of information available indicates that AH CN has been in contact with the guardian for updates.(K.WARE,QAA)
10/21/21 Review of HHH internal review results indicate that member was discharged home to guardian while awaiting other possible placement, the medication issue was corrected upon notification by guardian, and corrective action was taken in regards to the therapist not completing the ACTT referral as planned during discharge planning. Agency actions do not coincide with grievant report in regards to communication with her in regards to the medication concerns and follow up with her contact attempts.(K.WARE,QAA)
10/25/21  Review of information available indicates that AH CN continues to follow up with the team to ensure smooth transition , coordination of care with Johnston Health SW , safety planning etc…UM noting the following: “ ***Care Specialist Recommendations*** Given the member’s health and safety risk and recent hospitalizations, a case consultation with Alliance’s medical team, including Dr. Uzma Price, is strongly recommended for multidisciplinary recommendations.  Please provide the assessment and/or evaluations completed with treatment and recommendations from Holly Hill and Johnston Health Mental Health.  “This writer made call to grievant to discuss action steps taken in regards to her HHH concerns. She continues to be connected to AH CC in regards to member services and AFL placement. Based on agency notification, review and response, review by AH CQR, guardian report to DHSR complaint intake unit, case to be closed and tracked. Resolution mailed to grievant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		28

		12168		Kristie White		09/28/2021		Moore		Tara		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Alpha Management Services, Inc.		1		31046 - OUTLAND, JAMES		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		I spoke to Chloretta Outland, James' mom, and she reported that James is only receiving CLS services Monday and Wednesday from 330-6pm and billing is showing a different schedule/ length of time. This is not the first time that the claims do not reflect the parents' report. Notes are up to date with issues going back a few months. 
For a bit of background, both of James' parents have an IDD diagnosis, and they are accurate reporters. I have expressed concern to his mom about the provider's billing but she said that James likes his staff, Mike.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8474		10/19/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		I spoke to Chloretta Outland, James' mom, and she reported that James is only receiving CLS services Monday and Wednesday from 330-6pm and billing is showing a different schedule/ length of time. This is not the first time that the claims do not reflect the parents' report. Notes are up to date with issues going back a few months. For a bit of background, both of James' parents have an IDD diagnosis, and they are accurate reporters. I have expressed concern to his mom about the provider's billing but she said that James likes his staff, Mike.
Patient: James Outland Patient ID: 31046 DOB: 03/13/1987
09/28/21-Internal- against Alpha Mgmt Services- billing does not reflect services. KMack Appeals Coordinator/QAA
09/29/21-This writer sent to SIU for case consult due to allegations of fraud,waste, abuse. KMack Appeals Coordinator/QAA
10/05/21-Per SIU was advised to engage the provider with this information of the internal concern and they will track the response. Sent internal complainant acknowledgment email and called and spoke to Tony Hanes at Alpha Management Services about this concern. Sent concern element email to thanes@alpha-community.org to be returned to this writer by 10/12/21. KM Appeals Coordinator/QAA
10/19/21- This writer received response from provider Robert Green, Director of IDD Services. Per internal findings the member has been authorized for 10 hrs per week of CLS services. Notes and billing reflect more than 2.5 hrs per day of services being provider. The provider is going to have QP review the schedule with the family as well as the member to ensure that days and time fit with their weekly routine. If there are any potential changes to the schedule in the future the QP will consult with the family and the member first. In reviewing the ISP a schedule of days and times regarding days of service is not current in the plan. The provider states QP will complete refresher training with staff regarding Agency Attendance Policy which states that staff must notify their supervisor at least 2 hours prior to the start of shift of their inability to work their scheduled shift. This will all the supervisor the opportunity to contact the member and arrange for back-up staff. This writer sharing this information to the internal complainant and closing this concern as tracking since it appears the provider has a plan of action to resolve these issues in the future. KMack Appeals Coordinator/QAA		Tracking		1		1		0		21

		12172		Todd Parker		09/22/2021		WILLIAMS		STTEPHENA		Family Member		External Stakeholder Concern		LME/MCO Functions		Care Coordination (IDD)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		1		260091 - WILLIAMS, STEPHEN		Black/African American		Unknown		Male		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		This concern is being entered as a result of a letter received from member's sister-in-law (non-guardian). In her 20 page letter, complainant gives a historical view of the member's treatment. In speaking with complainant, writer was able to focus on current concerns. Complainant expressed that her concerns are related to two staff in the Cumberland office (Kim Smith and Ronda Kelly-Starwood). Her concern is that they have not gotten the Ensure and Tub seat promised and listed on his ISP. Writer shared that these issues have been goin on for over a year.				Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8472		10/15/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		This concern is being entered as a result of a letter received from member's sister-in-law (non-guardian). In her 20 page letter, complainant gives a historical view of the member's treatment. In speaking with complainant, writer was able to focus on current concerns. Complainant expressed that her concerns are related to two staff in the Cumberland office (Kim Smith and Ronda Kelly-Starwood). Her concern is that they have not gotten the Ensure and Tub seat promised and listed on his ISP. Writer shared that these issues have been goin on for over a year.


9-22-21
Received a letter from complainant outlining a list of concerns she had regarding her brother-in-law’s treatment. Researched member and was not able to determine that complainant is guardian. The letter did not contain a contact number for complainant. Writer will send Info needed letter to complainant.
T. Parker, I&G Manager
PT: Stephen Williams			DOB: 10-23-62			ID: 260091
9-24-21
Writer composed and mailed Info needed letter. Writer requested a response by 10/15/21. Writer will await complainant’s response. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager
9-28-21
Writer returned complainant’s phone call from a vm she left late yesterday. Writer was able to verify with complainant that she is not the member’s legal guardian. She shard that she has been given permission to handle his affairs and participates on his treatment team. She shared that member signs all documents as LRP. Writer and complainant agreed that the concern will be processed as an External Stakeholder Concern. Writer shared that the complaint will be entered into the system and she will received an acknowledgement from writer. Writer shared that he is not able to discuss member’s treatment with complainant and discussed options for getting consent signed. Complainant shared that she does not have a desire to know what happens with the concerns, she wants to make sure they are investigated.
Writer asked complainant what her current concerns were and acknowledged that a lot of the information in the 20 page letter she submitted gave a historical view of her experience with the staff. Complainant shared that her current concerns are related to 2 alliance staff: Kim Smith and Ronda Kelly Starwood. Her concern is related to the member not receiving Ensure and a Tub seat as dictated by his ISP. She shared that in a meeting today, Ms. Kelly Starwood shared that Purchase Orders (POs) had been approved and submitted. Ms. Kelly-Starwood stated that she does not receive any updates from the department as to when it is done. Complainant shared that she has been dealing with this issue for about a year now. 
Writer ensured that, although he will not be able to share information related to member’s treatment or any disciplinary actions that might be taken against staff, her concerns are taken seriously. He explained she will receive an ack letter initially stating what her concerns and a resolution letter after he has contacted the supervisor of the staff involved and been presented with a reasonable resolution. Complainant shared that she will able satisfied as long as the issue is addressed. 
Writer composed and mailed ack letter. Writer will contact staffs’ supervisor with the concerns. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager
9-30-21
Writer emailed supervisors of staff indicated in the complaint (Rasheeda Jordan-Oliver and William Ethridge) to make them aware of the concerns. Writer provided a copy of the letter submitted by the complainant. Writer asked that supervisors respond by 10/15/21. Writer will resolve the concern based on this information. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager

10-15-21
Writer received an email response from supervisor (R. Jordan-Oliver). In the response, supervisor informs:
•	Member has received his Ensure (10/7)
•	The vendor contract has been completed and forwarded to the appropriate internal depts. And the we anticipate the bath chair being fulfilled within the next 30 days. (submitted 10/11)
•	Staff have received counseling regarding their specific scopes of work
•	CN will be retrained on the home modification and vendor contract process
Writer composed Resolution letter and sent to complainant. No further action.
T. Parker, I&G Manager		Confirmed: Corrective action initiated		1		1		0		23

		12173		Hillary Vandewart		09/28/2021		MILLER		BARBARA		Consumer		Grievance		LME/MCO Functions		Not Service Related		Housing		Multi-Disability		Adult		Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		1		704050 - MILLER, BARBARA		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		1		1		In-State		MH Apartment - Supervised		1		0		Ms. Miller is receiving Transitional Housing There are notes in JIVA  from her MHSUD Care Coordinator. 
"I have been discriminated against, I was drugged and sexually assaulted here in my apartment. Per Ms. Miller the maintenance person has allowed people to enter her home without permission and they have put drugs in her food and drinks.  Ms. Miller states that on Aug 4 she was raped. Ms Miller expressed that she completed a police report, but the police lied on it. Ms Miller is not happy  with the services that she is receiving from TCLI she expressed that she doesn't feel safe and that her TCLI team is not helping her. " The state has failed to protect me". Ms. Miller shared that everyone is against her including her mother, brother, and the  police officers. Ms Miller stated that she was raped by a police officer so she doesn't trust the police. Ms Miller was agitated over her living situation,  and believes that people are recording her, she repeated several times during the phone call that she was living in an unsafe environment and that her team wasn't helping her. I listened as Ms Miller shared her frustration regarding her living situation. 

Ms. Miller was informed that a grievance will be filed on her behalf. Ms. Miller would like to receive information on emergency housing.

Read the notes available in JIVA. Ms. Miller has reached out to several  people.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Grievance Against to Alliance - MH/SA CC, Changed DOJ Issue to Yes, Changed Source to Consumer, Changed Disability to Multi d/t Nicotine Dependence, Changed Nature of Issue to LME/MCO Functions		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8477		10/04/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Ms. Miller is receiving Transitional Housing. There are notes in JIVA from her MHSUD Care Coordinator. 
"I have been discriminated against, I was drugged and sexually assaulted here in my apartment. Per Ms. Miller the maintenance person has allowed people to enter her home without permission and they have put drugs in her food and drinks.  Ms. Miller states that on Aug 4 she was raped. Ms. Miller expressed that she completed a police report, but the police lied on it. Ms. Miller is not happy with the services that she is receiving from TCLI she expressed that she doesn't feel safe and that her TCLI team is not helping her. "The state has failed to protect me". Ms. Miller shared that everyone is against her including her mother, brother, and the police officers. Ms. Miller stated that she was raped by a police officer so she doesn't trust the police. Ms. Miller was agitated over her living situation, and believes that people are recording her, she repeated several times during the phone call that she was living in an unsafe environment and that her team wasn't helping her. I listened as Ms. Miller shared her frustration regarding her living situation. 
Ms. Miller was informed that a grievance will be filed on her behalf. Ms. Miller would like to receive information on emergency housing.
[PT: Barbara Miller				DOB: 12/16/1971			ID: 704050]
10/1/21
This writer reviewed member’s Jiva notes and confirmed that she is connected to Care Coordination (CN is Rachel Sunukjian). Supervisor Mecia Moss is also involved. Member is also linked with TCLI. 
Member has a history of reporting being sexually assaulted/drugged, and paranoia.
It appears that member has recently been linked with B&D ACT services.
This writer reached out to Rachel Sunukjan (Care Coordinator) to make her aware of grievance.
Rachel replied and confirmed that she was working to get member connected to a provider who can assist with stabilization and housing concerns.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
10/4/21
This writer received VM from member forwarded by Todd Parker, Incident and Grievance Manager. The voicemail was around 4 minutes long and in it, she continually reported that she had been raped and drugged and that people were getting into her apartment without her permission. She reported being terrorized and stated that she wanted to be moved to a motel room immediately. She reported that she wanted a new TCLI team and wanted to file a grievance against Aimee Izawa and Rachel Sunukjan.
This writer forwarded voicemail to Aimee Izawa (TCLI) and Rachel S. to see if there were any updates regarding the possibility of moving the member to a hotel room. 
This writer requested a case consult with supervisor. He advised that this writer share with member that she needs to continue to work with TCLI team in order to move but that they are working diligently on this. He advised that if she did confirm wanting to file against specific staff that I would pass that information along and supervisor would look into the concerns. HE shared that the member could then be sent an ack/res letter. 
This writer received an update from Aimee Izawa which reported the following:
•	Aimee has received permission from the state for temporary utilization of the funds for this member.  
•	They had been waiting for her connection back with a provider (she has fired several) as she will require the support to utilize these funds.  
•	Aimee reached out to the Act Team lead as well as the housing staff last Friday to coordinate a day this week that would work for them to assist her with the temporary placement to a hotel. 
•	They are currently trying to identify accessible units since she is in a wheelchair.  
This writer then contacted Ms. Miller and shared with her that TCLI team is working diligently to try to get her connected to temporary housing. This writer explained to her that QM Dept did not have the ability to move her and that she should continue to work with TCLI/CC staff on this. She escalated throughout the call and reported that she does not feel safe in her current housing situation. “I don’t want to live around rapists.”
She reported that she learned that Wake County was buying a hotel to put people in and wondered why she wasn’t able to stay there temporarily. She reported that she feels very strongly that her life is in danger. Continued to state that she has been raped and drugged and that if something doesn’t happen soon, “something bad is going to happen.” 
This writer again reiterated that TCLI and CC team were working to get her moved to temporary housing and that she should follow up with them directly for updates. She confirmed she would do so and asked that if this writer gets any updates to contact her directly. This writer agreed. 
This writer composed and sent ack/res letter to member which directs her to her CC/TCLI team and informs her that staff are working to get her moved. 
Nothing further needed at this time. Any further correspondence with member or team will be included in follow-up.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Non-Issue		1		1		0		6

		12174		Kim Ware		09/29/2021		MOORE		TARA		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Client Rights		Sheltered Workshop				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Durham Exchange Club Industries, Inc.		1		18059 - ELLIOTT, JONELL		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		DECI has given 3 clients (that I know of) 401K's without guardian permission-JoNell Elliott, Patricia Lyles, and George Warren- JoNell is a member that I support. I called her guardian immediately and he had no idea what I was talking about. JoNell and George have guardians but Patricia does not. Their wages are reported to SSI/ the gov (JoNell has her taxes done each year) but they are not considered employees since they receive sub-minimum wages. The 401K is a matching 401 and has money in it, which can put their medicaid C, special assistance, and SSI on the line. 
When I spoke to the QP at DECI, more of an aside conversation, he said that DECI leadership was trying to avoid a federal fine for having more than 60% of the 401k's in top management, so they gave clients 401k's. If DECI is considering them employees, then they need to be paid fair wages and receive other employee benefits that could be helpful to them, like life insurance, PTO, and health insurance, not just what benefits DECI. 
Please call me with questions.		CORRECTIONS: CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME FROM MEMBER'S; CHANGED PRIORITY FROM HIGH TO ROUTINE; CHANGES LICENSURE FROM DHSR TO NOT LICENSED		other		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8479		10/05/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		DECI has given 3 clients (that I know of) 401K's without guardian permission-JoNell Elliott, Patricia Lyles, and George Warren- JoNell is a member that I support. I called her guardian immediately and he had no idea what I was talking about. JoNell and George have guardians but Patricia does not. Their wages are reported to SSI/ the gov (JoNell has her taxes done each year) but they are not considered employees since they receive sub-minimum wages. The 401K is a matching 401 and has money in it, which can put their medicaid C, special assistance, and SSI on the line. When I spoke to the QP at DECI, more of an aside conversation, he said that DECI leadership was trying to avoid a federal fine for having more than 60% of the 401k's in top management, so they gave clients 401k's. If DECI is considering them employees, then they need to be paid fair wages and receive other employee benefits that could be helpful to them, like life insurance, PTO, and health insurance, not just what benefits DECI. Please call me with questions.
JONELL ELLIOTT   ID: 18059   (DOB: 5/11/1988)
10/5/21 Case consult with Incident & Grievance Mgr, T Parker. Recommendations, refer complainant to NC Labor Board for the issues. Ack/Res emailed to internal staff to include NC Labor Board contact information. QM will track the matter. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		6

		12175		Hillary Vandewart		09/29/2021		DORMAN		ZACHARY		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Intermediate Care Facility				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		VOCA Corporation of North Carolina		1		53254 - BANG, HUY		Unknown		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		1		In-State		Intermediate Care Facility (ICF/IDD)		0		0		Reviewer made attempts via phone call and email to get corrected/ accurate information regarding the level of care form required for the request submitted. A mark was made for the doctor's signature, but was illegible. A request was made by the reviewer to the provider to provide the printed name of the doctor who signed the level of care form. There has been no response by the provider to submit the corrected information. Issue found within Episode 110309.		CORRECTIONS: Changed complainant info to reflect internal complainant		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8480		10/05/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Reviewer made attempts via phone call and email to get corrected/ accurate information regarding the level of care form required for the request submitted. A mark was made for the doctor's signature, but was illegible. A request was made by the reviewer to the provider to provide the printed name of the doctor who signed the level of care form. There has been no response by the provider to submit the corrected information. Issue found within Episode 110309.
[PT: Huy Bang					DOB: 10/10/63				ID: 53254]
10/5/21
This writer researched within ACS portal and determined that SAR had been approved. This writer also researched this provider within ACS and determined that this was the only similar concern that had been submitted for this provider recently. Thus, this will be resolved and coded as tracking.
This writer sent acknowledgement/resolution email to internal complainant. Nothing further needed at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		6

		12176		Kim Ware		09/29/2021		CAMACHO		ALYSHIA		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Medication Administration				Mental Health Only		Adult		Coastal Carolina Neuropsychiatric Center, PA		1		432638 - CAMACHO, ALYSHIA		Black/African American		H= Hispanic, Other		Female		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		CID 596595  Caller seeking to change med mgmt providers, concerned about quality of care since starting with Dr. Cussi (sp?).  She reports that he does not read her chart.  She reports that she had a diagnostic evaluation of the medications which  should be helpful but he does not consider those options.  Her former Dr. there was Dr. Andrew( this is first name, she does not recall his last name).  She worked with him since 2013 through September 2020.  She reports he moved to a different location but is in same practice but practice said she cannot work with him at this point or that he does not agree to take her back on as patient.  She prefers to see former Dr. again if possible. NO si/hi, no SA, no a/vh.  Purpose of call was to see other med mgmt options, writer provided 5 in her area, offered to navigate site with her, advised that if these 5 are not helpful she can call us back for additional options.  Rich Resnick LCAS Per Alpha and her report, she receives CST with Yelvertons but is not seen there for med mgmt. RR		CORRECTIONS:		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8488		11/10/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID 596595  Caller seeking to change med mgmt providers, concerned about quality of care since starting with Dr. Cussi (sp?).  She reports that he does not read her chart.  She reports that she had a diagnostic evaluation of the medications which  should be helpful but he does not consider those options.  Her former Dr. there was Dr. Andrew( this is first name, she does not recall his last name).  She worked with him since 2013 through September 2020.  She reports he moved to a different location but is in same practice but practice said she cannot work with him at this point or that he does not agree to take her back on as patient.  She prefers to see former Dr. again if possible. NO si/hi, no SA, no a/vh.  Purpose of call was to see other med mgmt options, writer provided 5 in her area, offered to navigate site with her, advised that if these 5 are not helpful she can call us back for additional options.  Rich Resnick LCAS Per Alpha and her report, she receives CST with Yelvertons but is not seen there for med mgmt. RR
ALYSHIA CAMACHO     ID: 432638    (DOB: 9/29/1982)
10/1/21 Call to complainant at number listed (910) 759-0297; no answer and no vm available.(K.WARE,QAA)
10/6/21 Call to complainant. Mailbox is full; unable to leave vm message. . Review of information indicates -7.12.21: It appears that this member has been prescribed a second-generation antipsychotic (SGA) medication.  If so, in accordance with Alliance Health’s Clinical Practice Guidelines (Antipsychotic Medication): monitoring for metabolic risk factors should be performed before starting an SGA, three months later, and yearly for those on SGAs. " This writer later received a call from the complainant stating that she noticed a missed call. This writer identified herself and the role of QM. This writer confirmed member’s concerns, mailing address and next steps. The complainant confirmed permission to use her name when discussing the matter with the provider. Per her report the doctor is the one that has decided he would not see her anymore. Complainant said little as this writer attempted to ask questions regarding her concerns. Acknowledgment letter mailed to complainant.(K.WARE,QAA)
10/15/21 Call to agency; left vm message.(K.WARE,QAA)
10/25/21 this writer reached out to agency Corporate Responsibility Officer, T Hopkins. No response to phone call; left vm message in the general mailbox. Emailed requesting contact at cro@coastalcarolinapsych.com. 
10/26/21 No response to contact attempts with provider. This writer made call; the person answering indicated that she would take a message and ensure that Ms Hopkins received the message.(K.WARE,QAA)
10/28/21 This writer emailed the agency again with no response and no read receipts. Due to no response from agency, extension letter mailed to grievant. No response to vm message left again by this writer.(K.WARE,QAA)
11/2/21 This writer made call and left v message at agency in the general mailbox as well as 2 other mailboxes listed requesting a return call. This writer found another contact person, Kristen Jones and emailed her at kjones@coastalcarolinapsych.com. This writer emailed other departments as well requesting contact. This writer received a call from Ms Nikki Miller. She confirmed that Ms Hopkins was at the facility and the correct contact person. She stated that she would get the message to her and let her know that emails had also been sent to her in regards to the matter. This writer received an email from Ms Hopkins apologizing in that she thought that she had responded.(K.WARE,QAA)
11/4/21 No response received from the Corporate Responsibility Officer, T Hopkins to date. This writer made call and left vm message as well as emailed. This writer has requested that the response be received by 11/5/21.(K.WARE,QAA)
11/8/21 No response received. This writer has informed Ms. Hopkins that the matter will be referred to AH Management due to lack of response in the matter and to submit findings ASAP to avoid the referral.(K.WARE,QAA)
11/10/21 Agency response received. Agency indicates internal review concluded:  "After a review of patient’s allegations, progress notes, the provider response, and discussion with the QA committee, the provider managed the patient’s treatment per standards of care. The concern was reviewed with: 
Providers: Dr. Antonio Cusi
Medical Director: Dr. Ashraf Mikhail
Clinical Director: Dr. Kristina Hobby 
Chief Financial Officer and Legal Liaison: Carla Mikhail
Corporate Responsibility Officer: Tanya Hopkins, MBA, MA, LCMHC-S
Agency attached documentation which exceeds limit and this writer is unable to upload however, available upon request. The documentation indicates that the member was requesting med changes based on "genetic testing". Agency internal review indicates that standards were followed in the matter and that they consider the  matters of concern are unsubstantiated. This wrier made call to complainant to discus action steps taken and refer member to continue with provider of choice. Left vm message. Resolution letter mailed. Any subsequent communication with grievant to be noted in follow up. This concern will be tracked and monitored for potential trends. Also to be noted the length of time it took the CRO to respond to internal review request.(K.WARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		42

		12177		Hillary Vandewart		09/29/2021		Blair		Rachel		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Access to Services		Crisis - Other				Unknown Disability				Freedom House Recovery Center, Inc.		0		'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		While talking with caller from CID 596532, she expressed that Freedom House crisis line directed her to call AH crisis.  Presently, we are not the MCO for Orange County, where the caller was located.  Caller did later expressed to this writer that she had googled crisis line, so this may have also been how the caller came to calling AH crisis line.  However, it is concerning that Freedom House did not directly work with caller to come to a disposition, verses directing caller to another crisis line.		CORRECTIONS: Changed complainant info to reflect internal complainant, Checked Is Against Provider, Checked No for discussing with agency and giving permission to use name, Changed Nature of Issue to Access to Services		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8484		10/06/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		While talking with caller from CID 596532, she expressed that Freedom House crisis line directed her to call AH crisis.  Presently, we are not the MCO for Orange County, where the caller was located.  Caller did later expressed to this writer that she had googled crisis line, so this may have also been how the caller came to calling AH crisis line.  However, it is concerning that Freedom House did not directly work with caller to come to a disposition, verses directing caller to another crisis line.
[NO MEMBER INFO PROVIDED]
10/4/21
This writer reviewed Call ID note and it does not appear that member/consumer’s name was obtained from called (wife). 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
10/6/21
This writer researched within ACS portal and this does not appear to be a repeat issue for this provider. Due to lack of information provided (no member name), this will be tracked and closed. This writer composed and sent acknowledgement/resolution email. Nothing further needed at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		7

		12178		Todd Parker		09/30/2021		TRUETT		TYLER		Consumer		Grievance		LME/MCO Functions		Care Coordination (MH/SA)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		1		78447 - TRUETT, TYLER		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		1		1		In-State		Own home		1		1		[SEE CID: #596811] 09/30/21 12:50 PM
CALLER/COMPLAINTANT'S NAME/ ROLE/ NUMBER: TRUETT, TYLER / Self /  984-888-1080
MEMBER'S DOB (if different): 04/30/1991
ADDRESS: 811 Underwood Ave Apt A3 Durham, NC 27701
COUNTY, if gathered: DURHAM
INSURANCE, if gathered: Alliance Medicaid
GRIEVANCE: Member called Alliance earlier today (09/30/21), to speak to his assigned TCLI Coordinator as he feels unsafe in his current housing due to recent gang shootings near his building. Is currently living in an apartment funded through AH TCLI and managed by CASA. Member did not know who his current assigned TCLI case manager or care coordinator was. He spoke with an Access & Information staff member earlier, see CID: 596789, who searched JIVA and noted recent calls by AH staff Natalie Barnes to client’s property manager. Writer provided NB’s phone contact and warm transferred to NB’s extension per request. Member is calling back now to file a grievance against Natalie Barnes due to the "extremely unprofessional" manner in which she spoke to him. Member reports before he could explain his reason for calling she interrupted, “talked over” and then started screaming at him that he was not on her “case load” and refused to assist with connecting him to the appropriate person who could assist him with TCLI concerns.
ACTION TAKEN: This writer also saw the recent notes made by NB and could not determine who the member should be speaking to regarding TCLI concerns. After consulting with Access Supervisor J. Jackson-Kelly, member was redirected to Aimee Izawa who this writer was told could better assist the member.
COMMENTS / NOTES: Member has consented for his name to be used in grievance.
SEVERITY: NON-THRESHOLD
--C. Helm, LCMHC, LCAS, MAC				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8478		10/19/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member called Alliance earlier today (09/30/21), to speak to his assigned TCLI Coordinator as he feels unsafe in his current housing due to recent gang shootings near his building. Is currently living in an apartment funded through AH TCLI and managed by CASA. Member did not know who his current assigned TCLI case manager or care coordinator was. He spoke with an Access & Information staff member earlier, see CID: 596789, who searched JIVA and noted recent calls by AH staff Natalie Barnes to client’s property manager. Writer provided NB’s phone contact and warm transferred to NB’s extension per request. Member is calling back now to file a grievance against Natalie Barnes due to the "extremely unprofessional" manner in which she spoke to him. Member reports before he could explain his reason for calling she interrupted, “talked over” and then started screaming at him that he was not on her “case load” and refused to assist with connecting him to the appropriate person who could assist him with TCLI concerns. ACTION TAKEN: This writer also saw the recent notes made by NB and could not determine who the member should be speaking to regarding TCLI concerns. After consulting with Access Supervisor J. Jackson-Kelly, member was redirected to Aimee Izawa who this writer was told could better assist the member. COMMENTS / NOTES: Member has consented for his name to be used in grievance. SEVERITY: NON-THRESHOLD --C. Helm, LCMHC, LCAS, MAC
PT:  Tyler Truett			DOB: 4-30-91			ID:  78447
10-4-21
Writer contacted grievant to acknowledge his concerns. Grievant shared that he had a very unpleasant interaction with Ms. Barnes: “She really really was unprofessional.” He stated that Ms. Barnes was “Crude and down-speaking”. He stated that he never had any dealings with her in the past. He shared that he had left nice messages letting her know who he was and what he was looking for. He stated he was not sure of her role.  Writer inquired as to whether grievant was able to get what he needed as Ms. Barnes contacted Aimee Izawa to make her aware.. He stated that he was. Writer explained that he will be reaching out to staff’s supervisor to make her aware of his concern. Writer further explained that he will not be able to share any details regarding what the outcome was. Grievant shared that he does not need to know what happens. He just wants her to understand that there are people that have been separated from people during Covid and it has caused them to be “crazy”.  He stated Ms. Barnes needs to know that “You got to be careful with people” during these times.  Writer assured grievant that he will share that information with the manager. Writer shared steps in the grievance process informing grievant he will receive two letters from him; Ack and Res. Writer verified grievant’s mailing address, composed and mailed an Ack letter. Writer will reach out to Aimee Izawa to share grievant’s concerns. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager


10-18-21
Writer emailed Ms. Izawa to inform her of the grievance. Writer included the members concerns: 
•	On 9/30/21 he was given Ms. Barnes phone number by Call Center staff as he was not aware of who his TCLI case worker was
•	Before he could explain his reason for calling she interrupted, “talked over” and then started screaming at him that he was not on her “case load” and refused to assist with connecting him to the appropriate person who could assist him with TCLI concerns.

Writer asked for a response by 10/25/21. Will await Ms. Izawa’s response and will inform complainant when a response is received. 
Writer received an email from Ms. Izawa informing that she is not the supervisor for Ms. Barnes. She copied Briana Perkins on the email as she is the supervisor. Ms. Izawa did share that her phone was having some issues for a while but member can contact TJ Hanes or her if he has questions or concerns. She further shared that the team is going through some reorganization and there will soon be a new supervisor for member who have transitioned to the community. Writer will share this information when he speaks with member for resolution. 
T. Parker, I&G Manger

10-19-21
Writer received an email from Ms. Perkins, supervisor of staff involved. Included in the email was the following:
•	Member called with questions about his lease and rent. 
•	Natalie Barnes has not previously spoken to the member before this event and upon looking him up in JIVA, she informed him that he was not assigned to a care coordinator with TCLI, but perhaps Natalie Huckins, Diversion Housing Specialist, could assist him.    
•	When Natalie offered to give him the number to Natalie Huckins, he became irate and said that access give him her number and that she needed to help him.  When she said that she could not assist him, he became belligerent and verbal aggressive, (calling her names and cursing) and she advised him that she would end the call if he continued.  He continued to and she ended the call 


Writer thanked Ms. Perkins for the information and informed that he would be contacting grievant to s share the information with him. Writer contacted grievant to share information received from MS. Izawa and Ms. Perkins. Writer and grievant discussed the phone call with Ms. Barnes. Grievant acknowledged the phone call was not pleasant on both sides. He indicated that he did not call Ms. Barnes names. Writer shared that he spoke with Aimee Izawa and that she indicated member can call her if her of Ms. Hanes if he has problems going forward. Grievant shared that he has Ms. Izawa’s phone number and his worker has Ms. Hanes number if he needs to contact her. Grievant thanked writer for looking into the situation and says he is getting what he needs now. Writer composed and mailed Res letter. No further actions. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager		Undetermined		1		1		0		19

		12180		Kim Ware		09/30/2021		SUNUKJIAN		RACHEL		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Assertive Community Tx Team				Mental Health Only		Adult		Easter Seals UCP North Carolina & Virginia, Inc.		1		290949 - OHARA, COLLEEN		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Member was receiving ACTT services with Easter Seals UCP and member and guardian were told that member is no longer appropriate for ACTT due to diagnosis on Borderline Personality Disorder.  A step down plan was not put in place and it was reported ACTT services were being provided "pro bono" since member's authorization ended on 5/31/2021.  There is not a current PCP in place for member.  It was reported in September that Easter Seals would be submitting a three month PCP while member transitions, however, the PCP does not appear in the system.		CORRECTIONS: ENTERED PT ID; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO NOT LICENSED; DISCUSSED ENTERED NO; PERMISSION ENTERED NO; NATURE CHANGED FROM AUTH/PAY/BILLING-LME TO ADMINISTRATIVE		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8490		10/07/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member was receiving ACTT services with Easter Seals UCP and member and guardian were told that member is no longer appropriate for ACTT due to diagnosis on Borderline Personality Disorder. A step down plan was not put in place and it was reported ACTT services were being provided "pro bono" since member's authorization ended on 5/31/2021. There is not a current PCP in place for member. It was reported in September that Easter Seals would be submitting a three month PCP while member transitions, however, the PCP does not appear in the system.
COLLEEN OHARA   ID: 290949   (DOB: 1/25/1975)
10/1/21 This writer contacted the insert user to clarify information entered in the queue. She confirmed that she is the complainant. This writer made corrections to the entry as well as entered the pt id.(K.WARE,QAA)
10/5/21 Acknowledgment emailed to internal complainant.(K.WARE,QAA)
10/7/21 This writer notified the QM Director, Phyllis Elliot regarding the concern and requested that an internal review be conducted and actions taken to address the concerns. Any subsequent correspondence received from provider to be noted in follow up. Based on the nature of the concern and agency notification with plans to follow up, case to be closed and tracked. Resolution emailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		7
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Incident Trends Report          
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Incident Report Breakdown 
• 640 Reports were entered into NC-IRIS for 268 

members
• 441 children 
• 199 adults 

LEVELS
• 566 Level II reports   
• 74 Level IV  
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Wake County submitted the largest number of Level 2 and Level 3 reports in 
the 1st quarter of FY2022

Incident Levels by County
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Adults vs. Children
(By Level)

• A total of 441 Incidents were reported for children
• A total of 199 Incidents were reported for Adults
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Service Breakdown

• PRTF – Service reporting the most Incidents
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PRTF
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REPORTS BY INCIDENT CATEGORY
(Primarily Human Rights Related)
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• 155 Restrictive Interventions reported (18% of all Incident Reports)
• 90% of Restrictive Interventions were Physical Restraints

Restrictive Interventions
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Physical Restraint

• 67%  of Restrictive Interventions were from PRTF Programs
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• 38 Total
• 34% - “Other” Category
• 26% - Trip or Fall Category

Injury Categories
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• 98 reported in this category (15% of all Incidents)
• 6 Substantiated

5 – Staff Abuse 1- Staff Neglect 
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• A total of 37 deaths were reported during the 4th quarter
• All L2 deaths -Terminal Illness (27% of all Deaths)
• 27 Confirmed L3 deaths  

Member Deaths
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4 OCME Reports Reviewed by Med Team

2 confirmed L3  - Suicide
2 confirmed L2 - Accidents
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Incident Report Compliance
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Incident Report Compliance
(Q4 FY2021)

• One (1) Plan of Correction issued 
during 1st Quarter

• 13 Late Incident emails sent for 1 late 
report submitted

• 1 point lower than Q4 2021
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(Back to agenda) 

6C 

 
 
 
ITEM:   Quality Management Committee Report 
 
 
DATE OF BOARD MEETING:  February 3, 2022 
 
 
BACKGROUND:  The Quality Management (QM) Committee serves as the Board’s monitoring and 
evaluation committee charged with the review of statistical data and provider monitoring reports. The goal 
of the committee is to ensure quality and effectiveness of services and to identify and address opportunities 
to improve LME/MCO operations and local service system with input from consumers, providers, family 
members, and other stakeholders.  
 
This report includes draft minutes from the previous meeting. 
 
 
SPECIFIC INFORMATION FOR BOARD REVIEW (if applicable/available):  N/A 
 
 
REQUEST FOR AREA BOARD ACTION:  Receive the report.  
 
 
CEO RECOMMENDATION:  Receive the report.  
 
 
RESOURCE PERSON(S):  Pam Silberman, Committee Chair; Mehul Mankad, MD, Chief Medical Officer 

 

Alliance Health                               
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

Agenda Action Form 
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  Thursday, December 02, 2021 
 

BOARD QUALITY MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE - REGULAR MEETING 
5200 W. Paramount Parkway, Morrisville, NC 27560 
1:00-2:30 p.m. 

 

Draft minutes may be submitted with the monthly Board packet. Minutes will be approved by this Committee at a later date; minutes approved on Click or tap to 
enter a date.. 

Page 1 of 4 
 

This meeting was held virtually, via Zoom  
 
APPOINTED MEMBERS PRESENT: ☒David Curro, BS (Board member); ☒ Marie Dodson (CFAC), ☒Pam Silberman, JD, DrPH (Board member; Committee Chair) 
☒ Israel Pattison (CFAC); ☒ Carol Council (Board Member); ☒ Lodies Gloston (Board Member); : ☐Maria Cervania, (Wake County Commissioner) 
APPOINTED, NON-VOTING MEMBERS PRESENT:  ☒ Diane Murphy, (Provider, IDD) ☒ Dava Muserallo, (Provider MH/SUD) 
BOARD MEMBERS PRESENT:  
GUEST(S) PRESENT: ☐ Mary Hutchings; ☐Yvonne French (LME Liaison); ☒ Pamela Wade    
STAFF PRESENT: Wes Knepper, SVP Quality Management; Diane Fening, Executive Assistant I; Doug Wright, Director of Community and Member Engagement; 
Tia Grant, Quality Improvement Manager; Mehul Mankad, Chief Medical Officer; Damali Alston, Director of Network Evaluation 
 
1.   WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS – The meeting was called to order at 1:00 pm 
2.   REVIEW OF THE MINUTES –The minutes from the November 4, 2021 meeting were reviewed. Marie Dodson moved to approve the minutes; Lodies Gloston  
seconded.  The motion passed.  

AGENDA ITEMS: DISCUSSION: NEXT STEPS: TIME 
FRAME: 

OLD BUSINESS • Dr. Mehul spoke about our approach to contracting with hospitals regarding 
helping us meet the seven-day access after discharge measure. Sean Schreiber 
is aware of these concerns.  We have a contract in place with one of our 
medium sized providers and they are doing better with meeting their seven-
day measures.  Unfortunately, our largest provider is not receptive to the idea 
of downside risk (penalizing the provider for not reaching the measure). Sean’s 
understanding is that we cannot force the issue.  We will continue to work on 
this with our largest providers.   

• Pam suggested we review these QIP results on a quarterly basis rather than a 
monthly basis to better see the trends rather than small changes.  If something 
dramatic happens in between, Wes could bring it to the meeting. Would like 
descriptive statistics rather than raw data. Rolling averages, historical data.  In 
February, he will present in new format.  We won’t have most of the data for 
new counties to present at that time.  Wes will do it quarterly thereafter.  
State reviews quarterly.  

QIP Updates 
• 2 HEDIS measures about screening for metabolic issues related to  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
QIP-Quality Improvement 
Plan 
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AGENDA ITEMS: DISCUSSION: NEXT STEPS: TIME 
FRAME: 

anti-psychotic use.  The state average as calculated by Medicaid has gone 
down 5%, so our performance looks better in comparison. 

• We met the benchmark last time and this time for the TCLI primary care visits. 
Have plans to keep this open as we have a large population in Mecklenburg, 
and we want to make sure that this process gets translated over to the new 
staff. 

• The last one is a closed QIP that we come back to a year later-the number of 
TCL members referred for supported employment.  We did a lot more of the 
referrals to supported employment by our staff.   

• Damali said that she works a lot with all our providers and there is a 
philosophical shift that needs to happen within our provider network clinically 
regarding clinical needs for members and seeing tenancy support and social 
determinant of health issues as important as clinical needs. Because of the 
emphasis on housing there is a lack of emphasis with the behavioral health 
providers on seeing the importance of employment as an intervention. We 
have and are continuing to do a lot of work with our providers around making 
that philosophical shift to a work first mindset and referring early and often for 
supportive employment.  Recently started an employment collaborative that 
includes our behavioral health and supported employment providers and that 
is being cofacilitated by the UNC Center of Excellence to foster those 
relationships and improve those referral sources.  We’ve made the shift 
recently to a value-based payment structure that went live yesterday. 
Vocational rehab are having staffing issues, so could be part of the reason for 
the decline. 

HEDIS - Healthcare 
Effectiveness Data and 
Information Set 
 
TCLI or TCL-Transitions to 
Community Living 
 
 

3.  NEW BUSINESS Health Outcomes Goals 
• 7 day follow up after hospitalization. We have a new measure regarding kids 

who are having a behavioral health crisis spending the night in the emergency 
room. We have started tracking the rate per 1,000 behavioral health kids of 
how many ED visits happen as well as average number of nights that they stay 
in ED. 

 
 
 
ED-Emergency Department 
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AGENDA ITEMS: DISCUSSION: NEXT STEPS: TIME 
FRAME: 

• Wes can pull a host of demographic information on the back end.  These 
figures are only for kids that were not admitted.  Most of these kids are in 
foster placement and end up in the emergency room because of a behavioral 
health issue that the foster parents cannot manage and they cannot return to 
that family.  Some of them end up in the ED for weeks.  Many of these are 
facility specific. A lot of these kids are associated with DSS.  Rob is interested in 
Alliance trying to help the State with a model that can be generalized.   

Prep for Quality Impact of County Realignment 
• We went live yesterday with Orange and Mecklenburg counties.  What we are 

watching for from a quality perspective are examples of provider or member 
grievances, incidents.  We’ll have more data in some months. We did get a lot 
of data from Cardinal, but a lot of it not in the format where we can just plug it 
right in.  DHHS had asked that we report on previous data for Orange and 
Mecklenburg before we took over, but we don’t want to report on any claims 
data that we did not pay.  
We have been hiring some former Cardinal staff.  We are looking forward to 
importing procedures, policies, programs, and approaches that did work well 
in Cardinal.  One of the positions that is required by the Tailored Plan is Senior 
Clinician with expertise in IDD and TBI.  The candidate we selected worked for 
Cardinal.  

Clinical Guideline Review 
• Each year we look at the UM plan.  It was reviewed in full at the August 

meeting.  The most up to date version of Alliance’s approved clinical guidelines 
is on the Alliance website.  Alliance’s Committee on Provider Quality develops 
and approves the guidelines. Updates are given also at the quarterly all 
provider meetings.  We also educate providers through our education 
programs, using our training conference rooms and featuring speakers from 
the local universities. We do targeted collaboratives with providers as well.  

Over/Under Utilization Monitoring 
• Each year the QM Provider Quality committee works with Alliance staff and 

outside clinicians to craft what our guidelines should be.  

 
 
 
 
DSS – Department of Social 
Services 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
IDD-Intellectual and 
Developmental Disability 
 
TBI – Traumatic Brain Injury 
 
 
UM-Utilization 
Management 
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AGENDA ITEMS: DISCUSSION: NEXT STEPS: TIME 
FRAME: 

• Broad overview of how we look at which services are being over/under 
utilized. Wide variety of potential drivers that we look at.  The UM committee 
pulls together staff to look at metrics, track them month to month and look at 
our approval and denial rates, services and making sure that members are 
getting linked into the care they need.   Dr. Mehul pointed out that the people 
looking at utilization are mostly clinicians and the people that look at costs are 
accountants.  They do talk, but these are different goals. 

 
Upcoming Meetings 
There will not be a January meeting.  In February, we will be doing QIP Updates, 
Mecklenburg and Orange updates, and the performance dashboard.  
  
Wes updates – we signed a contract with a HEDIS vendor and have been loading 
data back and forth.  When that is finished, reports requested by this committee 
on race, ethnicity, etc. will all be stratifiable by a host of demographic measures.   

 
5.  ADJOURNMENT: the meeting adjourned at 2:11 pm; the next meeting will be February 3, 2022, at 1:00. 
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(Back to agenda) 

7A 

 
 
 
ITEM:   Consumer and Family Advisory Committee (CFAC) Report 
 
 
DATE OF BOARD MEETING:  February 3, 2022 
 
 
BACKGROUND:  The Alliance Consumer and Family Advisory Committee, or CFAC, is made up of 
consumers and/or family members that live in Cumberland, Durham, Johnston, or Wake counties who 
receive mental health, intellectual/developmental disabilities and substance use/addiction services. CFAC 
is a self-governing committee that serves as an advisor to Alliance administration and Board of Directors. 
The Alliance CFAC meets at 5:30pm on the first Monday in the months of February, April, June, August, 
October and December at the Alliance Corporate Office, 5200 West Paramount Parkway, in Morrisville. 
Sub-committee meetings are held in individual counties; the schedules for those meetings are available on 
our website.  
 
This report includes draft minutes and documents from the following meetings: January 3, 2022, Steering 
Committee; January 10, 2022, Durham; January 11, 2022, Wake; and January 18, 2022, Johnston County; 
Cumberland County had not met as of submission deadline. 
 
 
SPECIFIC INFORMATION FOR BOARD REVIEW (if applicable/available):  N/A 
 
 
REQUEST FOR AREA BOARD ACTION:  Receive the report. 
 
 
CEO RECOMMENDATION:  Receive the report.  
 
 
RESOURCE PERSON(S): Jason Phipps, CFAC Chair; Doug Wright, Director of Community and Member 
Engagement 

 

Alliance Health                               
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

Agenda Action Form 
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MEMBERS PRESENT: ☒ Pinkey Dunston, ☒ Trula Miles, ☒ Marie Dodson, ☒ Jerry Dodson, ☒ Tracey Glenn Thomas, ☒ Brianna Harris, ☒ Sharon Harris 
☒ Shirley Francis, ☒ Brenda Solomon, ☒ Renee Lloyd, ☒ Tekkyon Lloyd, ☒ Michael Maguire, ☒ Felishia McPherson, ☒ Israel Pattinson, ☒ Jason 
Phipps,  
BOARD MEMBERS PRESENT: None 
GUEST(S): ☐ ShaValia Ingram, NCDHHS 
STAFF PRESENT: Doug Wright, Director of Community & Member Inclusion, Lakeisha McCormick, Member Inclusion & Outreach Manager, Starlett Davis, 
Member Inclusion Specialist, Noah Swabe, Member Inclusion Specialist, Erica Asbury, Member Inclusion Specialist, Ramona Branch, Member Inclusion 
Specialist, Eileen Bennett, Member Inclusion Specialist, India Perez, Member Inclusion Specialist 
 
1. WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS – the meeting was called to order at 5:35 pm  
2. REVIEW OF THE MINUTES – The minutes from the December 6, 2021 meeting was reviewed; a motion was made by Michael Maguire and seconded by 

Marie Dodson  to approve the minutes. Motion passed unanimously. 
AGENDA ITEMS: DISCUSSION: NEXT STEPS: TIME FRAME: 

3. Public Comment     
Individual/Family 
Challenges and Solutions 

Members were asked to share their concerns and comment on the ongoing COVID-
19 pandemic and the Omicron variant.   

Ongoing N/A 

4.  State Updates None- 
 

 

N/A N/A 

5. LME-MCO Updates Doug went over the LME/MCO updates: 
 
Mecklenburg and Orange CFAC: 
 

• Virtual information sessions for Mecklenburg County and Orange County 
CFAC will take place on January 24 (Meck) and January 25 (Orange) 

• An application has been composed for those that are interested in applying 
for appointment on the CFAC in those counties 

• The Steering Committee will review the applications and make their 
selections 

• Alliance is pushing for a start date of February or March 
 
There will be no Alliance Board meeting this month 
The Human Rights Committee that meets every quarter will meet on January 13, 
2022- information on that meeting will go out soon 
February 7, 2022 is set for the Alliance staff to return to the office  
The Steering Committee will continue to be virtual- Individual counties need to 
decide whether they would like to continue to be virtual or meet in person 

Ongoing N/A 
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AGENDA ITEMS: DISCUSSION: NEXT STEPS: TIME FRAME: 
Mandy Cohen has resigned as Secretary and Kody Kinsley has taken over her 
position 
Community Health & Well Being Trainings: 

• Virtual Community Training: Managing Change in the New Year 
January 11, 2022 • 11 am – 2 pm 

• Virtual Community Training: Domestic Violence 101 
January 13, 2022 • 10–11 am 

• Virtual Community Training: Human Trafficking and National Slavery 
Prevention Month 
January 26, 2022 • 2–3 pm 

Members were advised to get with their Member Inclusion Specialist for assistance 
on registering for the trainings 
Legislative Breakfast- February 26, 2022- 9am-12pm 
 

6. Ombudsman 
Presentation 

Doug went over the presentation: An update on the NC Medicaid Ombudsman- 
Year in Review 
Members were allowed to ask questions or comment after the presentation-and 
were all given an electronic copy of the presentation to review at their convenience 
 

N/A N/A 

7. Dual Eligible Tailored Plan Care Management? 
 
This question was brought up at the last meeting in December- If the member is on 
a tailored plan, yes, they will be eligible for care management. 
 

N/A  N/A 

8. By-Laws/ Relational 
Agreement 

Ad-Hoc Committee meeting – Wednesday Jan. 5th at 5:30pm 
 
Questions: 

Local CFACs shall consist of no more than 14 official members, doing their utmost 
to have a fair representation of each disability category. The general public is 
always welcome and encouraged to participate. (Other unofficial members?) 

Local CFACs have the right to send one additional member to the Steering 
Committee as voting members on a monthly basis; the additional members 
attending can be determined by the local CFAC. (Currently two, should it be one 
additional or none and how to manage) 

Ongoing N/A 
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AGENDA ITEMS: DISCUSSION: NEXT STEPS: TIME FRAME: 
Members of the Ad-Hoc committee stated that they would review these questions 
again on Wednesday and make the decisions that night and report back to the 
Steering committee 

 

9. Subcommittees 
• Wake  
• Durham 
• Cumberland  
• Johnston 
• Area Board  
• Human Rights 
• Quality Management 

 

Annette Smith 

Charlitta Burruss 

Felishia McPherson 

Marie Dodson 

Dave Curro 

Doug Wright  

Israel Pattison/Marie Dodson/Dave Curro 

  

10.  Announcements None N/A N/A 
ADJOURNMENT: 7:05 pm Marie Dodson moved to adjourn, and it was second by Michael Maguire  
The next meeting will be February 7, 2022, at 5:30 p.m. 
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MEMBERS PRESENT: ☐ Steve Hill, ☒ Tammy Shaw, ☐ Latasha Jordan, ☒ Dave Curro,  
☒ Brenda Solomon, ☒ Chris Dale, ☒ Pinkey Dunston,  ☐ Regina Mays, ☒ Charlitta Burruss, ☐ Helen Castillo, ☐  Deborah Dolan 
BOARD MEMBERS PRESENT: None 
GUEST(S): ☐ Suzanne Thompson, DHHS ☒ ShaValia Ingram, DHHS  
STAFF PRESENT: ☒ Doug Wright, Director of Community & Member Engagement, ☒ Ramona Branch, Member Inclusion Specialist,   
Douglas McDowell, Alliance Health, Member Inclusion Specialist     
 
https://alliancehealthplan.zoom.us/j/98180766572 
 
           

1. WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS 
 

2. REVIEW OF THE MINUTES – The minutes from the November 8, 2021, and December 13, 2021 Consumer and Family Advisory Committee (CFAC) 
meeting were reviewed; and motioned to be approved by Dave Curro and Chris Dale, November, and Pinkey Dunston and Chris Dale December.  

AGENDA ITEMS: DISCUSSION: NEXT STEPS: TIME FRAME: 
3. Public 

Comments/ 
Covid -19 Check 
In  

Members continue to share their concerns and challenges with Covid-19, 
and the new Omicron variant.  
 
 

N/A N/A 

4. Guest Speaker Holly McCoy Durham Community Health Worker/ Peer Support – Holly was 
unable to join tonight due to illness- she will be rescheduled later 
 

N/A N/A 

5. State Updates ShaValia Ingram, NCDHHS was in attendance and went over the State 
updates 
 
January CE&E: 
 

County Realignment- 
 Cabarrus, Stanly and Union counties moved to Partners Health 

Management on September 1 
 Davie and Forsyth counties moved to Partners on November 1 
 Davidson and Rockingham counties moved to Sandhills Center on 

December 1 
 Halifax County moved to Trillium on December 1 
 Warren County moved to Eastpointe on December 1 

N/A N/A 
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AGENDA ITEMS: DISCUSSION: NEXT STEPS: TIME FRAME: 
 Mecklenburg and Orange counties moved to Alliance Healthcare on 

December 1 
 Alamance, Caswell, Chatham, Franklin, Granville, Person, Rowan, 

Stokes, and Vance counties are consolidating with Vaya Health on 
January 1, 2022 

 The Hope4NC Helpline (1-855- 587-3463) is here to connect North 
Carolinians with emotional support and mental health resources to 
help build coping skills and resilience during times of crisis 

 Joint DMHDDSAS & DHB Update call: Providers- Thursday, 
January 6th 3:00 p.m.— 4:00 p.m 

 Joint DMHDDSAS & DHB Update call: Consumers & Family 
Members- Monday, January 24th 2:00 p.m.—3:00 p.m 

 The State Consumer and Family Advisory  
 Committee (SCFAC)- Wednesday, January 12, 2022- 9:00 a.m.— 

3:00 p.m 
 The State to Local Collaboration Call- January 26, 2021 from 6:00 

p.m.– 7:30 p.m 
 Every 3rd Thursday of the month from 5:30 p.m.-6:30 p.m. 

Medicaid Hot Topics Tailored Plan and Behavioral Health Jan 20, 
2022 05:30 p.m. Feb 17, 2022 05:30 p.m 

 Child and Adolescent Mental Health Amid COVID-19: Reflection, 
Response, and Resiliency January 20, 2022 9:00 A.M.– 12:15 P.M 

 Save the Date for Spring 2022 13th Annual NC “One Community in 
Recovery” Conference: Healing Together After Being Apart April 
27-29, 2022 
 

6. LME/MCO 
Updates 
 

Doug was in attendance tonight and went over the LME/MCO updates: 
 
Mecklenburg and Orange CFAC: 
 

• Virtual information sessions for Mecklenburg County and Orange 
County CFAC will take place on January 24 (Meck) and January 25 
(Orange) 

Ramona will help 
members register for 
CHWB trainings if they 
would like to attend 

        Ongoing 
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AGENDA ITEMS: DISCUSSION: NEXT STEPS: TIME FRAME: 
• An application has been composed for those that are interested in 

applying for appointment on the CFAC in those counties 
• The Steering Committee will review the applications and make their 

selections 
• Alliance is pushing for a start date of February or March 
 February 7, 2022 is set for the Alliance staff to return to the office  

 
Community Health & Well Being Trainings: 

• Virtual Community Training: Managing Change in the New Year 
January 11, 2022 • 11 am – 2 pm 

• Virtual Community Training: Domestic Violence 101 
January 13, 2022 • 10–11 am 

• Virtual Community Training: Human Trafficking and National 
Slavery Prevention Month 
January 26, 2022 • 2–3 pm 
 

 Legislative Breakfast- February 26, 2022- 9am-12pm 
 
Tailored Plan Care Management? 
 
This question was brought up at the last meeting in December- If the 
member is on a tailored plan, yes, they will be eligible for care 
management. 
 

7. Ombudsman 
Presentation 

Doug went over the presentation: An update on the NC Medicaid 
Ombudsman- Year in Review 
Members were allowed to ask questions or comment after the presentation-
and were all given an electronic copy of the presentation to review at their 
convenience 
 

Ongoing N/A 

8. Steering 
Committee 
Updates  

Meetings- Stay virtual? Or when would you like to resume in person? 
 
The Steering Committee will continue to be virtual 
Durham County decided that they would continue to be virtual on a month 
to basis while assessing the COVID situation 

N/A N/A 

9. Announcements None N/A N/A 
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ADJOURNMENT: 7:10pm The next meeting will be February 14, 2022, at 5:30 p.m. 

Respectfully Submitted by: 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Ramona Branch, Member Inclusion Specialist            01.12.2022  
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NCDHHS- DMH/DD/SUS 

C O M M U N I T Y  
ENGAGEMENT & EMPOWERMENT TEAM 

Community Updates | January  2022 

HOPE4NC 

Realignment  of Counties from Cardinal  

The stress of life, especially during the ongoing COVID-

19 crisis, can feel overwhelming. But you don’t have to 

handle it on your own. The Hope4NC Helpline (1-855-

587-3463) is here to connect North Carolinians with 

emotional support and mental health resources to help 

build coping skills and resilience during times of crisis. 

The helpline is available free of charge to everyone in 

North Carolina’s 100 counties.  

This initiative is in partnership with all seven of the 
state’s LME/MCOs and REAL Crisis Intervention Inc. in 
Greenville. Hope4NC is confidential and available 24/7. 
A live person will always answer, no matter when help is 
needed.                                                                             
When you call Hope4NC, hope is on the line.                    
If you need any marketing material, please contact your 
CEE representative.  

 Happy New Year 2022  

January 2022 Awareness Activities  

As we enter into a new year let us try and be better        

stewards of our State and the people we serve.  Starting 

with January  when I was looking up what Awareness days 

fall in January one of the first that popped up was— Get 

Organized Month!  If you are like me you have 10,000 

emails that are in your  inbox—you have no idea what your 

passwords are nor have you changed them in a very long 

time, you have papers that you have collected from ‘21 and 

possibly ‘20,’19. Lets make an effort to organize information 

to make it user friendly. Some ideas are: Set folders up on 

your emails so you can drop-in what is important, use a 

different email for different areas/topics: advocacy, shop-

ping and personal.  Set a day that you clean out your email 

so the next week you are starting fresh. Make a plan to or-

ganize one area in your life that has been  bothering you—

set a start date and a date for completion  then set your 

next goal!! We can do this!!  

January is also National Birth Defect Prevention Month—  

This is something that can effect any family at any time. It 

does not just effect one area of a family but it impacts all 

areas.  Educate your self on how  this affects  those  who 

are dealing with birth defects.  

Poverty  in America Awareness Month also falls in           

January— Poverty rate in NC is 16.1%. One out of every 6.2 

residents in NC live in poverty. That comes out to be about 

1,579,871 of 9,783,738. Residents reported income levels 

below poverty line in the last year—NC ranked 38th in the 

nation (pre-covid) —Educate yourself .  

The 17th is Martin Luther King Day —Find a place that you 

can volunteer your time—yes we are all busy but we can all 

take  a couple of hours out of our day and read to the elder-

ly, feed the homeless, pick trash up at a park, the list goes 

on .  

Slavery and Human Trafficking Prevention Month also falls 

in January—Find  a training on this. Learn the signs of what 

to look for. NC does have a problem with this, to learn more 

go to NC DOA NC DOA : What is Human Trafficking?  and /or   

NC Stop Human Trafficking                                                        

http://www.ncstophumantrafficking.wordpress.com/ 

January is also National Thank You Month—The CEE team 

would like to thank you all for all your hard work in ‘21 and 

the advocacy that you did for the citizens of NC. We  look 

forward to working with you all in 22.                              

Thank you  

Cabarrus, Stanly and Union counties moved to Partners Health 
Management on September 1. Davie and Forsyth coun-
ties moved to Partners on November 1. Visit Partners' website. 
 
Davidson and Rockingham counties moved to Sandhills Center 
on December 1. Visit Sandhills' website. 
 
Halifax County moved to Trillium on December 1. Visit Trillium's 
website. 
 
Warren County moved to Eastpointe on December 1. Visit 
Eastpointe's website. 
 
Mecklenburg and Orange counties moved to Alliance Healthcare 
on December 1. Visit Alliance's website. 
 
Alamance, Caswell, Chat-
ham, Franklin, Granville, Person, Rowan, Stokes, and Vance 
counties are consolidating with Vaya Health on January 1, 2022. 
Visit Vaya's website. 
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PROVIDER & CONSUMER CALLS  

Joint DMHDDSAS & DHB Update call: Providers 

During this call, panelists will present policy updates to Provid-
ers from DMHDDSAS and DHB representatives followed by an 
open Q&A session.  

Thursday, January 6th 3:00 p.m.— 4:00 p.m. 

Register at: https://tinyurl.com/ycktbeum                            
Closed Captioning: https://tinyurl.com/3mzecc6j 

   

Joint DMHDDSAS & DHB Update call:  Consumers & Family 
Members  

During this call, panelists will present policy updates to Con-
sumers & Family Members from DMHDDSAS and DHB repre-
sentatives followed by an open Q&A session.  

Monday, January 24th  2:00 p.m.—3:00 p.m.  

Register at : https://tinyurl.com/yzjrzuph 

Closed Captioning : https://tinyurl.com/2ypx9a58 

 

After registering, you will receive a confirmation email contain-
ing information about joining the webinar.  

 

Regional CFAC Meetings 

Meetings have not been scheduled at this time, Stay tuned 
for date and time !!  

State CFAC 

The State Consumer and Family Advisory  

Committee (SCFAC) 

meeting is on the 2nd 

Wednesday of   every 

month and is open to 

the public.  January, 

SCFAC meetings will be held as hybrid meetings – the in-

person option at this time is only for committee members. A 

virtual platform and teleconference options are provided for 

additional attendees.    

Visit the State CFAC page for more information 

www.ncdhhs.gov/divisions/mhddsas/councils-commissions/

state-consumer-and-family-advisory-committee. 

Next Meeting: Wednesday, January 12, 2022  

Time: 9:00 a.m.— 3:00 p.m. 

Join by web browser:  
https://tinyurl.com/StateCFACMeeting  
Call-in: +1-415-655-0003  

Access Code: 171 378 2076 

Local CFAC Updates 

Many local CFACs continue to meet virtually, some have 
started to have blended meetings . Make sure that you 
check with your LME/MCO to get the full calendar of events 
and meeting details, including how to connect with  virtual 
meetings and/or in-person meetings.   

Click on the directory link to find your LME/MCO: https://
www.ncdhhs.gov/providers/lme-mco-directory   

State to Local Collaboration Meeting 

The State to Local Collaboration Call will resume the regular 

scheduled time of every 4th Wednesday of the month. CFAC 

members can use the same Phone Number and Conference 

ID for each meeting. Links to participate by web will be sent 

out before each meeting.  

The call-in number and conference ID will not change. 

Next Call:  January 26, 2021 from 6:00 p.m.– 7:30 p.m. 

https://tinyurl.com/S2L-CollaborationCall 

+1-415-655-0003  

Conference ID: 171 710 7705  

Monthly Meetings 

In Person Training—CE&E Team  

 As we start to Prepare for 2022– Remember to get with your 

CE&E Team member to set up Trainings for your community 

events, committee’s, and CFAC meetings. 

The CE&E Team has started our  Community Training’s  in-

person! Reach out to your CE&E  Team members  to set up 

any of our trainings from our Technical Assistance Program 

(TTAP). Our team will continue to follow all guidelines that are 

suggested by the State, the CDC or your organization/facility. 

The CE&E Team is here to help– contact us to begin planning 

for your next event! 

Please reach out to our team at :  CEandE.staff@dhhs.nc.gov 

Stacey Harward, BSW: Stacey.Harward@dhhs.nc.gov 

ShaValia Ingram MS, MSW, LCSWA: 

Shavalia.Ingram@dhhs.nc.gov 

Wes Rider, BS: Wes.Rider@dhhs.nc.gov 

Badia Henderson: Badia.Henderson@dhhs.nc.gov 

Nothing About Us, Without Us. 

 

NC Medicaid Managed Care Launched  

Beneficiaries have several resources to help answer ques-
tions about their transition to NC Medicaid Managed Care. 
Those who want a reminder of which health plan they are en-
rolled in should call the Enrollment Broker at 833-870-5500 
(TTY: 833-870-5588). Questions about benefits and coverage 
can be answered by calling their health plan at the number 
listed in the welcome packet or on the What Beneficiaries 
Need to Know on Day One fact sheet. For other questions, 
beneficiaries can call the NC Medicaid Contact Center at 888-
245-0179 or visit the “Beneficiaries” section of the Medicaid 
website  

Learn More :  https://tinyurl.com/bpx5w7br 
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Where you can find more information  

Medicaid Transformation 

Here are some additional sites that you may go to find 
more information on Medicaid Transformation:  

https://medicaid.ncdhhs.gov/transformation 
https://medicaid.ncdhhs.gov/transformation/more-
information 

 

NC Olmstead  

Learn more about NC Olmstead  
https://www.ncdhhs.gov/divisions/mental-health-
developmental-disabilities-and-substance-abuse/nc-
olmstead 

https://www.ncdhhs.gov/events  

 

Grant Opportunities  
https://tinyurl.com/DMHDDSAS-Grants 

 

Traumatic Brain Injury 

IDD Supported Living Levels 2/3 

Workgroup News  

 

The Division of Mental Health, Developmental Disabilities and 
Substance Abuse Services is working to centralize questions 
coming in so that we can ensure that questions are answered 
in a timely manner by the appropriate subject matter ex-
perts.  In order to do this we have two portals for incoming 
questions, our email BHIDD.helpcenter@dhhs.nc.gov or web 
portal https://tinyurl.com/386hpk6h   

Please help us better our response time by using these ave-
nues for submitting questions. 

Have a question about anything— send it to us!!  

NC Medicaid Beneficiary Portal  
Medicaid serves low-income parents, children, seniors, and 
people with disabilities. The Beneficiary Portal offers                 
information on applying for Medicaid and more.  

Go to the Beneficiary Portal 

Every 3rd Thursday of the month from 5:30 p.m.-6:30 
p.m. Medicaid Hot Topics Tailored Plan and Behavioral 
Health  

 Jan 20, 2022 05:30 p.m.       Feb 17, 2022 05:30 p.m.                                                           

Register for 3rd Thursday webinars 

Supported Living Levels 2 and 3 Workgroup Quarterly 
Meetings: The NC Innovations Waiver has a Service called 
Supported Living which provides services and supports to 
individuals on the Innovations Waiver who choose to live in 
their own home or apartment.  If you are an Innovations 
Waiver recipient and you would like more information on 
Supported Living please ask your Innovations Care Coordi-
nator 

    Anyone utilizing Innovations Supported Living Levels 2 or 
3; providers or families/natural supports are invited to par-
ticipate in quarterly meetings held regarding Innovations 
Supported Living. To receive more information on the 
meetings and be added to our listserv, please contact Chris-
tina Trovato at christina.a.trovato@dhhs.nc.gov and ask to 
be added to the SL 2/3 listserv. 

Helpful Information On How To Find Housing 

and Utility Help  

NC Medicaid Managed Care Hot Topics Webinar Series  

The next Brain Injury Advisory Council (BIAC) meeting will be 
held on Wednesday, March 9th from 9:00 a.m.-1:00 p.m. For 
meeting access information please send an email request with 
subject of “BIAC Meeting” to TBIContact@dhhs.nc.gov 

A newly developed national toolkit is now available: Toolkit: 
Traumatic Brain Injury and Substance Use Disorders: Making 
the Connections. The Toolkit was funded by SAMHSA           
Regions 7 and 8 Addiction Technology Transfer Centers and 
created by the National Association of State Head Injury Ad-
ministrators (NASHIA) in partnership with Dr. Carolyn Lemsky.  
Please distribute this free resource widely! 

A new pilot program is being developed in collaboration with 
the Justice Innovations Section to screen individuals for TBI 
and Mental Health at a Probation pilot site. 

The IDD/TBI Section is in the process of developing rules for a 
new state funded residential service for individuals with TBI 
who have a SUD or MH diagnosis as well.        

TBI grant activity is underway. We are recruiting for           
membership on the TBI Grant Steering Committee. This steer-
ing committee plays an important role in oversight of grant 
activity, monitoring project progress, making recommenda-
tions, problem solving challenges and other critical func-
tions.  Interested individuals should contact Sandy Pendergraft 
at sandy.pendergraft@bianc.net or Michael Brown at          
michael.brown@dhhs.nc.gov. All are welcome and               
encouraged to join! 

The Brain Injury Association of NC (BIANC) website offers a 
large variety of information, educational learning tools and 
maintains a comprehensive online resource guide. The web-
site can be found at www.bianc.net   

A diverse and growing library of free online TBI training mod-
ules can be found at www.biancteach.net   

It’s important to make sure you are taking care of your  mental 

health. Behavioral health is core to our overall health. With the 

Holidays and Covid –19 pandemic these are extraordinary times, 

individuals may be experiencing an increase in Stress. There are 

actions your can take, and resources that are available, to help 

maintain your mental health.  

Follow the link below to find more information on SCOOP of 

Managing Stress  and additional resources  

https://tinyurl.com/2p866tb7 

Get the SCOOP on Managing  Stress  

For helpful information on how to find housing and utility help, 

click on the following links: Mortgage Assistance for Homeown-

ers , Rent Assistance for Landlords , Rent/Utility Assistance for 

Tenants . 
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Veterans, Service Members  
& Families 

 
Educational Opportunities  

Our Next GWG Meeting  will be held on Thursday,              

January 27,2022  from  2:00 p.m.-4:00 p.m. Topic for Agenda 

will be: Part V of the Social Determinants of Veteran Suicide: 

Avoiding Self Harm with Access to Lethal Means. Please sign 

up on the newsletter link as this will be a virtual meeting.  

https://ncgwg.org/  

https://ncgwg.org/newsletter/  

Resource Link for Veterans and Military Members:           

 https://www.va.gov/VE/pressreleases/2021081801.asp   

Guidelines for Helping Your Family after Combat Injury 

Impact of Invisible Injuries: Helping your Family and Children 

Sesame Street for Military Families 

Understanding Refugee Trauma: For School Personnel 

After a Crisis: Helping Young Children Heal 

Resource Guide for Veterans can be viewed electronically at  

https://helpncvets.org/resources/ 

If you would like a hard copy of the Veterans  

Resource Guide or would like to partner with us to get these 

guides out into the community, please notify your CEE Team 

member.  

Conferences for 2022  

 

Save the Date for Spring 2022 13th Annual NC 

 “One Community in Recovery” Conference:  

Healing Together After Being Apart 
April 27-29, 2022  

The Conference Center at GTCC, Colfax, NC Attend in person or 
via  live webinar! To find out more about this conference click 
on the following link: https://tinyurl.com/y63cmane  

Child and Adolescent Mental Health Amid COVID-19: 

Reflection, Response, and Resiliency  

January 20, 2022  9:00 A.M.– 12:15 P.M. 

Without question, the  global pandemic of 2020-2021 has had a 

significant impact on children, adolescents, and families across 

North Carolina. In this presentation, we will review what we 

know about the current state of child and adolescent mental 

health in North Carolina and will link this to policy and practice 

applications for our everyday work. We will explore how the 

pandemic highlighted existing health disparities for children and 

families with marginalized identities and link this to a need for 

advocacy work  with in North Carolina.  

Registration Link: https://tinyurl.com/2p9bc9tr 

School-based Suicide Prevention: Promising               

Approaches and Opportunities for Research  

Date/Time : January 14, 2022, 2:00 p.m.-3:30 p.m. ET                   

Location : Virtual                                                                          

This NIMH-hosted webinar will provide an opportunity for 

diverse stakeholders, including school administrators, re-

searchers, Practitioners, policymakers, and funders, to learn 

about new and innovative practices in school-based suicide 

prevention. There will be a particular focus on identifying 

and supporting high-risk youth , as well as opportunities for     

evaluating these efforts.                                                                

To Register :https://tinyurl.com/4ks4k39b 

Advocacy Opportunity  

Join local elected officials, mental health providers and 

community members in conversation about current events 

in mental health care: https://tinyurl.com/yc48wprz 
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Community Engagement & Empowerment Team 

The Division of MH/DD/SAS, Community Engagement and Empowerment team provides education, training, and technical assis-

tance to internal and external organizations and groups to facilitate community inclusion and meaningful engagement of persons 

with lived MH/DD/SUD experience across HHS policy making, program development, and service delivery systems. Learn more 

at: https://www.ncdhhs.gov/assistance/mental-health-substance-abuse/community-empowerment-and-engagement  

PSS Employment Information 

• 3927 Certified Peer Support Specialists as of Nov 30, 

2021 

• 1615 Certified Peers are employed as PSS 

• 834 PSS are seeking employment 

Full & up-to-date statistics can be found by visiting:  

https://pss.unc.edu/data  

Attention Peer Support Specialists!  
 

Peer Support Certification Renewal reminders are sent 60 days 
before your certification expires. Please visit the Peer Support  
Program website for details on how to renew your certification. 

Peer Support Job Board 

Upcoming PSS Trainings 

• New PSS 40-Hour Trainings 

• 20-Hour Additional Trainings  

Reporting Complaints or  
Ethical Violations 

Click here for up-to-date available peer support jobs across the 
state. 

PEER SUPPORT CERTIFICATION RENEWAL REMINDERS 

Your feedback on this page is much appreciated! Please feel 

free to email us at CEandE.Staff@dhhs.nc.gov with any tips.    

Allegations or observation of unethical and/or illegal behavior 

of a CPSS may be reported at https://pss.unc.edu/contact-us 

or by calling 919-843-3018. 

Latest NC Certified Peer  

Support Specialist News 

 
Press Releases from the State  

To find out the newest information from the State please 

check our web site at:  

https://www.ncdhhs.gov/press-releases 

Provider Appeal Rights Defined in the Stand-

ard Plan Contract Section V.D.5 

Provider appeal rights defined in the Standard Plan Contract 
Section V.D.5 Provider Grievances and Appeals, and the appeal 
processes outlined in the Prompt Payment Fact Sheet, include 
deadlines to submit appeals which may vary by Standard Plans, 
from 30 days to 365 days after the decision giving rise to the 
right to appeal. The Department shared concerns from provid-
ers about these deadlines with the Standard Plans. In response, 
Standard Plans will temporarily extend the following minimum 
appeal timeframes to support the transition to NC Medicaid 
Managed Care: 

For  more information, see Extension to NC Medicaid Managed 

Care Appeals Deadlines 

Appeal Submission Date Minimum Appeal 

Through Jan. 31, 2022 90 calendar days 
from the decision 
giving rise to the 

Feb. 1, 2022 through March 31, 2022 60 calendar days 
from the decision 
giving rise to the 

April 1, 2022 and later 30 calendar days 
from the decision 
giving rise to the 
right to appeal 

U.S. Surgeon General, Dr. Vivek Murthy, issued an advisory this 
week on Protecting Youth Mental Health. The Advisory de-
scribes a decade-long increase of mental health challenges for 
youth and highlights the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic on 
the mental health of children, adolescents, and young adults. 
Further, the Surgeon General issued recommendations to im-
prove the mental health of youth through a “whole-of-society 
effort,” including actions and tools to recognize mental health 
challenges, educate, empower and promote access to high-
quality mental healthcare. 

Protecting Youth Mental Health  

HHS Study Released on Telehealth Utilization by Medi-

care Recipients 

The Department of Health and Human Services released a 
study last week outlining the use of telehealth among 
Medicare recipients in 2020. The study found an increas-
ing willingness to seek out behavioral health services 
through telehealth. Notably, a third of visits to behavioral 
health specialists (including general psychiatrists, neuro-
psychiatrists, psychologists, clinical psychologists, and li-
censed clinical social workers) were conducted via tele-
health. These providers saw the largest increase for tele-
health utilization among all providers in 2020 by Medicare 
recipients. 

Telehealth Utilization by Medicare Recipients  
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Tuesday, January 11, 2022 
 

Wake CFAC MEETING - REGULAR MEETING 
Virtual meeting via videoconference 

 

Draft minutes may be submitted with the monthly Board packet. Minutes will be approved by this Committee at a later date. 
Page 1 of 5 

 

MEMBERS PRESENT: ☒ Annette Smith, ☐ Rebekah Bailey, ☒ Trula James, ☐ Karen McKinnon, ☒ Benjamin Smith,  
☐ Diane Morris, ☐ Connie King- Jerome, ☐ Vicky Bass, ☒ Jessica Larrison,  ☒  Gregory Schweizer, ☐ Bradley Gavriluk, ☐ Faye Griffin, ☒  Israel 
Pattison,  
BOARD MEMBERS PRESENT: None 
GUEST(S): ☐ Suzanne Thompson; DHHS ☒ ShaValia Ingram DHHS;  
STAFF PRESENT: ☒ Doug Wright, Director of Community & Member Engagement;  
☒  Erica Asbury, Member Engagement Specialist; ☒ LaKeisha McCormick, Manager- Member Inclusion and Outreach Mecklenburg; ☒ Eileen 
Bennett, Member Inclusion Specialist   
 
 
 
1. WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS 
 

2. REVIEW OF THE MINUTES – The minutes from the November 9, 2021, Consumer and Family Advisory Committee (CFAC) meeting were not reviewed due 
to time constraints the December 14,2021 minutes were motioned by A. Smith and second by T. Miles.  

 
AGENDA ITEMS: DISCUSSION: NEXT STEPS: TIME FRAME: 

3. Public  
Announcements               
 

 A.Smith discussed the need to clean up the CFAC membership roles and to 
consider recruiting new members. A. Smith put emphasis on the need to be 
sure that the committee is diverse and representation from all aspects should 
take priority. Further discussion was given to finding a chairperson. 
 
A.Smith began to share her thoughts about the team approach towards 
consolidating the entitlement programs and relocation. She highlighted the 
way that members are placed on the list when the move and that perhaps 
Alliance could create a FAQ on the web site with standard answers.  
D. Wright explained relocating and the innovations waiver. He explained the 
role of the Care Manager and the process related and how families may still 
continue to contact Access for support. 

 
 

Ongoing N/A 

4. State 
Updates-S. 
Ingram     

ShaValia Ingram, NCDHHS was in attendance and went over the State 
updates 
 
 
 

Ongoing N/A 
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AGENDA ITEMS: DISCUSSION: NEXT STEPS: TIME FRAME: 
January CEE: 

 National Birth Defect Prevention Month, Poverty in America 
Awareness Month, Slavery and Human Trafficking Prevention Month, 
and Rev Dr. Martin Luther King Jr birthday. 

 The realignments have taken place with the counties that were 
formerly with Cardinal. 

 Joint DMHDDSAS & DHB Update call: Consumers and Families will 
take place on January 24th 2-3pm 

 Hope 4 NC is available on the helpline and is a partnership of all 
seven of the state’s LME/MCOs. 

 
 State to Local Collaboration Meeting 

                  Next Call: January 26, 2022 6-7:30 pm. 
 Emergency Rental Assistance is available and please contact the 

state call center 8 am-5pm Mon-Fri 
 The next Brain Injury advisory council meeting will be on March 9th 

9am-1pm. People wishing to attend will need to send an email 
request to TBIContact@dhhs.nc.gov 

 The Veterans GWG Meeting will be on January 27th form 2-4pm. 
 The Spring 2022 One Community in Recovery Conference will take 

place April 27th-29th February 26th from 1-2pm and will be completely 
virtual. 

 Child and Adolescent Mental Health Amid COVID 19(: Reflection 
,Response, and Resiliency will take place on January 20th 9am-12:15 
pm there is a link on the newsletter for you to register.  

 There is information and reminders about certification renewal for 
Peer Support workers. S. Ingram also shared that there is a website 
and number to report ethical violations. D. Wright asked to make a 
statement about his concern that the newsletter highlights ways to 
report Peer Support workers, but does not ever mention ways to 
make those same reports for other mental health practitioners and 
that they should consider how that might make the staff feel. He 
suggested that they might consider including all mental health 
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AGENDA ITEMS: DISCUSSION: NEXT STEPS: TIME FRAME: 
complaint or ethic concerns information so that one particular group is 
not singled out. S. Ingram stated that she will bring his comment back 
to her superiors. 
 

 
5. Steering 

Committee 
 
 
 
 

D.Wright shared the Ombudsman presentation that was also shown at the 
Steering committee meeting on January 3rd.  D. Wright gave information on 
the Mecklenburg office being up and running and that the transition for care 
providers was designed to be both standardized and easy. Members are  
encouraged to seek assistance through the Ombudsman’s office. A. Smith 
asked about the new providers and if many have been bought on board and if 
network providers get paid more? D. Wright stated that he would do research 
to see if there was in fact a difference and report back to the subcommittee. 
D. Wright reported that the Steering Committee and board meetings will 
remain virtual until December of 2022. He encouraged the subcommittee to 
discuss meetings and reports that staff are scheduled to return to the office in 
February. D. Wright also shared that detailed discussion should take place 
about in person meetings with the variants being taken into consideration.  

Ongoing N/A 

6. MCO/LME 
update 

D. Wright shared: 
 

 The Orange and Mecklenburg Counties are in the process of having 
meeting and conversations are being had to help develop the CFAC 
teams. A meeting will be held on 1/24 in Mecklenburg and 1/25 in 
Orange for CFAC  and a standardized application has been 
developed and will be distributed. T.  Miles asked how is Alliance 
getting the word out that CFAC exists in these counties. D. Wright 
reported that Alliance is sending out email, making social media posts 
and listing through other media outlets. A. Smith added that Care 
Managers would also be a good source to get the information out to 
the families. D. Wright discussed that bulk email are not being sent 
out to members but Care Managers could certainly share the 
information with their families. 

 There will be a Human Rights Committee meeting on 1/13. 

N/A N/A 
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AGENDA ITEMS: DISCUSSION: NEXT STEPS: TIME FRAME: 
 The Alliance staff are scheduled to return to the office on 2/7. As 

previously stated the Board meetings will remain virtual in February 
and it would be best to be consistent and have the subcommittees 
remain virtual in February as well.  A. Smith stated that she thinks 
that we should remain virtual until there is an actual increase in 
membership and the need to be in person can then be agreed upon. 

 D. Wright announced that Kody Kinsley is now the acting Secretary 
and that Dir Armstrong is now the Chief Health Equity Officer. Deepa 
Avula is now the Director. 

 The 44th Legislative Breakfast will be February 26,2022 please notify 
Erica if you would like to attend. It will be virtual.  
 
 

7. Announcements  E. Asbury brought two flyers to the subcommittees attention: The Disabilities 
Rights event and Wake County Parent Focus group to discuss concerns for 
students with IDD diagnosis within the school system and well and African 
American students.  
 
A.Smith reminded the group to please write down goals for the year that they 
might like for us to address and to be prepared to help develop three strong 
points that represent Wake County CFAC. She would like for us to discuss 
them at the February meeting. A. Smith asked if the new staff members at 
Alliance had any creative ideas that we might use to boast our visibility and 
honor our members. L. McCormick shared that in here prior position they 
hosted a talent show and that members, staff and family were all very happy 
with the outcome. 
 
 A. Cunningham would like to remain a guest at CFAC meetings and will 
attend whenever possible but cannot commit to attend on a regular basis.  

  

    
 

ADJOURNMENT:   J. Larrison motioned to adjourn and B. Smith second.A. Smith adjourned the meeting at 7:05pm. The next meeting will be February 8, 2021, at 
5:30 p.m. 
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Respectfully Submitted by: 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Erica Asbury, Member Engagement Specialist            01.18.2021  
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AN UPDATE FROM THE NC MEDICAID 

OMBUDSMAN: YEAR IN REVIEW

PRESENTERS: JULIEANNE TAYLOR & CHRISTY RHODES

DATE: DECEMBER 15, 2021
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TODAY’S AGENDA

I. Review Managed Care Basics

II. Getting Help From the NC Medicaid Ombudsman

III. NC Medicaid Managed Care Issues Identified & Addressed

IV. Tailored Plans & NC Medicaid Direct

V. Questions and Feedback From You
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MANAGED CARE 

BASICS
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NORTH CAROLINA’S TRANSITION TO MANAGED CARE

Changes

Health plans have a 
network of providers. 

Services must 
generally be obtained 

from providers in a 
beneficiary’s health 

plan network.

Most people with 
Medicaid have been 
enrolled in a health 

plan. Coverage began 
July 1, 2021.

Individuals with 
significant behavioral 

health needs or 
intellectual/

developmental 
disabilities still have a 

choice whether to enroll 
in a health plan until 

December 2022.

NC Medicaid Managed 
Care is intended to 

focus on “integrated 
care” and will address 
both medical and non-

medical drivers of 
health.

For people enrolled in 
a health plan, Non-
Emergency Medical 

Transportation is now 
managed by that 

health plan.
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NORTH CAROLINA’S TRANSITION TO MANAGED CARE

What is Not Changing

Eligibility rules   
and the

application 
process for
NC Medicaid

and NC Health 
Choice.

Covered services. 
Health plans may 
also offer added 

services.

How services are 
authorized and/or 
delivered for those 

not enrolled in a 
health plan.

Waiver 
waitlists.

Clinical 
coverage 
policies.
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NC MEDICAID MANAGED CARE ENROLLMENT GROUPS
Who must choose a 

health plan?

Who may choose a health plan? Who cannot choose in a health plan?

• Most families and 

children

• Children receiving NC 

Health Choice

• Pregnant women

• People receiving Breast 

& Cervical Cancer 

Medicaid

• People who are blind or 

disabled and not 

receiving Medicare

Note: These groups must 

choose a health plan 

unless exempt or excluded 

for any reason.

• Federally recognized tribal members 

and others eligible for services 

through Indian Health Service (IHS)

• People with significant behavioral 

health needs, intellectual/ 

developmental disability (I/DD), 

traumatic brain injury (TBI) and 

substance use disorders

Note: These groups may choose a 

health plan unless excluded for any 

reason.

Note: Enhanced behavioral health 

services are only available through NC 

Medicaid Direct.

• People receiving Family Planning Medicaid only

• People who are medically needy

• People participating in the Health Insurance 

Premium Payment (HIPP) program

• People participating in the Program of All-Inclusive 

Care for the Elderly (PACE)

• People receiving Refugee Medical Assistance

• Children in foster care

• Children receiving adoption assistance

• Children receiving Community Alternatives Program 

for Children (CAP/C) services

• People receiving Community Alternatives for 

Disabled Adults (CAP/DA) services

• People receiving Medicaid AND Medicare

• People receiving Innovations Waiver services

• People receiving Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI) Waiver 

services
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NC MEDICAID TRANSFORMATION TIMELINE

3/15/21 5/21/21

5/22/21

7/1/21 9/30/21

OPEN ENROLLMENT 90-DAY 

CHANGE PERIOD

OPEN ENROLLMENT 

BEGAN

PHP AUTO

ENROLLMENT

TRIBAL OPTION &

MANAGED CARE

LAUNCH

DEADLINE TO 

CHANGE PLANS

Began 

statewide

Open 

Enrollment

Concluded 

statewide

Open 

Enrollment

NC MEDICAID OMBUDSMAN

PROGRAM LAUNCH

4/15/21
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BENEFICIARY 

PROTECTIONS 

UNDER 

MANAGED 

CARE

Care Management

 Health plan members must have access to care management to 

address both medical care needs and social determinants of 

health.  Care management can be provided by the health plan or 

locally by Advanced Medical Homes or local health departments.

 Health plans must employ a housing specialist, assist with food 

stamps applications, refer to medical legal partnerships, etc.

Transition of Care

 Transition of Care requirements are established to ensure 

beneficiary continuity of care upon the initial transition to NC 

Medicaid Managed Care and subsequently after beneficiaries 

transition among health plans and between health plans and NC 

Medicaid Direct or Local Management Entity/Managed Care 

Organizations (LME/MCO).
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OTHER BENEFICIARY PROTECTIONS

 Health plans must provide language assistance services including 

interpretation and translation. Oral communication requires that translation 

services are made available. Written member materials must include taglines 

in the top 15 most common non-English languages in North Carolina.

 There are grievance, appeal and state fair hearing procedures that include 

timeliness standards.

 Appeals are for any adverse benefit determination, such as denial of services or 

payments

 Grievances are all other complaints against the health plan or providers

 Health plans must

 have member advisory committees, including for Long-Term Services and Supports 

(LTSS).

 facilitate transfers to different health plans or different providers, when appropriate.

 Health plans must operate a member services line, behavioral health crisis 

line and nurse line.
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NC MEDICAID 

OMBUDSMAN 

SERVICES

YOUR ADVOCATE 

FOR QUALITY CARE
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NC MEDICAID OMBUDSMAN: 

WHAT WE DO
 The NC Medicaid Ombudsman provides free, confidential 

support and education about the rights and 

responsibilities people have under NC Medicaid.

 We connect people to resources like legal aid, social 

services, housing resources, food assistance and other 

programs.

 We help Medicaid beneficiaries resolve issues so they can 

get the care they need. 

 We are here to:

 Educate

 Advocate

 Refer and connect

 Conduct issue resolution

 Track issues and monitor trends

 Communicate with NC Medicaid
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SERVICES PROVIDED BY THE NC MEDICAID OMBUDSMAN

Provide information to NC Medicaid beneficiaries about their rights under managed 
care or NC Medicaid Direct

Provide

Offer members guidance on filing appeals or grievances with their health planOffer

Investigate issues reported by members and help them try to resolve issues 
informallyInvestigate

Monitor the issues members experience with health plans and communicate with 
NC Medicaid to address problems 

Monitor

Refer members to community services to support health-related needs including 
legal aid, social services and other supports for a wide variety of issuesRefer
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NO WRONG DOOR APPROACH

 The Ombudsman will also provide general 

information and referrals for many other issues.

 For example:

 Medicaid and NC Health Choice eligibility

 Private health insurance (including ACA coverage)

 Referrals for other benefits such as food 

assistance, housing resources, Supplemental 

Security Income and veterans benefits
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NC MEDICAID 

OMBUDSMAN’S 

INAUGURAL 

YEAR

 We have handled nearly 9,000 calls, 

including over 600 calls in Spanish.

 We have provided information and 

education or helped resolve issues in 6,807 

cases.

 We have participated in over 200 outreach 

events, reaching nearly 20,000 people.
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NC MEDICAID MANAGED 

CARE ISSUES IDENTIFIED 

& ADDRESSED SINCE 

LAUNCH
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NON-EMERGENCY 

MEDICAL 

TRANSPORTATION 

(NEMT)

• Prepaid Health Plans (PHPs) have contracted with third-party 

NEMT brokers to provide this service to individuals enrolled in 

Standard Plans.

• Through calls to the NC Medicaid Ombudsman, we identified 

issues including missed appointments, scheduling issues and 

provider contracting issues.

• In response, NC Medicaid has set up additional daily standing 

meetings with Standard Plans and NEMT brokers to provide 

guidance and oversight, address issues and work through to 

resolution.

• Individuals with questions should contact their PHP or the NC 

Medicaid Ombudsman. 
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TAILORED 

PLAN-ELIGIBLE

BENEFICIARY

UPDATE

• Through June 1, approximately 7,000 Tailored Plan-eligible beneficiaries 

made an active selection to enroll in Standard Plans, which may have made 

them ineligible for services they were receiving, had recently received, or 

may benefit from receiving under NC Medicaid Direct.

• Given the potential for these individuals to experience loss of services, NC 

Medicaid stopped Standard Plan enrollments of these beneficiaries and all 

Tailored Plan-eligible beneficiaries who selected a Standard Plan remain in 

NC Medicaid Direct for now.

• NC Medicaid sent a notice in June 2021 informing these beneficiaries of 

the change back to NC Medicaid Direct.

• These Tailored Plan-eligible beneficiaries will still have the option to enroll 

in a Standard Plan, if they prefer.

• In August 2021, NC Medicaid notified beneficiaries of the specific 

enrollment process for these Tailored Plan-eligible individuals, which 

includes enhanced choice counseling to help verify that beneficiaries have 

all the information they need to understand the impact of their 

decisions. These beneficiaries will be required to attest to understanding 

their change in services before enrolled in a Standard Plan.
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PCP

REASSIGNMENT

• Individuals enrolled in Carolina Complete Health, AmeriHealth 

Caritas or WellCare may have received a welcome packet with 

the incorrect Primary Care Provider (PCP) listed.

• These PHPs were made aware of the issue and took steps to 

remedy the error. PHPs sent out new Medicaid ID cards with the 

correct PCP assignments and conducted outreach to providers 

impacted by this error.

• Individuals with questions should contact their PHP or the NC 

Medicaid Ombudsman. 
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MISINFORMATION

• NC Medicaid’s transition to managed care is new to everyone, 

including providers, care managers and healthcare advocates. 

As a result, there inevitably has been a lot of confusion and 

misinformation floating around.

• The NC Medicaid Ombudsman has been working with NC 

Medicaid to get the correct information out to beneficiaries as 

well as health care staff and advocates. 

• NC Medicaid has responded to this issue by creating helpful 

resources and fact sheets for providers and beneficiaries. You 

can access these resources on NC Medicaid’s Transformation 

webpage: https://medicaid.ncdhhs.gov/transformation

• The Ombudsman hosts a monthly webinar series to provide 

helpful information and managed care updates. You can sign up 

for our email list to receive invitations to these webinars here: 

https://ncmedicaidombudsman.org/
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TRANSITION OF CARE EXTENSION

▪ NC Medicaid and the PHPs agreed to extend the policy for out-of-network flexibilities to providers who 

have not yet contracted with a PHP through Nov. 30, 2021. These flexibilities were originally expected 

to sunset on Aug. 30, 2021, and the extension ended on Nov. 30, 2021.

▪ Under this policy, the PHPs agreed to:

▪ permit uncontracted, out-of-network providers enrolled in NC Medicaid to follow in-network provider prior 

authorization (PA) rules and may continue to get a PA retroactively. This exception does not apply to concurrent 

reviews for inpatient hospitalizations which should still occur during this time period. 

▪ reimburse out-of-network providers at the in-network rate of 100% of the Medicaid fee schedule.

▪ delay implementation of the 90% rate reduction following good faith contracting provision.

▪ allow beneficiaries to change their PCP for any reason. 

▪ extend flexibility for Non-Emergency Medical and Non-Emergency Ambulance Transportation providers through 

November 2021.

For more information, see NC Medicaid bulletin Extension of Out of Network Provisions.
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TRANSITION OF CARE EXTENSION CONT.

• PHPs are no longer required to pay out-of-network providers at the in-network rate of 100%.

• PHPs can also now refuse to cover most out of network care, which could result in providers unwillingness to see 

patients enrolled in PHP they are not enrolled in.

• Transition of Care protections continue to be in effect for persons moving in or out of managed care.

• The following are the situations in which PHPs must cover out of network care after the transition of care period 

ends without prior approval:

• emergency services and urgent care

• care needed while traveling

• family planning services

• behavioral health services during pregnancy.
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TAILORED PLANS & 

NC MEDICAID DIRECT
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NC MEDICAID MANAGED CARE ENROLLMENT GROUPS
Who must choose a 

health plan?

Who may choose a health plan? Who cannot choose in a health plan?

• Most families and 

children

• Children receiving NC 

Health Choice

• Pregnant women

• People receiving Breast 

& Cervical Cancer 

Medicaid

• People who are blind or 

disabled and not 

receiving Medicare

Note: These groups must 

choose a health plan 

unless exempt or excluded 

for any reason.

• Federally recognized tribal members 

and others eligible for services 

through Indian Health Service (IHS)

• People with significant behavioral 

health needs, 

intellectual/developmental disability 

(I/DD), traumatic brain injury (TBI) 

and substance use disorders

Note: These groups may choose a 

health plan unless excluded for any 

reason.

Note: Enhanced behavioral health 

services are only available through NC 

Medicaid Direct.

• People receiving Family Planning Medicaid only

• People who are medically needy

• People participating in the Health Insurance 

Premium Payment (HIPP) program

• People participating in the Program of All-Inclusive 

Care for the Elderly (PACE)

• People receiving Refugee Medical Assistance

• Children in foster care

• Children receiving adoption assistance

• Children receiving Community Alternatives Program 

for Children (CAP/C) services

• People receiving Community Alternatives for 

Disabled Adults (CAP/DA) services

• People receiving Medicaid AND Medicare

• People receiving Innovations Waiver services

• People receiving Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI) Waiver 

services
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Updated Launch for Tailored Plan

 NC Medicaid announced in November that Behavioral Health and Intellectual/Developmental 

Disabilities (I/DD) Tailored Plans will launch Dec. 1, 2022, instead of July 1, 2022.

 NC Medicaid’s goal remains to ensure a seamless and successful experience for LME/MCO 

beneficiaries, their families and advocates, providers and other stakeholders committed to 

improving the health of North Carolinians.

 Beneficiaries who are enrolled in NC Medicaid Direct or the Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians 

(EBCI) Tribal Option and receive enhanced behavioral health, I/DD or traumatic brain injury 

services from a current LME/MCO will continue to receive care in the same way until the Tailored 

Plans launch on Dec. 1, 2022.
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Through December 2022: LME/MCO

 LME/MCOs continue managing care for those with significant behavioral health or 

I/DD needs (next slide).

 Physical health care for this population continues to be through NC Medicaid 

Direct (formerly known as fee-for-service).

WHAT IS HAPPENING TO LME/MCOs?
(local management entities/managed care organizations)
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After December 2022: Tailored Plans

 For the first contract term (four years), LME/MCOs are the only entities that can become Tailored Plans.

 In July 2021, NCDHHS announced the following LME/MCOs selected as Tailored Plans:

 Alliance Health

 Eastpointe

 Partners Health Management

 Sandhills Center

 Trillium Health Resources

 Vaya Health

 Cardinal Innovations Healthcare (has consolidated with Vaya) – Alliance took over Cardinal Innovations Healthcare as of Dec. 1, 2021

 Tailored Plans will manage both behavioral services and physical health care only for those with significant 

behavioral health, substance use, I/DD or TBI support needs.

 One Tailored Plan per region.

WHAT IS HAPPENING TO LME/MCOs?
(local management entities/managed care organizations)
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WHO TO CONTACT & WHEN?
Department of Social 

Services (DSS)

Prepaid Health Plan (PHP) NC Medicaid Enrollment 

Broker

NC Medicaid Ombudsman

Hours vary by county Monday-Saturday

7 a.m. – 6 p.m.

Monday-Saturday

7 a.m. – 5 p.m.

Monday-Friday

8 a. m. - 5 p.m.

• To apply for Medicaid

• Questions about 

Medicaid eligibility

• Questions about type 

of Medicaid coverage

• To update mailing 

address, phone 

number or language 

preference on file

• Questions about covered 

services or health plan 

incentives

• To change Primary Care 

Provider (PCP)

• To request Non-

Emergency Medical 

Transportation

• To request a new 

Medicaid ID card (if lost 

or stolen)

• To confirm enrollment 

in a health plan

• To change health 

plans

• If you were enrolled in 

a health plan but need 

to keep the services 

you currently receive 

through NC Medicaid 

Direct

• Questions about a 

notice you’ve received

• Questions about Medicaid 

transformation

• If you are not receiving the 

care that you need

• If you have contacted 

another entity about an issue 

and it remains unresolved

• Questions about the 

complaint or appeal process

• When you don’t know where 

to start or who to call
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CONTACTING 

NC MEDICAID 

OMBUDSMAN

By phone

•877-201-3750

By email

• info@ncmedicaidombudsman.org

Online

•ncmedicaidombudsman.org

In person

•Coming soon!
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NC MEDICAID OMBUDSMAN 

OUTREACH

Digital versions of outreach materials (English and Spanish): 
ncmedicaidombudsman.org/for-community-partners/

Request printed outreach materials (English and Spanish) be mailed to your organization by 
emailing info@ncmedicaidombudsman.org.

Presentations on NC Medicaid Managed Care & NC Medicaid Ombudsman available in 
English and Spanish. Submit your request here: ncmedicaidombudsman.org/for-
community-partners/
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QUESTIONS? 

FEEDBACK? 

ISSUES TO REPORT?
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CONNECT WITH US!

NC Medicaid Ombudsman

@NCMedicaidOmb

@ncmedicaidombud
ncmedicaidombudsman.org
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Tuesday, January 18, 2022 
 

Johnston CFAC MEETING - REGULAR MEETING 
Virtual Meeting via Zoom 
5:30 – 7:00 p.m. 

 

Draft minutes may be submitted with the monthly Board packet. Minutes will be approved by this Committee at a later date. 
Page 1 of 3 

 

MEMBERS PRESENT:  Jason Phipps, Marie Dodson, Jerry Dodson, Leanna George, and Cindy Lopian  
BOARD MEMBERS PRESENT: None 
GUEST(S: None 
STAFF PRESENT: Doug Wright, Director of Community & Member Engagement, Noah Swabe, Member Inclusion Specialist  
 
Zoom Link: https://alliancehealthplan.zoom.us/j/97531673591 
 
1. WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS 
 

2. REVIEW OF THE MINUTES – The minutes from November were reviewed a motion was made by Jason, seconded by Jerry, motion passed. The 
minutes from December were reviewed a motion was made by Jerry, seconded by Jason, motion passed.   
 

 
AGENDA ITEMS: DISCUSSION: NEXT STEPS: TIME FRAME: 

3. Public Comment     
Individual/Family 
Challenges and 
Solutions  

CFAC members discussed technology challenges which limit meeting access 
to some CFAC members. A virtual option will be made available for the 
February meeting at the Alliance Smithfield office to accommodate all CFAC 
members.  

Noah has made arrangements for 
a virtual option to be available in 
Smithfield for the February 
meeting.  

February 15, 
2022 

4. LME/MCO 
Updates 

Doug reviewed the following information with the CFAC 
 
Mecklenburg and Orange CFAC: 
 

• Virtual information sessions for Mecklenburg County and Orange      
County CFAC will take place on January 24 (Meck) and January 25 
(Orange) 

 
• An application has been composed for those that are interested in 

applying for appointment on the CFAC in those counties 
 

• The Steering Committee will review the applications and make their 
selections 

 
• Alliance is pushing for a start date of February or March 

 
February 7, 2022 is set for the Alliance staff to return to the office  
 
 
 
 

Provide ongoing updates  None 
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Johnston CFAC MEETING - REGULAR MEETING 
Virtual Meeting via Zoom 
5:30 – 7:00 p.m. 

 

Draft minutes may be submitted with the monthly Board packet. Minutes will be approved by this Committee at a later date. 
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AGENDA ITEMS: DISCUSSION: NEXT STEPS: TIME FRAME: 
Community Health & Well Being Trainings: 
 

• Virtual Community Training: Human Trafficking and National 
Slavery Prevention Month January 26, 2022 • 2–3 pm 

 
Legislative Breakfast- February 26, 2022- 9am-12pm 
 
Doug reviewed a presentation updating the CFAC on the NC Medicaid 
Ombudsman. Members were given an electronic copy of the presentation and 
given the opportunity to ask questions.  

5. State Updates Doug reviewed the following state updates 
 

• The Hope4NC Helpline (1-855- 587-3463) is here to connect 
North Carolinians with emotional support and mental health 
resources to help build coping skills and resilience during times of 
crisis 

 
• Joint DMHDDSAS & DHB Update call: Consumers & Family 
Members- Monday, January 24th 2:00 p.m.—3:00 p.m 

 
• The State to Local Collaboration Call- January 26, 2021 from 
6:00 p.m.– 7:30 p.m 

 
• Every 3rd Thursday of the month from 5:30 p.m.-6:30 p.m. 
Medicaid Hot Topics Tailored Plan and Behavioral Health Jan 20, 
2022 05:30 p.m. Feb 17, 2022 05:30 p.m 

 
• Child and Adolescent Mental Health Amid COVID-19: 
Reflection, Response, and Resiliency January 20, 2022 9:00 A.M.– 
12:15 P.M 

 
• Save the Date for Spring 2022 13th Annual NC “One 
Community in Recovery” Conference: Healing Together After Being 
Apart April 27-29, 2022 

Provide on going updates None 

6. Meeting Location  The Steering Committee has decided to stay virtual going forward to 
accommodate the new counties.  

Noah will make arrangements 
and coordinate with members 
needing additional access to 
technology.  

February 15, 
2022 
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Tuesday, January 18, 2022 
 

Johnston CFAC MEETING - REGULAR MEETING 
Virtual Meeting via Zoom 
5:30 – 7:00 p.m. 

 

Draft minutes may be submitted with the monthly Board packet. Minutes will be approved by this Committee at a later date. 
Page 3 of 3 

 

AGENDA ITEMS: DISCUSSION: NEXT STEPS: TIME FRAME: 
The Johnston CFAC has decided to remain virtual for the February meeting. 
However, there will be a virtual option offered in Smithfield for member with 
limited access to technology.  

7. Announcements None None None 
 

8. ADJOURNMENT: Next Meeting February 15, 2022 at 5:30pm via Zoom  
  
Respectfully Submitted by:  
 
 
Noah Swabe, Member Inclusion Specialist                                                                                                        
Click here to enter text.            Date Approved  
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State of North Carolina  •  Department of Health and Human Services  •  Division of Health Benefits (NC Medicaid) 
www.medicaid.ncdhhs.gov  •  NCDHHS is an equal opportunity employer and provider. DECEMBER 2021 

Fact Sheet 
Children and Youth Transitioning from NC 
Medicaid Managed Care to Foster Care 
Guidance for Children, Youth and their Families 
The North Carolina Department of Health and Human Services (NCDHHS) transitioned most 
Medicaid beneficiaries to NC Medicaid Managed Care (Standard Plans) on July 1, 2021.  
At the time of transition, children in foster care remained in NC Medicaid Direct without the option to 
choose a Standard Plan. 
As of July 1, 2021, children who are enrolled in Standard Plans and enter foster care are disenrolled 
from their Standard Plan. This Fact Sheet addresses questions related to the Standard Plan 
disenrollment process for children in foster care. 

WHAT HAPPENS IF I AM ENROLLED IN A STANDARD PLAN AT THE TIME  
I ENTER FOSTER CARE? 

Once the local Department of Social Services (DSS) Medicaid program is aware that a child has entered 
foster care, the Medicaid caseworker adds foster care evidence in NC FAST, NCDHHS’ eligibility system. 
This changes the child’s managed care status in NC FAST. If a child is enrolled in a Standard Plan at the 
time they enter foster care, the child will be disenrolled from the Standard Plan and transitioned back to 
NC Medicaid Direct. 
When the child transitions to NC Medicaid Direct, the Standard Plan works with Community Care of North 
Carolina (CCNC) and the Local Management Entity/Managed Care Organization (LME/MCO) to 
transition care management, services and supports for the child. All organizations work together to 
minimize any disruption of services or care. 

WHAT IS THE DISENROLLMENT PROCESS TIMELINE? 

After a child moves to foster care and the Medicaid caseworker adds foster care evidence in NC FAST, 
NC Medicaid Direct is effective retroactive to the first day of the month that the child entered foster care.  
The child will receive health care services, paid through NC Medicaid Direct, retroactive to the first day of 
the month that the child entered foster care. 
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NC Medicaid  20211201 
 

WHAT ARE MY CHOICES AFTER I HAVE ENTERED FOSTER CARE? 

After a child enters foster care, the child transitions to and remains in NC Medicaid Direct and cannot 
choose a Standard Plan. 

WILL I LOSE ANY OF MY PROVIDERS? 

Children in foster care can receive health care services from any provider who accepts NC Medicaid. This 
means they may continue to see the provider(s) from their Standard Plan. 
For a full list of NC Medicaid providers, call 1-833-870-5500 or go to ncmedicaidplans.gov. 

WHAT IF I HAVE QUESTIONS? 

If you have questions about a child’s Medicaid eligibility, you can contact your local DSS. A list of 
locations can be found here: ncdhhs.gov/localdss. 
If you have questions about a child’s health care choices, you can contact the NC Medicaid Enrollment 
Broker at 1-833-870-5500 or ncmedicaidplans.gov. 
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(Back to agenda) 

7B 

 
 
 
ITEM:   Executive Committee Report 
 
 
DATE OF BOARD MEETING:  February 3, 2022 
 
 
BACKGROUND:  The Executive Committee sets the agenda for Board meetings and acts in lieu of the 
Board between meetings. The Executive Committee may act on matters that are time-sensitive between 
regularly scheduled Board meetings and fulfill other duties as set forth in the by-laws or as otherwise 
directed by the Board of Directors. The Executive Committees’ actions are reported to the Board at the next 
scheduled meeting.  
 
This report includes draft minutes from the previous meeting and a reappointment recommendation.  
 
 
SPECIFIC INFORMATION FOR BOARD REVIEW (if applicable/available): N/A 
  
 
REQUEST FOR AREA BOARD ACTION:  Receive the report; recommend to the Durham Board of County 
Commissioners the reappointment of Carol Council to Alliance’s Board. 
 
 
CEO RECOMMENDATION:  Receive the report; recommend to the Durham Board of County 
Commissioners the reappointment of Carol Council to Alliance’s Board. 
 
 
RESOURCE PERSON(S):  Lynne Nelson, Board Chair; Robert Robinson, CEO  

 

Alliance Health                               
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

Agenda Action Form 
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  Monday, January 10, 2022 
 

BOARD EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE - REGULAR MEETING 
(virtual meeting via videoconference) 
4:00-6:00 p.m. 

 

Draft minutes may be submitted with the monthly Board packet. Minutes will be approved by this Committee at a later date; minutes approved on Click or tap to 
enter a date.. 

Page 1 of 2 
 

APPOINTED MEMBERS PRESENT: David Curro, BS (Audit and Compliance Committee Chair); Lodies Gloston, MA (Network 
Development and Services Committee Chair/Board Vice-Chair); Lynne Nelson, BS (Board Chair); Gino Pazzaglini, MSW LFACHE 
(previous Board Chair); and Pam Silberman, JD, DrPH (Quality Management Committee Chair) 

APPOINTED MEMBERS ABSENT: David Hancock, MBA, PFAff (Finance Committee Chair); Donald McDonald, MSW (Client Rights/Human Rights Committee 
Chair) 
BOARD MEMBERS PRESENT: Leigh Altman, Mecklenburg County Commissioner; Dena Diorio, Mecklenburg County Manager; Amy Fowler, Orange County 
Commissioner; and Anthony Troutman, Mecklenburg County Deputy Manager 
 
GUEST(S): Badia Henderson, NC DHHS (Department of Health and Human Services) 
STAFF PRESENT: Veronica Ingram, Executive Assistant II; Brian Perkins, Senior Vice-President/Strategy and Government Relations; Robert Robinson, CEO; Sara 
Wilson, Chief of Staff, and Carol Wolff, General Counsel 

 
1. WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS – the meeting was called to order at 4:02 p.m. 

 
2. REVIEW OF THE MINUTES – The Committee reviewed minutes from the November 15, 2021, meeting; a motion was made by Vice-Chair Gloston and 

seconded by Mr. Pazzaglini to approve the minutes. Motion passed unanimously. 
 

AGENDA ITEMS: DISCUSSION: NEXT STEPS: TIME 
FRAME: 

3. Updates A. Budget Retreat: Mr. Robinson reminded committee members that this annual meeting will be 
directly before the March executive committee meeting and is part of the annual timeline to 
develop next fiscal year’s budget. 

B. County Realignment: Mr. Robinson provided an update noting continuation of services for people 
served and continual effort to ensure providers are contracted and paid. He also shared about 
additional staff hired to support care management efforts and prepare for NC DHHS’ Tailored 
Plan.  

A. None specified. 
B. None specified. 

A. N/A 
B. N/A 

4. Meet and Greet 
Recent Board 
Appointees 

Committee members met with four recent appointees to Alliance’s Board: Commissioner Leigh 
Altman, Commissioner Amy Fowler, Dena Diorio, and Anthony Troutman. 

New members will 
attend the next 
Board meeting. 

2/3/22 

5. Reappointment 
Recommendation 

Chair Nelson shared that three members’ seats expire March 31, 2022: Carol Council, Donald 
McDonald, and McKinley Wooten. Ms. Council is willing to serve an additional term, Mr. McDonald is 
declining an additional term, and Mr. Wooten is completing his maximum allowed third term. As 
approved at the December 2, 2021, board meeting, seats vacated by members will be part of the 
attrition plan to reallocate seats with the addition of Mecklenburg and Orange counties. 
 
Chair Nelson reviewed the Board’s process for reappointment, which includes review by this 
Committee, review by the Board, and final approval by the respective Board of County 
Commissioners. 
 

Topic will be 
forwarded to the 
Board for 
review/approval. 

2/3/22 
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  Monday, January 10, 2022 
 

BOARD EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE - REGULAR MEETING 
(virtual meeting via videoconference) 
4:00-6:00 p.m. 

 

Draft minutes may be submitted with the monthly Board packet. Minutes will be approved by this Committee at a later date; minutes approved on Click or tap to 
enter a date.. 

Page 2 of 2 
 

AGENDA ITEMS: DISCUSSION: NEXT STEPS: TIME 
FRAME: 

COMMITTEE ACTION: 
A motion was made by Mr. Pazzaglini to recommend that the Board forwards a reappointment 
request for Carol Council to the Durham Board of County Commissioners; motion seconded by Mr. 
Curro. Motion passed unanimously. 

6. Draft Agenda for 
the February 
Board Meeting 

Committee reviewed the draft agenda and provided input for staff; committee members requested in 
update on services for children with complex needs involved with DSS (Department of Social 
Services). Committee requested an update on network adequacy with physical health providers 
(when the agency starts NC DHHS’ Tailored Plan functions) and an update on suicide rates. Also, 
Chair Nelson advised that the February meeting will be held virtually; the location of subsequent 
meetings will be determined per public health guidelines.  

Ms. Ingram will 
forward the agenda 
to staff. 

1/11/22 

 
7. ADJOURNMENT: the meeting adjourned at 5:17 p.m.; the next meeting will be February 21, 2022, at 4:00 p.m. 
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(Back to agenda) 

7C 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
ITEM:   Finance Committee Report 
 
 
DATE OF BOARD MEETING:  February 3, 2022 
 
 
BACKGROUND:  The Finance Committee’s function is to review financial statements and recommend 
policies/practices on fiscal matters to the Board, including reviewing/recommending budgets, audit reports, 
and financial statements.  This Committee also reviews and recommends policies and procedures for 
managing contracts and other purchase of service arrangements.   
 
This month’s report includes documents and draft minutes from the previous meeting.   
 
 
SPECIFIC INFORMATION FOR BOARD REVIEW (if applicable/available):  Review/approve FY22 
amendment 1 to increase the budget by $349,500,867 bringing the total FY22 budget to $923,449,490.   
 
 
REQUEST FOR AREA BOARD ACTION:  Approve the report. 
 
 
CEO RECOMMENDATION:  Approve the report. 
 
 
RESOURCE PERSON(S):  David Hancock, Committee Chair, Kelly Goodfellow, Executive Vice-
President/Chief Financial Officer  

 

Alliance Health                               
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

Agenda Action Form 
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Next Meeting: Thursday, March 3, 2022 from 3:00-4:00 
Alliance Health 

Held virtually via Zoom  

Finance Committee Meeting 
Thursday, February 3, 2022 

3:00-4:00 pm  

AGENDA 

1. Review of the Minutes – December 2, 2021

2. Monthly Financial Reports as of December 31, 2021
a. Summary of Net Position
b. Summary of Savings/(Loss) by Funding Source
c. Statement of Revenue and Expenses (Budget & Actual)
d. Senate Bill 208 Ratios
e. DHB Contractual Ratios

3. Contract(s)

4. FY22 Budget Amendment

a. Motion to recommend the Board approve the FY22 Amendment 1 to increase the budget
by $349,500,867 bringing the total FY22 budget to $923,449,490.

5. FY23 Budget

6. Adjournment
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  Thursday, December 02, 2021 
 

BOARD FINANCE COMMITTEE - REGULAR MEETING 
5200 W. Paramount Parkway, Morrisville, NC 27560 
Virtual Meeting via videoconference - 2:30-4:00 p.m. 

 

Draft minutes may be submitted with the monthly Board packet. Minutes will be approved by this Committee at a later date; minutes approved on Click or tap to 
enter a date.. 

Page 1 of 2 
 

APPOINTED MEMBERS PRESENT: ☒David Hancock, MBA, MPA (Committee Chair), ☐D. Lee Jackson, ☒ Carol Council,    ☒ 
Gino J. Pazzaglini, and ☒  Vicki Evans 

BOARD MEMBERS PRESENT: Dave Curro, Heidi Carter, Glenn Adams 
GUEST(S) PRESENT: Pamela Wade, Wake County; Denise Foreman, Wake County, Rachel Webster, CLA, Jeremy Hicks, CLA 
STAFF PRESENT: Rob Robinson, CEO, Kelly Goodfellow, Executive Vice-President/Chief Financial Officer; Sara Pacholke, Senior Vice-President Financial 
Operations, Ashley Snyder, Director of Accounting and Finance, Sean Schreiber, Executive Vice-President Chief Operating Officer, Carol Wolff, General Counsel, 
Sara Wilson, Chief of Staff, Dave Messinger, Accounting Manager, Colin Reilly, Accounting Supervisor, Monica Portugal, Chief Compliance Officer, Brian Perkins, 
Senior Vice-President Strategy and Government Relations 

 
1. WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS – the meeting was called to order at 2:37 PM 

 
2. REVIEW OF THE MINUTES – The minutes from the November 4, 2021, meeting were reviewed; a motion was made by Mr. Hancock and seconded by Ms. 

Council to approve the minutes. Motion passed unanimously. 
 

AGENDA ITEMS: DISCUSSION: NEXT STEPS: TIME FRAME: 
3. Monthly Financial Report The monthly financial reports were discussed which includes the Summary of 

Savings/(Loss) by Funding Source, the Statement of Revenue and Expenses, 
Senate Bill 208 Required Ratios, and DHB Contract Ratios as of October 31, 2021. 
 Ms. Pacholke discussed the following:   

• Through 20/31/21, we have savings of $11.7M   
• We are meeting all SB208 ratios 
• For the DHB required ratios we are meeting the defensive interval and at 

84.99% for the medical loss ratio, just short of the required 85%.  It’s a 
cumulative ratio and we will continue to monitor it 

• A budget amendment will be brought in February to incorporate additional 
funds related to Mecklenburg and Orange realignment  

 

  

4. Review of Contracts Mr. Schreiber went over a contract for speech recognition and surveys related to 
our phone service.  It’s a tailored plan requirement.  The cost for the software and 
implementation is $48,300.  We are seeking a sole source exception approval from 
the Board because compatibility with the existing phone service is the overriding 
consideration.  It will also allow for less expensive integration of the new functions.   
A motion was made by Mr. Hancock and seconded by Ms. Evans to recommend to 
the Board approval of a sole source exception under NC GS 143-129-(e)(6) and to 
authorize the CEO to enter into a contract with Atcom Business Technology for 
speech recognition and surveys for the phone service for an amount not to exceed 
$48,300.  Motion passed unanimously.   

  

 
Finance Committee Meeting - 2/3/22

 
Meeting Packet Page 2 of 12
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  Thursday, December 02, 2021 
 

BOARD FINANCE COMMITTEE - REGULAR MEETING 
5200 W. Paramount Parkway, Morrisville, NC 27560 
Virtual Meeting via videoconference - 2:30-4:00 p.m. 

 

Draft minutes may be submitted with the monthly Board packet. Minutes will be approved by this Committee at a later date; minutes approved on Click or tap to 
enter a date.. 
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AGENDA ITEMS: DISCUSSION: NEXT STEPS: TIME FRAME: 
5. Audit Report as of June 

30, 2021 
Jeremy Hicks and Rachel Webster from CliftonLarsonAllen LLP (CLA) presented 
Alliance’s June 30, 2021, audit report.   

• The went over the required Board communications.  
• The discussed the unmodified opinion, which is the highest level of 

assurance we can receive.  
• Due to this being a first-year audit they spent a significant time on internal 

controls and concluded our internal controls are strong.   
• They discussed their approach to the audit, specifically it being a risk-based 

audit.   
• They discussed accounting policies put in place by management and felt 

they are appropriate.   
• They discussed our estimates and felt they are reasonable.  
• They discussed a current year audit adjustment and an immaterial passed 

audit adjustment.   
• There were no material weaknesses or other deficiencies.  
• There were two immaterial other findings under the single audit. 
• Overall, they said we had an extremely clean audit.   

  

6. Closed Session  A motion was made by Ms. Council and seconded by Mr. Pazzaglini to enter closed 
session pursuant to N.C.G.S. §143-318.11 (a) 6 to consider the qualifications, 
competence, and performance of an employee. Motion passed unanimously.  All 
staff and guests except for Rachel Webster and Jeremy Hicks were placed in the 
waiting room.  A motion was made by Mr. Hancock to seal the minutes and 
reconvene open session; seconded by Ms. Council.  Motion passed unanimously.   

  

 
7. ADJOURNMENT: the meeting adjourned at 3:39 PM; the next meeting will be February 3, 2022, from 3:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. 
 

 
Finance Committee Meeting - 2/3/22
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Prior Year Current Year Current Year YTD Change YTD % Change

June 30, 2021
September 30,

2021
December 31,

2021
December 31,

2021
December 31,

2021
Actual Actual Actual Change % Change

Assets
Current Assets

Cash and cash equivalents 9,182,030 31,478,868 101,439,970 92,257,940 322.2 %
Restricted cash 4,125,492 4,125,492 4,125,492 - 100.0 %
Short term investments 105,329,570 95,332,159 95,334,563 (9,995,008) 100.0 %
Due from other governments 11,995,440 15,186,894 26,299,335 14,303,896 173.2 %
Accounts receivable, net of allowance 260,552 478,564 440,189 179,637 92.0 %
Sales tax refund receivable 108,644 173,739 256,982 148,338 147.9 %
Prepaid expenses 842,976 2,847,238 3,061,577 2,218,601 107.5 %

Total Current Assets 131,844,704 149,622,954 230,958,108 99,113,404 154.4 %

Noncurrent Assets
Noncurrent Restricted cash 71,808,392 74,489,898 77,783,585 5,975,193 104.4 %
Other Assets 321,461 321,460 321,461 - 100.0 %
Capital Assets, Net of AD 5,031,937 4,897,795 5,359,152 327,215 109.4 %
Deferred Outflows of Resources 10,588,273 10,588,273 10,588,273 - 100.0 %

Total Noncurrent Assets 87,750,063 90,297,426 94,052,471 6,302,408 104.2 %
Total Assets 219,594,767 239,920,380 325,010,579 105,415,812 135.5 %

Liabilities and Net Position
Liabilities

Current Liabilities
AP and Other Current Liabilities 6,255,972 14,041,570 7,307,769 1,051,798 52.0 %
Claims and Other Service Liabilities 33,056,185 36,624,276 60,663,113 27,606,927 165.6 %
Unearned Revenue 17,309,099 17,675,334 17,321,147 12,048 98.0 %
Current Portion of Accrued Vacation 2,240,684 2,240,684 2,240,683 0 100.0 %
Due to Other Entities - 748,613 1,497,227 1,497,227 200.0 %

Total Current Liabilities 58,861,940 71,330,477 89,029,939 30,168,000 124.8 %

Noncurrent Liabilities
Net Pension Liability 19,448,550 20,448,550 21,448,550 2,000,000 104.9 %
Accrued Vacation 888,801 888,802 888,802 0 100.0 %

Total Noncurrent Liabilities 20,337,351 21,337,352 22,337,352 2,000,000 104.7 %
Total Liabilities 79,199,291 92,667,829 111,367,291 32,168,000 120.2 %

Net Position
Capital Assets at Beginning of Year 5,031,938 5,031,937 5,031,938 - 100.0 %
Restricted 75,620,287 75,620,287 75,620,287 - 100.0 %
Unrestricted 59,743,251 59,743,251 59,743,251 - 100.0 %
Current Year Change in Net Position - 6,857,076 73,247,812 73,247,812 1,068.2 %

Total Net Position 140,395,476 147,252,551 213,643,288 73,247,812 145.1 %
Total Liabilities and Net Position 219,594,767 239,920,380 325,010,579 105,415,812 135.5 %

Alliance Health
Statement of Net Position
As of December 31, 2021

Created on: 01/22/2022
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Revenue Expense Savings/(Loss)
Medicaid Waiver Services 262,119,407$            238,429,453$            23,689,954$               
Medicaid Waiver Risk Reserve 53,502,956                -                            53,502,956                 
Federal Grants & State Funds 39,710,768                40,030,769                (320,001)                     
Local Funds 14,161,602                14,161,602                -                              
Administrative 40,134,053                43,759,150                (3,625,097)                  

Total 409,628,786$            336,380,974$            73,247,812$               

June 30, 2021 Change December 31, 2021

Investment in Fixed Assets 5,031,938                  327,214                     5,359,152                   

Risk Reserve 71,494,795                53,502,956                124,997,751               
Other 17,654,564                1,867,149                  19,521,713                 

Total Restricted 89,149,359                55,370,105                144,519,464               

Committed 47,630,674                (8,286,439)                39,344,235                 
Unrestricted (1,416,496)                25,836,933                24,420,437                 

Total Unrestricted 46,214,178                17,550,494                63,764,672                 

Total Fund Balance 140,395,475$            73,247,813$              213,643,288$             

Summary of Savings/(Loss) by Funding Source as of December 31, 2021

Fund Balance

3%

59%

9%

18%

11%

December 31, 2021 Actual
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Committed Funds
FY22

Spent                  
December 31, 2021

Balance to Spend

General Expenses 2,000,000$              -                                    2,000,000$                 
Child Facility Based Crisis Center 7,000,000                731,953                        6,268,047                   

Total - Services 9,000,000                731,953                        8,268,047                   

Administration
Tailored Plan planning and implementation 35,636,221              6,057,259                     29,578,962                 

Total - Administrative 35,636,221              6,057,259                     29,578,962                 

Total Service and Administration 44,636,221$            6,789,212$                   37,847,009$               

June 30, 2021 Change December 31, 2021

Investment in Fixed Assets 5,031,938                  327,214                           5,359,152                      

Restricted - Risk Reserve 71,494,795                53,502,956                     124,997,751                 

Restricted - Other
State Statutes 12,686,096                -                                    12,686,096                    
Prepaids 842,976                      2,218,601                        3,061,577                      
 State 351,452                      (351,452)                          -                                  
Cumberland 3,002,823                  -                                    3,002,823                      
Durham 771,217                      -                                    771,217                         

Restricted - Other 17,654,564                1,867,149                        19,521,713                    

Committed
Intergovernmental Transfer 2,994,453                  (1,497,227)                      1,497,226                      
Reinvestments-Service 9,000,000                  (731,953)                          8,268,047                      
Reinvestments-Administrative 35,636,221                (6,057,259)                      29,578,962                    

Total Committed 47,630,674                (8,286,439)                      39,344,235                    

Unrestricted (1,416,496)                 25,836,933                     24,420,437                    

Total Fund Balance 140,395,475$           73,247,813$                   213,643,288$               

Restricted 55,697,319                    
Unrestricted 17,550,494                    

Total Fund Balance Change 73,247,813$                 

Reinvestment Detail

Fund Balance Detail
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For the Month of For the Month of For the Month of For the Month of For the Month of For the Month of
Year to Date

Actual
Current Year

Budget
Budget

Remaining

July 31, 2021 August 31, 2021
September 30,

2021 October 31, 2021
November 30,

2021
December 31,

2021
December 31,

2021 June 30, 2022 June 30, 2022

Revenue
Service Revenue

Medicaid Waiver Service 39,557,391 39,745,949 40,871,739 39,002,996 40,172,618 116,271,670 315,622,363 419,996,322 109,882,212
State and Federal Grants 5,488,603 5,649,902 8,189,174 6,534,098 5,781,516 8,067,474 39,710,768 52,437,919 7,862,638
Local Grants 1,622,939 3,161,254 1,459,907 3,411,637 1,944,963 2,560,903 14,161,602 39,083,864 24,922,262

Total Service Revenue 46,668,933 48,557,105 50,520,820 48,948,731 47,899,097 126,900,047 369,494,733 511,518,105 142,667,112

Administrative Revenue
Medicaid Waiver 5,431,782 5,352,163 5,558,069 4,713,528 6,097,050 9,393,278 36,545,870 57,688,571 21,909,507
State and Federal 395,692 395,692 395,693 395,693 395,692 663,343 2,641,804 3,851,407 546,260
Local 32,545 32,545 32,545 32,545 32,545 32,545 195,270 390,540 162,725
Other Lines of Business 121,286 121,286 121,286 121,286 121,286 121,286 727,716 - (849,002)
Miscellaneous 1,893 1,931 1,857 1,692 14,035 1,983 23,393 500,000 474,853

Total Administrative Revenue 5,983,198 5,903,617 6,109,450 5,264,744 6,660,608 10,212,435 40,134,053 62,430,518 22,244,343
Total Revenue 52,652,131 54,460,722 56,630,270 54,213,475 54,559,705 137,112,482 409,628,786 573,948,623 164,911,455

Expenses
Service Expense

Medicaid Waiver Service 40,281,037 34,775,309 36,330,734 31,983,862 30,909,801 64,148,709 238,429,453 419,996,322 199,276,023
State and Federal Service 5,488,707 5,679,369 8,388,288 7,071,611 5,644,604 7,758,192 40,030,769 52,437,919 15,360,462
Local Service 1,622,939 3,161,253 1,459,907 3,411,636 1,944,964 2,560,902 14,161,602 39,083,864 28,780,657

Total Service Expense 47,392,683 43,615,931 46,178,929 42,467,109 38,499,369 74,467,803 292,621,824 511,518,105 243,417,142

Administrative Expense
Salaries and Benefits 5,189,467 4,881,026 5,298,774 5,152,425 5,793,815 7,283,006 33,598,512 46,893,788 16,987,517
Professional Services 370,303 732,071 877,426 912,691 856,144 997,357 4,745,993 7,400,697 2,214,974
Operational Expenses 680,911 774,999 896,301 784,108 1,422,620 858,388 5,417,326 7,636,033 514,739
Miscellaneous Expense (3,301) 14 514 (515) 159 447 (2,681) 500,000 502,681

Total Administrative Expense 6,237,380 6,388,110 7,073,015 6,848,709 8,072,738 9,139,198 43,759,150 62,430,518 20,219,911
Total Expenses 53,630,063 50,004,041 53,251,944 49,315,818 46,572,107 83,607,001 336,380,974 573,948,623 263,637,053

Current Year Change in Net Position (977,931) 4,456,681 3,378,325 4,897,657 7,987,599 53,505,481 73,247,812 - (98,725,598)

Alliance Health
Statement of Revenue and Expenses

As of December 31, 2021

Created on: 01/22/2022
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Senate Bill 208 Ratios - As of December 31, 2021
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PERCENT PAID
Bench Mark Alliance

Percent Paid = Percent of clean claims paid within 30 days of receiving.  The requirement is 90% or greater.  

Current Ratio = Compares current assets to current liabilities.  Liquidity ratio that measures an organization's ability to pay short 
term oblications.  The requirement is 1.0 or greater.  
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CURRENT RATIO
Bench Mark Alliance
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Division of Health Benefits Ratios - As of December 31, 2021
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DEFENSIVE INTERVAL

Bench Mark Alliance

Defensive Interval = Cash + Current Investments divided by average daily operating expenses.  This rato shows how many
days the organization can continue to pay expenses if no additional cash comes in.  The requirement is 30 days or 
greater.  
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MEDICAL LOSS RATIO

Bench Mark Alliance

Medical Loss Ratio (MLR) = Total Services Expenses plus Administrative Expenses that go towards directly improving 
health outcomes divided by Total Medicaid Revenue.   The requirement is 85% or greater cumulative for the rating period 
(7/1/20-6/30/21).  
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Section 1: General Fund Appropriations
Administration 114,316,877$               
Medicaid Services 670,548,729$               
State Services 92,281,700$                 
Local Services 45,612,184$                 
Grant Funded Services 190,000$                      
Miscellaneous 500,000$                      
TOTAL 923,449,490$               

Section 2: General Fund Revenue
Administration 84,877,069$                 
Medicaid Services 664,548,729$               
State Services 91,930,248$                 
Local Services 41,838,144$                 
Grant Funded Services 190,000$                      
Miscellaneous 500,000$                      
Fund Balance Appropriation 39,565,300$                 
TOTAL 923,449,490$               

The Budget as amended continues to satisfy the requirements of G.S. 159-8 and 159-13.  All ordinance 
and portions of ordinance in conflict herewith are hereby repealed.

WHEREAS, the annual budget ordinance for FY 2021 - 2022 was approved by the Alliance Health Area Board on June 3, 2021; 

WHEREAS, on June 3, 2021, the Alliance Health Area Board adopted a budget ordinance making appropriations in such sums that the 
Board considers sufficient and proper in accordance with G.S. 159-13; 

BE IT ORDAINED by the Alliance Health Area Board that for the purpose of operations for the LME/MCO, that the 2021-2022 budget 
ordinance is hereby amended to reflect the following budget adjustments.

FY 2021-2022 BUDGET ORDINANCE
ALLIANCE HEALTH

AMENDMENT NUMBER 2022-01
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Approved Budget 
June 3, 2021

Amended Budget 
February 3, 2022 Difference Footnote

Section 1: General Fund Appropriations
Administrative 61,930,518$           114,316,877$            52,386,359$             A
Medicaid Services 419,996,322$         670,548,729$            250,552,407$           B
State Services 52,262,919$           92,281,700$              40,018,781$             C
Local Services 39,083,864$           45,612,184$              6,528,320$               D
Grant Funded Services 175,000$                190,000$                   15,000$                    E
Miscellaneous 500,000$                500,000$                   -$                           F 
TOTAL 573,948,623$         923,449,490$            349,500,867$           

Section 2: General Fund Revenue
Administrative 61,930,518$           84,877,069$              22,946,551$             A
Medicaid Services 419,996,322$         664,548,729$            244,552,407$           B
State Services 52,262,919$           91,930,248$              39,667,329$             C
Local Services 39,083,864$           41,838,144$              2,754,280$               D
Grant Funded Services 175,000$                190,000$                   15,000$                    E
Miscellaneous 500,000$                500,000$                   -$                          F
Fund Balance Appropriation -$                        39,565,300$              39,565,300$             G
TOTAL 573,948,623$         923,449,490$            349,500,867$           

Budget Amendment Details
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A Administrative Appropriations & Revenue

B Medicaid Services Appropriations & Revenue

C State Services Appropriations & Revenue

D Local Services Appropriations & Revenue

E Grant Funded Services Appropriations & Revenue

F Miscellaneous Appropriations & Revenue 

G Fund Balance Appropriations

The Grant Funded appropriations and revenue increased over the approved budget to account for the overlap in grant 
periods. 

No change to Miscellaneous appropriations & revenue.

Appropriating amounts from fund balance to cover intergovernmental transfers, reinvestment plans, NC Start and county 
programs funded by fund balance.  

The Administrative appropriation and revenue increased over the approved budget amount due to the county realignment.  
The realignment increases administrative revenue related to single stream and Medicaid.  In addition, the Administrative 
appropriations increased as a result of fund balance appropriations related to reinvestments and intergovernmental 
transfers.

The Medicaid appropriation and revenue increased over the approved budget amount due to the county realignment.  The 
realignment increases the Medicaid per member per month (PMPM) and the Medicaid lives.  In addition, the Medicaid 
Services appropriation increased as a result of fund balance appropriations related to reinvestments.  

The State Services appropriation and revenue increased over the approved budget amount due to the county realignment.  
The realignment increases the annual single stream allocation as well as individually allocated funds.  Examples of 
individually allocated funds are TCL,  Opioid funding, prevention, 3-way, etc. In addition, the State Services 
appropriation increased as a result of fund balance appropriations related to NC Start. 

The Local Services appropriations and revenue increased over the approved budget amount due to the county 
realignment.  The realignment adds local funding from Mecklenburg.  In addition, the Local Services appropriation 
increased as a result of fund balance appropriations related to Durham and Cumberland counties.   
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(Back to agenda) 

10 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
ITEM:   Supporting Youth with Complex Needs 
 
 
DATE OF BOARD MEETING:  February 3, 2022 
 
 
BACKGROUND:  Presentation to review and provide status updates on Alliance initiatives to respond to 
the needs of youth who have multiple and complex needs and who interface with DSS and other systems. 
 
 
SPECIFIC INFORMATION FOR BOARD REVIEW (if applicable/available):  N/A 
 
 
REQUEST FOR AREA BOARD ACTION:  Receive the presentation. 
 
 
CEO RECOMMENDATION:  Receive the presentation. 
 
 
RESOURCE PERSON(S):  Beth Melcher, Ph.D., Senior Director of Clinical Innovation  

 

Alliance Health                               
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

Agenda Action Form 
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